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WILKINS' FLIGHT
across

POLAR REGIONS

"BREMEN'
flies from
Ireland to
America

Col. LINDBERGH'S
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You can finish your own
plane in BERRYLOID-
DOPE COLORS

IVO NEED to fly a drab-looking ship now—just brush
on Berryloid Dope Colors yourself. The new prod-

uct exactly fits the need of small airports, operators and
private owners who have not the necessary equipment
for spraying on Aircraft Berryloid.

Berryloid Dope Colors are available in 26 standard shades
of Aircraft Berryloid and come in paste form ready for

mixing with clear nitrate dope, % of a pound to a gallon

of dope. Pigments are finely ground in a secret-processed

oil giving life and beauty to the resulting finish never be-

fore attained in pig-

colors will not "skin
Colors are also used
"ground coats" be-
finish of poor hid-

mented dopes. These
over".Berryloid Dope
by manufacturers as

fore applying lacquer
ing colors.

Berry Brothers, Inc.

211 Leib St., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen: Please send rue material
checked below.

n Berryloid Dope Colors folder

i

Specifications for Aircraft Fin-
ishing

Q Berry's Lionoil folder

Berryloid Dope Colors and other Progressive
Aircraft Finishes carried in stock by

Addr
JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY CO., DAYTON, OHIO

\ ] |

Member Aero-
nautical Cham-
ber of Commerce Varnishes Enamels and Lacquers

Detroit, Michigan 1858— 70th Anniversary— 1928 IValkenille, Out.

Manufacturer
of Progressive
Aircraft Finishes

a
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,
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P"Pl,shed ev"y month. Volume XII, Number 5. Publication office, 220 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. Subscription

price $J.OO a year; smqle copies, 86 cents: foreign subscriptions. $4.00. Entered as second-class m.tter July 17, 1922, at the Post Office at New York,
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HOW MUCHM
D
ONEY...

OES YOUR AIRPLANE EARN?
If you consider airplane operation in terms of dollars and cents
... if you figure your costs in relation to your income ... if you
want to profit by your investment . . . you will soon discover that
the possibilities and performance of a Fairchild AU-Purpose
Cabin Monoplane are more profitable than the average low-
priced open-cockpit sort of 'plane.

HERE ARE T
Comparison of the Operating Costs of a Fairchild Cabin

INITIAL INVESTMENT
iplete with Whirlwind engi

-priced 2-passenger open cockpit airplane with Ox

Fairchild 4-passenger cabin monopL
and starter -

HE FACTS
Monoplane with the average low-priced airplane*

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS

ngrne

$12,98C00

2,700.00

HOURLY OPERATING EXPENDITURES
Whirlwind
pert

1,500 hrs. life

1. Engine depreciation
Whirlwind at $4,910 cost-

2. Oil and Gasoline ... -

3. Overhauls
Whirlwind every 250 hrs.

Ox every 100 hrs. dr $200 cost - -

4. Pilots hourly rate of pay ------
Total Hourly Operating Expenditi

Ox
per ho

$ 3.2

< $250 cost -

5.00

1.00

5.00

S 1.00

3.00

2.00

5.00

12. Hourly expenditures - - -

13. Yearly expenditures divided c

Total Cost per Hour -

14. Cruising speed in miles per hour
15. Net pay load in pounds - - -

16. Total cubic feet of package spai

cabin, etc. ------

"Cabin 'plane'

per hour

$14.27

ig 16.39

$30.66

100 m.p.h.
1000 lbs.

"Cockpit 'plar

per hour

$11.00

11.06

$22.06

70 m p.h.
410 lbs.

Total Cost per Mile Flo

YEARLY OPERATING EXPENDITURES

Cost per pass
full load)

PASSENGER COSTS
per 100 miles (assuming

5. Airplane depreciation— 20% of airplane with-
out engine -

6. Pilot's base pay
.

.
Half-time of $60 per week mechanic's service

8. Annual overhaul
9. Insurance _ fire, crash, etc., <S> 20% value of

complete 'plane - -- -- -- --
10. Allowance for crash losses exempted from

coverage by " deductible ™ clause of insur-
ance policy -

11. Rent of hangar and use of field for "hopping"
Total Y early Operating Expenditure -

F
Cabin 'plane

per year

$ 1.614.00

2,600.00
1,560.00

1,000.00

2.596.00

600.00
1.500.00

"Cockpit 'plac

per year

$ 440.00
2,600.00
1,560.00

600.00

540.00

500.00
1,500.00

PACKAGE COSTS
per 100 lb. packages per 100 miles (ai18. C
ling full load and 3 hrs. gasoline)

19. Cost per cubic foot of space per 100 mil(
$3.07

0.236
$7.68

1.26

"HOPPING"
20. "Hopping" passengers carried per hour

suming 3 1 ; flights of 10 to 12 minutes
21. Cost per passenger (assuming full load) .19 $3.15

*These figures comprise the composite operating expenses of several of the largest air
taxi operators in the East. They do not, however, include executive overhead, ,

tingencies and buf

'

should be realized

tlx- East. They do not, however, include executive overhead, con-
usiness-getting expenses. In studying these figures, therefore, it
I that organization and operating conditions vary considerably.

In addition to the increased profitableness of a Fairchild Cabin
Monoplane, the air-going public is more familiar with Fairchild
"planes because there are more in the air today than any other cabin
'plane. They like the big windows and airiness of the cabin. They
feel less nervous sitting in the compartment with the pilot. The seats
are more comfortably upholstered, and provide greater relaxation.
There is less noise, and therefore more opportunity for conversation.
To assist the operators and to multiply air-mindedness in general,
Fairchild has launched an extensive campaign of national adver-
tising . . . to let the world know that there's profit, pride and
pleasure in traveling in Fairchild All-Purpose Cabin Monoplanes.

If you are now engaged in airplane operation, or contemplate
entering that field, we'll gladly furnish you with more detailed
facts and figures. Fairchild Airplane Manufacturing Corporation,
270 West 38th Street, New York City.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

F A I R C
AN

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Boeing Airplane Company
is planning for that time, which

is eventually coming, when air-

planes will be an accepted mode
of speedy transportation, rather than the un-

usual. A staff of fifty to sixty aeronautical

engineers, constantly employed in research,

gives some indication of the extent to which

the future is receiving attention.

This research is evolving economies in

production * * * * greater safety * * * * lower oper-

ating costs * higher speeds.

Boeing Airplane Co.
Seattle, Washington

<JM ail by Air and Speed it T b e r o

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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9ngine...:

The PROBLEM

The SOLUTION

The ENGINE
and the

ORGANIZATION

Used in

KREIDER-REISNER
TRAVEL AIR, WACO

'Planes

THE surplus war stock of staunch OX motors is prac-

tically exhausted. The popular demand for 110-140

H. P. motored airplanes is increasing phenomenally.

What is the engine for this year's crop of low-powered

training, commercial and general-utility aircraft

and ivho will build it?

The engine manufacturer who successfully serves this

market must have more than a proven power plant.

His source of materials must be reliable. His factory

equipment must be complete and self-contained. His

organization must be trained to fabricate, install and

service his product.

To this solution the Fairchild-Caminez engine is dedi-

cated and backed by a thoroughly equipped plant with

the latest precision machinery, manned by an organi-

zation trained in every phase of aviation development.

Completely manufactured in the Fairchild-Caminez

plant—from the analysis of materials to the test block

— the Fairchild-Caminez is a simple engine with a

big story of achievement. All parts are interchange-

able and available at three convenient factory branches.

For complete technical details

and specifications send for

the Caminez Engine booklet.

FAIRCHILD CAMINEZ ENGINE CORPORATION
FARMINGDALE, N . V.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

CAMINEZ ENCJNES
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An Aircraft Lacquer

that will stand up —

MURPHY FINE FINISHES
Famousfor 6J years among architects,

masterpainters and makers ofproducts

requiring a fine finish

Aircraft Colored Flexible Finishing

Lacquer

Aircraft Super Spar Varnish

Sanding Primer Red

Aircraft Bronze Mixing Spar

Aircraft Enamel

THK only clear finishing lacquer we know of that

will stand up on wood, fabric or metal and resist

the ultra-violet rays of the sun.

You knowhow you've wanted a clear lacquer—that will

resist the treacherous workings of aircraft surfaces; that

will stick on and be durable; that will go over colored

lacquer, keep a bright finish, and wear; that will resist the

ultra-violet rays ofthe sun on both wood, fabric and metal.

Well, here it is! And here's what else it will do:

Dries with a good gloss.

Has full body and good building qualities.

Has depth of finish.

Improves with age. Sunlight destrovs most finishes,

but it strengthens this one.

Makes a fine finishing coat over a colored spray lacquer,

and gives a brilliant lustre. Will also go over old, well-

seasoned varnish.

Mixes with aluminum powder to form a lasting, dur-

able finish. Metallic powders actually "leaf" in Aircraft

Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer.

Positively prevents chalking. Color cannot rub off.

When mixed with colored sprav lacquer, it enhances

the lustre.

We shall be glad to give you further information on

this unusual aircraft finishing product.

MURPHY VARNISH COMPANY
Newark Chic San Francisco Montreal

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



A NEW TRAINING PLANE

The Curtiss Fledgling

The Fledgling was constructed as

the winner of a Navy design com-

petition, in which fourteen leading

aircraft manufacturers participated.

It is specifically designed for primary

and advanced training, either as a

land plane or as a seaplane, and is

equipped for fixed or flexible gun-

nery instruction, radio spotting and

bombing.

In design and performance, the

Fledgling is eminently representative

of 192.8 standards for training planes.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE AND MOTOR CO., INC.

Offices: Clinton Road, Garden City, N. Y. Factories: Garden City and Buffalo, N. Y.

bay you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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V

r I 'HE ten place Bach Air Yacht in regu-

lar service between San Francisco and
Seattle, operated by The West Coast Air

Transport Co.

BACH AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Clover Field Santa Monica

California

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Walter Hinton

1

Hi —to pilot a plane across the
31 Atlantic (the famous

NC-4).

—to fly from North to

South America.

—to fly to the head waters
of the Amazon.

xx
Here's%ur Foundation

forRealSuccess
^JNDERNEATH every real job Aviation has to offer— and remem-

ber, the industry has fifty highly specialized branches— there must

be a foundation of KNOWLEDGE. Those who have this foundation are

the ones who are going to pick off the choice positions— the biggest

money— the finest opportunities. How to get this necessary training —
how to get it inexpensively— how to get it quickly and conveniently —
those are the important questions this message will answer.

Formerly Crack Flying
Instructor for the Navy

One of the first of all outstanding,
nationally known, present day Aviators
to rise to fame was Lieutenant Walter
Hinton. But he is more than a great
flier. He is a recognized writer and in-

structor as well. During the War, Hin-
ton was one of the crack pilots to be
picked for the Navy's important work
of Instruction. He knows Aviation from
years and years of st-udy ; from hundreds
of thousands of miles of flight; from
close contact with its recognized leaders.
His course has been pronounced by author-
ities as the finest that could possibly be
produced. Few men are qualified as he
i3 to help you get your start—and to
advise and direct you in the future.

Get Your "Ground Work"

Quick—at Home

Stay where you are—keep on with

what you're doing—but give Walter
Hinton a portion of your spare time.

If you'll do that, he'll give you a prac-

tical training in Aviation that you would
have to spend years and years to ac-

quire through experience. He'll teach

you all about types of planes and their

uses; theory of flight; designing, con-

struction, rigging, instruments; motors;
navigation ;

aerodynamics and a whole
lot more. His course of instruction^ be-

gins where Aviation began and brings
you right up to the minute. He'll show
you how to cut off years in your hop to

success. He'll help you get into Avia-
tion—he'll help you get ahead in Avia-
tion. He'll give you a solid FOUNDA-
TION OF FACT that you can cash-in

on for life.

Hinton on the Amazon
Lieutenant Hinton was

the first Aviator to use
a plane for purposes of
exploration. Here he Is

shown on the Amazon
river making friends with
the curious natives. On
this flight, he and Capt.
Stevens of the Army
mapped 12,000 square
miles of South America's
wildest jungle country.

Trained Men for Fifty

Different Branches Needed

Commercial Aviation's highly paid
positions that are waiting to be filled
right now, today, run into the thou-
sands. And in addition to the hundreds
of manufacturing, sales, service and
transport organizations that are already
in the field—new ones are getting started
every day. Which means that MORE
pilots, MORE expert mechanics, MORE
construction men, MORE salesmen,
MORE instructors, demonstrators and
qualified specialists are needed MORE
AND MORE all the time. No need at
all to decide today which branch you'll
want to follow later. But THERE'S
GREAT NEED TO DECIDE TODAY
that the chance Aviation offers you is

far too big to pass ur>—and that with
Hinton's help and backing you're going
to get ready QUICKLY for one of its

Better Positions.

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
WALTER HINTON, President

1115 Connecticut Avenue Washington, D. C.

Open your
eyes to what
Aviation offers

you — and to

what Hinton
can do for you.

Tour copy of

his big FREE
book. "Rich
Rewards" Is

ready to mail.

It costs you
nothing — it

can lead to

much. Start
the coupon on
its way.

Walter Hinto
Aviation Institute of U. S. A., 1115 Connecticut Ave., Wash., D. C. (102-E) S^^-
Send me your FREE book. "Rich Rewards in Aviation," telling about JIT opportunities in Aviation |~

and how you train me right at home.

Name
Street .- Age.

City State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A Factor in Ail-American Aircraft Achievement

IN all the recent successes which have brought
such lustre to American aviation, Bohn Ring
True Bearings have played a part.

The dependability of aircraft motors in the Air

Mail service and commercial aviation, as well as

in the Army and Navy, is aided in no small meas-
ure by Bohn Ring True Bearings.

In fact, in the aircraft field, every recognized air-

craft motor manufacturer has standardized on

Bohn Ring True Bearings.

Bohnalite castings are more and more being used

in aeroplane motor construction.

Bohn products are being used by such outstanding
aircraft motor builders as:

Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Company. Inc.

Fairchild-Caminez Engine Corp.

Packard Motor Car Co., Aircraft Division

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Company
Wright Aeronautical Corporation
Warner Aircraft Corporation

Such endorsements, we believe you will agree, can
be won only by sheer merit.

BOHN ALUMINUM & BRASS CORPORATION
Detroit Michigan

BOHnauTE
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The 6 -Place International Air Coach
—the "Pullman" of the air . . . surpassing in

every detail ships costing thousands more!

No wonder interest at the Detroit Air
Show centered about this popular In-

ternational model.
For no other ship within thousands of

its price compared even remotely with

the Air-Coach. Its roomy, luxuriously

appointed passenger
cabin actually seats five

full-grown passengers in

Pullman comfort, with

every conceivable con-

venience including full

vision windows, venti-

lators, smoking equip-
ment, cabin heater, du-

plicate instrument board,

etc.

The F-17 ''Sportsman", an-

other International model, is

an ideal 3-place open plane,

identical in design and con-
struction to the Air-Coach,
but slightly smaller. $2,750
without motor.

Manufactured under Ai
Commerce Department Ap
proval Certificate .-4-35.

The high quality construction and
streamline design of the Air-Coach, its

marvelous performance in speed, sta-

bility, and safety are typically Inter-

national. Still this big cabin ship, be-

cause of efficient quantity production

methods, costs but $1.1,-

000 in the air, completely

equipped with 200 H.P.
Wrigh t W h i rl w i n d
motor. Correspondingly
lower priced of course,

with less expensive
motors. We would like

to send you free our new
illustrated treatise on
this and other Interna-

tiona] models. May we?

BUILT

The International Aircraft Corporation
(formerly of Long Beach, California)

CINCINNATI, OHIO

INTERNATIONAL
oy/lircraft

TO A STANDARD — NOT TO A PRICE

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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B.B.T. FLASHING BEACON TYPE OS

The

AIRPORT
BEACON
should be a

FLASHING?
BEACON

Why?
For the same reason that the United States Government has

provided that every lighthouse along our shores flashes a dis-

tinctly characteristic light for the information and guidance

of marine navigation.

Every airport should have its own characteristic flashing bea-

con. Not only as an aid to air navigation but for recognition,

being on the air map of the U. S. A.

Call it civic pride if you wish—but make your airport beacon
one that will flash its distinctive code that stands for your
airport.

B.B.T.

—

the pioneers in aviation lighting equipment—provide every light'

ing requirement. Airport Beacon Bulletin gladly mailed upon request.

B.BT Corporation of America
ATLANTIC
BUILDING

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Commercial Airplanes with a Fighting Performance

!

AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc.

535 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT COMPANY
General Offices, Factory and Airport at Burbank

LOS ANGELES, U. S. A.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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T,he Revelation is a mod-

ern, 3 -place cabin biplane built

with the latest improvements

for safety in construction and

design.
TJL he Revelation is designed

to give the utmost in pas-

senger comfort and is in every

way suitable for present day

commercial work.

Positive, non-freezing con-

trols, removable motor
mounting, suitable for either

water or air-cooled engines,

are features of this new plane.

Not, we „„-
plete facilities for repairing

and rebuilding all types of

planes and engines. Skilled

and experienced workmen,

modern equipment—prompt

service.

REVELATION AIRCRAFT CORP.
Queens Plaza, L. I. New York

Phone Stillwdl 6010

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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et into
WHAT thrill could compare with this—what

sport could bring you the tingling, breath-taking

adventure of this fascinating, new occupation

—the game for men with sporting blood ! See life

—

win applause—thrills—big money—step into a field of

excitement and daring—away from the monotony of

tame, narrow humdrum everyday life !

Think what Aviation offers you. Thrills

such as you never had before ! The praise

and plaudits of the multitude. And a

chance to get in on the ground floor where
rewards may be unlimited

!

Amazing Opportunities
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one

can hardly keep track of all the astonish-

ing new developments. Air mail routes

have just been extended to form a vast

aerial network over the entire U. S. Air-

lines and airplane factories are springing

up all over the country. Men like Henry
Ford are investing millions in the future

of commercial Aviation in America ! The
possibilities are so tremendous that they stagger imagi-

nation !

Everything is set for one of the greatest booms in history.

Big fortunes came out of the automobile industry and out of

motion pictures. Big fortunes will also come out of Aviation.
The development of Aviation as an industry is bringing with it

a call for trained men. Those who qualify quickly should find

themselves on the road to unusual earnings—success—popu-
larity—and prominence.

Easy to Become an Aviation Expert
Get into this thrilling business at once , while the field

is new and uncrowded. Xow—by a unique new plan

—

you can quickly secure at home, during spare time, the

preliminary training necessary to get a start in the Avia-

tion Industry. Experts will teach you the secrets—give

you the inside facts that are essential to your success.

And the study of Aviation by our method is almost as fascinat-

ing as the actual work itself. Every lesson is chockful of

interest—and so absorbing that you actually for-

get you are studying. But best of all are the

ultimate rewards you are- fitting yourself to gain.

PICK YOUR JOB

Flying
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Salesman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Builder
Airplane Pilot

Airplane Instructor
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Engineer
Aerial Photography
Aerial Advertising

Send for FREE Book
Send the coupon for our new free booklet

—

Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. It is

unusually interesting, reads like a romance, and
gives vital facts about Aviation you probably
never even dreamed of. You owe it to your-
self to at least read it. We offer you a free copy
now. No obligation. Mail the coupon for

yours today.

American School

of Aviation
Dept. 2775

3601 Michigan Ave.

Chicago, 111.

American School of Aviation,

Dept. 2775, 3601 Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, III.

Without any obligation please send me your FREE
book, Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. Also in-

formation about your course in Practical Aviation.

Name Age

Address

City State .

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MORE AND MORE PILOTS INSIST ON
$ E E $ A L L

k lEN of long flying experience know that

/M good vision is essential to safety. Since

the perfection of Seesall, the goggle without

a blind spot, there can be no excuse for faulty

vision.Your vision is perfect in all directions.

Pilots are demanding Seesall not only

for safety but also for the hour after hour com-

fort it assures.

Wear this gog-

gle two orthree

minutes and
you forget you

have it on.The
sing le ply
pneumatic rub-

ber mask hugs

the face with-

out discomforting pressure—and yet there is

not the slightest air leak anywhere.

Although created by the foremost mak-

ers of non-shatterable glass, Seesall is made

of plain curved glass. If desired, you can

wear Seesall over your own spectacles.

There are Seesall dealers most every-

where. But if you
cannot findone,mail

us your check for

$15.00,and you will

getyourSeesa/ipre-

paid by return mail

in a handsome metal

case.With light tint-

ed lenses, if desired,

at the same price.

EYES FOR THE

NAVIGATOR $8.50 PER PAIR
Companion to the Celebrated Seesall

with N on- Shatter able lenses

The Two Most Popular
Non-Shatterable Goggles

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG LAMOGLAS 44. $6.50 PER PAIR
Sponge rubber binding

ECK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Sole Selling Agents

70 EAST 131st ST., NEW YORK

Wholesale orders 'west of the Rockies filled from stock by: R. Mohr & Sons, Mohr Building, San Francisco, CaL

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Z)ependability
TheIbrd-StoutPlatteandIfrViSAero Oil

THE cornerstone of aeronautical
progress is dependability. On this

we must build increased public accept-

ance, greater economy and safety.

Rapid strides are being made in this di-

rection. The Ford-Stout Tri-Motor Ship
is representative of this development.
So, also, is HYVlS Aero Oil, the super-
refined, pure Pennsylvania lubricant.

HYVlS,thru its ability

to hold its high viscos-

ity and a uniform,
dependable pressure
under almost any
operating conditions,

has gained recognition, from the Ford-
Stout and Wright organizations as well
as other leading manufacturers, as a lu-

bricant giving maximum protection to

aero motors. It is a quick-warming, free-

flowing oil that saves much delay in
getting off of the ground.

HYVlS is available at practically all dis-

tributing points. Ifyour oil dealer cannot
supply you, write to us

fornameofdistributor.

FRED G.CLARK,Inc.
Established 1882

Cleveland Chicago
Minneapolis Los Angeles

Refineries: Warren, Pa.

Well Away!

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE PITCAIRN
SPORT MAILWING

Instruments

Compass - Altimeter
Air Speed Indicator

Tachometer - Gas Gauge
Oil Pressure Gauge and Thermometer

Clock

Equipment
Navigation Lights

(also wired for landing lights)

Flare Release Mechanism
Fire Extinguisher - Battery

Engine Tools - First Aid Kit

Center ofInterest

at the Aircraft Show
High interest in a sport plane having
wide speed range, comfort, and maneuv-
erability was aptly demonstrated by the

large number of enthusiasts who in-

spected the ship at the Detroit Ail-

American Aircraft Show in April.

Except for the conversion of the mail
compartment into a separate passenger

cockpit and the addition of a baggage
compartment behind the pilot's seat,

the Sport Mailwing is identical with the

Pitcairn PA- 5 Mailwing,* duplicating its

familiar features of construction and
performance. It is powered with the
Wright Whirlwind J-5-C engine, and is

furnished with the instruments and
equipment indicated.

Price, fully equipped at Bryn Athyn, Pa.,

$9850. Send for illustrated literature and
complete specifications. . Reg . Vm s . Pat . 0f{ice

PITCAIRN AIRCRAFT inc.
1845 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Aeronautical Products Corporation

5 18-5 2_2. West 57th Street

New York City

Announces a new

aircraft engine,com-

pletely enclosed.

Now in production

—orders taken for

July 1 st delivery.

H.P., 100 at 1800

r.p.m.; weight, 2.93

lbs. Can be installed

in OX mountings

—full pressure feed

dual magnetos.

Inertia starter, $1^5

extra. Price, $182.5

list

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



power that cannot be doubted. The
PRUDDEN all-metal tri-motor transport

offers the maximum in safety and profit.

Elimination of fire hazard is assured by

the all-metal construction.

Comfortable, deep spring-cushioned

parlor chairs and cabin luxuriously

A SAFE COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MULTI-MOTORED
RESERVE POWER

The Leviathan, largest ship in the world, uses 65,000 Horse Power

at normal cruising speed. There is available 90,000 Horse Power.

The Twentieth Century Limited, crack train of the New York

Central, uses i5oo H. P. on its normal high speed run. There is

available 4000 H. P.

The 1928 Wasp Engined Fokker Transports, purchased by West-

ern Air Express for the Daniel Guggenheim Safety Passenger Line,

use 600 H. P. in normal cruising. There is available 1200 H.P.

THE

PRATT^WHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Well Known Aviators Teach You To Fly At
ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY

"School of Aeronautics"
You are taught to fly under the personal guidance
of men with outstanding records as flyers. They
teach under a well planned and tested method. You
finish the course a qualified flyer.

HE course of training offered by the At-
kinson Aviation Company has quickly

become one of the most popular in the coun-
try. This course actually teaches you to fly!

It teaches by the only sure method known,
namely: 1st, to give you a most thorough
schooling in mechanics, teaching you in a

practical way the theory of flying. 2nd, by
permitting you to fly ships, teaching you,

also in a practical way, how to be a pilot.

When you attend Atkinson Aviation Com-
pany "School of Aeronautics" you are taught
the sure way—"working". In addition, you
work hand-in-hand with well known avi-

ators. These men take personal interest in

your progress. They are anxious to see

students equal their own good flying records.

They are anxious to maintain the high repu-

tation of the school. These men know avi-

ation; they are experts and know the art of

transferring their own flying ability to

students.

No more thorough course in aviation is

known. No more positive way to learn to

fly is available. From all parts of the coun-

try letters are being received wanting to hire

men trained at Atkinson Aviation Company.
If you are really interested in learning to fly,

send for our new four page folder describing

the courses in detail. When you send in the

coupon at the bottom of this page, we also

send you our illustrated booklet, "The
Why's, Where's and How's of Learning Avi-

ation". This is the school for you! Don't
delay a minute—send back the coupon at

once TEAR OUT AND
MAIL TODAY

$250 $650 $50 /PRIVATE LICENSE 5 0-HOUR LIMITED MECHANICS /COURSE COMMERCIAL COURSE COURSE /

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"School of Aeronautics"

406 Washington Street Gary, Indiana
We do rebuilding, repairing, designing, manufacturing,
field operation, management, meteorology, navigation.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR "M0N0C0UPE"AIRPLANES

Dept. A
ATKINSON AVIATION CO.

406 Washington Street

Gary India

PLEASE SEND ME,
W ITHOUT OBLIGATION,
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL

Name
Address

Town State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Commerce follows the pioneer
To THE vast majority the air was

unknown territory until last year.

Difficult, spectacular flights

—

—some brilliantly successful, some

gloriously unsuccessful — pointed

the eyes of the man in the street

to the sky-ways. He saw great

distances covered at incredible

speed. He began to know the pos-

sibilities of this new form of trans-

portation. And to know them is

to desire them.

Inevitably commerce follows.

1928 will provide more mail, more

merchandise, more passengers for

air transport than ever were

available to commercial aviation

before. Probably more than

present lines and facilities can

handle.

The need is for more commer-

cial lines and for judicious ex-

pansion and extension of those

now in operation. Greater loads

must be carried, greater distances

covered, greater reliability and

safety must be provided.

The Fordtri-motored, all-metal

transport monoplane meets all

these needs of commercial avia-

tion. It carries a dozen passen-

gers or a ton and a half of mer-

chandise at a speed of a hundred

miles an hour for five hours. Three

engines lift it quickly into the air,

and keep it there. Metal construc-

tion gives rugged strength, re-

moves the fire menace and lowers

maintenance costs.

To men engaged in or contem-

plating the operation of transport

lines we will be glad to give the

fullest co-operation. Any infor-

mation we have gathered through

our various activities in aviation

will be made available at their

request. Write direct to

The Stout Metal Airplane Co.

Division of

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Dearborn, Michigan

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE WILKINS ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS
THE Eskimos of Barrow would say

that Captain George Hubert Wil-

kins "knows his muktuk." Since

1914, they have called him "Anakluto,"

which means "strong-wise-man.

"

How many white folks have called

YVilkins a fool, because the exploratory

efforts of the YVilkins expeditions of 1926 and '27 failed

of their objective, that is, a series of flights over various

areas of the Arctic Ocean, with landings and the gathering

of scientific data?

No one has made the count of the smirkers and critics.

They at least served to amuse Wilkins, for he is too well

acquainted with the fickleness of the thrill-hunting public

to be disturbed by the carping criticism of the ignorant

herd.

More than once I have said to the man who guffawed at

the Wilkins expeditions of 1926 and '27: "Mr. Man! Go on

up to the Arctic. Get into the comforting temperature of 40

below zero. Go out over the most desolate, threatening—and

threatfulfilling—place on the face of this earth. Go in an

airplane. Get an Arctic blizzard to help you go and to pre-

vent you from returning. When you get there, feel of

your pulse—if you can still feel. And when you get back

—if you ever do—tell us what kinds of fool you were."

"Sure!" replies Mr. Man. "Anyone is a fool to go there

like that."

Today, the highest award of the American Geographic

Society, the Samuel Finley Breese Morse gold medal ; a

flood of congratulatory messages from all parts of the civi-

lized world, some from, crowned heads, and many from

friends who never misunderstood Wilkins' purpose and

mission in the aerial exploration of the Arctic, and know
him for what he is, "Anakluto," are the answer to "Fool"

from the ranks of the ignorant, fireside smugs.

Sharing in the honor and congratulation of the world,

is Wilkins' gentlemen friend, Carl Ben Eielson, more gen-

tleman than a college and

two university courses could

make him, though he had

that training. Eielson, like

Wilkins, was born with the

soul of a gentleman, with

all the finesse of modesty,

sense of proportions, tena-

city of purpose, quiet and

efficient performance which

born gentlemanliness im-

plies.

Neither Wilkins nor Eiel-

son were ever interested in

aviation stunts. The most
skillful piloting under the

most difficult conditions in

the history of aviation has

been Eielson's contribution

to the new science of the

air.

In all the plans and work
of the three Wilkins Arctic

Expeditions, both Wilkins
and Eielson were interested

solely in gathering new and
useful knowledge about a

large and important unex-

plored area of this earth. How impor-

tant such knowledge would be, if gained,

they fully understand, as all scientifically-

minded people do. They knew they had
the sympathetic and understanding back-

ing of the small minority of people—the

scientists—and with that they were con-

tent to go ahead, merely amused by the critics and the hoi

poloi who said: "Fools."

I have digressed at the outset in this outline of the

work of the Wilkins Arctic Expeditions because, after all,

the human element is at the heart of anything interesting

to thoughtful people. And because, with all the real friends

of the two "heroes of the hour," I take vast comfort in

looking over the former critics who today are "eating up"
the news about these two men, and I smack my lips as I

wink one eye at them. There is a deal of comfort in "I

told you so."

However, the critical attitude of the world that acclaims

the man who goes through a hero, and condemns the same
man as a fool if anything stops him from going through,

had a certain unhappy effect on the plans of Wilkins in the

early months of preparation for the expedition of this year,

it left him out in the cold, so to speak.

It threw him back on his personal resources in financing

the expedition, and he had invested virtually all of his per-

sonal fortune in the expeditions of 1926 and '27. The ex-

citement and romance of those two expeditions had passed.

Neither of them had gained the results hoped for. There
were some friends who doubtless would have chipped in to

help finance this last flight if Wilkins had undertaken the

role of salesman. Personal pride and dignity, and the

dogged independence which is always the other side of the

shield of Courage, doubtless stopped him from making
any appeal for financial aid.

The three Wilkins Arctic Expeditions of 1926. '27. and
'28 covered more than 17.400 miles in flights above the

Arctic Circle, with the loss

of only one plane (Stinson

biplane) in exploratory

flights ; the destruction of

one Fokker wing in a test

flight at Fairbanks, Alaska
;

the loss of one man, Pal-

mer H. Hutchinson, Detroit

News and North American
Newspaper Alliance corre-

spondent on the 1926 expe-

dition, who stepped back
into a whirling propeller of

the tri-motored Fokker on
the landing field at Fair-

banks ; and the loss of one
finger, from freezing, by
Eielson, chief pilot, on the

1927 expedition.

The total personnel of

the three expeditions was
20 men—11 in 1926; 7 in

1927 ; 2 in 1928.

Major Thomas G. Lan-
phier, of Selfridge Field,

on the 1926 expedition cov-

ered approximately 1,000

(Continued on page 874

)

By A. M. Smith

Detroit News and .Xorth American News-

paper Alliance correspondent, Detroit

News—Wilkins Arctic Expedition, 7927

Capt. Wilkins and Eielson (in cockpit) and the Lockheed plane
in which they flew from Point Barrow to Spitzbergen on their

memorable flight of April 15, 1928.
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The Transtitltintic Jutike "Bremen."—P. & A. photo.

THE 11BREMEN'S" FLIGHT TO AMERICA
THE first westward non-stop flight of an airplane

across the North Atlantic nearly ended in disaster

before the wheels were three feet off the ground.

A runway 4,000 feet long had been constructed at Bal-

donnel, the military flying field on the outskirts of Dublin.

The wall surrounding the military reservation was removed

and the runway extended into pasturage lands that lay be-

yond. The heavily loaded Bremen—its total weight was
8.140 pounds at the take-off—was unaided by even a breeze.

If anything there was a slight tail wind. Captain Hermann
Koehl, who flew heavy bombers during the war and who
since then has spent much of his time flying almost equally

heavy passenger transports, was at the controls. The ship

had used nearly all of its runway, the tail was up, the

wheels barely touching the grass and Koehl was raising

her carefully, by inches.

Then a sheep appeared on the runway and started to

brouse directly in the

path of the nine-foot

propeller. Koehl saw
the animal, lifted the

ship, and made it. There

was another obstacle, a

large tree, just ahead but

the all-metal plane was
climbing now and cleared

it by a matter of a yard

or less, or so it seemed
to the little group of

Irish Free State officers

and their friends who
had gathered at the air-

drome for the start.

Among those who had
gathered for the take-off

were William T. Cos-

grave, President of the Capt.

Free State Executive Council, and Mrs. Cosgrave, Herr G.

von Detin, the German Consul General in Dublin, Mr.

Desmond Fitzgerald, the Irish Minister of Defense, and

brother officers of Major Fitzmaurice.

With Captain James Fitzmaurice (since then elevated

by the Irish Free State to a majority in recognition of his

accomplishment) pointing out landmarks, and Baron

Guenther von Iluenefeld, whose restless energy, personal

fortune and enthusiasm for flying had made the attempt

possible, more or less buried among the benzol tanks in the

dark fuselage, Koehl drove the low-winged monoplane for

the Galway Coast and thence along the coast toward Slyne

Head Light and out to sea.

Slyne Head was the last land they saw until daylight the

next morning thirty hours later and the first half of the

water jump was uneventful. Variable winds prevailed,

and for the first 400 miles after leaving land the weather

was fair. Sometimes the

wind helped them a bit

coming from the east and

southeast. Then it would
veer into the west for

fifty or a hundred miles

but it was never strong

enough to give the fliers

either great joy for its

assistance or anxiety be-

cause of its opposition.

From time to time they

corrected drift by drop-

ping smoke bombs and
circling as they watched.
According to Fitzmaur-
ice they also obtained a

very fair estimate of

wind velocity by this

maneuver. Their speed

Acme phcto.

Koehl, Major Fitzmaurice and Baron von Huenefeld.
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for this part of the trip they esti-

mate at slightly better than 100

miles an hour.

About four hours out they en-

countered their first change in

weather and from that time on

until within 400 miles of New-
foundland or as it turned out,

Labrador, they ran into frequent

snow and rain storms and cloud

banks. Xone of these were ex-

tended over a big region. Some
of them they drove through and

they went around others.

One incident occurred to break

the monotony of the endless ex-

panse of blue sky and sea during

that first morning. The motor

sputtered ! But it was nothing

of importance. One of the pilots

in adjusting his mixture had

'"leaned" it a trifle more than the

Junkers L5 could stand. This

was remedied quickly, and the

Bremen continued serenely on its

way into the west with first

Koehl doing the flying and then

Fitzmaurice, each pilot taking the

stick for about three hours at a

stretch. As the load came slowly down away from the

danger point they began to frequently change their alti-

tude, seeking out levels close to the water when the wind
shifted for a time into the west, and going higher to get

as much help as they could from the wind when it fa-

vored them. Thus they ranged up and down from fifty

feet to two thousand.

There was little for the Baron to do. Xow and then

he passed out coffee and meat sandwiches. Some of the

time he slept and again busied himself with his pen writ-

ing verse or prose, seeking to set down for posterity just

how it felt to be the first passenger ever to fly westward

across the North Atlantic. Hitherto, while preparation for

the flight had been going on, his dynamic energy had been

expended to the utmost and now the enforced inactivity

began to be trying. At 5 o'clock in the afternoon he

stepped to the door leading into the cockpit, his mon-
ocle at its most formal and proper pitch, and an-

nounced "Tea."

About this time the wind came about into the southwest.

For some time it had held steadily from the southeast grad-

ually increasing in velocity until the white caps were piling

up below them.

Then as the sun was climbing all too fast down the

western sky trouble loomed up ahead. The wind increased

in violence and shifted into the southwest. As close as

they could judge they were about 400 miles out from the

Wide World ptwto.

Major Fitzmaurice, Floyd Bennett, Duke Schiller

and Bernt Balchen with the trimotored Ford at

Lake Ste. Agnes, Quebec.

North American coast for ahead

was the first real fog they had

encountered. It blanketed the

water below them and reached

up like the Himalayas above

them. They started to climb the

ship and went up to 6,000 feet

without being able to get over it.

Then it grew cold and they went

down again, down to within fifty

feet of the waves where the going

was exceedingly bumpy.

It was in this situation that

darkness overtook them and af-

fairs were further complicated

by the discovery that their light-

ing system was not functioning

leaving their instrument board in

darkness. Now and then they

used a flashlight but only for mo-
ments at a time. The}' did not

dare to stay so close to the water

here because they knew that they

were approaching land so up they

climbed again to 6,000 feet.

These hours in the clouds and

fog and cold proved one thing of

great importance it is believed.

Either ice does not form as easily

on the corrugated duralumin leading edge as on some other

forms of construction or the thick coating of paraffin

which was painted on just before the take-off or the com-

bination of corrugated metal and the oil was an efficient

defense against it. Further flights, not necessarily trans-

oceanic, of course will be needed before this theory can be

accepted by builders as absolute fact. The idea is interest-

ing, the results of this test encouraging.

The night wore on and finally the}' flew out of the fog

and saw the stars from which they at once discovered that

they were still flying westward.

For two hours more they kept to the westward course

although they knew that they should have crossed from
sea to land some time before. Then with the help of

flares they discovered that they were over land. For some
time both pilots had been watching broken patches of what

they thought was low fog. By the flares they learned that

they were over vast snow covered forests and rolling hills

with mountains ahead.

The fact that they were over Labrador indicates that

during the hours of blind flying they had- been steadily mak-
ing northing. When they should -have bent their course to

the southwest they were probably not willing to trust their

-

compasses which had been showing the effects of the mag-
netic changes and so they kept on. The head winds had

been causing them to use up more fuel than they had
figured and at times they were running their motor to the

The Fairchild FC2-W monoplane, piloted by C. A. "Duke" Schiller, the first airplane to reach the "Bremen."
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point where their airspeed showed 130 miles an hour. Such

a speed eats the gas.

Shortly after sunrise the fliers came to the conclusion

that they were many miles inland over Labrador and they

swung around into the southeast holding on this course

for four hours. Thus they arrived over Greenly Island,

saw the lighthouse, circled and came down to a landing on

a tiny reservoir in its center. Koehl made a perfect landing

but the ice failed and the ship nosed over.

They had been thirty-six hours and thirty minutes in the

air. They had crossed 2,000 miles of open water and, while

exact data is not available, they probably cruised over 800

miles of land striking Belle Isle Straits one or two hun-

dred miles to the south of the point where they left the

sea for the land.

The rest is well known ; how the light keeper, Johnny

Le Tamplier. his buxom wife and six children, to say noth-

ing of a dozen or so Newfoundland puppies and sled dogs, •

rushed out to greet them. How they were made at home

.

at the Le Tamplier fireside while Johnny sent word to the

Point Amour wireless station several miles .across the

straits on the mainland.

They landed about 1 p. m.. on April 13 Eastern Stand-

ard Time, but it was 7 o'clock that night before the waiting

hundreds at Mitchel Field whose numbers had dwindled

from thousands in the last hours before darkness learned

that they were safe even though 1300 miles from their

announced destination.

At once Miss Herta Junkers, the energetic daughter of

Dr. Hugo Junkers, now on his way to this country, started

to organize a relief expedition, although it was not known
in New York just how much the Bremen was injured.

Preparations to start planes northward were made at

Curtiss Field, at Hartford and by the Canadian Transcon-

tinental Airways. On the evening of the fifteenth a Junk-

ers mechanic started north by train taking with him a com-
plete landing gear for that of the Bremen had been badly

damaged. Struts and wheels were bent and the axle was
cracked. The propeller tips also were bent.

After several attempts made abortive by storms Duke
Schiller and Dr. Louis Cuisinier flying a Fairchild-Pratt

and Whitney "Wasp" job made the flight to Greenlv Island

and the next day he started back with Fitzmaurice for

spare parts. They were forced down at Natashquan on

the Banks of the St. Lawrence but two hundred miles from
Greenly.

It was April 18 when Duke Schiller finally set his plane

down on the ice of St. Agnes near Murray Bay where
Fitzmaurice made known the needs of the fliers and their

ship to Miss Junkers.

Meanwhile the Ford expedition. Floyd Bennett's last

flight, was getting under way at Detroit. Both Bennett
and his fellow flier, Bernt Balchen, left hospital beds to

fly the tri-motored Ford into the frozen north. W hen they
landed at Murray Bay on April 20th, Bennett had to be
helped from his

plane and two
days later he was
lying in a Quebec
Hospital close to

death. He was
not destined to

live to see the ac-

complishment of

this rescue expe-

dition but Balchen

carried on.

April 23 he

took off with a heavily loaded plane carrying benzol, spare

parts, Ernest Koeppen of the Junkers Company here and

Charles Murphy. He landed at Greenly. It was found

that the engine of the Bremen had suffered from exposure

and that take-off conditions for wheels were impossible, so

regretfully the German-Irish crew decided to abandon ship

until a later date and fly down in the Ford. They landed

at Murray Bay, April 26 to learn that Bennett had died the

day before. At once a pall of gloom enshrouded everyone.

The Bremen's crew decided that they would go on to Wash-
ington for the funeral but at New York, because of storms,

they left the Ford ship and went to Washington by train,

too late for the services. The next morning after laying

wreaths on the grave, they returned to New York. In so

far as possible they avoided greetings on that day, Satur-

day, April 28.

The reception on April 30 was unique. Not so boister-

ous as Lindbergh's, not so noisy as that to returning troops

after the war.

But it had its own great significance. It brought home
to the millions who took part and to the Irish-German crew

of the Bremen that peace between great nations had come
again.

Transatlantic flights may be useless stunts as far as avia-

tion is concerned. Some "experts" avow this over and over

but the great gift of aviation to the world is clearly realized

in them because it so graphically illustrates how the air-

plane brings peoples closer together.

A word about the ship itself and its motor. The Bremen
is a Junkers, type W33, low wing, cantilever, monoplane

powered by a Junkers 285-310 horsepower six cylinder in

line water-cooled engine. It has a span of 58 feet 6 in-

ches, a length over all of 34 feet 6 inches and a height

over all of 9 feet 6 inches.

Its weight empty is 2640 pounds, useful normal load 1990

pounds, total load 4630 pounds. Its wing area is 463 square

feet, wing loading 10 pounds to the square foot, power
loading 15 pounds to the square foot.

For the ocean flight its total load was 8140 pounds, wing
loading 17.6 pounds, power loading 26.2 pounds.

It has a normal high speed of 123 miles per hour, but

can be pushed faster. Its cruising speed is 97 miles an

hour, landing speed 53 miles per hour. Its ceiling is 19.000

feet and its actual climb from 3300 feet to 6500 consumes
5 minutes and 30 seconds.

The Junkers Aero engine L5 is a recent development of

the Dessau laboratories. Its weight is 690 pounds. The
six cylinders have a bore of 6.3 inches and 7.5 inch stroke.

The fuel used on this flight was a 90 per cent benzol com-
pound and the engine was adjusted for this fuel with a

compression ratio of 7 to 1. Its standard compression ratio

is 5.5 to 1.

This engine draws the intake air to the carburetor through
the crankcase. Additional warming is provided by water

jackets on the carburetor bodies. A double throat Zenith

carburetor is

used ; it has an

auxiliary air con-

trol for altitude

flying and for eco-

nomical cruising

when flying with

a partially closed

throttle.

The fuel load

for the ocean

flight was slightly

over 600 gallons.
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AIR— HOT AND OTHERWISE
H EXRY FORD missed a trick The Detroit Show The Government supplier, realizing

by being with the English that his market necessarily must be

royal family during the week Qy T£l1C\\k A TlCrlCrlOr comparatively small, in future, though

ot the Air Show in Detroit. But

heaven knows he has a right to be wherever he may choose.

Though he was not on hand to see the biggest show

that ever happened in American aviation—in aviation as a

whole, in fact.

From now on the United States will know which one of

its cities to turn to when it wants real accomplishment,

whether in the automotive industry, aircraft, or, probably,

anything else. If Detroit does it it will be WELL done.

Sponsored by the Detroit Chamber of Commerce not a

trick was missed. Every member of the show committee

was every minute on the job, in every way, on every day

—

and night. Everyone was doing his best, too, for the gen-

eral idea; there was no sign of private jockeying for indi-

vidual advancement or preference of position. Team
work ! The exhibitors as well as everybody else were striv-

ing for the show, for aviation and for the United States

rather than for themselves. Here was real harmony of

purpose—said purpose being to show the world that air-

craft manufacture is a going business—going with a speed

unknown in previous history, exactly as the planes it manu-
factures go.

The public? Air-minded to a man, woman and child is

the public of Detroit. The paid attendance (75 cents each)

was more than 150,000. Business? Millions of dollars

worth of actual sales were made, many of them to private,

previously non-flying individuals. The private plane will

be the regular thing, not in a few years, but from now

—

NOW—on. Interest? You should have seen the young-

sters—from twelve years up to twenty-one. Boys and

youth of the great automotive metropolis there on the

Lake know more, today, about aircraft, than any others in

this nation or elsewhere on the globe.

It will be recalled by those who have read Aero Digest

that we in this shop always have been optimistic about the

future of aeronautics. But on the Sunday morning when
1 walked into that hall I was stunned by the immensity

of the exhibit. It is literally true that chills chased up
and down my spine. Proud ? Proud as a peacock are we all

because we have been fortunate enough to have had some
small part in advancing an industry that means so much
to the United States and, indeed, to civilization.

When, many years ago, I stopped writing sports I vowed
that I would never use the word "superman" again. I

never have till now. But when I looked at that colossal

evidence of what an industry of which the actual founda-

tion was laid just less than a quarter of a century ago,

when Wright flew at Kitty Hawk, I broke my resolution,

for it is the solemn fact that these Detroiters must be

supermen. I shan't try to give a roster of them, but a few

so undeniably demand . mention that I must pull their

names from my dazed mind. One cannot omit those of Bill

Mayo, Harvey Campbell, Carl Betts, Ray Cooper, Harry
Graham, Harold H. Emmons (the father of aviation in

Detroit
) , Ed. Kramp, Smiling Jack Harding, the able rep-

resentative of the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce,
and every blessed soul (able mind, hustling disposition,

constructive imagination—these are all better terms) that

played any part in the astounding competence evidenced

in this great show.

What a lesson to the balance of the country ! It will

profit by it, too.

he had everything his own way very

recently, realized perhaps for the first time that America,

all of it, is awake to aviation. It must have been a shock

and a delight to such men, some of them real pioneers, to

see before their eyes the evidence that in this A. D. 1928

every family in this whole country is a prospect for the

purchase of a plane.

I cannot enumerate the things I saw with thrills of satis-

faction even greater than I had expected. Engines, for

example—old ones, new ones and not a one which has not

a potential place in the tremendous market which is surely

opening up. Old types of planes, new types of planes

—

sport ships, mail ships, cabin ships, amphibians—all adapted

to commercial production, perfect in design and workman-
ship, even painted up and finished off as perfectly as the

best of Detroit's original product—the finest automobiles

in the world. Yes, even as to luxury of fittings ! America
proposes to be comfortable, almost sybaritic in the air as

well as in its surface transportation.

It was a great chance for the manufacturers to get to-

gether and talk about as well as see each what the other

chap is doing. This was done in an astonishing spirit of

friendship and cooperation.

Those manufacturers who had exhibits probably wholly

failed to realize what generous contributions they were-

making towards the education of that fortunate swarm of

youth which was in actual attendance. In a few years the

boys of now will be the nation's master minds, not only

will they be the fliers, but they will be the manufacturers;

not only will they be the voters, but they will be the men
the voters vote for. It was an inspiration to me to watch

them come in to that great show.

Aviation? It was there before their eyes, and anyone
could see that they had not before then realized what a

mighty structure of hard fact the romance, the adventure,

the exquisite thrills have played a part in building.

I believe Henry Ford, if he had realized what was to

happen, would 'have waited before going to Europe.' I

am very glad he went; I am glad he was received by King
George and Queen Mary and the Prince of Wales. More
good-will as the result of aviation. But I wish he might

have seen that great show in Detroit in the creation of

which he played so large and wonderful a part.

Another man who would have gloried in it was obliged

to miss that show. "Bill" MacCracken, Secretary of Com-
merce for Air, did wonders in promotion and advance

arrangements of all kinds. He supplied much of the splen-

did impulse which throbbed there among the planes. Ill-

ness kept him from the place above all others where in

normal circumstances he would have wished to be. Every-

body missed him and nearly everybody took the pains to

say so.

General Fechet was there and Major "Tom" Lanphier.

And, oh, yes, from the Navy—well, from the Navy

—

ahem ! Well. Secretary Wilbur (you know who I mean,

don't you?)—well, he was somewhere else, I don't know
where. And all the other dignitaries, bignataries and gen-

eral wigwagnatories of the fleets, ironclads and swivel-

chairs must have been with him. The show, perhaps, was

far too full of aeronautical enthusiasm to make it an agree-

able or sympathetic place for them to visit.
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Keystone Aircraft Corp. Excello Mfg. Company. Stefco Steel Company. Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corp.

S. K. F. Industries, Inc. Aviation Motors Corp. Berry Brothers. Packard Motor Car Co.

Ford-Stout Tri-motor. Ryan Brougham Vought Corsair (U. S. Navy).
All photos by Kalec & Forster.

A FEW OF THE AIRPLANE AND ACCESSORY EXHIBITS AT TH



Gordon & Ferguson, Inc. Westinghouse Electric. Ford-Stout. Wright Aeronautical Corp.

A. G. Spalding & Bros. W. Harris Thurston. Radio Corp. of America. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Wallace. Driggs Dart. Stearman. Taylor Brothers Chummy.

Aerocraft Aero- Coupe. Overcashier. Pitcairn Mailwing.

American Eagle. Ireland Amphiplane. Lenert all-metal.

Westinghouse Lamp Co. Standard Steel Propeller Co. Russell Mfg. Company. Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Norma-Hoffmann Bearings Corp. A. C. Spark Plug Co. Canvas Leather Specialty Co. Elgin National Watch Co.

All photos by Kolec & Forsler.

ALL-AMERICAN AIRCRAFT SHOW, DETROIT, MICH., APRIL, 1928
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RECORD ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
M H

many

ANY attempts were made
during the past year to

fly not only long dis-

tances, but also to high altitudes.

Several altitude attempts were

made by balloon, and as

more by land planes and sea

planes, with and without

useful load.

On March 9th at Scott

Field, Belleville, Illinois,

Captain Hawthorne C.

Gray, U. S. A., stepped

into his 80,000 cubic foot

hydrogen-filled balloon with

his present-day high alti-

tude equipment, among
which were the life-sus-

taining oxygen apparatus,

two high grade dual tra-

verse barographs, and a

thermograph. Much de-

]>ends upon the latter re-

cording instruments, for

they tell the story of the

flight by making a continu-

ous record of the atmo-

spheric pressure and tem-

perature upon a smoked
chart. Just before each official record flight, the instru-

ments are carefully sealed by a representative of the contest

committee of the National Aeronautic Association. Im-

mediately after the flight the instruments are forwarded to

the National Bureau of Standards in Washington, D. C,
where the altitude determination is made with great care

by duplicating flight conditions m the laboratory.

It may be well at this point to describe in detail the

method of testing at the Bureau of Standards. Upon re-

ceipt of the instruments at this Bureau, the seals are broken
in the presence of a member of the National Aeronautic
Association. The instruments are carefully examined, the
smoked charts are removed from the drums and "fixed" by
dipping into a mixture of collodion and Duco-solvent. Sev-
eral fixing solutions have
lieen used, but the Duco-
collodion mixture has been
found most satisfactory for

the following reasons: the

chart does not shrink, it

dries soon after immersion,
the fixative is non-peeling,

and it photographs well.

The fixed chart is re-

placed on the barograph
which has l>een selected as

official.

The instrument is then
placed under a bell jar and
given a flight-history test in

which the temperature and
pressure and their rates of

change during the flight are

.duplicated. Inside of the

bell - jar are coils of copper
tubing for the circulation of

By
B. Henrickson

Assistant Physicist. Aeronautic Instruments Section

U. S. National Bureau of Standards

H.. B. Henrickson checking an altitude flight barograph.

carbon dioxide which reduces the

temperature from that at the start

of the flight to that at the ceiling,

at approximately the rate shown
by instrumental data obtained dur-

ing the flight. A fan keeps the

air within the bell jar in

circulation against the cool-

ing coils. Starting with the

stylus of the pen ami on

the ground pressure line of

the barograph chart, the air

is exhausted within the jar

at a rate approximately the

same as that shown by the

barograph trace until the

lowest or ceiling pressure

of the flight is reached. At
this point a reading is taken

on a standard mercurial

barometer which is con-

nected to the bell jar. The
ceiling pressure is then con-

verted to altitude by means
of the Federation Aero-

n a u t i q u e Internationale

(F.A.I.) pressure-altitude

table, which figure repre-

sents the height attained

If the new figure exceeds

[. is officially notified

A dual transverse barograph with temperature recorder.

for international comparison

the international record, the F. A
through the National Aeronautical Association of all details

of the flight, together with the original barograph chart

and a copy of the Bureau of Standards report on the alti-

tude determination. The National Aeronautic Association

is the representative of the Federation Aeronautique Inter-

nationale in America.

Two barographs are usually carried in altitude flights in

order that at least one good record may be obtained. In the

particular flight made by Captain Gray on March 9th, the

clockwork of one of the barographs stopped at a point near

the ceiling of the flight where the temperature of minus 35

degrees Centigrade experienced was low enough to congeal

the light oil in the bearings

of the clockwork. On the

way back, however, the

clock started to run again

due to increasing tempera-

ture as the balloon ap-

proached the earth. The
other barograph continued

to function perfectly
throughout the flight of two
hours, giving an especially

fine trace on a smoked
chart. A trace made by a

stylus on a smoked chart is

preferable to a pen with ink

in that there is then no dan-

ger of the ink freezing or

of the trace sputtering out.

Modern high altitude baro-

graphs are equipped with

an ingenious mechanism
which allows the pen arm
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Captain Gray,

to move down and back again over the

entire chart with decreasing baromet-

ric pressure. This dual traverse fea-

ture gives the (barograph a very open

pressure scale, indeed so much so, that

each sudden increase in altitude due to

unloading ballast can be noted in the

instrument's record. This sensitivity

to pressure change was of extreme im-

portance in detecting whether Captain

Gray was still conscious at- the ceiling

of a later flight made in November.

The barograph used on this flight of

March 9th was carefully checked at

the Bureau of Standards. When com-

pared with a standard barometer it

showed a minimum or ceiling pressure

of 234.9 millimeters of mercury. From
the F. A. I. pressure-altitude table, 235

millimeters of mercury is equivalent to

8,690 meters, or to 28,510 feet. (F. A. I. rules require

that the pressure be taken to the whole millimeter.) This

flight, although far enough up in the region where it is nec-

essary to breathe oxygen, did not approach the balloon alti-

tude record of 35,424 feet which was made in 1901 by the

German aeronauts Suring and Berson. Captain Gray, how-
ever, made other flights at later dates, one in May and then

the unfortunately fatal one in November.
On the afternoon of April 14th at the Naval Air Station,

Anacostia, D. C, Lieut. G. R. Henderson, U. S. N., made
an altitude flight in a Vought "Corsair" seaplane, carrying a

useful load Of 500 kilograms. The ship was powered
with a Pratt & Whitney "Wasp" air-cooled engine of 425
h. p. Two barographs were carried, similar to those used

by Captain Gray of the Army. No thermograph was used,

but a temperature of minus 10 degrees Centigrade was
noted by the pilot on reading a strut thermometer when the

ceiling of the flight was reached. The pressure at this point

as recorded by the official barograph was 312.3 millimeters

of mercury. From the F. A. I. table 312 millimeters of

mercury is equivalent to 6,760 meters or to 22,178 feet.

This was a world record for a seaplane carrying a useful

load of 500 kilograms.

On May 4th alt Scott Field, Belleville, Illinois, Captain
Gray again took off in his hydrogen-filled balloon of Class

A, Category 7, determined this time to capture the altitude

record as well as to make further radio and meteorological

observations in the sparsely explored upper atmosphere.

flying togs, prepares an altitude balloon ascension.

Instrumental equipment used by Captain Gray on his high altitude flight.

He carried the same recording instruments, two barographs

and a thermograph, that he used on his former flight. This

time it happened to be the clockwork of the thermograph

that stopped running not so long after the take-off. Al-

though the clockwork stopped, the temperature element con-

tinued to function, causing the pen arm to describe a single

arc on the smoked chart. The lower end of this arc, when
the instrument was compared with a standard thermometer,

indicated a minimum temperature of minus 55 degrees

Centigrade. The clockwork of one of the barographs also

stopped for a short time, due to the extremely low tempera-

ture experienced just after the ceiling of the flight was

reached. The other barograph, however, continued to func-

tion perfectly throughout the flight and was consequently

selected as official. When nearing the ceiling of 'his flight,

Captain Gray experienced pains in his chest and following

the instructions of physicians valved gas soon afterwards,

starting on a rapid descent toward the earth. When only

several thousands feet from the ground, he noted that he

was falling at so rapid a rate that a crash was imminent,

hence he was obliged to take to his parachute and jump.

This procedure immediately lightened the balloon which

gain shot skyward for a while, coming down not long after

Captain Gray, who had landed in the meantime with his

parachute. As a result, no injury came to man or instru-

ments. The jumping-off point is well defined in the baro-

graph trace. On this flight the minimum pressure attained

was 122.2 millimeters of mercury. According to the

F. A. I. table, 122 millimeters of mer-

cury is equivalent to 12,944 meters or

to 42,470 feet. This record, however,

was not allowed by the F. A. I. be-

cause the pilot jumped, and conse-

quently "was not in possession of his

ship and instruments" on landing.

Captain Gray, still undiscouraged,

made another attempt on November
4th.

On May 5th, the day following

Gray's flight, Lieut. Carlton C. Cham-
pion, U. S. N., made an altitude flight

at Langley Field, Virginia, with a

Wright Apache seaplane. The plane

was powered with a Pratt & Whitney
"Wasp" engine, of 425 fa. p., super-

charged. All altitude planes, of course,

are equipped with some type of super-

charger, otherwise there would be a
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more decided falling-off of engine

power with increasing altitudes which,

in turn, would mean a lowered ceiiing

for the plane. This plane was equip-

ped with the Root type supercharger,

developed by the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics at its ex-

perimental station at Langley Field.

On this flight two dual traverse baro-

graphs were carried but no thermo-

graph. In view of the fact that no

temperature data were furnished, the

temperature of the instruments at the

ceiling of the flight was assumed to

be minus 30 degrees Centigrade. In

this flight both of the barographs functioned perfectly from

start to finish. The pressure recorded at the ceiling of the

flight was 186.8 millimeters of mercury. From the F. A. I.

table, 187 millimeters is equivalent to 10,197 meters or to

33,455 feet, which was a world record for a seaplane.

Some trouble was experienced due to the overheating of

the supercharger, or the mm^mm^^^^^^^^^^^
plane could have contin-

ued to a higher altitude.

An examination of the

barograph trace indicated

that the ship was still

climbing when it was

found necessary to des-

cend, and that a possibil-

ity of a much higher ceil-

ing was to be expected.

On July 4th, Lieuten-

ant Champion made an-

other altitude attempt at

the Naval Air Station at

Anacostia, D. C, using

the same seaplane. The
same two barographs

were carried, but as on

the previous flight, no

thermograph. The instru-

ment temperature, conse-

quently, was assumed to

be—30 C. One of the

instruments was mounted
not far from the engine

;

the other was mounted closer to the cockpit, on this side of

the fire-wall which is simply a metallic partition between

the engine and pilot. The probable variation from the as-

sumed temperature, however, would not introduce an error

exceeding 2 or 3 millimeters of mercurv in the pressure de-

termination. This case does not emphasize, however, the

The Corsair reached an altitude of 22,178 feet carrying a load of 500 kilos.

The PN-10 carried a load of 3,500 kilos to a height of 6,588 feet.

need of a device for recording the barograph temperature.

Such a device, consisting of a coiled bimetallic strip

mounted near the sylphon and terminating in a recording

pen has been developed by the author and has been in-

stalled recently on a number of high altitude barographs

at the Bureau of Standards. On account of the instru-

ment's inherent tempera-

ture errors, the need for

such a temperature re-

cording device is obvious

when accurate determi-.

nations of altitude are

desired. On this occasion

the barograph showed a

ceiling pressure of 150.6

millimeters of mercury.

From the F. A. I. table,

151 millimeters of mer-

cury is equivalent to 11,-

581 meters or to 37,995

feet. This was a world

record for seaplane, bet-

tering Lieutenant Cham-
pion's own performance
of May 5th at Langley

Field. Va., by 4,540 feet.

On July 25th, at the

Naval Air Station at An-
acostia, D. C, Lieutenant

Champion in the Wright
Apache, now converted

into a landplane, took the

air once more,—out for a new altitude record. This flight

provided thrills far beyond expectation. Soon after the

ceiling of the plane was reached, the pilot, needing oxygen,
made a precipitous dive for earth. The resulting excessive

speed was more than the engine could stand. Seven out

of the nine cylinder heads were blown out, parts flew in all

directions tearing holes in the wings,

but fortunately missing the pilot. Soon
afterwards, the plane caught on fire

but it was quickly put out by side-slip-

ping the plane. Before the pilot

reached the ground, however, the

plane again caught on fire several

times, but each time the flames were
extinguished by the skillful maneu-
vers of the man at the controls.

Champion felt certain that he had
made a world record, and wishing to

preserve the barographs as well as the

lives of the people in Washington who
might be in (Continued on page 882)

The Apache as a landplane (38,418 ft.) and as a seaplane (37,995 ft.)
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LETTERS TO UNCLE FRANK
/ ~| '"HIS scries of letters written by
^* I Don Rose to the publisher of

Aero Digest gives the meditations

of an air-minded layman during his sojourn in a New York

hospital. We think you will agree that these letters are a

worthy substitute for his regular article this month.—Ed-

itor's Note. * * *
April 16, 1928

Dear Uncle Frank Tichenor

:

Well, it looks as though this might turn out to be a good

joke on somebody, though I hate to think just who the joke

will be on, but here I am in a hospital and with not the

faintest idea when or how I'm going to write my piece for

you this month, particularly since I'm here for an operation

and from the general festive air of this place I wouldn't

be at all surprised if I woke up tomorrow in another and

maybe better world, though we fellows in the aviation

business mustn't expect too much of the hereafter, having

had a pretty good time in the here, all things considered.

But whatever happens, I know right now that I won't be

fit to live with for a while after the alterations and repairs.

I've had friends who have gone in for operations in a more

or less serious way, and believe me, those birds rightly

needed another to stop them talking about it afterwards,

for an operation is very much like going to jail, as Uncle

'Cy Caldwell will tell you, in that it's not much fun but it

certainly does make conversation. I've come to the con-

clusion that people go to hospitals for about the same rea-

son that they go to Europe—so that they can come back

and lie about it for the rest of their lives; and" I don't

have much hopes of being any more reticent than the rest

of humanity, particularly since nobody ever yet accused

me of keeping my mouth shut when there was the slightest

excuse for opening it.

I suppose this is a perfectly nice, respectable and sociable

hospital, but there's certainly no great excitement about my
arrival here. Why, I might as well be at home for all the

notice anybody takes of me. My nurse, by the way, is a

blonde, but I don't like the way she looks at me. She
looks almost as if she might be measuring me. And the

doctor is too darned cheerful to be encouraging; he looks

as though he's going to have a good time out of this, any-

way. Of course, I'm behaving as though this is the sort

of thing I'm used to every day of my life; I've smoked a

couple of Murads and tried to look as nonchalant as an
army pilot stepping out of a pancaked pursuit ship with a

crowd of scared spectators gawping at him, but I'm
not sure that I'm getting away with it. And I ask you

—

how can a fellow keep his poise and nonchalance in good
working order when they take away all his clothes and leave

him with nothing but half a suit of pajamas and a pair of

hospital socks? (Here are the original pants bandits.) I

was never so sketchily dressed since I lost my suitcase that

night on the B. & O. Railroad—but I'll tell you about that

some other time. If I was that nurse, I'd be ashamed.
I'm really feeling a whole lot better since I got here, and

if I could only find my clothes I believe I'd go home. I've

just come to the conclusion that people have too many op-

erations. But they've got me here, and I want you to know
they took my room rent in advance, which don't look so

good does it ? Or does it ? And if you don't hear from me
pretty darn soon, I want you to come on over here and get

a rebate. There's no sense in my paying rent here if I'm
up somewhere sitting on a cloud and twanging at a harp.
Now is there?

By Don Rose There's a fellow just come to the door

in a Ku Klux uniform with a sort of

wheelbarrow. I've got a low-down hunch

that he's come for me. So if you will excuse me, I'll bring

this to a close, and maybe you'll hear from me tomorrow

and maybe you'll just hear about me.

* * *

Same day, later

Dear Uncle Frank

:

I'm writing this from somewhere up in the ether, .where

these doctors have put me for reasons of their own while

they get personal with my insides. I thought you might

like to hear about it, and you can pass it on to some of these

altitude hounds, so that if they get their elevators jammed
and climb clear out of the atmosphere into the ether they

can know what to expect. They took me up to the room
where all the machinery is, and there were three doctors

looking too much like butchers in white coats and aprons to

make me feel entirely at home with them, and I pretty near

remembered an important eilgagement and went home, but

1 didn't know where they had hid my shirt. And there was
another nurse there and I didn't like her looks either, even

though she was a blonde as far as I could see. So I passed

out one of those jesting remarks for which I am so justly

famous and nobody cracked a smile, and then they turned

on the gas.

So the first thing I knew I felt like a passenger who has

asked for loops, spins and all the works, and has already

realized that it was a mistake. And a little later I began

to feel like a Quiet Birdman at about half-past ten of a

nice evening, and I think I might have sung a song only

I couldn't think of any words. And then I began to feel

airy and light-headed like a blimp, or an angel for all I

know, and about that time the ether hit me and I went out,

and here I am. And now I feel like a Congressman.

It's very nice and peaceful up here in the ether, though

I don't know exactly where I am. I forgot to bring along

my earth inductor compass, and somehow I hate to figure

my position by dead reckoning—it seems a little presump-
tuous. Maybe I'm over the North Pole or maybe over

the South Pole, though they say there's a whole world of

difference between them. But I think I'm somewhere over

Newfoundland or maybe Hawaii, and I don't care much.
Anyway, it's nice up here; there don't seem to be any
bills to be paid and I don't have to read newspaper editori-

als about the future of aviation, and in regard to all

earthly matters I feel like a busted Klaxon in that I don't

give a hoot. For three cents I'd stay here, though perhaps

it would be nice to have a little company. The nurse don't

seem to be around anywhere.

* * *

April 17, 1928

Dear Uncle Frank

:

Well, here I am back from the ether, and we certainly

had a nice trip, though the deviation of the magnetic com-
pass was something awful, and I flew the last thousand
miles or so through thick fog. Right now I'm resting eas-

ily and waiting for the booking agent from King Features

to come abound and sign me up for a series of articles for

the newspapers, and after that, maybe, I'll write a book and
give a few lectures for the sake of the advancement of our

glorious profession of aviation and such small change as

[ can pick up on the side. Somehow they've got me back in

bed and I have all my pajamas again and I don't like to

think too much about that. (Continued on page 875)
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FLOYD BENNETT

REAL fliers never fear the unknown. Their very art

is that of penetrating into realms which to the men

of other generations were behind closed doors of hu-

man limitations. Floyd Bennett now has made, so far as we

can tell, his final flight—that journey into the eternal mys-

tery which all must make, but which few make so splen-

didly.

He took off undismayed and at his great journey's end

he will make whatever landing waits upon the field for

a good fellow, gentleman, loyal friend, loving and beloved

human being, true and expert exponent of the art of avia-

tion. The Air Klan salutes his memory

!

THE IRISH-GERMAN FLIERS

FITZMAURICE, as Irish as the shamrock; Koehl

and von Huenefeld as German as Unter den Linden.

What an unexpected yet what a perfect combination-

German precision, Irish initiative and gallantry. When, on

Friday, the thirteenth, we had heard nothing of them, we
were worried but we still had hope. We didn't know just

why—but there was an Irishman aboard that plane! If

fighting or strategy could bring them through we were

completely certain that they'd land somewhere—and right

side up—with at least one of them, the Irishman, grinning.

All honor to them ! It must be borne in mind that they've

done something which can only be done once. They've

done it the first time

!

Just as we have frequently predicted, the world will

really get acquainted for the first time in all history

through the influence of aircraft. Good-will fliers—good-

will flying—-Lindbergh to Pan America, the Germans and
the Irishman to the United States.

And let's think back. Don't let's forget the splendid,

tragic daring of Nungesser and Coli, who sought our shores

from France, and, going further back, we may very well

remember that magnificent English dirigible which flew

across the sea and back again

!

THAT ANNIVERSARY

THE twenty-fifth anniversary of human flight in heav-

ier-than-air machines, the epochal exhibit of the Wright
brothers, comes next December. Nothing definite in the

way of planning a fit observation of this anniversary—one
of the most significant in the history of the human race,

and absolutely all American—has been done yet. If that

which is done is not fitting in its magnitude and its imag-
ination then this nation will have missed an opportunity.

IN THE SMITHSONIAN

THE Spirit of St. Louis is now where it belongs, in the
Smithsonian Institution. It is one plane which even

the Smithsonian cannot deny, one achievement that even
the Smithsonian cannot question. Even those old wiseacres
of Washington admit that Lindbergh did it first.

We of Aero Digest hope to live to see the time when
that Smithsonian group will grow in mental strength until

they are fit to acknowledge their mistake, admit the injury

that they have done to one of the greatest of Americans.

Then, perhaps, we may see Wright's first machine and
Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis side by side in a Smith-

sonian which truly is the nation's treasure-house, perpetual

reminders to all future generations of Americans of the

achievements of the great pioneers.

This, by the way, is Lindbergh's month. Don't forget

ii.

A PLEA FOR MR. WILBUR
MORE Wilbur! How long, oh Lord, how long? This

time he calls the battleship the backbone of the fleet

and aircraft (also submarines) mere auxiliaries. None
are so blind as those who will not see.

But Wilbur, fighting air defense, well knows that he is

licked. Otherwise he'd not be cruising all about the coun-

try trying to win favor for that at one time useful adjunct

of the national safety, the now defunct battleship.

Perhaps we should ignore all this, considering that it

comes from him, for memory of his Chicago speech of

just about a year ago showed his paucity of information

on this subject, and indeed, upon most subjects. But some
may not know.

He admits that long range gunfire is dependent upon

aviation ; what he seems to be too blind to see is that the

long range guns won't fire because there will be, over them,

enemy planes supplying a grim rain of bombs. The battle-

ships, will be like Wilbur and the ostrich. It will be re-

membered that the ostrich, when attacked, buries its head

in the sand but remains otherwise exposed. It feels safe

then, until—the spanking comes. The battleship will not

even know just when to duck and could not duck even if

it knew. The planes which will astound it with their bombs
will be so high in air that they will not be visible, even

with Mr. Wilbur's strongest spectacles.

We would suggest for Mr. Secretary Wilbur a corre-

spondence course in aeronautics. Walter Hinton, who
sends out a very good one, is convenient to the Secretary's

reach. Right there in Washington, is Walter, on Connecti-

cut Avenue. We know him and we like him. He's a

charitable cuss. He'd be right glad to help the Secretary.

If he wants pay for teaching Mr. Wilbur (and we admit

that he should) Aero Digest will head a popular sub-

scription for the education of the Secretary of the Navy.

Lindbergh, the Frenchmen, the Germans, the gay Irish-

man, and all the others who have shown the way have not

been able to impress the Secretary. Even the considerable

group of officers who (for the brief moments of his term

of office) serve under him apparently remain unknown to

him. We regret this circumstance. So we are mailing to

the Secretary of the Navy cards of introduction to Admiral

Moffett, Commander Richardson, Commander Rosendahl

and a few others. Any one of these or many others would

be glad to take an afternoon away from less important du-

ties, lead the Secretary out to Anacostia and explain to him
the rudiments of human flight.

If he remains in office till the end of the next war he

probably will get an airplane from the enemy country

which (if he stays in office) will have licked us. Having
got it he will suggest its careful study. The trouble will

be, if and then, we fear, that should Secretary Wilbur stay

in office through another war there would be nobody left

to study anything when it was ended.
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A NOD AND A WINK
"C

Roaming Roomers

By

Y, we want you to go to

Detroit," said the charming

Editor of Aero Digest.

"We want you to write a full account

of the All-America Aircraft Show

—

the fuller the better. Don't miss a

thing, now will you? Here's a ticket

on the Detroiter, and here's expense

money. Spend all you like, and stay

as long as you like; but don't fail to

cover the show fully."

"Rest easy!" I said. "You may consider the job already

done. I'll hand you the fullest account ever written of

anything."

And I have kept my word, though not exactly in the way

the Editor intended, and not quite as I had intended, either.

In fact, I started to slide from my appointed course the mo-

ment I got aboard the Detroiter.

There's a train for you! If hi-jackers ever held up that

caravan they'd be made for life. Every stateroom had It.

To go from the observation car to the diner I passed 87

Canada Dry and White Rock bottles. And they were not

unaccompanied. Accompanying one quart that I had the

pleasure of meeting was Pilot Hardin, former Waco dis-

' tributor in Florida. We spent a delightful evening of

social chatter, in company with Mr. and Mrs. Bellanca—
who weren't taking anything but the ride—and the well-

known Spoons Boedecker, who will take anything at all.

We felt, all of us, that we had made a good start for the

Oil-America Aircraft Show.

But to get right to the Show itself, I must confess that

my ideas of that amazing affair are somewhat hazy as

I accidentally got mixed up with a flock of rooms at the

Hotel Statler and simply spent the most of my time wan-

dering from room to room in a very Socialistic and Spirit-

ualistic mood. It was just like going through a maze—

I

simply couldn't get out of that hotel. Time after time I

started for the elevator; but it was no use. A door of

somebody's room would open—and in I'd go. When the

door didn't open of its own volition, I opened it myself. If

the Statler has a room left that I haven't been in, I'd like to

see it as a curiosity. Also, if they hold that Aircraft Show
again, I'd like to see that, too, because I missed it this time.

Not that I didn't try to see the Show—I tried hard. I

even went into the Convention Hall—I think I got past

the first booth. Or I got nearly to the first booth, when

Frank Bogart of Detroit said, "Have you visited the Pour-

itin Club?" Well, we instantly sounded the retreat and

started on the road to ruin with—I forget his name at the

moment, but it will come back to me. There we met Cap-

tain Woolson of the Packard Co., Lieut. Schildhauer of the

Navy, and Colonel Danforth, the new C. O. of Selfridge

Field. Woolson drove us out to Selfridge and back—and

that was the last fresh air I got until I returned to New
York three days later. The balance of the time was spent

going from room to room and talking in loud, ringing tones

with some two hundred pilots laboring under varying con-

ditions of mental strain and stimulus—mostly stimulus.

And I want to add right here that it is my earnest desire

that every one of them will drop me a line and send me a

snapshot of himself for my department, PersonAIRllties

—

and please don't blame me if I forget names, because I

forgot my room number, and even my home address and

telephone. I have a wretched memory, especially when 1

tamper with it. I recall that the house

detective asked me where my room

was, and I couldn't tell him. I felt ter-

ribly embarrassed. At last, in desper-

ation, I said, "864," hoping he'd let

me alone. But the wretched man in-

sisted on going there with me—he said

he was charmed with my company-

—

and it turned out that 864 was occu-

pied by a Mr. and Mrs. Hassenpfeffer,

entire strangers to me. I was really nonpulsed.

Friday night after the Show was memorable. I was in-

vited to act as master of ceremonies and cracked ice in

the Kendall Oil Hangar at the Statler. With Messrs.

Shearer, Heyden and Loutt bringing me bottles in relays,

I sat at the fountain of justice, wrapped in a bath towel,

and poured. And how I poured ! I estimate that the

amount of muscular energy used by my right arm would

have sufficed to lift a column of water one mile—only who
wants to lift that stuff? For two hard-working hours I

dispensed Canada Dry, Kendall Oil, and cracked ice, in

equal proportions ; while some 200 odd pilots strained their

elbows hoisting the mixture into themselves. In two hours

half the boys were doing altitude flights, and the other half

were ready to take off. So was the hotel manager, for

that matter; and so was the house detective.

Meanwhile George Haldeman arrived and backed me
away from the fountain of joy so he and I could sit in a

corner and have a chat, because we hadn't met since one
night in Frank Godwin's studio in New Hokum on the

Hudson, last October. George was then altruistically

engaged in starting a little girl off on the road to fame and
fortune—he took her as far as a tanker in the middle of an

ocean, and she went on from there without him. Since

that October night George had enjoyed a cool salt bath

and I had done a lot of perspiring in Haiti, so we had lots

to talk about. We came to the conclusion that both of us
had been soaked enough.

Now, you may not believe me, but I hadn't taken a

drink that night until George arrived, when I turned over

the cracked ice to Heyden and wrapped my prehensile

Qngers (there's a seventy-five cent word for you !) around

a cold glass, and sunk my gleaming teeth into a pork sand-

wich. So I was in good shape to observe that the com-
bined noise of that gathering was making the walls bulge.

All I can say is that if Kendall oil works as well on en-

gines as it does on pilots, any engine using that happy
compound will be well oiled. The house detective also

noted this engineering fact, and suggested that some of

the crates be wheeled into their own hangars. So George
and I started out to clear the field. The general procedure

was to go up to a bird and say : "You're looking for your

coat and hat, aren't you? And if not, why not?" Thus,
tactfully and gently, we cleared the hangar.

When we had banished the last roaring Napoleon to St.

Helena, George said to me, "Well, Cy, isn't it about time

you and I did a little serious drinking ourselves?" I said

1 guessed it was, so we bid our kind hosts good-night at

2 a. m. and went to George's room, where we sat opposite

each other until rosy-fingered dawn painted the sky at 7

a. m. Now, that's what I call good, sensible, serious glass-

work. Two earnest, thoughtful men can really get together

and know each other under conditions like that—and I'll

defy them to do the (Continued on page 882

)
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SO

regularly, so completely, is the mail

flown through the worst weather, that

all sight of the personal element involved

is lost to the public eye. For the air mail has

become an impersonal demonstration of effi-

ciency, like the ordinary mail or the tele-

graph. We take it for granted as Air Mail,

and are prone to forget that without the

personal element it would not function at

all. Neither would the telegraph, for that

matter—the personal element is in every one

of fhe world's activities. But you know

what I mean—the Air Mail has become so

much bigger than the men who fly it that

we are overlooking the pilots and are re-

garding the Air Mail as a whole in much

the same light as that in which we regard

the railroads. And rightly so, for aviation

is bigger than any of its parts, and the

pilots are only parts of it. But just the

same, in aviation, more than in any other

of our activities of movement, the human

element is involved ; and the qualities of

individual courage and initiative of the

pilot still play a major part. Therefore to

me it is of great interest to know what

pilots think and how they feel about their

job, especially the old pilots who have spent

many years and have given much thought to

their work.

Here is Jack Knight, for instance, who
writes me very modestly that he is "a timid

soul who still gets a good thrill from flying

blind." Anyone who knows Jack will get

a grin from his description of himself as

timid ; if that bird is timid, then the rest

of us are simply scared to death. But

here's his letter

:

"Flying the Air Mail by men who have

devoted ten or twelve years of their lives

to it has in a way lost its glamor and ro-

mance, but the position of Air Mail Pilot

has by no means lost its fascination and in-

terest. Each and every trip is a distinct,

separate adventure, with numerous handi-

caps and varying weather conditions to

overcome. Bucking blizzards, sleet storms,

or fogs provides quite a thrill for most of

us in the daytime; but as 99 per cent of

our flying is night flying, these hazards are

consequently much harder to judge and fly

through.

"To the uninitiated ground man, it is hard

to understand how it is possible to get

caught above a fog, with no ceiling above

and no visibility below. They never will

understand how a pilot will battle along in

bad weather until he gets caught blind and

has to do some tall scratching and maneu-

vering to get out of it intact. They sim-

ply can't understand how a storm or fog

will close up behind you—cutting across

your course—and perhaps giving you a few

anxious moments.

"The writer of this note is a timid soul

that after ten years of mail flying and about

6,000 hours still gets a good thrill from a

400-mile trip above a fog, and gets quite a

few additional heart-beats from ten or

twenty minutes' blind flying. My experi-

ence of blind flying consists of trying to

catch up with my compass, staying right

side up, etc., etc. Some say it can be done

indefinitely—MAYBE SO!"

'W ILL ROGERS is a wonderful fel-

low," Lloyd Yost of Pinehurst tells

me. "He places implicit confidence in the

pilot and does no back seat driving. I had

the pleasure of flying him from Salisbury,

N. C, to Pinehurst, where we landed on a

polo field. And we were bucking a cross-

wind—a change from his usual head wind."

Another trip Yost made with Rogers was

from Atlanta to Raleigh, 400 miles, with

two Godunks who needed sea-sick bags.

Rogers stood the strain all right, that time.

But the Godunks used all of Yost's supply

of those necessary receptacles, and he doesn't

know where to get any more. If any reader

knows where those bags may be purchased,

will he advise me? I may need one myself

one of these days.

pILOT BURT GRAHAM, of the Postal

*• Telegraph Co., Gloversville, N. Y., is

suffering from a semi-poetic complex that

will be alleviated only by the receipt of that

touching little ditty, "Ten Thousand Dollars

Going To The Folks." which was written

by an orphan with adenoids. If anyone is

so unfortunate as to know the words of this

thing, send them to Burt and put him out of

his misery. Don't send them to me—I'm sad

enough now. You might also send him,

"Wrap Me Up In My Old Leather Jacket."

Lloyd Yost and Will Rogers

K my recent aerial tour of the United

States," writes Louis G. Meister of

the Buhl Aircraft Co., Marysville, Mich.

"I could not help but notice one fact that

stuck out from the rest, namely : at every

field we landed we were always met by a

bunch of young men wearing helmets and

goggles. They wore these helmets regard-

ess of what their duties were, whether they

were sweeping the floors, closing hangar

doors, tightening nuts and bolts, repairing

old battered down cars or pushing ships in

and out of hangars. I don't know whether

they wore their helmets and goggles .to bed

or not, but I suppose they did. Perhaps

they were training their hair to grow in

pompadour style? I asked some of the mar!

pilots along the route why these boys always

wore helmets and goggles ; and they said

they could not figure it out, except that they

might have bought their helmets and goggles

first, and were saving up their money to buy

boots and britches, and after that they prob-

ably would consider flying."

This helmet-goggle complex is not con-
'

fined to the innocent youth upon whom avia-

tion has but recently dawned; it attacks also

the seasoned pilot of the adulation-seeking

type. I once flew several thousand miles

with an ape who had been flying for years,

and I found, to my surprise and sorrow, that

he had not outgrown the foolish tricks of

innocent and excusable childhood. Wher-
ever we landed at a town, I would park my
helmet and goggles in my bag, and don an

ordinary cap, in which I did not look unlike

the usual inhabitant of this globe. My un-

fortunate companion, however, would tramp

through the main streets of the burg wearing

helmet, goggles, gloves, leather coat, and

field boots. He was quite a treat to the

youth of the town, who seemed to get the

impression that the fellow had dropped down
on some nearby roof and was hurrying to a

hotel where he could change his attire. In

a large town we would collect no more than

a dozen small boys, but in a village where a

stranger was a curiosity, we could gather

a following of four dozen staring kids in

four minutes. The whole performance was

exceedingly painful to me. who am by nature

rather quiet and averse to show—especially

such a confoundedly silly show. I argued

with the ape, but to no avail ; he wore that

outfit all the time in every town. At last, in

self defense. I let him go ahead in his circus

outfit, and jogged along a good mile behind.

PILOT ROY B. DODSON who startles

the yokels of Kirksville, Missouri, with

his aerial activities in an Eaglerock informs

me that he has triumphed over Nature to

the extent of taking off in a foot of snow at

Denver and landing in two feet of mud at

Kirksville, where he has a field. He says,

"Busy last few days getting up a new three-

ship hangar." (Continued on next fnfte)
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ANTHONY H. G. FOKKER
speaks with authority. His
long experience as a master

builder of airplanes is reflected

in this letter.

£2 P- & A. Photo

Maitlztid's Valsparred
Fokker made the lovg
and quick hop over th ?

Pacific—clearfrim the
mainland to Honolulu.

A Fokkerflying boat—Valspar
is used because it is water-
proof and weather-proof

Thefirstairplanetoflyto
the Pole— Valsparred,
of course! For Valspar
is never affected by ex-

tremes of temperature.

6 rfffb i'eu

*la^ co«rWe grea*"
1

tWJ use °*^ so«- ,eTii«.^ great"
1

tM «s« of Ie«»« ,

Veil as flower B
otner
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VALSPAR is depended upon by the

aircraft industry generally, to give
the needed protection against moisture,
extremes of temperature, vibration, gas
and oil. Valspar increases efficiency and
the life of planes.

VALENTINE'S

ALSPAR
-'SiThe Varnish That Won't Turn White

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Consul Dickinson

(PersonAIRIities continued)

u\rO\JR article in the January number

didn't exactly present our town in its

proper light," complains Horace J. Dickin-

son, American Consul at Antilla, Cuba, who
was my kind host

for one wild and

woolly night dur-

ing my flights in

the West Indies.

"You know that

we are not dead

and that your

consul here is

not failing fast.

Nevertheless you

have shown, to

the cockeyed

world that we
have a beer for

our aviators and

lots of water to

taxi around in.

We've got a

warm place in our hearts for them, too, and

you didn't say a word about that. Just for

that I hope they put you on a milk diet."

Well now, that's too bad, my dear Con-

sul. What I meant to insinuate was that

you were failing, compared to myself and

the captain of that molasses boat. We were

about seventeen beers ahead of you, weren't

we? Or were we? I don't really know.

The whole night lingers in my recollection

as just so much foam and shimmer and roar-

ing laughter. It was a whale of a night

!

I advise any pilot flying to Cuba not to

miss Antilla, and not to miss calling on the

American Consul. For that matter, don't

fail to visit your Consul in any foreign coun-

try. They are fine men in a splendid ser-

vice. They will help you with your Clear-

ance Papers and make you welcome always.

No praise is too high for the kindly, help-

ful men of the American Consular Service.

In the accompanying picture of Consul

Dickinson and his mastiff—or perhaps it's a

mastodon—the Consul may readily be iden-

tified by the hat he is holding.

pILOT EDDIE NIRMAIER was cruis-

* ing around in his Seagull over Biscayne

Bay recently, admiring the City of Miami
spread beneath him, and wondering idly how
they had managed to sell so much of it to

innocent New Yorkers, when he espied a

small launch on fire and blazing merrily. As
he watched, two men leaped from the burning

craft, after throwing a number of white bun-

dles into the water.

Eddie alighted near them, taxied up, and
found that the bundles were laundry that the

men had collected from yachts to deliver to

a Miami laundry company. He picked up

the laundry and the two men, while the

launch burnt to the water's edge, and sunk.

In appreciation of this gallant rescue the

laundry company have presented Eddie with

a needle and thread with which 'to sew the

buttons on his own laundry when it is re-

turned after their usual ministrations. When
they get their new boat, Eddie is to have the

honor of initiating it by yanking all the but-

tons off the first shirt it delivers.

PILOT A. W. STEPHENSON of Butte,

Montana, says : "Out here where I am
in the great wide open spaces of Montana,

where parts of the good state get further

apart with every head wind, and higher up

in the air as the old 0X5 gets older, we have

established one formula for the use of all

Transport Pilots, as follows : 'The smaller

the town, the larger the landing field.' We
are searching for a formula that will take

the politics out of the hands of the commit-

tees delegated to select and purchase landing

fields. I thought perhaps you might be able

to call on Al Smith and suggest that one

plank in his platform be, 'Eight per cent beer

and one hundred per cent landing fields.'
"

So far as I'm concerned, if they'll make

the beer 100% they can make the landing

fields what percentage they desire: they'll

all look good to me then.

HERE is Jack Ashcraft, pilot of the fa-

mous—perhaps "Spirit of Ammonia,"

which finished in the lucky seventh position

in Class B, Spokane Derby. Jack is oper-

ating a field at To-

wanda, Penna., and

intends to establish a

line from Williams-

port to any point in

the world. His as-

sociates are Pilot

Gardner Nagle of

Shreveport, La., and

Mechanic Alfred
McClatchie. Jack
was with the Gates

Flying Circus for

four seasons, after

which Towanda must seem pretty tame to

him, and quite a rest cure.

Jack Ashcraft

T T IGH up in the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains, close to the Southern Pacific's

line of snowsheds, stands a giant pine, its

massive trunk scarred and gashed. These

wounds bear silent witness to what happened

when gasoline and motor severed relations

in the Boeing mail plane flown by Pilot R. B.

Levisee.

"Flying west from Reno on a blustery

day," writes Levisee, expert tree-surgeon,

"I climbed to 13,000 feet up and over a void

above storm and mountains. After thirty

minutes' bucking the wind, somewhere over

Truckee, my chosen airway petered out to

a mass of sleet and haze. Swinging to the

south and down a long rift in the storm gave

me free passage to Cisco twenty miles

further on. There again my airway ceased

to be. A decision was necessary : whether

to hop onto a Southern Pacific train going

down the mountainside or ride the waters

of the American River down into the valley.

My beautifully-running Wasp decided the

question ; it quit suddenly and completely.

(I discovered later that water in the gas-line

had frozen and cut off the gas supply.) This

fact completed all plans—ahead, back, and

up—so down I went.

"This direction lasted only for a thousand

feet, when the trees on the mountainside got

in the way. Using the left wing and several

soft-looking pines as a shock-absorber, that

trip ended suddenly in a four-foot snow bank.

The giant pine made no remarks, nor did I,

too glad to be all together to criticize.

"A hasty glance at what had been an ex-

cellent airplane was enough. The wings

were a total loss, but a husky fuselage of

genuine longerons and trusses came through

intact. The moral is, so far as I am con-

cerned, 'When water is present in gasoline,

don't try to use it to soar around in the air,

or you'll end in a snow bank.'
"

The further adventures of Levisee might

be entitled "Removing the Evidence." He
slid, tumbled and skidded down that mountain

to the Southern Pacific tracks, and walked

a mile to the home of a Dalmation section

foreman. There he telephoned for help and

lived three days with his kindly host, John

Bacarich, while he and Eddie Hubbard, Vice-
.

President of Boeing Air Transport, in charge

of operations, with Mechanics Borgard and

Burns from Reno, and the section crew skid-

ded the wrecked plane down the mountain

and loaded it in a box-car, spotted for a few

minutes on the right of way.

I should have enjoyed watching Eddie

Hubbard crawling around in three feet of

snow, dragging pieces of airplane after him.

The last time I saw that philosophic and

pleasant old bird he was crawling out of a

wrecked training plane that had smacked

itself into Pensacola Bay—and he wasn't the

least bit disturbed.

THERE doesn't seem to be much sense

putting a picture of J. Don Alexander

on this page, because everybody knows what

that man with a smile looks like. But ft

isn't here for infor-

mation purposes ; it's

just shoved in to

brighten up the
page. He's a cheer-

ful bird, isn't he I

knew him back in

the days when he

didn't have nearly as

much to grin about

as he has to-day

—

and he was just as

confident and smil-

ing then as he is

now.

In reply to a query of mine he writes : "I

have never done anything with an airplane

that is worthy of comment, except possibly

flying my Eaglerock around the country for

about 15,000 miles without an accident. I

use it for my business trips because I believe

it to be the cheapest, fastest, and most pleas-

ant way for a business man to travel. One

thing I have learned is that I am just poor

enough as a pilot to fly carefully enough to

be safe."

If that last sentence could be printed in

big letters and pasted in the hangars of every

flying school in the country, all the under-

takers would sue J. Don Alexander for

driving trade away from them.

(Continued on next page)

Smiling J. Don
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W. H. EMERY, Jr.
tXSTWBUTOQ

Travel Air Planes

Kendall Refining Co.,

Bradford, Pa.

Gentlemen:

March 8, 1928.

I have been using your oil for nearly a
year and I "believe it to be the best oil for the 0X5 motor.
3efore using your oil I had tried several different kinds
each of which I used ten to twelve hours without changing.
All of these oils needed changing at the end of this time.

After using Kendall for ten hours I drained it but found
it nearly as good as when I put it in. The next fill I

used fifteen hours with the Bame results. ITow I never drain
the oil until it has been used for twenty hours.

In the II. Y. to Spokane derby last Fall
I flew the fourth machine built by Travel Air Mfg. Co.

llearly all the planes in the derby were new. All of them
were streamlined and speeded up for the race with metal
propellors, closed in cockpits or high compression motors.

I flew ay plane just as I had been flying it for over two
years. I even had over-sized wheels and tires on it. The'

fact that I was able to fly this old ship without any
preparation into fifth place proved to me its high quality.
Tor this reason I have taken over Western Penna. and Western
N. Y. territory as distributor for Travel Air planes.

When I know that the crankcase of my motor
is filled with Kendall, I feel confident that my motor is

being lubricated perfectly.
_
All of my machines will be

filled with Kendall when they leave the factory.

Yours truly,

whejr/h

Fifth Place in a Two Year Old Plane on Kendall
"D EFORE W. H. Emery, Jr., who flew
*-* a two year old plane against the

latest models into fifth place in the New
York to Spokane Air Derby, began using

KENDALL PENZBEST Motor Oil, he
changed his oil after ten or twelve hours

flying.

"Now," he says, "I never drain the oil

until it has been used for over twenty

hours." It is safe to assume that perfect

lubrication is one of the reasons why
his two year old Travel Air Plane

reached Spokane in fifth place.

KENDALL PENZBEST Motor Oil holds

up because it is refined from 100%
Bradford Crude, the highest grade of

Pennsylvania Crude, by a process that re-

moves all the wax mechanically possible(

If you want to know what results other

leading pilots are getting from KEN-
DALL PENZBEST Motor Oil, send for

our interesting booklet—Ground Flying

on the Subject of Lubrication.

KENDALL PENZBEST
MOTOR OIL
KENDALL REFINING COMPANY

BRADFORD PA.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Dick Pears

(PcrsonAIRIities continued)

PILOT E. G. "SWEDE" RHEN-
STROM, Sales Representative for Fair-

child Aviation Corporation in their South-

western Branch Territory, is emancipated

from the • Goofy

Garment Era of Air

Travel. Flying a

Fairchild cabin plane

^[ ^^jj^^jft in his business of

-*c*™llH"i,a^™'!'' making aerial sur-

veys in Texas, Okla-

homa, Arkansas, and

Louisiana, Swede is

dressed like any

other business man

in a standard three-

piece suit by the

Four Marx Broth-

ers. He wears a

Stetson hat instead

of a helmet.

That is, I'm tak-

ing it for granted

that he is dressed like that when he

flies. And if he isn't, he should be.

With the use of the enclosed plane,

the need for trick air clothing dis-

appears, giving the pilot the opportunity

of demonstrating to the public the fact that

one need not necessarily look peculiar in or-

der to fly. This may seem like an

unimportant point, and certainly it is

not very important. But it's just another

one of those things that brings home to pas-

sengers the thought that riding in a cabin

plane is not radically different from riding

in a sedan. At least, one may wear the same

clothing in either vehicle. Of course, flying

clothing always will be necessary in open-

cockpit models; but the closed job offers

an excellent opportunity of driving home

the lesson that you don't even have to dress

differently in order to fly in closed planes.

Lloyd M. Long is the manager of the

Fairchild Branch in Dallas, while Pilot Dick

Pears is forwarding the Fairchild cause in

Chicago from his headquarters at 332 South

Michigan Avenue. Dick says, "Can you pic-

ture a demure Mineola-ite suddenly deposit-

ed in this wicked, gun-toting big city ?" He's

like Eliza crossing the ice with the blood-

hounds on her trail. Pray for him.

T AST month I kidded Speed Holman on
*—

* those 1,433 loops he negotiated recently;

I asked him how far the loops would have'

advanced aviation if they had been straight-

ened out into a line. He comes right back at

me : "If those loops were straightened out,

they wouldn't reach very far, but as the Two
Black Crows say, 'It would be a day's work
for one airplane.' At least, they were all

progressive, and as such, while they may not

have advanced aviation, they surely did not

retard it very far. Then, too, like the ma-

jority of our species, when I see a chance

for publicity I become so modest—and push

it away from me with a good strong rope.

Publicity never hurt anyone unless it was

because of murder. Have you considered

how many miles are covered around a race-

track, and they always have the horses, or

what will you, stop at the same place they

started? Likewise do we not hold our

breaths and ride the roller-coaster?—only to

disembark at the exact spot from which we

started? You desired light on the subject

—

have you received it?"

Yes, Speed, I have. I'm all lit up like a

Ku Klux Cross. And I have to admit that

most of us run in circles most of the time.

Our whole life, in fact, seems to me a rather

meaningless circle. We emerge from Silence,

rotate in our brief earthly orbit, and to

Silence return. Some people believe that

they have found a meaning in our collective

antics, but I confess that I have found none.

To me, Life and those loops of yours are

about on a par. We start the loop at the

cradle and finish it at the grave—and the

undertaker puts the crate in the hangar.

F IEUT. ED McREYNOLDS is Govern-

*-* ment Representative at the Keystone

Aircraft Corporation, Bristol, Pa., taking

the place of Lieut. Frank Tyndall, who was

married last February. Whenever an in-

spector gets married, the Army always moves

him away from Bristol. They figure he's

going to suffer enough, anyhow, without

leaving him there. McReynolds gets away

when he can, by ferrying the new Keystone

bombers wherever they are wanted. But he

always has to come back to Bristol. It's

enough to drive a man to matrimony.

Stanley Jacques informs me that the Key-

stone Co. has erected a new hangar on their

field at Bristol, hoping against hope that

some pilot will land there and spend the

night. But none of them ever do. They go

right on to Philadelphia or New York. Even

the trains don't hesitate at that burg—only

the milk trains. The rest of them snort on

by and stop at Trenton. Luke Christopher

flew up from Langley the other day with

Lieut. Davis. But did they stay the night in

Bristol? They did not. They went right

back to Langley. That just goes to show!

Dada and Godunk

"Swede" Rhenstrom

LAST month I mentioned the famous J.

Cloude Smith, jr., of Philadelphia,

world-renowned Godunk who holds the same

envied position in Godunking that One-eyed

Connolly clings to in

gate-crashing. His

slogan is, "Never

pay for a flight."

Godunk Smith has

flown free in almost

every airplane in

America and is now
devoting his talents

t o lighter-than-air

craft.

Mr. Smith has
been elected presi-

dent of the Greater

Godunks' Associa-

tion of America

which is waging a fight against pay-as-you-

enter street-cars. "The pay-as-you-enter

oar," said Mr. Smith in an interview to-day,

"is a direct infringement on American lib-

erty. It takes all the sporting element out

of riding."

Our fortunate photographer has caught

Mr. Smith wearing the coon-skin flying out-

fit which he has purchased to enable him to

horn in on Commander Byrd's flight to the

South Pole. Mr. Smith is going to try to

get aboard disguised as an Eskimo dog, or

husky. He is taking barking lessons at Sam
Sanders Airedale Farm. In his arms Mr.

Smith is holding his son, Dada, who will

follow in the glorious foot-steps of his fa-

mous father. "I expect," said Mr. Smith,

as he slipped into an airplane while the pilot

wasn't looking, "that Dada will be the first

Godunk to fly around the world for noth-

ing."

T RYING BECK, nationally-known goggle

manufacturer, sends me a problem. "My
wife has been urging me to learn to fly," he

writes, "although her equal insistence on in-

creasing my insurance makes me rather

suspicious. What do you make of it ?"

Reply by Dr. Caldwell : You hardly give

me enough information on which I may base

an opinion. Which do you think your wife

would prefer—you or the insurance ? While

I realize that it is the custom of husbands

generally to believe that their wives prefer

them to anything else in the world, evidence

is not lacking that this belief is sometimes

erroneous. The late Mrs. Snyder, for ex-

ample, was singularly free of any preference

for Mr. Snyder ; and it is a known fact that

many women find their husbands completely

devoid of charm. You might, I think, weigh

yourself and your present earning power

against the total of your insurance, and its

earning power. In fact, it would be safe,

matrimonially speaking, to delete yourself

entirely from the consideration and fix your

speculations on the money. How much d<-

you bring in? How much would the insur-

ance bring in? If you bring in more than

the insurance, you may safely learn to fly.

Still, do not overlook the fact that husbands

grow monotonous, while money is always

interesting. I believe that you would do

well to spend much time in prayer.
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NEWS OF THE AIR SERVICES
ARMY AIR CORPS
DEMONSTRATIONS

DEMONSTRATIONS of the striking

force of pursuit and attack planes oper-

ating against infantry, artillery and cavalry

under simulated war conditions are to be

staged by the Army Air Corps during the

month of May at the various Army service

and tactical schools.

The first of these demonstrations will take

place at the Army Air Corps Tactical School

at Langley Field, Virginia, on May 4th,

when Army aircraft will direct their fire

against some 2,000 targets representing in-

fantry and artillery and also engage in aerial

combat. These demonstrations will be at-

tended by members of the Senate and House

Military Affairs Committee, high Govern-

ment officials and other observers.

One of the outstanding features of the

demonstrations will be the initial appearance

in large scale army air operations of the

new attack plane which is equipped with six

machine guns and can carry 250 pounds of

bombs in addition to 2,600 rounds of ma-

chine gun ammunition.

The demonstrations will be under the

command of Brig.-Gen. Benjamin B. Fou-

lois, Assistant Chief of the Air Corps. His

staff will be headed by Major Carl Spatz,

who will be in charge of operations. Fol-

lowing the demonstrations at Langley, simi-

lar exhibits will be given as follows

:

May 5-8, Artillery School, Fort Bragg,

M. C. ; May 8-11, Infantry School, Fort

Benning. Ga. ; May 15-17, Artillery School,

Fort Sill. Okla.; May 17-20, Cavalry School,

Fort Riley, Kans.
;
May 20-23, General Ser-

vice School, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.

AIRCRAFT IN
NICARAGUA

TP HE most interesting feature of the ac-

tivities of the U. S. Marines in Nicara-

gua is the wonderful results being obtained

with, and the effectiveness of aircraft.

Throughout the activities there, aircraft have

been the most effective for all types of work,

even including direct attack against ground

troops. In fact in one of the recent engage-

ments at Chipote, Vought "Corsair" planes,

the latest, high-performance airplane equip-

ment which had been rushed to Nicaragua,

conducted the first independent and unsup-

ported air attack ever made against a forti-

fied position held by ground troops. The
report from Nicaragua on this attack was
as follows

:

"In the Chipote fight Sandino had 1,500

men well armed and well led, dug in on an

immense mountain over 3,000 feet high. They
had plenty of machine guns and plenty of

ammunition. General Lejeune saw the posi-

tion and said that it would have taken a full

regiment of troops to carry the position and

they would have suffered heavy casualties

in so doing. We had only four 'Corsairs'

available when ordered to attack the position.

We went after them with fragmentation and

50-pound demolition bombs, fixed and flexible

guns, and finished up with infantry hand

grenades. The first attack was planned as

a preliminary affair, believing the strength

of the enemy and small number of planes

would require at least four attacks to finish

the job. A swift approach was made from

an unexpected direction, attacking in two

columns without reconnoitering. The attack

was met by a barrage of incendiary sky

rockets. We came down with the front guns

wide open and opened up with light bombs

at about 600 feet. The rifle and machine

gun fire was heavy and most of the planes

stopped some bullets. The following ships

came in with the heavier bombs. After the

second dive, the enemy broke cover and there

was a wild stampede. After that the party was

wild and furious, and when we got through

the place was badly messed up. On the

following day the mountain was devoid of

bandits. According to Sandino's own state-

ment, his entire army deserted him except

about 150 of his old reliables. It all sounds

like a fantastic story, but is never-the-less

true. This adds another to the many other

exploits the 'Corsairs' have to their credit."

There were no casualties to the Marines

in this attack, and the slight damage to the

planes was quickly repaired. This report

of actual operations emphatically proves the

value of aircraft in warfare, particularly over

difficult country.

In addition to use for attack purposes, the

"Corsair" planes in Nicaragua have been

in daily service for observation purposes,

checking up on location of bandits, escorting

ground troops in order to warn them of

possible ambush, and for transport of all

types of supplies to the troops scattered

through the mountains, and to whom access

by ground could only be made by many days

of travel and use of pack mules, always

subject to ambush.

A "Corsair" was also used by Lieut. Schilt

in his recent heroic feat of rescuing eighteen

wounded Marines from Quilali after an en-

gagement with the rebels. This was done

by making ten trips into a very rough field

only 300 feet long and seventy feet wide.

Lieut. Schilt has been awarded the Congres-

sional Medal of Honor for this feat.

THE CURTISS MARINE
TROPHY RACE

"TP HE Curtiss Marine Trophy Race for

* high-speed seaplanes and flying boats,

will be held at Washington, D. C. on Satur-

day, May 19, at 3 o'clock. The distance has

been fixed at 100 miles, to be flown five laps

around a 20 mile course on the Potomac

River. Planes from the Naval Air Stations

at Anacostia and Hampton Roads, Va., and

from the Aircraft Squadrons Scouting Fleet,

as well as from battleships and cruisers on

the Atlantic Coast will participate.

BIDS FOR CONSTRUC-
TION OF DIRIGIBLES

I~~\ESIGNS for a rigid airship of approxi-

*-r mately 6,000,000 cubic feet volume, and

price for designs and bids for construction

of one and of two rigid airships which would

be built under these designs have been invited

by the Department of the Navy. The bids

will be opened on July 26.

The readvertisement for bids follows the

application of the American Brown Boveri

Electric Corporation, Camden, N. J., to be

permitted to bid for the construction of one

or both of the two projected navy dirigibles.

Previously the Goodyear Zeppelin Company
had won the naval design competition, but

was not awarded the contract because appro-

priations were not available.

LIBERTY ENGINE SALE
AT NORTH ISLAND

Hp WENTY-NINE Liberty engines and a

* number of Liberty engine parts will be

sold at the Naval Air Station, North Island,

San Diego, Calif., to the highest bidder.

All bids will be publicly opened at 10 :00

a. m., May 15, 1928.

The material can be inspected at the Naval

Air Station from 8 :00 a. m. to 4 :30 p. m.

daily, except Saturday afternoons, Sundays

and holidays, and copies of Sale Catalog

No. 19 and bidding instructions will be fur-

nished on request to the Office of the Supply

Officer, U. S. Naval Air Station, San Diego,

Calif.

NEW UNIFORM FOR
ARMY FLYING CADETS
A NEW slate blue uniform for Army

* flying cadets has been approved. The
uniform will consist of a roll collar tunic,

trousers without cuffs, dress cap of overseas

design, black kid shoes and black patent

ieather dress belt. A white shirt and black

tie will be worn with the coat. For wear

without the coat there will be issued a shirt

of the same color as the uniform.

AIR CORPS BANDS
T N connection with the organization of Air

Corps bands at Kelly Field, Texas

;

Chanute Field, 111., and France Field, Panama
Canal Zone, under authority of the five-year

Air Corps expansion program, the War
Department recently announced the designa-

tion of these three bands, as follows

:

The band at Kelly Field will be known as

the "Air Corps Training Center Band ;" the

one at Chanute Field as the "Air Corps

Technical School Band ;" and the one at

France Field as the "6th Composite Group

Band, Air Corps." These units may be

administered, messed and supplied as pro-

vided for regimental bands.
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THREE MILLION MILES

26,672 HOURS
OF

RELIABILITY
IN

THE U. S. NAVAL AIR SERVICE

T S the official record of flying in VOUGHT Airplanes

during the fiscal year 1927.

This is MORE THAN TWICE AS MANY MILES AS
WERE FLOWN IN PLANES OF ANY OTHER
MANUFACTURER.

And it does not include the thousands of hours flown by

VOUGHT planes in the U. S. Army Air Corps, the

U. S. Coast Guard, the Cuban Air Service, the Peruvian

Air Service, and in many other countries.

The operating record for the Naval Air Service has been

held by VOUGHT planes for many years, the 1927

record exceeding by 1,5 00 hours the former record made
in 1926. With the large number of VOUGHT "COR-
SAIRS" now being delivered, another new record is also

inevitable during 1928.

What can better tell the real story of the popularity,

reliability and quality of VOUGHT Airplanes —
3,000,000 Miles— 26,672 Hours in the Air.

VOUGHT—THE SYNONYM FOR RELIABILITY

% =3
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ARMY AND NAVY AIR SERVICE ORDERS

ARMY AIR CORPS ORDERS NAVY AIR SERVICE ORDERS
THE following Army Air Corps orders have been

issued as of the dates indicated in brackets:

Aldrin, 1st Lt. Edwin B., promoted to rank of

captain. < Mar -
H >

Barry, Maj. Archie W., order of Mar. 13 relieving

him from duty at Scott Field, revoked. (.Mar. 31)

Bennington, Lt. Col. Harold, Reserve, report for

training to procurement planning representative,

Chicago. 111.
(Apr -

J
fe

!

Bond 1st Lt. Carlton F., order of Dec. 29 amended

to Crissy Field, Presidio of San Francisco,

Calif. (A£r-- 8'

Brown, 1st Lt. Courtlandt M., Primary H.ving

School, Brooks Field. Tex., to Scott Field, 111.

(Apr. 12)

Caldwell. 2d Lt. Charles II., Mitchel Field N Y.,

to student Eng. School, Wright Field Ohio.
(Mar. 20)

Chisum, Maj. Jenner Y., procurement dist. San
Francisco, Calif., to W right Field,. Ohio

(Mar. 19)

Clowry, 1st Lt. James, Reserve, order of Mar. 29

revoked.
3 „ JA,

prV12).
Cole, Capt. Ross F., student Inf. School, Fort

Benning, Ga., to Tactical School. Langley Field,

Va. <APr -
5)

Collins, 2d Lt. James Henry, resignation of com-

mission accepted. (Apr. 12)

Connell. Capt. Carl W., relieved from duty at

Langley Field, Va., to Tactical School, same

station. , _ (AP r
-

5
]

Couch, 2d Lt. Howard H., student Balloon and
Airship School, Scott Field, 111., to report to

commanding officer same station for duty.
(Apr. 11)

Crawford, 2d Lt. Alden R., promoted to rank of

first lieutenant. (Mar. 24)

Dawson, 2d Lt. Wallace Stribling, resignation of

commission accepted. (Apr. 12)

DeFord, Capt. Earl H., Middletown air depot. Pa.,

to Tactical School, Langley Field, Va. (Apr. 5)

Dixon, Capt. Vincent B„ Selfridge Field, Mich.,

to Tactical School, Langley Field, Va. (Apr. 5)

Person, Capt. Oliver S., Wright Field, Ohio, to

Tactical School, Langlev Field. Va. (Apr. 5)

Giles, 1st Lt. Barney McK„ Wright Field, Ohio,

to March Field, Calif. (Mar. 19)

Hall, Col. Chambers G., Army War College, to

Chanute Field, 111. (Mar. 20)

Hill, Vice Capt. Ralph E., C.A.C., relieved from
duty involving flying for purpose of acting as

observer, etc. (Apr. 18)

Hoag, 1st Lt. Earl S., Mitchel Field, N. Y„ to

Philippine Dept. (Apr. 13)

Hobley, Maj. Alfred H., procurement planning
representative for Dayton, Ohio, to office of Asst.

Secretary of War. (Apr. 8)
Holcomb, 2d Lt. Leslie P., promoted to rank of

first lieutenant. (Apr. 18)

Horton, Maj. Harry Mack, Reserve, to Boiling

Field, D. C. (Apr. 6)

Johnston, Capt. Douglas, student C. A. School,

Fort Monroe, Va., to Tactical School, Langley
Field Va. (Apr. 5)

Jouett. Maj. John H., office of Chief of Air Corps,
to Fort Crockett, Tex. (Apr. 5)

Kane, 1st Lt. Clarence P., language officer, Tokyo,
Japan, to Rockwell air depot, San Diego, Calif.

(Apr. 5)

Lackland, Maj. Frank D., Fort Crockett, Tex., to

Tactical School, Langley Field, Va. (Apr. 5)
Lanphier Maj. Thomas G.. Selfridge Field. Mich.,

to Tactical School, Langley Field, Va. (Apr. 5)
Lowe, 2d Lt. Thomas M., promoted to rank of

first lieutenant (Mar 24)
Marriner, 1st Lt. Alfred M., Crissy Field. Calif.,

to 2d Div., Fort Sam Houston. Tex. (Mar. 22)
McCullough Capt. Roger S.. relieved from duty at

Langley Field, Va., to Tactical School, same
station. (Apr. 5)

McDonnell, Maj. Tohn C. Third Corps Area, to
Office of Chief of Air Corps. (Mar. 20)

McDonnell, 1st Lt. John M.. office of Chief of Air
Corps, to student Advanced Flying School, Kellv
Field, Tex. (Apr. 17)

Myers, 2d Lt. Charles T. jr., promoted to rank of
first lieutenant. (Mar. 24)

Peck, Maj. Norman \\\, district procurement office.

Akron, Ohio, to Tactical School, Langley Field.
Va. (Apr. 5)

Rader, Maj. Ira A., student Comm. and Gen. Staff
School, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., to inst. Inf.
School, Fort Benning, Ga. (Mar. 30)

Robins, Maj. Augustine W., Fairfield air depot,
Ohio, to Tactical School, Langley Field, Va.

(Apr. 5)
Roth, 2d Lt. Arthur. C.A.C.. duty involving flying

for purpose of acting as observer, etc. (Apr. 18)
Rudolph, Maj. Jacob H., Wright Field, Ohio, to

Tactical School, Langley Field, Va. (Apr. 5)
Schlatter, 2d Lt. David M., promoted to rank of

first lieutenant. (Mar. 24)
Selff. 1st Lt. Robert E., appointed acting quarter-
master in office of Chief of Air Corps. (Mar. 29)

Stenseth, 1st Lt. Martinue. student Cav. School.
Fort Riley, Kans., to Selfridge Field, Mich.

(Apr. 20)
Wolfe, 1st Lt. LeRoy M., Wright Field, Ohio, del.

Org. Res. Fifth Corps Area, and assigned with
330th Service Sqdn. (Mar. 29)

Woolen, Ralph H., relieved from duty as quarter-
master in office of Chief of Air Corps. (Mar. 29)

'T* HE following Navy air orders have been issued
1 as of the dates indicated in brackets:
Adair, Ens. Charles, det. U. S. S. Mississippi; to

temp, duty Nav. Air Sta. , Pensacola, Fla.
(Apr. 18)

Alvis, Lt. John D., ors. Mar. 20, 1928 revoked; to

continue duty Aire. Sqdns., Battle Kit- (Apr. 5)
Boaz, Ens. Richard M., det. U. S. S. Texas; to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 30)
Bogan, Lt. Comdr. Gerald F., det. command V. F.

Sqdn. IB (U. S. S. Langley) Aire. Sqdns:.
Battle Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 21)
Bradley, Lt. (j.g.) Maurice M., det. V. S. S.
Humphreys; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Lake-
hurst, N. J. (Apr. 7)

Brandenburger, Lt. Harry A., det. V. O. Sqdn.
2B, (U. S. S. New Mexico), Aire. Sqdns., Bat-
tle Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., San Diego. (Mar. 29)

Brill. Lt. Aithur T., det. U. S. S. Lexington; to

continue treatment Nav. Hosp., Boston. (Mar. 21)
Bruton, Ens. Henry C, det. U. S. S. California

;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 29)
Bushnell. Ens. Wilfred, det. U. S. S. Lexington;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Lakehurst, N. J.
(Mar. 23)

Campbell, Lt. (j.g.) William S.. det. Nav. Air
Sta., Pensacola, Fla.; to temp, duty Subm. Base,
New London, Conn. (Mar. 29)

Carney, Lt. James V., det. V. F. Sqdn. IB (£7. S.
S. Langley). Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to Nav.
Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla. (Mar. 21)

Chapline, Lt. Comdr. George F., det. command
V. F. Sqdn. 2B (£/. S. S. California), Aire.
Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to Bu. Aero. (Apr. 9)

Claiborne, Ens. Henri deB., det. Nav. Air Sta.,

Nav. Oper. Base, Hampton Rds., Va. ; to Rec.
Ship. N. Y., for temp, duty, thence to duty
U. S. S. Texas. (Apr. 9)

Clark, Lt. Joseph
J.,

det. V. O. Sqdn. 2B (U. S.
S. Pennsylvania), Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to
Nav. Air Sta., Anacostia. D. C. (Mar. 21)

Collins, Lt. Charles A., det. Nav. Air Sta., Pen-
sacola, Fla.; to V. F. Sqdn. IB, Aire. Sqdns.,
Battle Fit. (Apr. 8)

Cronin, Lt. Joseph C, det. V. J. Sqdn. IB, Aire.
Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., San
Diego. Calif. (Mar. 27)

Davisson, Ens. Frederick A., det. U. S. S. Mary-
land; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola.
Fla. (Mar. 29)

Day. Lt. (j.g.) Douglas T., jr.. det. U. S. S. Hop-
kins; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Pensacola,
Fla. (Apr. 16)

De Baun. Lt. George H., det. Nav. Air Sta., Ana-
costia. D. C.J to V. F. Sqdn. 6B, Aire. Sqdns.,
Battle Fit. (Apr. 9)

Doyle, Lt. Austin K., orders Mar. 17 modified to
V. F. Sqdn. 6B, Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit.

(Mar. 29)
Dugan, Lt. (j.g.) Hammond J., det. U. S. S.
Humphreys; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Lake-
hurst, N. J. (Apr. 5)

Farrell, Lt. John G.. det. Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola.
Fla.; to V. O. Sqdn. 2b ((/. S. S. Pennsylvania).
Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit. (Mar. 21)

Fick, Lt. Harold F., det. Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola,
Fla.; to V. O. Sqdn. 2B, (£/. 5. S. Tennessee).
Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit. (Mar. 21)

Foster, Ens. John G., jr.. det. U. S. S. Mullanv;
to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 29)
Fuller, Ens. Wallace W., det. U. S. S. Lexing-
ton; to U. S. S. Florida. (Mar. 21)

Gillon. Lt. John F., det. V. T. Sqdn. 9S, Aire.
Sqdns., Sctg. Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola,
Fla. (Apr. 11)

Gotjen. Ens. John H., det. U. S. S. Ramapo; to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Apr. 2)
Grant. Lt. Lucian M. (CO, det. Nav. Aire. Fac-

tors'. Phila.. Pa.; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.,
Pensacola, Fla. (Apr. 5)

Gregory, Lt. George R., det. Nav. Air Sta., Pen-
sacola. Fla.; to V. O. Sqdn. 3S, (U. S. S.
Memphis). Aire. Sqdns.. Sctg. Fit. (Mar. 21)

Griffin. Lt. Virgil C. det. Head Air Dept.. U. S.
S. Lexington; to U. S. S. Lexington. (Apr. 3)

Hains, Ens. Hamilton, det. U. S. S. California;
to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola. Fla.

(Mar. 30)
Hawkins. Lt. Kenneth C, det. Nav. Air Sta., San

Diego, Calif.; to V. O. Sqdn. IB, Aire. Sqdns..
Battle Fit. (Apr. 2)

Head. Lt. Clarence M., det. Nav. Air Sta.. San
Diego, Calif.; to V. T. Sqdn. 2B. Aire. Sqdns..
Battle Fit. (Mar. 27)

Hickey. Lt. Robert F., det. V. F. Sqdn. 6B, Aire.
Sqdns.. Battle Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola,

,
Fla. (Mar. 21)

Hollingsworth. Ens. William R. det U. S. S. Lex-
ington; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola.
Fla. (Apr. 16)

Hudson, Lt. Roy C., det. Columbia University;
to U. S. S. Saratoga. (Apr. 16)

Jennings, Lt. (j.g.) Howard L.. det. V. F. Sqdn.
2B ((_/'. S. S. New Mexico), Aire. Sqdns., Battle
Fit. (Mar. 20)

Johnson, Lt. Jesse G., det. V. T. Sqdn. 9S, Aire.
Sqdns.. Sctg. Fit.; to Nav. Air Sta., Nav. Oper.
Base, Hampton Rds., Va. (Mar. 29)

Jones. Ens. Carroll B., det. V. S. S. Nitro; to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Apr. 2)
Kirtley, Lt. Charles A., det. Nav. Air Sta.. Nav.

Oper. Base, Hampton Rds., Va. ; to U. S. S.
Merey. (Apr. 13)

Lee, Lt. Thomas B., to duty involving flying, Nav.
Air Sta., Anacostia. D. C. (Apr. 16)

Lewis, Lt. (j.g.) Clarke H., det. V. F. Sqdn. IB
(U. S. S. Langlev). Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit;
to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla. (Mar. 21)

Livdahl, Ens. Orlin L., det. U. S. S. Melvin; to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 39)
Lowry, Lt. James I)., jr.. det. Nav. Air Sta.,

Pensacola. Fla.; to V. O. Sqdn. 3S (£/. 5. S.
Raleigh), Aire Sqdns., Sctg. Fit. (Mar. 21)

MacComsev. Lt. (j.g.) Henry F.. det. V. 'F. Sqdn.
6B, Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit; to Nav. Air Sta..
Pensacola, Fla. • (Mar. 21)

Mackerracher, Lt. (j.g.) Robert A., det. U. S. S.
Langley; to temp, duty Subm. Base, New Lon-
don, Conn. (Mar. 26)

Malstrom, Lt. (j.g.) Alvin I., det. V. O. Sqdn.
2B, (U S. S. Tennessee), Aire. Sqdns., Battle
Fit; to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla. (Mar. 20)

Marley. Lt. Albert S., jr., det. Nav. Air Sta., San
Diego, Calif.; to V. O. Sqdn. IB. Aire. Sqdns.,
Battle Fit. (Apr. 2)

May, Ens. Benjamin, 2nd, orders Feb. 17 and
Mar. 12 revoked: det. U. S. S. Sirius; to temp.
Duty Nav. Air Sta.. Lakehurst, N. J. (Apr. S)

McDade, Lt. William M., det. aide and flag lieut.

on staff, Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to Nav. Air
Sta., Pearl Harbor, T. H. (Mar. SO)

McNally, Ens. James A., det. Nav. Air Sta., Pen-
sacola, Fla.; to Asiatic Sta. (Mar. 23)

Miller, Ens. William, jr., det. U. S. S. Concord;
to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Apr. 18)
Morehouse, Lt. (j.g.) Albert K.. det. V. F. Sqdn.
IB (U. S. S. Langley), Aire. Sqdns, Battle Fit:
to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla. (Mar. 21)

Mundorff, Ens. George T., det U. S. S. California

;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola. Fla.

(Mar. 30)
Norman, Ens. Robert G., det. Nav. Air Sta., Pen-

sacola. Fla.: to V. S. S. Vega. (Mar. 30)
Oberholtzer, Ens. William E.. jr., det. U. S. S.
Argonne; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Lake-
hurst, N. J. (Apr. 14)

Owen. Lt. George T., det. V. O. Sqdn. 3S (U. S.
S. Raleigh), Aire. Sqdns., Sctg. Fit; to V. O.
Sqdn. 5S. Aire. Sqdns. Sctg. Fit. (Apr. 7)

Parr. Lt. (j.g.) Warren S., det. Rec. Ship. San
Francisco; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Pensa-
cola, Fla. (Mar. 31)

Regan. Lt (j.g.) Herbert E., det. V. F. Sqdn. IB
(U. 5. 5\ Langlev), Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit;
to Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla. (Mar. 21)

Rule. Lt. Adrian O., jr., det. Nav. Air Sta.. Pen-
sacola. Fla.; to V. T. Sqdn. IB, Aire. Sqdns..
Battle Fit. (Mar. 21)

Russell. Ens. James S.. det. U. S. S. West Vir-
ginia; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola.
Fla. (Apr. 18)

Saunders, Lt (j.g.) William V., det. U. S. S.
Lawrence, to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Pen-
sacola. Fia. (Apr. 19)

Shane, Ens. George D., det. U. S. S. Colorado;
to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 30)
Shapiro. Ens. Israel D., det. U. S. S. Lexington;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Lakehurst, N. J.
(Mar. 23)

Sharpe. Lt. John, det U. S. S. Colorado, to N.
A. S.. San Diego. Calif. (Apr. 3)

Signer, Ens. Charles E.. det. U. S. S. Colorado: to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Mar. 30)
Smoot. Ens. Otho P., jr.. det. U. S. S. Wright;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Pensacola, Fla.
(Apr. 18)

Sprague, Lt Thomas L.. det. V. O. Sqdn. IB ((/.

5. 5. Maryland). Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit; to
Nav. Air Sta.. San Diego, Calif. (Mar. 27)

Stanley, Lt. Henry T.. det. V. T. Sqdn. 2B, Aire.
Sqdns.. Battle Fit; to Nav. Air Sta., San
Diego. Calif. (Mar. 29)

Stirling, Ens. Yates. 3rd. det. V. S. S. Bainbridge;
to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta.. Pensacola. Fla.

(Apr. 18)
Temple. Lt. (j.g.) Harry B.. det Rec. Ship. San

Francisco; to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pen-
sacola. Fla. (Mar. 31)

Tullson. Ens. Waldo, det. U. S. S. Cuyama; to
temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola. Fla.

(Apr. 9)
Ward. Ens. James H.. det. U. S. S. Sirius; to

temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.

(Apr. 5)
Watson, Ens. William A., det. U. S. S. Arkansas

;

to temp, duty Nav. Air Sta., Pensacola, Fla.
(Apr. 16)

Webb. Lt. Leland D.. det. V. F. Sqdn., 5S (U. S.
S. Lexington), Aire. Sqdns., Battle Fit.; to U.
S. S. Lexington. (Mar. 23)

Wolowsky. Lt. (j.g.) Joseph E., det. Nav. Air
Sta.. Pensacola, Fla.; to temp, duty Subm. Base.
New London, Conn. (Mar. 29)



ANOTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
THAT USES SKF BEARINGS AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT

THE PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO,

Bearing Reliability is Certain when the Highest
Priced Bearing in the World is Used

MAN-MADE "wasps of the air"

which must function under
adverse conditions without ever

a thought of failure! Such de-

mands inevitably led to the

choice of ^cs[F Ball Bearings for

the Pratt &. Whitney Wasp
motors on fighting planes.

From 800 to 1900 R. P. M. in

four-fifths of a second! That is

all it takes for the Wasp motor
to accelerate and develop 425
H. P. Passing all Government
acceptance tests also puts the

stamp of approval on SGSiF Ball

Bearings. The highest priced

bearings in the world make no
compromise with"good enough"
where successful operation de-

pends on the reliability of me-
chanical equipment.

You men who plan, build, use or pay for machines of any kind, remem-
ber this: It costs more to replace a poor bearing than to buy the best one

that SCSSF ever produced. AND SSCSG5, ANTI-FRICTION
BEARINGS ARE THE HIGHEST PRICED IN THE WORLD.

5KF INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED, 40 East 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

Ball Bearings - Roller Bearings

toothing is apt to
cost so much as
a bearing that
Cost so little -x.

1*.
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LINDBERGH'S NEW RYAN BROUGHAM

T
HE type B. I. Ryan Brougham airplane

constructed for Colonel Lindbergh fol
By axles of heat treated chrome molybdenum

steel tubing. The shock absorber units are the

lows the standard Brougham practice tyj K/lsnkcV latest tyPe Aerol struts which are ap

ne addition of special features as will " . ' „ .

J proved by the Department of Commerce.
Chief Engineer,

F. Mahoney Aircraft

Corporation

with the addition ot spec

be mentioned in detail.

The fuselage is constructed entirely of

steel tubing welded at all intersections. The

luxuriously appointed cabin is the same size

as the standard cabin. The pilot's seat as

well as the passengers' seats are full couch

upholstered and tufted in mohair. In the

standard Brougham the seats are leather

cushioned.

The same size wing is used as on The

Spirit of St. Louis—a 46-foot span. The
Clark "Y" wing section is employed. Ail-

erons are of enclosed type to reduce to a

minimum the possibility of wing flutter. Tail

surfaces have been increased in area, thus

making for better stability and maneuvera-

bility. Wings are of conventional spruce

construction, internally braced with wires

and externally braced with streamlined lift struts

B.

The tail

surfaces and ailerons are of steel tubing. All surfaces are

fabric covered.

The chassis is of standard split type construction with

The shock absorbing unit of the tail skid

consists of a series of rubber disks which re-

sist in compression the load of the skid. The
skid proper is fitted with a small wheel, thus

making for quicker taxiing and turning and

easier landing. The wheel is built up of lam-

inations of leather and fibre with an Alemite

connection for greasing the axle, the differ-

ence between the weight of the wheel skid

and the ordinary shoe skid is negligible.

The power plant is the Wright Whirlwind

J-5 engine with all exposed parts nickel-

plated. The engine is equipped with an elec-

tric inertia starter which starts the engine at

the pull of a switch. Electricity is furnished

by a 12-volt battery which is charged from a

generator mounted on and driven by the en-

gine. The standard instruments are mounted

on a specially finished mahogany instrument board.

Landing lights are provided and faired into the leading

edge of the wing, while on the standard Brougham the

landing lights are retraceable, (Continued on page 768)

V h1
—

'

THE RYAN
BROUGHAM
TYPE B.2.

""5



CoL Charles A. Lindbergh's
new airplane is equipped with Goodyear Tires

The Qreatest Name in Rubber
^Tr =:
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Front view of the Ryan Brougham which was especially fitted out for Colonel Lindbergh's personal use.

(Continued from page 764)

folding into the wing section.

Standard parachute flares are mounted just aft of the

passenger, so arranged as to drop by the release of a cable

in the pilot's compartment. Tanks of a size sufficient for

a flight of one thousand miles radius are mounted in the

wing.

A summary of specifications and characteristics follow

:

Span 46 feet

Overall length 27 feet 9 inches

Chord 7 feet

Tread of wheels 10 feet

Overall height 9 feet 10 inches

Weight empty 2000 pounds

Gross weight .* 3600 pounds

Useful load
: 1600 pounds

Pay load 1000 pounds

Power plant Wright Whirlwind J-5-C

Gasoline capacity 120 gallons

Oil capacity 10 gallons

The wing of Col. Lindbergh's plane during construction.

Cabin interior and instrument board of Lindbergh's plane.

Areas

W ing area including ailerons • 319 square feet

Rudder 11.5 square feet

Elevators 16J/2 square feet

Fin area 4 square feet

Stabilizer area 26 square feet

Stabilizer throw 9 degrees

Performances

Maximum speed 126 miles per hour

Landing speed 49 miles per hour

Service ceiling 17,000 feet

Climb with full load, still air, sea level, 900-1200 ft. per min.

Take-off full load, still air, sea level. 500-600 feet (approx.)

Lindbergh Tests His New Plane
OLD stuff,

this dem-
onstratin g

the stability of

new planes by fly-

ing "hands off"

and "feet off"

and "motor off"

but from San
Diego comes a

new one, this time

it was introduced

hv Colonel Lind- Side view of Lindbergh's new Ryan Brougham.

bergh himself.

The day he took

delivery of his

new plane and
after a prelimi-

nary test flight

with Don Hall,

designer of the

Spirit of St.

Louis, Lindbergh
went over to J. J.

Herrigan, test
t Cont. on next page)
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UPHOLSTERED IN
THE PRE-EMINENT MOHAIR VELVET

m
mm

the Perfected Mohair
Velvet.

IN line with their selection of only the finest materials for the

construction of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh's new plane,

the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Corporation used genuine Chase

VELMO Mohair Velvet for the upholstery. Thus they assure

the occupants the utmost in luxurious riding comfort, and

likewise protect themselves against the troubles an inferior

upholstery fabric can cause.

Chase VELMO made by SANFORD MILLS, SANFORD, MAINE.

Selling Agents, L. C. CHASE & CO., Boston, New York, San Francisco, Chicago

~^&r =W '

=W °W "W" ' ' °W °W ~T*r =W
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(Continued from preceding page)

pilot for the Mahoney Company, and the two conversed in

low tones for several minutes. Then with a broad smile

on his lips, Lindbergh invited chief engineer, W. A. Man-

key, and B. F. Mahoney to take a hop with him in his new

plane. Hardly were the wheels off the runway when he

headed for the low hills which comprise San Diego's back

country, at a maximum altitude of fifty feet he throttled

back the motor and turned around in his seat.

Hands and feet off the controls he began making low

turns by opening and closing the right hand door of the

Brougham. He motioned Mankey to open and close the

left hand door, the plane turned in the other direction. By
utilizing throttle and stabilizer he began to zoom and

dive, occasionally turning by opening and closing the door.

Mahoney and Mankey showed their uneasiness so Lind-

bergh headed back for the field and made a perfect landing.

A moment later Lindbergh said to Mankey, "It's just right,

I like it."

"F

"A Brougham a Day"
'ULL PRODUCTION WEEK," so named to as-

certain the capacity of the San Diego factory of

the Mahoney Aircraft Corporation, proved that

this plant could turn out a Brougham a day without increas-

ing the size of the present building or adding to the present

number of employees.

During the week of April 16th to 21st, the men were

supplied with all the material they could use, the special

line system of assembly was installed and six Broughams
were assembled and test flown in the five and one-half day

period.

By Monday evening, April 23rd, the entire lot had been

delivered to respective purchasers.

"The only thing that prevents plane a day production on

the Brougham is lack of motors," said John C. Nulsen,

general manager of the Mahoney company.

Some of the manufacturing and assembly departments of the Mahoney Company engaged in turning out Ryan Broughams.



Six Consolidated Instruments
On Lindbergh's New Ryan Brougham

1. Air pressure gauge

2. Temperature gauge

3. Oil pressure gauge

THE reproduction above is from an actual

photograph of the instrument board of

Colonel Charles Lindbergh's new Ryan
Brougham. With the accompanying explana-

tory diagram it shows the exact position of

each of the six Consolidated Instruments with
which Lindbergh's new ship— like all Ryan
airplanes— is equipped.

4. Tachometer

5. Air speed indicator

Altimeter

Consolidated dash lights and navigation lights

are also employed on this flashing successor to

the world-famed "Spirit of St. Louis."

One or more Consolidated Instruments is

standard equipment on most American com-
mercial airplanes — an eloquent tribute to the

dependability of our products.

CONSOLIDATED
Instrument Company of America, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street, New York
Western Representative—M. E. HULSE, 5 391 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.

Altimeters, Tachometers, Oil Pressure Gauges, Gasoline Gauges, Thermometers, Air Speed Indicators,

Compasses, Navigation Lights, Landing Lights, Dash Lights, etc.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PROGRESS since LINDBERGH'S FLIGHT

T'HE influence on avia-

tion of Colonel

Charles A. Lind-

bergh's great flight from

New York to Paris a year

ago is incalculable. Only by

the signs that have appeared

on the surface up to this

time can we gauge the total

effect. The world was so

completely aroused by his

flight and by the others that

followed that it is doubtful

whether the full effects can

ever be traced.

Prior to Lindbergh's

flight the percentage of peo-

ple who really appreciated

the potentialities of aircraft

was comparatively small.

Consequently growth was

slow.

Then almost over night

the world became air-

minded. The barriers of

disbelief, the bugaboo of

fear, the too skeptical atti-

tude of capital which had

retarded industrial growth

of aviation for years were

suddenly swept aside. One magnificent flight had accom-

plished in 33 l/2 hours what hundreds of men had been try-

ing to do for years.

The aircraft industry then faced a production situation

comparable to the sudden demand for "airplanes—more

B. F. Mahoney and Col

airplanes" back in 1917.

In 1925, there were 711

airplanes built for both

military and commercial

purposes. In 1926 the total

was 1179—a gain of 65 per

cent. Of the 1926 total but

954 were, newly built and

only 808 were for commer-
cial use. During 1927 there

were 2011 commercial air-

planes built—an increase of

148 per cent over 1926.

In>' 1926 there were 67

aircraft and engine build-

ers, in 1927 there were 124.

An increase of almost 80

per cent in new builders.

All available forms of

commercial air service felt

the value of public recog-

nition before the year was
out. Air mail poundage

had increased by the close

of the year by 200 to 300

per cent. There were 538

commercial and municipal

airports in operation or un-

der construction. There

were 383 new proposed

Air mail lines were extended some 3000 miles. By

lune, 1928, it is estimated that air mail planes will be flying

25.000 miles per day. The forecast by the Department of

Commerce on aircraft production for 1928 is 75 per cent

increase. This figure is undoubtedly conservative.

Lindbergh.

fields

t CtOM Country Fli(bt

= Sin Dieeo-Ntw York-P*m Furht

- Guggenheim 'Round U. S. FW1-

- Pan American Flight

- Cj-.j i.m Fb£h[

try «nd MucelUneous Flight

Map courtesy New York Times.

Redrawn from Colonel Lindbergh's original map on which he has recorded every flight he has made in the United States.



All Air Endurance Records are

broken again with AC Spark Plugs

EDDIE Stinson and
George Haldeman,

in their Stinson-Detroit

plane, powered by a

Wright Whirlwind en-

gine, shattered all exist-

ing time records for con-

tinuous flight on Friday, March 30.

By this performance, for the second

time within a year, the world's high

mark for continuous flightwas broken
with AC Spark Plugs.

Take the whole record of outstand-

ing endurance flights made in the

last vear— it is a record of continu-

Took offat 7:36 Wednes-
day morning, March 28.

Landed ar 1 : 1 2 Friday aft-

ernoon, March 30. Time
aloft, (official) 53 hours,
36 minutes, 30 seconds.

ous success for AC.
Lindbergh, Byrd,

Acosta, Chamberlin,
Maitland, Hegenberger,

Myers, Schlee and Brock
—all performed gallantly
in conquest of the air, all

are consistent users ofACSpark Plugs.

No matter what engine you use,

your air route is made safer and surer

by using the recommended tvpe ofAC
Spark Plugs. Dealers everywhere are

glad to supply these spark plugs be-

cause AC products are proved by every

test standard of the world.

AC-SPHINX
Birmingham
ENGLAND

9

) 1928. AC Spark Plug Co.

AC SPARK PLUGS AC SPEEDOMETERS AC AIR CLEANERS AC OIL FILTERS AC FUEL PUMPS
AC GASOLINE STRAINERS • AC AMMETERS • AC OIL GAUGES • AC THERMO GAUGES—'=W =w° "W "y*r =W !W W *W *W —
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B. F. MAHONEY AIRCRAFT CORP.

tlotO Meter Compaq/, Inc.,

Long I elmd City,
ew York

Attention: Mr. H.Q. Boynton ,

Doar Mr. Boynton:

Tau will bo Interested to know that today we

are delivering our 100th Brougham. The "Boyow

MotoUeter" equipment on these planes has given

uninterrupted satisfaction.

Very truly yours.

B.F". Mahoney Aircraft Corporation,

( Owners*of Ryen Airlines )( Owners^of Ryen Airil

1*1 T. P. Mathews,
tor of Publicity

Gives "Uninterrupted Satisfaction"

on Ryan Planes

And Mr. Mathews' letter of April 7, as shown above,

naturally gives a great deal of satisfaction also. Yet, to

paraphrase a well-known slogan, we can say no more
than "A good 'plane deserves good instruments."

THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, INC.

1 Wilbur Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

The MotoMeter Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

BOXCS
M9TOMETER

t»6

.Kit"

G*1

. «0»

LATA
BALSAWOOD
Mahoney also says, "Without materially increas-

ing the weight of the plane we have increased

the speed from 5 to 8 miles per hour by stream-

lining the wing struts, the shock absorber unit

and landing carriage with Lata Balsa Wood in the

shape of a perfect airfoil."

Lata Balsa is also used for insulation against

temperature, vibration and shock.

To eliminate vibration of instruments, mount
them on Lata Balsa.

Full details will be sent on request.

THE BALSA WOOD CO., Inc.

331 Madison Avenue New York, N. Y.

^iVaiGHT AS THE AIR>J

w w
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



-r-rfrVKlPT^T^. Instruments
PLU1>^^^ on ^ ryan BROUGHAM

B. F. MAHONEY AIRCRAFT CORP.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

April
Thirteenth,

1 9 3 8.

Mr. Chas. H. Colvin,
Pioneer Instrument Company,
754 Lexington Ave

.

,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dear- Mr. Colvin:

Under our new production
schedule the Kahoney Aircraft Corporation
is now delivering four BROUGHAMS per week.

Without a doubt they are
the finest planes in the histpry of this
organization and we are pleased to state that
Pioneer instruments are playing an increasingly
important part in their production.

Pioneer instruments have been
an integral part of our equipment since the
building of the original Ryan.

Very truly yours,

The MAHONEY AIRCRAFT CORP'N.
(Owners of Ryan Airlines)

S. C. Breder, Sales manager,

SCB/tpm

Pioneer Instruments are used by
leading aircraft manufacturers.

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
754 LEXINGTON AVE.BROOKLYH NEW YORK

The

PIONEER LINE
Check the items in which
you are interested, tear

out the list, mail it to us,

and we will send descrip-

tive folders.

Air Distance Recorder |~1

Air Speed Indicator Q
Altimeter

Batteries
[

Climb Indicator

Compass, Magnetic [~l

Earth JnductorCompass Q
Engine Gauge Unit

Flares -

Flight Indicator

Fuel Level Gauge

Fuel Pressure Gauge

Fuel Strainer

Hand Fuel Pump

Holt Flares

Lamps, Instrument

Landing Lights

Navigation Lights

Octant

Oil Pressure Gauge

Power Fuel Pump
Refueling Pump

Sextant

Tachometer

Tachometer Shaft

Thermometer

Turn Indicator

Watch

Wiley Flares

—PI—

639 SO. SAN PEDRO, LOS ANGELES - 13 SPEAR ST.. SAN FRANCISCO - 97 BOULEVARD ST. MICHEL, PARIS STERIjPLATZ 4, JOHANNISTHAL - BERLIN
45 jarvis ST., Toronto - - General European Representative - - m. calderara - - 11 bis rue montaigne - - paris - - France

^ :W ~W *W !W "W
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Lindbergh again uses

HASKELITE
HASKELITE, the blood albu-

men glue plywood, was in the

"Spirit of St. Louis." It is in the

Ryan Brougham No. 69—Lind-

bergh's new plane.

It has shared in practically all the

record-breaking flights of recent

years.

Leading builders everywhere
choose HASKELITE for a va-

riety of applications. Over 90%
of the plywood used in the indus-

try is of our manufacture.

Interesting blue print booklet on
request. .

Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation

120 S. La Salle Street

Chicago, Illinois

prTWooD
HASKELITE

AD-5-Gray.

SECURITY
—

American
Lock Washers

used

exclusively

on

Colonel Lindbergh's New Ryan

QUALITY

American

Lock Washers
used

exclusively

on

"SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS" ALL RYAN PLANES

AMERICAN NUT ®> BOLT FASTENER CO.
Pittsburgh

""W "W "W "W

Pennsylvania

"W W
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



MAHONEY
PLAMES

are
MoneyMakers
SISTIRSHIPS TO THE
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS

YOU are in line for greater profits with the

Mahoney dealer franchise than with any

other plane. Transportation and aerial taxi

companies know that in the Sistership to the

"Spirit of St. £ouis". .

.

THE MOST ADVERTISED PLANE
IN THE WORLD

...they have a great drawing card, a plane that

has the admiration and confidence of every-

body! Corporations are more and more active

in the acquisition of this type of plane for their

executives. Sportsmen and individuals of

wealth find it ideal for week-end trips and long

distance hops across the country. There's a

great market for the Ryan Brougham!

Dealer franchises will be increasingly difficult

to obtain. Send your application today for the

territory you desire, and it will receive

immediate attention.

MUTUAL AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION

363 South Olive Street - - LOS ANGELES
Telephone MUtual 1131

Western Distributors for Mahoney Aircraft Corporation

RANKIN FLYING SERVICE
Representative for Oregon, Washington, and Idaho

J\funicipal Airport on Qreeley St., Portland, Ore.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



CAPITAL.AIRWAYS, inc.
Distributors for

B. F. MAHONEY AIRCRAFT CORP.

Ryan Brougham

ADVANCE AIRCRAFT CO.

Waco Airplanes

The new Ryan Brougham, sister ship of the "Spirit of St. Louis," may now be seen in

daily operation at

WASHINGTON AIRPORT, WASHINGTON, D. C.

CAMDEN AIRPORT, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
SEABOARD AIRWAYS TERMINALS
WASHINGTON-PHILADELPHIA-NEW YORK

These progressive corporations have chosen the Ryan Brougham because of its outstanding

qualities. Reliability-Maneuverability-Sturdiness-Speed-Economical Operation.

Every Brougham owner is an enthusiastic booster.

Every one of their many passengers receives a demonstration of quick, easy

take-off, perfect control, and graceful landing.

5315 Colorado Avenue, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Lindbergh used itm the'Spirit of St. Louis"
also in his new plane "Brougham. No. 69"

Three Ply Cottonwood -waterproof. Very reasonable in price .Thicknesses

V&",Vw", 1/4
". We supply large quantities of LAMATCO" to the B.F.Mahoney

Aircraft Corporation. We cany large stocks ready for immediate shipment.
Write or Wire us.

White Brothers
HARDWOOD HEADQUARTERS Since1872

Fifth and Bran nan Streets,
San Francisco, California-

1*T

500 High Street,,
Oakland. California^.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



WISCONSIN DISTRIBUTORS

RYAN BROUGHAM
Sister Ship of Colonel Lindbergh's "Spirit of St. Louis"

DEALERS WANTED—SOME CHOICE TERRITORY STILL OPEN—WRITE US.

SPEED— PERFORMANCE — DEPENDABILITY
COMFORT— ECONOMY

Local Dealers of EAQLEROCK Airplanes

MIDWEST AIRWAYS, Inc.
Milwaukee County Airport

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

We maintain a High Grade Flying School.

Also Inter -state passenger service and pleasure rides.

~W *W 'W °W ~W °w *w W "W =>«r ^
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THE "SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
and now

COL. LINDBERGH'S NEW BROUGHAM No. 69
are equipped with

SCINTILLA
AIRCRAFT MAGNETOS
During the past year fourteen major record flights were made by
American airplanes using Scintilla Aircraft Magnetos.

Write for descriptive booklet.

SCINTILLA MAGNETO CO., Inc.
Sidney, N. Y.

Contractors to the U. S. Army and Navy
°W Ti « Ti W W "7*T ^ W >"F ?T t«r'

"

==Roebling^
CONTROL CABLES

and
BRACING WIRES

are used on the new brougham No. 69 just completed for

Colonel Lindbergh by the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Cor-

poration.

Roebling Wire Aircraft Products

also proved their dependability

on the famous "Spirit of St. Louis."

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY
Trenton, New Jersey

<
B

> ^"v ~<T i

My~ w =W W *W 5W
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To American Aviation
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

DEDICATES THESE LIGHTS
Visible from dusk to dawn to the flyer for a

distance of a hundred to a hundred and fifty

miles, these 10,000,000 candle-power lights

—

Standard Diablo (SD) on Mt. Diablo, and
Standard-Los Angeles (SL) in the Merced
Hills—have been established by the Standard

Oil Company of California, at the suggestion

of the United States Department of Com-
merce, that the aviator flying through the

night may find friendly guidance, security,

welcome, in the service he performs for the

public.

Red Crown Aviation Gasoline made bv the

Standard Oil Company of California has been

Colonel Lindbergh's motor fuel selection re-

peatedly. Across the Atlantic—the great

Latin American tour—first for his Ryan,
"The Spirit of St. Louis"—again first choice

for his new Ryan cabin monoplane! This in-

ternationally famous motor fuel has also been

honored in other great American Aviation

achievements—the transoceanic flights of

Commander Byrd, Maitland, Jenson and

Smith as well as in its extensive use on trans-

continental air mail routes and by Pacific

Coast Aviation.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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GRUSS AERO STRUT
Shock Absorbers

/4rtf Standard Equipment on

Mahoney Airplanes

Close up view, showing installation of

GRUSS AERO STRUT Shock Absorbers

on a standard Mahonev Broueham.

'"THE B. F. Mahoney Aircraft
J- Corporation, designers and

builders of Colonel Lindbergh's

"Spirit of St. Louis," now equip

their standard ships with Gruss

Aero Strut Shock Absorbers. They

recognize in them the principle of

operation that makes landings soft

and short and insures protection to

all parts of the ship.

SAFETY, Economy and Effi-

ciency are the factors which
determine the acceptance by air-

craft manufacturers of any shock

absorber. All three are "built-in"

qualities of the Gruss Aero Strut

—

guaranteed by a ten inch com-
pressed air cushioned range of de-

flection which provides a positive

hydraulic check, controlling all re-

coil and landing jars.

"Always in the AIR, yet on the GROUND"
GRUSS AIR SPRING COMPANY OF AMERICA
San Francisco California

Approved by Department of Commerce

w f f ^ ' f i*r~ >f ^ w f ~w

~w w =w *w i*r w i*i f =w *w
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Lindbergh—
Mahoney—Mobiloil

!

The "Spirit of St. Louis"—Col. Lind-

bergh's famous plane—was Mahoney

built. Since the day it was first

rolled out of its hangar it was lubricated with

Mobiloil. S Col. Lindbergh's new plane is also

Mahoney built. And — it will receive the same

Mobiloil protection given its world-

famous predecessor. 5 Mobiloil, in

the fraternity of airmen, is a symbol

of protection—a guarantee of safe

and uninterrupted service. 5 The

protection Mobiloil has given pio-

neering airmen, including Col. Lind-

bergh, the U. S. Army Round-the-

World fliers and many others, in their daring

and dangerous ventures is a supreme tribute to

the ability of this quality oil to meet the most

exacting operating conditions. J For

over 42,000 miles Mobiloil has pro-

tected the "Spirit of St. Louis" flown

by Col. Lindbergh on his awe-inspir-

ing flights. In all flights in which

Mobiloil has been used, it has always been regu-

lar stock Mobiloil—never a special run. 5 The

same stock Mobiloil can be purchased at or near

any flying field in the world.

The World's Quality Oil

Mobiloil
VACUUM OIL COMPANY

Mobiloil

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



STANDARDIZED

LONG ISLAND

GOL. CHAS. LINDBERGH'S new ship,

a standard Ryan Brougham, is equipped with
Eclipse Series 6 Combination Hand andElec-
trically operated Starter. The planexvasbuilt
by the \iahoney Aircraft Corporation and
*j powered by a Wright Whirlwind motor.

All RYAN Planes
are Standard Equipped with

Eclipse Starters

All users of Ryan
planes have the assurance of
safe, quick starting through the
convenience of Eclipse Inertia

Starters, which are original
equipment. Practically every
plane with a modern engine can
have the same starting advan-
tages, for Eclipse Aviation En-
gine Starters are produced in a
wide range of types and sizes.

Write for full information

* J- A

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY
EAST ORANGE PLANT

Elmira, New York East Orange, New Jersey Walkerville, Onrario

ECLIPSE
AVIATION ENGINE STARTERS

and GENERATORS

Lindy's New Ryan Monoplane
is Equipped with Belden Wire

MATERIALS were selected with the utmost

care by the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Corpora-

tion for the new monoplane recently built for the

nation's air hero, Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh.

It is significant that Belden Wire is used through-

out for navigation lights, landing lights, electric

starter, and all other low-tension wiring on thif

plane, to which the eyes of the nation are turned.

Belden Manufacturing Co. 23
°a££B£S»™-

Retden,

Consult Belden Airplane
Engineers regarding spe-

cially designed airplane
harnesses—either high or

low tension— radio-
shielded or unshielded.
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THEN
and

NOW
QN 'The Spirit of St.

Louis" was a Standard

Steel Propeller when it made

its great flights.

NOW— the choice of Colonel

Lindbergh, based on experience and

preference, is another Mahoney mono-

plane equipped with the same type of

propeller.

Follow the choice of experience!

p\TTSBURG/y

' PflOPELA££
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KNAPP
FLYING
SERVICE
j/ Distributors of the J

• RYAN

•

^ Brougham )r

Airport

Ypsilanti, Michigan

~w °w
IN THE IDWEST

MIDWEST
AIRWAYS
CORPORATION
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

RYAN
Waco
Monocoup e

~?«? r

i*v m in

LINDBERGH FLIES
on

WINGS OF WOOD
In His Qreat Achievements

H IS splendid ships, the "SPIRIT
OF ST. LOUIS" and his new plane,

were manufactured by the B. F.

MAHONEY AIRCRAFT COR-
PORATION, who used our Spruce.

.

Modern, efficient aircraft manufac-
turing methods have eliminated un-

necessary wood working. Spruce Spars,

Ribstock, etc., kiln dried to meet gov-

ernment specifications, are supplied by

us in neat sizes, convenient for aircraft

manufacturers.

Quality unquestioned. We control the

production of our Sitka Spruce from
the tree to the finished product.

Suppliers of Spruce for 25 years.

Our Spruce is also used on Colonel Lind-
bergh's new ship

J. V. G. POSEY & COMPANY
Public Service Bldg. Portland, Oregon

THE B. F. MAHONEY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

knowing from experience, the im-

portance of strength and reliability

in every detail of the manufacture

of its planes, specifies Wood's

Elastic Shock Absorber Cord for

landing gear.

Pioneers in the manufacture of

elastic cord for shock absorbers, in

this country.

Write for details and prices.

J. W. WOOD ELASTIC WEB CO.

Manufacturers of

Elastic Webs and Cords

STOUGHTON, MASS.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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SAFETY
Exceeds U. S. Army and Navy Specifications

SERVICE
Always

DELIVERY
Immediate

ENDURANCE
The "Spirit of St. Louis," after flying over 50,000 miles under all

weather conditions, still retains its original covering of Flightex
Fabric.

E. S. TWINING & COMPANY
320 Broadway New York, N. Y.

W 'W *W 'W= °W W =W
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COLONEL
LINDBERGH'S

new plane is equipped

with the

J. & J. Aerokit

The Aerokit is the handiest thing of

the kind ever made. Contains everything

needed for the quick treatment of

wounds. Designed under the supervision

of the U. S. Department of Commerce
and approved by it. Meets minimum re-

quirements of three-place planes. Stows

away in almost no space at all. Price, $3.

Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick

New Jersey

/em»

was used in

The

and

F.
Aircraft

Summerill Tubing Co.
Bridgeport, Montg. Co.,

Pennsylvania

"W

The B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Corporation

uses Scully Air Mail Helmets exclusively.

To the builders of the

"Spirit of St. Louis":

The makers of SCUL-
LY AIR MAIL HEL-
METS, in recognition

of the wonderful
achievements and
progress of the B.

E. Mahoney Air-

craft Corporation,

extend their sincere
Richard Walling, popular screen star wicVlPQ for vnil r
and aviation fan, wearing Scully wioncs iui y \J u i

Hclmet
- continued success.

SCULLY BROS.
INC.

72 5 E. Washington St., Los Angeles, California

Manufacturers and distributors for the West.

NICHOLAS BEAZLEY AIRPLANE CO.
Marshall, Mo.

Distributors for the United States from Denver East.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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LUXURY
The finest of airplane construction,

the utmost in performance and

reliability, are outstanding charac-

teristics of the new Mahoney
Brougham. Combined with these

are appointments and details of

finish that provide extreme comfort

to air travelers.

The cabin of Colonel Lindbergh'

s

new plane is insulated against sound,

change in temperature and vibration

with Balsam-Wool.

Full particulars will be sent to

Aircraft manufacturers on request.

IsamWool
THE WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY

Cloquet, Minnesota

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The

Dickerson Steel Company

Dayton, Ohio

Aircraft Steels

To Government Specifications

M A Y. 19 2 8

rr

PUROX
100%

Purox oxygen, acetylene

and equipment were used

in the construction of the

"Spirit of St. Louis."

In building Ryan Brough-

am No. 69, Colonel Lind-

bergh's new plane, Purox

products were used 100%.

CALIFORNIA COMPRESSED GAS CO.

2305 East 52nd Street

Los Angeles, Calif.

W ^W-

ThE advertisements in this special section represent or-

ganizations which furnish the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft

Corporation with supplies, materials and accessories.

We wish to express our congratulations to all who have

contributed to the success of Mahoney Aircraft.

HIS
THE MAGAZINE OF THE AIR

Western Representative

Frank E. Samuels, 1129 Mohawk Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

W
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newShiplands

those

The B.

America's
premier flyer

is now remem-
bered among

pilots who
and on Aerol Struts.

Mahoney Air-

craft Corporation have
equipped Col. Lindbergh's new

Brougham with these highly effi-

cient shock absorbing struts.

significant that an ever increasing

number of pilots are accepting Aerol Struts

as affording the maximum margin of landing

safety, even under emergency conditions. They
mean greater protection to man and ship and un-

equaled taxiing comfort over almost any ground.

Let us send you a copy of our new illustrated catalog

-

off the press.

THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
3 7 3 5 E. 7 8 th St. Cleveland, O.

"ASK THE PILOTS WHO LAND ON THEM"

AEROLr^STRUT
~=W °W °W °W °W *W ~W ~~i

Tr *W =W c*r'
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At

39 EAGLEROCK DISTRIBUTORS
S. Calif, and Ariz.—Aero Corp. of California, West-
ern Ave. at 99th St., Los Angeles.

N. Y., Conn, and N. J.—Atlantic Airways, Inc., oi
VV. 16th St., New York City.

W. N. Y.—Becker Flying Service. Inc., 230 Frank
lin St., Buffalo.

Oregon—Bell Line Air Service, Inc., 577 Pittock
Blk., Portland.

W. Mo. and E. Kans.—Bennett Eaglerock Sales
Co., 223 W. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

British Columbia—British Columbia Airways, Ltd.,
900 Fort St., Victoria.

N. Carolina, Va. and D. C—Charles Flying Serv-
ice, Box 44, Northside, Richmond, Va.

Ky —Datin Eaglerock Sales, Iseman Airport, Padu-
cah, Ky.

So. Iowa—Roy B. Dodson, Kirksville, Mo.
No. Calif.—Golden State Aircraft Co., 2291 E. 12th

St., Oakland.
So. Tex.—Marion P. Hair, 430 E. Josephine St.,
San Antonio.

Wise—Hall Aircraft Corp., 101 Scott St., Wausau.
Nevada—Donald J. Hanson, Reno.
N. E. Ind. and W. Ohio—Indiana—Ohio Aero Corp.,

203 Carroll BIdg., Ft. Wayne. Ind.
E. Wash, and N. Idaho—Inland Eaglerock Air-
craft Co., 1304 E. Trent, Spokane.

Indiana—Ray Kuhl, Y. M. C. A., South Bend, Ind.
Mich.—Kysor Eaglerock Co., Niles.
Louisiana—Louisiana Airways, 1711 Pere Mar-
quette Bldg., New Orleans.

Alabama—Major Aircraft Co., 712 Candler Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Maine, N. H., Vt., R. I., Mass. and Prov. of
Quebec—Massachusetts Airways Corp., 1597 Main
St., Springfield, Mass.

Alaska—Meals Eaglerock Sales Co., Valdez.
Minn —Minnesota Aircraft Co., 406 6th Ave., Min-

neapolis.
W. Penn. and N. E. Ohio—Morris Flying Service,

1100 Wisconsin Ave., Dormont, Pittsburgh.
N. Ill —Jack Oates, Inc., 5101 W. Madison, Chicago.
W. Wash —Olympic Aeronautical Corp., 710 Wash-
ington Bldg., Tacoma.

No. Iowa—Pioneer Flyers, Inc., Delaware Bldg.,
Mason City.

S. Dak. and N. Dak.—Rapid Air Lines, Inc., 1st
Nat'l Bank Bldg., Rapid City.

Florida—Raymond Aircraft Co., Haldeman- Elder
Airport, Lakeland.

Maryland and E. Penn.—Mount Vernon Airways.
Inc., Alexandria, Va.

Utah—Rocky Mountain Flying Service, 50 W.
Broadwav. Salt Lake City.

W. Va. and E. Ohio—Lyle H. Scott, 328 2nd St.,
Marietta, Ohio.

Mississippi—Mississippi Airways, Jackson.
Okla. and Tex. Panhandle—Southwest Airways
Corp., Route No. 5, Oklahoma City.

W. Kansas and E. Nebraska—Steele Airlines, Inc.,
717 Union State Bank Bldg., Omaha.

Tenn. and Ark.—Tri-States Airways, c/o Bry
Block Merc. Co., Memphis.

So. 111. and E. Mo.—Von Hoffman Aircraft Co.,
105 9th St., St. Louis.

So. Carolina and Ga.—Errett Williams, Texas Co.,
Spartanburg, S. Car.

Wyo., Mont, and W. Nebr.—Wyoming Airways,
Inc.. Casper.

No. Tex.—Wichita Falls Air Transport Co., Inc.,
1202 Staley Blde ., Wichita Falls.

IT IS ONLY NATURAL that the Eagle-

rock with any one of the new production

air cooled motors would out-perform other

ships

BECAUSE
— the OX 5 Eaglerock did so consistently

— and all changes made have been toward

greater efficiency and strength.

The Eaglerock with detachable motor mount has greater

ruggedness than ever before, to take care of all new pro-

duction motors up to 260 h.p.

The Eaglerock, less motor and propeller, sells for $2,2 SO.

To figure the price complete, add the list price of motor

and the propeller of your selection.

Menasco, 260 h.p $27J0

Ryan Siemens, 120 h.p 4970

Whirlwind J-5, 220 h.p. 4980

Anzani, 120 h.p 2167.50

Fairchild Caminez, 13 S h.p 2480

Our distributors will be glad to explain the latest Eagle-

rock developments, prices, time payment plan, dealership

opportunities or approximate delivery date for your ship.

AtU»CWktTfo.

Room 403 Alexander Industries Bldg., Denver, Colorado.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Wax-free
gives a tougher, heat-resisting

body [All-weather protection]

More interesting
than its rigid specifications

is the performance record of
A-M-L-O. ©After twenty
hours of high speed running
in a Curtiss OX-5 motor
A-M-L-0 was drained and
tested. The body was still

good, and dilution was hard
to notice . . . the oil was too
good to throw away.

QName and full details on request.

C«aa Pilot's Log Book,
* A ^w pages f blank forms
with handsome, durable cover.
Free to you, send the coupon.

Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Co.,

Fort Worth, Texas.

Please send me, without obligation,

your Pilot's Log Book described above.

Address_

City

/
Your Dealer's Name_

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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axunand fuel with Phillips

—A stable 100% natural gasoline made especially for
Aviation use by the world's largest manufacturer of
natural gasoline.

Selected and used by Boeing Air Transport Incorpo-
rated as the proper aviation gasoline to carry out the
important mission of transporting mail and passen-
gers over the trans-continental air mail route between
Chicago and Salt Lake.

The fuel which carried the victorious Travel Air Ship
Woolaroc in its flight to Honolulu.

Now available at Chicago, Iowa City, Des. Moines.
Omaha, North Platte, Cheyenne, Rock Springs, Salt
Lake, Wichita, Bartlesville and Amarillo Air Ports.

(USE AIR MAIL)

Phillips Petroleum. Co.

Bartlesville, Oklahoma

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF NATURAL GASOLINE

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Detroit All-American Aircraft Show
proved without shadow of a doubt that

we have a commercial aviation industry

Everyone attending the aircraft

show in Detroit in April came away
convinced that commercial aviation

has arrived in America. Even some
of the old-timers in aviation were

surprised.

New planes — netv engines — new
accessories

Well-known ships in new form.

Monoplanes, biplanes, closed cabin

jobs, flying boats, amphibians—
from the smallest single seater to

large air transports. Everything ex-

hibited— concrete evidence of the

progress of aviation.

But despite many factories being

over sold— temporarily, aviation

must still be sold to the general pub-

lic. Steady production is necessary

to maintain and lower prices, air-

mail must be consistently increased

— the markets for aviation must be

built as we go along— built in ad-

vance.

Never before has a new industry

had the opportunity to organize its

promotion that now confronts avia-

tion. We've been talking about co-

operation for many months— not

only through these columns but per-

sonally with many of the leaders in

the industry.

Our plan meets with general ap-

proval because it is designed to help

aviation in two fundamental ways.

The whole thing is a matter of or-

ganization. We're ready to do our

part— in fact we've already started.

But aviation is, by its very nature, a

national business, so its been slow

work making the rounds.

If you have not been in communi-
cation with us or talked to us, please

write us fully about your ideas on

this very important subject. We
want an expression from every one

interested in aviation. Very soon we
shall have something decidedly defi-

nite to announce.

REIMERS & OSBORN, Inc.

ADVERTISING
28 5 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

We maintain a highly specialized department of aeronautics for the benefit

of aviation clients, manned by men who know aviation by flying and work-

ing in its commercial developments. Our aeronautic files are comprehensive.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TECHNICAL
VELIE AIRCRAFT ENGINE
VELIE MOTORS CORPORATION

announce production of their new five

cylinder seventy h.p. radial aircraft engine,

which has been extensively tested in Mono-

coupe planes produced by Mono Aircraft

Incorporated of Moline, Illinois. Installed

in the two-place enclosed Monocoupe, it is

reported to take off in three to five seconds

;

cruises at eighty-five m.p.h., high speed one

hundred m.p.h., landing speed thirty to

thirty-five m.p.h. Twenty-five gallons of

gasoline give it a range of about four hun-

dred miles or twenty miles per gallon. A
fuel mixture control from the cabin insures

correct carburetion at all altitudes.

It has five air cooled radial cylinders of

four and one-eighth inches bore and three

and three-quarters inches stroke and is rated

at seventy h.p. at eighteen hundred revolu-

tions per minute.

Some of its features are its solid master

connection rod and two-piece crankshaft,

simple valve mechanism, and clean lines in

front, making for minimum projected area

and low head resistance.

The main crankcase is in one piece and

the mounting ring is integral. Magnetos,

oil pump and tachometer drive are carried

on the gear case cover.

The nose or front section carries a deep

groove ball bearing which transmits the

thrust of the propeller from the shaft to the

engine mounting by way of the crankcase.

The single throw two-piece crankshaft is

supported on three ball bearings placed one

on each side of the crank pin and the third

just behind the propeller hub, which take

the propeller thrust as well as the radial

load.

Assembly of the crank, crankcase, pis-

tons and rods of the Velie engine.

To assemble the single piece master rod

the shaft is divided into two rear sections,

the crank pin being integral with the for-

ward section which transmits the power to

the propeller hub carried by it. The crank

pin telescopes into the rear section and is

carried completely through it.

The master connecting rod is of the solid

big end type. This construction makes pos-

sible high crank speeds. A babbit bushing

spun in the rod bears directly on the crank

Propeller end of the new five-cylinder 70-

horsepower Velie aircraft engine.

pin.

Four connecting link rods are attached

to the master rod by means of wrist pins.

Link rods are bronze bushed for the pis-

ton and wrist pins, oil being carried under

pressure to all bearings.

The cylinders of nickel steel have integral

fi^s and the heads are of aluminum alloy.

Each cylinder has one inlet and one exhaust

valve, seating on aluminum bronze surfaces.

On the block and under flying conditions

its low temperature has been pronounced.

This result is due to the head construction,

large fins and valve arrangements.

Valves are of silchrome steel one and

eleven-sixteenth inches diameter with eleven

thirty-second inch stems, seating on alumi-

num bronze. Valve lifters are of the roller

type, both the intake and exhaust operating

from the same cam.

The oil pump assembly consists of two

gear pumps, one supplying oil pressure to

the engine bearings and the other for scav-

enging. Oil is taken from the tank by the

pressure pump and is delivered to the oil

collector ring where it is forced through the

center of the crankshaft to crank pin and

wrist pin bearings. The discharged oil is

returned to the oil supply tank by a scav-

enger pump. There are only two oil lines,

one an inlet or suction line and the outlet

or scavenger line.

The skirt of the cylinders extends into

the crankcase, acting as an oil shield, keep-

ing excess oil from entering the cylinders.

Ignition is furnished by two Scintilla five

cylinder magnetos located at the rear of the

engine. They fire two A.C. spark plugs in

each of the five cylinders, thus giving two

independent sources of ignition.

The motor is equipped to take standard

mounting of Eclipse electric starter, which

complete with battery, weighs only forty

pounds.

The engine is completely equipped, ready

to run and includes Zenith carburetor, car-

buretor heater, two magnetos, propeller hub,

mounting rings integral with crank case, ex-

haust ring, complete set of tools and in-

struction book.

The factory is now completely tooled and

in quantity production.

Specifications

Rated power at sea level

70 h.p. at 1800 r.p.m.

Maximum power at sea level

80 h.p. at 2000 r.p.m.

Weight dry without hub or starter

210 pounds

Weight per rated h.p 2.63 pounds

Stroke 3¥n inches

Bore A]4 inches

Compression ratio S.2

Cylinder displacement. .. .250.6 cubic inches

Diameter of mounting 12^4 inches

Height or overall diameter 32 inches

Length without starter 27 inches

Fuel consumption at rated h.p...

.55 pounds per h.p. per hr.

Oil consumption. .025 pounds per h.p. per hr.

Velie piston assembly showing the one-
piece master rod. Below, the crankshaft.
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The New
STINSON DETROITER

JUNIOR
FOUR PLACE CABIN MONOPLANE

A
/ % moderately priced, good airplane, roomy,

fully equipped, powered by the Warner
Scarab 120 H.P. engine.

The Stinson Junior, received with unbounded
enthusiasm at the All American Aircraft Show,
meets a long felt need in the light commercial

class.

The same high standards of design and construc-

tion which give Stinson ships such a high degree

of efficiency and performance are found in the

Junior.

The Stinson Junior Monoplane is ideal for pri-

vate owners, business concerns and commercial

operators. Flying schools should investigate the

Junior.

Complete information on request.

Stinson Aircraft Corporation
Northville, Mich.

We are prepared to furnish operating costs and surveys

to individuals or organizations who desire to pur-

chase aircraft for personal or commercial uses.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE HALPIN "FLAMINGO"
THE Halpin "Flamingo" is a high-

wing all-metal monoplane designed

to give the speed and reserve power

demanded by the commercial operator and

the private owner. It was designed and de-

veloped by the Halpin Development Com-

pany of Cincinnati, Ohio, from the experi-

ence of a group of men who for years have

been prominently identified with all-metal

aircraft construction. The project was

financed by T. Higbee Embry of the Embry-

Riddle Company, operators of the air mail

route between Cincinnati and Chicago.

It is powered with a 410 h.p. Pratt &
Whitney "Wasp" engine, has a high speed of

140 miles an hour and a cruising speed of

120 miles an hour. The cruising radius is

1,000 miles. The cabin seats a pilot and five

passengers. Toilet and washroom facilities

are provided as well as a mail and baggage

compartment of 40 cubic feet capacity.

The need of such a plane has long been

apparent among commercial operators and

private owners in this country. Their re-

quirements were constantly in view in the

design of the plane. This resulted in all-

metal construction, a policy to which the

designers are firmly committed, ample re-

serve power, a higher cruising speed, and

simplified construction which results in

economy.

Thus, the Halpin "Flamingo" satisfies the

operator with low operating and mainte-

nance cost, and the pilot with reserve power,

exceptional flying qualities, and a higher

cruising speed.

Economy of production in the "Flamin-

go" results from simplified methods of con-

struction throughout the plane.

The wing is af the semi-thick, high-lift

type, having lift braces attached at 58 per

cent of the span. It is constructed entirely

of duraluminum, the spars being of I sec-

tion, the flanges built of extruded angles,

with a dural web set between them. There

are 28 ribs in the whole wing, made of flat

dural sheet, all exactly alike, with holes

punched and flanged to give lightness and

rigidity. There is drag bracing in the two
inner bays, the skin taking the drag load in

the outer bay. The drag struts are steel

tubes with end fittings to take the swaged
drag wires.

Two gas tanks of 75 gallon capacity each

are placed in the wings. The tanks are con-

structed of terne plate having a 3]/2 " diam-

eter filler neck, which permits of filling with-

out the use of a funnel.

Wings are pin-jointed to the side of the

fuselage utilizing the entire depth of the

wing for cabin space. The entire wing is

covered with a .014 inch dural skin, corru-

gated on four-inch centers with a semicircu-

lar corrugation. Ailerons are of the con-

ventional type, differentially controlled and

set in one foot from the wing tips.

The fuselage is of welded seamless steel

tube construction throughout. The metal

skin is fastened to light dural channels riv-

eted to clips placed on the tubes. The main

cabin is 44" wide, 60" high and 108" long,

and fitted with upholstered reed chairs se-

cured to the floor. There is one wide door

on the right side of the main cabin, and one

door on the left side of the pilot's compart-

ment. The cabin is finished in gray duo-

tone embossed fibre board, trimmed in red,

with aluminum strips around windows and

doors. The ceiling is fitted with dome lights.

There are 10 feet of continuous windows,
14" wide on each side of the cabin. The

glass is ]4" plate, with edges ground and

polished. The glass surrounding the pilot's

cockpit is non-shatterable.

The undercarriage is of the split-axle type

constructed of heat-treated chrome-molybde-

num tubing. Sauzedde 30" x 5" wheels are

used, fitted with the standard brakes. The
shock absorbing units are Aerol struts. The
tail wheel is a special development. A wheel

formed of sheet steel and faired with alu-

minum is mounted on an arm connected to

shock chord. The wheel has a 3^" flat steel

tire. The stern post supports an emergency

skid.

The tail surfaces are dural channel struc-

ture, covered with standard .014 corrugated

dural skin. The fin is adjustable on the

ground in two minutes, the stabilizer is rap-

idly adjusted by a screw operated from the

pilot's compartment and is self-locking in

any position. The tail surfaces are all of

high aspect ratio and externally braced. All

control surfaces are mounted on self-align-

ing ball bearings.

The engine is a Pratt & Whitney "Wasp",

developing 410 h.p. at 1900 r.p.m A 10-foot

Standard Steel propeller is used. The en-

gine mount is of conventional type with a

ring bolted to the crank case. The starter is

Eclipse hand inertia, operated from the

pilot's compartment by a special rachet de-

vice. The oil tank is constructed of alu-

minum, 14-gallon capacity carrying 12 gal-

lons of oil, mounted forward of the fire-

wall. The firewall is .032" terne plate

riveted and soldered to the tubing of the en-

gine mount and bulkhead, so as to prevent

any leakage of oil. The engine cowling is

.050" aluminum with louvres on each side,

the front portion being adjustable for open-

ing and closing the louvres for warm or cold

weather. The gasoline is fed from the wing

tanks by gravity.

(Continued on next page)

The Halpin "Flamingo", an all metal cabin monoplane with a Pratt & Whitney engine.
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NOW THERE ARE
THREE TYPES OF
BUHL AIRSEDANS
To cover a very wide range of commercial and pri-

vate uses. Each type is built to the high standards of

strength and efficiency which characterize Buhl

productions. The BUHL Junior Airsedan

The Buhl Junior Airsedan is a smaller scale

replica of the Standard Airsedan. It carries a

useful load of a thousand pounds and maintains

a cruising speed of 95 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,200 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 25 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:

High speed (sea level) 110 M.P.H.
Landing speed 45 M.P.H.
Cruising speed 95 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Warner
Horse power 110 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 50 gal.—8 hours

Oil capacity 3 gal.

The Buhl Special Airsedan is designed for use

where load is subordinated to speed. It carries

a useful load of 1000 pounds and has a high

speed of 132 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,500 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 28 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:

High speed (sea level) .... 132 M.P.H.

Landing speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising speed 115 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Whirlwind

Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 80 gal.

Oil capacity 5 gal.

The Buhl Airsedan is the standard plane of the Buhl line. It accommodates four passengers com-

fortably in a sound-proof, easy-conversation cabin.

Performance:Specifications:

Weight empty 2,100 lbs.

Wing span 42 ft.

Wing area 334 sq. ft.

Length 28 ft.

Useful load 1,628 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 4

passengers.

Department of Commerce Certificate of Airtvorthiness No. 12

High speed (sea level)

120 M.P.H.

Landing speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising speed 100 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Wright Whirlwind J.5

Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 70 gal.

Oil capacity 5 gal.

Distributors:

In the Northivest—Mamer Flying Service, Spokane, Wash.

In the Southwest—Frank Baker Aircraft, Culver City, Calif.

BUHL AIRCRAFT CO.
Marysville, Mich.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Continued from preceding page)

Conventional Deperdussen dual controls

are used with chain and sprocket to cables

over Micarta pulleys to external horns on

all surfaces. The rudder pedals are of the

stirrup type. Wheel brakes are selective be-

ing operated by a hand lever in the center

of the pilot's compartment. Pioneer instru-

ments are used and running lights are

mounted to conform to Department of Com-

merce specifications. Provision is also made

for landing lights which will streamline into

the wing tips.

The material used in the Halpin "Flamin-

go" comes from all parts of the world. It

is drawn from fifteen different industries,

and represents the most modern metallurgi-

cal advances made by science. The plane

does not weigh more than the standard steel,

wood and fabric planes of equal size. Its

speed is comparable with any similar plane

on the American market.

The design of the Halpin "Flamingo" is the

result of Mr. T. E. Halpin's manufacturing

and operating experience, together with the

technical training and ideas of the engineering

department, consisting of Ralph R. Graichen,

chief engineer, and Walter C. Clayton.

Halpin was chief inspector and assistant to

the general manager of the Stout Metal Air-

plane division of the Ford Motor Company,

and later in the operations department of

the Stout Air Services, on the Detroit-Grand

Rapids and Detroit-Cleveland air lines.

Specifications

Wing spread 48 feet

Wing area 354 square feet

Wing chord 8 feet

Length of fuselage 30 feet

Tread of landing gear 10 feet

Height over all 9 feet

Weight empty 2,784 pounds

Gross weight 4,850 pounds

Useful load 2,050 pounds

Capacity, 5 passengers and pilot

and 600 pounds of baggage

High speed 138 to 142 M.P.H.
Cruising speed 115 to 120 M.P.H.
Landing speed 48 M.P.H.
Cruising radius.

1,000 miles or S]/2 hours of flight

Service ceiling 18,000 feet

Rate of climb. .1,250 to 1,500 feet per minute

Gas consumption 18 gallons per hour

Oil consumption 2 quarts per hour

Power plant, Pratt & Whitney "Wasp",

420 H.P.

Total gas capacity 150 gallons-

Total oil capacity 12 gallons

Cabin space 195 cubic feet

PITCAIRN SPORT MAILWING
ANEW sport airplane, a modification Since the cover fits into the streamline shape

of the company's Pitcairn Mailwing of the fuselage, an appreciable increase in

(PA-5), has just been announced by the speed of the plane is gained when the

Pitcairn Aviation, Inc., with headquarters in cockpit is closed.

Philadelphia. Designed particularly for owner-pilot use.

The plane is known as the Pitcairn Sport the Sport Mailwing has the same character-

Mailvving and was exhibited for the first istics of size and performance as the Pit-

time at the All-American Aircraft Show cairn Mailwing. It is powered by a Wright

that was held in Detroit from April 14 to Whirlwind J5 engine.

21. The Pitcairn Mailwing is the mail and The following are the dimensions of the

express airplane now being used by five con- Pitcairn Sport Mailwing PA-5 and the per-

tract air mail operators, including the New formance figures: (Capacity, pilot and 500

York to Atlanta air mail service that was pounds for baggage and one or two pas-

inaugurated early in May by Pitcairn Avi- sengers.)

ation, Inc. Pitcairn Sport Mailwing PA-5

In the Sport Mailwing the large mail com- Wing span, upper 33 feet

partment is fitted with a comfortable seat Wing span, lower 30 feet

ample for one passenger and even large Over-all length 21 feet 10}/> inches

enough for two. The windshield for the Over-all height (standing on ground),

passenger cockpit is demountable and the 9 feet inches

cockpit is provided with a cover which can Wing chord, upper 54 inches

be put in place when no passengers are be- Wing chord, lower 48 inches

ing carried, just as the rumble seat of an Mean aspect rat o 7.42

automobile can be closed when not in use Wins; area 262 square feet

Wing section Pitcairn development

Dihedral, upper wing 1 degree

Dihedral, lower wing 4 degrees

Gap at fuselage 62 inches

Stagger 22 inches

Area of ailerons 21 square feet

Area of stabilizer 15.5 square feet

Area of elevator 14.4 square feet

Area of fin 4.2 square feet

Area of rudder 6.4 square feet I

Weight, empty 1,612 pounds
Useful load, maximum 500 pounds
Total weight 2,620 pounds

Wing load 10 pounds per square foot

Power loading (220 H.P.),

11.9 pounds per horsepower

Gasoline capacity 56 gallons

Performance with normal full load

and night flying equipment, high

speed at sea level 131 miles per hour

Rate of climb at sea level (light),

1,600 feet per minute

Rate of climb at 10,000 ft. (light),

1,100 feet per minute

Landing speed (light) ... .45 miles per hour

Landing speed (loaded).. 50 miles per hour

A speed of 131 miles an hour is attained by the new Pitcairn Sport Mailwing. It lands at the rate of 45 miles an hour.
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New Champion
Aviation spark plug
Revolutionary

in Principle and
Design *

The world's altitudeand
speed records were re-

centlymade ivith the help
of the new Champion
Aviation Spark Plugs.

(5n/NTIRELY new principle of
design • Exclusive sillimanite in-

sulators—the finest insulating ma-
terial known » Double insulation
—primary protected by secondary
"dome" insulator « Cooling areas
around insulators « Champion
two-piece construction > Abso-
lutely gas-tight against the highest
compression ratio « Entire structure so designed that the
insulators cannot be broken in such a way as to interfere

with engine operation.

THE new Champion Aviation spark
plug is not only a distinct innovation

but is actually revolutionary in principle

and design. It has already established new
standards of spark plug performance in
aircraft engines.

The unique design of the exclusive silli-

manite insulators, in which the primary
is protected by the secondary "dome" in-

sulator, provides protection and cooling
areas impossible in ordinary spark plugs.

The entire structure is so designed that it

positively cannot be broken in such a way
as to interfere with engine operation. Pre-

ignition and "cutting out" are practically

impossible.

Developed after two years of painstaking
research and rigorous tests, the new
Champion Aviation spark plug further
embodies all the excellence in material
and manufacture exclusive to all Cham-
pion spark plugs.

Install a complete new set of Champion
Aviation spark plugs which bring to your
engine a new factor of safety and vastly

improved performance and dependability.

Write for descriptive folder

Champion sparkplugs
TOLEDO, OHIO

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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IRELAND "AMPHIPLANE"
AN enclosed cabin "Amphiplane", one

of the first of its kind, recently re-

turned from Detroit where it was on

exhibit at the All-American Aircraft Show.

This new land-and-water craft, after under-

going successful tests by its manufacturers,

Ireland Aircraft, Inc., was flown to Detroit

and hack to Curtiss Field, Long Island.

The Ireland Amphiplane, with a luxur-

iously appointed cabin, vies in comforts

with a modern enclosed motor car. It is a

five place cabin biplane with a cruising speed

of 85 m.p.h. and a high speed of 95 m.p.h.

The power plant is a Wright "Whirlwind"

mounted as a pusher. Any doubts that may

have been held about the cooling of the

"Whirlwind" engine when mounted in this

manner, have been entirely dispelled. Ex-

haustive tests have proved that the engine

cools perfectly and will give satisfaction

under long periods of taxiing on the water

as well as on land. The engine mount for

the engine is a welded circular tubing of

unusually large diameter and wall thickness.

Bolted to the main struts are steps to pro-

vide a place to stand while making engine

adjustments or repairs.

The hull has a molybdenum steel frame

with a covering of steel duralumin bolted

and screwed to the steel members. It is well

streamlined, thus giving the flying boat the

necessary qualities to make it seaworthy and

navigable on the surface. Around the side

of the hull is a narrow shelf or deck. This

walk is handy for mooring or getting in or

about the hull.

The roomy cabin is of non-corrosive metal

construction throughout and is fitted with

sliding windows. A completely equipped in-

strument board is mounted under a single

glass panel similar to that used on auto-

mobiles. In front of the cabin at the nose

of the hull is a compartment for the storage

of an anchor.

Interplane bracing is of steamlined dura-

lumin struts and conventional wire bracing.

In the hull just below the engine is the

main fuel tank with a capacity of 65 gal-

lons. The tank is of duralumin construc-

tion. To provide a firm footing when

making adjustments, the deck of the hull

above the tank is supported by a number of

stringers.

Many features of the hull tend to make
for easier handling of the plane when not

The Ireland amphibian flying boat at Curtiss field, Long Island.

under its own power. In addition to the

customary shackle at the nose for mooring

there is another shackle or ring on the keel

below the water line to provide a low at-

tachment point for towing.

The wheels are mounted on a square tube

that slides through a duralumin drum carry-

ing the aileron cables and can be drawn up

in about 35 seconds and lowered in 20 sec-

onds.

The tail skid is of oleo design with an

Cabin doors of the Ireland amphiplane.

air vent to prevent the oil from leaking

out. Ailerons and tail surfaces have weld-

ed steel rib and dural beams. All control

surfaces have been statically tested well

above the required load.

A surprising feature of the Ireland "Am-
phiplane" is its unusual maneuverability on

the ground. By giving hard rudder and

"gunning" the engine, it can be turned so

sharply that the wheels will skid sideways

across the ground. In the air it shows ex-

ceptional effectiveness on all controls.

The tendency to stall with the power off

has been entirely eliminated. By properly

adjusting the stabilizer the ship may be

flown "hands off" under any condition of
]

loading.

The interior of the hull is finished in

"Rust-Veto" with all steel parts cadmium

plated.

Bertram Work is president of the Ire-

land Aircraft, Inc., and G. Sumner Ireland,

designer of this unusual craft which floats

on the water, flies in the air and taxiis on

land.

Specifications of the "Amphiplane"

Span upper wing 40 feet

Span lower wing 34 feet

Chord 5 feet 6 inches

Wing area, including ailerons ... .350 sq. ft.

Airfoil Curtiss C-72

Length 30 feet 6 inches

Height, on wheels 11 .feet 6 inches

Tread 7 feet

Width of hull at forward step 5 feet

Aileron area 48 square feet

Horizontal tail area 46 square feet

Vertical tail area 32 square feet

Weight empty 2250 pounds

Pay load 750 pounds

Useful load 1358 pounds

Normal gross weight, fully loaded.. .3608 lbs.

High speed at sea level, full load.. . .95 m. p. h.

Cruising speed, full load 85 m. p. h.

Landing speed, full load 46 m. p. h.

Climb at sea level, full load 650 f. p. m.

Climb to 10,000 feet, full load 35 min.

Service ceiling 11,000 feet

Absolute ceiling 12,000 feet

Fuel capacity 65 gallons

Normal range 375 miles

Engine Wright "Whirlwind" J-5-C

Propeller . . . . Curtiss-Reed, 9 feet diameter

The Wright Whirlwind engine used as a pusher, cools perfectly in the "Amphiplane" installation.
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WRIGHT-BUILTENGINES

Great records are

-made with the

Wright Engine:

the reward is the

popular comment

—

"That must be a good

engine."

Even to the man in

the street the name of

Wright is significant.

"A good engine"

—

alone it carries on for hours without missing, for

miles without stopping. "A good engine"

—

seemingly without fatigue, a power-plant that

knows no exhaustion, whose performance is so

consistent that it seems to have no limits.

"A good engine"—but back of that popular

comment is a story of conception, design, work-

manship, assembly, tests by the hundred, and in-

finite care to every detail that makes a good en-

gine, not by chance, but by deliberate intention.

Wright Engines were born in the Great War
and reared in the atmosphere of successful air

activities. Their tests came every day. They

proved their ability in

the vital ebb and flow

Cjjiath wkif

u

of war necessity.

Their performances
helped make "aces" of

pilots whose names are

still remembered.

Wright was drafted

in the early war-time

days to produce an en-

gine capable of stand-

ing war-time necessities

for durability, sustained

speed, maneuverability and endurance. The
Wright organization placed unsurpassed meth-

ods of design and workmanship at the disposal

of foreign governments and the United States and

developed aircraft engines which were unmatched

in quality of workmanship and performance.

With this background, followed by further

development for nearly 14 years, it is but log-

ical that these engines perform as they do.

Believing that the entire aeronautical industry

will be interested in knowing how carefully

and surely Wright Engines are built, unusual

processes will be described in a series of ad-

vertisements of which

this is the first.

/

Wright "Cyclone"
Aeronautical

Engine

WRIGHT
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION

Paterson, New Jersey, U. S. A.
CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Licensees for Canada. Montreal

Wright "Whirlwind"
Aeronautical

Engine

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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KINNER Folding Wing "COURIER"

Compact arrangement of the Kinner monoplane with wings folded.

REPRESENTING an effort to reduce the

mounting costs of hangar space for light

commercial aircraft, W. B. Kinner, nation-

ally known designer, has perfected and flown

a new folding wing monoplane that can be

stored in a garage 8 by 10 by 25 feet in

dimensions. The new ship is powered with

a 100 horsepower Kinner five-cylinder radial

air-cooled engine.

The original plane is a two-place open ship

with gasoline supply for 800 miles cruising.

Two and three-place open and closed models

will be available with the same wing spread

and folding wing feature.

The Kinner Courier, as the new ship is

known, has a spread of 35 feet and a top

speed with the Kinner engine of 120 miles

per hour. The landing speed, an exception-

ally low one for monoplanes, is 35 miles per

hour. The wings are tapered, their mean

chord being six feet. The total wing area is

216 square feet, and the plane, complete with

engine, weighs 915 pounds.

A Kinner modification of the 27 wing

curve is used in the new monoplane. A fly-

ing stabilizer, dual gasoline tanks and lines,

N struts, brakes, alemite aileron controls,

padlocked wing pins, exhaust collector ring

integral with cowling, and adjustable hot air

stove for the carburetor are features of the

Kinner monoplane.

The wings of the new ship can be folded

easily by one man in ten minutes, the folding

feature being almost automatic. The front

wing pins are pulled, the front struts removed

and the leading edges of the wings swing

toward the ground supported by the hinged

rear struts. From this position the wings

are pushed back along the fuselage and

hooked, ready to wheel the ship into the

garage.

The monoplane, similar to the Kinner Air-

ster biplane, has a take-off in less than 100

feet, and a climb of 900 feet per minute. With
brakes, the ship can be landed and stopped

in 100 feet.

The first of the Kinner folding wing mono-

planes has been purchased by Dr. T. C.

Young of Glendale, chairman of the Field

The Kinner Courier with wings folded.

Committee for the 1928 National Air Races,

and has been designated an official ship for

these events.

In addition to standard equipment. Dr.

Young's ship is equipped with Sauzedde
wheels and brakes, Standard Steel propeller,

Gruss Aerol struts, a one-shot fire extin-

guishing system, Irving parachutes, and extra

instruments which were specially fitted.

Specifications

Span 35 feet

Length 23 feet I
Height 7 feet

|
Total wing area -216 square feet

Ailerons 14 square feet

(Continued on next page)
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This advertisement is a barometer of the Industry's progress— look for it each month

The New
CONSOLIDATED

Aircraft

Instrument Panel
(Type A)

Now Standard on
Curtiss-Robin

Alexander Eaglerock

Arkansas Command-Air
International Aircraft

Mohawk Aircraft

Taylor Bros. Aircraft

5,000 NEW PLANES
will fly this year

Our Instrument Sales Now Forecast

AGAIN the rapid progress of the Aircraft Industry

in this country is reflected in substantially in-

creased sales of Consolidated Instruments.

Our business has now reached the point where our

scheduled deliveries— single instruments and sets— in-

dicate that 1928 production will reach a total of at

least 5,000 commercial planes.

Since one or more Consolidated Instruments is standard

equipment on most American commercial airplanes,

our business is a dependable gauge of the industry's

growth.

CONSOLIDATED
Instrument Company

of America, Inc.

41 East 42nd Street New York
Western Representative—M. E. HULSE, 5391 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

The type F Star Pathfinder compass is of

the magnetic type and represents the latest

development in aircraft compasses. It has

a built-in compensating unit eliminating

the use of troublesome loose magnets. This

unit is readily accessible for adjustment by

means of a removable cover plate. This

compass mounts flush with the instrument

board surface; it has a spherical magnify-

ing cover lens affording great visibility.

AltimeteM, Tachometers, Oil Pressure Gauges, Gasoline Gauges, Thermometers, Air Speed Indicators, Compasses, Navigation Lights, Landing Lights, Dash Lights, etc

.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Kinner folding wing monoplane powered with a Kinner engine.

{Continued from preceding fayc)

Stabilizers 14 square feet

Elevators 8 square feet

Rudder 4 square feet

Fin 4 square feet

Weight empty 915 pounds

Useful load 550 pounds

High speed 120 miles per hour

Low speed 35 miles per hour

Cruising speed 110 miles per hour

Rate of climb 900 feet per minute

Ceiling 20,000 feet

Cruising range 800 miles

Gas consumption 7 gallons per hour

Oil consumption 2;<4 pints per hour

SUPERCHARGERS ARE
STANDARD ON NEW
AIRCRAFT ENGINES

SUPERCHARGERS especially designed

by the General Electric Company will

be built as standard equipment into

the three new types of aircraft engines with

which the Wright Aeronautical Corporation

is now experimenting in its test laboratories

at Paterson, N". J. By the use of this auxili-

ary to the engine it is expected that maxi-

mum efficiency will be obtained in operation,

including easier starting, greater reliability

and better performance at high altitudes.

The three new Wright engines, recently

announced, are expected to be in regular pro-

duction by the spring of 1929. The smallest

of these, rated at 140 horsepower, will fill

the need for two- and three-passenger air-

planes ; the next, rated 200-220 horsepower,

will be the new model of the famous Wright

Whirlwind, and the third will be rated 300

horsepower, standing as a power unit just

below the Wright Cyclone rated 525 horse-

power.

Superchargers have been in frequent use

on airplanes ever since the war, but appli-

cations have been few and principally on

aircraft designed for high altitude flights.

The practice in the past has largely been

to modify standard engines to accommodate

an external supercharger, but the rapid ad-

vance in research which has taken place in

the past few years has resulted in the de-

sign of a supercharger which is now being

adopted by all leading airplane manufac-

turers in this country for engines in sizes up

to about 600 horsepower. This device is

made a unit part of the engine.

It was as a direct result of the use of

these superchargers that a new type of air-

plane engine was developed, utilizing air

cooling, equipped with radial cylinders and

having a supercharger built in as an essen-

tial item of the engine construction. The

supercharger is primarily designed to im-

prove the gasoline distribution and to give

a small amount of supercharging w'hen fly-

ing near sea level. In most cases, however,

it is so arranged that it can be used to main-

tain sea level power when flying at moderate

altitudes. Thus, by maintaining sea level

conditions at the engine inlet, airplane en-

gines can develop much higher power at any

given altitude than was possible without the

supercharger. This makes it possible to

carry heavier loads and develop higher

speeds.

Superchargers on radial engines consist of

a high-speed impeller driven by the engine

shaft through gears surrounded by air con-

duits of the proper shape formed as part of

the engine crank case. The only extra parts,

therefore, are the comparatively small im-

peller and a pair of gears.

THE ANDIZ 6o H. P. LIGHT
HT'HE Andiz, light-weight monoplane, de-

signed and engineered by Lieut. W. H.

H. Anderson of Los Angeles, California,

will soon be placed before the public.

The manufacturers will be known as the

Andiz Aircraft Corporation, located in Los

Angeles, California.

The Model 2-60 is a high wing, dual con-

trol sport type, powered with the new type

Anzani 60-h.p. engine. The wing beams are

of the 6-piece eye beam type so constructed

as to be a solid structure from tip to tip.

The ribs of the Warren truss type with

spruce cap strip.

No nails or brads are used, only brass

wood screws and casine glue are used

throughout all wood members. Fourteen

steel tube compression members are used in

the wing with all brace and drag wires

double. The wing construction constitutes

a safety factor of 12.

The fuselage is of steel tube construction,

welded throughout. Xot a wire bracing or

turnbuckle is used in the whole structure.

The landing gear is of the split-type, de-

signed to take maximum ground thrust,

which, in turn, is distributed through six

points of contact.

The tail group is of steel tube construc-

tion, with balanced elevator and rudder.

The plane is primarily designed to meet

the demand for a light-weight, two-place

MONOPLANE
economical craft of high performance, as

the following specifications show

:

Wing section Clark Y
Wing span 30 feet

Wing chord 5 feet

Wing area 150 square feet

Length over all 20 feet

Height over all 6 feet

Weight empty 600 pounds

Weight loaded 1,000 pounds

Fuel capacity 16 gallons

Oil capacity 1.5 gallons

Engine, Anzani 60 horsepower

High speed 100 miles per hour

Landing speed 35 miles per hour

Cruising speed 85 miles per hour

The Anzani-engined Andiz light monoplane makes a speed of 100 miles an hour.
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UBRICATION
OF THE ANZANI ENGINE

A SYSTEM NOTED FOR.

ITS EFFECTIVE SIMPLICITY

PRESSURE OIL LINE (toman bearing)

OIL INTAKE FROM REAR MAIN BURINC

2>TO TANK (sctvENGe)

J FROM TANK

ĉ̂INCE the successful operation of any engine de-

K^y pends so much upon a proper supply of oil, the Anzani

System was designed with full appreciation of its great im-

portance. Years of development have shown the reliability

resulting from the use of simple parts. The principal reason

for the unfailing performance of the Anzani lubricating sys-

tem is its utmost simplicity— its few parts are rugged and

easily accessible.

From the tank the oil is led to a pressure pump which forces

fresh oil supply to the main bearings and through

holes and drilled passages in the crankshaft to

the crankpins. The rotary force throws the oil

in a fine mist which lubricates cylinder walls,

pistons and bearings. Likewise, the timing gears

at the rear of the engine are amply lubricated

by direct pressure supply. The excess oil collect-

ing in the crankcase is drained through the

scavenge line at the bottom of case. The oil

OIL LINE SCAVENGE

before being put into circulation goes through a fine filter

and, purified, is led back to the tank.

. Proper clearances are given all working parts in order to

obtain best results from the use of mineral oil. All Anzani

engines are tested with mineral oil (Mobiloil B). Any high

grade oil corresponding to Liberty Aero Oil numbers i and 3

may be used satisfactorily.

The 1928 model Anzani Engines are especially adapted to

American commercial use. They embody many new special

. ,
features which assure

the utmost in economy
and dependability of
operation for all require-

ments of from 18 to 120

h. p. We will be glad

to furnish complete spe-

cifications. Let us know
your requirements.

The following stock 1928 models of the Anzani Engine
give a power plant range to meet the requirements of light

: nl airplanes:

Rated Normal Weight No. of Bore
E.P. r. p. m. (lbs.) cylinders {inches)

Stroke List
(inches) Price

5 1700 115 3 4.133 4.724 $735
:0 1700 165 6 3.543 4.724 1325
;0 1550 215 6 4.133 4.921 1650
10 1550 320 10 4.133 5.512 2170

The prices quoted are for Engine complete, including

agnetos, carburetor and exhaust collector ring.

BROWNBACK MOTOR LABORATORIES, Inc • D-1038 Graybar Building • New York City • Sole Representatives for

the Anzani Aviation Engine in North and South America, Australia and Japan • Pacific Coast Distributor: C. C. Ludlow,

843 So. Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, California • Canadian Distributor: Ericson Aircraft, Ltd., 45 Jarvis Street, Toronto

THE NEW SERIES
RADIAL AIR COOLED

AHZAM
E N G- I N I

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE STEARMAN MODEL C2
ALTHOUGH the Stearman has been in

production for nearly a year it has

not been until the past six months

that these sturdy little machines could be

seen from one coast to another. Late last

fall the factory was moved from California

to Wichita, Kansas, and after a complete

"factory layout wherein the production plan-

ning was worked out very carefully, a sched-

ule of two airplanes, of the light commer-

cial type, was started.

It is believed that to Stearman goes the

credit and foresight of designing a machine

that would accommodate the varying types

of power plant that were to be offered and

used in the light commercial class of air-

planes. In his basic design, which is now
well over a year off the drafting table, he

incorporated the idea of building a job that

would accommodate any power plant from

90 to 250 horse power, without altering the

structure of the craft aft the fire wall. To
this end he has been successful as thus far

the Stearman has been powered with the

OX-5, Model A Hispano, Nordwick Duplex-

Cam, Wright Whirlwind and the Menasco-

Salmson. To permit this change in power

of substantially three fold a careful design

was necessary in order that the structural

weight would not be excessive for the small-

er powered crafts. The final selection of the

load factors to be employed were based on

a high incidence factor of 8.5.

The wing construction is principally of

spruce with streamline steel struts and wires

tor the external bracing. All internal brace

wires are of tie rod. Sheet duralumin is

used extensively in the fitting arrangement

while thin duralumin covers the leading edge

of all the wings. The upper wing panels are

wired for navigation lights and the lowers

(Continued on next page)



SUPER-TRIMOTOR F-10
Three 400 H.P. "Wasp" Engines

:ers

IT
is not a coincidence that the most suc-

cessful air lines use Fokkers. Some owe
their success to the fact that they

equipped themselves with the dependable

Fokker from the start. Others have
achieved success through sound judgment
and good management in their operations,

and then . . . this same leadership points

the way to the purchase of the latest Fokker
Aircraft.

Notable examples, in widely different fields,

are the Western Canada Airways, Ltd., of

Winnipeg, Manitoba, and the Pan-American
Airways, Inc., of Key West and Havana.
Both use Fokker Aircraft!

And now, Western Air Express, the great-

est demonstrator of the earning possibilities

of air transportation, adopts the new Fok-

ker Super-Trimotor F-10, the greatest Fok-
ker ever built, . . . under the equipment
loan made by the Daniel Guggenheim Fund
for the Promotion of Aeronautics.

The new Fokkers are winging their daily
schedule between Los Angeles and San
Francisco, carrying 14 people, Pullman
equipment, baggage and 500 lbs. of mail, in
luxury and safety, at magic-carpet speed

!

Making 150 miles an hour under the full
power of its three Pratt & Whitney "Wasp"
engines, over 120 miles an hour at that re-

duced throttle which means complete reli-

ability and minimum wear and tear, and
1,400 feet per minute climb with full load::
such performance sets, in the Fokker F-10,,
new standards for the world first to gasp at;,

then to follow.

Specification on Executive Request.

ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Factory and Flying Field

Teterboro Airport, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey

Subsidiary of FOKKER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Wheeling, West Virginia

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Rear view of the

{Continued from preceding page)

are provided with reenforcements for land-

ing lights. A main fuel tank of 38 gallon

capacity, carrying a gauge, is located in the

center section, with the remainder of the fuel

supply carried in the fuselage. Differen-

tially operated unbalanced ailerons are car-

ried on the upper wing only and with these

it is possible to secure satisfactory lateral

control at stalling speeds of approximately

35 miles per hour. The proportion of areas

for the wings are such that the upper has

over 50 per cent more area than the lower.

This disposition, together with heavy stag-

ger, produces an efficient wing arrangement

both from the aerodynamic as well as struc-

tural standpoint.

The fuselage structure is entirely ai steel

tubing which results in the total absence of

wires for the web, chord or bulkhead brac-

ing. Chrome molybdenum steel is used ex-

tensively in the highly stressed members of

the forward section while medium carbon

steel constitutes the remainder of the frame-

work. There are a number of ingenious sta-

tions incorporated into the fuselage, which

provide for the bracing and accommodation

of particular items within the body group.

Principally among these stations is the one

located in the pilot's cockpit where an ad-

justable seat is combined with the bulkhead

truss. All the tubes are slushed with hot

linseed oil and protected on the outer surface

by aluminum lacquer.

The body fixtures have been arranged

with the thought of service and neatness.

To this end the cockpits have been lined

completely with Fabrikoid, the seats up-

holstered with chrome tanned leather and all

openings sealed against draft. Beside the

normal instrument equipment there is in-

cluded a Pioneer air speed indicator, Pioneer

compass and Pioneer fuel strainer. The

strainer is conveniently located in the pilot's

cockpit, drainable in flight and readily in-

spected and cleaned. All the piping, wiring

and shafting connected with the instrument

board is carried through conduits located on

the side of the fuselage. An item of inter-

est is the provision of a throttle on each side

of rear cockpit, thus satisfying the pilot who

is accustomed to either the right or left hand

location of the lever.

The empennage is of welded steel tubing,

likewise protected against corrosion. The

vertical fin and the stabilizer are adjustable,

Stearman Model C2 equipped with Wright

the latter made so by a lever system oper-

ated from the rear cockpit.

With the realization that from the chassis

comes the major portion of the maintenance

difficulties, Stearman has laid special empha-

sis on this item. The introduction of a rub-

ber-hydraulic landing gear was of a pion-

eering nature as a year ago this type of

gear was not known. A total vertical travel

of 8 inches is secured through the use of

a hydraulic cylinder and the inclusion of

rubber shock absorber chord in tension.

Tires of 30 x 5 mounted on wheels with

integral brakes are included as standard

equipment. A wheel tread of 7jX feet is

likewise the exception rather than the rule

on light commercial aircraft. The tail skid

unit is detachable and is using the so called

spoon type shoe heavily plated with "Stel-

lite."

Specifications

Span, upper wing 35 feet

Span, lower wing 28 feet

Total wing area 297 square feet

Dihedral, lower wing...,. 2 degrees

Wheel tread 7 feet 6 inches

Incidence angle, both wings 2 degrees

Available cargo space 25 cubic feet

Overall length 23 feet 2 inches

Span of tail surfaces 10 feet 5 inches

Maximum height 9 feet 2j/> inches

Width of passenger seat 33 lA inches

Normal pay load,

two passengers and baggage or 400-500 lbs.

Fuel capacity 68 gallons

mmmmmmmmmmmmm~
Whirlwind engine.

Gross weight 2,450 pounds

Full load performance figures:

Maximum speed 130 miles per hour

landing speed 41 miles per hour

Rate of climb at ground.. 1100 feet per min.

Service ceiling 18,000 feet

Cruising speed 110 miles per hour

Oleo landing gear on the Stearman.

NEW LUXOR GOGGLE
tp B. MEYROWITZ, Inc., makers of

Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles, are offer-

ing for the first time their new No. 7 Luxor
Goggle, U. S. Air Service model, to the com-

mercial aviation industry. Heretofore this

highly developed and improved goggle has

been confined to the Army Air Corps and the

National Flying Corps.

There are two new major patented fea-

tures to the No. 7 Luxor : the bridge con-

tains the new clutch type adjustment which

consists of a very simple and safe method
of adjusting the lenses to fit the spread of

the eyes. One little twist of the clutch loos-

ens it and the bridge slides back and forth

horizontally. A reverse twist locks it in

place. The new bridge is also held in per-

manent horizontal alignment by the vertical

axes at the frame of each end making the

No. 7 very strong and substantial.

The other feature is the asymmetrical

sponge rubber cushions. These are made
with a double lip so that both sides of the

metal goggle frame are buried in the resilient

spongey rubber. Being asymmetrical in

shape they can be adjusted to fit the contour

of any pilot's face.

These cushions have only one function to

perform and that is to seal the goggle com-
fortably to the face. The ventilators, which
are also a patented feature in every Luxor
goggle, are in the metal frames. The intake

is at the bottom of the lens frame, where the

air is deflected across the inner surface of

the lens and goes out through the top of the

metal frame. These air streams, which
never touch the eye, prevent fogging and
sweating of the lenses.

The usual wide and continuous elastic

headband common to all Luxor U. S. Air

Service models is used, as well as the quickly

detachable lenses.

All lenses are carefully formed convexly so

that the focal point is located with precision.

Any type of lens can be installed, the stand-

ard being ground polished and cylindrically

bent white lenses.
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The Cessna 4*Place

Powered by Anzani

Cessna Cantilever Cabin Mono-
planes have proved their right to

be called "The Fastest Planes that

Fly"— Horse-power for Horse-

power. Lithe as a greyhound,

graceful as a swan, their match-

less performance is almost unbe-

lievable

—

untilyou actually see them

in the air.

$5 750
With Brakes

and Air Speed

Indicator

These 9-Cylinder Anzani motors have

been converted in our own plant In

both block and exhaustive flying tests,

they have proved themselves fully

worthy to be classed with the best on

the market. We stand back of them, in

every way. A limited number of Cessna

Monoplanes, powered by Anzani, will

be available for early delivery. Wire or

write us today for further information.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AMERICAN MOTH MONOPLANE

The American Moth has flown more than 2500 miles; high speed 115 m. p. h.

DESIGNED to have a universal appeal

the American Moth incorporates

practical American construction

trends so as to be inexpensive to operate

and be adaptable to quantity production.

The type is a two seater parasol monoplane

with externally braced wings and an air

cooled radial engine of approximately 75

h.p.

While a number of airplanes of the class

of the American Moth have been put on the

market abroad, the appearance of this type

in the United States has been delayed ow-

ing to the large number of cheaply procur-

able war aircraft until recently. Although

the introductory announcement of the Moth

has been withheld heretofore because of ex-

tensive tooling for its production, those who

have tested and inspected it have pronounced

it a most promising design.

The American Moth was designed by

by John Pavlecka, who as an engineer of

the Ford Motor Company had done design-

ing work on the new Ford car as well as

on the Ford three-engine all metal plane.

The design of the American Moth has been

secured by the Vulcan Aircraft Company in

Portsmouth. Ohio, which firm will exploit

its production and sales.

The first Moth was built under the su-

pervision of the designer himself, about

4,500 working hours having been required

to complete the design and construction.

After its completion, the plane was

flown about the field for a time aggre-

gating only one-half hour, and then left for

a trip to Florida
;
having covered over 2,500

miles it returned in perfect shape.

Several different materials are employed

in the component parts of the plane ; the

fuselage is welded of low carbon steel tub-

ing, no wires being used anywhere with the

exception of the wing drag truss. There

are three main longerons extending all the

way from the fire wall to the stern post,

two on the top and one at the bottom. Along

the length of the cockpit only, near its bot-

tom, two intermediate longerons are used

producing a pentagonal structure here which

at the tail becomes triangular.

The cockpit contains two seats in tandem

;

access to the front seat, which is under the

center section is from the rear, the back-

rest of the front seat being made to open

and fold out of the way.

The fuselage terminates in front with a

fire wall which consists of one central stress

member and two sheet metal pockets welded

one at a side to accommodate the pilot's feet

on rudder pedals ; the stress member is a

hollow steel three pointed star with the arms

welded to the three main longerons, and in-

cluding plate fittings for the engine mount.

The bottom vertical arm of the star serves

also as a support for the rudder pedal

bracket.

The side truss of the fuselage is of the

Warren type. In designing the fuselage

structure, the tendency was to use rather

few members but heavier ones so as to re-

duce the number of welded joints to a mini-

mum; this resulted in the fact that there

are no redundant members, and the whole

structure comprises altogether only 17 joints,

all welded, out of which 12 incorporate a

fitting, the number of different joints being

11. The largest number of tubular mem-
bers at any joint is 7, this being the joint

where the wing struts attach to the inter-

mediate longeron. All fittings are lugs of

low carbon steel plates welded into slotted

tubes as reenforcing gussets.

The motor mount is likewise welded of

steel tubing ; it is bolted to the fuselage at

three points, and supports the engine also at

three points.

The undercarriage is of the divided axle

(Continued on next page)



The exceptional ability to

get in and out of very

small fields is another rea-

son for the profits made
by WACO operators.

The WACO is now- available with
OX5-90 H.P Ryan-Siemens, 125

H.P. and Wright Whirlwind, 200
H.P. motors. Type Certificates 11,

13, 26

Write your nearest distributor

Cal., Los Angeles—American Aircraft Corp.
Conn., Hartford—New England Aircraft Corp.
Canada, London, Ont.—London Air Transport, Ltd.

Fla., Orlando—Nilson-Muller Co.
Ga., Atlanta—-Douglas Davis Flying Service

111., Monmouth—Midwest Airways
Ind., Kokomo—Clyde Shockley
Ky., Louisville—Cardinal Flyers, Inc.

La., Tallulah—Southern Dusting Co.
Mich., Ypsilanti—Knapp Flying Service

Mo., Kansas City—Tex LaGrone
Mont., Great Falls—Vance Flying Service

Dillon—Montana Air Service

New York, New York, N. Y. Aircraft Dist., Inc.

Buffalo—Buffalo Aircraft Dist., Inc.

Ore., Portland—Rankin Flying Service

Ohio, Cincinnati—Embry-Riddle Co.

Akron—Akron Airport, Inc.

Youngstown—Bernard Airways, Inc.

Steubenville—Tri-State Flying Service

Pa., Philadelphia—Ludington Exhibition Co.

McKeesport—Clifford Ball

S. C, Fort Mill—Elliott Springs—John Crowell

Tenn., Memphis—Midsouth Airways

Tex., Austin—University Aerial Service

Wis., Wausau—Northern Airways, Inc.

W. Va., Wheeling—W. Va. Waco Sales

D. O, Washington—Capitol Airways, Inc.

Cuba, Havana—Alfredo Hornedo

^^/Al RPLAN ES

ADVANCE AIRCRAFT CO.
Troy, Ohio

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The American Moth, a 75 h.p. two-seater parasol monoplane.

{Continued from preceding page) two fairing strips of wood, one at the bot-

type the unit "Vee" of each tripod being torn and one on the top. Wing covering is

made of streamline tubes pivoted to the tacked to these strips, and a dural plate

bottom longeron at two points and welded screwed over it to provide a housing lor

to a chrome-molybdenum axle at the wheel. tlle aileron nose.

The shock absorber strut consists of two The wing struts are steel tubes of stream-

round chrome-molybdenum tubes universally > ille Pr°nle welded together at the bottom

linked between the axle and the fuselage, ol the "Vee" that they form, with plate St-

and telescoping into each other, and each tings welded into their ends,

provided with two diametrically opposite Dual controls are fitted as standard. The

racks, 3-16" thick, with a' number of holes ™dder is operated by means of pedals and

in them. These racks are welded to the cables. The joy sticks are provided at their

tubes longitudinally, and the tubes tele- l°wer ends with round cams that operate

scoped in such a manner that the racks of sltfingly in oblong slots in the pull-and-push

each are at right angles to those of the other, r°d
\
the latter has a sliding fit in the torque

the racks of the one on the inside sliding in tube. The elevator control is by rods. For

axial slots cut in the outside tube for the the aileron control the torque tube is pro-

telescoping portion of its length. Rubber vided at the front end with a lever from

cord is wound around the strut alternately which cables proceed into the rear wing

through the racks on the inner and the strut s and thence about a pulley in the

outer tube. A travel of 3y2 " is possible, aileron hinge outriggers to the top horn on

which provides good shock damping and the aileron.

snubbing action
The engine that has been adopted is the

The tail skid is made up of two automo- LeBlond of either the 60 or 90 h.p. rating,

bile spring leaves ; it is held under the stern The whole round front portion of the fuse-

post in a rigid yoke, and bolted to the bot- laSe is enclosed with aluminum cowling

torn longeron ahead of it.
which extends as far back as the turtle-

The tail surfaces are of welded steel con- deck °n the top, and the rear landing gear

struction, fabric covered. The shape of the braces at the bottom. The part of it for-

fixed portions of the surfaces is triangular, ward of the fire wall is easily detachable,

streamline tubes with their feather edges The capacity of the gasoline tank in the

pointing forward being used to provide the center section is 13 gallons
; an additional

front spar and leading edge. tank of 8 gallons is optional, and is in-

The wings are pin-joined to the center Called in front of the dash board in the

section which is triangular in plan view, and fuselage. The oil tank, which is in the en-

fully occupied by the gasoline tank. The g'ne compartment holds 3 gallons,

cabane structure consists of a pyramid in The flying qualities of the plane have

front, and a transverse "W" truss in the been reported as highly satisfactory by many

rear. The wings have a double dihedral, Pi'ots who have flown and stunted it. This

being thickest at the point where the struts fa ct will contribute much towards making it

are attached to the spars, and ,from here a favorite with both the experienced and

tapering both towards the center section and the "to-be" pilots. The stability is auto-

the tip. The ribs are of three pieces—the matic to a great degree, yet the plane re-

nose, the middle span, and the trailing por- sponds readily to the controls. It has been

tion, all three formed of sheet dural and flown f°r extended periods with hands off

screwed to spars. In section the ribs are the controls. It may be put into the most

a channel with the web perforated with daring stunts with ease; in taking turns,

lightening holes, and the sides turned in at the plane banks by itself and levels out again

a radius of 7-16". The compression ribs, of w ith the use of rudder only,

which there are two (not counting the end Specifications

rib which is of steel) are made up of two Wing span 30 feet 9 inches

standard middle spans riveted together web- Length 18 feet

to-web. The leading edge is reenforced with Height 7 feet 3 inches

extra nose pieces and covered with dural Wing area 135 square feet

sheet up to the front spar. Wing chord, maximum 63 inches

The ailerons are of the Friese type and High speed (75 h.p) 115 miles per hour
have wood spars, dural ribs and dural cov- Landing speed 43 miles per hour
ered nose. There are two hinges on out- Climb 700 feet per minute
riggers of box-like construction, welded of Range 400 miles

sheet steel, and bolted directly to the wing Weight empty 650 pounds
spar; these outriggers also serve to carry Weight loaded 1,100 pounds

NEW CHAMPION TYPE
AE-9 SPARK PLUG

FOLLOWING two years of exhaustive

tests the Champion Spark Plug Co. an-

nounces a new aviation spark plug. It will

be known in the trade as the AE-9. Modi-

fications of the standard design are also

available for unusual types of aviation en-

gines.

The new spark plug is of special design,

considerably different from the Champion

Company's automobile spark plugs.

In the AE-9 entirely new principles of

core design have been incorporated. In

place of the standard straight top with the

electrode cemented through the plug's en-

tire length, the AE type uses two pieces of

insulation. The first is a primary core with

sufficient electrical clearance at the top to

be safe. The second is a protecting and

covering dome of sillimanite which encloses

the primary core and, in addition, adds to

its insulating length.

This dome is of a structure which makes

it practically unbreakable. Ordinary wrench

slips, such as are rather common in install-

ing plugs in aviation engines, will not break

it. The dome is so heavily constructed of

the sillimanite that it is necessary to hit it

a severe, direct blow with a hammer to cause

breakage.

The plug has the characteristic Champion

two-piece design which permits the unit as-

sembly of core and bushing to be removed

if desired. The entire structure is so tied

together that all danger of parts separating

is eliminated.

JAEGER STOP WATCH
"TpHE Jaeger 8-day chronograph stop
1 watch, manufactured by the Jaeger

Watch Company, of New York and Geneva.

Switzerland, is designed to be mounted on
the instrument panel of airplanes, speedboats,

racing cars or other machines where the rate

of climb, speed, acceleration, etc., can be

timed over a predetermined distance in fifths

of a second.

The chronograph hand indicates on the

outside scale which is calibrated in fifths of

a second. The chronograph feature with

the minute totalizer is quite useful by pilots

of mail and commercial planes in clocking

their time spent at landing fields, refilling at

airports and the rate of speed between cities.

The Jaeger stop watch for airplanes.
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The Command-Aire
The COMMAND-AIRE was designed and built in the belief that
there was a large number of people anxious for a plane that could
truly be classified as "A better Ship." The volume of orders re-

ceived for the COMMAND-AIRE has more than justified this

belief.

Features That Make The "COMMAND-AIRE" the Greatest Airplane

Value Ever Offered at the Present Price

1. Performance unexcelled by any other plane

equipped with OX- 5 motor.

2. Nose radiator, utilizing otherwise parasite

resistance.

3. Improved split axle type landing gear with

large wheels.

4. Fire wall of aluminum sheets with asbestos

sheet beween.

5. Metal floorboards, lighter than wood and

fireproof.

6. Genuine Chase upholstering.

7. Extra large and comfortable cockpits.

8. All metal parts such as tubing, struts and

fittings of chrome molybdenum steel.

PRICE $2950

at Little Rock

(Subject to Change)

9. Consolidated instruments mounted under
plate glass and indirectly lighted as on finer

automobiles.

10. Navigation lights connected ready for use.

11. Radiator shutters operated from pilot's

cockpit for winter flying.

12. Stabilizer adjustable from pilot's cockpit.

13. Macwhyte streamline wires.

14. Plywood leading edges on wings.

15. Increased visibility through elimination of

center section wires and braces.

16. Satin like finish through use of best fabric

and Berryloid lacquer.

If you expect to own a COMMAND-
AIRE this season, your order should be

placed without delay.

TO DEALERS—
On accotint of increased prodtiction, we
are in a position to contract tuith a feiv

more reputable dealers—tuire for details.

Arkansas Aircraft Corp'n*

Little Rock Arkansas

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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INSPECTION OF AIRCRAFT TUBING
By HORACE C. KNERR

Consulting Metallurgical Engineer, Summerill Tubing Co.

TN the manufacture of seamless steel tubing

such as is used in aircraft construction, the

first operation is to pass the hot billet

through a piercing mill, from which it

emerges as a short, crudely formed tube or

hollow billet. This is subjected to one or

more stages of hot rolling over a rod, dur-

ing which it is reduced to about 3 in. diam-

eter, 54 to Ys in. wall, IS ft. or more long.

Subsequent stages of manufacture consist

in cold drawing through a die and over a

mandrel to successively lighter walls and

smaller diameters. The tibe must be an-

nealed after each pass to remove the hard-

ness produced by cold work, and must be

pickled after each annealing to remove scale

or oxide. After pickling and rinsing the

tube is coated inside and out with a lubri-

cant, preparatory to the next cold pass. A
tube of thin wall and small diameter may go

through this series of operations as many as

25 times before reaching its final dimensions.

As the tubes are elongated on each passage

through the die, they soon become too long

for the draw bench or annealing furnace,

and must be cut in two. These halves again

are drawn and in their turn are cut in two

when they reach a limiting length. From a

single original billet weighing 75 to 100 lbs.,

as many as a dozen or twenty tubes of thin

wall may therefore be produced.

Many lots of tube in different stages of

manufacture are passing through the cold

drawing mill at one time. The lots are han-

dled in bundles, consisting of a few dozen

to a few hundred tubes, according to their

size and weight. Each bundle is identified

by a tag and a job card, on which its prog-

ress is recorded. The utmost care is given

to the segregation of tubes of various types

or analyses of steel in their progress, but in

spite of this, human fallibility sometimes re-

sults during the many handling operations,

in placing a tube of one analysis in the wrong

bundle, after which it loses its identity. This

chance is not confined to the tube manufac-

turer's plant, but exists also in the user's

shops and stock rooms.

The aircraft industry, including the Army,

Navy and commercial builders, have at pres-

ent standardized on seamless tubing in three

types of compositions, as listed below

:

Specifications for Standard Aircraft Tubing

Mild Per Cent
Carbon

Specification

—

U. S. Army
Number ...

U. S. Navy
Number

S.A.E. Steel
Numbe

Chrome-
Nickel Molybdenum

57-180-1

49-T-l 49-T-2

2330
Chemical Composition

—

Carbon . 0.20 to 0.30 0.25 to 0.35 0.25 to 0.35

Manganese .... 0.50 to 0.80 0.50 to 0.

Phosphorus (max.)
Sulphur (max.) . .

Nickel,
Chromium ....

Molybdenum ....

Minimum Physical
Properties

—

Tensile strength .

Yield point
(dividers) .

Elongation in 2 in.,

per cent

0.045

0.050

55,000

36,000

0.040

0.045

3.25 to 3.75

125,000

100,000

0.40 to 0.60

0.040

0.045

0.80 to 1.10

0.15 to 0.25

95.000

60,000

Heat
treatment

normalized quenched
or and

. as drawn tempered

12
malized

Because of its satisfactory fabricating

qualities, and its excellent physical properties

either as cold drawn, slightly tempered after

drawing, normalized, or oil quenched and

tempered, chrome-molybdenum steel is finding

wide application.

The two alloy steels do not differ widely

in their physical properties, either as drawn

or after like heat treatments. If one or

more tubes of one type became mixed with

tubes of the other type, and heat-treated ac-

cordingly, the properties obtained, while not

the best, would not cause danger. Moreover,

no trouble should arise from mistaking an

alloy steel tube for one of mild carbon steel,

since its physical properties would be supe-

rior.

But if a tube of a mild carbon steel became

mixed with a lot of either 354 per cent nickel

steel or of chrome-molybdenum steel, serious

results might follow, since its strength would

be much less than that of the alloy steel for

which the structure was designed. There-

fore it is imperative to apply a final test to

each individual tube in a lot of alloy steel of

either type, to insure that no mild carbon steel

tube is present. (Of course, the same situa-

tion exists with tubing, bar stock and fin-

ished parts in the aircraft manufacturer's

plant.)

There is a simple, convenient and reliable

test for the identification of nickel steel. This

consists in putting a drop of 50 per 'cent

nitric acid on the cleaned surface, soaking up

the drop after reaction is completed (in about

thirty seconds) on a sheet of filter paper or

white blotting paper, and applying to the wet

spot on the paper a few drops of a di-methyl-

glyoxime solution. This is made of 1 gm.

di-methyl-glyoxime, 60 cc. of 80 per cent

acetic acid, 30 cc. concentrated ammonia and

10 gm. ammonium acetate. If nickel is pres-

ent the spot will turn strawberry pink; in

the absence of nickel, the spot is reddish

brown. The indication is quite distinct and

positive when the test is properly performed,

and a large number of pieces can be tested

in a short time.

Unfortunately, no simple, rapid and thor-

oughly reliable chemical test seems to be

available for identifying chrome-molybdenum
steel.

Consideration has therefore been given to

the hardness test as a means of identification.

Neither the Brinell nor the scleroscope test

is suitable for use with thin-walled tubing,

but the Rockwell hardness test is well

adapted to the purpose.

Preliminary experiments showed that no
clear distinction could be drawn between the

Rockwell hardness of mild carbon and
chrome-molybdenum steel tubes, as they

came from the mill after drawing. How-
ever, after normalizing, i.e., heating above
the critical range and allowing to cool in the

air with free circulation, chrome-molybdenum
steel tubes of aircraft sizes show a Rockwell
hardness of 90B or over, while mild carbon

* Reprinted by courtesy of "Iron Age."

steel gives a hardness below 80B. (When
it is not practicable to normalize the whole

tube or its end, a sample may be cut, nor-

malized in a small laboratory furnace and

tested.)

Nine mild carbon steel tubes and nine

chrome-molybdenum steel tubes were tested

in three diameters representative of aircraft

sizes C/2, 1 and 134 in.), each diameter in

three wall thicknesses (B.W.G. 20, 16 and

11; respectively 0.035, 0.065 and 0j120 in.).

Tubes were taken at random from stock,

suitably numbered and cut into seotions 10

in. long.

A series of eighteen specimens, as above

mentioned, was normalized at each of the fol-

lowing temperatures: 1400 deg. Fahr., 1490,

1580 and 1660. The specimens were held at

temperature for 15 min., withdrawn indi-

vidually and supported horizontally about 2

ft. above the floor so as to permit free cir-

culation of air. They cooled to blackness

within 1 min. or less. The tubes were not

tempered after normalizing.

Some very light scale was produced dur-

ing cooling. The scale on the chrome-

molybdenum steel peels off freely, while that

on the carbon steel adheres. This serves as

a fair but not very positive distinction. It is

important to remove this scale both inside

and out at the point tested.

Rockwell hardness tests in triplicate, using

rV-in. ball, 100 kg. load, were taken on all

specimens, including a set from the tubes in

the original condition (as delivered by the

last drawing bench). Individual readings

on any specimen usually fell within plus or

minus 2 points of the average.

For thin-walled tubes, a special anvil was
used, consisting of a rounded head supported

on a curved arm in such a way that the end

of a tube may be slipped over the head,

which then supports the wall from the in-

side. The head has a radius of about 54 in..

but is slightly flattened, on top, so that it

makes the least possible indentation on the

inner surface of the tube. Another special

anvil for small tubes consisted of a piece of

hardened drill rod, A in. diameter, Y2 in.

long, extending horizontally from an upright

arm. Readings taken with these anvils on a

test block of known hardness are two to five

points lower than with a flat anvil, due to a

scarcely perceptible indentation made by the

anvil on the under side. However, the re-

sults on such special anvils are consistent, so

that a correction can be made. No other

equally practicable method was found to test

thin-walled tubes.

No specimen of the annealed carbon steel

lot showed a hardness exceeding 80B. Three

specimens of annealed chrome-molybdenum
steel lot showed a hardness less than 90B,

which were set aside as doubtful for further

investigation.

No consistent relation between hardness

and tensile strength of normalized tubes was
observed, except the following general ones

:

Rockwell hardness over 90B corresponds to

{Continued on next page )
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TRAVEL AI
The Limousine ofAir Travel

De Luxe Monoplane
combining Pullman Car comfort in air travel

with proven performance and dependability.

CAPACITY— 2 pilots, 4 passengers and 150 lbs.

pilot and 1000 lbs. pay load.

CONTROLS—Duel "dep" (side by side). Separate brake con-
trol pedals.

CABIN—All six occupants face forward with full front and side

vision. Blue velour upholstering. Four removable wicker chairs.

Windows, plate glass, raised and lowered by auto type crank
lifts; heater; two full width doors.

LIGHTS— Instrument; navigation. Compartment arranged for

landing lights.

POWER PLANT— 200 H.P. Whirlwind J5C motor.

PERFORMANCE WITH NORMAL FULL LOAD. High
speed; 126 mph. Landing speed, 57 mph. Normal cruising range

(78 gal. fuel J 675-725 miles.

Complete specifications and details
of equipment on request.

Travel Air Manufacturing

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Continued from preceding page)

tensile strength over 95,000 lb. per sq. in.

Rockwell hardness under SOB corresponds tD

tensile strength under 75,000 lb. per sq. in.

This, however, is a check on the satisfactory

strength of normalized chrome-molybdenum.

When the mechanical properties were plot-

ted against normalizing temperatures for

tubes of a given diameter, little effect on the

hardness or tensile strength values was found

within the range of 1490 to 1660 deg. Fahr.

At 1400 deg. Fahr. there is a general ten-

dency for all values to fall. This tempera-

ture is too low for satisfactory results. Any
temperature between 1500 and 1600 deg.

Fahr. would appear to be satisfactory for

normalizing, although narrower limits could

readily be maintained.

In general, hardness and strength tend to

increase with decreasing wall thickness, but

there are numerous exceptions to this rills,

due perhaps to slight variations in compo-

sition, or other factors. Within the range

of ]/i in. to \$i in. at the various gages and

temperatures, diameter has little effect on

the strength of tubes of either analysis under

-test.

Chemical analyses of each tube under test

were made. The carbon steel tubes ranged

from 0.17 to 0.31 per cent carbon, and each

gave negative results in a qualitative analy-

sis for chromium, molybdenum, nickel, vana-

dium and tungsten.

It is significant that one tube, namely 1^4

in. by 0.120 in., of those supposed to be

chrome-molybdenum steel tubes, contained

only 0.06 per cent chromium and 0.07 per

cent molybdenum and was therefore defec-

tive in composition. The four specimens

from this tube showed inferior physical prop-

erties, and Rockwell hardness in the neigh-

borhood of 80B. The Rockwell test there-

fore served to distinguish this tube from the

good ones.

Another tube of the chrome-molybde-

num steel lot showed erratic Rockwell hard-

ness, although the tensile properties were

excellent and the composition normal. Under

the Rockwell inspection test this tube would

have been withheld, subject to further test

or other disposition by the manufacturer, and

therefore without risk to the purchaser.

Conclusions

The results indicate that, within the range

of diameters from 54 in. to 1J4 in., and

thicknesses from 0.015 in. to 0.120 in.:

1. After normalizing, that is, allowing to

cool freely in air, from a temperature be-

tween 1490 and 1650 deg. Fahr., tubes of

4130X steel may be distinguished from tubes

of 1025 steel which have been mixed with

them by means of a Rockwell hardness test.

The former will exceed 90B, while the lat-

ter will be less than 80B. Any tubes of in-

termediate hardness may be regarded as

doubtful, subject to further verification, or

rejected.

2. Without normalizing, the Rockwell

hardness does not clearly distinguish be-

tween tubes of these two steels.

3. Rockwell B hardness is not directly pro-

portional to tensile strength for either type

of steel, but if the hardness is above 90B,

after normalizing at 1490 to 1660 deg. Fahr
,

the tensile strength of 4130X tubes is above

95,0000 lb. per sq. in.

4. The normalizing range is wide, varia-

tions in temperature between 1490 and 1660

deg. having little effect on hardness or ten-

sile values. A temperature between 1525

and 1575 deg. Fahr. is to be preferred, so

that scale will be a minimum.

5. The test is rapid, inexpensive and can

be performed by a relatively unskilled op-

erator. Errors, should any occur, are likely

to cause the rejection of good tubes due to

low hardness readings, rather than the ac-

ceptance of inferior tubes.

6. This test is not suitable for separating

chrome-molybdenum steel tubes from tubes

of high carbon or other alloy steel, as these

would probably have similar hardness values

after normalizing.

WILLIAMS-HUSKY
WRENCH SETS

T H. WILLIAMS & CO., Buffalo, and
" • the Husky Wrench Company, Milwau-

kee, manufacturers of high grade wrenches,

have effected a reciprocal sales arrangement

which enables them to supply the trade with

a unique line of combination wrench sets.

Each set is composed of Williams' "Super-

renches" and "Husky" socket wrenches.

This arrangement enables each company
to merchandise in combination sets the

other's quality open-end, or socket wrenches.

It is made for sales purposes only and is

limited to the items constituting the sets.

ALL METAL
^hut the tires

UROPLAItt j

3745

Patented and Patents Pending

Model "C", OX5 Motor, $2950

LENERT AIRCRAFT CO.
Pentwater Michigan

Say ycu saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PrettySmooth

6£etttsetter

quicker
cheaper

Trices

SIXTY $4600
F.O.B. Peoria or San Leandro

THIRTY $2650
F.O.B. Peoria or San Leandro

TWENTY $2175
F.O.B. Peoria or San Leandro

2-TON $1675
F.O.B. Peoria

5828

When the "Caterpillar" Tractor finishes

with this field, it will be level, smooth and
hummock-free!

New airports are swiftly and economically

built where "Caterpillars" furnish the power.

Wide tracks to ride the soft spots—work-
ing where soil and weather are unfavorable

—plowing, leveling, disking, rolling—
"Caterpillars" save men, money, minutes!

IThe pi&ure shows the Start ofwork on Orange T1

County 's (California) new 160-acre airport Jf

UTJere is a "Caterpillar" Dealer nearyou

Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Executive Offices : San Leandro, California, U. S. A.

Sales Offices and Factoriesi

Peoria, Illinois San Leandro, California

Distributing Warehouse : Albany, N. Y.
New; York Office: 50 Church Street

Successor to

c * L - Best The Holt Manufac- unj HTX3a2»0 JL Tractor Co. turing Company Xl\-J JL*A.

REG.U.Sr*^ PAT. OFF.
"

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WESTERN NEWS
NATIONAL AIR RACES

\ /I INES FIELD, Inglewood, (Los An-

geles), will be the scene of the 1928

National Air Races and International Aero-

nautical Exposition to be held September 8-

16 under the auspices of the California Air

Race Association.

Besides the annual national races at Los

Angeles, five big races will be flown to

Mines Field—a non-stop transcontinental

race for all type ships from New York, fin-

ishing September 13 (cash prizes $22,500

plus trophies) ; an air d°rby from New
York for Class A, B and C ships, finishing

September 10 (cash prizes $40,000 plus

trophies) ; an international race for all type

ships from Windsor, Canada, finishing Sep-

tember 12 (cash prizes $10,000 plus tro-

phies); a Pan-American race for all type

ships from Mexico City, finishing September

11 (cash prizes $10,000 plus trophies); a

California air race for Class A and B ships

from San Francisco and Oakland, finishing

September 11 and 12 (cash prizes $2,000 and

$3,000 plus trophies).

Three days, September 14, 15 and 16, will

be devoted to the national races, which in-

clude relay, free-for-all, speed and efficiency

races for civilian and military planes, and

parachute jumping contests. Fliers in these

races will compete ior $125,000 cash prizes

plus trophies.

Dudley M. Steele, chairman of the contest

committee, invites interested fliers to send

for the official program, rules, regulations

and entry blanks, addressing the California

Air Race Association. 1101 A. G. Bartlett

Bldg.. Los Angeles, Calif.

CALIFORNIA AIR NEWS
/~i H. HOLMES, who ior more than five

years has been interested in aviation

in California, has been appointed assistant

director of sales and general advertising

manager for the Prudden-San Diego Air-

plane Co.

He has been associated with many of the

leading advertising concerns of Southern

California, but of late has directed his ef-

forts toward aviation, both from the sales

and advertising angle.

A IR express service was inaugurated

April 15 by the American Railway Ex-

press and Pacific Air Transport, operating

between Los Angeles and Seattle, serving

bakersfield, Fresno, Oakland, San Francis-

co, Medford, Portland, Tacoma and Seattle.

The American Railway Express, by the

Western Air Express, also began on the

same day service to Cheyenne, Denver, Colo-

rado Springs and Pueblo.

\/I ADDUX AIR LINES inaugurated on

April 14 daily passenger service be-

tween Los Angeles and Oakland and San

Francisco, with three 12-passenger Ford tri-

motored monoplanes. Thirty distinguished

guests were passengers on the inaugural

trip.

Two stops are made on the line—at Bak-

ersfield and Fresno. Daily schedule of the

line is given in the Air Route Schedules sec-

tion of this issue.

QELMA dedicated its new airport, Eagle

^ field, on March 31 with a large gather-

ing of commercial and military planes for

the two-day celebration.

The new field is named in honor of Capt. A.

I. Eagle, of Crissy Field, San Francisco, who
flew to the field leading five Douglas Army
planes. The Navy was represented by Lieut.

J. E. Dyer of the San Diego Naval Air Sta-

tion and a number of navy planes. Commer-
cial planes from fields in the San Joaquin

valley brought many fliers and passengers.

The field is located five miles south of

Selma, just halfway between San Francisco

and Los Angeles, and is said to be the larg-

est field in the San Joaquin valley.

The American Legion, Selma Aero Club,

Chamber of Commerce and other civic or-

ganizations joined in securing and preparing

the field. A. J. Little and Ernest J. Nielsen

headed the airport committee which arranged

the celebration. Miss Fern Grimes was pro-

claimed the Selma Queen.

T T NDER a new production schedule ap-^ proaching a plane a day the Mahoney
Aircraft Corporation are operating their San

Diego factory to capacity in an effort to fill

advance orders for their planes before the

summer rush begins.

Effective at once this company is also

raising the price of their Ryan Brougham to

$12,200, steel propeller $300 extra.

A MIGHTY air fleet, totalling 32S fight-

ing, bombing, scouting and patrol

planes, will wing its way over San Diego

August 16 as part of the dedicatory cere-

monies of Lindbergh field, the city's new
airport.

The flying field is being constructed at a

cost of more than $700,000 and will be an

AAA port, having ample facilities for every

type of craft.

'TP HE first annual Western Aircraft Show,
sponsored by the Junior Chamber of

Commerce, was held at Mills Field, San
Francisco, April 11-15. In addition to the

exhibits of aircraft, there were daily flying

exhibitions by Army, Navy and civilian

planes.

The presence at San Francisco of the

Saratoga, the Lexington, and the Langley,

from which were given demonstrations of

the launching of airplanes, added to the in-

terest of the show.

S. B. De Reachi, Capt. Luis Lopez, Capt. Emilio Carranza, John C. Nulsen and
S. C. Breder after inspecting Carranza's plane at the Mahoney plant.

MEXICO-WASHINGTON
NON-STOP FLIGHT

pAPT. EMILIO CARRANZA, the Mexi-^ can Lindbergh and perhaps the best

known aviator south of the Rio Grande,

officially inspected his new plane at the fac-

tory of the Mahoney Aircraft Corporation of

San Diego on April 18th. He was accom-

panied on his tour of inspection by Capt.

Luis Lopez of the Mexican army, S. B. De
Reachi, John Nulsen, general manager of the

Mahoney company, and S. C. Breder, sales

manager.

Capt. Carranza expects to take delivery of

his plane May 15th and after flying to

Mexico City via El Paso he will fill the tanks

and start on his "good will" non-stop flight

from Mexico City to Washington. D. G, as

a return courtesy flight to Col. Lindbergh.

Capt. Carranza's plane, a duplicate of the

new Ryan Brougham recently delivered to

Col. Lindbergh, will be provided with tanks

sufficient for 50 hours of continuous flying.

The plane was purchased for him by popular

subscription in Mexico City.
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D O U G L A S
FIRST AROU ND THE WORLD

The Spirit of Ferdinand zJXCagellan Hives

today in Douglas. 3^(ot alone in the success-

ful circumnavigation of the ~tvorld thru the

airfor the first time"'
CDouglas Engineers'

early contribution to the ad^ancetnent of

Aviation "'but i?i the Spirit of\Ad~venture

that leads menforward, eJ>er seeding the

land that liesjust beyond the horizon.

Douglas engineers are continually reach-

ing out into the unknown realms of

Aviation, seeking to find another new
refinement that will add materially to the

more rapid acceptance of Aviation as the

most popular mode of transportation.

Thus, in Douglas planes are incorpo-

rated, not only those time-tested funda-

mental principles of airplane design, but

the Douglas-developed improvements

resulting from tireless experimentation.

The product of merciless testing and con-

tinual change until the exacting demands

of perfection are satisfied in full, such

improvements serve to inscribe again, in

the pages of Aviation's history, another

chapter of increased reliability and
dependable performance— by Douglas.

THE DOUGLAS COMPANY
(§anta zJiConica Mh\ California
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CONTACTS
By Frank E. Samuels

WHILE at Clover Field I had the pleas-

ure of seeing the test flight and dem-

onstration of the little two-place sport plane,

the Andiz Monoplane. Bob Lloyd, our well-

known instructor and pilot, took it up on

its first flight and praised its performance

highly. The little ship is quite an innovation

from the usual run of sport planes, being

-very low to the ground, long, narrow and of

a rakish type, after the style of a high speed

automobile. With its Anzani engine its

speed is estimated at about a 100 m. p. h.

¥ ALSO saw the little Cessna monoplane

~ which is built at Wichita, Kansas, and is

represented on the West Coast by the Beacon

Airways of Fresno, Calif. Just as I arrived

on the field, pilot Hettringer was about to

take off for Fresno. With him was presi-

dent Hemmingway of the Beacon Airways

and Paul A. Michaelson, vice president and

Los Angeles district manager. The quick

take off and climb, along with the speed that

the little ship developed in a short distance,

speaks well of it for passenger hauling and

business trips.

TIM WEBSTER, at Rogers Field, is more

than pleased with his new Stearman

demonstrator. As Jim says, "It is turning

out even better than I was led to believe it

would and is proving its passenger carrying

capacity and ability, not only on long trips,

out right here on the field where it is kept

in the air almost continuously."

VXTALLACE BEERY, the movie star,

V » visited the field during the time I was
at the airport, in his new Whirlwind-motored

Travel Air. Wallace has Dick Ronaldi, the

boy pilot, for his private pilot, although

Wallace handles the stick himself and has

become quite a pilot.

TjETWEEN Ford-Stout all-metal ships of

the Maddux Airline, the Ryan Brough-
ams of the Mutual Aircraft, distributors of

these ships for B. F. Mahoney, both of

which make the airport their headquarters,

and the number of eastern planes that drop

in on the field during their stay in Cali-

fornia, plus their own planes, Rogers Air-

port is always a busy, interesting place.

WALTER HAMILTON, vice president

and chief mechanic of the Aero Cor-

poration of Calif., reports the motor over-

haul and repair department as doing more

business than it can handle with one shift

of mechanics, and that on May first they

will start a twenty-four hour service, Pilots

will be able to bring in their ships, early in

the evening and fly them away the next

morning. They are taking care of all makes

of engines.

A CE BRAGUXUER, old tune pilot, is

having lots of fun barnstorming

through Arizona and Montana in his new
Mahoney Ryan Brougham. Ace reports

passenger carrying at its best—capacity

business everywhere.

TTANCE BREESE showed the world

* what a real pilot will do in case of a

bad accident when on April 15th, while a

thousand feet up over San Francisco bay

with six passengers in the cabin of his

monoplane, the propeller snapped off caus-

ing such a vibration that it tore the engine

loose from its mount, dropping it into the

bay. With the six passengers, one of them

a child, tossing about in the cabin screaming

with fear and the ship unbalanced by the

loss of its engine and going through er-

ratic gyrations, Vance managed to keep it

from turning completely over and made a

side-slip landing on the side of a hill, with-

out injury to his passengers or himself.

Vance, the pilots and your friends in

Southern California have requested me to

send you their congratulations and appre-

ciation of the wonderful feat that you ac-

complished.

C TANLEY SHORT, of Short's Airport

on Main Street, is commencing to re-

ceive returns for the hard work he has

put in during the past three years. He is

building up a nice clientele of students and

his passenger carrying business is better

than he ever expected it to be. He has se-

cured the services of S. T. Hasvold, former-

ly with Western Air Express, as contact and

publicity man, and Mr. Cogle as field man-
ager. Everyone wishes Stanley the best of

luck.

A T Glendale Airport we had the pleasure

of reading telegrams from Washington
saying that the Kinner K5 radial air-cooled

engine had passed the Department of Com-

merce test with a 100 per cent record in the

50-hour run. At 1720 r. p. m. it gave a uni-

form rating of 101 h. p. and at 1800 r. p. m.

a uniform rating of 112 h. p. We under-

stand that the Kinner engine is the first

American air-cooled engine that has made

the Department of Commerce test. Mr.

Kinner will go on a production schedule of

one a day inside of three weeks and expects

to increase production to two a day within

six weeks.

T \ TE also had the pleasure of seeing the

* ' first test flight of the new Kinner

monoplane before it was delivered to Dr.

T. C. Young. To say that the test flight

was a success is putting it mildly. Mr.

Kinner piloted the plane on the first flight.

Motored with a Kinner 100 h. p. engine it

seemed to leap into the air and climb. It

landed with a run of not more than fifteen

feet after it touched the ground. Dr.

Young has got a plane that will give him

a lot of fun and recreation and with its

folding wings he can park it in a garage.

TI THILE in Glendale we stopped in at

' ' the Thunderbird plant. A great

amount of activity is going on there and a

lot of new machinery has been installed.

Lieut. Paul S. Smith, World War Ace, has

been engaged as test pilot. Three planes

in different stages of construction were on

the floor, in one of which they were install-

ing a new Hallett 150 h. p. air-cooled en-

gine. This particular plane is to be used

as a test plane by Mr. Hallett. Ted Wool-

sey informed us that they are now on a pro-

duction basis of one a week and that within

sixty days they will be turning out three a

week and then won't be able to catch up

with their orders. Ted always did turn out

a good plane and it is a pleasure to see a

line up of them on the Glendale Field.

TACK LAASS, chief pilot for the Mutual

Aircraft Corporation of California, com-

pleted a record mapping job for the Fair-

child Aerial Surveys when he flew a standard

Ryan Brougham at an altitude of 18,000

feet for 5'/z hours carrying complete map-

ping equipment and operator. This type

of cabin plane has a service ceiling of over

18,000 feet and is uniquely adapted to this

type of work. It required a little over an

hour to attain this altitude.

'HpHE West Coast Aviation Service of

Long Beach is handling the entire out-

put of Flying Togs, Inc., of Inglewood,

Calif. A line of aviation jewelry, including

rings, pins and bracelets, also boots and gog-

gles, are carried. The company has a con-

tract with Barber and Baldwin for aviation

insurance on the West Coast, with the North

American Co. for accident and life, and also

with the Lincoln Life Insurance Co. A num-
ber of representatives are on the road, so-

liciting business from the airports and fly-

ing fields, and report business as excellent.

fOUNT BONMARTINI, who recently^ purchased a Ryan Brougham from the

Mahoney Aircraft Corporation of San

Diego, expects to use the plane on "Rome,"

(Continued on next page)
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PERFORMANCE

^^YAN-SIEMENS AIRPLANE
ENGINES are standard equipment for

twelve commercial airways in Europe. Rngina are Ball 9 RoBtr
Bearing Throughout.

An ECONOMIC Power Plant

Serving Commercial Aviation

Prompt Delivery in Any Quantity

RYAN AERONAUTICAL
CORPORATION2
Jan ^bicqo California)
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(Continued from preceding page)

Italy's new commercial airport, which, when

completed, will be one of the largest in the

world. Bonmartini, who is general manager

of one of the largest civilian companies op-

erating from the airport, expects to place an

order for three more planes before the end

of the summer for passenger and sight-

seeing work.

T B. ALEXANDER, general manager of

" ' the American Aircraft Corp., is at the

factory of the Fairchild Aviation Corp.,

Farmingdale, N. Y., from whence he will

ferry another Fairchild "All Purpose"

cabin plane to the Los Angeles airport. We
were sorry not to be able to accept J. B.'s

invitation to make the trip with him but

hope to make the trip in the near future.

npHREE Ryan Broughams are now being

prepared to try for a new world's en-

durance record before June 1st. Tex

Rankin of Portland, Oregon, will take off

from a beach between Portland and Seattle

;

Joe Hart, backed by the citizens of Chick-

asha, Okla., will make a try for that city

;

and Al Henley, Dole flight contestant who
recently landed his Brougham in a street

with 525 gallons of gasoline and a relief

pilot on board without damage to the plane,

will attempt to break the record from Fort

Worth, Texas.

'TP HE Bach Aircraft Co. is contemplating

moving into larger quarters in the near

future, as orders are coming in so fast for

their Air Yacht that they are cramped foi

room. The third of the ships for the West

Coast Air Transport company is just about

finished and will be ready for delivery in the

near future. A few minor improvements

are being made on each new ship.

DOB BLAIR of the Frank Baker Air-

craft, made a trip in the Buhl Airsedan

to the Western Aircraft Show, held at Mills

Field, San Francisco, April 11th to the 15th,

and reports the show as being the biggest

aviation event ever held on the West Coast.

He estimates that over 200,000 people at-

tended the show on the last day, Sunday. He
reports doing business all through the show,

closing a number of contracts for Airsedans

for early delivery.

TV/TR. MENASCO, of the Menasco Motors

Company, informs us that he has sold

out his entire output for 1928. He has moved

his plant into a large, well lighted factory

building in the southern section of the city,

has installed all necessary machinery and

has a force of high class mechanics getting

the plant ready for a big production

campaign.

THROUGH SAN JOAQUIN
VALLEY in an AIRSEDAN
'TPHROUGH the courtesy of the Frank
* Baker Aircraft, and by kind invitation

of Bob Blair, one of the firm, who was
our pilot during the trip, in a brand new

Buhl Airsedan, I had the pleasure of meet-

ing a lot of good fellows witnessing the

opening and dedication of the Selma Muni-

cipal airport during a five-day demonstrat-

ing trip through the San Joaquin Valley.

Taking oft from the Frank Baker field

at Culver City at 8 :50 a. m., Saturday,

March 31st, we dropped down into the new

municipal airport at Selma after two hours

run. We were met by a committee from the

Legion of Honor, who with a committee

from the Selma Aero Club, had charge of

and were accountable for Selma having the

largest and one of the best airports in San

Joaquin Valley.

The Army was represented by planes from

Crissy Field, San Francisco; the Navy by

two Voughts from North Island, San

Diego ; the Reserves flew planes from Clover

Field, Santa Monica and Griffith Park; and

commercial planes came from as far as San

Diego and San Francisco. The Buhl Air-

sedan was the center of attraction during

the two days, as it was its first appearance

north of Los Angeles.

Monday morning we headed for Visalia

where we remained for the annual meeting

of the Visalia Chamber of Commerce on

Tuesday evening, and headed home Wed-
nesday after visiting several neighboring

towns. It was a wonderful trip with good

results for al! concerned. Bob sold an Air-

sedan and demonstrated the plane to many
interested people at each port of call, and

I— well, is there anyone who can stop at the

San Joaquin Valley towns and not enjoy

themselves?

LEARN AVIATION
m California
at Western College

I of Aeronautics
154 West Slauson Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Wonderful Opportunities in Every Branch
All instructions under personal supervision of William J.

Waterhouse, nationally known aeronautical engineer.

Recognized Authorities Will Instruct You
Remember, you do not have to be a flyer to earn good salaries in aviation.

For each man in the air there must be many men on the ground . . .

engineering, designing, constructing planes . . . serviceing them, over-
hauling, inspecting.

ONLY- MODERN
EQUIPMENT USED!
Our Courses Include:

THEORETICAL
COURSES

PRACTICAL
COURSES

([William J. Waterhouse, A.E., C.E.
1L Dean I

ENGINEERING AIRCRAFT ENGINES
AIR NAVIGATION AIRPLANE MECHANICS

AIRPLANE DRAFTING AIRCRAFT WELDING
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT "FLYING"

For information, tvrite the secretary
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M ILLER
AIRPLANE PRODUCTS

MILLER'S POSITIVE INTAKE VALVE CONTROL
FOR OX'S

REV'S FOR OX5's
By LESLIE C. MILLER

A book explaining all

faults of the OX-5 Cur-
tiss motor and the rem-
edy for each fault. How
to get more horsepower,
efficiency, reliability and
economy out of this type
motor. The author has
over 3500 flying hours
experience with the

OX-5.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Saves 15% on gas, adds 20 to 50 rev's to

the motor speed, takes all noise from the
overhead, greatly reduces friction in pins,

bearing surfaces, valve guide and pull rod.
Over one thousand sets now in use on OX's
in planes, speed boats and racing cars.

Standard equipment on Alexander Eagle-
rocks and now being adopted by other
leading manufacturers.

PRICE per set of eight $10

MILLER'S ROLLER

ROCKER ARM
Preventing wear on exhaust

valve guides and seats,

doubles the life of the OX
cylinder. The roller rolls

freely across the valve stem
end, instead of sticking and
exerting a tremendous side

pressure on the guide and
valve seat as is the case with

the former tappet. More
power longer sustained.

PRICE $15

Per Set of Eight

\ Oil LIKE
BRASS PUSS -s^ *\J^T

'vAtf* -~. -. 1 BKOHZE BUSHIH6S

THE NEW MILLER OVERHEAD
The large pins operate on Bronze Bush-

ings, all four pins are oiled under constant
pressure from a Cincinnati Ball-crank uni-
flow oil cup.
The system is guaranteed to give twice the

service of former OX overheads. It is im-

possible for the pins to lose out or for grit

to get into any of the bearing surfaces.

Miller Roller Rocker Arms and intake valve
controls are included in the Miller Overhead.

Price as illustrated, per set of eight,

less push and pull rods $85

THE MILLER VALVE GUIDE REMOVING AND REPLACEMENT TOOL SET
Is a complete equipment for removing and

replacing valve guides in old cylinders; all

operations are by hand, no machinery neces-
sary. Ninety-nine out of a hundred used
cylinders can be put back in the service with
this set.

Ream out the old valve seat and use over-
size head valves.

Valve guide tool set $35.00
Bronze guides 75
Valve seat Reamer set, all neces-

sary reamers 22.50

Write for pamphlet fully describing all Miller Products

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL.
MONEY REFUNDED ON ANY UNSATISFACTORY PURCHASES

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
Write P. O. BOX 643, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., FACTORY, 3827 WEST JEFFERSON
Terms 5% discount for cash with order. 10% deposit required on all orders. Write your supply house or order direct.

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiminiiMHEinii
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NORTHWEST AIR NEWS
By F. K. Haskell

OACIFIC Air Transport, air mail con-

tractors operating between Seattle, Port-

land and Los Angeles, carried during March

7,901 pounds of mail, 200 pounds of express

and 91 passengers over 26,958 miles.

With an air mail route system totaling

3,017 miles, Boeing Air Transport system

and Pacific Air Transport flew 179,187 miles

in March according to a report issued by W.
G. Herron, vice president in charge of traffic.

More than 6,000 miles are flown daily on

the Pacific Coast and transcontinental routes

of the two concerns, more than a third of the

total of 15,000 miles flown daily by all mail

planes operating in the United States.

Boeing Air Transport carried last month

on the transcontinental route 51,000 pounds

of air mail and 1,500 pounds of express. One

hundred and twenty-two passengers were

carried 105,117 miles.

O EGULAR airplane passenger service be-

l-^- tween Portland and Yakima, Wash,

will be started May 15th by Tex Rankin

with two round trips daily. Rankin will use

his two Ryan four-passenger broughams on

the run. They will leave Portland at 7 a. m.

and 3 p. m. and make the trip in two hours.

Yakima departures will be at the same hours.

Arthur Walters will pilot the plane op-

erating from Yakima and Rankin and Frank

Anderline will alternate in piloting the plane

out of Portland.

An express service with rates of 10 cents

a pound and 25 cents delivery charge for

each package will be included. Passenger

fares will be $20 one way and $35 round

trip. More than 100 tickets, good during the

first thirty days of operation, have been sold

in Yakima.

TNLAND Eaglerock Aircraft Company has

been organized in Seattle, Wash, by C. A.

Cault, William Holland, William Genero,

Edgard C. Bigelow and H. N. Fogle. They
will handle the distribution of Eaglerock

planes in western Washington.

vyALLA WALLA, Wash, has made ex-

" * tensive plans for an air circus to be

staged there May 26th and 27th according to

Cecil Graul, of the Graul-Langdon Flying

School.

OORT Angeles Air Transport Company
* has been incorporated by Major Gilbert

Haight Eckerson, H. B. Crisler and Max
Church, for flying service work over the

Olympic National Forest. Waco planes will

be used.

A N air jubilee was held at Pasco, Wash.
on April 15th in celebration of the com-

pletion of the first year of air mail service

from Pasco.

Maneuvers of the national guard flying

squadron and Mamer planes from Spokane
raised enthusiasm to the highest pitch. Jim-
mie Lockwood's parachute jumping was also

a great attraction. Model planes, made by
the school children of Central Washington,
were shown at the airport.

Hp HE Washington Airport Association was
* organized at Pasco, Wash, with Thomas
D. Stimson of Seattle as president and A. F.

Wehe of Pasco as secretary.

An executive committee was appointed

consisting of Leon D. Cuddeback, chief pilot

of the Varney lines
; J. R. Scott, manager of

the Everett airport ; A. F. Wehe, manager

of the Pasco airport; L. L. Bruning, of Col-

fax, director of the state chamber of com-

merce.

The meeting was attended by Thomas D.

Stimson, Seattle ; Lieuts. Harold Neely, Jack

Allenberg, Holter, Owen, Nick Mamer, Wil-

liams and Daniels of Spokane ; O. A. Tor-

gerson and J. R. Scott of Everett
;
County

Commissioners J. E. Marble and E. B. Riley

of Yakima County and J. C. Nunamaker and

M. G. Radelmiller of Franklin County; Fred

C. True, A. H. Eldridge, L. L. Bruning,

Walter Talbot and J. R. Good of Colfax,

Wash. ; C. L. Strome, J. L. Cundiff, E. W.
Tallman, A. C. Thomas, C. Pritchard Bax-

ter, F. D. Hawlcy, A. H. Mann and John

G. Langdon, jr., of Walla Walla; John A.

Pederson of Pendleton, Ore. ; L. G Sparks,

Ellensburg ; and Y. W. Peters, Hoquiam.

T^HE Federal radio commission has issued

* permits to the Boeing Air Transport

Company to erect radio sending stations in

19 different cities for the purpose of keep-

ing in communication with passenger planes

operated by the company between Seattle

and Los Angeles and San Francisco and

Chicago.

Philip G. Johnson, president and general

manager of the Boeing Company, announced

that work would begin immediately on the

construction of the stations and that all would

be in operation within three months.

Thorp Hiscock has been put in charge of

the communications department, with head-

quarters in Seattle.

Stations will be established in Seattle, Sac-

ramento, Oakland, Redding, Concord, Fresno

and lx>s Angeles, Calif. ; Rock Springs and

Cheyenne, Wyo. ; Chicago, 111. ; Sioux City,

la. ; Omaha and North Platte, Nebr. ; Salt

Lake City, Utah ; Elko and Reno, Nev.

;

Portland and Medford, Ore.

'TPRANSFER of all stock and equipment

of the West Coast Air Transport Com-
pany, Portland, Ore., to the recently organ-

ized Union Air Lines for $500,000 is an-

nounced by Charles V. Eakin, president of

both concerns. The incorporators of the new
concern are Charles V. Eakin ; L. G. Deva-

ney, chief pilot ; and Sadie Lee.

The equipment includes the two Bach pas-

senger planes now in operation on the Pa-
cific Coast route and two more under con-

struction at Santa Monica, Calif. Included

in the transaction is the contract of the West
Coast Company with the Pickwick Stage

System.

Dl.ANS are being made by the Aero Club
* at Portland for an air carnival to be held

June 17th to raise funds for the entertain-

ment of the pilots of the 40 planes which will

take part in the National Air Tour.

Swan Island will be opened early in June,

and James H. Polhemus, general manager

of the Port of Portland, soon will announce

rules of administration.

pAPT. C. B. STEAD of the Seattle

^^ School of Aeronautics was elected

president of the Seattle Air Club at a meet-

ing held on the Sand Point field. Lieut.

William Houseman was elected vice-presi-

dent and Lieut. Harold Jensen, secretary-

treasurer.

/"'OAST Airlines, Inc., has been incorpo-^ rated at Seattle, Wash., by R. D. Rie-

gert, A. J. Bibler and T. T. Bernard, with

a capital of $35,000. They will carry on a

commercial air transportation company.

Brubakcr photo.

Latest view of the Airport of Portland, Ore. Note the nearly completed causeway.
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Patented Features

Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles
In addition to all the other fine qualities

that make Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles the

standard of aviation, there are two patented

features of supreme importance.

Asymmetrical sponge rubber cushions pro-

vide perfectly snug, comfortable fit to the

face without air seepage. Can be adjusted

to fit your face.

Ventilators in metal frames function under

all conditions. Never close up with pressure.

Prevent all fogging or sweating and direct air

currents away from your eyes.

MEYROWITZ LUXOR GOGGLE
U.S. Air Service Model No.6

In convenient protective aluminum case, $10.75
LUXOR GOGGLES NO. 5, $7.50
LUXOR REGULAR NO. 6, $9.75

All models available in hand ground cylindrical or meniscus lenses
or special prescription lenses at slightly higher prices.

Established 1875
INCORPORATED

and

Send for 1928
catalog and prices

Associated Companies

Minneapolis

Dept. A, 5 2 Fifth Avenue, New York
St. Paul Detroit London Paris

GUARANTEED
Parts and Accessories for

OX5 MOTORS
Dual Ignition for Curtiss O X 5

This eliminates the hazard of forced landing due to

ignition troubles and greatly increases motor efficiency.

Special Aerocal High Compression Piston

for Curtiss O X 5

This 3 ring piston steps up revolutions, adds to motor

efficiency and longevity, is lighter and much more
economical. Doesn't burn or warp.

Jadson Valves for Curtiss O X 5

Do not burn or warp. Add to life of motor and will

outlast any other valves suitable for OXS. Available

in either standard or oversize.

Wright Whirlwind Motor Service
Our repair facilities assure a dispatch and satisfaction

hard to equal.

Full Line of Aeronautical Parts and Supplies.

We solicit inquiries and are glad to answer

questions, quote prices or do anything else which
will be of assistance to anyone of the aeronautical

world.

The Aero Corporation
OF CALIFORNIA

Distributors for

Fokker Aircraft Alexander Eaglerock
California and Arizona So. Calif, and Arizona

Western Ave. at 99th St., Los Angeles

dependability

The birth right of the
new Floco A-7-R Static

Radial Air -Cooled Engine is

absolute dependability. Coming
thru the most severe tests, both
on the block and in the air, with

flying colors, Floco more than justi-

fies the years of intensive effort spent in

producing a quality power plant at a mod-
est cost. Complete Information On Request.

Frank L. Odenbreit, Inc.,
138 WEST SEVENTEENTH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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WASHINGTON AIR NEWS
By C. M. Littlejohn

THE Olympic Aeronautical Corporation

of Tacoma has been reorganized with

the election of the following officers :
presi-

dent, L. E. Titus, of Olympia, Wash.; J. B.

Story of Tacoma, vice president and man-

ager
;

Cassius Gates of Seattle, secretary

;

and Lieut. R. F. Bradley of Tacoma, treas-

urer. Headquarters will remain at Tacoma,

Wash. Plans are being made for expan-

sion of the company.

PORT ANGELES, in its desire for an

adequate airport and with no available

space for a large airport, will fill in the

bay to make the necessary space for a land-

ing field about a third of a mile long and

350 feet in width.

A SECOND airport is planned for Bel-

lingham. The Western Aero Construc-

tion Company of California has completed

a lease of 25 acres of the Lind Gravel Com-

pany land just inside western city limits

for this purpose.

AN ambitious air program is being start-

ed in Seattle by the Star Air Line

Corporation. It is establishing air schools

and taxi services, and has already applied

for the first unit of a series of permanent

hangars to be placed on the municipal air-

port at Georgetown. The company expects

to start a regular schedule of freight and

passenger air lines to Alaska and other sec-

tions and has been appointed distributor for

the Thunderbird Aircraft.

/"VPERATING planes from the Bryn

Mawr airport near Seattle, on Lake

Washington, the Northwest Air Service has

established ground and flying school courses

embracing the history of aeronautics, theory

and practice of flight, solo and stunt flying.

A ERIAL mapping service, flying school,

sight-seeing trips, and commercial fly-

ing are all embraced in the host of activi-

ties of the new organization to be known as

the Continental Airways Company, estab-

lished at Portland, Ore., W. E. French is

president and treasurer of this corporation;

Lieut. Gordon E. Mounce is general man-

ager and vice president, and Fred W. Vin-

cent is secretary. Aerial mapping of the

Cascade mountains and a section south of

Portland for a client has already been fin-

ished. Capt. F. O. Mercer is in charge of

aerial mapping.

A C. ST. JOHN and his son recently

-^*-'flew a new Ryan Brougham from Cali-

fornia to Washington. It will be used in

the St. John airport service at Chehalis.

Vernon Bookwalter is chief pilot of the

company.

OPACE at the new commercial airport of

^ Seattle has been applied for by Aviation

School, Inc., of which Harry B. Carney, of

the Naval Reserve, is chief instructor. The
school is also the Puget Sound distributor

of Waco planes.

Lieut. Comdr. Joseph Lebrix; Mrs. Rose
Katherine Hummel, Hawaiian hula star;

HONOLULU AIR NEWS
By Vern Hinkley

A IR maneuvers of a scope not exceeded
^ since the visit of the fleet here in 1925

are in prospect again this year with the ar-

rival April 28 of more than 100 vessels of

the United States Navy.

While no official plan for such tactics has

been announced it is understood that the

Army particularly will take the opportunity

presented by the approach to the islands of

a vast flotilla of war craft for use in scouting

and simulated combat training.

The probability that the government will

send the new aircraft carrier Saratoga to

join the battle fleet here in June is hailed

with pleasure by the air-minded population

of the islands, and this embraces a large per-

centage of the population.

TOURING April, it is expected, a regular

air service between Honolulu, the capi-

tal city, and Hilo, the second metropolis of

the islands, 200 miles south and west of the

Island of Hawaii, will be opened. A private

operator has purchased the Aloha, the Breese

monoplane in which Martin Jensen took

second place in the Dole Derby, and has ob-

tained the services of Charles Stoffer, well

known commercial aviator, as pilot.

The ship is now undergoing a complete

overhaul and will be ready in April to take

the air on a schedule which will carry it

three times a week between the two cities.

The route will be over land and sea, cross-

ing the islands of Molokai and Maui and

skirting the long northerly coast of Hawaii.

Flying time to Hilo, against the trade wind,

will be virtually three hours, the return

journey to be made in two hours. Landings

at Hilo will be made on the recently com-
pleted municipal airport there, work on which

was begun three years ago.

Tribe, Hawaiian singer; Arthur C. Goebel;
and Capt. Dieudonne Costes, at Honolulu.

The Honolulu base will be at the Lewis

airport, close to the business section, at least

until the John Rodgers airport, territorial

field, is in shape for the reception of craft.

'
I

1 H E Army Air Corps recently played a
A humanitarian role, carrying aid to a

group of fishermen marooned by exceedingly

heavy seas on a small island just off the

north coast of Oahu.

Informed of the plight of the men, with-

out food or shelter in the midst of a cold

rainy spell, four pursuit pilots from Wheeler

Field flying PW-9s, loaded their ships with

blankets and food and circled over the island,

a mile from shore, dropping their bundles.

They had the satisfaction of seeing the fisher-

men scurry to pick up the packages.

Pilots participating in the "relief expedi-

tion" were Lieutenants Carlyle Ridenour,

Charles A. McAllister, Walter Wheeler and

Howard M. Fey.

A RTHUR C. GOEBEL, winner of the

** Dole Derby in August 1927, was wel-

comed to Honolulu again last week when he

spent a day here en route to Japan on a

friendship tour aboard the liner Korea Maru.

Greeted at the wharf and aboard ship by

dozens of friends and acquaintances Goebel

was half smothered in leis. Goebel was a

speaker at the noonday luncheon of the Hono-

lulu Ad Club.

With Goebel aboard the Korea Maru were

Dieudonne Costes and Joseph LeBrix, French

airmen who crossed the Atlantic from Africa

to South America, who then flew to and

across the United States and who continued

their flight from the Orient to Paris, their

starting point.

Among those to greet the three famous

airmen was Capt. Lowell H. Smith, com-

mander of the Army's 'round-the-world

flight, now stationed at Wheeler Field.

Schofield Barracks.
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An Important

Message

TO THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY

The Lives of Your Passengers and

Pilots—and the Future of Aviation

Itself — Depends on SAFETY

EVERY successful transportation

system has seen the advisability of

adopting safety measures to gain the

confidence and patronage of the travel-

ing public. Aviation can be no excep-

tion.

That's why progressive manufacturers

and operators recommend and adopt

Russell "Lobe" Parachutes as standard

safety equipment. This modern device

gives positive rapid opening without ex-

cessive shock load. It operates safely at

low altitudes—and gives excellent per-

formance, even when packed by inex-

perienced persons. 100% manually op-

erated. No rubber bands, no springs,

no pilot chute.

Made of silk or cotton; price $250 to $3 50,, com-
plete with carrying bag. Discounts on quantity

orders.

Descriptive Folder On Request

LIIU

lOBF
PARACHUTF

Manufactured by

RUSSELL PARACHUTE COMPANY
1202 Kettner Blvd., San Diego, Calif.

MODERN
FLIGHT

STUDENT PILOTS and young men
about to enter the game can cut down the num-
ber of hours usually necessary before soloing by
a study of the greatest flying instruction book

of the year, "Modern Flight".

CHIEF PILOT CLEVENGER,
out of the wealth of his 10 years' flying ex-

perience, explains in simple, interesting lan-

guage, every movement of the controls for

take-offs, landings, straight flight and aero-

batics.

SAVES YOU $50.

when you LEARN TO FLY

The ambition of every flying student

is to be able to handle a ship alone in

the least time possible. Purchase of

Clevenger's "Modern Flight" is a long

step in that direction.

HERE IS MY DOLLAR
Gentlemen:

Rush copy of Clevenger's complete flying course.

Name

•Address

Manufacturers of the Eaglerock
403, Alexander Industries Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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UTAH AND IDAHO NEWS
By Glenn Perkins

TWENTY-FIVE multi-motored airplanes

carrying 206 passengers, in addition to

guides and pilots, will stop at Woodward

Held, Salt Lake City, about the last of June,

if plans of the American Airways Tours

Company are completed. Salt Lake is to

be one of the main stops on the western part

of the huge aerial caravan itinerary.

CLARENCE M. YOUNG, assistant sec-

retary of the Department of Commerce

in charge of aviation, recently visited Salt

Lake City and urged that Zion boost avia-

tion. Following his visit, a survey Qf the

field was ordered and many improvements

o: the field are being planned. Official air

regulations now are enforced at the Salt

Lake City airport.

/"GROUND is being broken for a new steel

hangar, according to Felix Steinle, op-

erations manager of the National Parks

Airways. Inc. The new hangar will be

built on a lot 120 by 150 and will lie 95

feet frontage and 100 in depth, capable of

housing the big Fokker Super-L'niversal

planes the company will use.

\ TRACT of land four miles due south

of the post office and directly west of

the Holther field is to be the new airport of

Ogden, Utah. The city will -lease the land

for five years with an option to buy.

A COURSE in aviation will be given

Jean D. Case and Crystal Keller, of

Ogden for their prize essays in a contest

recently conducted by the Ogden Aero Club.

Other boys were awarded prizes of member-

ship in the club.

/GRADING and sanding of an additional

400 feet of the runway of the Boise,

Idaho, airport will be accomplished soon.

Mayor Walter Hansen favors a program for

the lighting and enlargement of the Boise

airport.

pL'RCHASE of 160 acres as a site for an
* airport at Pocatello, Idaho, has been

made by the special committee appointed by

the Pocatello Chamber of Commerce. The
site is five miles from the city.

qLAN'S are underway at Twin Falls,

" Idaho, for the establishment of a com-
mercial airport. The one selected comprises

34.3 acres, two and one-half miles north of

Twin Falls, near the Snake river, and on

the main highway.

WENDOVER, UTAH, is to have a

landing field on the Salt Lake and

San Francisco transcontinental airline. Two
hundred acres of land will be used as an

air field, located on the edge of the city.

' I *HE establishment of a municipal airport
-1 on the Acquia townsite, near Rupert,

Idaho, is being considered. The proposed

landing field includes a tract of 400 by 4.300

feet, with more ground available.

AIR BEACONS LIGHTED
COLONEL LINDBERGH touched the

button which lighted the Standard Oil

Company's 10,000,000-candlepower Sperry

beacons atop Mt. Diafole, 25 miles southeast

of San Francisco, and in the Merced Hills,

Los Angeles County, just north of the Town
of Montebello.

Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce,

and William P. MacCracken, jr., Assistant

Secretary of Commerce for Aviation, gave

radio speeches over a network of stations

in recognition of the event.

The Standard Oil Company sought the

services of engineers of the Sperry Gyro-

scope Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., to design

the most powerful incandescent airway bea-

con possible, and as a result, the 36-inch size

of revolving beacon using special 1500-watt

32-volt Westinghouse lamps was adopted.

Each beacon stands seven feet high, gives

10,000,000 candlepower and revolves 6 times

per minute. They are visible to fliers at a

distance of from 100 to 150 miles.

The beacons will he attended only by two
robots—one the Sauter astronomical time

switch which automatically turns the beacon

on and off at dusk and dawn, and the Sperry

automatic lamp changer which places a spare

lamp into operation when the first lamp

burns out.

They are supplemented by 50 foot "SD"
and "SL" letters formed by continuous tu-

bular red lights, the official designations of

the Mt. Diablo and Merced Hills beacons.

L
In THE MOST PERFECT
FLYING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

We give instruction in new Waco Tens

Primary Course for

Private Pilot's License, $2 5

Limited Commercial License

Course, 50 hours solo, $65

Additional instruction at $20 per hour.

Air transportation anywhere, "with SPEED
COMFORT
and

SAFETY

CHADBOURNE-DONZE AIR SERVICE
Santa Barbara, Cal.

(Airport, Carpentcria, Cal., 10 miles east of Santa
Barbara)

Dealers for Waco, Fairchild and Driggs
Airplanes

It

Swinging up from the ground, into s 4'

the open highroad of the sky, you j(
can thrill to the performance of a
perfect airplane guided by your own hand.
A limited number of the famous "Waco-Ten"
planes are available for Southern Californi-
ans—advanced models embodying every mod-
ern improvement and safeguard. Trained
instructors are here to give you expert, thor-
ough teaching in the exhilarating sport of
flying.

Distributors of "BUHL" Aircraft for

California, Arizona and Nevada.

Write or phone for full information

Frank Baker Aircraft Co.
Centinella and Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, Calif.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Has received one of the most favorable receptions of any ship in

its class that has ever been introduced to the pilots of the Pacific

Coast.

Because actual demonstrations at the Municipal Flying Field, Long

Beach, Calif., with a strictly stock engine, proved conclusively,

and will prove to you, that

"ITS EQUAL IS YET TO BE BUILT"

There are a few valuable dealer franchises still available; write,

wire, or better yet, phone.

"Safety Follows Service"

LOS ANGELES OFFICE—1024 Security Title Ins. Bldg.

6th & Grand Ave.—Trinity 7496.

Locally Represented By
California Air Service Leo Nomis

Redlands, Calif. Clover Field

Santa Monica, Calif.

833

WESTERN
UNION

Received •) 3;at> Spring 3t , , Lob Acgo

KB655 70- COLLECT IIL=* ASH I NGTON DC 1

tlvNER AIRPLANE AND MOTOR C0RP--

1201 FLOWER ST ttLEND ALE CALlF=

I9CB A»l 16 I

c se

KINDER MOTOR FIRST TO SUBMIT TO FIFTY HCuR ENDURANCE TEST

L'NDFfl NEW CEPT OF COMMERCE RULES OF 110 PERCENT MAXIMUM

POKES 4 SPEED FOR FIVE HOURS AND TOO PERCENT MATIUU'. POr-Er

AND SPEED FOR FORTY Ft uE HOURSUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED TOTAL

FIFTY HOURS WITHOUT A FORCED STOP MOTOR IN GOOD CONDITIO!

AT FINISH 0*LT TEN R.P DROP lit WAX-llUM SPEED AT Fl-ilSj^Or.

Kinner Engine
Price, $1875

5250 required tvith order

KINNER AIRPLANE & MOTOR CORP.
San Fernando Road at Grand View

Glendale, Calif.

(THUNDEWIRD

Built to Last
APPROVED FOR INSURANCE

The fact that full coverage insurance is being

issued on the THUNDERBIRD at the minimum
rate offered for any airplane, proves our claim of

A Quality Ship at a Quantity Price

Write for Particulars

THUNDERBIRD AIRCRAFT, INC.
Factory: 900 Allen Avenue

Glendale, Calif.

Learn to Fly

the Rankin Way
The Rankin System of Flying Instruction

is fully copyrighted and is taught exclusively

at the Rankin School of Flying. It is the

most complete flying course offered any-
where.

Established in 1920, the school is the lar-

gest on the Pacific Coast and one of the lar-

gest in the entire United States.

Ground course under the supervision of
Lieut. Basil B. Smith, former ground in-

structor at Boston Tech.

Flight course under the personal supervi-
sion of J. G. "Tex" Rankin, pioneer aviator,
president of the Rankin Flying Service, Inc.

All planes and flying instructors licensed
by the Department of Commerce, Aero-
nautics Branch.

Plan at once to enter this greatest of
all vocations

!

For full information and illustrated s ^ *"'"

catalogue, clip this coupon now ^ /""s^*

RANKIN SCHOOL OF FLYING
°*
V""'"

RANKIN AIRPORT <^
PORTLAND, OREGON

'"

^^ ^ ^ y
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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and long life

F you are in the market for an
unusually efficient, powerful aero-

engine-— or are likely to be in the

near future— by all means investi-

gate the MENASCO-SALMSON.
This powerful nine-cylinder radial,

whose engineering perfection and
operating efficiency offer a degree
of dependability which is unsur-
passed, is sold at a price which is

less than anything approaching
its class.

Write for Particulars

T
6718 McKinley Avenue

Los Angeles, Cal.

AIR NEWS from ARIZONA
By "Wind Sock"

npHE Ajo Chamber of Commerce and the

local aviation committee invite all pilots

flying in the National Air Tour and the Na-
tional Air Derby to fly over Ajo where a

good field is available and many miles can

be saved by flying airline from Tucson to

Yuma.

T7LAGSTAFF will soon have an up-to-date
A municipal field. The field will be located

east of town. Mrs. G. H. Roosevelt recent-

ly arrived here by plane, having completed

the first flight over the Grand Canyon. She
left the eastbound Santa Fe train at Selig-

man, boarded one of the Scenic Airway
planes piloted by Douglas Kelly, and after

several hours in the air over the Canyon the

ship landed her in Flagstaff in ample time

to continue her trip east on the same train

she left at Seligman.

A IR taxi service throughout the states of

Arizona, Southern Utah and Sonora,

Mexico, has been inaugurated by J. Parker
Van Zandt of the Scenic Airways, Inc. The
intentions of the company are to link up
points of interest throughout the state. Six
passenger Stinson-Detroiters will be used
in this service.

*TPHE Aero Corporation of Arizona has
A adopted a new way of getting Arizon-

ians "air broke". They make short hops

over Tucson on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays after passengers from Los Angeles

and Phoenix have landed.

O A. SHILLING, a local rancher, and
* ' George D. Hoffman took delivery of a

Waco-10 which Hoffman piloted for Mr.
Shilling. Hoffman is a graduate of the

Mayse School of Flying at Tucson. They
later sold their Waco-10 to Mrs. Lindley.

a student of the Mayse school, and purchased

a Lincoln-Page. Walter Ballard and Hoff-

man flew the ship from Lincoln, Nebraska
to Tucson in 10 hours and 45 minutes. Stops

were made at Liberal, Kansas and Roswell

and Deming, New Mexico.

oERGEANT JOHN S. PHILLIPS, who
•3 is in charge of the U. S. Signal Meteor-
ological station at Tucson is giving out

daily meteorological messages from the

Tucson station to pilots flying over the

Southern Arizona airway.

ALEXANDER FACTORY
FIRE WILL NOT DELAY

PRODUCTION
A FIRE which razed the doping and wing
i * covering building at the Alexander
factories at Denver, Colo., destroyed fifteen

sets of Eaglerock wings. The equipment is

being replaced at once and the output of

complete ships will be delayed only about
three days.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST

ARIZONA AIR NEWS
By Al Wein

pLANS for securing a tract of 300 acres

to be used as a landing field for the

City of Safford are being made by the

Graham County Chamber of Commerce. The
proposed field, about one mile south of Saf-

ford on the Bowie highway, is ideal for a

permanent airport for the city.

*TPHE new Prescott airport, located about
A eight miles from the city, has been

equipped with telephone service, a much
needed facility. The field is now in excellent

condition, both runways being well graded

and marked out.

TV/fORE than three thousand persons vis-

* ited the Chandler airport the latter part

of March .to see an aerial circus presented

by Pilots Howard Rinehart and Verne

Whelan, of the Rinehart-Whelan Airport.

A NEW big sign, directing aviators to
A * the Phoenix airports, has been placed

on top of the newly-completed Southern

Pacific car sheds adjoining the Union Sta-

tion.

ESTABLISHING a new record for a

flight from San Diego to Tucson, Lieut.

Charles Douglas, piloting a Douglas Army
plane, made the distance in two hours

and SO minutes, clipping 20 minutes from the

former mark. The army flier was aided

by a strong tail-wind.
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Mechanics of Flight
Theory of Flight
Aerodynamics
Construction
Engines & Superchargers

PRACTICAL— SIMPLE— THOROUGH— INEXPENSIVE
Universal Home Extension Courses in all phases of aeronautics, including

theory, construction, care and maintenance, aerial navigation, meteorology,

etc. All courses are maintained at a high standard, as our many successful

students can testify.

Special reduced fees. Send for full -particulars.

UNIVERSAL SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
Dept. A-9, 1861 Rodney Drive HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Instruments
Dynamic & Static Stability
Power Calculations
Aerial Navigation
Aeronautical Meteorology

UNIVERSAL SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
Dept. A-9— 1 S6I Rodney Drive
Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen:

Please send me all information about tou;

AERIAL NAV. & MET. COURSE Q
COMPLETE COURSE Q

I

N™<

|i
Address

I

Occupation

ROGERS AIRCRAFT, Inc.

Announce Their Appointment As

Southern California Distributors of

STEARMAN AIRPLANES
For information, address:

ROGERS AIRCRAFT, INC.
3901 Angeles Mesa Dr., Los Angeles, Cal.

Arrange Your WACO &
Fairchild Demonstrations Now!
WACO popularity is sweeping the Pacific Coast. We

sell a carload of five per week because the WACO
is the sportiest, most dependable job in the open

cockpit class. It makes flying a happy, carefree sport.

Increases your pay passenger returns.

We are also distributors for the Pacific Coast, Arizona
.and Nevada for Fairchild enclosed cabin all-purpose
monoplanes—the outstanding ship in the 1,000 payload
class.

Sales Service
;
Flying School; complete field facilities

for visiting flyers.

American Aircraft Corporation
Los Angeles, California

•itt Bldg. 3809 Angeles Me

AERIAL MAPPING rod PHOTOGRAPHY
A NEW PROFESSION

Some of the largest Business Institutions and News Agencies in the country
have found that it pays in money, time and satisfaction tn have us make
aerial views, surveys and maps of their present or prospective interests and
properties. We give the3e institutions detailed, authentic Information and
save them hundreds of dollars over older methods. Perhaps we can
serve you, tool

WE ARE ALSO OFFERING
to a limited number of ambitious young men—an unusual opportunity to
take personal instructions In aerial photography. Our course includes
practical experience on the ground and in the air. When the course IB
completed you will be an experienced atrial observer and expert photog-
rapher—capable of handling big orders and deriving an attractive Income
from this fascinating profession. INQUIRIES SOLICITED

0om
- trying"

photographer!
68Seftox Block. San DrEco.&

We
Have Been

in This

Business

Fori 6 Years

THE THREE Q's
Rings

10 K Gold

White gold wing, set

in onyx, $8.50

Helmets
and Vests

Helmets, $1.50 to $6

Vests, $8.50

1

QUALITY
GOODS

Pins

QUANTITY
PRICES

QUICK
DELIVERY

Silver breast, $1.50

Silver button, $1.50

Exclusive distributor for Blue

Ribbon Line of Helmets and

Vests. Helmets tailor made;

lined or unlined; finished in

gray, brown, tan, or white

Gold lapel, safety

clasp, $1.50

Other Services:

Books

Special Jewelry

Pilots and Mech.
training-

Insurance^

—

Airplane full

Coverage
Barber & Baldwin
Accident—North American Ac-

cident Ins. Co.

Life—Lincoln Nat. Life Insur-

ance Company

WEST COAST AVIATION SERVICE
Rooms 9-10-19 Lowe Bldg. Long Beach, Calif.

Phone: L. B. 627-82

Representatives Wanted

£ay you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Master of the Skies "

IN PERFORMANCE, ADVANCED FEATURES IN DESIGN,

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION and BEAUTY ofAPPEARANCE

Self Centralizing Rudder
Streamline Headrest

Adjustable Stabilizer

Dual Controls

Flightex Wing and Fuselage Covering

Haskelite Plywood Leading Edge on all

Wings
Double Ailerons

Wired for Flying Lights

Burnished Aluminum Cowling

Improved Tail Skid

Door to Front Cockpit

Streamline Wires (Optional)

Wing Steps Extra Wide
Split Type Landing Gear
Beautifully Upholstered, Roomy Cock-

pits, Three Place

Welded Seamless Steel Tube Fuselage
and Tail Surfaces

Cadmium Plated (Rust Proof) Fittings,

Struts, Landing Gear

Hartzell Propeller

Selected Airplane Spruce and Lam-
inated Mahogany Wing Construc-
tion

42 Gallon Gas Capacity

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG GUARANTEED
Take Off in Sixty Feet Ceiling, 16,000 Feet

Includes complete specifications and illustrations.
l5?JLtj.in 2 Minutes, 5 useful Load, 850 Lbs.

_ ,
Highspeed, 100 M.P.H.

DUra,i°n -

PRICES AT KANSAS CITY - Complete L-d^ s«~4 3°

Plane without OX5 Motor $2335

2M?-3? j£ DEALERS and BUYERS
Model "I" or "E" Hisso 3550

Quick 9 Cylinder Radial, 125 H.P 3750

Anzani, 120 H.P

4800

Before you complete a dealer franchise or buy

RyrI=:i4i
7

H
H
P
P

-

:. :::::::::::: JS a p'ane be sure to see ™* investigate the

Caminez, 125 H.P. 5585 American Eagle.
Wright Whirlwind 8400

OX5 MOTORED AMERICAN EAGLE BUILT UNDER APPROVED TYPE CERTIFICATE NO. 17

2 808 East 13th Street Kansas City, Missouri

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



Distributor in

TEXAS
of the

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANE

EDGAR TOBIN
AERO COMPANY

1515 MAIN AVENUE
Crockett }} S3

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

DEALERS WANTED
New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Connecticut and
Florida.

Apply

American Eagle Aircraft Dist., Inc.

32 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Demonstrations and Instructions

Apply American Eagle Hangar
Curtiss Field

Box 475, MINEOLA, L. I., N. Y.

COME FLY WITH US
Information cheerfully given.

Write today.

AMERICAN EAGLE
DISTRIBUTORS

Northeastern

OHIO
Associate dealers wanted.

C. S. HANSON
Field Address, HUBBARD, O.

Donald Scoles

AMERICAN EAGLE
Distributor

Southern California
and

Arizona

13 54 South Flower Street

Los Angeles

FLYING INSTRUCTION

CALIFORNIA
DISTRIBUTORS

Fleming & Hancock

401 B Street, San Mateo

or

MILLS FIELD,
SAN FRANCISCO

A comprehensive distributing

organization handling

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANES

We will be pleased to send you
complete information

SOUTHERN

PINE BLUFF
ARKANSAS

CHICAGO
AERONAUTICAL

SERVICE, INC.
608 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois

We Will Demonstrate
Anywhere in Northern half of ILLINOIS

and INDIANA and Southern

WISCONSIN

FLYING
INSTRUCTION
Write for dealer's territory

r
% AMERICAN

£ EAGLE

DEALERS if"
'

Distributors for

AMERICAN EAGLE
AIRCRAFT

A progressive dealer organization

amply qualified to serve a rapidly

developing territory.

May we send you complete

information}

J. V. REEVES CO.
DALLAS TEXAS

IN CALIFORNIA

TheAMERICAN EAGLE
Demonstrates

"MASTERY OF THE SKIES"

Safely — Swiftly — Substantially

Sales and Service in

Central California

EDWARD F. M. DEEDS
AMERICAN EAGLE AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS

VISALIA AIRPORT
Visalia, California

Distributors for

WESTCHESTER
COUNTY, N. Y.

American Eagle Planes
and Service

R. & S. Motor
Corporation

83 Huguenot Street

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Telephone New Rochelle 25 5 S

American Eagle Agency
for Northern New Jersey

Passenger Flying and

Instruction

Areola Flying Field

Address-:

FREDERICK TRAUTWEIN
R. F. D. No. 1,

Hackensack, N. J.
Telephone Hackensack 2 576-M

IN NORTHERN OHIO
The American Eagle
excels in every test

Truly "The Master of the Skies"

A sturdy quality airplane.

Write for particulars to

R. B. HILL
Office: Field:

336 Broadway Brook Park Airport

Bedford, Ohio

DEALERS WANTED

OZARK AIRWAYS,Inc.

WESTERN ARKANSAS
and

EASTERN OKLAHOMA

American Eagle

Distributors

Fort Smith, Arkansas

Instruction on

NEW AMERICAN EAGLES

New England Distributors

Bay State Flying Service

P. O. Box 64
East Boston

Operating from East Boston Airport.

Tel. East Boston 1040.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY

NATIONAL AIR TOUR
James Gordon Bennett International

Balloon Race and the National

Model Airplane Contest

HAVING brought to a successful close

the All-American Aircraft Show, the

aircraft events committee of the Detroit

Board of Commerce is preparing for three

other major events of its 1928 program.

These are: The National Air Tour; The

James Gordon Bennett International Balloon

Race; The National Model Airplane Con-

test.

All of them are scheduled for June 30, at

the Ford Airport in Dearborn, and they will

be managed by Ray Cooper, who guided the

destinies of the recent show and of last

year's tour.

The 1928 tour, according to present plans,

should be the most extensive reliability con-

test as yet engaged in by American manu-

facturers of aircraft. It will cover a course

approximately 6,000 miles in length, will

touch 24 cities and will be in progress 28

days. The first national air tour covered

1,900 miles and lasted one week; the second

covered 2,600 miles in two weeks, and last

year's event flew a 4,000-mile course in 15

days.

While the itinerary is not definitely de-

cided upon, Manager Cooper has prepared

this tentative list of stopping points : Indian-

apolis, St. Louis, Tulsa, Fort Worth, San

Antonio, Houston, El Paso, Tucson, Phoe-

nix, San Diego, Los Angeles, Fresno, San

Francisco, Oakland, Med ford, Portland,

Spokane, Missoula, Great Falls, Minot, St.

Paul, Wausau, Chicago, Battle Creek and

then to the starting point, Ford Airport.

Some of the cities named may be dropped

and others added before the entry lists are

closed at midnight, June 16.

Entries may be made by manufacturers

only. A manufacturer may, however, desig-

nate a purchaser of one of his ships as an

entrant. The rules of the tour, as roughly

outlined to manufacturers in attendance at

the All-American Show, met with hearty ap-

proval, and the number who announced they

would have ships in this year's event indi-

cated a record list of contestants.

Prizes, in addition to the beautiful Edsel

B. Ford trophy for the winner, will amount

to $12,000 in cash, divided as follows : first,

$2500; second, $2000; third, $1750; fourth,

$1500; fifth, $1250; sixth, $1000; seventh,

$750; eighth, $550; ninth, $400; and tenth,

$300. The trophy and first cash prize were

won last year by Eddie Stinson, in a Stin-

son-Detroiter.

While the air tour is a purely national

event, an international aspect is lent to the

starting day by the simultaneous beginning

of the balloon race. Manager Cooper antic-

ipates 16 entrants, most of them from fro-

eign countries. Among the countries to be

represented for the first time are Denmark

and Argentina.

The model airplane contest will bring to-

gether boy plane builders from all parts of

the country. It has been greatly stimulated

this year by the nationwide participation fos-

tered by the American Boy magazine.

AIR MAIL BIDS
Q EALED proposals will be received at the

^ Post Office Department in the city of

Washington until 12 o'clock noon, May 21,

1928, for carrying the United States mails on

the following routes

:

From Key West, Florida, to Havana,

Cuba, a distance of 103.4 wiles, on a daily

schedule (for a period of five years com-

mencing July 1, 1928).

From Landing Point (n.o) at Seattle,

Washington, to Victoria, British Columbia,

about 84 miles, and back, in close connec-

tion at Victoria with outgoing and incoming

trans-Pacific mail steamers (from July 1,

1928 ( or such subsequent date as the Depart-

ment may order, to June 30, 1929).

From Landing Point (n.o.) in New Or-

leans, Louisiana, to Pilottown, about 80

miles, and back, or to Port Eads, La., about

92 miles and back, when practicable, in close

connection at Pilottoicn or Port Eads with

outgoing and incoming Central American

and Havana, Cuba, steamers (from July 1

1928, or switch subsequent date as the De-
partment may order, to June 30, 1929.)

NEW AIRLINE ROUTES and SCHEDULES
THE following new airline schedules and changes in schedules have been

established since the April issue. A complete list of mail, passenger and

express airlines was printed in the December issue. New lines opened since

that date or new schedules have been added in each succeeding issue.

Air Mail

C. A. M. 19—NEW YORK, N. Y.; PHILADELPHIA, PA.; WASHINGTON.
D. C.j RICHMOND, VA.; WINSTON-SALEM, GREENSBORO, HIGH
POINT, N. C; SPARTANBURG. S. C; ATLANTA, GA. Operated by
Pitcairn Aviation, Inc. (Opened May 1.)

Time Table (Eastern Time)
Southbound {Read down)
9:40 p.m. Lv.
10:24 p.m.
11:45 p.m.

Southbound (Read down)
1:02 a.m.

New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Washington, D. C.

Northbound (Read up)

At. 4:35 a.m.
3:56 a.m.
2:35 a.m.

Northbound (Read up)

1:28 a.m.Richmond, Va.
(Winston-Salem, N. C.)
(Greensboro, N. C.)

2:59 a.m. (High Point, N. C.) 11:21p.m.
4:32 a.m. Spartanburg, S. C. 9:50 p.m.
6:17 a.m. Ar. Atlanta, Ga. Lv. 8:00 p.m.

C. A. M. 23—ATLANTA, GA.; BIRMINGHAM, MOBILE, ALA.; NEW
ORLEANS, LA. Operated by St. Tammany Gulf Coast Airways. (Opened
(May I.)

Time Table (Central Time)

Southbound (Read down)
5:30 a.m. Lv. Atlanta, Ga.
7.:10 a.m. Birmingham, Ala.
9:30 a.m. Mobile, Ala.
11:00 a.m. Ar. New Orleans, La.

Northbound (Read up)

Ar. 6:30 p.m.
4 :55 p.m.
2:35 p.m.

Lv. 1:00 p.m.

Passenger Line

SAN DIEGO, SANTA ANA, LONG BEACH, LOS ANGELES, BAKERS-
FIELD, FRESNO, SAN JOSE, CALIF. Operated by Maddux Air Lines.

Time Table

Northbound (Read down) Southbound (Read up)

8:00 a.m. Lv. San Diego Ar. 5:45 p.m.
8:50 a.m. "Santa Ana 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. 'Long Beach 4:50 p.m.

Northbound (Read down)
9:30 a.m. Lv.

11 :00 a.m.
12:10p.m.
1 :30 p.m.
1 :45 p.m. Ar.

'Stops on reservation only

Passenger Rates

Los Angeles
'Bakersfield

Fresno
*San Jose

San Francisco
& Oakland

Southbound (Read up)

Ar. 4:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
11:20 a.m.
9:50 a.m.

Lv. 9:30 a.m.

Between

and
Kind

of

ticket

e

a 9
Si C

Los

Angeles

S. 2
San

Frai

and

Oaki

San Diego O.W. $15.00 $15.00 S15.00 $30.00 $42.00 $55.00 $60.00
R.T. 27.50 27.50 27.50 55.00 80.00 105.00 110.00

*Santa Ana .

.

O.W. 15.00 . 8.00 23.00 35.00 48.00 .53.00

R.T. 27.50 15.00 42.50 66.00 92.00 100.00
*Long Beach O.W. 15.00 8.00 23.00 35.00 48.00 53.00

R.T. 27.50 15.00 42.50 66.00 92.00 100.00

Los Angeles .

.

O.W. 15.00 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 40.00 45.00
R.T. 27.50 15.00 15.00 27.50 55.00 77.00 85.00

"Bakersfield . - O.W. 30.00 23.00 23.00 15.00 15.00 30.00 32.00
R.T. 55.00 42.50 42.50 27.50 27.50 57.50 60.00

Fresno O.W. 42.00 35.00 35.00 30.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
R.T. 80.00 66.00 66.00 55.00 27.50 37.00 46.00

*San Jose ( 1 \v. 55.00 48.00 48.00 40.00 30.00 20.00 8.00
R.T. 105.00 92.00 92.00 77.00 57.50 37.00 15.00

San Francisco O.W. 60.00 53.00 53.00 45.00 32.00 25.00 8.00
and R.T. 110.00 100.00 100.00 85.00 60.00 46.00 15.00

Oakland
(* Stops on reservation on ly.)

Reservations and Information

San Diego—Leading hotels; Maddux Airport, 3330 Burnett Ave.; Santa
Ana—Martin Airport; Long Beach—Leading hotels; Los Angeles—Maddux
Air Lines, Inc., 2100 S. Figueroa; Bakersiield—Leading hotels; Fresno—
Leading hotels; San Jose—Leading hotels; San Francisco and Oakland—
Maddux Air Lines. Inc.. 672 Market Street; Crabtree Travel office, 412
13th St., Oakland; Berkeley—Crabtree Travel office. 214S Center St.
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TRUSCON

A TRUSCQN HANGAR IN USE BY
THE FAIRCHILD AIRPLANE MFG. CORP.

FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND.

AlRPLANE Hangars must be laid out in clear spans so that the

entire floor space is unobstructed, allowing maximum freedom in

handling ships. Doors of unusual width must be provided in one
or both ends of the building to permit easy entrance and egress of

the planes. The entire building should be non-combustile because

of the unusual fire risk. Furthermore, the impossibility of foresee-

ing future needs, makes it advisable to select buildings with a high

salvage value; buildings that may be taken down and reerecled at

a new site or enlarged to take care of additional needs.

Truscon Standardized Steel Hangars, furnished from
stock, are designed to meet all of these conditions.

li-*< 1WEMT»HVE YEAIKS OF
5 PHONEEIR1INO AND LEAIBEIRSHJIP

1

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS

COMPLETE BUILDINGS for all AIRPORT REQUIREMENTS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PENNSYLVANIA NEWS
By Ray Krimm

THE New York-Philadelphia-Washing-

ton-Atlanta-New Orleans airline, 1,242

miles long, started on May 1. It runs from

New York via Philadelphia, Washington,

Richmond, Greensboro, N. C, Spartanburg,

S. C, Atlanta, Ga., Birmingham and Mobile,

Ala., to New Orleans.

Government officials at Washington and

municipal authorities and civic organizations

at cities along the route joined in ceremonies

on the opening night to celebrate the in-

auguration of service on the newest of the

trunk air mail routes of the country.

Pitcairn Aviation, Inc., of Philadelphia, is

operating the New York to Atlanta route,

and the St. Tammany Gulf Coast Airways is

operating the connecting line from Atlanta

to New Orleans. Bids have already been

asked for an extension of this route from

New Orleans to Laredo, Texas, to meet the

proposed Mexican air mail from Mexico

City, and a contract has been given to Pit-

cairn Aviation, Inc., to operate an extension

of the line from Atlanta to Miami, where

Pan American Airways planes to Havana

will connect with the air mail. At New
York, the Atlanta to New York line connects

with the transcontinental air mail line and

the Boston air mail line.

LUDINGTON Philadelphia Flying Ser-

vice has received another Fairchild cabin

monoplane, its second within a few months.

The company has recently completed a 40

by 72-foot woodworking shop and a 100 by

40-foot metal shop bringing the Ludington

investment at the Philadelphia Airport to

$140,000.

Charles Townsend Ludington, president of

the Ludington Philadelphia Flying Service,

has a new Waco-10 with a Siemens-Halske

engine for his persona! use.

WILLIAM H. VEALE of Hazleton.

Pa., reports several additional sales

of three-place Challengers during the month.

George Zinn, a former Pitcairn student and

employee, has branched out for himself, pur-

chasing two Challengers from the Veale

company to inaugurate his new Rainbow

Aviation Co. at Philadelphia.

pLARENCE CHAMBERLIX, New York^ to Germany flier, spoke at Erie, Pa., on

April 10 under auspices of the Aero Club of

Erie and was given a hearty welcome and

reception. The Aero Club staged a dinner

in honor of the visitor and considerable im-

petus was given the club's movement to

awaken Erie to the advisability of establish-

ing an airport.

/GEORGE R. HUTCHINSON, of Abing-

ton, has applied for a license for the op-

eration of airplanes as common carriers in

Eastern Pennsylvania. He has remodeled

the former government flying field at Red
Lion Road and Roosevelt Boulevard. Phila-

delphia, and has devoted 100 of its 155 acres

to a modern airport.

X/f EETING at Harrisburg, the State Ar-
^ * mory Board, headed by Gen. William

G. Price, chairman, voted an appropriation

of $20,000 for initial construction work on a

new administration building and shop to be

built for the 28th Division Air Corps, Penn-

sylvania National Guard, at the Philadelphia

Airport. The new buildings are expected to

cost over $100,000.

PHILADELPHIA was well represented

* at the Ail-American Aircraft Show in

Detroit last month. Pitcairn Aviation, Inc.

had one of the company's new Sport Mail-

wings (Wright Whirlwind) on display for

the first time and the B. B. T. Corporation of

America had four of its airport lights on ex-

hibit.

Among those who attended the show from

the Philadelphia district were : Harold F.

Pitcairn, president of Pitcairn Aviation, Inc.

:

James G. Ray, manager of operations : Geof-

frey S. Childs, genera! manager and vice

president ; W. Lawrence LePage, assistant

to the vice president ; Charles Townsend

Ludington, president of the Ludington Phila-

delphia Flying Service and the B. B. T. Cor-

poration of America ; W. R. Huntsman, gen-

eral manager of B. B. T. ; W. G. Trieber, an

illuminating specialist from the same organi-

zation ; Reuben A. Fowler, secretary-treas-

urer of the Crescent Air Service, Inc.
; J.

Wesley Smith, president of the Philadelphia

Air Transport Company and treasurer of the

Aero Service Corporation; Major J. Sydney

Owens and Sergeant J. R. Kelly, of the 28th

Division Air Service, P. N. G.

Robert P. Hewitt, manager of field opera-

tions for the Ludington company at the Phila-

delphia Airport, had intended flying the com-

pany's Fairchild cabin monoplane to the

show but elected instead to fly to Murray's

Bay on the Bremen assignment for the Acme
Photo Service of New York. He was ac-

companied by John Busher, veteran pilot-

mechanician of the Ludington staff.

A COMPREHENSIVE, sixteen page
1 catalogue, replete with forty-one illus-

trations and describing their complete line

of airport lighting equipment, has been is-

sued by the B.B.T. Corporation of America.

The catalogue stresses how important it

is that every landing field be equipped with

adequate aviation facilities, including com-

plete night landing equipment.

SO. NEW JERSEY NEWS
By Ray Krimm

/^vRGAXIZIXG for the purpose of furn-
^-^ ishing flying instruction to club mem-
bers at net cost, the Burlington County Aero
Club, with headquarters at Moorestown,

X. J., has taken over the operation of a 75-

acre flying field one mile outside of Moores-

town. The flying field is approachable from

all directions and the ground is graveled.

Extensive improvements will be made and

construction work has been started on a 50

by 80-foot hangar. Gasoline and oil tanks

have been installed at the field and service

is available to visiting pilots.

The club has purchased a new Waco-10
from John E. Thropp, 3d., a dealer who acts

as agent for the Ludington Philadelphia Fly-

ing Service.

Hp HE Burlington County Aero Club,

* founded last February 15th, has sixty

members. Meetings are held on the first and

third Monday nights of each month, in the

Community House at Moorestown.

H. H. Longanecker is president, William

DeR. French is treasurer, and H. B. Smith

is secretary of the organization.

TTARRY H. KRECHMER has re-

signed as president of the Aero Club

of Atlantic City and John Brunton, prom-

inent club and business man of the resort,

was unanimously elected president to succeed

Krechmer. William G. Williams was elected

vice president.

Twenty-six new members were admitted

to membership at two recent meetings.

M A L" GRAHAM, than whom there is

^ no than-whomer in the barnstorm-

ing business, has been made chief pilot at

the Crescent Airport, Camden, which is

operated by the Crescent Air Service, Inc.

Graham went to the Crescent Airport

from York, Pa., where he was employed by

the York Airways. He succeeds George

C. Hand, who resigned this month to accept

a position with Veale Aviation, Inc., at

Hazleton, Pa.

T7*VERY aviation organization in the Phil-

adelphia- South Jersey district was rep-

resented at the dedication on April 14, of

the Crescent Airport. Hundreds braved a

chilly rain to visit the field during the

morning and hundreds more attended the

ceremonies during the afternoon.

Reuben A. Fowler, secretary-treasurer

of the Crescent Air Service, Inc., repre-

sented the Aero Club of Atlantic City ; Dr.

Thomas E. Eldridge, of Philadelphia, rep-

resented the Aero Club of Pennsylvania, A.

X. Chambers, second vice-president, and

Lieutenant Victor Williams, chief pilot,

represented the South Jersey Aviation

Club : D. G. Hendrickson, president, repre-

sented the Aero Club of Philadelphia; the

Burlington County Aero Club was repre-

sented by several members and there were

similar representations from other aviation

organizations in the district.

Trenton, N. J., was represented by city

and aviation officials.

E. Browne Pardee, president of the Col-

lingswood Chamber of Commerce, one of

the speakers, welcomed the company to

South Jersey on behalf of the Pensauken

Township Committee, members of that com-

mittee added their greetings, welcomed the

guests and were hosts to hundreds of visito

at a luncheon served in the new restaura

building that has just been completed at the

Crescent Airport.

Pitman Airport

rjITMAN now has an airport which was

* leased by Russ Myres.

The boys of Pitman have organized a club

called the "Lone Eagle Model Club." They

meet every month and discuss the general

topics of aviation and build scale models.

Fred Heppard is president
;
Harry John,

vice president ; and Earl Rhodes secretary

and treasurer.
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NEW
YORK

12-Hour Non-
Stop Flight

was made in a stand-
ard Fairchild cabin

ship, powered with
a Wright Whirlwind

J5AB motor and
fueled with NAT-

URALINE.

Piloted by Miss Ruth
Nichols and Captain

Harry Rogers, with
Major M. K. Lee, pas-

senger, they left New
York at 8 A.M. and ar-

rived at Miami at
P.M. without a halt.

Captain Harry Rogei
writes: "One of the

outstanding features of
the trip was the

smoothness of the mo
tor. Not only did the

gas give us more power
for take-off, but it was

very economical from a
consumption basis. We

can readily notice the
difference now in using

other gas."

"Both Miss Nichols
and myself want to

congratulate you on
your product. Thank

ing you for past cour
tesies, I beg to remain

Very truly yours

Haery Rogers,
President, Rogers'
Air Lines, Inc."

CHESTNUT
& SMITH
CORPORATION
TULSA, OKLA
Cable Address:
NATURALINE

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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GEORGIA AIR NEWS
By Al Major

WILLIAM P. MACCRACKEN, JR.,

Assistant Secretary of Commerce in

charge of Aeronautics, and W. Irvin Glover,

Second Assistant Postmaster General, Gov-

ernor L. G. Hardman, Mayor I. N. Rags-

dale and high officials of companies holding

air mail contracts were present for the

opening ceremonies of the New York-At-

lanta and the Atlanta-New Orleans air mail.

OFFICIALS of the St. Tammany and

Gulf Coast Airways, holders of the

New Orleans contract, recently visited At-

lanta to complete local arrangements and

they advise that, in addition to the mail serv-

ice, a passenger schedule will be maintained

regularly between Atlanta and Birmingham

with a fare of $15 between the two cities.

Pending the lighting of the New Orleans

route, the mail plane will leave that city

around noon arriving in Atlanta before

dark, in time to provide a connection with

the New York mail planes. On the trip to

New Orleans the southbound plane will leave

Atlanta around 7 :00 o'clock after receiving

mail from the New York plane.

r> RUNSWICK'S new airport. Redfern
O Field, located on St. Simon's Island, will

soon be ready for use. Redfern Field, how-

ever, will not be the city's permanent air-

port, as another much larger and better

equipped is to be constructed by the county.

JOHN K. OTTLEY, jr., prominent in so-

cial, civic and journalistic circles of At-

lanta, has been designated as the local rep-

resentative of the Pitcairn organization. We
are all very glad to see Mr. Ottley get this

appointment, as he has been very active in

promoting aviation in this section.

TjAROLD E. GOODENOW, chairman

of board of directors, Western Divi-

sion of United States Air Force Associa-

tion, has announced the appointment of W.
O. Browne as executive director ifor the as-

sociation in Georgia, Alabama and Florida.

The national headquarters of the Associa-

tion are at Washington, D. C. Col. J. £d-
ward Cassidy, Director General, while Gen-

eral William Mitchell, is Chairman of the

Executive Committee and Capt. Eddie Rick-

enbacker is National Chairman.

TpIFTON, GA., will have an ideal air-

port. The site recently was selected by

the airport committee of the board of trade.

DEN KING, operator of the Chattanooga
*-* airport, and Georgia F. Milton, editor of

the Chattanooga Nezvs, recently conferred

with Candler Field officials on the feasibility

of establishing passenger service between

Atlanta and Chattanooga, Tenn.

ANNOUNCEMENT that commercial air

service will be in operation between

Atlanta and St. Petersburg, Fla., by next

fall was made by P. S. Cowell, one of the

St. Petersburg business men interested in

the organization of the Dixie Airways, Inc.

The company has completed its preliminary

surveys and a plane is expected to make a

trial flight between the two cities shortly.

Among those interested in the company are

:

Frank Booth, head of the Tropical Airways,

Inc., Clearwater, Fla., which opened Havan-

na Service recently
;
Byrd M. Latham, man-

ager of the Gandy Bridge Company, R. W.
Johnston, Ft. Myers, Fla., and Mr. Cowell.

C AVANNAH probably will be made a

^ port of call ior a proposed airline be-

tween New York and Havana. Warren B.

Ferris, representing the Seaboard Airways,

Inc., recently was in Savannah looking over

their landing facilities.

XT ALDOSTA , GA., will establish a

" standard Government approved munici-

pal airport shortly. It will probably lie named

Tillman Field in honor of H. Y. Tillman,

executive vice president of the Citizens &
Southern Bank, who has donated the 100

acres of land for the airport.

BALTIMORE AIR NEWS
By Edward Johns

p\R. FRANCIS D. COMAN, assistant

resident surgeon of Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital at Baltimore, has been chosen by
Comdr. Richard E. Byrd as medical member
of the expedition to the South Pole. Now
Doctor Coman is busy with plans and tests

in preparation to what he calls "the greatest

opportunity for service that fortune has given

any man."

A MODEL airplane tournament was held

April 14 in the Richmond Market
Armory. About 125 model planes were flown

and a crowd of nearly 1,000 persons watched
the exhibition, which was conducted by the

Playground Athletic League and The Eve-
ning Sun.

Col. John A. Hambleton, who attended, an-

nounced that he will provide a cup for com-
petitive flights of models at all future meets,

to be known as the John A. Hambleton
Trophy. Each winner will have his name en-

graved on it and three successive winnings

will give permanent ownership.

Outstanding model fliers in the meet were
Samuel Rabl, who won gold medals for each
event he entered, and Ralph Levitz, who took
four gold and one silver medal. Paul

Edward Garber, of the Smithsonian Insti-

tute, Washington, was chief judge.

CUMMER activities have been resumed
^ by the Air Corps, Maryland National
Guard. The unit has received its third

Curtiss Falcon (O-II), and are working out
problems in tactical operations.

Capt. Edward C. Black, air officer of the

Third Corps Area, flew all the Falcons to

Baltimore. He smashed a local record by
traveling the 360 miles between Buffalo and
Baltimore in one of them in exactly two
hours. The planes average about 125 miles

at three-quarters throttle, and a tail wind
boosted that to 180 miles an hour at 6,000

feet.

A N aeronautical class has been formed

by the Jewish Educational Alliance.

Morris Kravitz, who has built two planes

of his own design, is teaching the theory of

flight and the principles of construction.

pOL. JOHN A. HAMBLETON has been^ named a director in the United States

Aeronautical University.

T EE H. DICE and Ray Ott have returned

from a winter barnstorming tour of the

Carolinas and have opened the Conowingo

Flying Service, carrying passengers over the

beautiful Conowingo lake. The lake is the

result of the second largest dam in the United

States, exceeded only by Muscle Shoals.

They have a Waco-10 and are doing plenty

of business.

pvAVID R. McCAULEY has left the

hospital, where a broken leg put him,

and has sprouted wings again. He is cover-

ing the Eastern Shore of Maryland at pres-

ent, carrying passengers on cross-country

and joy rides. (Continued on next page)

Chesapeake Aircraft photo.

Proposed Baltimore Airport site, 1000 acres, a part of which will have to be filled in.
The small area marked at right of the port is Logan Field.
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LEARN TO FLY Uf**
' " at a PITCAIRN SCHOOL
The Pitcairn method of training pilots is unique.
It is based upon Pitcairn experience as manu-
facturers of airplanes, as air mail contractors
and as extensive commercial operators of air-

planes, resulting in an intimate knowledge of
just what a pilot should be taught to qualify for
private flying and general commercial work.

The Pitcairn method of instruction has been so
successful that there are now five schools operat-
ing in five eastern states. Each school is located
on a commercial airport, giving students the
advantage of intimate contact with commercial
flying operations.

Courses of ten hours, twenty hours and fifty

hours are offered, each course being supplemen-
tary to the next shorter, allowing a change to
longer courses without interruption of study.
The courses closely parallel those of military
service schools and are conducted all-year

-

'round. Reasonable board and lodging may be
obtained near each field.

Anyone interested in learning to fly should in-
vestigate the Pitcairn Schools before making a
choice. A booklet giving detailed information on
Pitcairn methods of instruction with a synopsis
of courses offered, and setting forth the many
advantages of the Pitcairn Flying Schools, will

be mailed at your request. Write for it today.

Pitcairn Flying Schools are located as
follows : —

IN PENNSYLVANIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Pennsylvania, Inc.
operators of Pitcairn Field at Willow
Grove, just north of Philadelphia. The
largest commercial flying field east of
the Mississippi. Training at Pitcairn
Field offers the special advantages of
close proximity to the Pitcairn aircraft
factory at Bryn Athyn, Pa., where all
phases of construction may be
observed.

IN VIRGINIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Virginia, Inc., op-
erators of Richard E. Byrd Field at Fort
Lee, Va., the municipal airport of Rich-
mond. Byrd Field is a regular stop on
the New York-Atlanta air mail line.
Located seven miles east of Richmond
close by Fort Lee station of C. & O.
Railroad.

In NORTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of North Carolina,
Inc., operators of the Greensboro
Municipal Airport, at Friendship, ten
miles west of Greensboro. A regular
stop on the New York-Atlanta air mail
line and a center of constant flying
activity.

IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of South Carolina,
Inc., operators of the Spartanburg
Municipal Airport, three miles south-
west of the city. A regular stop on the
New York-Atlanta air mail line.

IN GEORGIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Georgia, Inc., op-
erates at Candler Field, the Atlanta
Municipal Airport. Located at Hape-
ville, eight miles south of Atlanta.
The terminal of the New York-Atlanta
air mail line and the Atlanta-New
Orleans air mail line.

PITCAIRN AA/IATIOIV nvc.
LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

M

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Personnel of the Chesapeake Aircraft Co. of Baltimore, Maryland (Logan Field):
Standing in center, Maj. Wm. D. Tipton, vice president and general manager; at Tipton's right. Col.
John A. HamMeton, president; at Tipton's left. Lieut. Robert Stewart, field manager; at Col. Hambleton's

right. T. T. Perry, sales manager. Others are pilots, mechanics and personnel.

(Baltimore News continued)

The Chesapeake Aircraft Company

Opens Passenger-Carrying Station

/~\N Sunday, April 15th, The Chesapeake

Aircraft Company, of Baltimore, Mary-

land, held the official opening of its new
passenger carrying station and headquarters,

at Logan Field, the present Baltimore air-

port. The day was cold and overcast, yet

3,500 people visited the flying field to witness

the activity in the air.

This company has buik a model layout at

Logan Field. The passenger station has a

large lounge room for passengers awaiting

flights, and a special lounge room and equip-

ment room for students who take instruction.

A ticket office, rest room for ladies, a field

manager's office and store room are included

in the spacious building. Running water and

a first aid station are added comforts. The

roof is used for the timer, who has a clear

vision of the large level flying field. Loud

speakers have been installed. Two pavillions,

a lunch room and other conveniences have

been installed.

The Chesapeake Aircraft Company is now

operating eight planes, one Fairchild cabin

monoplane, which was recently christened

The Blue Heron and is the flagship of the

fleet, five Travel Air planes, one special

student instruction plane and one special

photographic monoplane. The company is a

distributor for the Fairchild in Maryland,

and for the Travel Air in Maryland, Dela-

ware, Virginia and the District of Columbia.

Two large hangars with modern shop facili-

ties have been built to store the company's

and privately-owned or visiting planes.

This company has specialized in aerial pho-

tography and has a large photographic lab-

oratory equipped for handling mosaic

mapping and oblique photography. A city

office in the Richmond Market Armory in

Baltimore is open every day and a corps of

expert personnel is always on hand. At
Logan Field, mechanics and pilots and ser-

vice for visiting planes are on hand day and

night.

Logan Field is the only commercial field in

Maryland holding an A-l Government rating

for flying facilities and safe flying conditions.

For this reason, the Chesapeake Aircraft

Company, which has been operating for two
years along specialized lines, selected it as

its passenger and student instruction head-

quarters.

Col. John A. Hambleton, a local banker
and former commanding officer overseas of

the 27th Aero Squadron, is president of the

company, and Major William D. Tipton,

commanding the Maryland National Guard
Air Unit, which was the first unit of its kind

to be formed in America, is vice president

and general manager. Major Tipton was an

ace overseas, was shot down and captured

and has led an active aeronautical life in and

near Baltimore. All pilots and mechanics are

members of the local National Guard Unit,

which has been functioning for eight years.

All pilots hold transport licenses and the

mechanics, government licenses. Student

instructors have all flown over fifteen differ-

ent types of aircraft and have had ten years

of flying experience.

TEXAS AIR NEWS
By Mont Hirst

'TpHE City of Dallas has finally purchased

* Love Field outright from the Love

Field Corporation and citizens and fliers in

this section are jubilant over the buy. The

purchase price of the field is $325,000, which

will be paid for by the sale of bonds under

the Ulrickson Plan.

pHIL LAMPERT, field manager at Dal-
* las for the National Air Transport, Inc.,

has been made acting manager of Love Field

now that the city has purchased it. A
permanent manager for the municipal field

will be decided upon at some later date.

A 1R traffic regulations for Love Field

provide that all pilots operating on or

from airport shall be licensed by the De-
partment of Commerce and shall obtain a

permit from the City of Dallas ; that planes

taking off to north or east shall not make
any left turns, and planes taking off to south

and west shall make no right turns in the

immediate vicinity of the flying field.

State legislation regulating flying was con-

sidered at a meeting in Dallas in April.

The Junior Chamber of Commerce aviation

department, the Dallas Aviation Club and
the Chambers of Commerce in 500 Texas
towns attended the conference.

'TpHE city of Laredo. Texas, on the
A Mexican border, has purchased land
for a municipal airport. The site is five

miles north of Laredo and comprises 408
acres. The city paid $25,000 for the land
and it will be improved with drainage, a
runway of 6,000 feet, and hangars.

A UNIT of the Aviation Cadets of
America has been organized in Waco.

More than fifty comprise the initial mem-
bership. Officers of the Waco Cadets are:
Cadet Major, James Broderick; Captain, O.
C. Harrison

; Adjutant, Murray Neal ; First
Lieutenants, Charles Sadler and Edward
Howell: Second Lieutenants, Beaumont
Cornett and Norman Smith.

•TP HREE new air mail lines were started
A in the Republic of Mexico on April
15th. They have the east coast run and
will eventually make direct connection with

the proposed International Air Mail Ser-

vices. The new lines, which are owned and

operated by the Mexican Government, run

between : Tampico-Mexico City ; Vera Cruz-

Mexico City ; and Tuxpan-Mexico City.

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT FLY-
ING SERVICE, INC., will begin oper-

ations in Dallas soon. The new service is

a branch of National Air Transport, Inc.,

and it is planned to conduct passenger carry-

ing and pleasure trips along with charter

service. A Ford tri-motored monoplane and

a four-passenger Travel Air monoplane will

be used. Herbert Kindred, pilot of the Na-
tional Air Transport, will be in charge at

Dallas. Rates of 50 cents a mile will be

charged on the new service.

TT7AYNE G. NEVILLE, pilot on the

" * N. A. T. Dallas-Chicago air mail line

of Transport, recently made a new speed rec-

ord between Ft. Worth and Kansas City.

Flying at night, he made the trip from Ft.

Worth to Kansas City in four hours in-

cluding stops, averaging 140 m.p.h.

A N air circus will be staged at Meacham
1 Field in Ft. Worth during the annual

convention of the West Texas Chamber of

Commerce on June 18, 19, and 20. Three
thousand dollars in prizes will be offered to

competing fliers and the Chamber of Com-
merce will stage an entertainment for them.

The Aviation Club of Ft. Worth will have

charge of the air circus.

A/T AY 1st to 15th has been designated by
-1 the Dallas Chamber of Commerce as

"Put Wings On Your Mail" campaign
weeks and an intensive drive will be

launched. Other cities on the air mail lines

in Texas will cooperate in the campaign.

'TpHE new air mail line from Minneapolis
A and St. Paul will make a direct con-

nection with the Dallas- Chicago line of the

National Air Transport thus giving Dallas

and the Southwest a direct connection with

those two cities.

A N American altitude record for women
fliers is claimed by Janice Longley of

Dallas. With Capt. Bill Long, president of

Southern Airways, Inc., in a 150 h.p. Swal-
low plane, they attained an altitude of 17.000

feet.
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LEARN AVIATION THOROUGHLY
At the leading school in the country

NOTHING BETTER NOTHING EQUAL TO IT

WHETHER you are interested in becoming an Aero-
nautical Engineer, Airplane Constructor, Welder,

"^•SiS^ 1 Rigger, Expert Engine Mechanic, Tester, Navigator or
Pilot, we are here and ready to prepare and qualify you for

a position in any branch of the aviation industry.

8
SOUND REASONS

Why You Should Enroll With the Aviation Engineering School

2 Because we prepare and qualify you for all Government Licenses.

O Because you "LEARN BY DOING'
other methods of instruction are

TRAINING.

No books, lecture courses or

equal to our PRACTICAL

O Because no other school in the north has as much or near as much
modern equipment as our school.

A Because we employ nothing but up-to-date machinery in building the

new All Steel Government Approved Planes—both open and closed

types.

C Because our school is no "fly-by-night" proposition, but a school built

upon reputation, a school headed by honest people and one which is

recommended by leaders in the Aeronautical Industry, by all leading maga-
zines, and in fact, by every person who has visited our institution or who
knows anything about it.

£1 Because OUR courses are made so plain, so practical that even the

simplest minded are capable of grasping them.

•7 Because no false representations are made to induce prospective students

to enroll. We tell them all about it, show them just what they are to

do, the kind of equipment we have, the material we have to work with; and

they know just what they are going to do. We tell you plainly just what

you can and what you cannot do.

O Because, by comparing the courses of instruction given by this institu-

tion, the equipment used in teaching, the personnel, the trained engineers

—competent instructors who have been in this business for many years—you
will find that you get the best here at a minimum cost.

COME AND SEE OUR MODERN INSTITUTION and con-

vince yourself of our up-to-date facilities for the teaching of

AVIATION in the RIGHT WAY.

AVIATION ENGINEERING SCHOOL
rrTbe name that speaks for itself"

QUEENSBORO PLAZA SUBWAY STATION
(At 24th Street South)

LONG ISLAND CITY NEW YORK
Phone Still-well 6010

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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REFINING CRUDE OIL

SO many people take lubrication as a mat-

ter of course. They are of the opinion

that oil is oil but I hope to be able to show

you the difference between oil and lubrica-

tion and prove that oil will be an expense

while lubrication will most certainly be an

investment. Only a very few have had an

opportunity to visit an oil refinery and learn

"What it is all about".

The selection of crude is of paramount

importance.

Away back in the dark ages, or whenever

it was that Mother Nature was experiment-

ing in her laboratory, she discovered a proc-

ess, secret or otherwise, that enabled her to

make a product that has never been equalled

although men have tried for more than fifty

years to discover something just as good.

Scientists are still debating the origin of

crude oil, and whether the prehistoric ani-

mals that roamed in this neck of the woods

had more green blood in their veins, or the

school of fish which infested these parts

were better educated, is not known but

it is a fact that Bradford Grade of Pennsyl-

vania Crude stands at the top of every crude

oil market and has held first place for

years.

Perhaps nature, in all its wisdom, real-

ized that there would always be a large

number who would buy on a price basis

and figured that it would be useless to go to

all the necessary trouble and care to make
all crude of the same quality so she made

enough to satisfy the demands of those who
realize the importance of correct lubrica-

tion.

Crude oil is composed of numerous hydro-

carbons, having different boiling points. As
the oil is heated the gasoline, naptha, kero-

sene and fuel oil are distilled in the form

of vapor as their various boiling points are

reached. The vapors passing through con-

densers come in contact with the cold sur-

face of the condenser pipes and are con-

verted into liquids. The product following

fuel oil is known as wax distillate, which,

as its name indicates, contains wax, or par-

affine, and lubricating oil known as neu-

tral for which Pennsylvania crude is fa-

mous.

The wax distillate is chilled causing the

wax to congeal, and as it is forced through

fhe wax press the crystals adhere to the

canvas blankets, with which the press is

equipped, while the neutral oil passes

through and is again pumped to the still,

where it is again distilled and the light

products vaporized. These light or non-

viscous oils after being filtered are used for

lubrication of cream separators or for house-

hold purposes such as sewing machines, etc.

The oil remaining in the still is pumped
to the filter-house where it is run through

Fullers earth. This earth is a mineral and
very porous. The oil passing through the

pores is cleansed of all impurities or for-

eign matter and fortunately our crude oil

as it comes from the ground contains such

a small amount of impurities that no acid

By I. H. SHEARER
or chemical treatment is used or required.

The process just explained produces what

is commonly known as a light or medium

oil, which for years was sufficiently heavy

for all internal combustion requirements,

but to meet the lubricating needs of heavy

duty automobile, truck, tractor, bus and, last

but not least, airplane motors a process was

required that would make a heavier bodied

motor oil.

Many experiments were made and about

eight years ago a process was perfected

by which the heavy dark green residue com-

monly known as steam cylinder oil could be

converted into the highest quality and heavi-

est bodied Pennsylvania motor oil for inter-

nal combustion motors. Steam cylinder oil

is very high in wax content, but of a differ-

ent nature than referred to in a prior proc-

ess. That wax in the cylinder oil is amor-

phous or without form and its trade name

is Petrolatum or Petroleum Jelly.

This method, by the way, was first put

into practical operation in the Kendall Re-

finery at Bradford, Pa., and is known as the

Centrifugal Process. Briefly the method of

operation is as follows

:

The cylinder oil is diluted with naptha SO

that it will be fluid at low temperatures.

This is also filtered through Fullers earth

to a predetermined color and chilled to 18

degrees below zero Fahrenheit. When this

temperature is reached the oil is run through

large centrifuge machines built along the

lines of cream separators, only on a much
larger scale. These machines turn 17,000

revolutions a minute and separate the petro-

leum jelly from the oil. The oil is redis-

tilled to drive off the naptha and is finished

into a heavy bodied, light colored oil with

an exceptionally low cold test and is com-

pounded in various proportions with the

neutral oil previously mentioned to make
motor oils of different bodies, such as heavy,

extra heavy, aviation, etc.

The completeness of this refining process

makes the oils cleaner, gives them a lighter

body at normal temperature, a slow break

down under heat resulting in a correct film

at high temperature.

At this point it is advisable to explain

the meaning of cold test which, brushing it

free from technicalities, means the lowest

temperature at which the oil will flow in a

small test tube which is about one and one-

quarter inches in diameter.

Bradford Crude is one of the many paraf-

fine base crudes and is so called because of

the large amount of wax it contains. It so

happens that the wax particles do not con-

taminate the lighter products made from
Crude, such as gasoline and kerosene, but

predominate in those products from which

lubricating oils are manufactured.

None of this product is placed on the

market for sale in this condition because of

its very high cold test. This, of course, is

due to the large amount of wax which would
cause it to conj-;al at an ordinary moderate

temperature. This is so objectionable, both

to the appearance of the oil and the result

which would be obtained, that wax separa-

tion becomes a very important process in

refining and the cold test will indicate the

degree to which the oil has been refined.

The wax which has been extracted is quite

hard at moderate temperature, but when it

becomes heated it melts and becomes very

thin, in fact, much thinner than the oil from
which it is extracted. This wax is not a

good lubricant and only dilutes the oil, so

that the more wax extracted the less diluted

or contaminated the oil will be, resulting

in a product which changes less in body

when it is subjected to temperature changes.

With this lower cold test it will be much
easier to start the motor in cold weather,

because there are no solid particles of wax
to be broken up, and this means that there

will be less wear on the motor, to say noth-

ing of saving you the exasperation of start-

ing a so-called balky engine on a cold morn-

ing. After you have started the balky en-

gine under these adverse conditions, your

mind, undoubtedly, is very much relieved

but if you could see the conditions under

which this motor is operating you would

know that your troubles are not yet over.

If your oil does not pump or flow easily

at the temperature at which you are start-

ing the engine, it will be some time before

the lubricating system is properly function-

ing and with the oil which is very sluggish

when cold the oil pump cannot circulate it

quickly enough and the result is that the

motor is operating without oil circulation.

By reason of its light body at normal tem-

perature the oil circulates more freely and

instantly reaches every part requiring lubri-

cation before pressure can break through

and before metal to metal contact can oc-

cur. By retaining its body under heat it

effectively seals the pistons, giving better

compression, increasing pressure and power,

and saving fuel. Every moving part is

thoroughly protected by a film that is heat

and wear resisting, which reduces friction

to a minimum, prevents metal contact and

eliminates repairs ordinarily caused by

faulty lubrication.

As we previously stated Bradford Grade

of Pennsylvania Crude has a paraffine base,

but, for your information, wax is not a

lubricant, and therefore, its complete elimi-

nation such as occurs in this process im-

proves its quality and prolongs its life. If

wax is permitted to remain in the oil it will

crack or coke when it is subject to the high

pressure and high temperature encountered

during the operation of the motor. This

would form a hard gritty carbon deposit

which is difficult to remove, while Kendall

Penzbest Motor Oil from which all the wax
has been eliminated resists breakdown, the

carbon is soft with a much smaller deposit.

This is a rather brief description of a

process which requires from two to four

weeks to complete, but will give you an idea

of the extreme care and vast amount of

equipment necessary to refine crude oil.
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just
and you'reja^
whenPARKS ti'ains qou

weeks
flyer""

Think of it! In only four weeks you

can take yourself out of the crowd at the

edge of the airfield and be a flyer whom
thousands are watching. The eyes of the

whole world will follow the few fellows

like you who pioneer today's greatest, most

fascinating human effort—Aviation!

EQUIP YOURSELF IN AMERICA'S
AVIATION CENTER

Reading stories and newspaper accounts

of the marvelous feats being performed

daily by trained aviators won't help you

to fly. Come to Parks Air College at St.

Louis,
here

aviation
thrives in a

hot-bed of

stirring, am-

bitious ac-

tivities. New factories, new fields, new op-

portunities await you. Parks Air College

is right in the midst of it all. Being affi-

liated with Parks Air Lines, distributors

for Travel Air Planes, this college has un-

usual facilities and unusual prestige. Here
you learn to fly by flying!

NOT A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL!

_
"Not by reading, but by doing"—that's

our principle of teaching aviation. We
put you under licensed transport pilots.

You work on ships used daily in commer-
cial flying. You fly

those ships. You learn

on the same types you'll

later use, as a qualified

flyer. Our brand new
Travel Airs are a delight

to the eye of the me-
chanic, and a joy to fly!

We have just ordered

more of them with the

famous Ryan - Siemens

engines—they'll be here

soon. Twelve of those

we now use are specially

designed for training.

We'll buy and use everything

make you a better pilot!

that

COMPLETE GROUND COURSE IN

ONLY 12 WEEKS

Here you'll learn Air Navigation,

Meteorology, Aerodynamics, Airplane Con-

struction and Maintenance, Motor Over-

haul and Maintenance, Airport Manage-

ment, and many other courses not avail-

able at other schools. Our affiliation with*

the Parks Air Lines gives you opportunity

to work on planes in daily use. In this

way you get experience under the best

of the country's pilots. Here you can see

and study the activities and management

of a modern, busy airport. Naturally,

through such contacts as these you be-

come proficient in Aviation, and you meet

men who are doing things today and who

can help you to places and positions of im-

portance. That's what you want!

CONTACT!
TODAY'S YOUR DAY!

A glorious future is holding out its

hand to you. Are you ready to go? Are

you ready to join the pioneers in this new

industry? CONTACT! Today's the day!

Mail the coupon for our great book, "Sky-

ward Ho!" It's free! It's vivid! It's the

story of you and your future in Aviation.

Put the coupon in the next mail.

SPECIAL

OFFER

SAVES

YOU

NEARLY

HALF!

the great motor,
is complete. Th ;s monfa only

; we
offer a special plan that

gives you complete training at about half-

price. Get the facts!

JUNE

ious career! Put your
name in the list of Avia-
tion pioneers. Quit
dreaming—there's nothing

to stop you from flying

—

from soaring among the

clouds to fame. Just the

grit and determination

to be an aviator will

You must read "Sky-
ward Ho!"—our inspir-

ing book on your future
in Aviation. It is free.

It's written by Derek White, after 15 ye

commercial aviation experience. "Skyward
is astounding—stupendous in its realism. Sei

it today! Clip the coupon or send your na

a postal card. See that the next mail

your name and address. Write

.rs of

Ho!"
ad for

brings

202-B Missouri

Theatre Bldg.

St. Louis

Missouri

Derek White, Gen. Mgr., Parks Air College,
202-B Mo. Theatre Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me, without obligation, my free copy of
"Skyward Ho!" I'm interested in Aviation.

Name

Addr,

City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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OHIO AIR NEWS
By T. E. Lunsford

THE joint legislative committee on avia-

tion is planning aerial visits to all sec-

tions oi Ohio during the spring and early

summer for the purpose of studying aviation

as it exists in the state and its needs for the

future. The first trip, covering some of the

cities in Southwestern Ohio, will be made in

May. In each of the aerial trips it is planned

to meet with representative citizens interest-

ed in aviation in at least two cities a day.

A subcommittee composed of Chairman

Ingalls, Senator L. G. Collister and the ex-

ecutive secretary, Lloyd B. Bower, and pre-

paring a tentative bill to be presented to the

next session of the legislature. Besides

Chairman Ingalls, the legislative committee

is composed of Miles S. Kuhns, Dayton;

L. G. Collister, Cleveland; V. D. Emmons,

Akron; Martin S. Dodd, Toledo, and Earl J.

Johnson, Painesville.

COLUMBUS has been selected as the

eastern transfer point in the proposed

transcontinental train and plane line. The

proposed route is from New York to Los

Angeles, by way of Columbus, St. Louis,

Dallas and San Antonio.

Under the plan, air and rail passengers

from New York for points west will board

"The American," crack train of the Penn-

sylvania R. R., at New York and arrive in

Columbus at 8:12 the following morning.

At Columbus passengers will be rushed by

bus to Norton Field where they will board

airplanes and fly during the day to Dallas,

Tex., via St. Louis. They will complete the

journey from Dallas to Los Angeles by rail

at night and plane by day, arriving in Los

Angeles in 46 hours from New York. The

all rail journey now requires 87 hours.

For the air portion of the journey tri-

motored planes will be used, flying only in

the daytime in order to avoid the hazards

of night flying. No mail will be carried in

these planes.

THE Columbus Air Board is considering

a proposal of the Commercial Airway

Transportation Corporation of Ohio to fur-

nish Columbus with an airport for private

and commercial planes. A lease has already

been secured on the field, which will be on

the Louisville-Cleveland air mail route

within 12 minutes of the Columbus post

office.

T^IFTEEN high school boys started a course
"

in the fundamentals of aeronautics

at the Akron Y. M. C. A. recently. It was

the first meeting of the Lindbergh Club,

newest of the Y boys' organizations. C. H.

Roath, of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

aeronautical department and author of a

textbook used in Army aviation schools,

spoke to the boys at the meeting. The Lind-

bergh Club will meet once a month, the next

meeting being the first Tuesday in May,

when another Akron aeronautic expert will

speak.

THE Alliance Aerial and Aviation School

has just started business and a landing

held 2.200 feet long and 600 feet wide.

Officials of the International Aircraft
Corp., Cincinnati.

I'erry V. Ogden, vice pres. and gen. mgr.; H. A.
Steer, vice pres., in charge of sales and test pilot

of "City oj Cincinnati," the first International
plane built in Cincinnati ; Edwin M. Fish, designer

and engineer.

lighted and marked in compliance with gov-

ernment regulations, has been established

on the General Cox Highway just east of

Columbus. C. O. Bell, licensed pilot, is

director of the company. Associated with

him are Harold Artman and W. C. Baker.

WILBUR BARR has been named presi-

dent of the newly organized Ohio

Valley Aero Club, which has its head-

quarters in Wheeling, W. Va., and will

teach flying at the Yorktown, O., Field.

There are thirty-two charter members of

the club.

/"VlJEN house was held by the Massillon

Aero Corporation at their plant on Erie

St. recently. A finished, two-passenger

monoplane, the first attempted by the com-

pany, was inspected by the public. The cor-

poration is financed by business men of

Massillon and Canton.

/"vFFICERS and directors of the Dayton

Airport, Inc., recently elected are:

Frederick B. Patterson, president of the Na-

tional Cash Register Co., president; Fred H.

Rike, vice-president : John F. Ahlers, secre-

tary ; Howard F. Marston, treasurer ; Lee

Warren James, council, and Charles H.

Paul, general manager. Directors of the

company chosen are : E. G. Biecbler, William

A. Chryst. James M. Cox, E. A. Deeds, M.

J. Gibbons, Jr.. John C. Haswell, Frank T.

Huffman, Lee Warren James, Charles F.

Kettering. Howard F. Marston, George H.

Meade, Fred H. Rike, George B. Smith and

Frank Hill Smith.

The land on which the new commercial

aviation center will be located has a frontage

of 2300 feet on the Dixie Highway and com-
prises 310 acres lying adjacent to the village

of Vandalia, about nine miles from the cen-

ter of Dayton. It has the advantage in lo-

cation of being reached by both the Dixie

and National Highways, two of the great

transcontinental arteries for automobile

traffic.

HpHE price of the Waco, equipped with
1 the Curtiss OX5 motor, has been ad-

vanced $500 by the Advance Aircraft Co. of

Troy. The retail price of the machine now

is $2885 with regular equipment. Officers

of the company state the increase was made

necessary by the increased cost of OX5 mo-

tors, the supply of which has been prac-

tically exhausted.

/"vPERATION of the Cleveland-Louis-
^—

" ville air mail route will not begin until

about May 15. That announcement has been

made by City Manager F. O. Eichelberger

of Dayton, following a conference with

army officers and R. P. Cunningham, Cleve-

land, on the proposed route. Mr. Cunning-

ham is president of the Continental Air

Lines, Inc., the company which will operate

the Cleveland-Louisville Line.

OTUDENTS and teachers of the Wilbur
^ Wright junior high school, Dayton, O.,

joined in honoring the birthday of the in-

ventor for which the school was named with

a program on April 16. Many celebrities

connected with the world of aviation were

present at the exercises and joined in paying

tribute to Wilbur and Orville Wright, in-

ventors of the airplane.

CLEVELAND AIR NEWS
By David E. Irwin

CLEVELAND, within the next two years,

is to have an airport on the lake front,

within five minutes of the heart of the city.

Legislation is now being drawn up to obtain

the necessary land which is to be reclaimed

property extending out into the lake 1,100

feet from the present shore line between

E. 12th and E. 26th Sts.

The new downtown airport is to have

a 2,000-foot frontage and will be operated

in conjunction with the present port, which

is 9 miles from Public Square. A break

wall is to be built to provide calm waters

for the landing of seaplanes.

When the downtown port is a reality, pas-

senger planes will land there while the other

port will be used for freight and as a gen-

eral service depot.

'TpHE Cook Aircraft Co. has been incor-

porated here with aviation instruction

and taxi service as its object. Robert

Schafer is president
;
George D. Sturtevant,

Jr., business manager; Roland E. Sturte-

vant, secretary-treasurer ; and Douglas C.

Cook, former army flier, operations manager.

The company now has four ships, and plans

to add two more.

'TpHE Packard Electric Co., of Warren,

has purchased a Stinson-Detroiter from

the Thompson Aeronautical Corp., Stinson

distributors for Ohio and part of Pennsyl-

vania, for visiting its agents and whole-

salers throughout the country.

It made its first business flight April 13

when N. A. Wolcott, president, and B. X.

MacGregor, sales manager, flew to Detroit,

Chicago, South Bend and Indianapolis, Ind.

TT) 1 CHARD S. HARTILL, Detroit capi-

1-^- talist and president of the Lake St.

Helen Club, at Lake St. Helen. Mich., re-
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Your "Big Chance"
Calls for Complete
Practical Training
Get It from a Company Actually

Engaged in Air Transport Service

Only men who complete the necessary training now will be in a

position to take advantage of the present tremendous demand
for aviators, ground men, etc., in this fast-growing, poten-

tially greatest of all industries.

Prepare yourself for Aviation's wonderful opportunities by
securing training that is PRACTICAL and COMPLETE.
If you are going to make the most of your "Big Chance"
YOUR COURSE MUST INCLUDE:
Aerodynamics Aerial Navigation, including
Airplane Shop Mechanics Meteorology
Airplane Motor Mechanics Flying—Commercial Phases

Simply learning to fly is not enough. Even to secure a trans-

port pilot's license you must pass satisfactory government
tests as well as know how to fly.

The A. S. T. Course covers all of the above training—simple
enough for the common school graduate and sufficient for

the college man—in the shortest possible safe time from the

largest responsible transport-training company in Chicago.

Home Study and Actual Flight Training
Yc\i can learn the fundamental principles and practical phases in a short
time at home, finishing the entire ground work under our simplified home
study plan, and then for your shop practice and flight-training attend
our day or night classes in Chicago and at our great city airport, the hub
of the nation's aerial activities, where our large, modern hangar is located.
You will see army, mail, transport, sport and training planes coming and
going every fow minutes.

A. S. T. itself, renders contract air transport, photography and advertising
service, operating planes for commercial and pleasure purposes to and from all
points radiating from Chicago.

Modern Planes— Famous Aces Teach You
The A. S. T. fleet includes Ryan Monoplane (Wright-Whirlwind Mo'or),
Swallow and Laird-Commeicial planes. Only modern U. S. licensed planes
are used and only licensed military and air-mail pilots, mechanics and in-
structors train you, Famous aces teach you to fly.

Complete army and navy corps courses adapted to commercial needs. Over
25,000 sq. ft. of floor space devoted to ground training alone- Course covers
full 450 hours practical training required by Department, of Commerce.
Everything necessary to fit you for the big-pay jobs.

Planes furnished for post graduate flying to build up 50 hours in air on club
plan at lowest cost

A. S. T. is constantly making records—soloing 6 to 11 men per week

—

placing 10 to 20 and even more men in positions each week, thus helping
to pay tuition and living expenses—rendering real service.

The season is on NOW! Do not delay. Write for full FREE information today.

On Chicago's Airport—the Nation's Air Hub

Theodore Walliser
General Registrar

Write This

Man Now!
He Will
Help You
Here is Mr. Walliser's

Message to You!

"The time for you to consider YOURSELF in connection with
Commercial Aviation is RIGHT NOW. Every day is impor-
tant. There is need for ACTION, if you are going to make the
most of today's OPPORTUNITY. It is part of my mission to
help you determine the place you fit best. Write me frankly
and fully, telling me about yourself, your education, age, ex-
perience and desires. I will discuss your qualifications with
you personally. Do k NOW!"

AVIATION SERVICE and TRANSPORT Inc.
is a large, financially responsible company operating a fleet of modern airplanes and rendering servic.

Aerial Transport Aerial Photography Aerial Advertising
Airplane Construction Ground Mechanics Flight Training

Hangar Service and Supplies for Planes in Transit.
Mail 10c for "The Airway", a fascinating book of facts everyone interested in Aviation should read.

ADDRESS—DEPARTMENT A.D. 5

AVIATION SERVICE AND TRANSPORT INC.
103 N. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, U.S.A.

District Representative Wanted—Write Us!

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Cleveland News continued)

cently flew to Cleveland to arrange a branch

office for the club and to promote air visits

to the club, which boasts of two landing

fields.

The club is two hours from Detroit by air

and a like distance from Cleveland. This

summer, week-end air trips are to be made

regularly from Detroit, the line hooking up

with the Cleveland- Detroit airline.

VE. JAKL, meteorologist of Chicago,

• has taken charge of the aerology post

at Cleveland airport.

Ground has been leased at Cleveland air-

port for the government radio station where

the new beacon is to be installed, Major

John Berry, superintendent of the airport

has announced. Meteorological reports are

to be received and sent from the station

also.

THE Cleveland Nczvs has opened an avia-

tion department, conducted by L. F.

Ross, lieutenant in the aviation corps in

France during the World war.

*TpHE Cleveland School of Aviation soon

* will start manufacturing a monoplane

to be equipped with the 220 h.p. Hispano-

Suiza motor. Officers of the company are :

"Art" Rudenauer, president ; E. F. Beckley,

vice president and E. J. Standring.

THE Aero Club, of which Willard

Parker is president, is to incorporate

soon with flying members paying $100 initia-

tion fees and non-flying members $10. with

dues of $5 a month for the former and $5

a year for the latter. A hangar with loung-

ing quarters is to be built at the airport.

T TANGAR and taxi services is planned by

a new company, Dungan-Smith Air-

ways, Inc., organized here with Lieut. H. E.

Dungan, Air Corps Reserve, at the head.

Ground school and air instruction will be

instituted by the company. Major L. B.

Lent and Dr. M. Luckiesh, of the research

laboratory of the National Lamp Works,

will be instructors. A $25,000 hangar is be-

ing built at the airport.

Officers of the company are : Dungan,

president and treasurer ; Capt. Fred L.

Smith, O. N. G, vice president and di-

rector of ground school, and Joseph T.

Bergeron, secretary.

DlLOTS Mack
.
E. North and Harvey

* Bolich of Oeveland, are spending a

month in southern Illinois, on an aerial ad-

vertising campaign for the Dover Manufac-

turing Co., of Dover, O.

They have a loud speaker in their

Waco-10 and herald to the country at large

the virtues of the company's products.

TNABILITY to make Cleveland by dark.

the Buffalo planes of Colonial Western

Airways, Inc., are now leaving the eastern

city at 1 :55 p. m. instead of 2:25 p. m. The
planes leaving Cleveland were kept on the

old schedule of 12:15 p. m.

JACKSON AIR MEET
THE Jackson Chamber of Commerce, co-

operating with the municipal authori-

ties, is developing a program for dedication

services and an air meet to be held at Rey-

nolds' Field, the new municipal airport at

Jackson, Michigan, on June 2nd and 3rd.

This new municipal airport consists of 160

acres, situated west of the city on the main

lines of the Michigan Central Railroad and

the field is being put in shape and will be

completed in time for the dedication.

The field has an open approach, a firm soil

with suitable drainage and has no natural

hazards or obstructions in taking off or land-

ing. Waiting room and restroom facilities,

sleeping quarters for at least five men, and

a restaurant will be available. The city will

erect one or more hangars.

Adequate repair equipment, fire fighting

equipment and first-aid supplies will be in-

stalled. Weather bulletins will be issued,

ground signals will be installed and the field

lighted for night flying.

The east and west runway will be a mile

in length and 300 feet wide and the north

and south runway will be at least 2,500 feet

long and 300 feet wide. Other runways will

be developed as soon as possible, which will

allow landing and takeoffs in at least eight

different directions.

The air meet will be under the supervision

of the NAA.
The first event will consist of an "On to

Jackson" race with two main cash prizes

and entry prizes for all contestants. There
will be speed races, parachute jumping and
dead stick landing contests, and a "Pony Ex-
press Race." Cash prizes will be given for

all events.

There are no restrictions offered and the

aviation committee of the Jackson chamber
of commerce extends to every licensed pilot

an invitation to visit Jackson during these

two days and enter the contests.

NORTH CAROLINA NEWS
By M. C. Loutt

' v \VO new and well equipped airports have

been added to North Carolina's rapidly

growing list—at Lexington and Rocky
Mount.

The Lexington field lies adjacent to state

highway No. 10 and also on the main line of

the Southern and about 3 l/2 miles west of

town. It will be used as an intermediate air-

port by Pitcairn, Inc.. and is well lighted.

The approaches are comparatively clear, the

only obstacle being a group of trees at the

northernmost end of the field.

Eagle Airport at Rocky Mount is located

about two miles north of town on state high-

way No. 40 and the Seaboard R. R. This
field has excellent approaches and the terrain

is good.

At the opening of both of these airports

during March, each pilot was presented,

through the courtesy of the Kendall Refining

Co., with one of Johnson's log books and a

free crankcase of Kendall Aviation oil.

Both Lexington and Rocky Mount cor-

dially invite all north and south-bound fliers

to use their flying facilities.

SOUTH CAROLINA NEWS
'TP HE Williams Flying Service, owned

and operated by Errett Williams, Spar-

tanburg, S. C, has been successfully operat-

ing in this state for the past year. With

three Eaglerocks they have carried over

6,000 people on short pleasure trips and

have flown 22,000 miles on cross-country

work without a single accident. As state

distributor of the Alexander Aircraft Com-
pany they have sold and delivered fifteen new
Eaglerocks in the past five months.

They have erected an eight-ship hangar of

the individual type on the municipal airport

at Spartanburg and have opened a flying

school there this spring.

The company has established eleven land-

ing fields in different parts of the state, and

find this their greatest asset in the sale of

airplanes.

ST. LOUIS AIR NEWS
pARKS Airport at St. Louis consists of

* over 100 acres of ground located ex-

actly six miles from the heart of the city.

It is surrounded by level land and is located

in Illinois adjacent to East St. Louis al-

though it is as close to St. Louis as to the

Illinois city.

This new flying field and airport will be

used by the Parks Air College, Inc., affiliated

with Parks Air Lines, Inc., the Illinois and

Missouri distributor for Travel Air ships,

of which H. P. Mammen is president, Oliver

L. Parks, vice-president and Derek White,

general manager.

In addition to field office, class room and

restaurant, two hangars have been erected

and construction is proceeding on two ad-

ditional hangars. These hangars are being

erected by the St. Louis Structural Steel Co.

and by the Butler Manufacturing Co. of

Kansas City. A 10,500-gallon gasoline tank

has been installed on the field.

"TpHE Von Hoffman Aircraft Company
has let contracts for the construction of

two large hangars for their own use in hous-

ing planes and workshops for student in-

struction. The hangars are to be 80 x 120

feet each and to be made of steel. These

hangars are to be equipped with all the

modern necessities. They are to be pro-

vided with workshops, storeroom for parts,

class room for student instruction, both in

mechanical and theoretical instruction, and

will also house the field office of the com-

pany.

The hangars are being constructed on the

St. Louis municipal air field at a cost of

$25,000 each.

ARKANSAS AIR NEWS
""pHE Fort Smith Aircraft Company, Fort

Smith, was organized a few months ago

and is operating an air taxi and sight-seeing

service and a flying school from its airport

at South Fort Smith.

Officers and directors are : Carl Worty,

jr., president; J. L. Price, vice-president;

W. Frank Morehead, secretary-treasurer;

Captain Ollie Blan, manager of operations

and pilot
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Learn in 10 to 12 Weeks at the World's

Largest Civilian Flying School
GET this intensive, valuable training where we

are equipped to give it to you. Put yourself

in the BIG MONEY class without loss of time.

Aviation needs men—trained men—capable of

earning from $75 to $200 or more per week.

Pick your job—pilot, airplane builder, a-ssembler,

repairer, rigger, inspector, superintendent, sales-

man, motor expert, airport operator, airplane

dealer—the field is large and growing—the de-

mand for men exceeds the supply.

Earn $5000 to $12,000 a Year
Once you have the training, the scientific knowl-

edge, the experience,—the rest is up to you. The
possibilities of aviation are boundless

!

Learn to Fly by Flying
"Book learning" is essential in some studies—but

you can't learn to fly by studying a book. The
Marshall Flying School, while imparting to stu-

dents the fundamentals through expert instruc-

tors, takes you right up into the sky in dual con-

trol planes with expert fliers. You too, are a

flier when you finish this course!

^00fi00 in Equipment
An immense airplane factory—with many other buildings

for housing equipment—a new, lighted, four-way flying

field—a dozen or more new planes always available to

students—experts to train you both on the ground and

in the air—these are some of the advantages awaiting

you at Marshall. Here you will learn the subject

thoroughly—from the ground up!

The Marshall Flying School is affiliated with the Nicholas-

Beazley Airplane Co., Inc.—the largest airplane supply

house in the United States. This concern has furnished

parts for both of Lindbergh's planes and is recognized by

the nation's foremost fliers as the outstanding concern of its

kind. By contact with the personnel of this company alone,

Marshall students have a big advantage over students in

other schools.

Get This FREE Book!
Write immediately for your copy

of this great book, "Get Up into

the Sky"—tells you all about your

opportunity at Marshall — gives

records of successful students we
have trained. Tuition must be in-

creased—come in at once and save

$160! Act todav! Write for our

FREE book NOW!

MARSHALL FLYING SCHOOL, INC.
650 N. English St. Marshall, Mo.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BOSTON AIR NEWS
By George W. Hamblin

'i/OU remember we wrote last month that

" we had a heck of a dizzy period? Well,

in the month just passed we had almost as

coocoo a time. What with two new flying

companies beginning operations, an old com-

pany starting its summer season, and two

new ships flown in for the Bay State Flying

Service, we have had what one might call

a hectic existence. Oh, yes, I almost forgot

the flying by local boys up to Murray Bay,

but let's take them all in turn.

THE newest airplane company operating

from the orphan airport, which might

not be an orphan much longer, is Skyways,

Inc. Skyways, Inc., are now operating two

"Challengers" and a Travel Air, all OX-5
ships. They expect to have a Ryan-Siemens

Challenger in June, and a cabin monoplane

very shortly. The company officers are

:

T. W. "Ted" Kenyon, president ; Crocker

Snow, secretary and chief pilot : Andrew

Ivanoff, treasurer; George F. Barry, field

manager, and Danny Dugan, ass't. field

manager. Burr Leyson is engaged to act

as student instructor and pilot.

'T'HE Bay State Flying Service, New
* England distributors of American Eagle

airplanes, took delivery of two of the 192S

models, and Fred Pereira, Adolph Backstrom

and Olcott Payson flew the jobs back from

the factory at Kansas City.

This company has inaugurated the first

regular weekly broadcast over WLOE, the

Boston American station. This is the first

time an hourly program has been sponsored

by a commercial airplane company here in

Boston. The writer, in his capacity of traffic

manager for the company, has been giving

short talks along with Pereira during the

programs. This feature has proved to be

a big business getter.

/"<APT. Leroy Ponton "Bon Bon" de Arce,^ one-time pilot on the air mail, has been

engaged to fly for the Old Colony Airways

of Revere, Mass. De Arce says the company
will work out of Muller Field, Revere, on

the International Highway, between Maiden
and Revere. They will be Eaglerock and

Ryan dealers for eastern Mass.

T IEUT. CROCKER SNOW, chief pilot

' of Skyways, Inc., was up to Murray
Bay with photographers during the Bremen's

stay on Greenly Island. He was the first

pilot to get to Murray Bay and obtain pic-

tures of Major Fitzmaurice to get into New
York. He was flying a Fairchild owned by
the L. and H. Aircraft of Hartford.

pOLONIAL AIR TRANSPORT, opera-

tors of C.A.M. No. 1, hung up two
records during the past two weeks. The first

was the fastest trip ever -to be made from

Hadley Field to Boston, Richard W. Mackic
making the trip in one hour and 25 minutes.

The second record was 80 odd pounds of

mail outgoing from Boston on the night of

April 21. This was not a freak performance,

hut was all solid mail.

Herbert photo.

Lieutenant Donald Duke.

Who's Who at the Boston Airport

Lieut. Donald Duke, Airport Commander

WE have always been fortunate in having

as commanders of the airport men
who proved without exception to be "good

eggs" and men who, at the time of their

term of duty here, could do the airport the

most good. Recently we had a new com-

mander take over the reins, and he has proved

to be the ideal chap for the office at the pres-

ent time. He is none other than Lieut.

Donald Duke, one of the best airways and

airport men in the country. He came just

in time to fan the glowing embers of interest

in the airport to white heat, and has drawn

up plans for the new Boston Airport that

have met with unanimous approval every-

where.

Beginning his service in the Army in 1917,

he was graduated from the School of Mili-

tary Aeronautics at Austin, Texas on

December 15, 1917. On February 18 of the

following year he was graduated from the

School of Aerial Observers at Post Field,

Fort Sill, Oklahoma, and was appointed

head of the Department of Aerial Recon-

naissance at Post Field for the duration of

the war. He was transferred to Luke Field,

Honolulu, H. T., and was Commanding
Officer of the 6th Observation Squadron in

1919 and 1920 at Luke Field. Lieut. Duke
was again transferred to Fort Bliss, Texas,

in 1920, where he was C. O. of the 13th

Observation Squadron at Kelly Field. He
was assistant Air Officer of the 8th Corps

Area with headquarters at Fort Sam Hous-
ton, Texas in 1922-1923. After a year in

that office, he was appointed Chief of the

Airways section in the office of the Chief

of Air Service from 1924 to 1927. inclusive.

He acted as aide to Maj-Gen. Mason M.
Patrick, then Chief of Air Service, and made
inspection tours over most of the United

States. In 1924 Lieut. Duke won the Liberty

Engine Trophy Race at Dayton, Ohio. He
was appointed Commander of the Boston
Airport on March 13, 1928.

Lieut. Duke was born in Danville, Illinois,

and was educated in the Danville High
School, and at the Lane Institute of Tech-
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nology at Chicago. The lieutenant is

married.

\ LEWIS MACCLAIN, who has re-

cently been appointed chief pilot of

the Boston Airport Corp., has pulled a new
one. He has started flying instruction in

the wee sma' hours o' the morning. Several

Harvard students couldn't get the time to

come over for instruction in the afternoons

or on the week-end, so Mac stepped into the

breach with the proposal that they get over

to the port at seven a.m. and take their time.

The innovation has caught on to the extent

of having seven and eight students reporting.

WHAT is believed to be a new record

for the distance between Wichita, Kan-

sas and Boston was hung up by the amiable

B. F. Billings, manager of operations of the

Airport Corporation, when he flew from the

Travel Air factory to Bean Town in 16 hours

and 33 minutes. The OXX-6 motor was
never revved higher than 1,300, except on

take-offs, and that accounts for the fuel

consumption of only 6 1/, gallons per hour.

A strong tail wind was blowing all the way,

and Billings just sat there and hoicked along.

'T< HE Norwood Flying Service began
* operations at the new Westwood-Nor-

wood airport on Sunday, April 29. The com-

pany is composed of Arnold Chamberlain,

Carl Snyder and Aeo Paulan. They have

purchased an American Eagle from the Bay

State Flying Service. The boys expect to

carry on the regular commercial air

activities.

WITH the purchase of two 1928 Ameri-

can Eagles from the Bay State Fly-

ing Service, the Amesbury Airways Corp.

announces its entrance into commercial

flying. This new company expects to begin

operations along about the middle of May.

Harry Finnell is president of the Amesbury
Airways corporation ; Lester McLinn, vice

president ; James Dickens, treasurer, and

Malcolm Hardy, secretary. Their field lies

one-half mile east of Amesbury, on the Atnes-

bury-Haverhill turnpike.

Tp DWARD T. O'TOOLE, Boston's oldest

commercial flying operator, has begun

operations with a Waco- 10, and expects two

more ships very shortly. He is at present

operating from the airport in Boston, and

has a five-year lease on a field in Martha's

Vineyard, on which Eddie will operate a

flying school. A large twenty-room house

goes with the lease, and the students will use

this for a dormitory. It is also planned by

O'Toole to operate in Portsmouth, N. H.

Lawrence Air Meet

'T'HE National Air Pageant Association,

with the announcement of the first air

meet to be held in Lawrence, Mass., June

1, 2 and 3, begins operations for the season.

This association is headed by Harland F.

Banks and Kester Lindsay.

After running several successful meets

last summer, Mr. Banks is going to go into

the business with a vengeance, declaring

that there is plenty of need for air meets in

the different parts of New England, and that

he will put on first class shows.
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NATIONAL AIR PAGEANT ASSOCIATION
announces the opening of its 1928 program for the advancement

of commercial aviation, with the holding of the first of a series

of large air meets at

LAWRENCE, MASS., JUNE 1st, 2nd, 3rd

THIS organization is completely equipped and

has a well trained personnel for the successful

dedication of airports, and for the promotion of all phases of

commercial aviation. If you are planning to finance, build or

dedicate an airport in your city, see us first.

NATIONAL AIR PAGEANT ASS'N
971 Commonwealth Ave. Boston, Mass.

New England Distributors for the Finest—
the Ryan Brougham and Eaglerock Biplane

MASSACHUSETTS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
1597 Main Street— Suite 303

Springfield, Mass.
This organization operates New England's most modern and complete aviation school. Flying and me-

chanics' instruction for the layman or advanced student.

Passenger and Freight Carrying

—

Anyxvhere, Anytime—Aerial Photography

The Most Comprehensive Aerial Service in New England

FLYING FIELD: T^f A T t:d c xvr A tsjt-T7T-» FLYING FIELD:
Agawam Center UtALt-Kb WAJNlfcJJ Westfield, Mass.

ASSOC I A T E D D E A L E R S

Old Colony Airways, Inc.

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
PASSENGER SERVICE

"Learn to Fly in your own
neighborhood"

Operating from Muller's Field

P. O. BOX 28 5

REVERE, MASS.

Rollins Aerial Service

We carry passengers and

freight to any point—
punctually.

STUDENT TRAINING
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

60 Fenway St. BOSTON
Flying Field: Prior's Airport,

South Easton, Mass.

Joseph Baltrun
Instruction in

Flight Motor Assembly
Fuselage Construction
and all the fine points of flying

AERIAL PASSENGER AND
PHOTOGRAPHY FREIGHT SERVICE

50 Manhan St.

Northampton, Mass.

Flying field at Northampton

ATLANTIC AIRPORT, INC.
92 Granite St., 58 Greenmanville Ave.
Westerly, R. I. Mystic, Conn.

Seasoned pilots and mechanicians amply qualified, through years of con-

tact with aviation, to "teach Rhode Island and Connecticut to fly"*

Also passenger carrying and aerial photography.

FLYING FIELD AT CHARLESTOWN, R. I.

RHODE ISLAND AIRWAYS, INC.
97 Commodore St.,

Providence, R. I.

Fly in comfort—anywhere, any time.

Learn to fly from competent instructors.

FLYING FIELD, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WORCESTER AIR NEWS
By Charles H. Chambers

GEORGE J. HAVEN of the M. E. Tul-

ler Co., distributors of Nash Automo-

biles in Worcester County, who has taken

an active interest in flying and the promo-

tion of aeronautics in this section received

his commercial license last month.

Through his association with the M. E.

Tuller Company as manager of the Used

Car division, Mr. Haven has expanded avia-

tion in that field, offering a free air ride

to purchasers of automobiles. He reports

a thriving business as a result of this offer

by his firm and has caused many motorists

to become interested in aviation and in the

Worcester Airport at Whittall Field.

THE Worcester Flying Club, J. Henry-

Reynolds, president, has taken delivery

of an OX5 Waco. The club has utilized a

field owned by one of its members, Dr. E.

E. Smith, in Oxford, and has carried many

passengers in that vicinity. The club even-

tually plans to place the Oxford field in

condition as an auxiliary landing field and

to maintain it as their home port. For the

present the new plane is being housed with

several others at the Worcester port.

TT" IGHT planes now make the Whittall Field

port their permanent habitat. Among
the new planes at the port is a Ryan Siemens

engined Waco-10 owned by Henry Brad-

ford of Bennington, Vermont.

M. Whitin Whittall's Fairchild cabin

monoplane is the largest locally owned ship

and the smallest is the Driggs-Dart owned

by his brother James P. Whittall.

Other planes at the field are all Wacos

and are owned by George J. Haven, the

Worcester Flying Club, Henry Bradford

of Bennington, Vermont, Samuel Rollinson

of Lowell, and the two ships of the New
England Aircraft Corp.

BARNES AIRPORT
Westfield, Mass.

DEVELOPMENT of the Barnes Airport

located at Westfield, Mass., is progress-

ing rapidly. Last fall the field was enlarged

to four times the size of the original field

which has been used as an airport for five

years.

The airport is under the supervision of a

Board of Managers representing the Cham-

bers of Commerce of Westfield and Holy-

oke.

The Austin Company of New York City

has erected a permanent brick hangar

80 x 60 ft. On the north side of the hangar

is a lean-to, 12 x 60 ft., which is sub-divided

into office, rest room, and repair shop. The

floor and the apron are of re-enforced ce-

ment. The field is all runway, measuring in

most directions nearly 3000 ft. All poles and

other obstructions have been removed.

The Board of Managers, of which P. N.

Hall of Westfield is secretary, is planning

a Dedication Pageant to take place during

the month of May.

CAMBRIDGE JR. COLLEGE
AVIATION COURSE

SCHOOLS and colleges are beginning to

^ realize the advantage of teaching avia-

tion. The Cambridge Junior College at

Williamstown, Mass., was one of the first

to give the boys actual practice in flying

with a thorough groundwork in theory.

During the summer a short course of

eight weeks is given. The term begins

July 6th and ends September 6th, although

a boy may enroll at any time during the

summer. The summer course is particu-

larly adapted to preparatory and high school

students who wish to take regular college

entrance subjects in addition to aviation.

The junior department is for boys from

10 to 14. They are taught to make models

of airplanes and are given as much theory

as they can understand. Athletics are also

provided. W. Garrett Conant is president

of the college.

BUFFALO AIR NEWS
By B. C. Webster

/"*EXERAL Aircraft Corporation located

in Buffalo during early April and al-

ready is manufacturing commercial planes.

George H. Hannum, former president of

the Oakland Division of General Motors, is

head of the new aircraft company. G. Mac-
Lean Gardner is general factory manager
of the company. He was formerly engineer

and designer for the Atlantic Aircraft Co.

at Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. He came to

Buffalo with a force of 25 men, including A.

F. Arcier, who was chief engineer for the

Atlantic Aircraft Co. Mr. Arcier will be

chief engineer for the new company.

TPHE Chamber of Commerce in demon-
strating its interest in promoting Buf-

falo as a center for national aircraft manu-
facture elected a committee and vested in it

full power to "go out after more laurels for

Buffalo." Those on the committee are

:

Phillip F. Metz, Fred L. Rowe, Ansley W.
Sawyer. Postmaster R. W. Gallagher, Edwin
Ronne. R. B. Taylor, Kenneth A. Wood,
George P. Urban, George Waite, Timothy
Burns. A. J. Elias. Seymour Knox, T. C.

Knight, C. Roy Keys. Ganson Depew, and

Ralph Badger, chairman.

jyfERLE A. MOLTROP, flying mail be-

tween Buffalo and Cleveland, made a

new speed record between the two cities, a

distance of 200 miles, when he travelled it

in 79 minutes. The original record, made
by Jack Little, was 85 minutes. Moltrop

carried a passenger and 30 pounds of mail.

/"iITY Commissioner James Moore said he

will send a bill before the council ask-

ing for the construction of a new hangar at

the airport. His specifications call for a

S40.000 structure that will be used chiefly

to harbor planes en route through Buffalo.

/"vFFICIAL Department of Commerce
statistics show that Buffalo led the na-

tion in production of fighting aircraft for

Army and Navy during the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, last. Buffalo contributed 392

military craft.

UTICA AIR NEWS
By Harry Ward Seward

pILOTS flying over Central New York
* are welcome in Utica. The city re-

cently has approved a bond issue, the pro-

ceeds of which are to be used for the pur-

chase of land for an airport and the laying

out of the property so that ships may land

from all points.

Utica's municipal airport is almost mid-

way between Utica and Rome on the main

concrete highway and adjoins the New York-

State March Hospital property. It is just

7.4 miles from the Utica post office by auto-

mobile. One runway diagonally across the

field will be 4,000 feet long and another

4,200 feet in length.

A number of Uticans for sometime have

been interested in giving Utica air harbor

facilities, but it remained for Utica Post

229 of the American Legion to go ahead and

make it possible. An aviation committee

headed by Reginald I. Heath of the Citizens

Trust Company, a member of the Royal

Flying Corps during the World War, in-

vestigated the surrounding territory and de-

cided upon this site. A large hangar, suit-

able to house several planes, will be erected.

Arrangements are being made for air mail

planes to stop at the airport and give Utica

and surrounding towns and cities the nec-

essary service.

NEW YORK AIR NEWS
Hp HE Barrett Airways field at Armonk,

New York, just north of the Kensico

Dam on Route 22, is a favorite stop for

motorists on week-end trips. Ten planes

operate out of this field at the present time.

The company operates for their flying ser-

vice and student instruction two new Travel

Air biplanes. In addition to the two Travel

Airs, there may be found in the hangar : one

American Eagle, one Eaglerock, two Curtiss

JN4DS, three Daimler-Klemm low-winged

two-passenger monoplanes, recently im-

ported from Germany by George Kern, and
a Laird Whirlwind biplane.

Messrs. Terletzky and Sherman, both

pilots, operate the field. Barrett Airways
have a fully equipped photographic labora-

tory and are equipped to handle all kinds oi

aerial photography, surveys and advertising.

T^HE Air Cadets of America, with Na-
A tional headquarters in New York City,

is an organization that promotes aviation

among the youth of the country by giving

them instruction in model building and actu-

al construction and flying of aircraft.

Squadrons are formed in different cities

where weekly meetings are held for lectures

and work on models. There are two classes

—the Juniors whose age is from 12 to 16

and the Senior Cadets from 17 up.

The cadets have a junior Airport and
summer camp located at New Brunswick,
N. J., near Hadley Field.

npHE Bronx Aero Club has changed its
A name and is now known as the Bronx
Flying Club of New York City, Inc., and has

(Continued on next page)
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FIRST ANNUAL WESTCHESTER
e SEAPLANE RACE MEET 3

JULY 11th & 12th, 1928

E

Sanctioned by the Under the auspices of Playland,

National Aeronautical Westchester County
Association Park System

Sandy, well protected beach.

Ample police guards. Every
facility for the care of sea-

planes and flying boats is

offered free of charge to all

contestants.

PRIZES

Handsome organization tro-

phies and pilots' prizes for mili-

tary events. Cash and pilots'

prizes for civilian contests.

RESERVE THESE DATES
Free entertainment Q. B. Headquarters

Entries are now being received by the

Seaplane Race Committee

WESTCHESTER COUNTY PARK SYSTEM
Playland Rye, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(New York News continued)

been incorporated under the laws of the

State of New York. Meetings are held

every Wednesday evening at 8 p. m. at

Evander Childs High School, 184th St. and

Creston Ave., Bronx.

THEA RASCHE, noted German aviatrix

who was in America last year, has pur-

chased the Slinson Detroiter Adelaide with

which it is rumored she expects to fly from

America to Germany with the noted Ger-

man pilot, Udet.

AIR ASSOCIATES has bought a D.H.

Moth with Handley Page slotted wings

which will be set up and flying around May

5th.

AT Beacon, N. Y., in the Hudson River

valley, a new flying field has recently

been opened and will be operated by Beacon

Airways, Inc.

Vito J. Marelgno is president and Olen

Olsen, general manager of the new company.

A field of 168 acres has been purchased on

which two hangars are being erected. A
field office and accommodations for students

at the flying school have been built.

"Vito" served for four years with the

Italian Air force during the war. He was

in the Caproni Aircraft organization in Italy

for nine years and brings to the company a

great deal of valuable practical experience.

GATES Flying Circus & Aviation Corp.

of Newark, has been awarded the dis-

tribution rights for the Challenger airplanes

in Northern New Jersey and Southern New
York, which includes the metropolitan New
York area.

During the first ten days that the company

had the agency they sold ten Challengers.

Hull Bros. Inc. of New York City, opera-

tors of flying fields at New Vernon and

Orange, N. J. have been appointed sub-agents.

Airport Construction Co. Building

Albany Airport

THE Airport Construction Company of

New York City are building the new

Albany airport. The 225-acre field is situ-

ated six miles southwest of Albany and can

be reached in 15 minutes by bus from the

heart of the city. Two hangars 80 x 100 and

a large administration building will be con-

structed. The airport is designed to con-

form with the Department of Commerce re-

quirements for Grade AAA fields.

The runways will lay in a northerly and

southerly direction. Instead of right angled

runways, they will be put down in the shape

of an X. The first runway will be 400 feet

wide and 1.500 feet long and will be seeded.

The whole airport will be graded and

drained.

The Airport Construction Company re-

cently merged with the William E. Arthur

Company and the National Airway Termi-

nals, Inc., of New York. According to H.

C. Ferguson, general manager of the Na-
tional Airway Terminals, this consolidation

will create one of the strongest financial

group of designers, builders, pilots and

operators in the country and will afford

cheaper operation under the chain plan.

NEW JERSEY NEWS
By Horace T. G. Bush

ON the highway about midway between

Hackensack and Paterson is an ideal

location for a flying field and here is located

the latest of New Jersey Flying fields, the

"Bergen Skyways" who are doing passenger

hops and student instructions.

Joseph R. James is the chief pilot and

operating manager at this field. Mr. James

has had well over 1,500 hours in the air.

The Drews Brothers, John C. and Henry

C. will have the passenger rights on this

field, using Waco-lOs.

A 45 x 80 hangar will be erected accomo-

dating four ships, and also a ground school

classroom, refreshment stands, gas and oil

pumps, and an operations office.

The field consists of about 60 acres with

runways down a slight hill in almost any

direction. The two main runways about

1,800 ft. long are into the prevailing winds

which in this locality are south and southwest.

AN April 6th a group of five air-minded
^—

' citizens of the Rutherford, N. J. district

met at the home of your correspondent for

the purpose of organizing an aero club.

Of these five members, officers were se-

lected as follows : Horace T. G. Bush of

Rutherford, president : James Leighton of

Hasbrouck Heights, vice president ; Wm. P.

Koffeberger of Carlstadt, secretary: Herman
Kretzmen, treasurer and Stuart Atkinson,

sergeant at arms. Since organization meet-

ing the club has grown to thirty members.

New Buildings For Wright Factory

A CONTRACT was signed recently for

the erection of a four-story building

adjoining the original home of the Wright

Aeronautical Corporation of Lewis Street,

Paterson, N. J. This structure will contain

100,000 square feet of manufacturing floor

space. The basement of this building will

be occupied by a cafeteria, a hospital and an

employment department for the entire per-

sonnel of the Wright Company. The first,

second and third floor will contain machine

tools and new equipment for the produc-

tion of the famous "J" series of engines.

The fourth or top floor will be used as an

office for executives, sales and engineering

personnel which are at present housed in

temporary quarters apart from their main

plant. With the necessary equipment, this

new addition will represent a total invest-

ment of more than three-quarters of a mil-

lion dollars.

Construction work has been practically

completed on a separate assembly and test

plant containing 60,000 square feet of -floor

space. This new building, which is one story

in height, has cost, with equipment, approxi-

mately $400,000 and will be used by the as-

sembly, test, service and shipping depart-

ments.

The original four-story Wright plant on

Lewis Street containing 90.000 square feet

and representing an investment of about

$.325,000 will be reconstructed under the new
manufacturing plan so that each department

will have ample room for additional expan-

sion as time goes on.

WEST VIRGINIA NEWS
*TpHE Aero Club of Charleston was incor-

porated under the state laws of West
Virginia last October.

Club officers and trustees are ex-service

men who have had time in the air, or in other

military branches of the service, .five of them

being licensed pilots of the Air Corps. They
are: president, James J. Cabot; vice-presi-

dent, Walter E. Irwin; secretary, H. F. Mil-

bee
;

treasurer, E. H. Ross. The trustees

are: George Mathis, jr., Lowell Childress

and George Smith. Howard Mays is chief

pilot of the club.

The total membershhip of the club is

forty-three members. Headquarters of the

secretary of the Club is located in the Ruff-

ner Hotel.

The flying field is located six miles from

the city between the city of Charleston and

the city of Dunbar. Construction of two
hangars and a club house is under way. There
will be gasoline and oil available for all visit-

ing airmen, and the club extends the use of

the field to the city as a commercial airport.

Langin Field, Moundsville

A LTHOUGH the government has gi\en

up Langin Field as the principal mid-

way point on the model airway between

Dayton, Ohio, and Washington, D. C, the

field is still capable of taking care of any

and all ships that wish to land at Mounds-
ville. The field is in good shape and the

steel hangar on the field is open to all visit-

ing airmen. Gasoline and oil may be pro-

cured, also the services of licensed me-
chanics.

The field is easy to locate. It is close by
the river which makes it a possible landing

for seaplanes also. The hangar is painted

red with the roof marked in large, white

letters, "Langin Field." The prevailing

winds are north and south.

FLORIDA AIR NEWS
By Norma A. Davis

/^iAR WOOD, international speedboat en-

thusiast, has augmented his high speed

boats with one of the fastest privately

owned seaplanes in the world.

After making a trip from Amityville, N.
Y„ to Miami in 15 hours and a few minutes

this week, Mr. Wood has decided to leave

his boats behind him this summer when he

and his family take their vacation in British

Columbia. He will fly to his Detroit home
about May 1 with his pilot, George W. Cobb.

Built especially for him, Mr. Wood's sea-

plane is a Fairchild cabin monoplane with a

410 horsepower Pratt & Whitney Wasp mo-
tor, equipped with special instruments.

npVVENTY-THREE naval planes which
A have been spending the winter in man-

euvers at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, arrived

in Miami during April en route to their base

in Hampton Roads, Va. Lieut. Comdr.
Wadleigh Capehart was in charge of the

torpedo and observation planes and Lieut.

Comdr. K. McGinnis. commander of the VJ
squadron 2S.
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Let a Socony road map be your guide

Interior of the cockpit of a special Curtiss "Falcon" plane. Note the Socony road

map under the glass top of the map desk.

.TOR accurate identification of high-

ways, waterways and towns, many
aviators find a Socony road map fills

the bill perfectly. Ask for a map of Long
Island, New York State, orNew England

at any Socony gasoline station; or

write the Socony Touring Service,

26 Broadway, New York City.

A Socony road map is a worthy com-
panion of SoconyAviation Gasoline and

Socony Air-Craft Oil. The map points

out the course. The gasoline and motor

oil take you there in safety. All three

have behind them the guarantee of the

Standard Oil Company of New York.

SOCONY
REG . U. S. PAT. OFF.

AVIATION GASOLINE
AIR-CRAFT OIL

"TITAN INE'

A]

c
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

A Complete Range
of V.

AIRPLANE FINISHING MATERIALS
including

Dope-proof paint, black, white, aluminum or grey
Clear nitrate and acetate dopes

Ti-Two colored one-material dope
Pigmented nitrate dopes

Flexible wing lacquer

Wood and metal lacquers

Made by
(for inside and outside finish)

TIT ANINE, INC.
UNION, UNION COUNTY, NEW JERSEY
Contractors to the United States Government

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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DETROIT AIR NEWS
By Frank Bogart

JOINT announcement by the Ford Motor
** Company and Stout Air Services, Inc.,

that passenger air service between Detroit

and Chicago is to be started this month as

soon as new equipment can come through

the Ford plane factory, marked the third an-

niversary, April 13, of Henry Ford's entry

into the commercial aviation field.

Ford freight carrying planes have flown

more than 1,000,000 miles in the last three

years. A few months after the company's

private service was inaugurated the Stout

Metal Airplane Company was bought and

absorbed into the company as a separate di-

vision. The Ford-Stout trimotor transports

are now being produced at the rate of one

a week and many unfilled orders are still

ahead.

The date for the Chicago passenger line

to start could not be definitely fixed when

the announcement was made but it is be-

lieved it will not be later than June 1. Only

one round trip a day will be made at the

outset. The fare will be $35 each way.

Stout Air Services is now operating a pas-

senger airline between here and Cleveland.

On April 18, 56 persons were carried. Stan-

ley E. Knauss, general manager, believes

this is an American record for a regularly

scheduled line. It was the first time since

the line started last November 1 that its

full capacity has been utilized. Since April

1 traffic has been running between 35 and 40

persons daily.

TpDWARD S. EVANS, chairman of the

aviation committee of the Board of

Commerce, and holder of the round-the-

world-speed record, left April 25 on a

three-weeks' business flight through the

Southwest and the West in a Stinson-De-

troiter.

TVyf ORE than 300 visitors at the All-

American aircraft show arrived in De-

troit by air. During the week of the show
202 commercial planes landed at Ford air-

port. Several score remained there through-

out the week for demonstration flights in

connection with the show. An average of

5,000 persons visited the airport daily dur-

ing "Aviation Week." Twenty-one cities,

from Winston-Salem, N. C, to Oakland,

Calif., sent delegations here to view the

$500,000 aircraft display, which had more
than 100 different exhibits. The paid at-

tendance passed 135,000, far outstripping the

largest national motor car show attendance

ever piled up here.

T M. JOHNSON, one of the veteran

• American commercial pilots, has re-

signed his post as Department of Commerce
inspector of aircraft for the Michigan-Ohio
district to join the sales staff of the Buhl
Aircraft Corporation and will leave the com-
pany's plant at Marysville this month in one

of their new models on a country-wide tour.

Buhl is bringing out two models in its air-

sedan line. These will be called the Special

and the Junior airsedans. Detroit's newest

aircraft motor, the Warner "Scarab," 110

horsepower, radial, air-cooled, will power

these.

T EONARD M. FLO, pilot of "The Wise-
' birds, Inc.," for more than a year, has

resigned to set up a flying school at Ann
Arbor, Mich., where he will also operate

the new municipal airport. Flo's Ann Arbor

address is 511 Miller road. In giving flight

instruction Flo will work closely with the

University of Michigan authorities.

fiUFF R. WILSON, president of the

^-^ "Hummingbirds," one of several new
non-profit flying clubs organized here recent-

ly, announces the purchase of an Eaglerock

plane. His club has 32 members and hopes

to be located on a permanent field by June 1.

PRODUCTION of beacon lights by the
1 Bellows Claude Neon company has been

started at its Detroit plant. One of the

globular models will be placed atop Detroit's

newest skyscraper, the Penobscot, 47 stories,

658 feet tall, now nearing completion.

*~pHE Detroit-Toledo airway night lighting

* installation will be completed this

month, permitting inauguration of night

connections with the transcontinental mail

lines. At present less than one per cent of

Detroit's weekly volume of 5,000,000 letters

travels by air because of poor connections

in effect on the day shuttle service between

here and Cleveland.

NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
By Harold Alexander

'TP HE Arrowhead Aircraft Company of

Minneapolis is the distributor of the

Monocoupe in Minnesota, South Dakota and

Montana. Shortly after the franchise was
received in January the Central States Aero
Company of Davenport, Iowa, manufacturers

of the Monocoupe, was reorganized. This

change in the organization handicapped the

activities of the dealers and distributors to a

certain extent, but the ships are now being

produced by the Mono Aircraft, Inc. of

Moline, Illinois, which should assure the

carrying out of proposed plans There have

.been several changes in the design and con-

struction of the plane and the company is

working on a new motor, which has been

successful in the various tests. The Arrow-
head Aircraft Company expect to have a new
Monocoupe in Minneapolis sometime in May
for demonstrations to interested prospects.

IT ERMAN BANNING, that colored flier

A * of Ames, Iowa, had his Humming Bird

rebuilt at the White Aircraft Company of

Des Moines and is now using it to carry on

his activities.

The Gerbracht Aeronautic Corporation has

leased a 40-acre field two miles south of

Ames on the Jefferson Highways.

This organization is the Travel Air dis-

tributor in Iowa in addition to their com-

mercial air service.

'TP HE Minn-Wis-Sippi (a combination of

Minnesota, Wisconsin and Mississippi)

Airway, Inc., of Winona, Minn., will act as

a dealer for the Driggs-Dart in addition to

their Travel Air agency. The same terri-

tory will be covered in the sale of both types

of ships and includes the following cities

:

Austin, Rochester, Albert Lea, Mankoto,

Owatonna, Wabasha, Red Wing, Lake City

and several others of lesser importance. The
officers of this commercial aviation organi-

zation are the president and treasurer, B. J.

Johnson ; vice-president, George Pelowski

and the secretary, Chester Ritt. of Winona.

In addition to their agency for the two planes

the Minn-Wis-Sippi Airway, Inc. will carry

passengers, give flying instructions and sell

aircraft accessories.

'TPHE Roth-Downs Airways, Inc. of St.

Paul, Travel Air distributor in Minne-

sota, has taken over the flying privileges of

the Curtiss field, which was recently pur-

chased by the William S. Kling Co. This

(Continued on next page)

Faculty and officers of the Michigan State Aviation School, Detroit, Mich.

Left to right: Jack Workman
.
pilot and ground training instructor ; F. S. Carr, instructor on engines and

block testing; H\ R. Wagoner, instructor, electricity and ignition; L. N. DeBurger, pilot and parachute
instructor; Dwight Davis, advertising and promotion: "Pat" Tuohey. chief pilot and flying instructor;
L. G. Hinton, instructor

.
theory and design of engines; C. O. Bunnell, principal and instructor ; A. £#.

Zeller. president; Andrew Koski. asst. instructcr in ground training and rigging.
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Real Values from Nicholas - Beazley I

Jobel Gas Strainer

A real necessity for safety and smooth

running. Clean gas is essential; with the

Jobel strainer you can be sure it reaches

your motor free from sediment or im-

purities.

Specially Designed for the OXS Engine

and has been standard equipment for the

past two years on the Waco planes. All

materials in this strainer are in accordance

with Air Service Specifications. No
changes of either carburetor or fuel line

are necessary when installing this strainer

on OX* engines. Price, ready to install,

each, $5.

Scintilla Magnetos

The recognized best among leading manu-
facturers throughout the world, their

quality is too well known to require fur-

ther description. We carry a complete

stock, and can make immediate shipment.

Order direct from this ad.

Type A. G-8-D for Curtiss OX5,

each $135.00

Type A. G-8-D for Hispano-Suiza, and

Curtiss OXX6 engines $117.00

Type A. G-9-D for Wright Whirlwind,

radial motors, each $120.00

American Hammered
Piston Rings

Regardless of what you pay, you'll find

no better rings than American Hammered
Piston Rings. Supplied in both compres-
sion and oil-slot types. One piece, easily

installed, absolutely concentric. They are

accurately machined to fit piston groove

and cylinder, making them leakless.

OX5 Standard size, 4" x .280, each $ .25

OX5 .003 oversize in width, each 25
OXX6 Standard size, 4%" x .280, each. . .30
OXX6 .003 oversize in width, each 30
Hisso, A, E & I, 4.724 x .098 Compres-

sion ring, each 40
Hisso, A, E & I, same size, bevelled oil

rings, each 50
OX5 & OXX6 Oil Regulating 50

Order direct from this ad—your order wilt
be filled the same day it is received.

Nicholas - Beazley Airplane Co*, Inc.
777 N. English Street Marshall, Missouri

OWN AN AIRPORT

BE the first in your locality to get started in

this new profit-making business.

Hangar accommodations in your field will pay
you real dividends. Flyers appreciate the oppor-

tunity of landing on a field equipped with Kocher
Hangars, for they know their planes will be se-

curely housed during their stop over.

The Kocher Hangars are designed for sub-

stantial and convenient construction. Can be had
in many sizes and styles for all makes of planes.

Complete and comprehensive blue prints fur-

nished with every order, together with instruc-

tions for assembling. Any handy man can assem-

ble a Kocher Wood Hangar, and they are sold

at a price you can afford to pay.

The rental of one or more Kocher Hangars
will pay for your plane in a short time.

f
Write today for complete information and

prices. They are yours for the asking. The

coupon below is for your convenience. 1

Geo. T. Kocher Co.
226 S. Jackson St.

Lima, Ohio

Geo. T. Kocher Co.,

226 S. Jackson St.,

Lima, Ohio.

Please send me full information and prices on Kocher Wood
Hangars.

Name

Address

Town State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(North Central News continued)

property, which is located at Snelling and

Larpenter Avenues in the capitol city, was

the first flying field in the Twin Cities. This

site is L-shaped, having a 500 x 2,500 foot

east-west runway and a short one running

north-south of about 500 x 900 foot dimen-

sions. As this airport is conveniently reached

from either Minneapolis or St. Paul by way

of the paved roads bordering the field, it

will be a popular place during the busy flying

season. Many improvements have been

made.

SINCE the Northwest Aircraft Show has

been postponed a month the Pioneer

Press and Dispatch have likewise changed

the date of the model airplane contest to May
26th, the final day of the exhibition. The

Boy Scout contest, with entries restricted to

the scouts, will be held on the preceding Sat-

urday and the city playgrounds department is

sponsoring another in June.

THE Mankato, Minn. Chamber of Com-

merce has authorized its aviation com-

mittee to lease a tract of land outside the

city limits that will be used as a flying field.

This site of about 107 acres will have four

runways, three of them allowing more than

2,400 feet run of the ships before their take

off. Hangars will be erected, the field will

be conditioned and the necessary improve-

ments will be made so as to be available to

those desiring to use the facilities. M. E.

Bowen is chairman of the committee arrang-

ing for the leasing and maintenance of the

property and equipment.

A NUMBER of the members of the Mil-

waukee Sales Managers Association

made a trip to Chicago during the middle of

April in twenty-one ships. On arrival at

Chicago the members were greeted by and

were the guests of the Chicago Sales Man-

agers Association.

Hp HE Davenport Airport, Inc., Waco
* dealer, is operating two 1928 model

Wacos and a Jenny at their field in Daven-

port, Iowa. On the 50-acre L-shaped site

is a two-ship hangar with telephone and

telegraph connections. Repairs can be made

at the field and Standard Oil Company's

products are distributed. Lawrence Pedigo

is the chief pilot of this organization, with

Leo Brennan as the flying instructor.

\ DELEGATION of citizens from Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, appeared before second

assistant postmaster general Irving Glover

asking that the air mail route operated by

the Boeing Air Transport be changed from

Iowa City to Cedar Rapids. The group,

which was headed by Vernon Marshall,

Cedar Rapids publisher, claimed that more

air mail originated at their city than at the

present stop on the airline. The claim of

the petitioners was opposed by Senator

Brookhart, representatives Letts, Dowell and

Ramseyer. Representative Cole appeared in

hehalf of Cedar Rapids. The assistant post-

master general and assistant secretary of

commerce W. P. MacCracken, Jr., have

I ikon the matter under consideration.

'TpHE Hamilton Metalplane Co. of Mil-

* waukee recently sold eight enclosed

cabin monoplanes. One of these will be used

by the Andean National Co. of Toronto,

Canada, to carry silver coin to the workmen
on rubber plantations and at oil wells in

Central America. Another was the ship

that was on display at the All-American

show in Detroit and delivered shortly there-

after to Neil Norris of Big Bend, Wisconsin,

where he has established a landing field on

his farm. The remaining six will be used by

a Chicago concern on a new air mail and

passenger line out of the Windy City.

JOHN JOHNSON was elected president

of the Farm School Aviators, membership

of which consists of former mechanics sta-

tioned at the University of Minnesota College

of Agriculture during the World War. One

hundred men were present at the St. Francis

hotel in St. Paul when the following addi-

tional officers were elected : top sergeant,

Tom Sargent; company clerk, William Cole-

man ; right guide, Judge Clayton Parks ; left

guide, L. O. Anderson ; mess sergeant, O. C.

Rockey : supply clerk, O. C. Carlson ; first

dog robber, Ruben Hanson ; second dog rob-

ber, H. C. Hewson and third dog robber.

Ralph Purdy.

'T'HE Lincoln School of Aviation, one of

* the oldest flying schools in the middle

west, has secured the services of Harold

Phillips, who will be in charge of the ground

work and repairing.

The school is still operating on the old

Page field, Lincoln, Nebr. and with A. R.

Leckscheid as chief pilot they expect a very

successful year.

NORTHWEST AIRCRAFT
SHOW POSTPONED

*TpHE Northwest Aircraft Show, which

* was announced in the April issue of

Aero Digest, has been postponed from

April 26-27-28 to May 24-25-26. Instead of

being held at the St. Paul Municipal Airport

as originally intended, the exhibition will

take place at the Wold-Chamberlain Field

in Minneapolis. The St. Paul field is being

filled in and dredged so it will not be ready

to use for the show, thus the change in lo-

cation.

MINNESOTA AIR NEWS
By W. S. Schley, Jr.

17'IGHTING an April snowstorm and a

* persistent jinx that had pursued him in

earlier attempts, Gene Shank, St. Paul law

student pilot. April 13, established a world's

endurance record for light type planes.

The wings of his OX-5 Waco 10, Willoco,

weighted down by snow. Shank kept his ship

in the air for 14 hours and 28 minutes, to

better the former record for planes of less

than 100 horsepower by one hour and 50

minutes. He was in the air from 6:50 p. m.,

April 12, until 9:18 a. m., April 13.

Shank's flight was checked by Stanley

Partridge of Minneapolis and C. B. McCon-
ville of St. Paul representing the N. A. A.
The flight was backed by Ernest L. Gutter-

sen, vice-president of the Wilhelm Oil Com-
pany of St. Paul.

'TpHE City of Minneapolis was assured on
* April 18 of becoming a leading aviation

center through the establishment there of

one of the finest municipal airports in the

United States.

The park board of that city acted to ac-

quire the Wold- Chamberlain field of 288

acres, under a compromise agreement with I

Guy Thomas, head of the Snelling field cor- 1

poration, owners of the property.

These 288 acres, together with adjacent

property already acquired through condem-

nation proceedings, will provide a total area

of 325 acres as the site of the municipal air-

port. The price to be paid for the Wold-
Chamberlain field and adjacent property will

be approximately $190,000.

pLANS for the Twin Cities to Crookston
* air derby which is to be May 26-27, hav-

j

ing been postponed from November, are be-

ing made there. A good-will tour to Win-
nipeg, Canada, is planned for May 28 in

which American and Canadian planes will

participate. The race from the Twin Cities

calls for a stop at Little Falls, Minn.

\ IR express service for the Twin Cities

was opened April 3 when two North-

west Airways planes took of! loaded with

more than 90 first flight packages, from the

Wold-Chamberlain field and the St. Paul

Municipal airport for Chicago.

The new service connects the Twin Cities

express with Boston. New York, Hartford,

Cleveland, Moline, Davenport, Rock Island,

Kansas City, Wichita, Oklahoma, Fort

Worth, Dallas. Omaha, Cheyenne, Salt Lake

City, Reno, Sacramento, Oakland, San Fran-

cisco, and Los Angeles.

T7>AIRMO\'T was assured a new airport

* April 11. The Aviation Improvement

Association announced that land just outside

the Fairmont City limits has been procured

for the project. The association, composed

of Fairmont business men. is ready to pur-

chase the site, which is 2.000 feet long and

300 feet wide, extending along Highway
No. 9.

Ty LANS for an air derby, the establish-

» ment of an airport at Montevideo, and

the organization of an aero club were dis-

cussed at a meeting April 12. by the local

chamber of commerce and officers of the

American Legion of that city. May 19 and

20 were the days selected for the air meet,

which will be sponsored by the legion, and

endorsed by the chamber of commerce.

"pVELEGATIONS from the Twin Cities.

Mankato. Marshall, and other Minne-

sota communities flew to Huron, S. D.,

March 30th to attend the cities' first airways

rally.

Establishment of aerial transportation

routes in the Northwest on a systematic com-

mercial basis and construction of airports

were the 'aims of the rally at which H. H.

Blee, chief of the airport section of the De-

partment of Commerce, spoke.

A temporary landing field provided for the

visiting planes was patrolled by National

Guardsmen during the rally.
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^Dedicated to the Discriminating Buyer

STEARMAN AIRCRAFT are not
built with the intent of competing

in that already large field of aircraft

wherein sales are dependent on the low
selling price of a product.

The Whirlwind Sfcarman

Stearman-built airplanes are indicative

of an unwavering purpose on the part of

their builders to produce a line of air-

craft of obvious superiority.

THE STEARMAN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
WICHITA KANSAS

Write for particulars

Vital to the Properly Equipped Hangar
WILSON ROLLING STEEL DOORS operate in multiples

by electric motor. Pressing a button raises or lowers all

curtains simultaneously.

Economical and fool-proof, they are standard on all hangars

Send for special Catalogue A(o. 6

designed to give maximum service.

Coiling overhead ard out of the way, they give unobstructed

opening—saving time and temper. No delays and no worries where

Wilson Steel Doors are used.

The J. G. Wilson Corporation
ii East 38th Street New York City

Offices in all principal cities

OVER FIFTY YEARS IN BUSINESS

m
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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INDIANA AIR NEWS
By R. W. Kellum

AIRPORTS now available in Indiana

as listed by the Department of Com-

merce are: Ashley, Brazil, Cedar Lake,

Ft. Benjamin Harrison (Schoen field), Ft.

Wayne (Baer field), Ft. Wayne (commer-

cial), Goshen, Indianapolis Airport (Co-

Stout field), Kokomo (Shockley field),

Lakeville, Laporte, McColl, Muncie (Wall

field), Richmond (Berry field), Richmond

Airport, Seymour, Shelbyville, Terre Haute,

Terre Haute (Dresser field), Vincennes

(commercial), Vincennes (municipal),

Walcottville.

ANEW aviation organization in Indian-

apolis is being formed for general fly-

ing service. Carroll D. Doak is chief pilot.

The company, backed by prominent business

men, will have a flying course for students

and will do taxi work on local or long

distance flights. It has a hangar at the

Indianapolis Airport.

EXPRESS service by plane has been

started between Cincinnati, Indianap-

olis and Chicago by the Embry-Riddle Com-

pany, Cincinnati, which operates the mail

line. The -xpress is under the American

Railway Express Company.

THE Aero Club of Evansville has had

the local flying field airmarked in or-

der that aviators may know where to land

until the airport is placed in commission.

Officers of the Aero Club are : O. C. Carr,

president; Austin Inglehart. 1st vice pres.;

Geo. K. Krauss, 2nd vice pres. ; S. M.

Slaughter, 3rd vice pres.; O. L. Kessler,

sec'y- ; V. H. Goeke, treas. ; Earl E. Harper,

B. L. Kruckemeyer, Frederick P. Nehrbas,

Floyd E. Stork, Flight Instructor and Direc-

tor Aeronautics, J. Howard Wess, jr, and

Paul H. Schmidt.

THE Atkinson Aviation Co. have secured

the services of Lieut. Robert G. Miu-

ick, as chief instructor of flying for the

Company.

Lieutenant Minick is a graduate of Kelly

field, of the class with Col. Charles A. Lind-

bergh and Philip R. Love, and has had more

than 2,000 hours of flying time.

Lieutenant Minick will have complete

charge of the flying field and the equipment

used as well as chief instructor of flying un-

der the direction of L. H. Atkinson, oper-

ator of the school which now has an en-

rollment of 93 students.

A night class of students at the Atkinson School of Aviation, Gary, Indiana

new planes and equipment and start an air

service between Indianapolis and Chicago.

AMERICAN LEGION posts throughout

the United States are either at present

engaged in marking the town names and

landing fields or are planning to do so,

Edward E. Spafford, National Commander

of the American Legion reports. National

headquarters of the Legion called upon its

11,000 posts to back aviation development in

their cities and especially to undertake the

marketing of air routes and fields.

Spafford has just made an air tour of 14

states, beginning at Pittsburgh, Pa., and

carrying him as far west and north as

Seattle, Wash., ending at Indianapolis. He

was piloted by Capt. R. G. Breen.

INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
By Frank A. White

A RTIOLES of incorporation have been

filed here by a new air company which

intends to establish an airport, engage in

freight, passenger, express and mail hauling.

The officers of the company are Elmer H.

Jose, president
;
Ray E. Davis, vice-presi-

dent; Edward M. Johnston, secretary; and

Mrs. Helen Jose, treasurer.

Negotiations are under way to establish

an airport north of Broad Ripple, a suburb

of Indianapolis. The company will purchase

KANSAS CITY NEWS
By H. H. James

IV If ORE than 250 airplanes, manufactured
J-'-" or sold in Kansas City, have been de-

livered to individuals living within a radius

of 300 miles of Kansas City in the last year.

This was revealed by a checking of the

records of local concerns. The planes have

been delivered to business men, professional

men and farmers in the territory. Most of

them were purchased for non-commercial

use by persons who have taken flying courses

and bought planes for pleasure.

1V~AXSAS CITY "air sightseers" are ex-

tending their trips to Kansas and Mis-

souri towns, according to Frank Rowe, di-

vision agent of the Ni-Sun Lines, which

recently started an airplane passenger ser-

vice in connection with its bus lines.

The company gives free bus service from

the downtown district to its flying field. The

charges on long flights will be 35 cents a

mile with one passenger; 17'/2 cents for two

passengers; 16 2/3 cents for three passen-

gers and 12^2 cents when four passengers

are carried.

tp E. PORTERFIELD. JR., president

and general manager of the American

Eagle Aircraft Corporation of Kansas City,

announces that he has "stepped up" his pro-

duction schedule for 1928 to 400 planes.

The company made 32 deliveries in March

and new dealer contracts have been closed

in Decatur, Ga., Council Bluffs, la., Phila-

delphia, Salt Lake City, Norman, Okla.,

Newport, Tenn., Bluefields, W. Va., Roan-

oke, Va., Blair, Neb., Sturgis, S. D., and

St. Louis. The company now has 125 em-

ployees with 75 orders for planes now onH
file.

Two new instructors—Lieut. George

Boyd of Langdon, S. D., and Lieut. J. EM
Foster—have been added to the staff of in-

structors at the Porterfield Flying Field.

Lieut. Boyd will give ground and flight

training and Lieut. Foster will lecture on

engines, construction and repairs.

MC. ANDERSON, owner of the Kan-
• sas City Flying School, located at

the North Kansas City flying field, and

Mrs. Anderson flew to Detroit for the All-

American Aircraft Show.

Mr. Anderson has opened a new down-

town office for his school and is organizing

classes that will carry the students through

to the final test examination for pilot li-

censes. The chief pilot at the school is

Charles Gatschet.

ANIGHT school for persons wishing

to become airplane pilots has been in-

augurated here by the Bennett Flying

School.

A course in ground mechanics as prelim-

inary to the flying course is being given at

217 West 12th Street. Beginners may enter

the school, which is open six nights a week,

7 to 10 o'clock, taking their ground work

there and then when they are ready for fly-

ing, being transferred to the school's flying

field at Richard Field.

•nr^HE new building catalog issued by the

* Butler Manufacturing Company of

Kansas City and Minneapolis, has a number

of interesting new items.

Drive-in Stations of different types are

shown. Low priced and also more elaborate

designs are featured and will appeal to fill-

ing station men. The combination steel

warehouse and garage will attract the at-

tention of station plant owners. Pictures

show steel partitions for the application of

plaster, for composition wall material, steel

frame, steel roof and steel sash ; how the

application of brick is made; tests made on

sheet steel to illustrate its strength ; fire tests

made by the Bureau of Standards and line

drawings of buildings having wide spans.

A copy of this new catalog can be secured

from the company.

*TpHE Holcker Manufacturing Company

of Kansas City, builders of coach bodies,

now have an airplane department for the

manufacture of parts. They are now avail-

able for special cowl work and aluminum gas

and oil tanks.
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"OH, BOY! WHAT PERFORMANCE!"
This enthusiastic com-

ment, in a recent letter |^^™
from the West Indies

Aerial Express, refers to

the Keystone Pathfinder,

3 -Engine Transport—
DeLuxe, 1 - Passenger

Air Liner (shown
above) which links The

j

Historic Islands of the

Tropical Atlantic.

"393 hours without

any major repairs"—
"Never misses a trip"—
such superlative per-

formance by a large ship

can only result from
careful design, superior workmanship and the struction, and promises to become the sensation

use of high grade materials.

Yet it typifies the service obtained by all users

of Keystone planes.

The latest Pathfinder model, built around the

air-cooled "Panther" bomber, is now under con-

of the 12,000 pound class. It, too, is propelled by

3 radial, air-cooled engines.

Full particulars cheerfully furnished to inter-

ested operators on request.

KEYSTONE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA

W
/f^ "JO% SAFETY

r=̂ =

\%

11^ THE cAl%,-EVE%YJVHE%E

detail of the

IRVIN AIR CHUTE
has been left merely to theory,—
superiority of every feature proved

through years of severe service use

and by thousands of comparative

tests. Used by all Air Forces of the

United States, Great Britain and

27 other Governments.

Over 100 Lives Saved in Emergency

Over 8000 Successful "Live 7
' Drops

Over 3 0,000 Successful Test Drops

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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: SOUTH DAKOTA NEWS
By Harold Alexander

THOUSANDS of dollars are being spent

on the leasing and acquisition of air-

ports, construction of hangars, purchase of

planes and equipment, promotion and devel-

opment of airlines, establishing of aircraft

agencies with the customary associated ac-

tivities and several other efforts are being

niade to have South Dakota keep step with

the progress of aviation.

DONALD SPEERS of Watertown was

the first entry from his state in the

model building and flying contest being spon-

sored by the Minneapolis Journal and he was

followed by a number of other youthful

aviation enthusiasts in South Dakota.

J A. STRANSKY of Pukwana has or-

' ganized a passenger line to include

several of the leading cities in the state and

will cover other nearby points.

\ /f ARKKRS that are visible from a dis-

tance of twenty miles have l>een pro-

vided at the field at Mitchell. It is the in-

tention to enforce government regulations at

this field, which is about 2</2 miles from the

city, so as to assure a continued "safety

first" program.

'TpHERE is a Travel Air dealer at Frank-

* fort, American Eagles are represented

at Freeman and Volga, Wacos at Platte and

Aberdeen. Eaglerocks at Rapid City and

several other dealers and sub-dealers of more

or less known ships are scattered through-

out the various parts of the state.

*T*HE Chamber of Commerce of Huron

has leased a 100-acre tract, which is lo-

cated only about a half mile from the city

limits on a trunk highway. Two runways,

tn north-south and east-west directions, will

be laid out with each one being about bOO

feet wide and 3,000 feet long. Equipment

for day flying only will be available at

present.

* I 'HE prep- manufactured at Aberdeen >>

,
< Me Fahlin of the Dakota Airplane Co.

are increasing in favor with the pilots. The

experimental stage has been passed and an

increasing rate of production is necessary

to meet the ready demand. Fahlin was a

former member of the Swedish Air Service

and was also employed in the manufacture

of Hamilton propellers.

A T Redfield, Hubert Rueschenberg and
x Ralph Hopkins have the Travel Air

dealership under the Roth-Downs Airways,

Inc., of St. Paul. As both of these fliers

have been operating for several years they

expect a good business in passenger carry-

ing and student instruction.

r\AKOTA Airlines of Sioux Falls claims

T"* the distinction of graduating South

Dakota's first aviatrix, Miss Nelle Zabel

Willhite of Pierre, under the tutorship of

Harold W. Tennant. Miss Willhite took her

first solo flight after 13 hours in the air.

OKLAHOMA AIR NEWS
By Ernest W. Fair

THE Oklahoma Air Tour, which is to

take in many state cities, plans to start

Ma\ 14th. The tour, being backed by the

Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce, is

to promote aviation interest in Oklahoma.

A large number of planes are expected to

be in the tour, among them the Spartan, an

Oklahoma manufactured plane. The path-

finder ship, a Spartan, has already flown

part of the route and returned to Oklahoma

City, the starting point. Charles Parker was

the pilot on this trip.

THE Petroleum Airline has been incor-

porated and soon will be in operation

from Bartlesville and Tulsa to San Angelo,

Texas. Mail, passengers and express will

be carried. It is backed by oil men and the

chambers of commerce of cities along the

route. Judge W. X. Bonner and Hubert M.

Harrison of Wichita Falls and Earle P.

Halliburton of Duncan, Okla., formed the

committee on incorporation. The directors

and incorporators for Oklahoma Cities are

:

Oklahoma City—Virgil Brown and H. C.

Martin; Tulsa—Waite Phillips and J. A.

Kennedy ; Bristow— C. L. Freeland and Dr.

W. W. Groom: Duncan— Halliburton and

another. The cities on the proposed route

are : Bartlesville. Tulsa, Bristow, Okla-

homa City. W ichita Falls. Abilene and San

Angelo.

npHK Oklahoma Air Transport Co. has

* reorganized and taken over the agency

lor the American Eagle ship besides opening

a school and a commercial port. Jimmie

Haizlip is chief pilot and Roy O. Hunt is

member of the lirm and pilot.

LINTON has the CofTman-Strong Air-^ craft Co. as its chief asset. They have

already made their first monoplane and ex-

pect to go into production soon.

T7REDERICK is one of the latest towns of

Oklahoma to become air-minded. Citi-

zens of that city are now pushing forward

plans for establishing an airport.

The Everett Taylor field at Ponca City

has ibeen dedicated as the municipal port.

Ponca City is now on the terminus of the

Tulsa line, which is a feeder to the air mail

which flies through Ponca.

Hohart has completed plans for a landing

field. .

A field is being planned at Fort Reno to

be used jointly by the Army post stationed

there and the town of El Reno.

The American Legion at Duncan has done

much to put over the bond issue that made
the field in that city possible.

The new field at Enid has been dedicated

and is being used by commercial ships.

The Tulsa bonds for improvements of the

municipal airport passed by a huge majority.

This will enable Tulsa to have one of the

very best fields in the entire state.

WISCONSIN AIR NEWS
By Roy Leavitt

SUPERIOR, WIS., and Duluth, Minn,]

both hundreds of miles north of either

Milwaukee or Minneapolis, want air pas-

senger, -freight and express service. Sev-

eral propositions are now being considered.

One of them by the Northwest company of

Minneapolis and the other by the North

American company of Appleton.

XITITH a first rate airport on their

* * hands, but practically abandoned, the

city of Madison is wondering what to do

with Pennco field. Several companies have

started up in business but for one reason or

another have failed to make a go of it al-

though there has been a fairly big demand

for air service at all times.

AMONG Wisconsin cities to quit their

petty fighting and jealousies and get

down to business is La Crosse. This city, on

the mail line between Milwaukee and Minne-

apolis-St. Paul, was threatened with the loss

of their service unless adequate facilities

were furnished. After several rows among

the city fathers, prominent business men

took a hand in the matter and got action.

QHEBOYGAN is one of the large Wiscon-

^ sin cities to buy an airport during the

past month. Their new field is less than a

hundred acres in size but is ideally situated.

The move to buy the new field was started

when the North American Airways com-

pany, Appleton, announced they would stop

their planes there en route from Menominee,

Mich., to Chicago if suitable facilities were

provided.

V/f ENOMINEE, MICH., across the river

1 * from Marinette, Wis., has bought a

large air field on the lake front and has

secured 100 acres adjoining if needed. The
city fathers have guaranteed the North

American Airways company $15,000 in busi-

ness this summer.

Manitowoc, another stop on the Menom-
inee-Chicago run, is remodeling its airport

putting some wire underground, cutting down
trees and taking on an adjoining field.

TP HE Hamilton Metalplane company of

* Milwaukee, has appointed C. F. Van
Sicklen as sales manager of the company.
Mr. Van Sicklen recently resigned as sales

and advertising manager of the Advance
Aircraft Company of Troy, Ohio.

T HK Mid West Air Transport Co. of
1 Madison, state distributors of Travel
Air planes, have appointed the Oshkosh Air-
port, Oshkosh, as dealers of Northern Wis-
consin.

OELOIT Airways of Beloi t is opening a
*-* new field, sponsored by the Business
Men's club and the American Legion, and
has been given Rock and Walworth counties

for their territory on Travel Airs.
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ROBERTSON
ST. LOUIS

The Personal Airplane
Every forethought has been taken by Air- j

master Coupe designers for the safety, con- 1

venience and flying comfort of the Airmaster's j

passengers and pilot.

The Youngstown Youngster, the "Little Air- j

master," has the same elegant appearance, the |

same easy control in the air.

Dealerships are open in a few desirable terri-

tories. Write— or wire —- for information.

The
"~"

|

Airmaster Coupe
Three-Place Cabin
LeBlond "Ninety" Engine

Span 36 Feet

Length 23 Feet

$3,000 Flyaway

(Price not guaranteed)

The
Youngstown Youngster

Two-Place Cabin
LeBlond "Sixty" Engine

[
Span 30 Feet

I Length 19 Feet 9 Inches

I
$2375 Flyaway \

(Price not guaranteed)

j Other radial engines installed to customer's
|

| order I

Youngstown, Ohio

fTbc Ohio Aero School, in connection with factory, leads

to Department of Commerce Examinations for airplane

mechanic anil engine nierchanic licenses. Catalog on Request.

Huge Stock of

Supplies
Planes - Parts - Motors - Instruments

At your service, a centrally located,

completely equipped supply depot,

with facilities for making prompt
shipment of all flyers' requirements,
from ships to goggles. Planes and
motors rebuilt and repaired by mas-
ter mechanics.

Ask for Our New
128 -Page Parts Catalog

Don't be without this valuable reference

book, listing and describing over 2000 in-

dividual items—all excellent values.

Robertson Aircraft Corporation—opera-
tors of the St. Louis-Chicago Air Mail
Route—is one of the oldest, largest, most
favorably known supply houses in the
country.

Address Dept. T

Laml
An

|
THE OHIO AERO MANUFACTURING CORP.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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F. TRUBEE DAVISON, Ass'l Sec'y of War Says

"The Airminded Youth of Today is the

Airminded Public of Tomorrow"

Just Like Lindy's

BOYS BUILD
AEROPLANES

By following "THE AMERICAN BOY"
Home Instructor Prints you may easily

construct at home and with the tools you

now have a 3-foot TRANS-ATLANTIC
monoplane complete in every detail.

This ship is a real marvel and teaches

you the regular work followed in a big

real aeroplane factory and is fascinating as

well. Be the first in your neighborhood to

build one. Manual training classes all over

the country are building this ship as part

of their regular course. Tell your instructor

in carpenter class about it.

FATHERS— You too are interested

in aviation—You will be pleased and bene-

fitted also. Top of wing may be used for

Balsawood Radio loud -speaker. Instructions

included. We supply any or all parts you

do not choose to make. Dictionary of all

aviation terms included for a limited time.

Send $ 1 .00 cash or money order today.

HOME INSTRUCTOR CO.
Box 310

Farmingdale, L. I., N. Y.

a<o- «e

—

Build and Fly a 3-ft. Model of

LINDBER GH'S
"Spirit of St. Louis"

Model Airplanes
25c per Set

New Yrrk-PariB Plan
KOKKER Nurth Pole

Plane
OURTISS JN4D-2 Biola,
1)<- HAVII.LAND Biplar
N-C 4 Naval Seaplane

the ' Spirit of St. Lou
Lin.tt..-r«h crossed tne
Oo-an. Anv to in-lit tm\ ,

this m., ,1,-1. Ih.- IIiKAI.i Y,,.-

Outfit contains everythinR _

all parts, fittings, materials and
,
including careful instruc-

ilaris and diagrams. The
moat-i is wimdeiTul. has many fea-
tures ..f the nriKinal. and n guaran-
teed to fly. Complete

Construction Outfit $7.50
i West of Denver. Colo. , and in

Canada, price is $8.00)

Dealei

New 64-Page Book of Model Airplanes

f flying; contains
liuil.linK gliders

nformation about
'lanes; uIko mostscale Models of

complete catalogue of materials for
model builders. Sent postpaid for *»C

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO., Inc

24-28 VVesI 19th Street. New York City

ALL-KANSAS AIR TOUR
By Edwin W. Pryor

T^HE All-Kansas Air Tour drove home
* to more than 150,000 persons the fact

that aviation is here commercially. That is

a conservative estimate of the crowds that

viewed the caravan of 16 airplanes, ranging

in size from the Ford- Stout tri-motored all-

metal plane owned by the Standard Oil

Company of Indiana to the PI pursuit ship

flown by Lieut. Ennis C. Whitehead, that

toured the state of Kansas April 2-7, inclu-

sive, visiting 23 cities during the six days.

Governor Ben S. Paulen was a passenger

aboard the Stanolind, the Ford-Stout plane

that acted as flagship for the tour. He spoke

at every stop, urging the citizens of this state

to establish adequate landing fields, talking

in glowing terms of the future of aviation,

and stressing the safety of aircraft to-day.

Others who made addresses were : Carl

F. Schory, secretary of the N.A.A. contest

committee ; Allen Jackson, vice president of

the Standard Oil Company of Indiana ; C. F.

Hatmaker, assistant general manager of the

western division of the same company ; C. F.

Gates, president of the Prairie Pipe Line

Company; Marcellus M. Murdock, president

of the Wichita N.A.A. chapter ; Lieut. Ennis

C. Whitehead; Roscoe Vaughan, treasurer

of the Wichita chapter and one of the ori-

ginators of the tour ; and Arch Merriam,

state N.A.A. governor and flight commander.

Included in the list of ships starting on the

tour were the Stanolind, a new Travel Air

monoplane, Travel Air biplanes, Swallow

biplanes, a Cessna cantilever wing monoplane,

two Waco planes, an Army PI, a Buhl plane

piloted by E. W. Day and Richard Lees, jr.,

Department of Commerce aeronautical in-

spectors, and the Stearman biplane which

flew with Lieutenant Whitehead's pursuit

ship as pathfinders for the caravan, and to

clear the fields at the different stops.

The cities visited during the week were

:

Newton, Hutchinson, McPherson, Salina,

Concordia, Abilene, Junction City, Fort

Riley, Manhattan, Topeka, Kansas City,

Kansas, Ottawa. Garnett, Iola, Chanute,

Parsons, Coffeyville, Independence, Moline,

Arkansas City, Winfield, and Eureka, in the

order named.
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NEBRASKA AIR NEWS
\ MODERN aviation school was opened

recently at Norfolk by A. A. Risser,

who obtained a long time lease on an ideally

located field just one mile from city limits

southeast of town along the Norfolk, Fre-

mont highway. The airport, on which has

been constructed a two-plane metal hangar,

is surrounded by open country.

Mr. Risser sells and uses for all instruc-

ts vork the Lincoln Page plane.

siting pilots are welcome at the field

.1 times and will be given courteous ser-

ENGINEERING SERVICE-

Air Transport
Engineering
Ask for Transport Leaflet

Archibald Black
Garden City, N. Y.

"MODELS

READY TO FLY ^

Dowae Stunt Plane
FLIES! GLIDES! LOOPS!
TAKES OFF UNDER POWER

SPIRALS AND CLIMBS
More than a toy—A scientific model

postpaid DOWAE TOYS
$1.00 P. O. Box 1 396, Springfield, Mass.

INSIGNIA
C VERYONE lniereated In wia-" tion. whether a pilot, a stu-
dent or just an admirer—will be
proud to display this attractive
charm. A very acceptable gift.

Made with craftsmanllbe precision.

Sterling Silver, $4.00 each
Also made in 10 karat gold

Send check or money order; no C. O. D. deliveries.

*'ACE" BADGE, BUTTON & MEDAL CO.
J03-305 Fifth Ave. New York City

Distributor proposl
airport facil'

"

handle sate of

m ercial

tion for parties with
i funds to

ird Com-
i' 1 a d«i

for at
Not connect-
way with any
turer of alrplan^a.

E. M. LAIRD AIRPLANE COMPANY
4500 West 83rd Street Chicago, Illinois

_ ory.
ed in any

other manufae-

„ INVENTIONS _„H PATENT YOUR IDEAS I
Send me a sketch or simple model

your invention. Satisfactory terms.

of

PATENTS
DESIGNS

TRADEMARKS
COPYRIGHTS

Free advice. Confidential, prompt persona)
service of Registered Patent Attorney, former
U. S. Patent Examiner. Booklet.

ALBERT L. JACOBS
721 Barrister BIdg. WASHINGTON, D. C.

' AIR SERVICE"

South America

COLOMBIAN AIRWAY SYSTEM
Regularly operated since 1921

Saves 10 days from seaports to

Central & Western Colombia

All-Metal Seaplanes

All-Water Routes

All-Year-Round Flying

Air Mail, Parcel Post and Passengers
carried between all cities in Colombia
Starting from Barranquilla planes operate
daily except Sundays to the Interior and
on regular schedule to Buenaventura on
the West Coast, connecting with all

United Fruit Steamers.

Colombian Air Mail Stamps and Passage
Reservation at

American Trading Company, Inc.

96 Wall Street, New York City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PACIFIC TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY

San Diego California

"Air Capital of the West"

Offers Home Study Courses in Aeronautical Engi-

neering and Practical Aviation.

Residence Courses in well equipped shops, witb class

room instruction.

Affiliated with Kvan Flying School, where our students

can actually learn the art of flying with new air-

planes equipped with the famous Ryan- Siemens En-
gines.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

MAHONEY
Aircraft Corp'n

Owners of Ryan Airlines and Ryan Fljins Co.

Builders of Col. Lindbergh's '[Spirit of
St. JCouis" and his new plane, give com-
plete flying instruction the entire year.

Students have an opportunity to study
factory, field and airline methods.

SAN DIEGO - - . CALIFORNIA

EQUIPMENT

GOGGLE LENSES
All Kinds, Sizes and Shapes

Resistal Non-Shatterable and Optically Sa£«

Bent sheet glass, any curve
Curved blown glass, any curve

Cylinder Piano, Army Specification

Meaisous Piano, Navy Specification

Prescriptions ground, in any shape or curve

Clear
Colored, for every purpose

STRAUSS & BUEGELEISEN
G.fgle Manufacturer, BROOKLYN, N. T.

•MATERIALS

HISPANO WRIST PINS GROUND

TO ANY OVERSIZE, $3.50 A SET
Landing Gears for Standard. . .$35.00

D. H. Landing Gears 45.00

A large purchase of new and used air-

plane parts, originally Government prop-

erty, for Jennies, D.H.'s and Standards

enables us to sell them at ridiculously low
prices. An entire line of motor parts for

Liberty and Hispano. Write for com-
plete list.

TEXAS AIRPLANE CORPORATION
Route 1, Box 101 San Antonio, Texas

RADIO EQUIPMENT
EOR U. S. AIRWAYS

CONTRACTS have been awarded cover-

ing radio equipment for twelve radio

control stations, six radio, beacons and twelve

marker beacons to be established on the

National Airways in the amount of $155,277.

The award for radio transmitters for control

stations and radio beacons was made to the

General Electric Company, and the radio

transmitters for the marker beacons were

awarded to the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company. The radio control

stations collect weather information tele-

phoned from intermediate fields along the

airways and exchange weather information

with other terminal landing fields for use of

the airplane pilot before starting his flight.

After the departure of the plane and while

in flight, the control station will keep the

pilot advised of any change in weather con-

ditions or landing condition at the terminal

fields along the airway. The radio and

marker beacon will provide radio direction

for navigating the airplane. The radio equip-

ment contracted for will be delivered to the

Department within six months, and the con-

trol and radio stations will be established this

fall on the National Airways where night

flying is required. The installation and main-

tenance will be under the direction of the

Airways Division of the Lighthouse Service.

' MATERIALS"""

NOTRUS HANGAR CORP.
T^jOTRUS HANGAR CORPORATION
^ has been organized at Houston, Texas

for the manufacture of hangars to accom-

modate any type or size of aircraft.

Their "Turtlebak-" hangar, so named be-

cause of its resemblance to a turtle's back,

is designed to accommodate an individual

plane. These hangars are made of as-

sembled sections joined together by carriage

bolts of sufficient strength to anchor bolts

imbedded in concrete. All of the company's

hangars are built in sections and are made

in the factory. They can be assembled on

the desired location within 4S hours.

Harry E. Weaver is president of the or-

ganization ; W. H. Rankin, secretary and

treasurer ; Theodore Ahlborn, vice presi-

dent ; Otis S. Van De Mark, chairman of the

board ; Daniel Loob, director of sales and

advertising. Among the more prominent

stockholders are W. T. Carter, Win. Coch-

ran, lames Shivelv and Otis Van de Mark.

NAT'L BALLOON RACE
*T,HE National Elimination Balloon Race
* for the second Litchfield trophy will be

held May 30 starting at Bettis Field, Pitts-

burgh. The winners of the first three places

will comprise the American team to be en-

tered in the Gordon Bennett International

Balloon Race which will start from Detroit,

June 30.—...—i. MATERIALS '»™»»'™™»™"'»'™"''™»

*| TRADE MARK C

Insulated
Staples

Per all airplane or aircraft

wiring and small tubing sup-

port.

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co.
Boston, Mass.

CLEARING OUT!
We need the room

—

Get these while they last

OX cylinders, like new $10.00

OX intake pipes, new 1.00

OX valve action, like new, complete assembly
(per cyl.) 5.00

OX piston pins 40

OX piston rings 10

OX S. A. E. tachometer drives 3.50

OX lower oil pan cover i.50

OX cable tube assembly (41813) 2.25

OX socket wrench (crankshaft nut) 50
OX socket wrench (prop, hub nut) 50
OX water pump wrench 60
Liberty hose champs (per hundred) 75
Lunkenheimer gas strainers 1.00

Triplex goggles 2.50
Wheels, 750 s 125, new 575
Wheels, 26 x 4. new 7.00

Wheels, 28 x 4, new 3.50

Chronemetric tachometers, with 7 ft. S. A. E.
tachometer shafts, complete, ready to
install 15.00

Altimeters (small or large) 8.00
Oil gauges (new production) 1.00

Compasses, Durkee or G. E., new 15.00

Turn indicator, used 50.00
Distance thermometer 5.00
Plywood (waterproof) 1/32", 1/16" or

per ft. 25
A C spark plugs 25
A C spark plugs in lots of 100 20
Jenny axles 3.00
Jenny radiators (Rhome-Turney) 28.00

(Harrison) 15.00

(Fetters) 9.00
Jenny or Canuck flippers (good covering).... 8.00

stabilizer (good covering) . . 14.00
Standard landing gear, complete, new 45.00
Standard metal turtlebacks 20. 0U

upper wings, good cover 70.00
Canuck fuselage, complete with landing gear,

controls, eta. all ready for motor 75.00
Tail group for above (cover like new) 20.00

HEATH AIRPLANE CO., Inc.

285 6 Broadway Chicago, Illinois

RUSCO AERO PRODUCTS
CORDS: Shod* Absorber, Instrument Mounting, Para-
chute Pack Opening, Balloon Valve. Glider Sling.
RINGS: Aero Rings. Landing Gear, Tail Skid.
BRAIDS: Panel Lacing. Parachute Shroud Line.
TAPES: Reinforcing. All Widths.
WEBBING: Elastic—Streamline Gap Covers.
WEBBING: Non-elastic—Cotton and Linen—Parachute
Harness—Shims. Tank Strap. AU Sizes—Tensile
Strengths up to 12,000 lbs.

The Russell Manufacturing Co. (Founded 1830) I

Sales Office: 349 B'way. N. Y. C- Factory : M iddletown. Ct. |

EXPORT »"""'""'"""«""""" «——•

^/"E offer to Manufacturers

interested in EXPORT
the services of a dependable

Organization, well established

in the entire Foreign Field.

Manufacturers' Export Managers
116 Broad Street, New York. N Y

INSURANCE

AVIATION INSURANCE
Planes insured against loss or damage by fire, wind-
storm, theft or crash. Owners and operators may pro-

tect themselves against claim* for injury or death to

their emplovees. the. public, passengers, and for dam-
age of property of others. Pilots may protect them-
selves and families with accident and life insurance.

Special coverage may be secured on airports, air meets,

delivery flights, etc
102 S. State St.

Chicago
Specializing in AVIATION INSURANCE since 1919

Walter C. Crowdus 20

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS HERE
GET REAL RESULTS

RATES — $6.25 PER INCH

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL NEWS IN BRIEF
L ompiled froi, the foreign aeronautical press, the Transportation Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and our special correspondents

CANADA
Canada Air News
By James Montagues

CANADA'S air mail is to start function-

ing early this summer, four contract

routes having been arranged. Taking the

mail from incoming trans-Atlantic liners,

xie service is to operate from Father Point

to Montreal four times a week at a cost of

$49,000 or $1.25 per flying mile. The Can-

adian Transcontinental Airways, Ltd., of

Quebec, has been awarded this contract.

Canadian Airways, Ltd., of Montreal has

been awarded the contract for a service from

Montreal to Toronto, four times a week at

$49,000 or $1.25 per flying mile. This ser-

vice is expected to start on May 1st, the

Leaside Airdrome of the Toronto Flying

Club to be used.

A third service from Montreal to Ottawa,

bi-weekly for the season will be performed

by the Canadian Trans-Continental Airways,

Ltd.. for $8,250.

The fourth service, awarded to the Can-

adian Colonial Airways Company, calls for

an all year service, between Montreal and

Albany. X. Y., to connect there with the

United States transcontinental service. The

cost of this service is $95,900.

The total cost of this nucleus of Canada's

air mail service is $201,150. It is hoped

that in time the mail will fly from Halifax

to Vancouver in 36 hours, instead of the

present five days by train.

News from Canada

By C. P. C. Downman
'TpHE J. Dalzell McKee "Trans-Canada
* trophy" an annual award for meritor-

ious service in the advancement of aviation

in Canada has been awarded for the year to

Captain H. A. "Doc" Oaks.

During 1927 Captain Oaks was manager

of the Western Canada Airways, with head-

quarters in Winnipeg, and under his direc-

tion great strides have been made in organi-

zation of efficient flying services in Northern

Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Captain Oaks is a mining engineer and

geologist by profession. He served in

France and England in 1917 and 1918 and

was wounded with the 48th Squadron, Royal

Air Force, in France.

GENERAL AIRWAYS has been incor-

porated and will operate a passenger

service in Quebec and Ontario. Headed by

N. Cumming, others identified with the com-

pany are : A. R. Brown, Toronto airman,

and G. M. Bawley. who has been named as

vice president.

THE Canadian Wright Limited, recently

organized for the purpose of supplying

Canadian aircraft with the famous Wright

Whirlwind engine, has just completed the

assembly and testing of the first engines at

its plant in Maisonneuve, Montreal. These

engines are of the latest J5CA type and

have been shipped to the Patricia Airways,

Ltd., and Canadian Western Airways of

Winnipeg.

WITH the opening of navigation on the

St. Lawrence, the air mail service

from Rimouski has been resumed. Last

year the service was confined to Montreal,

although one trip was made to Ottawa. This

year, however, there will be an extension

and both Ottawa and Toronto are included

in the air mail program.

With the opening of the St. Lawrence

navigation the winter air mail service to

Anticosti and the Magdalen Islands has been

discontinued.

A t'LL'BHOL'SE for members of the

»•* Montreal Light Aeroplane Club will

l>e erected at St. Hubert, five miles outside

Montreal, where the Government is creat-

ing an airdrome of 750 acres, and where the

airship mooring mast will be established.

Captain F. G. M. Sparks, instructor at

the London. England. Light Aeroplane Club,

will lie chief instructor for the Montreal

Light Aeroplane Club.

HpHK Royal Canadian Air Force is co-

* operating with the Department of Agri-

culture, through the Dominion plant patho-

logical laboratory at the Manitoba Agricul-1

tural College, Winnipeg, in the great work

being done in studying and formulating a

plan of control for one of Canada's worst

and most costly enemies—wheat rust. Can-J
,

adian "Moth" planes are used. Airplanes
|

have been used extensively for the purpose

of locating diseased conditions in forests,

and also in dusting from the air for the

control of the spruce budworm and in other

investigations.

Display of Italian military planes at Centocelle, Italy.

ITALY
f X a speech delivered March 23rd at the

* Italian Parliament by General Balbo,

Undersecretary of State for Aeronautics,

the Minister summed up the excellent re-

sults of the aeronautical activity in Italy

during 1927. Among other subjects, he

dealt with the actual activity of the Italian

Air Force in the last few years. During

1924 the pilots of the Air Fleet totalled no

less than 60,103 flying hours, during 1926

the figures went up to 70,136; during 1927,

8,821 hours were flown, which are dis-

tributed as follows: land machines, 34.268

hours; seaplanes, 11,797; airships, 4,201;

pupils of the Central Flying School (Aero-

nautical Academy), 15,469; aircraft of the

Experimental Group, 1,136; other flying

schools, 30,000 flying hours.

The following is evidence of the flying

activity of the highest chiefs of aeronautical

Italy: General Balbo, more than 270 hours

during 1927; General De Pinedo, 450 (in-

clusive of his recent famous flight); Gen-

eral Capuzzo, 61.45": General Lombard,

37.15"; General Vece, 45.30"; Genera! Valle,

37.20". The Colonial Aviation is largely

represented in the above figures. The Cy- •

renaica Air Force totalled about 500 hours

flown: the Tripoli A.F., 1,800; the Somalia

A.F., 365. Most of these flights were car-

ried out in war service.

Automatic restoration of aircraft to nor-

mal position during flight, the minimizing

of risks resulting from "stalling" are funda-

mental problems being dealt with by Italian

technical men. The Italian Government

have contracted with the Handley Page

Firm and is testing the slot wing on the

Br 1 machine.

To prevent fire dangers all Italian air-

craft have to have on board an improved

extinguisher and every airman in flight must

wear a parachute.

During 1924, the Italian Air Force re-

corded a mortal accident for every 1001

hours flown ; in 1925, 55 accidents I 1 for

1071 hours flown): in 1926. 71 accidents (1

for 987 hours flown) : in 1927. 96 accidents

(1 for 1051 f.h.).

'TpHE Italian expedition to the arctic re-

gions, consisting of nineteen passengers

and crew, made its start from Milan on April

15. The expedition is under the able com-

mand of General Umberto Nobile and with

Colonel Grossa, as his competent aide. They
(Continued on next page)
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• / Set of three in durable leatherette

case lined urith purple velvet

75

An Investment
You'll Never Regret

With this handy kit you can do any job on a plane where pliers

are needed. The Aviator's Kit is more than an outfit of pliers—it is

a set of three super-quality tools, designed just for you and your
work. You'll never regret the investment.
Mechanics in every field who want "the best" demand

Vacuum/? • Pliers
ff REG. U.S.PAT. OFFICE \JK MMJ

Over Half a Millii

No other pliers have the strength and durability of "Vacuum
Grips". They're made of a special formula electric furnace alloy tool

steel, hammer-forged. JVor surface hardened (CASE HARDENED)
but HARDENED AND OIL TEMPERED THRU AND THRU

—

strong
to the very core!

Perfectly aligned hand filed cutters that stay
teeth and deeply milled jaws for powerful gripping
yet much stronger than ordinary heavy pliers.

Guaranteed to give you 100% satisfactory ser
today and learn what it means to own a set of re

sharp. Hand-filed
. Light in weight,

Order a kit

al plU

WRITE FOR CATALOG SHOWING COMPLETE LINE.

Aviator's Kit, Set of Three, $5.75 ^
YOUR NAME ETCHED FREE ON HANDLES

No. 67 (left)—The "Aviator"—Thin nose; Bide S
cutters: adjustable joint. Length 7". Price, $2.00.
No. 196 (center)—Long Reach Needle Nose for get- S
ting Into inaccessible places. Side wire cutter;
spring tempered. Lensth 6^". Price. $1.85. *

I

Ho. 1S6 (right)—Diagonal Cutters. Very S
handy; every airplane mechanic needs ^ / „
"hem. Length 6". Price, $1.90. ^ /«*

FORGED STEEL
PRODUCTS CO.

Mewport, Penna.

K9

.A* last—
lean Fly!"

The big moment has arrived ! Our hero
has spent three minutes a day studying
"Pleasant Paragraphs for Prospective Pi-
lots"—and now Prof. Postman is handing
him his diploma. Ah, the thrill of it—the
heavenly bliss of this graduation day ! But
it won't be long now. Instead of a "post"
graduate there's, apt to be a post mortem if

he ever gets his hands on the controls . . .

This quaint little scene, frankly, is just

about what some folks think of a corre-
spondence course in Flying. And I don't
blame them. Now what do you think of
that?—coming from the president of a
home-study Aviation school? ... If you
think it's odd, then you haven't a clear idea
of what Aviation Institute is doing. And
I sincerely do want you to know.

I Am NOT Teaching

"Flying-by-Mail"
Nowhere in my advertising or literature do I

claim to turn out flyers. My Course gives Avia-
tion's ground-work to sincere men who cannot
leave job or home to get class-room instruction.
The Industry needs men who knew. Time, equip-
ment and the rendering of service are too val-
uable for guesswork or amateur tinkering.

My textbooks cover the theory of flight, plane
construction, rigging, repairs, motors of all types,
instruments, commercial management— essential
knowledge that every man in Aviation, whether
on the ground or in the air, must have to handle
his job intelligently. Those students who then
want to get into the flying end of the business
are referred to the nearest good flying field where
they receive special rates and make much faster
progress because of my preliminary training.

I am eager to have you get my proposition
straight from headquarters, so that you'll know-
exactly where and how I stand. I'll trade my
book for your name and address. The coupon
will grant me your courtesy. Many thanks.

Walter Hinton
President

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Walter Hinton, Pres., 108-E
Aviation Institute or U. S. A.,
1115 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Kindly send me a copy of your booklet outlining '

your home-study, "ground-work" course in Avia- •

Hon. I

Name

I Street Age.

I City State..

I
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(Foreign Xeivs continued)

anticipate making several trips of long dura-

tion from their Spitzbergen base ; one of

these will be to the North Pole, others to

the northeast and northwest. The airship to

be used, the Italia, is a development of the

Norge which was used by Captain Amund-

sen in his 1926 polar expedition. The Italia

will be in constant radio communication with

Rome.

FRANCE
CAPT. GIRARDOT and Lieut. Cornillon

have completed a remarkable long-dis-

tance flight by flying from Paris to Tim-

buctoo and back in 4 l/2 days. They left Le

Bourget in an Amiot S.E.C.M. 122 (650

h.p. Lorraine), accompanied by a navigator

and a mechanic, early in the morning

on April 3 and arrived at Colomb-Bechar

(Algeria) that evening. After refuelling

they set out again, and flying by night

over the Sahara, reached Timbuctoo at

6 am. the following morning. They

started again after a hasty meal, and

flying via Banako, Dakar, and Casablanca,

arrived at Villacoublay on April 7, having

covered in all 6,200 miles in 6Sy2 flying

hours, at an average speed of 95 m.p.h.

THE note-worthy round the world tour

of Captain Dieudonne Costes and his

navigator Lieutenant Commander Joseph

LeBrix was successfully completed on April

14 at Le Bourget. Early in October these

gallant Frenchmen in the Nungesser-Coli

started on the first lap of what has proved to

be one of the greatest world flights. They

completed 35,000 miles in 338 hours of fly-

ing time in one Breguet XIX plane, powered

with an Hispano-Suiza, 500 h.p. engine.

The variety of countries visited added keen

interest to the tour. The rou^ followed in-

cluded stops at St. Louis, Africa, Natal,

Caravellas, Rio de Janeiro, Pelotas, Buenos

Aires, Montevideo, Santiago, La Paz, Lima,

Guayaquil, Panama City, Colon, Caracas,

Baranquilla, Guatemala City, Mexico City,

New Orleans, Montgomery, Washington,

New York, Sharon, Detroit, Chicago, Rock

Springs, San Francisco, Tokio, Hanoi, Cal-

cutta, Karachi, Basra, Aleppo, Athens, Paris.

On their return to Le Bourget the aviators

were received with the same keen enthusiasm

that had been displayed in every capital in

which they stopped. Their role as ambassa-

dors from France was diplomatically played.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
COMMERCIAL air transportation in

Czechoslovakia made considerable prog-

ress during the year 1927. Owing to the

central geographical position of the country

on the intersection of the European traffic

between the west and east and the north and

south of Europe, the activities on the air-

ports of Prague are worth studying. The

organization of commercial air transporta-

tion in Czechoslovakia is in the hands of the

Ministry of Public Works, while the Minis-

try of Posts and Telegraphs is in charge of

the transportation of mail.

There are several lines operating on the

territory of the Republic of which the

Czechoslovak National Airlines are a. State

institution, while two other lines, the Inter-

national Company of Aerial Navigation, and

the Czechoslovak Air Transport Corporation

are supported financially by the State. The

latter corporation cooperates with the Ger-

man Lufthansa A.G. in Berlin and the Aus-

trian. Luftverkehrs-Aktien Gesellschaft in

Vienna. The Polish line Aerolot, connect-

ing Warsaw with Vienna, also runs across

Czechslovakia and the airfield of Brno

(Bruenn) brings it into the system of the

Czechoslovak airlines.

Czechoslovakia, being a highly industrial-

ized country without a seaboard, the im-

portance of the air transportation was

quickly grasped by the Czech authorities and

liberal financial support from the state treas-

ury has been given to aeronautics. Although

not yet self-supporting the airlines are al-

ready approaching this goal.

Czechoslovak National Airlines regularly

cover the following routes: Prague-Brno-

Bratislava - Kosice; Prague - Marienbath-

Carlsbad. The International Company for

Aerial Navigation maintains communica-

tion between : Prague - Nurnberg - Strass-

bourg-Paris ;
Prague-Warsaw ; and Prague-

Vienna-Budapest- Belgrade-Bucarest-Angora.

By means of the German Lufthansa A.G.

the airport of Prague is the starting point

for flights to Dresden-Berlin-Luebeck-Ko-

penhagen-Malmoe ; Chemnitz-HaUe-Hanno-

ver-Bremen
;

Breslau-Prague-Munich- (Zu-

rich-Lausanne-Geneve-Marseille). The sec-

tor Prague-Vienna is worked by the Czecho-

slovak and Austrian planes in accordance

with the agreement concluded with the Aus-

trian Luftverkehr Gesellschaft in Vienna.

Brno, the capital of Moravia, provides a

landing place for flights between Berlin-

Breslau-Brno-Vienna and Krakow-Brno-Vi-

enna. A direct airline connecting Prague

with Venice (Italy) via Vienna will be in-

augurated in spring.

Traffic on the Czechoslovak National Air-

lines is carried on from March 1st to Octo-

ber 31st. Next year a winter schedule will

be introduced. In spite of rather unfavor-

able conditions during the winter months,

particularly on the sector of Slovakia, the

schedule was maintained with 96 per cent

regularity.

The National Air Lines use 7 airplanes

of De Havilland, type DH50, several bi-

planes of Czechoslovak production, type

"Smolik 19," and 2 airplanes of Farman-

Goliath type accommodating 12 passengers

and 2 pilots. The latter machines were

manufactured in Czechoslovakia by the

"Avia", the most important of the Czecho-

slovak airplane plants, who have the French

patent.

The International Company for Aerial

Navigation begins its activities on February

15, continuing them till November 15. 80

one-motor machines of the type "Spad 56"

are used besides 3-motor planes of Caudron-

81 type and Farman-Jabiru type.

On the line Berlin-Vienna the German
Lufthansa uses Junkers G-27 3-motor

planes, accommodating 8-9 passengers.

Junkers F-13 and Dornier-Merkur one-mo-

tor types also are used.

The number of flights made on the

Czechoslovak National Airlines during the

present year was 2,268 or more than double

those in 1926 when the number was 1,082.

The distance covered was 415,278 kilo-

metres, compared with 250,000 last year. In

1924, the number of passengers conveyed

was 426, in 1925 this increased to 604, in

1926 to 1,703 and in 1927 to 4,233. In 1926

the amount of freight carried was 4.5 mil-

lion kilograms, a figure which increased in

the current year to 18.1 millions. From

1924 to 1927 inclusive, no accident involving

injury to passengers has happened. In 1927

a single emergency landing only occurred.

This high degree of safety and regularity

applies to all the Czech lines.

ENGLAND
THE Britannia Trophy has been awarded

by the Royal Aero Club to Lieut. H.

H. Bentley, A.F.C., S.A.A.F., for his solo

flight from London to Cape Town in a D.

H. Moth (A.D.C. Cirrus engine) between

Sept. 1-28, 1927.

The Britannia Trophy was presented to

the Royal Aero Club by Mr. Horatio Bar-

ber, to be awarded each year to the British

aviator who, in the opinion of the Commit-

tee, shall have accomplished the most meri-

torious performance in the air during the

year. An Avia type BH single-seater on display in Czechoslovakia.
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ANNOUNCING

The Premier

Air Cruise of Europe
Sailing S. S. TUSCANIA, July 14

A 50-day tour of England, Hol-

land, Belgium, Germany, Switzer-

land and France by air liner. Air

travel throughout by Handley-

Page, Fokker and Junkers cabin

planes. Cabin steamship accommo-

dation, first-class hotels, and all

meals and transportation included.

Inclusive rate, $985.

Write for Booklet M containing full

particulars.

MERCURY TOURS,
Woolworth Building New York

^ / in a Whirlwind

LOCKHEED "VEGA'

135 m. p. h.

with 1000 lbs. pay load!

AIR ASSOCIATES
Inc.

(The A viation Clearing House

)

Eastern Distributors

HANGAR: Curtiss Field, L. I.

SALESROOM: 535 Fifth Ave.

NEW YORK CITY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AERO DIGEST will award a prize of

$5 each month for the best humorous con-
tribution published. Only those pertaining to

the aircraft field will be considered. Address
the "Picked from the Air" Department,
Aero Digest, 220 West 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y.

Russell Card, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
won the prize for May.

First Mechanic—"Say, Bill, take a

look at this fine picture I have here of

Colonel Lindbergh."

Second Mechanic (After looking

for a moment or two at the picture)—
"Why, this ain't no picture of Lind-

bergh. It's just a blank piece of

paper."

First Mechanic (Examining the

"picture" again)—"Doggone it, he

must have hopped off again."

Hunting a Thrill

Flies from Georgia to See

Friend Injured in Crash

—

—Boston Herald.

Stringing It Out

Chamber lin completed work on the plane,

in which he is to make a 30,000-mile lecture.

—Peoria paper.

Little more aviation and we'll have to

start zoning the ozone.

—

Arkansas Gazette.

Maybe a visit from Lindy would help the

Houston convention.

—

Tampa Tribune.

WANTED—To drive truck or taxi car,

reasonable price. Can't stand hard work

since fall in airplane. Joseph Kane, R. 1,

City.

—

Martinshurg. H'. Va.. Journal.

Uncle Sam has earned the credit of in-

troducing two kinds of diplomacy : shirt-

sleeve and airplane.

—

Boston Herald.

A Spanish toreador says Colonel Lind-

bergh would be a great bull-fighter. Con-

sidering his marvelous resistance to bull, he

alreadv is.

—

Arkansas Gazette.

Frustrated Life

Lady—"How come you are a tramp?"

Tramp—"Crowded out of my profession.

I'm a sky writer from Pittsburgh."

Allston (Mass.) Recorder.

Oh! See the Dicky Bird

Two experiments in this line are noted

by the papers, one conducted by a man in

Brooklyn, his machine having four wings

like a bird.

Editorial in the Indianapolis Star.

That fool-proof airplane that has been

invented in England is a little late. We had

niir picture taken in one at Coney Island

last summer.
* * *

A San Diego school has a class in para-

chute jumping. Students who fail to pass

the final examination probably don't bother

about going back.

—

Russet Crousc in the

N. Y. Even. Post.

"Houses Shaken in Queens."

—

Headline.

Probably Mr. Levine making a landing.

* * *

"Los Angeles at Panama Canal.'

—

Head-
line. If Little Willie gets a poor mark in

geography this month you'll have to excuse

it.—H. I. Phillips in the N. Y. Sun.

Instructor (to new student aviator) : "The
motor is 'missing.' We will have to go
down."

Student (looking up over zirindshield) :

"No, it isn't ; it's right where it was when
we started." —Urban Lowdcn.

In the year 2000—"Good mornin', Skip-
per! I'm just down out of a fog. What's
your ocean—the Atlantic or the Pacific'"

Judge.

Of Trumps

The Girl—"I should think you'd feel

happy as a king when you're in the air."

. I'. ialor—"Happier. I'm an acc."

—

Bos-

ton Transcript.

The navy lias tabooed the loop-the-loop

for the flyers, probably because it upsets

them so. * * *

Cnder the new law in New York, driving

.111 airplane while drunk, hitherto punishable

by death, is now only a misdemeanor.
—The Detroiter.

On a farm in North Georgia is posted this

sign—

"Flivvers ottymobile and flyin' machin*

picknickers will be persecuted to the full

extent of low mean mongrel dogs which ain't

never been overily soshibil with strangers

and one dubbel barel shotgun which ain't

loaded with no sofy pillers. Dam if I ain't

tired of this hell raisin on my property."

—Fairchild Acronram.

The Breman was late. The reason was

—

they were hungry and the Baron opened the

lunch basket and pulled forth the frankfurters

and sausages
;
they were about to eat when

Col. Fitzmaurice said, "Say, this is Friday

we can't eat meat." Consequently they

stopped to fish.

— C. Raymond Kramer.

Maybe the Irish pilot of the Breman just

couldn't resist stopping at Greenly.

— 'The Fun Factory."

Two Irishmen in a large aircraft factory

were discussing the probability of Life, after

Death.

"Moike, shure I belaive there is a loife

after leaving this worrld, and it twi'll be a

case of every man for hisself, or in other

worrds, to his trade. Now, for example, a

musical instrument moiker t'would build the

harps or trumpets for the Angels to play

their daily chords. Me,— I'm a wing builder.

What a joy it will be to moike wings for the-

Saints! I can almost hear good old Saint

Patrick, with a broad grin on his faice,.

pat me on the back and say, "Pat McCarthy
your a wonder, moike me anither pair."

But I pity you Moike, my heart is already

filled with sorrow, all you can do is moike

tails. —IV. J. Powers.
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NOW
RCA Radio Equipment

for Airplanes and Airports

Now airplane manufacturers and airport

managers can equip with radio communica-
tion apparatus made by the same organiza-

tion that builds the great stations for trans-

oceanic communication and the radio tele-

phone and telegraph apparatus for ships at

sea.

The Radio Corporation of America is pre-

pared to analyze and furnish full informa-

tion on radio telephone, radio telegraph and

beacon radio equipment for communication
between plane and plane, plane and airport,

and airport and airport. Address the

Radio Corporation of America
23 3 Broadway New York City

Prominent pilots

recommend

AB ROTOCS

Eddie Stinson, Ray

Collins, W. A. Mara,

Speed Holman and

many other famous

aviators use and
recommend Gordon

Aerotogs.

The Gordon Aerotog trade-mark assures

you of the finest in aviation clothing. Tail-

ored by experts. Carefully finished in every

detail. Fully guaranteed. Fur lined, wool

lined and all-leather flying suits; leather

blouses and jackets; leather or cloth helmets,

gloves and mittens. If your regular dealer

cannot supply you, write to us today.

GORDON AND FERGUSON, Inc., Saint Paul, Minn.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF
THE BURNELLI TYPE:

Accessible multiple engine compartment

Extensive reduction of head resistance.

Reduced turning moment on one engine

Fuselage lift reduces landing speed

Increased capacity of the fuselage

Structural efficiency and simplicity

Invention of original airplane design has The Burnelli design combines the advan-

been rare and especially so when proved tages of the single engined tractor with

by thorough engineering construction and those of the nacelle type airplane with

operation. greater efficiency and accommodation. -

.'

Offices: 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Pilots/
You'll Want A
Hangar Like This

ESLINE HANGAR
Reasonably priced—easy time payments. Simplest to

erect—just bolt sectional steel units together. Take
down and set up on new location with lowest cost

—

100% salvageable. Fire, lightning and weather proof.

Costs less than less efficient types of construction.

Built for 1 to 50 ships. Many other Esline advantages.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Attractive dealer proposition open to you for first hangar

in your territory.

ESLINE COMPANY
614 Michigan St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Safer!
—this new

tie rod terminal

Tighten the lock nut as much
as you will—you cannot hurt

the terminal or break the tie

rod. New, stronger, safer,

better. Lock nut screws on to

the terminal instead of on to

the rod, avoiding torsional and

tensile strains, giving closest

thread fit. Write for detailed

information. Macwhyte Com-
pany, 2907 Fourteenth Ave-
nue, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

MACWHYTE
\o)treamline and Round Tie Rods

Patent Safe Lock Terminals

THE WILKINS ARCTIC EXPEDITION
• (Continued from page 741)

miles in flights between Fairbanks and Barrow, the Arctic

shore base of exploration. Alger Graham, of Detroit,

relief pilot of the 1927 expedition, made approximately

5,000 miles in similar flights and in the Arctic shore area.

Eielson, pioneer of Alaskan pilots and the most experi-

enced of all Arctic aviators who have tried their wings in

those regions, covered approximately 10,000 miles on the

three expeditions. Joe Crosson, who has flown all over

Alaska in the past five years, made two flights for the ex-

pedition of 1927, totalling 1,400 miles.

On all of these flights, except trips by Lanphier, Cros-

son, and some of Graham's shore flights, Captain Wilkins

was navigator with Eielson or Graham, and has to his

credit a total of approximately 13,000 miles of Arctic flying.

Four different types of planes were used—Fokker, Stin-

son biplane, Swallow and Lockheed. Two Fokkers, one
with Liberty Engine, and one tri-motored with Wright
Whirlwinds, were used. Two Stinsons, with Wright
Whirlwinds; the Swallow with a Hispano-Suiza motor; and
the Lockheed, with Wright Whirlwind.

Landing gears were used in tests and on flights were
wheels, landing on dirt, snow and ice

;
skis, both wood and

Severski metal, the latter landing on ground in the last

flight of the 1927 expedition from Barrow to Fairbanks;
and a combination of skis and wheels was tried out in tests.

The Fokker plane made a total of six round trips over

the Endicott Mountains in 1926, from Fairbanks to Bar-|

row, rising, as all planes on this route must, to 9,000 ele-

vation to clear the lowest point, Anaktuvak Pass, and car-t

rying loads up to 6,000 pounds, chiefly gasoline.

The Stinsons were loaded up to 2300 pounds. The
Lockheed, in Wilkins' and Eielson's flight from Barrow

to Spitzbergen, took off with a load of more than 3,000

pounds, the bulk of this consisting of 370 gallons of gaso-

line and 12 gallons of oil.

Temperatures ranging from 33 above to 48 below zero,

were encountered in the various flights of the expedition,

the lowest, 48 when Wilkins and Eielson neared Spitz-

bergen on their last flight. Except for the inconvenience

and delay of warming motors by covering them with tents,

with oil stoves underneath, before starting in low tempera-

tures, the cold of the Arctic did not appear at any time to

prevent the proper functioning of motors.

The only forced landings, during the three expeditions,

were those of March 29, 1927, when Wilkins and Eielson,

500 miles northwest of Barrow, were compelled to come
down because a leaky oil pipe fouled one of the magnetos

of their Stinson ; and their landing that night, after nine

o'clock, because of failure of gasoline, after, they had

fought their way to 100 miles of the coast against a south-

west blizzard with wind at 70 miles per hour. Coming
flown in pitch darkness, unable to see out of the windows
of the cabin, they crashed on the ice, breaking the skis,

but with no other mishap. They were held in the plane

cabin for live days by the blizzard, then took 13 days

to walk 80 miles to shore, arriving at Beachy Point, 92

miles down the east shore from Barrow. During their

wait of five days in the plane they had drifted 167 miles

southeastward.

On that out- flight they succeeded in taking a sounding

of more than three miles. 500 miles northwest of Barrow,

proving the continental shelf in that direction, and the im-t

possibility of land in that area of the Arctic.

The expedition of 1926 was sponsored by the Detroit

Aviation Society and the American Geographic Society,

and by the people of Detroit. It failed in Arctic explora-

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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tory flights because the Endicott mountains proved im-

passable to dog teams trying to get gasoline through to

Barrow.

The expedition of 1927 was sponsored by the Detroit

News, the North American Newspaper Alliance, and the

American Geographic Society ; the Detroit News bearing

most of the expense of the expedition.

At the termination of that expedition, the Detroit New.
gave to Captain Wilkins the remaining Stinson plane. The
Fokker had been left in Fairbanks, during the 1927 expe

dition, because the propeller would not lift a useful loac

over the Endicott mountains. This plane, and the fuselae

of the other Fokker, whose wing had been crashed the ye.

before, were the property of Captain Wilkins. He sc.

the Stinson and the Fokker equipment, and put the p:

ceeds into the Lockheed plane of his 1928 expedition.

Wilkins and Eielson were the total personnel of this J

expedition. They left Fairbanks in the Lockheed Mr
20; flew over the Endicott range to Barrow, and on <

15th made their memorable flight to Spitzbergen, lai

on a small island in the north of the archipelago,

they were storm bound for five days, finally getting

again and landing safely at Green Harbor, where, as .

is written, they are waiting for the Arctic ice to brt

up sufficiently to allow a boat from Norway to bring thei

out.

The severity of the weather; the storm area into which

they ran on the Spitzbergen side; the impossibility of safe

landing on the ice en route ;
and, more than all else, the

rapid and great changes of magnetic fields in the area

northeast of Barrow on their route, makes the flight to

Spitzbergen epochal in history of aviation.

They crossed the area of the northern hemisphere most

difficult of aerial navigation, in a flight of 2,200 miles

terminating in the worst storm Spitzbergen has seen in

years in the month of April, and' reached their target in a

non-stop flight—a remarkable feat of navigation.

The fact that no land was discovered on this flight is a

negative scientific result, but of great value to ocean-

ography and to meteorological developments of the future.

Captain Wilkins reports that oyer a distance of 120 miles,

an area between Greenland and the Pole was blanketed with

fog, making it impossible to determine whether there might

be land there. Except for this spot, their route, for nearly

100 miles on either side, was free from land, though this

fog, like a drawn curtain, may have shut off extensive land

to the north.

Will they go again? If they do the whole world will

wish them God-speed, for the world today acknowledges

the courage, skill and steadfastness of purpose of Wilkins

and Eielson.

LETTERS TO UNCLE FRANK
(Continued from page 751)

They call this a private hospital, but right now I feel about

as private as a goldfish.

I'm writing this with my trusty and rusty typewriter

across my tummy, which isn't important except that it shows

you that whatever was operated on it wasn't my tummy.
And except that I feel a little like a patchwork quilt lib-

erally decorated with brier-stitching I'm in pretty good
shape, except at the actual scene of operations as we say

in the Army. And you can tell the world from rrfe that I

made it on a couple of egg and lettuce sandwiches and a bot-

tle of gin, and smoked nothing but that kind of cigarettes

which you have to smoke blindfolded, and if you can get

anything out of these few brief testimonials, you might let

me know. (Continued on next page)

Excellent

and passengers.

Crew, passengers and all vital

parts of the plane, such as con-

trol cables, tank, etc. arc located

out of the plane of propeller

rotation. An unusual feature

for a multi-motored plane.

Quick take-off, good climb,

high performance and excep-

tional maneuverability on land,

water and in the air.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

SIKORSKY MFG. CO.
College Point, L. I., N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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^fcRO MOTORS
COMPANY

505 5-5059 Townsend Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

MOTORS
Model E Hispano Motors $800
Model I Hispano Motors 800
Model A Hispano Motors 600
Model H Hispano Motors 650
New Curtiss OX-5's 700
New OXX-6 Curtiss Motors 700
New 110 h.p. Anzani Motors 500
New production 3 h.p. Anzani 450

TIRES and TUBES
SERIAL No. 2 5 ««« "f°

20 x 4 or 18 x 3 good used
clincher wheels $5.00

20 x 4 clincher lircs, new 11.00
20 x 4 tubes for same 2.25
Complete set of two wheels,

tires & tubes 36.00

26 x 4 new production clincher
wheels 11.00

26 s 4 good ussd clincher
wheels 8.00

26 x 4 new production clincher
tires 10.00

26 x 4 new production grey
tubes 2.25

Complete set of (wo wheels.
tires & tubes 46.00

DH wheels, now 12.00
7.50 x 1.25 new tires 10.00 W
7.50 x 1.25 rew tubes 3.50 %"

to serial number
ordering.

wheels,

straight20 x 4 new production
side wheels

20 x 4 new producion Btraight
side tires

20 x 4 new production tubes...
Com plet e set of two wheels

.

tires & tubes

28 x 4 new product!*
side wheels

28 x 4 straight
28 x 4 tubes
Complete set of two wheels,

tires & tubes

straight

ide tires
10.00
11.00
3.50

HELMETS
Serial No. 26

No. (1) Fine chocolate color, glove leather, light colored
chamois lined helmets, with ear puffs, buckle and
strap. One of the finest helmets made, with goggle
straps

No. (2) Fine light tan helmets with' Villi lining,' buckle
and strap, goggle straps: glove fitting. Regular hat
sizes This helmet has fine workmanship throughout
„,

(3)
,

Wel1 made black helmets, clinmnls lined.
Sizes large, small and medium

No. (4) Gabardine helmets, allk lined. Regular hat
sizes, buckle and strap, goggle straps

(Continued from preceding page)

It just dawns on me that I'm missing the All-American

Aircraft Show at Detroit, which is adding insult to injury

when you figure how much I'm missing already, now that

these doctors have got through with me and taken a few

ouvenirs off my fuselage. I'm real sorry not to he there;

'ike to go to shows and walk around and collect literature

id drive salesmen and demonstrators mildly insane. I al-

ays go to the Auto Show and look at all the pretty

agons and pick out a purely hypothetical stable of sport

adsters and town-cars, with a baby-blue limousine for the
c
e and a snappy half-ton truck for the use of the hired

a if we had a hired man. After which I drive home in

eet Genevieve, who is without doubt the worst looking

position of frayed tomato cans that ever escaped the

of the junk man, and thereupon forgot about auto

s for another year.

appose a good time is being had by all, and I should

ily like to be there. Maybe I could pick up some

amples—airplanes and blimps and parachutes and

for the little Sub Rosas to play with. I might even

some of the pilot personalities that Uncle Cy Caldwell

A'S so well. I'm not sure if they know him, but he cer-

ly does seem to know everybody in the air business who
worth the trouble. Anybody that Uncle Cy doesn't know

.as a perfect right to feel hurt, and might as well crawl into

an airpocket and button it up. That's what it is to be a

personairlity, as we Scotchmen say.

Ignoring this operation, which is easier said than done,

the reason I didn't go to the Air Show is that nobody of-

fered to pay my way out there by Pullman nor to stow me
in a cockpit as ballast, even though I make excellent ballast

ip to 160 pounds. Something ought to be done about this,

Jncle Frank. There ought to be a National Fund for the

i ransportation of Deserving Journalists to places where

they would do the most good, or, on the other hand, to

places which would do them the most good. Which reminds

me that 1 should thank you for the flowers. And just why
did you send lilies tied with a purple ribbon? Are you
over-optimistic or just a bum guesser?

There's a nice view from my room across Fortieth

Street. The building on the other side has fourteen stories

and 24 layers of bricks to the story, so you can figure it out

for yourself. The nurse is still a blonde, and here it is

Tuesday already. * * *

Dear Uncle Frank : , ,„^
April 18, 1928

I was wrong about the building across the street. It

has 25 bricks to the story and not 24, which throws all my
careful calculations out of whack. And the nurse is not

only a blonde but she's also Irish. She read in the papers

that this Flying Irishman might get in to New York today

from the frozen North, and for that I haven't had my face

washed this morning. These New Yorkers certainly take

their pleasures seriously, and aviation has been a wonder-
ful thing for them, and given them about twice as many
excuses for celebrations as they ever had before. They
talk about aviation sweeping the country, but the biggest

sweeping job is that of the White Wings who sweep up
New York after a parade of welcome.

I've tried to argue with her. I've tried to tell her that

she should give a kind thought to the motion picture boys

and advance agents who risked their all and wrecked their

expense accounts to be on the spot where the Bremen sat

down, before somebody skimmed all the gravy. But you
can't argue with a nurse. A nurse is a wonderful com-
pound of nature and science,—trained like a doctor, reg-

(Continued on next page)
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THE Navy Department hereby invites,

and will receive until twelve o'clock

noon, Thursday, Aug. 9th, 1928, (1)

Competitive designs for a rigid airship

of approximately six million cubic feet

volume, designs to be submitted in ac-

cordance with section 10 (a) to (h) in-

clusive of the Aircraft Procurement Act
approved July 2, 1926 (44 Stat., Part 2,

page 780) ; price for designs and bid for

construction of one and of two rigid

airships to be submitted in accordance

therewith, as provided in subsections

(a), (b) and (e) of section 10 of said

act; (2) Bids for one and for two expe-

rimental rigid airships of approximately

six million cubic feet volume, parts and

accessories; and (3) Proposals for con-

struction of one and of two rigid air-

ships in accordance with Navy Depart-

ment's specifications. Circulars giving

full detailed information may be had on

application to the Navy Department,
Bureau of Aeronautics. Curtis D.
Wilbur, Secretary of the Navy,
April 18, 1928.

AIRPLANES FLYING BOATS MOTORS SUPPLIES
Dandy unused J-I Standard, converted to receive H spani, less motor

and m=tor equipment, $975. Slightly used JN4D, excellent condition,

less motor, S800, or with motor, $1,175.

JN4D landing gear strut, front, $2; rear, $2.50 or set two front

and two rear, $8. 26 x 4 dandy unused tire, $7.50 or slightly used, $5.

New inner tube, $2.25. 26 x 4 wheel, $8.50. 750 x 125 wheel, $8.50.

Dandv unused tire, $10, or unused, passable tire, $7.50. Surplus tube,

SI. 75, or new production tube, $3.50. Adapters for installation DH
wheels on JN4D or Standard, $8.50.

Set of three navigation lights, $6.50. Dandy oil or water tempera-
ture gauge with tubing. S8.50. Dyke's New Aircraft Engine Instruc-
tion Book, $5; Modern Aircraft, $5; Primer of Air Navigation, $2.50.

All parts for JN4D, Canuck, J-l Standard, OX5, OXX6 and many
Liberty, Hispano, Clerget, LeRhone, Fiat and Lawrence parts. Shock
absorber cord, cable, cloth, tape, dope, varnish, needles, thread, rotary
map cases and everything for aircraft.

FLOYD J. LOGAN AVIATION CO.
Oldest established exclusively aeronautical supply bouse in

America.

716 W. Superior Ave. Cleveland, Ohio
Phone Cherry 0949

1

S.S.White
Flexible Shafts

for
Tachometer Driving

and other

Power Transmission
Made by the largest producer Ti

of" steel wire flexible shajt J"

The S.S.WhiteDental Mfg.Co.
Industrial Division

15aWest 42-nd St. NewYork, NY.

s
23

S.S.WHITE
FLEXIBLE
SHAFTS A\tite fot this book

Sent jree on request

ENGINEERING DESIGN

Complete designs and specifications. Assembly
and detail working drawings. Stress analysis

of parts or complete airplanes. Wind tunnel
model construction a specialty. Wind tunnel

tests. Performance analysis. Assistance in de-

veloping, patenting, and financing meritorious

inventions.

H. R. VAN DEVENTER, Inc.
A. A. Kucher, Aeronautical Engineer

342 Madison Avenue, New York City

Actual Size

For High or Low Compression Engines
B. G. Hornet mica spark plugs have proven their absolute

dependability in both high and low compression engines. A
set of 1 8 plugs weighs less than 3 3 ounces.

B- G. "HORNET"
MICA SPARK PLUGS

The B. G. Corporation, 136 W. 52nd Street, New York
Contractors to the U. S. Air Service and Aircraft Engine Builders
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(Continued from preceding page)

istered like a Holstein cow, starched like a full-dress shirt

and salaried like a hank president. And she knows how to

do miracles; she can make a five-foot sheet cover a six-

foot bed. So if you can't be healthy, for goodness' sake

be careful, and anyway, never argue with a nurse.

You know, Uncle Frank, it may be the result of too

much operations and the fact that my coffee is always cold

before I can circumnavigate my tray to it in the morning,

but I'm not nearly as much excited over long-distance

puddle-jumping as I used to be and no doubt ought to be.

I was out in Chicago last week, and spent the evening out

along the North shore, and there 1 picked up a thrill which

beats anything I can get out of the hysterics of the morn-

ing papers which are brought to my bed of pain. Not that

the bed really suffers so much, but you know what I mean.

Well, anyway, I was there outside Chicago in the dark of

the evening, and out of the quiet air there came a throb-

bing hum, and even I knew it for an airplane motor going

about its proper business. And pretty soon a double star

of colored light came up across the horizon and crept

straight up the sky over my head, and it dawned on my
simple Eastern mind that the night mail was on its way in;

that behind those light were the wings of a plane, and be-

hind those wings the steady hand and heart of a man,
bringing his ship home to roost, straight as an arrow on
his chartered course and right on schedule time. "Whee",
says I, with my hair sticking pleasantly up on end with

excitement, "that must lje a night mail plane." The Chi-

cagoans regarded me kindly but curiously. "Of course,"

says they, looking at their watches. "He goes bv every

night at this time."

Now, I ask you. Isn't that the last word in the new
language of the new century? The night mail is in and it

comes by air and we set our watch by it. Don't talk to me
about Transatlantic tours from the middle of nowhere to

the front pages of the daily press. Heroic they are, but

there's a better kind of solid satisfaction and a more pride-

ful thrill in the faithful heroism of the daily job well done.

It's getting to be sort of lonesome over here. I've

counted all the bricks across the street and I know every

slat on this bed. There's an empty room across the hall

and another blonde nurse running around foot-loose. Come
on over.

April 19, 1928

Dear Uncle Frank:

Well, I'm going to get outen here. Doc Montague came

in to see me,—he's the gent who tore me down and reas-

sembled me without losing any essential pieces, and I want

you to know that he knows his motors,—and he says I

might as well go home and be bad-tempered with my own
wife as stay here and take it out on the staff. We had a

nice little chat together, he being the sort of doctor who
treats you as a person and not simply as another entry in

the day-book, and he told me something about the appen-

dectomies and tonsilectomies and other ectomies that go

on here day after day. It was mighty interesting; much
more so now than it might have been before I took my own
beating, and I soaked it up like a sponge.

And I've found a moral in it. I'm good at that; I can

find a moral in almost anything, whether it has one or not.

I found one once in a ferryboat to Jersey City and I found

two in the Philadelphia subway, and I may as well tell

you now that I found one once in the office of Aero
Digest, in the second waste-basket to the right as you

enter. (Continued on next page)

Home Study Courses Primary Advanced
$25 $150 $250

Commercial Transport
$750 $1500

You can begin any time. Write for reservation.

DALLAS AVIATION SCHOOL
Distributors for Lincoln Page in Texas and Oklahoma.

Office at Hangar No. 6, Love Field, Dallas, Texas.

SAN ANTONIO AVIATION & MOTOR SCHOOL
Located between the Government's two largest training schools.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF AVIATION
Practical Science of Aviation in ten lessons. This course is

free if followed by flying course in either of our schools.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS, INC.
Swallow Distributors for Texas and Mexico

Airplanes, Motors, Parts, Supplies, Wings, Propellers, Etc.

210 College Street San Antonio, Texas
TRADE US

YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT. Used motors, planes and parts accepted as
cash in purchase of new Swallows, Lincoln Pages or Fairchild Monoplanes.
EQUIP YOUR PLANE, OLD OR NEW, WITH THE NEW VACUUM

SILENCER.

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD TYPE TURNBUCKLES

Airplane parts of merit

SHACKLES, TURNBUCKLES, CLEVIS ENDS
CLEVIS PINS, AIRCRAFT BOLTS

(milled from bar)

Direct Contractors to United States
Army and Navy and many

airplane manufacturers

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
Corry, Pennsylvania
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Aircraft Manufacturers & Dealers

WE own and offer for sale for

immediate delivery a large

stock of 150 H.P. and 3 00 H.P.
Wright Hispano-Suiza motors
and parts. Don't neglect the op-

portunity. Write or wire for

prices. State quantity desired.

Southland Jobbing House
Norfolk, Va.

Dependable
Parachutes
Commercial Parachutes

for delivery of any kind

of merchandise

Exhibition Parachutes
Single, Double or Triple

Drop Parachutes

Life Packs
for emergency use

under all conditions

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

Henning Parachute Co.
3926 Bryant Ave. No.

Minneapolis Minn.

Ireland Amphiplane
The only plane of its kind in production. Excel-

lently adapted for shuttle work between airports

and intown water landings. As supplementary

equipment for passenger air lines or for flying ser-

vices it is the safest, most practical and profitable

of commercial aircraft.

Powered with a Wright Whirlwind mounted as a

pusher. Cruising speed, 85 miles per hour. Open
or closed cockpit

—

5 place.

Write for complete details.

IRELAND AIRCRAFT, INC.
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Many Salient Features Mark The

"Challenger" Commercial Biplane

THE Kreider-Reisner "Challenger" offers many points

worthy of your consideration. Among them are

streamlining throughout, accessibility to all parts,

shock-absorbing landing gear, etc.

A decided advantage to the pilot is the Kreider-Reis-
ner Booster Starter, which eliminates all danger of start-

ing the engine by hand.

Two steel bolts in each spar of the wing attachments,
(only one of which is removed in detaching wings) as-

sure trustworthy performance, even after extended ser-

vice.

Equipment includes Hartzell propeller, cockpit cover,
tools, temperature, oil pressure and dash reading gaso-
line gauges, altimeter, tachometer, compass, air-speed

indicator, radiator shutter and dual control.

Approved Type Certificate No. 19.

KREIDER-REISNER AIRCRAFT CO., Inc.

Hagerstown Maryland
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ATLANTIC AIRWAYS

k i r- 1 a/ VAni/

Distributors for the

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK

We have facilities for student

training in both land and sea-

planes. Only new Eaglerock

planes used.

Land Field, New Rochelle, X. Y.

S e a ]> 1 a n e Base, Westchester

County Park, Rye. New York.

ATLANTIC AIRWAYS, Inc.

NEW ROCHELLE, NEW YORK
New York Office:

55 West 16th St.

Phone Chelsea 3 542

AUSTIN designs, constructs and
f~\ equips efficient hangers, pas-
senger depots, factory buildings
and other structures at low cost.
Austin guarantees total cost,

completion date and quality of
materials and workmanship.

Austin will also deliver steel and
other essential materials for erec-

tion by a local builder at a decided
saving in time, worry and expense.
Representative companies from

Coast to Coast have used Austin
building service.

Ask for approximate costs and folder,"Austin Builds for Aviation."

THE AUSTIN COMPANY, 16130 Euclid, Cleveland
Architects, Engineers and Builders to the Aviation Industry

Branches in Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

Say you saw it

[Continued from preceding page)

There are more miracles to the square inch in a modern

hospital than almost anywhere else in the world, and I'm

not just referring to the nurses. They repair, rebuild and

remodel people there
;
they wipe out countless years of

human suffering ; they take the knocks out of the human
engine and tune it up for long years more of useful ser-

vice. Every one of these jobs is a miracle of our times,

and every one of them,—to the people most concerned and

their relatives, heirs and assigns,— is a thing to he shouted

to the world. That's why people will insist on talking

about their operations, even though it is quite clear that

there's no more credit in surviving a successful operation

than in picking up a hundred honors in a bridge game.

I '.ut to the doctors who do the job, these things are a part

of the day's work. The days of first discoveries are in

the past, and they are now daily applying their knowledge

and skill to the betterment of the happy family of hu-

manity. They don't talk much about it
;
they seem, in fact,

almost casual as they take you in hand, fix you up and ^end

you home again. But the miracle and marvel of it are none
the less a fact simply because they have become almost a

habit.

I feel somewhat the same way about this flying business,

History records first performances, first flights, first

triumphs over perils and problems. Heroes will find

places in aviation's Hall of Fame, because they first broke

a trail or dared a barrier. The man in the street applauds

the record-breaker, and will continue to do so until the last

possible variation has been worked on the record flight;

until, for instance, someone flies across the Atlantic with

his tail to the wind to keep the dust out of his eyes, or

does a non-stop flight on a ham sandwich from Hoboken
to Jersey City. But the real thing that counts for progress

is the assimilation of these performances into the habit

of regular business,—regular flying, regular schedules,

regular routes, regular airways and airports. And it

won't be until the man in the street takes his eyes off the

dramatics that he will get a full picture of what aviation

already can mean to him and will mean to him in the near

years to come. He can still find plenty of heroics and
thrills, but they will be born out of his own daily expe-

riences with civilizations newest servant, which, I believe,

will always be a field rich with romance for the man of

imagination.

You can see it is about time I left the hospital since I'm

getting serious and thinking on my sins, not to mention
the fact that somebody else wants this bed. I'm going

home by cab, subway, train and automobile, but in my
present condition of structural weakness I wish I were go-

ing by air, for I couldn't pass a Department of Com-
merce inspection right now if the inspector were my
brother-in-law and owed me money, and I'll be washed
out if we hit a cobblestone. Unfortunately there's no air-

plane going my way, and mighty poor facilities for taking

off from a tenth floor on Fortieth Street. If you're not

too busy, you might get busy and do something about that.

And after I've been out to see the boys on my favorite

flying field, which is the one where I get a ride sometimes
when they want to use a deadhead for live bait, maybe I'll

think of something to write you a piece about. It's get-

ting to be almost as hard to find something new to say

about aviation as it is for a pilot to get his smiling but

intrepid picture in the papers. And that, between you and
me. is a sure sign that this aviation business is getting to

be regarded as respectable.

Hoping you are the same, I am
Yours with love

Don Rose
in AERO DIGEST
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PLYWOOD
FOR

Airplane Construction
U. S. Army and Navy
Specifications GradeA

ANY SIZE UP TO 16' 0" x 6 4'

NewJerseyVeneer Co.
Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.

Cable Address Veneer, Paterson

the ideal HANGAR for airplanes

NO
COLUMNS

NO
TRUSSES

Arch Roof Construction offers the perfect building for all hangars,
temporary or permanent. It gives perfect light and ventilation
and this is the most economical to erect. Spans up to 200
feet and over.
Further information on request. Our service department will
co-operate on plans with engineers, contractors and all others
interested.

ARCH ROOF CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
Engineers and Contractors

104 West 42nd St. New York City

SAVE Money on Aviator's sum-
mer and winter clothing, in-

cluding goggles, helmets, shoes,

boots, etc.
Write for complete

• illustrated catalog,
jmy. f mailed free upon re-

*Ih mr'l quest.

4]^ Get yours TODAY!
Address Dept. A

159-06 Jamaica Ave., L L, N. Y,

mmmmb —m*ma maaum ctxtth mm

The Pilots' Choice
An airplane with an outstanding reputation
with ten years of aircraft building experi-

ence back of each one. There is nothing un-
tried, unproved, or experimental about the

WACO.

New York Distributors
NEW YORK AIRCRAFT
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

(Superseding Charles Prohinsie, Inc.)

Address:

CURTISS FIELD, GARDEN CITY, L. I., N. Y.

LEAEM TO FL"
HAVE you ever seen an airplane and wondered how it would

feel to actually be in it, flying through the air? Every boy
has a secret longing to fly a plane. It is a young man's sport.

At our Summer School you can learn all about aviation. One
instructor will teach you about engines and the construction of
planes. Another instructor will t-ake you into the air in a dual con-
trolled Travel Air plane and show you how to operate the controls.
We can also give you instruction in all college and preparatory

school subjects. During the summer, school and college deficiencies
may be made up. Expert faculty.
All sports. During your spare time you can play tennis, golf or

baseball, ride horseback, swim, or paddle a canoe. Enroll now for
Summer Term. Tuition S400. Opens July 6th. Send for our booklet
and latest book on aviation.

CAMBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Williamstown, Mass.

New York Office at 22 East 74th Street

Off with the Old, on with the New
It's

SUMMER HELMET TIME
Get the best this year!

// your dealer camwt supply you, write us direct.

CANVAS-LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY
75 5-59 Cass St. Trenton, N. J., U. S. A.
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This circular
spun engine cowl
can be made
of dural or alu-

minum in all sizes

to meet the re-
quirements of

aircraft manu-
facturers. We
can swing 72
inch circles.

-(

Metal spinning and hand hammered

work in all kinds of sheet metal stream-

line fairings for wheels. Our products

are considered to be the best on the

market in thickness and accurate meas-

urements after it is finished. If you don't

believe it, make us prove it!

{Established 1900}

MAGOSY & BUSCHER
120 Walker St., N. Y. C. Telephone Canal 3693

.---T-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y

LIBERTY MOTORS

For Aeroplanes and Boats

For Export and Domestic Use

LIBERTY PARTS

The Vimalert Company, Ltd.

817 Garfield Ave. Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A.

A NOD AND A WINK
• {Continued from page 753)

same thing on malted milk.

At 7 a. m. we parted regretfully and went to bed, be-

cause, after all, one must be moderate in the use of

cracked ice, lest he chill his stomach. I slept in George's

room, while he went to Commodore Erickson's room,

which boasted an extra bed—with all that ice aboard we

wanted space in which to roll. The night before that I

had slept in a bed in the Kendall hangar. I never did

occupy my own room—and I don't know who did. But

I suppose there was someone in it. I had registered to

occupy that room with Will Rogers of Aero Digest, but

I lost track of him. I think he stayed with George Mc-

Laughlin or Eddie Stinson. Eddie had a room, too, but

he wouldn't stay in it. A hotel manager must be an ex-

pert in differential calculus in order to sort out his various

roaming roomers.

At one p. m. Saturday Commodore Erickson came in,

woke me up, and turned on the radio—there's a new an-

noyance of hotel life. "How are you?" he says. "Fine,"

I groaned. "How's George?" "He's great, too," said

the Commodore. "I'll send you a glass of champagne

—

that will fix you up. Get dressed and come up for break-

fast." Well, what with the champagne and a shower and

a couple of hairs of the dog that bit me (a Scotch terrier),

1 rushed off to breakfast, feeling like a paralyzed earth-

worm with creeping paralysis. And there was old George

still in bed, but looking pretty chipper after all he'd been

through. Then we had breakfast—six raw eggs apiece

in vinegar, pepper, and salt, with coffee—and there we were,

pleasant and glowing as a couple of hot dogs—and about

as lively.

Anyhow, we thought we'd have just as much fun sitting

talking and using the ice and adornments as we would have

going to the Aircraft Show, so there we sat. Most of the

Show drifted in sooner or later, so all we really missed

was the airplanes. Some of the boys even offered to go

and bring one in for us, but we said never mind, we'd

see one some day, and perhaps go some place in it—say,

non-stop from Newark to Hoboken.

Then in drifted my friend Harry West, ex-Flight-Ser-

geant of my old 102 Night-bombing Squadron in France.

So around went the glasses, and the last I recall about 11

p. m. Wes was describing to George and Eddie Stinson

how he'd helped Bleriot to fly the English Channel. Then
I remember a ride in a taxi, and a railroad' station, and the

porter pulling at me and saying, "You belongs in Uppah
Seben an' heah you is in Lowah Foah."

Well, it was a great show. I almost wish I had seen it.

RECORD ALTITUDE FLIGHTS
{Continued from page 750)

the path of the falling plane, took a chance on his own life

and remained with the burning, disabled ship. After skill-

ful maneuvering he finally landed the shattered plane safely

in a corn field located on the outskirts of the city, not far

from the Naval Air Station. The barograph placed nearest

to the engine was entirely destroyed by the flying engine

parts and by fire. The other instrument, which was located

near the cockpit and protected by the fire-wall, was found

to be in good condition. Calibration at the Bureau of

Standards on the day following the flight showed that the

instrument functioned perfectly in spite of the excessive

vibration that was experienced after the disintegration of

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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the engine. From the record of this instrument the ceil-

ing pressure was determined to be 147.4 millimeters of

mercury. From the F. A. I. table, 148 millimeters is

equivalent to 11,710 meters or to 38,418 feet. At a later

date this was known to be a world record for landplanes.

About a month after this flight, or in the early part of

September, the aviation world was startled by the an-

nouncement that Jean Callizo, the supposed world-record

holder for altitude with airplane, had been guilty of fraud

in falsifying his barograph record. French engineers,

doubtful of the performance of their plane, had secretly in-

serted an additional barograph in the wing of the plane.

After the flight, in which Callizo purposed to bette'r his

former records, the secret barograph was inspected. The
trace showed a relatively low altitude at the ceiling, expos-

ing Callizo as a fraud. He protested for a while, but final-

ly admitted tampering with his instruments and that his

altitude flights had been fraudulent. As a result, the Fed-

eration Aeronautique Internationale decided to disqualify

all former flights made by this pilot. The world altitude

record for an airplane then reverted to Lieutenant Cham-
pion, and America can justly acclaim her courageous man
of the air who had made such a dramatic and successful

struggle in attaining it.

On August 18th, at San Diego, California, Lieuts. H. C.

Rodd and B. J. Connell, U. S. N., made an altitude flight

with a PN-10 seaplane constructed at the Naval Aircraft

Factory at Philadelphia The ship was provided with two
Packard engines of 600 h.p. each and .carried a sand "pay

load" of 3,500 kilograms (7,726 pounds). The sand was
carefully weighed on scales certified by a representative of

the Division of Weights and Measures, of the Department
of Agriculture. A little additional sand was added in or-

der to take care of the unavoidable sifting-out which is

caused by the vibration of the plane. After the flight to

an altitude of 2,000 meters, the sand was again weighed,

in order to certify that at least the 3,500 kilos "pay load"

still remained. On this flight, two single traverse baro-

graphs were carried,—the official one of which recorded a

ceiling pressure of 592.4 millimeters of mercury. From
the F. A. I. table, 592 millimeters of mercury is equivalent

to 2,008 meters, or to 6,588 feet. No thermograph was
carried, but the temperature at the ceiling of the flight was
noted by the pilot to be +21 degrees Centigrade. This

was another world record for a seaplane,—this time one
carrying a 3,500 kilogram useful load to an altitude of

2,000 meters (6,562 feet).

On November 4th, at Scott Field, Belleville, Illinois,

exactly six months after his former flight, Captain Gray
for the third time set out to capture the balloon altitude

record as well as to make further scientific observations,

—

meteorological and radio. The Federation Aeronautique In-

ternationale did not allow Captain Gray's altitude mark of

May 4th as a world record for the reason that "he was not

in possession of his ship and instruments" when he landed.

(It will be recalled that he was forced to use his parachute
in order to save himself and his instruments from a crash

due to a too rapid descent of the balloon.) On this last

flight of November 4th, Captain Gray carried the usual

high altitude equipment and improvements for unloading

the sand ballast of the ship. Among the paraphernalia in

the basket of the balloon was an Atwater Kent radio set

with which he spent much time during his upward climb,

obtaining as much data as possible by "listening-in" on the

various broadcasting stations. He could have ascended
much more rapidly, reached his ceiling and descended, most
probably, before exhausting his oxygen supply. His pre-

( Continued on next page)

TIE RODS and
COMMERCIAL FLYING

Commercial aircraft are called
upon to meet strains and stresses
unknown to military ships. Te:

perature extremes, cyclonic dis-

turbances, night landings — the
commercial ship must carry on
regardless.

Therefore, they require just

as high quality materials and
workmanship as combat planes.

All Hartshorn Tie Rods are
built to U. S. Army and Navy
standards — the highest in the
world.

Equip the ship you build, or

fly, with Hartshorn Streamline
and Square Section Internal Tie
Rods. They're lighter, just as
strong, and safer.

Write for Circular A-l

STEWART HARTSHORN CO., 250 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
Established 1860

SEAMLESS
STEEL TUBING

All Aircraft Grades

Warehouse stocks for immediate ship-

ment in any quantity.

Mill Shipments of substantial quan-

tities for production.

Service Steel Co.

143 5 Franklin St.,

Detroit, Michigan

43 John Street

Cincinnati, Ohio
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EARN YOUR
WINGS

IN

America's First
Independent Air Force

Organized to give America an independent civilian air

organization, for the development of commercial, indus-

trial, and civilian aeronautics. And to furnish the coun-

try with a self-supporting volunteer civilian reserve, that

will be available for national defense, in time of need.

CIVILIAN DIVISION
Open to all who are interested in seeing America retain first place

in the air.

SERVICE DIVISION
Open to American citizens, and to those who have filed their in-

tentions of becoming citizens, between the ages of 16 and 45.

This division includes, both those who are already pilots or mechanics,

and those interested in qualifying as such.

Thorough training, as pilots or mechanics, will be offered to mem-
bers of both divisions, at terms that will be available to all.

Members of the Service Division, only, agree to offer their services

to the government, if war or national crises arises, during their

enlistment.

NO FURTHER OBLIGATIONS OF ANY NATURE. All training,

uniforms, or drills, are entirely optional. They may be taken, or

not, during the term of enlistment.

In keeping with our policy of real SERVICE to our members; we
offer the following remarkable VALUES, upon the receipt of your
enlistment fee: ,

ISSUE No. A-l. (With 3 year enlistment.)

Our Ground School Text "MODERN AIRCRAFT", by
Major Victor W. Page, containing over 8S0 pages and
500 illustrations, with fly-leaf, bearing your name, the

signatures of the commanding officers, and General

Headquarters Seal; the U. S. V. A. S. solid gold wings,

same size as shown on coupon below; a gold embossed,

genuine leather Pass Case; and your Identification Pass.

ISSUE No. C-I. (With 1 year enlistment.)

Our Ground School Manual "EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE",
by the same author, with 2 50 pages, 140 illustrations, and 600 ques-

tions and answers on design, construction, and operation, of all

types of aircraft. This book includes the same individual fly-leaf.

Same gold wings. Pass Case, and Identification Pass goes with this

issue.

Other values to offer. Use coupon below, for immediate
enlistment, or as application for descriptive literature.

U. S. VOLUNTEER AIR SERVICE
500 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

L) Enclosed, find $5.00 for 3 year enlistment fee, and issue No. A-l.

Q Enclosed, find $2.00 for 1 year enlistment fee, and issue No. C-l.

Service Division. Civilian Division.

El Kindly forward free descriptive literature.

Name

Age Address

Are You an American Citizen?

(Continued from preceding page)

vious flight of May 4th required only one hour on the as-

cent, and about the same time on the descent. On this

particular flight, however, the barograph record showed

that two hours were consumed in reaching the ceiling, and

as before, about one hour in returning to earth. The log

kept by Captain Gray specifies that all was well at 40,000

feet when the last bag of sand was unloaded. The actual

log written by Captain Gray was examined by the author.

The lowest temperature recorded by Captain Gray was
—40° Centigrade at about 34.000 feet and above this

level higher temperatures were observed. It is well known
by meteorologists that the temperature of the air ordinarily

decreases with altitude only up to about 30.000 to 35,000

feet in the United States, above which altitude the temper-

ature is either constant or increases irregularly.

An examination of the barograph trace showed a sudden

upward trend following the unloading of each bag of sand.

Towards the ceiling of the flight the radio battery was
known to be one of the last things to go overboard. The
consequential lightening and sudden climb of the balloon

could be detected in the trace. From the mute evidence as

given by the barograph, Captain Gray appeared to be con-

scious at the ceiling of the flight and had valved gas in

order to come down. A balloon, however, returns to earth

at a much slower rate than an airplane and it is believed

that the oxygen supply of the ship was not sufficient to

carry him safely through. As a result, he landed with his

balloon about an hour later in a tree near Sparta, Tennes-

see. Had the country folk at this place been inquisitive

enough, they might have investigated right away, and found

the pilot crouched down inside of the basket, unconscious

it is true, but most probably living. This conclusion is

based on suffocation experiments performed on various

animals. Cases have been noted where animals have been

"out" as long as an hour, and then revived when given

proper treatment. In the case of Captain Gray, recent in-

vestigation indicates an out-of-oxygen period of certainly

not more than 15 or 20 minutes. Again, in the cases of

apparent drowning, patients have been revived after long

periods of suffocation. Hence, it may be seen that medical

attention or prompt artificial respiration at that critical time

of landing might have pulled him through. As it was,

some youngster climbed the tree on the following day when
it was too late and found the airman in the basket—dead.

Thus ends the story of the ambitious pilot who died in the

interest of science and who incidently established what we
hope to be a recognized world altitude record for a balloon.

The recording instruments were the same as those carried

on the flight of May 4th. The clockwork of one barograph

stopped running soon after the take-off. The indications

from this instrument were that Captain Gray had made
efforts to start it running again. It may be of interest to

note here that the clockwork of this instrument despite the

cleansing by a jeweler had apparently retained some lubri-

cating oil, while the other instrument that continued to run

throughout the flight did so because the bearings were en-

tirely clean and dry. The latter technique appears to be

the safest to pursue in all high altitude flights. The ther-

mograph carried in this flight indicated a minimum instru-

mental temperature of minus 40 degrees Centigrade which

agreed with the minimum temperature entered in Captain

Gray's log. The barograph selected as official, functioned

perfectly throughout the flight and, on calibration at the

Bureau of Standards, showed a ceiling pressure of 121.9

millimeters of mercury. This was 0.3 millimeter lower

than. that of the former flight. On rounding off to the

even millimeter, however, according to the usual F. A. I.
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requirements, the altitude proved to be the same as

that on the former flight of May 4th; that is 12,944

meters or 42,470 feet. This altitude is the highest ever

attained by man.—exceeding that of Lieutenant Champion
in a landplane by approximately 4.000 feet. Early in Janu-

ary, 1928, the Federation Aeronautique Internationale an-

nounced that it would not allow Captain Gray's record be-

cause "he was not in possession of his ship and instru-

ments'' when he landed. However, the annual conference,

which meets at Brussels next August, will be asked to con-

sider the case again, at which time another decision may be

rendered.

On the 21st of December, Renato Donato. an Italian

pilot, made an altitude attempt at Turin, Italy, with, an

AC-3 Dewoitine-Ansalde airplane powered with a Jupiter

IV-Romeo 600 h.p. motor. The engine, running on a light

aviation spirit and castor oil, gave perfect performance

throughout the flight, despite the fact that a temperature

of minus 60 deg. Centigrade was experienced at the great-

est altitude. The machine reached 3000 meters (9840

feet) in four minutes, 5000 meters (16,400 feet) in nine

minutes, and the maximum height 11,753 meters (38.559

feet), in 42 minutes. He reached an altitude which ex-

ceeded that of Lieutenant Champion's flight on July 25th,

but according to the rules of the Federation Aeronautique

Internationale it is necessary to exceed a previous altitude

mark by 100 meters (328 feet) in order to establish a new
world record. As a consequence. Lieutenant Champion
still appears to be the champion, and the coveted altitude

record remains with the United States.

For ready reference a summary of the flights made in

1927 is given in the following table:
Barometric F.A.I,
pressure attitude

Type at at
'*

of Air- ceiling ceiling
craft {mm. mercury) {meters)

Date of
flight
(1927)

Mar. 9
Apr. 14

May 4
May .-.

July 4

July 25
Aug. IS

F.A.I,
altitude

Pilot's
Name

Capt. Grav, USA
Lt. Henderson, USN

Capt. Grav, USA
Lt. Champion. USN
Lt. Champion, USN
Lt. Champion. USN

Balloon 235
Seaplane 312

(.500 kilo load)
lialloon 122
Seaplane 1ST
Seaplane 151
Landplane 148

Lts. Rodd & Connell. USN Seaplane 592
(3500 kilo load)

Capt. Grav. USA Hallcon 122
Dec. 21 Renato Donati (Italv) Landplane

S.C90
ti,760

12.944
10,197
11,581
11,710
2.00S

12.944

ceiling

{feet)

28,510
22,178

42,470
33.455
37,995
38,418
6,588

42.470
38.559
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AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK
By Fred H. Colvin
and Henry F. Colvin

THIS new third edition has been brought fully up to date. It gives

complete information on the operation and maintenance of the

standard aircraft engines of the day; information that is authori-

tative because prepared in cooperation with the manufacturers.

The newest development in aircraft instruments, including the earth in-

ductor compass, are given prominence. Official Air Regulations of the

Department of Commerce have been included and solid information on

the construction of airports.

The book covers such topics as
—adjustment of ailerons;

—construction of airports;

—shooting trouble on the Whit-
ney-Wasp engine;

—various license requirements;

—earth inductor compass;

-aluminum propellers;

—engine inspection;

—longitudinal stability;

—valve timing on the Wright-His-

pano;

—etc., etc., etc.

Read this list of chapter headings

VII.

VIII.

Simple Airplane Thei

Rigging the plane;

Assembling Curtiss JN^s;
The Propeller;

The Airplane Engine;
Trouble Shooting for Airplane

Engines;
bright Whirlwind Engines;

The Curtiss D-12 Engine;

See your copy free.

Send for a copy of this book to e;

gation to purchase—no agents—no

or return it. as you wish. But be

IX. Packard Aircraft Engii

X. Pratt & Whitney Wasp Engii

XI. The Liberty Engine;
XII. The Curtiss OX Engine;

XIII. The Wright-Hispano Engine;
XIV. Aircraft Instruments;
XV. Air Commerce Regulations;

XVI. Construction of Airports;

XVII. Nomenclature for Aeronautic

Mail this coupon
amine for 10 days free. No obli-

ed tape. You can keep the book
sure to see it. Clip and mail the

McGRA W-HILL

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Send me Colvin and Colvii

10 days' free examination,
or to remit for it then.

Signed

Address

Official Position

Name of Company

(Bonks sent on approval to retail purchasers

nc, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York.
's AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK. 3d Edition, $4.00, for

I agree to return the book, postpaid, in ten days

V. S. and Canada only.)
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A COMPLETE AERONAUTICAL LIBRARY
AIR SERVICE

AIR SERVICE, A. E. F. H. A. Toulmin, Jr v.

FIGHTING THE FLYING CIRCUS. Capt. "Eddie"
Rickenbacker $1.75

HIGH ADVENTURE. /. N. Hall $2.50

THE LAFAYETTE FLYING CORPS. /. IV. Hall and
C. B. Nordhog (in two volumes) $15

NOCTURNE MILITAIRE. Elliott White Springs $2.50

OUR AIR FORCE. Col. William Mitchell S3

WINGED DEFENSE. Col. William Mitchell $2.50

THE WORLD'S WINGS. W. legerson Davii . . . $2.50

AIRSHIPS

AEROSTATICS. £. P. Warner $3.25

AIRSHIP DESIGN. Charles P. Burgess $9

BALLOON AND AIRSHIP GASES. C. def. Chandler
and W. S. Diehl $4

FREE AND CAPTIVE BALLOONS. R. H. Upson and
C. def. Chandler $5

PRESSURE AIRSHIPS. Thos. L. Blakemore and W.
Walters Pago* $>

THE RIGID AIRSHIP. E. H. Lewltt $8.50

SCIENCE OF FLIGHT AND ITS PRACTICAL AP-
PLICATION. Capt. P. H. Sumner $4.25

AIRWAYS

AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS.- Donald Duke $5

EUROPEAN SKYWAYS. Lowell Thomas $5

HIGHWAYS AND AIRWAYS. Their Relation to Com-
merce and National Defence. W. Jegerson Davis. $1

INDIAN AIR WAYS. S. H. Smith (in two volumes) $2

MY FLIGHT TO THE CAPE AND BACK. Alan J.

Cobham $1.50

WITH SEAPLANE AND SLEDGE IN THE ARCTIC.
George Binney $6

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

CIVIL AVIATION $2.50

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT. Lieut.-Col. Ivo
Edwards and F. Tymms $2.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMICS OF AIR
TRANSPORTATION. T. H. Kennedy $2

TRANSPORT AVIATION. Archibald Black SJ

DESIGN. CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION

A B C OF AVIATION. Capt. V. W. Page $1.25

ABC OF FLIGHT. Laurence Le Page $1.50

AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK. Fred H. C5 Henry F. Col-
vin $4.00

AIRPLANE DESIGN—AERODYNAMICS. E. P. War-
ner $7.50

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE. (. B. Rathbun $2.50

AEROPLANE STRUCTURES. A. J. S. Pi(r(.»r<i and
Capt. L. Pritchard $7.50

COMPLETE AIRMAN. G. C. Bailey $5

MODERN AIRCRAFT. Maior V. W. Page $5

STEEL CONSTRUCTION OF AEROPLANES. H.
Harper $3.10

ENGINEERING

ELEMENTS OF AEROFOIL AND AIRSCREW THE-
ORY. H. Glauert $5.60

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK. Lionel S.

Marks $6

ENGINES

AEROPLANE ENGINES IN THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE. 7. B. Rathbun $2.50

AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUCTOR. A. L. DyiU. $5.00

AIRCRAFT POWER PLANTS. E. T. Jones, R. Insley,
F. W. Caldwell and R. F. Kohr $4.25

AIRPLANE ENGINE. L. S. Marks $6

AIRPLANE ENGINE ENCYCLOPEDIA. Glenn D.
Angle $7.50

AUTOMOBILE AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES. A. W.
Judge $8.50

AVIATION CHART. Lt. V. W. Page )0c

AVIATION ENGINES. Lt. V. W. Page $1.25

ENGINE DYNAMICS AND CRANKSHAFT DESIGN.
Glenn D. Angle $4

TESTING OF HIGH SPEED INTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENG'NES. A. W. Judge $7.50

GENERAL
AIRCRAFT IN COMMERCE AND WAR. /. M.
Spalgbt $2.25

AIR FACTS AND PROBLEMS. Lord Thomson . . $2.50

AIRMEN AND AIRCRAFT. H. H. Arnold $3.50

AVIATION MEDICINE. Louis H. Bauer, M.D... $7. 50

BEGINNINGS OF ORGANIZED AIR POWER. /. M.
Spalgbt $7

BOOK OF THE AEROPLANE. Capt. J. Laurence
Pritchard $3

ELEMENTARY AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE. ;. B.
Hart and W. Laidler $2.50

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE. Ma). V. W.
Page $2

GODS OF YESTERDAY. James Warner Bellah. $2.00

MARVELS OF MODERN MECHANICS. Harold T.
W it kins $)

PARACHUTE. Ramon Guthrie $2.00

HISTORICAL
AROUND THE WORLD IN TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS.

Lrnro. Wells $3.50

AVIATION IN PEACE AND WAR. Mai. Gen. Sir F.
H. Sykei $3.20

BOYS' BOOK OF AIRMEN. Irving Crump $2

BY AIRPLANE TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE. Wal-
ter Mittelholzer and Others $4

CONQUERING THE AIR. Archibald Williams.. $2

CONQUEST OF THE AIR. C. L. M. Brown $1

FIRST CROSSING OF THE POLAR SEA. Roald
Amundsen and Lincoln Ellstvorth $5

THE FIRST WORLD FLIGHT. As related to Lowell
Thomas by the flyers themselves $5

GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON GREAT BRITAIN 1914-
1918. Capt. Joseph Morris $4.65

HEROES OF THE AIR. Chelsea Fraser $2

HISTORY OF AERONAUTICS. E. C. Viiian and
Lt. Col. Lockwood Marsh $5

INDIA BY AIR. Sir Samuel Hoare $2.50

LAND, SEA AND AIR Admiral Mark Kerr, R.
N $7.50

RECORD FLIGHTS. Clarence D. Cbansberlin. . . $2.50

SKYWARD. Commander Richard E. Byrd $J.50

THE OLD FLYING DAYS. Major C. C. Turner. $7.50

THE RED KNIGHT OF GERMANY. (The story of
Baron von Richthofen.) Floyd Gibbons $2.50

"WE". Charles A. Lindbergh $2.50

THE ZEPPELINS. Capt. Ernst Lehmann and Howard
Mingos $4

MATERIALS
AIRCRAFT AND AUTOMOBILE MATERIALS OF
CONSTRUCTION. VOL. 1. (Ferrous.) A. W.
Judge $7.50

AIRCRAFT STEELS AND MATERIALS $6.40

MANUFACTURE AND USE OF PLYWOOD AND
GLUE. 8. C. Boulton $4

METALLURGY OF ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS. Robert J. Anderson $10

NON-FERROUS AND ORGANIC MATERIALS VOL.
2. A. W. Judge $7.50

METEOROLOGY

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. W. R. Gregg.%l.-it,

A CLOUD ATLAS. Alexander McAdie $1.50

CLOUD STUDIES. A. W. Clayden, S. A $6

MAN AND WEATHER. Alexander McAdie $2

FORCE OF THE WIND. Herbert Chatley $2

MILITARY

AIR POWER AND WAR RIGHTS. /. M. Spalght.
$10.50

AIR WARFARE. William C. Sherman $4.25

STRATEGY AND TACTICS OF AIR FIGHTING.
Maior Oliver Stewart $2.25

/

MODELS

BOYS' BOOK OF MODEL AEROPLANES. Francis A.
Collins $2

INSTRUMENTS, NAVIGATION

AERIAL NAVIGATION AND METEOROLOGY.
Capt. Lewis A. Yancey $2.50

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. H. N. Eaton and other
specialists $1

AIR NAVIGATION NOTES AND EXAMPLES. Capt.
S. P. Card $5.75

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID VELOCITY AND PRES-
SURE. /. R. Pannell $4

PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL HAZE AND ITS EFFECT ON PHOTOG-
RAPHY FROM THE AIR $2.50

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. Lt. Dache M. Reeves.
A. C IS

AIRPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY. H. E. Ives $4

POEMS

POETRY OF FLIGHT. S. W. Murray $2

SONGS OF THE AIR. Louis L. de Jean $1.25

WINGED SHIPS. E. D. Booth $1.25

WINGED TRAILS. Louis De Jean $1.50

PRACTICAL FLYING

AEROBATICS. H. Barber $J.50

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS. H. Barber $3.50

THE AIRPLANE. Frederick Bedell $3

MODERN FLIGHT. Cloyd P. Clevenger $1

REGULATIONS

LAW OF AVIATION. Rowland W. Pixel $7.50

LAW OF THE AIR. Carl Zollmann $5

YEAR BOOKS

AERO DIGEST YEAR BOOK (available June 1st).

Aero Digest $5

ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT 1927 $12.75

Remit by
P, O. Money
Order or
Check

AERO DIGEST, 220 W. 42nd
St., New York City

All
Book Pricei

Include
Postage
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Two Books Indispensable to the Aviator

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS
By Captain Horatio Barber
NEW 1928 REVISED EDITION NOW READY

This work, adopted by the United States Government for use in the instruction of its aviators, is a simple,
non-mathematical yet accurate handbook on elementary and advanced flying, including chapters on
flight, stability and control, rigging, propellers and maintenance. It is story-like in
simplicity and is entirely comprehensible to the layman. Professor Alexander Klemin,

of the Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics at New York Uni-
versity, says in his foreword: "It is almost -a work of genius in

its clarity and vividness. Everything is simple and accurate."

/ sis

J'

By
THE SAME
AUTHOR

Aerobatics
This work on aerobatics, as the author terms

stunt flying, is a dual purpose book, valuable alike to

student and instructor. Major W. G. Kilner, at present

an active executive officer of the Air Corps at "Washington,

says in his introduction: "I have had occasion many times to

refer to this text in order to straighten out for myself some point

in aerial acrobatics." Many illustrative diagrams. $3.00.

Says General Wiiham Mitchell: "I have nothing but praise for

this excellent work—a dual purpose book, valuable alike to

student and instructor."

At all booksellers or the publishers

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & COMPANY
7 West 16th St., N. Y.
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DIRECTORY3> I

$5 per inaertioo. Payable in Advance

AIRPLANES
Send for free illustrations and plans of our

wonderful two-place, companion type, small,

high lift wing monoplane, and information on
how to build this ship, and be sure it will fly;

also propeller literature.

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE MANUFACTORY
Seal Beach, California

I ! AIRPLANE SPWUCfc. I

Rough Green—Kiln Dried Rouen—Air Dried or Fin-

ished to your sizes. Prom-'t shipments in carloads

and le-rs than carlfuifR We supply many of the

largest aim aft maiiufaelnreis in the United States

and Europe.

J. V. G. POSEV & COMPANY
Public Service Bldg. PORTLAND. OREGON

Specialists In Alni'ane Spruce for Fifteen Years

RADIATORS MADE, REPAIRED AND RE CORED

All kinds of Sheet Metal and
Hammersmith work.

Our plant is equipped and run by
expert men.

MARTIN TROOP AUTO RADIATOR CO.
1215 BOULEVARD BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY

AEROTECH, Inc.

Aeronautical Engineering Design,
Stress Analysis. Reports. Appraisals.

Complete Testing Facilities.

Moline, Illinois

Brand Nexv

LIBERTY MOTORS & PARTS
GRANT MARINE MOTOR CO.
5625 St. Clair Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

Kreider-Reisner Aircraft Co., Inc.

THREE PLACE
OX-5

HAGERSTOWN

APPROVED
TYPE CERTIFICATE No 19

MARYLAND

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
Recent addition to our large stock of standard and
utility aircraft materials and motor parts enable us
to give prompt, efficient service.

Semi for 1928 catalogue. So. 6. Special (iuo tations
on quantity orders.

MONUMENTAL AIRCRAFT, INC.
339 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

MODERNIZE YOUR PLANE!
Satisfied owners in fifteen states have their
JN's, Canucks, and St'ds performing like new
production ships with

ALCO HIGH LIFT WINGS
Factor of safety, 10

ALLISON AIRPLANE CO.
LAWRENCE KANSAS

MONOID
PARAGON PROPELLER
Distinctly .lit!. t-onstr ucl ien . proven by every
test to be superior, the Paragon MONOID represents
a marked advancement in propeller development. It
meets the demand for a propeller of light weight
and maximum efficiency and durability. Write for
literature and prices.

PARAGON ENGINEERS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

AVIATION EMBLEMS
JOHNSON CO.
—ORIGINATORS

—

ARMY — NAVY — FLYING SCHOOLS
CLUB EMBLEMS

Write for Catalog "D"
3 52 W. I 5th St. "Wing Building" New York, N. Y.

ARROW — SPORT
SEDAN — COUPE — SIX
mew Arrou ittWefi Write for our Catalogue

AMATEUR BUILDERS
read this booklet on Balance, Stability, Con-
trollability and Design of the Sportplane.

Illustrations and Nomenclature oi the modern
Sportplane is included.

Send one dollar to

DONALD L. J. SMITH
1247 Loma Vista Drive Long Beach, Calif.

A NEW SHIP AT $985
The .deal ship for club or private owner. Two place
cabin monoplane, 30 ft. wing, large control surfaceB,
adjustable s abillzar, welded steel fuselage, split axle
landing car. staggered seals, dual control if wanted.
L'ses any motor of 70 to 130 H.P. A good looking,
well built, strong, dependable ship. Price complete,
less motor and Instruments, $98j. Same, uncovered.
$785. Blue prints showing complete construction de-
ta Is, $1D. Prices F. O. B. San Diego.

BARNEY SNYDER
Di

Amateur Plane Builders
lie sure your ship will fly- Our done sheets give
correct size of rudder, fin. Ktabilizcr, elevator,

wins and h.p. loading, balance, etc. Price 50c
We build ninm). wing ribs, steel fuselage, and
toll groups to your specifications

BARNEY SNYDER
3432 University Ave. San Diego, Calif.

NEW LIBERTY MOTORS
With all the latest improvements

Can supply from stock

any new "Liberty" parts desired.

Write or wire for prices,

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, INC.
518 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK

Paul G. Zimmermann, M.E.
Consulting

Airplane Design and Manufacturing
Organization.

Designer and Constructor of Metal
Aircraft.

Telephone:
Mystic 514

22 CLIFT STREET
MYSTIC, CONN.

Inspection Tests Analyses
Microscopic Examinations

Of all materials for airplane construction Advice on
Specifications—Heat Treatment. All work In charge
of chemists and metallurgists of recognized experience
in automotive engineering and under supervision of
Government Inspectors If desired.

NEW YORK TESTING LABORATORIES
30 WASHINGTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

L. R. SEIDELL. Mgr. Director
Member Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce

AIRPLANES
AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS:

Get our short but complete course in Aviation. In-
cludes wing curve data, how to figure wing areas,
h.p., speed, etc.: also treatise on flying. Complete,
postpaid, only 25c coin.

DIX ENGINEERING
Dept. A. Box 302, Allentown, Pa.

BERLING MAGNETOS
Made by

BERLING MAGNETO CO., Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Parts for all types

BARGAINS: ,',:'V, J
,0
i* fLSSSZ

streamline. $2 per pair, a* x 3 wheels, $4. Wire
llOM elami s, $1.50 per 100. Map eases, wooden. $2:
leather, (2.50. I'sert Liberty safety belts. $2.50. Hel-
rnuiS fiom $1,35 to $7.50.
Our stock.* are constat] ly changing anil being in -

creased with new material What dc you need? Let
us serve you. *

SEE OUB ADVERTISEMENT ON PAQE 878

(trite for

'MILITAW SALES&c<
622 MARKET ST.

DHIUk.PA.

ENGINES-MAGS-PARTS
Mag switches, supplies, ball bearings.

One rebuilt Whirlwind for sale.

SPILLANE & COMPANY
1818 So. San Pedr Los Angeles, Cal.

Side of fuselage hand starting cranks for OX5 and
OXX6 motored Seaplanes, each, complete, $25.
Experimental pontoon for small ship. $50.
("sevl OXXti pusher propellers. $12.
1 used propeller for Hispano 150 H.P. motor,
pusher. $25.
1 geared, hand staring crank for Hispano Suiza
220 H.r. motor with Rooster Magneto, $50.

NEW HAVEN AIR TERMINAL, INC.
Box 919 New Haven, Conn.

1 M.F. Flying Boat, OXX6 motor set up, per-
fect condition, $2,450.
1 new Hispano Suiza, Model A, 150 H.P.
motor, complete, original crate, 5950.
1 rebuilt Hispano Suiza. Model A, 150 H.P.
motor, complete, $5 50.

1 used Curtiss OXX6, 100 H.P. motor, com-
plete, 5500.

NEW HAVEN AIR TERMINAL, INC.
Box 919 N.w Hiv.ii. Conn.

SERVICE AND SATISFACTION
Used OX5 cylinders. $12. Exhaust manifold, each aide,
$8 ; per set, $16. Y pipes, $s Complete set rings.
$3.50. Set OX5 motor tools. $11.50. Complete set
gaskets. $1. OX5 motors and pails Send for Booklet

JOSTES AIRCRAFT SUPPLY CO.
4672 St. Louis Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

SUPPLIES
Used, serviceable 26 X 4 tires. $3.50; used 26 x 3

tiles, S3; used 750 x 125 tires. $5. Johnson and John-
son Aerokit, complete, $3 — for plane, hangar and
home. A.C. Spark Plugs, 40c.

JOSTES AIRCRAFT SUPPLY CO.
4672 St. Louis Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

SPRUCE
SELECTED CLEAR AIRPLANE STOCK

ALL SIZES FOR QUICK SHIPMENT FROM OUR
CHICAGO YARD

PIKE-DIAL LUMBER CO.
Phone: Canal 0049 2251 So. Loom is, Chicagt

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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UYE DIRECTORY
$5 per insertion. Payable in Advanc

KNOW YOUR RADIATOR
'We are Airplane Radiator Specialists. Radiators
made, repaired and recovered, using genuine
Cartridge Cores. Quick service. Prices right.

LIBBY'S AUTO RADIATOR CO.
2700 E. 15th ST. KANSAS CITY, MO.

97 lbs., complete, $95. 4 cylinder Ford conversion mo-
tor. 36 H.P., i!0S lbs., slightly used, perfect, $95. 4

cylinder magnetos for Ford Conversions, $16.50; small
radiators. $15; oil pumps, $4; propellers, $15; hubs.
$10; Aluminum cylinder heads, $15. Harley big twin
motor, 18 H.P., 95 lbs., $35. Motors are complete
with propellers. Motorcycle propellers, $7 ; propeller
hubs. $7. .Tennie landing gear, $22. Leather helmets,
$1.50; large goggles, $3.50. Send money order.

STORMS AVIATION CO. ASHEVILLE. N. C.

ORDER BY MAIL

N.A.K.II
GOGGLES

Special, $4.00
SIDNEYS AVIATION SALES

1024 Mission Street San Francisco, Calif.

Actual

Card

N E DOLLAR Membership
AMERICAN AERO ASS'N. Lockport, 111,

Gold
Wings

GENUINE LINEN AIRPLANE COVERS
Full Set, .T.V. 1100; Canuelt. $105; Standard .11. S110.

.IN- CAN. S.J.I JN-CAN. S.J.I

Fuselace . .jl4.no $14.00 Center section $3.00 $3.00
Aileron, Rudder 4.00 4.00

v"k IIS 175 Elevator, ea.. 3.50 3.50

Turtle bats 1 c 1 't
wlnS- lc 00 lc °

Hor. StabiL'r 7.00 7.00 Lower wing... 15. 00 15.00

EVERYTHING FOR AIRCRAFT. Wanted; TJsed
OX5's and air-cooled aircraft engines.

OSTERGAARD AIRCRAFT WORKS
4303 N. Narraqansett Chicago. Illinois

AIRCRAFT PARTS
Mnde to Your Blue Print and Specifications

TANKS AND COWLS—PROPELLER AND WHEEL
STREAMLINE

—S PINNING S

—

RUNNING, LANDING AND FIELD LIGHTS

The National Marine Lamp Company
AIRCRAFT DIVISION

Forestville Connecticut

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE COMPANY
"Masters of the Air"
Largest airplane supply house

in the West
WRITE OR WIRE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS
3 5 Washington Blvd. Venice, Calif.

PHENIX NITRATE CLEAR DOPE
at $1.30 per gal. in your own 50 gaL steel drums.
$1.40 per gal. in 50 gal. wood barrels. $1.40 per
gal. in 30 gal. wood barrels. $1. 60 per gal in
> gal. boxed cans.
WOOD BARRELS AND CANS INCLUDED AND

NOT RETURNABLE.
Immediate shipment f. o. b. factory.

All fresh made from new and high grade materials.

No -war stock or reworked materials.

Phenix Aircraft Products Co., Williamsville, N. Y.

BARGAINS, NEW INSTRUMENTS & MOTORS
Altimeters, new, small- dial, very neat, accurate, de-
pendable 10 20.000 ft., 56.00—Tachometers, luminous
dial, .laeger, new, with 8-foot shaft and adopters,
very accurate, suitable for OX5 or any standard U. S.
engines, S9-00—Air speeds, Sperry, new and complete,
$8.50—Compasses r Creigh, Osbnrn or Sperry, mag-
netic, new. S7.50—Motors: Anzani, Hispanos, Liberties.
Renaults, I.e Rhones. Clerget, etc. Also quantity of
spare parts for above motors.

CIE INTERNATIONALE A E RO N A LIT I QU E
4003 Roland Avenue Baltimore. Maryland

HELP WANTED
Aviation Students — Flying Club Members

Make money for your aviation training. We can give
you the best money making proposition ever offered to
aviation students. Send a dollar for your official

flying time record and become an authorized Illinois
Air Service representative at your flying field.

ILLINOIS AIR SERVICE
230 E. Superior St. Chicago, 111.

WANTED!
OXX6. Up c<

tored ship. Also
complete.

E. F. Dutro

a ship—three-place—with or with-
efer Hisso, but will take OX5 or
52,000. Cash for good Hisso mo-

so need good A or E Hisso motor,

Zanesville, Ohio

FOR CAT F Brand new Harding. 28 foot, para-
x v-»±v J^lijij. cnute witn harness. $57. Standard
D. H. landing gear, complete. $48; Jenny gear, less
wheels, SIS : Jenny ailerons. S5 ; slightly used Hisso
par's, upper or lower crankcases. $40; new 150 H.P.
Hisso propeller, S32; new valve guides, heavy or light
type, 50c each, per set, 45c each; crankshafts, Hisso,
$30, OX5, $15; crankcase studs. 5c each; assorted
thimbles. SI per hundred. Terms 50% with order.
Balance C. O. D. Subject to inspection.

ELLSWORTH
A. W. BAARLEY

WISCONSIN

NEW OX5 TRAVEL AIRS
Due to the fact that we bought a quantity of new
0X5 engines early in 1927, we are still in a position
to supply a number of these airplanes. No motors
for sale alone. Rush your orders.

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS
2512 University St. Paul, Minn.

SITKA SPRUCE
Clear, select airplane stock, all sizes and
lengths. We can mill to detail, accord-
ing to your drawings.

YOHO & HOOKER LUMBER CO.
5 20 Williamson Ave. Youngstown, Ohio

BUILDERS OF AIRPORTS
Consultants on Sites, Construction, Maintenance

NED MARTIN COMPANY
310 Everett Bids. AKRON, OHIO

"An Airport for Every City"

FLYING OOL
CALIFORNIA

Pacific
Technical ft University
SAN BIEGOtk ~» c.p!5?^f the -^CALIFORNIA

Offers Home Study courses

in Aeronautical EngineeringW& I 7 £ FOJS. C/RCCLAISZ.

San Mateo San Francisco

Established I F i-V I

"SPEED" JOHNSON'S
FLYING SCHOOL

9 $5 per insertion. Payable in Advance

CALIFORNIA

Ryan Flying School
PERFECT year round flying climate. Modern
^ equipment. Complete, thorough course.
Specially trained instructors. Small classes

—

individual instruction. Close to largest Army,
Navy and Marine Base in the West. Write for

catalog.

San Diego California

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO FLYING CLUB
INCORPORATED 1925 NOT FOR PROFIT
LEARN TO BE A U. S. LICENSED

PILOT BY "CLUB METHOD"
Take lessons at your convenience, pay as you take

them, at the lowest rates in the U. S. A.

GET OUR PLAN FIRST
330 So. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL of AVIATION
HINCKLEY, ILLINOIS

50 miles West Herman J. Neubauer, M.O.
of Chicago Executor

Learn to fly at our up-to-date school of aviation.

Tuition S200. or $20 by the hour, payable in advance.
Expert instructora, excellent accommodation. New
ships for training. Distributors of the Air Kins.
The King of the Air. $2395. FOB. Lomax. Illinois.

New atjd used ships for sale.

Midwest Airways Corporation
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

One of the oldest schools in Illinois.

Complete flying course on new WACO planes.

Write for booklet
WACO DISTRIBUTORS for ILLINOIS and IOWA

ADVANCE TRAINING
IN LATE TYPE SHIPS

WE PREPARE FOR ALL GOVT. LICENSES.
190th and Main Streets

Los Angeles, Calif.

Mailing Address
Rt. No. 2 Box 205-A Gardena. Cal.

LEARN AVIATION
Send for Free Illustrated cata-
logue, describing our flying

course in Applied Airplane Me-
chanics and our Home- Study
Course in Aviation. We have
right now an opportunity for

a few of our students to earn
I heir tuition. If interested
write at once for details.

VARNEY SCHOOL OF FLIGHT
1817-1819 Main St. Peoria. 111.

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS"

LEARN TO FLY. with men who know "AVIATION".
We qualify you for Gov. License. No bond for solo.

Our course includes working in our shop where you
get actual experience in repairing, rebuilding airplanes
and motors. Send for free booklet.

"The WHY'S WHERE'S HOW'S of LEARNING
AVIATION". Start now.

DEPT. A. 406 WASHINGTON ST.
GARY, INDIANA

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEW YORK

INDIANA
X-earn to fly at the Cross Roads of the Nation with

Instructors who hare had 12 years' experience teaching

men <o fly.

HOOSIER AIRPORT
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Distributors for TRAVEL AIR Planes In Illinois.

Indiana. Kentucky, West Virginia.

Flying before the war and still at it.

SEND
ONE DOLLAR
We will send you by

return mall a beautiful pair of sterling silver wings

mounted on bar pin with safety catch; also identifi-

cation card issued by National Flyers Ass'n

WALLACE AERO CO. Bettendorf, Iowa

MASSACHUSETTS

Massachusetts Airways Corporation

New England Distributors
ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK AIRPLANES
First class Flying and Mechanical School

Dealers and students wanted in every city in

New England
Office: 1597 Main St. Suite 303

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Flying Field: AGAWAM CENTER, MASS.

Learn to Fly
with the

Boston Aircraft Flying Service
Edw. T. O'Toole. Boston's first commercial flyer,

offers an up-to-date course.
Write for particulars

BOSTON AIRCRAFT FLYING SERVICE
P. 0. Box 5 Operating from
East Boston. Mass. Boston Airport.

MICHIGAN

DAVIS & FELIX AIRWAYS
at BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

FLYING SCHOOL
AIRPLANE TAXI

Students Thoroughly Trained at Nominal
Cost. Write for Full Information.

Learn aviation in Detroit,
the aviation ci

GROUND WORK: engine and plane design. Con-
struction and repairs

FLYING: Including solo without bond in standard
and new modern planes

AERIAL NAVIGATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY
MICHIGAN STATE AVIATION SCHOOL

Affiliated with Michigan State Automobile School
3731 Woodward Ave. Detroit. Michigan

LEARN TO FLY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
BE SURE TO GET OUR RATES

ANDERSON FLYING SERVICE
Halfway Michigan

(10 Miles from Detroit)

Kansas City Flying School
—New 1928 Ships—Master Instructors—

10- hour Course complete $200
15-hour Course complete $275

50-hour Course, complete in every detail, $600
Both courses include Solo—Cross Country—Spins and
•mtrgency landings. Advanced course in Stunt Work.
1250. We qualify you for Government License.

INDIVIDUAL Instruction. Write for FREE outline

of the courses.

617 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

BAY STATE FLYING SERVICE
Dealers for the 1928 American Eagle and

Meteorplanes

Write for our Flying Course data

Box 64 Operating from
East Boston, Mass. Boston Airport.

Air Mail Pilots Teach Flying
at the Robertson School of Aviation, an exclusive

advantage made possible by our affiliation with the

Robertson Aircraft Corp., 6yers of the St. Louis-

Chicago Air Mail Route. Into our 10th year—with-
out accident. Get complete catalog. Address Dept. T.

ROBERTSON FLYING SERVICES, Inc.

Lambert-Si. Louis Flying Field,

Anglum, St. Louis Co.. Mo. M 280

AIR TRANSPORTATION

OZARK AVIATION, Inc.
The finest flying courses available— 10. 15 and ;>0

hour classes. Instruction In new Travel Air planes

by licensed Transport Pilots. Courses include prac-
tical flying, theoretical principles of flying, mechan-
ical knowledge of airplanes and motors, aerobatics
and avigation. Rates very low. Write for details.

TRAVEL AIR AND DRIGGS DART DISTRIBUTORS
Municipal Airport Joplin. Mo.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN SCHOOL OF
AVIATION

Expert atid complete Instruction In flying, mechanics,
meteorology, tigging, etc.—$250 for ten hour ground
and flying course—$fi00 for fifty hour course. We
qualify you for U. S. Gov't license. No bond for solo.

LEARN WHERE LINDBERGH TRAINED
Write for catalog

2419 South Street Lincoln, Neb.

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY THE MILLER CORPORATION

10 hour flying and ground school course.

Modern equipment. Exper ienced Instructors.

No liability bond required. Write for details

to The Miller Corporation, New Brunswick
Air Port, New Brunswick, N. J. Field two
miles west of city on Lincoln Highway.

LEARN TO FLY
MONEER AIRCRAFT SCHOOL

East Paterson, N. J.

10-hour course, in- Ten-hour solo course,
Ing solo and advance which qualifies you for
g instruction. government license, at

small additional cost.

Office and Shop: 515 Main Street
One hour from Broadway, N. T.

>I, N. J. Phone: Hackensack 8525

NEW YORK

BEACON AIRWAYS
BEACON. N. Y.

Flight instruction taught by experienced pilots. Prac-
tical mechanics' ground school, working on planes and
motors in etery day use under the direction of a
man with fifteen years aircraft motor experience.
There are a few vacancies still to be filled in the
first class.

Write, wire or phone for full particulars.

21 W. 40th ST. NEW YORK CITY

LEARN TO FLY

BROOKLYN AERO CLUB
Foremost Flying Club in the East. Lowest
hourly rate In the U. S. A. Plane and Instructor
at Curtlss Field every day.

OUR CLUB METHOD SAVES MONEY
WRITE

3 60 Fulton St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

CURTISS FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Clinton Road Garden City, N. Y.

In 1927 this Company flew more than 3 6 5,000
miles, carried 10,7 00 passengers, and graduated
224 flying students. '

Air fleet of sixteen planes; equipment and per-

sonnel licensed by Department of Commerce.

Write for Flying School booklet.

Real Engineering and practical training In designing,
construction, operation; actual work in building new
planes, repairing, overhauling, testing on all types of
engines. Earn while learning. IS minutes from Brnsdway.

We prepare for Government Examination
Queensboro Plaza Subway Station, New York

LEARN TO FLY
on your vacation

Ask or Write

C.E. "JACK" COOK
Formerly a Suppl y Sergeant U. S. Army
Nyack-On-The-Hudson, New York

Dealer for Aero Digest

Mondell Engineering Institute

1440 Broadway New York City

CIVIL ENGINEER teactfes privately Arithme-
tic, Algebra, Geometry Trigonometry Calculus,
Physics, Mechanics; Draughting, Airplane,
Architectural Mechanical Structural Surveying,
Prepares Army. Navy, Aviation examinations.
Tel. Penn. 3017.

THE EMBRY- RIDDLE CO.
Complete Flying Courses

Graduates Can Fly

WACO DISTRIBUTORS
LUNKEN AIRPORT CINCINNATI, OHIO

N OHIO n-s

The Willard Parker Aircraft Corp.
a real flying school — Catalog on Request

2400 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND

Learn Flying Right
's Largest Strictly Commercial Organization

High Class
.dual lii=truil vithout Restrictions

Write for further particular,

JOHNSON'S FLYING SERVICE, INC.
DAYTON—OHIO

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
Read "Ueginner's Luck", a home study course of
Instruction written by Lt. H. W,_ Johnston, instructor
with three armies and the Air Mail. Fully covers
the basic p.-inclples of elementary flying, boiled down
so that anyone can understand it Other chapters
cover interesting air experiences, opportunities, nomen-
clatuie, cod and length of time required for
training, etc.

Address: H.W. Johnston, City Bldg., Fremont, 0.
Send only SI 00 for copy.

PENNSYLVANIA

i.UEllMBTOrV

LUDINGTON PHILADELPHIA
FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Operators of Philadelphia Airport
FAIRCHILD Distributors WACO

Most completely equipped airport in Penna.
All Services

Best and quickest repair facilities In East
CITY OFFICE — 816 Atlantic Bldg., Phila.

SOUTH DAKOTA

FLY in the

NORTHWEST
Ideal conditions. Modern

equipment. Experienced pilots. We use special train-
inc plane with student seated by the side of pilot

instead «f behind. Catolog Free.

STATE AVIATION SCHOOL
BOX 877 K ABERDEEN S. D.

TENNESSEE

MID-SOUTH AIRWAYS
Incorporated

Distributors for Complete
WACO Airplanes Aerial Sen ice

Field 8 miles nortb of Memphis
CAPT. V. C. OMLIE, General Mgr.

P. O. Box 3055 Crosstown Sta., MEMPHIS, TENN.
MID-SOITH'S LARGEST FLYING SCHOOL

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FLYING
SOUTHERN ACADEMY OF

AERONAUTICS
Why have greatest airmen trained in San Antonio f

There's a reason. We call by plane for our students

or meet within our radius. Save train fare and start-

learning on the way back. Write for details.

Route 1, Box 101 San Antonio, Texas
,

! :

©OL
a $5 per insertion. Payable in Advance

TEXAS

Houston Aeronautical Service
SOLO course, including ground work, $150.

Cross country trips, emergency landings and
advance course in stunt work, $250. No classes

—all individual instruction. Ideal flying weather
the year round.

Write for free outline of our courses.

810 Fannin Street, Houston, Texas

WASHINGTON

MAMER FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Spokane Airport Spokane, Washington

We offer you the best in flying training. From tea

to 200 hours. Ships available for solo flying. The
most able instructors. The finest flying field in the

country. Rates very reasonable.

Agents for Buhl and Waco Airplanes.

DICK HAIR
INDIVIDUAL FLYING INSTRUCTION

ENROLL NOW!
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Distributor for Eaglerock Airplanes in

Southe

430 E. Josephine Sc.

Texas

San Antonio, Texas

POTOMAC FLYING SERVICE. INC.

SCHOOL OF AVIATION
HOOVER FIELD

SOUTH WASHINGTON, VA.

al Aviation School. Write for
Distributors for Swallow Airpl;

ELLIOT AIR SERVICE LTD.
HAMILTON, ONT„ CAN.

talogue

\
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

| "The Clearing House of the Aircraft Industry"

\ Rate 10c per word; $2.50 minimum Payable in advance. Replies addressed to Box Numbers forwarded promptly.

WANTED, on road, for Gates Flying Circus, three more transport pilots

with own planes. Hisso Standards preferred. Also two transport pilots with-
out planes. Must be able to repair own planes and motors. Also openings for

seasoned, experienced airplane and engine mechanics. Gates Flying Circus, 870

Broad St., Newark, N. J.

JUST OUT—Booklet and blue prints on design, construction and operation

of small sport planes, includes lessons in flying, all for $1.00. Chas. E. Russell,

545 Stadium Drive, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

WANTED: Pair of Buhl Airster OX5 wings; or would sell cracked Buhl.

Damaged parts: pair of wings, 3 tail bays of fuselage, motor mount. Perfect

parts: center section, struts, pair of wings, complete tail assembly, 4 ailerons,

new control wires, dual controls, instruments. LITTLE, Cornwall, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Pilot with degree of Mechanical Engineer — recently

completed study of operations of European airways — wishes position as opera-

tions manager of airline, flying service or airport. Address Box 647, AERO
DIGEST.

MAN with 14 years experience in automobile mechanics desires position in

airplane factory. Wants to learn airplane manufacturing thoroughly and how
to fly. Age, 29 and married. Box 650, AERO DIGEST.

YOUNG MAN of sober habits desires position as mechanics' helper. Ex-
perienced on OX and OXX motors. Willing to start low. Give me a chance.

Box 646, AERO DIGEST.

MODEL AIRPLANES: Blue Prints for building three foot racing type

airplane. Fifty cents each, postpaid, no stamps. BURT MURRAY, Dexter,

Michigan.

EXPERIENCED FLYER wishes financial backing for plans with which to

make Seattle to Tokio oceanic flight for the $25,000 prize; 100% safe. Box 649,

AERO DIGEST.

OPPORTUNITY: Students can learn to fly by this special offer of $100 for

a limited time. Two good Jennies for sale; also one new Hisso, model A.

JOE LEWIS, Municipal Airport, Long Beach, Calif.

WANTED: OX5 motors, and parts for same, and limited amount of other

good material. State what you have, condition and lowest price. R. JOSTES,
1744 N. Euclid, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE: New production, 3-piece fuselage, OX propeller. Gnome 165

H.P. Gliders, accessories, aluminum seats, horns, etc. ROCKMAN, 381

Westchester Avenue, New York.

LARGE PACIFIC COAST TRADE SCHOOL, engaged in Aeronautical

work, requires services of competent instructor to take complete charge of

airplane rebuilding department. We have an attractive proposition open to one

who can meet our requirements. This offer merits the investigation of the

better type of men. Investment required. For particulars, address Box 652,

AERO DIGEST.

INFORMATION wanted as to the whereabouts of LEON N. W. COLIN,
an aeronautical engineer, whose last known address was in care of Society

of Automotive Engineers, 29 W. 39th Street, New York City. Box 648, AERO
DIGEST.

BARGAINS: Wind cone assembly, complete, $7.50; OX5 jet wrenches, 25c;

DH axles, only $3.75; OX5 water pumps, $8; thrust bearings, $4; exhaust

valves, 45c; exhaust yokes, 50c; intake yokes, 75c; spark plugs, only 20c.

WANTED: Used OX5's, Jennies, Canucks, Standards, etc. Ostergaard Air-

craft, Dunning, P. O., Chicago.

WANTED: Used, open cockpit biplane equipped with Whirlwind or Siemens

engine. Please state price. Box 654, Aero Digest.

WANTED: Position as PARACHUTE JUMPER and AERIAL ACROBAT,
preferably with flying circus. Wages secondary if opportunity for advancement.

Age 19. Box 651, AERO DIGEST.

Say you saw it

FOR SALE: JN4D, newly recovered, complete overhaul, new radiator and
tires; turns fourteen hundred on ground. Also good used OX5 motor. BOX 472,
Somerton, Arizona.

FOR SALE: Curtiss OX5, brand new; state best cash offer. Charles
Jerabek, 1506 Cambridge Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE: Standard Tourster with 150 Hisso Model A motor, just com-
pletely overhauled; wings and tail surfaces just recovered—a real bargain,
$1400. Wire if interested. Air Service, Inc., 2600 Delaware, Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILD an Exhibition Scale Model of the Bremen. Plans and instructions,
$1. Simple and easy to construct. C. W. NOLLER, 105 Forley Street, Elm-
hurst, L. I.

YOUNG MAN, 20, no experience, but anxious to learn, wishes position
with aircraft company. POST OFFICE BOX 86, Connersville, Indiana.

FOR LEASE: Large, unobstructed tract of land near sound. Especially
suited for flying field. Seven miles from New Haven on state road, near
summer resort. Apply Carleton Smith, 72 Church Street, New Haven, Conn.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE experienced in airplane
drafting, designing and stress analysis, wants position. Box 653, AERO
DIGEST.

WANTED: Transport Pilot, to be chief pilot and instructor for new field

starting in Massachusetts; one who will invest a small amount in the business.
Box 655, AERO DIGEST.

PARACHUTES, new and used, for ships of all types, rope ladders for stunt
men, etc. Specify weight. Established 1903. THOMPSON BROS. BALLOON
CO., Aurora, III.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write ADAM
FISHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 56 3 Enright Street. St. Louis, Mo .

WANTED: Used OX-5 motors or parts. Also OX-5 crank cases and OXX-6
crank cases. Box 632, AERO DIGEST.

in AERO DIGEST

There is only one way to be sure that you get your
copy of Aero Digest regularly

—

SUBSCRIBE!
Subscriptions

:

United States Canada Other Countriei
One Year $3.00 $3.50 $4.00

Aeronautical Digest Publishing Corp.:

220 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me Aero Digest every month for a year for

which I am enclosing dollars.

Name

Address

City or Town

State
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' I 'HE all-steel construction

of the Butler Hangar
assures the city of Winfield

that it will have a structure

that is non - combustible,

fire-resistant. The wall and
roof sheets are 24 gage tight

coated galvanized steel. The
frame is steel. All steel

sheets are bolted to the steel

frame with galvanized
bolts.

All sheets have deeply drawn paneled corru-

gations. These corrugations are deep and

wide. They are specially pressed in the But-

ler factory and are deeper

and wider than mill corru-

gations. Combined with the

Butler bolted construction,

these corrugations assure

extra strength and rigidity

to the hangar.

The hangar shown be-

low was just finished for

the city airport of Win-
field, Kansas. This But-
ler Steel Hangar was or-

dered by City Manager
Jack Welfelt through
the McGreagor Hard-

ware Company of

Winfield.

There is plenty of light

for all working conditions.

THE wheels of the doors are

equipped with roller bear-

ings. The doors operate

easily.

SAVES TIME
In Refueling Planes

THE Butler Steel Hangars are complete.

THEY may be economically enlarged. They

may be dismantled, moved

and re-erected with practi-

cally 100% salvage.

The Butler Truck Tank saves time in refueling

planes. Made of steel, welded. Different com-

partments hold definite quantities of gasoline or

lubricating oils. Provided with power or hand

driven pumping unit for transferring gasoline

from truck tank to airplane. Write for prices.

Desirable

Information

Butler Steel Hangars are

available for individual

planes or for many planes.

If you desire information on

a fire-resistant hangar or on

airport problems, feel free

to write us. Literature and

attractive prices will be sent

on request.

Butler Manufacturing Co.
Kansas City, Mo. Minneapolis, Minn.



All-American
Aircraft Show . .

Practically every plane powered

with a modern American-made engine, was equipped

with an Eclipse Aviation Engine Starter—reflecting em-

phatically the trend toward greater reliability, safety and

|

convenience in starting.

Eclipse Aviation Engine Starters are available in a wide

range of types and sizes particularly adapted to applica-

tion on all modern domestic engines. In designing new

motors or in modernizing present motors by the applica-

tion of starting equipment, a co-operative technical ser-

vice, with a background of twelve years' experience, is at

your command. Write for full information stating engine

in which you are interested.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY
East Orange Plant, East Orange, New Jersey

Elmira, New York • Walkerville, Ontario

il

1

>s
-
JW

ECUBSE
AVIATION STARTERS AND GENERATORS



AVIGATION
EQUIPMENT
by Lt. Commander Weems

New Air Commerce

l
Regulations

"Alice in Navyland ,,

by Cy Caldwell
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Fairchild

GREENLY ISLAND

to

SI

N

SEVEN
ISLANDS

05

N
6,

s

MURRAY BAY

FAI

FIRSTA

The first to reach the disabled Bremen— the Fairchild Cabin Monoplane

f
I 'HE first 'plane to reach the Fitzmaurice back to Murray Bay for

spare parts and special fuel for

the Bremen.

Of the eight 'planes which subse-

quently flew to Greenly Island, seven

were Fairchild Cabin Monoplanes.

The respect with which experienced

pilots consider Fairchild 'planes is

typified by Duke Schiller's remark,

when a Fairchild was suggested as

the 'plane for his epic flight
—"With

that 'baby', we can go to the pole."

As a result of the experience gained

in building more cabin monoplanes

than any other manufacturer— all

Fairchild 'planes are ruggedly con-

structed for dependable service over

land, water, or ice . . . through sleet,

rain and snow as well as in the hot

still air of the torrid zone. Fairchild

AirplaneManufacturing Corporation,

270West 38th Street,NewYork City.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

-L Bremen's crew at Greenly Island

was a Fairchild Cabin Monoplane.

No sooner was the distress of the

disabled Bremen known, than

C. A. (Duke) Schiller and Dr. Louis

Couisiner of the Transcontinental

Airways, Ltd. ofCanada, volunteered

to carry aid to the three intrepid

airmen . . . Baron Gunther von
Huenefeld, Major Fitzmaurice and

Captain Hermann Koehl.

Through almost a thousand miles of

rain, snow, sleet and fog, the Fairchild

rescue 'plane plied its course from

Murray Bay to Greenly Island. No
more hazardous or unfavorable a

flight could be contemplated . . . into

the very jaws of disaster, many ob-

servers predicted. The Fairchild

Cabin Monoplane, nevertheless,

went through, and brought Major

L D
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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uilt-in Feature

C~ AIR YACHT ARE SAFEST,

OF WHICH ARE

COM WiCIA!

The sa^&ty of the "BACH AH
THREE resTGINES, so placed thi

is obtained, with ability to sust£

cruise on/ffiVombination of any tn

'ACHT' is insured by/xhe use of

'well balanced power aresfibution
~*

)ne, or

Engines.

From the^ brake equipped, 17 fn tread landing gear to

the "BA(3? AIR YACHT" is of w*etfbalanced design and

struction of combined steel and HfvQp of the very highest giQe, all of

which teo¥tt) to make this ship ECONOMICAL, combine*! with its

ability t^jjflrry MORE PAYLO^D^per horse-power at a QIS&A.TER

SPEED, with minimum upkeep.

Comfoj^of the passengers is a&\Ajd in the pullmanes

and ventilated sound-free cabin,'tqnrpped with smoker an

hot and^^S running water.

heated

atory,

T

Clover Field

California
Santa Monica

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A

WHY
CAMINEZ?'

n engine for aircraft must be

more than an engine. It must pos-

sessmorethan efficiency,reliability,

minimum maintenance and maxi-

mum durability.

It must be supplemented by a thor-

oughly trained and highly re-

sponsible manufacturing organi-

zation . . . such as is back of the

Fairchild Caminez engine.

With a new factory built on its

own flying field . . . with a quarter

of a million dol-

ars of individu-

al - drive preci-

sion machinery

installed and running . . . with a

trained organization from metal-

lurgists to - service engineers . . .

with factory service branches in

Chicago, Dallas and Los Angeles

—

these are but a few of the evident

preparations which the Fairchild

Caminez Engine Corporation has

made to serve this year's demand
for low-powered aircraft engines.

The reliability ofFairchildCaminez

engines has been proven conclu-

sively by innumerable official tests

as well as by extensive flying. A
Caminez engine can be serviced or

overhauled in a fraction of the time

required for other engines, because

it has only half as many parts. As
a result of the unusual efficiency

of its slow-speed propeller, it will

climb40% faster than any ungeared

engine of equal horsepower.

Every part of every Caminez engine

is made, inspected and tested in the

FairchildCaminez plant,where uni-

form excellence of materials and

workmanship are maintained in the

highest degree. An assurance and
insurance to you that you can de-

pend on service for your 1928

Caminez engine in 1932 or in 1938.

Fairchild Caminez engines are

ready to serve your needs—to give

you a new performance thrill. They
are now used in Kreider-Reisner,

Travel Air and Waco 'planes. For
performance particulars, specifica-

tions and complete data, address

the Fairchild Caminez Engine

Corporation, Farmingdale, Long
Island. N. Y.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

This is the first unit of the FAIRCHILD CAMINEZ ENGINE plant,

the present production of which is fifteen engines a week.

CAMINEZ ENGINES

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PN-12 Breaks Endurance Record
—with the help of

' A ^ERo Motor Lubricating Oil

. Notice

.

In order to conform with

the general practice of

using the as our prin-

cipal trademark, we are

substituting same in place

of the initials A-M-L-O,
our brand which stands

for Aero Motor Lubricat-

ing Oil. In the future

all packages heretofore

shipped and sold as

A-M-L-O will be labeled

as illustrated by the

trademark to the right.

'jf\ Aero Motor Lubricating Oil

was used in both motors of the PN-12
on its flight that exceeded by more

than 8 hours the former seaplane sus-

tained flight record. It took off from

the Philadelphia Navy Yard May
3rd, at 2:50 p. m. (Standard Time),

landing at 2:51 a. m. May 5th, or

36 hours, 1 minute, 13 4-5 seconds.

Distance covered equals Lindbergh's

flight . . . full load 19,000 pounds

. . . crew of four.

The Port Motor, which carried

most of the load, used only 16 gal-

lons during the entire flight, or .007

lbs. per BHPHR.

The Starboard Motor, despite the

fact that it was throwing oil, used 23

gallons, or .00975 lbs. per BHPHR.
The total ^ Aero Motor Lubricat-

ing Oil consumed by both motors was

39 gallons, or an average of .008 lbs.

per BHPHR.

The oil that made this record was

our regular No. 870 ^ Aero Motor
Lubricating Oil.

^ Aero Motor Lubricating Oils,

in all required grades, are available

in many sections of the country.

Write us for the name of the nearest

dealer.

Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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at the TIRST

ALL-AMERICAN
AIRCRAFT
SHOW
were

. on

Silvertowns
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Aero Craft Mfg. Company - AERO CRAFT on Goodrich Silvertowns

Goodrich
oAt the All -American

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Alexander Aircraft Company - 2 ALE3CANDER-EAGLEROCK planes on Goodrich Silvertowns

American Eagle Aircraft Corp. - 2 AMERICAN EAGLE planes on Goodrich Silvertowns

Silvertowns
Aircraft show

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



Fairchild Aviation Corporation - FAIRCHILD on Goodrich Silvertowns

International Aircraft Corporation - INTERNATIONAL F-17 on Goodrich Silvertowns

Ireland Aircraft, Inc. < IRELAND AMPHIPLANE on Goodrich Silvertowns

Silvertowns
Aircraft show

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Kreider-Reisner Aircraft Co., Inc. ' CHALLENGER, Type 19 on Goodrich Silvertowns

E. M. Laird Airplane Company - LAIRD WHIRLWIND on Goodrich Silvertowns

Lenert Aircraft Company - MODEL B on Goodrich Silvertowns

Goodrich
cAt the All-American

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Lincoln Aircraft Company - LINCOLN PAGE on Goodrich Silvertowns

Loening Aeronautical Eng. Co. « LOENING AMPHIBIAN on Goodrich Silvertowns

^^m^^j B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Corp. - RYAN B-l on Goodrich Silvertowns

Silvertowns
Aircraft show

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Mohawk Aircraft Company « MOHAWK on Goodrich Silvertowns

Niles Aircraft Corporation « GOLD Tl P on Goodrich Silvertowns

Overcashier Aircraft Mfg. Co. > OVERCASHIER on Goodrich Silvertowns

Goodrich
cAt the All-American

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Pheasant Aircraft Company, Inc. - PHEASANT H- 10 on Goodrich Silvertowns

Stearman Aircraft Company - STEARMAN on Goodrich Silvertowns

Silvertowns
Aircraft show

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Stinson Aircraft Corp. . 3 planes—STINSON DETROITER, PRIDE OF DETROIT and
SCHOOL SHIP on Goodrich Silvertowns

Swallow Airplane Company - 2 SWALLOW planes on Goodrich Silvertowns

Goodrich
cAt the All -American

Say you -aw it in AERO DIGEST



Velie Motor Company - MONOCOUPE on Goodrich Silvertowns

Viking Aircraft Company •« VIKING on Goodrich Silvertowns

Silvertowns
Aircraft show

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Gillis Aircraft Corporation - CRUSADER on Goodrich Silvertowns

Taylor Brothers Aircraft Corporation > TAYLOR CHUMMY on Goodrich Silvertowns
{ Photograph not available}

Goodrich
Silvertowns

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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inking East krid West. .

E
I
N

OElNGplanes have bridged thedistance between

East and West . . . Chicago, Oakland and San

Francisco are now next door neighbors!

Twenty-five mail planes, built by Boeing and

operated by the Boeing Air Transport Company,

are operating safely and speedily on day and night

schedules from the Pacific to the Great Lakes . . .

another enviable record and another tribute to the

dependability of Boeing airplanes.

Boeing Airplane Co.
Seattle, Washington

<JM ail by Air and Speed it There-)

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A NEW TRAINING PLANE

The Curtiss Fledgling

The Fledgling was constructed as

the winner of a Navy design com-

petition, in which fourteen leading

aircraft manufacturers participated.

It is specifically designed for primary

and advanced training, either as a

land plane or as a seaplane, and is

equipped for fixed or flexible gun-

nery instruction, radio spotting and

bombing.

In design and performance, the

Fledgling is eminently representative

of 1918 standards for training planes.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE AND MOTOR CO., INC.

Offices: Clinton Road, Garden City, N. Y. Factories: Garden City and Buffalo, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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e-e-e-e-e- jiLravel air'
VTravel Air planes hold many records of ac-

complishment.

—winner of the 1926 Ford reliability tour.
—winner of the Dole Honolulu flight.

—thousands of flying hours weekly in

carrying mail, passengers and express on
transport lines.

Six types bi- and monoplanes are now being
built, including a new cabin monoplane of
Pullman car comfort. Deliveries now average
20 new ships a week from its modern new

^ factory.

Travel Air tests all ships, and fills the tanks
l^of their planes for fly-away, with PHILLIPS

77, knowing that in doing so,*the standard "<s=0
of performance of their ships after leaving
the factory will be as high as that employed
in their manufacture.

PHILLIPS 77 is a stable, 100% natural gas-

oline made especially for aviation use by the
world's largest manufacturers of natural
gasoline.

Now available at Chicago, Iowa City, Des
Moines, Omaha, North Platte, Cheyenne,
Rock Springs, Salt Lake, Wichita, Bartles-

ville and Amarillo airports.

Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

NATURAL GASOLINE FOR CONTROLLED VOLATILITY

Say you saw \i in AERO DIGEST
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N IMPORTANT
to thosewho are

about tolearntofly

You may now learn to fly the Rankin
Way in your own locality. In response
to demands from prospective students
and heads of flying schools the country
over, the Rankin School of Flying is

granting exclusive rights to teach the
famous Rankin System of Flying In-

struction to reputable schools through-
out the United States. Many schools
are already successfully operating under
Rankin franchises.

International authorities cite the Rankin pilots'

course as the finest known. Because of the
outstanding superiority of their training, the
demand for Rankin-trained pilots is far in ex-

cess of the supply. Established eight years ago,

the Rankin School of Flying has grown to the
largest in the Western Hemisphere.

If you are about to learn to fly, insist upon
Rankin training. If there is no school near
you using this great method, mail the coupon
below at once for information on how to

establish the Rankin System of Flying In-

struction in your territory.

Mail
This

Coupon

Rankin School of Flying,
Rankin Airport, Portland, Oregon:

Tell me how to establish the Rankin System of Flying Instruction in my locality.

AD-1

Name Address-

Name of nearest flying school

Address. City-

City State-

- State

RANKIN SYSTEM OF
Say 70a *«w it in AERO DIGEST



TOFLYING
SCHOOLS

Possession of the Rankin franchise
places in your hands the most ad-

vanced methods of flight instruction
known. It puts your school under the
personal supervision of the great Ran-
kin organization. The highly trained
Rankin business and sales forces are
at your disposal backed up by in-

tensive national advertising campaigns.
Greatly increased enrollments without
any additions to your present staff and
equipment, enlarge your income and
permit you to maintain the finest

school in your territory. Write now
to the Rankin School of Flying, Port-
land, Oregon, for complete details on
what this great offer means to you.
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Ludington Philadelphia Flying Service, Inc.

PHILADELPHIA MUNICIPAL FLYING FIELD

"All other pilots drain.'

ed their oil every night,

keeping it alongside

the fire."

Kendall Refining Company,

Bradford, Pa.

April 23, 1928

Mr I . H - Shearer

I '

h to than* you for the analysis you trade of the Kendall J oil, I

ned to you after a twenty hour run in our Wright Whirlwind motor

gratified to learn of the favorable condition of this oil

I have some further information which I as sure will interest you. I

have just returned from Hurray Bay , the rescue base for the Bremen On

this flight I used Kendall J Oil and was the only one there who experi-

enced no difficulty in starting my motor in the morning. Hone of the

other planes used Kendall but drained their oil every night, keeping It

alongside of the fire so that it would be hot in the morning when they

put it in again

The day I arrived several Canadian filots advised me to drain my oil

immediately on account of the cold The temperature was three degrees

below zero, and we were flying on three feet of ice or. Lake St Agnes

I told them I had confidence in my oil and thought I would keep it in

all night, so the following morning when I was getting ready to start

my motor they came out to give me the laugh.

That morning as on the other morr.ir.gs I was there, the motor started

immediately, so you can realize the favoratle impression everyone had

of Kendall J Another interesting thing is that before we le

north our Inertia starter stripped its gears, so that all our

were made by hand

tr.e

Hoping to 1 rem

LYIEG SEEVI:E

"l told them I had con-

fidence in my oil and
thought I would keep it

in all night."

AT MURRAY BAY
Rescue base of the Bremen

"\A7HEN the other pilots at Murray Bay drained
their oil every night and kept it alongside the

fire, R. P. Hewitt, with KENDALL PENZBEST
Motor Oil in his plane, did not drain the oil at

night and easily started his plane by hand the next
morning.

Whenever put to the test, KENDALL PENZBEST
Motor oil demonstrates its low cold test. This is

why it has a longer life in any temperature, lasts

two or three times as long as the average motor oil.

As every pilot knows, wax is not a lubricant and, if

not removed, will contaminate the oil. Under high
pressure and high temperature, it will change into
a carbon formation and deposit a useless residue
that impairs the lubricating efficiency of the oil.

Because of their freedom from wax, KENDALL
PENZBEST Motor oils do not ordinarily require
changing until after about thirty hours of flying
and give better lubricating results every hourofflight.

KENDALL REFINING COMPANY
BRADFORD, PA.

"The following morning when

I ivas getting ready to start

my motor, they came out to

give me the laugh. All our

starts were made by hand."

KENDALL PENZBEST m
87l

or

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Latest

Process Light

ALLOY
Bohnalite, the latest process light alloy is playing

an important part in aircraft motor construction.

Its great lightness and great strength are vital

features in aircraft pistons, cylinder heads,

crankcases, etc.

As we are constantly experimenting with the fore-

most aeronautical engineers, it is possible that

Bohn engineers and Bohn metallurgists may be

of service to you in connection with some of

your motor problems.

Investigate Bohnalite—the advanced light alloy.

j
BOHN ALUMINUM & BRASS CORP., DETROIT, MICH.

Also makers of the famous Bohn Ring True Bearings

\

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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C I o THE average eye the

JL Wright crankcase is

but one of the parts of an

aircraft engine, but in no

part of any modern me-

chanism is sound design

more apparent or skilful

workmanship better exem-

plified.

To the metallurgist,

engineer, foundryman or

machinist, it is remarkable

that a casting of such size

can be so tough and dur-

able. ..yet so light. ..so

strong and rigid . . . yet com-

prised of such thin sec-

tions.

It is not by chance that

it is known as "the finest

aluminum casting made". From the specification of

the alloy to assembly of the finished part in the

engine, the Wright crankcase is held to the most

rigid of standards.

Only the best metals ofthe world are used ; the mix-

ing of the alloy itself

is done with exacting

care; remelting ofscrap

is unheard of in the

Why is

The Wright
Crankcase

called
The finest
ALUMINUM
CASTING
Made 9

Wright foundry. Yet even

these precautions are not

considered sufficient. Test

bars, poured from each cru-

cible of molten alloy must

pass rigid chemical and

physical tests or the entire

heat of metal is rejected.

Nor does this vigilance

relax when once the crank-

case is cast. There must be

no internal stresses in the

metal, no porous areas, no

unseen cracks or defects.

Each unit is heat-treated to

assure full strength of all

sections, thick or thin ; each

is tested under water by

air pressure that no porous

passages may exist; each

is etched in acid that no minute defects may pass

unnoticed.

For more than a decade Wright has been building

engines with just such care as this... to produce air-

craftpowerplants thatmeasure up to thehighest stand-

ard of excellence...

an unchanging policy

which explainsWright

engine performance.

ft*

Wright "Cyclone'

Aeronautical

Engine

WRIGHT
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION

Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.
CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Licenseeo for Canada. Montreal

Wright "Whirlwind"
Aeronautical

Engine

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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Especially

for Private Owners AAA

THE PITCAIRN SPORT MAILWING
In the Pitcairn Sport Mailwing there is offered a quality and degree

of performance that accords it a unique position. It is a sport ship

with all service characteristics of the finest types of planes used in

the air mail service, and as such, appeals to the most discriminating

class of owner-pilots.

It is a companion ship to the familiar Pitcairn Mailwing*, only
differing by the conversion of the mail compartment to an additional

cockpit for passenger-carrying. There is also added a baggage com-
partment directly behind the pilot's seat.

The Pitcairn Sport Mailwing answers the demand of private owners
for a plane of wide speed range, remarkable stability, and of the high-

est maneuverability. It is powered with the Wright Whirlwind J-5-C

engine and furnished with the following instruments and equipment:—

Instruments

Compass Altimeter

Air Speed Indicator

Tachometer Gas Gauge
Oil Pressure Gauge and Thermometer

Clock

Equipment

Navigation Lights

(Also wired for landing lights)

Flare Release Mechanism
Fire Extinguisher Battery

Engine Tools First Aid Kit

Price, fully equipped at Bryn Athyn, Pa., $9,850. Send
for illustrated literature and complete specifications.

PITCAIRN AIRCRAFT INC.
1 846 LAND TITLE BUILDING h •» PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Two

New World's

Records
Speed—318.69 m. p. h.

to* Altitude— 38,793 feet

F
OR the second time within five months the

new Champion Aviation Spark Plug has

helped to establish a new world's speed record.

Major Mario De Bernardi, Italian ace, on March
30th broke his own existing world's record in a

Champion equipped Macchi-Fiat plane, with a

speed of 318.69 miles per hour.

Designed to withstand the extremes of service in

aviation, the new Champion Aviation Spark Plug

has already established new high standards of

spark plug performance in aircraft engines.

Two world's speed records in quick succession and
a new world's altitude record made by another

Italian flyer, Renato Donati, with a height of

38,793 feet in a Romeo Jupiter motored plane

give eloquent testimony of the new Champion
Aviation Spark Plug.

The Champion Aviation Spark Plug was devel-

oped with the vast experience and unusual re-

sources of Champion's engineering staff, dedicated

exclusively to spark plug manufacture. It embodies

all the excellence in material and manufacture

exclusive to all Champion Spark Plugs.

Install a complete new set of Champion Aviation

Spark Plugs which bring to your engine a new
factor of safety and vastly improved performance

and dependability.

Write for descriptive folder

Champion
Sparkplugs

TOLEDO, OHIO

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Why EAGLEROCK
is Rapidly Becoming
the Most Popular Plane

THE TEN POINTS in choosing an

airplane results in ten reasons for

buying an Eaglerock.

1. Approved Type.

2. Proven Performance.

3. Built to Perform in High Alti-

tudes.

4. Reliability of Company.

5. Largest Sales Force (Assuring Ser-

vice) .

6. Best Materials Obtainable.

7. Best Visibility.

8. Best for Training.

9. Slow Landing Speed.

10. Lowest Price—Value Considered.

PERFORMANCE PLUS!
The Eaglerock has always had performance.

NOW it has PERFORMANCE PLUS.
Take the motor of your choice—water or air

cooled, 90 to 260 horsepower—have it installed in

an Eaglerock and you will be proud to own it.

PRICE $2250 ON FIELD
Less Motor and Propeller

THE EAGLEROCK CAN BE FURNISHED
WITH THE FOLLOWING MOTORS:

(Subject to availability of motors)

RYAN SIEMENS, 120 H.P
WHIRLWIND J-5, 220 H.P.
FAIRCHILD-CAMINEZ, 120 H.P.
MENASCO, 260 H.P.
FLOCO, 150 H.P.
DAYTON BEAR, 120 H.P.
ANZANI, 120 H.P.
HISSO (GOV'T. OVERHAULED ) , 150 H.P.
OX5 (REBUILT), 90 H.P.

Aircraft (o.

Room 403, Alexander Industries, Inc., Colorado Springs

Eaglerocks are now being built and tested at their

new home, high and dry beneath the shadow of

Pikes Peak, Colorado Springs. Construction in a dry
atmosphere assures well seasoned materials and elimi-

nates many manufacturing difficulties. Altitude test-

ing guarantees altitude performance.

Ill llllllll
PERFORMANCE WITH ECONOMY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A NEW BOOKLET
ON COMMERCIAL
AVIATION
We have recently completed a new booklet on commercial

aviation, entitled "Now that man has wings."

This booklet includes accounts of the various activities of

the Ford Motor Company in aviation ; useful information for

determining where and how to organize airlines; general

information on many aviation subjects; and a detailed

description of the structural and aero-dynamic features of

the Ford tri-motored, all-metal transport monoplane, with

specifications and performance data.

The booklet is intended for general distribution and con-

tains material of interest both to the layman and to those who
make aviation their livelihood. It will be mailed to you,

without cost, upon your request. In writing for it, please use

your own letterhead and address your request to

THE STOUT METAL AIRPLANE COMPANY
Division of

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Dearborn, Michigan

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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International photo.

| A group of Keystone Bombers in Army flight maneuvers j
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AIR— HOT AND OTHERWISE
AND now we know what Lind-

bergh's going to do. As tech-

nical head of Transcontinental

Air Transport, Inc., which will estab-

lish a forty-eight hour air-rail passen-

ger service between Los Angeles and

Xew York City, he will continue to be

Good News!
Out of the West

More Good News
Dredging

the world's greatest pioneer of aerial By Frank A. Tichenor
development.

Xo statement has been made as to what salary will be

paid to this young man who, without even being interested

for a moment, refused extravagant offers, fortunes a month,

from all sorts of sensationalists anxious to capitalize the

glory of his great achievement of a year ago, so that they

could reap its unearned increment. Lindbergh has done

exactly what might have been expected of a youth of his

great common sense and worth while intellectual farsight-

edness. He did not fly the ocean as a stunt. He flew it

as an object lesson to mankind. He knew what a plane

could do, he knew the kind of plane it had to be to do it,

he raised the money for the building of that plane and
then alone, unhampered by the possibility of any failing

partner, he went ahead and DID it.

Xow, as technical chief of Transcontinental Air Trans-

port, Inc., he will be one of the chief instrumentalities in

the establishment of a forty-eight hour air-rail passenger

sendee from Atlantic to Pacific. It is the logical and ad-

mirable thing for him to do. It gives the nation another

splendid gift from the hands of energetic youth. This

service will reduce the time of travel across this mighty

continent by much more than half. It will speed up Ameri-

can business, life in general. It will shrink the size of

North America and thus make it easier to operate this

mighty nation as a concern 100 per cent going. It will give

id\ its citizenship, to a degree not known before, the bene-

fit of the constructive effort of each citizen. Forty-eight

hour transit from one coast to the other will once more
revolutionize our national life upward.

The nation owes another debt to Lindbergh. It will

pay it.

Hooked up with C. M. Keys, president of Transconti-

nental Transport, Inc., he will have the right associations

Irom the top all the way down. Keys surrounds himself

with others who are genuine. Congratulations are due first,

perhaps, to Transcontinental Air Transport, Inc., but we
are justified in offering them to Lindbergh, too. Most of

all we are convinced that they are coming to the people of

the nation and, among that mass, ourselves. Aero Digest,

reading this great piece of news, feels as if the world had
given it a gift. It ought to. That's what has happened.

That this gift is shared by every citizen of the United

States, the nation in which this splendid combination will

speed up and benefit existence as a whole, is its very

finest detail.

This announcement of the Transcontinental Air Trans-

port, Inc., the air-rail system which will cut the general

passenger transport time between the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts to less than forty-eight hours, tapping nearly every

principal city in the country on its route, was an epochal

event. Co-operation between the Pennsy and the Atchison
in this intelligent hook up with air transport is heartening,

inspiring.

The interest of the railways in aviation is becoming nota-

ble, quite as it should. When Clarence Chamberlin spoke
at the dinner of the Railway Executives, at the Hotel Com-

modore, Xew York, during the past

winter, he told them that -we needed

their help. He said truly that we of

/ / the air interests would welcome their

entrance into our ranks if they wanted

to come in and be friends.

But he added (and Clarence can use

emphasis when he thinks well of the

idea) that if they didn't join us we
would go ahead just the same, peacefully and quietly. If

the railways thought it wise to fight air transport as a

rival, they would find in us of the air interests willing par-

ticipants in any kind of shindy they might start.

Chamberlin knew the facts and stated them. It is now
evident that the railways realize that, too. That is good

news for us and for the country and is good judgment on

the part of the railway men.

The sponsors of the new rail-air system believe that

nothing other than their plan with its distinguished per-

sonnel could so convince the general public of the fact

that air transport is here in a very serious way. I believe

that thought is right. It's a great lineup of brains, man-
power and machines. Read the list, and glory in it.

General W. W. Atterbury, president of the Pennsylvania

Railway; C. M. Keys, of the Curtiss Company; William

May Good ; Harold Bixby, president of the Chamber of

Commerce of St. Louis; Richard Hoyt, of Hayden Stone

and Company; Harry B. Knight; Fred Harvey, of Kansas
City

—

and Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh! These are

names to conjure with!

Watch us grow, this year ! Before the twelvemonth

passes the above will be one of the small achievements, by
comparison with others, which will have come to pass.

CAME Major C. C. Moseley, Harris M. Hanshue and

"Jim" Woolley <out of the West, three musketeers of

air transport, in other words the personnel of Western
Air Express.

Back in 'Forty-nine the pioneers started from the East

and labored slowly, often amidst astounding dangers, to

reach the West, then an unknown, mysterious country.

Ox-carts were their usual vehicles and the speed of ox-

carts is whatever it may be, but never more, perhaps, than

two or three miles an hour. Today the airplane is the

vehicle of such men as I have mentioned, who came from
the West to East, and their speed was in excess of 100

miles an hour.

The West-bound venturers had Indians to fight along the

way. The East-bound pilgrims looked down (if they

chanced to think of it) on those old battlefields and found

them wholly peaceful. They looked down on them even

as the eagle peered at them from the high clouds three-

quarters of a century ago.

These men came out of the West to take back with them
three new tri-motored transports, Pratt and Whitney Wasp
motored Fokker monoplanes, to inaugurate a regular air-

passenger sen-ice between Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco.

In 'Forty-nine that journey was a horror to those in the

covered wagon and those who walked on foot beside it.

Only the man on horseback could make it with fair com-
fort and even to that man it was a real ordeal

!

Now it will be made in the new vehicle of these modern
transport men without need of worry over the tremendous
mountain peaks, or rock- (Continued on page 1042

)
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THE HUMAN EQUATION
THE romance and the

tragedy of service in

the United States Air

Corps were strikingly re-

vealed, it

Lt. Lester J. Maitlrad

IN THE AIR CORPS
as related to its claim for

a separate promotion list

BY RALPH W. CRAM

Lt. A. F. Hegenberger

seems to

this writ-

er, w h e n

Lieut.
Lester J. Maitland told the House Com-

mittee on Military Affairs "he has been

a lieutenant in the Air Corps since 1918,

that he has been 'over 10 years on a fly-

ing status,' and that according to the

present list he is 'due for promotion to

a captaincy in July, 1932, and to a major-

ity in 1948, after 31 years of service.'
"

The quotation is from the favorable re-

port on the Furlow bill (H. R. 12814)

made for the committee by Congressman

Wainwright, and committed to the Corn-

Whole House on

Union. Certainly

Maugha

m i t t e e of the

the state of the

those who are in

sons for the claims

for a separate pro

ed for in this bill,

last it is to find a

passage by Con
ment into law.

was not singled out for special mention

by the Committee. It also quoted his

co-pilot on the Hawaiian flight, Lieut.

A. F. Hegenberger, who was also the

navigator and radio operator of the big

army transport on this historic flight, as

stating before the Committee that "he

would not be a major until he was 53

years of age, at the present rate of pro-

motion."

Here we have two illustrations of the

personal and human argument for a sepa-

rate Air Corps promotion list which has

always appealed to me during ten years

of pleasant and of more-or-less intimate

relations with many fliers. Having dur-

ing that period done enough flying to un-
derstand their
their language, as

officer of equal experience."

That has not been the rule,

as is quite generally known

;

such casualties in line of

duty in the

Air Corps

usually led

to promo-

t i o n s in

quite unrelated lines of Army service, the

Committee's report stating that while the

strength of the Air Corps was but one-

twelfth of that of the Army, 40 per cent

of the deaths on the Army's active list

occur in the Air Corps. No wonder it

says the effect on the morale of the Air

Corps is bad.

Let's look at a number of individual

cases showing what has been the effect

of the single promotion list.

Lieut. Maitland, who has already been

of many Air Corps

Lt. J. H. Doolittle

Lt. Lowell H. Smith

formed on the rea-

of the Air Corps

motion list provid-

will hope that at

clear path to its

gress and enact-

Lieut. Maitland

referred to, is one

officers who have

of especial distinc

hold the same rank

they entered upon
brilliant and haz

was a lieutenant

second in that—in

thrilling of all the

Capt. F. O'D. Hu

performed services

tion, and who still

that they did when
their careers of

ardo.us service. He
when he finished

my opinion—most

races for the Pulit-

their fine loyalty to

to me that this is

argument that can

Anyone who has

serving the devel

since World War
lier, must have seen

problems and talk

well as appreciate

the service, it seems

the mos: appealing

be put forward,

been carefully ob-

opment of aviation

days, and even ear-

the cumulative

Lt. C. E. Crumrina

force of events that substantiate the fliers'

claim that, when an Air Corps member
dies in line of duty, promotion on account

of the vacancy created ought to go to

another member of the Corps.

As Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh put

it in testifying before the Committee:
"If a flying officer meets his death, the

vacancy should be filled by an Air Corps

great trust and re

he is still only a

Who won that

1922? Lieut. Rus
won that sensation

then almost
around a closed

miles an hour. He
portunity of mak

zer Trophy, at Detroit in 1922. In the

following March he established a new
world's speed record of 239 miles an hour.

Later he was the officer designated to

place the Model Airways in operation

and was the Control Officer of that ac-

tivity for a number of years. June 28,

1927, he was first, with Lieut. Hegen-

berger, to fly from our west coast to

Hawaii. He is now on duty as assistant

executive in the offices of the Assistant

Secretary of War for Air. But—he is

still a first lieutenant.

Lieut. Hegenberger, according to the

Military Affairs Committee report, "has

been a lieutenant in the Air Corps since

the World War and has held positions of

sponsibifity." But

lieutenant.

Pulitzer race in

sell L. Maughan
al contest at the

unknown speed,
course, of 2 5

also won the op-

ing, in the same

plane, his famous Dawn-to-Dusk Flight

from New York to San Francisco on

June 23, 1924, a distance of 2,540 miles,

in 21 hours, 48J4 minutes flying time.

He also is still a first lieutenant.

Great races, those Pulitzer Cup events.

It has been my privilege to see them all.

Their influence on the development of

fast airplanes and efficient motors is be-

Capt. A. W. Stevens
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yond estimate; but those who took part in them always

—

though eagerly—assumed unusual hazards for the good

of the service. At Dayton, in 1924, we saw Captain Burt

E. Skeel's plane crumple in the air as he dove from a" great

height at the start, and another gallant flier was gone.

Lieut. Alexander Pearson made an aerial survey of

the Grand Canyon of Arizona, June 10, 1921. He was
one of the outstanding pilots in the Air

Corps when he was killed while prac-

ticing for that same Pulitzer race at Day-
ton, and he died a lieutenant.

Captain St. Clair Streett commanded
the New York-Alaska flight during July-

October, 1920. The Four Army DH-4s
left Mitchel Field, Long Island, New
York, July 15, and arrived at Nome,
Alaska, August 25. The return trip

started August 29 and was successfully

completed October 20, 1920. Flying over

very difficult terrain for about 9,000

miles, Captain Streett took his formation

over glaciers, forests and uninhabited

regions, without damage to flier or plane.

In common with officers of other
Capt. Ira C. Eaker

branches as well as

was reduced in

tenant November
suit of the reduc

Army. He was a

board of officers

Round - the-World
first lieutenant. He
of captain again in

Of the other commissioned officers

that Alaskan flight, Lieut. Clifford

Capt. A. B. McDa

the Air Corps, he

rank to a first lieu-

18, 1922, as a re-

tion of the entire

member of the
which planned the

Flight, still as a

reached the grade

the vear 1927.

He is the first officer to have ever made an outside loop in

a plane, a feat which prior to this time was considered a

physical impossibility with the equipment, as well as prohib-

ited by the terrific strain on the pilot. It has since been

duplicated by Lieut. Al Williams of the Navy. Lieut.

Doolittle has twice visited South America, on furlough, as

flying representative of the Curtiss Aeroplane Co., and
in 1926 was the first officer to fly across

the Andes Mountains. He is still a first

lieutenant.

It was Lieut. Lowell H. Smith, desig-

nated as second in command of the

Round-the-World Flight, who assumed
command when the commander crashed

in the first part of the trip, and brought

the flight to a successful conclusion. He
first came into prominence August 27-28,

1923, when in company with Lieut. J. P.

Richter, he established the world's endur-

ance flight record of 37 hours, 15% min-

utes. During this flight he circled in the

vicinity of San Diego and refueled his

plane while in flight. He now has the

rank of captain in the Army Air Corps.

Captain Frank

Lt. John A

on

C.

Nutt was second in command. He served

very valuably as Advance Officer for the

Round-the-World Flight. But he is still

a lieutenant.

Lieut. Eric Nelson was on that Alaskan

Flight, and later on the Round-the-World.

Flight. He was its Engineer Officer, as

he was on the Porto Rican Flight. He is

still a first lieutenant.

So is Lieut. C. E. Crumrine, of the

Alaskan Flight and one of the Advance

Officers of the Round-the-World Flight.

No one who was listing the outstand-

ing pilots of the world would fail to place

Lieut. James H. Doolittle near the top.

His contributions

of aviation have

and noteworthy. In

representative of a

fliers, having re

suit group of the

World War. He is

the Corps' fore

He was the recipi

with four oak
Croix de Guerre

tain Hunter has been

Lt. Burdette S. Wright

O'D. Hunter is

special class of

mained in the pur-

Air Corps since the

considered one of

most pursuit pilots,

ent of the D. S. C.

leaves and the

with palm. Cap-

forced to jump in

Lt. Ennis C. Whitehead

with Leland S. An
from San Antonio,

Field, Calif., in 13

which was a record

following Septem
built DeHavilland

Lt. L. D. Weddingt

to the advancement

been very practical

1922, in company
d r e w s , he flew

Texas, to Rockwell

hours 25 minutes,

at that time. The
ber, flying a re-

plane which was

a parachute on two occasions, giving him
a double membership in the famous Cater-

pillar Club, but it has not deterred in the

slightest his desire for flying. He is still

a very active pilot.

Some three years ago the newspapers

told of Lieut. E. C. Batten's feat of com-
pleting a six weeks' photographic tour

along the Canadian border, photographing

about 2,000 square miles of the interna-

tional boundary in weather varying from
10 to 17 degrees below zero. He is still

a lieutenant, on duty at McCook Field as

test pilot—that most demanding of all fly-

ing jobs, taking into the air planes, often

experimental, that no one else has flown.

uncommon when

iigh Wad.

Lt. B. S. Thompson

very heavily loaded, he made a transcon-

tinental flight from Jacksonville, Fla., to

San Diego, Calif., in the elapsed time of

22 hours 35 minutes. He stopped at

Kelly Field, Texas, over an hour to re-

fuel. Considering the equipment and in-

struments available at that time, it is rec-

ognized as a remarkable ' flight. Lieut.

Doolittle won the Schneider Cup in 1925.

Night flying was
Lieut. Clayton Bis

round trip night

Field, Washington,

Virginia, June 16,

lieutenant, a pur

the Air Corps Tact

Langley.

Hamilton made a

chute jump from an altitude of

feet on August 21, 1920, requiring only

12 minutes to descend. The following

year, at Rantoul, he jumped from 23,000

feet.

Captain A. W. Stevens made a para-

chute test jump from an altitude of 24,-

206 feet at McCook Field, June 12, 1922.

He was the (Continued on page 1050

)

sell made the first

flight from Boiling

to Langley Field,

1922. He is still a

suit instructor in

i c a 1 School at

Lieut. A. G.

service test para-

20,900

Lt. John Hard!)
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AVI GAT I ON EQUIPMENT
By

complete list Lieutenant Commander P. V. H. Weems. U.S.N. ins the st« aImost

{
The Navy Department recently detailed Lieutenant Com-

mander Weems to instruct Colonel Lindbergh in navigation

of the items of

equipment for
avigation would be as

follows

:

1—Sextant, bubble
type. 2—Chronometer watch. 3—Nautical Almanac. Ex-

tracts for the date used will suffice. A—Charts, chart

board, and either parallel rulers or a drafting machine.

A drafting machine is handier. 5—Chosen method of

working the line of position. The latest method is that

given in the Line of Position book which is meeting the

approval of the avigators who have tried it. 6—Dividers,

pencil and work book.

The writer has used a Bureau of Standards Navy sex-

tant for several months, during which time he has taken

several hundred observations. Without a doubt this sex-

tant is a great improvement over the old style sextant

where a spirit level was attached to an ordinary sextant.

In the old style sextant with bubble attachment, it is neces-

sary to bring the body, the bubble and the bubble marks

together. This means that three objects must be viewed

simultaneously. With the Bureau of Standards sextant, it

is necessary only to bring the observed body to the center

of the bubble, when the latter is approximately at the center

of the field. This operation can be done so easily that at

first one is inclined to consider the method crude. As a

matter of fact, results using this sextant are surprisingly

close. Lincoln Ellsworth, on first trying out this sextant

made the observation, "It certainly looks crude to give such

accurate results." This sizes up the matter perfectly.

Another feature of the Bureau of Standards sextant

which is especially good for night work is the fact that

a star may be viewed directly through a plain glass mak-

1

easy to pick up as it is

to see it with the naked

eye. The bubble is illu-

minated by a small elec-

tric light controlled by a

rheostat. W hen observing the sun, the bubble is viewed

directly while the sun is reflected.

The sextant is handy to operate, is light and compact,

and is easy to read. There is a small reading light for

night work. Discouraging features about the Bureau of

Standards sextant are the difficulty of keeping the small

lights in order, trouble with lost motion, and the fact that

it takes considerable time to make radical changes of angle

setting. Also, the dimmer glass bracket in certain posi-

(j H A (T.Mf1 7* Ql"oO
s

A -26 5-00 5-37 615 fe-45

& H A.(mk.) 105-45 106 -06.5 106 - 15 106-243 106-343 106-413

LONOMss'o) life -4.5 117-06.5

1 HA 11° E II 11 11 11 It

LAT <A»0) 33° N

K 33Z92N
DEC. 16-02 2 S

\

K — d 49-31.4.

A

& 18760

LOO Hc 19323
—
A

He 39-51 s
Ho 40-02 40-12 40-09 40-13 40-15 40-15

A II T 21 T 18 T 22 T 24 T 24 T

5 I4£e

Eocoa 2 A 3 5T 1 A IT IT O
1 Z 3 A s 6

Two-star altitude curves as used in a strip map cabinent

l' moving the bottom scale till it registers with the proper vertical line etched
transparent cover, both latitude and longitude are given by the intersection

of the curves.

Sample sights worked by the Line of Position book

Using second setting watch set to G.A.T. for the EQ.T. of local noon, and
showing simplified form for navigation.

Note: The watch face for GR.P.M. is the F.H.A. but 12 lumrs ar.d EQ.T. are

added to get the CCT for picking out Dec. If sights are not taken in close

succession the same work as for No. 1 sight will be required in this case. The
values for terms LHA to Hc are the same for each sight and need not be

repeated.

Average errors of 6 sights... Vi miles Total time for 6 sights U win.

Error for 6 sights averaged. .0.1 miles Average time per sight. .2 mm. 20 sec.

Used Bureau of Standards Sextant and U. S. N. Hamilton Chronometer
Watch as altered by J. Jessop & Sons.

True pesition of observer: L32—42JV LollT—ll.V.

tions catches on the reflecting plate which throws the sex-

tant out of adjustment. If instructions were implicitly fol-

lowed, this would not happen, but it is highly desirable

to have the instrument more nearly fool-proof, since more

or less inexperienced persons will have to use sextants in

the air. Altogether, the Bureau of Standards sextant,

while expensive and while defective in minor details, is a

highly satisfactory instrument and a great improvement

over the old style sextant with bubble attachment.

Thanks to the fact that watch manufacturers can make

a watch for a reasonable sum and guarantee it not to vary

in rate more than one or two seconds per day, our prob-

lem as regards time may be worked accurately. When
it is considered that a chronometer watch which varies in

rate more than two seconds per day, when there are 86,400

seconds in a day, the fact considered as an engineering feat

is nothing short of marvelous. So far as can be detected,
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Complete outfit for avigation; weight about 5 pounds

a sidereal watch which has been used in the air and on

the ground as an ordinary

watch would be used has

not changed its rate during

several months it has been

tested. The avigator needs

two watches, one set to

Greenwich apparent time

for work with the sun, and

one set to Greenwich side-

real time for work with the

moon, stars and planets.

Thanks to the daily radio

ticks, it is now a simple

matter to check and rate

watches. Since the correct

time to the second can be

obtained as often as needed,

there is no longer the ne-

cessity for keeping three

chronometers carefully
checked at every opportu-

nity and compared daily. It

might be desirable to have

such instruments aboard

ships which might be at sea

and out of radio range of

time signals, but it certainly is not needed to give the cor-

rect time to avigators, and for navigators of. small craft.

With the invention of the second setting watch, the

exact second time as closely as the rate of the time piece

permits, can now be kept continuously, and since this rate

should certainly not vary more than two seconds per day

( watches must not vary in rate more than this amount to

pass railroad inspection), we might safely claim to have

the correct time within a second, if we get the daily radio

ticks and set the watch to the exact second of time.

The Nautical Almanac gives a considerable amount of

information which is not needed by the avigator. If de-

sired, a few pages can be copied or taken from the Nau-
tical Almanac which will suffice for all purposes for the

avigator. However, the complete Nautical Almanac is a

pamphlet of only 168 pages, or about one quarter of an

inch in thickness.

There are numerous methods by which the line of posi-

tion may be worked. One which would otherwise be use-

ful in the air is so unhandy that it is shunned by the aver-

age airman. The monumental tables, H. O. 203 and

H. O. 204, are referred to. They are being widely used

by seagoing vessels. In addition to their bulkiness, they

have the serious disadvantage of not being accurate within

an hour of the meridian. For the navigator, this is not

such a serious handicap, but for the avigator travelling at

100 miles per hour it might cause serious trouble. Due
to length of time necessary for solution, and chances of

errors with complicated logarithms, the old time sight and

standard cosine-haversine method may be considered im-

practicable for the avigator. While Bygrave's slide rule has

the advantage of speed and sufficient accuracy, the vibra-

tion of the plane causes trouble in its operation and at

the same time does not leave a complete record of the com-

putations. Aquino's method has many advantages and will

appeal to many, then there are various graphical solutions.

The method we advocate as requiring one standard solu-

tion for all cases, and as the easiest and most compact, is

that based on Ogura's altitude tables combined with Rust"s

Azimuth Diagram. With the kind permission of Ogura and

Rust, the Naval Institute has published these two

methods finding

'
5*T io' iia* 50 40 Jo

Sun lines worked and plotted in Navy mail plane, San Diego
to San Pedro, Nov. 28, 1927. Distance 90 miles; time 90 minutes

altitude, and one for azi-

muth) in one book, the Line

of Position book. Auxiliary

tables made up especially

for the avigator are in-

cluded, yet the book has

only 44 pages and can be

carried in the coat pocket.

It requires no interpolation

and is accurate under all

conditions for which it is

. used, the slight inaccuracy

when the body nears the

zenith not being considered,

as a sight would be difficult

or impossible to get at the

instant the body is in the

zenith.

While a drafting machine

is not absolutely required, it

is a most convenient thing

to have both for dead reck-

oning as well as for aviga-

tion by celestial bodies. A
drafting machine with six-

inch arms, mounted on a

light 12 by 14-inch board

The chart board should bemakes a good combination,

covered with transparent celluloid for protection.

SAN 01EG0 to SAN PEDB0 »ia MAIL. PLANE- rfov. 28, 19Z7
eJ fr

FORM 1023 5UH 1033 5UN I04O5UN ||052 SUH iioo sun 1106 SUN 1114 SUN 1129 5UK 1121 SUN

C 6 -23 "48 6-33-45 6-41-18 [6-52-30 7-00-30 7-06-4 7-14-58 7-29-30 7-21-38

H> +12-37 +12-37 +12-37 -12-37 + 12-37 +12-37 ^;?-37 +12-37 + 12-37

(j A T 18-56-25 18-46-22 18-53-55 19-05-07 19 -13 -07 19-19-18 19-27-33 19-42-07 19-34-15

6-H.A.4 99-06:3 BI-3S5 103-288 106- 16 8 108-16-8 109-495 III -53.8 US-34 S 113-33.8

Loae 117-06-3 117-35-5 117 - 28.8 117- 16.8 117-16.

8

117-49.5 117-53.8 H7 -3*8 117- 33.8

L.H A. IB°E I6°E 14° 6 l\°t 9°E 8°E 6°E 2°E 4°E

1 AT. 33° 33°rt 33° N 33° N 33° E 33°l* 35° rt 33° H 33° rt

DEC. 21-141 S 21-14 2 5 21-143 5 21-14.4 5 21-145 5 21-14 55 21-/4.5 5 21-14*5 21-14-5 5
K 34"l9.«rt 34-02-5 33- 478 K 23-2MH 33-195K 33-15.4* 33-066 H 33-06-0 K 33-03.81*

35-33.7 55-16-7 SS-02 1 54-45 54-34 54-30 54-23 54-16 54-18-3

A 1510 1193 913 563 377 298 168 19 74

B 24761 24449 24 177 23836 23676 2*605 2-5481 233S8 23393
26271 2S64Z 25090 24399 24053 23903 Z5649 2-J577 23467

He 33-oe 33-39 34-08 34-46 35-05 35-13 35 IB 35 -45 35-38

Ho 33-20 35-48 34-11 34-39 34-31 34-48 34-47 35-15 35-07

a id'T 9t 3'T T A 34'

T

35'A 41' A 30'

A

31'A

2 5 23°E S 18" E 5 15° E 5 13° t 5 11° E 5 9°E 5 7°t 5 2°E 5 5° E1234 56798
Average error: 6.6 miles. Equipment ; Bureau of Standard's Sextant, GCT
watch, Line of Position book, chart, drafting machine and board, work book,

dividers, pencil, extract NA.
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A formation of Army bombing planes swooping down over Langley Field, Virginia International photo.

AERIAL "WAR" AT LANGLEY FIELD
By Charles McLean

NINETY great craft of the skies, each armed to the

teeth with ammunition and bombs, swooped down

from the sky over historical Virginia near Langley

Field, on the afternoon of May 4th.

A Pursuit Squadron of twenty-five Curtiss "Hawks,"

fiew down from Selfridge Field, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

An Attack Squadron of twenty-three new Curtiss attack-

planes came up from Texas. This was the initial appear-

ance in large scale army air operations of the new attack

plane, which is equipped with six machine guns and can

carry 250 pounds of bombs in addition to 2,600 pounds of

machine gun ammunition. When engaged in battle these

attack planes skim about 100 feet above the surface of

the ground at better than 125 miles per hour. They rely

for their safety solely on their speed and the suddenness

of their attack. Two guns are installed in the wings, two

fire through the propeller, these four guns being operated

by the pilot. The two remaining guns are handled by the

gunner in the rear cockpit.

A squadron of 12 Keystone "Pirates," of the Second

Bombardment Group, Langley Field, participated. Eight-

een more bombers, seven observation and fifteen transport

planes also took part in the mimic war.

The fury unleashed during a few minutes' demonstra-

tion, had those same planes been directed against the entire

Naval fleet, would have wreaked havoc and destruction

that would have been irreparable.

But it was only a "joke" attack, so the only actual cas-

ualties were the "synthetic" troops which the enlisted men

of Langley Field had arranged for the maneuvers, and
acres and acres of black Virginia soil, around Messick

Creek.

The Army Air Corps were demonstrating the effective-

ness of pursuit and attack planes operating against in-

fantry, artillery and cavalry under simulated war condi-

tions.

Assistant Secretary of War, F. Trubee Davison, and

Major General James E. Fechet, Chief of the Army Air

Corps, who, above everything else have the interests of

the Air Corps in their minds constantly, arranged these

startling maneuvers as the most effective means of demon-
strating to the high government officials and other observ-

ers the practical value of our country's aerial defense.

The demonstrations were under the command of Briga-

dier-General Benjamin D. Foulois, Assistant Chief of Air

Corps, whose staff was headed by Major Carl Spatz.

Forty veteran members of Congress, who had been in-

vited to witness the demonstrations, blinked their eyes in

amazement, at the same time holding their ears to pre-

vent the deafening boo-omb ! of the great bombs. In be-

tween spouting geysers of black earth, thrown hundreds

of feet into the air by the bombs, there came, almost

weakly, the punitive rat-tat-tat of machine gun fire.

"Could this be an actuality?" these members, headed by

that friend of aviation, Representative Frank James, of

Michigan, asked themselves.

On their faces one could read their thoughts : "God help

(Continued on page 1056)

Army officials and Congressmen, headed by Representative Frank James (6th from right), witness air maneuvers p - & A -
photo.
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UNIFORM STATE REGULATION NEEDED
THE Department of Commerce,

being a Federal agency, now has

control only over interstate fly-

ing so far as licensing is concerned.

While it is empowered to, and does,

require that all aircraft carry identi-

fication numbers whether or not they

are engaged in interstate commerce, it cannot establish mini-

mum requirements for airworthiness in aircraft operating

solely within one State. As a result, airplanes that are

condemned by the Department Inspectors and refused -li-

censes for interstate commercial use may obtain identifica-

tion numbers and operate solely within their own State,

carrying passengers or property for hire.

This situation has to some extent been altered by legis-

lative action of the various State legislatures, but until

there is concerted uniform action by all the States, effec-

tive regulation of all aircraft is impossible. And, since

the layman will not consider the airplane a really safe means

of transportation until regulation is general and accidents

are reduced in number, action must be taken, and that as

soon as possible, to eliminate the condemned or unair-

worthy airplane completely.

The salient characteristic of the airplane is its ability

to annihilate distance. Therefore the States which have

not had foresight enough to pass adequate and uniform

legislation will find the unairworthy and unsafe aircraft

moving into their States like the movement of the seven-

teen-year locust, which may occasion loss of life and dam-

age to property through inadequate control.

The latest step in the right direction has been taken

by the States of New York and New Jersey, which have

recently enacted legislation requiring all planes and all

pilots operating within the State to obtain a license issued

by the Department of Commerce, if the operation is such

as would require a license if the same were interstate.

Such a requirement entails no additional expense to the

State passing such legislation, as would be attendant should

a State license be required. A State license would neces-

sitate the set-up of a State inspection force, which may
duplicate the work already performed by this Depart-

ment.

Through the agency of the Approved Type Certificate

now issued to manufacturers, practically all new planes pro-

duced will be licensed immediately upon purchase from the

factory, and in the course of time there will be no necessity

for State inspection if the States will require a Federal

license. The problem immediately confronting the authori-

ties today is the class of plane which cannot be licensed

due either to its present deterioration or by reason of

no technical data being on file in the Department. It

might easily be the case that certain States might license

planes which through a cursory examination might appear
to be airworthy, but due to no technical data being avail-

able would not meet the requirements of the Federal gov-
ernment regarding factors of safety. Accidents to air-

craft in this category could easily defeat the purposes of

State legislation, which does not require a Federal license.

Aircraft before being licensed by the Department of

Commerce is required to meet not only the standards pre-

scribed for material and workmanship, but the Department
must also be satisfied that the aircraft is safe from an
aerodynamical standpoint.

The personal equation is always bound to enter into the

question such as is confronting us today. Therefore it is

believed more advantageous to all con-

cerned if the manufacturers, operators,

pilots and mechanics have only to deal

with one agency. From the standpoint

of the operator, there is the final prop-

osition involved
;
namely, the require-

ment of a Federal license should the

operator desire to move his base of commercial operation

from one State to another. In other words, even though

a barnstormer in the State of Maryland has obtained a

Maryland license, if such is required, and moves to the

State of Delaware, there continuing his operation of car-

rying passengers or property for hire only within that

State, it would be necessary that he obtain a Federal li-

cense if his plane is flown from the State of Maryland to

the State of Delaware, even though no passengers or

property are carried on this trip. Thus it can be seen that

even though he obtains a State license in the first instance,

eventually by reason of the unlimited scope of operation

of aircraft, it would be necessary that he obtain a Federal

license in order to realize on his investment.

There was an announcement published in the papers

within the last few days to the effect that a combination

transcontinental transportation company would begin op-

erations in the near future, partly by airplane and partly by
railroad. It is within the realm of possibility that shorter

hauls may eventuate, the airplane part of the transporta-

tion taking place wholly within one State. Such a State

may require a State license for such flight, but due to the

fact that the passenger would change to the train con-
tinuing his interstate journey, the plane and pilot would be

required to obtain a Federal license in accordance with the

Air Commerce Act of 1926 by reason of the flight being

part of a through-carriage between States. This is an ex-
ample of the duplicity of inspection and examination of
the aircraft and pilot with its attendant costs to the State

by reason of the additional set-up of a State inspection

service to carry out its duties as required by such a type
of State legislation.

Another example similar to the above is in the case where
feeder lines, if either passengers or cargo are carried for

hire, are operated wholly within the State delivering such
passengers or cargo to the railroad or steamship. That
part of the flight taking place wholly within the State re-

quiring a State license, the plane and pilot would be re-

quired to obtain a Federal license, such operation being

a part of a through-carriage between States.

Congress during this transitory stage of commercial
aeronautics did not see fit to give the Federal government
jurisdiction over all planes and pilots in respect to licenses,

but in its wisdom did see fit to extend jurisdiction over all

flights by providing that the Secretary of Commerce shall

by regulation establish air traffic rules for the navigation,

protection, and identification of aircraft including rules as

to safe altitudes of flight and rules for the prevention of

collisions between vessels and aircraft. Such air traffic

rules have been promulgated requiring aircraft to main-
tain certain altitudes over congested areas, prohibiting ac-

robatics with passengers for hire, and over prohibited

areas, establishing take-off, landing, and overtaking rules,

thus endeavoring to minimize any hazard attendant upon
aircraft flight, both to those in the air and those on the
ground beneath. Congress may see fit to extend the juris-

diction of the Department in regard to licenses for all air-

craft, thus it can (Continued on page 1048)

By
Clarence M. Young

Director of Aeronautics,

Department of Commerce
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ABSTRACT OF STATE LAWS ON AERONAUTICS
As of March 15, 1928

TYPES OF STATE AERONAUTIC LAWS
STATE aeronautic legislation has been of two

types— regulatory laws providing for licensing

of airmen and aircraft, air traffic rules, etc., and
nonregulatory laws, such as the uniform State

law, the purpose of which is to establish the legal

status of air navigation in relation to general law.

The District of Columbia law, being regulatory

in character, and the regulatory provisions of the

Hawaii law, were superseded by the Federal Air
Commerce Act of 1926. The California and Florida

laws became void under express provisions that

they would be in effect only until Federal legisla-

tion entered the field. Regulatory provisions of

other State laws are superseded by the Federal Air
Commerce Act of 1926 in sq far as they are in-

consistent with it.

In the following States there is no State aero-

nautical legislation: Alabama, Arizona, Georgia,
Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Mississippi, Missouri, Mon-
tana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico,
New York*, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Rht de Island, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia,
\Vashington, West Virginia.

UNIFORM STATE LAW
A "Uniform State Law of Aeronautics" has

been adopted and is still in force in the following
States and Territories. In Michigan the uniform
State law has been supplemented by regulatory
legislation. The regulatory provisions added to the
uniform State law as adopted in Hawaii were
superseded bv the Federal Air Co mmerce Act of
192G.

Delaware, 1923 (cli. 199, approved Mar. 23,

1923).
Hawaii, 1923 (Revised Laws of Hawaii. 1925,

sees. 3894-3905).
Idaho, 1925 (ch. 92, approved Feb. 25, 1925).
Maryland, 1927 (ch. GS7, approved Apr. 26,

1927^.
Michigan, 1923 (ch. 224, approved May 23,

1923).
Nevada, 1923 (ch. 66, approved Mar. 5, 1923).
North Dakota. 1 923 (ch. 1 ,

approved Feb. 5,

1923).
South Dakota, 1925 (ch. 6, approved Feb. 24,

1925).
Tennessee, 1923 (ch. 30, approved Feb. 16,

1923).
Utah, 1923 (ch. 24, approved Feh. 28, 1923).
Vermont, 1923 (ch. 155, approved Mar. 26,

1923).

TEXT OF UNIFORM STATE LAW
AN ACT CONCERNING AERONAUTICS AND TO MAKE
UNIFORM THE LAW WITH REFERENCE THERETO

Be it enacted—
Section 1. [Definition of terms.] In this Act

"aircraft" includes balloon, airplane, hydroplane, 1

and every other vehicle used for navigation through
the air. A hydroplane, while at rest on water and
while being operated on or immediately above
water, shall be governed by the rules regarding
water navigation; while being operated through the
air otherwise than immediately above water, it

shall be treated as an aircraft.
"Aeronaut" 1 includes aviator, pilot, balloonist,

and every other person having any part in the
operation of aircraft while in flight.

"Passenger" includes any person riding in an
aircraft but having no part in its operation.

Sec. 2. [Sovereignty in space.] Sovereignty in
the space above the lands and waters of this State
is declared to rest in the State, except where
granted to and assumed by the United States pur-
suant to a constitutional grant from the people of
this State.

Note.—Hawaii substitutes "Territory" for
"State." Both Hawaii and Michigan omit the
words "pursuant to a constitutional grant from the
people of the State."

Sec. 3. [Ownership of space.] The ownership
of the space above the lands and waters of this
State is declared to be vested in the several owners
of the surface beneath, subject to the right of flight
described in section 4.

Note.—Idaho omits the words "subject to the
right of flight described in secticn 4"; deleted on
amendment.

Sec. 4. [Lawfulness of flight.] Flight in air-
craft over the lands and waters of this State is
lawful, unless at such a low altitude as to interfere
with the then existing use to which the land or
water, or the space over the land or water, is put
by the owner, or unless so conducted as to be im-
minently dancerous to persons or property law-
fully on the land or water beneath. The landing
of an aircraft on the lands or waters of another,
without his consent, is unlawful, except in the case
of a forced landing. For damages caused bv a
forced landing, however, the owner or lessee c-f'the
aircraft or the aeronaut shall be liable as provided
in section 5.

Note.—Utah adds "or damaging" after the word
dangerous."
Sec. 5. [Damage on land.] The owner of every

aircraft which is operated over the lands or waters
of this State is absolutely liable for injuries to
persons or property on the land or water beneath
caused by the ascent, descent, or flight of the air-
craft, or the dropping or falling of any object
Therefrom, whether such owner was* negligent or
not, unless the injury is caused in whole or in
part by the negligence of the person injured, or of
the owner or bailee of the property injured. If
the aircraft is leased at the time of the injurv to

person or property, both owner and lessee shall be
liable, and they may be sued jointly, oir either or
both of them may be sued separately. An aero-
naut who is not the owner or lessee shall be liable

only for the consequences of his own negligence.
The injured person, or owner or bailee of the in-

jured property, shall have a lien on the aircraft
causing the injury to the extent of the damage
caused by the aircraft or objects falling from it.

Note.—Utah adds "or damage" after the words
"liable for injuries" and after the words "causing
the injury." There is also inserted "injury or"
after the words "to the extent of the."

Sec. 6. [Collision of aircraft,! The liability of
the owner of one aircraft, to the owner of another
aircraft, or to aeronauts or passengers on either
aircraft, for damages caused by collision on land
or in the air shall be determined by the rules of
law applicable to torts on land.

Sec. 7. [Jurisdiction over crimes and torts.]

All crimes, torts, and ether wrongs committed by
or against an aeronaut or passenger while in flight

over this State shall be governed by the laws of
this State; and the question whether damage oc-

casioned by or to an aircraft while in flight over
this State constitutes a tort, crime or other wrong
by or against the owner of such aircraft shall be
determined by the laws of this State.

Sec. 8. [Jurisdiction over contracts.] All con-
tractual and other legal relations entered into by
aeronauts or passengers while in flight over this
State shall have the same effect as if entered into
on the land or water beneath.

Sec. 9. [Dangerous flying a misdemeanor.] Any
aeronaut or passenger whot, while in flight over a
thickly inhabited area or over a public gathering
within this State, shall engage in trick or acro-
batic flying, or in any acrobatic feat, or shall,

except while in landing or taking off, fly at such
a low level as to endanger the persons on the sur-
face beneath, cr drop any object except loose water
or loose sand ballast, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and punishable by a fine of not more

than $500 or imprisonment for not more than 1
year, or both.

Note.—Idahci sets the penalty as $100 or 6
mcnt&s, or both. Maryland sets penalty at $1,000
or 6 months, or both. Nevada makes the imprison-
ment 6 months. In South Dakota the fine is $1,000
and imprisonment 6 months. Utah adds "loose
sheets of paper" after "water" and sets the fine
at $300 and the imprisonment months. Vermomt's
fine is $100. Hawaii adds "or paper handbills"
after "ballast" and sets the line at $1,000.

Sec. 10. [Hunting from aircraft a misde-
meanor.] Any aeronaut or passenger who. while
in flight within this State, shall intentionally kill

or attempt to kill any birds or animals shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and punishable by a fine

of not more than (, ) or by imprisonment for
not more than ( ), or both.

Sec. 11. [ Uniformity of interpretation.] This
Act shall be so interpreted and construed as to
effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the
law of these States which enact it and to har-
monize, as far as possible, with Federal laws and
regulations on the subject of aeronautics.

Note.—Nevada adds at the end of this section:
"It shall not be interpreted or construed to apply
in any manner to aircraft owned and operated by
the Federal Government." Hawaii adds "and Ter-
ritories" after "States." Michigan omits this sec-
tion.

Sec. 12. [Short title.] This Act may be cited
as the Uniform State Law lor Aeronautics.

Sec. 13. [Repeal.] All Acts or parts of Acts
which are inconsistent with the provisions of this
Act are hereby repealed.

Sec. 14. [time of taking effect.] This Act shall
take effect ( ).

ABSTRACTS OF OTHER STATE LAWS
Acts granting authority to acquire land for air-

ports or other navigation aids and the like have not
been included. Neither have there been included
local ordinances.

Aircraft regiMra!:oD
auO inspection."

Transfer

Normal altitude .

Nonresidents

.

Exemptions .

Violations ...

Miscellaneous .

UNIFORM STATE LAW ARKANSAS

State aircraft board. 3 r

Annas), on inspection, free, addi-
tional inspection. SA.

Vendor notifies board; vendee ob-
tains transfer on $1 tee.

i Lio

Private plane, $15; commercial
plane. B0; private pilot liceiise,

SiO. commercial pilot $50; man-
ufacturer or dealer license, $50
for 3 planes

ntion..

..do. ! Board may prescribe..
Prohibited over thickly settled
arras or assemblies.

Flying unlawful at such low alti-

tudes as to endanger or inter-

fere »itb existing use

No mention
,

Penalty vanes. " The uniform
Stale law ali-o includes reualty
Tor bunting with aircraft

Law construed to harmonize with
Federal laws.

Prohibited u ver populated areas ..

Minimum over cities, 1.000 Feet;

over thickly populated premises
250 feet, except in fog or forced
landing

Private operation only eiejnpt 15

days, conditional on compliance
wnb home State, foreign, or
Federal registration and l:cense

Pilots and craft of U. S CO'

COLORADO

Board to provide ..

No mention

CONNECTICUT

Aircraft of V S Government and
sovereign States and countries.

$25-1100 $2O-$500

i- r.-T of aviation {sic}*

and advisory board of 7 mem-

Annual, on inspection

S% initial pilot
\ annual pdot
10. semiannual
o. V: operating

For sufficient c

. by t'Oird if condit
mi regulations are m

Regulations which may be pro-
]

I
mulgaled by the commission to

I be in harmony with Air Coni-

upowered to regulate all i Com to

_ ition, inspection and ex- i air c

animation of pilots and craft,
ngutale tr.itlic. and field mark-
ings (Act 17, approved Feb
16. 1927 )

(U.

mmerce. provide regula

approved May 5,

rohibited over thickly settled
areas or assemblies.
t least 2,000 fen ov.-r thickly sel-

Eiempt 30 days if plane registered
and pilot licensed, home Stale or
Federal. If no home State law,
commissioner may waive provi-
sions. Exhibitions or flights for

Commissioner m.iy make, alter, or
repeal all regulations Pilot and
employer liable lor damage due
to negligence. Other provisions
include reporting of damages; in

spection of airports, tampering
wit:* aircraft, airporu. or airways,
reports of accidents, etc (Ap-
proved May 10. 1927, cb.324 )

" Registration" as used herein means official entry or record of o

whether licensed or merely identified
t-L'eia* are— Maximum (500 or 1 year, or both. Idaho—Mai imum. Si

month:, or both Maryland—Manmam $l.ouu or 6 months, or both
vaua—Maiimiim 1500 orb months. or both North Dakota—Maximum

I year, or both. S-.ulh Dakota—Matiumm $1,000 or monttr-. or both- Ten-
nes.*e— Maximum $.'^0 or 1 ve.ir. or both Utah—Matimum «W0 or6 months,
or both. Vermont— Mai-mum. HOG or 1 year, or both.

1 Law covers all aircraft, however, whether lighter or heavier than air.

Air board, r, members .

s board, vendee r

Students

Fees

Traffic rules
Acrobatics

,

Normal altitude

Nonresidents
,

Exemptions

Violations

Rrlntion to Federal

Miscellaneous

No license

Rigistntic
;Kti..n. $; :n, pilot li-

); manufacturer and
•BSC, $20 for 3 aircraft

b foradditional; trans

$25-$W 1 do..

Board authorized to reguUte and Board may acquire land and
control air tu\ igaiioo, including

j

equipment and provide airports
tcarhiOFs for airports (Cb 2(A, , and turways- (Approved Mar.
approved Mar 1, 1B21.) 3,1926 )

LOl ISIANA

$.:.

No license; must be GMnpaaifc
by licensed or military pilot.

Registration, i inspect
pilot examination, not oi

operating license, U, passe ng.

i carrying permit. $1.

On bearing for sufficient c

I over thickly settled

altitude 1,000 feet in

Private pilots exempt 15 <

licenced in home Slate; coi

cial pilots and passenger a

mer. lions onlv or* raters ear-
ring passe n g. rs for hire (Act
\ approved June 26. 1920 )

Pilots and plam
authority

Sl0-SJC0or l-oi

; holding Federal

oaths, or both.

Permit necessary lo carry pass*n-
gers (or hire. Pilots must mam-
tam log. ( Laws of 1923, Cb.
a. amended, 1925. cb 1S5 )
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Each of the following States requires original or
periodic examination of pilots and inspection of
planes:
Arkansas, Connecticut, Colorado, Florida, Kansas,

Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Pennsylvania
and Wyoming. 3

A similar requirement prevails in all Territories
and possess'ons of the United States- and in the
District of Columbia 2 and the Panama Canal Zone. 2

The State laws hereinafter digested do not, of
course, comprise either a digest of the entire law
applicable in respect of the registration or licensing
of pilots and aircraft, or all the air-traffic rules
applicable to interstate or intrastate air navigation.
Under the Air Commerce Act of 1926 the air-traffic

rules promulgated by the Secretary of Commerce
apply to all air navigation, commercial or non-
commercial, interstate or intrastate.
Under the Air Commerce Act of 1926 the re-

quirements as to the registration of aircraft and
certificates of airworthiness therefor and as to cer-

tificates for airmen apply not only to interstate
transportation of passengers or property for hire
but also to- interstate "navigation of aircraft in fur-
therance of a business, or navigation of aircraft
from one place to another for operation in the con-
duct of a business."
Such requirements also apply to such transpor-

tation and navigation between two points in the
same State but through any place outside thereof,
and between two points within the Territories of
Alaska or Hawaii or the District of Columbia or
any possessicn of the United States.

REGULATORY POWERS—AIR COMMERCE
ACT

Sec. 3. [Regulatory powers.] The Secretary
of Commerce shall by regulation

—

(a) Provide fc,r the granting of registration to
aircraft eligible for registration, if the owner re-
quests such registration. No aircraft shall be
eligible for registration (1) unless it is a civil

aircraft owned by a citizen of the United States
and not registered under the laws of any foreign
country, or (2) unless it is a public aircraft of
the Federal Government, or of a State, Territory,
or possession, or of a political subdivision thereof.
All aircraft registered under this subdivision shall
be known as aircraft of the United States.

(£)) Provide for the rating of aircraft of the
United States as to their airworthiness. As a
basis for rating, the Secretary of Commerce (1)

may require, before the granting of registration for
any aircraft first applying therefor more than S
months after the passage of this Act, full particu-
lars of the design and of the calculations upon
which the design is based and of the materials and
methods used in the construction; and (2) may in
his discretion accept in whole or in part the re-
ports of properly qualified persons employed by the
manufacturers or. owners of aircraft; and (3) may
require the periodic examination of aircraft in
service and reports upon such examination by ojfn-

cers or employees of the Department of Commerce
or by properly qualified private persons. The Sec-
retary may accept any such examination and report
by such qualified persons in lieu of examination by
the employees of the Department of Commerce.
The qualifications of any person for the purposes
of this section shall be "demonstrated in a manner
specified by and satisfactory to the Secretary. The
Secretary may, from time to time, rerate aircraft
as to their airworthiness upon the basis of infcr-
maticn obtained under this subdivision.

(c) Provide for the periodic examination and
rating of airmen serving in connection with aircraft
of the United States as to their qualifications for
such service.

(d) Prqyide for the examination and rating of
air-nav.gation facilities available for the use of
aircraft cf the United States as to their suitability
for such use.

O) Establish air-traffic rules for the navigation,
protection, and identification of aircraft, including
rules as to safe altitudes of flight and rules for the
prevention of collisions between vessels and air-
craft.

(/) Provide for the issuance and expiration, and
for the suspension and revocation, of registration,
aircraft and airman certificates, and such other
certificates as the Secretary of Commerce deems
necessary in administering the functions vested in
him under this Act. Within 20 days after notice
that application for any certificate is denied or that
a certificate is suspended or revoked, the applicant
or holder may file a written request with the Sec-
retary of Commerce for a public hearing thereon.
The Secretary, upon receipt of the request, shall
forthwith (1) arrange for a public hearing to be
held within 20 days after such receipt in such
place as the Secretary deems most practicable and
convenient in view of the place of residence cf the
applicant or holder and the place where evidence
bearing on the cause for the denial, suspension, or

Authority —
Aircraft registration

and inspection.
Transa r

Pilot license

Students:

Fees

Suspension or revo-

Tr :fl-x r,ilcs

Acrobatics

Normal altitude

Nonresidents

Exemptions

Violations

Relation to Federal
taw.

Misiillincous

MASS* CHI SETTS

Registrar and advisory board of

al least 3 members.
Annual, on inspection

MICHIGAN

ed field.

Pilot license. S5; c

plane registratio

On bearing, for cai

Registrar may provide
Prohibited over thickly settled

areas and in commerml pas-

senger carrying. Wine walk-
ing, transfer, etc , prohibited.

i, 3.000 feet over thickly
[tk'l i,0D0 r<

rany build-

mercial pilots and planes in

interstate traffic wbich have
complied with home or Federal
laws exempt; all others must

Pilots and craft of the State or

U. S. Government, or licensed
pilots and rccislored planes
under Federal authority; eiper-

SlO-SjOO or 1-6 months, or both ...

;ept as above ..

Other requirements are set as to

landing in public parks, estab-
lishment of boding places,

reporting damage to planes,
liniil.it i"n of h> i-l. etc. (Arts of

1922. KH. spcs. 35-W); acts of

1925, ISS.secs. -11-59.)

SlO-$lOO or 90 days.o

As above

These regulatory provisions are in

addition to the provisions of the
Uniform State Act. House en-
rolled Act 127, Public Act 13S,

approved May 11. 1927.

MINNESOTA

Adjutant general

Semiannually on inspection

No mention ....
ODeiaminahon

No menlioD ...

Registration, S10; renewal, $2;
pilot license, S10.

For cause

No mention
Prohibited over thickly settled
areas or assemblies. »

Such as to enable glide to

Violation is n

No mention .

The adjutant general is charged
with promulgation of regula-
tions; these were published as

G. O. 18, Sept. 1. 1927. (Ap-
proved Apr. 25, 1925, cb. 40C.) *

NEW JERSEY*

Minimum altitude, 2,000 feet o

No mention.

Operator not relieved by pro-
visions from civil or criminal
liability. There is also an act of
1913 which regulates aerial ex-
hibitions at public assemblies.
(Approved Mar. 31, 1921, cb. 12-1.)

4 Law of 1921 set 2.000 feet e r both. This law not repealed by 1925 act.

Aircraft registratio
and inspection.

Transfer
.Pilot license and e:

aminatiOD.
Students
Fers

Normal altitude

.

Secretary Df slate

.

Recistration fee. $10; transfer fee.

PENNSYLVANIA

Secretary of internal affairs, ad-
vised by Slate aeronautics com-
mission,? members.

Oo inspection

Covered bv regulations promulgat-
ed by Department of Internal
AITairs under authority of Act.

Airmen and aircraft of U. S. Gov-
ernment, of Pe d dsv 1 vani . i State,

or those federally licensed.

SlO-SIOOor nol more tbao30days

Department oi i :it.:iiial all .tits au-
thorized to adopt regulations (or

registration and licensing of air-

craft, airmen licensing, and reg-

ulation of airports except those
of U. S. Government. (Acts of

Assemblv No. 1C1. Apr. 13, 1927.

No. 250, Apr. 20, 1927.)

WISCONSIN

SlO-5100 first offense; SlOO-;M*(

No mention.

Approved Apr. 2, 1925, cb. 35..

Registration on presentation Fed-
eral license only.

No mention.
On presentation of Federal license

within 1.000 feel horizontally, or
under 2,000 feet above an airway,
or by plane earring passengers
for hire.

Minimum altitude over thickly
populated areas or as:- inMks,
1,000 feet; elsewhere, 500 feet.

Act also authorizes governor to set
apart air space and municipal-
ities to acquire piuperly and
conduct airports. (Approved
Feb. 28, 1927, ch. 72.)

revocation is most readily tbtainable, and (.2) give
the applicant or holder at least 10 days" notice of
the hearing, unless an earlier hearing is consented
to by him. Notice under this subdivision may be
served personally upon the applicant or holder or
sent him by registered mail. The Secretary, or
any officer cr employee of the Department of Com-
merce designated by him in writing for the pur-
pose, may hold any such hearing and for the pur-
poses thereof administer oaths, examine witnesses,
and issue subpoenas for the attendance and testi-
mony of witnesses, or the production of books,
papers, documents, and other evidence, or the tak-
ing of depositions before any designated individ-
ual competent to administer oaths. Witnesses sum-
moned or whose depositions are taken shall receive
the same fees and mileage as witnesses in courts
of the United States. All evidence taken at the
hearing shall be recorded and forwarded to the
Secretary for decision in the matter tc, be rendered
not later than 10 days after completion of the
hearing. The decision of the Secretary, if in ac-
cordance with law, shall be final. The 'denial, sus-
pension, or revocation shall be invalid unless op-
portunity for hearing is afforded, notice served cr
sent, and decision rendered within the respective
limes prescribed by this subdivision.

SUGGESTED UNIFORM CITY ORDINANCE
An ordinance to require the licensing of aircraft

and pilots operating over the city of
Section 1. Be it ordained by the Common Coun-

cil of the city of t That on and
after the first day of , 193..., only
aircraft and pilots licensed by the United States
Department of Commerce shall be permitted to
operate in or over the city of

;

Provided, however, That "this restriction shall not
apply to public aircraft of the Federal Government,
or of a State, Territory, or possession, of a politi-
cal subdivision thereof.

Sec. 2. Any person violating the provisions of
this ordinance shall upon conviction be found guilty
of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine of not more
than dollars or imprisonment for not more
than days, or to both such fine and im-
prisonment.

COOK COUNTY, ILL.
The following resolutions were passed in 1927

by the Board of County Commissioners of Cook
County, 111., to bring all lccal activities within the
scope of the regulations of the Department of
Commerce

:

Be it resolved. That the Board of county com-
missioners hereby prohibits the flying of aircraft
within the corporate limits qf the county of Cook,
excepting such aircraft as has been inspected and
licensed by the Department of Commerce of the
United States and when operated by pilots pos-
sessing licenses issued by the Department cf Com-
merce of the United States; and
Be it further resolved, That no pilot of aircraft

be permitted to operate aircraft within the cor-
pnrate limits of the county of Cook excepting those
who are in possession of licenses issued by the De-
partment of Commerce of the United States.

Similar ordinances have also been passed by
other municipalities.

* New York and New Jersey have recently en-
acted legislation requiring all planes and all pilots
operating within the State to obtain Department of
Commerce licenses.

xThe words "hydroplane" and "aeronaut" are
erroneously used, according to official nomencla-
ture.

^-Federal regulations under Air Commerce Act
Control. Licensed planes are inspected, while those
"identified" cr merely registered are not required
to be inspected.

Registration in Wyoming dependent on Federal
licenses, which require pilot examination and plane
inspection.

5,6 Wyoming registratio r the Sts

CITY AIR MARKING
T X 7TTH air travel developing even more
* » rapidly than the installation of aids to

navigation, the marking of cities becomes,

without a doubt, the most immediately im-

portant aid. •

Much of the country remains to be covered

by air maps and even with these it is neces-

sary to check location.

The Department of Commerce is urging

air marking the roofs of prominent office

buildings, shops, works, tanks, etc., every-

where in the United States.

The larger cities are more easily identified

than the smaller ones, and the smaller the

community the- greater is the need for air

marking. Every village is urged to display

its name conspicuously. Depots and ware-

houses along the railroad offer particularly

advantageous locations for such marking.

For information on how to mark and

light roofs, write to Information Division,

Department of Commerce.
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THE QUARTER CENTENARY OF HUMAN
FLIGHT

THE President has authorized the calling of an Inter-

national Conference upon aviation and recommended

the appropriation of sufficient money properly to pay

for our part in it during the commemoration of the twenty-

fifth anniversary of heavier-than-air flight, which will occur

this winter.

This celebration of the successful test of the Wright

Brothers' invention is fraught with significance to the whole

world, but, of course, with most significance to the United

States.

Such a conference as the President recommends may be

most fitting of all commemorative procedures.

Human flight will do more for the cause of peace, in

years now very close at hand, than all the peace parleys

and treaties that could be held and written in a century, the

influence of such enthusiasts as Wilson for beautifully

worded documents to the contrary notwithstanding. The

airplane will compel peace and peace must be compelled

if ever it is to come.

Already we are quite aware of what the 'plane can do for

commerce, and that means material human progress. We
are learning rapidly what it can do for exploration, which

means conquest of the world we live in—a conquest which

in its entirety was virtually impossible until air transport

was perfected. The airplane's meaning to the education

of the world has not been emphasized by any writer that I

think of, but reflection shows at once that it has been

and will be enormous, surpassing, possibly, even that of

railways.

But perhaps the greatest boon which aviation will be-

stow upon humanity will be its doom of war. Not all the

Wilsons, all the Lloyd Georges, all the Clemenceaus, did

at Versailles a tithe as much toward actual abolition of

armed conflict between men as Lindbergh did in his one

flight overseas and his eagle tour of South America.

TEN YEARS OF AIR MAIL

TEN years of the air mail ! We have just gone through

the week which marked the first decade of America's

flying postal service. Its growth in this half-score years

has been from nothing, with 181 miles at the end of the

first year, to 10,000 miles of regular routes today, over

which the air mail planes fly 22,000 miles each twenty-four

hours.

That is rather startling. Nearly a thousand miles each

hour!

It will not be long before the entire country will have

full advantage of this splendid, fast, dependable mail ser-

vice. At present thirty-one states of the forty-eight are

served directly. To and from most points outside these

states, especially to distant points, service will even now
be speeded up by the use of air mail postage stamps, be-

cause as soon as an air mail route touches the postal mat-
ter's path, as guaranteed by the old style of service, it will

be transferred from old to new and make such portion of

the journey as it may at the high speed.

The influence of this fast transport of our mail has been

to give rise to demand for the equally fast transport of

goods and pasengers and this is rapidly being competently

provided for. The mail is carried safely through the air,

with the loss of less than three letters in a thousand from

the start and this loss greatly decreasing now. At its worst

the air mail was safe for pilots, for its least favorable record

has been one fatality to each half million miles. So much
has security been increased since that was made that the

probabilities today stand for only one fatality for each two

and a half million miles of regular flight.

With the development of passenger carriage by air the

aspect of air mail may somewhat change and it may not.

The facts will soon be known concerning this, for passenger

traffic comes along apace and soon the man who wishes to

save time in travel in America will not dream of jour-

neying by any other means than airplane.

WHY NOT AN AVIATION PLANK?

WE of the airminded should not forget that the prin-

ciples of victorious politicians become the policies

of the American Government. We are about to hear over

our radios and read (until it hurts, as we were told to give

in war time) in all our newspapers, the proceedings of the

two conventions of the two great parties.

We, of the Air Klan, are not without political influence

nor are the men who will devise the platforms to be adopted

at those great conventions, one of which will name the man
who will succeed Calviri Coolidge in the White House as

President of this great country, without wit and prescience.

Therefore, why not an aviation plank in each of the great

party's platforms ? Nothing could be of greater import to

the prosperity and progress of this country than the devel-

opment of aviation. To some extent it is a governmental

interest although Governmental ownership is not, thank

God, shown in our cards.

The platform plank in which we and the people of the

United States are most vitally concerned must call for the

establishment in Washington of a Department of National

Defense.

The real purpose of a plank of that sort would be to

lift the weight of terrible and useless extravagance off the

shoulders of the people whereon, each year, it weighs

more heavily, as evidenced by this year's efforts of the

Navy gang to force a two-and-a-half billion dollar ap-

propriation down the throat of Congress—efforts that al-

most succeeded.

An adequate aviation plank in the two platforms would
not only tend to lift the burden of such waste off the shoul-

ders of the people, but would, perhaps, insure the nation's

safety by compelling the bureaucrats in Washington to yield

to proper air development, at once giving the United States

an adequate defense and insuring its appropriate progress

in the newest and the greatest of all transport arts.

The Navy program would be a crime unparalleled against

the people of this country. Why should they toil and moil

to find the tremendous sums of money required for the

construction and later the operation of vastly expensive,

absolutely obsolete warships, which, costing millions, would
almost instantly fall victims, in event of war, to the light-

ning thrusts of enemy planes constructed at a cost of

thousands ?

The people of this country scarcely can afford so great

a sum for the provision of a fleet of pleasure vessels, float-

ing boarding-houses, for blue coats and brass buttons, even
though these haughty men long since may have achieved
the habit of luxuriousness unearned.
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ALICE IN NAVYLAND
"L

ISTEN my children and you

shall hear a fairy-tale made
of gin and beer. So fol-

low me closely while we descend to the

jolly old land of Let's Pretend."

—

(From the collected works of Curtis

Wilbur or Carry Nation—/ forget just

which.)

s.ies toAlice was beginning to get very

tired of sitting by her sister on the

bank, and of having nothing to do ; once or twice she had

peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had

no pictures or conversations in it. "And what is the use

of a book," thought Alice, "without pictures or conversa-

tions? One might as well read a Technical Report by

Emory Land." She was considering in her own mind

(as well as she could, for the day was hot and made her

feel very sleepy and stupid) whether or not to take a ride

on the Subway in order to pick up a tabloid gnuspaper

for nothing, when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink

eyes ran close by her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that ; nor did

Alice think it so much out of the way to hear the Rabbit

say to itself, "Oh dear ! Oh dear ! I shall be too late
!"

(When she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to her

that she ought to have wondered at this, but at the time

it all seemed quite natural.) But when the Rabbit actu-

ally took a watch out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked

at it, and then hurried on, Alice started to her feet, for

it flashed across her mind that she had never before seen

a Rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket or a watch to

take out of it—though of course she had seen lots of men
with wrist-watches who greatly resembled rabbits. Burn-

ing with curiosity, little Alice ran across the field after

the chatty rabbit, and was just in time to see it pop down
a large rabbit-hole under the hedge.

In another moment, down went Alice after it; for she

was quite a modern child and would cheerfully have gone
anywhere, because, as she often said, "One could always
walk back." In fact, like most modern little girls, she

carried a pair of collapsible roller-skates in her vanity-

box especially for return journeys.

The rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some
way, and rather resembled the Interborough Subway in

New York, except that it was clean and seemed to have
some air in it. Then it dipped suddenly down—so sud-

denly that Alice had not a moment to think about stopping

herself before she found herself falling—quite a natural

experience for a modern child, to be sure. Down, down
she fell—like Mr. Fall, who fell for a hundred thousand
dollars—until she began to wonder if she was ever going
to stop falling, when suddenly, thump! thump!—down
she came upon a heap of sticks and dry leaves, and the
Fall was over—and it was time to go South for the Winter.

Alice was not a bit hurt—nor was Mr. Fall, apparently

—

and she jumped to her feet in a moment. She looked up,

but it was all dark overhead ; before her was another
long passage, and the White Rabbit was still in sight,

hurrying down it. Away went Alice like the wind, and
was just in time to hear the Rabbit say, as it turned a

corner, "Oh my ears and whiskers, how late it's getting!"

She was close behind it when she turned a corner, and

was startled to trip and fall headlong over the poor Rabbit,

who had paused, in a little lighted alcove, to comb his

Carroll)

whiskers and sprinkle a drop of Djer

Kiss perfume on his ears.

"Oh my ears and whiskers!" cried

the Rabbit, as he stared at Alice

"Why can't you be more careful?

You've mussed up my white gloves and

made me drop my fan. I'm sure you

weren't raised in Boston—or you

wouldn't be so rough."

"I was raised in Chicago and live

in New York," said Alice, powdering

her nose calmly and touching up her lips with carmine—

a

whole mine of it.

"That accounts for it," said the Rabbit, picking him-

self up and trotting away in a hurry, muttering to himself,

"Oh ! The Duchess, the Duchess ! Won't she be savage if

I've kept her waiting."

"Who is the Duchess?" asked Alice, as she ran along

easily beside him; for of course, being a modern child,

Alice was faster than any rabbit.

"The Duchess of Potomac," panted the White Rabbit.

"She's the most important personage in the Navy—she

really runs it. Her husband thinks he runs it, as he has

the appointment, but naturally that's a delusion of his.

He's just like any other husband—he does what his wife

tells him. Oh, and won't the Duchess be savage if I'm

late
!"

"And who are you, anyhow?" asked Alice.

The White Rabbit stopped in sudden amazement. "You
don't know who I am !" he cried aghast. "And I've

pushed my picture into the gnuspapers whenever the edi-

tors weren't looking! Such is fame! Why, my child,

I'm an important official of the National Aeronarcotic As-
sociation."

"Why, of course," said Alice. "I see the resemblance,

now you mention it. But if you were in such a hurry

why didn't you go by airplane?"

The White Rabbit leaped away from Alice as though
she had stung him. "Oh dear ! Oh dear !" he cried ner-

vously. "Now you've brought on my heart palpitations.

What did you have to go and mention airplanes for?"

"I thought you liked them," said Alice.

"So I do," replied the White Rabbit—"for publicity

purposes. But not to ride in. Didn't you ever read Mother
Goose ?"

"Of course," said Alice, "also Elinor Glyn and Jim
Branch Cabell. I know my onions."

"Then you've heard this rhyme," replied the White
Rabbit, considerably relieved. He began to recite in a lit-

tle thin voice with a Harvard Square accent

:

"How doth the little aeroplane

Wiggle its tail and rudder

;

But when it leaps into the air

I stay on the ground and shudder.

And while the pilot is aloft

Cutting all sorts of capers,

I'm doing my best to get my name
In all of the funny papers."

"That's very pretty," Alice applauded.

"And very true," added the White Rabbit, "though of

course you'll understand I'm not speaking for publication

now—or I'd speak differently. This is just between our-

selves, as the officer remarked to the airplane manufacturer
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when he accepted the Marmon sedan from Cleveland."

"Of course," Alice agreed. "But how about the Duch-

CSS ?

"Oil dear!" cried the White Rabbit, "I must hurry."

He rushed away, fanning himself, while Alice hurried

along beside him. They went swiftly through tunnels,

twisting and turning, until they came out at last before a

huge long low building standing in a park. There was a

large door marked, "Entrance," through which a file of

men were walking with bundles of blue-prints under their

arms; and there was a sort of chute marked "Exit,"

through which they were shot a few seconds later, still

holding the blue-prints. As each man was shot out onto

the grass, he picked himself up, brushed the dirt from his

clothes, collected his papers, and again went in through the

entrance. But in practically no time at all, out he came

through the chute, to pick himself up and go through the

performance all over again.

"Dear me!" exclaimed Alice, staring in wonder as a man

shot out and landed on his left ear, while his bundle of

blue-prints unrolled and blew down the street. "Are they

doing that for fun? And who are they?"

"They're not," said the White Rabbit. "They're air-

plane manufacturers trying to sell their latest airplanes to

the Navy. They're confirmed optimists, every one of them.

That one trying to pull the horse-chestnut out of his ear

is Bellanca; that one who has just landed upside down

on the model of his latest bomber is Sikorsky. But it

doesn't matter: they'll both pick themselves up and go in

again. There they go!"

"How odd !" cried Alice. "I'm sorry for the poor fel-

lows."

"You needn't be," said the White Rabbit. "They're used

to it, especially those two. I'm only worried for fear the

Navy will accept one of their planes—the shock would

kill them, poor chaps ! But come, I'll take you in."

"I don't like the look of that chute," said Alice. "It

seems to work too well."

"That's all right." the Rabbit assured her. "You don't

especially like airplanes, do you?"
"Not especially," said Alice. "To tell you the truth

I don't know much about them."

"Then you'll be among friends, here," said the Rabbit,

hurrying into the Navy Building with Alice right behind

him.

Just inside the door stood a footman in livery— (Alice

considered him to be a footman because he was in a uni-

form
; otherwise, judging by his face only, she would have

called him a fish. He looked exactly like a large codfish;

his eyes were round and staring, and his forehead was low
and retreating, while his chin simply melted off into his

neck, which was very round and fat.) "What a peculiar
creature !" Alice exclaimed.

"That's a yeoman—a Naval yeoman," whispered the
White Rabbit. "He's been in the Navy for a long time—
that's why he looks that way. How are you, Coddy?"
The Fish-Footman looked up and blinked his eyes, at the

same time producing from under his arm, or fin, a great
letter, nearly as large as himself, which he handed over
to the White Rabbit, saying in a solemn tone, "From the
Duchess. An invitation to play golf."

"Oh dear
!
How lovely," cried the White Rabbit. "We

shall go right in."

He stepped over and knocked at a door behind the

Footman. That odd gentleman looked at him in silence for

several moments, while the Rabbit continued knocking.

"There's no sort of use in knocking," said the Fish-

Footman at last. "Billy Mitchell knocked there for years

—and what good did it do him? It will do you no good,

for two reasons : First, becauseT'm on the same side of the

door as you are: second, because they're making such a

noise inside, no one could possibly hear you." And cer-

tainly there was a most extraordinary row going on within

—a constant howling and sneezing, and every now and

then a great crash, as if a dish or kettle had been broken

to pieces.

"How are we to get in?" asked the White Rabbit.

"The burning Naval question," said the Footman, "is

not how to get in, but how to get out. The Navy is al-

ways getting into things, and having a devil of a time

explaining its way out. His Excellency, Curtis, Duke of

Potomac, is the official explainer—and he's about worn

out. That last submarine nearly sunk him."

"But I must get in," urged the Rabbit. "That's what

I'm in the N. A. A. for—to get in socially in Washington.

That's why our members are putting up five dollars apiece

—so I can wear a dress suit."

"There might be some sense in your knocking," the

Footman went on, "if we had the door between us. For

instance, if you were inside, you know, you might knock

and I could let you out. We've let out a good many, in

our time—Sims and Magruder, and a lot more."

"This Footman seems very stupid," Alice whispered.

"Wait until you see an Admiral," the White Rabbit mut-

tered. "You'll think this fellow actually bright."

"I shall sit here," the Footman remarked, "till they sell

battleships in Woolworth's
—

"

At this moment the door opened, and a large plate came

skimming out, straight at the Footman's head; it just

grazed his nose and broke to pieces against the wall.
"—or next day, maybe," the Footman continued in the

same tone, exactly as if nothing had happened. In fact,

he had been in the Navy so long that nothing short of cut-

ting down an appropriation would have disturbed him.

"I shall sit here," he said, "on and off—mostly off—for

days and days, and years and years, doing nothing. Then
I'll get a pension, and keep on doing it. Tax-payers are

funny things, aren't they?"

"Oh, there's no use in talking to him," said Alice des-

perately: "he's perfectly idiotic."

"I'm not a tax-payer," chuckled the Footman throat-

ily, "so I have the laugh on you there. Imagine a tax-

payer laughing at anyone in the Navy ! Still, they pay
high enough for the privilege, so I don't begrudge them
their laugh."

Alice darted by him suddenly, and opened the door at

which the poor Rabbit had been knocking timidly during
all this while. "Well!" she exclaimed, and instantly fell

down several steps into a large kitchen, which was full of

smoke from end to end. It seemed to be coming from a

big Teapot that was bubbling away like mad on a stove

which two Senators were stoking furiously with coal.

"I'm glad you've dropped in," said the Duchess, who
was seated by the stove nursing a squalling baby. "Most
people find it rather a come-down entering the Navy. If

you find the air a trifle smelly, just stick your head out a

porthole and see the world."

"There is a peculiar smell here," stammered Alice, who
had not yet recovered from her shock of entering the Navy
so abruptly.

"An oily smell?" inquired the Duchess, turning the baby
upside down and shaking him soundly, at which he yelled

all the louder. "That's Teapot Dome, boiling away. It is

a bit thick, isn't it? Teddy Roosevelt, Jr., couldn't stand

it. He left. But there's always something—Drat this

child, anyway!" (Continued on page 936)
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(Alice in Navyland—Continued from page 934)

Again she shook the unfortunate infant until it abso-

lutely howled. "It's odd," said the Duchess to Alice,

and nodding pleasantly to the White Rabbit, who was

bowing and scraping before her, "but I can't quiet this

little wretch. I'd like to choke him!" She threw the

infant roughly against the wall, but it bounced back into her

lap, and howled all the louder. "I can't seem to lose him,

no matter what I do," complained the Duchess.

"Why should you lose him?" asked Alice, quite shocked

at the rough treatment the infant was receiving. "Isn't

he your baby?"

"Only adopted," cried the Duchess
—

"and I don't know

why in the world I adopted him. Be quiet, Avvy, you lit-

tle pig, or I'll strangle you."

"Awy? That's a funny name," said Alice.

"His full name is Aviation," said the Duchess, throw-

ing him down on the floor, from which he bounced up

again like a rubber ball—he seemed practically indestruc-

tible. "I call him Avvy for short—and I keep him as

short as I can. He outgrows things so. And he doesn't

get on with the others."

The Duchess indicated a row of cribs along the wall,

where several fat babies, apparently very well fed, were

dozing away through all the racket. They looked very

quiet and sluggish, Alice thought.

"There's Batty, now," continued the Duchess, indicating

the fattest and heaviest creature; "I never have the least

trouble with him. He's the most peaceful and harmless

thing in the world—aren't you, Battleship darling?" She

shook her head playfully at the heavy infant, who gurgled

once and sunk into somnolence. "And there's Cruisey

—

he's the one in the next cot ; his full name is Cruiser

—

not a whimper out of him; he sleeps all the time. And
little Dessy—well, he's a trifle lively at times, but he's

harmless enough, aren't you, my little Destroyer?" She

winked playfully at the infant, who was clutching at the

bars of his crib and bouncing about in a highly diverting

manner.

"He seems to be the only one with any life to him,"

remarked Alice. "I suppose he's your favorite?"

"Not at all," retorted the Duchess, staring at Alice with

considerable surprise. "It costs very little to feed him.

Batty, now—there's an expensive infant for you," said

the Duchess proudly. "How he does eat ! It costs a

fortune merely to keep him in powder."

Alice was surprised that the Duchess should value her

children mainly on account of their size and the expense

of maintaining them; but, like a sensible little girl, she

soon came to the conclusion that the old Duchess was more
than a little mad, and therefore made allowances for her

accordingly.

"Subby ! Come out of that water this instant !" screamed
the Duchess, turning around and glaring at a lusty young-
ster who was splashing about in a wash-tub set on the floor.

Subby instantly dived to the bottom of the tub, and per-

haps never would have come up if the Duchess hadn't
thrown Awy to the floor and rushed to the tub. in which
she fished about and from which she drew the unfortunate
Subby, half full of water.

"What odd names you have for your children !" ex-
claimed Alice, while the Duchess turned Subby upside down
and let the water run out of him.

"You mean Subby?" queried the Duchess, shaking the

water from him. "His full name is Submarine—and he's

full most of the, time. Whenever I let him play in the
water, he invariably sinks, and fills up. But he's a

good child—he costs quite a lot, one way or another."

The Duchess placed Subby in his crib and picked Awy
up from the floor, soothing him with this little song, which

she sung in a loud, grating voice

:

"Speak roughly to your little boy,

And beat him when he sneezes

;

He only does it to annoy,

Because he knows it teases."

The chorus, in which the baby joined, went: "Wow!
Wow ! Wow !" It was very beautiful, indeed, the White
Rabbit told Alice, who was by now pretty sure she had

got into a mad-house—as, in truth, she had.

"Well, 1 can't do a thing with him," said the Duchess

at last, as she stopped singing and threw the baby into a

crib, from which he bounced out onto the floor, just as a

mild-mannered man wearing glasses entered the room arid

gazed diffidently about at the confusion.

"Quite a lot of noise, my dear," he remarked mildly

to the Duchess. He looked helplessly about him, first at

the Duchess, then at Alice, then at the White Rabbit, and

finally at the several infants, from whom he turned with a

shudder. "There are times," he said mildly, "when I

feel quite lost—I really do." He looked at Alice, as

though hoping for sympathy. "The reporters were very

trying this morning," he said. "They kept asking me
worrying questions about the Navy—and what do I know
about the Navy? Is it my fault if everything sinks?"

"That's the Duke of Potomac," whispered the White
Rabbit to Alice. "He gets in the papers whenever any-

thing goes down. I, on the other hand, manage to get

in when anything goes up. It's quite a system, isn't it?

It proves the beautiful balance maintained in the world."

"If someone," said the Duke of Potomac, gazing earn-

estly at Alice, "if someone only would invent a submarine

that could stay on top of the water, how nice that would

be, wouldn't it?"

"It would be a pleasant change for us," shouted the

Duchess to Alice. "Have you any ideas on the matter?"

She stopped suddenly and remarked in a changed tone.

"But how silly of me—if you had any ideas you wouldn't

be here. They'd have thrown you out at the door." She

started as a sudden disquieting thought struck her. "You
haven't any ideas, have you?"

"I don't think I have," said Alice.

"That's all right, then," said the Duchess more pleas-

antly, and apparently greatly relieved. "We don't care

for ideas here, you know."

"No, no—not at all," said the Duke, shivering slightly.

"That was a new idea
—

" he pointed at little Aviation, who
was rolling about on the floor and howling for attention.

"We could have done without him," he said to Alice.

"Our family was quite large enough. But Nature, you

know—He just seemed to arrive in the Natural course of

events—I don't know, I'm sure—He seems to be crowd-

ing the others, somewhat—" the poor old Duke shook his

head helplessly, and sighed. "He's crowding me, too," he

complained. "I don't know what the world's coming to,

I'm sure. Wow!"
His jumbled remarks, given in a most plaintive tone of

voice, ended on a sharp note of pain. The Duchess had
thrown a flat-iron at little Awy, which had missed that

troublesome infant and caromed off the head of the Duke,
who unfortunately was right in the path of the weapon.
"Pardon me," screamed the Duchess, "I wasn't aiming

at you. Look out!"

Well might she have given the warning, for she imme-
diately set to work throwing everything in sight at the

(Continued on page 938

)
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(Alice in Navyland—Continued from page 936)

unfortunate infant, Aviation, most of which missed him

and hit one of the others in the room. The poor old

Duke of Potomac came in for a plate and a large, hard

soup tureen, while the White Rabbit got a shower of small

kitchen utensils that sent him scurrying around the kitchen

much faster than he ever had scurried at N. A. A. Con-

ventions, which was saying a great deal. Meanwhile

the Duchess was screaming at all of them to watch out,

which none of them could do. Finally she quite wore her-

self out, and sat down.

"There you are!" she gasped to Alice. "That's what

comes of having an infant like that around to annoy you.

That wretched Aviation upsets the whole Navy. Look

at it now! Just look at it!"

Little Avvy, a remarkably agile child, had crawled up

on top of a bureau from which he fell with a heavy

crash right on top of poor Battleship, or Batty, as the

Duchess called him, knocking the wind completely out of

that sluggish child.

"He's always doing that," moaned the Duke. "He's

knocked the wind out of all of them, one time or another.

He's raised several blisters on Batty."

The Duchess rushed over and picked up Batty, and sure

enough, there were two great blisters along his sides.

"Isn't it terrible?" screamed the Duchess. "Poor Batty

is all knocked out of shape. Dear me ! I must go out and

play golf to quiet my nerves."

The Duchess rushed from the kitchen, slamming the

door behind her. But the Duke of Potomac and the White

Rabbit hurried after her, quite forgetting Alice. Left

alone, the child looked about her and discovered a large

cat, which was lying on the hearth and grinning from ear

to ear. "Dear, dear!" said Alice, "why does that cat grin?"

"Because I'm a Cheshire-Cat," replied the puss. "Haven't

you heard the expression, 'grinning like a Cheshire-Cat?'

Well, I'm the Cat. It speaks well for my sense of humor,
I think, being in the Navy and still able to smile."

The Cheshire-Cat grinned very happily at this though.

"It isn't everyone who can grin in these surroundings,"

it continued. "They have a way of wiping grins off faces

in this business. Ask Magruder."

"Who is Magruder?" inquired Alice.

"You mean, who was Magruder, don't you ?" asked the

Cat. "However, it's of no consequence. You'd only for-

get if I told you. Everything gets forgotten here. We
call it The Land of Forgotten Men."
"Which men are forgotten ?" asked Alice.

"The Junior Officers," the Cheshire-Cat replied. "We
never remember them while they have any life in them.

When they're practically mummies we promote them. How
do you like the Duchess?"

"I'm not sure that I like her." replied Alice: "She's
so cruel to little Avvy."

"She's always' like that with the new ones," replied

the Cheshire-Cat. "She was the same with little De-
stroyer, when he came. She couldn't get used to him for

a long time. The old lady's somewhat behind the times,

you know."

"I rather like the Duke," said Alice. "He seems so

lost, somehow."
"He is lost," confirmed the Cat. "After the next elec-

tion the Duchess will divorce him. you know."
"She will !" cried Alice.

"Of course," grinned the Cheshire-Cat. "Don't you
know who she was before she married the Duke? No?
Why, she was known as The Spirit of the Navy. She's

Iwen married and divorced a dozen times. The husbands

change, but she goes on forever the same. Charming crea-

ture !"

The Cat grinned more malevolently than ever.

"Would you tell me, please, where I should go from

here?" asked Alice, who felt she had stayed long enough.

"That depends on where you want to get to," said the

Cheshire-Cat. "Very few of us here ever get anywhere."

"I don't much care where
—

" began Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.

"You might go into civilian life."

"Where is that?" asked Alice.

"Where no Admiral ever wants to go," said the Cat,

"especially on half pay. I'll tell you, my child: In that

direction lives a Hatter, and in that direction lives a

March Hare." The cat waved its paw to right and to

left. "Visit either you like : they're both mad."

"But I don't want to go among mad people," Alice re-

marked.

"Oh, you can't help that," said the Cat. "We're all mad
here."

"How do you know I'm mad?" said Alice.

"You must be," said the Cat, "or you wouldn't have

come here. Well, good-bye."

The Cheshire-Cat grinned again from ear to ear, and

disappeared up the chimney.

"How odd," thought Alice. "I'd better get out of here.

Everything seems very strange in the Navy."
She opened a door and saw before her a long corridor

from which many glass doors opened into large rooms.

As she walked along the corridor Alice peeped in through

the glass and was surprised to see a number of very old

and important looking men seated at desks. All of them
were fast asleep, and snoring away very musically. There
was no sign of activity anywhere, until she had passed

almost the whole length of the corridor, when she came
to a door marked, "Bureau of Construction and Repair."

Inside was a man with a very large hat on his head.

He was drinking tea and chatting amiably with a hare.

"That must be the Hatter," whispered Alice, "and the

March Hare. I wonder if they're very mad to-day?"

She was about to pass on when the Hatter looked up and
saw her. "Come in ! Come in !" he cried. "We've been

waiting for you. Come in!"

Alice thought it very strange that they should be wait-

ing for her, but as she was a modern child she never liked

to keep any of the boys waiting, so in she went.

"Have some tea," said the Hatter. "I know you're one
of us. If you weren't, you'd be asleep, -you know."
"Why would I?" asked Alice, sipping the tea; and

much to her disappointment, it really was tea.

"No sane person stays awake in the Navy Depart-
'

ment," said the Hatter. "It's too much of a strain on the

mind. They just sleep until they get pensioned off. It's

much the best way. We're quite mad, the March Hare
and I ; that's why we're awake."

"Yes, indeed," said the March Hare. "And we're awake
because we're too mad to go to sleep. You saw the sign?"

"You mean, Bureau of Construction and Repair?" asked
Alice.

"Yes, we're the Bureau."

"But you say you're mad !" exclaimed Alice.

"Of course," said the Hatter. "If you don't believe us.

go and look at some of the constructing and repairing we
do—it's unique ; it really is."

"And it costs so much," said the March Hare. "That's

the beauty of it."

"The principal beauty," corrected the Hatter. "It's all

(Continued on page 1058)
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AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CONFERENCE
THE third annual aircraft en-

gineering research confer-

ence took place at Langley

Memorial Aeronautical Labora-

tory, Langley Field, Va. It was sponsored by the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which was estab-

lished in 1915 by an act of Congress for the purpose of

"supervision and direction of the scientific study of the

problems of flight, with a view to their practical solution,

the determination of problems which should be experimen-

tally attacked, and their investigation and application to

practical questions of aeronautics."

The Langley Memorial Laboratory, the committee's re-

search laboratory, presents an ideal place for the purpose

of a research conference. It gives the engineer and manu-

facturer an opportunity to inspect and acquaint himself

with the equipment at the disposal of the committee to

conduct scientific experiments while the contact with the

personnel leads to an exchange of ideas and personal ac-

quaintanceship so valuable for a better mutual understand-

ing.

The larger equipment inspected by the members of the

conference consisted of an atmospheric wind tunnel, variable

density tunnel, high speed jet tunnel, demonstration water

tunnel, power plant laboratory, flight research laboratory,

and propeller research laboratory. Besides the larger

equipment, members of the conference were shown various

smaller research equipment and installations and the half

day allowed for this part of the program was scarcely

iong enough to inspect minutely and absorb the variety of

information and apparatus which were demonstrated.

Atmospheric Wind Tunnel

In the atmospheric tunnel in connection with the research

on action of trailing edge flaps a visual demonstration was
given of the pressure distribution over the chord of an

airfoil fitted with a flap. The demonstration was made
for a flap angle of ± 25° and for two angles of attack of

-f-
8° and -f-

27°. At the smaller angle of attack the pres-

sure distribution is of the normal type and the difference

in load with the flap up and down is considerable. At
plus 27° the load is almost uniform over the chord but the

difference between the loads with the flap up and down
is considerably less than in the previous case. This test

is being made on a large size model which represents a

rectangular portion of an airfoil fitted with a flap and
mounted between two plates to simulate a uni-planar flow

condition. Besides, a rig was shown to study the autoro-
tation of airfoils and cells. It represents an electric type
dynamometer inclosed in a streamlined body and mounted
in the experimental throat of the tunnel by means of wire
suspension. On the extension shaft of the dynamometer
a cell or a wing can be mounted at a desired angle of
attack in order to measure autorotational speeds and couples.

In addition to experiments on flaps and spinning the
program of the atmospheric tunnel includes an extensive
series of tests on various cell arrangements including the
effert of stagger, sweepback, decalage and different airfoil

combinations.

Variable Density Tunnel

In the variable density tunnel, charts were displayed of
different airfoils and model planes tested at a wide scale

of Reynold's Numbers. It was interestintg to see the
close agreement reached between free flight tests and model

tests made at a corresponding VL.

The general rsults would indicate

that at high value of Reynold's

Numbers the lifting properties of

profiles of various thicknesses are much closer than indi-

cated by the atmospheric tunnel; this is also true for the

drag. The behavior of various profiles, however, is very

dissimilar which presents a serious handicap in typical

classification of airfoils with a view of analytical predic-

tion of VL effect.

In order to utilize the energy of the compressed air used

for the variable density tunnel a vertical jet tunnel was de-

signed and installed in the same building. It is of an open

chamber type with a throat diameter of 12 inches. The

compressed air from the variable density tunnel is con-

ducted to an annular ring at the exit cone and is discharged

tangentially to its walls. Due to high velocity of the jet a

depression is created in the discharge cone and the result-

ing difference of pressure causes the air to flow with a

maximum speed of about 900 m.p.h. The maximum pos-

sible duration of flow is 45 minutes.

For the purpose of visualizing the flow around various

objects, a water tunnel was built by the committee and its

demonstration fascinated many visitors because of its clear-

ness. This tunnel is of a rectangular cross section and

the demonstration was made of a uni-planar flow around

an airfoil at normal angles of attack and also of flow be-

yond the burble point, flow round a cylinder and a flat plane

at various angles. The stream was colored and it was

interesting to observe the formation of Karman's vortices

and see the constant reformation of the stable staggered

vortex arrangement.

Power Plant Laboratory

The research here is concentrated on two-cycle engines,

supercharging, and conditions of operation and power out-

put with various fuels. The visitors were shown a dem-

onstration model of a projected two-cycle air-cooled Lib-

erty engine cylinder.

Root's type superchargers were shown which have

proven highly satisfactory under actual service conditions.

The committee has constructed various sizes capable of

developing sea level power up to 22,000 feet. Difficulties

originally experienced with the cam impeller were reme-

died by making them of magnesium aluminum alloy, while

distortion of the casing is prevented by casting sides and

covers in one piece.

A demonstration was made of the behavior of ordi-

nary aviation gasoline detonating at high crankshaft

speed, while a mixture of benzol permitted operation at

practically the same crankshaft speed but with noticeable

increase in torque as indicated by the dynamometer.
The most interesting part was the demonstration of a

two-cycle Diesel type cylinder operating on heavy oil. It

has no electrical ignition and no carburetor, the fuel being

sprayed in the dome compression head through seven ori-

fices. In the operation of the Diesel high speed type cylin-

der particularly noticeable features "were smoothness of

running, great elasticity of operation and rapid acceleration.

From a few hundred r.p.m. the speed was quickly accel-

erated to 2,000 r.p.m.

The important accomplishment is reduction of maximum
pressure from about 2,000 pounds per square inch to 550

pounds per square inch which approximates the pressure

in normal engines having electrical ignition. The reduc-

tion in maximum pressure, (Continued on page 942)

At Langley Field, Va.

By Dr. Michael Watter
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An Aircraft Lacquer

that will stand up —

MURPHY FINE FINISHES
Famous for 6J years among architects,

masterpainters and makers ofproducts

requiring a fine finish

Aircraft Colored Flexible Finishing

Lacquer

Aircraft Super Spar Varnish

Sanding Primer Red

Aircraft Bronze Mixing Spar

Aircraft Enamel

THE only clear finishing lacquer we know of thai

will stand up on wood, fabric or metal and resist

ihe ultra-violet ravs of the sun.
J

You knowhow you've wanted a clear lacauer—thatwill

resist the treacherous workings of aircraft surfaces; that

will stick on and be durable; that will go over colored

lacquer, keep a bright finish, and wear; that will resist the

ultra-violet rays ofthe sun on both wood, fabric and metal.

Well, here it is! And here's what else it will do:

Dries with a good gloss.

Has full body and good building qualities.

Has depth of finish.

Improves with age. Sunlight destroys most finishes,

but it strengthens this one.

Makes a fine finishing coat over a colored sprav lacquer,

and gives a brilliant lustre. Will also go over old, well-

seasoned varnish.

Mixes with aluminum powder to form a lasting, dur-

able finish. Metallic powders actually "leaf" in Aircraft

Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer.

Positively prevents chalking. Color cannot rub oft.

When mixed with colored sprav lacquer, it enhances

the lustre.

We shall be glad to give you further information on

this unusual aircraft finishing product.

MURPHY VARNISH COMPANY
Newark Chicago San Francisco Montreal

Murphy^^
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leads to a reduction in weight. In combination with lower

specific fuel consumption and absence of fire hazard this

type of engine seems to combine many desirable features.

In connection with the Diesel engine research a most

thorough study of spray formation is conducted by the

committee. The spray formations are analyzed by means

of spray photography with high speed moving pictures at

rates up to 4,000 pictures per second.

Flight Research Laboratory

This laboratory has undertaken the very timely question

of ice formation on the wings of a plane at low tempera-

tures. The results indicate that there are two definite con-

ditions of ice formation—one is at points very near to

freezing temperature when considerable humidity is pres-

ent ; in this case the ice masses on the leading edges of

wings, wires and struts in a distinctly mushroom formation

which results in a decided change of aerodynamic forms.

The second condition of ice formation occurs at lower

temperature and is not dangerous because the icy forma-

tion on the leading edges has a pointed form which is

not so harmful to aerodynamic properties of profiles. This

leads to a very interesting conclusion that formation of

ice can be prevented by keeping out of the zone of high

Humidity and choosing rather colder and dryer regions,

i.e. going preferably to a higher altitude.

The flight laboratory is continuing its research on pres-

sure distributions over wings and controlling and stabiliz-

ing surfaces of PW-9, VE-9 and TS airplanes for various

flight conditions and also studies the distribution of pres-

sure on the bottom of seaplane floats in landing. These
studies are made by means of ingenuous self-recording ap-

paratus giving continuous and simultaneous record.

The laboratory has a NY-1 Navy training plane equipped

with lateral leading edge slots and Friese ailerons.

Propeller Research Laboratory
The propeller research laboratory is an open type 20-

foot wind tunnel capable of throat speeds up to 110 m.p.h.

Current program includes the study of effect of various

cowling and body shapes on propulsive efficiency and the

cooling characteristics of the engine.

A full sized body with a Wright Whirlwind engine is

mounted on a balance and observations are taken with the

engine running to simulate the actual flying conditions. An
interesting feature of the set-up is the fact that the en-

gine is not attached to the body proper but to a steel

framework housed inside. This permits an independent

measuring of propeller torque and thrust in the presence

of the body and also the resistance of the body with the

effect of propeller slipstream.

Besides purely propeller research the propeller research

laboratory affords an excellent means of study of inter-

action between propeller and body or wings, various cool-

ing systems and power plant installations with particular

reference to air-cooled engines and cowling problems. It

is particularly adapted to the study of stabilizing and con-

trolling tail surfaces, hinge moments, and downwash with

and without slipstream effect.

* * *

This account presents merely a brief description of vari-

ous subjects discussed and demonstrated during the con-

ference and is intended primarily to show the extensive re-

sources of the National Advisory Committee and the vari-

ety of the problems which are studied by it.

The variable density tunnel presents a valuable means

for the flow research and better understanding of VL effect

arid will give us a fuller knowledge of behavior of profiles.

The divergency in results obtained in the variable density

tunnel seems to indicate, however, that its possibilities and

limitations have not yet been clearly defined. It would be

valuable to obtain a closer coordination between the variable

density tunnel, free flight tests and the ordinary atmos-

pheric tunnel. It seems that similar tests could be very

successfully carried out in the variable density tunnel and

also in the propeller research tunnel which will enable one

to obtain a comparatively high value of Reynold's Num-
bers. Final check should be made by free flight tests. This

program of research could be carried out in conjunction
j

with the proposed design of the experimental airplane.

The problems which confront the N A C A are, how-

ever, of still larger complexity for which new research alone

will not suffice. The industry needs the synthesis of the

results of all these researches condensed into typical aver-

ages, working formulae and definite methods.

The immense mass of available experimental data should

be thoroughly analyzed and reduced to such form that it

can be conveniently applied by the aeronautical engineer.

The N A C A with its outstanding equipment is in an

excellent position to give all this to the industry.

Attendants at the Third Annual Aircraft Engineering Research Conference at Langley Field, Va., May 15, 1928
(Seated on Ground)— Watson Davis, W. C. Morgan, C. W. Hicks, F. E. Weick, E. R. Sharp. R. V. Rhode. E. D. Osborn, S. J. DeFrance. (Second Row)—
E. M. Bertran, C. E. Kissinger, W. F. Joachim, T. M. Collier. A. E. Larsen, H. F. Pitcairn. Starr Truscott, H. E. Hartne\, J. S. Donaldson, J. S. Ames, J. F.

Victory, S. W. Stratton, Porter Adams, H. C. Richardson, F. H. Russell, H. J. E. Reid, T. Carroll, E. A. Myers, J. V. "Kelley, J. R. Cautley, Russell Owen
L. Christopher. (Third Row)—Henry Berliner, T. N. Joyce, W. H. Miller. D. H. Wood. C. C. Culver, C. H. Helms. H. C. Gerrish, E. S. Land, H. I. Cone
W. E. Gillmore. L. C. Milburn, W. A. Moffett, A. E. Nesbitt, R. H. Upson, C. L. Ofenstein. Lloyd Harrison, C. F. Taylor, Leslie MacDill, Etienne Dormoy
G. F. McLaughlin. (Fourth Row)—C. M. Young, Carlton Kemper. R. E. Mixson, H. L. Whittemore, J. W. Crowley, Jr., C. F. Rape, C. J. McCarthy, H. Y
Norwood, Michael Watter, H. K. Cummings, S. K. Colby, E. H. Dix, Jr., G. L. Martin, D. W. Taylor, W. F. Durand, Orville Wright, B. C. Boulton
C. W. Howard. C. T. Porter, E. W. Miller, E. G. Beardsley, H. E. Payne. (Fifth Rcw)—S. J. Baum, H. A. Hicks, H. H. Haase. F. S. Kirstcn. J. C
McAlmunt. S. L. LaHache. W. S. Diehl, K. M. Lane, A. J. Elias. C. W." Hall, V. E. Clark, E. P. Warner. Cleburne Eberhart, Jr., H. N. Davis, L. J. Brtggs
M. M. Munk, Alexander Klemin. John Harding. Jr., L. M. Woolson, J. W. Wagner, O. W. Schey. (Sixth Row)—R. H. Smith. Karl Arnstein, C. J

Dockarty. C. H. Dockarty. Jr., E. H. Chamberlin. H. E. Lorentz, Burdette Wright, T. E. Tillinghast, J. M. Shoemaker, C. H. Chatfield. G. W. Leans
C. H. Colvin, C. B. Veal, I. H. Driggs, C. dcF. Chandler, M. H. Fairbank. Spencer Heath, H. L. Drydcn. J. B. Peterson, J. G. Lee. T. O. Freeman

John Goldthwaite.
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Meyrowitz Luxor Goggle No. 7

Price, $13.75 in protective aluminum case

PRICES
U. S. Air Service No.

With white cylindrical bent lenses
{ Illustrated)

With tinted cylindrical bent lenses
With wh ite hand ground meniscus

lenses
With tinted hand ground meniscus

lenses
With white hand ground cylindri-

cal lenses, U. S. Army specifi-
cation No. 3024

U. S. Air Service No.
With white cylindrical bent lenses
With tinted cylindrical bent

lenses
With white hand ground meniscus

lenses
With tinted hand ground meniscus

lenses

7
$13.75

15.75

18.00

19.50

20.00

6
$10.75

12.75

15.00

16.50

$9.75

$7.50

Regular Model 6
With white cylindrical bent lenses

Luxor Model 5
With white cylindrical bent lenses

Tinted Lenses
Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles are made

with amber euphos (green) and
smoke tinted lenses as desired. Also
special lenses conforming to U. S.
Army and Navy specifications. Lenses
accurately ground to prescription can
be fitted in any model.

This special goggle, originally made for the sole

use of the crack pilots of the Army and Navy, is

now available to commercial pilots. Highly im-
proved, with new, unusual features, there is no
other goggle in the world like Luxor No. 7.

Adjustable clutch-type bridge (Patented) main-
tains horizontal alignment under all conditions.

Accurately adjustable to the spread of your eyes
and especially adapted to prescription lenses.

Double-lip asymmetrical sponge rubber cushions
(Patented) provide complete comfort and perfect

fit to the contour of your face ... no air seepage
possible. Will not roll in the strongest air

stream . . . the metal frames can not touch your
face. You will never know you've got them on.

Ventilator system in the metal frames (Patented).

Inlet and outlet of air remains constant . . . will

not close up. All air currents are diverted along
the surface of the lenses so they will not strike your
eyes. Will not fog or sweat.

Wide continuous head band . . . complete, un-
obstructed vision . . . removable lenses . . . light

in weight . . . sturdy construction . . . fully guar-

anteed. Be sure you get the genuine . . . there are

imitations, but our essential features are protected

by patents.

Distribution
Plan

We have a money-
making proposal for

managers of airports,

flying fields, flying

schools, and aircraft

dealers. Meyrowitz
Luxor Goggles are
in demand and that
demand must be sat-

isfied on the spot.

Write us for particu-
lars.

Meyrowitz Luxor
Goggles are for sale

at airports, flying

schools, by aircraft

dealers, leading op-

ticians and sporting

goods stores. If you
are unable to obtain

what you want write
directly to us.

Pioneers in the development of goggles to meet the special requirements of aviation

Minneapolis

Established 1875
INCORPORATED

Associated Companies

Dept. A, 520 Fifth Avenue, New York
St. Paul Detroit

Send for 1928
catalog

London Paris
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GROUND FLYING
NOW that I'm back in my home

hangar, having survived the re-

construction period concerning

which 1 expatiated at length in last month's issue, I am

having even more fun than usual in catching up on my

mail. The first job, of course, was to find it. You mar-

ried fellows know and the rest of you are going to find

out that when a married man goes away for a rest and

change, the wife of his bosom never by any chance con-

siders his mail of importance enough for parking space,

wherefore he must spend the first day or two on his return

in tracking it down to every odd corner of the house.

Some of it will be in the kitchen cabinet, some of it be-

hind the clock, some of it in the piano. Some more of it

will be in the sewing machine, and odds and ends of it all

over the floor and furniture.

The time has come when I greet the morning mail with

new eagerness and enthusiasm. It was not always thus.

It used to be that I could discount my mail long in ad-

vance and lay it out cold on a prophetic chart, from the

gas bill on the 6th to the "Please Remit" from the milk-

man on the 30th. I could go away for weeks at a time

and know to a hand's-breadth how many and important

were the envelopes accumulating for me. And I also

knew that there was never any necessity for me to hurry

home.

But time and Aero Digest have changed all that. I now
leap eagerly from my downy couch at 8:15 or even earlier,

quivering to know the best and worst, and with hands

that shake as they grasp the scrambled assortment that the

U. S. Government has brought to the door. The bills,

of course, are still there, and bigger and better than ever.

But I pass them by without difficulty, particularly since I

have trained myself to detect the stale and musty odor of

a bill even through the best bond paper. I am not much in-

terested in bills, except those rare and beautiful long green

ones which are familiar to some of my readers. I prefer

the little checks that flutter out of their envelopes like

marvelously beautiful butterflies, singing a sweet song of

happiness as they burst their chrysalis.

There is also the customary broadside from Mr. Elbert

Hubbard. II. who has been trying to sell me a book for

lo, these many moons. There are begging letters from

magazines, threatening to round out my life and make me
a happy, useful and intelligent citizen, all for four dollars

a year. But the latest load on the back of Uncle Sam
and the one which keeps me opening my mail with the hope

which springs eternal, is made up of letters from the far-

flung readers of Aero Digest.

I thought I made it clear, 'way back at the beginning of

these discourses and diatribes, that I don't know a thing

about aviation, and certainly I have done and said nothing

since that time to discount my original pessimism. But de-

spite this and nevertheless, there come these epistles, full

of touching and optimistic faith and confidence, asking for

advice, instruction, information, suggestion, explanation

and elucidation, so that I must risk my remnants of reputa-

tion by running a regular correspondence school of prac-

tical aeronautics. Which is a situation that holds not

less than two dangerous possibilities; the first that some
regular pilot may get hold of one of my letters and laugh

himself to death, and the second that some unfortunate

amateur may one day take my advice or information seri-

ously, and be collected in a basket.

So, me and my conscience have gone into executive ses-

By Don Rose sion together, and have decided to offer,

here and now, a ground school in aero-

nautics. It is, as you may see if you

survive it, complete and comprehensive and inclusive of

all matters of importance, and it has the special advantage

of being the cheapest correspondence course in existence, the

tuition fee being no more than the price of Aero Digest—
twenty-five cents a copy, or a special reduced rate of three

dollars a year. And if any of my competitors offer you a

course in aviation for less than twenty-five cents, you can

be pretty sure they will cut the corners of you somewhere.

This course is specially designed for some of my friends

in far places. There is the boy in the Kentucky canning

factory who pastes the labels on the tomato cans. He
doesn't think it is much of a job, and it's small consolation

to him to know that Charles Dickens spent some years of

his young life sticking labels on bottles of boot-blacking.

He wants to aviate. Then there is the garage helper out in

Indiana who yearns beyond the bilious attacks of flivvers,

and hears the inviting hum of aircraft beyond his dusty

horizon. There is the farm hand in Ohio who looks up
from his job of lady's maid to a pen of pigs every morn-

ing to the passing of the mail plane. There is the errand-

boy in the cross roads store, the down-town messenger

boy, and the boot-black in the lobby of the commercial

hotel. Every one of them is hungry for the new wonder of

the new world
;
every one of them is holding out on his

pay envelope in hopes of sinking his savings some day in

a flying course; every one of them is the stuff of which the

future is made—and also a sucker for the right sort of

bait.

So if vou will give me your attention and the boys at the

back of the room will put their gum away until recess

time, we will take up the matter of aeronautics. This will

be a practical course, since the theoretical principles of.

riving are so simple that even a correspondence school

might teach them. Fifteen minutes a day for a sufficient

number of days will make this matter of sailing a plane a

matter of plain sailing. To show you how simple a thing

it is to fly a plane I need only recall the experience of a

friend of mine. He had read it up in the Encyclopedia,

he had taken a five-dollar correspondence course, and he

had watched the pilot go through the motions. So he felt

justly confident of his ability to sail and steer a ship.

The pilot listened and looked him over, and finally took

him on, packing him into a dual-control job and lacing him

in tight. The pilot insisted on taking the ship off himself

since he needed her later in the week, but when they had

put three thousand feet of atmosphere between them and

an obituary, he let the amateur have her. So they made
about 200 feet on an even keel and then started to climb.

It took the novice about 500 feet to find it out, whereupon

he straightened out so thoroughly that the ship started to

go home at an angle of thirty degrees. This wasn't so

good either, so the amateur expert leaned on the stick and

she came up like a balky horse at a fence. The novice lost

his goggles, the pilot lost most of his religion, and the en-

gine lost its enthusiasm and began to think of a stall,

whereupon the man at the wheel put on the brake with

his left foot and she slid sideways down three hundred

feet of aerial scenery and began to play tag with her tail.

So the pilot yanked the stick out of danger and brought

the correspondence school graduate home to mama, a some-

what sadder and certainly wiser man. The onlv explana-

tion he could offer after (Continued on page 1052)
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Fokker F-7 Trimotor, 2 pilots,

S to 10 passengers, three 200
b.p. "Whirl-wind" engines,
lit — t, U

Fokker Universal, rugged ser-

%-iee ship, 2 pilots, 4-5 p,

gers, 200 b.p. "Whirlwind
engine, J]8 m.p.b.

Fokker Super-Universal, 2 pi-

lots, 6 passengers, 400 b.p.

"Wasp" engine, 140 m.p.b.

Fokkers Serve Throughout the World
C'ERVICE, in an airplane, is derived from the de-

*J sign, workmanship and materials which have gone

into its making. To the combination of these ele-

ments in Fokker Aircraft, their sweeping success in

giving service under the most arduous conditions is

due.

As a striking illustration, here is one out of hun-
dreds of instances:

Lt. Koppen blazed a mail route from Amsterdam
to Batavia and back, in a Fokker Trimotor. Without
relief, Koppen and his crew of two made it in 10

elapsed days going, and 12 returning. Flying days:

9 out, and 10 home. Total distance, 17,091 miles.

Average miles per flying day, 900. Actual flying

time, 1 5 3 \'z hours.

Perhaps no long-distance flight was ever crowded
with such vicissitudes, discouragements and natural

handicaps. Again and again Koppen was caught in

dense fogs, violent tropical sand and rain storms.

Most of the way he flew over wastelands, jungles,

mountains, extremely hazardous terrain, and treach-

erous water jumps. He chose to fly blind through
storms rather than risk landing in unknown terri-

tory. Several times Koppen in making the best of

primitive landing fields became unavoidably mired.

In Siam, a crowd of volunteers, pulling the Trimotor
from the mud, innocently broke a landing gear strut,

dropping the right wing to the ground.

The flying qualities of the Fokker Trimotor car-

ried it to success through almost impossible flying

conditions. Its natural stability insured safety even
when flying blind. Where beset by mishap, repairs

were made promptly, without special tools or work-
ers, thanks to the simple materials used in every

Fokker.

It is always the same with Fokker Aircraft.

Twenty-four nations use Fokkers and find them
faithful to their trust in the discharge of the world's

work—safe, swift, capacious, economical, the emi-

nently practical aircraft for commercial service.

Send for the Fourth Revised Edition of Our Book, "Some Practical Considerations."

(Free to responsible inquirers)

ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Factory and Flying Field

Teterboro Airport, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey

Subsidiary of FOKKER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Wheeling, West Virginia
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AIR COMMERCE REGULATIONS
Chapter 1. LICENSING OF AIRCRAFT

CECTION 1. Licensing Law.
^ " 'Air commerce' means transfortation in

whole or in part by aircraft of persons or property

for hire, navigation of aircraft in furtherance of

a business, or navigation of aircraft from one place

to another for operation in the conduct of a busi-

ness." (.Sec. 1, air commerce act of 1926.)
" 'Interstate or foreign air commerce' means air

commerce between any State, Territory, or posses-

sion, or the District of Columbia, and any place

outside thereof; or between points within the same
State, Territory, or possession, or the District of
Columbia, but through the air space over any place

outside thereof, or wholly within the air space over
any Territory or possession, or the District of
Columbia." (Sec. 1.)

"The Secretary of Commerce shall, by regulation
* * * provide for the granting of registration to

aircraft eligible for registration, if the owner re-

quests such registration * * V (Sec. 3 (a).)
"// shall be unlawful * * * to navigate any

aircraft * * * in interstate or foreign air com-
merce unless such aircraft is registered as an air-

craft of the United States." (Sec. 11 (a) (2).)
t

"To navigate any aircraft registered as an air-

craft of the United States * * • without an
aircraft certificate, or in violation of the terms of
any such certificate." (Sec. 11 (a) (3).)

"Any person who (1) violates any provision of
subdivision (a) of this section * * * shall be sub-

ject to a civil penaltv of $500 * * * ." (Sec. 11

<&)•>
Aircraft means "any contrivance noiv known or

hereafter invented, used, or designed for navi-

gation of or flight in the air, except a parachute or

other contrivance designed for such navigation but
used primarily as safety equipment." (Sec. 9

(c).)
Aircraft of the United States means "any air-

craft registered" under the air commerce act. (Sec.
9 (/).)
Sec. 2. Application of the Law.

Aircraft must be licensed before engaging in

—

(A) Carrying persons or property for hire, or
the United States mails—

(1) Between two or more States, or to, or from
foreign countries, as from Chicago to Cleveland,
Ohio, or from New York to Portland, Me., to Mon-
treal. Canada.

(2; Between two points in one State if a part
of the flight is over another State, as from Buffalo
to New York via Susquehanna, Pa.; or from Buf-
falo, thence over any part of Pennsylvania, and
thence back to Buffalo.

(3) Between two points in one State if it is a
part of a through carriage between points in dif-
ferent States, or countries, as from Los Angeles
to San Francisco, Calif., as a part of the carriage
between Los Angeles and Seattle, Wash., or from
San Antonio, Tex., to Laredo, Tex., as a part of
the carriage between San Antonio and Monterev,
Mexico.

(4) Within the air space over the District qf
Columbia, or any Territory or possession of the
United States.

(B) Aircraft used solely for pleasure or non-
commercial purposes need not be licensed, although
engaged in flying between States, but, at the op-
tion of the qwner, may be licensed, in which event
it must observe all the requirements of licensed
aircraft. Whether licensed or not, all aircraft
must display the assigned identification mark.
Sec. 3. Aircraft Belonging to the United States.

Aircraft belonging to the United States will be
licensed by the Secretary of Commerce if the op-
erating agency so requests.
Sec. 4. Aircraft Belonging to States, etc.

Aircraft belonging to States, Territories, or
possessions ctf the United States, or to political
subdivisions thereof, will be licensed by the Sec-
retary of Commerce and rated as to airworthiness
in the same manner as other craft if requested
for licensing is made and such aircraft are used
exclusively in the governmental service.
Sec. 5. Foreign Aircraft.

(A) Where civil aircraft of the United States
are permitted to fly in or over a foreign country
without registration and rating and licensing of

"

their airmen, the aircraft of such foreign country,
not a part of its armed forces, and the airmen serv-
ing in connection therewith, may operate without
a license in the territory over which the United
States has jurisdiction. Such foreign aircraft
shall not engage in interstate or intrastate air
commerce and must qbserve the air-traffic rules.

(B) Aircraft owned by resident aliens will be
granted identification marks but shall not engage
in interstate or intrastate air commerce.

(C) Registered aircraft of the United States
shall not be flown or operated in air commerce in
the United States or its possessions, by, or in be-
half of any individual, partnership, firm, or cor-
poration not eligible to license for such registered
aircraft.
Sec. 6. Requisites of Licensing and Registration.
An aircraft, to be entitled to license and regis-

try, must be airworthy and equipped in accordance
with requirements of the Secretary of Commerce
and owned by

—

(A) A citizen of the United States and not
registered under the laws of any foreign country -

or
(B) A partnership of which each member is a

citizen of the United States; or
(C) A corporation organized under the laws of

th» United States, a State, Territory, or posses-

Department of Commerce
Aeronautics Branch

Effective as Amended June i, igz8

sion of the United States, and of which the presi-

dent and at least two-thirds of the directors or
managing officers are citizens of the United States,
and of which at least 51 per cent of the voting
interest in the corporation is controlled by citizens
of the United States; or

(D) The Government of the United States, a

State, Territory, or possession, or a political sub-
division thereof.
Sec. 7. Registration, Meaning of.

Registration means entry of licensed aircraft in

an official license registry of the Secretary of Com-
merce as aircraft of the United States. Unlicensed
aircraft, though entered of record for purposes of
identification as required by law, are nojt registered
aircraft within the meaning of these regulations.
Sec. 8. Airworthiness, Law of.

"The Secretary of Commerce shall by regulation
* * * provide for the rating of aircraft of the
United States as to their airworthiness * * *.

The Secretary may, from time to time, rerate air-

craft as to their airworthiness upon the basis of
information obtained under this subdivision." (Sec.
3 (&).)

"It shall be unlawful * * * to navigate any
aircraft registered as an aircraft of the United
States without an aircraft certificate or in violation
of the terms of any such certificate." (Sec. 11 (a)
(3).)

"Any person who violates any provision of sub-
division (a) of this section * * * shall be sub-
ject to a civil penalty of $500.'* (Sec. 11 (b).)
Sec. 9. Airworthiness, Meaning of.

Airworthiness means a condition meeting the
minimum aircraft requirements as set forth herein.
Sec. 10. Airworthiness Requirements.

(A) Airworthiness factors.—In determining
the airworthiness of airplanes the following factors
are taken into consideration:

(1) The structural strength of wings, ailerons,
tail surfaces, fuselage including engine mount,
fittings, control system, and landing gear, as shown
by stress analyses.

(2) Cockpit, cabin, and control arrangements.
(3) Power plant and power-plant installation.

(4) Equipment and instruments.
(5) Propellers.
(6) Design of fittings.

(7) Materials and workmanship.
(8) Flying characteristics and qualities.
Certain of these items may be demonstrated by

theoretical analyses and drawings, others by visual
inspection, and others by tests.

(B) Load factor requirements.—The load-fac-
tor requirements for the structural members of an
airplane shall be determined as follows:

CI) Flying conditions.—Figure 1 hereof, and
hereby made a part of these regulations, shall be
used to determine the load factors for the high
angle of attack condition of landplanes and float-

type seaplanes. Reference shall be made to it and
the factor obtained for the appropriate weight
and horsepower loading, the factors for gross
weights which lie between 2,500 and 12,500 pounds
being determined by interpolation between the ap-
propriate curves. Fcg- multi engined airplanes the
horsepower to be used for computing the loading
in pounds per horsepower shall be that necessary
to maintain level flight with full load at sea level.
For flying boats and amphibians of 5,000 pounds
gross weight or less the factor far 5,000 pounds
shall be used; for gross weights in excess of 5,000
pounds the factors shall be those indicated by the
actual weight and power loading.

10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Pounds Per Horsepower

Fig. I.— Load factors— High angle of attack
For flying boats and amphibians of 5.000 pounds gross

weight or less, use the 5.000-pound gross weight factors.
Horsepower loading shall be based on rated engine horse-
power except that for multi-engined airplanes the horse-
power shall be taken as that necessary to maintain level
flight with full load.
Note.— It is to be noted that the load factors given In

this chart are not sufficiently high to conform to the In-
ternational requirements throughout the entire range of
horsepower loading. Manufacturers designing airplanes
for export should take into account the load factors and
design requirements of the country to which the airplane
is to be exported.

In the low angle of attack condition the load
factor shall be 65 per cent of the high angle of
attack factor, but in no case less than 3.

For the inverted-flight and nose-dive conditions
the load factor shall be 40 per cent of the high
angle of attack factor, but in no case less than 2.

(2) Landing conditions.—The load-factor require-
ments for landing conditions shall be obtained from
Table 1. If the landing gear is designed to absorb
landing shocks by the now of a liquid through an
orifice (the oleo or oleo-pneumatic type), the de-
sign load factors for the landing gear may be
reduced by not more than 25 per cent from those
shown in Table 1, but suitable provision shall be
made to carry taxiing shocks after the absorber has
been forced to the full extent of its travel.

For float seaplanes the floats and the members
to which they are attached, including the "carry-
through" tubes in the fuselage, shall be designed
for a factor in landing af 8.0.

The shock absorber in the chassis of a land-
plane or amphibian shall be designed to absorb the
energy generated by a free drop of the airplane
from the height specified in Table 1 without sub-
jecting the airplane or landing gear to forces
greater than those corresponding to the load fac-
tors for landing.
The tail-skid shock absorber shall be designed

to resist a free drop in the three-point landing
attitude equal to that shown in Table 1 without
imposing loads on the tail skid or fuselage greater
than those cqrresponding to the load factors for
landing.

(3) Tail surfaces and ailerons.—Tail surfaces
and ailerons shall be designed to withstand the
loads specified in Table 1.

Table 1

Ctaas
- 8 5

w
| Vertical tail

£ qS o = o surfaces

24 30} J5 per cent of
"5 lit

-

2.."»Oii-pound or less.. 6.5
5 000- pound 5.5 22 25 I load" required
12.500-pound 5.0 20 20 /on horizontal
12,500-pound or over 4.5 18 20/ surfaces.

(4) Seaplane floats and boat hulls.—Flying-boat
and seaplane-float bottoms shall be designed to
withstand, without permanent set, the following
loads:

(a) Eight pounds per square inch over that
portion of the hull lying between the first step
and a section 25 per cent of the distance from thr
step to the bow; (ft) 4 pounds per square inch
from that section to a section at 75 per cent of the
distance from the step to the bow; (c) 4 pounds
per square inch between the first and second steps;
and (d) 4 pounds per square inch between the
rear step and a section 50 per cent of the distance
to the stern. If but one step is used, this load
shall extend over that portion of the hull between
the step and a section 50 per cent of the distance
from the step to the stern.
The submerged displacement of the main floats

shall be at least 190 per cent of the full load of
the airplane. Main floats shall be divided into at
least five water-tight compartments.

In designing the bow portion of the hull due
attention must be paid to the effect of striking
floating objects.

(C) Control system.—The control system shall
be designed to withstand a load of at least 300
pounds in a fcre-and-aft direction and 150 pounds
in a lateral direction applied at the grip on a stick
control; on a wheel control it shall withstand at
least 300 pounds in a fore-and-aft direction applied
at the center of the wheel and a couple equal to
125 pounds times the diameter of the wheel ap-
plied tangent to the rim of the wheel. The rudder
controls shall be designed to withstand a load of
not less than 300 pounds applied at the point of
contact with the foot. On airplanes having a gross
weight of 1,000 pounds or less, two-thirds erf the
above values may be used. In any case, the
strength of the control system shall be sufficient
to withstand loads on the control surfaces 25 per
cent greater than those specified in Table 1 for
the design of the surfaces. The entire control
system shall be sol designed that the rudder, ele-
vators, ailerons, and other movable parts thereof
will not jam, and, if necessary, control stops shall
be provided to prevent it.

Dual controls on airplanes carrying passengers
for hire shall be so constructed or arranged as to
prevent passengers from interfering with the course
of flight of the airplane.

(D) .Construction of cockpit and cabin.—The
cockpit or cabin shall be constructed to afford
suitable ventilation, adequate vision to pilot under
normal flying requirements, and reasonable protec-
tion to pilot and passengers against possible pro-
peller breakage.

Closed cabins of airplanes carrying passengers
for hire shall have not less than two exits, afford-
ing maximum ease of operation. One of such
exits may be an emergency exit, in which case the
size, location, and method of operation shall be
subject to the approval of the Secretary of Com-
merce.

(£) Power-plant requirements. — Engines
which have passed the regular endurance tests of

(Continued on page 948) ,
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HADLEV
FIELD

From airport to city

is where time is lost

Most airports are necessarily removed from the heart of

the city. That means delay and traffic congestion getting

to and from the flying field. Frequently most of the time
gained in flying is lost at the beginning or end of the

journey. The same applies to mail and express.

Most large cities are situated on water . . . the ocean, a

lake or a river. And that water is usually close to the

heart of the city. Rapid transit to airports is still a thing

of the distant future and even that will have its drawbacks.
The air is the only clear thoroughfare.

To facilitate the transport of passengers, mail or express,

operators feel the need of shuttle air lines from airports

to the centers of cities. To increase the traffic it is neces-

sary to provide this additional air service. And Amphibians
are the only solution.

The Ireland Amphiplane is the only ship of its kind in

production. A practical sea and land plane that carries

exceptional pay loads and provides comfortable passenger
facilities for four besides the pilot . . . either open cockpit

or closed cabin.

Fast, efficient, very maneuverable, and safe, the Amphiplane
affords more adaptability and service latitude than any
ordinary aircraft. The factor of safety in any emergency
is not only greater than in any other type of plane but

becomes a talking point in air transport operations.

Ireland Amphiplanes have been thoroughly tested

in service. There is no guess work about what
they can do or stand . . . they are proven air-

craft ... all the "bugs" are out. Deliveries are

being made with reasonable promptness.

IRELAND
AMPHIPLANE

Flies in the air, floats on water, taxis on land

Ireland Aircraft, Inc., Curtiss Field, Garden City, N. Y.

It takes iy2 hours to get from Hadley
Field to Penn. Station, New York by rail

(35 miles). It requires 1 hour from
Curtiss Field (20 miles). It takes longer
by motor ... a tremendous waste of time
and great inconvenience. Air traffic is

impeded, mail and express are slowed up.

With an Ireland Amphiplane, 4 passen-
gers from Hadley Field can be landed at

the Battery or anywhere else on water
around Manhattan in about 25 minutes.

Lambert Field is 15 miles from business
St. Louis.
Municipal Field is 9 miles from business
Chicago.
Ford Airport is 7 miles from business
Detroit.
Municipal Field is &YZ miles from busi-

ness Cleveland.

Ireland Amphiplane

Wright Whirlwind J-5-C, 220 H.P.

Curtiss Reed Propeller, pusher type

Hull and Tail of steel tubing welded

Hull Covering, non-corrosive alclad

High speed, full load, 94 m.p.h.

Cruising speed, loaded, 80 m.p.h.

Landing speed, loaded, 45 m.p.h.

Take-off from water, 30 seconds

Take-off from land, 12 seconds

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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the United States Army Air Corps or the United

States Navy Bureau of Aeronautics will be ap-

proved bv the Department of Commerce. Other

^Jnes submitted 'for approval wil b«
B

es ed by

the Department of Commerce at the Bureau ol

S,
The

a
io1' shall include the following:

.

^TTplTof power developed at various rero-

mately 30-minute intervals, of

(a) Revolutions per minute.

(b) Brake load in pounds.

(c) Oil pressure and temperatures.

(d) Water temperatures..

U) Air temperature at carburetor intake.

$ K,Zn*cyi,nder temperature, head and

ba
(),

e

)' Manifold depression in inches of mercury.

(0 Fuel time in seconds for at least 5 pounds.

(;) Oil in pounds.

(A) Brake horsepower. ,.„la<-P
(/) Remarks, including breakages and replace-

m
The 50-hour endurance test shall be run in 10

and the rower leing at least 10 per cent in excess

nf the rated power. Daring the remaining 45 hours

e enp e shall be run" at approximately rated

speeded the horsepower developed should at no

time be less than the rated horsepower

(3) Photographs showing set-up of the .'"ting

apparatus used and of any parts which failed or

showed excessive wear. ,

(4) List of instruments and apparatus used.

(5 After completion of the test and a com-

plete tear down, a report of detailed inspection of

Se parts, particular attention to be paid to„ wear and signs of failure.
.

An engine, after successfully passing the re-

quired block tests, shall be installed in an a,r-

plane and given actual service tests.

\ newly constructed engine of a type and ae

sim which has been tested in accordance with the

provisions hereof must not be ins
,

ta,led ,n "?

plane until bench tested for at least two hours

'during at least one-half hour of which the engine

must be run at full throttle.

An engine which has been in storage for more

than one year must not be installed in an air-

plane until it has been reconditioned in accordance

with accepted safety practices.

A reconditioned engine must be run lor at

least 20 minutes at full thrott e before it shall
I

be

used in propelling registered aircraft carrying per-

sons or property for hire. w.u «,,tfr
(F) Power-plant installation —With water-

cooled engine installation a hre wall of terneplate,

? I steel asbestos-aluminum combination,

^fequivalenfThereof
b

shall be installed. insulating

the engine section from other parts of the air

nlfne Aluminum or aluminum-alloy hre walls will

he satisfactory for air-cooled engine installations.

Openings made in the fire wall to allow the pas-

sage of pipes or wires shall be provided with suit-

able elands or gaskets. . . ,

Carburetor air intakes must open outside the

cowfing and shall be suitably drained Exhaust

manifolds shall be installed outside of cowling

unto." specifically authorized by the Secretary of

Commerce. .... . , « „ „„u:
Throttle-control and ignition switches on multi-

engined airplanes shall be arranged to permit sep-

arate and simultaneous control.

Suitable ventilation shall be provided for the

engine compartments.
Air-pressure gasoline-feed systems shall nrrt be

used without approval of the department.

Airplanes carrying passengers for hire shall have

installed an adequate reserve-gasoline supply tank,

or satisfactory, reliable apparatus for indicating to

the pilot a depletion of the gasoline supply.

(G) Propellers.—Propellers which satisfy any

of the following requirements will be acceptable:

(1) Designs from which a propeller has been

flown for 150 hours without failure on an engine

of equal or greater power than that for which the

approved rating is sought. Affidavit specifying the

number of hours of satisfactory service on a given

engine and aircraft, the name of the operator,

operating firm, and other pertinent data shall be

forwarded to the Secretary of Commerce, together

with detailed drawings of the propeller.

(2) Designs which embody only minor modifica-

tions from propellers accepted and used by the

United States Army or Navy, the contractor to

state specifically the departure, if any, from Gov-

ernment design.

(3) Designs which are approved designs, cut

dawn to smaller diameters without reduction of

the maximum ordinates, except in the immediate
neighborhood of the tip.

Propellers not in accordance with the foregoing

shall be tested in the manner prescribed by the

Secretary of Commerce.
Propellers must have a ground clearance of at

least 6 inches when the airplane is in a horizontal

position.

On multi-engined airplanes a clearance of at

least 1 inch must be provided between the tips of

propellers and the fuselage or any part of the

structure.

The seats shall be so arranged that pilots and
passengers are more than 12 inches forward or

aft of the propeller disks. Surfaces near the pro-

peller tips must be suitably stiffened against vi-

bration.
(H) Performance requirements.— (1) The fol-

lowing flight tests with the design gross load shall

be required:
(a) General flight, which includes a half-hour

flight test with full load, to determine stability.

(b) General maneuverability, which includes,

among other things, a flight with full load around
two pylons or buoys, 1,500 feet apart, making five

successive figure 8's at 1,000 feet without varying

more than 200 feet in height in a radius not to

exceed the following:
Five hundred feet for airplanes of full load not

in excess of 5,000 pounds.
Seven hundred and fifty feet for airplanes of full

load over 5,000 pounds and not in excess of 12,500

pounds.
One thousand feet for all other airplanes.

(2) The landing speed shall not exceed 60 miles

per hour when the airplane is provided with a

braking device, or 50 miles per hour when not so

provided. Landing speed may be assumed equal

to the calculated stalling speed. If the foregoing

landing speeds are exceeded, the following flight

tests with full load shall be required:

(a) Take-off within 1,500 feet,

(fc) Climb at least 250 feet the first minute

after taking off.
.

(c) Land, coming to a full stop without external

aid, within 1,000 feet from the point where the

landing gear first touches the landing area.

(3) Tests are to be calculated upon the basis of

air of a specific weight of 0.07635 and still-air

conditions.

(4) The applicant must provide the person to

make the flight tests, but an inspector from the

Department of Commerce may pilot the airplane

during such parts of the tests as may be deemed

necessary.
(5) No persons other than the crew necessary to

conduct the flight shall be carried during per-

formance tests. Sand or similar ballast shall be

carried as a substitute for the passengers or cargo

ordinarily carried as pay load.

(/) Equipment and instrument requirements.

—The equipment and instruments required, which

must be serviceable and in operating conditions, are:

(1) Equipment.— (a) Fire-extmguishing equipment,

of design approved by the Secretary of Commerce.

Cabin airplanes carrying passengers for hire must

be equipped with at least one portable extinguisher

accessible to the passengers.

(b) First-aid kits on airplanes carrying passen-

gers for hire. -

(c) Safety belts or equivalent apparatus tor

pilots and passengers in open-cockpit airplanes

carrying passengers for hire. Seats or chairs in

cabin planes shall be firmly secured in place.

(d) Electrical equipment and installation must

be approved by the Secretary of Commerce.

(2) Instruments.— (a) Tachometer for each en-

gm
(6) Oil-pressure gauge where oil-pressure sys-

tems are employed.
(c) Water thermometer for water-cooled engines

and oil thermometer for air-cooled engines.

(d) Altimeter.
.

(3) Compass requirements.—An airplane flying

cross country 100 or more miles and an airplane,

including a seaplane, operating over large bodies

qf water beyond the sight of land must be equipped

with a compass.

(/) Manufacturer's identification data.— (1)

The date of manufacture or date of remodeling

and the name of the manufacturer or remodeler,

together with the manufacturer's serial number and

type of engine, must be permanently affixed in a

visible location by means of a metal plate in the

pilot's cockpit or compartment, of each airplane,

in order that it may be distinguished from all other

aircraft.

(2) The following specifications shall be sten-

ciled or otherwise displayed on the outside of the

fuselage or cabin at a point adjacent to the en-

trance into the cockpit or cabin in such manner
as to be readily visible to persons propceing to

enter the same : Over-all span ; over-all length

;

weight empty; useful load; gross weight; seating

capacity, exclusive of crew; gasoline capacity; oil

capacity.

(3) Upon airplanes manufactured under an ap-

proved type certificate the manufacturer thereof
may display the insignia shown herewith, in con-

junction with the above data required to be sten-

ciled on the airplane.

The insignia, if used, shall be 16 inches in

width and 3 inches in height and shall be iden-

tical with that shown except that the name of the

CWbII *»n

Owrall toijth.

Weijht empty.

Useful ted.
Cross HWjht.

,

!>Mt fi; CJpJc try aidullv* olCTn .

.

Cisoline capacity

CM ctpKlty

Manufacturer's identification plate

manufacturer shall appear above it in the manner
indicated, and the number of the approved type
certificate under which the identical airplane was
manufactured shall appear in the circle thereof.

The stenciled data shall appear under it in the

manner and proportion shown. This insignia shall

only be used on airplanes for which application for

license has been made, or for which license has
been issued, and must be obliterated in the event
the airplane is subsequently disapproved for

license.

Sec. 11. Approved Type Certificate, Requirements
for:

{A) Application.—A manufacturer of airplanes,
engines, or propellers in quantities and of an exact
similarity of type, structure, materials, assembly,
and workmanship may, at the option of the manu-
facturer, file with the Secretary of Commerce an
application under oath for an approved type cer-

j
tincate accompanied by the data specified, in du-
plicate. The design or test data must bear the
signature of the responsible engineer.

(B) Airplanes.—In order to represent the struc-
ture of an airplane satisfactorily the data sub-

;

mitted shall include

—

(1) A general assembly drawing <*{ each wing,
with the sizes and locations of spars, drag struts,
drag wires, leading edge, trailing edge, and mem-
bers supporting the ailerons and controls clearly
indicated.

(2) Drawings of a typical rib, showing method
of attachment to the spars and leading edge.

(3) Line diagrams of the external wing bracing,
showing truss dimensions, sizes of struts, and
wires.

(4) Layout of the fuselage structure, showing
sizes ctf all members of the primary structure.

(5) Drawings of the tail surfaces, showing sizes

of spars, torque tubes, internal and external braces,
location of hinges, and masts.

(6) Chassis drawings giying a layout of the
landing gear that shows sizes of struts, axle, brac-
ing wires, shock-absorber spindles, spreader tubes,
and other important members and the method of
connecting them. Drawings of the tail skid, show-
ing the skid, its connection to the main fuselage
structure, and the method of steering it, if any.

(7) For seaplanes, drawings of the floats, show-
ing their lines, general dimensions, and a layout
showing sizes of struts and wires and method of
attachment to the fuselage.

(8) Detail drawings of the mechanisms used to
adjust the stabilizer, fin, wing flaps, or similar sur-

.

faces while in flight.

(9) Drawings showing the main wing fittings,

and the control system are required. The analyses-
must cover the investigation of the strength of the •

main members of the wings, tail surfaces, landing
gear, including tail skids, fuselage, fittings, and
control systems for the load factors required int

section 10. The analysis of secondary members
carrying heavy loads and the investigation of main,
members subjected to eccentric loads are required.

(10) Stress analysis of the control surfaces and'

control systems may be supplanted by tests made
on these units, assembled as in flight, if the tests

show that the unit will carry 125 per cent of the
design load, and if the stick, rudder bar, etc., with-
stand the loads specified in section 10 (C).

(11) The stress analysis shall state the material1

used for members, whether or not it is heat-treated,

and what physical properties are guaranteed, nat
assumed, by the manufacturer. If metal members
of special design are used, test data showing thfir

strength properties under loads similar to those
to which they will be subjected in the structure
must be submitted.

(C) Engines.—Data on engines, showing that
the requirements of section 10 (£) and (F) have
been complied with, and a complete set of draw-
ings, must be submitted in duplicate by the engine
manufacturer when applying for an approved type
certificate.

W) Propellers.—Data on propellers, specified
in section 10 (G), and a complete set of drawings
must be submitted in duplicate by the propeller
manufacturer when applying" for an approved type
of certificate.

(£) Inspection and flight tests of airplanes*—If the submitted design is approved and the air-

craft meets the requirements stated herein, it wilf
be inspected for exact similarity with the sub-
mitted design and specifications. Upon passing
such inspection, the airplane must undergo the
flight tests prescribed in section 10 (H). If such
tests are passed, an approved type certificate wili
be issued to the manufacturer.

(F) Construction under approved type cer-
tificate.—The approved type certificate will be
issued upon the condition that each quarter the
manufacturer will file his affidavit with the Sec-
retary of Commerce, showing the number of air-
planes, engines, or propellers constructed under
the approved type certificate during the quarter,
with a statement that no airplane, engine, or pro-
peller is being constructed, under such certificate,
deviating from the terms thereof.

(G) Changes.—Changes in airplanes constructed
under an approved type certificate are permissible,
with the approval of the Secretary of Commerce.

(H) Manufacturer's affidavit.—Upon the sale
by the manufacturer of airplanes of an exact simi-
larity of type, structure, materials, assembly, and"
workmanship with the specimen for which the
approved type certificate is issued, the manufac-
turer may deliver to the purchaser a manufac-
turer s affidavit, copies of which will be furnished
the manufacturer upon request.
Sec. 12. Application for Aircraft License.

Before an aircraft license will be issued, the
owner must file, under oath, with the Secretary

(Continued on page 950)
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The accompanying
cliart visualizes the

constant growth of
airplane production

. . . and the present

approximate' rate of
manufacture (planes

per 12-month period)

. . . as indicated by
the current delivery

schedule of Consoli-

dated Instruments.
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Consolidated Instruments are Standard

on the Sikorsky AmphibiannpFP£ F Star
Pathfinder

compass, flush
mounting, with
easily accessible

compensating unit.

CONSOLIDATED
INSTRUMENTS

Altimeters

Tachometers

Oil Pressure Gauges

Compasses

Temperature Gauges

Air Speed Indicators

Gasoline Gauges

Inclinometers

Navigation Lights

Landing Lights

Dash Lights

Consolidated aircraft instrument

panel Type A, dependable instru-

ments effectively grouped in in-

direct illumination.

CONSOLIDATED tacho-

meters, altimeters, air

speed indicators, oil pres-

sure gauges, temperature
gauges— and also Consoli-

dated navigation lights—are

standard equipment on the

beautiful Sikorsky Amphi-
bian, one of America's most
distinctive planes.

Quantity production, result-

ing from the fact that one

or more Consolidated Instru-

ments is standard equipment

on most American commer-

cial airplanes, makes possible

the moderate prices of our

quality products.

CONSOLIDATED
Instrument Company

of America, Inc*

41 East 42nd St., New York

Western Representative

M. E. Hulse, 5391 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
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of Commerce, an application for the license upon
blanks provided by the Secretary of Commerce.
Copies thereof will be forwarded upon request.

Sec. 13. Licensing and Expediting the Licensing of

Approved Type Airplanes.

(A) For the purpose of expediting the licencing

of airplanes constructed under approved type cer-

tificates and in the original possession oi the manu-

facturer or dealer, the following provisions may

be invoked, at the option of the manufacturer or

dealer. The manufacturer or dealer may present

the manufacturer's affidavit showing that the air-

craft is exactly similar to the specimen of the

approved type and have the airplane flight tested.

If the flight tests prescribed in section 10 are

passed and the aircraft inspector finds that the

airplane is exactly similar to the specimen, a

flight certificate will be issued for such airplane,

good for 90 days after date and renewable for

90-day periods upon findings Off the Secretary of

Commerce that the airplane is in substantially the

same condition as when the original certificate was

issued The manufacturer's affidavit and the flight

certificate may be delivered to any purchaser and

will be given such effect as is provided therefor in

paragraph (B) of this section.

(B) An airplane constructed under an approved

type certificate and in the possession of and owned

by an eligible owner of aircraft of the United

States will be licensed as follows: ... ,

(1) If the application is accompanied by the

manufacturer's affidavit, the airplane will be in-

spected for similarity to the specimen and will be

given the flight tests prescribed in section 10. If

such inspections and tests are passed and the air-

plane is found to be equipped as required by these

regulations, it will be licensed. ... , ,

(2) If the application is accompanied by both

the manufacturer's affidavit and a valid flight cer-

tificate, it will be licensed if found to be equipped

as required by these regulations.

(3) If the application is not accompanied by the

manufacturer's affidavit and the flight certificate, it

will be licensed under the provision of section 14

hereof.

Sec. 14. Licensing of Airplanes not Constructed

under Approved Type Certificates.

(A) For an airplane constructed after October

1, 1927, and not manufactured under approved

type certificate, the application for the license must

be accompanied by the information specified in the

requirements for approved type certificate.

(B) Tests.— (1) For an airplane constructed

after October 1, 1927, in conformity to the air-

worthiness requirements of these regulations and
which passes the flight tests specified in section 10,

an aircraft license will be issued by the Secretary

of Commerce.
(2) For airplanes constructed prior to October

1, 1927, and found by the Secretary of Commerce
to be of proper design, assembly, and workman-
ship, and of suitable materials and equipped in

accordance with these regulations, aircraft licenses

will be issued after such airplanes have passed the

flight tests specified in section 10.

Sec. 15. Licensing of Special Classes of Airplanes.

Racing and experimental airplanes and airplanes

of unusual design will be granted special aircraft

licenses, and other aircraft may be specially

licensed for other purposes and shall be operated
only in accordance with the conditions specified in

such licenses.

Sec. 16. Places for Airworthiness Tests.

The Secretary of Commerce will fix the time
and place for all inspections and tests for air-

worthiness.

Sec. 17. Licenses—Contents,

Aircraft licenses will be issued for a period of

not exceeding one year and will identify the air-

plane, specify the authorized type of the engine
and the authorized gross weight, and will be grant-

ed subject to compliance with these regulations.

Sec. 18. Sale of Licensed Aircraft.

On the date of sale or transfer of title of licensed
aircraft the vendor shall report in writing to the
Secretary of Commerce the date and place of sale

or transfer, and the name and residence of the
vendee and on said date return to the Secretary of
Commerce the aircraft license and the metal plate
furnished by the Secretary of Commerce.

If the sale is to an ineligible owner of aircraft
of the United States, the aircraft license terminates
as of the date of such sale. If the vendee is an
eligible owner, he is responsible for filing with the
Secretary of Commerce a properly executed pur-
chaser's renewable application, if such vendee de-
sires to have the aircraft licensed in his name for
the unexpired term of said license. In the event
the vendee does not elect to have the aircraft re-
licensed cr is not an eligible owner, application, in
duplicate, for identification mark shall be made to
the Secretary of Commerce. In such case the ven-
dee shall cause to be removed or obliterated from
the aircraft the letter or letters which precede the
license numeral or numerals.
The vendee, i.e., an eligible owner of licensed air-

craft, may, under the license number already as-
signed, operate the aircraft for a period of 20 days
from the date of mailing the application or deliver-
ing the same in person to the Secretary of Com-
merce. In no case shall this period extend beyond
30 days from the date of sale. In all cases the
vendee must attach to his application the bill of
sale or a certified copy thereof.
Between the date of sale and the posting in the

mails or delivery in person to an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary of Commerce of the
purchaser's renewable application or application for
identification mark the aircraft is considered un-
licensed and unidentified, and the operation thereof
constitutes a violation of these regulations.

Sec. 19. Relicensing of Aircraft.
Upon the expiration of the term of an existing

aircraft license the aircraft will be relicensed for
additional periods of not exceeding one year upon
the application of the licensed owner for relicensing
and the finding of the Secretary of Commerce that
the aircraft is airworthy and is owned by an
eligible owner.
Sec. 20. Display and Surrender of License.

The aircraft license must be carried in the air-

craft whenever it is in service and must be con-

spicuously posted where it may be readily seen by
passengers or inspectors. Whenever the craft is

unairworthy the license must be removed from
tlie craft, and when the license is suspended or

rFVoked, or when it is no longer in force, it shall

be surrendered to the Secretary of Commerce. The
license must be presented for inspection upon the

demand of any passenger or of any authorized
official or employee of the Department of Ccfen-

merce or State or municipal officials charged with
enforcing local regulations or laws involving Fed-
eral compliance.
Sec. 21. Licensing of Airships and Balloons.

Until otherwise provided by regulations, the
licensing of airships and balloons shall be in ac-

cordance with special orders of the Secretary of

Commerce.
Sec. 22. Meaning of Airplane.

Except as otherwise specifically- shown, the word
"airplane" as used in this chapter includes sea-

plane, or any combination of landplane, seaplane,
or boat.

Sec. 23. Canceling Licenses upon Request.
Upon the request of the licensed owner the air-

craft license will be canceled by the Secretary of
Commerce.
Sec. 24. Revocation of Suspension of Licenses

—

Law.
"The Secretary of Commerce shall by regulation

* * * provide for the * * * suspension and
revocation of registration (and) aircraft certifi-

cates." (Sec. 3 (/),)
Sec. 25. Ground for Revocation or Suspension.

Aircraft licenses will be suspended or revoked
for—

(A) Violating the air commerce act or any of
these regulations.

(B) Failing to make proper and seasonable re-

ports.

(C) Making false statement in application or in-

formation accompanying the application for the
license, or in any report required under these
regulations.

(D) Equipping the airplane with a type of en-
gine not specified in the license or approved by
the Secretary of Commerce.

(E) Remodeling the engine and using it to pro-

pel licensed aircraft without the aircraft having
been first reratcd as airworthy by the Secretary
of Commerce.

(F) Remodeling the airplane structure and fly-

ing the airplane without having it first rerated as
airworthy by the Secretary of Commerce.

(G) Operating the airplane in excess of the
authorized useful load specified in the license.

(H) Operating with passengers in excess of the
original designed seating arrangement. Infants
under 2 years erf age are excepted, providing the
maximum allowable useful load is not exceeded.

(/) Using or displaying license for fraudulent
purposes.

(J) Using or displaying license in any manner
contrary to the public safety or interest.

Chapter 2. INSPECTION OF AIRCRAFT
Sec. 26. Continuous Duty as to Flying Condition.

After an aircraft is licensed, and between the
times that it is inspected for airworthiness by an
inspector, the owner is charged with the continu-
ous duty of maintaining the aircraft in a good and
prosper state of repair and flying condition. For
violation of this duty or of the inspections re-
quired in the next succeeding section the aircraft
license will be suspended or revoked.
Sec. 27. Daily and Periodic Inspections.

(A) A licensed airplane shall be given a line
inspection by the owner or a licensed mechanic at
least once within each 24 hours preceding flight,
and the result thereof shall be entered in the log
under the signature of the person making such
inspection. The line inspection must be made to
ascertain the working condition of state of repair
of the

—

(I) Open control wires, all control wires and
pulleys open to inspection through apertures, and
all hinges on control surfaces.

(2) Landing gear, wheels, fittings, and shock
absorbers.

(3) Fuselage parts open to visual inspection.
(4) Main plane external bracing, including fit-

tings and struts, external wires, cables, turnbuckles,
and fabric or covering.

(5) Control surface fabric or covering.
(6) Engine-exhaust manifolds and exhaust-pipe

extensions. The engine shall be given a warming-
up test, during which the proper functioning of
the engine instruments shall be ascertained.

(7) Carburetors and fuel-feed lines open to
visual inspection to insure proper functioning.

(8) Cooling system and connctions.
(9) Cowling, to insure that the cowlings are

properly secured and safetied.
(10) Propellers, as to condition.
(S) After each 100 hours of flight, in addition

to the
#

Iine inspection, the airplane must be given
a periodic inspection" by the owner, and the re-
sult thereof must be entered in the log by the
person making such inspection. This inspection
must be made to ascertain the working condition
and state of repair of the

—

(1) Engine installation.

(2) Control systems throughout.

(3) Propeller alignment.
(4) Fuselage, including fittings, tail skid, and

tail-skid sh<X'k absorbers.
Sec. 28. Government Inspections.

The inspector or other authorized officer of the
Secretary of Commerce shall be permitted by the
owner or operator to inspect the licensed aircraft
at any time and place for the purpose of deter-
mining its flying crnditinn and state of repair.
For such purposes the owner or operator shall give
to such inspector or officer free and uninterrupted
access to the aircraft and the field or shelter where
the craft is located.

Chapter 3. OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT
Sec. 29. Solo Flights with Passenger Planes.

In addition to the requirements of section 10
(E ), licensed airplanes with newly installed en-

gines, eld, new, or reconditioned, and airplanes
upon which major ' repairs have been made to the
plane structure, must be first test flown by a
licensed pilot without passengers for hire.

Sec. 30. Carrying Passengers at Night.
Licensed aircraft, when engaged in carrying

passengers for hire any time between one-half
hour after sunset and one-half hour before sun-
rise, must be equipped with electric landing lights

and navigation lights.

Sec. 31. Supplies and Equipment for Flights over
Water.
An airplane flying over large bodies of water

must be provided with an adequate supply of foodi

and potable water, and, if engaged in carrying
passengers for hire, it must be equipped with a
Very's pistol or approved equivalent and life pre-

servers or other flotation devices approved by the
Secretary of Commerce.
Sec. 32. Repairs after Accident Reports.

After repairs have been made on a licensed air-

craft which has been . seriously damaged, the
licensed owner shall make full report to the Sec-
retary of Commerce of the kind and extent of re-

pairs made to the craft.

Sec. 33. Flying Seriously Damaged Airplanes.
A licensed airplane which is seriously damaged

must not be flojwn with passengers for hire until
it has been fully repaired and its flying condition
approved by an inspector.

Sec. 34. Accident Reports.
Where serious injury to person or property is-

suffered or death results in operating licensed air-

craft, the owner of such aircraft shall immediately
report, by telegraph nr telephone, to, the Secretary
of Commerce, the license number or identification
number of the aircraft and the time and place of
the accident. All accidents in the operation of
licensed aircraft which result in inj ury to the

aircraft shall be reported without delay on the
form provided for that purpose.
Sec. 35. Logs and Navigation Reports.
The owner or operator of every licensed aircraft

shall keep a navigation and engine log book and
shall quarterly transmit to the Secretary of Com-
merce a navigation summary report, in duplicate,
showing the number of hqurs and the approximate
number of miles the aircraft has been flown dur-
ing the quarter, the duration of the use of each
engine, the engine installation and repairs, and the
plane structure and rigging changes and repairs.
The log books shall be carried in the aircraft

at all times when such aircraft is away from its

home airport.

Sec. 36. Foreign Air Commerce.
Until otherwise provided, the laws of the United-

States and regulations made thereunder with re
spect to the entry and clearance of vessels en
gaged in foreign commerce are hereby made appli-
cable to aircraft engaged in foreign air commerce.
(The Air Commerce Regulations will be continued in

the July itsue.)

BLACK & BIGELOW, INC.
A NEW organization to render engineer'

* ing and business services to aircraft

operators, manufacturers and others

terested in aviation has been started by

Archibald Black and Anson A. Bigelow.

Archibald Black is president and general

manager of the new firm; Anson A. Bige-

low, vice-president
; George M. Pynchon, jr.,

treasurer, and J. Harlin O'Connell, secre

tary. In addition to these men, the board of

directors also includes: Benjamin F. Castle,

Charles H. Colvin, Sherman M. Fairchild,

C. T. Ludington, Wm. A. Rockefeller, and

Lorillard Spencer. Those associated with

the company include Prof. Alex. Klemin,

Raymond A. Lipscomb. J. Harlin O'Connell

and Philip H. Caine.

The services offered by Black & Bigelow,

Inc., include not merely engineering but also

such work as traffic development, organiza

tion of flying operations, accounting and ad

vertising. The organization includes a group

of specialists each with an established repu-

tation in his particular activity.
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^he New RBX .

Landing Floodlight

Intermediate Airmail Type
Projects an intense low beam of

light over 180 degrees.

Light source is a 5-kw incandes-

cent lamp.

The B.B.T. Fresnel Lens is but

one of its many features.

It produces a sharp cut off and
illuminates an area 2000 feet in

length and 1000 feet in depth

in which safe night landings can

be made.

Economical both in initial cost

and maintenance.

Further information with complete aviation lighting catalog

gladly furnished on request

B.B.T Corporation ofAmerica
ATLANTIC
BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA
j

PENNA.
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DILOT R. B. LEVISEE who flies for the

Boeing Air Transport and lives in Con-

cord, California, says: "No news of my
own, but a load on my chest, so here it is

:

Several times of late daily papers have

quoted apparent authority for the statement,

'80% of accidents are caused by lack of

judgment on the part of the pilot.' Bare

as this statement is it leaves a decidedly

erratic impression, even though it may be

well meant. It is founded on study of the

books, not the air. It is based on the minor

accidents which happen in every-day walks

of life, which no effort can avoid : only

chance can help out in theeir happenings.

"By personal contact, not records or

books, I can place the cause of nearly all

serious cracks to hurry and false economy,

trying to save time, work, and money. Tak-

ing a chance that certain work or conditions

will hold out for a day or trip longer

brings grief sooner or later. Never let an

unfinished job get outside the hangar door

—that's good insurance against serious acci-

dents. The element of chance in nature can-

not be removed and must be met. Chance

in mechanics can be met and overcome."

Well, R. B., I agree with every word you

say about care in looking after planes and

any other conditions. But if you would

take the blame for at least 50% of the

crashes from the shoulders of the pilot, I

cannot agree with you. I don't know what

the latest statistics are, and I don't care, for

somebody has said that there are lies, damn
lies, and statistics. But I am convinced that,

roughly, half of the crashes are pilot faults.

Tn the first place, if the pilot takes up a

plane that isn't as nearly perfect as it can

be, he is in fault right there. He has gone
up asking something to happen to him.

There aren't many owners, individual or

corporation, that want a pilot to fly a plane

that isn't right. And if they do. they're not

worth working for—the pilot is better off

on the ground hunting for a decent job

with somebody else. I believe that half the

crashes start to happen before the ship

leaves the ground, but I also believe that

it's squarely up to the pilot to know it, and
not leave the ground until everything

—

motor, airplane, weather, and general condi-

tions—are right.

From the daily papers of the past month
it appeared that more than 50% of the

deaths were due to pilots' errors. There
were contributing causes, true. But the

pilot erred. Two men went up with make-
shift bombs to explode in the air; they ex-

ploded in the plane. A pilot errs in attempt-
ing such things. Two young girls persuaded
a pilot to take them up against his own
better judgment in bad w eather ; the girls

were killed when the plane, flying low in

clouds, struck a high-tension wire. Two
men left New York in a land plane to fly

over an ocean liner out at sea ; they have
not returned. Perhaps the engine failed,

but just the same it was a pilot's error that

flew a land plane out over the water. An-

other plane proceeding down the coast was

forced to land a mile out at sea—but what

was it doing a mile out at sea when it had

a flat beach below? A pilot is killed when
his rotary-engined plane dives into the

ground. But why is he aviating behind a

wretched old rotary at this day and date?

When a man kills himself through his

own errors, we don't like to say out loud

that he has done so. It seems like unkind-

ness. But if we are to achieve the ultimate

in safety, we must find the true reasons for

these accidents, and educate pilots to avoid

them. I'd like to hear some other pilot's

opinions on this point, for it's a very im-

portant one. To-day the greatest obstacles

that aviation has to overcome is fear in the

mind of the public—yet the daily paper

offers accident after accident, most of them

avoidable, that stress further the dangers of

flight. These accidents have got to be cut

down ; and I say again, that I believe that

fully half of them are caused by errors in

judgment on the part of the pilot, either in

the air or on the ground before he started.

* i v

v w
VXX

Ovington Saxby Faulding

I" T ERE are three handsome pilots stand-

•* * ing out in a field at Santa Barbara,

California, waiting for Cecil B. DeMille to

come and discover them for the movies. That

is, I suppose they are waiting for something

like that to happen to them. Isn't that what

everyone in Calimoronia is waiting for? From

what I read of the State that's what I

gather, anyhow. These three flying Barry-

mores in the rough are Earle Ovington,

Bert Saxby, and Dwight Faulding. Airmen

a/11 ! See the helmets and goggles? And
Faulding has the peak of his helmet pulled

down to keep the vigorous California sun
out of his eyes.

Smiling pleasantly in the center we have
with us Dr. J. Bert Saxby Jr., otherwise
known as Bert, who has just taken delivery

on a Whirlwind Travel Air which Earle
Ovington sold to him. The Travel Air was
apparently up when this picture was taken,

or else it got shoved out of the way by the

extremely dapper Jennie which you see

crouching behind the boys. Bert is Secretary
and Treasurer, Santa Barbara Aero Club,
though his duties as Treasurer are not tiring.

Dwight Faulding, owner of the Faulding
Hotel in Santa Barbara, is the bird on the

right. The contented look on his face is

due to the fact that he has just sold his

Crate, known as the Curtiss Primary Train-
ing plane during the late crisis of ten years
ago. Outside of the fact that he should have
set fire to it instead of selling it, he seems
all right. He has' just got back from an
extensive trip to the South Sea Islands,

where the girls dance the hula hula and the
hooey hooey all day long.

Earle Ovington, the gentleman at the left

in the English drinking-suit, has flown air-

planes since about 1910, and was appointed
first U. S. Air Mail Carrier in 1911 by Post-
master General Hitchcock. In the same year
he won the Boston Globe Tri-State Race,

$10,000 cash prize, and was the first pilot to

fly over the States of Connecticut, New
Hampshire, and Rhode Island. Seeing those

States from the air so discouraged Earle that

he went to California and has stayed there

ever since. The only use he has for an
Easterner is to sell him California real estate.

T OUIS MEISTER relieves himself of
' the following pertinent comment

:

"Where do these pilots get the thousands of

hours' flying time which they claim? There
are only 24 hours in a day, and one need

not use a slip-stick, but just an ordinary

pencil and paper, to show that some of them
claim to have been flying ever since they cut

their first teeth."

It may he too harsh to say that all men are

liars—probably no more than 99% are. The
other one per cent are merely exaggerators.

It is natural instinct to make the most of our

accomplishments and the least of our failures.

We all do it, consciously or unconsciously,

as a matter of course. The man who prides

himself on being truthful is invariably a per-

verse and stubborn individual. He wants

to be different from the majority, that's all.

And how can he be more startlingly differen

than by being truthful ? I find no fault with

the liar who claims 5.000 hours when all he

has is 500. He is merely following the

natural destiny of man in writing up his tiny

accomplishments. Besides, what does it mat-

ter what a man says about himself? The
rest of us immediately discount it, for we
know that in all probability he is quite as

big a liar as we are. (Cont. on page 954)
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EYE S FOR THE

£ N six months Lamoglas "44" has become

America's biggest selling goggle. A
full measure of comfort, safety, wide vision

and long wear for only $6.50. That's why!

The "44" is equipped with the famous

Lamoglas lenses, the standard clear-vision,

non-shatterables. Soft sponge rubber bind-

ing for comfort. The "44" can be worn

over spectacles. There are Lamoglas

dealers almost everywhere, but if you can-

not find one, send us your check for $6.50

and we will send you your Lamoglas

"44" prepaid by return mail. Insist on the

genuine Lamoglas.

/EE/ALL
and

NAVIGATOR
Preferred hy discriminating,

pilots

SEND FOR COMPLETECATALOG

NAVIGATOR S8.50 PER PAIR
Companion to the Celebrated Seesall

udth Non-Shatterablc lenses

BECK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
68 EAST 131st ST., NEW YORK

Sole Selling Agents

Wholesale orders i&est of the Rockies
filled from stock by : R. Mohr & Sons,
Mohr Building, San Francisco, Cal.

SEESALL. the finest and widest vision goggle with clear
shatterahle lenses or with light tinted lensesin handsome
metal cow.. .... Price $15.00

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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( PersonAl Rlities continued)

A NOTHER fuel less motor has been dis-

covered. It was in a Chevrolet, six

miles out of town and two miles from a gas

station. Reported by C. F. Egge, Executive

Secretary of the National Air Pilots Asso-

ciation, from whose private Journal I take

the following report on the Pratt and Whit-

ney Hornet, by Pilot E. T. Allen:

"Maybe nobody but myself has as yet had

the feel of a 525 horsepower Hornet before

him when there is a big load of mail in the

pit. But I can tell you it is a comfortable

feeling. You ease up to the side of a range

of mountains that sticks up about a thousand

feet or so above you, open the throttle the

other half way, and up you go—1,300 pounds

of mail and two husky passengers to boot.

And with he snow-locked, so-called emer-

gency fields in their usual winter condition

it's a great comfort to know you can get off

again if you have to land. You fellows down
east maybe don't know what it is like to lift

a loaded ship out of an 8.000 foot altitude

emergency field with 24 inches of crusted

snow all over it. And so far the fields are

•only about 2,200 feet long in the longest di-

rection. But about this Hornet, so far it's

a world beater."

plLOT BOB MOORE of Miami and the

Bahama Liquor Islands is going to photo-

graph the interior of Andros Island for the

Briti -h Govern:'ient and the Geographic

Society of America, who want to know what's

in there besides lizards and mosquitos. The

island is 110 miles long by some 60 miles

wide, and has never been thoroughly ex-

plored, even by bootleggers. Bob Moore and

Dick Hoit are going to take several hundred

shots from a height of 1,000 feet in their

Seagull, which they have painted Black and

White in honor of the Bimini agent of that

precious distillation. What a beautiful color

scheme ! What a sweet sentiment

!

ALTHOUGH I live in New York, I am
beginning to think that life must be

brighter and better in California. Certainly

it holds more variety. There was Roscoe

Turner, for instance,

who owns the old

Sikorsky S. 29.

Here in New York

it would remain sim-

ply the S 29. But

out in Movieland

what does it be-

come ? A German
bomber ! And Ros-

coe, trick uniform

and all, is now a

German bombing pi-

lot, off to bomb Lon-

don—in the movies.

I hope he spares the

Savoy Bar— I don't

care what else of

London he blows up.

Roscoe is now a member of that wild band

of pilots, af whom Al Wilson and Dick

Grace are shining lights, who don't mind

crashing airplanes in front of the camera.

Noah Berry and
Roscoe Turner

Jack Laass and Lassies

T T OLY mackeral ! Here's my poor old

* * friend, Pilot Jack Laass among the

lassies. Just notice the worried look on the

poor old bozo. If ever a pilot was in a dan-

gerous situation, Jack is in one in this picture.

Do you notice how he's banking to the right

toward that beautiful blond? Reading easily

from left to right they are Anne Christy,

Sally Eilers, and Flora Bramley of the

Wampas Stars, and old man Laass, the one

discordant note in a beautiful ensemble

grouped before the Ryan plane owned and

operated by Mutual Aircraft Corporation.

*TpHIS month's booby prize is awarded to

* Miss Winifred Brown, first Manchester,

England, woman to qualify as a pilot, for

her remarkable work in killing a boy and

injuring several other children. It may seem

slightly ungallant of me to make this award

to a young woman, but I do it, not to be

mean, but to point out certain aerobatics that

must be avoided if the future of aviation is

to be free of casualties.

Miss Brown was advertised to alight in

a field about 300 yards square, surrounded

by an eight-foot wall. She made several

attempts to bring her machine down within

the enclosure, but each time she was too close

to the stone barrier, and had to rise again.

Most pilots would have accepted this as a

warning that the field was too small. Not
Miss Brown. She tried again and again,

with maidenly futility, finally landing in the

center of the field. Finding it impossible

to stop without smashing into the wall, she

changed her mind and tried to go up again.

But this time she failed to clear the wall.

She crashed into it and killed the boy and

injured several others. She was unhurt.

Runners-up for the booby prize who hereby

receive honorable mention are Harry Smith

and a Mr. Chance. Mr. Smith took off cross-

and slightly down-wind in a seaplane in

Biscayne Bay, from which the plane was
fished out after the resulting crash. Mr.
Chance took one when he attempted to land

his little seaplane cross-wind near Nassau,

giving the divers another job. If these two
boys keep on and work hard we may be able

to award them the prize next month. The
trouble with these aerial booby prizes is that

some have to be awarded posthumously.

A BRIEF report of the doings of the

* boys of the West Indian Aerial Ex-

press, of Santo Domingo, Haiti, Cuba, Porto

Rico, and— if the engine stops—the Atlantic

Ocean, as noted down by Chief Pilot Basil

Rowe, the old toreador and stamp collector

:

"Am making this condensed as possible to

save space in your waste basket, which I

suppose is nearly full. Here's what we all

are doing, as we wipe the perspiration from

our brows : Dunten is rushing from here

to there, and back again. Cal is balancing

an anchor on the opposite end of rope which

he hasn't wound around his neck. Rowe

—

fighting the bulls. Wade—trying to create

an amendment to the Dominican Constitution.

McMickle—trying his best to become accus-

tomed to dusky senoritas and Espagnol.

Bailey—trying to understand why all the

connecting rods and gagets don't wrap them-

selves around one another in the belly of the

Wright Whirlwind similar to a Dominican

Bull Fight. V2 of the Sugar Daddies-
watching the sugar cane go in the front end

of the mill. The other Y% of the Sugar

Daddies—watching the juice come out the

rear end of the mill."

Those boys are selling speed in a country

where everybody takes a siesta in the after-

noon. If the natives buy speed, it's because

it is such a contrast to everything else in the

place—they just purchase it as a curiosity.

I think that's why Pitcairn and Ludington

have been so successful selling air rides to

the Philadelphians.

TACK GILL of Cleveland has discovered

a way to get a bigger kick out of flying.

He says, "I sold my Swallow last July and

joined the 112th Observation Squadron, Ohio

National Guard. I now get a bigger kick

out of flying, as I have none of the worries

and costs." Jack, if this information ever

leaks out, the airplane manufacturers will

sue you. I won't tell a soul.

'TpHE Flamingo, the new all-metal six-

* passenger monoplane introduced by the

Halpin Development Co. of Cincinnati, car-

ries an ebony mascot named Benny Smith.

He is the first

I

"Aeropotah," and
wears a flaming red

porter's suit which

is as brilliantly col-

ored as the tropical

bird after which the

ship is named. Char-

lie Planck, who
sends me the photo,

wonders if all aerial

porters here-

after will be called

Benny, after this

first one? And was the first Pullman por-

ter named George? I don't know. But I

have no doubt that Benny, like George, will

say when the plane is nearing its airport,

"Shall I bresh yo' off?" And the standard

wise-cracking passenger will reply, as he

does on the Pullman, "No, don't! I'll just

get off myself." Porters may vary, but

bum jokes remain the same.

(Continued on page 956)

The Aeropotah
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Quality

Training
IN every field of human endeavor there is the eternal

friendly competition to surpass—to exceed all others.

At the Parks Air College we have striven to pur-
chase the best training planes, the best Ground School
equipment, hire the best instructors, and lay out the

broadest and most thorough courses possible. And in

addition, on Parks Airport you will see splendid facili-

ties for your personal comfort—living quarters right on
the field, built specially for our students—and a restau-

rant where excellent food is served at the lowest possible

cost. And in order to place this training within the

reach of, the greatest number of ambitious men we have
kept our prices as low as possible, and from even these

low prices this month we offer you a discount, for the

advertising value.

We have printed "Skyward HO!" our catalog, espe-

cially to give you all the details of our school. We want
you to read it. Simply write your name and address on
the bottom margin of this page and mail it at once.

There is no obligation. Your copy will be mailed at once.

PARKS AIR COLLEGE, Inc.
2 02-C MISSOURI THEATRE BLDG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The late Chauncey Redding in his Wright Model B, 1915. (Note strap modestly
confining passenger's dress!)

( PersonAl Rlitics continued)

Major Edwards

TPHE gentleman who slightly resembles

Mr. Fatty Arbuckle waiting for the jury

to come in with the verdict is Major Pauld-

ing Edwards, who appears to qualify for

membership in the

Pioneers of Ameri-

can Aviation, re-

cently formed at

Detroit, with Glenn

Curtiss and Glenn L.

Martin as president

and vice-president,

respectively. Mem-
bership in that asso-

ciation is restricted

to those "who were

making a living out

of aviation in 1916 or prior years and who
are still engaged in it, either as designers,

builders, pilots, or mechanics." Among those

admitted to membership were : Eddie Stin-

son, Grover C. Loening, Charles A. Day,

A. V. Verville, Matty Laird, Chance Vought,

Charles H. Colvin, William B. Stout, J.

Lansing Callan, W. E. Doherty, Archibald

Black, Walter Beech, Floyd Cessna, Ivan

R. Gate, Bessie Davis, Beckwith Havens,

B. R. J. Hassell, Henry Wacker, James
Lamont, Sumner Ireland, Frank Russell,

Morris Titterington and Ralph Upson.

The organizers discussed just what con-

stituted a living in aviation—whether one

meal a day would count, or whether three

were necessary to qualify. It turned out

that if three meals had been declared neces-

sary, not a man there would have qualified,

so they compromised on one—which allows

Paulding Edwards to slide under the wire

as an eligible. I'M send his letter along to

Eddie Stinson to pass on his other qualifica-

tions, which seem to entitle him to member-
ship.

Edwards first learned the delights of avia-

tion (?) likewise (!!!) in 1916 with Harry
Christofferson in a Curtiss Pusher with the

intriguing OXX2 motor of blessed memory
and rubber valves. In 1917 he organized

the California Aviation Corps to train pilots

for the U. S. Army, which so discouraged

him that he went to Texas as a Major in

the Aeronautical Section of the Signal Corps,

ivhere he was busily engaged for the duration

of the war, washing out Standards equipped

with Hall Scott motors. He was personally

congratulated on his war service by the

Kaiser himself, who referred to him as the

American Ludendorff. This so bucked him

up that he flew air mail New York to Chicago

in 1919, built airplanes in 1920-1922, and or-

ganized Valley Air Service Inc. in 1927, and

now lives in DeBeque, Colorado.

T 'M NOT putting myself up for member-
* ship in this Pioneers' Association, because

I fail to qualify, in that I didn't earn even

one meal a day during the early part of 1915.

There was a whole week when I didn't eat

at all ; in fact, I got to a point where I was

tempted to sneak up on the kids at Hampton
Beach, N. H., and snatch their ice-cream

cones. A man still living—though he is now
very old and feeble—who can attest the truth

of this starvation statement is Horace Hines,

inspector with the Keystone Aircraft Cor-

poration at Bristol. Horace at that time

was mechanic for Chauncey Redding, killed

in 1915 with Phil Bulman when the old

Wright Model B in which they were flying

broke up in the air and fell into the Saugus
Marsh. That was the plane in which I had
my first flight, and in which I almost, but
not quite, learned to fly. I continued the

painful process, alone and unguided, in my
own home-made and rebuilt Curtiss Model
B (see picture—and shudder) and finally

hurled the awful thing and myself into the

waters that leave the shores of Hampton.
But perhaps the less said about my early

flying exploits the better for my present repu-

tation. I know that I was frequently a ter-

rible disappointment, not only to myself, but

to the various country fairs who were insane

enough to hire me. My manager, Howard
Bushway, became an adept in the nimble art

of explaining why airplanes didn't fly, even

when they were billed to do so.

"THE handsome soldier boy who appears
A to be advertising the virtues of Pepso-
dent Toothpaste is no less a personage than

Smiling Jack Harding, who had so much
trouble with his room
and the house detec-

tive at the Hotel

Stabler, Detroit, dur-

ing the Aircraft
Show. The only

thing that prevents

my detailing this

little event in the life

of Harding is lack of

space—and the rules

of the Post Office
'

Department as to

what sort of literature shall be carried

through the mails. I suggest that you simply :

walk up to Jack and say, in a menacing tone 1

of voice, "Sir! I am the house detective."

Then, if you're not bigger and better than

he is, move quickly away from there.

Jack signs this picture, which he presented

to Frank Tichenor along with a tube of tooth-

paste, "Yours sincerely 'til we all fly to

Heaven with a fuelless motor, Jack

Harding."

T7AMOUS last words—"I am about to take
A a flight in a Martin Commercial."

Smiling Jack

'The Navy regrets that I survived these two perils of 1915."—Cy.
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Adventure,.,

Thrills

BigMoney,

The Gamefor

DaringYoungMen
GET away from the dull, prosaic grind of humdrum work

—the narrow restrictions of petty, uninteresting jobs

!

Break into one of the most fascinating, most thrilling

occupations since time began—Aviation—the virile, exciting,

romantic game for men of sporting blood.

Many of the big men of the coming genera-

tion will be men with the foresight to get into

Aviation now— while opportunities abound.

They can see that the Golden Age of Aviation

has just begun—that the future is almost too

stupendous to be imagined.

What other occupation offers you more amaz-
ing opportunities? Thrills such as you never
had before—the praise and plaudits of the

multitude—and a chance to get in on the

ground floor where rewards may be unlimited.

Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
The skies are dotted with daring young men—from
every country come stories of new feats — new victories

—new heroes! Everything is set for one of the greatest
booms in history. Big fortunes came out of the automobile industry and
out of motion pictures. Big fortunes will also come out of Aviation! The
development of Aviation as an industry is bringing with it a call for

trained men. Those who qualify quickly should find themselves on the

road to undreamed of money — success — popularity — and prominence

!

Easy To Get Into Aviation
By This Home Study Method

Get into this thrilling business at once, while the field is new and
uncrowded. Now — by a unique new plan — you can quickly secure the
preliminary training necessary to get a start in the Aviation Industry,
either flying or ground work, at home during your spare time. Experts

will teach you the secrets — give you the inside facts that are essential

to your success. And, the study of Aviation by our method is almost
as fascinating as the actual work itself. Every lesson is chock-full of

interest — and so absorbing that you actually forget you are studying.

But best of all are the ultimate rewards you are fitting yourself to gain!

PICK YOUR JOB!
Flying
Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

Send for FREE Book
Send the coupon for our new, free booklet

—

Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane Industry. It is vitally interest-
ing, reads like a romance and tells you things about
this astonishing profession you probably never even
dreamed of. You owe it to yourself at least to read it.

We offer you a free copy now, no obligation. Mail the
coupon for yours, today.

American
School of
Aviation

Dept. 277-

A

3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

American School of Aviation,

Dept. 277-A, 3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

.Vithout obligation, please send me
your FREE book, Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. Also in-
formation about your Home Study Course in Practical Aviation.

Name Age

Address

City State si

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THECURTISS
CHIEFTAIN

600 H. P.

AIR COOLED ENGINE

FLIGHT tests were made recently at

Mitchel Field, N. Y. on the new 600

,H.P. Curtiss "Chieftain", largest air-

cooled aircraft engine in this country. Tests

were conducted with the engine installed in

a two-seater Curtiss Falcon observation and

attack plane of the Army Air Corps. The

plane was flown by Lieut. E. P. Gaines, Army

pilot stationed at the Curtiss factory, and by

"Casey" Jones, veteran Curtiss pilot.

Equipped with the "Chieftain" engine, the

"Falcon" showed a top speed of 158 miles

an hour, and the service ceiling 22,350 feet,

while the initial rate of climb was 1,870 feet

per minute.

The excellent speed characteristics of the

Chieftain engine is due to its unusual design,

which differs from that of any other air-

cooled engine. Instead of having one row of

cylinders arranged radially as is the common
practice, the Chieftain has two rows one

behind the other, with 6 cylinders, arranged

hexagonally, in each row. This arrangement

materially reduces the overall diameter of the

engine, thus reducing the head resistance and

increasing the high speed. The frontal area

per horsepower of the Chieftain engine is

approximately one half that of the conven-

tional 9-cylinder air-cooled engine.

The Chieftain engine has been under de-

velopment by the Curtiss Company for the

past two years, with the assistance and guid-

ance of the Air Services. It performed ex-

cellently throughout the trials at Mitchel

Field, and is soon to be flown to Wright

Field, Dayton, Ohio, for Air Corps tests.

The cylinder construction is of the con-

ventional type with the exception that a four

valve flat head cylinder is used similar to the

water cooled Conqueror engine. Bronze

seats are inserted in the aluminum cylinder

head and the steel cylinder is screwed in the

aluminum head in the usual manner. Each

cylinder in a bank has a large pilot on the top

end which fits into a casting bridging the two
cylinders. This casting is held in place with

studs and nuts and carries the double cam-

shaft bearings. The two camshafts on each

bank of two cylinders are driven by spur

gears at the propeller end. one of these spur

gears being mounted on an idler shaft below

the two camshafts. The idler shaft is driven

through bevels and a master gear on the front

end of the crankshaft, all of the vertical shafts

being driven from this master gear. Each

pair of camshafts has a serrated face coup-

ling for the adjustment of the timing.

The crankshaft, which is a two throw, 180

degree crank is mounted on two Norma-
Hoffmann roller bearings one at each end.

The center main steel backed babbitt lined

bearing is mounted on a large split circular

bearing support which is large enough to

clear both crankpins enabling the shaft to be

dropped into the crankcase which is of the

barrel type. The crankcase is split at right

angles to the crankshaft between the two

rows of six cylinders being bolted together

on inverted flanges on the inside of the crank-

case before the cylinders are put in place.

This gives a very clean exterior on the crank-

Curtiss military "Falcon" equipped with the new Curtiss "Chieftain" air cooled 12-cylinder engine
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Aircraft Berryloid
{Reliable as Air Mail Itself

C Jhat4 why^Nj^ET^ usesProgressive

Aircraft Finishes exclusively

AS inspiring as any slogan in the annals

_rV of the nation is the creed of the air

mail so tersely expressed in the deter-

mined words—"the air mail must go
through".

Naturally, materials like Berry Brothers'

Progressive Aircraft Finishes are selected

to play their part.

Voicing experience encompassed in

2,000,000 miles of successful operation,

the letter at the left leaves little untold.

Every member of the industry knows
that there is hardly a tougher test for

pilot or plane than day-in-and-day-out

operation on routes like this.

Berry Brothers' Progressive Aircraft
Finishes meet air-mail requirements.
Can more be said?

Progressive Aircraft Finishes carried

in stock for immediate shipment by

JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

Member Aero-
nautical Cham-
ber ofCommerce

,y b:
Varnishes Enamels and Lacciuers

Detroit, Michigan 1858—70th Anniversary—1928 TVatkervUle, Ont

Manufacturer
of Progressive
Aircraft Finishes

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The 600 h.p. Curtiss "Chieftain", one of the most compact and powerful air-cooled engines

case and the internal flange forms a support

for the center main bearings.

The nose piece on this engine contains only

the cluster of bevel gears for driving the

camshaft, and the oil pressure strainer. The

strainer is located at this end of the engine

for the purpose of accessibility and permits

the use of an oil seal for forcing oil into the

crankshaft for lubrication purposes. A large

deep groove ball bearing for both radial and

thrust purposes is used at the forward end of

the nose of the engine on the crankshaft.

The connecting rods are of the split type,

very carefully keyed together with integral

keys. Owing to the fact that the number of

cylinders are even, the rods are perfectly

symmetrical permitting the bolts to be placed

very close to the babbitt lined bearing shells,

thus eliminating the big objection which is

always present in a radial engine with an odd

number of cylinders in a row. The connect-

ing rod in the single row radial engine must

be unsymmetrical making it very hard to get

a satisfactory bolting arrangement on the

split connecting rod.

Pistons are of the hollow head type and

are cf the conventional ribbed design which

have been used by Curtiss for many years.

The engine is fitted with a rotary inductor

or supercharger which will give sea level

power at 12,000 feet. It is of the General

Electric Company's centrifugal type and is

mounted in the rear of the engine being

driven by four spur gears, two being on a

jackshaft. One main shaft is carried through

the defuser of the supercharger to drive all

accessories which are mounted on the back

of the engine. A very unusual and novel

method of mounting accessories has been

employed on this engine. All accessories are

mounted in such a position that they are

accessible when an engine is installed in an
airplane.

The starter and magneto are mounted on
opposite ends of a horizontal cross shaft

driven from very large bevel gears from the

shaft which was carried through the defuser.

This same shaft through the defuser carries

a larger helical gear which drives two verti-

cal shafts in the rear gearcase. Two dis-

tributors are driven from helical gears from
each of these two shafts, the oil pump being

driven off the lower end of one of these shafts

and the gasoline pump off the lower end of

the other shaft. The generator is mounted in

a vertical position, on the top of the gearcase

driving through bevel gears. In other words,

there are only three bevel gears on the rear

end of the engine, driving accessories.

The two gun control drives are taken from

the top ends of the two vertical shafts pre-

viously mentioned. The tachometer drives

are taken from the back ends of the camshaft

housings as desired.

The carburetor intake elbow is cast inte-

gral with this gear case and a single NA-
U8J Stromberg carburetor with economizer

control is used.

The standard Curtiss lubricating system is

used in this engine with the addition of

several features which will be pointed out

:

Oil is led from the pressure pump by a

steel tube to the pressure oil strainer on the

nose of the engine, passing through this

strainer to the crankshaft, thence to the two

connecting rod bearings and the center main
plain bearing. Oil is index fed to all the

articulated connecting rod bearings and the

leakage from the rods lubricates the cylinder

walls and piston pin bushings. Oil under

pressure is index fed to all the plain bearings

in the gearcase of the engine and also to the

ball and roller bearings wherever it has been

found necessary. Oil is conducted to the

camshaft bearings through the vertical drive-

shafts and is returned to the main crankcase

by gear oil pumps formed by a casing built

around the spur gears which drive the cam-
shafts. Therefore, by the addition of a small

amount of weight these camshafts spur gears

are put to work as oil pumps, keeping the

cylinder head covers properly scavenged. Two
main scavenging oil pumps are provided, one

to take oil from the front end of the engine

and the other from the rear end of the engine,

returning it to the outside oil tank. Oil

thermometer locations are provided.

Characteristics

Horsepower (rated) at 2,200 r.p.m 600

Model H-1640
Diameter of engine 45 inches

Diameter of cowling 39 inches

Bore 55^ inches

Stroke Sy2 inches

Displacement 1,640 cubic inches

Brake horsepower 615

Fuel consumption (2,000 r.p.m.")

.53 lbs. per b.h.p. per hour
Oil consumption. .020 lbs. per b.h.p. per hour
Weight of engine 900 pounds

AIRPLANE DUCO
HpHE Paint, Lacquer and Chemicals De-

partment of the du Pont Company has

developed a special Duco for airplanes. It

was formulated for use over doped fabric

surfaces.

The usual method of finishing fabric sur-

faces on airplanes is to apply four coats of

clear nitrate dope by brush. After these four

coats are applied and the fabric properly

shrunk, it provides- a good surface for the

specially developed Duco. Three coats of

the new Duco are then applied over the sur-

face by spray.

A series of new colors has been developed,

made especially for airplane use and aimed

to provide the greatest visibility and there-

fore safety. A scarlet vermilion color has

been developed for polar flying. Color spe-

cialists working on the subject have decided

that this color has the highest visibility in

snowy regions of any color in the spectrum.

PRATT AND WHITNEY
"HORNETS" AVAILABLE
FOR COMMERCIAL USE
"pHE Pratt & Whitney "Hornet" of 525

h. p. is now available for commercial

installation. To date the Navy Department

has absorbed the entire production of this

type. The Boeing Air Transport Company,

which operates the mail route from Chicago

to San Francisco, already is employing six-

teen "Hornets" in its regular mail service,

with a further quantity still on order. The
smaller "Wasp" has been used by Boeing

Air Transport throughout the last year, but

the mail loads have increased at such a rapid

rate that it has become necessary to employ
the still larger "Hornet."

To date the "Hornets" in the service of

Boeing Air Transport have given indication

of the same splendid service as obtained from

the "Wasp." The first of these engines has

already been flown several hundred hours,

with entire success.

A number of other "Hornets" have been

furnished to various plane designers, includ-

ing Hamilton, Bellanca, and Ford Motor
Company, and new commercial ships around

this engine may be expected at an early date.
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Years of Experience

Make Trustworthy Performance
Waco not only showed the most
complete display at the recent
Detroit Exposition, but "Old
Timers" recall that Waco also
showed the most complete dis-

play of commercial aircraft at
the first Detroit meet back in
1922*

'lllWACOflP'^^tC/M RPLAN ES

ADVANCE AIRCRAFT CO.
Troy, Ohio

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TRAVEL AIR type 6ooo MONOPLANE
THE new Travel Air Type 6000 was flown

by Walter Beech on the seven day All-

Kansas Air Tour. Possibly one hundred

thousand people at the airports in the 22

cities of this tour saw this new ship. As

many crowded inside its cabin for personal

inspection as could be accommodated during

the brief stop at each airport. The ship

created a sensation, not only from the stand-

point of performance, but luxurious equip-

ment.

Governor Ben S. Paulen of Kansas was

a passenger in this ship throughout the entire

tour. Incidentally, the tour encountered all

kinds of weather including one of the worst

gales that the western country has had for

years—heavy rain, soggy landing fields, and

poor visibility. The Tour was, however, a

decided success.

The landing gear is of the Oleo type and

rubber discs are used for absorbing tail skid

shock. Wheels, 30 inches by 5 inches with

32 by 6 tires, are provided with Bendix brakes

operated by separately controlled foot pedals.

The upholstering of the cabin is blue

velour, floor covering thick and soft. Re-

movable wicker chairs. Cabin windows are

so arranged that both pilots and all passen-

gers can look out forward. Cabin has two

doors, front and rear, at right of ship. Con-

trols are dual "Dep" side-by-side. A heater

is provided to keep the temperature at any

desired degree, regardless of season or

altitude.

The entire construction and appointments

of this ship were designed and arranged

under the personal direction of Mr. Beech,

president of Travel Air Mfg. Company, with

full consideration for speed and safety with

a maximum of comfort to both pilot and

passengers.

This ship was seen at the Ford Airport

during the Ail-American Aircraft Show
where demonstrations were given daily.

The power plant is the 200 h.p. Wright

Whirlwind J-5C engine.

Fuel is carried in gravity tanks in the wing

roots. Capacity 75 gallons. Oil is carried

in a tank behind the engine which is remov-

able with the engine mount. Capacity Syi

gallons.

The following instruments are installed

:

tachometer ; oil pressure gauge ; oil tempera-

ture gauge
; magnetic compass ; air speed

indicator ; bank and turn indicator ; switch :

primer ; altimeter.

SPECIFICATIONS—TYPE 6000

Capacity 2 pilots, 4 passengers and 150

pounds of baggage or pilot and 1,000 pounds

mail, express, etc.

Performances with Normal Full Load
High speed at sea level.. 126 miles per hour

Cruising speed at sea level

108 miles per hour
High speed at 10,000 feet. .110 miles per hour

Rate of climb at sea level

750 feet per minute

Service ceiling 15,000 feet

Landing speed 57 miles per hour

Normal cruising range

(with 78 gallons of fuel) 675-725 miles

Interior and exterior views of the Travel Air passenger plane type 6000

Dimensions

Wing span 48 feet 7 inches

Over all length 30 feet 6 inches

Over all height 9 feet

Wing chord 78 inches

Wing area 282 square feet

Weights

Gross weight 4,000 pounds

Weight empty (fully equipped)

2,350 pounds

Pay load 1,000 pounds

Useful load 1,650 pounds

With a Travel Air transport monoplane

E. L. Smith and E. B. Bronte made the

2,340-mile flight from California to Honolulu

in 25 hours 36 minutes in July ; a Travel Air

monoplane was also used by Art Goebel and

Lt. William Davis, Jr. who made the same

trip in 25 hours and 17 minutes on August

16-17.

The Travel Air Company also produces a

line of commercial biplanes powered with

air-cooled and water-cooled engines. These

types have proven their value over a period

of years on air mail and passenger lines.
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ANOTHER ACTO
IN THE AI

" .LYING is great, Fred
Stone thinks. He loves it because it gives

himfreedom. Noschedule. Go any place.

Fly anywhere he likes—Chicago/ Cleve-
land, Atlanta, maybe to New York over
the week-end. It's as pleasant as being
one of the theatre's greatest actors.

So he ordered a new Travel Air (Type
4000) biplane with Whirlwind motor.
Now he flies from city to city for his

theatrical en-
gagements al-

ways in the air

—

wants to fly and

does fly. Finds it pays him well, too.

Professional men and business execu-
tives with vision agree with Fred Stone
on air travel. They realize their time is

too valuable to waste on slower kinds
of transportation. That's why Travel
Air has built a type of plane for every
commercial need—each with proven
performance and dependability. 'And
that's why Travel Air is today build-

ing and deliver-

ing twenty
planes a week.

- ct-^o c"V=j=P rv-^re

Story of Travel Air on request, including the new Cabin Monoplane—"The Limousine of the Air

THE TRAVEL AIR MFG. CO.
WICHITA, KANSAS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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LEBLOND AIRCRAFT ENGINES
THE original development of the Le-

Blond Sixty design has been going

on for over a period of three years,

several engines having been built, block-

tested, and flown in several types of airplanes

in all parts of the country by a number of

experienced pilots. Their reports have been

very favorable. This extended development

period has allowed sufficient time to make

minor improvements in the design and

methods of manufacturing ; in other words,

eliminate any of the so called "bugs" which

are always present to some extent in any

new engine no matter how well designed.

Many advantages in interchangeability of

parts are represented in the LeBlond Forty,

Sixty and Ninety models. Fully 88 per cent

of the parts used in one model can be used in

one of the others. Moreover, there is hardly

an instance where the tools and fixtures, or

a part of them, will not be used for producing

a corresponding part, which must necessarily

be somewhat different because of the number

of cylinders.

This interchangeable feature, coupled with

the simple character of the design, makes it

possible to produce a quality engine at a

low price. Whenever the design of the air-

plane will permit, one engine may be quickly

replaced by the next larger or smaller model

such as might be the case, for example, in

-obtaining convenient interchangeability be-

tween a land and sea plane of the same

design. The mounting and over all installa-

tion dimensions, including the hook up to

carburetor, oil pump, etc., are substantially

the same for all three models.

With an extreme over all diameter of 32^4

inches on all three models it becomes possible

to arrange the cowling with excellent stream-

line effect and a minimum of resistance as

required for cooling. The clean appearance,

by virtue of having all the accessories and

valve gear located at the rear, is also of some

importance in this regard.

The smaller engine of the series, the

three-cylinder Forty, is to fill the power
plan; requirements of the small single-seater

Le Blond Forty

sport or two-seater sport and training plane.

This engine follows closely the five-cylinder

design, hence the accompanying description

for the most part applies. Perhaps the most

interesting point of difference is the connect-

ing rod construction, since the link rods and

wrist pins are identical with those used on

the Sixty and Ninety models.

The five-cylinder Sixty is particularly

suited for the privately owned two-seater

open or closed airplane. It can handle a

light three-seater plane, but is not generally

recommended as plenty of reserve power is

desirable as a matter of safety.

The connecting rods are completely as-

sembled on the crankshaft and the whole

assembly is inserted into the crankcase

through the large opening at the front. The
connecting rods are heat treated drop forg-

ings of nickel steel. The babbitt in the

master rod is applied directly to the steel.

Although the rods are fairly light, the con-

struction is extremely rigid and simple.

The crankshaft is assembled before the

connecting rods are attached. This piece

is a heat-treated drop-forging of nickel-

chromium steel and finished allover. The
counterweights are made from a tough grade

of bronze, being supported against lugs on

the crankshaft and each held in place by two

screws. The rear ball bearing is finally,

supported in a steel sleeve held in the central

wall of the crankcase, while the front ball

bearing which also carries the propeller

thrust loads, is supported in the crankcase

cover that closes this large opening at the

front of the crankcase.

The crankcase is a cast aluminum alloy,

heat-treated to give high tensile strength.

The inlet passage is cored in this casting,

thus effecting a small number of manifold

joints. The cam follower bushings, which

are pressed in place, are cast of hard iron

and the holes ground to close limits. The
cam followers and rollers are assembled into

the crankcase before the gear case assembly

is attached to the flange at the rear.

In the gear case assembly the cam drive

shaft pilots into the end of the crankshaft

and is driven by offset lugs which will not

permit of incorrect assembly ; the cam and

magneto timing need not be reset each time

the gear case assembly is removed. The cam

floats on the cam drive and lines up with the

cam follower rollers when the gear case

assembly is in place. A single ring cam is used

to operate all valves. In the three-cylinder

engine a two lobe cam turns at one-sixth

crankshaft speed ; while in the seven-cylinder

Propeller ends of the three types of LeBlond engines—forty, sixty and ninety horsepower
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Rear ends of the LeBlond aircraft engines showing dual ignition, oil pumps, etc

engine a four lobe cam turns at one-eighth

crankshaft speed. The cam has a bronze

bushing, and the cam drive shaft, idler shaft,

and magneto drive shaft are also carried in

bronze bushings and all are fed oil directly

under pressure from the pump. The timing

of the valves is effected through the adjust-

ment provided in the gear and timing flange

by the series of holes and the four screws.

The oil pump is removable as an assembly.

It contains two compartments, one for the

pressure and the other for the scavenging

gears, each with screens for trapping foreign

particles in the oil. The driving gears are

of steel and the driven gears of bronze. An

LeBlond Sixty

oil pressure relief valve for controlling the

oil pressure is also located conveniently in

the pump body. Connections for oil lines

to and from the tank can be adjusted to any

desirable position.

The cylinder is a one piece casting of

nickel iron with integral cooling fins. The
valves seat directly in the cylinder head and

the external portions of the valve gear is

enclosed. All valve gear parts are inter-

changeable. The outside of the cylinder is

finished with black stove enamel which adds

to the appearance and to the heat dissipating

qualities of the cylinder as well. The cylinder

bores are honed.

The pistons are made from a cast alumi-

num alloy. There are two compression and

one oil scraper ring located above the piston

pin on each one. The piston pin is hardened

and lapped and it floats in the rod and piston,

there being duralumin plugs in each end to

prevent scoring the walls of the cylinder.

Zenith carburetors of the concentric float

type and provided with altitude mixture

control are standard equipment on all models.

The carburetor is attached to the lower side

of the oil sump, the mixture passing through

an opening in the sump where the heat from
the oil surrounding the walls helps to vapor-

ize any heavy portions of the fuel. Air

heaters will be available as extra equipment.

Two Scintilla magnetos for dual ignition

are standard equipment on each model,

mounted in accessible positions.

SPECIFICATIONS OF LE BLOND
AIRCRAFT ENGINES

Models Forty, Sixty and Ninety

Type Air-cooled radial

Bore 4.125 inches

Stroke 3.750 inches

Fuel consumption (lb. per h.p. hr.)

Max. .55 at rated power
Oil consumption (lb. per h.p. hr.)

Max. .03 at rated power

Le Blond Forty
Number of cylinders Three
Displacement 150 cubic inches

Rated horsepower 40 at 1900 r.p.m.

Weight, complete 168 pounds
Diameter overall 32.75 inches

Length overall 21.94 inches

Le Blond Sixty

Number of cylinders Five

Displacement 250 cubic inches

Rated horsepower 60 at 1800 r.p.m.

Weight, complete 210 pounds

Diameter overall 32.75 inches

Length overall 21.56 inches

Le Blond Ninety

Number of cylinders Seven

Displacement 350 cubic inches

Rated horsepower 90 at 1850 r.p.m.

Weight, complete 250 pounds

Diameter overall 32.75 inches

Length overall 22.25 inches
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CURTISS
ROBIN

THREE-SEATER
CABIN MONOPLANE

T~*HE new Curtiss Robin is a three-seater

* closed cabin monoplane, powered with

the Curtiss OX-5 engine of 90 h.p. As it

will sell at less than $4,000 it is the first

closed cabin plane in the popular-price field.

The cabin has been specially designed to

equal, in comfort and convenience, a fine

passenger automobile. Comfort is assured

by generous seat space, ample leg room, and

deep, soft cushions. The upholstery in the

cabin is a rich, durable material, door handles,

window lifts, and control sticks are fully

nickeled, and the instruments are conveni-

ently grouped on an instrument panel. Every

precaution has been taken to make the cabin

wind and weather tight, and as nearly sound-

proof as possible, so that passengers may

enjoy their flights under any weather condi-

tions without requiring special clothing,

helmets, or goggles. Specially designed doors

and windows, with narrow pillars, provide

exceptional vision in all directions for both

pilot and passengers. The two passenger's

seats in the rear of the cabin are slightly

staggered to provide plenty of shoulder room,

but if desired, the seats, which are adjustable,

can be arranged exactly side by side, forming

one continuous, wide seat. This is particu-

larly desirable when the Robin is used for

instruction. For this purpose, a quickly

attachable dual control stick and rudder-bar

are provided. Just back of the passengers

is a baggage compartment, fastened with

hookless fasteners, and having ample capacity

for three medium sized suitcases and small

parcels.

The fuselage skeleton of the Robin is of

welded chrome-molybdenum steel tubing,

using a Warren truss. The motor mount

is integral with the fuselage skeleton and is

also of welded steel tubing. Engine section

cowling is of aluminum, and fitted with

quick-detachable cowl fasteners. The fuse-

lage covering is fabric.

The landing gear is of the split type, each

side being independent of the other. The
landing gear arrangement is such that the

wing lift truss also forms part of the landing

gear truss, thus providing an exceptionally

wide tread of 8 feet. Ring type Rusco shock-

Casey Jones flying the Curtiss Robin with two passengers

absorbers are mounted in a compact unit on

the landing gear strut. All struts are of

steel tubing, with balsa fairing on the trail-

ing edge. 26 inch by 4 inch wheels are used.

The steerable tail skid, assuring easy taxying,

is equipped with rubber shock absorber discs.

The wing cellule is of the semi-cantilever

monoplane type. The lift truss consists of

two struts of airfoil section, extending from

the bottom of the fuselage to a small aux-

iliary truss under the wing. The arrangement

of this truss is such that there is no pos-

sibility of aileron loads causing warping of

the wings, and thereby interfering with lat-

eral control. The wing structure consists

of Alclad metal ribs mounted on routed

spruce spars. The metal ribs are pressed

from a single sheet and combine excellent

strength and weight characteristics with

non-corrodibility. Built-up wooden drag

struts are used. The leading edge of the

panel, in accordance with usual Curtiss prac-

tise, is sheathed with thin sheet duralumin,

and the wings are fabric-covered. The wing

curve is the Curtiss-72, developed in the

Curtiss aerodynamic laboratory. Rectangular,

unbalanced ailerons are employed.

A11 tail surfaces on the Robin, with the

exception of the horizontal stabilizers, are

built up of welded steel tubing, fabric cov-

ered. The stabilizer construction is similar

to that of the wings, with spruce beams and

pressed Alclad ribs. Neither elevators nor

rudder are balanced.

The pilot's controls consist of the usual

type of stick and stirrup type pedals. For
instruction, another stick and rudder bar can

be quickly installed in the cabin for use by

the student. Ailerons are controlled by push-

rods, and cables are used for elevators and

rudder. The stabilizer is easily adjusted in

the air by means of a lever, conveniently

located at the pilot's left side.

The OX-5 engine is mounted on a steel

tubular motor mount, and is fitted with an

exceptionally clean and compact nose radia-

tor. Fuel is carried in two 25-gallon alu-

minum tanks in the wings, and is fed to the

engine by gravity. Fuel may be fed to the

carburetor from either tank. A wooden

propeller is supplied as standard equipment,

but a forged type Curtiss-Reed metal propel-

ler can be supplied as extra equipment.

The strength and safety of every part of

the Curtiss Robin has been carefully deter-

mined, through the Curtiss system of engi-

neering. In addition to the stress analysis,

which was worked out with as much
thoroughness as for a military plane, and

which showed strength factors equal, to or

exceeding Department of Commerce require-

ments in every case, an exhaustive series of

structural tests were carried out on various

parts of the plane. Fuselage and wing fit-

tings, wing spars, ribs, tail surfaces, landing

gear struts, tail skid, and many other parts

were subjected to actual physical tests in

the Curtiss laboratory, and found to be from

three to ten times as strong as actually

required.

The exceptional performance of the Robin

is also attributed to the Curtiss engineering

system, which combines scientific knowledge

and equipment with years of practical ex-

perience in the design of the finest types of

aircraft. Exhaustive tests were conducted

in the Curtiss wind tunnel to insure the high

degree of maneuverability and controllability

desired, and speed, ceiling, and climb were

pre-determined in the tunnel from other

tests. Minimum weight with maximum
strength has been achieved through a careful

The new Curtiss Robin passenger monoplane will be put in extensive production for commercial uses
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Announcing

Black & Bigelow, inc.
Air Transport Engineers

AN organization of specialists experienced in the various

A~\ angles of air transport and aircraft operations. More
than a firm of consulting engineers,— its activities include

also traffic development, organization of flying operations,

accounting and advertising.

Among the stockholders are included leaders in aviation as

well as representative men from banking and other fields of
business, making it an independent and unbiased organization.

Equipped to undertake: Surveys of projected air routes . . .

Surveys and analyses of air traffic . . . Estimates of invest-

ment for aircraft operations . . . Estimates of aircraft operat-

ing cost . . . Selection of flying and base equipment . . .

Complete organization of flying operations . . . Selection and
inspection of operating bases . . . Inspection and appraisal

of airplanes, engines and equipment . . . Certification of

performance of airplanes and engines . . . Adaption of air-

plane design to operating requirements . . . Installation of
accounting and cost systems . . . Planning and supervision
of advertising and business development.

OFFICERS
ARCHIBALD BLACK. President: GEO. M. PYNCHON, JR., Treasurer

ANSON A. BIGELOW. Vice-President J. HARLIN O'CONNELL, Secretary

DIRECTORS
Charles L. Lawrance
Pres. Wright Aeronautical Corp.

Anson A. Bigelow
Vice-President

Archibald Black
President

Benjamin F. Castle
V. P. ist Fed. Foreign Invest Trust

Charles H. Colvin
Pres. Pioneer Instrument Co.

Sherman M. Fairchild
Pres. Fairchild Aviation Corp.

J. Harlin O'Connell
Smyth, Wise & O'Connell

George M. Pynchon. Jr.

Pynchon & Co.

William A. Rockefeller
Dir. Colonial Air Transport, Inc., etc.

Lorillard Spencer
Pres. Fokker Aircraft Corp. of America

C. T. Ludington
Pres. Ludington Philadelphia Flying Service Inc.

2nd Vice-President, National Air Transport, Inc.

ASSOCIATES
Aerodynamics, etc.: Advertising:

Alexander Klemin Raymond A. Lipscomb
Pro/, of Aeronautics, N. Y. U. V-P. Hazard AdvertisingCorporatkm

Attorney:

J. Harlin O'Connell

551 FIFTH AVENUE
Cabie Address: BLAKLOW, N. Y.

Accounting

:

Philip H. Caine

New York, N. Y.

Telephone: Vanderbilt 7616

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Weights (in pounds)
Weight empty 1489

Structure 807

Power plant 575

Fixed equipment 107

Useful load 701

Crew 170

Fuel and oil (normal) 210

Looking forward in the cabin of the Curtiss Robin monoplane

and detailed system of weight control, com-

bined with highly refined structural analysis

and research on materials. The result is

that the Robin possesses speed, climb and

maneuverability characteristics that are su-

perior to open cockpit planes in the same

power class, along with its advantages of

comfort and convenience provided by the

closed cabin design.

Complete specifications of the Robin are

listed below. The performance figures are

the results of actual flight tests, conducted

under the same conditions as prevail in the

testing of governmental aircraft.

General Characteristics—Curtiss Robin
Wing loading 8.28 pounds per sq. ft.

Power loading 22.10 pounds per h.p.

Safety factor at high incidence 6.5

Dimensions
Wing span 41 feet inches

Length overall 25 feet &14 inches

Height overall 7 feet 9 s/2 inches

Wing chord 72 inches

Strut chord 15 inches

Distance C.G. to rudder hinge 196 inches

Distance C.G. to elevator hinge.. 193 inches

Areas (in square feet)
Wing, including ailerons 265.2

Struts

...

41.2

Ailerons 22.3

Horizontal tail 37

Vertical tail 15.3

Elevators 15

Rudders 9.7

Power Plant
Engine Curtiss OX-5
Horsepower at 1580 r.p.m 99

Fuel consumption at full throttle,

49 pounds per hour

Oil consumption at full throttle,

3.6 pounds per hour

Fuel consumption at 1200 r.p.m.,

31.5 pounds per hour

Fuel capacity, normal 30 U. S. gallons

Fuel capacity, maximum. . . .50 U. S. gallons

Oil capacity 4 U. S. gallons

Propeller diameter 8 feet 6 inches

Propeller pitch 5 feet 9 inches

Curtiss Robin instrument panel

Equipment 21

Pay load (2 passengers) 300

Gross weight 2190

Performances
High speed at sea level . 100.5 miles per hour

High speed at 5,000 feet. 97.7 miles per hour

High speed at 10,000 ft.. .92.5 miles per hour

Landing speed 45 miles per hour

Cruising speed 83 miles per hour

Initial rate of climb 450 feet per minute

Rate of climb at 5,000 feet,

315 feet per minute

Rate of climb at 10,000 feet,

180 feet per minute

Time of climb to 5,000 feet. . . .13.8 minutes

Time of climb to 10,000 feet 33.8 minutes

Endurance, full throttle* 6.02 hours

Endurance at 1250 r.p.m.* 9.35 hours

Range at full throttle* 582 miles

Range at 1250 r.p.m* 770 miles

Service ceiling 12,500 feet

Absolute ceiling 16,000 feet

Climb in ten minutes 3.800 feet

i *These performances while carrying 50

gallons of gasoline.)

DRAG OF WINGS WITH END
PLATES

By Paul E. Hemke
Synopsis ci N. A. C. A. Report No. 267

T N this report a formula for calculating the in-
^ duced drag of multiplanes with end plates is de-
rived. The frictional drag of the end plates is also
calculated approximately. It is shown that the re-

duction of the induced drag, when end plates are
used, is sufficiently large to increase the efficiency
of the wing.
Curves showing the reduction of drag for mono-

planes and biplanes are constructed; the influence
of gap-chord ratio, espect ratio, and height of end
plate are determined for typical cases. The method
of obtaining the reduction of drag for a multiplane
is described.
Comparisons are made of calculated and experi-

mental results obtained in wind tunnel tests with
airfoils of various aspect ratios and end plates of
various sizes. The agreement between calculated
and experimental results is good.
Report No. 267 may be obtained upon request

from the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, Washington, D. C.

Looking aft in the Curtiss Robin

DYKES AIRCRAFT EN-
GINE INSTRUCTOR

'TP HE author of "Dyke's Automobile and

* Gasoline Engine Encyclopaedia" which

has been the authority for the past 18 years,

has recently brought out his first edition of

the "Aircraft Engine Instructor." It gives

unusually complete information on aircraft

engines in regular production in the United

States. The maintenance, overhaul and re-

pair of engines have been dealt with very

thoroughly.

Chapters are devoted to engine accessories

such as magnetos, carburetors, starters, in-

struments, etc. Useful information contained

in this book includes a summary of air laws,

applications for plane, pilot and mechanic

licenses, licensing of aircraft, pilots and me-

chanics, air traffic rules and requirements

for the operation of aircraft. Other features

of this work are the nomenclature of aero-

nautics as approved by the National Ad-

visory Committee for Aeronautics, including

nomenclature of airplane parts, alphabetical

nomenclature and aeronautical symbols. Four

large charts in three colors are published

showing the lubrication of Wright Whirl-

wind engines, the Pratt and Whitney Wasp,

Curtiss D-12. Packard and Fairchild Caminez

engines.

Since Mr. Dyke has had the cooperation

of the aircraft manufacturers, the book is

regarded as most accurate and reliable.

The Aircraft Engine Instructor has nearly

400 pages, 7 by 10 inches, and 300 illustra-

tions. The edges of the book are stained and

it has a water proof flexible binding designed

to withstand the hard wear of shop reference.



DEFEAT DETERIORATION
with

AMERILAC DOPE and LACQUER
T EADING aircraft manufacturers
*—

' have come to the conclusion that

there is but one wav— by using AMERI-
LAC.

The ability of these superior products

to withstand the attacks that weather ex-

tremes exert on an airplane finish is due
to patient and untiring efforts of our re-

search laboratories.

Realizing the future greatness of avia-

tion, the Aircraft Division of The Ameri-
can Varnish Co. also realized that "if it

could long endure," a better finish for

airplanes must be developed.

AMERILAC is that better finish. It has

successfully withstood the most gruelling

tests under all conditions. That is why it

is so whole-heartedly endorsed by Stear-

man, and many other builders of super-

lative aircraft.

Even the smallest detail has been given

careful consideration. The expansion and

contraction coefficients of dope and fin-

ishing coat have been made uniform, thus

reducing to a minimum any possible

chance of cracking, checking or peeling;

— and strength, well, it is in a class of its

own.

Safety, durability and beauty are added

to your plane when it is finished from
dope to final coat with AMERILAC.

Send for booklet of color combinations.

AIRCRAFT DIVISION

THE AMERICAN VARNISH CO.
113 8-46 NO. BRANCH ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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SZEKELY SKY-ROAMER
THE O. E. Szekely Corporation of

Holland, Michigan, has produced a

three cylinder, radial, air cooled en-

gine for light aircraft, to be followed in the

near future by a five cylinder, using prac-

tically all of the parts of the three cylinder.

The only visible moving parts are the

push rods and rocker arms, all remaining

parts being entirely enclosed.

The engine has a 4% in. bore by 4J4 m -

stroke, giving a total piston displacement of

190 cubic inches. Operating at its rated

speed of 1800 revolutions per minute 40

horsepower is guaranteed ; as a matter of

fact, actual brake tests prove this engine de-

velops over 42 horsepower. The compres-

sion ratio is 4.8 to 1.

The mounting flange for the engine con-

sists of a round machined pilot fitted into

the engine bracket on the plane. The engine

is held in place by six tie rods, each of

which pass entirely through the engine, so

the front cover, crank case, rear cover and

mounting bracket are securely locked to-

gether.

The cylinders are chrome nickel gray
iron, with cylinder head cast integral and
are held to the crank case by four studs.

Each cylinder has a skirt or piston guide

extending approximately 2]/2 inches into

the crank case.

Intake and exhaust passages are scraped

and sand blasted and the entire cylinder is

provided with numerous thin fins to provide

ample radiation for the air cooling.

Valve seats are part of the cylinder and
are 45 degree angle. Two valves are used
in each cylinder, these being silchrome steel,

mushroom type, 45 degrees seat, providing

a clear gas flow area of 2 l/2 square inches.

The valves are 1-13/16 inches in diameter
by 11/32 inch lift. The valves are actuated
from the cam through hollow push rods
with hardened ends and bronze bushed drop
forged rockers.

Tappet adjusting screw is placed in the

rocker and locked in position, after adjust-

ment, by a screw.

In the lubricating system a double type

gear pump is driven by a bronze spiral gear

directly from the crank shaft. Four spur gears

are used in the pump itself, the upper set

iving oil through a V% inch line from an

oil tank in the plane and delivering it, under

pressure, to the connecting rod bearings and,

by splash, to the main bearings, gears and

cylinder walls. Two other gears form the

scavenging pump and are slightly larger than

the delivery pump. This picks up the oil

from the lower part of the case, to which

surplus runs, and delivers it through a

inch line to the oil tank.

The oil relief valve and the take-off for

oil gauge is placed at the rear of the engine

so oil pressure reading is taken after the

oil has passed entirely through the engine.

The pressure at the pump is approximately

six times the reading given at the Tear

of the engine. This is said to be an addi-

tional safeguard, as it shows the pilot that

each part of his engine is receiving suffici-

ent lubrication as long as oil pressure shows
on the gauge. A gauge pressure of 4 to 10

pounds is recommended, which means the

pump pressure usually noted on other en-

gines is 40 to 60 pounds.

The crank case is aluminum alloy, with

front and rear covers of the same material.

These covers hold the main bearings. The
main crank shaft bearings are of the roller

bearing type and located as close to the cen-

ter of the crank pin as it is possible to get

them, thus reducing chances for crank shaft

whip and consequent vibration to the mini-

mum.
The intake manifold is cast as an integral

part of the crank case, in the form of a cir-

cular chamber with opening flange for car-

buretor at the bottom of the engine. Three

outlets from this circular chamber are con-

nected to the cylinder by an individual

aluminum intake manifold, which fastens

to each cylinder and is packed in such man-

ner with gasket at the crank case that ex-

pansion and contraction may occur without

putting a strain on any part of the engine

and still without permitting air leaks.

The crank shaft itself is No. 3140 S. A. E.

material, having a diameter of 1-37/64

inches. The connecting rod bearing on the

crank shaft is 1-7/16 inches by 2 inches.

The crank shaft is a single piece drop forg-

ing, to which counterweights are added to

insure perfect balance of the engine itself.

The propeller thrust bearing is of the deep

groove, radial ball bearing type and is taken

directly between the front of the crankshaft

and the front gear cover of the engine itself.

Connecting rod assemblies are drop forg-

ings heat treated for toughness and machined

all-over. Upper end of the connecting rod

is bronze bushed. The lower bearings are

sections of a cylinder cut on an angle with

the axis of the bearing and contact with a

bronze bearing, the internal portion of which
is babbitt lined and free to revolve around
the crank pin.

Oil pressure is delivered to the main con-

necting rod bearing and to each individual

connecting rod bearing. This connecting rod

assembly is said to provide greater insurance

of complete lubrication and larger bearing

surfaces in proportion to the load placed

upon them than conventional practice of a

master rod with round pin rods operating

from it.

The pistons are of aluminum alloy, solid

skirt type, each equipped with three %" pis-

ton rings. The piston pin is hollow, hard-

ened and ground and fastened to the

aluminum piston at either end, but of the

full floating type, in that it is free to turn

both in the piston and in the connecting rod

bearing.

The cam arrangement is indeed interesting

and, while novel, has been used in other

services for a number of years by the Szekely

organization, so that nothing untried is being

used in this respect.

There is but one cam . to operate both

the intake and exhaust valves on each cylin-

der. This cam is driven from a spur gear on
the crank shaft and operates the valve

through the means of a hardened and ground

Szekely cylinder, crankshaft and connecting rod assemblies
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NOW THERE ARE
THREE TYPES OF
BUHL AIRSEDANS
To cover a very wide range of commercial and pri-

vate uses. Each type is built to the high standards of

strength and efficiency which characterize Buhl

productions. The BUHL Junior Airsedan

The Buhl Junior Airsedan is a smaller scale

replica of the Standard Airsedan. It carries a

useful load of a thousand pounds and maintains

a cruising speed of 95 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,200 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 25 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:
High speed (sea level) 110 M.P.H.
Landing speed 45 M.P.H.
Cruising speed 95 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Warner

Horse power 110 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 50 gal.—8 hours

Oil capacity 3 gal.

The Buhl Special Airsedan is designed for use

where load is subordinated to speed. It carries

a useful load of 1000 pounds and has a high

speed of 132 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,500 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 28 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:

High speed (sea level) .... 132 M.P.H.

Landing speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising speed 115 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Whirlwind

Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 80 gal.

Oil capacity 5 gal.

The Buhl Airsedan is the standard plane of the Buhl line. It accommodates four passengers com-

fortably in a sound-proof, easy-conversation cabin.

Performance:Specifications:

Weight empty 2,100 lbs.

Wing span 42 ft.

Wing area 334 sq. ft.

Length 28 ft.

Useful load 1,628 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 4

passengers.

Department of Commerce Certificate of Airworthiness No. 12

High speed (sea level)

120 M.P.H.

Landing speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising speed 100 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Wright Whirlwind J.

5

Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 70 gal.

Oil capacity 5 gal.

Distributors:

In the Northtvest—Mamer Flying Service, Spokane, Wash.

In the Southtvest—Frank Baker Aircraft, Culver City, Calif.

BUHL AIRCRAFT CO.
Marysville, Mich.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Details of crankcase, cam valve gear and oil pump, Szekely 40 h.p. engine

cam follower, this is bronze bushed and

located by means of a hardened and ground

pin fastened to the crank case.

The ignition system consists of two Robert

Bosch magnetos mounted on a shelf which

is an integral part of the rear cover and

driven from the engine by means of spur

gears. Each magneto fires a spark plug on

each of the three cylinders, so the engine is

provided with two independent ignition

sources.

The carburetor is suspended below the en-

gine and connected to the crank case by a

Venturi type manifold. It is the Zenith, l l/Z

inch, balanced airplane type.

The propeller hub is heat treated steel.

Each propeller hub is lapped to the crank

shaft of its own engine, in addition to the

precision operation of grinding both the hub

and the crank shaft.

The weight of the engine, with all acces-

sories, is guaranteed by the manufacturer not

to exceed 153 pounds. The average produc-

tion engine weighs approximately 148 pounds.

Tests have demonstrated that this engine

is well suited for a single or two place plane

having from 25 to 30 feet wing span and

weighing between 475 and 525 pounds. As

installed in such a plane, the engine turns a

40 horsepower propeller at 1,725 revolutions

per minute on the ground and better than

1,850 in the air, in this way giving an ideal

cruising speed of from 80 to 85 miles per

hour, at an engine speed of from 1,550 to

1,600 revolutions per minute.

Flight tests show that the fuel consumption

under average conditions, is approximately

.58 pounds per horsepower hour, with an oil

consumption guaranteed not to exceed .029

pounds per horsepower hour.

Installation drawings and a brief descrip-

tion of this engine were published in the

February issue of Aero Digest.

BUHL JUNIOR AI
DOWERED with the 110 h.p. Warner air-

* cooled engine, the new Buhl 3-passenger

Junior Airsedan is designed to carry a use-

ful load of one thousand pounds. The first

of these planes, now Hearing completion at

the Buhl Aircraft Co., Marysville. Michigan,

will probably make its first public appearance

in the Ford Air Tour. It is expected that the

Junior Airsedan and the "Special" Airsedan

(similar in all respects to the Junior, but

powered with a 200 h.p. Wright Whirlwind)

will compete in the Air Tour, although not

especially designed for the purpose.

Following the general aerodynamical de-

sign of the well known standard Airsedan

these two new light commercial types prom-

ise to become as popular as the larger 4-pas-

senger Airsedan which made its appearance

about a year ago.

The Junior has a number of structural

BUHL
JUMJOPL

AIRJSEDA'M

Three-view outline assembly drawings of the new Buhl Junior Airsedan

RSEDAN
novelties that make for ease of operation,

tightness in weight and aerodynamical im-

provement. Perhaps the most radical feature

is the inverted control stick. The stick is

swung from the roof of the cabin, leaving

the region of the pilot's legs free from all

obstructions. This system eliminates a num-
ber of control parts and permits a direct ap-

plication of the stick forces to the ailerons

and elevators. The stick is of streamline

tubing which creates no undue disturbance

to the pilot's vision.

Near the tips of the ailerons a small

balanced area of the Frieze type extends for

a short distance, making these surfaces ex-

ceptionally light and effective in operation.

With the Warner engine turning up at

1800 r.p.m., and developing 110 h.p. the high

speed attained is 110 miles an hour. Other

specifications are as follows :

Junior Airsedan

Wing empty 1,200 pounds

Wing span 36 feet

Wing area 240 square feet

Length 25 feet

Useful load 1,000 pounds

Fuel capacity 50 gallons—8 hours

Oil capacity 3 gallons

High speed ( sea level) . . 110 miles per hour

Landing speed 45 miles per hour

Cruising speed 95 miles per hour

The "Special" Airsedan, powered with the

Whirlwind engine, has the same useful load,

1,000 pounds, and the same seating arrange-

ment for pilot and two passengers ; it is also

simiiar to the "Junior" in regard to wing

span, wing area and landing speed. Other

data and performances are as follows

:

Special Airsedan

Weight empty 1,500 pounds

Length 28 feet

Fuel capacity 80 gallons

Oil capacity 5 gallons

High speed (sea level) . . 132 miles per hour

Cruising speed 115 miles per hour
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The 6 -Place International Air Coach
—the "Pullman" of the air . . . surpassing in

every detail ships costing thousands more!

No wonder interest at the Detroit Air
Show centered about this popular In-

ternational model.
For no other ship within thousands of

its price compared even remotely with
the Air-Coach. Its roomy, luxuriously

appointed passenger
cabin actually seats five

full-grown passengers in

Pullman comfort, with"

every conceivable con-

venience including full

vision windows, venti-

lators, smoking equip-
ment, cabin heater, du-

plicate instrument board,

etc.

The F-17 "Sportsman", an-
other International model, is

an ideal 3-place open plane,

identical in design and con-
struction to the Air-Coach,
but slightly smaller. $2,750
without motor.

Manufactured under Air
Commerce Department Ap-
proval Certificate A-2S.

The high quality construction and
streamline design of the Air-Coach, its

marvelous performance in speed, sta-

bility, and safety are typically Inter-

national. Still this big cabin ship, be-

cause of efficient quantity production

methods, costs but $11,-== 000 in the air, completely

equipped with 200 H.P.
Wright Whirlwijid
motor. Correspondingly
lower priced of course,

with less expensive
motors. We would like

to send you free our new
illustrated treatise on
this and other Interna-

tional models. May we?

BUILT

The International Aircraft Corporation
(formerly of Long Beach, California)

CINCINNATI, OHIO

INTERNATIONAL
Aircraft

TO A STANDARD — NOT TO A PRICE
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BELLANCA MODEL P
THE Bellanca model P transport is a

twelve-place cabin monoplane pow-

ered with a 500 h.p. Pratt & Whitney

Hornet engine. It was flight tested last

month giving pilots and officials an oppor-

tunity to watch its performance. The ship

flies easily and with its full pay load (ex-

clusive of gas, oil and pilot) of 3,025 pounds

and with its normal load of twelve passen-

gers or approximately 2,400 pounds, it took

off in eight seconds from the time it was

given the gun. No top speed tests have been

run as yet but the ship cruised easily at 115

miles per hour.

Captain Ceasar Sabelli, Italian flier, plans

to fly this ship from New York to Rome. It

is estimated that the plane will be able to get

into the air with its transatlantic load of

four passengers and a fuel load of nearly

1,100 gallons in 2,500 feet.

A unique feature is the lower wing and

landing gear. The gear retracts into the

lower stub wing leaving a complete airfoil

section with no air obstructions. The re-

tractable feature will be used only in special

cases. Since here there is no initial strut

obstruction, the resistance from the fixed

wheels is very slight so that the gain in

retracting the wheels is not great. However,

in case of the amphibian design where the

floats are attached at the low angle of the

stub wing, the retractable feature will be

used. On the ground, the wide track of the

wheels permits easy handling.

This particular plane has been fitted with

extra tanks for an endurance and a trans-

oceanic flight and for this reason the side

windows have not been put in. The cabin

has a capacity of 335 cubic feet. As soon

as it has been thoroughly tested, production

will start on the regular twelve-passenger

transport planes based on this design.

Dimensions

Span, upper wing 65 feet

Span, lower wing 16 feet 6 inches

Length 38 feet 9 inches

Height 11 feet 6 inches

Areas (in square feet)

Wings, including ailerons 606

Wings 552

Ailerons 54

Stabilizer 51

Elevators 32

Fin 12.5

Rudder (balanced area, 3 square feet) . .23.5

Weights (in pounds)

Airplane, empty 3000

Useful load 4350

Gasoline, 180 gallons 1080

Oil, 10 gallons 75

Pilot 170

Pay load 3025

Gross weight 7350

Useful load in per cent of gross weight

59 per cent

Wing loading, pounds per square foot.. 13.

3

Power loading, pounds per h.p 14.7

Performances

Maximum speed 130 miles per hour

Cruising speed 115 miles per hour

Landing speed 46 miles per hour

Range at maximum speed 600 miles

Range at cruising speed 700 miles

Service ceiling 14,500 feet

AC PLUGS ON WILKINS
ARCTIC FLIGHT

A C SPARK PLUGS were used with

excellent results throughout the arctic

flying experiment from Alaska to Spitz-

bergen, a cablegram from Captain George

H. Wilkins and Lieut. Carl B. Eielson, to

the AC Spark Plug Company, states. The
historic non-stop flight of 2,200 miles was

the first transpolar journey by airplane.

l'KING COTTON"
IN THE AIR
By William P. Gaffney

/^OTTON as a covering for airplane wings^ has proven itself over many years of

service, and at the present time requires no

defense of its use on modern aircraft.

It was evident even before the entry of the

United States in the great war that the total

available supply of linen would not be suf-

ficient to meet the demand. In 1916 definite

steps were taken to develop another source

of supply for linen, in the way of attempting

JUNE, 1928

to encourage a domestic flax growing in-

dustry of sufficient proportion to supply the

aircraft needs. This was not entirely suc-

cessful and early in 1917 the Signal Corps of

the Army directed the Bureau of Standards

to develop a cotton fabric as a substitute for

linen. Most of the credit for the success of

this project is due to the organization of the

Bureau of Standards, although a number of

others were of material assistance in the

technical and manufacturing phases of the

problem.

Very few changes have been made in the

original fabric to arrive at the present stand-

ard mercerized cotton airplane fabric.

The reason linen is used on European air-

craft is because it is readily obtainable in

that part of the world. At the present time

there are a few well equipped mills in this

country who have had long experience in the

manufacture of aircraft fabrics and have kept

in constant touch with the requirements of

aircraft industry. These mills, while few in

number, can supply sufficient quantities to

meet any requirements or emergency that

may present itself to the industry.

New developments in airplane fabrics have

been made through the efforts of individuals

in this field. Certain items in processing and

finishing, such as desizing. tentering and cal-

endering, have proved profitable to the air-

craft manufacturers. Developments along

the lines of singeing and bleaching airplane

fabric is also receiving consideration at the

present time. It is realized the necessity of

producing for the aircraft manufacturer even

a better and a more worthy fabric for air-

plane construction, so that he may meet the

exacting requirements of increased aerial de-

velopment.

Briefly, cotton airplane fabric has the fol-

lowing main characteristics : it is composed of

long staple cotton, has two-ply mercerized

yarns in both the warp and filling, it is a .

woven fabric, has a strength of not less than

80 pounds per inch in each direction, has

definite stretch characteristics under equally

definite loads, weights approximately 4.0 to

4.2 ounces per square yard (not more), but

good cotton airplane fabric does more than

conform to a number of test values. The real

worth of an airplane can only be measured

by a service test. A well designed cotton

fabric will last considerably longer than an

operator would permit it to remain without

inspecting the structure which it covers.

The Pratt & Whitney-engined Bellanca Model P Transport on one of its test flights
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(Wasp) (Wasp)

Versatility of the Commercial Wasp

400 H. P. "Wasp" is demonstrating a most remark-

able versatility of application in commercial use. The "Wasp"

is now installed in more than twenty various types of com-

mercial ships, including land planes, sea planes, and amphib-

ians, varying from the smaller individually owned four and

five passenger cabin planes to giant tri-motor passenger and

mail ships. In the service of one transport company alone

commercial "Wasp" engines have been flown almost one and

one-half million miles, carrying mail and passengers.

THE

PRATT^WHITNEYA IRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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-WHIPPOORWILL" CABIN PLANE
THE Whippoorwill is a cabin type bi-

plane of conventional design, seating

three passengers and pilot in the or-

dinary sedan fashion; the pilot is not sepa-

rated from the rest of the cabin. Particu-

lar attention has been given to retaining

good visibility, ease of entrance and a com-

fortable seating arrangement. Ample leg

room has been provided in both front and

rear compartments, eliminating the neces-

sity of sitting in a cramped position.

The fuselage construction is of the War-

ren truss type, chrome molybdenum tubing

being used throughout. The Wright Whirl-

wind engine is employed as a power unit.

The engine mounting, instrument panel, etc.,

are detachable and removahle by the re-

lease of four 7/16 inch taper pins.

Control surfaces, except ailerons, are of

tubular steel construction. Control wires

being on a straight pull, eliminate all pul-

leys. Positive wheel control is used on the

ailerons, the gearing being such that little

effort is required to operate them, making it

possible to fly with one hand as is cus-

tomary with the stick control.

Wings are of conventional design, having

solid spars, routed out for lightening, with

the web type rib and plywood entering

edge, on both top and bottom sides of the

wing panels. Round tie rods are used for

the internal bracing.

The following equipment is carried as

standard: Standard Steel or Hamilton metal

propeller ; Sauzedde wheels and brakes

;

complete set of Pioneer instruments (ex-

cepting earth inductor compass)
; complete

set of landing and navigation lights ; electric

The Whippoorwill biplane manufactured by the Laird Company of Wichita, Kansas.

inertia starter; automatic windshield wipers,

i Heating arrangement is provided whereby

the frosting of windshield is eliminated.

The coach work in this airplane compares

favorably with high quality automobiles. All

windows are operated with a crank system,

the interior of the cabin is finished with the

best grades of mohair, colors and designs

being optional, and all exposed woodwork is

of walnut. The cabin is lined with Balsam

Wool.

A separate door at the front of the cabin

permits the pilot access without disturbing

the other occupants of the plane.

A collector ring and exhaust muffler re-

duces the engine noise and an air heater is

provided for the carburetor.

The Whippoorwill is the product of the

Laird Aircraft Corporation of Wichita,

Kansas, and it was designed by Charles L.

Laird of that city. The officers of the or-

ganization are as follows : H. D. Cottman,

president ; W. H. Gaskins, vice president

;

Leva D. Murray, secretary and treasurer;

Charles L. Laird, director and chief engi-

neer ; and the following directors—A. H.

Hill, A. E. Hurford and Bruce D. Billings-

ley.

The following is a list of general specifi-

cations of the Whippoorwill.

Wing span, upper 36 feet

Wing span, lower 30 feet

Wing chord, upper 6 feet

Wing chord, lower 58 inches

Incidence angle, both wings 2V2 degrees

Wing area (including ailerons) . .351 sq. ft.

Length over all 27 feet

Height over all 9 feet 6 inches

Higli speed 135 to 140 miles per hour

Cruising speed 105 miles per hour

Landing speed 45 miles per hour

Speed at take-off 65 miles per hour

Take-off run with full load. . .400 to 500 feet

Climb, first 5,000 feet 6 minutes

Time of climb to 10,000 feet 15 minutes

Weight, empty 1650 pounds

LTseful load 1000 pounds
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A NEW
ENGINE-
The Wright

CYCLONE
Makes a

NewWorlds
Seaplane
Record

36 hours —
• 1 minute —

' 13 % seconds

The Flight The 8ngi
When, on Thursday, May
3rd, Lieutenants Gavin and
Soucek,U.S.N.,tookofffrom
the Delaware River at Phila-

delphia, in their PN-12 plane,

carrying J. C. Proley, Navy
mechanic, and W. F. Dayton,

Wright mechanic,theworld's sea-

plane duration record stood at 28

hours, 35 minutes, and 27 seconds.

When onMay 5 th,with their fuel sup-

ply exhausted, they brought their plane

down, they had established a world's duration record nautical

of 36 hours, 1 minute, 13 4-5 seconds and the two mercial

Wright "Cyclone" engines had proved
. ^

their fitness to carry on the Wright tra- ^. y . .

dition of dependable efficiency. KM™ fj ^

me
The Wright "Cyclone" nine

cylinders, 525 h. p. is a big

brother to the 200 h.p.

"Whirlwind" and the latest

and largest member of an
honored family of air-cooled

engines—a family of record-

makers in whose design and de-

velopment the able advice ofNavy
engineers has played an important

part.

It is significant that the Wright Aero-

Corporation now offers for service in com-
aviation a new engine which already has a

world's duration record to its credit.

/

WRIGHT
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION, Paterson, N.

CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Licensees for Canada Montreal
J., U. S. A.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A Record to be Proud of
NEVER A STRUCTURAL FAILURE
BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE

AMAZING MANEUVERABILITY
RUGGED, DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION

Together with its dazzling beauty of design and finish have firmly established

the American Eagle as

" Master of the Skies "

Performance
Take off in 60 feet

Climb, 1500 ft., 2 min. 5 seconds
High speed, 100 M.P.H.
Landing speed, 30 M.P.H.
Ceiling, 16,000 feet

Useful load, 8 50 lbs.

Cruising duration, 5 hrs.

With OX 5 Motor

Welded seamless steel tube fuselage, tail group and undercar-
riage, steel tube aileron controls, selected airplane spruce and
laminated mahogany wing construction.

APPROVED TYPE CERTIFICATE NO. 17

Price, with OX5— $2885
Prices with other motors listed in catalogue

Standard equipment on the American Eagle includes all of

the following items without extra cost. Hartzell propeller,

burnished aluminum motor cowling, streamlined headrest,

Flightex fuselage and wing covering, Cadmium plated (rust

proof) fittings and struts, Haskelite plywood on leading edge

of all wings, dual controls, double ailerons, adjustable

stabilizer, front cockpit door, wing wiring for flying lights

and streamline wires or cable as desired. Each plane is supplied

with one quart size Pyrene fire extinguisher, a first aid kit,

license and a full tank of gasoline at no extra cost.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

'imBcaii du^k jlii ct rt

2 808 East 13th Street Kansas City, Missouri

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Distributor in

TEXAS
of the

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANE

EDGAR TOBIN
A.L.K.tJ L^VJMl AlN I

1515 MAIN AVENUE
Crockett 3 3 S3

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

DEALERS WANTED
New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Connecticut and
Florida.

Apply „

American Eagle Aircraft Dist., Inc.

32 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Demonstrations and Instructions

Apply American Eagle Hangar
Curtiss Field

Box 47 5, MINEOLA, L. I., N. Y.

COME FLY WITH US
Information cheerfully given.

Write today.

AMERICAN EAGLE
DISTRIBUTORS

Northeastern

OHIO
Associate dealers wanted.

C. S. HANSON
Field Address, HUBBARD, O.

Donald Scoles

AMERICAN EAGLE
Distributor

Southern California
and

Arizona

13 54 South Flower Street

Los Angeles

FLYING INSTRUCTION

CALIFORNIA
DISTRIBUTORS

Fleming & Hancock

401 B Street, San Mateo

OT

MILLS FIELD,
SAN FRANCISCO

A comprehensive distributing

organization handling

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANES

We will be pleased to send you
complete information

SOUTHERN
AIRCRAFT CORP.

PINE BLUFF
ARKANSAS

CHICAGO
AERONAUTICAL

SERVICE, INC.
608 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois

We Will Demonstrate
Anywhere in Northern half of ILLINOIS

and INDIANA and Southern

WISCONSIN

FLYING
INSTRUCTION
Write for dealer's territory

a> AMERICAN
EAGLE

DEALERS IT

Distributors for

AMERICAN EAGLE
AIRCRAFT

A progressive dealer organization

amply qualified to serve a rapidly

developing territory.

May we send you complete

information?

J. V. REEVES CO.
DALLAS TEXAS

IN CALIFORNIA

TheAMERICAN EAGLE
Demonstrates

"MASTERY OF THE SKIES"

Safely — Swiftly — Substantially

Sales and Service in

Central California

EDWARD F. M. ULhUb
AMERICAN EAGLE AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS

VISALIA AIRPORT
Visalia, California

Distributors for

WESTCHESTER
COUNTY, N. Y.

American Eagle Planes
and Service

R. & S. Motor
v-<orporaiion

83 Huguenot Street

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Telephone New Rochelle 25 5 S

American Eagle Agency
for Northern New Jersey

Passenger Flying and

Instruction

Areola Flying Field

Address:

FRFDFRTCK TRAUTWEIN
R. F. D. No. 1,

Hackensack, N. J.
Telephone Hackensack 2 576-M

IN NORTHERN OHIO
The American Eagle
excels in every test

Truly "The Master of the Skies"

A sturdy quality airplane.

Write for particulars to

R. B. HILL
Office: Field:

336 Broadway Brook Park Airport

Bedford, Ohio

DEALERS WANTED

OZARK AIRWAYSJnc.
WESTERN ARKANSAS

and

EASTERN OKLAHOMA

American Eagle

Distributors

Fort Smith, Arkansas

Instruction on

NEW AMERICAN EAGLES

New England Distributors

Bay State Flying Service

P. O. Box 64
East Boston

Operating from East Boston Airport.

Tel. East Boston 1040.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WESTERN NEWS
ALEXANDER CO. ORDERS
1,000 FLOCO ENGINES

THE Alexander Aircraft Company, Col-

orado Springs, Colo., have contracted

for 1,000 Floco motors which deal figured

at the unit list price of the motor amounts

to $2,750,000. As far as is known this is the

largest single contract ever signed for com-

mercial airplane motors. The manufacturer

of the Floco motor is the Frank L. Oden-

breit Company, Inc. of Los Angeles, and

Long Beach, Calif. The deal was negotiated

by W. M. Patch, 23-year old head of the

Patch Realty Company of Redlands, Calif.,

distributing organization for the Floco motor.

This transaction was completed in Colorado

Springs, after Thomas M. Hardesty, director

of sales, T. C. Alexander, chief test pilot,

and VV. M. Patch, made a record flight from

Los Angeles in the Floco demonstration ship

and gave J. Don Alexander and his staff of

engineers full opportunity to put the Floco

engine through an exhaustive series of block

and flight tests. The 2,600-mile round trip

flight was made in 26 hours and 45 minutes,

despite adverse weather conditions encoun-

tered over various areas, both going and

coming.

First delivery of the engines will be made

to the Eaglerock Company about June first.

The first four Floco motors to be received

will be installed in Eaglerocks for demonstra-

tion purposes. The demonstration ships will

be shown to the forty Alexander distributors

scattered throughout the country. Fifty ad-

ditional motors will be delivered about the

first of July and consignments will be re-

ceived thereafter at the rate of fifty per

month or more.

The Alexander Aircraft Company has an

option on the entire wholesale output of the

Odenbreit factories until the 1,000 motor

contract has been filled. This will include

the output of a new and larger major pro-

duction factory.

The contract is dependent upon the ap-

proval of the Floco motor by the Aeronautics

Branch of the Department of Commerce.
The test motor is on its way to Washington
and approval on same is expected soon. The
engine was described and illustrated in the

March issue of Aero Digest.

HIGH SCHOOL OPENS
AERO DEPARTMENT

'THE Gait Joint Union High School at
•* Gait, Calif., has announced a complete

aeronautical course for students. The course

extends over the regular four year high
school period beginning with the study of

general science and aircraft theory through
mechanical drawing, airplane design, engines,

aerial navigation, meteorology and principles

of flight, practical flying and U. S. Air

Commerce regulations.

William Rutherford is the principal of the

High School and reports that the new school

has entire support of the community.

DOUGLAS COMPANY
PRODUCTION PLANS

T^HE Douglas Company plans to place

two commercial planes, one a biplane and

the other a monoplane, in production this

July or August. Experimental work on the

two planes is rapidly nearing completion.

The company's engineering department is

busy with development work on metal type

planes and redesigning 25 Navy PD-1 type

planes, formerly known as the PN type. This

department is also engaged in the develop-

ment of a new training observer plane,

powered with a 200 h.p. Wright Whirlwind

for the Army Air Corps.

Delivery of the first of 72 02H type planes

for the Army Air Corps was made last month

and production is well under way on 25 PD-1

type flying boats for the Navy. The PD-1

plane is said to be the largest plane in pro-

duction in the United States or abroad at this

time. It was the experimental plane of this

type which recently shattered the world's

endurance record for flying boats, remaining

aloft for 36 hours and 1 minute, or 8 full

hours better than the previous record. Ship-

ment of first T2D-1 type, three purpose

planes equipped with interchangeable land

and water gear was also made to the Navy
this month.

Ground for the new factory being erected

by The Douglas Company was broken April

1st and production in the new quarters will

be started July 1st. This plant, which will

cover a total of 110,000 square feet of floor

space, will enable the Douglas Company to

double its present production by July 1929.

Officials of the company plan to keep their

present plant in operation for several months

after production is started in the new factory.

The new building will provide for a 300

per cent increase in the company's engineer-

ing facilities. This department will occupy

4,000 square feet of floor space, while the

number of men employed in the shops will

be increased from 550 to 900.

T. C. Alexander, Thomas Hardesty and
Frank L. Odenbreit

RANKIN SYSTEM OF
FLYING INSTRUCTION

By J. G. "Tex" Rankin

President, Rankin School of Flying

Hp HIS business of flying depends more
* upon the character of the young men
and women who are entering the profession

than any other industry. Granted that those

who are knocking at the gates of the innu-

merable flying schools throughout the coun-

try are basically sound, the most important

factor in the progress of aviation is the de-

velopment of pilots who are properly trained

for successful life work.

We have found in the development of our

own system of flight instruction that the

most important element in our entire cur-

riculum is the emphasis which we place upon

the fact that flying, if done right, is safer

than any other form of transportation. We
teach our students to remove every possible

chance for failure before attempting any-

thing. After many years in the business of

producing pilots we have yet to record a

single serious accident.

During recent months we have had many
requests from operators of schools in other

cities for permission to use our system of

instruction. After careful consideration we
decided to have our course printed in one

hundred pocket-size booklets. An instruc-

tor's book is also off the press. This pre-

liminary work over, we are offering exclu-

sive franchises to schools in population cen-

ters all over the United States.

Our venture has made headway from the

start and a number of good schools are al-

ready successfully operating under our fran-

chise. We maintain a regular supervision

over these schools so that they are in point

of fact branch schools administratively inde-

pendent of our own.

RUSSELL PARACHUTE
DEMONSTRATION

TOURS
' I *0 introduce the Russell lobe parachute i

to the aircraft firms and air mail and
j

passenger lines in Great Britain and Europe,
;

H. R. McClintock, president of the Russell i

Parachute Company of San Diego, is now

on an extensive tour through those countries. I

Mr. McClintock is accompanied by John

Tranum, veteran Danish parachute jumper,
j

who is making a series of exhibition flights
j

at British, German, French and Scandinavian

airdromes to demonstrate the efficiency of the

lobe parachute.

The Russell Parachute Company also is

sponsoring a 12,000-mile tour of the United

States by Al Strader and James Young, on I

which these two men are to demonstrate the

Russell parachute. The purpose of this na-

tional air tour is to bring home to the I

Amtrican public the necessity of increasing

the safety factor of air travel by equipping i

each passenger and pilot with this essential
j

aid to air navigation.



DOUGLAS
FIRST AROUND THE WORLD

Constantly combating the elements - ' 'fol-

lowing their course o")>er mountain peak^ and

desertfloor " - "Winging their "Way through

arcJic blast a?id the ocean' s stiffest gale "*
'Douglas planes blamed a trail around the

"World,, for the first time in all history, and

emerged at theirjourney's end, triumphant.

The Douglas organization that made pos-

sible this outstanding feat of yesteryear,

stands squarely behind the performance

of each Douglas plane, today.

Into each plane, Douglas engineers skill-

fully weave the same time-and-again-

tested principles of aeronautical design

that grant this plane supreme air-worthi-

ness. Taking nature's finest materials,

master craftsmen mould them into the

finished product. Thus is built into each

plane that superior stamina that instantly

identifies it as Douglas-built.

Then follows test upon test, not only of the

plane itself, but finally determining the

soundness of the Douglas principle, and

again in the crucible of nature each Douglas

plane earns its spurs—the right to wear,

and uphold the honor of, the Douglas

trade mark— the insignia that ever em-
phasizes the fact that Douglas Means
Dependability.

THE DOUGLAS COMPANY
San ta zfftCon ica (fa I ifor n i a

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CALIFORNIA AIR NEWS
THE Lindbergh Beacon, an 8,000,000-

candlepower airport light, built by the

General Electric Company and erected atop

the City Hall tower in Los Angeles, was

officially turned by President Coolidge, who

touched a button in the White House at

Washington.

The light is in the nature of a monument to

Colonel Lindbergh, presented to him by the

people of Los Angeles. The beacon is

lighted by a 900-watt filament lamp, burning

before a 24-inch mirror, the beams pouring

through a 24-inch lens. The reflecting mir-

ror is so designed as to throw a concentrated

beam of light that can be seen a distance of

60 miles in fair weather. The beacon will

revolve six times in a minute.

An interesting feature of the beacon is

that there are two lamps to it. They both

rest on the same base, which is pivoted, the

working lamp being at the focal point.

Should this lamp burn out during the night

the base carrying the two lamps automatic-

ally will trip the new lamp into focus and

light it.

A NUMBER of Liberty engines will be

sold at the Naval Air Station, North

Island, San Diego, Calif., to the highest

bidder. Bids will be opened by 10:00 a.m.

June 14.

The material can be inspected at the San

Diego Naval Air Station daily, except Sat-

urday afternoons, Sundays and holidays.

"T^HE success attending the work of the

Universal School of Aeronautics at

Hollywood, Calif., has impelled its founders

to enlarge. In consequence the school has

been incorporated as the Universal Institute

of Aeronautics. Additional capital has been

obtained and facilities for taking on more

students have been added. The offices of

the school were at Hollywood and the lecture

rooms were in Los Angeles. These are being

consolidated with much larger space in

Hollywood. Negotiations are now under

way to secure the institute's own flying field

in North Hollywood, which will be equipped

with all facilities for flying instruction, cross-

country navigation, night flying instruction,

field lighting and installations and other

courses.

The founders of the school remain in

charge with Captain T. Cameron Wilkinson

as president. Other officers of the Institute

are : Frank Kenyon, vice president and
treasurer ; M. V. Curtis, vice president, and

George B. Harrison, secretary. These with

W. E. Tijou and E. Burrell Smith are the

corporation's directors.

piOMMANDER W. E. WYNN, a member
^* of the Royal Air Force from 1916 and

a member of the British Air Ministry in

charge of desert operations from Cairo to

Bagdad during the war's latter period, has

been engaged by the Maddux Air Lines of

California to lecture on behalf of commer-
cial aviation.

He will lecture before leading clubs and

fraternal organizations of California, cover-

ing the key cities of the Maddux Air Lines'

present route—San Francisco, Oakland,

Fresno, Bakersfield, Los Angeles, Long

Beach, Santa Ana and San Diego. He will

accompany his talks with a motion picture

history of aviation, with the object of arous-

ing as much interest as possible in the im-

mediate uses of airlines.

T) ESIDENCE school classes in practical

instruction on latest type airplanes and

motors were opened by Pacific Technical

University of San Diego on May 1st with

a full enrollment. The course in ground

work is being given to students of the Ryan

Flying School with which the institution is

affiliated and thoroughly covers all phases of

practical aviation.

As a means of acquainting the public with

the rapid growth and development of aero-

nautics, the University conducts free lectures

on Wednesday night, given by aviation au-

thorities in California, to which all air-

minded people are cordially invited.

npHE Ryan Flying School has issued a

very attractive booklet describing the

equipment and training courses offered to

students.

Three carefully prepared courses of study

are available. A Primary Course, giving

twelve hours of flying and one month ground

school instruction ; Advanced Course—forty

hours of flying, two months ground school

instruction, which is limited to students with

solo flying experience ; and a Complete

Course—-fifty hours of flying, three months

ground school instruction.

A VIATION will be featured at the Pa-

cific Southwest Exposition to be held

at Long Beach, Calif., July 27—August 13.

Comprehensive displays outlining the prog-

ress of motor stage, rail and air transporta-

tion will be included.

The Palace of Aeronautics will contain

an historical display of early airplanes and

motors. Prizes are being offered for the

longest non-stop airplane flight to the ex-

position and the longest flight regardless of

stops. Special prizes are offered for notable

flights from Latin-American countries.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY
By R. J. Leidy

A N aircraft show and aeronautical insti-

tute is to be staged at San Leandro
the middle of September. Sponsored by the

San Leandro Chamber of Commerce, the

show has the support of the Chambers of

Commerce of other bay cities. It has the

approval of the Department of Commerce,
as well as national aeronautical organizations.

'T'HE Citizens Aviation Association of

*• U. S. A. recently organized a division

of the association in the East Bay District,

which includes Oakland, Alameda, Berkeley,

Richmond, San Leandro and Hayward, Cal.

Frank W. Epperson has been elected presi-

dent of the association ; Joseph B. Gardner,

vice president ; John C. Scott, 2nd vice presi-

dent
;
Henry H. Young, secretary and John

C. Williams, treasurer.

The association recently held their annual

aero exhibit at 1418 Webster, Oakland at

which there were many interesting exhibits.

Some of the firms represented were Aircraft

Industries, Inc., Boeing Air Transport Co.,

Pacific Air Transport Co., Wasp Airplane

Co., Thaden All-Metal Aircraft Co., and

Breese Aircraft Co. The Ernie Smith Air-

craft Co. had a Pheasant airplane on display.

Major Livingston G. Irving • officially

opened the exhibit. Thomas Traynor was

in charge of the exhibit.

MAJOR LIVINGSTON IRVING, Oak-

land pilot, and one of, the Dole race

entrants, has been promoted to the position

of Air Officer, 91st Division Reserve Air

Corps. He formerly was commanding officer

of 316th Observation Squadron of the United

States Reserve. Irving has his flying

broadcasting plane, the "Redwing", hangared

at the Oakland airport, and during his spare

moments makes tourist flights over Mt.

Diable and other beauty points of the bay

region.

M'T'HE daddy of the air mail" was a re-

cent visitor in the bay district en

route to Siam. He is Otto Praeger, second

assistant postmaster general of the United

States from 1915 to 1921. Praeger was in

charge of establishing the first mail route

between Washington and New York in 1918.

He will supervise the entire air mail system

in Siam.

INSTALLATION of a radio telephone

set in the offices of the Pacific Air Trans-

port company at the Oakland airport was i

recently completed by D. H. Cordano, radio

expert. Sets have been installed at Portland,

Medford, Bakersfield and Los Angeles. They

operate on 46 meters in .the day and between

87 and 100 meters at night.

A NOTHER airplane agency has been es-

tablished at the Oakland airport by

Franklin Rose and Sam Metzger, sub-dealers 1

for the Stearman biplane. Two Stearman

planes are being used for demonstration

purposes.

The new Crawford Model A-l parasol monoplane powered v/ith a rotary LeRhone engine
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B. F. Mahoney and Col. Cha$. A. Lindbergh standing by

onSand
new Ryan Brougham recently delivered to Col. Lindbergh

orWater
THIS BROUGHAM is destined to dominate

the Whirlwind cabin monoplane field. ^ As

a sea plane, equipped with Edo Pontoons, take-

off with five people and 67 gallons of gasoline

has been made in 18 seconds. f[As a land plane,

with five people and 83 gallons of gasoline, it

has taken off in 8 seconds. ^ Performance—where

performance is most needed, maneuverability,

stamina, unusual appointments, exceptional work-

manship, and the application of sound, basic en-

gineering maintain the Mahoney Brougham in a

class by itself— at a price that will interest you!

MASSACHUSETTS AIRWAYS CORP'N . . Springfield, Mass.

CAPITOL AIRWAYS, INC Washington, D. C.

MAYER AIRCRAFT CORP'N Bridgeville, Pa.

BUFFALO AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS . . . Buffalo, N. Y.
KNAPP FLYING SERVICE Ypsilanti, Mich.
MIDWEST AIRWAYS, INC. Milwaukee, Wise.
NORTHROP AEROPLANE CO Minneapolis, Minn.

<H[ DISTRIBUTORS
MIDWEST AIRWAYS CORP'N Monmouth, 111.

STRANSKY AIRLINES INC Pukwana, S. D.
SOUTHWEST RYAN AIRLINES Tulsa, Okla.
MISSION AIRPLANE SERVICES .... San Antonio, Texas
THOMPSON FLYING SERVICE .... Salt Lake City, Utah
MUTUAL AIRCRAFT CORP'N Los Angeles, Calif.

RANKIN FLYING SERVICE Portland, Ore.
M. A. ZUNIGA Central America

The valuable^Mahoney franchise is available only to operators and qualified business executives

"U. S. Dept. of Commerce Approved Type Certificate Kip. 25

THE MAHONEY
Owners of Ryan Air Lines

San Diego

AIRCRAFT CORP'N
and Ryan Flying Company

St. Jjouis

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The parasol type full cantilever wing Lockheed "Vega" monoplane

CONTACTS
By Frank E. Samuels

THE regular meeting of the Professional

Pilots Association May 8th was at-

tended by over 40 members and a number of

invited guests, among them being Allen

Lockheed, head of the Lockheed Aircraft

Company, Dr. T. C. Young, chairman of the

field committee of the National Air Races,

and Daddy Montee, our oldest licensed pilot.

Clarence Prest, president of the Association

presided.

Mr. Lockheed read a personal letter from

Captain Wilkins, written from the land of

snow and ice, just before he took off for

Spitzbergen. Dr. Young described the air-

port that he has under contract for the

National Races and Cliff Henderson, chair-

man of the committee for the International

Aviation Exposition to be held in connection

with the National Races, told of the progress

being made by the committee. Short talks

by a number of members and others brought

to a close an evening of good fellowship, both

instructive and entertaining.

'T'HE United Air Service, California dis-

* tributors of Lincoln Page aircraft, has

opened a beautiful show room in the heart

of Hollywood, where there is on exhibition

one of the latest sport model Lincoln Page

three-place ships. The show room itself is

a credit to any business, decorated after the

style of a high class automobile show room.

A TRIP through the Hallett Manufactur-

ing Company plant with Mr. Hallett

describing every phase of the building of

their air-cooled motors, from the time their

first model was designed up to the present

product on the test block, was enjoyed by

yours truly during the past week.

Mr. Hallett has taken over a four-acre

plot of land at Inglewood and will eventually

move his entire plant to this new location.

At present the machine shops and offices are

at the old site. The foundry has been built

on the new site. The only parts not made at

the plant are the ignition system and car-

buretors. Mr. Hallett intends to have 500

completely finished motors on hand before

he starts to release them. Within 30 days

he will be on a production basis of one a day,

within 60 days two a day and by the first

of the year he expects to be turning out six

a day. Mr. Hallett is sole owner of the

company.

TACK O'BRIEN, the night-flying adver-
*-* tising pilot, before he started east in the

Menasco-motored Stearman, stated that he

had flown the No. 5022 Menasco engine over

Los Angeles at a low altitude at night for

advertising purposes for 150 hours and dur-

ing that time he did not have a single forced

landing or a particle of trouble. Mr. Menasco
informs us that this motor, including the 50

hours that Jack O'Brien flew it, had flown

515 hours. Some record!

A NOTHER firm that is branching out

featuring engines, parts and supplies,

is Spillane & Company of Los Angeles.

Realizing the great strides that the aviation

industry is making, they have moved from

Hope Street, where they combined the sales

of automobile and airplane parts, into a large

room on South Main Street, and have fitted

it up exclusively as a salesroom for airplane

motors and supplies.

/"lARL S. CLARK, secretary of Western
4 College of Aeronautics, reports the total

enrollment of students of the college as being

121 up to date. A revised list of instructors

include : Wm. J. Waterhouse, C.E., A.E.,

dean ; Carlton E. Stryker, A.E., engineering

instructor; Alfred Livingston, B.S., A.M.,

mathematics, physics and mechanics instruc-

tor; George E. Irwin, transport pilot, and

chief instructor of ground course; Harry H.

Boore, machinist, instructor machine shop

;

L. R. McGehee, Lt., A.C.R., chief pilot;

Carl S. Clark, business organization
; John

C. Simpson, airport development, navigation,

meteorology, air traffic rules ; E. J. Morgan,

assistant machine shop instructor
; John M.

Mobley, assistant engine instructor
;

Floyd

Adams, rigging instructor, construction of

ships and instruments; and A. E. Miller,

welding instructor.

'"pHE Los Angeles Airways, Inc., flying

* field is a busy place these days. Look-

ing ever their student enrollment book, we
counted 47 students who had contracted for

their entire flying and ground courses. Ole

Olson, chief pilot for the company is kept

busy seven days a week.

r\UR friend Mike Mclnaney of the Alex-

ander Aircraft, is paying Los Angeles

a short visit. While here he made a change

in the agency for the Eaglerock planes for

Northern California. Under the new arrange-

ment the Aero Corporation of California take

over the agency previously held by J. L.

Mayberry. This new arrangement gives

Aero Corp. the entire state.

CHORTS FLYING SCHOOL, situated

^ on the direct route to the Los Angeles

harbor, is in an ideal location for summer
business—close enough to the ocean so that

the cool west winds, prevalent at all times,

give the field a nice head wind for take-offs

and landings. Pilots are invited to land at

the field and pay Stanley a call.

npHEODORE T. HULL has just re-

* turned from a flying trip to Mexico City,

where he conferred with the aviation officials

and pilots for the coming Pan-American race

from Mexico City to Los Angeles, to be

held in connection with the National Air

Races. Mr. Hull, who is president of the

American Aircraft Company, made the trip

in one of the company's Fairchild cabin jobs.

WHILE at the American Aircraft flying

field, I read on the bulletin board of

the resignation of J. B. Alexander as genera!

manager of the company. We surely will

be sorry to lose him at the field. Dave Postal

is now general manager.

A NYONE who is doubtful as to the

benefit derived from consecutive, con-

servative advertising in the aviation maga-

zines, should get in touch with the Scully

Brothers, aviation helmets and glove manu-

facturers. On January of this year they

commenced advertising and in checking up

their business on May 1st they found that

since that time they have done more business

than they did in two years before. From
January 1st to May 1st, their business in-

creased 1400 per cent over the same period

of 1927 and 133 per cent over the total

business done in 1927. They are receiving

orders, not only from every state in this

country, but from every part of the world.

TJ ALPH MONTEE has just returned

^ from a three months' mapping job down
in Texas and is mighty glad to get back to

Los Angeles. Good flying conditions and

home cooking appeal to Ralph.

TPHEODORE A. WOOLSEY, president

* of Thunderbird Aircraft, Inc., now has

his organization turning out three planes a

week trying to catch up on orders. They

are over 28 airplanes behind in deliveries.

John Heddon, former Lincoln distributor of

Long Beach, was recently appointed business

manager of the Thunderbird plant and Lieut.

Eldo Peterman was added to the staff of

engineers, and is chief inspector. Lieut. Peter-

man is a Kelly Field graduate and Univer-

sity of California engineering graduate.

T ESLIE MILLER, head of the Miller

*—4 Airplane Products, reports that for the

first time in five months the plant is nearly

caught up with outstanding orders and that

they are now in a position to make quick

delivery on new orders. More machinery

going into the plant every week has rushed

along production. The plant is a busy spot.
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ALEXANDER COMPANY
AT COLORADO SPRINGS
|7lRE razed the wing doping and covering
" building of the aircraft manufacturing

division of Alexander Industries, Inc., Den-

ver, April 20th taking the lives of eleven

persons.

Unfortunately, erroneous press wire reports

were too hurriedly broadcast over the United

States. The report was that the entire film

and aircraft plants had been destroyed. From

competitive concerns throughout the country

came offers of their facilities for the continu-

ance of the five million dollar annual

Alexander business. A most splendid display

of American sportsmanship. The Eaglerock

output was hampered by the destruction but

temporary facilities were immediately con-

templated.

Monday night, April 23rd, the company

was informed by county officials that the

entire plant must be closed preliminary to

an extensive investigation. Such a procedure

would have been ruinous as thousands of

film advertising contracts had to be filled

on schedule or the customers of that great

business inconvenienced. Over 300 members

faced unemployment.

At Colorado Springs, 75 miles south of

Denver, was being erected the huge new

factory buildings which were to be the new

home of the Industries some time within the

year. None of the new buildings were suffi-

ciently completed to allow installation of

equipment and men. The company was in

what is commonly known as a "jam".

Following a midnight meeting of the board

of directors, the decision was reached to

leave Denver at once. By daylight nearly

the entire 300 employees had been gathered

and the work of moving the great plant was

under way. Denver moving companies re-

leased all available vans and the grounds of

the Alexander Industries at dawn had taken

on the semblance of a troop movement in

war time.

Twenty-four hours after the move had

started, all of the employees who had beefr

working in Denver were again continuing

their tasks in Colorado Springs. Temporary

housing had been arranged.

HONOLULU AIR NEWS
By Vern Hinkley

pL-ANS for the formation of the first

* company devoted to commercial air ser-

vice in the territory of Hawaii are nearing

culmination. A group of business men, some

of them army aviators during the world war,

have laid the groundwork for a line between

Honolulu and Hilo, 200 miles by air, and are

now soliciting the necessary capital. It is

understood that they are endeavoring to make

a connection with an already established

Pacific coast air line.

The Honolulu base will be at the John

Rodgers airport which is rapidly nearing

completion. At Hilo the planes will use the

Waiakea airport, a landing field built on an

old lava bed of dredged material from the

harbor. This project, paid for by territorial

funds, has been in the course of development

for more than three years.

The schedule will call for stops on the

island of Maui and at the Upolu airport,

Hawi, on the north point of the island of

Hawaii where the army already has de-

veloped a base.

pHARLES STOFFER, well known Pa-

cific coast pilot who returned to Hawaii

in March after an absence of three years, has

obtained a plane and will open a school for

pilots in the near future. It is understood

that he is also negotiating for the agency of

a well known cabin monoplane.

Arthur Goebel, winner of the Dole race

and a close friend of Staffer's, is said to be

interested in the project. Goebel is to return

this month from Japan where he has been on

a goodwill tour.

A RRIVAL of the battle fleet has resulted

in a largely increased air activity for

Honolulu. Formations of scouts from the

10 battleships here are to be seen aloft daily

in maneuvers. A number of former Pearl

Harbor air officers are here with the ships.

Included in the group are Lieut. C. F.

Harper, now on the Texas; Lieut. W. J.

Walker, now on the West Virginia; Lieut.

Emil Chourre, now on the Langley and Lieut.

William Sinton, also on the Langley.

Contrary to expectations there was no con-

centration of army planes the morning of the

arrival of the warships. Twenty-five army

ships were aloft in one group as a welcome

gesture but no air problems or tactics were

involved.

Gait Joint Union High School and Junior College
Gait, California

ANNOUNCES
A complete four year aeronautical course beginning the

Junior year of High School work and ending at the

completion of the Sophomore year of College, especially

preparing high type young men for the Army and Naval
Cadet Schools and higher engineering schools. All work,
including fifty hours of dual flying instruction, is given

gratis. This work and also post-graduate work is lim-

ited to a selected group of students whose character and
past training, including a rigid physical examination, is

passed, and who are finally selected by the admission

committee.

The Gait Joint Union High School has aroused na-

tional and world-wide interest during the last two years

as the first High School known to actually introduce

flying and aeronautical work in a public four year High
School. During the past year, gifts from the Govern-
ment and other sources in aeronautical equipment have
exceeded the sum of $150,000.00, including the latest

and most modern flying planes. Owing to the demand
and the large amount of equipment on hand, the Board
of Education has established a Junior College course in

addition to the High School work, the college work be-
ing accredited by the University of California.

The Gait Joint Union High School and Junior College
is located in the famous Sacramento Valley only four-

teen miles air distance from the famous Government
Mather Field. The school has its own flying field ad-

joining its buildings and is one of the model fields of the

valley, having graded runways in all directions and
capable of handling any amount of traffic.

ADMISSION
Students are expected to make formal application for admission

to the High School and Junior College upon blanks supplied for

the purpose. Information is sought by this means not only con-
cerning the scholarship of the student but also concerning his

character, attitude, and probable ability to appreciate and co-operate

with the ideals and standards of the College Department and a

limited number of those who meet these questions will be ac-

ceptable.

Students from other approved high schools or colleges are ad-

mitted without examination upon presentation of properly authen-

ticated certificates showing in detail the requisite completed courses.

Blanks will be furnished by the Secretary of the High School

and Junior College, on which the record of the work done will

be certified.

ADMISSION UNITS
For admission to the Junior College Department, high school

graduation with a total of fifteen (15) recommended units is re-

quired. The definition of the word "unit" as accepted by the

University of California in its admission of students into that

particular institution.

For further information address the Aeronautical Department,
Gait Joint Union High School and Junior College, Gait, California.
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"To Produce the Nation's

Finest Pilots"

^^— Under the per-

& M 4^ A sonal supervi-

IV TTM I 11 Ryan, theRyan1^ 1 1 W 1 W Flying School
^^^^i^^^^^^^^^M* becomes Amer-
ica's first & foremost University of the air.

((Affiliated with the Pacific Technical
University, every educational element has
been welded and focused on achieving the
Ryan Ideal "To Produce the Nation's Fin-
est Pilots."

((Located in San Diego, "The Air Capital
of the West," the student works in an
atmosphere of aviation; he associates
with ah-minded men. His is the oppor-
tunity of observing all types of planes
in the air under control of seasoned
pilots from the huge United States
Government Military bases close
to the school.

((Headed by Mr. Ryan, a staff
of capable teachers and ex-

LIXDBERGH FIELD, the

permanent location of

Ryan Flying School

perienced pilots are at the student's com-
mand. Planes and flying equipment of
the most modern, advanced design are
here available for student instruction.
The entire school is conducted in strict

conformance to the rigid regulations of the
United States Department of Commerce.
((There are no idle hours at the Ryan Fly-
ing School. Mornings are devoted ex-
clusively to thorough ground work in-
struction; the afternoons to intensive
flight study and training. Efficiency in
education is the standard.

(( Complete information is now avail-
able for those desiring the highest
character of aviation instruction. The
coupon below, filled out and mailed
to the RYAN FLYING SCHOOL at
San Diego, California, will bring the
complete story.

MAIL THE COUPON
IMMEDIATELY

RYANSiWSCHOOL
413 Union. Building q San Diego, Calif

RYAN FLYING SCHOOL, San Diego, California

I am interested in your course of Flying Instruction. Please send full particulars.

Name- Address.
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UTAH AND IDAHO NEWS
By Glen Perrins

SALT LAKE CITY recently purchased

93 acres of land, east of the flying field,

thereby increasing the city-owned area more

than 50 per cent for future landing field

development.

Improvements are being added. Installa-

tion of boundary lights will be completed in

the near future.

Rules are proposed for safeguards. One

proposed rule provides that all aircraft pilots

and mechanics operating at Woodward field

must hold Department of Commerce licenses.

Other rules are designed to prevent danger

to onlookers as well as to pilots and planes

during landing and taking off of planes.

TPHE Thompson Flying Service, Inc., of

Salt Lake City, has been organized to

take over the business of Tommy Thompson

at the airport and to engage in a passenger,

freight and mail business.

*TpHE latest arrival at Salt Lake City

" airport is a new Travel Air plane pur-

chased by John W. "Jack" Sharpnack, air

mail pilot. He flew the plane from the fac-

tory and intends to make his home here.

FINANCING of the Twin Falls, Idaho,

airport will be done by organization of a

stock company, it is reported. Monthly rental

charges of from $25 to $60 for commercial

airplanes may be made in addition to rental

of hangars, etc. The new airport site con-

sists of 360 acres adjoining the Snake river

and will have runways 2,600 feet long.

/\ N appropriation of $20,000 for improving

and lighting the Boise, Idaho municipal

airport was voted by the city council, the

money to be raised by a one mill tax levy.

rpDISON E. MOULTON, Department of

Commerce inspector, recently arrived

in Salt Lake. He urged strict administration

at the field, and gave it high praise for its

efficiency.

\I7ITH Lieut. Russell L. Maughan,
* * famous dawn-to-dusk flier, "Tommy"

Thompson, air circus manager, taking part,

the Idaho Falls municipal airport will be

dedicated July 4. Lieutenant Maughan is

now commandant of the Salt Lake area

air base.

A N emergency landing field for airplanes

will be established at once in the Tintic

valley, with the renting of 200 acres of farm

ground to the Department of Commerce.

Present plans call for smoothing the ground,

installation of boundary lights, a tower and

wind gauge and erection of small building

for storing gasoline and oils.

COLORADO AIR NEWS
pvEWEY TIDWELL and G. A. Cole,

officials of the Colorado Flying Club

and members of the Colorado Chamber of

Commerce, are planning to move the Col-

orado airport and all equipment to a larger

tract of land yet to be selected. The new
port will comprise an 80 or 90 acre field,

equipped with flood lights, 7-place steel struc-
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ture hangar, gas and oil facilities, and radio

receiving and sending set for weather fore-

casting.

The Colorado Flying Club will continue

to give flying instruction and commercial

flying of all kinds. Officers of the club are:

president and secretary, Dewey D. Tidwell

;

vice president and treasurer, J. C. Fish

;

chief pilot and field manager, Grady A. Cole.

WYOMING AIR NEWS
WYOMING AIRWAYS, of Casper,

has recently received a permit from

the Public Service Commission for the opera-

tion of an intra-state aerial traffic system.

The company will operate under federal

regulations supplemented by the Wyoming
air laws passed at the last session of the

state legislature.

Plans call for the initial route to be es-

tablished between Parco and Jackson. In

the former town improvements of the land-

ing field are already under way in anticipa-

tion of aerial tourist traffic for the summer.

A landing field will be built at Jackson, and

the Pinedale Commercial club is planning

to construct a field at Pinedale for an inter-

mediate stop.

Other projected lines are from Casper to

Sheridan, Cody, Cheyenne and Dubois, the

latter route via Riverton or Lander. Casper

will remain as the company's headquarters

for commercial service and training school.

Officers of the company are Walter Stor-

rie, president ; Dick Leferink, vice president

:

D. P. Wardwell, secretary, J. E. Davis,

treasurer; R. H. Nichols, director.

LEARN AVIATION
m California
t Western College

of Aeronautics
154 West Slauson Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Wonderful Opportunities in Every Branch
All instructions under personal supervision of William J.

Waterhouse, nationally known aeronautical engineer.

Recognized Authorities Will Instruct You
Remember, you do not have to be a flyer to earn good salaries in aviation.

For each man in the air there must be many men on the ground . . .

engineering, designing, constructing planes . . . serviceing them, over-

hauling, inspecting.

ONLY MODERN
EQUIPMENT USED!
Our Courses Include:

THEORETICAL
COURSES

PRACTICAL
COURSES

William J. Waterhouse, A.E., C.E.
Dean 1

ENGINEERING AIRCRAFT ENGINES
AIR NAVIGATION AIRPLANE MECHANICS

AIRPLANE DRAFTING AIRCRAFT WELDING
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT "FLYING"

For information, write the secretary
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MILLER
AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
MILLER'S POSITIVE INTAKE VALVE CONTROL FOR OX'S

REV'S FOR OX5's
By LESLIE C. MILLER

A book explaining all

faults of the OX-5 Cur-
tis8 motor and the rem-
edy for each fault. How
to get more horsepower,
efficiency, reliability and
economy out of this type
motor. The author has
over 3500 flying hours
experience with the

OX-5.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Saves 15% on gas, adds 20 to 50 rev's to
the motor speed, takes all noise from the
overhead, greatly reduces friction in pins,
bearing surfaces, valve guide and pull rod
Over one thousand sets now in use on OX's
in planes, speed boats and racing cars.
Standard equipment on Alexander Eagle-
rocks and now being adopted by other
leading manufacturers.

PRICE per set of eight $10

MILLER'S ROLLER

ROCKER ARM
Preventing wear on ex'iaust

valve guides and seats,

doubles the life of the OX
cylinder. The roller rolls

freely across the valve stem

end, instead of sticking and
exerting a tremendous side

pressure on the guide and
valve seat as is the case with

the former tappet. More
power longer sustained.

PRICE $15

Per Set of Eight

THE NEW MILLER OVERHEAD
The large pins operate on Bronze Bush- Miller Roller Rocker Arms and intake valve

ings, all four pins are oiled under constant controls are included in the Miller Overhead,

pressure from Cincinnati Ball-crank uniflow With push and pull rods $90.00

lubricators. Price as illustrated, per set of
,'

. , , ,, eight, less push and pull rods. . 85.00
The system is guaranteed to give twice the With a iemite connections, but less

service of former OX overheads. It is lm- Cincinnati Ball-Crank Lubri-
possible for the pins to lose out or for grit cators; with rods 78.00
to get into any of the bearing surfaces. Without rods 73.00

THE MILLER VALVE GUIDE REMOVING AND REPLACEMENT TOOL SET
Is a complete equipment for removing and Ream out the old valve seat and use over-

replacing valve guides in old cylinders; all size head valves.

operations are by hand, no machinery neces- Valve guide tool set $35.00

xt- i. • ± * x. j j j Grey iron guides 65
sary. Ninety-nine out of a hundred used Valve seat Reamer set> all neces.

cylinders can be put back in the service with sarv reamers 22.50
this set.

Write for pamphlet fully describing all Miller Products

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL.
MONEY REFUNDED ON ANY UNSATISFACTORY PURCHASES

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
Write P. O. BOX 643, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., FACTORY, 3827 WEST JEFFERSON
Terms 5% discount for cash with order. 10% deposit required on all orders. Write your supply house or order direct.
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ground, into '
^

Swinging up from the ground, into

the open highroad of the sky, you
can thrill to the performance of a

perfect airplane guided by your own hand.
A limited number of the famous "Waco-Ten"
planes are available for Southern Californi-

ans—advanced models embodying every mod-
ern improvement and safeguard. Trained
instructors are here to give you expert, thor-

ough teaching in the exhilarating sport of

flying.

Distributors of "BUHL" Aircraft for

California, Arizona and Nevada.

Write or phone for full information

Frank Baker Aircraft Co.
Centinella and Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, Calif.

I

SCULLY

HELMETS
WIND -TITE ! . . because they fit

SCULLY BROS., Inc.
^Manufacturers of Fine Qlovei and Helmets

725 E. Washington St.T Los Angeles, Cal.

Distributor* for V S-, Heater fast

Nicholas -Beazley Airplane Co.

Marshall, Missouri

Write to nearest address for this folder

ARIZONA AIR NEWS
By Al Wein

TJOWARD RINEHART and Verne

Whelan, both of Dayton, Ohio, have

sold their interest in the East Van Buren

Airport at Phoenix to Sam Witten, a

Phoenix boy who received instruction at the

field. Witten has employed Bill Kingsley,

formerly of San Diego, as pilot.

Charlie Roberts, former chief mechanic at

the airport, has opened up a garage near the

field. Nels Petersonk another mechanic,

went to Dayton with Rinehart and Whelan.

/"^OOLIDGE, a town that was opened up

recently and which is on a direct air

line between Phoenix and Tucson, is already

making plans to secure an airport. A delega-

tion from Tucson visited the hamlet and

pointed out desirable tracts to be used for

landing fields.

TPHE South Central Airport at Phoenix,
* operated by the Aero Corporation of

Arizona, has signed "Shorty" Miller, well

known Pacific Coast parachute jumper, to

thrill the crowds every Sunday.

DROMOTERS of the proposed St. Louis

to Los Angeles western air route visited

Winslow recently and announced that that

city would be on the route. The proposed

airline will follow U. S. Highway 66.

A DDITIONAL work is being done on
the runways at the Willcox Airport

which was dedicated recently. Approximately

1,500 persons were present at the dedication.

*T*HE Flagstaff Aero Club has ordered an

Alexander Eaglerock plane equipped

with a Hisso motor. The Flagstaff club,

although organized but a short time ago,

has 40 charter members.

*T*HE Aero Corporation of Arizona, operat-

* ing the South Central Airport at

Phoenix, will make its summer headquarters

at the Ernest A. Love Airport at Prescott.

Charles Goldtrap, chief pilot of the corpora-

tion, has already lined up several students

at Prescott and will remain there from June

15 to September 15. His equipment will

include two Eaglerocks.

\ N airplane will be used to ship asbestos

from the mines in northern Gila County

to the Southern Pacific station at Rice, ac-

cording to H. P. Wrightman who has pur-

chased several asbestos properties. The
distance by air will be 30 miles, while by

truck it would be 150.

T ITORK has been started on the new
» » airport at Florence, an old cow town

of Arizona. The field will be located on the

Parada grounds and will be made into a

first class airport.

A CHAIN of flying schools throughout

Arizona is planned by Charles Mayse,

George D. Huffman and Pete Schilling, of

Tucson. Mayse and Huffman are the Tuc-

son distributors for the Lincoln-Page planes

and also operate an airport and flying school

in that city.

Mayse has recently increased the size of

his field by 80 acres which will make it a

160-acre field, located on paved highway di-

rectly south of Tucson.

Phoenix-Prescott Airline

X DAILY airplane passenger service op-

erating between Prescott and Phoenix,

Arizona, will be inaugurated soon by the

Apache Aircraft Corporation.

The incorporators of the new company

are: G. V. Hays, Dr. Thomas W. Wood-
man, F. H. Jolley, W. L. Nelson, Dr. Floyd

Sharp, and Melvin Van Vorst, all of

Phoenix.

The Brown Mercury planes built in Los

Angeles by L. W. Brown will be used.

MONTANA AIR NEWS
*TPHE Mid-Continent Aircraft Corp., Miles

*• City, Montana, has obtained a contract

for distributing the Travel Air airplanes in

the state of Montana. Dealers will be ap-

pointed in various sections of the state.

Frank Wiley, chief pilot of the Yellow-

stone Flying School, is the president of the

corporation and is well known in flying cir-

cles on the west coast, having flown for the

Mahoney Aircraft Corporation at San Diego

and the American Aircraft Company, Waco
dealers on the Pacific Coast.
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The manufacturer of commercial planes of two and

three-place capacity will find the answer to his power

plant problem in the seven-cylinder, 150-horse-power,

radial air cooled Floco Aviation Motor. Modern in

every detail of design, precision-produced and quality-

built at a modest cost, this proven motor is the engineer-

ing triumph of the day. Now in production. Immediate

delivery guaranteed. Complete information awaits your

request.

FRANK L. ODENBREIT, Inc.

138 West Seventeenth Street Los Angeles

THE THREE Q's
Rings

10 K Gold

White gold wing, set

in onyx, $8.50

Helmets
and Vests

Helmets, $1.50 to $6

Vests, $8.50

QUALITY
GOODS

QUANTITY
PRICES

QUICK
DELIVERY

Silver button, % 1

Gold lapel, safety

clasp, $1.50

Exclusive distributor for Blue

Ribbon Line of Helmets and

Vests. Helmets tailor made;

lined or unlined; finished in

gray, brown, tan, or white

Other Services:
Goggles

Books

Special Jewelry

Pilots and Mech.

training

Insurance

—

Airplane full

Coverage
Barber & Baldwin

Accident—North American Ac-
cident Ins. Co.

Life—Lincoln Nat. Life Insur-

ance Company

WEST COAST AVIATION SERVICE
Rooms 9-10-19 Lowe Bldg. Long Beach, Calif.

Phon L. B. 627-82

Representatives Wanted

NORTHWEST AIR NEWS
By F. K. Haskell

\ NEW triangular air route will shortly

be in operation, with a daily round-

trip service between Victoria, Vancouver and

Seattle, with the advent of Western Canada

Airways, Ltd., of Winnipeg into the British

Columbia air field.

Included in the personnel of the Canadian

company are John Hunter, secretary, and

Major D. R. MacLaren, managing director

of the Pacific Airways, Ltd., of Vancouver,

which company has recently been taken over

by the Western Canada Airways, Ltd.

T X TlTH Governor Roland H. Hartley and
"» Valentine Gephart as speakers, the

Everett Airport was formally dedicated at

Everett, Wash., during the latter part of

April. The dedication was followed by a
program of races and stunts.

Tex Rankin of Portland won the stunting

contest. The spot landing went to Don
Phillips of Tacoma. Omar Drury of Seattle

won the twenty-five mile feature race.

A N aerial survey of Alaska was made
in May by Governor George A. Parks,

Malcolm Elliott, president of the Alaska road
commission, and R. J. Sommers, territorial

highway engineer. The purpose of the flight

was to obtain data for aiding development of

the airplane as a standard means of trans-

portation in that region.

The party left Fairbanks on. the two-weeks'
trip over the Koyukokwin regions. The
territory already has 48 fields and plans are

under way to construct 6 more this year.

A X air circus will be held at Centralia.

Wash., August 9th under the auspices

of the American Legion. National Guard,

Naval Reserve and a large number of com-

mercial planes from Oregon and Washington

fields will take part.

'HpHE new 80-acre airport at Yakima,
* Wash., will be fittingly dedicated on

June 9th, and $1,000 in prizes have been se-

cured for a series of airplane races. A. L.

Daring has formed an aviator's club which

will finance the meet. Ernest Schneider,

chairman of the airport committee, will have

charge of the entries in the races, which will

be open to all planes powered with OX-5
motors.

HpHE Grays Harbor Airways Company
* has been incorporated and has com-
menced construction of a modern airplane

factory at Aberdeen, Wash. At a recent

meeting attended by some 30 stockholders a

board of seven trustees was elected including

Carl Morck, president ; Thomas J. Grant,

secretary-treasurer ; Frank Burrows, vice

president ; W. J. Dinsmore, Dewey Wilson,

John T. Egan and W. C. Daniels, trustees.

\/fAJOR JOHN F. "JACK" FANCHER,
nationally known flier and well known

in many walks of life in and around Spo-
kane, Wash., died April 30th at Wenatchee,
Wash., as the result of premature explosion

of an air bomb. He had brought the 41st

Division Air Service Unit of the Washington
National Guard from Spokane to take part

in the annual blossom festival here.

WASHINGTON AIR NEWS
By C. M. Litteljohn

rySCONTENTED with the manner in

which work on Seattle's municipal air-

port at Georgetown has lagged, avia-

tion leaders in Seattle descended on the

King county commissioners on May 14th and

demanded swift action in the completion of

the landing field. Disagreement within the

ranks of the commission has delayed work
on the field.

Plans for the airport include a long cen-

tral runway, 8,000 feet long by 300 feet wide,

as well as three other runways in different

directions of 3,600 feet, 2,800 feet, and 2.60O

feet long by ISO feet wide. The airport com-
prises about 425 acres, portions of which

have been filled in and levelled off, located

near the Boeing airplane plant.

O EAL estate in Seattle is now being sold^ by airplane. The Kennard White or-

ganization places a plane at the service of

all those within a radius of 200 miles of the

city who want to fly to the north end of

Seattle and look at a lot.

'TpHE Bergen-Bromley Flying Service is a

* new concern recently incorporated at

Tacoma, Wash. The service plans to estab-

lish a branch flying school at Olympia's new

$35,000 airport. Bergen saw war service

overseas, and won the prize in the Spokane

air derby last year. Bromley was with the

Royal Air Force of Canada during the war,

and majored in aerial navigation at Oxford.

(Continued on next page)
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Play
Safe I

with a

RUSSELL ™£
PARACHUTE

FOR SAFE DESCENT
THE Russell "Lobe" Parachute is designed on

aerodynamic principles—to give positive rapid

opening without excessive shock load.

Automatic compensation for load within body
weight limits assures safe descent for abnormally

slight and heavy persons. Oscillation or swinging is

reduced to a minimum, assuring the greatest safety

upon landing.

This parachute operates safely at low altitudes

—

and gives excellent performance even wh'en packed

by inexperienced persons. One hundred per cent

manually operated. No rubber bands, no springs,

no pilot chute.

Made of silk or cotten; prices $250
to $3 50, complete with carrying bag.

Descriptive Folder on Request

EXCLUSIVE DEALER
FRANCHISES NOW

AVAILABLE

We are appointing exclusive dealers in every

state in the Union. Write NOW for folder

outlining our attractive proposition for your state.

RUSSELL PARACHUTE COMPANY
1202 Kettner Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

The

Lincoln-Page
Lincoln, Nebraska

offers you a bigger dollar for dollar value

than any other ship of its size or type on
the market today.

WHY?
Here are just a FEW reasons:

SAFETY: Nothing sacrificed for this

PERFORMANCE: one flight convinces

DURABILITY: fly yours every day

VISION: Perfect front and rear

EQUIPMENT: everything you need

QUALITY: best that can be bought

PRODUCTION: standardized parts

DELIVERY: place your order noiv

BUILDERS: Lincoln Aircraft Co.

Oldest commercial manufacturers in U. S.

Write, wire, or better yet, phone

1024 Sec. Title Ins. Bldg. Trinity 7496

UNITED AIR SERVICE
Distribtitors

CALIFORNIA
Sales and Show Room

5717 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Your LINCOLN-PAGE will prove that

"ITS EQUAL IS YET TO BE BUILT."
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(Washington Air News continued)

PG. JOHNSON, president and manager

• of the Boeing Airplane Co., at Seattle

was one of the principal speakers at the an-

nual meeting of the Washington Manufac-

turers' Association at Yakima, Wash, dur-

ing May.

WITH a spectacular air circus, dedica-

tion of the new airport for Wenat-

chee, Wash, was arranged during the time

of the holding of the 9th annual Apple Blos-

som Festival, with the trees of this apple

valley all in bloom. Illuminated flying was

a splendid feature of the nocturnal events of

the festival.

CHARTING fire hazards, a new use for

airplanes in the Pacific Northwest, with

its vast timbered regions, will be undertaken

in planes by the Northwestern Mutual Fire

Association of Seattle. This company, ac-

cording to A. Y. Baker, assistant to the

president, will make airplane surveys of the

entire western half of the United States and

Canada and chart fire hazards from the air.

THE Tulip Festival at Bellingham, Wash,

in May was rendered more attractive

and interesting this year by the numerous

planes in the air during the festivities.

CAPTAIN JOHN J. BOUEY, British

ace, expects to have the new West Coast

Aviation Corporation of which he is presi-

dent and general manager in full operation

in June.

Flying instruction and ground school work

will be offered in addition to having the dis-

tributorship for the state of Washington and

Oregon of the Stiles Dragonfly monoplane.

The incorporators of the company, besides

Captain Bouey, are J. P. Byrne, and F. E.

Wubbena. _
T N July a 10-million candlepower aviation

beacon will be completed in Seattle ac-

cording to J. L. Valentine, district sales man-

ager of the Standard Oil Company of Cali-

fornia. This beacon will be placed atop a

75-foot steel tower, and will revolve six

times a minute. It will be furnished by the

oil company to encourage commercial avia-

tion.

TpQUIPPED with new Thunderbird planes,

*-' the Star Air Line, Inc., one of the new-

est air transportation companies of Seattle,

of which James E. McAuslan is president,

has recently begun its courses of flying in-

struction.

Y ERN C. GORST has a new flying boat,

* built by the Boeing company, which his

daughter, Miss Myrtle Gorst, student at the

University of Oregon, has just christened

"Zephr". The boat has a compartment for

four passengers beside the pilot and is luxu-

riously equipped.

COL. HARRY V. WURDEMANN, of

the Seattle Medical Officers' Reserve

Corps, has recently completed a course in

aviation medicine at Brooks Field, San An-
tonio, Texas, which qualifies him as a "flight

surgeon".

TpHE Washington Flying Service has re-

* cently been incorporated at Tacoma,

Wash. A. B. Holden and Robert D. Abel

are the incorporators.

*TpHE first letter to circle the world by air

arrived back in Seattle May 3rd. It was

mailed at Seattle on February 16th.

SPOKANE AIR NEWS
/^\KDERS for delivery of another Douglas

02 military airplane to the 41st division

air service unit, Washington National Guard,

Felts Field, Spokane airport, were received

recently from the War Department by Lieu-

tenant C. V. Haynes, regular army flying

instructor at Spokane. Addition of the

Douglas 02 will raise the military fleet to

three Douglas planes, two of the PT train-

ing type and the De Havilland plane used by

Lieutenant Haynes.

A IR express service soon will be offered

Spokane along with other cities of the

northwest, according to A. H. Peterson, gen-

eral agent in Spokane for the American Rail-

way Express Company. Packages for the

air express will be gathered at Vancouver,

Wash., and a plane will leave from there at

7 o'clock each morning, except Monday.

Packages may be delivered at the Spokane

express office as late as 8 at night and go by

train to Vancouver for the plane the follow-

ing morning. The plane will arrive in San

Francisco at 1 the same day and at Los An-
geles at 6:15.

Novel Free Gift for Aero Fans
We present a complete series of facsimiles of "The
British Gazette" to every new annual subscribe* to
"The Aero Field." "The British Gazette," the only
daily newspaper issued by the British Government,
appeared for eight days only during the gTeat gen-
eral strike and all editions were largely distributed
by aeroplanes. It is an unique souvenir, commemo-
rating the value of aviation during an epoch-making
crisis.

"The Aero Field" (85c per annum, post free) is read
by aero fans in five continents and is the only illus-

trated journal of its kind in Europe.

FRANCIS J. FIELD, Ltd.
SUTTON COLDFIELD, ENGLAND

For the Discriminating Buyer

STEARMAN AIRPLANES

Distributed in Southern California by

ROGERS AIRCRAFT, INC.
3901 Angeles Mesa Dr., Los Angeles, Cal.

Dealers' territory open.

LOOK!!!
Department of Commerce Specification requires

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
We offer a limited quantity of genuine

1 quart brass "Fyr-Fiters"

1 $5.7S each 24 $4.75 each
S 5.50 " 48 ... 4.25

"

12 5.25 " 102 3.75 "

300—$3.35 each
Terms: C.O.D.— '/3 P. O. Money Order with order.

SPILLANE & COMPANY
Complete OX5 and Berlins Parts Service

4512 So. Main St. Los Angeles, Calif.
Tel. Axridge 8981

tLV
I wE HAVE unusual facilities for teaching all

angles of this fascinating business. Competent,
conservative instructors licensed by the U. S.

Dept. of Commerce; new, licensed Waco planes; finest equipped
privately owned airport on the coast; a tuition plan that enables you
to pay while learning. We are distributors in this territory for Fair-
child cabin monoplanes and Waco sportplanes. Send for full details.

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
3809 Angeles Mesa Drive Los Angeles, California

Pledged to Sell Only the Pacemakers of Aircraft Progress

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Bureau of Standards Ap-
proval an Achievement for

FIFTY hours of rigorous testing at the hands
of the best engineers available to the United
States government were completed on April

16 by the Kinner five cylinder radial air cooled
engine, without a single forced stop. This per-
formance is characteristic of the dependability
shown by Kinner motors in years of actual flying.

Price. $1875 f.o.b. Glendale

KINNER AIRPLANE & MOTOR CORP.
San Fernando Rd. at Grand View Ave.

Glendale, Calif.

(THUNDERBIRD
J- "y/kluinfpoftheliHnd'

Built to Last
APPROVED FOR INSURANCE

The fact that full coverage insurance is being

issued on the THUNDERBIRD at the minimum

rate offered for any airplane, proves our claim of

A Quality Ship at a Quantity Price

Write for Particulars

THUNDERBIRD AIRCRAFT, INC.
Factory: 900 Allen Avenue

Glendale, Calif.

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS, Inc.

The Success Which Has Accompanied the Establishment of the Universal School of

Aeronautics Demands Its Expansion in a Number of Ways. The Universal Institute of

Aeronautics Has Been Incorporated, Therefore, to Carry on Instruction in Aeronautics

on a Much Broader Scale and with a Larger Staff. There Will Be no Lowering of the
High Standard Heretofore Maintained.

1861 Rodney Drive

T. CAMERON WILKINSON
President

Hollywood, California

of
Los
Angeles

ANNOUNCING
EAGLEROCK

Won Distribution

By

for ENTIRE States of

CALIFORNIA and ARIZONA m
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEWS OF THE AIR SERVICES
ARMY AIRSHIP LANDS

ON SHIP'S DECK
THE Army Air Corps' non-rigid airship

TC-S, on May 10, made a successful

landing on a platform on the afterdeck of

the steamer American Trader three miles

off Ambrose Light en route to England with

passengers and freight. A passenger was

transferred from the steamer to the airship,

the landing lines were cast off and both

vessels continued on their way the steamer

heading for Plymouth, while the airship

turned and flew back to the Naval Air

Station at Lakehurst, N. J. This is the first

time that an airship has landed on the deck

of a merchant vessel.

SEAPLANE ENDURANCE
RECORD BROKEN

ANEW seaplane endurance flight record

was established at the Philadelphia

Navy Yard on May 5, exceeding by nearly

8 hours all existing world records for sus-

tained flight. Official records of the flight,

checked from two barographs by an official

of the N. A. A., showed that the seaplane,

carrying 19,000 pounds of weight, had re-

mained in the air for 36 hours, 1 minute and

13.8 seconds.

The ship took to the air at 3 :50 p. m., on

May 3, and in the time it was aloft traveled

approximately 2,500 miles.

The four men who established the new rec-

ord are Lieutenant Arthur Gavin, U.S.N.,

winner of the Schiff Trophy for safe flying

and one of the pilots in the first Pacific flight

commanded by the late Commander Rodgers

;

Lieutenant Zeus Soucek, holder of a num-
ber of flying awards; Aviation Mechanic J.

C. Proley, of the Philadelphia Navy Yard's

airplane factory, and H. F. Dayton, of the

Wright Aeronautical Co. Gavin and Soucek

alternated at the controls every two hours,

and Proley and Dayton alternated at the

gas tanks.

The seaplane used in establishing the new

record was the PN-12, equipped with two

Wright Cyclone air-cooled engines.

The previous seaplane endurance record

also was established in Philadelphia at the

Navy Yard. Lieutenants C. H. Schildhauer

and J. R. Kyle set the old mark of 28 hours,

35 minutes and 27 seconds in the PN-9 on

May 1 and 2, 1925.

LT. SWEELEY MAKES
DAWN-DUSK FLIGHT

LIEUT. WILLIAM R. SWEELEY is

believed to have set a new American

record for a dawn^to-dusk flight in a service

plane on May 23.

Flying a new Curtiss Falcon ship with a

12-cylinder 460 horsepower engine, Lieut.

Sweeley covered 1,525 miles from Buffalo to

Galveston in 13 hours and 25 minutes. He
stopped for fuel at Louisville and Memphis.

He left Buffalo at 3:15 a.m. (Central Stand-

ard time) and arrived at 4:40 p.m. (Centra!

Standard time) at Galveston.

Lieut. Sweeley is a member of the Third

Attack Group, stationed at Fort Crockett,

Galveston.

The First Pursuit Squadron flew from

Selfridge Field, Michigan, to San Antonio

last year, but that distance is shorter than

the Buffalo-Galveston flight.

LUTZ WINS CURTISS
MARINE TROPHY

A/rAJOR CHARLES A. LUTZ, 47-year

old Marine Corps flier, commanding
Brown Field at Quantico, Va., won the Cur-

tiss Marine trophy race at Anacostia Naval

Air Station on May 19. Piloting his Pratt

and Whitney engined Curtiss Hawk, equipped

with pontoons, in the race for VF fighting

planes at an average speed of 157.56 m.p.h.

over the 100-mile course, the Major flew a

remarkably consistent race. He finished with

an elapsed time of 38 minutes 4.2 seconds.

Lieutenant Commander C. C. Miles, of the

Anacostia Naval Air Station, finished sec-

ond, piloting a Curtiss Hawk at an average

speed of 154.7 m.p.h.

Captain Harold C. Major, Marine Corps

flier attached to the Bureau of Aeronautics,

finished third with a speed of 151.81 m.p.h.

In the race for VO general purpose, fleet

spotters, Lieut. Commander W. R. Harrill.

of the Navy Department, won with a speed

of 149.61 m.p.h. He was flying a Vought

two-place observation-fighter equipped with

a Pratt and Whitney Wasp.
The winner of the VO general purpose,

amphibian type, race was Lieut. B. E. Grow,

of Hampton Roads, at 116.9 m.p.h.

Lieut. D. V. Galleny, of the Scouting

Fleet, came in first in the VT .torpedo,

bomber, race—speed, 105.62 m.p.h.

In the race for VN training planes, Lieut.

W. G. Tomlinson, of Anacostia, won with

a speed of 92.38 m.p.h.

The race consisted of five laps over a

twenty-mile course, starting opposite the

Naval Air Station at Anacostia and extend-

ing down the Potomac River.

ARMY PLANES FLY
TO RESCUE "BREMEN"

TPWO Army Loening amphibians took off

from Mitchel Field on the morning of

May 12 under the personal supervision of

Major General James E. Fechet, Chief of

the Air Corps, to transfer to New York the

Bremen, the Junkers monoplane which has

been isolated on the Labrador mainland near

Greenely Island. The planes were piloted

by Captains Ira C. Eaker and Muir S. Fair-

child and carried in addition to Major Gen-

eral Fechet, pilot Fred Melchior of the

Junkers Company.

In spite of the enthusiasm and skill dis-

played by the rescue group the trip proved

to be luckless. At St. John, N. B., Captain

Fairchild became ill and had to be substituted

by Lieut. Quesada, who was hurried from

Boston. Snowstorms and fog delayed the

planes until they reached St. Georges, N. F.

Before the final hop to Greenely Island there

was still another delay due to inclement

weather but on May 19 they circled around

the transatlantic plane, since it was impos-

sible for them to land on account of the ice

floes, and pilot Fred Melchior was safely

dropped by parachute near the plane.

The Bremen had been put in readiness for

Melchior by Dr. Louis Cuisinier and his

mechanic Thibault of the Canadian Trans-

Continental Airways. On the take-off from

the temporary runway the plane was badly

damaged. No further attempts will be made
to flv the Bremen to New York but it will

be transported to New York by steamer.
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BULLET-EVADING
AIRPLANES

Maneuverability and controllability are the most important

characteristics of fighting airplanes. Speed is essential, but without

maneuverability it will not produce the best bullet firing and

bullet evading airplanes.

These were the attributes of the successful fighting planes during

the last war, which were created by designers maintaining the

closest contact with operating conditions at the front, and will

continue to be the most important characteristics of planes used in

all future wars.

In the Vought "Corsair," and in all Vought creations, maneuvera-

bility and controllability are the paramount characteristics.

CHANCE VOUGHT CORPORATION
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY
C. A. M. BIDS AWARDED
THE Robertson Aircraft Corporation, of

St. Louis, Mo., has been awarded the

contract for operating the air mail route

from St. Louis, via Kansas City, Mo., to

Omaha, Neb., and return. The bid of this

firm which was the lowest received, was

for 78 and one-half cents a pound. This is

the lowest rate for carrying the mails over

any route at present in existence.

The Thompson Aeronautical Corporation,

of Cleveland, Ohio, was awarded the con-

tract for carrying the mails by air over the

route from Chicago, 111. to Kalamazoo,

Mich, via South Bend, Ind., to Bay City,

via Lansing, Flint and Saginaw, with spurs

branching out from Kalamazoo to Pontiac,

via Battle Creek, Jackson, Ann Arbor, and

to Muskegon, via Grand Rapids. The bid

of this firm was 89 cents a pound.

The route from St. Louis to Omaha will

not be placed in operation for several months

as it will require the lighting of the airway

for night flying. The route from Chicago

to Indiana and Michigan points will com-

mence operation during the early part of

the summer or just as soon as the contractor

can make arrangements for landing fields

and place his equipment in condition for mail

carrying.

J. C, TEN EYCK SALES
MGR. FOR STANDARD
STEEL PROPELLER CO.
T C. TEN EYCK, JR., has been appointed

sales manager of the Standard Steel

Propeller Company, Homestead, Penna.

Standard Steel propellers are now installed

on many U. S. Army and Navy planes, and

have been used on many of the famous

American planes that have made aviation

history during the past few years. A few

notable flights made with these propellers

are

:

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh—San Diego to

New York to Paris, tour of United States

and Pan-American flight ; Alaska Survey

—

mapping of Alaska, 1926-1927 ; Art Goebel—
San Francisco to Hawaii, winner of Dole

Flight; U. S. Army Good- Will Flight—five

Amphibian planes, visiting 18 countries in

Central and South America, 30,000 miles;

Stmson-Haldeman—world's endurance rec-

ord, 53 hours, 15 minutes; Lieut. C. C.

Champion—altitude record—38,474 feet, July,

1927 ; Lieut. A. J. Williams—unofficial speed

record—334 miles per hour ; Trimotor Fok-

ker planes—Anacostia, D. C. to Nicaragua

;

Ruth Elder-George Haldeman—transatlantic

flight; Commander Byrd's plane—for South

Pole Expedition
;
"Queen of Yukon"—ser-

vice between Dawson and Yukon
;

Capt.

Hood and Lt. Moncrieff—non-stop flight

from Australia to New Zealand, January,

1928.

WARNER ENGINE IS

NOW IN PRODUCTION
"yHE 110 horsepower radial air-cooled

* Scarab engine, manufactured by the

Warner Aircraft Corporation of Detroit,

Mich., is now in production. The engine

was described and illustrated in the April

issue of Aero Digest.

The following well known men constitute

the directorate : Chas. B. Bohn, president,

Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation

;

Newton Skillman, president, O. & S. Bear-

ing Company ; Wm. B. Stout, manager,

Aeroplane Division, Ford Motor Company;

Nelson Hartwick, president, Hartwick Lum-
ber Company ; W. Magruder Jones, vice-

president, Guaranty Trust Company ; W. O.

Warner, vice-president, Warner Aircraft

Corporation.

The officers of the Warner Aircraft Cor-

poration are : Newton Skillman, president

and general manager ; W. O. Warner, vice-

president and chief engineer ; Nelson Hart-

wick, treasurer ; W. J. Jarvie, secretary.

LOWER AIR MAIL RATES
A IR MAIL postage rate of five cents an

ounce instead of ten cents a half-ounce,

and power to readjust terms of air mail

carriage are vested in the authority of the

Postmaster General under a new act (H.R.

8337), which President Coolidge has just

signed.

CURTISS-REED PROP.
MAKES WORLD RECORD
WORD has been received by S. A. Reed,

inventor of the Curtiss-Reed metal

propeller, that the world's speed record of

318 miles an hour, recently established by

Major Mario de Bernardi of Italy in a

Macchi seaplane, was made with a Curtiss-

Reed forged type metal propeller built by

the Curtiss Company at Garden City, and

modified in accordance with special designs

of Mr. Reed. This adds another record to

the long string of world's speed records that

Curtiss-Reed propellers achieved.

NEW STOPS ON AIR
MAIL ROUTES

TpFFECTIVE June 3, Toledo, Ohio, will

be made a stop on the trans-continental

air mail line. On June 4, 1928, Detroit,

Mich, will become a stop on the New York-

Chicago overnight service through connection

at Cleveland, Ohio.

Westbound, the transcontinental plane will

stop at Toledo at 5:10 p.m. Eastbound the

plane will stop at Toledo at 11 :15 a.m.

The overnight New York-Chicago plane

will be due at Detroit at 5 :30 a.m. The
plane from Detroit for New York will leave

Detroit at 10:05 p.m.

D. F. C. AWARDED TO
TRANSATLANTIC FLIERS
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE on May 2

* presented the Distinguished Flying Cross

to Baron Gunther von Huenefeld, Major

James C. Fitzmaurice and Captain Herman
Koehl in recognition of their "exceptional

skill and resourcefulness in succeeding in

making the first westward trans-atlantic

flight from Europe to North America."

The Senate recently passed a bill authoriz-

ing the President to present Distinguished

Flying Crosses also to Captain Dieudonne

Costes, Lieutenant Commander Joseph Lebrix

and Colonel Francesco de Pinedo. The
Senate also favors awarding gold medals to

Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh and Lincoln C.

Ellsworth.

NEW AIRLINE ROUTES and SCHEDULES
'

I HE following new airline schedules and changes in schedules have been
established since the May issue. A complete list of mail, passenger and

express airlines was printed in the December issue. New lines opened since
that date or new schedules have been added in each succeeding issue.

Air Mail—Passenger—Express
C. A. M. 20—ALBANY, N. Y., SCHENECTADY, N. Y.. UTICA, N. Y.,

SYRACUSE. N. Y., ROCHESTER, N. Y., BUFFALO, N. Y., CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO. Operated by Colonial Air Transport, Inc.

Time Table

Westbound (Read down)
10:09 a.m. Lv.
10:24 a.m.
11:17 a.m.
11 :54 a.m.
12:54 a.m.
1 :55 p.m.
4:15 p.m. Ar.

Reservations and Information:

Eastbound (Read up)
Albany, N. Y. Ar. 6:13 p.

Schnectady, N. Y. 6 03 p
Utica, N. Y. 5:12 p

Syracuse, N. Y. 4:36 p
Rochester, N. Y. 3-39 n
Buffalo, N. Y. 2:50 p
Cleveland, Ohio Lv. 12:20 p.

Colonial Western Airways, Inc., Ten Eyck
Hotel, Albany.: Colonial Western Airways, Inc., 270 Madison Ave., New
York City.

Passenger Line

CHATTANOOGA, TENN-, ATLANTA, GA. Operated by Tennessee Air

Transport Co., Inc.

Time Table

Southbound (Read down) Northbound (Read up)

8:00 a.m. Lv. Marr Field, Chattanooga, Tenn. Ar. 3:30 p.m.

9:15 a.m. Ar. Candler Field. Atlanta, Ga. Lv. 2:15 p.m.

Operating on reservations only daily except Saturday and Sunday.

Passenger Rates
Round trip, $S (returning same day); One way, $17.50.

Reservations and Information: Tennessee Air Transport Co., Inc., Marr
Field, Chattanooga, Tenn.—Hemlock 407.
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DETROIT AIR NEWS
By Frank Bogart

SIX young men from Michigan will take

advanced flying training in the Naval Re-

serve at Pensacola, Fla., this summer and

will then be commissioned in VN Squadron

9, stationed at Detroit. Four of .these named

are from Detroit : Talbott Bernard, Frederic

A. Brossy, John Glover and Richard C.

Mertz. The others are E. O. Billings of

Kalamazoo and Lawrence Bennett of Grand

Rapids. They have been taking class room

work the past year at the University of

Michigan under the squadron's officers. Be-

fore going to Pensacola they will take a

short preliminary course at the Great I.akes,

111., training station. They were selected

out of a class of more than 100 students.

Squadron 9's new hangars are now being

completed on Grosse He, an island in the

mouth of the Detroit river.

/"\.\T E of the first commercial airplane ser-

vice stations in Michigan is now being

organized by the Triangle' Flying Service at

its field one mile east of Plymouth, between

Detroit and Ann Arbor, and about 20 miles

from the former. George Tabraham is chief

pilot of this organization. Hangars and shops

are now nearly completed. Special tools and

machinery will be installed for all sorts of

work, from steel tube welding to valve

grinding. Flying instruction and cross-

country flying is now being carried on by the

Triangle organization in Waco and Driggs

planes.

THE Stout Air Services, Inc., reported

the biggest month in its history on the

airline to Cleveland in April, with 732 pas-

sengers, and more than 3,000 riders taking

the short lS-minute aerial tours over De-

troit. The traffic during May was keeping

up to this high average.

HpHE Wayco Air Service, of which Ed-

ward F. Schlee, Detroit to Tokio flier

is president, has become distributor for Bel-

Ianca planes in Michigan and will soon ar-

range to distribute them in adjoining states

as well. Schlee and his pilot, William S.

Brock, will give almost their full time to

this new endeavor this summer. The pair

made the first entry for the 1928 National

Air Tour.

-VTATIONAL Air Tour Officials and sev-

^ ' eral Detroit newspapermen departed

May 21 in a Fokker trimotor plane loaned

by the Army Air Corps to make the annual

"pathfinder" tour in advance of the start of

the fourth contest for the Edsel Ford Re-
liability Trophy. They will cover the 6,200-

mile route touching 24 cities in 13 states from
Michigan to Texas to California to Wash-
ington and back through Montana, North
Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois.

N. R. Cooper, manager, and Ray B. Collins,

who has refereed all the trophy contests,

headed the party. Lieutenant Peter Skanse.

Boiling Field, Washington, D. C, was in

i k irge of the flight.

CAPTAINS CARL C. SQUIRES and

Clement W. Brown, of the 107th Aero

Squadron, M. N. G., have completed suc-

cessful flight tests of a new aero coupe which

is to.be put into production by a new Detroit

manufacturing company in which they are

interested, the Aerocraft Manufacturing

Company. Their machine was shown at the

recent All American Aircraft Show and is

now up for an approved type certificate from

the Department of Commerce. It is a four-

passenger biplane, with convertible cabin.

THE NATIONAL MODEL
AIRPLANE CONTEST

\ /f ORE than a thousand boys from every

place in the United States between

Portland, Maine, and Honolulu are expected

to participate in the National Model Air-

plane Contests to be held in Detroit, June
29-30 by The American Boy Magazine. This

magazine, which organized the Airplane

Model League of America, has been desig-

nated by the National Aeronautic Associa-

tion to conduct the contests for the Stout

Indoor Trophy, the Mulvihill Outdoor
Trophy and the new scale model competition.

Jack Loughner of Detroit is the present

holder of the Mulvihill Trophy, and Charles

Dybvig, Detroit, of the Stout Trophy. To
stimulate interest in these contests, The
American Boy has offered trips to London,
Paris and Geneva to boys under 21 years

in the 1928 contests. Aero Digest has ar-

ranged to take the winner of the scale model
contest, to be held for the first time this year,

to Los Angeles to attend the National Air
Races. There are also $3,000 in cash prizes

and 198 medals to be presented.

Many of the entrants in the contest will be

sent to Detroit as official representatives of

the cities or districts in which they live,

through the fifty-three newspapers cooperat-

ing with The American Boy in the promotion

of the contests. Each of these papers is to

hold preliminary contests to select its own
champions. Any model builder in the United

States may enter the national tourney, how-
ever. The cost will be approximately $20
for the two-day meet—this to cover trans-

portation, hotel, meals and all such expenses.

Plans are being made to obtain reduced
rail rates from the railroads, so that every

person attending the meet should apply for

a certificate when buying his ticket to

Detroit.

Contestants may obtain entry blanks from

any of the newspapers conducting local con-

tests, or from the Contest Director, The
American Boy, 550 Lafayette Boulevard,

Detroit, to whom entry blanks should be

returned not later than June 20. It is plan-

ned to charge a small entry fee, which will

be returned when the contestant actually

enters a model in a contest. Scale models

may be shipped to the same address, express

prepaid, if they are sent by June 14 ; thus it

will be possible for builders to enter one of

the three contests without being actually on

the ground. For flying contests, however,

builders must handle their own machines.

On arrival in Detroit, entrants should go

to the Statler Hotel, contest headquarters,

where reservations will have been made.

Here an information bureau will be estab-

lished, and complete arrangements to handle

publicity will be made. Indoor contests to

select finalists will be held at the Olympia,

Detroit's "Madison Square Garden," on

Friday ; outdoor semi-finals at Selfridge

Field, near Detroit. Friday evening will be

reserved for a banquet to be given by Edsel

Ford at the big hangar at Ford Airport in

honor of the young model builders and such

visitors as Commander Richard E. Byrd,

Orville Wright, Clarence Ghamberlin, Eddie

Stinson and other notables who plan to be

present.

On Saturday all contestants will go to

Ford Airport to inspect the field, view the

famous planes there and watch the start of

two of the world's greatest aeronautical

events,—the James Gordon Bennett Inter-

national Balloon Race and the Ford National

Reliability Tour. Finals in the outdoor

model contests will be held late in the

afternoon.

Saturday evening finals for the Stout in-

door contests will be held at the Olympia.

Then, at midnight, a second banquet will

take place at the Statler Hotel. Here

Griffith Ogden Ellis, editor of The American

Boy and general chairman of the two days'

events, will present the Stout and Mulvihill

Trophies and announce the winners of the

scale model contest and the three free trips.

All information about the contest may be

obtained from the Contest Director.
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"Howcan I get into Aviationf

Walter Hinton
The man who is ready to help

YOU get into aviation is the man
who has four times been one of the
world's outstanding flyers. Walter
Hinton was pilot of the famous NC-4,
first plane to fly the Atlantic; he
piloted the first plane from North to
South America; he was first to fly

to the headwaters of the Amazon

;

he was the hero of the runaway
Navy balloon that was swept half-

way to the North Pole. But in addi-
tion to being an explorer, pioneer and
aviator, Hinton also has the rare
ability to teach others the knowledge
he has gained. During the War he
was a crack flying instructor for the
Navy. Today — with a course that
experts agree is the most complete
and practical ever produced — Hinton
is training keen-sighted men for the
Big-Pay jobs in aviation.

FREE Book
This FREE Book is YOUR
first step to Success. Take
this step—send for this book—NOW!

AW>rld Famous
Trans-AtlanticPilot

Aviation is waiting for no one ! Too many millions of capital are already invested—the demand
for air service of every kind is increasing too fast. Aviation demands men who KNOW'. Men
who can DO. Men who can step into the real jobs and command the real salaries. PJane
production today is ten times what it was a year ago. And a year from now it will be twenty
times what it is 'today ! Landing fields, municipal airports, plane and equipment factories, air

mail and passenger lines, service and sales organizations—all are leaping ahead in the fastest,

most amazing development that any industry has ever known. In such racing, feverish activity,

where is there any room for a man who has nothing to offer? An empty pocketbook is no
drawback—but aviation has no place, no patience, no time for empty hands or empty heads

!

Aviation is taking off for the greatest non-stop flight in history—and the men who will go along

and climb to the top are the men with a foundation of FACTS under them.

You Don't Have to Fly;

40 Different Jobs on

the Ground PAY BIG too!

To succeed in aviation — make BIG
MONEY — you need not necessarily
be a pilot. There must be many thou-
sands of pilots, certainly. But for

every plane that flies, there's an im-
mediate need for trained men in more
than forty different important jobs on
the ground. Construction, motor and
instrument experts — airport managers,
service foremen, salesmen — all make
real money. Some of them even bigger
pay than pilots earn. But every last

one of them must have the FACTS.
Today's problem — YOUR problem —
is to LEARN aviation quickly. And
right there is where Walter Hinton is

achieving the biggest success of his
career.

Choose
Yotir Job

(Here are a Few
of the 40)

Designer and Engi-
neer, Pilot, Engine and
Plane Mechanic, Rig-
ger, Wire Worker,
Electrician, Welder,
Instrument Maker,
Wood and Metal
Worker, Draughts-
man, Plane and Motor
Inspector, Airport Op-
erator, Radio Expert,
Assemblyman, Aerial
Surveyor and Photog-
rapher, Aerial Trans-
port Manager, Sales-

r

Get Your Ground Work
NOW, Right at Home—

Hinton Is Ready
to Train You

You can train at home in spare-time
for the best paid jobs in the Industry.
Hinton's proved course starts you at

the beginning, trains you fast. You
get all the facts about construction,
rigging, motors, repairs,

_
instruments,

theory of flight, navigation, commer-
cial aviation — facts that every man
must have to intelligently and profit-

ably fill ANY job in the Industry.
With this Institute's training you'll

have your foundation, your start, for

real accomplishment. Serious -minded

—

air-minded — men are reading and
acting on the Free Book shown below.
I want YOU to have a copy, too!

Send the coupon NOW.

AVIATION INSTITUTE OF U.S.A.
WALTER HINTON, President

1115 Connecticut Ave. Washington,JJ.^C.

RushbacktoWashington. Quick/:

Walter Hinton, Pres.

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
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. Please send me at once, your FREE Book, "Rich Rewards
in Aviation", showing how I can get into this tremendous
field.

Name Age

Street

City .. .State
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DETROIT AIR-OLYMPICS
Ford Airport, June 30

THE first public exhibition of glider fly-

ing in Michigan will be staged in con-

nection with the Detroit Air-Olympics, to be

held at the Ford Airport on June 30. It

will be made by a team from the Cass Tech-

nical High School, under the direction of

Harry Karcher,. an instructor in aeronau-

tics. The machine has been christened the

"Kasstek" in honor of the school. It was

built under Karcher's direction by members

of his class.

The latest addition to the Air-Olympics

program makes the event even more impor-

tant from the aeronautical standpoint. It is

the hope of the Detroit Board of Commerce,

which is sponsoring the great air program,

to make the Olympics a comprehensive pic-

ture both of past progress and the present

high state of commercial aviation.

The first major event of the day will be

the start of the National Air Tour, with a

score or more of airplanes setting off on a

6,000-mile reliability race to the Pacific

Coast and return. The first plane will take off

at 10:00 a. m., followed by the others at

small intervals. From then on, a continuous

round of events will make the day the great-

est in the history of aviation.

The whole world will watch with interest

the outcome of the Gordon Bennett Interna-

tional Balloon Race. Sixteen pilots from

eight countries are coming to Detroit for

this classic contest. America has won the

Bennett trophy two years in succession ; a

victory this year would mean permanent pos-

session of the cup. After the start of the

balloon race will come the Boys National

Model Airplane Contest, followed in turn by

an air circus to be presented by the fliers of

the First Pursuit Group at Selfridge Field.

"We hope to show the people of Michigan

just how practicable gliding is," A. D. Alt-

house, in charge of the automotive department

at the Cass School explained. "The glider to

be used in the Air-Olympics was made by

our students at a cost of $25. It weighs 40

pounds and will support a man weighing 150

pounds at 20 miles per hour air speed. It is

of biplane construction, with a 20-foot wing

spread, and the fuselage s 15 feet long."

Interest among Detroit boys is so keen,

Althouse said, that there has been organized

the American Glider Association. Member-

ship is growing rapidly and seven additional

gliders will be constructed to afford training

to all members.

A. S. M. E. AERONAUTIC
MEETING AT DETROIT
ARRANGEMENTS have been made, in

cooperation with the Airplane Model

League of America and with the committees

sponsoring the racing events at the Ford

airport, to hold the National Aeronautic

Meeting of the Aeronautic division of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

in Detroit on June 28, 29 and 30. Besides

the very valuable technical conferences that

have been arranged at which outstanding

authorities will speak, social events of inter-

est have also been planned.

17TH INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON RACE

For Gordon-Bennett Trophy

SIXTEEN pilots from eight countries

have entered the 17th International Gor-

don-Bennett balloon race, including entries

from Denmark and Argentine—two coun-

tries which never before have competed in

this race. Three balloons each will repre-

sent the United States, Germany, France and

Belgium while England and Switzerland will

send one each. The American entries will

be picked at the National Elimination Con-

test to be held in Pittsburgh on May 30th.

The 1927 race was won by two Detroiters,

E. J. Hill and A. G. Schlosser, who sailed

all the way to Georgia and defeated 14 other

contestants. America has won the trophy

twice in success-on, and should we be so

fortunate as to win it again, the trophy will

remain permanently in this country.

NAT'L BALLOON RACE
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 30

'TpHE Army will be represented at the

* annual National Elimination Balloon

Race at Bettis Field, Pittsburgh, Pa., May
30, by three teams: 1. Capt. William E.

Kepner, pilot ; 2nd Lieut. William O. Ear-

eckson, aide. 2. Capt. Edmund W. Hill,
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pilot ; 2nd Lieut. Henry G. Fisher, aide.

3. First Lieut. Paul Evert, pilot; 2nd Lieut.

U. G. Ent, aide.

The officers of the first two teams are

stationed at Scott Field, Belleville, 111., and

the third team at Langley Field, Va.

The Navy has entered two free balloons

from the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst, N. J.,,

each having a crew of two men, as follows

:

Crew No. 1—Lieut. T. G. W. Settle, U.S.N.,

pilot, Chief Boatswain's Mate, G. W. Steel-

man, U.S.N., Knoxville, Tenn.

Crew No. 2—Lieut. J. H. Stevens, U.S.N.,.

Pilot, Vandalia, Mich. ; Lieut, (jg) George

F. Watson, U.S.N., Shellman, Ga.

Civilian entrees are: E. J. Hill and A.

G. Schlosser ; Clarence Palmer and J. E.

Mell; Ward T. Van Orman and W. W.
Morton

;
George Hineman and E. F. John-

son ; H. E. Honeywell and Arthur C. Hos-

kins ; William J. Bennett and Walter

Chambers; Carl K. Wollam and J. F.

Cooper.

The winner of the elimination race will

represent the United States in the inter-

national balloon race for the Gordon Bennett

trophy, which will be held at Detroit, Michi-

gan, on June 30.

4th NATIONAL AIR TOUR
A T ten o'clock, on the morning of June

30th, the starter will drop the flag and

a great air fleet will roar upward, bound for

Indianapolis, the first stop on the 6,000-mile

tour. The tourists will visit St. Louis

;

Tulsa ; Fort Worth ; San Antonio ; El Paso ;

San Diego ; Los Angeles ; San Francisco

;

Oakland
;

Portland, Oregon
;

Spokane

;

Great Falls, Montana
;
Minot, North Dakota ;

St. Paul
; Wausau, Wisconsin

;
Chicago

;

Battle Creek, and then return to Detroit,

the winner being awarded the Edsel B. Ford

Trophy. Every type of plane will be repre-

sented, from the big commercial transports

to the small sport models.

The purpose of the National Air Tour is

to demonstrate the reliability and practi-

cability of commercial aviation under every-

day travel conditions and to promote public

acceptance of flying in general.

The 1926 Tour was won by Walter Beech.

In 1927 Eddie Stinson was the victor. The
1928 Tour will see the very latest and finest

planes flying in quest of the trophy.

Rules for the Fourth Annual Air Tour, June 30 to July 28

THE Edsel B. Ford Reliability Trophy,

donated by Edsel B. Ford, shall be com-

peted for annually by commercial airplane

manufacturers.

This contest shall be in the nature of a

cross-country tour from city to city and shall

be conducted over a course and under such

rules as may be prescribed from time to time

by the Contest Committee of the National

Aeronautic Association.

The Trophy shall be awarded each year,

to the entrant of the winning airplane, who

shall be entitled to possession of the Trophy

until one month prior to the next succeed-

ing contest at which time he shall deliver

the Trophy to the Contest Committee of the

National Aeronautic Association. A suit-

able bond for the proper care and return of

this Trophy shall be required by the National

Aeronautic Association from each person or

organization into whose possession the

Trophy may be delivered.

The Trophy shall become the permanent

property of any manufacturer who shall win

it on three consecutive occasions.

In order to stimulate entries among civil-

ian constructors and civilian pilots, govern-

ment-owned planes will not compete in this

Tour.

Rules and Conditions for 1928:

Each airplane entered in the National Air

Tour shall be capable of a speed in excess of

eighty miles per hour with a full contest

load, and shall be required to demonstrate

this speed before being allowed to compete

in the Tour.

No airplane shall be eligible to compete in

the National Air Tour of 1928 unless an

Approved Type Certificate has been issued

by the Department of Commerce of the

United States for that particular type of

airplane. An exception to this may be

granted to entrants who have not yet re-

ceived Approved Type Certificates from such

Department, provided they have filed appli-

cations for such certificates with the De-

partment together with the supporting data

required by the Department, on or before

June 15, 1928, thus enabling the Department

to determine by a suitable check thereof,

together with an inspection and flight test
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Keystone Wins Again!

The "Panther"
Winner of the recent competition to determine the

best tactical Light Bombardment equipment for the

Army Air Corps.

PERFORMANCE
MANEUVERABILITY
SIMPLICITY
DEPENDABILITY
LOW MAINTENANCE

were the Outstanding Features that won the approval
of a carefully selected Board, composed of well known
Air Corps Bombardment Experts, chosen to decide on
new equipment.

The PANTHER carries two 1100-pound bombs and
is powered by twin radial air-cooled engines of 52 5

H.P. each.

The Army's choice of the PANTHER accentuates

KEYSTONE'S standing as builders of large airplanes.

THE PATHFINDER Commercial Transport - ac-

commodating 1 2 persons — meets the same structural

and performance specifications as the Air Corps
Bomber.

KEYSTONE AIRCRAFT CORP.

Full Particulars on Request

Bristol Pennsylvania

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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of the airplane involved, whether it is in

order to issue an experimental license for

the purpose of the Tour. The acceptance

of such entries shall be optional with the

Tour management.

Contest Loads:
The contest load is the load which the

entrant desires to put in the 'plane provid-

ing the following load conditions exist to

the satisfaction of the Contest Committee

:

(a)—The contest load shall not exceed the

maximum useful load permitted by the De-

partment of Commerce under the approved

type certificate awarded the ship.

(b)—This contest load may consist of

passengers, inert and useless ballast, or both,

and must include the weight of the pilot and

the weight of gasoline with the tanks full.

Tools, spare parts, cockpit covers may be

included in the contest load when properly

sealed and marked.

(c)—For the purpose of the stick, unstick

and maximum speed tests, the contest load

will consist of passengers and ballast, or

ballast in addition to full tanks of gasoline

and in sufficient quantity to bring the con-

test load of the ship up to the maximum
useful load permitted by the Department of

Commerce for each ship. After the stick,

unstick and maximum speed tests have been

completed the entrant may reduce his useful

load to 75 per cent of the maximum per-

mitted by the Department of Commerce and

still be given credit for 100 per cent in the

formula.

Planes will be required to leave each con-

trol with full gasoline tanks. The same will

apply to oil tanks except that a margin of

25 per cent of the capacity of oil tanks will

be allowed for expansion. Upon arrival at

each control, each entrant will be required

to account for a full 75 per cent of the

maximum useful load permitted by the De-

partment of Commerce except for the differ-

ence in gasoline and oil consumed during the

flight.

(d)—No contestant will be allowed to

carry passengers in excess of the original

designed seating arrangements of the plane

as referred to in sections 24-H and 62-1 of

the Air Commerce Regulations.

Method of Scoring:

(a)—The Contest Committee will require

each plane to qualify by flying four times

over a measured course of approximately

one mile, twice in each direction, to estab-

lish maximum speed to be used in the

formula.

(b)—After the beginning of any of the

tests no change will be permitted in the pro-

peller setting of a ship until after all tests

have been completed.

(c)—In order to discourage racing and its

attendant dangers, the maximum speed will

be used in the formula, unless the average

speed for an individual lap shall fall below

80 per cent of the maximum credited speed.

In such an event the actual miles per hour

will be used in the formula to determine the

figure of merit.

Formula:
Max. D. of C. useful

load X max. speed 50

X = merit

stick + unstick disp.

Example:

Plane has a useful load rating of 1200

pounds and shows a maximum speed of 125

miles per hour. 75 per cent of 1200 pounds

is 900 pounds. 80 per cent of 125 miles per

hour is 100 miles per hour. Thus, if the

ship carries 900 pounds and the lap speed is

100 miles per hour or better, the formula

would read

:

1200 X 125 50

X = points

stick -f- unstick displacement

If, however, a plane shall arrive at a con-

trol with less than seventy-five (75) per

cent of the maximum useful load permitted

by the Department of Commerce, exclusive

of gasoline and oil consumed, or if the actual

speed for a lap should fall below 80 per cent

of the maximum credited speed, the formula

would read thus

:

actual load X actual speed 50

X = points

stick + unstick disp.

The winner of the 1928 National Air Tour

shall be declared to be the contestant who
has the highest number of points at the com-

pletion of the Tour. For the purpose of

determining this, the points of each lap of

the Tour shall be figured separately and the

totals added to obtain the aggregate. In no

case shall a contestant be declared the win-

ner of the Tour unless he shall have com-

pleted every leg thereof and arrived at the

point of starting by sundown of the last day.

In the event of a tie under the previous

formula, the winner at the end of the Tour

shall be declared tc be the contestant who
has the highest number of points under the

following efficiency formula

:

contest load X speed

= points

engine displacement

Second position shall be awarded to the

contestant having the second highest number

of points under the formula used for deter-

mining the winner and the third shall have

the third highest number of points and so on

down until all surviving contestants are

accounted for.

Entrants, Contestants and Entries:

For the purpose of these rules the En-

trants shall be defined as the manufacturer

or maker of the plane. The Contestant shall

be defined as the Pilot named by the Entrant

to fly the ship and direct its activities. An
Entry shall be defined as a combination of

ship and pilot.

Subject to the conditions of these rules any

manufacturer shall be eligible to compete but

no manufacturer shall be permitted to enter

more than three planes in the Tour. Any
plane manufactured by an entrant, up to the

limit of entries permitted, shall be eligible

to compete whether or not at the time of

entry it is the property of a manufacturer or

of an individual, except that it may not be

the property of the United States Govern-
ment or of any other government.

An entrant desiring to offer a plane for

competition shall fill out the Official Entry
Blank in detail and forward to the Tour
Manager accompanied by a check drawn to

"National Air Tour," in the amount of

$100.00. In the event that the Entrant shall

actually start the contest and shall cross the

starting line at the time indicated or within

two hours thereafter the entry fee so de-

posited shall be returned. In the event oi

failure to so start, however, said entry fee

shall be forfeited and shall become the prop-

erty of the "National Air Tour."

Midnight of Saturday', June -16th, 1928,

shall be designated as the closing date for

entries and any entries not received by the

management before that time or which shall

"not bear postmark prior to that time, shall

not be received or accepted, except as herein-

after provided. Under no circumstances will

post entries be accepted nor will any applica-

tion for entry be considered unless it shall

have been presented to the Tour Manager

not later than 9 o'clock a. m., on Wednesday,

June 27th, and, under those circumstances,

will be considered as a delayed entry. De-

layed entries may be submitted to the Tour

Manager after the official closing date, but

in that event the entrant shall forfeit all

claims to the entry fee of $100.00 and shall,

in addition thereto, be required to get the

written consent from all entrants whose ap-

plications have been filed prior to the official

closing date.

Any entrant may at any time prior to the

start of the Contest or during the Contest

substitute a pilot for the one named in the

entry blank providing such substituted pilot

shall have complied with the regulations of

the Department of Commerce and such other

regulations as may hereinafter appear and

also provided the consent of the referee for

such substitution is obtained. A contestant

may not substitute another ship for the one

named in the entry blank unless it can be

shown to the satisfaction of the referee that

the ship named has been damaged in such a

manner and in such a way as to make it un-

airworthy. In no event may a second ship

be substituted for the one named in the

entry blank after the start of the Contest

from Dearborn.

Official Starting Time:

Saturday, June 30, 1928, shall be the start-

ing date and the first ship shall take off at

ten o'clock in the morning of that day.

Rotation of Ships After Starting:

After the official start at Dearborn the

.sequence of starting shall be determined in-

versely by the time of arrival at the last

night control station. In this manner the

last plane to be checked in at a night con-

trol station shall be the first to depart on the

next leg of the Tour. The second plane out

shall be the one which arrived next to the

last and in that manner until all planes have

taken off with the plane which shall have

arrived first at tHe said night control sta-

tion being the last to depart. Where noon

control stations are established the order of

departure from these shall be in the order of

arrival, first in, first out. The above method

of start shall apply to all control stations

except in the last control station out of De-

troit on the last day of the Tour. On this

occasion the first plane to depart frorfl the

control station shall be the plane which shall

have the highest total number of points at

the close of the previous day. The second

ship to take off shall be the one which shall

have the second highest number of points
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TRUSCON

A TRUSCQN HANGAR IN USE BY
THE FAIRCHILD AIRPLANE MFG. CORP.

FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND.

AlRPLANE Hangars must be laid out in clear spans so that the

entire floor space is unobstructed, allowing maximum freedom in

handling ships. Doors of unusual width must be provided in one
or both ends of the building to permit easy entrance and egress of

the planes. The entire building should be non-combustile because

of the unusual fire risk. Furthermore, the impossibility of foresee-

ing future needs, makes it advisable to select buildings with a high

salvage value; buildings that may be taken down and reere&ed at

a new site or enlarged to take care of additional needs.

Truscon Standardized Steel Hangars, furnished from
stock, are designed to meet all of these conditions.

3 TWENTY"EWE TEAKS OIF

fPHJNEEJONO AISD LEADERSHIP!

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS

COMPLETE BUILDINGS for all AIRPORT REQUIREMENTS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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and so on until each ship is accounted for.

Fifteen minutes before the official start-

ing time the official starter shall raise a red

flag which shall be the signal for all pilots

to start their motors and, where practical,

taxi their ships to the proper positions for

the official start. Taxiing about the field

other than for the purpose of getting into

proper position in the starting line shall not

be permitted.

One minute before the starting time of the

first ship, the official starter shall raise a

white flag which shall be dropped at the

proper time to indicate get-away of the first

ship. Other contestants will be given a

starting signal at one-minute intervals there-

after and this shall be designated in each

case 'by the dropping of the white flag.

Should a contestant be unable to start at

the time the signal is given he shall be per-

mitted to depart at any time thereafter but

the departing time shall be figured from the

time of the signal and not from the time of

actual departure. In this event he shall not

interfere with the starting of any other ship

but shall await the starter's signal that" no

conflict may result.

Elapsed Time:

Each contestant shall be scored on a basis

of elapsed time which shall be taken from the

starting signal at the previous control and

completed when the contestant shall cross the

finish line at the next control in full flight.

The actual landing time at each control shall

not be considered as it may be determined

by each pilot for himself and must be so

timed as to prevent accidents as a result

thereof.

Each pilot will carry an official log which

will be provided by the Tour officials. Prior

to the start from Dearborn, this log must be

filled out and contain all information regard-

ing the entry together with a record of pas-

sengers and weight of ballast and baggage

carried. At each control station this log must

be turned over to the checker who will enter

thereon the record of his checkup and note

thereon any discrepancy he may discover.

Immediately, thereafter, the pilot shall turn

the log over to the official scorer who will

retain it until after the day's score is com-

pleted. It will then be returned to the pilot

who must present it to his cheker before de-

parture on the following day. The checker

will then either O. K. the log or make a no-

tation of any discrepancies he may have dis-

covered at this time and it shall be the duty

of the pilot to see that this is done. In the

event of failure on the part of the pilot to

obtain his official O. K. or notation, the pilot

will at the next control, at the discretion of

the referee, be penalized not less than fifty

points but in no case in excess of the total

number of points for the leg on which such

penalty occurred.

Deferred Start:

The start of the first and subsequent planes

from any of the several controls may be de-

ferred only at the discretion of the referee

and only in the event of inclement weather or

other questionable conditions. If it appears

that there is any reason for delaying the start,

the referee shall consult with the pilots and

if no protest is received, the start shall not

be deferred. The starting time for the first

plane from each control shall be in accord

with the 1928 Tour Schedule as laid down

by the officials in charge.

Eligibility of Pilots:

Any recognized pilot shall be eligible to

compete in the 1928 National Air Tour, pro-

vided he can show evidence of having com-

plied with the requirements of the Aeronau-

tical Division of the United States Depart-

ment of Commerce and shall in addition

thereto, hold an F. A. I. certificate and the

annual sporting license issued by the Contest

Committee of the National Aeronautic Asso-

ciation. Any pilot may, however, be re-

lieved from duty or suspended by an official

representative of the United States Depart-

ment of Commerce or by the referee for

physical inability. Such suspension by the

referee, however, shall not be made without

consultation with a reputable physician and

upon the advice of such physician.

Any pilot may be required to undergo a

physical examination within 48 hours prior

to the start of the Contest or at any time

thereafter at the discretion of the referee.

No pilot shall be permitted to compete who

is not, in the opinion of the examining

physician, in physical condition to do so

without injury to himself or other contest-

ants.

Preparation and Tests Prior to Start:

All entries, consisting of planes and pilots,

shall he required to be at the Ford Airport

at Dearborn, Michigan, not later than nine

o'clock a. m., on Wednesday. June 27th.

This is to permit checkers to weigh up ships

and complete the work of loading and seal-

ing ballast, tools and spare parts in place in

preparation for the stick and unstick tests

which will be held on Thursday, June 28th.

No flying will be permitted on June 27th

which will conflict with the weighing or

loading of ships.

Beginning at nine o'clock on Thursday,

June 28th, the stick and unstick tests will he

held. At this hour, each plane will line up

in the order of entry, complete with the full

contest load. During the stick and unstick

tests and the maximum speed tests, all fuel

tanks must be filled to capacity and all oil

tanks must be filled excepting for reserve air

space which may not exceed twenty-five per

cent of the total capacity of the tanks. In

addition to fuel and oil, each plane in the

stick, unstick and maximum speed tests must

carry the full useful load permitted by the

Department or Commerce of the United

States as specified in the approved type cer-

tificate awarded the ship. In addition to the

gasoline and oil, this load may, for the pur-

poses of these tests, he in the form of pas-

sengers or ballast as the pilot may elect.

After the stick, unstick and maximum
speed tests have been completed, a contest-

ant will he allowed to reduce his useful load

to seventy-five per cent of the maximum per-

mitted by the Department of Commerce and

specified in the approved type certificate

awarded the ship. No contestant shall be

allowed to carry gasoline except in the tanks

regularly provided for such purpose and
which shall have been used for such pur-

pose during the stick, unstick and maximum
speed tests.

At nine o'clock on Thursday. June 28th,

the first plane shall take off from a stand-

ing start for the unstick tests. The planes

will be divided in groups of three each for

these tests so that at no time will there be

more than three ships in the air at the same

time. Three timers will check the number

of seconds required to unstick the plane

from its standing start until the wheels are

off tor the last time. In the event of a dis-

crepancy between the timers, the average

time shall be taken as the official time.

The second and third plane of each group

will take off at signals in the unstick tests

and each pilot will circle the field in the di-

rection indicated to him the morning of the

start and each will watch for his number to

be displayed on the roof of the small han-

gar as an indication that he has the right of

way to land for his stick test.

Immediately upon receiving signal to land

for the stick test, the pilot will comply. The
timers will then check the number of sec-

onds required to bring the plane to a dead

stop after the wheels touch the ground for

the first time.

Multi-Motored Ships

An entrant of a multi-motored ship will be

allowed a lower cubic inch displacement fig-

ure than that which actually exists and that

used in the formula providing he can dem-

onstrate to the satisfaction of the Contest

Committee that his plane is capable of per-

forming as follows

:

(a)— It will be required that the pilot of

a three-motored ship climb from 1,000 foot

altitude to 2,000 foot altitude as indicated

on a calibrated altimeter carried by the Con-

test Committee observer as follows : With

the center engine dead, he shall climb from

1.000 feet to 1,400 feet, with the right en-

gine dead he shall climb from 1.400 to 1,700

feet and with the left engine dead he shall

climb from 1,700 feet to 2,000 foot level.

If he shall accomplish this to the satisfac-

tion of the Contest Committee observer, he

will then be allowed a cubic displacement

figure of two-thirds of the actual cubic dis-

placement of all motors.

(li)—Where a twin-motored ship is em-

ployed, the pilot must climb from 1,000 feet

to 1.300 feet with one motor dead and from

1.300 to 1,600 feet with the other motor

dead. If successful, he will be allowed a

cubic displacement figure of one-half of the

actual cubic displacement of the two motors.

In the event of failure to do this in either

case to the satisfaction of the Contest Com-
mittee Observer, the total cubic inch dis-

placement of all engines will be taken as the

displacement figure in the formula.

Trophies and Prizes:

In addition to the Trophy, there shall also

be the following cash awards:

To the plane making the best showing

and obtaining the highest aggregate num-
ber of points under these rules, $2,500.

To the plane obtaining the second highest

number of points, $2,000: third. $1,750;

fourth. $1,500: fifth, $1,250: sixth, $1,000;

seventh, $750; eighth, $550; ninth, $400;

tenth, $300.

F.ach competing plane finishing the Tour
on the final day and not placing among the

first ten will be given a bonus of $200.
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oHodernAirport
When the science of aviation was considerably younger

than it is today, IDECO engineers were already at work
designing airway equipment.

IDECO hangars provide large, clear hangar space unob-

structed by columns. They are strong, attractive, weather

tight, fire and rust proof structures combining long life with

low initial cost and economical erection.

The use of the hot dip galvanized steel frames makes
IDECO hangars and standard buildings particularly adapt-

able for use in housing seaplanes and flying boats. The
corrosive action of salt air and salt water will not cause them
to rust away or require constant painting.

In addition to hangars, we are prepared to furnish all of

the other buildings and towers necessary for airports and
airways.

Write to Aviation Department.

IV.

•a

The International Derrick & Equipment Co.
Columbus, Ohio Torrance, Calif.
Branches and Stocks—Columbus, Ohio; New York, N. Y. ; Detroit. Mich.; Charleston, W. Va.

;

Datlas, Houston, Mexia, Wichita Falls, Pyote, Odessa, Amariilo, Borger, Corsicana, Pampa,
Panhandle. Texas; shreveport. Oil City, La.; Smackover, Ark.; Eldorado. Kan.; Tulsa, Tonkawa,
Drumright, Okemah, Seminole. Allen, Sasakwa, Wewoka, Okla. ; Denver, Colo. ; Casper, Wyo.

;

Torrance, Los Angeles, Taft, Calif.

IDECO
Standard

Airway Beacon
Tower
for

U. S. Dept. of

Commerce

w
Say you raw it in AERO DIGEST
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The DeHavilland "Moth" soon to te built in the United States

NEW YORK AIR NEWS
THREE powerful Sperry airport flood-

lights completely illuminated the Bar-

ren Island airport site, New York City's

airport, during May. The demonstration

was made by The Sperry Gyroscope Com-

pany oi Brooklyn. N". Y., and was witnessed

by Mr. Keller, chief engineer of the Dock

Department and Mr. Lansing of the same

department.

HARRY F. GUGGENHEIM, president

of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for

the Promotion of Aeronautics was awarded

the American Arbitration Association's gold

medal for distinguished service in the pro-

motion of commercial peace through his

excellent work in the field of aviation.

A COURSE in aeronautics designed to

indicate the methods of aeronautical

instruction best adapted for the pupils of

elementary and secondary schools through-

out the country will be given for the first

time this summer by the Summer School of

New York University through a special

arrangement with the Daniel Guggenheim

Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics.

MAYORS of the cities of New York

State will meet at Troy, June 5, 6,

and 7, to discuss air transportation and other

problems relative to air developments. Sec-

retaries Davison and MacCracken and other

aviation experts will lie present.

THE State of New York has passed a

regulatory act requiring federal, pilot

and aircraft licenses as a requisite for in-

trastate flying. The act will take effect

July 1. Violations will be punishable by a

fine of not more than $100. or by imprison-

ment for not more than 90 days, or both.

LEE HURDMAN HARRIS, of Bright-

waters, L. I., is entering the airport

engineering field.

Mr. Harris graduated from the Curtiss

Flying School, at Hammondsport, N. Y., in

1915. He soon afterwards organized and

commanded the first Militia Flying Unit in

this country. He also laved out and en-

gineered the construction of the Naval

Militia Air Station at Bay Shore, L. I.,

which later developed into the Naval Air

Station. In addition Mr. Harris is a pro-

fessional civil engineer of 16 years general

engineering and building construction ex-

perience.

THE students of the Daniel Guggenheim

School of Aeronautics of the College of

Engineering of New York University have

organized the N. Y. U. Flying Club. The

club, whose size has been limited to forty

student members and which intends to use

the flying field near the campus at Univer-

sity Heights, is making plans to raise $5,000

for the purchase of a plane.

MOTH AIRCRAFT CORP.
TT-ORMATION of the Moth Aircraft Cor-

* poration, for the quantity production and

sale in this country under exclusive license

rights of the De Havilland "Moth'' light

airplane, has just been announced and work

is scheduled to begin as soon as a factory

site has been selecced. It is planned to have

the first American-built "Moth" ready for

the air by the latter part of August. The

new concern has obtained a full charter from

the De Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.. of

England, and was incorporated recently in

Delaware at a capital stock of $500,000.

As produced in the United States the

"Moth" will embody a number of features

not heretofore seen on the few planes of this

type that have come to America. These

include a new type split axle landing gear

having a wider tread and consequently greater

stability on the ground, a steerable tail skid

for better maneuverability in taxiing and an

adjustable stabilizer by which the ship can

be "trimmed" in flight for varying load con-

ditions until it will fly "hands off".

In addition the American-built "Moth"

will be equipped solely with the new De
Havilland "Gypsy" 100 horsepower four

cylinder in line air-cooled engine.

Although the manufacturing program of

the Moth Aircraft Corporation contemplates

the production in this country of both the

"Moth" plane and the "Gypsy" engine with

which it is to be equipped, a number of en-

gines will be imported at first to keep things

going until manufacture is well under way.

The American company is headed by Earl

L. House, as business manager, J. Edwin
Morrow, general factory manager in charge

of production, and Kenneth R. Unger, who
will be at the head of the sales and sales

promotion department. Others on the Board

of Directors include Horace H. Work, chair-

man, and Joseph Smith. Brodie G. Higley.

is general counsel for the corporation.

SEAPLANE AND MOTOR-
BOAT RACE AT RYE, N. Y.

\ COMBINED seaplane and motorboat

race meet will take place July 1L and

12. at Playland, the new $5,000,000 County

Amusement Park, at Rye, N. Y., under the

auspices of Playland, Westchester County

Park System.

The motorboat races will be conducted by

the Colonial Yacht Club of New York and

the New York Outboard Motor Club Asso-

ciation, with the cooperation of the famous

Regatta Circuit Riders Club, composed of

motorboat enthusiasts from all over the

United States. The racing will be under the

sanction of the National Aeronautic Associa-

tion and it is expected that the well known

aviators' association, the Quiet Birdmen, will

take prominent part in the contests. Special

events are being arranged, including various

kinds of parachute jumps and races between

fast boats and seaplanes.

Of the motorboat committee, George VV.

Sutton, jr., is chairman. Fitzwilliam Dal-

rymple is general chairman of the aviation

activities. Serving with him on the aviation

committee will be Admiral Louis M. Joseph-

thai as honorary chairman. Frank Tichenor,

Casey Jones, G. . Sumner Ireland. Ruth

Nichols, Lieut. John YY. Iseman, Lieut.-

Commander Kenneth Gundelach and Lieut.

George Noville.

Among the entries received to date for

the aviation contests are : Jack Tweed, for-

mer naval aviator and now owner of the New
Haven Air Terminal, and Joe Kane of the

City Island Airways have entered Seagull

planes in the race of this class. Harry Rogers

of Rogers Airways, Port Washington, has

also entered several Seagulls. All Seagulls

for this race will be powered with 150 h.p.

Curtiss C-6 engines. G. Seymour Ireland

has entered his Neptune amphibian, powered

with the W right W hirlwind engine. Atlantic

Airways has entered an Aeromarine flying

boat powered with an Hispano-Suiza 180

h.p. engine and an Alexander Eaglerock

seaplane powered with a new 175 h.p. air-

cooled engine.

The complete program of aerial and nauti-

cal events, 36 in all, will be announced in the

July issue.

ITHACA AIR NEWS
OINCE its organization last fall the Cor-

^ nell Flying Club has helped to arouse

considerable interest in aviation in the

university and in Ithaca. The attempt of

the club to cause the institution of an aero-

dynamics course in the Sibley College of

Engineering at Cornell University fell

through because of the fact that the faculty

was temporarily short-handed, but the out-

look is bright for such a course next fall.

Attendance at Professor Frederick Bedell's

Elementary Aerodynamics course in the De-

partment of Physics and Professor G. B.

Upton's Automotive Engines course in the

School of Mechanical Engineering has been

greater than in previous years.

A number of well-qualified speakers on

aviation topics spoke at the winter meetings

of the club.
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"H To Use

AVIATION INSURANCE PROTECTION
Economically and Advantageously' 9 9 9 9

Insurance

Protection

Available

aggregates over

$750,000 per aircraft

Constructive total loss

Accidental Damage

Fire, Tornado, Theft

Cargo (direct and liability)

Damage to ground property

Airport and Airmeet liability

Life insurance

Public liability

Property Damage

Passenger liability

Personal Accident

Compensation

a <» a a Is the title of our new brochure. Ask us for a

copy. It explains also our free advisory service founded on
20 consecutive years' practical experience in aviation and
supported by our corps of highly qualified aeronautical engi-

neers and our staff of executives each one of broad practical

experience in flying besides long training in insurance. Our
long experience, knowledge and organization are at your

service to assist in minimizing hazards with consequent re-

duction of operational costs and insurance rates, thus help-

ing to improve, broaden and stabilize both your interests

and our interests as Underwriters. Cooperation is the key

to that result and is achieving remarkable improvements.

Our success is founded on service and sympathetic coopera-

tion fortified by long experience.

Lowest Rates
Broadest Coverage
Highest Indemnities

Quickest Service

Policies have been issued over a long period of years and, among others, in favor of

Federal and State Governments, Boeing Air Transport, Inc., Colonial Air Transport,

Inc., National Air Transport, Inc., Western Air Express, Inc., Robertson Aircraft Corp.,

Colorado Airways, Inc., Northwest Airways, Walter T. Varney, Inc., Southern Dusting

Co., Inc., Philadelphia Rapid Transit, Stout Air Service, Inc., Boston Airport Corp.,

American Railway Express, Ford Motor Company, Fairchild Aerial Surveys. Fairchild

Flying Corp., Pacific Marine Airways, Pitcairn Aviation, Inc., Western Canada Airways,

Andian National Corp., United Cigar Stores Co., Royal Typewriter Co., Hamilton Max-
well, Inc., Pulitzer and other race meetings, Universal Motion Picture Corp., Fox Film

Corp., The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, Inc., and many
others including Col. Charles A. Lindbergh and other leaders in aviation.

BARBER & BALDWIN, INC,
Underwriting Agents

GRAYBAR BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
Telephone: Lexington 4316

20 YEARS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN AVIATION
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BALTIMORE AIR NEWS
By Edward Johns

PRELIMINARY work on the Baltimore

airport was started this month when the

Board of Estimate transferred $4,000 to the

Harbor Engineer, Elmer E. Hammond, to

drive test piles and make borings for foun-

dation work in the section to be filled. The

entire area was also staked off.

Lieut.-Col. Charles R. Pettis, United

States District Engineer, has forwarded his

recommendation on the proposed extension of

the bulkhead line to allow greater area for

the airport and it now is before the War
Department. Favorable action is expected.

A PROPOSAL that the city give $15,000

for a Baltimore-to-Rome flight was

turned down after study by afcommittee ap-

pointed by the Association of Commerce.

It was decided that such a flight, in view of

the fact that the Atlantic has been crossed

several times, would serve no better purpose

than to create publicity.

TWO National Guard officers, Capts.

Charles A. Masson and George Cobb,

were chosen to take part in the machine gun

and bombing matches being held at Langley

Field from May 25 to June 10.

EVERYTHING is set for the eighth an-

nual aircraft exhibition at Logan Field,

May 30th, which promises to be the top-

notch affair of its kind ever held here. The

Marines are sending 10 Hawks ; the Navy, 4

Hawks, 2 Corsairs, 4 OO-ls and a Ford

transport ; the Army, several Hawks and

Falcons and bombing craft, while the New
York, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Penn-

sylvania National Guard are each scheduled

to send a formation. There are twenty

planes on the field here, including the 3 Fal-

cons. 3 PT-ls, 2 TWs and the rebuilt air

mail plane of the guardsmen and the in-

structor, and the 6 Travel Airs and 1 Fair-

child of the Chesapeake Aircraft Company.

The Chesapeake Aircraft received three more

Travel Airs late last month.

GEORGIA AIR NEWS
By Al Major

\ ifAY 1st marked the opening of the New
York-New Orleans air mail line. At-

lanta celebrated the occasion with appro-

priate ceremonies at Candler Field. The two
mail planes from New Orleans arrived a

little late because of the ceremonies in Mo-
bile and Birmingham, one a Whirlwind-

Travel Air, piloted by W. N. Dewald and a

Fokker Universal, piloted by Vivian Jones.

Gene Brown piloted the first Pitcairn Mail-

wing to leave Atlanta for New York.

After the ceremonies a banquet was given

at the Capital City Club by the Air Mail

Committee, of which William B. Hartsfield

is chairman, to two hundred of Atlanta's

leading citizens and our visitors.

Sidney Malloy had the pleasure of bring-

ing the first mail to Atlanta from New York
and arrived 17 minutes ahead of schedule.

Pilot John Kytle made the round trip from

Atlanta to Richmond, Va., the control sta-

tion between Atlanta and New York.

SURVEYING of the Atlanta-Miami air

mail route has been started by officials of

the U. S. Department of Commerce headed

by Alvin W. Smith. Three principal cities

on the route, Macon, Waycross and Jackson-

ville, already have adequately equipped air-

ports.

VICTOR F. GRIMA, traffic manager of

the St. Tammany and Gulf Coast Air-

ways, Inc., and J. G. Ray, general opera-

tions manager of Pitcairn Aviation, Inc.

were in Atlanta recently. Mr. Grima an-

nounced that the Black & White Cab Com-

pany would furnish taxicab service to Can-

dler Field to patrons of the passenger airline.

GEORGE KREIGHER, a well known

old-timer, recently landed at Candler

Field in a Fairchild monoplane, belonging to

Brock & Weymouth. Inc., of Philadelphia.

He was accompanied by John Turner and

will be in Atlanta for about a month doing

aerial photography work.

THE Dixie & Northern Air line recently-

announced that they would soon com-

mence operations between Detroit and Miami.

tribution of the International Aircraft Cor-

poration's planes.

Leon P. Brink, who flew the plane in from

Cincinnati, will conduct a flying school at

the field. Leonard D. Dickinson, who has

conducted a motorbus service for several

years, is vice president of the company which

has leased the field, and is said to be the

chief promoter of the concern.

BINGHAMTON NEWS
By John B. G. Babcock

WITH city officials of Binghamton

planning for airport development,

and with four locally owned planes, several

pilots and mechanics, as well as a good

emergency landing field, this community is

taking a lively interest in the possibilities

of aeronautical development. The local

planes are a Waco biplane, owned by Rich-

ard L. Bennett, who has conducted a flying

school and maintained an emergency land-

ing field here . for the last seven years ; a

Cessna cabin monoplane, owned by the Aero

Sales Co. of Binghamton ; a Curtiss Oriole

biplane, owned by Gunne Lowkrantz ; and

another Curtiss, owned by Richard Wells.

'TP HE Binghamton Aero Club has voted

* to disband, effective June 1. The club,

which had 260 members, was formed a year

ago for the purpose of arousing Bingham-

ton to the need for an adequate airport.

Mayor Norman A. Boyd has assured the

public that the city will provide an adequate

airport. A municipal council committee,

with the mayor and city engineer, has been

investigating prospective airport sites here

for several months.

'"pHE Endicott Aero Club, which main-
* tains a flying field and temporary han-

gar at West Endicott, 10 miles west of Bing-
hamton. is planning to hold an air meet
on its field early in June.

QVVEGO AIR TRANSPORTATIONw CO., which was formed recently, has
obtained a 10-year lease on land just west
of the Owego creek, in the westerly part
of the village of Owego, 20 miles west of
Binghamton. The field was opened for use
May 9, when the company received its first

International plane. This company has ob-
tained the New York state agency for dis-

BUFFALO AIR NEWS
By B. C. Webster

WORK in expanding the lxal plant of

the Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Co.,

started with the announcement of the pro-

posed rail and air transcontinental lines.

More than $100,000 worth of equipment, to

be used in increasing production, is being

installed in the Kail street plant. Accord-

ing to C. Roy Keyes, vice president of the

company, another plant will be constructed.

The experimental planes for the transcon-

tinental lines are now being designed and

the first units will be completed early in

1029. he said. More than 50 additional men
will be employed.

tt EADQUARTERS for the Cleveland-

* ' Albany air mail line which starts oper-

ation June 1, will be located in Buffalo, ac-

cording to VV. T. Lyman, manager of the

Colonial Airways, Inc., which has the con-

tract for the route. Eight planes— four

Fairchilds, two Bellancas and two Pitcairns,

each equipped with a Wright Whirlwind

motor—will be used. Passengers, mail and

express will be carried.

A LONZO M. VINCENT, in charge of

Buffalo air mail for the government
and Ben Dahlkem, designer of the new air

mail envelope adopted recently by the gov-

ernment, were local representatives at the

state-wide conference for the promotion of

air mail, in Elmira.

pARLTOX W. GRIFFIN, formerly em-
ployed by the Athletic Club, has been

appointed traffic representative of the Colo-

nial Airways, Inc.

"TpW'O new organizations were formed
A within the last month to further avia-

tion. One is the class at the Elm Vocational

school. Headed by Michael Steffan. the

club has purchased a Waco plane from
Charles Dallas and will employ an instruc-

tor to teach its members flying. The other

club is known as the Buffalo Civilian Air

Service. Members will be taught how to

fly.
•

A HUGE parachute, capable of lowering
ten or twelve passengers from an air-

plane, or lowering a small plane, passed its

first army test, according to George Waite,
president of the Irving Air Chute Co. of

Buffalo. He has been working to perfect
the chute for six years. It is made simi-
lar to regular flier's chutes, which are 24
feet in diameter. The big chute is 80 feet

across. The final test will be made in Day-
ton some time in lune.
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Ddwn theYears

witheAviation
E)VER since

America got

into the big

scrap in1917,

HyViS Aero
Oil has dependably lubricated

aircraft engines.

HyViS was largely instru-

mental in proving that a pure

mineral oil could carry on in the

place of castor oil and do a

better job.

The introduction ofthe radial

air-cooled motor revolutionized

aero engine design and demand-
ed new performance from aero

oil. HyViS met this demand
easily and continued to afford a

wide margin of protection.

Flying, today, is not a ques-

tion ofgoing up
in the air to
shoot and be
shot at, but the

importance of

safe lubrication is still and al-

ways will be a vital factor.

Just as HyViS helped the
fighting planes ten years ago, it

is now helping commercial
planes to do a still bigger job

—

fly longer at lower cost.

HyVi S is a 100% Pennsylvania

oil refined to an unusual degree

ofpurity. Its efficiency is a result

of its slower reaction (thinning-

out) to heat and ability to flow

freely at low temperatures. With
HyViS in your motor, constant

pressure and safe lubrication

are assured.

If HyVi S cannot be obtained

at your flying field, write for

name of distributor in your
town.

FRED G. CLARK,
Inc., Cleveland. Estab-

lished 1882. Chicago,
Minneapolis, Los An-
geles. Refineries, War-
ren, Pa. Distributors
at all Principal Points.

"Well Away!

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEW ENGLAND NEWS
By George W. Hamblin

THE trimotored Fokker that Commander

Byrd hopes to use as a load carrying

ship on his South Pole Expedition, has been

fitted to pontoons, and with Wilmer Stultz

at the controls, was test-hopped. The flight

was a success, and a routine of tests were

immediately run. The plane has been named

"Friendship", and causes no little amount of

comment riding out in the harbor.

EDWARD T. O'TOOLE, head of the As-

sociated Aircraft of Boston, has opened a

resident flying school at Martha's Vineyard to

operate in the same manner as a summer

camp for boys. There are facilities for golf

courses, riding, fresh and salt water swim-

ming, shooting ranges, and everything that a

boy could ask for. When the summer flying

camp is well established, O'Toole plans to

add courses in all academic subjects that

may be of help to the students in passing

their college-entrance exams.

BERT KOGLE, transport pilot of the

American Eagle Aircraft Company, flew

a new Eagle in from the factory for the Bay

. State Flying Service, and the ship was

promptly turned over to Herb Ralston, di-

rector of the Granite State Flying Service,

with a flying field at Manchester, New
Hampshire.

SKYWAYS, INC., has taken delivery of

a new Challenger. Charlie Emerson has

been added to the staff as a pilot and student

instructor. George Barry, flight-ticket seller

de luxe, with his helper, Danny Dugan, is

still hopping em "three thousand feet at one

hundred miles an hour."

Andrew Ivanoff, treasurer of Skyways,

Inc., informs us that his company has taken

on dealerships of the Monocoupe and Stear-

man airplanes.

A FLASH from B. F. Billings just before

we went to press states that the Air-

port Corp. will have a Ford trimotor before

many weeks are out. This ship will be used

for hops around the famous places in the

vicinity of Boston, such as Lexington and

Concord, etc.

THE "Kitty Hawk", the first commercial

airplane built in New England since

the war, was test hopped recently by Allen

Bourdon at Pothier's Airport, Ruttonwoods,

R. I. The ship is a three-place open cockpit

job, powered with a 100 horsepower Ryan-

Siemens motor. Bourdon, with his brother

Ralph Bourdon, Hank Kurt and Harold T.

Dennison, flew the ship up to Boston where

local pilots inspected it and where Asst.-Sec.

Bill MacCracken looked it over. Bob O'Brien,

stats inspector of aircraft, flew the ship, and

everybody united in pronouncing it a darn

good airplane.

ANEW airport has made its appearance,

this time it is the Hyannis Airport,

located three-quarters of a mile north of

Hyannis, between Barnstable, West Yar-

mouth, and the Mary Dunn roads. The field

is under the direction of Robert Ayling,

young Boston man, who took flying instruc-

tion from the Airport Corp, two years ago,

and who was with the Dennison Airport

Corp. until just recently.

WITH the delivery of a new-production

Fairchild monoplane, activity at the

Dennison Airport, Atlantic, Mass., sprang

into its regular stride. The corporation is

Waco and Fairchild dealer for eastern

Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

The runways at Dennison Airport will be

enlarged to a minimum of 2,000 feet and

night-flying equipment will be installed.

These improvements will make the Dennison

Airport the best flying field in the vicinity

of Boston.

The corporation is composed of Harold T.

Dennison, president : Major C. H. Wooley,

commander of the 101st Observation Squad-

ron, M.N.G., vice president; and William

Bradford, former mayor of Quincy, treasurer.

The pilots employed are Hank Kurt, a Boston

Tech man, chief pilot, Alan Bourdon and Al

Sherman.

Lowell Airport Dedication

LOWELL AIRPORT at Lowell, Mass.

will be dedicated and opened on June

21, 22 and- 23, under the management of

American Airports Corporation.

The Air Meet and Exposition Department

of .the American Airports Corp., the manager

of which is Albert R. Rogers, in cooperation

with Joseph A. Legare, president, and Gen-

eral Butler Ames, treasurer, of the Lowell

Airport Corporation, are arranging an air

meet and an aircraft and industrial exposi-

tion in connection with the opening.
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SPRINGFIELD NOTES
By Henry P. Lewis

CONGRESSMAN HENRY L. BOWLES
j

has acquired an option on a tract of 350 I

acres in the town of Agawam, within 10

minutes of the business district of Spring- |

field. It is proposed to develop the field as

a private enterprise.

THE Springfield Publicity Club held an 1

"aviation night" program at which Sec- I

retary MacCracken, Igor Sikorsky and Maj.

Gen. John O'Ryan spoke. Mr. Sikorsky
j

flew to Springfield in one of his new twin 1

Whirlwind amphibians with Raymond White i

as pilot.

THE youth of Springfield is participating

in a model airplane contest, sponsored

by the Springfield newspapers and Junior

Achievement Foundation. Your correspond-

ent is directing the contest which will culmin-

ate in 'a series of district contests and a grand

final when three boys will be selected tol

repiesent the city at the national model air-

plane tournament to be held under the I

direction of the American Boy Magazine in I

Detroit, June 29 and 30.

The present local records for indoor and

outdoor models are held by Matthew

Moziek. Mayor Fordis C. Parker is giving

three gold medals to go to the winner and

three Springfield airplane operating com-

J

panics are donating the 105 other medals

which will be distributed among district and

final winners.

THE Massachusetts Airways, Inc.. has

purchased a Ryan Brougham and will

be New England distributors for the planes.

The company already handles the Alexander

F.aglerock and is operating from Randall

Farm in Agaw-am and the new Barnes Air-

port in Westfield.

THE Springfield Airlines is distributing

Swallows and American Eagles, while

the Springfield Airport Company is taking

on the Commandair planes.

Hp HE Flying Club of Springfield has pur-

* chased a Travel Air to be used by club

members for flying instruction, solo work

and pleasure hops. The club plans an active

season of operation from Dunn Field in

Longmeadow.

preparing

Summer School at Williamstoun, Mass., opens July 6th. Thorough
course in aeronautics and training in flying. Experienced teachers

prepare for all colleges. All sports.

Winter Schools at Pinchurst, N. C, and Williamstown, Mass.,

open Oct. 1st. Fine winter climate. Outdoor sports. Courses in

aeronautics and Business Administration. Junior College courses for

graduates of Preparatory and High Schools. Preparation for college

entrance examinations. Lower School for younger boys. Send for

Booklet.

CAMBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE
and TUTORING SCHOOL

Summer School at Williamstown, Mass.

Winter School at Pinehurst, N. C.

N. Y. Office and Dav School at 22 E. 74th St.

DENNISON AIRPORT CORP.
Dennison Airport

Five miles south of Boston Post Office.

SCHOOL OF AVIATION

AGENTS FOR

Fairchild Cabin Monoplanes

Waco 3-Place Biplanes

Monocoupe 2-Passenger Monoplanes

DENNISON AIRPORT ATLANTIC, MASS.

ay you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BUTLER STEEL HANGARS ARE FIRE-RESISTANT!

STEEL
BUILD
INGS*
PROTICT
AIRPLANE

CENTER

B

The American Eagle

Aircraft Corporation

uses Butler Steel
Buildings at its plant

in Kansas City. The

large building, shown

above at the right, is

20' x 100', has sliding

doors, vent type win-

dows and a full parti-

i

tion; the smaller one

I

at the left is 20' x 3 6',

has sliding doors and
" 9-light windows.

'UTLER HANGARS, like

Butler Buildings, are made en-
tirely of steel. So they are non-
combustible.

Wall and roof sheets are 24
gage tight coated galvanized
steel with deeply drawn paneled
corrugations—deeper and wider
than mill rolled corrugations. All

sheets are bolted together and to

a steel frame with galvanized
bolts. So the construction is rigid!

There is plenty of light in

Butler Steel Hangars. Doors,
equipped with roller bearing
wheels, operate easily.

These hangars are complete.
They may be economically en-
larged—or they may be taken
down, moved to a new location
and re-erected with practically

100% salvage.

If you are interested in a steel

hangar for one plane or many —
or any kind of industrial fire-

resistant structure — drop us a

line. Full information -with at-

tractive prices tvill be sent to you.

For Refueling Planes:
Butler Truck Tanks will save

you time. Tanks are welded, steel.

Different compartments hold def-

inite quantities of gasoline or lu-

bricating oils. Write for prices.

Butler Manufacturing Co.
Kansas City, Mo. Minneapolis, Minn.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PENNSYLVANIA NEWS
By Ray Krimm

i«T INDBERGH DAY", observing the

first anniversary of Col. Charles A.

Lindbergh's New York to Paris non-stop

flight, was celebrated throughout Pennsyl-

vania May 21, with Philadelphia leading in

elaborate ceremonies. The Philadelphia cel-

ebration included an aviation mass meeting

and aerial show at the Philadelphia Airport,

an aviation rally of school children in south-

west Philadelphia, special exercises by 350,-

000 children in public schools throughout the

city, and a special meeting of the St. Louis

Club of Philadelphia.

City officials who addressed the mass meet-

ing at the Philadelphia Airport pledged the

administration of Mayor Harry A. Mackey

to retain the airport in its present location

and to develop it so that it will become the

"finest airport along the Atlantic seaboard".

An aerial program was staged under the

direction of Major J. Sydney Owens, com-

mander of the 28th Division Air Service,

P. N. G., and Robert P. Hewitt, manager of

field operations for the Ludington Philadel-

phia Flying Service.

THE German-Irish fliers, Baron Gunther

Von Huenefeld, Captain Hermann

Koehl and Major James Fitzmaurice. vis-

ited Philadelphia on May 9, arriving at Mus-

tin Field, at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, on

the first flight of their brief tour of the

country. They were given a tremendous re-

ception by hundreds of .thousands of Phila-

delphians during their brief stay in the

Quaker City.

T_T ENRY FORD and Charles L. Lawrence,
* president of the Wright Aeronautical

Corp., received the Cresson medal of the

Franklin Institute on May 16. The exer-

cises were attended by Orville Wright.

*TpHE second annual air derby held under

auspices of the Berwick Aeronautical

Association was staged at Berwick on May
26 and 27. Several dozen pilots from

throughout the state attended the ceremonies

and carried passengers.

The air derby also was used to dedicate

the new airport, which is 100 yeards south of

the former Berwick field and on the north

side of the through highway. It is within

the city limits and faces on West Front

Street.

Officers of the Berwick Aeronautical As-

sociation include A. A. Whitlock, president

;

Dr. R. W. Miller, vice-president; Silas Mc-
Henry, secretary, and M. D. Beyer, treas-

urer.

/CHARLES TOWNSEND LUDING-
TON, president of the Ludington Phila-

delphia Flying Service; Virgil Kauffman,
secretary of the Aero Service Corporation

;

Harold A. Holbrook, director of public in-

formation for Pitcairn Aviation, Inc.
;
Major

Sydney Owens, commander of the 28th Di-
vision Air Service ; W. S. Green, Depart-
ment of Commerce aircraft inspector, and

W. N. Breingan, inspector from the same
office, spoke during the "Aviation Day"
luncheon-meeting of the City Club of Phila-

delphia recently.

T^HREE thousand pounds of letters, most

of them weighing considerably less than

half an ounce each, were carried in Pitcairn

Mailwings during the first week of service

on the New York to Atlanta air mail line.

In a report made public recently, Geoffrey

S. Childs, general manager and vice-presi-

dent of the Pitcairn organization, announced

that 159 pounds of mail were carried south

from Philadelphia during the first week.

That figure included mail taken to the Phila-

delphia post office from Camden, N. J., Ches-

ter, Pa., Wilmington, Del., and other nearby

cities.

A SITE for Williamsport*s airport has

been selected, and the work of im-

provement of the property is progressing.

The airport is to be located in Montours-

ville and will cover a total acreage of 162

acres. Hangars will be erected at once to

take care of the two planes recently pur-

chased by A. W. Hinaman, of the Hinaman

Aircraft Corporation.

INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
By Frank A. White

HEADQUARTERS for visiting air pilots

have been completed at Schoen Field,

Fort Benjamin Harrison, of which Lieut.

Walter R. Peck is commandant. Members

of the Exchange Club who took the initiative

in getting the quarters were entertained by

the enlisted and commissioned personnel of

the field, under whose direction the actual

construction took place. There are four bed-

rooms, reception room with large fireplace,

administration office, kitchen, bath, and

shower.

ARTICLES of incorporation have been

filed here for a new concern to manufac-

ture and sell airplanes and airplane motors.

The company will be known as the Chevrolet

Aircraft Corporation, with Louis, Charles

and Suzanne Chevrolet, of Indianapolis,

incorporators.

INDIANA AIR NEWS
By R. W. Kellum

HpHE Hoosier Airport which is under the

direction of H. C. Brooks and Bob

Shank, has attracted many Indianapolis resi-

dents for sightseeing trips. Four new Travel

Air ships have been ordered. The field just

east of the big oval of the Speedway is ideally

situated. Shank recently moved from Hunt-

ington, West Virginia, to take up Indianapolis

residence.

npHE Capital Airways, Inc., Elmer H.

Jose president, has been formed. It is

the agent for Eaglerock planes. It plans to

arrange a port north of Indianapolis. Ed-

ward M. Johnson will have charge of a flying

school. Air service to Chicago also is

contemplated.

<-p HE PRAIRIE FARMER, farm publi-

cation, is using a plane in promotion

work it usually has carried on by automobile.

W. Floyd Keepers, managing editor, has been

touring Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana in a

Waco-10 piloted by M. D. Ator, head of the

commercial field at Champaign, 111.

SO. NEW JERSEY NEWS
By Ray Krimm

rpDWARD P. WARNER, Assistant Sec-

' retary of the Navy in charge of Aero-

nautics ; Admiral W. A. Moffett, chief of

the Bureau of Aeronautics; Admiral J. L.

Latimer, Commandant of the Fourth Naval

District; Congressman Charles A. Wolver-

ton, of the First New Jersey District, and

other members of the House Naval Affairs

Committee, flew to the Crescent Airport,

Camden, from Washington, late in May to

attend the seventh annual banquet of Corpo-

ral Raymond C. Thoirs Post No. 47, Amer-
ican Legion.

Two Challenger planes of the Crescent

Air Service, Inc. and a special detail of

planes from the Philadelphia Navy Yard met

the visiting planes and escorted them to the

airport. Several hundred Legionnaires gath-

ered at the airport to greet the incoming

fliers. Five hundred attended the banquet.

The guests returned to Washington the fol-

lowing day by plane.

/CHARLES ABLE, of Ocean City, and

Larry Kelly, of Collingswood, have se-

cured the exclusive privilege of flying opera-

tions on the beach at Ocean City and have

started operations with a new three-place

OX-5 Challenger recently purchased from

the Crescent Air Service, Inc.

TP HE hangar being constructed by the

Burlington County Aero Club, at their

airport near Moorestown, is about completed

and the building is ready to receive the club's

first plane, a new Waco-10. The hanijar is

all steel and is 50 by 50 feet square. The

field will be dedicated in the near future;

TRADER FIELD, Atlantic City's munici-

pal airport, is being materially improved.

Additions are being made to the airport's 50

acres, with a 100-acre airport in prospect for

the immediate future and additional increases

in acreage promised by the city as they are

needed.

ATLANTIC AIRWAYS. Inc. of New
York has leased 4,000 square feet of

space at the steel pier Atlantic City, N. jJj

for display purposes. The Alexander Eagle-

rock plane which their company distributes

will be exhibited. There will also be a dis-JI

play of aircraft accessories. Plans includt

commercial operations of land and seaplane'

and an aviation school. J. W. Overturf iij

the Atlantic City manager.

STARTING modest operations at the Wil

^ Ham Penn Airport, Roosevelt Boulevan

and Red Lion Road, Philadelphia, on Apri'

1, the Keystone Flying Corporation has de

veloped one of the finest flying fields in thi

Philadelphia district.

In addition to carrying passengers the com

pany has a complete flying school. Georg

R. Hutchinson is field manager ;
Captai

Fred Lorillard, chief pilot ; Albert Grahan

associate pilot ; Paul Linler, chief mechanic

and G. M. Hutchinson, office manager. (

W. Larner is president of the corporation

C. C. Tutwiler, vice-president ; and Wii

Henry Tutwiler, secretary-treasurer.
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LEARN TO FLY— at a PITCAIRN SCHOOL

IN VIRGINIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Virginia, Inc.,

operators of Richard E. Byrd Field

at Fort Lee, Va., the municipal
airport of Richmond. Byrd Field

is a regular stop on the New York-
Atlanta air mail line. Located
seven miles east of Richmond
close by Fort Lee station of C. &
O. Railroad.

IN NORTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of North Caro-
lina, Inc., operators of the
Greensboro Municipal Airport, at
Friendship, ten miles west of

Greensboro. A regular stop on
the New York-Atlanta air mail
line and a center of constant
flying activity.

IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of South Caro-
lina, Inc., operators of the Spar-
tanburg Municipal Airport, three

miles southwest of the city. A
regular stop on the New York-
Atlanta air mail line.

IN GEORGIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Georgia, Inc.,
operates at Candler Field, the
Atlanta Municipal Airport. Locat-
ed at Hapeville, eight miles south

of Atlanta. The terminal of the
New York-Atlanta air mail line

and the Atlanta-New Orleans air

mall line.

PITCAIRN FIELD, PHILADELPHIA (WILLOW GROVE), PA.

IN PENNSYLVANIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Pennsylvania,
Inc., operators of Pitcairn Field at
Willow Grove, just north of Phila-

delphia. The largest commercial
flying field east of the Mississippi.

Training at Pitcairn Field offers
the special advantages of close
proximity to the Pitcairn aircraft
factory at Bryn Athyn, Pa., where
all phases of construction may be
observed.

The Pitcairn method of training pilots is unique.

It is based upon Pitcairn experience as manu-
facturers of airplanes, as air mail contractors

and as extensive commercial operators of air-

planes, resulting in an intimate knowledge of

just what a pilot should be taught to qualify for

private flying and general commercial work.

The Pitcairn method of instruction has been so

successful that there are now five schools operat-

ing in five eastern states. Each school is located

on a commercial airport, giving students the

advantage of intimate contact with commercial
flying operations.

Courses of ten hours, twenty hours and fifty

hours are offered, each course being supplemen-
tary of the next shorter, allowing a change to

longer courses without interruption of study.

The courses closely parallel those of military

service schools and are conducted all-year-

'round. Reasonable board and lodging may be
obtained near each field.

Anyone interested in learning to fly should in-

vestigate the Pitcairn Schools before making a

choice. A booklet giving detailed information on
Pitcairn methods of instruction with a synopsis

of courses offered, and setting forth the many
advantages of the Pitcairn Flying Schools, will

be mailed at your request. Write for it today.

PITCAIRN AVIATION E*c.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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OHIO AIR NEWS
Bv T. E. Lunsford

ARRANGEMENTS have been com-

pleted for use of the Columbus airport,

Sullivatit Ave. and Georgeville Road, by air

mail planes which begin service June 1 be-

tween Cleveland and Louisville. One hangar

is under construction and beacon lights will

be installed for night flying.

AVIATORS and aircraft flying over Co-

lumbus on and after July 1 must be

licensed by the U. S. Department of Com-

merce or be subject to a $100 fine or ten

days in jail or both, by the terms of an ordi-

nance passed by the City Council of that

city.

CONSTRUCTION work has started on

an airport for Columbiana County. The

field is located on a tract a half mile north

of Stop 55 on the Lincoln Highway out of

East Liverpool.

WITH Clarence D. Chamberlin, transat-

lantic flier, as guest, Mansfield re-

cently dedicated its 189-acre municipal air-

port.

AMONG the exhibits at the recent air

show held by the Columbus Aero Club

at the Lazarus Department Store was a

stripped Curtiss Jenny, with placards telling

the public the name of all parts ; a model

airport ; a seven-foot replica of the navy

dirigible Los Angeles, sent by the Good-

year Company of Akron ; three engines, a

Curtiss OX-5, Hisso and Liberty, mounted

on blocks
;
airplane models submitted by the

Model Airplane League of America and the

Junior Aero Club.

/"M ILUMBUS is to have a complete com-

mercial airport, within the next few

months, operated as nearly as possible like a

municipal establishment, it has been an-

nounced by Ross Harris, president of the

Commercial Airway Transit Corporation of

Ohio. The field embraces 100 acres, and is

15 miles by automobile from the Columbus

post office.

'TpHE Lima Aero Club was organized at

* a meeting held recently at the Superior

Aircraft Field. F. H. Colby was named
temporary secretary. Flying lessons will be

given by "Red" Couples, chief pilot at the

Superior Field.

THE Urhana Flying Club was organized

with the specific object of properly

marking a field where airplanes may land

near Urbana. Officers of the club are : Her-

man Harner, president ; Charles N. Greene,

treasurer, and Job Stevenson, secretary.

pvKSPITE the fact that new regulations,

governing mostly commercial flying,

have been declared to be unusually "stiff,"

they are favored by Dayton aviators. Copies

of the new regulations were recently re-

ceived at the Dayton field.

By the new rules, aviation instructors will

be required to have 200 hours solo flying in-

stead of 50 before training new pilots. Per-

sons flying private planes must have 10

hours alone in the air before obtaining their

certificates. Pilots and mechanics must pass

their examinations for license with a grade

of 70 per cent in each subject included in-

stead of with an average of 70 per cent for

all subjects.

HC. YEISER. JR., was chosen presi-

• dent of the Metal Aircraft Corpo-

ration of Cincinnati, recently organized with

an authorized capital of $500,000. Other of-

ficers chosen are : Julius Fleischmann, first

vice president ; Powel Crosley, jr., second

vice president ; Thomas E. Halpin, third

vice president : Ralph R. Graichen, fourth

vice president ; John B. Hollister, secretary ;

Daniel Schryber, treasurer ; T. E. Halpin,

general manager. The following were

chosen directors : E. F. Lunken, T. S. Good-

man, John C. Hermann, T. Higbee Embry,

W. H. Chatfield and J. J. Rowe.

International Corp. New Factories

Hp HE International Aircraft Corporation

*• officially dedicated its new factories and

auxiliary flying field at Cincinnati, with the

official recognition of the Cincinnati Cham-

ber of Commerce and the American Legion.

The factory colony, consisting of four

factories and separate office building, were

open to the public throughout the entire

afternoon, with all departments and all

workers on duty. More than 10,000 people

visited the factory in the afternoon.

Clarence D. Chamberlin gave the signal

that started the American flag aloft over

the factories—the dedication ceremony. Mrs.

H. A. Speer, wife of the vice president and

sales manager of the company hoisted the

flag.

CLEVELAND AIR NEWS
By David E. Irwin

\ NNOL'NCEMENT of two passenger

* * airlines between Cleveland and Chicago

was made last month. Stout Air Services,

Inc., operators of the Cleveland- Detroit air-

lines, and the United States Airways Co., re-

cently organized in Chicago, are to operate

the lines.

Stout plans to run, in addition to the pres-

ent Cleveland-Detroit line, a Chicago- Cleve-

land and a Chicago-Detroit, forming a tri-

angle of passenger lines. Planes are to

leave the terminals both in the morning and

afternoon, under present plans. The sched-

uled flying time from Detroit to Chicago

will be two and a half hours.

The other Cleveland- Chicago line is ex-

pected to be put into operation in July.

Twelve cabin planes have been purchased

from the Hamilton Metal Plane Co.. Mil-

waukee, according to P. S. Kemp, managing

director of the new airways company. Two
planes are to be flown each way daily.

'TpHE Clifford Ball airline, which has the
A mail contract between Cleveland and
Pittsburgh, opened air express service

April 30.

The planes leave Cleveland airport at

12:15 p. m., connecting with the eastbound

N. A. T. due at noon, and arriving in Pitts-

burgh, 2 p. m. Return service from Pitts-

burgh at 2:30 p. m„ arriving Cleveland to

connect with the N. A. T. from the west

at 4 :35 p. m. Arrangements are to be made

for an intermediate stop at Voungstown.

A SPECIAL committee to study and

promote aviation in Cleveland has

been appointed by the Cleveland Advertising

Club.

Those on the committee are : Ralph

Leavenworth, chairman: 1. [. Sperling;

John E. Wiley: Richard S. Rimanoczy ; Irv-

ing Silverstein ; Paul Laferty; George E.

Mills and H. C. Treharne, the last two
secretary and assistant secretary of the club,

respectively.

*TpHE Thompson Aeronautical Corpora-

tion of Cleveland has been awarded the

contract for air mail between Chicago-South

Bend-Detroit, with 11 other Michigan towns

on way-routes. The corporation's bid was

89 cents a pound. They expect to get into

operation about July 1.

A fleet of six planes, four of them Stinsons,

are to be operated over the route.

Besides Chicago, South Bend and Detroit,

the route touches Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,

Jackson, Ann Arbor, Pontiac, Lansing, Flint,

Saginaw, Bay City, Grand Rapids and Mus-
kegon.

' I 'HE John S. King Co. national advertis-

ers with offices in Cleveland, purchased

a four-seater Stinson-Detroiter last month
tor use of the Cleveland office.

TpHE American Eagle of the Becker
A Roofing Co., used by officials of the

concern, ended a 5,000-mile tour of the

country April 28. H. R. Mull piloted the ship.

W. A. Keller, manager of the company,

will use the ship to visit the 31 branches of

the concern in various parts of the country.

TOLEDO AIR NEWS
Bv David B. Hoag

TpOLEDO'S new municipal airport located

» une-half mile south of . Walbridge, O,
and one mile east of Moline, was opened

and dedicated on April 28. A brick and

steel hangar has been completed, beacon

lights have been installed and a contract for

the placing of flood lights has been let.

WESTCHESTER AIRWAYS, INC.,

now operating at Long Island, N. Y.,

has established a branch in Toledo. Lieut.

Harry J. Runser is managing director and

pilot while Capt. C. Goodsell, recently sta-

tioned at Sel fridge field, will assist him.

One-hour service to Cleveland, two-hour ser-

vice to Chicago and five-hour service to

New York will be given by the company.

SKY-WAY. INC., recently formed by

Thomas R. Manton, and Lyell K. Lewis,

are specializing in carrying passengers on

short hops over the city. One Waco plane is

in use and two others have been ordered.
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ST. LOUIS AIR NEWS
By A. W. League

ST. LOUIS has one of the most up-to-date

airports in the country when it comes to

flying equipment. Von Hoffmann tops the

list with three Ryan Broughams, a Hisso

Ryan, three Eaglerocks and a Pheasant.

Parks Airlines have clinched second place

with a half a dozen Travel Airs and more

coming in as fast as they can get 'em, plus

a couple of Standards. Phil Ball, who owns

the St. Louis Browns Baseball Team, has a

Ryan Brougham and Frank Dunn pilots him

all around the country in it.

The Robertson Aircraft Corporation has

a Ryan Brougham which they use in the air

mail. They also have a Whirlwind Travel

Air and I hear they are going to order a

couple more Whirlwind jobs. The poundage

on the mail has shown an increase and the

passenger service has averaged two a day

for the past few weeks. Besides all of these

ships, we have five Waco-lOs, another Whirl-

wind Travel Air, a Whirlwind Ryan M2,

two more Eaglerocks, one Laird Commer-

cial, one Waco-9 and the first Travel Air

built, which belongs to O. E. "Scotty" Scott.

Even though it is the first one built, it still

holds its place with the rest of the commer-

cial jobs on the field.

QINCE the city took over the Ik-Id, things

^ have started to happen. Von Hoffmann

Aircraft Company is erecting two new hang-

ars costing $20,000 each. Construction work

on the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Company's

new factory and the Curtiss-Robertson Air-

craft factory is going along at top speed and

from all indications it won't be long before

they will be turnin' 'em out. The Robertson

Aircraft Company is reconditioning all the

OX motors that they have sold to the Cur-

tiss-Robertson Mfg. Co.

T NEARLY forgot to tell you about our
A new company. You remember Phil Love

who used to fly the mail with "Slim" from

St. Louis to Chicago and who later joined

forces with the Department of Commerce,
then started out to peddle Fairchilds—well,

Phil and Preston Sultan are now airport

consulting engineers. Sultan is an old timer

with a war record of four Dutchmen and

between the two of them they are ready to

consult anybody on anything pertaining to

airports. Their first job was the construc-

tion of a hangar on the new Parks Airline

field just south of East St. Louis, 111. That's

sure going to be some airport when it is

finished—just 20 minutes from downtown
St. Louis. Parks has the agency for the

Travel Air and they say that sales are

pretty good. Clyde Brayton is their chief

pilot. The Travel Air Company is building

a number of planes for Parks Airlines de-

signed especially for student instruction.

TTIT'E are all praying for November to

come around, not because we are

crazy about the weather but because that is

the month when we vote for our $1,000,000

airport. We have firmly resolved to put it

over if we have to go out campaigning for

it. And speaking of "campaigning"—Allen

T. Spivey an E. St. Louis newspaper man
has engaged two Travel Airs to "••"tnp" the

state of Illinois in his campaign for con-

gressman. The ships will probably be flown

by Joe Hammer and Clyde Brayton both of

the Parks Airlines. They plan to visit all

the leading towns in the state of Illinois and

we hope that when Allen T. gets through

telling 'em what a great thing it would be

for them to put him in Congress he will say

a few words for aviation along with it. I

don't know what political party he belongs

to but if he is "airminded" he must be all

right and I wish him lots of success.

\yfOTHER nature is not the only one to

let us know that spring is here. All

the fair weather pilots are getting their

crates out and are touching them up a bit.

Art Heman has been kept busy lately with

his Duco spraying outfit adding a touch of

color here and there to fuselage and motor

cowlings. When Art gets through our field

will look like a nest of Easter eggs from the

air.

"TpllH National Guard Squadron is the

* proud possessor of two new Curtiss

Falcons and believe me they sure are piling

up time on these new jobs.

TP HE Naval Reserve outfit tells us they

have just about got their "Jenny" dolled

up for the spring and summer flying session.

There is a bunch of Ixiys who sure deserve

a lot of credit ! They are all good mechanics

and good fliers, hut the Navy Department

refuses to recognize them as far as giving

them equipment is concerned. However,

that didn't discourage them one bit. They
saved up their dimes and nickels and bought

an OX Jenny. The Navy Department didn't

want 'em to fly but they put one over on

them. They have been waiting two years

for recognition from Washington but with

no luck. In the meantime .they are flying

the old Jenny on and on. Something should

be done about that.

A NHEUSER-BUSCH & CO. has pur-

chased a Ryan Brougham from Von
Hoffmann Aircraft and Joe Hammer has

been elected as pilot. E. R. Coyle, general

sales manager for Anheuser-Busch, and Joe

Hammer are touring the southwest in the

new brougham making a preliminary survey

of the trade routes and sales territory in that

section. As soon as routes are laid out a

fleet of six planes will be put into service

to carry salesmen.

/GEORGE LAM-BERT is the proud pos-

sessor of a new Siemens-Halske Travel

Air which he purchased through the Parks
Airlines, Inc. Several of the boys flew the

new job and they all voted it lots of praise.

The Von Hoffmann Co. has a new Siemens-

Halske Eaglerock which is a very nice

looking job.

DILL CHAUDFT of the General Brake
*-* Service Co. has purchased a Travel Air
from the Parks Airlines for business trips.

Chaudet is somewhat of a flier himself but
a chap by the name of "Gilly" is to be his

pilot on cross-country trips.

'TpHERE is another new field being laid
*- out close to St. loom's. It is being

built by Oscar Johnson, wealthy young St.
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Louis sportsman, who recently bought a

Whirlwind Travel Air and engaged 'Boots'

Dempsey to fly it for him. The field is a

60-acre tract on the banks of the Missouri

River at St. Albans, Mo. and is a part of the

country estate of Johnson's mother.

inLIND FLYING' BUD GURNEV
broke the record for the mail run be-

tween St. Louis and Chicago, making the

run of 227 miles in 1 hour 54 minutes. The
time included two stops for mail—one at

Springfield and one at Peoria.

A IR express service was started May
first when three Robertson Aircraft Co.

ships took off for Chicago with the first

load. About fifty packages were picked up

at Springfield and about fifteen at Peoria

besides the usual mail consignment.

'T'HK Post Office Department awarded the

* Robertson Aircraft Co. the contract for

the air mail route from St. Louis to Omaha
by way of Kansas City. The planes will leave

St. Louis at 8 :00 p. m., making Kansas City

at 10 :30 p. m. and enabling the mail and

passengers to reach their destination in Texas

or the Pacific coast the following day. The
Robertson bid was 7S.5 cents per pound. They
are also bidding on the shuttle route to

Evansville, Ind., which will connect with the

route from Chicago to Atlanta.

pASSEXGER business on the mail line

* has shown an enormous increase the past

few months. In fact it is so large that the

Robertson Co. has established a downtown
ticket office for the convenience of everyone

concerned.

WE are all glad to hear that the City has

retained O. E. (Scotty) Scott as field

manager. The city took over the operation

of Lambert Field sometime ago and consider-

able excitement was stirred up for fear that

the City officials would make it a political

job and put some 'swivel chair' dub in charge

of the field who did not know a thing about

aviation. That sure would have been a

calamity but it didn't happen and we are all

satisfied. Scotty was appointed field manager

after the Air Races in- 1923 and has served

faithfully ever since.

TpHF boys at the field got their first look

at the new Curtiss-Robin the other day

when "Slim" Lindbergh and Major Robert-

son flew to St. Louis from Washington, D. C.

Quite a bit of interest has been created over

the new job which is considerably different

from most of the low priced commercial jobs

on the market.

A FTER many months of tedious work,

the Robertson Aircraft Corporation

has completed its new parts catalog. It is of

handy size, being b l/2 x inches, has 128

pages, and contains 72 illustrations. In it a

brief history of the organization and its of-

ficers is given. It also contains an index of

thousands of airplane and motor parts. In-

formation of value to pilots and mechanics

pertaining to motors, carburetors, and mag-

netos, is also given.
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Learn FLYING at MARSHALL
Expert Instructors and $400,000.00
Worth of Equipment to Train You
You demand—and arc entitled to—the best. You cannot

reasonably hope to learn flying successfully in a second-

rate school with limited or obsolete equipment. The ex-

tremely rapid development of this profession demands that

you keep abreast of the times! Here at Marshall we have

nearly a half million dollars' worth of equipment—big

airplane factory—modern four-way flying field—many
other big buildings—and a dozen or more planes for stu-

dents' use.

Learn to fly by FLYING/
"Book learning" is essential in some studies—but you can't

learn to fly by studying a book. The Marshall Flying

School, while imparting to students the fundamentals

through expert instructors, takes you right up into the

- m-i
Marshall students come from

forty-eight states and two foreign

countries. When they leave here

they are real fliers.

sky in dual control planes with expert fliers.

You too, are a flier when you finish this course!

Limited Low Tuition Offer
The maintenance of such an institution is expensive—we
found it necessary to raise our tuition rates in order to

maintain the quality of instruction we are giving.

ACT/ Save Money

—

The new tuition rates are $200 for the ground
course and $250 for the flying course—total,

$450. By acting at once you can get both

for $290—a saving of $160. Your name on
the coupon below brings you this book which
tells all about America's greatest flying school.

SEND FOR IT NOW.

MAIL THIS
COUPON/

MARSHALL FLYING SCHOOL, inc.
650 English St., Marshall, Missouri.

Please send me your FREE booklet.

Name

Address

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WICHITA AIR NEWS
By Edwin YV. Prvor

WICHITA believes in air mail. Stewart

Young, postmaster, the week of May

12 submitted a report showing that the

N.A.T. carried 11,636 pounds of air mail

from this city during the year just passed,

as compared to 7,731 pounds for the first

year of its existence.

PLANS "for the erection of Aeronautical

Hall are being worked out by the board

of regents of the University of Wichita.

Aeronautical classes were started this spring,

and the classrooms are so crowded already

that the regents believe the erection of a

separate building for the school of aeronau-

tics will be necessary next year.

Local men attached to the six airplane fac-

tories in Wichita, and army pilots from Fort

Riley are conducting the classes.

THE first ship of the Lark Airplane Com-

pany will be completed and given test

flights soon. The plane already has been

purchased by C. C. Baldwin and Russell

Van Sickel of Wichita. It is a cabin bi-

plane powered with a Wright Whirlwind en-

gine, seating six persons including pilot.

THE Wichita Air Service Provision

(Wasp) Company opened at the Wichita

airpcrt on May 20, offering practically every

branch of air service. The company now
owns three planes—two Travel Air biplanes,

and one cabin monoplane. A Swallow bi-

plane has been ordered and a Stearman will

be purchased immediately for fast cross-

country work.

Charles Lander will be instructor and

manager of operations ; Preston Kirke, chief

mechanic. Officers of the company are : D.

E. Sauder, president ; Robert Hasy, vice-

president ; Aaron Greenleaf, treasurer ; W.
E. Titus, secretary, and Lander, manager of

operations.

XyfRS. ESTHER M. WARNER, wife of

H. P. Warner, sales manager for the

Quick Air Motors Company, has returned

after a two-month tour of Europe by air.

With Miss Mildred Johnson, well known
writer and lecturer, Mrs. Warner visited all

the larger cities of Europe as guest of the

various airlines. The two women covered

about 9,000 miles by air during the two
months.

\irlLLIAM M. BREINGAN, one of the

* » first Department of Commerce avia-

tion inspectors, is in Wichita studying the

possibilities of conducting factory inspec-

tions. If possible, the department plans to

license ships before they leave the factory,

and "Scotty" Breingan has been assigned

the duty of working out a system whereby
that will be possible. He will remain in

Wichita about three weeks, spending most of

his time in the Travel Air factory.

"Scotty" was a member of the British air

forces in Palestine, and the first air mail
pilot on the Cairo-Bagdad run.

T DON ALEXANDER, of the Alexander
*-* * Eaglerock Company, has contracted for

a number of Quick airplane motors. The
motors are converted Le Rhone rotaries,

made into static radials by C. E. Quick.

An "Aerovane" used on main highways

WICHITA was "attacked" by a fleet of

48 army planes Thursday, May 17.

The planes, on their way to Fort Riley for

maneuvers, circled the city. Brigadier Gen-

eral D. D. Foulois was included in the per-

sonnel of the party.

T17- M. MOORE of Wichita was elected

* * • president of the Swallow Airplane

Company at a recent meeting of the stock-

holders. He succeeds Jack Turner, who has

disposed of his Swallow holdings to concen-

trate on Travel Air, of which company he is

vice-president.

A. E. Merriam was elected director to

succeed Mr. Turner. Other directors, re-

elected, are J. W. Craig, C. A. Noll, and W.
B. Harrison. Victor Roos was re-appointed

manager of the company, which is now on

quantity production.

Six Swallow planes were delivered re-

cently to Williams & Shoblanska, Swallow

dealers of Milwaukee, Wise.

A SECOND All-Kansas Air Tour, spon-

** sored by the Wichita Chamber of Com-
merce and the Wichita N. A. A. chapter, is

due to take off June 4 for a six-day flight

through west Kansas. The first tour was
held April 2-7, and visited eastern cities in

the state.

Tf W. HOCKADAV is in Washington,
A • D. C, conferring with officials of the

Department of Commerce in completing plans

for the uniform system of airways marking,

the subject at a conference in Wichita May
10 and 11.

Hundreds of plans for marking systems

were submitted to the conference, and the

department will weed them out, perhaps

consolidating some, and determine upon a

definite system which will be announced at

another conference in the near future.

'TPHE local government aircraft inspectors

have been relieved and transferred.

Richard H. Lees goes to Louisville and E.

W. Day to Dallas. C. A. Brukman and Lt.

James H. Collins of Chicago succeed Lees

and Day and have established their offices

with the Wichita Chamber of Commerce.

Airway Marking Conference

"TP HE Aeronautical Division of the Wichita
* Chamber of Commerce, Wichita, Kan-

sas, realizing the importance of airway and

airport markings, called a conference on

May 10th and 11th to discuss and develop a

uniform system for that purpose.

In conjunction with this event, a prize

was offered for the best system submitted by

firms or individuals interested in this line

of work.

The conference was well attended and all

sections of the United States represented.

Secretary William B. MacCracken, jr., head

oi Aeronautics Branch of the Department of

Commerce, headed the list of speakers and

judges. The Army, Navy, Post Office De-

partment and Weather Bureau were also

represented and acted in judicial capacity

regarding the contest.

The first prize was awarded to Aero

Guides, Inc. of New York City and repre-

sented by R. B. Bevier and C. F. B. Roth.

The second prize was awarded to J. M.
Knight of Severy and J. D. Wood of the

Department of Public Works, Boise, Ind.

was tied with H. Don Snodgrass of Jenks,

Okla. for the third prize, both entries being

very similar in design and idea.

THE AEROVANE
' *HE Aerovane Utilities Corporation of

* New York plans to place on the right

hand side of every main highway leading

into a town or city a new standardized air-

way marker, combining wind direction, com-

pass bearing, and the name of the community

over which the plane is flying.

The new marker, called the Aerovane, was

demonstrated and shown for the first time at

Wichita, Kansas, at the Airways Marking

Conference. The marker consists of a struc-

tural steel pole, 6 inches in diameter, and 25

feet in height. Anchored at the very tip is a

wind sock, 3 feet in length. Located 8 feet

below, and centered on a horizontal plane, is

a large arrow, 13J/2 feet long. This arrow,

painted a chrome yellow, has the name of

the town to which the arrow is pointing, let-

tered in black. On the tail of this arrow,

which is a 3-foot square painted in black, is

superimposed a smaller arrow, painted white,

which is in a fixed position pointing true

north. This indicates compass direction to

the aviator.

Located 6 inches below this large arrow is

a sign board, 8x3 feet in size, for road

travel information. On it, painted in white

letters, will be carried the name of the town,

and, perhaps, its slogan. Hanging from this

sign, one on either side of the upright, will

be two circular panels, 42 inches in diam-

eter, which will be rented by the leading

business interests of the community, and

which provide the revenue for erection and

maintenance of the airway marker.

Thus, an aviator wishing to determine his

position, can follow any main artery of

ground travel and pick up a marker. Pro-

vision has been made for electrically flood-

lighting the arrow wherever and whenever

desired.

The Aerovane Corporation has been or-

ganized under the laws of the State of Dela-

ware, with the following officers and direc-

tors : John J. White, president : D. A. Grif-

fith, vice-president : J. E. Doran, second

vice-president ; J. G. Mahony, secretary and

treasurer.
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AEROVANE
An Aid to the Air Traveler

WITHIN the next twelve months, Aerovanes will be erected along

the main highways leading into every city and town in the United
States—making it possible for you to instantly locate your position from
the air, anywhere, at any time.

Consisting of a structural steel pole six inches in diameter and twenty-

five feet in height, the Aerovane combines the three fundamentals essen-

tial to the proper guidance of the flyer

—

A wind cone three feet in length anchored to the very tip of the

pole. Below this, centered on a horizontal plane, is a large arrow

thirteen and a half feet in length—with the name of the town

towards whi^h the arrow is pointing lettered in black on a

brilliant chrome yellow background.

On the tail of the arrow, which is a three-foot square, is super-

imposed a smaller arrow in white in a fixed position true North.

Aerovanes will be placed on the right side of every main highway on

the outskirts of all cities and towns. Under normal conditions the Aero-

vane will be visible to the flyer at a height of 3,000 ft.; and readable at a

height of 1,000 ft. Arrangements may be made to illuminate the arrow

and signs at night.

We invite inquiries from pilots, airports, airport committees, aero clubs,

Chambers of Commerce, municipalities, and others interested in aviation.

AEROVANE UTILITIES CORPORATION
292 Madison Avenue New York, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
By Harold Alexander

THE Great Lakes Airways Corporation

has organized in Duluth with a capi-

talization of $100,000. W. E. (Doc) Sickner

is president, with Ken Pettit, a former Army

flier, as chief pilot. At present an American

Eagle, for which they have the agency in

addition to that of the Ryan monoplanes, is

operated from a field just outside of the city

limits.

FLYING activities at the Superior field,

formerly known as the Arrowhead Air-

ways field, have been hampered and proposed

trips of visiting ships have been postponed

because of the muddy condition of the field.

Runways are now being laid out and grav-

eled so as to be in good condition for other

than fair weather flying.

C. M. Peterson, pilot for the Superior

Airways, was formerly a flier in the Twin

Cities. This company is getting ready for

the summer season.

ROCHESTER AIRWAYS of Roches-

ter, Minn., is the Travel Air dealer in

that part of the state, having been selected

by the Roth-Downs Airways of St. Paul, the

Minnesota distributor of Travel Airs, the

Driggs Dart and the Monocoupe. The cus-

tomary flying activities, such as student in-

struction, passenger carrying and cross-

country flights, are carried on with the

Rochester field as the base of operations. T.

J. Moore is president of this organization

and George Steinkie is the chief pilot.

T'llE Minnesota Aircraft Co., Eaglerock

distributor within the state, will increase

its facilities to meet the constantly increas-

ing demand, and construction of a 60 x 80

foot hangar will be started immediately at

Wold-Chamberlain airport. Jack Anderson,

chief pilot, has made a number of trips to

various parts of the state with L. W. Chan-

dler, president of the company, as passenger

for the purpose of establishing Eaglerock

dealerships.

A N airport for Yankton, S. D., is assured

for the local Chamber of Commerce
and a group of business men have obtained

a 70-acre tract of land adjoining the state

hospital on the west and three miles from

the center of town. The property is to be

improved at once and four-way runways will

be laid out.

r~\URING a recent board of directors meet-U ing, the Mid-Plane Sales & Transit Co.

of Minneapolis voted to double their capi-

talization. In addition to distributing the

Fairchilds, this commercial aviation organi-

zation also handles the Command-Aire manu-

factured by the Arkansas Aircraft Co. of

Little Rock, Arkansas. There are about

fifty students receiving instructions on either

the Waco or Command-Aire.

A IR SERVICE, IXC. of Minneapolis, is

offering a special course during the

summer season. This training is restricted

to college men and is to cover a period of

three months with the initial class being held

on June 18th.

A ERO INDUSTRIES, INC. is design-

ing and building a new plane that will

be placed on the market within the near fu-

ture. In addition, the Ace High College of

Aeronautics is being conducted by this or-

ganization. The officers of the Aero Indus-

tries are : J. B. Skorstad, president ; V. L.

Jones, vice-president and general manager

;

G. F. Mantz, secretary; R. S. Doll, treas-

urer ; Arthur B. Glessner, chairman of the

board of directors.

WHEN Capt. George Wilkins and his*

pilot flew over the top of the world

in their Lockheed plane the people of Hat-

ton, N. D., rejoiced for Lieut. Ben Eielson

calls that place his home town. Prepara-

tions are being made to accord him a recep-

tion worthv of a hero on his homecoming.

WISCONSIN AIR NEWS
By Roy Leavitt .

'"yHE Larson brothers of Larson have

* added a Whirlwind Waco-10 to their

fleet and are getting ready for a big sum-

mer's business.

/"iLASSES at the George A. Whiting air-

port, Appleton, started May 7.

An airplane meet will be held at this air-

port July 28 and July 29. sponsored by the

Appleton Chamber of Commerce.

117 L. KOEHN and A. W. Sommer of

» » ' Sheboygan have purchased three

Waco planes and will use them for hopping

passengers at Green Bay and Sheboygan.

(Continued on page 1024)

The WACO40 is now finished with

TI-TWO DOPE
made by

TITANINE, INC.
Union County, N. J.

Quantity production necessitates

High Quality and Economy

WACO-10, "WHIRLWIND"

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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IT'S NEW* The Sensation

of

Aircraft Books

-Partial List Table of Contents-

CHAPTER ONE
Airfoils, Lift and Drag

Airfoils; flat and curved plate—Cambered Airfoils

—

Airfoils for different purposes, high lift, general purpose,
high speed—Drag—Head Resistance—Streamlining—Fairing
—Wind Pressure at various velocities.

CHAPTER TWO
Control

Control by Flaps—Ailerons and their Functions—Flippers
and their Function—-Rudder—Co-ordination of Controls.

CHAPTER THREE
Inherent Stability

Stability Defined—Relation of Momentum to Stability

—

Longitudinal Stability—Why a Plane Flies "Hands Off-
Directional Stability—Propeller Torque—Dihedral—Losses
due to Dihedral.

CHAPTER FOUR
Interesting Points in Design

Aspect Ratio—Stagger—Monoplane or Biplane—Tail Skid

—

Airplane Engines—Water Cooling vs. Air Cooling—Cost of

Airplane Engines—The Propeller.

CHAPTER FIVE
Construction of Airplanes

Wings—Fuselage—Monocoque Fuselage—Landing Gear

—

The Empennage.
CHAPTER SIX

Practical Flying—The Slotted Wing
Stalls—Result of a Stall—More About Flying Speed—Air
Speed in Turns—The Slotted Wing.

CHAPTER SEVEN
The Weather and Aviation

Wind—Gales—Squalls and Gusts—Rain, Snow, Sleet and
Hail—Fog—Lightning—Bumps—"Air Pockets."

CHAPTER EIGHT
Airports—Airways—Safety

Airports and Airways—Safety in Aviation—Aviation
Accidents—Structural Failure—Error of Pilot—Accidents
due to Weather—Crashes in the Air—Parachutes—Fires
in the Air.

CHAPTER NINE
Pilot Licenses—The First Lesson

How to Become a Pilot—Inspection—Taxiing—Taking-off

—

Climbing—Flying Level—Turns and Banks—Landing.

CONCLUSION
Terminology.

Only

$1.00
For the first time, in non-technical, plain English,

here's a new book that gives you the whole theory

and practice of Aviation. Its 128 pages and 49

illustrations take all the mystery out of this in-

creasingly important subject.

Everybody's Book
What ever your interest in Aviation—whether

you plan to fly, whether you are now "taking

time" or are merely interested in posting yourself

on aviation—here, at last, is the most practical

way of doing it in the shortest time.

Notice to Flying Schools

Your students will solo in one-third less

time, and will be better fliers at the end

of their training if they read this book

before taking instruction. Prices to

wholesale users on request.

_____ JUST USE THIS COUPON — -

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS, Inc.

2508 University Ave.
SAINT PAUL, MINN.

Here's my dollar. Rush me postpaid a

copy of "The Modern Airplane."

NAME (Print)

ADDRESS .

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS, Inc., Saint Paul, Minn.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Wisconsin News continued)

STEVENS POINT has acquired a tract

of 67 acres east of that city for an air-

port. J. W. Dunnegan, E. A. Oberweiser

and J. A. Week put up the money for the

land. An organization has been formed to

take over and develop the project.

MANY of the visitors on the peninsula

of Door County on "Cherry Blossom

Sunday" viewed the beautiful scene of thou-

sands of acres of cherry trees in bloom from

the air.

Reynolds brothers, chief among the cherry-

growers of the district, constructed a 100-

acre airport during the past winter and the

North American Airways Company kept

their Stinson monoplane busy carrying pas-

sengers.

ER. THOMPSON, who has obtained

• control of a 4,000-acre island in Green

Bay and is going to open it as a resort, has

contracted with Lester Nebel of Sturgeon

Bay, to complete an airport on the island in

30 days. There will be two runways, 2,800

and 3,000 feet long. Two Ford trimotored

planes will be used for service between the

island and Chicago, with service starting the

latter part of June.

ATKINSON AVIATION
COMPANY'S SCHOOL

HP HE offices and primary training shops

•* of the Atkinson Aviation Company's

School of Aeronautics are located in the

heart of the business section of Gary, Indiana,

in a new fireproof building. The school is

equipped with the latest type of equipment,

and the shops, consisting of the woodworking

shop, the assembly shop, the fabric shop, the

motor shop, the welding department, and the

final assembly and inspection departments,

are complete in their methods and modern in

their mechanical appliances.

Many times, since the opening of the train-

ing course, the members of the shops have

gone out into the country to pick up the

wreckage of a ship which has "cracked-up."

A telephone message to the Atkinson Avia-

tion Company brings the word that trucks

from the school will be on their way to

assist immediately. The charges for repair-

ing ships are just the cost of the materials

used in the work, plus the hauling charges

for the trucks, at the rate of twenty cents a

mile. The students are always working upon

the latest types of ships, so that their knowl-

edge is up-to-date.

At the airport the seven planes of the

company are in use in the training of pilots,

under the able supervision of Lieutenant

Robert (Bob) Minick. All ships bear De-

partment of Commerce license numbers. L.

H. Atkinson is the manager of the company

and George Schaeffer, school engineer.

The distributorship for Monocoupe air-

planes for Indiana has been awarded to the

Atkinson Aviation Co., who have received

delivery of the first of fifteen Monocoupes

ordered during Ma v.

MINNESOTA AIR NEWS
By W. S. Schley. Jr.

/CONSTRUCTION of the first of a series

' of new hangars involving an expendi-

ture of approximately $100,000 at the Wold-

Chamberlain airport, of • Minneapolis, was
started recently following the final approval

by the park board aviation committee.

Rufus R. Rand, Jr., president of the Mid-

Planes Sales and Transit Company, has

started construction on his $20,000 all-steel

hangar and "airplane depot" for use in con-

nection with an extensive passenger and

express service to be put in operation as

soon as arrangements can be completed.

Two other companies are building hang-

ars; one for the Minnesota Aircraft Com-
pany and the other, by the Marvin A.

Northrop Company.

VTATIONAL GUARD airplanes will be

''used to combat poachers and illegal

transporting of furs from the Superior State

Game refuge in the Superior National for-

est, according to J. F. Gould, Minnesota

game and fish commissioner.

T^HE Sterling biplane was tested May 8

and will be under production in a Min-

neapolis factory within a short time accord-

ing to officials of the newly formed Sterling

Aircraft Co. The plane was tested by Gene

Shank.

The plane is powered with a 90 horse-

power OX5, lands at 30 miles an hour, a

maximum speed of 104 miles an hour is

developed and has a cruising range of 500

miles.

YOUR LANDINGS
ARE EASY WITH

A STEARMAN
RUBBER-DRAULIG LANDING GEAR

(>) YOU LAND ON HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE

O) YOU TAXI ON • RUBBER
CORD

(O INTEGRAL BRAKES ARE - - - STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

BUILT BY STEARMAN

PATENT APPLIED FOR

THE STEARMAN AIRCRAFT CO.
WICHITA, KANSAS

WIRE OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING DEALER SHIPS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Well Known Aviators Teach You To Fly At
ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY

"School of Aeronautics"
You are taught to fly under the personal guidance
of men with outstanding records as flyers. They
teach under a well planned and tested method. You
finish the course a qualified flyer.

r
~P HE course of training offered by the At-
-* kinson Aviation Company has quickly
become one of the most popular in the coun-
try. This course actually teaches you to fly!

It teaches by the only sure method known,
namely: 1st, to give you a most thorough
schooling in mechanics, teaching you in a

practical way the theory of flying. 2nd, by
permitting you to fly ships, teaching you,

also in a practical way, how to be a pilot.

When you attend Atkinson Aviation Com-
pany "School of Aeronautics" you are taught
the sure way—"working". In addition, you
work hand -in-hand with well known avi-

ators. These men take personal interest in

your progress. They are anxious to see

students equal their own good flying records.

They are anxious to maintain the high repu-

tation of the school. These men know avi-

ation; they are experts and know the art of

transferring their own flying ability to

students.

No more thorough course in aviation is

known. No more positive way to learn to

fly is available. From all parts of the coun-

try letters are being received wanting to hire

men trained at Atkinson Aviation Company.
If you are really interested in learning to fly,

send for our new four page folder describing

the courses in detail. When you send in the

coupon at the bottom of this page, we also

send you our illustrated booklet, "The
Why's, Where's and How's of Learning Avi-

This is the school for you! Don't
minute—send back the coupon at

TEAR OUT AND
MAIL TODAY

ation

delay

once.

$250 $650 $50 /PRIVATE LICENSE 5 0-HOUR LIMITED MECHANICS /COURSE COMMERCIAL COURSE COURSE /

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
(rSchool of Aeronautics"

406 Washington Street Gary, Indiana
We do rebuilding, repairing, designing, manufacturing,
field operation, management, meteorology, navigation.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR"M0N0C0UPE"AIRPLANES

Dept. A
ATKINSON AVIATION CO.

406 Washington Street

Gary Indiana

PLEASE SEND ME,
WITHOUT OBLIGATION,

.

INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL

Name
Address

Town State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TEXAS AIR NEWS
By Mont Hurst

THE United States Army Air reserve

squadron will be removed from Love

Field. Dallas, as soon as a suitable location

for a new field can be secured. Major Josef

Noyes, commanding officer of the 366th Ob-

servation Squadron, and Lieut. Weddingtun

are inspecting sites for a new field. The

increase of private and commercial flying

at Love Field is the cause of the move.

CITY COMMISSIONER ARTHUR J.

REINHART of Dallas has announced

that the city will purchase another site for

an airport with the $75,000 left over from

the money set aside for the purchase of Love

Field. -The new airport will serve as a base

for the 366th 01 nervation Squadron of the

Army Reserves and will be used as a field

where airplane factories and industries can

be started.

DURING the Democratic Convention to

be held in Houston a Ryan monoplane

will be operated from Dallas to Houston

each morning by the Texas Air Transport

to carry visitors and delegates to Houston.

Another plane will fly daily from Fort

Worth to Houston.

EXAS AIR TRANSPORT opened fly-

ing schools in Fort Worth, San Antonio,

and Houston in May with Fort Worth as the

center of training activities. Primary school-

ing is given at San Antonio and Houston

with advanced training at Fort Worth. Stu-

dents will be flown to Fort Worth for ad-

vanced work.

PASSENGER service has started on the

Houston-Dallas and San Antonio-Dallas

air mail lines. Passengers may depart from

Houston at 4:30 p.m. daily and arrive in

Dallas at 7 :37 p.m. Departure from Dallas

is at 7:15 a.m. and arrival in Houston at

10:50 a.m. Stops are made at Fort Worth

and Galveston.

REGULAR passenger air service will be

established soon between Dallas and Los

Angeles by the Western Air Express.

A IR enthusiasts of Corsicana, Texas, re-

cently have organized the Corsicana

Flying Club, Inc. Officers of the Club are :

Ber. Blackmon, president: Joe Jefferson,

vice president ; and Frank Lemon, secretary

treasurer. A plane will be purchased and

members of the club will begin training in-

sttuction under Pilot W. H. Stewart.

A MONG Texas cities and towns that have

recently provided airports and suitable

landing fields are: San Antonio, Houston,

lieaumont, San Marcos, McLean, Sherman,

Farwell, Friona, Sweetwater, Spur, Weather-

ford, Paris, and Big Spring.

*TpHE coming municipal bond issue in

* Austin, Texas, includes an appropria-

tion of $75,000 for the purchase and improve-

ment of a municipal airport. At present

there are two privately-operated commercial

fields in that city. The Austin Air Service

allows air mail planes to use their private

field free of charge.

TJOWARD WOODALL of Dallas was

high man in the events of the air circus

ai Love Field recently. He piloted a Travel

Air plane. Jack Lanier won the free-for-all

race on the last day flying a Vought plane.

There were many other contestants in the

various events among whom were : Capt.

W. F. Long, of Southern Airways, Merle

Brock, L. H. Lucken, F. L. Pierce, Byron

Good, Bobby Duell, Fred Winberley, S. L.

Lrnderwood, C. E. Peeples, Herbert Kindred,

Ross Arnold, Reg Robbins, Al Henley, Louis

Derryberry, Shorty Raddick, acrobat and

parachute juniper, and R. M. Dowley, bal-

loonist. Linz Bros., the Arthur Everts Com-

pany, jewelers, and the Shaw Jewelry Com-

pany donated the cups.

f^OOD & FOSTER of Love Field. Dallas,

have purchased a Ryan Brougham and

will carry passengers on cross-country and

sight-seeing trips. The pilot will be Garza

Wooten.

TP HE Second Division flying field at Ft.

* Sam Houston, San Antonio, has been

named Dodd Field in honor of Lieut. Col.

Townsend F. Dodd, a former commandant

there and a pioneer army flying officer who

lost his life in a plane accident near Phila-

delphia in 1919. Col. Dodd was in France

on Gen. Pershing's staff and was chief of

staff under Brig. Gen. William Mitchell.

(Continued on next page)

YES, ALL METAL
BUT THE TIRES

stents Pending

WRITE FOR DETAILS

LENERT AIRCRAFT CO-
Pentwater Michigan
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.Madison Lights Up

Complete Lighting

Equipment for Airports

and Airways

Airport Floodlights
Beacons
Boundary Lights
Control Equipment
Transformers
Wire and Cable

Pennco Field, at Madison, Wisconsin, is on the Chicago-Twin City

Airway. Its wide runways form a huge letter T, 2600 by 1200 feet.

Although Pennco Field is typical of many American airports, it has

special significance because it is well lighted for night service.

The lighting equipment includes seventeen boundary lights, seven

120-degree floodlights, a rotating beacon, wind-cone and hangar lights,

and control apparatus—all furnished by the General Electric Com-
pany, a pioneer in the manufacture of airport-lighting equipment.

711-20

:ALELECTRIC
G EN EH A I ELE CTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, N. SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

The aircraft builders
who are HASKELITE users
^xtllifoitCCl 92*6% °^ t*ie planes shown at the recent

All-American Aircraft Show in De-

troit (excluding 4 all-metal planes).

pEvWooD
HASKELITE

Quality alone had won this signal

recognition. Ask for our blue print

booklet on aircraft applications of

this blood albumen glue plywood.

Haskelite Manufacturing Corp.
120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois

California Panel & Veneer Co.

95 5 S. Alameda St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Railway & Power Engineering Corp.,

Ltd.

Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, New
Glasgow
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(Texas Air Nex^s continued)

MAJOR JOSEF NOYES, commander

of the 366th Observation Squadron of

the reserves in Dallas, has been made the

new national commander of the Aviation

Cadets of America, succeeding Col. W. E.

Easterwood, jr., who resigned recently.

THE Lions' Club of Fort Stockton has

raised funds for the building of an air-

port in that city. Work of improving the

field will be in charge of Rohea Baumgartner,

a flier from Illinois. Hangars are to be

built and the field improved.

A SIGN has been built on the roof of the

Hussmann Hotel in El Paso to aid

night flying. It is 80 feet long, 42 feet high,

has 940 electric lamps in it and can be seen

at a distance of nearly 50 miles.

THE airways division of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce will establish a sec-

ond radio sending station at Love Field in

Dallas. The Army already has a station

there which directs the movements of army

planes through here. The new station will

broadcast weather reports and general ser-

vice information for air mail and commercial

fliers.

A /I P. Exline, jr., of Dallas has been

made manager of the National Air

Transport flying service in Dallas, succeed-

ing E. R. Bartosek, who goes to Chicago

with the company. Herbert Kindred is chief

pilot of the new service ; C. T. Peeples, air

mail pilot, assistant.

OKLAHOMA AIR NEWS
By Ernest W. Fair

'T'HE Oklahoma State Air Tour has been

completed, having started at Oklahoma
City, May 14th with twenty-five ships en-

tered. It was promoted by the Oklahoma
State Chamber of Commerce for the purpose

of boosting air-mindedness and to encourage

airport building.

Cities visited on the tour were : Oklahoma

City, El Reno, Guthrie, Ponca City, Enid,

Altus, Chickasha, Norman, Duncan, Ard-

more, Durant, Wewoka, Holdenville, Bristow,

Okmulgee, Miami and Bartlesville.

Speakers of the tour were : P. C. Cramer,

Department of Commerce, C. C. Roberts,

Ralph H. Berry, Jack Hayes, H. C. Martin,

M. H. Kotzebue, Glenn Condon, N. R. Gra-

ham, Frank Matchett, L. S. Reagan, Capt.

Frank Hawks, J. W. Collier, George Ade
Davis, and C. R. Braun.

\ IR MAIL week was put over through-

out the state by proclamation of Gover-

nor Henry S. Johnson. All cities of the

state joined in observance of aviation week

in the state.

WC. BROWN and C. C. Henidon of

• Tulsa have left for Europe where

they plan to study aircraft and airport con-

ditions. Brown is connected with the Spartan

Aircraft Co. of Tulsa.

[TIFTY business men of Mangum recently

* bought an 80-acre tract on which they

are going to build an air field. A large

hangar will be built and the airport wil.l be

lighted with beacons. A service station for

gas and oils will also be installed.

Poteau is making plans for a landing field.

Bristow opened its new airport May 25th.

On the opening day gasoline was given all

ships by the Transcontinental Oil Company.

Guthrie held a big celebration for its air-

port opening May 14th on the arrival of the

state air tour. The reception committee was
composed of Sam Gardner, J. J. Hidreth,

W. R. Welch, A. W. Deane and F. M.
Desels.

Dr. F. M. Adams of Vinita has offered

that city the grounds for an airport if the

city will build the necessary facilities upon it

and take care of it. F. A. Darst of the

Public Service Co. has offered to furnish

all the electricity for night lighting that the

airport would need. More of this sort of

thing and the nation would be truly air-

minded !

/"VRDERS have been issued that no stunt-

ing is to be done over the airport of

Ponca City.

THE Oklahoma City News is carrying a
* weather note for fliers on the front page

of its paper each -day. Arrival and depar-

tures at the local airport are also carried.

T* 1 1 E Aero Photo Company of Oklahoma
* City handled all of the pictures of the

Oklahoma Air Tour. Clint Johnson and
Bill Bleakley of Oklahoma City recently

organized this company.

Hp HE Spartan Aircraft Co. of Tulsa is

swinging into rapid production of their

ship, the Spartan biplane.

4'

The 4-Place Cessna Cantilever Cabin Monoplane
Equipped with

Wright Whirlwind Motor 10-Cylinder Converted Anzani

$9800 Fly-away Wichita $5750
Equipped with Brakes and Air-Speed Indicator

As swift in flight as they are lithe and graceful in line, Cessna Cantilever
Cabin Monoplanes embody the greatest advances yet made in commercial air-
plane engineering. At their price, they offer the utmost in value on any market.

Their performance is a revelation—only fully appreciated when you actually
see the Cessna in action. Write or wire us today for full details, and list of
vacant dealer territories.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY

-Mi
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"JO% SAFETY
==;

^lV,

I^iTHE cAI%~EVE%YJVHE%E"

detail of the

IRVIN AIR CHUTE
has been left merely to theory,—
superiority of every feature proved

through years of severe service use

and by thousands of comparative

tests. Used by all Air Forces of the

United States, Great Britain and

27 other Governments.

Over 100 Lives Saved in Emergenry

Over 8000 Successful "Live" Droos

Over 30,000 Successful Test Drops

EDO PONTOONS and the TRAVEL AIR
The old world and the new.

The vessel of the twentieth cen-

tury on the background of that

of the eighteenth. This Travel

Air seaplane combines all the good

features of transportation methods
of preceding decades. The smooth

and easy motion of a sailing ship,

the surety of navigation of a steam-

ship, and speed in excess of that of

either the railroad or automobile are

the advantages it retains. Rolling,

pitching, jars, soot and dust are the

nuisances it eliminates.

Think of what this speed and

comfort mean to a commuting
business man, who, by the use of

it, can save time and avoid fatigue.

Think of a travelling salesman who
can triple his territory, and who can improve his sales by

avoiding fatigue and by keeping fresh and active.

For the commercial operator the riding comfort of his

machine attracts passengers. They feel safer in flying over

water. They see the great expanses of water suitable for

landing, and in a seaplane they are saved the hair raising

sensation of sideslipping into a small field, barely missing

the tree tops.

With a seaplane you can get to the people. You can

operate from seashore hotels, bathing beaches and amuse-

ment parks, where there are crowds eager for amusement.

Compare this with the trouble and expense of luring people

to a distant flying field, and you will realize the potential

possibilities of seaplane operation.

EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
College Point, L. I., N. Y.

STANDARDIZED ALL METAL SEAPLANE FLOATS
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



'THE DRIFT INDICATOR"
A TREMENDOUS amount of interest

has been aroused by the demonstra-

tions of the De Havilland Moth equipped

with Handley Page wing slots. James B.

Taylor, an officer of Air Associates, Inc.,

has taken up a great number of pilots re-

cently and shown them the effect of the slots.

Almost as soon as the little plane was set

up at Curtiss Field, Mr. Grover Loening,

well known aircraft designer and builder,

bought it for his own use.

As a result of the demonstrations, a num-

ber of orders have been taken by Air As-

sociates for Moths and in addition they are

importing ten Avians. The Avians will also

be equipped with wing slots and are similar

to the Moth in many respects having the

same Cirrus Mark II engine and is about

the same size.

With the motor shut off in the Moth the

stick can be pulled way back and the plane

can be kept in a lateral position. It settles

quickly and the nose gradually drops into

an easy dive. Aileron control is never lost.

With power on the motor will fly along in an

extremely stalled position and will not fall

off on either wing.

There is a general misconception that the

Moth with slotted wings will not spin. It

spins easily and rapidly and comes out of it

very quickly.

In addition to his own use of the plane, Mr.

Loening has placed the Moth at the disposal

of the Guggenheim Fund whose pilots during

the last week of May carried on extensive

preliminary tests according to the regula-

tions laid down by the Guggenheim Safety

Com petition.

A STEP of far reaching importance to

the aeronautical industry throughout

the world is seen in the announcement made
by Charles L. Lawrance. president of the

Wright Aeronautical Corporation, that con-

tracts have been signed which grant to three

large foreign corporations and to one foreign

government the right to manufacture and

sell the famous "Whirlwind" engines.

Contracts were made with the following

:

Skoda, Ltd. of Pilsen, Czechoslovakia, for

manufacturing Wright engines. This com-
pany will supply a large part of Central

Europe, including the Balkan States and

Finland.

The Societe Francaise Hispano-Suiza of

Paris, France, for the manufacturing and
sales rights. This company will supply the

demands of Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
France. Spain, Portugal, Greece, Belgium,

Holland, Switzerland, Turkey and their

colonies and dependencies.

The Government of Poland showed such

interest in the Wright "Whirlwind" and
other Wright products that a separate con-

tract was granted them to take care of the

demands of that country.

Canadian Wright, Ltd. of Montreal was
formed to take over the manufacturing and
sales rights for these engines. Among those

on the Board of Directors of this company
are James Richardson, wheat magnate of

Winnipeg and owner of the Western Canada

Bits of news picked up here and there

Airways; James Playfair, retired capitalist

of Montreal and owner of the Patricia Air-

ways ; Frank Ross, shipbuilder and steel

operator of Montreal
;
George Barr, manag-

ing director of the Canadian Vickers, Ltd.

;

H. H. German of Montreal, manager of the

Canadian Vickers, Ltd.; and J. Arthur

Mathewson, Montreal barrister. The Cana-

dian Wright, Ltd. will assemble, manufacture

and sell Wright engines in Canada, New-
foundland and Australia and at the same

time will take care of business originating

in other sections of the British Empire.

SIGNIFICANT of the growing importance

of the airplane industry as a potential

market for replacement parts, was the lead-

ing role played by parts makers at the recent

Ail-American Airplane show in Detroit, ac-

cording to E. P. Chalfant, executive vice

president of the National Standard Parts

Association.

No less than eight members of the N.S.P.

A. were represented at the big airplane ex-

hibit, together with other replacement manu-

facturers.

David W. Rodger, chairman of the N.S.

P.A.'s Aeronautical Committee, commented

:

"The show was a revelation. In addition to

opening the public's eyes to the tremendous

development recently in aviation equipment

by displaying luxurious and commodious
planes that are the last word in comfort and

convenience, the show had an additional sig-

nificance in bringing home the fact that the

era of replacement in aviation is one of the

present and not of the future.

"At the present rate that planes are being

made and sold, and which notwithstanding

its rapid increase is as yet only a slight

indication of the tremendous volume that is

certain to be reached in the years to come,

the replacement of parts for America's air-

planes constitutes a market of which re-

placement parts manufacturers must take

immediate heed."

TPHERE were 58 planes in the Detroit

All-American Aircraft Show other than

exhibit and school planes. Four of these

G. W. Vaughan, vice-president of the
Wright Aeronautical Corporation

58 planes were all metal planes ; 50 of the

54 remaining planes were equipped with

Haskelite. In other words, the Haskelite

representation of the exhibit was 92.6 per

cent.

/"\XE of the superior features to be found

in American aviation fields will be land-

ing strips, roadways and aprons in front of

hangars, that are paved with asphalt. Owing

to the fact that airplanes are now equipped

with brakes on the landing gear, it will soon

be possible for planes to land in very limited

spaces, provided the areas are paved.

Iu Europe paved aprons in front of hangars

have been in use for some time and in certain

of the European airports, like the Luft

Hansa's main airport at Berlin, Germany,

circular paved tracks running around the

field in front of the hangars on the four

sides thereof are proposed to facilitate the

removal of planes from one hangar to another.

Asphalt paving for airport landing strips,

aprons and roadways, can be "feather-edged,"

thus enabling planes to cross them at right

angles without fear of damage. Asphalt

paved strips are planned for Selfridge Field,

Barren Island municipal airport at Jamaica

Bay, Long Island, New York, and numerous

other military, naval and commercial fields

contemplated or actually under construction.

The Barren Island port will be ready for

use this summer. At this port the runways

or landing strips, will be of asphalt, but the

remainder of the fields will be sown to beach

gras? until a heavy sod can be raised. A
paved seaplane landing and take-off strip

will be constructed to run into Jamaica Bay.

A IR TOURS of European countries are

attracting a great deal of attention this

summer.

Mercury Tours has announced an air cruise

of Europe which starts from New York on

the Cunarder Tuscania, July 14th. The tour

will extend over a period of 50 days during

which time six countries will be visited by

air. The planes will be those of big European

air lines.

Another air cruise will be conducted by the

American Aviation Tour of Europe 1928

Committee. It is scheduled for September

8-29 of this year. Under the auspices of

the North German Lloyd, the German
Luft Hansa, the Imperial Airways, Ltd.,

the Air Union and Farman, of Paris, and the

Kon. Luchtvaart My., of Amsterdam pas-

sengers will fly 2,700 miles in the latest type

of transport planes over Germany, Austria,

Switzerland, France, Holland and England.

Transatlantic passage is to be made both

ways on the Lloyd liner Columbus.

Special features of the trip will be attend-

ance at the International Aeronautical Ex-

hibition in Berlin
;
inspection of the airplane

works of Citroen in France ; Fokker in

Holland: Focke-Wulf, Junker. Raab Kat-

zenstein, Rumpler, Rohrbach, Daimler, Dor-

nier and Zeppelin in Germany : and other

points of airplane interest in England and

on the continent.
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Mr. Airplane Manufacturer
Do You Want 80 to 100 H* P.

Under 300 lbs* with Magnetos,
Inertia Starter Optional?

AIR COOLED
4 IN LINE
HIGHEST GRADE
MATERIAL AND
DESIGN

OVERHEAD VALVES
COMPLETELY
ENCLOSED

DRY SUMP
FULL PRESSURE FEED
SEPARATE
CYLINDERS

ALLOY HEADS
SALT FILLED
EXHAUST TULIP

SILICROME VALVES
CANTILEVER
SPRINGS

ONLY 23" HIGH FROM
CRANKSHAFT

CAN BE MOUNTED
ON TUBULAR OR
FLAT ENGINE BED

REPLACE OX, HISSO,

C & K 6 CURTISS
MOUNTS

$1825 LIST
WILL YOU BE OUR
DISTRIBUTOR?

TO YOUR OWN
ADVANTAGE

AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
518 West 57th Street

New York, N. Y., U. S. A,

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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' MATERIALS "

ftjtycAuL** Insulated
X, TRADEMARK StapleS

For all airplane or aircratt

wiring and small tubing sup

port.

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co.
Boston, Mass.

RUSCO AERO PRODUCTS
CORDS: Shock Absorber, Instrument Mounting, Para-

chute Pack Opening, Balloon Valve. Glider Sling.

RINGS: Aero Rings. Landing Gear. Tall Skid.

BRAIDS: Panel Lacing, Parachute Shroud Line.

TAPES: Reinforcing, All Widths.
WEBBING: Elastii—Streamline Gap Covers.

WEBBING: Non-elastic—Cotton and Linen—Parachute

Harness—Shims. Tank Strap. All Sizes—Tensile

Strengths up to 12,000 lbs.

The Russell Manufacturing Co. (Pounded 1830)

Sales Office: 349 B'way, N. Y. C. Factory : M iddletown, Ct.

SIT»<!«^IICF
All clear selected grain ^(J^.s
for Aircraft. Spars and e£«S!f?

rib stock ready for imme- _
diate shipment — all sizes — all

lengths. Send your list for imme-

diate quotation. Small express

shipments made same day order

^ is received. Our complete planing

mill can run special sizes quick-

YO HO - HOOKER LUMBER CO.
YOUNCSTOWN -OHIO.

• AIR SERVICE""

South America

COLOMBIAN AIRWAY SYSTEM
Regularly operated since 1921

Saves 10 days from seaports to

Central & Western Colombia

All-Metal Seaplanes

All-Water Routes

All-Year-Round Flying

Air Mail, Parcel Post and Passengers

carried between all cities in Colombia.
Starting from Barranquilla planes operate

daily except Sundays to the Interior and
on regular schedule to Buenaventura on
the West Coast, connecting with all

United Fruit Steamers.

Colombian Air Mail Stamps and Passage

Reservation at

American Trading Company, Inc.

96 Wall Street, New York City

Distributor propoet
airport facilities
handie sale of
mer

' SALES
Uon for parties with

and f u a d 8 to
lrd Ctm-

for a ter-
Not connect-
way wltb
turer of airpla

«n«».F' M
- LA| R° AIRPLANE COMPANY

4500 West 83rd Street Chicago. Illinois

rltery.
in an 7

other manufae-

' PLANS -

SILVER HAWK
BUILD YOUR OWN

SMALL. N E - PLACE MONOPLANE
. span. 18 ft. orer-all lenctli. Fuselage
eti nf steel lube, joints made with -t' el tin
elded. Powered with Lawrence 2 i-vllndri

8-P8

SAN DIEGO AIRPLANE CO
s Office Faetorv
Bancroft BMk. 49^9 y
nVco. Calif. Sail' T)i,

OKLAHOMA AIR TOUR
Bv Merle F. Blakf.lv

A FTER a week of cruising on Oklaho-

ma's untried airways with most of the

flying time spent in thunder showers or dodg-

ing rainstorms, 25 ships of varying models

settled on Mclntyre Airport at Tulsa, May
18 as the final stop on Oklahoma's first state

air tour.

Everyone of the 20 craft which took off

from Oklahoma City May 14 were at the

finish and five additional planes had joined

the fleet. Eighteen cities were visited by the

flying pioneers and the 80 odd passengers

and pilots were acclaimed by crowds, aggre-

gating more than 73,000 persons at the dif-

ferent flying fields.

Leading the air-minded Oklahomans was

Ralph H. Berry of Tulsa, tour manager and

general chairman, whose efforts largely were

responsible for the successful termination of

the Oklahoma flight. M. H. Kotzebue of

Tulsa, a leading figure in southwest air cir-

cles, was tour commander.

The main purpose of the tour was to sell

Oklahoma's citizenry on the value and future

of commercial aviation—and the rain, instead

of hampering the tourists, aided them in

proving the security and reliability of mod-

ern aviation. The air fleet completed its

five-day journey without a forced landing or

major mishap in spite of poor flying condi-

tions and maintained schedule throughout the

tour.

Cities visited in their order were : Okla-

homa City, Elreno, Guthrie, Ponca City,

Blackwell, Enid, Altus, Chickasha, Lawton,

Duncan, Norman, Ardmore, Durant, Holden-

ville, Okmulgee, Miami, Bartlesville, and

Tulsa.

Governor Henry S. Johnston of Oklahoma

bade the trippers "bon voyage" in a ceremony

at the Oklahoma City municipal airport at

the take-off. Before the celebration was
completed, Chairman Berry and his pilot,

William Collier, chief instructor at Mclntyre

airport, hopped off in their Waco-10 to

Elreno to check the condition of the field and

make last minute preparations. Throughout

the week, the Berry ship kept half an hour in

advance of the fleet. Billy Burke of Okmul-
gee was flight leader in his Stearman Whirl-

wind.

At Oklahoma City, each pilot and pas-

senger was supplied with a tour privilege

card. On the back of this ticket, which

entitled the holder to courtesies at all stops,

was a list of rules and regulations governing

the state excursion. Pilots were furnished

with a pocket booklet which contained blue

prints of every field to be visited with ground
markings and obstructions listed. In every

city, two guards were assigned to the planes

to prevent damage. At midday stops, pro-

grams were given at the fields and luncheon

was served. Over night stops were made in

four cities and in each the tourists were
banqueted.

Gasoline and oils used by the tour ships

were furnished by the Skelly Oil Company
of Tulsa.

Ships which made the Oklahoma Tour
included the Texas Company's Ford tri-

molored monoplane piloted by Frank Hawks,
five Eaglerocks, two Douglas Army planes,

.three Travel Airs, six Wacos, two Spartans,

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST

one Stinson Detroiter, one Menasco Eagle-

rock, one Coffman, one Lockheed, one

Swallow, one American Eagle, one Ryan
Whirlwind, one Stearman. The Army planes

were with the fleet only two days, joining

them at Lawton.

The pilots on the tour were : H. W.
Parker, Ted Moffit, Bob Tarbutton, R. C.

Schreader, Burrell Tibbs, Roy French, Frank
Hawks, Lt. C. W. Cousland, Lt. J. R. Reed,

Maurice Marr, Fred Whitaker, Charles

Parker, W. L. Dugan, W. S. Collier, J. W.
Weiborn, William A. Burke, Sam Coffman,

Al. Henley, C. R. Beindorf, J. G. Haizlip,

Tom Parks and Harold Kindred.

.» '»""»"" INSTRUCTION «» i a

me MAHONEY
Aircraft Corp'n
Ovmen of Ryan Airlinei and Ryan Flying Co.

Builders of Col. Lindbergh's "Spirit of
St. £ouis" and his new plane, give com-
plete flying instruction the entire year.
Students have an opportunity to study

factory, 6eld and airline methods.

SAN DIEGO - - . CALIFORNIA

FLYING INSTRUCTION
One of the country's finest and most prac-

tical aviation schools is in Minneapolis, with

the ground school at the nationally famous
Dunwoody Institute and the flying instruction

at the Wold -Chamberlain Airport, adjoining

Fort Snelling, under some of the best pilots

in the United States. All students accepted

are schooled in handling Fairchild Cabin
Monoplanes. For further information address

Dept. F, School Division.

MID-PLANE SALES & TRANSIT CO
Northwestern Distributors

FAIRCHILD CABIN MONOPLANES
124 So. 9th St. Minneapolis, Minn.

MODELS

Build and Fly this 3-ft. Model of

LINDBERGH'S
"Spirit of St. Louis'

Plans for
Model Airplanes
25c per Set

CURTISSJN4D-2 Biplane
I >. - H A V I LLAND Biplane
N-C 4 Naval Seaplane

This IDEAL New York-Paris Mono-
plane ia a perfect copy 3 ft. size of
the ' Spirit of St. Louis' ' in which
Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic
Ocean. Any bright boy can build

this model, the IDEAL Construction
Outfit contains everything needed:

materials and

Bleriot. Taub<_ __

Nieuport Monopl
Cecil Peoli Racer

jpplit
pla

eful i

b and d _

nderful; has r

The
f fea-

HOW TO
BUILD ASD FLY
MOPEt AIRPLANES

j i
and ia guaran-

,r teed to fly. Complete

Construction Outfit $7.50
(West of Denver, Colo, , and in

Canada, price is $8.00)

Ask Your Dealer, or Order Direct

New (4-Paze Book of Model Airplanes

the principle!* of flying; contains
d directions for building gliders

ere and full information about
odela of real Planes; also most

plett cftaloru. of material, for 5j
Hide: postpaid for '

IDEAL AEROPLANE S SUPPLY CO., Inc.

U-H Wesl Hlh Street, Ne» Y»rk Cily
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T
AT YOUR BOOTH

AIRCRAFT and aircraft accessory manufac-
turers will have their first opportunity to

exhibit their products in one great aircraft

pavilion during the Aeronautical Exposition
which will be held in conjunction with the Na-
tional Air Races at Los Angeles, California, Sep-
tember 8 to 16th.

YOUR product, displayed in the most elabo-

rate exhibition setting ever devised, will be
viewed by 1,500,000 air-minded people.

Built of light steel and stucco, the exposition

building will measure 400 by 5 00 feet and will

contain 200,000 feet of exhibition space in one
huge room. The building will be of Spanish and
Moorish architectural motif and will be the most
beautiful exhibition structure ever used for aero-

nautical display.

% ^ %

THREE landing fields, totaling 2,200 feet

wide and one mile long, will be located

alongside of the exposition building. Airplane

manufacturers may fly their planes to the doors

of the building, thus saving the cost of dis-

mantling, freighting and reassembling both ways.

The landing fields are available also for demon-
stration purposes. This is the first time this

feature has ever been offered to exhibitors.

Ambassador Hotel

% * *

THE leaders of the aircraft industry are mak-
ing exhibition space reservations by tele-

graph and air mail. If you haven't already done

so, get your application in today. This exposition

has been sanctioned by the United States Aero-

nautical Chamber of Commerce and will be one

of the biggest aircraft shows of 1928.

You can market your entire 1929 output over

the counter at this gigantic pageant of aeronau-

tical progress.

Telegraph or air mail Cliff Henderson, Manag-
ing Director,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MIAMI AIR NEWS
By Johnson Wright

THE 54th Street Airport has been a very

popular one this past winter, having

been visited and used by practically every

type of ship made in America.

Hialeah Airways, Travel Air distributors

for the state of Florida, operate the field.

The Travel Air agency has recently been

secured by them. Two new 0X5 Travel

Airs and an Eaglerock are now being used

for the school and passenger carrying.

S. A. Belcher is the owner ; H. L. Turner,

manager; and William S. Kay, pilots of

Hiaieah Airways.

THE Rogers Air Lines' docks in Miami

have been used as a base for Gar

Wood's Wasp-engined Fairchild seaplane.

"Kinjockety". During the summer Mr. Wood
will use the "Kinjockety" to commute be-

tween Detroit and his summer home. Pilot

George Cobb has been instructing Mr. Wood
in piloting this ship.

The Greater Miami Airport Association

recently elected Mr. Wood an honorary

member.

•""
:

' INSIGNIA"

I? VT5BY0NE Interested in arlm-
*-* Uen. whether a pilot, a atu-

dent or just an admirer—will be
proud to display thla attractive

charm. A very acceptable gift.

Made with craftamanllke precision.

Sterling Silver. J 4 00 each
Also made in 10 karat ooid

Send check or money order; ne C. O. D. deliveries*.

"ACE" BADGE, BUTTON & MEDAL CO.
US-US Fifth Ave. New York City

.INVENTIONS.1 PATENT YOUR IDEAS WWW
Sand me • •ketch or simple model of

your invention. Satisfactory term*.

D
O

I
T

N
O
w

PATENTS
DESIGNS

TRADEMARKS
COPYRIGHTS

Free advice. Confidential, prompt penonal
Mrric* of Registered Patent Attorney, former
V. S. Patent Examiner. Booklet.

ALBERT L. JACOBS
721 Barrister Bids. WASHINGTON, D. C.

„„„„ CONSTRUCTIONS „

"A MILE A MINUTE THRILL'

Build this high-speed, air-propelled seaplane type
ipeedboat right at home, using our plans and in-

itructions. Cheap and easy to build and operate.
Use either automobile or aircraft motors. No ex-
perience necessary—we give full details. Send $3 for
complete set drawings and instruction book or dime
for illustrated folder.

THE A1RSLED CO., Boi D, CedarviUe, Mich.

KENTUCKY AIR NEWS
THE Cardinal Flyers, Inc., was organized

in April at Louisville. The following

officers were elected: L. L. Miles, president;

Saujders Joes, vice president; and Houston

Quin, secretary-treasurer. Robert Gast, for-

merly of the Aeronautics Branch, Depart-

ment ot Commerce, is general manager of

the company.

The Cardinal Flyers operate off of Bow -

man Field, which is the municipal airport

of Louisville. Besides being large and well

drained, the field is equipped with a govern-

ment radio station and meteorological bureau.

The company has the Waco distributorship

for western Kentucky and Tennessee. In

addition to passenger carrying, photography,

cross-country trips, this new company is

starting a flying se-hool.

""""""" EQUIPMENT

LIBERTY ENGINES STILL
IN PRODUCTION

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS,
•J INC.. is still producing Liberty en-

gines. Although the castings and forgings

originated in the Ford plant, the engines are

brand new.

BOYCE MOTO METER
SALES REPORTED

HENRY G. BOYNTON, manager of

aviation sales of the Moto Meter Com-

pany, reports orders received from the

Fairchild Aviation Company of 100 model

"C" Boyce Moto Meters. He also reports

an order of 24 of the same type from the

Stout Metal Airplane Company division of

the Ford Motor Company and 100 to the

Pioneer Instrument Co.

BEDFORD AIRPORT
A GROUP of Bedford and Bloomington

business men incorporated during the

'.ate fall of '27 under the name of Indiana

Airlines. Inc., to establish a modern airport

in southern Indiana. A 200-acre tract was

purchased on the Dixie Highway approxi-

mately 6 miles south of Bedford and run-

ways are now under construction which will

bring the field under "AAA" Department of

Commerce rating.

The personnel consists of Ellis Fish of

Bedford, president and general manager ; Lt.

P. B. Payne, recently of Wilbur Wright

Field, chief pilot; and H. Murray Barnes,

alternate pilot and in charge of ground crew.

Wacos are being used for instruction and

passenger work.

WOMAN HEADS
AVIATION SCHOOL

\/|TSS OLIVE WILLIAMS is one of the

few women in the world at the head

of an aviation school. At the Aviation

Engineering School at 225-27 West 57 street

at Broadway, N. Y. C, of which she is

president, there are 150 men and 30 women
studying navigation, meteorology, aerody-

namics, and the construction and maintenance

of airplanes and engines.

AVIATORS
EQUIPMENT
HEADQUARTERS

Everything for the Aviator

AT RIGHT PRICES
BLACK Leather HELMETS, $2.75

GOGGLES—$3.50—2.5 — 1.50— 1.00

RES1STAL GOGGLES, as illustrated, w,th
adjustable nose bridge, $4.00

FLYING SUIT of heavy Khaki cloth, w.th
bookless fasteners, $5.50

"LINDY" STYLE, Leather (black) Jackets.

light weight lining, $8.»5

(lined with heavy plaid wool cloth, $10.50)
LEATHER (black) COATS, 36" long, wool

cloth lined, with belt at waist, $16.00
LEATHER (puttee) LEGGINGS, pr., $2.50

fMAIL ORDERS FILLED "tl

When ordering by mail, slate size! I

where necessary. Enclose P. O. f
money order or check. JJ

RUSSELL'S INC.
Reliable outfitters for over 3! years

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK
At *Sth St. tth Floor

Noriht^sier
cJ^TlNO TOGS'

HELMETS

GOGGLES

FLYING
SUITS

WRITE
FOR

COMPLETE
CATALOG

BECK DISTRIBUTING CORP., 68 E. 131 si St., N. Y. C

FOR DELIVERY: first served
Until Navy contracts are completed, we can

supply a limited number of "COMMANDER",
THE AVIATOR GOGGLE WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
U. S. Navy Standard specification 329a.

Fits any face with absolute comfort.

Strength and rigidity to meet severest conditions.

Optically better than am goggle lens ever was made.
Absolutely centered to the eye: no distortion la pos-
sible.

Outfitted in substantial aluminum case

Price $30 each

—

and made worth it.

STRAUSS & BUEGELEISEN Brooklyn, N. Y.

Y^TE offer to Manufacturers

interested in EXPORT
the services of a dependable

Organization, well established

in the entire Foreign Field.

a,

Manufacturers' Export Managers
116 Broad Street, New Yonk.N Y

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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GET INTOAVIATION

TO make the most of the many oppor-

tunities offered in the tremendous de-

velopment of aviation, your training

should be of the fundamental, thorough and

complete kind offered by Aviation Service

and Transport, Inc.

The A. S. T. course fits you properly in the

shortest possible safe time. You get actual,

practical training from the largest responsible

air transport-training company rendering

contract service in Chicago.

A small registration fee starts you on our

simplified home study course covering entire

ground work. Then, for your shop practice

and flight instruction, you can transfer to

our day or night classes in our Chicago shops

and at our hangar on the municipal airport,

the busy hub of the nation's aerial activities.

You will receive full credit for all study and

payments when you come to Chicago.

Our easy payment plan and our FREE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE help you meet
tuition and living expenses.

The A. S. T. fleet includes only modern
licensed planes (Ryan, Wright-Whirlwind,

twin-ship of Lindbergh's famous "Spirit of

St. Louis", Swallow, Laird, etc.). Only li-

censed military and air mail pilots, mechanics

and instructors train you. Famous aces teach

you to fly. Our complete army and navy
corps course, adapted to commercial needs,

covers the full 45 hours required by the

Department of Commerce. In ad-

dition, we offer 5 hours in the air

on an economical club flying

plan.

Act quickly. The season is in full

swing now. Fill out and mail the

attached coupon for complete in-

formation. It will be sent to you
FREE, together with "The Air-

way", a book of aviation facts

evervone interested should have.

Mail this
coTipon
TODAY

i

i

AVIATION SERVICE
and TRANSPORT, Inc..

203 N. Wabash Ave.

AVIATION SERVICE
AND TRANSPORT, Inc.

Dept. A.D.6, 203 N. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Send me, FREE, "The Airway" and complete
formation about the course checked:

Home Study. . . . Ground Mechanics. .

Flight Training. . . .

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL NEWS IN BRIEF
Compiled from the foreign aercnauticai press, the Transportation Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and our special correspondents

ENGLAND
THE Prince of Wales has had placed

at his disposal an R. A. F. Bristol

Fighter fitted with the Handley-Page slotted

wing device. The ship will be available at

Northholt, Middlesex and will be piloted by

any competent man on duty.

AIR mail, passenger and freight service

will be inaugurated between Durham
and Johannesburg by the African Airways,

Ltd., during June or July. The service will

operate daily each way, except Sunday.

CIR CHARLES WAKEFIELD, has pre-

^ sented to the Society of Model Aero-

nautical Engineers, a handsome silver cup,

as an international trophy, to be competed

for annually, under rules drawn up by this

society.

It is proposed to hold the first international

competition at Hendon, London, September

22nd.

Air Vice-Marshall Sir W. Sefton Brancker

is president of the Society ; W. E. Evans,

treasurer ; S. A. F. Crouch, secretary ; Ad-

dress of secretary: 23 Mayfair Ave., Ilford,

Essex. A copy of the rules of this competi-

tion may be obtained from the secretary.

/"vNE of the latest type torpedo planes to
^—

' be constructed for the British Air Min-
istry, the Blackburn-Napier "Ripon," is

designed by the Blackburn Aeroplane Co..

and is fitted with a 500 h.p. Napier aero

engine.

The "Ripon" carries a crew of two, the

rear cockpit being occupied by an observer

gunner armed with a movable machine gun,

thus rendering this aircraft capable of de-

fense and independent of escort. The ma-
chine carries a torpedo load of 1,500 pounds,

although, should it be desired, it can !>e used

as a bombing machine apart from a torpedo

plane. It has a particularly high per-

formance, is economical to maintain, has a

quick take off and climb, a slow landing

speed and excellent acceleration. In recent

tests over the Humber River, a torpedo

weighing nearly a ton was dropped at an

appointed mark.

FRANCE
r TXDER the auspices of the Paris N.A.A.

Chapter and the Aero Club of France,

the American Ambassador, Hon. Myron T.

Herrick, presented the Nungesser-Coli-

Lindbergh monument to France at the un-

veiling, in the Aerodrome of Le Bourget, on

May 8th. The American monument was

given to France by Mr. Robert Jackson of

Concord, New Hampshire in honor of Nun-

gesser, Coli and Lindbergh, to commemorate

the first transatlantic flight between the

United States and France in 1927.

iy/J JACQUES SCHNEIDER, univer-

•f'-I-. sally known as the sponsor of the

famous international seaplane races, died at

Beaulieu, on May 1. Early in 1913, the

French manufacturer offered the Schneider

Trophy for all-round seaworthiness in an in-

ternational contest. This contest has devel-

oped into one of speed in which the fastest

aircraft in the world are entered.

'TpHE Aero Club of France has awarded

its medal for the best technical work on

aeronautical engineering appearing in 1927

to Edward P. Warner, Assistant Secretary

of the Navy for Aeronautics, for his "Air-

plane Design-Aerodynamics."

ITALY
WITH facilities to receive both land and

sea planes, the Littorio Aerodrome,

one of the most modern airports in Europe,

was opened at Rome on April 21, by Signor

Mussolini.

"Italia" Circles Over North Pole

*TPHE Italian expedition which started

from Milan, April 15, under the able

command of General Umberto Nobile, ful-

filled its plans when on May 24 the dirigible

Italia circled over the North Polar environs

for two hours. Over each lap of its journey

the dirigible satisfactorily surmounted all

difficulties it met although its progress at

times was seriously impeded by thick fogs,

heavy snow and high winds.

After landing at Kings Bay, Spitzbergen,

on May 3, they delayed several days to make
minor repairs. As General Nobile had

planned the Italia made three trips over the

North Pole regions from its base at Kings

Bay where the supply ship, the Citta di

Milano, was stationed. The first, a recon-

noitering trip, was attempted on May 11,

but the dirigible returned after eight hours

because the thick fog made any attempt at

observation futile. The second, was made to

Lenin land, returning to Kings Bay on May
18 after cruising for a period of 68 hours

without seeing any new land. The third,

which had the North Pole as its goal, was

attempted May 23 and after flying about 750

miles from its base General Nobile, for the

second time circled the top of the world. He
and his crew reached the North Pole, made
their observations, dropped the cross en-

trusted to their care and then headed south

for Spitzbergen.

The last message received from the dirig-

ible at headquarters, Kings Bay, Spitzbergen,

came at 9 a. m., Greenwich time, on May 25.

It reported the Italia on an easterly course

and the belief of her navigators that the craft

at 3 o'clock that morning had been about

230 miles north of Kings Bay. At the time

Aero Digest went to press no further word

had been received as to the whereabouts of

the Italia.
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N N O N C E E N T

of the

AVIATION
ENGINEERING

SCHOOL
For the greater convenience of both

our present and our prospective students

we have moved our entire school equip-

ment to the heart of the world's largest

and greatest city—New York. Former-

ly located at Queensboro Plaza, Long
Island City, our new address is now 22 5

West 57th Street at Broadway, New
York City.

The phenomenal success of this or-

ganization is due, in main, to its straight-

forward way of doing business, its higher

type Engineering System of Instruc-

tion and its conscientious method of pre-

paring and qualifying every student for

government examinations for pilot's and
mechanic's licenses.

Another logical reason for the Avia-

tion Engineering School's success—aside

from its excellent personnel, thorough

courses and unquestioned reputation—is

the cost of tuition. We have made our

prices and terms as reasonable as possible

for those who are interested in learning

aviation neht.

To those busy men and women who
are anxious to learn aviation, but find

time very short — we suggest that you
investigate our SPECIAL SHORT
PERIOD COURSES, scheduled for the

summer months, from June to August
31st.

Aviation is a new and fascinating field

of great adventure, filled with thrills as

well as with profit. We extend a cordial

invitation to aviation enthusiasts to in-

spect our new quarters. We want to

convince the public that, with our insti-

tution, our engineers, instructors and
thousands of dollars' worth of equipment
and new materials, we are undeniably

qualified to train you in the aviation in-

dustry—SAFELY AND SANELY. We
want you to realize the tremendous in-

vestment we have made for this purpose.

AVIATION ENGINEERING SCHOOL
22 5 West 57th Street at Broadway, New York City

"THE NAME THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF"
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CANADA
Ontario Air News

By James Montagues

THE Ontario Provincial Air Force, a

branch of the Ontario Department of

Lands and Forests, began their season's

work the beginning of May. The fleet of

22 seaplanes, 12 H.S.2L flying boats and 10

De Havilland Moth Scout planes, is used

for forest fire prevention, as well as other

governmental work in the north country,

including mapping, photography, surveys,

and police work.

THE Toronto Flying Club opened its

quarters at Leaside the middle of April.

A Moth Scout pfane was presented to the

club by Sir Charles Wakefield of England.

One hundred and thirty members of the Club

have signified their willingness to learn to

fly, and Canter Guest, the club's instructor,

is kept busy daily putting the would be

fliers through their paces.

AIR MAIL is now leaving Toronto sev-

eral times a week for Rimouski, Que.,

where it is transferred to Atlantic liners

bound for England! Mail arriving on these

liners is taken off at Rimouski, and flown

to Montreal, thence to Toronto. The Cana-

dian Pacific Express have installed an air

express service in conjunction with the mail

service, the rates being the same as those

of the American Express. Pilot J. H. St.

Martin flies the Fairchild plane with the

mail and express out of Toronto. Canadian

Airways, Ltd., operate the service. They

have also made trial trips on a passenger

service from Toronto to Montreal. The

trip was made in a little over three hours, and

it is expected that the fare will be about $35.

TACK HAMMELL, one of the leading

*-* Canadian prospectors, who recently

formed the Northern Aerial Mineral Ex-

ploration, Ltd., flew his first ship to Toronto

a few days ago from New York. Captain

Harry "Doc" Oaks, formerly of Western

Canada Airways and now with Jack Ham-
mell, piloted the Fairchild seaplane from

New York to Montreal and to Toronto. The
ship is now on its way to the Arctic Circle,

where it will carry a number of prospectors.

News From Canada
By C. P. C, Downman

A FLYING CLL'B was organized re-

cently at Kingston, Ontario. The
following officers were elected : Hon. presi-

dent, Mayor W. H. Craig; president, Col.

E. J. C. Schmidlin; vice president, W. Leach;

2nd vice president, Columbus Hanley ; 3rd

vice president. Major Stetham ; 4th vice

president, Prof. W. P. Wilgar ; secretary-

treasurer, Hew Duff. Executive committee

—W. Herrington, A. B. Gash, Major Cart-

mer, Prof. M. Arkley, Arthur Holder, J. F.

Sowards. R. F. Yair, Major J. F. Alderson

and T. G. Bishop.

A ERIAL Sl'RYEYS of the north coun-
x * try, up at the top of Alberta, will be

commenced this summer. A programme

i" ivering three or four years will be under-

trken, beginning this season in the vicinity

of Lake Athabaska, coming south along the

riverways to McMurray.

THE Department of National Defence will

hold civil service competitions for the

positions of Air Harbor Manager, at the St.

Hubert Aerodrome, near Montreal, and In-

spectors.- Civil Aviation, at Ottawa.

The air harbor ma'nager will have charge,

under the superintendent of airways, of a

public licensed air harbor, including the

flying field or water surface, hangars, slip-

ways, workshops, etc.. at St. Hubert ; will

collect all operating fees; supervise aerial

traffic; and cooperate with customs officials

at the port. Qualifications for .the post

include, high school graduation, five years'

experience in aviation, a license as commer-

cial pilot and air engineer, wide knowledge

of the different types of aircraft, experience

in the layout and construction of aerodromes

and seaplane bases, a thorough know-ledge of

air regulations, etc.

For the posts of Inspectors, Civil Aviation,

applicants must have education equivalent

to a university graduation, several years'

aviation experience, and a wide knowledge

of aircraft of different types. They must

also be versed in meteorology as it effects

flight, and be able to conduct theoretical and

practical examinations, as well as pass on

aircraft construction and assembling.

T X connection with the St. Hubert airport

* at Montreal, the Canadian Airways, Ltd.,

have established an aircraft factory at Pointe

au\ Trembles. A two-story factory situated

about one mile east of the town has been

leased and this will be used for both the

repairing and building of aircraft.

\ MONTREAL'S first annual aviation ex-

hibition will be held from July 8 to 15.

It is being arranged by the Montreal Light

Aeroplane Club.

J. A. Wilson, controller of civil aviation,

has intimated that the free use of St. Hubert

Airdrome will be made available for all

aircraft visiting Montreal during the exhibi-

tion. He further stated that any foreign

machine, especially from the United States,

wil! be relieved of all customs formalities

apart from reporting to the customs officer in

chaige.

Canadian Vickers, Ltd., have agreed to

provide free mooring facilities in their harbor

at Maisonneuve for all seaplanes and flying

boats coming to Montreal for the show.

The Reid Aircraft Company, Ltd., has pro-

vided the free use of their airpark at

Cartierville.

\ NEW booklet is under preparation

by the Montreal Tourist and Conven-

tion Bureau, Inc., entitled "Airports at the

Royal City, Montreal," which will give com-

plete information as to the various airports

in the vicinity of Montreal. Maps will also

be prepared, showing directions and mileages

covering routes l>etween important cities in

Canada and the United States, for the con-

venience of those travelling by air routes.

r^AP DE LA MADELEINE and Three
^-

' Rivers on the north shore of the St.

Lawrence, midway between Montreal and

Quebec, now have an airdrome, which, on

its completion, within a month, should prove

a distinct credit to cities of far greater

population.

Tlve new airdrome extends 2,500 feet by

1,201' feet on the east side of the St. Maurice

River, soi'.th of the Canadian Pacific track

and east of the Three-Rivers-Grand 'Mere

highway. It is immediately adjacent to Piles

Junction and near the center of Three Rivers.

Western Canada News
By James McCook

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS,
LTD. with headquarters at Winnipeg

has purchased Pacific Airways, Ltd. Es-

tablishment of an airplane service between

Winnipeg and Vancouver, a distance of

nearly 1,500 miles, is said to be the ultimate

object of the deal between the two companies.

Plans for the Winnipeg- Vancouver service

call for a 20-hour trip with a stop at Calgary

for refuelling. It is expected that the Winni-

peg-Calgary branch will be put in operation

this year and the Calgary-Vancouver section,

which is directly over some of the highest

peaks in the Canadian Rockies, next spring.

Major D. R. MacLaren. D.S.O., M.C., head

of Pacific Airways, Ltd., will act as super-

intendent of the new company on the coast.

Plans for a triangle passenger and express

service between Vancouver, Victoria and

Seattle, Wash., with one round trip daily,

have been made by the new firm, which will

also conduct the fisheries patrol for the

Dominion Government in British Columbia

and do commercial flying of all kinds. A
number of new planes, including several

Boeing seaplanes and one or two Fokker

Super-Universals fitted with floats, will be

employed in British Columbia.

All-metal Beardmore "Inflexible," with three Rolls-Royce "Condors " 650 h. p. each. Wing span, 150 ft., weight, 15 tons
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Just Off the Press
Model Aircraft are no longer merely toys. They have a definite and increasingly

important place in the study of practical aeronautical engineering and design.

Thousands of men and boys throughout the country are building and flying models;

their number is growing with amazing rapidity. New records are constantly

being set: flights of more than a mile and lasting ten minutes or longer are by no
means uncommon.

Every man or boy who builds aircraft models

will find information he has long wanted in Paul

E. Garber's new book Building and Flying Model
Aircraft.

Shows How to Build Any Model
One of the most valuable features of this book

is the way in which model construction is treated

in successive stages so that each step not only a

new design but also a new method of construction

is explained; when the book has been followed to

its close the reader will be able to construct

models of his own design in the most appropriate

manner.

Full instructions for building fifteen types of

model aircraft are supplied in this new book. It

contains 198 illustrations, including photographs

and detailed working drawings so that every

step in the construction of models is made clear

and easy to follow. Among the aircraft described

are modelsfor indoorand outdoor flying, including

tractor and pusher airplanes and seaplanes, scale

models for exhibition purposes, gliders, and

balloons; included also are accessories such as

winders, carrying boxes, repair kits, etc. This

book also tells how to make propeller and other

wooden parts, metal fittings, compressed air

engines, the best way to attach paper and cloth

wing coverings, gives complete lists of all the

materials and tools needed, and in every other way
anticipates and asnwers the questions that puzzle

model builders.

The Official Book
Building and Flying Model Aircraft is the official

book of the Playground and Recreation Associa-

tion of America which is conducting the National

playground Miniature Aircraft Tournament.,

This Tournament is sponsored by shcu leaders in

aviation as Orville Wright, Chairman of the

Tournament Committee; Colonel LindbergK
Associate Chairman; Commander Byrd; Her.ry

Ford; Porter Adams; Harry Guggenheim ;:

Clifford B. Harmon; and the Assistant Secre-

taries for Aeronautics: Edward P. Warner, of

the Navy; F. Trubee Davison, of the Army; and
William P. MacCracken, Jr., of the Department
of Commerce.

Money-Back Guarantee
It is impossible to describe such a book as this

adequately within limited space. Send us $2.25

and we will mail you a copy postpaid. Look it

over, if you are not delighted, if you do not find

that it exceeds your best expectations, send it

back within five days after you receive it and
we'll cheerfully refund your money.

198 Illustrations, 300 Pages, Cloth Bound, $2.25 Postpaid

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers
15 East 26th Street, New York

The Ronald Press Co., iI3

15 East 26th St., New York

I enclose $2.25. Send me postpaid one copy of Garber's Building and Flying Model Aircraft. If

I am not satisfied in every respect after examining it, I will send it back within five days after it

is received and you will refund my money in full.

NAME.

.

STREET

ADDRESS STATE.
Check here if you want our complete Ronald Aeronau : Library Catalog, fn
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AERO DIGEST will award a prize of

$5 each month for the best humorous con-
tribution published. Only those pertaining to

the aircraft field will be considered. Address
the "Picked from the Air" Department,
Aero Digest, 220 West 42nd Street. New
York, N. Y.

Olive Patton Zeigleur, Birmingham, Ala-
bama, won the prize for June.

Little Alice, aged three, after she

had been tucked into bed was afraid

of the dark. "There's some One who

always takes care of little children,

dear," her mother assured her. But

Alice looked puzzled and her mother

continued : "Don't you remember . . .

some, One up in the sky?" Alice

smiled back, "Oh, yes, 'course I do

now—Lindbergh
!"

Wonder What the Spirit of St. Louis
Thinks About Now!

By Briggs

I never dreamed I'd come to this ! ! This

is my reward ! ! Buried alive ! Doomed to

eternal—What ! ? Once I was everything—

now I am nothing—just another museum

piece.

* * *

Take off that name ! ! I am no longer

"The Spirit of St. Louis." This is not St.

Louis Spirit. I'll rot and rust and fall apart

in a glass cage.

* * *

Lindy old pal, how could you do it ! ! Yes,

yes I know you had lumps in your throat

and a tear in your eye—But—here I am

—

while you go on—and on—and on.

* * *

Supposing they put you in here to be

stared at the rest of your life while I con-

tinued flying. Would you stand for it 1 ?

Not you old pal—I know you.

* * *

We did have such famous times together 1

And you'll never have another as faithful

and trustworthy as I.

* * *

I am not jealous of your new loves, but

do come and see me occasionally and let me
have a look at you, kid. And please don't

ever have another "We".

—

Courtesy of the

N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

Waiting for the Aerial Express

"Hello, Ike."

"Morning, Wallie."

"Did th' 8:17 plane from Wichita get in

yet ?"

"Nope. She's behind time agin."

"How much?"

"Last reports had her runnin' 45 seconds

late."

"That's the second time this week that

plane has been way off schedule, ain't it?"

"Yep. 'Tain't doin' the company no good

neither. I wouldn't be surprised if she was

a full 50 seconds behind time before she

finally pulled in."

* * *

"Imagine a big transportation system run-

nin' its airplanes almost a minute late! It's

pretty terrible service."

"Sure is. Everybody's kickin'."

"There must be sumpin radically wrong

somewhere. I had a cousin come in from

Los Angeles last Tuesday on the monoplane

due at 12:07 and it was nearly 12:08 before

it pulled in. I miscalculated an got here

four seconds ahead of time. The result was

that I was kept waitin' aroun' for a minute

and two seconds all told. It may not mean

nuthin to the company, but I'm too busy a

man to waste time like that."

* * *

"I don't blame you for squawkin', Wallie.

You ain't the only one. Luke Meriwether's

half sister got in on the Wild Goose Limited

from Hollywood a week ago Friday and the

darned plane was a minute and a half late

arrivin'. Luke was here to meet her, and you

know how he hates to be kept waitin' around

for anybody. He nearly threw a fit. I un-

derstand he wrote a hot letter to the news-

papers." * * *

"What seems to be throwing the planes

so far off schedule anyhow?"

"Well, the 4:10 from Mexico City was
eleven seconds late due to a heavy squall over

Pennsylvania. The 5:15 had to slow up on

account of hittin' an eagle. And the 7 :22 was

slowed up about 30 seconds due to runnin'

through 400 miles of fog."

"Well, there's no excuse for such delays.

There's mismanagement somewhere."

"The worst delay we've had in months

happened yesterday morning to the Coast to

Coast Comet."

"Zat so?"

"Yes. It was a full five minutes late and

the crew was suspended pendin' an investi-

gation. You've heard the rumor, ain't you?"

"What was it?"

"Well, they say the conductor's hat blew

off flying over Missouri and the engineer

turned around over New Jersey and went

back after it
!"

—H. I. Phillips in the New York Sun.

He, telling her all about the big air race:

"I was in the lead for the first thousand miles.

Everything was working .fine. Suddenly the

oil failed, and within two minutes my motor

flew apart."

She meekly: "Which part, dearest?"

—Delbert Hall.

-Seibel in the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

The well known dear old lady was at the

field for her first flight. The "fan in front"

had been "turned on" and she had just settled

herself comfortably in the cockpit when ap-

proached by a field attendant with the form

of release in favor of the operator in event

of accident which used to be common at fly-

ing fields, for her to sign.

As she listened to the terms of the agree-

ment as read to her by the field's "spieler"

her fingers drummed a nervous tattoo on the

cowling.

"My dear young man," the w.k.d.o.l.

snapped petulantly as he finished, "I came out

here to take a ride in an airplane, not to re-

ceive legal advice. Now begone!"
—Kenneth D. Stern.



Hamilton and Hartzell Airplane Propellers
HAMILTON Price.

Brass Tipped.
Brass With Stand-
Tipped: ard Spinner:

$57.00
Size:

5 to 55 H.P S45.00
For Ice Sleds & Boats. De-

duct 15%
60 H.P. Air Cat 65.00 77.00
70-80 H.P. Anzani 76.00 88.00
90 H.P. OX-5 Curtiss 76.00 88.00
100 H.P. OXX Curtiss 76.00 88.00
100-110 H.P. Auzani 94.00 110.00
150 H.P. Curtiss—C6 or Kfi 94.00 110.00
150 H.P. Salmson 110.00 126.00

150 H. P Hrspano—Suiza.

.

1 10.00 126.00
180 H.P. Hispano Suiza.... 1 10.00 126.00
200 HP. Wright E 4 1 10.00 126.00
200 H.P. Wright Whirlwind 1 10.00 126.00
220 H.P. Hisso, geared 1 15.00 131.00
220 H.P. Hisso. geared 100.00 1 16.00

(Without Tip)
200 H.P. Curtiss Y-2 115.00 131.00
200 H.P. S. P. A. or Mer

cedes 1 10.00 126.00
300 HP. Wright 1 10.00 126.00

300 H.P. Wright, 4 bladed 158.00

400 HP. 126.00 146.00

400 H.P. Liberty, 4 bladed 200.00

HARTZELL
OX5 or OXX6 Motor 5 70.00

OX5 Motor, with Spinner 80.00

OXX6 Motor, with Spinner 80.00

Hispano-Suiza.. 150 H.P 100.00

Hispano-Suiza. 180 H.P 100.00

Curtiss C-6 100.00

Curtiss K-6 " 100.00

Wright Whirlwind 110.00

Wright Whirlwind, with Spinner 126.00

HAMILTON AND HARTZELL ARE RECOGNIZED AS THE LEADING BRANDS
OF PROPELLERS. ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD FOR PROMPT SERVICE.

English Boots j~ Aviators Leather Breeches
The custom-made appearance, superior

workmanship and perfect fit of English

boots make them the Aviator's favorites.

Made in England

These boots are made of a high quality leather,

tanned by time-honored English methods. Of-

fered as follows: C-2774—Men's tan willow

calf: C-2779—Men's black

calf, sizes 5
l/z to 11, B to E;

C-2776—Women's tan willow

calf; C-2777—Women's black

calf, sizes 3 to 8.

Order from this ad, at . $2 S.00

The durability of leather clothing, as

well as its protective features, recommends
it to aviators as most practical.

Leather Breeches—No. 9172

Made of genuine black horsehide glove leather and

lined with good quality moleskin cloth. Double seat

and knees—two large pockets, two hip pockets and
watch pocket.

Sizes 29 to 36

Lighter Grade

Other aviat.

Cloth, Imitati

ported Cavalr
from $7.50 t

this ad.

. $20.00

.$12.00

in Bedfo
Cloth, I.

•s breech
i Bedfor,
Twill range in

$20.00. Order

Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Co., Inc., 700 N. English St., Marshall, Mo.
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OUR CURTISS FIELD HANGAR
.it Garden City, L. I., is becoming the

Eastern Headquarters
for all supplies and equipment

—

A COMPLETE SERVICE STATION!

We Carry in Stock

:

Instruments

Wheels

Tires & Tubes
Engine Parts

Ignition

Equipment
Cushions

Helmets
Goggles

Flying Clothes

Books & Maps
Propellers

Tools

Fabric & Tape
Dopes &

Varnish

Landing Lights

Uniflow

Lubricators

Generators

Signal Pistols

Flares

Fire

Extinguishers

DEALERS
WRITE FOR OUR PRICES AND SERVICE

P. O. GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

Eastern Distributors of the

Lockheed Whirlwind "Vega"

"Curtiss Field" or "Fifth Avenue"
(L. I.) (44th St.)

NEW YORK

AIR ASSOCIATES
INC.

T

\ .nc" <g>

AIR—HOT AND OTHERWISE
(Continued from page 923)

ribbed, fearsome valleys, the thirsty, threatening deserts,,

the broken, virtually impassable reaches—the traveller will

soar over them as if they were not there.

Contrast the motive force of the modern travellers, three

Pratt and Whitney 400 horsepower Wasp engines, with

the plodding oxen, or weary mules and horses of their

progenitors along that route. Three-quarters of a century

ago!

Many of the Eighteen-forty-niners had their difficulties

in financing their then tremendous journeys. These Xine-

teen-twenty-eighters purchased their equipment for onl

plane at a price which would have fitted out a whole great

wagon-train in the old days under an equipment loan ar-

ranged with the Daniel Guggenheim Foundation, estab-

lished for the purpose of helping the United States to keep

its rightful place in the world's air effort.

And once again our hat is off to Daniel Guggenheim.

It comes off every time we think of him. It was not

philanthropy which led him to establish the great fund

which bears his name, and serves the cause of human flight.

That he has become the Patron Saint of American avia-

tion is not the result of charitable thinking, but that of an

accurate imagination which sees how the development of

this country can be hastened by encouragement of air

transport.

I am glad to proclaim Daniel Guggenheim something

far more important than a sentimentalist. The highest

compliment that aviation had had up to the time he recog-

nized its import with the appropriation of his millions was

the fact that he, methodically, calmly, with that practical

hard sense which always has characterized him. had de-

cided that the game was worth his time, his money, and

his trouble.

That these three men I have mentioned have been selected

by him as among those with whom it seemed to be worth

while to heartily co-operate was the highest compliment that

could have been paid to them.

They are the sort who will mean much. The Western
Air Express pays dividends. With the expansion of activ-

ities which is now at hand it will pay bigger ones. It is op-

erated ably, economically. It never has depended and does

not now depend in any sense on stock promotions. It func-

tions every day in every way to pay.

An example of the mental workings of its management:
The planes were finished and ready to fly West a week be-

fore their new owners started with them. But they were

in no hurry. For a week they used Mitchel Field as a base

and flew for trips every newspaperman in Xew York that

wanted to fly—flew him and his wife and family if so

desired.

In that way these men out of the West did more to con-

vey into the minds of those who every morning spread the

world's facts before the American public, the conviction

that flying is not dangerous than could have been done by
any other possible method. The great part flying is to play

in the economic and even the social life of the United States

was thus demonstrated to those whom it was perhaps most
worth while to impress with the important facts.

These Westerners weren't looking for publicity. They
were seeking to inform the publicists. Whenever those

newspaper people think of flying in the future they will

think of it as something practical, not as a stunt. That was
something real accomplished.

In other words the Western business aeronauts are not

newspaper hounds—they are conservative constructionist!

(Continued on next page)
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Bringing a new era of

Safety—Economy—Ease of

Control and Luxury

THE MONOCOUPE points the way to the

plane of tomorrow. It sets a new style in

smartness, fine performance and ease of con-

trol. The comfortable, mohair upholstered

cabin eliminates the need of race track togs

as well as fatiguing propeller blast, motor soot

and gases. Its safety factors are far in excess

of requirements established by the Depart-

ment of Commerce regulations.

Unusual economy of operation, inherent

stability in rough weather, quick take off

destines the Monocoupe as the ultimate plane

for the private owner.

Powered by the phenomenal new Velie,

five cylinder, air cooled, radial engine, the

Monocoupe turns out twenty miles for each

gallon of gas, cruises at 85 or does 100 miles

an hour wide out. This Velie motor will get

you there and back, with the same dependa-

bility you expect from radials of the five and

seven thousand dollar class.

Orders are pouring in and our dealers fran-

chise represents a valuable asset to the right

organization. Your territory may yet be open.

Wire or better still, visit our busy factory of

350,000 square feet at Moline, Illinois.

Price $2675 at Moline, Illinois

Mono-Aircraft, Inc.
Builders of the Monocoupe and the Monocoach

Moline r / Illinois

6A

Y9
Say you saw it in AERO

Well.Well

Whathavewehere?
None other than a popular impression

of little Johnny learning to Fly by
MAIL! First thing you know he'll

have his correspondence school diploma
—and then watch out Lindy ! If

Johnny doesn't hop to Mars it will be

Mars' fault entirely . . .

Funny, eh ? Oh very. That is—it

would be funny if the whole thing

weren't so grossly misunderstood. In

the first place, Johnny's mail instruc-

tion makes no pretense of teaching
him to fly. In the second place, Johnny
is apt to do real things in Aviation.

He has the stuff. He's getting the

training—good training—in the one
way that is practical for him.

Please Understand —
Aviation Institute of U. S. A. is a correspond-

ence institute. I don't "admit" it; I'm proud of it.

I do not attempt or claim to teach flying. I do
teach the fundamental facts of Aviation — the es-

sential ground-work— to men who can't attend an
Aviation class-room.

You know that the Industry needs employees who
have a working knowledge of Aviation. My course is

thorough and practical. It successfully gives serious
minded men a working knowledge of the theory of
flight, aerodynamics, plane design and construction,
rigging, repairs, motors, commercial Aviation —
basic facts which turn fumbling tinkerers into
level-headed assets to any employer. These students
who then wish to go ahead and learn flying are
sanely referred to their nearest field, allowed special
rates and make good sooner because of my prelim-
inary training.

I'm holding an ace-high hand and I want you
to call me. If you'll ante the coupon below I'll see
you with my Catalog, describing my whole propo-
sition. I want and expect to win— your confi-
dence and approval. Your play!

Walter Hinton
President

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

I
Walter Hinton. Pres., 108-F !

I Aviation Institute of U. S. A..

J
1113 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C,

a
Kindly send me a copy of your booklet outlining '

your home-study, "ground-work" course In Avia- •
tion. 1

I
Name !

1 !
I Street :

I City I

I J

DIGEST

OX
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A Message to Aero

Manufacturers, Operators

and Pilots

The existence of Aerol Shock
Absorbing Struts affects your

business whether you use them
or not. Manufacturers offering

them have an ' advantage over

their competitors. Operators

whose planes are equipped with

them enjoy lower operation cost

and greater passenger accep-

tance. Pilots who land on them
have the surety and confidence

of smoother, faster landings and
comfortable taxiing—regardless

of the condition of the ground.

Aerol Shock Absorbing Struts

absorb landing impact equal to

several times the weight of the

plane, without recoil.

They operate on the air and oil

principle. Impact is absorbed by
the compression stroke of the

strut piston. The resulting com-
pression is instantly dissipated

through the oil chamber, thus

eliminating recoil.

Trouble-free, dependable and
economical, Aerol Struts recom-
mend themselves to the attention

of everyone connected with the
manufacturing and operation of

heavier-than-air machines. They
are a product of our 25 years'

experience with compressed air

appliances.

Complete information supplied

on request.

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.

3735 East 78th St., Cleveland, Ohio

"Ask the Pilots Who Land on Them"

AEROL^STRUT
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(Continued from preceding page)

embarking on a new and splendid business which has not

been established long enough to have created precedents in

every detail of procedure. When they started West each

of the three planes of this splendid commercial escadrille

took a different route, scheduled to stop at every important

city beaded on it so that it might there repeat the educa-

tional effort which had been made in the New York

territory.

BUSY months, these, for air transportation and those in-

terested in it. Many momentous things are under way

and bigger ones will come.

Why, here's another good sized one, already ! On May

21, William B. Stout, head of the Airplane Division of the

Ford Motor Company, announced in San Francisco that a

Transcontinental Airline having the backing of the Ford

interests probably would be put into operation this sum-

mer. It was his belief that this would be planned and

equipped to give a twenty-four hour service between At-

lantic and Pacific a year hence.

He would not give many details. The Ford group does

not do things that way. They spend their own money in

experimentation and when they know they're right they

move and move fast. Until they know they're right they

do not move.

One hundred per cent service is synonymous with any-

thing that the Ford name is connected with. It will be well

to keep this group within the range of vision, for its entry

into the Transcontinental Derby is sure to be a good one,

with a good chance of winning first money.

IT'S a great world, with this and other air-transport

propositions, just budding and before long sure to bloom.

Why shouldn't we be happy? It's a fine world—but, hold

on ! Just as we are about to quit and call it a full editorial

clay, with those glad words smiling on the sheet before us,

we catch sight of a newspaper clipping from which the fol-

lowing headline stares straight into our eye

:

"STUNTS BLAMED FOR MANY CRASHES.
EIGHTY PER CENT OF AIR FATALITIES

CAUSED BY DISOBEDIENCE."
These startling words are followed by pish-tush column

emanating from the Navy publicity department, where the

propaganda mills grind continuously and at present seem

to constitute the greater part of the United States Xavy's

activities. Our old friend Wilful Wilbur must have used

the card of introduction that we sent to- him last month

when we mailed this page to his address at Washington,

D. C. We were afraid he hadn't got it, for we didn't put

the street and number on. But somehow the postman must

have known just where he lives, or perhaps he had his office

address. These postmen are so clever.

At any rate the daily newspapers indicate that shortly

after he received our envelope and its enclosure he found

out that there is a Bureau of Aeronautics.

We are almost sure of this, for he started an investigation

of it. Of course there is the possibility that some midship-

man or even some Little Buttercup on leave from a de-

stroyer and drifting about the Navy building, saw the need

of it and started it without his knowledge, but we don't

believe that is the case. We earnestly opine that Mr. Wil-

bur started it, our own pleasant, genial, Wilbur.
At any rate Wilful Wilbur found out about the Bureau

of Aeronautics, as it was inevitable that so dazzling an in-

telligence as his would. That's something accomplished.

Nothing in the Navy can be concealed from Wilful Wilbur
for very many years. fContinued on next page)
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Beauty and Style
mark these two- and three-place

personal flying ships.

Prices, (Subject to Change)
$2,375 and $3,000

with LeBlond Engines

Write or Wire for Dealers' Territories

Notv Open

The Ohio Aero Manufacturing Corp.

Youngstown, Ohio

Flag© toLearnAviation!
Get Your Ground Work—Learn
to FLY—at the Capital's Largest
Commercial Airport and School
Mt. Vernon Airways, Inc.. is ihe larges. flying field
within 100 miles of Washington, D- C.—one of the
Nation's greatest centers of aerial activity. This
resident school is training intelligent men for the real
jobs—on the ground, in the air. You must have the
knowledge and ability of a big-pay man before you
can land a big-pay job in Aviation. Here you will
actually learn Aviation—all of it. Here you will get
training that you cnn turn into CASH.

New Planes, Complete Equipment, Skilled

Instructors, Reasonable Terms
Every plane is a new Alexander Eaglerock. In

our machine shop you have the right tools to work
with. And understand—;his is more than just a the-
oretical "classroom" sort of institution. Mount Vernou
Airways Inc.. is an actively operating airport. Pas-
senger flights, long distance transportation, private
plane servicing—we do all of them. You leam by
doing—not just by reading or being told. You learn
motors, construction, rigging, repairs, instruments

—

all the mechanical facts. And here the Flight Train-
ing is under thoroughly experienced instructors. You
not only get your "ABC's" of aviation; you get your
actual, practical start. And at a reasonable ccs"

—

the smallest sort of an investment for the man who
is stalling himself to a genuine future.

Above is a view of our
hangar. Our field covers

200 acres—ideally level

ground with no obstruc-
tions. Located just 12
miles from the Capital on
the main highway to Mt.
Yernon.

FREE
BOOK
brings facts

This book has been
prepared to help you
get into this fastest

growing industry. It

explains in detail just

what you need to get

the Aviation job you
want. It outlines the
three Complete Cours.s
which Mt. Yernon
Airways, Inc., offers

those who are ready
for intensive training
for Private Pilot (10
hours' flight) , Trans-
port Pilot (50 hours
flight) or Aviation
Mechanic, including,
in addition io shop-
work, a comprehensive
training in the theory
and praciice of Avia-
tion. There's no obli-

gation in asking for

your copy of this book
—it's FREE. Clip the

coupon and send it

E. W. Robertson

President and
General Man-
ager of Mt.
Yernon Air-
ways, Inc.
Licensed Pri-
vate Pilot,
Transport Pi-
lot and Avia-
tion Mechanic.
Six years of
intensive com-
mercial flying—plus active
airport man-
agement.

These Men Will
Train You Right
Your successful start

in Aviation depends
on having the right,

men train you. Rob-
ertson and Bridges are
old - timers. They've
done their share of

barnstorming. They've
run the gamut of
stunts. They've put
in thousands of hours
in flight. They know
a plane inside out;
they know the things
that books don't
teach — and they
know how to pass
their knowledge and
their experience along
to you. The counon
brings the'r FREE
Book. MAIL IT TO-
DAY!

Jack H. Bridges

Chief Flight
Pilot. Former
U. S. Marine
flyer and in-
structor.
Holds all
Gov't Licenses
and has flown
all types of
planes — in
many parts of
the World.
Four years ex-
o e r i ence as
Aviation Me-
chanic.

MT. VERNON AIRWAYS, Inc.
Washington's Largest Airport & Flying School

Alexander Eaglerock Distributors
HYBLA VALLEY ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Mt. Vernon Airways, Inc., Dept. 1-F,

Hybla Valley, Alexandria, Va.

Gentlemen: Please send me at once

your FREE Book, "Capitalize Your
Opportunities in the Air", giving me

complete information regarding your Courses in Flying and

Ground-Work.

Name Age

Address

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The NEW
IKORSKY
AMPHIBIAN

is powered with two "Wasp"
400 H.P. engines and has

ample RESERVE POWER

General Features*

Useful load 3000 lbs.

Comfortable cabin for 10 to 12

passengers, including crew.

Dual Controls, side by side.

Rudders and elevators sufficient-

ly high to prevent damage while

landing or taxiing on ground or

water.

Excellent visibility for pilot and

passengers.

Crew, passengers and all vital

parts of the plane, such as control

cables, tank, etc., are located out

of the plane of propeller rotation.

An unusual feature for a multi-

motored plane.

Quick take-off, good climb,

high performance and excep-

tional maneuverability on land,

water and in the air.

Write for Particulars

SIK
;e Point, L. I.

(Continued from preceding page)

And having found it out he announces that the Bureau
lorthwith is "under scrutiny" by a Special Board of In-

quiry. And so that there may be no misunderstanding he

declares that Rear Admiral Leigh, Chief of the Bureau oJ

Exaggeration (beg pardon, Navigation) -shall get busy on

the job.

Admiral Leigh declares that the Bureau of Aeronautics

cannot be held responsible for accidents due to disobedience

of orders. Neither can it be compelled, we hasten to ex-

claim, to accept the blame for submarine disasters or the

waste of taxpayers' money. That's where the Bureau of

Aeronautics differs from the Bureau of Navigation. That's

where it differs from the Navy as a whole.

Great. Investigation may reveal how Wilful Wilbur has

tried to crash the Navy's air effort. But, while we're

crashing why not crash the things which actually may heed

it? Why be retail when you start out to investigate? If

the Bureau of Aeronautics is to be subjected to the W. W.
"scrutiny," why not the whole Bureau of Navigation? We
have our shrewd suspicions that interesting details of the

general Navy management might be revealed forthwith.

\nd incidentally, here's one more possibility of the Secre-

tary's double doubleyous. Can they really stand for "Worse
and Worse"?
And to return to the tool house, again picking up the

muck-rake, why, even, stop investigation at the Bureau of

Navigation? Why not investigate the whole darned Navy?
A most interesting subject. There's a craze in these days

for antiquities. See the time and money spent on digging

into Tut-ank-Ahmen's tomb. Modern stuff compared to

some minds in the Navy. Only one place need be utterly

omitted we sometimes are convinced. An investigative

group, calling at the Secretary's office and knocking timidly

upon his dome of thought might get the answer, in a still,

small, funny voice. "Nobody home. Ring off. Wrong
number." So that need not be studied by investigators.

We fully understand it.

The whole Navy under Secretary Wilbur might be

dredged with good result. Deep and murky waters, but

with fascinating things half-buried in the bottom mud im

doubt. The curiosities of departmental politics which the

dredges might firing up doubtless would make the product

of that Hamburg poison-gas plant that killed dozens re-

cently smell like the product of our French friend, the per-

fume manufacturer Houbigant ; the extravagant use of

great funds which probably would be revealed would very

likely break the nation's mighty record at such curious en-

deavor ; the presence of pretty, pretty ladies on Uncle Sam's

destroyers, hitherto supposed to be Edens without Eves,

would supply romance
; and, as a grand climax, a real in-

vestigation inevitably would bring out the fact that bat-

tleships and cruisers are as useless to the national defense

in these days of aerial attack as whiskers would be on a

bust of Cleopatra.

There is a real suggestion. Investigate the Navy as a

whole, friend Wilbur. God knows what you'll find, but

we have not the slightest doubt that it will be extremely in-

teresting. Get busy. Train the Naval bands to play the

Dredgers' Chorus and then dredge. You'll certainly bring

something up. Barnacles are elsewhere in your great de-

partment than on the foul bottoms of your ships returning

from the tropics.

Perhaps a real and general investigation would reveal the

mystery as to why the fifty-seven varieties of admirals in

Washington and at the Navy Yards spend so much of their

time at teas and other sports which recently have become

the ultimate of vigorous amusement for so many of our

(Continued on next page

)
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Don't economize on
instruments

AT all times the pilot needs an accurate, dependableA motor heat indicator. It would be poor economy
for him to use an instrument that gives other than

the most reliable information on motor performance.

When in the air it is an excellent thing to hold fast

to the maxim, "The best is none too good". That

has always been the rule of this company in manu-

facturing motor heat indicators.

The Boyce MotoMeter, Aviation Type is designed

and constructed to furnish exact information regard-

less of atmospheric conditions or altitude of 'plane.

We could make them cheaper .... at a sacrifice of

reliability .... but we won't.

Catalog No. 1 gives full details.

THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, INC.
1 Wilbur Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

The MotoMeter Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

National Gauge & Equipment Div., La Crosse, Wise

Boyce MotoMeter,
AviationType, made
entirely of non-fer-

rous metals, accurate

and dependable.

Are You in a

fog?
Aviation Fundamentals Made Easy

Thousands of young men and women have already

taken this first step of enrolling in the ASPA Home
Study in Aviation.

This course is based upon authoritative study of aero-

nautics and actual flying experience. It consists of a

history of aviation; a non- technical discussion of the

various types of balloons, dirigibles and planes; an out-

line of the science of flight; instruction in the design of

airplanes and motors; together with blueprint of model

airplane; and a list of questions to be answered by the

student.

Endorsed by Leading Airmen and Students

Among those who have testified to the excellence of

the ASPA Home Study Course are many of America's

leading airmen and leading students of aviation.

Professor Alexander Klemin, Daniel Guggenheim
School of Aeronautics, says: "I have now had an op-

portunity of looking through The ASPA Home Study

Course in Aviation. It is clear, sound and well pre-

pared, and an excellent introduction to practical avia-

tion."

Col. Harold E. Hartney, American "Ace", says: "I

must congratulate you on your Home Study in Avia-

tion. It gives an excellent basis for anyone contemplat-

ing either the business of aeronautics or military service

in" the field."

Floyd J. Logan, Aviation Jobber, Cleveland, writes:

"Your Course gives to the layman, in simple language,

answers to questions which exist in the minds of be-

ginners."

Lt. Leigh Wade, Round-the-\v orld Flier, says: "Your
Course is a wonderful exposition of the fundamentals

of aeronautics. I can readily recommend it to those

seeking authentic information."

THE PRICE OF THE COMPLETE COURSE

$«^ Send check, money order, or write for informa- rt*

I tion. Many schools, clubs and operators are & I

I using this course as their primary instruction.

Special prices to manufacturers, operators, clubs

and schools.

Grasp the Opportunity While it is Here

Mail the Coupon TODAY
American Society for the Promotion of Aviation,

522 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Secretary: Enclosed find one dollar. Please send me
the ASPA Home Study in Aviation.

Name

Street

City State

A Non-Profit Organization.
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Instant

Dependable

Starting
The Heywood Starter unquestionably fills the

demand for unfailing and instant starting of

high power internal combustion engines for

aircraft.

* * *

Through instant response and efficiency, re-

gardless of weather conditions, the Heywood
starter has earned the stamp of approval of lead-

ing aircraft manufacturers and pilots.

A AA
With starter button on the dash, the Heywood

starter not only rotates the motor at the re-

quired speed, but simultaneously creates com-
pression and sufficient carburetion for positive

ignition. AAA
To overcome all starting difficulties hereto-

fore experienced, specify Heywood starter
equipment.

Aircraft manufacturers and pilots are
invited to write for complete details of
installation and operation of the Hey-
wood starter. Mention make and model of
motor for which installation is desired.

Manufactured and distributed by

The HEYWOOD STARTER Corp.
6547 St. Paul Ave. - Detroit

(Continued from preceding page

)

highest Naval officers. Perhaps investigation might give

taxpayers some schedule of the time and effort which our

Naval men devote to lobbying for absurd appropriations

which will furnish funds for their expenditure in junketing

expeditions to warm countries as soon as the thermometer

begins to drop up North.

Perhaps investigation might reveal the splendid sporting

record made by social tuft-hunters among our gallant sail-

ormen when Newport and its social gayeties are open to

them without charge (all other citizens must pay on enter-

ing the car, please). Perhaps investigation of the Navy
as a whole might even make clear to the world just why
the Bureau of Navigation never has co-operated a hundred

per cent with the Bureau of Aeronautics, the newest Inn the

most necessary branch of the whole service.

We suggest that principal among the findings of the right

sort of investigation of the Navy as a whole would be the

suggestion to the Naval Secretary that he encourage Ad-

miral Moffett, that he give him the appropriations asked

for so that he may get the planes he needs to train the

personnel that will form the only force which possibly can

make the nation safe. If the Secretary of the Navy would

change the meaning of his leading W to Willing instead of

Wilful, cut with his little hatchet the red tape which binds

the Bureau of Aeronautics, we would have a better aviation

service in the Navy and a very much better Navy to match

the aviation service. We would have fewer accidents of all

kinds, from nose-dives in the air of planes to nose-dives in

society of young subalterns who cannot carry the tradi-

tional Naval gallon in these days of bootleg. Having a

better aviation service we then should have a better Navy
and there would be no need for investigation.

UNIFORM STATE REGULATION NEEDED
(Continued from page 929)

be readily appreciated that those States which have passed

legislation requiring Federal licenses would be caused no

embarrassment or expense by reason of any such amend-

ment to the Air Commerce Act of 1926.

Prior to the passage of the Air Commerce Act of 1926

some of the States enacted legislation more or less along
j

the lines of the Federal Air Traffic Rules, such as pre-

scribed minimum safe altitudes of flight, hunting from air-

craft, defining torts and crimes committed in aircraft while

in flight over that particular State and making the operator !

or owner absolutely liable for all damage occasioned by ;

such aircraft. It is believed that such States should enact I

new legislation to meet the progress which aeronautics has i

made during the last two years.

In conclusion it is recommended that wherever possible

all States enact legislation requiring all aircraft and pilots

operating within the State to meet the minimum require-

ments of the Department of Commerce, and to obtain a

license from such Department. It is only in such an event

that the purpose of the Air Commerce Act can be ful- 1

Piled
;
namely, the promotion of commercial aviation and

the development of its usefulness to the fullest possible

extent in the United States, where aviation found its in-
;

ception. It is believed that this can best be done by the

promotion of public confidence in it—a confidence that will
:

take it for granted in the same manner as it does the auto-

mobile, the railroad, and the steamship. This can best be :

accomplished by bringing about the combination of four

essentials: airworthy aircraft—efficiently maintained; com- i

petent pilots
;
suitably equipped airways ; and standard air

traffic rules.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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SOME ADVANTAGES OF
THE BURNELLI TYPE:

Accessible multiple engine compartment

Extensive reduction of head resistance

Reduced turning moment on one engine

Fuselage lift reduces landing speed

Increased capacity of the fuselage

Structural efficiency and simplicity

Invention of original airplane design has The Burnelli design combines the advan-

been rare and especially so when proved tages of the single engined tractor with

by thorough engineering construction and those of the nacelle type airplane with

operation. greater efficiency and accommodation.

~~^s$?k^W£&if?

Offices: 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

OWN AN AIRPORT
B E the first in your locality to get started in

this new profit-making business.

Hangar accommodations in your field will pay

you real dividends. Flyers appreciate the oppor-

tunity of landing on a field equipped with Kocher

Hangars, for they know their planes will be se-

curely housed during their stop over.

The Kocher Hangars are designed for substan-

tial and convenient construction. Can be had in

many sizes and styles for all makes of planes.

Complete and comprehensive blue prints fur-

nished with every order, together with instruc-

tions for assembling. Any handy man can assem-

ble a Kocher Wood Hangar, and they are sold at

a price you can afford to pay.

The rental of one or more Kocher Hangars will

pay for your plane in a short time.

Geo. T. Kocher Co.
226 S. Jackson St.

Lima, Ohio

Write today for com-
plete information and
prices. They are yours

for the asking. The
coupon below is for
your convenience.

Geo. T. Kocher Co.,

226 S. Jackson St.,

Lima, Ohio.

Please send me full information and prices on Kocher

Wood Hangars.

'Name

Address

Town State
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MODERN
FLIGHT

STUDENT PILOTS and young men
about to enter the game can cut down the num-

ber of hours usually necessary before soloing by

a study of the greatest flying instruction book

of the year, "Modern Flight".

CHIEF PILOT CLEVENGER,
out of the wealth of his 10 years' flying ex-

perience, explains in simple, interesting lan-

guage, every movement of the controls for

take-offs, landings, straight flight and aero-

batics.

SAVES YOU $50.

when you LEARN TO FLY

The ambition of every flying student

is to be able to handle a ship alone in

the least time possible. Purchase of

Clevenger's "Modern Flight" is a long

step in that direction.

HERE IS MY DOLLAR
Gentlemen:

Rush copy of Clevenger's complete flying course.

Name
Address

Manufacturers of the Eaglerock
403, Alexander Industries Ine.. Colorado Spring

Colo.

HUMAN EQUATION IN AIR CORPS
(Continued from page 925)

photographic officer of the expedition which explored

the Amazon river by air, i> still in the service with the

rank of captain.

While flying officers do not talk about the hazards of the

service, those who keep in touch with events know that

the hazard is there The recent Pan-American Good Will

Tour was one of- the most successful ever made, in ac-

complishing its purpose of creating international good will,

and reflected great credit on Major H. A. Dargue, its

commander, Captains Ira C. Eaker, Arthur B. McDaniel,
and Clinton F. Woolsey, and Lieutenants John W. Bentoir.

Muir S. Fairchild, Ennis C. Whitehead, Leonard D. Wed-
dington, Bernard S. Thompson and Charles McK. Robin-
son. It was not completed without cost of human life,

however. Captain Woolsey and Lieut. Benton being killed

in a collision at Buenos Aires, Argentina. Their plane col-

lided with another plane in which were Major Dargue and
Lieut. Whitehead, who jumped with their parachutes and
escaped injury.

Captain Eaker with F. Trubee Davison. Assistant

Secretary of War for Air. and Lieut. Fairchild with Gen-
eral Fechet, Chief of the Air Corps, have recently com-
pleted a flight from Washington. D. C, to the Canal Zone
—the first time an official inspection of any of our foreign

possessions has ever been made by airplane.

One does not wish to dwell on the Air Corps Honor
Roll, but one remembers the shock with which he heard
of the deaths, for instance, of Lieut. Cy Bettis and Lieut.

E. H. Barksdale.

Lieut. Bettis had won the Pulitzer Race in Xew York
in 1925 at the speed of 249 miles an hour. On August
2.1 1026, while en route to Selfridge Field he encountered
fog and storms in the vicinity of Bellefonte. Penna., and
was killed when he struck the mountains.

Lieut. Barksdale had been test pilot for a number of
\ears at McCook Field, when he met his death there August
11. 1926, while testing the spinning characteristics of an
02 airplane.

Just after the Xew York Pulitzer Races I talked with
Lieut. George H. Burgess on Boiling Field. The next
day from an emergency field where my pilot had landed
in the storm we saw Lieut. Burgess fly past, to crash about
10 miles farther on near Uniontown, where they have
named Burgess Field for him.

Not so unpleasant as the casualty list, but nearly as re-
grettable, is the loss to the Air Corps of splendid flying
officers who leave- it because of what is termed in the Mili-
ary Affairs Committee report as the "years of stagnation
in the junior grades."

There was Lieut John A. Macready. once distance en-
durance and altitude titleholder. May 6. 1921, with Roy
S Langhan he made a world's record two-man altitude
flight, attaining the height of 34.150 feet. September 28 of
that year he flew to the height of 37.800 feet, and January
29. 1926. set a world's record of 38,704 feet. With
Lieut. Oakley Kelly he made the first non-stop transcon-
tinental flight on May 2-3. 1923, covering the 2.516 miles
between New York and San Diego in 26 hours. 50 min-
utes. He was still a lieutenant when he resigned from
the service to associate himself with a commercial company.

So was Lieut. Burdette S. Wright, war pilot, advance
agent for the Round-the-World Flight. Chief of the Air-
ways Section, and in many responsible posts before he
gave up his lieutenancy last year.

There's Lieut. Harold R. Harris, Chief Test Pilot at

(Continued on next page

)
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LIBERTY MOTORS

For Aeroplanes and Boats

For Export and Domestic Use

LIBERTY PARTS

The Vimalert Company, Ltd.

817 Garfield Ave. Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A.

—the proof of a flying school is

the success of its graduates

BECAUSE the measure of our success is in the

making of our students successful in commer-
cial flying, we submit a few well-known names of
graduates of this school who are now AT WORK;
some arc commercial pilots, some arc operating

fields, some are in the employ of large corporations,

some are teaching, etc.

ZIER, OLSON, RICKARD, HOLZINGER,
THORPE, BALLARD, BAKER, Wiles, Shelley,

Sloan, Caramore, Epps, Nelson, Edgecomb, Hough,
Wynne, Walker, Kurt, Barry, Tabor, Langston,

Thies, Eisner.

QUALIFY here for limited commercial license,

5 hours solo—or Transport Pilot license, the

most complete advanced course in U. S. Also

night school ground work, and 1 5 hours' flying

course for private pilot.

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION

All training in new Eaglerock planes. U. S. Examining officer

on field.

BENNETT FLYING SCHOOL
227 West 12th St. Kansas City, Mo.

U. S. Army Planes in Nicaragua Are
Equipped With Belden Shielded Wire

BELDEN wire, shielded for radio, is used on all

low-tension circuits of the Curtiss "Falcon,"

the Army plane which has so successfully served the

Marines in long distance raids in the mountains of

Nicaragua. The continued use of Belden Wires and
Cables on Army Air Corps planes is significant of

its high quality.

Write today for the Belden Bulletin No. 16

on aircraft wiring.

Belden Manufacturing Co. ?
3a
g2g!KS5L

A'*

Consult Belden A.irplane
Engineers regarding spe-

cially designed airplane
harnesses—either high or

low tension— radio
shielded or unshielded.

When your motor
g<oes dead

. . . you can't be choosy about your landing-place. The result

is almost sure to be a shake-up—a few scratches and bruises for

you or your passengers.

Be prepared for these minor accidents— carry the J & J
Aerokit with you!

It was designed under the supervision of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce and approved by it. Meets minimum re-

quirements for three place planes. Stows away in almost no
space at all—the most ship-shape article of the kind you ever saw.

Yet with it you are equipped to do everything possible in the
quick treatment of wounds. The Aerokit contains 16 articles

—

bandages, aromatic spirits of ammonia, ointment for burns, etc.

—and a first aid chart that tells you, graphically and concisely,
just what to do, even for major injuries.

Your airplane supply house carries the Aerokit. Or mail the
coupon with your check for S3—the postman will deliver the
kit to your address.

Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick,

New Jersey

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick, N. J.
AD 5 28

I enclose S3 for a J & J Aerokit. Please send it to the following address:

Street and No..

City-
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STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD TYPE TURNBUCKLES

Airplane parts of merit

SHACKLES, TURNBUCKLES, CLEVIS ENDS
CLEVIS PINS, AIRCRAFT BOLTS

(milled from bar)

Direct Contractors to United States
Army and Navy and many

airplane manufacturers

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
Corry, Pennsylvania

THE AMERICAN PIONEER

A Close Inspection and a

demonstration will con-

vince you of its sterling

quality

Wonderful Dealer Propositions

open with 100% cooperation

Aeronautical Air Taxi

School Service

Write for Particulars

Philadelphia Aircraft Co.
Distributors for

Eastern Penna., Delaivare and Maryland

Office and School
Room 506 Flying Field

1321 Arch St., Phila., Pa. Doylestown, Pa.
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(Continued from preceding page
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McCook Field for several years. He was the first pilot

to fly the Barling Bomber which, in 1923, was the world's

largest airplane. He held many world's records, and was

still a lieutenant, when he resigned in 1926 to take com-

mand of a fleet of cotton dusters, down South.

Lieut. Corliss C. Moseley won the first Pulitzer Race

held at Mitchel Field, Long Island, in 1920. He was still

a lieutenant when he resigned from the Air Corps in 1927

to become Vice President and Operating Superintendent

of Western Air Express. His line operates mail, passen-

ger and express carrying between Los Angeles and Salt

Lake City, and has been an outstanding success.

Lieut. Leigh Wade piloted the "Boston" on the Round-

the-World Cruise. He was a lieutenant when, in 1922,

he piloted three passengers in a Martin Bomber to an alti-

tude of 23,350 feet, and was still a lieutenant when he re-

signed in 1926 to associate himself with a prominent air-

craft manufacturing concern.

Lieut. John (Smiling Jack) Harding of the Round-the-

World Flight ended his lieutenancy by resigning, and is

now connected with the Aeronautical Chamber of Com-
merce.

The list might be indefinitely lengthened, but to what

purpose? It represents, as I said at the beginning, the

romance and the tragedy of service in the Air Corps.

There is opportunity there for the finest service, and no

flier so far as I know has ever shirked it. But its sacri-

fices and its hazards ought to entitle the flying officer to

a chance of moving up—of escaping from a stagnation into

which circumstances which were nobody's fault have in-

volved the Air Corps. For one, this writer hopes that

the favorable report of the House Military Affairs Com-
mittee presages the early correction of an injustice which

affects one of the finest bodies of American young men
whom it has been his privilege to know.

GROUND FLYING
(Continued from page 944

)

he had replaced his lunch was that the day was moist and

muggy and the ship must have skidded on the humidity.

So we will leave 'this relatively unimportant detail of ac-

tually flying a plane, and take up those more practical con-

siderations which are necessary for mastery of the air.

The first of these is costume. The new race or breed of

aviators has upset many things, including our estimates of

time and space, the hearts of numerous flappers, and quite

a number of valuable airplanes, and has also revised our

idea of what the well-dressed man will wear if no one stops

him. You will therefore need a pair of leather leggings to

keep the slipstream out of your underwear, and a leather

helmet to keep the billows in your permanent wave. In

these you will look like a cross between a cavalry officer

and a football player, but the girls will like it.

Next you should learn your cigarette technique, so that

you can be all lit up and looking nonchalant in five sec-

onds by a stop-watch from the actual moment of the crack-

up. You should also go out in the garage and practice

cocking your head at a gasoline engine and looking as wise

as an owl, after which you turn the motor over to a me-

chanic and sit down to figure flying time. Finally you

should master the art of looking at the scenery while your

girl friends climb into the cockpit, and you will be ready

to take up the actual study of the plane itself.

An airplane is a cross or hybrid between an automobile

and an umbrella. If you can get an umbrella up in a

crowd you ought to be able to get an airplane up in a

fifty-acre field, and as long as you keep it up you have

(Continued on next page)
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PILOTS/
You'll Want A
Hangar Like This

ESLINE HANGAR
Reasonably priced—easy time payments. Simplest to

erect—just bolt sectional steel units together. Take

down and set up on new location with lowest cost

—

100% salvageable. Fire, lightning and weather proof.

Costs less than less efficient types of construction.

Built for 1 to 50 ships. Many other Esline advantages.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Attractive dealer proposition open to you for first hangar

in your territory.

ESLINE COMPANY
614 Michigan St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS, INC.

ALLIED SCHOOLS

_ iT-r i tTALLAS AVIATION

*st YZ— r'*m-7k-i -SCHOOL KANSARS

Home Study Courses Primary Advanced
$25 $150 $250

Commercial Transport
$750 $1500

You can begin any time. Write for reservation.

DALLAS AVIATION SCHOOL
Distributor! for Lincoln Page in Texas and Oklahoma.

Office at Hangar No. 6, Love Field, Dallas, Texas.

SAN ANTONIO AVIATION & MOTOR SCHOOL
Located between the Government's two largest training schools.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF AVIATION
Practical Science of Aviation in te

free if followed by flying course

This

either of our schools.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS, INC.
Swallow Distributors for Texas and Mexico

Airplanes, Motors, Parts, Supplies, Wings, Propellers. Etc.

Texas State Bk. Bldg., San Antonio, Tex.
TRADE US

YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT. Used motors, planes and parts accepted as

cash in purchase of new Swallows, Lincoln Pages or Fairchild Monoplanes.

EQUIP YOUR PLANE, OLD OR NEW, WITH THE NEW VACUUM
SILENCER.

!

Hartshorn Streamline Tie Rods

cut the wind like an arrow. That
means minimum resistance, extra

speed, extra miles per gallon.

They're light and strong—stronger

than cable of equal cross-sectional

area. That's the result of especially

prepared steel and careful, uniform
manufacturing conditions. The
plane you build or fly—it will re-

spond to an installation of

AIRCRAFT
TIE RODS

Write for Circular A-l

Stewart Hartshorn Company
250 Fifth Ave., New York City

SEAMLESS
STEEL TUBING

All Aircraft Grades

Warehouse stocks for immediate ship-

ment in any quantity.

Mill Shipments of substantial quan-

tities for production.

Service Steel Co.

143 5 Franklin St., 43 John Street

Detroit, Michigan Cincinnati, Ohio
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Safer!
—this new

tie rod terminal

Tighten the lock nut as much
as you will—you cannot hurt

the terminal or break the tie

rod. New, stronger, safer,

better. Lock nut screws on to

the terminal instead of on to

the rod, avoiding torsional and

tensile strains, giving closest

thread fit. Write for detailed

information. Macwhyte Com-
pany, 2907 Fourteenth Ave-

nue, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

MACWHYTE
\£treamline and Round Tie Rods

Patent Safe Lock Terminals

"deserves a place in every designing

office in this country ..."
The Aircraft Engineer

Englai

THIS book has been hailed everywhere
as a classic in its field. It is the first

volume of a series on airplane design and
discusses aerodynamics in detail ; thorough-

ly ;
authoritatively.

AIRPLANE DESIGN

AERODYNAMICS
by EDWARD P. WARNER
Proftissor of Aeronautical Engineering, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology: Assistant Sec-
retary of the Navy for Aeronautics. 600 pages.

6 x 9. 333 illustrations. $7.50.

THE book synthesizes and interprets the prior art

and existing theory and problems hearing upon the

functioning of the modern airplane; it lays a solid
foundation of fundamentals, presented step-by-step, for

those who intend taking up aircraft design, and will

also be of immeasurable value to the practicing aeronau-
tical engineer in need of an authoritative summary for

refc re

Some of the topics discussed
— types of aircraft;
— fluid resistance;
— calculation of downwash;
— slotted wings;
— wind tunnel tests;
— turning without side slip;
— etc., etc.

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

| McGraw-Hill Book Ccmpany. Inc.

, 37G S-venlh Avinue.

|
New York. N. Y

.

Bond me a copy 'f Warner's AERODYNAMICS,
I $7. ."in on approval. I will ei her return the hook.

postage prepaid, in 10 days or rem t for it then.

I Name
St. and No

| City and State

°
0!f COMPANY
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practically nothing further to worry about. If you can

make an automobile go you can make an airplane go, and

with very little encouragement an airplane will stop it-

self. When it does by colliding with the ground you call :

cut "Contact" and have your picture taken for the papers.

Airplanes are used for dropping advertising on foot-

ball games and prizefights, for testing weather conditions

i in the Atlantic, and for exploring the North, South and

all intermediate Poles. They inhale gasoline and exhale

castor oil, and the higher they fly the fewer. They are^tot
'

(juite as efficient as automobiles, since they still lack a dif-

ferential and four-wheel brakes, but they are very durahle.

Xo one has yet determined the life of an airplane, because

1.0 airplane has ever lasted that long.

Xow that you understand the airplane it is time to

take up meteorology and aeronautical law. Meteorology

is a simple device for distinguishing one kind of weather

from another, and leads at last to the conclusion that there

is really nothing you can do about it anyway. Aeronautical

legislation is even more important, since there are a num-
ber of laws that now govern aviation in addition to the

law of gravitation. You should observe them all, particu-

larly the blue-sky laws, and read the Congressional Record
daily for further instructions. Observe all local traffic

regulations. Philadelphia, for instance, is fundamentally

opposed to left hand turns; New York is a bad place for

pilots, especially around 42nd Street after 10:30 in the

evening; and you can get away with anything in Chicago
if you have an Irish grandmother. Pass other planes on

the left or right, as the case may be. and in any bad
traffic jam use your good sense and a parachute, (live

all lady pilots at least a thousand yards clearance. In

case of back seat driving by the passengers, remember
that a short roll and a tail spin will work wonders.

( )n looking over the above and comparing it with the

courses advertised by my competitors in my favorite aero-

nautical magazine, 1 find that there are a few points I

have missed. They aren't important, but those of you
who want to hitch the wagon of your ambitions to the star

of aviation should have the whole works. It is no longer

necessary to urge you into aviation ; it is no longer neces-

sary to tell you that here is a new profession, a new oppor-

tunity, a new challenge to the spirit and energy of youth;
it is no longer necessary to tell you that the prizes of

progress are for those who will go after them. But it is

worth while to tell you to watch your step, and particu-

larly the first step you take in the new highway of the air.

And if you don't mind. I'll just add these Fourteen Points
for Future Fliers and call it a day.

1. The mere fact that you want to be a pilot won't make
you one. The bigger the job the harder you have to work
for it, and you must make up your mind to work, wait and
worry, if you want to win out in the keen competition for

a place on the air map.
2. Don't waste your time, while you are collecting cash

for a flying course. The more you know, the quicker von
will fly and the better you will fly. and the greater will be
your chances for a real job.

3. Get acquainted with a gasoline motor. When you
can take the engine of the family flivver down and get it

together again without a whole lot left over, you will be

ready to look at an airplane motor without blushing.

4. Read books. There are lots of them on your sub-

ject. If your library doesn't have them, keep asking for

them until they do something about it. Spend some of

your loose cash on some of the best and learn them back-

wards.

(Continued on next page)
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Radio Equipment for

Airplanes and Airports

'•A TOW airplane companies

V> and airports can equip

with radio apparatus backed by

the name and reputation of the

Radio Corporation of America.

Full information on radio tele-

phone, radio telegraph and bea-

con radio equipment for com-

munication between plane and

plane, plane and airport, and

airport and airport may be ob-

tained from

Radio Corporation of America

233 Broadway New York Citv

A Truly Comfortable

Passenger Plane
POWERED by an OX 5 engine and carrying a use-

ful load of 811 lbs., the "Challenger" 3 place com-
mercial plane has a high speed of 102 m.p.h. and

a landing speed of 3 9.S m.p.h.

Every convenience is provided for both the passengers*

and the pilot's comfort. In front of the passengers'

cockpit is a luggage compartment large enough for a

suitcase. The cockpit itself is exceptionally roomy and

well upholstered. A door on one side provides easy .

access. Both cockpits are equipped with carefully

formed windshields to exclude all draughts.

In the pilot's cockpit are those instruments required

by the Department of Commerce and a Kreider-Reisner

Booster Starter.

Approved Type Certificate No. 1 9.

KREIDER-REISNER AIRCRAFT CO., Inc.

Hagerstown

You'll never have a better friend in all your life than
this set of three super-quality pliers

—

designed specially

for your work—light in weight, yet strong and powerful.

No more fumbling and bungling with makeshift pliers

when you own this handy set of famous

Vacuums-
ff REG. U.S.PAT. OFFICE \JM. MEJ

PLIERS
They're built to handle any and every job in airplane

overhaul. Not "hardware store pliers" of ordinary con-

struction, but master pliers, put together by skilled

craftsmen. The evenly aligned cutting edges, hand-filed

—the strong, sharp teeth—and the smooth-riding joints

all attest superior quality of workmanship.

And most important is the fact that Vacuum Grip

Pliers are hammer-forged from special analysis steel, elec-

tric furnace process, NOT CASE HARDENED (on the

surface only) but hardened and oil-tempered thru avd
thru.

Aviator's Kit

Sst of three pliers in substantial leatherette case

lined in purple velvet. YOUR NAME ETCHED
FREE ON HANDLE OF EACH PAIR. Price $5.75,

parcel post prepaid.

able
ful grip and
joint. Length

No. 67 (left)—The "Aviator
side cutters; thin nose; ad
7". Price, $2.00.

No. 196 (center)—Needle nose, extra long
reach; side wire cutters

;
spring tempered.

A very useful tool. Length 6 54 ". Price,

$1.85.

No. 186 (right)—Diagonal Cutters;
needed by every airplane mechanic.
Length 6". Price, $1.90. *

May be purchased separately .

'

if desired.

ORDER BY COUPON—TODAY
Write fo
shotting

r Catalog A O #- „- o

Newport, Pa. / J?j? J"^£r £

FORGED STEEL

PRODUCTS CO.

9A s r-^^^y ^ K# ^ ^ c
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SPECIAL AIRCRAFT TUBING
Manufactured to U. S. Army Specifications.

We are in a position to offer immediate shipment

from warehouse stock on:

CHROME MOLYBDENUM

Spec. 57-180-2A
(Formerly 10231)

and

CARBON SPECIAL PROCESSED

Spec. 57-180-1A
(Formerly 10225)

in cold drawn seamless tubing.

Processed especially for the aircraft industry.

TEST REPORTS, showing Chemical and Phys-

ical Properities, furnished with each shipment.

We also carry a complete line of Steel and wire

Specialties manufactured to cater to the particular

requirements of the Aircraft Industry.

4545 S. Western Blvd.
Chicago, 111

Lafayette 8500

East Monument Ave.
Extended

Dayton, Ohio
East 150

5001 Bellvue Ave
Detroit, Mich.
Whittier 6780

Distributors for the

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK
We have facilities for student

training in both land and sea-

planes. Only new Eaglerock

planes used.

Land Field, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Seaplane Base, Westchester

County Park, Rye, New York.

The next time you're in Atlantic City,

make it your business to see our per-
manent exhibition on the famous Steel
Pier.

ATLANTIC AIRWAYS, Inc.
NOW LOCATED IN THE HEART OF NEW YORK CITY
292 Madison Ave. New York City

(Continued from preceding page)

5. Read the aviation magazines to keep you on your

toes and up to the minute.

6. Go to flying fields and factories and ask questions.

Get the fool questions out of your system as soon as pos-

sible and then ask those that count.

7. Study the air map—airports, airways and mail routes.

8. Study the air news. Try to get back of the newspaper

talk to the facts of the case and what the facts mean.

9. Keep a scrap-book on aviation. Classify your clip-

pings so that they mean something.

10. Join up with a good correspondence school. By
doing so you will save your own time and that of your
instructor. At least he won't have to teach you the lan-

guage.

11. In picking your school, correspondence or flying,

remember that the noisiest is not necessarily the best, and

that some of these advertisements which talk of the prom-

ising career of aviation are more interested in the promises

than in the career. Remember that the hen which cackles

too loud is just as likely to be lying as laying.

12. Don't expect to be a pilot after six hours in the

air. Read the Department of Commerce regulations and

see what you are up against.

13. Don't go off half-cocked or tackle something you
can't finish. Figure the time and money you need to qual-

ify for a job. Every other profession calls for time,

money and patience while you are breaking in. Don't

under-rate the flying profession by expecting to make it

in one jump.

14. Don't hesitate, if you are ready to go ahead. There's

a job ahead and time is at your heels. And don't let your

mind get single-tracked. Aviation needs not only pilots but

mechanics, designers, craftsmen, executives, salesmen, ad-

vertisers and what have you. Learn all you can while you

can, so that when an opening shows up you can crawl

neatly and gracefully into it and hold it against all comers.

I don't know whether this is as good advice as I think

it is but I'm quite sure that a lot of people won't take it.

Those that do, however, are going to have an edge and

save themselves a lot of grief. The rest will be taken

care of by those who know how to cash in on other peo-

ple's trustful innocence.

AERIAL "WAR" AT LANGLEY FIELD
(Continued from page 928

)

any enemy these youngsters of the sky went after!"

And again, or probably I imagined it, their faces seemed
to say: "There can be no infantry, no navy, with such

instruments of war. And we cannot have too many planes

nor too many trained young 'daredevils' like those up
there now."

The first demonstration was a simulated attack of pur-

suit planes on a flight of bombers, flying in wedge forma-

tion. Just when the Congressmen were wondering which

flight was superior in battle, and certain that enemy anti-

aircraft guns on the ground would easily send the activi-

ties of the entire fleet, there came a surprise—three tiny

pursuit planes, roaring ten feet above the ground at ter-

rific speed, laid a smoke screen that completely covered

the field for more than one hour.

"Where would the anti-aircraft guns be now?" I heard

a war veteran Representative ask another.

Next, came an attack upon a captive balloon. Three
pilots dived once upon the great bag. The second, Lieu-

tenant Clayton Bissell, diving with wide open throttle,

brought a gasp of astonishment when he apparently dived

(Continued on next page)
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An unbroken aviation

record

On through the night

the engine roars . . .

Blackness, mist and rain

... At last, dawn . . .

AE ROTOCS Gray outlines of a far-

off coast . . . Triumph
... All distance records broken.

However glorious such records, they are

bound to be surpassed. But one mark stands

in aviation history—the mark of quality in

Gordon Aerotogs.

Gordon Aerotogs are made from the finest

materials obtainable. Expertly finished by
hand. They include : Fur lined, wool lined

and all-leather flying suits ; leather blouses

and jackets ; leather or cloth helmets, gloves

and mittens. If your regular dealer cannot
supply you, write to us today.

GORDON & FERGUSON, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

We Build Everything
for the Airplane

If your requirements are concentrated in

steel fuselages, landing gears, tail surfaces

or wings, we can build them exactly in ac-

cordance with your specifications.

Our complete engineering, welding, mo-
tor, wing and various other departments
are at your service.

Let us estimate on your needs—our prices

and terms are very attractive.

See the new cabin

?Velatiot^>

'The

Plane

of

Many
Improvements'

Revelation Aircraft Co.
225 West 57th Street at Broadway New York, N. Y.

For 25 years manufacturers of Seam-
less Tubing and identified with
Aviation over a ten year period.

One Unit of Plant devoted
exclusively to Aircraft Tubing

Furnished to Specifications in

STRAIGHT CARBON
NICKEL STEEL

CHROME MOLYBDENUM

MANUFACTURERS AND WAREHOUSERS
Round, Square, Streamline, Etc.

SUMMERILL TUBING COMPANY
Bridgeport, Montg. Co., Pa.

(Philadelphia District)
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F —==t
This circular
spun engine cowl
can be made
of dural or alu-

minum in all sizes

to meet the re-
quirements of

aircraft manu-
facturers. We
can swing 72
inch circles.

Metal spinning and hand hammered
work in all kinds of sheet metal stream-

line fairings for wheels. Our products

are considered to be the best on the

market in thickness and accurate meas-

urements after it is finished. If you don't

believe it, make us prove it!

M A G O S Y &
120 Walker St., N. Y. C

{Established 1900}

B U S C H E R
Telephone Canal 36S3
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WATCH IT FLY!
THE WRIGHT f

AUTO -PLANE \L
ment of distinction—

n

tvpes ns illu.-tratfl fa
or u-ithoHt Moto-ntetcr

PRICE, $1.50
,4,V ALUMINUM MONOPLANE SCIENTIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED
GRACEFUL CLEAN CUT SNAPPY IN APPEARANCE

FLIES BY RISING ON THE ROD
CONTINUOUS ACTION ASSURED BY THE VARYING SPEED OF

THE CAR
Bp the firtt to GET ONE in your locality.

Just write, stating if your car is cjuiplM*! with Moto-tnetet or plain radiator
cap, eiichrelnB check or M.O. ami the Auto-plane will be sent prepaid to
anv address.

DEALERS CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
WRIGHT MFG. CO. 47 So. 12th Ave. MT. VERNON, N. Y.

Accommodations Wanted
Two business executives desire accom-

modations as passengers in one of the

airplanes entered to compete in the

Fourth Annual Reliability Tour.

Please send full particulars quoting

price and giving the type of plane,

motor and names of pilot and owner.

BOX 661, AERO DIGEST
220 West 42nd St. New York City

the ideal HANGAR for airplanes

NO
COLUMNS

NO
TRUSSES

Arch Roof Construction offers the perfect building for all hangars,
temporary or permanent. It gives perfect light and ventilation
and this is the most economical to erect. Spans up to 200
feet and over.
Further information on request. Our service department will
co-operate on plans with engineers, contractors and all others
interested.

ARCH ROOF CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.

104 West 42nd St. New York City

(Continued from preceding page)

straight into the silken bag. Instead he skidded off, zoom-

ing through smoke and flame, it seemed to the watchers,

on the other side of the bag as it dropped lazily to the

ground.

The spectators, sneezing and wiping reddening eyes,

were not left long in peace. Three other machines ap-

peared overhead. They dived, barrel rolled, turned flat

upside down, spiraled into whipstalls—and dived again.

After lunch the spectators were carried to the balloon

hangar, one-half mile from the "bombing grounds.

Then the real fun started ! First, there came the attack

planes, six guns on each spitting vehemently at mythical

troops, salvos of bombs falling when cartridge belts were

emptied. The bombers followed, deafening the spectators,

and causing the big balloon hangar to shake.

Curtiss Pis, their D-12s sending their challenge to awe
the lawmakers, followed to "clean up" whatever the pre-

ceding flights had left.

But by this time, had the three squadrons disappeared

straight into the heavens, the assembled Congressmen would

not have been surprised.

They came—they saw—and I'll be darned if they weren't

convinced that those men who rule the Air Corps know
what .America needs—more airplanes and more of these

skillful pilots!

ALICE IN NAVYLAND
(Continued from page 938)

done with political appointees. You should see them."

"The plumbers are all carpenters and the carpenters are

all plumbers," said the March Hare.

"We had a terrible accident in the works the other day,"

said the Hatter, taking a bite out of his tea-cup. "A steam-

fitter joined us and we put him to work fitting steam

pipes. It nearly caused a revolution—he should have been

posted to the awning department."

"I found him just in time," said the March Hare, "and

set him to work wiping olive oil off the sardines."

The Hatter took a watch out of his pocket, looked at it,

shook it, and said, "I told you butter wouldn't suit the

works." He looked angrily at the March Hare.

"It was the best butter," said the March Hare meekly,

"the kind we grease the motors with."

"Yes, but some crumbs must have got in as well," the

Hatter grumbled. "You shouldn't have put in with the

bread knife."

"I'll try oil next time," said the March Hare.

"Don't mention oil," stormed the Hatter. "Our oil

reserves have Fallen."

"Since when?" asked the Hare.

"Sin' Clair!" screamed the Hatter.

"If you're going to pull anything like that," said Alice,

"I'll have to be going. I don't mind stories, but I can't

stand puns."

"Speaking of jokes," remarked the March Hare, "have

you seen the Duke lately?"

"I think he and the White Rabbit have gone to play

golf with the Duchess." said Alice.

"Let us join them," said the Hare and the Hatter, march-
ing off rapidly, with Alice right behind them.

They hurried out of the building and walked across a

beautiful green lawn. "Every blade of grass cost a dollar,"

the Hatter told Alice.

"That seems an awful lot to pay for it," she said.

"It was put in under a Navy contract." said the Hare.

(Continued on next page)
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AIRCRAFT MOTOR

A client of ours, an aircraft engineer

with over 1 5 years of experience with

aviation motors, desires to connect

with a progressive concern.

The motor, as designed by our client,

embodies new features, yet, is of tried

and proven construction, and due to

its advanced type, can be manufac-

tured at very reasonable cost.

ORDERS TOTALLING IN EXCESS OF
$2,000,000 CAN BE BOOKED NOW!

\
Firms or individuals desiring to manufacture

this motor—and haying sufficient capital to

carry through—are invited to telegraph or

write to

S. I. GODLEY, Pres.
STERNFIELD-GODLEY, INC.

GENERAL ADVERTISING

9-11 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

[Let Truscon Solve

Your Door Problem
Truscon Airplane Hangar Doors occupy minimum
space, withstand hard usage, operate easily, and
contain large glass areas to daylight the interior.

Resist corrosion. Tubular steel construction with
corners reinforced and electrically welded. Per-
manent, fireproof, weather- tight, and economical.

Write for complete information and catalog.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Established 1905

Warehouses and Offices in All Principal Cities

TRUSCON> COPPER ALLOY STEEL

AIRPLANE HANGAR DOORS
Straight, Slide and Curved Track Types.

FREE BOTTOM CRAFT are air-propelled, air-steered

—and literally go anywhere. They laugh at seaweed,
driftwood and shallow water. Standardized in 23 ft.

—

3 mile open cockpit model, at $43 5 0, known as the

WHISTLER. The illustration shows a closed cabin model,

3 5 ft. 45 m.p.h., powered with Wright Whirlwind Motor.

The ideal commuter in refuse-infested waters. Address

—

Birkbeck Post, Sole Distributor of FREE BOTTOM CRAFT,
47 5 Fifth Avenue, New York.

cHOSEN
by leading manufacturers, because its su-

periority leaves no doubt in the mind of

the designing engineer regarding its quality,

performance and durability.

Pioneers in the production of high grade

shock absorbing cord, this organization is

amply equipped to handle orders on a quan-
tity production basis.

Write for details and prices. .

J. W. WOOD ELASTIC WEB CO.
Elastic Webs and Cords

STOUGHTON :-: :-: :-: MASS.

AUSTIN designs, constructs and
-*Y equips efficient hangers, pas-
senger depots, factory buildings
and other structures at low cost.

Austin guarantees total cost,
completion date and quality of
materials and workmanship.

Austin will also deliver steel and
other essential materials for erec-

tion by a local builder at a decided
saving in time, worry and expense.
Representative companies from

Coast to Coast have used Austin
building service.

Ask for approximate costs and folder,"Austin Builds for Aviation."

THE AUSTIN COMPANY, 16130 Euclid, Cleveland
Architects, Engineers and Builders to the Aviation Industry

Branches in Principal Cities from Coast to Coast
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SAVE Money on Aviator's sum-
mer and winter clothing, in-

cluding goggles, helmets, shoes,

boots, etc.
,

Write for complete
a illustrated catalog,^ jf&I mailed free upon re-

fflr* Get'

e

youis TODAY!
*J Address Dept. A

In the Hub of Aviation

159-06 Jamaica Ave., L. I, N. Y

Ask Your
Dealer

Write foi

Catalog '

HELMETS and SUITS
that approach perfection. Standard

for Army and Navy fliers. Also worn

by real exacting pilots everywhere.

CANVAS-LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY
755-59 Cass St. Trenton, N. J., U. S. A

Mccles £ IWock.Ltd
OLDBURY.
BIRMINGHAM

MAKERS & MANIPULATORS Of

WELDLESS STEEL TUBING TO
AIRSHIPS. AEROPLANES.GUDERS AHO

FOR ALL ENGINEERING PURPOSES.

U. S. A- Representatives!

-JONAS B. OGLAEND, INC., 15 Moore St., New York.

PLYWOOD
FOR

Airplane Construction
U. S. Army and Navy
Specifications GradeA

ANY SIZE UP TO 16' 0" z 6' 4"

NewJerseyVeneer Co.
Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.

Cable Address Veneer, Paterton
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"With the right people," added the Hatter. Then they

linked arms and sang together in loud tones, "What a

wonderful system the solar system is." ending with a howl

:

"but it hasn't got a thing on the Nay-vee
!"

"What's all that row?" asked the Duchess angrily, as

they walked up to her.

"We were singing the National Anthem." said the March
Hare and the Hatter, both together. "You're looking

charming, Duchess. You haven't changed a bit since the

Spanish-American war."

"I should hope not," said the Duchess. "I never change."

Upon which the March Hare and the Hatter sang

:

"Some people change to B V D's when summer comes

along.

"But we never change a thing in the Nay-vee."

"A sweet sentiment," smiled the Duchess. "Don't you

think so, my dear?" She beamed at Alice. "But come,

we'll play golf. You'll enjoy it— it costs quite a lot."

A flock of Fish-Footmen came running with bags of

golf-clubs and balls. The balls, Alice noticed with some
surprise, were all made in the shape of little men, and

were marked Tax-payers.

"The idea of this Naval golf." said the Duchess to

Alice, "is to swat the Tax-payers as hard and as often as

possible. You try to drive them to Desperation—like this:"

She set a little ball, or Tax-payer, on a bit of sand, and

hit it a hard swat with her driver. The Tax-payer rolled

a few feet, and stopped with a groan.

"Topped it!" shouted the Duchess angrily. "They're

contrary things, drat them! You just have to keep pound-

ing them to get anywhere. You try it."

She glared angrily at the Duke of Potomac, who grasped

his club, marked Naval Appropriations, and swatted the

Tax-payer a good one. "Ah. I made him get a move on,"

said the Duke happily.

By this time the Mad Hatter and the March Hare and

the Duchess were swatting the little Tax-payers all over

the place. Even the Footmen took clubs and proceeded

to drive all the Tax-payers toward Desperation. They went

bounding across the grass with the docile aspect of real

golf balls. Not one of them ever spoke back or tried to

bite any of the players. Alice felt quite sorry for the

poor little things, but she needn't have been, for they were

taking the hammering quite good-naturedly.

"They don't feel it," the March Hare told Alice. "There's

no feeling in a Tax-payer at all."

"I think it's a shame." cried Alice, "abusing them like

that."

"What's that!" screamed the Duchess. "Who's saying

a good word for the Tax-payers?"

"I am," Alice began, when the Duchess leaped for her.

Alice tried to protect herself, and struggled desperately.

But she found herself falling, falling, back on the grass.

There she lay, looking up at the sky. She began to cry,

for the old Duchess had frightened her terribly.

"Why, Alice dear, what's the matter?"

Alice looked up—and there was her sister bending over

her. She began to cry now with relief.

"Oh," she cried, "I had an awful dream— I thought I

was in the Navy !"

"There, there," her sister soothed her.

a dream, dear. Your old Navy was only

"I know it was only a dream, now,'

"But those poor little Tax-payers! They were part of it.

It wasn't a dream to them. It was a nightmare
!"

(Editor's Note: The further adventures of Alice in

Navyland will be continued in an early issue.)

"It was only

a dream."

sobbed Alice.
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Johnson Company — originators

Flying Schools, Clubs and
Manufacturers' Emblems

Groundman or Mechanic
Civilian Flyer

Made of silver or gold front (Actual size shown above.)
Pins or lapels. Price, $1.00 each, mailed anywhere. Identifi-

cation Wristlets, $2.5 0.

352 WEST 13th ST., "WING BUILDING," NEW YORK
Special designs submitted

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE E

NEW OX5 NEW
Water Inlet Pipes Part No. 3069

$6.00 ea. Dozen lots, $5.50 ea. Special on OX 5

Hose clamps: V2 inch to 1 inch. $6.00 per case 1200:
1 inch to iy2 inch, $6.50 per case 1000.

Cloth and Tape Specials

Reinforcing Tape, Government- Specification: 36
yard rolls, 35c per roll, l/2 in. width 144 yards, $1.50.

We can furnish any required widths.

Special on Dartmouth Tex
Cloth, Government Specification No. 6-97-A 80-85
threads to inch; 36 in. width, 55c per yd. Our 99
inch cloth, 65c per yd.

Tape Straight Tape Doped Ends
2 in., $4.00 per 100 yards; 2% in., $5.00 per 100
yards.

PINKED EDGE, 4 pinks to inch, 2 in., $3.50 per
100 yards; 2Yn in., $4.25 per 100 yards.

EIGHT PINKS TO INCH, 2 in., $3.75 per 100
yards; 2^ in., $4.50 per 100 yards.

Full line of OX5 parts in stock. Samples
of cloth and tape on request.

Discount to dealers

Airplane Sales & Service Corp.
207 Market Street Newark, N. J.

FOR THE SMALL PLANE
the new series

ANZAIil
AIRPLANE
E N Or I N E
RADIAL . AIR COOLED

BROWNBACK MOTOR LABORATORIES, Inc., Sole Representatives
D-1038, Graybar Building — New York

Special Distributor,: C. C. Ludlow, Los Angeles; Ericson Aircraft Ltd., Toron

The Stepping Stone

EiuiLD up thai 200 hours

for your transport license

in a Heath Parasol. Slow land-

ing speed, low operating cost

and up-keep.

Send 10c. for catalog with all

details.

HEATH AIRPLANE CO.
1727 Sedgwick St. Chicago, 111.

Actual Size

For High or Low Compression Engines
B. G. Hornet mica spark plugs have proven their absolute

dependability in both high and low compression engines. A
set of 1 8 plugs weighs less than 3 3 ounces.

B- G. "HORNET"
MICA SPARK PLUGS

The B. G. Corporation, 136 W. 52nd Street, New York
Contractors to the U. S. Air Service and Aircraft Engine Builders

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A COMPLETE AERONAUTICAL LIBRARY
AIR SERVICE

AIR SERVICE, A. E. F. H. A. Toulmin, Jr $6

FIGHTING THE FLYING CIRCUS. Capt. "Eddie"

Rickenbacker *'•"

HIGH ADVENTURE. /. N. Hall $2.50

THE LAFAYETTE FLYING CORPS. /. N. Hall and

C. B. Nordbog (in two volumes) »15

NOCTURNE MILITAIRE. Elliott White Springs $2.50

OUR AIR FORCE. Col. William Mitchell $3

WINGED DEFENSE. Co/. William Mitchell $2.50

THE WORLD'S WINGS. W. Jefferson DaWs...$2.50

AIRSHIPS

AEROSTATICS. £. P. Warner $3.25

AIRSHIP DESIGN. Charles P. Burgess $9

BALLOON AND AIRSHIP GASES. C. def. Chandler

and W. S. Diebl $4

FREE AND CAPTIVE BALLOONS. R. H. Upson and

C. Jet. Chandler $5

PRESSURE AIRSHIPS. Thos. L. Blakemore and W.
Walters Pagan M

THE RIGID AIRSHIP. E. H. Lewitt $«.S0

SCIENCE OF FLIGHT AND ITS PRACTICAL AP.
PLICATION. Capt. P. ff. Sumner $4.25

AIRWAYS

AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS. Donald Duke $5

EUROPEAN SKYWAYS. Lowell Thomas $5

HIGHWAYS AND AIRWAYS. Their Relation to Com-
merce and National Defence. W. Jefferson Davis. *I

INDIAN AIR WAYS. S. H. Smith (in two volumes) $2

MY FLIGHT TO THE CAPE AND BACK. Alan J.

Cobham $1-50

WITH SEAPLANE AND SLEDGE IN THE ARCTIC.
George Binney $6

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

CIVIL AVIATION $2.50

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT. Ueut.-Col. Ivo
Edwards and F. Tymms $2.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMICS OF AIR
TRANSPORTATION. T. II. Kennedy $2

TRANSPORT AVIATION Archibald Bl.ick $5

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION. OPERATION

A B C OF AVIATION. Capt. V. W. Page $1.25

ABC OF FLIGHT. Laurence Le Page $1.50

AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK. Fred
1 H. 3 Henry F. Col-

vin $4.00

AIRPLANE DESIGN—AERODYNAMICS. E. P. War-
ner $7.50

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE. /. B. Rathbun $2.50

AEROPLANE STRUCTURES. A. /. S. Pippard and
Capt. L. Pritchard $7.50

COMPLETE AIRMAN. G. C. Bailey $5

MODERN AIRCRAFT. M.ijor V. W. Page $5

STEEL CONSTRUCTION OF AEROPLANES. H.
Harper $3.10

ENGINEERING

ELEMENTS OF AEROFOIL AND AIRSCREW THE-
ORY. H. Clauert $5.60

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK. Lionel S.

ENGINES

AEROPLANE ENGINES IN THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE. /. B. Rathbun $2.50

AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUCTOR. A. L. Dy*.e.$5.00

AIRCRAFT POWER PLANTS. E. T. lanes, R. Insley,

F. W. Caldwell and R. F. Kobe $4.25

AIRPLANE ENGINE. L. S. Marks $6

AIRPLANE ENGINE ENCYCLOPEDIA. Glenn D.
Angle $7.50

AUTOMOBILE AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES. A. W.
Judge $«.50

AVIATION CHART, if. V. W. Page )0c

AVIATION ENGINES. If. V. W. Page $1.25

ENGINE DYNAMICS AND CRANKSHAFT DESIGN.
Glenn D. Angle $4

TESTING OF HIGH SPEED INTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENGINES. A. W. Judge $7.50

GENERAL

AIRCRAFT IN COMMERCE AND WAR. J. M.
Spaigbt $2.25

AIR FACTS AND PROBLEMS. Lord Thomson . . $2.50

AIRMEN AND AIRCRAFT. ff. H. Arnold $3.50

AVIATION MEDICINE. Louis H. Bauer, M.D...$7.50

BEGINNINGS OF ORGANIZED AIR POWER. /. M.
Spaigbt $7

BOOK OF THE AEROPLANE. Caf>f. /. Laurence
Pritchard $3

ELEMENTARY AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE. /. B.

Hart and W. Laidler $2.50

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE. Mai. V. W.
Page 12

GODS OF YESTERDAY. James Warner Bellab . $2.00

MARVELS OF MODERN MECHANICS. Harold T.
Wilkins $3

PARACHUTE. Ramon Guthrie $2.00

HISTORICAL

AROUND THE WORLD IN TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS.
Linfon Wells $3.50

AVHTION IN PEACE AND WAR. Mai. Gen. Sir F.
ri Sykes $5.20

ROYS' BOOK OF AIRMEN. Irving Crump $2

R V \ ! RPLANE TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE. Wal-
ter Mittelholzer and Others $4

CONQUERING THE AIR. Archibald Williams.. $2

CONQUEST OF THE AIR. C. L. M. Brou<n $1

FIRST CROSSING OF THE POLAR SEA. Roald
Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth $5

THE FIRST WORLD FLIGHT. As related to Lowell
Thomas by the flyers themselves $5

GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON GREAT BRITAIN 19M-
1918. Cafif. Joseph Morris $4.65

HEROES OF THE AIR. Chelsea Fraser $2

HISTORY OF AERONAUTICS. E. C. Vivian and
Lt. Col. Lockwood Marsh I'

INDIA BY AIR. Sir Samuel Hoare $2.50

LAND, SEA AND AIR. Admiral Mark Kerr, R.
N $7.50

RECORD FLIGHTS. Clarence D. Chamberlln. . .$2.50

SKYWARD. Commander Richard E. Byrd $3.50

THE OLD FLYING DAYS. Major C. C. Turner. $7.50

THE RED KNIGHT OF GERMANY. (The story of
Baron von Richthofen.) Floyd Gibbons $2.50

"WE". Charles A. Lindbergh $2.50

THE ZEPPELINS. Capt. Ernst Lebmann and Howard
Mlngas $4

AIRCRAFT AND AUTOMOBILE MATERIALS OF
CONSTRUCTION. VOL. 1. (Ferrous.) A. W.
Judge $7.50

AIRCRAFT STEELS AND MATERIALS $6.40

MANUFACTURE AND USE OF PLYWOOD AND
GLUE. B. C. Boulton $4

METALLURGY OF ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS. Robert /. Anderson $10

NON-FERROUS AND ORGANIC MATERIALS VOL.
2. A. W. Judge $7.50

METEOROLOGY

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. W. R. Gre*».$2.30

A CLOUD ATLAS. Alexander McAdie $1.50

CLOUD STUDIES. A. W. Clayden, N. A $6

MAN AND WEATHER. Alexander McAdie $2

FORCE OF THE WIND. Herbert Chatley $2

MILITARY

AIR POWER AND WAR RIGHTS. /. M. Spaigbt.

$10.50

AIR WARFARE. William C. Sherman $4.25

STRATEGY AND TACTICS OF AIR FIGHTING.
Major Oliver Stewart $2.25

BOYS' BOOK OF MODEL AEROPLANES. Franrii A.

Collins $2

INSTRUMENTS, NAVIGATION

AERIAL NAVIGATION AND METEOROLOGY.
Capt. Lewis A. Yancey $2.50

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. H. N. Eaton and other

specialists $3

AIR NAVIGATION NOTES AND EXAMPLES. Caff.

S. F. Card $3.73

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID VELOCITY AND PRES-
SURE. /. R. Panne/I $4

PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL HAZE AND ITS EFFECT ON PHOTOG-
RAPHY FROM THE AIR $2.30

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. Lf. Dache M. Reeves.

A. C *'

AIRPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY. ff. E. Ives $4

POEMS

POETRY OF FLIGHT. S. W. Murray $2

SONGS OF THE AIR. Louis L. de Jean $1.23

WINGED SHIPS. E. D. BoofA »1.23

WINGED TRAILS. Louis De Jean $1.50

PRACTICAL FLYING

AEROBATICS. H. Barber $3.30

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS, ff. Barber $3.50

THE AIRPLANE. Freiferir* Bedell $3

MODERN FLIGHT. Cloyd P. Clevenger $1

REGULATIONS

LAW OF AVIATION. Rowland W. Pixel $7.50

LAW OF THE AIR. Carl Zollmann $5

YEAR BOOKS

AERO DIGEST YEAR BOOK (available July 1st).

Aero Digest »'

ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT 1927 $12.75

Order oi

Check

AERO DIGEST, 220 W. 42nd
St., New York City

All

Book Prices

Include
Postage
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Complete Aviation Course
CONDENSED IN THESE TWO GREAT BOOKS

$i

"Mail the Coupon
and Examine Them

llHIIirKIM A IK I KAT I
Here are the two most complete books ever written EVERYBODY'S

on aircraft. Both of them are used as instruction iUIiTIAM /""HirM"1

The International Aviation
hook

,

s inJ° of the best aviation schools
'

Both writ" AV1A1 ION (jUlUfc
. . r '

. ten by Major Victor W. Page, U. S. Air Corps Re-
hngineermg Authority

serv6) tnown everywhere as one of the most distin- By Major Victor W. Page
guished authorities in the world of aviation. And

By Major Victor W. Page now, through this remarkable offer, you can have U. S. Air Corps Res.

i t o & • n t-» these books for five days' examination simplv by mail-
U. 3. Air Corps Kes. , i i . r i : , Tr iv ing the coupon below. A snip of the scissors, and It you want to learn aviation

.
V°u can get a thorough training in the complete pro- from the ground up, then this is

This complete and authentic fession of aviation i i i c ,, i

, r
r
r i

icssion oi a\ lation. ^ ^ook £ _ Up-to-the-
work oi rererence is used as J r

authority and manual of instruc- Money Back If Not Delighted minute information about every

tion bv 5 leading aviation ,, , , . . . , , . department of flying, presented in
- . _ . -ii * ^° matter where you stand in aviation today, these are the r J °

schools. In plain, simple language, books you need. All your questions answered, all your prob- such an easy way that you can't

tells how to control planes of lems solved, everything graphically explained up to the minute
\ie\o but understand ri^ht from

every kind, explains commercial S'ou make >'our trial fli8ht—and then aI1 the tacts informa- v
.

a

flying, equipment of airports, air-
tion about the mechanical and business ends that follow. the start. Describes every type of

j l j- c u • vc Gec these tw0 great aviatlon books today. Just mail the flvine craft thorous?hlv exolainsways and landing fields, simplifies
Coupon-BUT DON'T SEND A SINGLE PENNY. When the

} 8
'

tnorouSnl>
eM^ins

aerodynamics. Describes Lind- books are delivered, inspect them carefully. See for yourself air-cooled and water-cooled mo-
bergh's Ryan NYP Monoplane, that they give you more than your money's worth. If not tors \n fact gives complete in-

Chamberlin's Wright - Bellanca
satisfied return them for full refund. Otherwise keep them

necessarv f_. tj c
,, , ,

°
,, and don t pay another cent more than the low prices asked. loniiauon necessary ior u. o.

Monoplane, and JJyrds 3-motor There Cln
.

t be a fairer offer than this Mail the coupon today> Government Iicense . 247
rokker Monoplane. 19 chapters, now.

85 5 pages, 400 illustrations and M A U 1 D LI* L* r U ° llIustratl0ns
>

600 questions

23 valuable charts. Price, $5, ^ • A * Henley rUDllSning l_0. answered. Price, $2, plus delivery

plus delivery charges. 2 West 45th St., New York, N. Y. charges.

Norman A. Henley Pub. Co., 2 West 45th Street, New York
Send me your books, MODERN AVIATION and EVERYBODY'S Name

AVIATION GUIDE. Upon delivery, I agree to give the postman S7, plus
the delivery charges. It is understood that I have the privilege of 5 days'
examination. If within that time, I am not entirely satisfied, I will return ...
the books and you will refund my money in full. Otherwise I will keep the /ittaress

. .
.

books and not pay you another cent.

Check here if you want only EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE, $2 plus
Cj/y

delivery charges.
Check here if you want only MODERN AIRCRAFT, $5, plus delivery

charges. Stntp a n <-><»

Check here if you want both books, $7 plus delivery charges. *" " u - J - s

—
I Check here for catalogue of all Henley Publications. t^°If yon enclose your remittance, we will pay the postage onrseh es.
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UYE DIRECTORY3> <

$5 per insertion. Payable in Advanc

AIRPLANES
Send for free illustrations and plans of our

wonderful two-place, companion type, small,

high lift wing monoplane, and information on
how to build this ship, and be sure it will fly;

also propeller literature.

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE MANUFACTORY
Seal Beach, California

AVIATION EMBLEMS
JOHNSON CO.
—ORIGINATORS

—

ARMY — NAVY — FLYING SCHOOLS
CLUB EMBLEMS

Write for Catalog "D"
J52 W. I 3th St. "Wing Building" New York, N. Y.

BERLING MAGNETOS
Made by

BERLING MAGNETO CO., Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Parts for all types

Rough Green—Kiln Dried Rough—Air Dried or Fin-

ished to your sizes. Prompt shipments In carloads

and less than carloads. We supply many of the

largest aircraft manufacturers in the United State,

and Europe.

J. V. G. POSEY & COMPANY
Public Service Bldg. PORTLAND. OREGON

Specialists in Airplane Spruce for Fifteen Years

ARROW — SPORT
SEDAN — COUPE — SIX

All new Arrow Models Write for our Catalogu

HARRY T. BOOTH
Aeronautical Engineer

Roosevelt Field

WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y.

lonsuittnx Office: Operating the Roosevelt

Roosevelt Field Ground School. Conselen-
_

, , tfous instruction in me-
Telepnime charilcs. design, main-

Westbury 850 tenance. etc.

RADIATORS MADE, REPAIRED AND RE-CORED

All kinds of Sheet Metal and
Hammersmith work.

Our plant is equipped and run by
expert men,

MARTIN TROOP AUTO RADIATOR CO.
1215 BOULEVARD BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY

AMATEUR BUILDERS
read this booklet on Balance, Stability, Con-
trollability and Design of the Sportplane.
Illustrations and Nomenclature of the modern

Sportplane is included.

Send one dollar to

DONALD L. J. SMITH
1247 Loma Vista Drive Long Beach, Calif.

MILITARY SALES6 *

622 MARKET ST. .
-

PHILA.PA.

AEROTECH, Inc.

Aeronautical Engineering Design,
Stress Analysis, Reports, Appraisals.

Complete Testing Facilities.

Molir Illi

A two place cabin ship at $98$
The ideal plane for club or private owner. Mono-
plane, 30 ft. span, 5 ft. chord, large control surfaces,
adjustable stabilizer, ste>el fuselage, split axle land-
ing gear, dual control If wanted. Use any motor of
70 to 130 HP, Ship, less motor and Instruments,
$985. With new 110-Anzani motor (old type), $18i>0.

Blue prints, showing complete construction details,
$10. A strong, well built, dependable ship. Beauty
and performance.

BARNEY SNYDER
3432 University Ave.

••Dependable Aircraft"
San Diego, Oalif.

COMPLETE 0X5 PARTS SERVICE
Oversize .Tadson Valves NTo-nr flV »

High Compression Pis- l>ew UAJ
Piston Pins and Rings Mag. Wires
in sets.

0\'< Engines—Instruments—Mag. parts

SPILLANE & CO.
45 1 2 So. Main St. Los Angeles, Calif.

Brand New

LIBERTY MOTORS & PARTS
GRANT MARINE MOTOR CO.
5625 St. Clair Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

Amateur Plane Builders
Be sure your ship will fly. Barney's Dope Sheet
(price 50c) on Aircraft Constructinn gives correct
sizes of wings, wing loading, fuselage, rudder, fin,

stabilizer, flippers, ailerons, and how to balance
ship. Applies to any size plane. Know you are
right; profit by our experience. We build wings and
wing ribs, any curve. There is no higher mark of

quality than WINGS, by

BARNEY SNYDER
3432 University Ave. San Diego, Calif.

LEE HURDMAN HARRIS
PIONEER

AIRPORT ENGINEER
LOCATION, SURVEYS, PLANS, ESTI-

MATES, SUPERVISION, OPERATION
BRIGHTWATERS LONG ISLAND

Insure Yourself Against Loss

single issue

Aeronautical news for

1928 will be bigger and

more important than that

of any year we have had.

Be sure that you have the

accurate details of aircraft

development in a complete

file of AERO DIGEST.

Only the subscriber can

be sure of his personal

copy every month.

this coupon—NOW.'

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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DERECTORY3 I
!

$5 per insertion. Payable in Advance

10c F
3
or

AIRPLANES

^ Model Airplanes—Con-
_ struction Outfits and

Supplies—Order today.

25c

v : • '.Clinton Toy Co
' Dept.d North Haven. Conn.

NEW LIBERTY MOTORS
With all the latest improvements

Can supply from stock

any new "Liberty" parts desired.

Write or wire for prices,

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, INC.
518 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK

C. A. SNOW & CO.

PATENTS 6 TRADEMARKS
Successful Practice Since 1875

717 8 th St. Washington, D. C.

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
Recent addition to our large stock of standard and
utility aircraft materials and motor parts enable ub
to give prompt, efficient Bervice.

Send for I92S catalogue. No. 6. Special quotations
on quantity orders.

MONUMENTAL AIRCRAFT, INC.
339 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

MODERNIZE YOUR PLANE!
Satisfied owners in fifteen states have their
JN's, Canucks, and St'ds performing like new
production ships with

ALCO HIGH LIFT WINGS
Factor of safety, 10

ALLISON AIRPLANE CO.
LAWRENCE KANSAS

MONOID
PARAGON PROPELLER
Distinctly different in construction, proven by every
test to be superior, the Paragon MONOID represents
a marked advancement in propeller development. It

meets the demand for a propeller of light weight
and maximum efficiency and durability. Write for
literature and prices.

PARAGON ENGINEERS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

^CourAdvettisement
page 777 May issue

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
754 LEXINGTON AVE.BROOKLYN HEW YORK

Paul G. Zimmermann, M.E.
Consulting

Airplane Design and Manufacturing
Organization.

Designer and Constructor of Metal
Aircraft.

22 CLIFT STREET Telephone:
?4YSTIC, CONN. Mystic 514

Inspection Tests Analyses
Microscopic Examinations

Of all materials for airplane construction Advice on
Specifications—Heat Treatment. All work in charge
of chemists and metallurgists of recognized experience
in automotive engineering and under supervision ef
Government Inspectors if desired.

NEW YORK TESTING LABORATORIES
30 WASHINGTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

L. R. SEIDELL, Mgr. Director
Member Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce

HAROLD A. DANNE
Aircraft Engineering

41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

Telephone: Cortlandt 2142

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE COMPANY
"Masters of the Air"
Largest airplane supply house

in the West
WRITE OR WIRE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS
3 50 Washington Blvd. Venice, Calif.

bargains: rP
™ s^ajs

set of rings, $3. SO. Set OXS Tools, $11.50. Used,
serviceable 26 X 4 tires, $3.50. Used 750 x 125 tires,

$5. Used 26 x J tires, $3.

OXS MOTORS AND PARTS
SEND FOR BOOKLET NO. 2 TODAY

JOSTES AIRCRAFT SUPPLY CO.
4672 St. Louis Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

OX 5 and OXX6 Owners
Send us those cylinders with worn out guides and
seats. No matter how badly worn they are. we thread
in new graphite filled guides and removable seats.
These can be replaced at small cost. Do not be
afraid to send the rusty ones too; we polish them up
both inside and out. Price $2.50 per guide $1 50
per seat.

MILLER'S MACHINE AND REPAIR SHOP
Lake Mills Iowa

Actual

Gold ^^22|p^ Membership
Wings ONE DOLLAR Card

AMERICAN AERO ASS'N. Lockport, III.

PHENIX NITRATE CLEAR DOPE
at Si. 30 per gal. in your own 50 gaL Bteel drums.
51.40 per gal. in 50 gal. wood barrels. $1.40 per
gal. In 30 gaL wood barrels. $1.60 per gal in
S gal. boxed cans.
WOOD BARRELS AND CANS INCLUDED AND

NOT RETURNABLE.
Immediate shipment f. o. b. factory.

All fresh made from new and high grade materials.

No war stock or reworked materials.

Phenh Aircraft Products Co., Williamsville, N. Y.

BARGAINS, NEW INSTRUMENTS & MOTORS
Altimeters, new, small dial, very neat, accurate, de-
pendable to 20,000 ft., $6.00—Tachometers, luminous
dial, Jaeger, new, with 8-foot shaft and adopters,
very accurate, suitable for OX5 or any standard U. S.

engines, 59.00—Air speeds, Sperry, new and complete,
$8.50—Compasses: Creigh, Osborn or Sperry. mag-
netic, new, $7.50—Motors: Anzani, Hispano3, Liberties,

Renaults, Le Rhones. Clerget, etc. Also quantity »f

spare parts for above motors.

CIE INTERNATIONALE AERO NA UTIQU E
4003 Roland Avenue Baltimore. Maryland

AIRCRAFT PARTS
Made to Your Blue Print and Specifications

TANKS AND COWLS—PROPELLER AND WHEEL
STREAMLINE

—S PINNING S

—

RUNNING, LANDING AND FIELD LIGHTS

The National Marine Lamp Company
AIRCRAFT DIVISION

Forestville Connecticut

NEW OX5 TRAVEL AIRS
Due to the fact that we bought a quantity of new
0X5 engines early In 1927, we are still in a position
to supply a number of these airplanes. No motors
for sale alone. Rush your orders.

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS
2512 University St. Paul, Minn.

SPRUCE
SELECTED CLEAR AIRPLANE STOCK

ALL SIZES FOR QUICK SHIPMENT FROM OUR
CHICAGO YARD

PIKE-DIAL LUMBER CO.
Phone: Canal 0049 2251 So. Loom is, Chicagi

AS TRAVEL AIR DISTRIBUTORS FOR IOWA
We are offering a $250 complete flying course free
to all purchasers. Easy flying characteristics are
but one of the many reasons why wise commercial
pilots are changing from so called cheaper ships to

Travel Airs. Let us demonstrate the superior quali-
ties of the Travel Air line.

GERBRACHT AERONAUTIC CORPORATION
AMES IOWA

Let Us Estimate On Your Metal Work
Hen
repa

kinds of

terminals

an opportu
that brok,

al job don<

y to have that undercarriage
fitting replaced, or that ex-

: at a lower cost, ye do ill

k. Anything from
fuselages. Ex]

ing wire

building fuselages. Expert workman-

Address J. BORDEN
20 Central Ave. Willow Grove, Pa.

FLYING
CALIFORNIA

Pacific
Technical ® University
SAN D!£0O-T „C „„ c*^L„ rnci v,es;CALtrO/lNlA

Offers Home 5Tudy courses

in Aeronautical Engineerinc}.

$5 per insertion. Payable in Advance

LEARN TO FLY IN
Satl DiegO—Air Capital of the West

RYANSi^SCHOOL
San Diego, Calif orn

W*^^ ADVANCE TRAINING
IN LATE TYPE SHIPS

WE PREPARE FOR ALL GOVT. LICENSES.
190th and Main streets

Los Angeles, Calif.

Mailing Address
Rt. Ns. 2 Box 205-A Gardena, Cal.
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FLYING OOL
$5 per insertion. Payable in Advance

CALIFORNIA NEW YORK

San Mateo San Francisco

'SPEED" JOHNSON'S
FLYING SCHOOL

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

GEORGIA, Inc.

]0-HOl'R FLYING COURSE, conducted at Candler

Field. Atlanta. Ga.. a 4-way flying field. All-year-

round school employing modem flying equipment In-

cluding Pitcairn OroivlngB. No liability bond re-

quired.
Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

ILLINOIS

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL of AVIATION
HINCKLEY, ILLINOIS

50 miles West Herman J. Neubauer. M.D.

of Chicago Executor

Learn to fly at our up-to-date school of ayiatlon.

Tuition $20(1, or $20 by the hour, payable in advance.

Expert instructors, excellent accommodation. New
ships for training. Distributors of the Air Kino.

The King of the Air. $2395. FOB. Lomax, Illinois

New ig I used ships for 6ale.

Midwest Airways Corporation
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

One of the oldest schools in Illinois.

Complete flying course on new WACO planes.

Write for booklet
WACO DISTRIBUTORS for ILLINOIS and IOWA

INDIANA

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS"

LEARN TO FLY. with men who know "AVIATION".
We qualify you for Gov. License. No bond for solo.

O'jr course includes working in our shop where you

get actual experience in repairing, rebuilding airplanes

and motors. Send for free booklet

The WHY'S WHERE'S HOWS of LEARNING
AVIATION". Start now.

DEPT. A. 406 WASHINGTON ST.
GARY. INDIANA

INDIANA
Learn to th U the Cross Ttoads of the Nation with

Instructors whn hare had 12 years' experience teaching

.
av

HOOSIER AIRPORT
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Distributor! for TRAVEL AIR Planes In Illinois.

Indiana, Kentucky. West Vlnrlnin.

Flying before the war and still at it.

MASSACHUSETTS

LEARN TO FLY WITH THE
ASSOCIATED AIRCRAFT

DEALERS OF WACO PLANES
Edward T. O'Toole. Boston's Hi St Commercial Flyer,

offers an up-to-date course

ASSOCIATED AIRCRAFT
P. 0. Box 5 Flying frtlH

Eart Boston. Mass. Boston Airport

BAY STATE FLYING SERVICE
Distributors for the 1928 American Eagli

and Meteorplanes

Write for our Flying Course data

Box 64 Operating from
East Boston, Mass. Boston Airport.

MICHIGAN

DAVIS & FELIX AIRWAYS
at BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

FLYING SCHOOL
AIRPLANE TAXI

Students Thoroughly Trained at Nominal
Cost. Write for Full Information.

Kansas City Flying School
—New 1928 Ships— Master Instructors

—

10- hour Course complete $200
15- hour Course complete $275

50- hour Course, complete in every detail. $600

Both courses Include Solo—Cross Country—spins and
emergency landings. Advanced course in Stunt Work,
$250. We qualify you for Government License.

INDIVIDUAL Instruction. Write for FREE outline

of the courses.

617 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

Air Mail Pilots Teach Flying
at the Robertson School of Aviation, an exclusive

advantage made possible by our affiliation with the

Robertson Aircraft Corp., flyers of the St. Louis-

Chicago Air Mail Route. Into our 10th year—with-

out accident. Get complete catalog. Address Dept. T.

ROBERTSON FLYING SERVICES, Inc.

LamberE-St. Louis Flying Field,

Anglum, St. Louis Co., Mo. M 2 80

AIR TRANSPORTATION

OZARK AVIATION, Inc.
The finest flying courses available—10, 15 and 50

hour classes. Instruction in new Travel Air planes

by licensed Transport Pilots. Courses Include prac-

tical flying, theoretical principles or flying, mechan-
ical knowledge of airplanes and motors, aerobatics

and avigation. Rates very low. Write for details.

TRAVEL AIR AND DRIGGS DART DISTRIBUTORS
Municipal Airport Joplin, Mo.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN SCHOOL OF
AVIATION

Expert and complete Instruction In flying, mechanics,
meteorology, rigging, etc.—$250 for ten hour ground
and flying course—$600 for fifty hour course- We
qualify you for U. S. Gov't license. No bond for solo.

LEARN WHERE LINDBERGH TRAINED
Write for catalog

2419 South Street Lincoln, Neb.

LEARN TO FLY
We own our field—New production Eaglerocks usttl

exclusively—Transport piluis to instruct you—$250
for ground and flying course. Additional solo hours

at reasonable cost. No bond required. Write for

details.

STEELE AIRLINES INC.
717 Union State Bank Bldg. Omaha, Neb.

NEW JERSEY

LEARN TO FLY
PIONEER AIRCRAFT SCHOOL

East Paterson, N. J.

Full 10-hour course, in- Ten-hour solo course,
eluding solo and advance which qualifies you for
flying instruction. government license. at

small additional cost.

Office and Shop: 515 Main Street
One hour from Broadway, N. T.

LODI, N. J. Phone: Hackensack 8525

NEW YORK

Real Engineering and practical training in designing,
construction, operation ; actual work in building new
planes, repairing, overhauling, testing on alt types of

engines. Earn while learning. 15 minutes from Broadway,
We prepare for Government Examination

225 West 57th St. at Broadwav. New York, N. Y.

BROOKLYN AERO CLUB
Teaches flying every day at lowest hourly
rate in U. S. A.

Our club method saves money.

Write

3 60 Fulton St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

CURTISS FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Clinton Road Garden City, N. Y.
In 1927 this Company flew more than 365,000
miles, carried 10,700 passengers, and graduate.!
224 flying students.
Air fleet of sixteen planes; equipment and per-
sonnel licensed by Department of Commerce.

Write for Flying School booklet.

Mondell Engineering Institute

1440 Broadway New York City

CIVIL ENGINEER teaches privately Arithme-
tic, Algebra, Geometry Trigonometry Calculus,
Physics, Mechanics; Draughting, Airplane,
Architectural Mechanical Structural Surveying,
Prepares Army, Navy, Aviation examinations.
Tel. Penn. 3017.

Let the "NORTH STAR" be your guide into aviation

Learn to Fly
at the

North Star Aviation School
A complete ground course of instruction and ten

hours flying in the air.

Write to 42 Allen St., Rochester. N. Y.. Distribuion
for the "Arro-Wing" sport and training monoplane.

NORTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

NORTH CAROLINA, Inc.
10-HOIR FLYING COURSE, conductel at the
Greensboro Municipal Airport, Friendship. N. C. ft

4-way flying field operated by thbj company. All-
year-round school employing modern flying equipment
including Pitcairn Orowings. No liability bond re-
quired. Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

AIRMAIL CONTRACTORS
Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio

The school with country -wide reputation.
Complete courses, fine ground school, one full

hour of solo. Our graduates really fly.

s *Stj?- Distributors ! 1,1
'

"-

Learn Flying Right
America's Largest Strictly Commercial Organisation

High Class
Individual Instruction without Restrictions

Wrire for further particulars

JOHNSON'S FLYING SERVICE, INC.
DAYTON—OHIO

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
Read "Beginner's Luck", a home study course of

Instruction written by Lt. H. W. Johnston, instructor
with three armies and the Air Mail. Fully coverB
the basic principles of elementary flying, boiled down
so that anyone can understand it. Other chapters
cover Interesting air experiences, opportunities, nomen-
clatuie, cost and length of time required for
training, etc.

Address: H.W. Johnston, City Bldg., Fremont, 0.
Send only $1.00 fir copy.

PENNSYLVANIA

^.UDI^CTDK
LUDINGTON PHILADELPHIA

FLYING SERVICE, Inc.
Operators of Philadelphia Airport

FAIRCHILD Distributors WACO
Most completely equipped airport In Penna.

All Services
Best and quickest repair facilities In East

CITY OFFICE — 816 Atlantic Bldg., Phila.

PHILADELPHIA AIRCRAFT CO.
Gives the most complete and elaborate course

in aviation, at cost and terms unheard of. Ad-
vertising and passenger carrying. Fast cross-
countr> transportation at a moment's notice.

Write for particulars.

PITCAIRN AVIATION
of PENNSYLVANIA. Inc.

lii-HOIR FLYING COURSE. 4-way flying field, at
Willow Grove, Pa., the largest in the East, in midst
of ideal flying country. All-year-round school. Mud-
em flying equipment, including Pitcairn Orowings.
Reasonable board and lodging near field. No lia-
bility bond required. Write for illustrated booklet.

LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHIl ADELPHT

A
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FLYING OOL
PENNSYLVANIA

Stop Chasing Rainbows
Get up where they are. Fly to Success.

We Qualify you for a mechanic's or pilot's license.

Full or spare time training. Earn while you learn.

Low cost, easy payments. Call or write for informa-
tion.

UNITED AIR TRANSPORT, Inc.

1011 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

SOUTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

SOUTH CAROLINA, Inc.
10-HOUR FLYING COUKSE, conducted at the Spar-
tanburg Municipal Airport, Spartanburg, S. C, 4-way
flying field operated by this company. All-year-round
school employing modern flying equipment, including
Pitoairn Orowings. No liability bond required.

Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

TENNESSEE

MID-SOUTH AIRWAYS
Incorporated

Distributors for Complete
WACO Airplanes Aerial Service

Field 8 miles north of Memphis

CAPT. V. C. OMLIE, General Mgr.

P. O. Box 3055 Crosstown Sta., MEMPHIS, TENN.
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST FLYING SCHOOL

a $5 per insertion. Payable in Advance
TEXAS

Houston Aeronautical Service
SOLO course, including ground work, $150.

Cross country trips, emergency landings and
advance course in stunt work, $250. No classes

—all individual instruction. Ideal flying weather
the year round.

Write for free outline of our courses.

810 Fannin Street, Houston, Texas

VIRGINIA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

VIRGINIA, Inc.
10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conducted at Richmond's
Municipal Airport, Fort Lee, Va. ; a 4-way flying

field operated by this company. All-year-round school
employing modern flying equipment including Pitcairu
Orowings. No liability bond required.

Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

POTOMAC FLYING SERVICE. INC.

SCHOOL OF AVIATION
HOOVER FIELD

SOUTH WASHINGTON, VA.

WASHINGTON

MAMER FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Spokane Airport Spokane, Washington

We offer you the best in fifing training. From ten

to 200 hours. Ships available for solo flying. The
most able instructors. The finest flying field in the

country. Rates very reasonable.

Agents for Buhl and Waco Airplanes,

WYOMING

CASPER corporation WYOMING
By arrangement with Aviation Institute of U. S. A.,

we use Lieut. Hinton's course of instruction.

Complete course in primary flight training—§300.

Advanced training—50 hr. solo and cross-country,

leading to commercial pilot licenses. $750.

Combined course—$900.

LEARN TO FLY::
t

Canad

cial Aviatio

largest, old-

d most modern
School. Write for catalogue.

Distributors for Swallow Airplanes

ELLIOT AIR SERVICE LTD.
HAMILTON, ONT., CAN.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
"The Clearing House of the Aircraft Industry"

Rate 10c per word; $2.50 minimum. Payable in advance. Replies addressed to Box Numbers forwarded promptly.

FOR SALE: Two Waco nines, just recovered, $1750 each or $1500, without
motors. Nieuport Macchi single seater land or seaplane, without motor. $150.

DeHaviland 6. less motor, $900. Jenny, good condition, $800. American Eagle,
cheap; had about forty hcurs. Perfect Anzani prcpe'ler, sixty horsepower, $40.

OX5 propellers, good fcr ornaments, 54, good for fl- ing, $15 to $25. New 1E0
horsepower Hissc. Used 220 Hissos. Hisso Banks. Sixcy berrepewer Anzani,
$500. OX2. OX5 and OXX6 meters, priced frcm $100 up. KARL CRT, York, Pa.

WILL FLY or instruct for small fraction, or exchange Chevrolet '27 coupe
for p'.ane. BOX 31, Stowe, Pa.

for America's great-
e references. P. O.

WANTED: At your airport—energetic representative
est flying model plane. A wonderful opportunity. Gil
BOX 4. West Springfield, Mass.

HANGAR SPACE: Located cn the Finest FLYING FIELD between Hadley
Field and Atlantic City. One half nvJe frcm Rtd Bank, N. J. AIRVIEW
FLYING FIELD, Red Bank, N. J.

WANTED: Used OX-5 motors or parts. Also OX-5 crank cases and OXX-6
crank cases. Box 632, AERO DIGEST.

GIRL, 20, aviation student, wishes position in factory or field, preferably
' on motors. Reliable, and willing to work at anything. Please give me a
chance. BOX 662, AERO DIGEST.

JUST OUT—Booklet and blue prints on design, construction and operation
of small sport planes, includes lessons in flying, all for $1.00. Chas. E. Russell,
545 Stadium Drive, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

PARACHUTES, new ana used, loi snips ol all types, rope ladders loi stunt
men, etc Specify weight. Established 1903. THOMPSON BROS. BALLOON
CO., Aurora, III.

FLYERS, STUDENTS: Get our ground course in aviation. Shows hew to
figure wing areas, horsepower, speed, etc., also a treatise on flying. Postpaid,
25c. coin. DIX ENGINEERING, Dept. A, Box 302, Allentown, Pa.

WANTED: Three cylinder Lawrence 60 H.P. aviation motor, either complete
motor, or parts of motor. State lowest cash price. LOCK BOX 23, Callaway,
Minn.

FOR SALE: OX-5; used only five hours; overhauled. Dixie magneto, tools,

instruments, propeller hub and puller assembly. First $350 takes everything.
Box 657. AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: Used sport plane, in flying condition or wrecked; either factcry
or home-made; also light engine and used planes. State lowest prices. H.
Cowiescn, Newmarket, Ontario.

WANTED: Designing engineer, capable of designing and superintending
construction of a two-place, side by side, dual control cab'.n monoplane and a
4-place cabin monoplane to sell for around $2500 to $5500. Unless you are
experienced and capable of stress analyzing and possess the other requirements
of an efficient, honest, super-diligent and reliable engineer, do net reply. State
fully your references and salary expected. We have the shop and 125 me-
chanics and operate ten airplanes. Box 656, AERO DIGEST.

TRANSPORT PILOT wants good connection. Seven years experience. Four
years in Allegheny Mountains. Now flying, but desire change. Can furnish
best references. Address Box 665, AERO DIGEST.

YOUNG MAN, graduate cf American School of Aviation, desires position

in airplane industry. Consider anything. Object: experience. H. HENDRiCK-
SON, R. D. 1, Binghamton, N. Y.

FOR SALE: Dandy Harley twin, with propeller. $35; Henderson four, with

propeller, $135; fine Ford conversion, 36 H. P., $95. N. E. Storms, Asheville,

N. C.

WANTED: A good used or new plane fcr training purposes. Write to

BRONX FLYING CLUB, INC., 798 Tremcnt Ave., New York City.

MODEL DURALUMIN PROPELLER Paper Cutter, ten inches long, will

never tarnish or rust. An attractive gift or for your own desk. Fifty cents in

stamps or coin. M. TELL, 2255 Hampden Place, New York City.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write ADAM
FISHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 563 Enright Street, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE: Complete set of textbooks of Aviation Institute of U. S. A.

Ground School. First $25 or best offer takes them. Box 660, AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: Hisso Standard. Give condition and best price in your first

letter — price must be right. CALVIN R. JORDAN, 608 Market St., Scott-

dale, Pa.

FOR SALE: 5-Place Stinson Detroiter biplane, first class condition, wired

for night flying, motor just overhauled at Wright factory, government license,

no forced landings, ready to fly at $5000. H. STARK, East Boston, Airport,

Mass.

WANTED: OX5 meters, also new or used parts. Have a good ship to trade

fcr meters, or will pay cash for good material. Quote condition and lowest

cash price. Box 664, AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: Information as to the location of Russell Wirtz, formerly of 549

Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. Address all communications to Box 663, AERO
DIGEST.

'

PILOT with 3200 hours' experience offers his services flight-testing, unusual

experimental designs. Communicate with Box 658, AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: OX5 and Hisso motors. AMERICAN EAGLE AIRCRAFT
CORP., 2808 E. 13th St., Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE: Lincoln sport airplane powered with 28 h.p. motor. Plane and

motcr both brand new. First $400 takes it. Write Box 659, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: Curtiss JN4 dandy unused covered lower wings, $75 each or

uppers at $90 each; crating, $5 additional. Canuck upper ailerons, covered,

$15 or lowers, $12.50. Uncovered, $7.50 for uppers, $5 for lowers. Canuck upper

cr lower covered wings, $100. Wing cap stripping, wide, 2V2c. ft. or %'

wid= i%c LOGAN AIRPLANES, 716 W. Superior, Cleveland.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Mobiloil ordered by

radio from plane

in flight

Mobiloil

OX March 22 the radiogram re-

produced here was delivered

to the Cincinnati Branch of the

Vacuum Oil Company. The supply

of Mobiloil requested by Captain

Gordon Smith was ready at Lunken
Airport when he arrived.

The ''New York American" plane,

touring from New York to Los

Angeles and back in the interest of

commercial aviation, was enthusi-

astically greeted in the cities where it

landed. This flight conclusively dem-
onstrated the ease with which busi-

ness can be transacted from the air.

Equipped with the latest commer-
cial radio equipment of the Radio

Corporation of America, the passen-

gers were continually in touch with

radio stations on the ground.

Throughout the tour the Stinson-

Detroiter Cabin Monoplane was

lubricated with Gargoyle Mobiloil.

In this tour, demonstrating new
commercial possibilities of air travel,

as in so many other spectacular

achievements. Mobiloil played an

important role.

Superior quality as well as national

and world-wide distribution account

for Mebiloil's preference among pilots

and aircraft manufacturers. Mobiloil

is available wherever vou flv.

The World's Quality Oil

Mobiloil
VACUUM OIL COMPANY

f



... A Complete Electric

STARTING and LIGHTING System

for Airplanes STARTING EQUIPMENT
Eclipse Series 6 Combination Hand and Elec-

tric Inertia Stirter for radiil engines up to
13 50 cubic inches; Concentric type with Mag-
netic Switch.

"Push -and- Pull" Switch for remote
Control of solenoid switch on
starter.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Eclipse Voltage-Regulated
Generator. Engine-driven type.

15 Ampere, 15 Volt capacity.

Wind -driven types are also
available

PLANE owners are becoming more and

more insistent on the same reliability

and convenience of starting that they have

already become accustomed to in their

automobiles.

Aside from the convenience of operation

provided by the use of complete electrical

equipment, the advantages derived are many
and maintenance problems are reduced to

a minimum.

The Eclipse Electric Inertia Starter Series 6,

in combination with Eclipse 15-ampere

Generator, is typical of the starting and

lighting systems which Eclipse has available

for engines of all sizes and types. The elec-

tric inertia starter permits one-man starting

from the pilot's cockpit, either on the

ground or in the air, by the operation of a

push-and-pull switch. Starting is always

quick, dependable and entirely safe. No
manual effort is required.

The Voltage-Regulated Generator auto-

matically keeps the storage battery fully

charged, maintaining a steady flow of cur-

rent for the operation of the starter, landing

and navigation lights, and other accessories.

If you are interested in matching the ease

of automobile starting for your plane, write

us for full information about Eclipse Elec-

tric Starters and Generators.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY, East Orange Plant, East Orange, N. J.
Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, New York Eclipse Machine Co., Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

ECLIPSE
AVIATION STARTERS AND GENERATORS
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The Latest

Process Light
i

ALLOY
More and more Bohnalite is being used in aircraft

motor construction. The unusual lightness and

great strength of this latest alloy makes it a very

valuable metal for aircraft pistons — cylinder

heads— crankcases, etc.

Bohn engineers have made a careful study of all

motor requirements of the entire aircraft in-

dustry.

Undoubtedly Bohn experts can assist you in the

further development of your motor.

Investigate Bohnalite — the advanced light alloy.

BOHN ALUMINUM & BRASS CORP., DETROIT, MICH.
Also makers of the famous Bohn Ring True Bearings

Aero Digest, July, IKS, Published
price $3.00 a y,

N. Y., under the Act of Afrit 3, 1879. Copyrighted. 1928. by Aeronautical Digest Publishing Corporatio

y month. Volume 13, Number 1. Publication office, 220 West Had Street. New York. ;X. Y. Subscription
nnfle copies, 25 cents; foreign subscriptions.

L
$4.00. Entered as second-class matter July 17. 192l>. at the Pest Office at New York,
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DEALERS
American Aircraft Corporation,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Clifford H. Ball, McKeesport, Pa.

Howard Brown, Salt Lake City,

Utah

Central New York Airways, Inc.,

Norwich, N. Y.

Campbell-Descliepper Airplane

Co., Moline, III.

Chesapeake Aircraft Co.

Baltimore, Md.

Compania Mexicana De Aviacion,

S. A., Tampico, Mexico

Corporacion De Aviacion

De Cuba, Havana, Cuba

Dennison Airport Corporation,

Boston, Mass.

Embry-Riddle Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio

International Aerial Engineering

Co., New York City

Lloyd M. Long, Dallas, Texas

L. & H. Aircraft Corp.,

Hartford, Conn.

Lndington Philadelphia Flying
Service, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mid-Plane Sales and Transit Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Michigan Air Transport Co., Inc.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rogers Air Lines Inc., Miami,
Florida

E. M. Ronne, Buffalo, New York

VeekB Aircraft Corporation,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Capt. A. E. Nesbitt,

Washington, D. C.

Clyde Shockley, Kokomo, Ind.

Cardinal Flyers, Incorporated,

Louisville, Kentucky

Dungan-Smith Airways, Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio

If You....
had to side-slip into a small field like

this how would you get out?

IF,
for any reason, you landed the con-

ventional type of airplane in a small

field with insufficient space to take-off, you

would very probably have to dismantle the

'plane to get out. If, on the other hand, you

landed in the same diminutive field with

a Fairchild Cabin Monoplane, you need

only fold back the wings and taxi out, or

be towed to a more desirable field.

During the Aircraft Show at Detroit, a

Fairchild Monoplane with folded wings,

was towed by a five passenger automobile

from Times Square, the heart of New York
City, through congested traffic, to Curtiss

Field, Long Island—twenty-one miles

—

where the wings were spread and the 'plane

flown directly to Detroit. The
wings were again folded on land-

ing at Detroit and the 'plane was

towed by a roadster to Exhibi-

tion Hall.

When it is necessary to anchor

your 'plane to protect it from the

ravages of a sudden wind storm,

there is little chance of damage

A Fairchild Cabin Monoplane
can be stored with wingsfolded

in a space 14 feet x 31 feet.

to a Fairchild Monoplane with the wings

folded and the 'plane properly secured.

If the foregoing reasons alone would not

warrant folding -wing construction, the

conservation of hangar space made pos-

sible by folded wings would suffice. For,

in the same identical space required to

store four non-folding wing 'planes, eight

Fairchild Cabin Monoplanes with folded

wings can be housed more conveniently

and more accessibly.

Just two minutes by actual test are re-

quired for two men to fold or unfold the

wings of a Fairchild Monoplane. Any
Fairchild dealer will gladly demonstrate

this unique feature and show you the

innumerable other advantages

characteristic only of Fairchild

Cabin Monoplanes — the prod-

uct of the largest and most

complete engineering organi-

zation devoted to commercial

aviation. Fairchild Airplane

Manufacturing Corporation, 270

West 38th Street, New York City.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

FAIRCrULD
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The East to -West 'B

choose

~

Mr

UNDER THE DIRECTION A MANAGEMENT OF '•

THE CARLTON AND RIT2 HOTELS- LONDON

R i tz -Carlton Hotel

Madison Avenue & Forty Sixth Street.

New Yo r k .

May 23, 1928

Kendall Refining Company
Bradford, Pa.

Gentlemen

:

We wish to take this oppor-
tunity to thank you for the service your
Company rendered in connection with our
flight from Curtiss Field, Garden City,
N. Y. , to Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis and
Detroit

.

We used Kendall Penzbest "J"
Oil in our Junkers J-13 monoplane with
results that were entirely satisfactory.

The cooperation given us at
the various airports by your representa-
tives also greatly facilitated our
flight.

Very truly yours, Baron von
Huenefeld

SMajor Fitzntaurice

NOW the intrepid Bremen Flyers join America's foremost Pilots

in voicing approval of Kendall Penzbest Motor Oil. For
Kendall Penzbest is today easily the purest and finest lubri-

cating oil for aviation requirements. Refined by the most modern
processes from 100% Bradford Crude, the cream of Pennsylvania
oil, Kendall Penzbest can be depended upon to supply a film of
correct body to all working parts so that friction is reduced to the

vanishing point, starting made easier, compression improved, fuel

saved. Neither extreme heat nor severe cold impair the matchless

efficiency of Kendall Penzbest. To realize the best possible perform-

ance of which your engine is capable, use Kendall Penzbest Oil on
your next flight. For planes under 200 h.p., specify Kendall "G";
over 200 h.p., "J." Write to the Kendall Refining Company, Bradford,

Pa., for a copy of "Ground Flying on the Subject of Lubrication."

KENDALL PENZBEST
MOTOR OIL

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



CAMINEZ
CLIMB

Airplane ( 1 ) is powered by a Fairchild Caminez
Engine, taking off at the same time as 'plane (2),

which is powered by a conventional type of en-

gine of the same horsepower. In one minute
after the take-off, the Caminez-powered 'plane

(1) will have climbed 40% higher (at 12 5%
greater angle of climb) than 'plane (2). Why?

in efficiency of the high-speed propeller

for commercial air-craft—it is necessary

either to use propeller reduction gears

with the ordinary type of motor, or to

use the Fairchild Caminez Engine.

"Climb" is but one of the outstanding

features of the Fairchild Caminez. The
complete story of this rematkable engine

is too big for a single advertisement.

Write for the Caminez Engine Book.

The Faitchild Caminez Engine Corpora-

tion, Fatmingdale, Long Island, NewYork.

A CAMINEZ -POWERED 'plane will

climb 40% higher, in a given time,

with so much less foiward speed that the

angle of climb will be 125% greatet than

that of a 'plane powered by the usual type

of engine of the same hotsepower. For

this reason, a Caminez-powered 'plane will

statt to climb after less "ground-run". .

.

and can consequently get out of fields

where a 'plane powered by the conven-

tional type of engine could never take-off.

The unusual ability of the Caminez
Engine to climb is the result of the

high efficiency obtained by the half-speed

ptopellet. This half-speed propeller effi-

ciency is made possible by the use of the

patented cam dtive and without the dis-

advantages of teduction gears.

Hetetofoie, low weight per hotse power

has been developed in aviation engines by

increased ptopellet speed through greater

engine r.p.m. But, experience has proven

that a high-speed propeller does not give

high maximum efficiency — particularly

during climb and take-off, when high

thrust power is so essential.

Consequently, to obtain maximum thrust

and at the same time overcome the lack

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORPORATION

CAMINEZ ENGJNES

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Another

Goodrich
Contribution

Aviation!

OW airplane tires with the Safety Tread bear the name

Goodrich Airplane Silvertown. This tread has the successful elliptical button

design, combining strength and traction with flexibility— swift-rolling on

the take-off—firm-gripping when used with landing brakes.

The new Goodrich Airplane Silvertown is ready in the following sizes:

26 x 4 SB 30 x 5 SB 32 x 6 SB 40 x 10 SB

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY Established 1870 Akron, Ohio
Pacific-Goodrich Rubber Company, Los Angeles, California In Canada: Canadian-Goodrich Rubber Company, Kitchener, Ontario

froodrich
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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RubberJ3panes
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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What do YOU want to know
about AVIATION?

All the Facts About

AVIATION
in 2 GREAT BOOKS

Mail Coupon Now
for 5 Days Trial

Everybody's
Aviation Guide
By Maj. V. W. Page

U. S. Air Corps Res.

fr. the

the
I book teach

beginning,

ready to fly. In fact, it gives com-

e information necessary for U. S

ernment license. 247 pages,

itrations. 600 questions answered

e S2.00 plus delivery.

140

Modern Aircraft
By Maj. V. W. Page

U. S. Air Corps Res.

This complete, authentic . valuable book

is used for instruction in more than

100 leading aviation s chools. and as

handy reference by pi ots, mechanics

and officials. Explain every detail

about aircraft, engine

flying, airports, etc. Contains facts

about latest aviation developments.

8(S large octavo pages 400 illustra-

tions. 23 tables. Pric e, $5.00, plus

delivery.

Just send your name and address, and we will mail you,

for 5 days inspection, two valuable books that explain

everything in Aviation from the first flying machines

up to the latest technical and commercial developments.

No matter where you stand today in Aviation, these are

the books—both or one—that can give you the expert, authoritative facts you want.

If you are a beginner or a student; if you are a licensed mechanic or pilot; if you
are an official, you know what it is worth to have at your finger-tips the essential

knowledge of all the main facts about YOUR profession. These two books

—

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE and MODERN AIRCRAFT—are the

equivalent of a complete Aviation Course and a complete Aviation Library. They
tell all the facts you want to know in plain, easy-to-read language. And you can

get them for 5 days examination merely by sending your name.

Get These Two Aviation Books Today
More than 100 prominent Aviation schools now use

these two books for instruction. Many of the best

known men in the Aviation profession own their

copies. Here's the reason: these books are the latest,

most up-to-date that can be found anywhere. They
are written by Major Victor W. Page, U. S. Air Corps
Reserve; recognized everywhere as an international

authority. In his own experience he has flown in

old and new aircraft, he has been an airplane con-

structor, mechanic, official and instructor. Thousands
owe their aviation success to him. That's why Major

Page's books are so remarkably complete and authentic

—they are indeed the Standard Books.

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE is for the stu-

dent, the professional, and for those who want ta get

in on the ground floor. It gives the facts exactly as

you want to learn them—by answering 600 questions

in commonsense language. Explains thoroughly every

question, every problem up to the time you are ready

for your trial flight.

MODERN AIRCRAFT is a more advanced volume,
especially valuable to licensed pilots and mechanics,

and to officials of Hying organizations. Fully illus-

trated with 400 engravings and diagrams, including 23

tables. Describes various types of aircraft; their con-

struction, operation and maintenance. Gives authentic

details of water-cooled and air-cooled engines, and
other aircraft accessories. Outlines business methods
of commercial flying and management of airports, air-

wavs and landing fields. Each chapter carries complete
questions for review. MODERN AIRCRAFT is the

"last word" in aviation, so new that it contains full

details of planes and equipment used in the Trans-

atlantic flights of Lindbergh, Chamberlin and Byrd.

Get these two great aviation books today. Just mail

the coupon. When the books arrive, you will be ao

pleased with the clear, complete and easy way they

explain everything that you'll call them an amazing

bargain at this low price. Mail the coupon right now.

Norman A. Henley Pub. Co.,
2 West 45 th St

New York, N. Y

Norman A. Henley Pub. Co.

2 West 45th St., New York

Send me Major V. W. Page's books, EVERYBODY'S AVIATION
GUIDE and MODERN AIRCRAFT, for 5 days examination. Upon
delivery I agree to pay $7.00, plus delivery charges. I will either

return the books within 5 days for full refund, or keep them and
pay nothing more.

Name

Addr

i

| |

Check here if you

want only EVERY-
BODY'S AVIATION
GUIDE, $2.00, plus
delivery charges.

| |

Check here if you

want only MOD-
ERN AIRCRAFT,
$5.00, plus delivery
charges.

Check here for

FREE booklet about
all Henley publica-
tions.

City and State AD 1 29

Send your cheek for $2.00, J5.00, or S7.60
with this coupon and we will Pay the portage.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Don't take a needless

chance, get the right

spark plugs
AC has developed two successful types of metric spark
plugs which are especially designed and built for air-

craft engines. They provide that added factor of safety

which the most careful pilots demand.

AC Type "N", known as our Regular Metric Air-

craft, is recommended for aviation engines of the air

cooled type, among them Anzani, Cameron, Caminez,
Clerget, Continental, Curtiss Racer, Kinner, Le Rhone,
Menasco-Salmonson, Pratt & Whitney, Ryan-Siemens,
Siemens-Halske, Szekely and Wright.

AC Type "N-i", which is known as our Metric Semi-
Aircraft (Modified Aircraft), is recommended for

aviation engines of the water cooled type, among
them Curtiss OX5 and OXX6, Hall-Scott, Hispano-
Suiza, Liberty and Packard.

For any type of engine, insist upon the make of spark
plugs used by Lindbergh and other leading flyers.

That's AC, -proved by every test standard of the world.

AC-SPHINX
Birmingham
ENGLAND

AC Spark Plug Company
FLINT, Michigan

AC SPARK PLUGS AC SPEEDOMETERS AC AIR CLEANERS AC OIL FILTERS AC puEL PUMPS
AC GASOLINE STRAINERS AC AMMETERS AC OIL GAUGES AC THERMO GAUGES

© 1928, AC Spark Plug COi

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Modern hangars at Chicago designed and built by Austin for N. A. T. and Boeing, two well-known Air Transport Companies.

Austin Design and Construction
for Aviation Projects

WHATEVER you are considering in the way of construction'—hangar,

complete airport, factory— it will pay you to get in touch with
Austin. The experience which this organization has had, and the in-

formation ready to be placed at your disposal, will be very valuable to you.

The illustrations herewith are typical of Austin's work for air trans-

port companies, mail carriers, Army units, and many others. Austin
Engineers have made a thorough study of all types of hangars, their

costs, layouts, heating, exterior and interior lighting, drainage, gasoline

supply, and proper architectural treatment.

Much of this work is illustrated in a new booklet just off the press,

entitled "Airports and Aviation Buildings". A copy will be sent on
request to any interested executive.

Speed and economy are assured by the Austin Method. Design,

construction and equipment are all handled by this one organization,

and the contract guarantees in advance:

1. Low total cost for the complete project.

2. Completion date within a specified short time, with bonus and
penalty clause if desired.

3. High quality of materials and workmanship.
Wire, phone the nearest Austin office or send the Memo, for approximate

costs and other information, or for a copy of the new Austin booklet.

THE AUSTIN COMPANY, Engineers and Builders, Cleveland
Now York Chicago Philadelphia Detroit Cincinnati Pittsburgh St. Louis Seattle Portland
The Austin Company of California: Los Angeles and San Francisco The Austin Company of Texas: Dallas

Representative Austin Clients

in the Aviation Industry

Boeing Airplane Company
Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corp.
Glenn L. Martin Company
National Air Transport Company,

Inc.

Dayton-Wright Airplane Company
Aircraft Development Corp.
Ford Airport

National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics
Stout Metal Airplane Company
U. S. Navy
U. S. Army
Lockheed Airplane Corp.
Thompson Aeronautical Corp.
The Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Company

Fairchild Aviation Corp.
Dungan-Smith Airways, Inc.

Ohio National Guard
Gray Goose Air Lines. Inc.

Spartan Aircraft Co., Inc.

Logan Aviation Co.

Complete Building Service

Memo to THE AUSTIN COMPANY, Cleveland— We are interested in a

project containing sq. ft. Send me a personal copy of

' Airports and Aviation Buildings." Individual

Firm City
A D 7-28

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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SCINTILLA
AIRCRAFT MAGNETOS

Another record flight . . . the "South-

ern Cross" . . . Oakland ... the

Pacific . . . Australia.

The first to span the Pacific Ocean!
Again Fokker conquers the "odds."

Another victory for the Wright "Whirl-

wind."

. . . and again SCINTILLA aircraft

magnetos— this time six of them— are

relied upon to feed the three big engines

their ignition.

A splendid achievement for these "Made
in the United States" magnetos.

SCINTILLA MAGNETO CO., Inc.

Sidney, N. Y.

Contractors to the U. S. Army and Navy

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



And Now—the Fokker Trimotor
SUCCESSFUL tests on floats recently opened be-

fore the famous Fokker F-7 Trimotor an in-

finitely broader scope of service.

Engineers marveled at its snappy take-off! With
a useful load of 3,865 lbs., the giant bird rose from
the water in 25 seconds, . . . and a useful load of

6,000 lbs. was effortlessly picked tip and climbed

after a short run of 5 8 seconds.

Fokker flying qualities and Fokker performance

remained unchanged by the conversion of the rugged

Trimotor from wheel gear to float gear. Its enor-

mous lifting capacity, its reserve-engine reliability,

its speed, inherent stability and finger-light control

—

in fact, all of the features that have won so many
records for the F-7 during the past three years, are

preserved in the Trimotor Seaplane for the further-

ing of its work among Governments and commer-
cial operators.

The seaworthiness of the Trimotor is comparable

with its conceded airworthiness, handling with flex-

ible ease even on rough water. And in mooring, the

high wing of the Fokker permits close approach to

boat or wharf, with most convenient gangway to the

plane's cabin.

Transport operators have voiced a need for the

Trimotor Seaplane—and here it is, bringing them

the same dependability, economy, long life and regu-

larity of service which, through the use of Fokker

Aircraft, has augmented the success of the most

prominent air lines in the world. New air trans-

portation equipment is now available to many isolated

communities where landing facilities are not possible,

save by water—places of a commercial importance

that has already brought the Trimotor Seaplane into

urgent demand.

Complete Specification of the Trimotor Seaplane on Request.

Send for our Informative Hook—"Some Practical Considerations"

ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Teterboro Airport, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey New York Office, 110 East Forty-second Street

Subsidiary of Fokker Aircraft Corporation of America, Wheeling, West Virginia
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J^^ero Motor Lubricating Oil
was in both motors when
PN-12 made new world marks

Noti ce

You would not attempt to mount an auto-

mobile chassis of today on the springs of

an old-time buggy. Neither is it reason-

able to expect a lubricating oil originally

designed for automobile engines to carry

equally well the "extra load" that air-

craft motors demand.

I
(1) /jjfi Aero is an entirely NEW oil. It

was created to meet the special require-

ments of aircraft motors.

(2) The WAX FREE feature is a major

safety factor in Zero weather, or when-

ever a flight is subject to quick changes

in temperature.

The removal of wax also removes one
cause of crank case dilution and carbon.

(3) You will get more flying hours from

Aero, due to the removal in our re-

finery of the "wax filler" that vaporizes

in your crank case. X Aero is pure

lubricating value.

(4) ^ Aero resists heat and holds its

velvety body under the most severe op-

erating temperatures. The stable viscos-

ity of this oil gives a lubricating film

that protects . . . and protects . . . and

keeps on protecting.

In order to conform with

the general practice of

using the as our prin-

cipal trademark, we are

substituting same in place

of the initials A-M-L-O,

our brand which stands

for Aero Motor Lubricat-

ing Oil. In the future

all packages heretofore

shipped and sold as

A-M-L-O will be labeled

as illustrated by the

trademark to the right.

You are invited to order direct if your

dealer can not supply you.

Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Wings

of Defense

important share of the airplanes for United

States Government use, for both navy and army,

are built by Boeing. The greatest number of

pursuit aircraft, prepared by any manufacturer in

the United States since the World War, have been

built in the Boeing plant.

Boeing planes always have been—always will

be—in the forefront in sound engineering design

and dependable construction.

Their splendid performances of the past in

commercial, mail and government flying give

promise of even more brilliant achievements in

the future.

Boeing Airplane Co.
Seattle, Washington

<JM ail by Air and Speed it T h e r o

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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the big Hurdle

<^AILY, Boeing Air Transport planes carry out
the important mission of transporting mail, express and
passenger cargoes over the transcontinental air mail
route between Chicago and San Francisco.

Every twenty-four hours their planes travel an average
of 3836 miles both in winter and summer and by night

and by day.

Phillips "77" is the fuel selected and used by Boeing
between Chicago and Salt Lake City for this impor-
tant, dependable work. It is a stable, one hundred per
cent natural gasoline made especially for aviation use.

Now available at Chicago, Iowa City, Des Moines,
North Platte, Cheyenne, Rock Springs, Salt Lake City,

Wichita, Bartlesville and Amanllo airports.

Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

KA TBRAL GASOLINE FOR CONTROLLED VO LATI LITY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AviationBooim.*

ARE YOU a red-blooded, daring
he-man? Are you eager for a

life of constant thrills, constant ex-
citement and fascinating events? Do
you crave adventure,

popularity, admiration,

and the applause of
great crowds ? Then
why not get into the

Aviation Industry —
the greatest adventure
since time began—the

greatest thrill ever of-

fered to man?
Think what Avia-

tion offers you. Thrills

such as you never had
before ! The praise

and plaudits of the multitude. And
a chance to get in on the ground floor

where rewards may be unlimited!

Aviation is growing so swiftly

that one can hardly keep track of all

the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been ex-

tended to form a vast aerial network
over the entire U. S. Airlines and
airplane factories are springing up
all over the country. Men like Henry

The skies are dotted with daring young men—from every country

come stories of new feats—new victories—new heroes! The golden age

of Aviation has just begun—the future is almost too stupendous to be

imagined! And now Aviation, with all its Fascinating Adventure,
calls for Red-blooded young men—and will pay them splendid salaries!

Read how some of Aviation's Pioneers will help you to qualify to get

into Aviation—then send today for your copy of our FREE Illustrated

Booklet, listing and describing the opportunities that await you.

IfYouWant Thrills*

PopuIarity~BigPay

LEARNAYIAIION
QUICK!

PICK YOUR JOB!
Flying
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane
Exhibitio
Airplane
Airplane
Airplane

Ford are investing millions in the

future of commercial Aviation in

America ! The possibilities are so tre-

mendous that they stagger imagina-
tion !

Everything is set for one
of the greatest booms in

history. Big fortunes came
out of the automobile in-

dustry and out of motion
pictures. Big fortunes will

also come out of Aviation !

The development of Avia-
tion as an industry is bring-
ing with it a call for
trained men. Those who
qualify quickly should
find themselves on the
road to undreamed of
money — success —
popularity — and
prominence !

Easy to Get Into Aviation
by this Home Study Method

Get into this thrilling business at once,
while the field is new and uncrowded. Now—by a unique new plan—you can quickly
secure the preliminary training necessary to
get a start in the Aviation Industry, either
flying or ground work, at home during
your spare time. Experts will teach you
the secrets—give you the inside facts that
are essential to your success. And the
study of Aviation by our method is almost

Instructor
Engineer
Repairman
Assembler
Mechanician
Inspector
Builder
Salesman
n Manager
Contractor
Motor Expert
Designer

a= fascinating as the' actual work itself.

Every lesson is chock-full of interest—and
so absorbing that you actually forget you
are studying. But best of all are the ulti-

mate rewards you are fitting yourself to

gain

!

Send for FREE Book
Send the coupon for our new, free book,

Opportunities in the Airplane Industry.
It is vitally interesting, reads like a ro-

mance and tells you things about this

astonishing profession you probably never
even dreamed of. You owe it to yourself
at least to read it. We offer you a free

copy now, no obligation. Mail the coupon
for yours today.

AMERICAN
SCHOOL

OF AVIATION
Dept. 277-B

3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

School of Aviation, I

|
Dept. 277-B, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

j

I Without obligation, please send me your FREE
|

book, Opportunities in tie Airplane Industry. I

|
Also information about your Home Study Course I

. in Practical Aviation. '

I I

|

N"°' Age
j

|
Address

j

I
City State I
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ANNOUNCING

THE NEW
STANDARD

G-D-24 *
THE DAY TRACTOR BIPLANE

1909 5 Place

THE STANDARD J -

1

1915

THE MASTERPIECE
OF A GENIUS

AMERICAS GREATEST

DESIGNER OFAIRCRAFT

CHARLES HEALEY DAY
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A NEW TRAINING PLANE

The Curtiss Fledgling

The Fledgling was constructed as

the winner of a Navy design com-

petition, in which fourteen leading

aircraft manufacturers participated.

It is specifically designed for primary

and advanced training, either as a

land plane or as a seaplane, and is

equipped for fixed or flexible gun-

nery instruction, radio spotting and

bombing.

In design and performance, the

Fledgling is eminently representative

of 19x8 standards for training planes.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE AND MOTOR CO., INC.

Offices: Clinton Road, Garden City, N. Y. Factories: Garden City and Buffalo, N. Y.

Say you «aw it in AERO DIGEST
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©Rankin Aircraft Corp.

TO FLYING SCHOOLS
Avail yourself of the opportunity to teach
the best pilots' course known. Obtain the
services of the highly trained Rankin
business and sales forces backed by
intensive national advertising cam-
paigns. Enjoy greatly increased
enrollments without adding to
yourpresent staff or equipment.
Make your school the finestin
your territory. Write now to
the Rankin School of Fly-
ing, Portland, Oregon,
for complete details.

lead you step by step

through
the Rankin

System of Flying Instruction. Each lesson is

bound in pocket-size form, comprising the only
text book system of flight instruction yet de-

veloped. Well illustrated, these books provide
that supplementary material so essential to all

intelligent instruction. Developed and copyright-
ed by the famous Rankin School of Flying, this

pilots' course is cited by international authorities

as the finest known.

Although students of the Rankin System of Flying
Instruction outnumber those of any other, the
demand for Rankin-trained students far exceeds
the supply. You, too, may Learn to Fly the

Rankin Way no matter where you live. Any
reputable school may secure exclusive rights to

teach this system in your territory. The number
of flying schools operating under the Rankin
franchise is growing day by day. If you are about
to learn to fly, insist on Rankin training.

Mail the coupon below today and let us tell you
how you may Learn to Fly the Rankin Way in your
own community.

-H=Ej-

RANKIN
SYSTEM
OF FLYING
INSTRUCTION

RANKIN SCHOOL OF FLYING
Rankin Airport, Portland, Oregon

AD 2

Tell me how to Learn to Fly the Rankin Way in my own
locality.

Name Address

City State

Name of nearest flying school

Address

City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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he Super aviatiotL
s springing up all over the country pre-

*ew opportunity to the oil jobber if he is

, a product that is suitable. Naturaline

rvery heed of the Airplane Motor. It is

dy for distribution. Airports could be

supplied within your territory. Wherever

ne is sold there will be an instant and

tive recognition by visiting pilots. If you

•Jaturaline franchise now you will reap the

from the great rush of Aviation develop-

ithin the next few years. Write for our

"Tail winds and happy landings". It

.plain your opportunity.

NATURALINE
A SUPER AVIATION M070P.FUH

It is forty-

six pounds

per hun-
dred gal-

lons lighter

than U. S. fighting

grade or U. S. do-

m e s t i c aviation

motor fuel. It has

been used under

practically all

weather conditions

without once show-

ing a tendency to

frost up the car-

buretor or "gas

lock" the fuel lines.

Its chemical purity

eliminates c o r r o-

sion and carbon. It

is a completely

suitable fuel for

the high compres-

sion aviation mo-
tor.

CHESTNUT & SMITH
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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motor Fuel
Made from Natural Gasoline

The urgent need for an aviation adapted to every type of aviation of ships and motors soon taught

fuel came to the realization of motor and after prodigious study us further valuable lessons. Pilots

Chestnut & Smith Corp. nearly two and experiment NATURALINE enlisted in our aid, were in-

years ago. It was realized too, that was released to the flying public. tensely interested in the effort

natural gasoline offered probably This research developed many being made to give them a

the most suitable source from interesting facts about the fuel dependable, efficient fuel and

which to produce such a fuel. requirements of the modern type showed a ready willingness to

of aviation motor. test fuels, helping us tear down
Aviation fuel shoals were charted and build up until the ultimate

to learn what fuel was best Actual tests in flight in all types goal was reached

—

CORPORATION, Tulsa, Okla.
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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€ € and on to Australia!
T TNFALTERING... the Southern

v-4- Cross winged its way steadily,

swiftly on, over the greatest expanse of

water in the world to the magnificent

accomplishment—flying from America

to Australia, the direct route, with a

land plane. This feat was inspired by

a "fantastic" dream, years old.

Kingsford-Smith and Ulm's coura"

geous, unselfish sacrifice at the altar

of this romantic dream culminated

in a year's actual preparation. In

this feat courage must share honors

with preparation. Courage was ac-

companied by the most modern equip-

ment science has developed. The

selection of Union Aviation Gasoline

was a distinct tribute to the depend-

able quality ofthe products developed

in our research laboratories.

UNION
Gasoline

UNION OIL COMPANY

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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"How se

AVIATION INSURANCE PROTECTION

Insurance

Protection

Available

aggregates over

$750,000 per aircraft

Constructive total loss

Accidental Damage

Fire, Tornado, Theft

Cargo (direct and liability)

Damage to ground property

Airport and Airmeet liability

Life insurance

Public liability

Property Damage

Passenger liability

Personal Accident

Compensation

and

other forms

constructed

as required

and Advantageously" . . •

» , a » Is the title of our new brochure. Ask us for a

copy. It explains also our free advisory service founded on
20 consecutive years' practical experience in aviation and
supported by our corps of highly qualified aeronautical engi-

neers and our staff of executives each one of broad practical

experience in flying besides long training in insurance. Our
long experience, knowledge and organization are at your
service to assist in minimizing hazards with consequent re-

duction of operational costs and insurance rates, thus help-

ing to improve, broaden and stabilize both your interests

and our interests as Underwriters. Cooperation is the key

to that result and is achieving remarkable improvements.

Our success is founded on service and sympathetic coopera-

tion fortified by long experience.

Lowest Rates
Broadest Coverage
Highest Indemnities

Quickest Service

Policies have been issued over a long period of years and, among others, in favor of

Federal and State Governments, Boeing Air Transport, Inc., Colonial Air Transport,

Inc., National Air Transport, Inc., Western Air Express, Inc., Robertson Aircraft Corp.,

Colorado Airways, Inc., Northwest Airways, Walter T. Varney, Inc., Southern Dusting
Co., Inc., Philadelphia Rapid Transit, Stout Air Service, Inc., Boston Airport Corp.,

American Railway Express, Ford Motor Company, Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Fairchild

Flying Corp., Pacific Marine Airways, Pitcairn Aviation, Inc., Western Canada Airways,

Andian National Corp., United Cigar Stores Co., Royal Typewriter Co., Hamilton Max-
well, Inc., Pulitzer and other race meetings, Universal Motion Picture Corp., Fox Film
Corp., The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, Inc., and many
others including Col. Charles A. Lindbergh and other leaders in aviation.

BARBER & BALDWIN, INC.
Underwriting A gents

for

All-American Insurers and Reinsurers

GRAYBAR BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
Telephone: Lexington 4316

20 YEARS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN AVIATION
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WNTEr M10NAL

Recognized

F-17 Sportsman, Whirlwind
Model, three-place sport and
commercial ship. Manufac-
tured under Air Commerce
Department Approval Cer-

tificate 3 5

.

The International F-18
Air Coach is a luxuri-
ously equipped 6-place
enclosed cabin ship,
complete to the smallest
detail. Quality identi-
cal to that of the Sports-
man model. Equipped
with Wright Whirlwind
motor. Price, $11,000
in the air.

Quality Ship

of the Air!

IN the F-17 Sportsman, Whirlwind model, International

offers a combination sport and commercial plane that,

point for point, excels any other ship in its competitive

class.

The Sportsman is a truly great achievement in aircraft con-

struction. Throughout it is typically International, built to

the very high International standards of quality. Abso-
lutely correct in design, bearing Air Commerce Department
approval, its performance equals its quality construction.

120 miles per hour with full pay load, a climb of 1,000 feet

or more per minute, safe, stable, easily handled, the Sports-

man is the ideal sport or commercial ship. A brochure has
just been completed which gives full details of performance
and construction on this and other International models.

We would like to send it to you free.

•'Built to a Standard—not to a Price
9!

The International Aircraft Corporation

(formerly at Long Beach, California)

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ORE airports use B. B. T. Floodlights than all other systems

combined. The installations shown on the airway map above do not

include U. S. Army and U. S. Navy fields equipped with B. B. T.

Floodlighting. Neither is it practical to show the airports in Alaska,

Hawaiian Islands, Panama, Cuba and 17 other countries where

B. B. T. equipment has been installed.

Leading municipal and commercial airports and the four largest Air

Transport Companies flying the mail at night have chosen B. B. T.

Floodlights. This preference for B. B. T. is based upon years of

reliable service, economical operation and efficient performance.

The B. B. T. method of airport floodlighting is the standard adopted

by the U. S. Government— the original choice of the pioneer night

air mail pilots on the first transcontinental route— and still the choice

of the night flying pilots of today—the men who appreciate the full

value of proper lighting— and whose opinion should always be con-

sulted before purchasing floodlighting equipment.

(lighting layout and catalog

gladly furnished on request.

B.BX Corpor/oton of America
ATLANTIC
BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA
PENNA.

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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LEARN TO FLY
at a PITCAIRN SCHOOL

IN VIRGINIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Virginia, Inc.,

operators of Richard E. Byrd Field

at Fort Lee, Va., the municipal
airport of Richmond. Byrd Field

is a regular stop on the New York-
Atlanta air mail line. Located
seven miles east of Richmond
close by Fort Lee station of C. &
O. Railroad.

IN NORTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of North Caro-
lina, Inc., operators of the
Greensboro Municipal Airport, at
Friendship, ten miles west of

Greensboro. A regular stop on
the New York-Atlanta air mail
line and a center of constant
flying activity.

1

1. _
IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Pitcairn Aviation of South Caro-
lina, Inc., operators of the Spar-
tanburg Municipal Airport, three

miles southwest of the city. A
regular stop on the New York-
Atlanta air mail line.

»._M,., ,i~y,

IN GEORGIA
Pitcairn Aviation of Georgia, Inc.,
operates at Candler Field, the
Atlanta Municipal Airport. Locat-
ed at Hapeville, eight miles south

of Atlanta. The terminal of the
New York-Atlanta air mail line
and the Atlanta-New Orleans air

mail line.

PITCAIRN FIELD, PHILADELPHIA (WILLOW GROVE), PA.

IN PENNSYLVANIA «
Pitcairn Aviation of Pennsylvania,
Inc. , operators of Pitcairn Field at
Willow Grove, just north of Phila-
delphia. The largest commercial
flying field east of the Mississippi.

Training at Pitcairn Field offers
the special advantages of close
proximity to the Pitcairn aircraft
factory at Bryn Athyn, Pa., where
all phases of construction may be
observed.

The Pitcairn method of training pilots is unique.

It is based upon Pitcairn experience as manu-
facturers of airplanes, as air mail contractors

and as extensive commercial operators of air-

planes, resulting in an intimate knowledge of

just what a pilot should be taught to qualify for

private flying and general commercial work.

The Pitcairn method of instruction has been so

successful that there are now five schools operat-

ing in five eastern states. Each school is located

on a commercial airport, giving students the
advantage of intimate contact with commercial
flying operations.

Courses of ten hours, twenty hours and fifty

hours are offered, each course being supplemen-
tary of the next shorter, allowing a change to

longer courses without interruption of study.

The courses closely parallel those of military

service schools and are conducted all-year-

'round. Reasonable board and lodging may be
obtained near each field.

PITCAIRN AVIATION INC.
LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA y'

%2k

Anyone interested in learning to fly should ^
investigate the Pitcairn Schools before PITCAIRN
making a choice. A booklet giving de- Jr AVIATION Inc.
tailed information on Pitcairn meth- ^ 1

ods of instruction with a synopsis V Land Title Building

of courses offered, and setting „-* Philadelphia

f
°rll

hl^L a^?la
„
SeS y Send me "FLIGHT", the booklet

V*" describing the Pitcairn methods of in-
of the Pitcairn Flying V
Schools, will be mail- V
ed at your request. -

Send the cou- ^
pon today. Name.

struction at the Pitcairn Flying Schools.

V*" Address

.

<~ City

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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f
HEN the Kinner K-5, 100 H.P.

motor, finished the 50 hour

government endurance test with a

drop of only 10 R. P. M. at the end

of the run, it was established more

firmly than ever that another abso-

lutely dependable radial air-cooled

motor is available to aviation.

The test was also another proof

of the quality of HYVlS Aero Oil.

Time and time again have pilots put

HYVlS to gruelling tests and found

that it offered the

highest degree of

protection possible

to give the modern

air-cooled motor.

Kinner
K

'5Motor
Lubricatedwith HyY/S

Aero Oileasilypasses

SOhourGovernment
EnduranceTest.

No motor can give better service

than the oil will allow it to give.

HYVlS, the completely super-refined

and purified Pennsylvania oil, gives

every motor the opportunity of de-

livering its fullest measure of service.

That is why both motor and plane

manufacturers are recommending
HYVlS. The low oil consumption of

HYVlS-lubricated motors is another

economy factor that is very much
worth while.

Let this efficient free-flowing lubri-

cant protect your motors.

FRED G. CLARK,
Inc., Cleveland. Estab-
lished 1882. Chicago,
Minneapolis, Los An-
geles. Refineries,War-
ren, Pa. Distributors
at all Principal Points.

Well Away!

Say you »«w it in AERO DIGEST
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Through

All

Stages of

Aviation-

VALSPAR PROTECTION

1911
One of the early

Curtiss Planes

1 Ol Q
~^ ,̂e NC~4— The firstAirplane
/oy?v across the Atlantic Ocean

1 Ql Q ^e — round trip voyage over the
A"XV Atlantic. Europe to Long Island and return

-• p The Josephine Ford—First Airplane
to circle the North Pole

1 Q'JT Spirit of St. Louis - First non-stop
i flight from New York to Paris

A LL over the world, since the earliest days of aviation

x~X Valentine's Valspar has been the choice of designers

and builders of fine aircraft. For Valspar possesses the

essential qualities that make for lasting beauty and
water-proof protection.

No other finish can equal it for durability. It is

built to stand punishment. Constant exposure to sun,

rain, snow, sleet, gasoline and oil, and extreme changes

of temperature cannot harm Valspar.

Valspar has proved its worth on the world's most
famous planes. As early as 1911, Curtiss planes were
Valsparred. In 1919, the R-34 propellers and the NC-4
were finished with Valspar. The Fokker plane which
carried Commander Byrd to the North Pole was pro-

tected by Valspar and it was also used on the Spirit of

St. Louis on Lindbergh's flight to France.

Waterproof, weatherproof, incredibly elastic and

tough—Valspar has proved that it is the perfect aircraft

finish.

Nitro-Valspar
For those who prefer a lacquer finish and its quick-drying

advantages, there is Nitro-Valspar. It is now accepted as the

criterion by which all other lacquers are judged.

VALENTINE & COMPANY
386 Fourth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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P & A photos

Adaptability of the

Ford tri-motored, all-metal transport

The Ford tri-motored transport
monoplane is adaptable to almost any

special requirement an air-line oper-

ator may have.

It may be used as a seaplane, with
twin floats. It can be equipped with skis

for work in snow and ice. For work from
fields in high altitudes it is equipped
to meet these conditions.

It can be used for passengers exclu-

sively— or passengers, express and mail.

Its capacity is great enough to permit
carrying sufficient passengers on short

trips to make the work profitable. On
the other hand, if the run is a long one,

it can carry sufficient fuel for a non-stop

flight, and still leave ample space and
lift for carrying pay loads.

In short, whatever the route, the loca-

tion, the type of work an operator is

carrying on or contemplating, he will

find a study of the capabilities of the

Ford tri-motored, all-metal transport

monoplane — as applied to his own
work — useful to him in forming and

carrying out his plans.

We will be glad to consult and advise

with air-line operators. This service is

rendered without cost or obligation to

those requesting it. Communicate direct

with

The Stout Metal Airplane Company

Division of

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Dearborn, Michigan

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIR CORPS DEMONSTRATIONS
THE Army Air Corps, on May 21st, completed a very

successful series of demonstrations of military air

tactics. For the past few years it has been the prac-

tice to hold demonstrations at many of the Army schools

where courses are provided for officers in the tactics of

their respective branches and in the combined use ot all

arms. However, the rapid development of aviation has

caused intense study and attention as to new methods and

new measures, both for its full utilization as an air force

and in connection with the offensive and defensive opera-

tions of military forces, and also as to means for protection

against hostile aircraft.

Ground troops are experimenting in the adaptation of

their normal weapons for use against aerial targets. Maneu-

vers now embrace practice in the detection of hostile air-

craft and in a rapid dispersion to reduce the effect of hos-

tile air attacks. Whereas prior to the World War troop

movements seldom were made at night, now darkness is

advocated for such purposes as a means of decreasing de-

tection by hostile aviation.

It therefore is apparent that the Air Corps today is sub-

ject of great importance to all military students, not only

as to its strength and role in a balanced combat force of all

branches, but also as to its effect on the methods employed

by each of the other combatant branches, such as infantry,

cavalry and artillery and the organization of installations

in rear of an army.

The Demonstration Group commanded by Brigadier Gen-

eral Benjamin D. Foulois with a staff of eight officers was

composed of a war strength attack squadron from the 3rd

Attack Group stationed at Ft. Crockett, Texas, consisting

of 23 airplanes and pilots, commanded by Major F. D.

Lackland, and a pursuit squadron, also war strength from

the 1st Pursuit Group stationed at Selfridge Field, Michi-

gan. This squadron consisted of 26 pursuit planes and a

like number of pilots under command of Major T. G. Lan-

phier. While for the purpose of these demonstrations, both

squadrons involved were allotted their full war strength in

planes and pilots, the number of enlisted men assigned to

each was reduced to the minimum required to maintain the

equipment, with such help as was available. at the stations

visited. The enlisted strength of the group was, therefore,

only 85 men or less than one third of the war strength

allowance. Each of the attack planes carried one enlisted

man as observer. The remainder were transported in 14

Douglas C-l and one Ford C-3 cargo planes. In addition

to personnel these cargo planes carried several tons of sup-

plies and equipment for the entire group, and effectively

demonstrated the utility of the airplane as a medium of

transportation on a large scale.

The troops comprising the Demonstration Group concen-

trated at Langley Field, Virginia, on May 1st, the Attack

and Pursuit squadrons travelling by air from their respec-

tive stations and the Staff likewise travelling by air from:

Washington, D. C, Edgewood Arsenal, Md., and Wright
Field, Ohio. On May 4th, augmented by a war strength

bombardment squadron from the 2nd Bombardment Group
which is located at Langley Field, the newly constituted

provisional group staged a demonstration. The events of

the demonstration included maneuvers of all types of planes

and ranged from aerial combat, shooting down an obsolete

observation balloon by pursuit planes, destruction of tar-

gets representing a battalion of Infantry by machine gun-

fire and fragmentation bombs from attack planes, laying

of tactical smoke screens by pursuit and attack planes, and

demolition of a simulated ammunition dump by the heavy

bombardment planes, to a night flight in the evening by the

bombardment squadron in perfect formation.

The following day the group proceeded to Ft. Bragg,

N. C, where a similar demonstration was given on May
7th for the benefit of the Field Artillery Board which is

located at that station and viewed by over 40 thousand

spectators from every section of North Carolina and ad-

joining states. Many who had driven all through the pre-

vious day and most of the night expressed themselves as

well repaid for the effort. Subsequent demonstrations were

given at the following stations on the dates indicated

:

Infantry School, Ft. Benning, Ga., May 10th; Field Ar-

tillery School, Ft. Sill, Okla., May 16th; Cavalry School,

Ft. Riley, Kansas, May 18th ; General Service School, Ft.

Leavenworth, Kansas, May 21st. Enroute between these

stations stops were made at Montgomery, Ala., and at Mon-
roe and Shreveport, La., at the invitation of the local cham-

bers of commerce in order that residents of those vicinities

might observe these units of the American air forces in

action.

This was the initial appearance in large scale operations

of the new attack plane which is equipped with five ma-
chine guns and can carry 250 pounds of bombs in addition

to 2,600 rounds of machine gun ammunition. When en-

gaged in battle these planes skim about 100 feet above the

surface of the ground at better than 135 miles per hour.

They rely for their safety solely on their speed and the

suddenness and deadliness of their attack. Two guns are

Circular target 100 feet in diameter before a bombardment demonstration (left) during the attack with 300-pound demolition
bombs (center) and its appearance after bombardment on May 4th.
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installed in the wings and two fire through the propeller

—

all four including the bomb release being operated by the

pilot. The remaining gun is installed on a flexible mount

and is manipulated by the gunner in the rear cockpit.

Targets for ground attack were improvised to represent

as nearly as practicable the types of ground troops employed

at each of the stations visited. These targets were arranged

in columns representing troops with their arms and equip-

ment on the march and also deployed to an extent which

was determined by actual test from 30 to 60 seconds after

warning of approach of enemy aircraft. Wherever possi-

ble these targets were placed in wooded areas in order to

simulate as nearly as possible war conditions and assuming

that ground troops will naturally avail themselves of all

opportunities for concealment from enemy aircraft.

The results in all cases were most gratifying to the Air

Corps, heavy losses to the ground forces attacked being in-

dicated in each situation assumed, even though the targets

employed were not in all cases life size and in some in-

stances, were laid flat on the ground. At Ft. Riley, Kan-

sas, where mounted troops were represented by silhouette

targets approximately life size and in the open 98 per cent

hits were registered on a squadron of cavalry in column and

65.3 per cent on a similar squadron deployed 60 seconds

after the warning signal had been given. As stated above

the purpose of these demonstrations was not to decide the

superiority of air forces over those of the ground, or vice

versa, but to enable each force to observe the tactics of the

other and thus enable them to determine the most effective

methods of offense and defense against possible enemy

forces of a like nature. This object was accomplished to

the entire satisfaction of all concerned.

One of the outstanding features of these demonstrations

was the clocklike precision with which each mission was
performed and the total absence of delays, which speaks

well for the discipline of the Air Corps and the expert di-

Targets representing combat train at Langley Field (top);
Cavalry targets at Ft. Riley, Kansas (center) and Infantry

targets at Lamgley Field (bottom).

^ ^

******

A fine formation of bombers and pursuit planes laying a smoke
screen during the Air Corps demonstrations.

rection of the operations officer, Major Carl Spatz and

his assistant, Captain Frank O'D. Hunter. Brigadier Gen-
eral Frank Parker, Assistant Chief of Staff of the Army,
and Chief of War Department Operations, accompanied the

Group as official War Department observer. General

Parker not only made the entire circuit by air in a tactical

plane but was a passenger in one of the tactical planes in

every mission, which was in itself an inspiration to the

air troops. He paid a high compliment to their discipline

and efficiency and expressed himself as having nothing but

praise for the manner in which they had performed their

duties and made the following report to the chief of staff:.

"It affords me great satisfaction to report that no in-

cident of any kind occured to mar a smooth and efficient

performance of duty by this air force from the beginning

to the end of the expedition. From the cheerful, efficient

mechanics, to the Squadron Commanders, I have to report

a consistent excellence in discipline, technique and tactical

maneuver.

"During this tour I have constantly flown in the exer-

cises and have observed carefully, not only the technical

efficiency of this air force, both as to the handling of the

ships in the air and as to their maintenance on the ground,

but have likewise given special attention to the matters

of discipline of the personnel.

"I desire to commend the Flight Commanders, Majors
Knerr, Lackland, Lanphier, and Coleman. The words of

commendation of these Squadron Commanders is equally

applicable to the personnel of their commands. The fact

that there were no accidents and that all planes made this

long trip and arduous exercises without accident is suffi-

cient proof of the excellent work done by the mechanics.

"Finally, as to General Foulois and his able staff, I de-

sire to express my admiration for the able and successful

manner in which this very instructive air tour has been con-

(Continued on page 174)
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THE BATTLESHIP BUBBLE
"I

ship

By
Cy Caldwell

This is the first of a
series of articles by Mr. ^[
Caldwell on the battle-

as a weapon of national de-
fense. Mr. Caldwell claims that the
development of the bombing plane
has rendered the battleship abso-
lutely useless in modern warfare.
From 1920 to 1928 $4,505,823,524.16
has been appropriated for the use
of the Navy. Mr. Caldwell main-
tains that every dollar of the above
sum, which has been spent in build-
ing or the maintenance of the
battleship, has been a squandering
of the people's money. These ar-
ticles will be reprinted and placed in
the hands of every Senator and Con-
gressman in Washington, and re-

prints will be available
for public distribution. .^L.— The Editor.

T seems comparatively easy for

you to produce a satirical article

on the Navy," writes a friend of

mine, a former naval officer. "You give

your readers the impression that the Navy

is run by a crew of addlepated old women,

that it is hopelessly inefficient, and that its

weapons are obsolete. You convey that

impression by the simple expedient of

avoiding facts, and by embroidering your

fancies in a pattern that amuses the reader

and leads him to believe that you know

what you are talking about—which I

doubt very much. If you are capable of

laying aside this attitude, and can set

down in a serious way what you think

is wrong with the Navy, I'll give your

ideas consideration."

This attitude of which my friend com-

plains was not forced upon me by lack

of damaging facts pertaining to the ob-

solescence of the Navy as constituted to-

day, but was dictated solely by my preference for writing

in satirical vein. In this article I shall produce some of the

facts on which I have based my opinions. And I want

to state that if my opinions were expressed in lighter vein,

they were not lightly arrived at ; for I am intensely inter-

ested in the subject of National Defense, and am of the

firm opinion that the taxpayers of these United States^ are

paying for protection in event of war which the Navy

of the United States, as now constituted, will be unable

to provide. I believe, further, that the fundamental con-

ception of National Defense, as it is enshrined to-day in

the minds of the majority of the Navy's senior officers,

is utterly unsound. They adhere to the belief that the

backbone of the fleet is the battleship. That belief I con-

sider fallacious. Now, if that belief is fallacious, the

Navy's conception of Defense is wrong; and if it is not

fallacious, then I am wrong. And if I am wrong, I want

to know it; while if the Navy is wrong, they should know

it. AND THE TAXPAYERS SHOULD KNOW IT.

But before I marshal the facts on which I have based

my opinions, I must announce that I desire no one-sided

discussion of this all-important matter. At my request,

the publisher of Aero Digest offers the use of these col-

umns to any competent naval authority who wishes to take

issue with me and show me wherein I am wrong when I

contend, as I do contend, that the Navy is not justified

in its belief that the backbone of the fleet is the battle-

ship—and not the airplane.

In this first article I shall confine myself to a considera-

tion of the battleship itself, with special reference to its

ability or inability to remain afloat under attack; and shall

defer to a later article all discussion of the battleship's

defensive and offensive power. Also, space limits preclude

more than very brief reference to attacking forces, whether

of sea or air, both of which will be discussed later. There-

fore, anyone desiring to take issue with me at this stage

of the discussion will kindly confine himself to the subject

matter of this article—the ability or inability of a battle-

ship to remain afloat under attack.

In his paper, "The Battleship and its Uses," awarded

. the 1926 prize of the United States Naval Institute, Hec-

tor C. Bywater states: "The modern battleship incorpo-

rates the ultimate degree of naval artillery power. It is

at the same time the least vulnerable of

all ships to this form of attack. It is ex-

pressly designed to deliver and to with-

stand harder blows than any other type

of ship. Among surface craft it is ad-

mittedly supreme."

As it is admittedly supreme, there is no

use in even considering any other fight-

ing surface craft. For what explosion

the battleship cannot survive, none of the

lighter classes of ship can survive. The

battleship is the only type of vessel carry-

ing the heaviest vertical side armor;

lighter and faster ships are not designed

to carry the weight. Destroyers and light

cruisers, for instance, have no side armor

whatever. But let us examine a battle-

ship and study "the least vulnerable of all

ships" with special reference to the means

taken by the builders to insure its re-

maining afloat; for should it fail to re-

main afloat under enemy attack its value

as a weapon, whether for defense or offense, is exactly nil.

The most modern battleship is the English Rodney,

completed a year ago. It has a displacement of 35,000 tons

and a full load of 40,000 tons. It is 702 feet long, 106

feet wide, and draws 30 feet of water. It cost over $37,-

000,000 to build and equip, and will cost over $2,000,000

a year to keep in service. The guns and turret armor

cost $15,000,000 and the engines cost $2,400,000. These

engines of 45,000 h.p. can drive the ship through the water

at a speed of 23 knots an hour—or at less than one quarter

of the speed of a modern bombing plane. The armor belt

along the sides of the ship is 14 inches thick, while that

around the gun turrets is 11 inches thick. There are (sup-

posedly) bomb-proof protective decks over ammunition

magazines and engine spaces, although as these decks have

not been tested in war by dropping large bombs upon
them, the protection afforded by them is still matter for

speculation. On the deck are huge armored turrets carry-

ing nine 16-inch guns, twelve 6-inch guns, and some twenty

smaller weapons. Beneath the deck are the engines and

boilers, the fuel, stores, quarters for the crew, and vast

quantities of ammunition which, war experience has dem-
onstrated, is a constant and terrible menace to the ship. In-

stances will be given showing how ships were blown up
by their own magazines, which stresses the point I purpose

to make—that a battleship is an extremely vulnerable vessel,

and that it carries within itself the means of its own de-

struction.

Such a battleship as the Rodney is a tremendous mass
of metal floating upon the water. It has the appearance of

great strength and solidity; and in that appearance, I am
convinced, lies the peculiar hold upon the imagination that

the battleship undoubtedly exerts. But how much actual

strength and solidity does it possess? Here is the testi-

mony of a naval expert, Mr. E. F. Spanner, of the Royal
Corps of Naval Constructors (retired), Member Institution

of Naval Architects, Member Institute of Marine Engi-

neers, etc. In his excellent book, Armaments and the Non-
Combatants, he states:

"A modern battleship is permitted by the Washington
Conference to weigh 35,000 tons. To permit this vast

weight floating upon the surface of the sea, close on one
and a quarter millions of cubic feet of water have to be
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displaced by the under-water hull. This under-water hull

is very little more than an enormous steel bubble, divided

up into a large number of separate bubbles by internal

divisions within the outer skin. A bubble ? It may seem a

ridiculous thing to do to liken a battleship to so fragile an

object as a bubble. But is it so ridiculous? The total

under-water area of the hull of a modern battleship of

35,000 tons must be about 75,000 square feet or more.

And the thickness of this tremendous expanse of steel

skin? Take an ordinary box of matches between finger

and thumb—finger on the top label, thumb on the bottom.

The thickness of very little of that 75,000 feet of steel

skin plating exceeds the thickness spanned by finger and

thumb. To put the matter even more definitely, by far

the greater part—say, over 75 per cent—of the outer

skin of a modern battleship is of steel no thicker than

five-eighths of an inch."

Taxpayers who have seen these huge fighting ships,

for which they have paid $37,000,000, and who have heard

so much about the 12 to 18 inches of armor plate around

their hulls, have come, perhaps, to the conclusion that the

bottoms and lower sides of battleships are, like the armor

belt, at least a foot thick. Everything about a battleship

looks so heavy. But actually most of the heavy armor is

protection only against gun-fire, not even against torpedoes,

and certainly not against under-water explosions of large

bombs. "I have been astounded many times," continues

Mr. Spanner, "by the extraordinary misconception there

is among highly qualified engineers not connected with

the sea, as to the thickness of the under-water hulls of sea-

going vessels. I have many times found it a source of

wonderment, sometimes even of outspoken disbelief, that

the thickness of the under-water skin of a modern battle-

ship should be no more than five-eighths of an inch. How-
ever, I have set the facts out plainly here. The match box
test gives opportunity to visualize clearly the thinness of

the skin on the intactness of which the battleship depends
for her ability to remain afloat. Is it so much amiss to

liken the hull to a huge bubble?"

To my mind, it is not amiss so to liken it. Mr. E. F.

Spanner, a recognized authority on naval construction, has
put this and other naval matters so clearly, that his book,
Armaments and the Non-Combatant, should be in the hands
of every head of a Bureau in the United States Navy. It

also would make a very useful text-book for the Naval
Academy. And every member of the Senate and House
Naval Affairs and Appropriations Committee should read
it.

When we un-

derstand just

what a battleship

is, it is not diffi-

cult to see how
General William

Mitchell was able

to sink the ex-

German battleship

Ostfricsland with

such remarkable

ease in the Amer-
ican Army-Navy
bombing tests,
even with the

equipment which

he had in July,

1921. The Ost-

friesland was a

first line ship of A patch covering a hole 78 by 47

22,440 tons—a ship of the Dreadnought class, and a very

fine vessel. After some preliminary bombing with small

bombs to observe their effect, the order was given to drop

the 1,100 lb. bombs, one at a time. I quote from "Winged
Defense" by General William Mitchell : "Two of these

bombs hit alongside and three hit on the deck or on the

sides, causing terrific detonations and serious damage. Frag-

ments of the battleship were blown out to great distances.

Immediately the Navy Control Vessel made frantic signals

for the attack to stop. Lieutenant Bissell had turned his

flight and was ready to finish her, as he had five additional

bombs left. He had injured the ship so severely that if she

had been equipped with her crew, her ammunition, and had

had steam in her boilers, she probably would have been de-

stroyed. That night she listed so badly that 2,000 tons of

water were let in on the other side to keep her straight up
so that she would not roll over."

The bombers returned to Langley Field, and went out

next day with their 2,000 lb. bombs. General Mitchell con-

tinues : "The great ship was down a little by the stern,

drawing about 40 feet of water; she had sunk considerably

after BisselPs attack on the preceding day. Four bombs
hit in rapid succession, close alongside the Ostfriesland.

We could see her rise eight or ten feet between the terrific

blows from under water. On the fourth shot she was
gone. When a death blow has been dealt by a bomb to a
battleship, there is no mistaking it. Water can be seen to

come up under both sides of the ship ; she trembles all over,

and she usually rises in water, sometimes clear, with her

bow or stern. In a minute the Ostfricsland was on her

side ; in two minutes she was sliding down by the stern

and turning over at the same time ; in three minutes she was
bottom-side up, looking like a gigantic whale, then grad-

ually she went down stern first. In a minute more only

the tip of her beak showed above the water. It looked

as if her stern had touched the bottom of the sea as she

stood there straight up in a hundred fathoms of water to

bid a last farewell to all her sister battleships around hen
She slid to her last resting place with very little commo-
tion. Thus ended the first air and battleship test that the

world has ever seen. It conclusively proved the ability of

aircraft to destroy ships of all classes on the surface of
the water."

I call special attention to General Mitchell's remark re-

garding the damage inflicted by the first smaller bombs,
which "injured the ship so severely that if she had been

equipped with ammunition and had had steam in her

boilers, she prob-

ably would have
been destroyed."'

For proof of

which we must
turn to the last

war, in which air-

craft were not

used against bat-

tleships. But while

we can give no
results of bombs,

the action of big

shells— which is

considerably less

than that of large

bombs — affords

us data on which
we may base the

probable effect of

huge bombs in.
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Diagram of a modern
ing the thickness of

water

the next war. The following account

of the loss of the 27,000 ton British

battle cruiser, Queen Mary, proves

that a ship in action carries within her-

self the certain means of her own de-

struction, with only contributing cause

by the enemy's fire. This occurred

during the Battle of Jutland, where
' for some minutes the Queen Mary had
come under the concentrated fire of the

German battle cruisers Derfflinger and
Seydlitz—18 guns against 8 at a range

of 15,000 yards. I quote from "Bat-

tleships in Action," by H. W. Wilson,

eminent naval historian, to whose val-

uable work I am indebted for many
quotations

:

"Between 4 :24 and 4 :26 P. M., May
31, 1916, the DerfHinger fired six sal-

voes (or 24 12-inch shells) which
straddled the Qu-een Mary. From
neighboring ships it was seen that at

least three shells hit her forward and
a brilliant flame shot up from her hull.

Immediately afterwards a salvo hit her

amidships, near Q turret, which had
already been heavily hit, and this salvo

was followed by dense clouds of smoke
and brilliant flame. Masses of steel

with incredible quantities of paper were blown into the air

and along with them a boat turned upside down. The
roofs of her turrets were projected upwards to a height of

100 feet. A column of smoke shot up to an enormous
height—1,000 or 1,400 feet—mushroom shaped and in-

tensely black. As the column of smoke sank, the Queen
Mary disappeared; the stern part of the ship was the last

to go with propellers still revolving above the water and men
crawling out of the after turret. It vanished in a great

final explosion."

All this in perhaps a minute ! While the ship was hit by
15 or more projectiles, it is probable that they would not
have sunk the vessel—certainly not in a minute. What hap-
pened was that the Queen Mary's own ammunition had ex-
ploded, blowing the bottom out of the ship. General Mit-
chell knew very well to what danger he was alluding
when he mentioned the extra hazard of a ship actually in

action. The danger of ammunition explosion aboard a ves-
sel being heavily shelled or bombed is, in my opinion, at

least equal to that of armor or hull penetration. Yet we
seldom hear mention of it, because in most of the dis-

cussions of airplanes versus battleships the talk centers
on the resisting power of the ship's armor and double sides,

and the supposed ability of the ship to survive with several
damaged compartments—which we will take up later in
this article. But personally I am of the opinion that the
action of large bombs on" the engines, boilers, and ammu-
nition magazines of the warships will be quite as deadly
as the action of underwater detonations.

If the explosion of the Queen Mary was an isolated in-
stance, it would not support my contention adequately. But
the last war offers several instances, among others that of
the Black Prince, an armored cruiser of 13,600 tons. In the
Battle of Jutland, at midnight of June 1, the Black Prince
approached the German line, evidently mistaking it for
British. Mr. H. W. Wilson writes: "At a range of 1,000
yards the Thuringen, Ostfriesland, Nassau and Friedrich
ier Grosse opened on her an appalling fire ; some ten heavy
shells from the Thuringen struck her at the closest range

MIDSHIP SECTION"ROYAL SOVEREIGN*
in the first minute. Flames rose from
her shattered hull high as the masthead
and lighted up the work of destruc-

tion. Not a shot could she fire in

reply. A roaring furnace, she drifted

along the German line with explosion
following explosion, till there came a
fearful detonation and a column of fire

rose to an enormous height in which
she and all her crew perished." The
terrible German fire would of itself

have been able to sink this fairly old
ship in a very short time, but what
actually sunk her was the explosion of
her own ammunition—magazine after

magazine, ignited by the German
shells.

Another instance of ammunition fire

is afforded by the battle cruiser Lion,
sister ship to the Queen Mary. In the
same battle, says historian Wilson : "A
shell from the Lutsow struck Q turret
amidships, perforated the armor, and
burst inside, killing or severely wound-
ing most of the officers and men in the
turret and working chamber. Major

battleship lllustrat- t? „ . ,
J

,

the skin below the ^- w - Harvey, in command of the
line. Marines working the turret, was mor-

tally wounded, but in the hour of death
he gave orders to close the magazine doors and flood the
magazines. Fire smouldered in the turret among the dead
and dying, and in the heat of battle it could not be reached
nor could the turret be cleared. Presently it caught the
ammunition in the turret and trunk hoists ; a great rush of
flame arose from the Lion amidships to a height of 200
feet, but though all save two men in the turret and nearby
compartments perished, the ship was saved by Harvey's
heroic act, which was honored by a posthumous V.C."
There is no doubt in the mind of the historian that the

Lion would have gone as the Queen Mary went, had Major
Harvey not flooded the magazine—thus preventing the
great store of ammunition from exploding and blowing the
ship to pieces.^ For no ship yet built, and no ship that
ever can be built, will survive an explosion of several hun-
dred tons of ammunition—which easily could be detonated
by the largest aerial bombs, protective decks or no. The
entire bottom of the ship near the exploding magazine—
a double bottom of steel plates, each no thicker than a
match box—would be blown out. And the ship would sink
in a matter of seconds. Wilson says, "In the Lion a con-
siderable part of the top of Q turret was blown clean off
by the heavy German shell, which caused the bad fire in that
turret and all but destroyed the flagship of the Battle
Cruiser Force." The Lion had received practically no dam-
age below the water-line, which it undoubtedly would re-
ceive from large aerial bombs. Yet only the heroism of a
dying man prevented that 27,000 ton battle cruiser from
going to the bottom—a ship so vulnerable that it is de-
pendent on the action of one man whether it stays afloat
or sinks with all on board!
When I mention battle cruisers in this article the reader

is not to assume that I am discussing ships necessarily of
less armor or armament than battleships. For instance,
the American battlesehip Arkansas carries amidships armor
of 11 inches, and carries as its largest weapons 12 12-
inch guns; while the British battle cruiser Hood carried
12-inch armor amidships, and has 8 15-inch guns; and
while the displacement of (Continued on page 180)
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THE FLIGHT OF THE "SOUTHERN CROSS" FROM

CALIFORNIA TO AUSTRALIA
THE task left undone in the

very busy season of spec-

tacular flying of 1927—the crossing of the Pacific

by air—Was accomplished in the opening days of last

month in a refreshingly unspectacular manner by four men

who seem to have undisputed claim to the title of the "Best

Flight (so far) of 1928." The achievement of Captain

Charles Kingsford-Smith and his three companions, as

much for its manner of execution as for its pioneering

quality, slips easily into a prominent niche in the hall of

flying fame among the greatest flights of all time.

Flying the tri-Wright Whirlwind-engined monoplane

Southern Cross, Captain Kingsford-Smith, Charles T. P.

Cim, his co-pilot, Lieut. Harry W. Lyons, navigator, and

James Warner, radio operator, crossed the Pacific in eight

days, seven hours and thirty-five minutes from the Oak-

land, Calif., airport to Brisbane, Australia. The actual

flying time for the total trip of 7,347 miles, which included

the longest flight ever made in a plane over water, was 83

hours and 35 minutes. From Brisbane the Southern Cross

later flew 500 miles to Sydney where it was announced that

the flight would be continued around the world. G. Allen

Hancock, of Los Angeles, is the financial backer of the

flight.

Peerless flying was maintained on all three legs of the

flight. The hop from the Pacific Coast to Honolulu was

accomplished with an efficiency which brings back to mind

the Army-Hawaiian flight of 1927 made by Lieutenants

Maitland and Hegenberger. The distance was 2,408 miles,

*nd was made in 27 hours and 27 minutes of flying time

at an average speed of 88 miles an hour. The second leg

from the Hawaiian group to the Fiji Islands, a distance

of 3,144 miles, was made in 34 hours 33 minutes at an

average speed of 91 miles an hour. Suva to Brisbane was

1,795 miles and was covered in 21 hours and 35 minutes

at an average speed of 83.5 miles per hour. On the last

leg the fliers encountered headwinds and an annoying series

of line squalls

which somewhat

reduced their
flying speed.
The only delay

in the flight

schedule was at

Suva, when the

Southern Cross

had to wait for a

supply of fuel

to be delivered

by a steamer, a

form of surface

craft still used

in certain parts

of the Pacific,

although during

their brief stay

in the Fiji Is-

lands, Ulm and

Warner taught

the natives to

say, "It won't be

long no w,"

which, it is un-

By Francis D. Walton derstood on good authority, has

nothing to do with any future plans-

that the navy might have.

After a run which Captain Kingsford-Smith admits was

sufficiently long, the high-wing bulk of the Southern Cross

was lifted off the runway of the Oakland airport on the

morning of May 31. The start was made after a thor-

ough period of testing. The carefulness of the prepara-

tions made for this flight is both a contributing factor to

the success of the undertaking and a tribute to the captain

and his aides.

The Southern Cross was a smooth working ship when
it headed out over the waters of the Golden Gate on the

last day of May. Any kinks which she may have had,

had been worked out in the series of attempts made last

winter to establish a new world's duration record with the

plane. The fact that these attempts were unsuccessful was

not so much a discredit to the rebuilt plane as it was proof

'.hat the record is a theoretically impossible goal for a large

trimotored plane.

"O. K. Everything going fine !" one of the first radio

messages sent back by Warner, was the keynote upon which

the success of the whole flight to Hawaii was pitched. No
trouble of any kind was experienced in the first stage of

the undertaking, unless one counts in that easily forgiven

feeling of doubt which creeps in during what is most ap-

parently the last hours of the flight, and the islands just

refuse to show on the horizon. The feeling of uneasiness,

did not decrease for the flying quartet when they began*

to see mountain ranges which later turned out to be mi-
rages. The Southern Cross did not carry among its ex-
tremely complete complement of instruments a flowmeter,,

j-.nd Warner's messages on June 1 told a story of fear that

the plane would run out of gas before the islands were
leached. Yet when the Southern Cross finally landed

at Wheeler Field there were some 190 gallons of gasoline-

still in the tanks. The Southern Cross left Oakland with a.

fuel load of

1,160 gallons.

An e v e iu

greater load had

to be carried to

get the plane-

over the next

stage of its trip.

The fuel supply

for the longer

hop to Suva was-

1,290 gallons. In.

order to increase

the safety mar-

gin at the take-

off, the plane

was removed
from Wheeler
Field before

loading and'
taken to the

Barking Sands

runway at

Kauai, Hawaii.

Here the fliers

found a take-off'

International Newsreel.

Lieut.-Com. Lyon, Captain Kingsford-Smith, Captain Ulm and James Warner
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stretch 4,500 feet long, which to the great surprise of every-

one only a little more than half of it was needed to get

the plane on its way again. This was on the morning of

June 3. The take-off time was 7 :S0 a.m. Pacific time.

Although Warner and Lyon had demonstrated amply in

the flight to Hawaii that their respective contributions in

radio operation and navigation were invaluable, it was in

the making of the flight from Barking Sands to Suva that

they demonstrated their real worth to the expedition.

Lyon found at hand

in the Southern Cross a

set of instruments

which for completeness

had had no peer any-

where in any plane.

Besides standard in-

strument equipment,

the Southern Cross car-

ried an earth inductor

compass, three mag-
netic compasses, an

aperiodic compass, a

radio direction finder

and several types of

sextants.

A word might be said

about the radio direc-

tion finder. When it

worked it seemed to

work well. But there

were times when the

fliers were unable to

find the signals, and it

would appear that this

flight once again dem-
onstrates that in the

radio direction finder man has gotten hold of something

which is still a little elusive, which in its present stage of

development can be dismissed with the words, "When it

works, it's swell; when it don't, it just ain't."

Not the least remarkable phase of the crossing of the

Pacific by air was the fact that throughout the entire time

of the flight the plane was in constant touch with the rest

of the world by radio. More than any other feature, the

radio work- of Warner served to remove from this flight

that sense of desperate dash from pillar to post which

marked most of the spectacular flying of 1927.

The Southern Cross is a hybrid ship rebuilt mainly from
two Fokker planes which formed the aircraft equipment

of the Wilkins Arctic Expedition of 1926. Captain Wil-

kins in February, 1926, bought a single-Liberty-engined

Fokker and a three-Wright-engined Fokker for his Arctic

expedition. The two planes were flown considerably in

Alaska, but when the expedition was abandoned the ships

were dismantled and shipped back to Seattle.

After being stored for some time in the factory of the

Boeing Aircraft Company at Seattle, Boeing engineers went
to work on the dismantled material and the result was one
new high-wing, cantilever monoplane. This is the ship

that later was named the Southern Cross. The fuselage of

the single -engined plane and the large veneer wing and
the landing gear of the tri-motored plane were used in the

rebuilding. The plane was flown for a time with the three

Wright engines which powered the original large machine,

but this power unit was later replaced with three new
Wright engines, the performance of which appears to

have been perfect throughout the entire Pacific flight. The
average fuel consumption was at the rate of about

Map showing route of the first trans-Pacific flight

11/4 gallons per motor per hour.

The rebuilt plane has a welded steel tube fuselage and
welded-steel tube control surfaces, with the exception, of

course, of the ailerons, which are of wood. The wing
spread is 72 feet, and 8 inches. The maximum chord is

14 feet ; the overall length is 47 feet ; and the wing area

742 square feet.

Performance statistics given to Kingsford-Smith when
he took over the plane gave the plane a high speed of

122 m.p.h. ; a cruising

speed of 100 m.p.h.;

landing speed 55

m.p.h. ; a climb at

sea level of 720 feet

per minute and a serv-

ice ceiling of 12,500

feet. At the take-off

at Oakland, May 31,

the plane loaded

weighed 14,400 pounds.

The long distance

flying of last year in

which radio was car-

ried seemed to demon-
strate that radio and

aviation just would not

mate. The more ob-

servant persons were

inclined to believe that

this was not so much a

mechanical as a human
fault. An ability to

operate radio was used

by almost anyone as an

excuse to become at-

tached to a trans-

oceanic expedition, and the result was that during most

of the flights the radio equipment was idle.

Rain storms and generally bad weather were encoun-

tered by the fliers as they forged across the Equator. On
the flight to Suva Captain Kingsford-Smith and his com-

panions had the reassuring factor of a series of tiny coral

islands, which in a future day of regular plane operation

in the Pacific should prove an invaluable aid in boosting the

safety factor. In dodging the storm areas and fighting

their way up to higher altitudes the plane consumed an

unexpected amount of its fuel supply, and again in the

last hours of flying on this leg there came messages of

misgiving from Warner that the gas might not hold out.

But this fear was without real foundation, and at 6:23

Pacific time on June 4, Captain Kingsford-Smith brought

the Southern Cross down to a happy landing at Suva.

There was still a flight of 1,795 miles ahead of the fliers

before they would reach the mainland, but this proved a

mere romp for Kingsford-Smith and his companions.

There were a few tough moments on this stretch and the

headwinds were bad all the way, which greatly reduced

the flying speed for the trip. And after Brisbane, the

Southern Cross flew with ease the 500 miles to Sydney,

where announcement was made that the flight so auspi-

ciously started would be continued on around the world.

This epochal journey has also an international aspect for

Captain Charles E. Kingsford-Smith, commander and chief

pilot, and Captain Charles T. P. Ulm, his assistant, are

Australians ; Lieutenant Commander H. W. Lyon, Jr., nav-

igator, and James W. Warner, radio operator, are Amer-
icans. The four are World War veterans. Their flight

brings two of the world's youngest "colonies" weeks
nearer each other.
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MR—HOT AND OTHERWISE
A National Asset

A Washout

A Nigger in the Woodpile

By Frank A. Tichenor

WITH the passing of the first

session of the Seventieth

Congress one very evident

truth was demonstrated which was that

in the House Military Affairs Commit-

tee flying had a champion during the

entire session.

Every day in every way, long after

Congress had adjourned and other Congressmen were par-

ticipating in the pleasures of Washington (if any) that

champion in the House, the Hon. Frank James, was at work

upon this comparatively new and, to the best interests of

the nation, very vital interest. Thus the Twelfth Michigan

District gave to the American nation a servant who not only

was good and faithful, but one who was enterprising, pro-

gressive-minded and intelligent. There is nothing of the

stodgy statesman about Frank James. He looks ahead

and has the mental eye to do it with.

Congressman James, as a member of the House Military

Affairs Committee, has realized his duty ; and as the acting

chairman of that body, during the last two years, he has

given his entire time, virtually, to the important work in-

volved. He has studied the various problems put up to it

earnestly and intelligently.

Congressman James is high speed, multi-engined and

fully equipped with a radio direction finder, together with

all other of the most modern intellectual accessories. To
an ordinary human being like myself it seems scarcely pos-

sible that one human mind can conceive or one human body

achieve as much as those of Frank James have during his

brief term in office. Not only has he mastered and fought

for the best interests of all the air services, but he has be-

come thoroughly informed with regard to the needs of the

Army as a whole, and done immense things for it, giving it

new, good housing, and in some details, reorganizing it.

A chronological summary of his efforts and achievements,

might wake the voters up to the fact that in this man they

drew a real prize from the political grab bag.

No man outside the Army, and probably no man within

it, knows the conditions and needs of its posts and flying

fields as he does, for he has visited every one of them with

the intention of discovering exactly who is who, what is

what and why is why. He knows our military facilities

from the gas tanks of our flying fields to the cell cots in our

military prisons as far as subject matter goes, and from
Porto Rico to Hawaii as far as geography goes. He has

studied our instruments of warfare from the service re-

volver to the biggest guns of coast defense and our vehicles

of combat from the Doherty Wagon to the airplane, pre-

ferring planes to Doherty wagons, even though the latter

be accompanied by the inimitable Army mule. From
Hawaii he was impelled to hurry back to the home nest,

because the Army mules there made him homesick for a

sight of Congress and a glimpse of its activities. During
his tremendous journey of inspection he did much flying

—

flew everywhere and every time he could, in fact.

In our recent history, therefore, we have had no Con-
gressman as well prepared with personal knowledge of the

matters upon which he specializes as is the Hon. Frank
James. On nearly every matter appertaining to the Army
he is by far the best informed man in our public life,

and this solid, expert knowledge makes him a great friend

of the flying forces.

The Hon. Frank James will be the best friend that the

air services could have because, to mention one good rea-

son, he has shown himself to be the

best friend that the Army ever had.

What Mr. James has done for Army
housing makes a magnificent record of

achievement as things stand today and

he has by no means finished this good

work.

The improvements which have been

authorized for Army housing will do much to save the in-

formed people of the nation from the bitter shame which

has affected them for several years when they have thought

about this subject.

Flying fields have been allotted money for equipment,

largely because of Mr. James' efforts. At Albrook Field,

Panama, for instance, barracks for enlisted men will cost

$560,000, quarters for 111 married noncommissioned of-

ficers will cost $539,000, quarters for commissioned officers

will cost $778,000. This gives this new flying field its

first permanent construction.

Smaller appropriations, but adequate, provide for im-

provements of a similar nature at France Field, the other

new field in Panama. Wheeler Field, Hawaiian Depart-

ment, has been authorized and will be adequately equipped

with housing and other facilities; Boiling Field, at Wash-
ington, is to be extended and developed, its first permanent

construction to cost $906,000; Chaffee Field, in Illinois,

gets $220,000 for barracks and officers' quarters
; Crissy

Field, California, has had money set aside for permanent

improvements totalling over $300,000 ;
Langley Field, Vir-

ginia, gets $2,135,160. March Field, California, gets $569,-

500; Maxwell Field, Alabama, gets $580,000; Mitchel
Field, New York, will be made available in the best sense

by the expenditure of $1,713,000; Rockwell Field, Califor-

nia, will get $776,000 ; Scott Field, Illinois, a new field, gets

$160,000 for its first permanent construction; Selfridge

Field, Michigan, gets $1,967,400 for permanent construc-

tion, including $100,000 for a hospital.

The Army fliers, therefore, will be among the most nota-

ble beneficiaries of the new though long overdue Army
housing program and may thank Congressman Frank

James for it.

In connection with all this progressive work in connec-

tion with Army Building program, it is well to mention the

fact that Congressman James also has devoted much thought

and effort to the interests of the civilian army of this coun-

try, being fully aware not only of its needs in the air but

of its needs on the ground. The successful operation of the

National Defense Act during the ten years since the war
have greatly pleased him, as they have pleased all who by

circumstances have. been made familiar with them.

He is distressed over the misapprehension of National

Guardsmen as to the plan for a Reserve Army which have

been worked out and will be re-laid before the next Con-
gress. These misapprehensions seem to center around the

idea that the Reserve Army is intended to supplant the Na-
tional Guard. As a matter of fact our Reserve Army, or-

ganized into tactical units allotted to the various corps

areas on the basis of population and administered by the

Corps Area commanders, contains no enlisted men other

than noncommissioned officers, but comprises 111,000 offi-

cers, living in every part of the country and serving with-

out pay except when actively in training for two weeks dur-

ing the summer. Their service, therefore, is purely pa-

triotic, and, of course, often is rendered at considerable

personal expense and great (Continued on page 174)
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First Seaplane Flight to Europe
THE first sea-

plane non-
stop flight

across the Atlantic

Ocean and inci-

dentally the first

transoceanic flight

ever made success-

fully in which a

woman was a pas-

senger started from

Trepassey Bay,
Newfoundland on

the morning of

June 17 in the

face of unfavor- _
,

, , „ Wilmer Stultz
able weather warn-

ings and after several abortive at-

tempts. The plane, a trimotored Fok-

ker monoplane of conventional design

equipped with extra size duralumin

pontoons made by the Junkers corpo-

ration at the Dessau, Germany plant,

had been thoroughly tested, first by

test pilots of the Atlantic Aircraft

Corporation at Teterboro Airdrome,

Hasbrouck Heights, N. J., and again

by Wilmer Stultz who flew the plane

on the long hop, from the waters of

Boston Harbor off Squantum, Mass.

Built originally for Commander
Byrd to use on his South Pole Ex-
pedition the plane was turned over to

a company formed for the purpose of

making a transatlantic flight with a

pontoon equipped plane backed by the

Honorable Mrs. Frederick Guest, wife

of Captain Guest, former British Sec-

retary of State for Air. Mrs. Guest

had planned to make the flight her-

self, but circumstances arose which made this impossible

and through the American publisher, George Palmer Put-

nam, Mrs. Guest arranged to have Miss Amelia Earhart.

Miss Amelia Earhart

Boston social ser-

vice worker, and

amateur flier with

more than 500

hours solo to her

credit, to take her

place in the plane.

Miss Earhart
planned to take the

stick herself during

the flight, but con-

ditions over the
Atlantic were far

from suitable for

an amateur flier,

inexperienced with

big planes.

Stultz was at the controls during the

greater part of the crossing, leaving

them to Louis (Slim) Gordon, mechan-

ic and emergency pilot, while he worked

the radio. Miss Earhart spent her

time in the after cabin behind the big

gasoline tank except for brief periods

when because of the cold she crawled

forward to the dual control cockpit for

warmth.

From the scattered and meager data

available at this time, three things stand

out in this particular flight. First, per-

haps, in the order of importance is the

repeated vindication of the suitability

of multimotored planes for such an ex-

pedition coming as soon as it has upon
the heels of the trimotored Fokker

flight to Australia. Second, the clear

substantiation of the theory of meteoro-

logists that east winds and low pressure

at the surface does not necessarily mean
prevailing east winds higher up. As

soon as the lessening weight of the big ship permitted

Stultz pushed it first to 5,000 and then as high as 11,000

feet. The Friendship made (Continued on page 173)

photo

The tri-motored Fokker monoplane "Friendship" starting on the flight to Europe. Wide World photo.
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AMERICA'S (D)EARHART

THREE cheers for Amelia Earhart. Her first name

is Amelia. If D. were her initial it would, in com-

bination with her surname, express about the feeling

which aviation ought to have for her. If Mary Pickford

is every motion picture fan's sweetheart Miss Dearhart

(beg pardon, Earhart) is aviation's positively best girl.

She not only tried it but she did it.

It is not inaccurate to make some comparison between

her and Lindbergh. She made her preparations quietly, as

he did. She was out to do it as he was and if she did not

do it quite as well as he did, she still did it mighty well,

at that. Aero Digest is delighted to remark that it is ab-

solutely for Amelia.

ANOTHER JOB FOR THE INDUSTRY
WASHINGTON, in any of its official branches, cannot

be expected to know things about aviation automati-

cally. The public generally is without a magic road to

flying knowledge.

There should be a fully competent Bureau of Informa-

tion at the national capital and the industry as a whole

should organize and support it, seeing to it that it is 100

per cent competent.

If the public utilities people can spend the millions that

we know they spend in this and other ways, it is evidence

not only that such measures are necessities but that they pay.

Under existing circumstances the aeronautical industry

and enthusiasts generally will find it very profitable to

organize for protection and promotion. The whole move-

ment toward developing American aviation automatically

arouses wrath in certain quarters. They'll fight. We must

be able to fight back.

And above all we must be ready with the facts in Wash-
ington to nail any lie, correct any error that may be told or

threatened through perversity or ignorance, if it is even

remotely likely to do harm to aviation.

MEDALS
PERSONALLY we have our doubts about the medal as

a means of proving human gloriousness, but lots . of

people like to have them and others like to give them.

They have been very generally bestowed upon distinguished

fliers lately in America. But Clarence Chamberlin is short

just one, although he certainly earned one bright and splen-

didly beribboned. The Distinguished Flying Cross. If

we can hide with American metal the chests of two Ger-
mans and an Irishman, we ought to be able to do something
for this splendid American aviator.

Some think that the snub of Chamberlin is due to an un-
willingness to glorify Levine. Well, no matter what some
people think, we are a big country and a little actual gen-
erosity wouldn't hurt a mite. It is true that Levine rode
in with Chamberlin, but there is this to be remembered

—

he rode in—all the way in. A medal to Levine won't hurt
us; and it really will be a vicious mark against us if we do
not give one to Chamberlin.

FAKE FLYING SCHOOLS AND CLUBS

ONCE more we are moved to write about fake flying

schools and so-called flying clubs. Throughout the I

country they are springing up, incompetent to give instruc-

tion, without standing among actual fliers, conducted by

unpatriotic hijackers endeavoring to cash in on the wave

started by brave and earnest men whose fine achievements

have stirred a justifiable national enthusiasm.

Every effort must be made by those really interested to

direct attention to the crookedness of every such fake effort.

Authorities of all sorts, professional, civil, and, perhaps,

criminal, should be kept informed. Such bunco steerers

should be warned and then, if they persist, hoosegowed.

For months we have been studying this problem, but it

is impossible for us to cover the whole United States. These

poisonous weeds, which will give good flying indigestion

if they are not cleared from the pasture, are springing up in

every corner of the national lot. They are as bad as

crooked gold mine stock or mushroom radio promotions.

In many cases the old swindlers who got their training in

those lines are now working this new one. Watch out and

tell your friends to tell their friends to tell THEIR friends

to yell for help or shoot when one of these contemptible

burglars seems to be approaching.

There are good clubs and splendid schools, the latter both

of the direct flying class and of that offering correspondence

courses. They should be encouraged. They are making
actual fliers and building markets for the manufacturers'

aircraft production. They will be of value to the national

defense if needed.

But these others—they are bloodsuckers and leeches.

They should be exterminated.

Aero Digest will cooperate with anyone, in the industry

or elsewise, honestly interested in flying, who learns of such

a vicious enterprise, no matter where it may be located, and
try to see that it is put out of business and its crook pro-

moters punished to the limit of the law.

A DANGER TO THE INDUSTRY

AERO DIGEST has a certain fear that among the

leaders of the industry are a few whose tendency to-

ward stock-manipulation recently has been absorbing too

much of their attention. This is a bad sign, and history

shows it. Stock manipulations undoubtedly very seriously

hampered the development of American railways at one

time. While such operations are fine for the people who
win, they are bad for the people who lose, and always the

latter are in the majority. Inflation never has been of gen-

eral benefit to any large interest.

The men who have been the biggest winners in this re-

cent movement have been among those who from the be-

ginning have been the greatest beneficiaries of the industry

and who should most earnestly have its interests at heart.

They easily might upset it by over-promotion. Enough
of that will be done by the fakers. For its really important

men to discount the future of an industry is always a dan-

gerous thing, for it invariably means that the ignorant in-

vestor, misled by two rosy promises, will lose instead of

gain and when that happens will be transformed from a

booster into a knocker. Any knocker can do harm enough
in a day to counterbalance all the good that a dozen boost-

ers can do in a month.

Nature's law demands that what goes up above its natural]

level must come down, even though that natural level may
after the episode be established at a point somewhat higherj

than that at which it originally stood, and speculative ups|

and downs bring the wrong kind of money into the game'

which needs not speculative cash but solid investment.
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THE BIG BALLYHOO
THERE'S another letter here from

Mr. James McNutt. You remem-

ber maybe, that we heard from

James some months ago, and that the perpetrator and pro-

prietor of this monthly indiscretion had his reasonable

doubts about a gentleman of that name actually residing

in a town named Brazil, Indiana. Now we discover that

he lives on Walnut Street, and we bet that his neighbors

call him Colonel. And certainly we owe all apologies for

suspecting that there wasn't any such person, for here he

is again.

Among other words of wisdom he lets fall the following

:

"The conglomerate mind which is the Public's is swayed

by impressions rather than by ideas. Whensoever an im-

pression of sufficient intensity strides across the horizon

of the Public, it rushes forth with open arms to seize upon

it and press it to its stomach. These spasms of enthusiasm

seem to be a necessary adjunct to anything new, which ap-

peals to the romantic mind possessed in greater or less

degree by us all. This denotes the open mind, and is a

symptom of the progressive spirit of America—not count-

ing the Navy."

Let us proceed to ratiocinate somewhat along the lines

indicated by the Colonel.

'Tis a queer and entertaining world in which we live,

and on the whole this is not a bad time to be born into it.

There is a good deal going on. Nothing stands still, nothing

stays put
;
nothing is settled or final, nothing is sure. No-

body knows where we are going, but everybody knows that

we are on our way. Civilization is off on its biggest ad-

venture, s.nd the fact that there are all sorts of dangers

waiting round the corner does not make the adventure any

less exciting. And here we are, part and parcel of it all,

with a small share and stake in the game and a part to play

in it. Anybody who feels like kicking should be sent back

to ancient Egypt to help build a pyramid, and see if he

likes that any better.

I don't propose to get into any argument with Aristotle

or St. Augustine or their modern philosophical equivalents

as to whether this is the right sort of world. It was wished

on me, as it was on you, and the only thing to do is to take

ft or leave it. And leaving it is one thing that most of us

put off until the last minute. The only sensible thing to

do is to try to understand it, and make the best of it.

Moreover and furthermore, if enough of us should seri-

ously undertake to make the best of it, the best might turn

out to be not so bad after all.

To do so, we must get some glimmering as to what it is

all about, and particularly as to. what makes the wheels

go round. It is rather interesting to sit around and spec-

ulate as to what started the world on its present roller-

coaster trip through the trails of time. Some will vote for

one thing and some for another, but I put most of the

blame on the printing press. There's another question as

to what brought on the printing press, which takes us

out of our depth, but I think it can be shown that the'mod-

I em world first began to move when' ideas began to spread

through paper and printers' ink.

Out of the printer's pie came all four and twenty black-

birds of the modern world. Travel and discovery, science

and invention, education and industry, transportation and

communication—all of them throve mightily on ink and

type-metal. Increasing populations, nationalism, interna-

tionalism, war and peace, Babe Ruth, H. L. Mencken and
the Anti-Saloon League, all flourish in the shadow of the

By Don Rose printing press. For this, my beloved

readers, is not the age of steel nor the age

of science nor the age of pure reason—it

is the age of Ballyhoo.

It started 'way back in 1477, if not earlier. William Cax-

ton, first printer of the English tongue, had printed a book

and could not wait for it to sell itself. So he printed a

circular also and sent it out, announcing that if anyone

wanted said books "let hym come to Westmonester into

the almonestrye and he shall have them good chepe." And
ever since that time if a man has anything to sell to the

world he must first tell it to the world, and the greater his

haste the more must he call on the magic of press and print.

Aviation, you will agree, is in a hurry. It came into the

world as the favored god-child of a mechanical age, which

presented it with the experience of a century to start off

with. Overnight it grew up, found the strength of its wings

and the might of its hands, and looked around for a

world or so to conquer. And more than any other enter-

prise of history, it has depended on the gentle art of

Ballyhoo to build itself a job that would match its powers.

It has been rather an amazing story, and it has been

done quickly. Sometimes we grow impatient because the

world at large still lags behind our own convictions and

enthusiasms, but sober judgment tells us that no sweeping

and fundamental change in human habits was ever brought

about so quickly as the one which gave the world its wings.

It is less than a generation since the first flight; it is less

than a decade since the airplane was really ready and fit for

its job; it is less than that since industrial organization

caught up to technical development. In order to get where

we are in this year of grace and prohibition, some notable

giants of our times have given the young airplane a hand.

Tfie war, the transocean flights, the great governmental

gesture of the air-mail, the contests for speed, distance and

altitude records, the rivalry between cities and sections,

the competition between great industrial and financial or-

ganizations, the love of sport, the passion for speed and

the craze for novelty—all these have been on the side of the

airplane in winning its place in the sun. And as a conse-

quence of all this, nothing short of a world war can com-

pete with aviation on the front pages of the daily press.

As Mr. McNutt says, "the public has rushed forth with

open arms to seize upon it and press it to its stomach."

All this is very nice and quite proper. Much of it has

come about by accident, by which we mean that it has hap-

pened by the operation of natural law without benefit of

press-agents. Lindbergh flew off alone to Europe because he

is that sort of a bird, and ho one was more surprised than

he when the whole world fell on his neck. Others followed

his trail or went elsewhere, because it was quite clear that

the public liked it and would demonstrate their approval

generously. The latest addition to transatlantic equipment

for the airplane is a nice-looking girl in breeches, who is

good for another ten thousand miles of column space in

the newspapers.

But this can't go on for ever, and wouldn't do us much
good if it did. It has aroused what we might call a

"consumer curiosity" but what the business needs now is

an increase in "consumer demand." And that, as every

good business man will tell you, is something that rarely

comes by accident. It is something that is artfully created,

promoted and maintained, in order to offset the natural in-

ertia, laziness and stupidity of the public. It comes under

the name of Advertising, {Continued on page 178)
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MANY DISTANCE FLIGHTS PLANNED
IN all parts of the world a number of

plans are under way for transatlantic

and other distance and duration flights

in all types of airplanes. Some of these

flights were scheduled for the early part of

the year and additional plans appear at a

rapid rate. Some of the pilots have already

made attempts and were balked by the

weather or the inability of their craft to

take off with the required load. This has

meant postponement of the date of depar-

ture and in some cases revision of the plans

or abandonment of further attempts. It

would be difficult to keep record of the

many changes in plans announced for the

various flights but in the following list a

brief summary is given of the proposed

flights as they are reported at the time

Aero Digest goes to press.

Flights from France in order to have the

approval of the government must be made

with seaplanes which have demonstrated

their ability to alight safely and remain

afloat on the ocean. The government looks

with disfavor upon flights proposed with

land planes and private flights with such

planes are being discouraged as not being

in the best interest of aeronautics.

New York to Rome

Capt. Cesare Sabelli, Roger Q. Williams,

pilot, and Peter Bonnelli, navigator. Plane,

the Roma, a Bellanca Model K monoplane,

equipped with a Pratt and Whitney Hornet

Roger Williams (left) and Cesare Sabelli in the Roma Acme phi

The Roma in a recent test flight with wheels folded P. & A. photo.

The tri-motored Couzinet monoplane to be flown by M. Drouhin

engine of 500 h.p. at 1900 r.p.m. Speed

140 m.p.h.
.
(Plane described in June issue

of Aero Digest.)

New York to Berlin

Thea Rasche and Ulrich Koenemann, co-

pilot. Plane, a Bellanca monoplane.

United States to Denmark

Bert Hassell and Parker Cramer, co-

pilot. Plane, the Greater Rorkford is a

Stinson-Oetroiter. They plan to fly from
Rockford, 111., to Copenhagen, Denmark.

Philadelphia to Paris

Louis V. Emberger and Lieut. Arthur
Gain. Plane, a twin-motored Sikorsky.

New York to China

Tien Lai Huang accompanied by Jack
Lynch, Jimmie Angel and a navi-

gator. Plane, Prudden all-metal monoplane
equipped with a Wright Whirlwind engine.

Cruising speed 110 m.p.h.

Round the World Race from New York

Personnel, John Henry Mears and Charles
B. D. Collyer, pilot. Plane, the City of
New York, a Fairchild folding wing cabin
monoplane powered with a Pratt and Whit-
ney Wasp. They will attempt to set a new
globe-circling record in 23 days through the

combined use of airplane and steamship.

France to United States

Lieut. Paris accompanied by chief petty

officer Marrott and petty officer Cadou.

Plane La Frigate, C.A.M.S. flying boat

powered with two Hispano-Suiza engines of

500 h.p. each. Speed 130 m.p.h.

Maurice Drouhin and M. Couzinet. Plane,

the Rainbotv, designed by Couzinet, powered
with three Hispano-Suiza engines of 180

h.p. each. Carries 9000 kilos of fuel and
equipment.

Major Louis Idzikowski and Major Casi-

mir Kubala, the Polish fliers. Plane, Mar-
shall Pilsudski, a biplane of the A.E.C.M.-
Amiot type with a Lorraine-Dietrich engine,

which has a radius of 9000 kilometers.

Captain Dieudonne Costes and Lieut.

Comdr. Joseph Lebrix. Plane, Breguet bi-

plane with a 600 h.p. water-cooled Hispano-
Suiza engine. Flying radius of 8,500 kilo-

meters.

Lucien Boussoutrot and Louis Bleriot,

2nd. Plane, Bleriot hydro-airplane with
four Hispano-Suiza engines. Route, via

Azores.

M. Challes. Plane, Breguet biplane

equipped with a Lorraine-Dietrich engine.

M. Tarascon. Plane, the Tangobird, a

Bernard monoplane with 420 h.p. Gnome-
Rhone-Jupiter engine.

M. Draikin. Plane, Potez-Farman mono-
plane.

Michael de Troyat. Plane, the Farman
biplane Bluebird, with two Farman 12-cyl-

inder engines of 500 h.p. each, mounted on
upper wing en tandem.

Capt. Conduret and Count Louis de Mail-
ly-Nesle. Plane, Bernard-Hubert.

Lieut. Sala to be backed by the French
Ministry of Marine.
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The Japanese Kawanishi K-12 monoplane being

United States

prepared for a flight to America Acme photo.

Italy to
Captain Ferrarin and Major del Prete,

Italian airmen who recently broke the

world's duration record. Plane, Savoia-

Marciette with S-64 Fiat A-22 550 h.p. en-

gine. The plane, a thick winged monoplane,

can fly 70 hours at a speed of 90 to 115

m.p.h. and has a cruising radius of 6,500

miles. The engine, which is water-cooled

and installed above the wing, is fed from 27

tanks fitted in the wing. The cockpit is just

beneath the engine in the center of the wing.

There is a bunk in one section of the wing,

where the pilot off duty can sleep. The plane

carries a radio with a sending radius of 300

miles and a powerful searchlight on top of

the center of the wing.

Germany to United States

Personnel, Ernest Udet in a twin-motored

Rohrback flying boat with a capacity for

16 passengers, backed by the Rohrbach

Works.

Johann Risticz and Von Bentheims.

Plane, Junkers monoplane, the Europa, a

sister ship of the Bremen, powered with a

Junkers L-5 engine of 230-310 h.p.

The German Zeppelin LZ-127, known as

Count Zeppelin. It will be able to carry

20 passengers, 15 tons of luggage, mail and

freight and crew of 26. Five Maybach type

VL2 engines of 532 h.p. each will supply a

total engine power of 2650 h.p., giving the

ship a speed of 80 m.p.h.

The general disposition of the LZ-127 is

very similar to that found in former Zeppelin

ships : the front car containing navigating

rooms and passenger accommodations is ar-

ranged rather near to the bow ; in the mid-

dle of the hull there are two pairs of side

nacelles and further back, a single nacelle,

each of which will be provided with an en-

gine. Each of the five engines will directly

drive a propeller.

England to the United States

Capt. Frank T. Courtney. Plane, Dornier-

Napier Whale flying boat equipped with

two 450 h.p. Napier Lion engines. Their

route will be via the Azores.

The English dirigible, R-100, which will

carry 100 passengers, a crew of 40, and 10

tons of mail and freight. With full load the

ship will have a radius of action of 4,000

miles at a speed of 75 m.p.h.

English dirigible, R-101, also plans to

make the trip.

Spain to New York
Ramon Franco accompanied by Major

Eduardo G. Gallanza, Pablo Rada and Capt.

Julio Ruiz de Alda. Plane built by C. A.

S.A. of Spain. Has four engines which de-

velop 2000 h.p. The Polish Amiot biplane, at Le Bourget field Acme photo.
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THE PN-12 NAVY PATROL PLANE
By Henry S. CocklinTHE PN-12 seaplane, A-7384,

built by the Naval Aircraft

Factory, broke and extended

the endurance record (Class C2)

on May 3, 4 and 5, at Philadelphia,

by staying in the air over the Dela-

ware River and Bay for 36 hours,

1 minute and 13.8 seconds. The

plane took off on a southwesterly

course from the Naval Aircraft

Factory, in the afternoon at

'2:50:16-1/5 o'clock, east-

ern standard time, with

Lieutenants Arthur Gavin

and Zeus Soucek at the con-

trols. The plane was fitted

out with the regular service

equipment except that no

ordnance or radio was car-

ried. The plane weighed

about 19,000 pounds, with

an overload of 375 gallons

of gasoline, which brought

the gas capacity up to 1,520

gallons. The surplus gaso-

line has to be put into the

main reservoir system man-

ually by the mechanics, Mr.

G. C. Proley and Mr. W. F.

Dayton. The course dur-

ing the few daylight hours of the first day was from the

east end of the Yard to Reedy's Island. At nightfall, this

was shortened so that the river lights could be used as a

guide. The following day the plane extended the course

again and during the afternoon used the Bay exclusively.

The following night the schedule returned to the cycle of

the previous night, until about midnight when the plane

circled the Navy Yard for approximately 3 hours until the

landing was made in the early morning at 2:51 :30 o'clock,

eastern standard time. Mr. C. F. Schory was the official

timer and represented the National Aeronautic Associa-

tion as directing official.

The time of take-off was forced by tide conditions.

Heavily loaded seaplanes are aided in the take-off by shoal

Aeronautical Engineer

The author has been connected with the

Engineering Department of the Naval

Aircraft Factory for ten years, the last

five of which he has been in personal

supervision as project engineer of all

Navy Patrol flying boat construction.

The PN-12 on its record flight over Delaware Bay

water. A get away had been exe-

cuted at 9 :30 a. m., which indicated

a satisfactory operating condition,

with a few minor adjustments. The
weather was so ideal that it was de-

cided to start the flight even though

a night landing finish would be

made. This excellent weather con-

tinued during the entire time. The
late start, of course, added to the

hours which the personnel had to

remain on watch. How-
ever, snatches of sleep could

be gotten in the plane as

the hull interior will permit

of full length reclining.

This is a considerable ad-

vantage over the older

planes, where bulkheads

and frames prevented even

this rugged comfort. In

the early afternoon a fresh

breeze picked up and with

the tide running out a quick

get away was made. This

was practically the only

strong wind experienced

during the flight. The
nights were lighted by the

full of the moon. It had

been just three years before on the 1st and 2nd of May
that the PN-9 had established the 28>4 hour record.

On May 25 and 26, the same PN-12 plane broke and
extended the range and endurance marks for seaplanes

( Class C2) carrying 1000 kilograms of weight by remain-

ing in the air 17 hours, 55 minutes, 13.6 seconds, and cov-

ering a distance of 2000 kilometers over a measured
course. The flight had to be discontinued because of a

severe rain storm. The gas supply on board was sufficient

to have kept the plane in the air 8 hours longer and 300
miles farther.

The purpose of the flight was to get a line on the gen-

eral performance and staying qualities of the operating

or functional parts of the plane. As the industry well

j

m

/
^^^^^^^

• v.,--

The record-breaking PN-12 Navy Patrol Plane equipped with twin Wright R-1750 engines
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l7wo weeks to machine
a crankcase section
ALUMINUM, known for the tricks it plays in

X\ process, is most sensitive to the treatment of

cutting tools; yet most essential to the lightness of
a fine aircraft engine. It strains against its moulded
shapes; it swells from heat generated in machin-
ing. One section will warp in protest at the treat-

ment given another.

Two weeks go by before a crankcase casting is

fully machined ready to be assembled in an en-

gine. Two weeks—time not necessary for machin-
ing alone but time which Wright machinists know
should be allowed for readjustment of the metal

between successive opera-

tions.Thesemenknow their

metal—know its peculiari-

ties of stress and strain

—

its tendency to warp and

run out of shape under the heat generated by cut-

ting tools. Each man knows how much heat the

part he makes will stand before expanding—knows
how much heat each cut involves—knows when to

stop before warping begins. He will machine one

part; then jump to another. He knows when a

casting needs a "rest", and sets it aside for two
days, or even three, before machining again.

By such careful procedure, Wright Crankcases

are brought into shape without strain; machined

thinner and lighter with no sacrifice of strength;

worked slowlytothepointwhere the finished piece is

worthy of being called the

"finest aluminum casting

made."

Another reason "Why
More Pilots Fly Them."

/

Wright "Cyclone'

Aeronautical

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.

CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Licenaeen for Canada. Montreal

Wright "Whirlwind"
Aeronautical

Engine

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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knows, planes require a good shake-down flight upon

being put into service before it may be said they are air

worthy. The PN-12, in general, is very little different

from the PN-7, PN-8, PN-9 and PN-10. The shape of

the hull, wing area and tail characteristics have been

changed very little in any of them. The increased perform-

ance has come largely through power plant and structural

lightening. The engine installation is the principal change

from the immediate predecessor. The PN planes have

always utilized water-cooled engines. The PN-12 uses

the Wright R-1750 radial air-cooled engine of 525 horse

power at 1800 r. p. m. To date this engine has had very

little service testing. One engine had been installed in the

engine manufacturer's test plane and another was for a

short time in a Navy torpedo plane, but it has been left

to the patrol plane to furnish the intensive flying test

which is gotten by endurance flights. Twin tractor instal-

lations with direct drive propellers are used. The direct

drive propellers do not give the advantage in the thrust

for take-off which is required. Thanks to a big- saving

in power plant weight by the elimination of a water-

cooling system and by structural lightening, the lack of

reduction gear drive was not felt so greatly. The engines

were operated at speeds of from 1700 to 1250 r. p. m.

The take-off revolutions were about 1550. This picked

up as the plane reached its altitude and leveled off; but

this lasted for but a few minutes, when the engines were

throttled down and the mixture leaned out. The grind

Hull and cockpit details of the Navy PN-12

then was on—with revolutions from 1600 down to 1250

at the finish. The installation was standard except for a
special scheme of rocker arm lubrication. The operation

was very smooth and free from incident. An auxiliary

deserves some mention. It has always been very difficult

to get a fuel pump, which would give satisfactory service.

Wind driven pumps were practically always -used. For
this plane there was adopted, after considerable test, the
engine driven "Adco" pump. The suction head is very
great. While this remained unbroken no trouble was ex-

perienced and more than sufficient fuel was forced through

the gravity tanks.

Five years ago, in the PN-7, the first serious attempt

was made to improve the patrol plane through the adoption

of the USA-27 wing contour and the reduction of the truss

structure. This has been retained in the PN-12. The
loggy hulls of wooden construction were discarded for

the aluminum alloy ones in the PN-8. Except for minor

changes on framing and a reduction in bottom thickness,

the hull is the same in the present plane. Both of those

planes had improved power plants over the F-5-L, but it

Engine installation and wing skeleton, PN-12

was not until the adoption of the gear reduction drive of

the Packard 1A-1500 that a real advantage in power plant

was effected. With this reduction gear, loads of nearly 10

tons were raised from the water and the plane was fitted

for long distant patrol work through the greatly increased

gas reservoirs. Up to this time, the wings were designed

for 14,000 pounds service loads, but with the PN-lOs it

was decided a more rugged ship was desired and the wings

were designed to service loads of 18,000 pounds. By
adopting metal construction, the PN-12 has been given

lighter wings, which carry with larger factors of safety

30 per cent more load than the PN-7. The tail surfaces

have been metal framing with fabric covering since the

PN-8 model, but due to a desire to have adjustable stabil-

izers, a new and much sturdier and lighter set of surfaces

was developed for the PN-12. In addition to the power

plant, then, considerable reductions in weight have been

made by metal constructions of a highly efficient type.

T hese reductions in weight made it possible to take off

more gas with A-7384 than with either the PN-9 or PN-10.
The wing beam construction is very sturdy and well

adopted to production methods through power presses

and automatic riveters. The beam development is largely

the work of Mr. F. E. Seiler, a former colleague of the

author. All surfaces are fabric covered to give the neces-

sary opportunities for inspection and maintenance at times

of overhaul. The (Continued on page 174)'-
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Another Triumph For B. G. Spark Plugs

On the Kinssford * Smith Flight

B. G. plugs are made in several different

styles and types. Each one is a finely made
plug built to do its job perfectly.

B. G. Mica Hornet Spark Plugs are not
cracked or broken by mechanical shocks
or severe detonation. They stand up
sturdily in severe and crucial emergencies.
They are dependable and can be relied on
to "pull planes through".

B. G. Mica Hornet Spark Plugs have
proven themselves in both High and Low
Compression engines. A set of 18 of these
plugs weighs less than 33 ounces.

TRADE MARK

Contractors to the U. S.

Air Corps and Aircraft

Engine Builders

CAPT. KINGSFORD-SMITH attributed the success of his

trans-Pacific flight in a large measure to "100% preparation."

Only equipment of first quality and known reputation was used. Nat-

urally, Kingsford-Smith selected B.G. Mica Hornet Spark Plugs. .

Other recent flights on which B.G. plugs have proven their reliability

are the Curtiss Marine Trophy Race in which first, second and third

planes in all classes were equipped with B.G.

Plugs, won by Major C. A. Lutz of the U. S.

Marine Corps, and the endurance and altitude

records set by the PN-12 Navy plane, flown by

Lieutenants Zeus Soucek and Arthur Gavin.

From the polar regions to the equator, B.G.

Mica Spark Plugs are relied upon by the pio-

neers of the air.

Capt. George H. Wilkins used B.G. Hornets

on his flight from Pt. Barrow to Spitzbergen,

and the Southern Cross flew thousands of

miles in the vicinity of and over the equator.
^ ACTUAL SIZE

The B.G. Corp. 136 W. 52nd St., New York

B.G, "HORNET"
MICA SPARK PLUG

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE OCKER-MYERS METHOD
of BLIND FLYING

By Ray H. Boudreaux

SEVERAL writers have, within the last few months,

attempted to write an explanation of the Ocker-

Myers method of flying blind. Up to the present no

writer has presented a clear understanding to the air-

minded public of exactly what the method purports to do.

Many fanciful and absurd stories have been cited about

blind flying conditions met with by pilots who were not

familiar with the "artificial horizon" and these stories,

rather than aiding in the instruction of the Ocker-Myers

method, have created an attitude of doubt on the part of

the experienced and thinking pilot.

This article is written to correct the false impressions

that have been created by such imaginative writings and the

writer hopes in these lines to give to the reader a sound

and instructive description of what the Ocker-Myers

method actually attempts to establish.

The writer has been closely associated with Captain

William C. Ocker and Flight Surgeon David A. Myers

during the final stage of development of the method and

also having been present during many of the tests, he

is sufficiently acquainted with the "artificial horizon" to

give a proper interpretation of it to the pilot and those

interested in flying.

To properly grasp the meaning of the "artificial hori-

zon" and to appreciate its full significance the individual

must possess a clear understanding of the fundamentals of

equilibrium, or, "balance sense." From the time of the late

World War down to the present thousands of pilots and

air men have been carrying on flying operations in complete

ignorance of the main facts which govern their equilibrium

or, to be explicit, their ability to place themselves in any

position which it is desirable or possible to take.

The old time classification of pilots placed them in two

categories : the natural or the mechanical pilot. It is not

necessary here to discuss the merits of the mechanical

pilot but for the sake of later comparisons in this article

the natural pilot must be defined.

A natural pilot was and is one who, by the acuteness

of his natural senses, can, under ordinary flying conditions,

maintain his plane on an even keel or place it in any posi-

tion that it is desirable to put it. He seems to possess a

natural aptitude in correcting for skids, slips, stalls, etc.

In other words he adjusts himself to the environment of

flving in a natural manner. This flying ability increases

with experience. The natural pilot states that he possesses

a "feel of the ship," which is most certainly true with one

exception—and that exception is found under "blind fly-

ing" conditions. The exception is : no pilot can, under

"blind flying" conditions, operate an airplane on an even

keel for a sustained period of time when relying on his

natural flying ability or, "the feel of the ship."

The term "blind flying" describes those conditions met
with when the pilot no longer can see the earth beneath him,

the sky above him, or some object that will give him the

position of his plane with respect to the perpendicular and
the horizontal.

To those pilots who scoff at the exception laid down
above the writer wishes, out of fairness, to state that he

well realizes that many of you have flown under "blind"

conditions for short periods of time and gotten away with

it. The writer has done so many times himself, but, after

being educated in the Ocker-Myers method, the positive

knowledge that he now possesses is that all former at-

tempts at "flying blind" (relying on natural flying abil-

ity) were simply hazardous coasting flights combined with

plenty of the old rabbit foot.

It is true that within the last two years many pilots

have flown "blind" for several hours at a time but the

writer, after careful checking of facts, has found that these

men either made use of the Ocker-Myers method or cre-

ated for themselves a system of "blind flying" comparable

to it.

Before describing the method let us review some of the

facts responsible for the establishment of man's equilib-

rium. f

How We Maintain Equilibrium

Man's ability to maintain his equilibrium, or to be more
explicit, his capability of keeping his poise or balance with

respect to his varied surroundings, depends upon the proper

and unrestrained functioning in a cooperative and co-

ordinative way of his five "special senses," namely: sight,

smell, hearing, taste and touch, as well as the stimulus given

to his brain by two other things—the "muscle sense" and

the action of the "vestibular or inner ear."

Four of the seven factors have but slight bearing upon
equilibrium and will not be considered in this article. They
are the senses of taste, smell, touch and hearing. The re-

maining three—sense of sight, muscle sense, and the func-

tions of the inner ear seem to be the chief means by which

we obtain our "equilibrium sense." What the mechanics

of the inner ear are will not be discussed in this article.

Neither will the phenomena behind the "muscle sense" or

the "sense of sight" be treated.

We are concerned with the fact that stimulation arouses

action and action eventually results in consciousness, a

knowledge of our environment, and a perception of the

physical facts constituting that environment. In plain

words, the effect and not the cause interests us.

The consciousness resulting from stimulus of the sight

sense is clear to all of us. We know that our "muscle

sense" is dependent upon experience for its perfection. It

is the sense by which we perform common daily acts un-

consciously and automatically. It is the sense that tells us

how hard to press on the screw-driver to force the screw

into the wood ; how hard to lean against the wall and not

fall over. We do not possess this sense in infancy but

acquire it through years of experience. The degree of

perfection which it attains is dependent upon the individual.

The degree of development of the "muscle sense" is also

dependent upon what vocation in life each of us follows:

The vestibular or inner ear, under stimulus, causes cer-

tain actions in our anatomy that aid largely in determining

our equilibrium or "balance sense." Recently many eminent

men connected with the medical world have devoted much
time, thought and study to the inner ear. At the present

writing, opinion is, as yet, divided as to exactly what is the

physiological status of the inner ear. We do know at this

time, however, that we can expect certain definite reac-

tions on the part of the physical being as a result of stim-

(Continued on page 183)
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Vought
'Corsair"

Fokker F-io Tri-motor Transport Lockheed Mail and Express Plane

High Speed and the Single Row Air Cooled Radial

The Vought "Corsair", a standard two-place Naval observation type, carrying an

observer and its Naval load, and equipped as a sea plane, was recently flown by Lieutenant

S. W. Callaway, U. S. N., over a measured course, and officially timed at 159.1 miles per hour.

The Lockheed mail and express ship equipped with a commercial "Wasp" and

carrying a pay load of 1,000 pounds, has been officially timed over a measured course at 167

miles per hour.

The tri-motor Fokker F-10 recently delivered to Western Air Express for regular

passenger service between San Francisco and Los Angeles, has demonstrated a high speed of

a little less than 150 miles an hour when flying with its full pay load. The F-10 is equipped

with three commercial "Wasp" engines.

The three widely differing types indicated above prove beyond question the high

speed of service as well as commercial ships when fitted with the 400 H. P. air cooled single

row radial "Wasp". This performance is possible because of minimum head resistance due

to uninterrupted air flow around the exposed parts.

THE

PRATT^WHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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?IKS OMAlPA I T I E 5
DID you have any trouble with your

furs last winter? I mean, when you

took out your fur neck-piece, or ear-

muffs, or whatnot out of storage last fall, did

you find that moths had been at it? Did

you discover, to your horror and chagrin,

that you had been rooming and boarding

a flock of moths during the summer? If

so, the picture on this page will suggest a

means of combating the evil.

Simply hang your furs—your neck-piece

or muff, or whatever it is you wear—on

the wings of an Alexander Eaglerock, and

go for a flight. If you haven't an Eagle-

rock, use any other good plane—you will

find several advertised in this issue. Al-

most any type of plane will serve, except a

metal one. Don't attempt to use a metal

plane for this purpose, for you will find it

almost impossible to .tack your furs along

the leading edge of a metal wing. You

might rivet them on, of course ; but remem-

ber—rivets are expensive. Far better to

stick to the wooden wing, because carpet

tacks are cheaper than rivets and much

handier to use. Besides, you can pull them

out easier than you can rivets. However,

if you own a metal plane, don't throw it

away simply because you can't tack your

furs to it. Get a pot of strong glue, and glue

your furs to the leading edge. If you have

an edge on, yourself, all the better.

Now then, having secured the furs to the

wings—by tacks, rivets, or glue, as fancy

dictates—take off and go for a good long

flight. The moths, surprised and disgusted

at this drastic move of yours, will register

annoyance. Pay no attention to them. Ig-

nore them. Go right on up to a thousand

feet and do a loop. This will infuriate them

and cause them to gnash their teeth in rage

and despair. You, however, will merely

laugh sardonically—or carbonically, as you

prefer—and do two more loops and a roll.

Now, just glance along the wings. Do
you see the moths leaving your furs? Do
you see them leaping off into space—at reg-

ular space rates? Do you hear their low,

snarling cries of rage as they disentangle

their feet from your furs and go winging

off under their own power, not even paus-

ing for a final bite of fur before thev go ?

If you see and hear all this, you will know
that your tactics have been successful, that

you have made every moth air-sick. Every

moth, that is to say, except the aged and

infirm. Those—too weak to get off by

their own efforts—you may knock off

with a mallet. They will offer no resist-

ance to your determined attack.

T AM indebted to Walter F. Halley, Presi-

dent of the Rapid Air Lines, Inc., Rapid

City, South Dakota, for this moth-removal

and discouragement idea, which is fully pro-

tected by copyright—an idea like that needs

quite a lot of protection. However, the

idea is mine, not Walter's. (I doubt if he

ever had an idea that good.) Still, he had

a pretty good one, at that. He writes

:

"This picture shows the results of a few

scattered hours of coyote hunting from an

airplane, during a period of five weeks.

The total bag was seventy-seven coyotes.

And here's how it's done : The pilot flies

over the prairie at an altitude of about 150

feet. When a coyote is spotted he dives

to allow his hunter an opportunity to shoot.

Clyde Ice has been the pilot during all of

our hunting ; and Charles Orlup of Rapid

City, and Earl Wilson of Bellefourche have

alternately acted as gunners. Both are

crack shots : it is unusual for them to use

more than one shot for a coyote. On one

occasion Orlup got three coyotes with three

shots in one dive. The Wool Growers' As-
sociation and the Stockmen's Association in

various Western South Dakota counties

have requested that this coyote combat team

'

be put on full-time duty, until these pests

are eliminated from South Dakota."

And when these air hunters finish off the

coyotes, they might fly down to Washing-
ton and do a few useful dives above the

Navy Building.

"TP HE Professional Pilots Association ad-

~ vise me that a meeting of the Associa--

tion was held in Los Angeles at the Polly-

anna Tea Shop. Who is president of our

Association now, boys— ? Is it Sophie Irene

Loeb? Or Ella Wheeler Wilcox? "Oh
Caesar, thus is thy greatness fallen

!"

"VTOW here's Lieut. Norman A. Goddard,

^ ^ one of the old timers who should have

been filled up with concrete and sunk some

place, years ago. Its amazing how some

of these old birds hang on—-every now and

then I get letters from men who started in

aviation shortly after the burial of King

Tut, and are still at it, long after old Tut

has been dug up again. Goddard received

his training in the old Royal Naval Air

Service in 1914, and did patrol duty over

the North Sea, which gave him such a love

for the water that after the war he put in

three years barnstorming—or perhaps beach-

combing would be a more descriptive word

—on the Northwest Coast of British Colum-

bia with a Jenny on floats. And what a

bright and snappy seaplane that must have

been! I infer that he merely taxied up and

down said coast. But I suppose he put a

Hisso in it, for he says that he migrated

to California in 1921—and how could any-

one get to California with an 0X5 Jenny

on floats? His harrowing experiences with

this crate so unsettled him that he started

an aircraft factory and went broke, operated

a flying school, joined the U. S. N. R., and

finally got tangled up in the Dole race.

Here luck rode on his" tail, for his plane,

"El Encanto," got cracked up at the start,

thus saving him a long and possibly wet

trip. From the remains of that plane, God-

(Continued on next page)
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"Thar's ky-yotes in them hills"—and some on the planes.
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MURPHY FINE FINISHES
Famousfor 6Jyears among architects,

masterpaintersand makers ofproducts

requiring a fine finish

Aircraft Colored Flexible Finishing

Lacquer

Aircraft Super Spar Varnish

Aircraft Sanding Primer Red

Aircraft Bronze Mixing Spar

Aircraft Enamels, Stains, and

other aircraft finishes.

An Aircraft Lacquer

that definitely resists the

sun's ultra-violet rays —
HERE'S good news for all concerned with the finishing of air-

craft—Murphy Aircraft Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer.

Here is a clear lacquer of revolutionary properties. It is

flexible—resisting the treacherous workings of aircraft surfaces.

It is absolutely impervious to the ultra-violet rays of the sun

(the only lacquer we know of that is). Sunlight destroys most

finishes, but it strengthens this one. It actually improves with

age—a most unusual feature.

And you get all this with the speed of lacquer. Furthermore,

it dries with a good gloss. As a finishing coat over colored

spray lacquer, or mixed with it, it gives a brilliant lustre. Mixed

with aluminum powder it forms a lasting, durable finish.

Metallic powders actually "leaf" in this material.

Aircraft Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer forms a surface

so hard it may be thoroughly cleaned with a minimum amount

of labor, thus eliminating repainting at short intervals.

We urge that you learn the full facts about Murphy Air-

craft Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer. Either try out this

unusual product right now and experience its remarkable

properties at first hand, or send for further information.

MURPHY VARNISH COMPANY
Newark Chicago San Francisco Montreal

Murphy Flexible Finishing Lacquer
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(PersonAIRlities continued)

dard constructed the Wright Whirlwind

monoplane, "Gypsy,'* now Federally licensed

for commercial use. "Aviation has knocked

me down and out a number of times," says

he, "but somehow I have always managed

to eat and have a ship to fly." In fact, now

he has a first class field and school of avia-

tion on Stanford University Campus, Palo

Alto, California, with two Waco training

ships and the Gypsy.

Associated with him are W. H. Brown

and Moye Stephens. Brown started the war

in the Canadian Infantry, got tired of walk-

ing, and joined the R. F. C, putting in 700

hours over the lines, bringing down eight

Huns (pardon me, they're "the late la-

mented enemy" now), and winning the Mil-

itary Cross. So you see he's quite a stout

lad. After the war he flew with Goddard

in British Columbia, lost his ship in a storm

when it cracked up on the rocks of B. C,

and then flew for the 'Dominion Government

on forest fire patrols, fishery protection,

and aerial photography. Then he started a

flying school in Victoria, where most of his

pupils were Chinese. One of them should

have stuck to the laundry business, apparent-

ly, for he cracked up Brown's one plane,

driving that hard-working hero on the rocks

again. Now he's instructing at the Palo

Alto School, and eating regularly, though

he doesn't favor Chinese cooking. When-

ever he sees a plate of chop suey he thinks

of that Chink pupil and his wrecked train-

ing plane. He says the way to settle that

war over in China is to put all the Chinese

into airplanes, and they'll make a smashing

success of it.

Moye Stephens is a law student at Stan-

ford University, but also .holds a Transport

Pilot's License. I congratulate him on the

latter accomplishment only, as we have too

many lawyers now. He plays the air game

both ways—in a court-room and in a plane.

Still, there are points of resemblance in the

two businesses—the pilot takes his passen-

ger for a flight, and the lawyer often takes

his client for a ride. But you can some-

times walk back from a flight, though it's

another matter walking back after a lawyer

has taken you for a ride. Frequently he

has your boots, pants, and shirt. Lawyers

are especially eager to collect' your boots

—

they wear out so many pairs chasing ambu-

lances.

Moye started flying at the age of 16 at

What goes down must hang up; sometimes on a high tension line.

Brown, Stephens, Wheat and Goddard.

Rogers Airport, with Eddie Bellande, who is

now on the Maddux Air Line. In those

days, he confesses, "I used to hang around

the field, content just to gaze at the avi-

ators." Fancy that now ! "They seemed

like gods to me, and I thought it was won-

derful if any of them noticed or spoke to

me." Well, he soon got over that. They

gave him twelve minutes in the air in return

for a day's work around the field, and

finally soloed him. Now he has had over

1,000 hours, has flown for the movies, in-

structed movie stars, worked for the Amer-

ican Aircraft Corporation in Los Angeles,

the Palo Alto School, and "am trying to fig-

ure out combining aviation and law, and

I believe it can be done." Why not? The

law and the ambulance business have been

combined for years—why not the law and

airplanes?

A L GRAHAM, Chief Pilot, Crescent Air

Service, Inc., Camden, N. J., started

flying in 1920, barnstormed for four years,

helped Capt. M. K. Riddick to start the

Pilottown Air Mail

Route in 1923, and

last summer ferried

part of the World's

First—and, I hope,

last — Flying Or-

chestra over 2,200

miles of country.

If this hasn't un-

settled him for lis-

tening to any more

music, then nothing

will. It's bad enough

listening to the neighbor's radio, but imag-

ine having to fly around with the thing.

You can see this chap Graham has a vast

capacity for quiet suffering.

Al used to be with York Airways,

spring of the Manchester Cigar Co.,

whom poor old Redfern used to fly.

is sorry to part from the home brew of

York. "Boy, those people sure know their

hops and malt," he says. But they are not

entirely ignorant of it, even in Camden. I

regret to report that Al becomes actually

insulting in his letter. "A year or so ago

my cousin drove you from Pine Valley to

the Walt Whitman Hotel. He said he

didn't mind driving you except that he was
worried for fear the police would arrest

him for transporting liquor."

"Al" Graham

off-

for

Al

/"OOOH ! Look at the brave parashooter.
^-^ These pictures are full of suspense, for

the hero is suspended on a 15,000 volt high

tension line near Ventura, California. "The

enclosed snap-shots represent my one ven-

ture from my present stamping-ground

among the mules," writes F. M. Coray, who
describes himself as a tiller of the soil, or

Ranch Superintendent. "Just a charitable

gesture to promote air-mindedness among
the local inhabitants." He doesn't say how
many local yokels leaped into the air in a

frantic endeavor to emulate his parachutical

activities, but I suppose there were vast

numbers. Who can watch Coray dangling

from that 15,000 volt conveyer and not

yearn to be hanging beside him?

Coray belongs to the 476 Aero Squadron,

322 Pursuit Group of Clover Field, he tells

me, which rates him in Earle Ovington's

opinion as something smaller than an elec-

tron, a molecule, or subdivision of same,

Coray believes. "My Pursuit Group has

but one ship," he concludes. "Were I for-

tunate enough to get a chance to crash it,

how could my squadron make good a prom-

ise to my wife to drop flowers on my cor-

tege?" Coray says that such authorities as

Hard-boiled Biffel, Blakely, and Pop Croft

sold him the idea that his agricultural train-

ing should have precedence over air train-

ing, were longevity to be considered in

choosing an occupation. After a glance at

the pictures, the opinions of Messrs. Hard-

boiled Biffel et al are hereby confirmed.

pILOT Fred Schwaemmle says he would
* like to hear from his former Buddies

who graduated with him at Kelly Field on

Feb. 1, 1924. Apparently he has mislaid

the whole lot of them. Write him at Pit-

cairn Aviation, Greensboro, N. C, operators

of the Greensboro Municipal Airport. Pilot

Sidney Molloy, of Columbia, Miss., is man-

ager for PLtcairn there.

Tiy HAT do you think of W. B. Garrett

* » of Thermopolis, Wyoming? "I have

had ten hours' instruction from Major R. L.

Copsey, ex-Kelly Field instructor and Com-

mander, Wyoming Legion. I am now mak-

ing passable landings, and it is over two

hours since he jerked the controls away from

me. Am now looking forward in hope and

(Continued on next page)
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WHEN THE THERMOMETER SAYS 85

/EE/ALL
CREATED BY LAMOGLAS — Eyes for the Skies

HERE is the perfect summer goggle—"Seesall—the goggle that is

worn "loose." The pressure of the wind closes all air gaps.

There is a cool air space Between the light ruhher and your face.

No friction— no headaches— no eyestrain*-even when worn for

hours. The widest vision goggle. You'll forget to take it off.

OOLD by dealers everywhere for fif-

teen dollars. Hut if more conve-

nient, send us your check for this

amountand we'll send you by return

mail, prepaid, a Seesall handsomely

packed in a metal container.
Tinted lenses at no extra charge.

BECK DISTRIBUTING CORP

VVfHOLESALE orders west of the
" l^ockies filled from stock by:

R. Mohr & Sons, Mohr Huilding,
San Francisco, Calif. In Canada:
fricson Aircraft Ltd., 4} Jarvis St.,

Toronto.

EAST 131st ST., NEW YORK, Sole Sellin,>,_A$m

AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc., carries a complete stock of Lamoglas Goggles and Northeaster Flying

Togs at their Curtiss Field store, Garden City, L. I. and at their Fifth Avenue salesroom, N. Y. C.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(PersonAIRIities continued)

fear of the solo. Am a farmer, and 57 years

old this month."

You're as good a sport as General Patrick

—and he's one of the world's best. It

wouldn't surprise me a mite if you took off

on a solo flight to Australia before some of

the younger pilots got started. Why don't

you try to get in the Navy? You might en-

courage some of those old admirals to take

lessons from you.

THE dressy lad in the ice-cream breeches,

snappy field-boots, form-fitting sweater,

helmet, and Meyrowitz goggles is none other

than Pilot Jack Frye, president of the Aero

Corporation of Cali-

WBMMM—OMB fornia, distributors

of Fokkers and

Eaglerocks in Cali-

fornia and Arizona,

where men are men

—or movie actors.

He writes : "We've

been out here in this

land of sunshine

and flowers until

we've gotten that

way too—whatever

it is." I suppose he

means that living in

Calimoronia gives
one a sunny and

flower-like disposi-

tion. I'll have to

take his word for it.

He continues, "The

Aero Corporation is

keeping from six to

eight Eaglerocks and a couple of Fokker

Universals busy. We expect to run an air-

line to Dallas, Texas, and within five years

to be giving an hourly service each way,

twenty-four hours a day. Also to operate

down the West Coast of Mexico into South

America. Eaglerock sales have amounted
to forty so far this year (May 17). We
expect to sell ISO this year; and next year

that should be boosted to about 500. Our

Jack Frye

complete permanent organization is now
composed of over thirty people." And all

that from a start six years ago, flying Jen-

nies and Standards. Jack has put in over

2,000 hours in the air.

*Tp HE determined looking individual on

our left, wearing one of those jackets

you could play games on, is Pilot Paul L.

Carpenter, now training for sales promotion

work with the Alex-

ander Aircraft Co.

When he gets
through training

he'll be able to smile,

like the rest of that

outfit, who seem to

take naturally after

J. Don Alexander

who always signs

his letters "with a

smile." I've often

wondered if he was

laughing with me

—

or at me.

But there's no doubt at all about this

bird, Paul. He isn't laughing with or at

anybody. I think he's just had an argu-

ment with his checked jacket. It takes a

strong, determined man to cope with a

garment like that, and subdue it to good

behavior. And even a lad as stout as Paul

never knows when the thing may leap up

and bite him.

r~\0 you know Inspector W. A. Brooke
•^"^ of the Department of Commerce? I

told him to drop me a line and tell me some

news for this page. He replied, "I believe

there are so many pilots who have had ex-

periences which are so much more interest-

ing than one or two that I might mention,

that I would rather read of theirs than

relate mine." Now if every pilot feels that

way, where is the news to come from?

Perhaps the modest lad is afraid that if he

A. P. Flagg

Eddie Rickenbacker in "Back To The Nursery". Times mde World fhoto -

says anything in print some wretched fellow

will refer to him as the Babbling Brooke!

T IEUTS. Allan P. Flagg and R. H.
' Harrell of the Bureau of Aero-

nautics, U. S. N., made an interesting trip

from Anacostia, D. C, to San Diego, Cal.,

last winter in a

Vought Corsair Ob-

servation plane, with

Pratt and Whitney

Wasp. The flight

consumed 27^
hours' flying time,

by way of Winston

Salem, Atlanta, Pen-

sacola, New Or-

leans, Lake Charles,

La., San Antonio,

Dryden, El Paso,

and Tucson.

"The experience gained from one such

flight with such a wonderful ship and en-

gine cannot be compared to a hundred hours

around an airdrome," writes Lieut. Flagg.

Which is perfectly true. The hours and

hours of flying time piled up at the home

field is merely so much monotony, but a

cross-country, especially to some new des-

tination, is always interesting and instruc-

tive. Especially so if they run into bad

weather. If Flagg had stayed around an

airdrome he never would have enjoyed this

little bit. "About 20 minutes from Atlanta

we ran into heavy rain which continually

fouled our goggles so that we could see

only with difficulty. The clouds were low,

and the smoke of Atlanta was very bad,

so much so that it was almost impossible to

make out the railroad tracks less than 100

feet below. The rain continued, and al-

though we knew from the blast furnaces

that we were over the eastern part of the

city, the visibility was so poor that we could

not make out any buildings or landmarks

to find the field, in spite of the fact that

both of us had been over the field on a

previous trip. We continued our search,

meanwhile making passes at every spot

where we thought we might make a safe

landing, but there just weren't any spots

like that. The rain continued and the situ-

ation rapidly became acute, and I thought
j

we might have to jump if we didn't get
j

down any other way. The engine, how-
ever, continued to run perfectly in spite of

the downpour." They were running short

of gas, with no field in sight, but "as a last

chance we decided to go back to the city

and look again for the field. In a blind i

guess at direction and distance, all of a I

sudden from under our right wing, up i

hopped the field. Needless to say we were )

more than pleased to see it."

You bet they were ! Smoke, fog, and I

heavy rain are unpleasant companions and
|

best avoided. I was talking to Harry Rog-
j

ers the other day, and he was telling me
about getting caught in a thunderstorm i

that threw him upsidedown, sideways, and •

around, and nothing in sight but black cloud

illuminated by lightning. Some fellows pre-

tend to like that sort of thing

—

yes they doll
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\n this FreeBook
a World{Famous Flier slxows

how YOU can get: into

ERE is the book that tells you
straight from the shoulder what

Aviation offers YOU. You've been wondering how
to break into the field—wanting all the facts, all the

information. Here it is! A story more exciting,

more thrilling, more inspiring than fiction—yet a

man-to-man message of FACTS from cover to cover.

Walter Hinton—hero of history-making flights

—

takes you behind the scenes in the great Drama of

the Air. He gives you the brass tacks of Aviation

Today. He shows you exactly where your opportuni-

ties lie—exactly what to do to make the most of

them—exactly how to fit yourself for them. Here
is a book for men with too much backbone to stay

chained to a small-pay job—too much adventure in

their blood for a humdrum grind—too much good
sound business sense in their heads to let this oppor-

tunity of a lifetime outgrow them!

The Richest, Fastest

Growing Industry the
World Has Ever

Known

Look at the unemployment,
slowed-up production and
tight markets in other indus-

tries. But you haven't heard

anything about this being a

"bad year" for Aviation]

Men like Ford, DuPont

—

millionaires — are investing

fortunes in the field. Cities

everywhere are building more
airports; 24 hour shifts are

racing construction on new-

plane and equipment plants.

Air lines, air service of every

kind is doubling and re-

doubling itself almost while

you watch! There's no doubt
about there being BIG PAY
plus a real future for YOU

- in Aviation. Your one sure

move is to get the right train-

'"i—QUICK!

Aviation Is Ready,
Hinton Is Ready

—

Now It's Up to YOU
Hinton will train you for

Aviation, right at home in

spare-time. Get your ground-
work at once. Hinton's

proved, successful course will

teach you all the essential

facts about plane construc-

tion, rigging, repairs, motors,

instruments, theory of flight,

navigation, commercial Avi-

ation. Whether you plan to

fly, or to cash-in on one of

the more than forty Big-Pay

ground jobs, you must have

this ground-work to land the

job you want at the pay you
expect. Learn just where
you stand and what first

steps to take. This Free Book
tells how. Clip the coupon
and send it TODAY. Hin-
ton will rush your book by
return mail.

Aviation Institute of U.S.A.
Walter Hinton, President

1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

SSiSSS
40

Jobs on the Ground for

Each One in the Air

Fliers are in demand—certainly!

But for every man in the air

trained men are needed in ox er 40

highly-paid jobs on the ground.

Hinton*s training gives you your

ground-work to earn real money
as one of these:

Engineers, Designers and

Draughtsmen, Pilots, Engine and

Plane Mechanics, Riggers, Elec-

tricians, Welders, Instrument

Makers, Wood and Metal Work-
ers, Plane and Motor Inspectors,

Airport Operators, Radio Ex-

perts, Assemblymen, Aerial Sur-

veyors and Photographers, Aerial

Transport Managers, Salesmen.

Walter Hinton

Trail-blazer, pioneer, ex-

plorer, author, instructor,

AVIATOR. The first man
to pilot a plane across the

Atlantic — the famous
NC-4—and first to fly from

North to South America. First,

too, to explore the jungle fast-

nesses of the upper Amazon. The

man who was a crack flying in-

structor for the Navy during the

War; who today is training far-

sighted men for Aviation. Hin-

ton is ready to back YOU up to

the limit. His book is yours

FREE for the coupon below.

RusH Bacli to Washington?
Walter Hinton, Pres., 102-G

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.,

1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

Dear Lieut. Hinton: Send me your FREE book, telling how I can

train under you, right at home, for Aviation.

Name

Street Age.

City
'

">/.j.'f

s

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc
present in these pases

AVIATION'S FIRST COMPLETE

SALES AND SERVICE SYSTEM
A merchandising organization that, in

eight months of active operation, has put

on a paying basis the sale of the products

and services of more than two-score out-

standing aviation companies.

Air Associates' City Sales Room

"The Aviation >i | k Clearing House"
Fifth Avenue Curtiss Field
(44th St.) (L. I.)

NEW YORK
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE accompanying chart

visualizes the constant

growth of airplane production

. . . and the present approxi-

mate rate of manufacture
(planes per 12-month period)

... as indicated by the cur-

rent delivery schedule of Con-
solidated Instruments.
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CONSOLIDATED
Barometer of Commercial

Airplane Production

>

1925 1926 1927
-[1928]-

Consolidated Instrument Panel
Standard on CURTISS "ROBIN"

TTPE F Star

Pathfinder
compass, flush

mounting, with
easily accessible

compensating unit.

CONSOLIDATED
INSTRUMENTS

Altimeters

Tachometers

Oil Pressure Gauges
Compasses

Temperature Gauges
Air Speed Indicators

Instrument Panels

Gasoline Gauges
Fuel Strainers

Inclinometers

Clocks

Navigation Lights

Landing Lights

Dash Lights

Air Pressure Gauge

THE "Robin," Curtiss' in-

itial venture in quantity

production of commercial

airplanes, is equipped with the

Consolidated Type A Air-

craft Instrument Panel. In

standardizing on this attrac-

tive, indirectly illuminated

unit, Curtiss has provided up-
to-the-minute advantages for

those who will fly these

graceful, flashing ships.

More and more, leading air-

craft manufacturers are

adopting this recently de-

veloped Consolidated Panel as

the most convenient and effi-

cient instrument equipment
for their planes.

One or more Consolidated In-

struments is standard equip-

ment on most American
commercial airplanes.

Air Associates, Inc., carry a complete stock of Consolidated
products at their Curtiss Field Hangar, Garden City, Long
Island, N. Y. They are installing there a compass rose for

compensating Consolidated (Star Pathfinder) compasses.

CONSOLIDATED
Instrument Company

of America, Inc*

CONSOLIDATED air-

craft instrument

panel Type A, indirectly

illuminated.

41 East 42nd St., New York

Western Representative—M. E. Hulse, 5391 Broadway, Oakland, Calif

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIR ASSOCIATES
HAVE METHODIZED
AVIATION COMMERCE

WITH the present month Air Associates rounds out

the personnel and policies which have developed

this company from an idea in 1926 to a corpora-

tion in 1927, and in 1928, to the leading aviation distrib-

uting organization of the East. In a bare eight months of

active operation they not only developed a complete sales

service but have helped to hasten the realization, by the

public as well as by the industry, of methodized aviation

commerce.

To take full advantage of the interrelated phases of

commercial aviation, a complete sales system must include

both service and products. With studied regard to the

industrial future, therefore, Air Associates have devel-

oped ( 1
) a business bureau handling passenger service, fly-

ing instruction, engineering counsel, aviation insurance,

publications, aerial advertising, and manufacturers' dis-

plays; and an equipment and supply depot selling every

product for which there is a steady demand.

Having successfully established a city salesroom, at 535

Fifth Avenue, New York, the next step was the "field

store"—and the Curtiss Field sales hangar of Air Asso-

ciates is the first in a chain of systematized supply bases

to be placed throughout the East by this corporation. At

such depots the pilot and operator secure efficient storage,

fuel, engine service, plane repairs, and immediate supply of

accessories and equipment.

Air Associates have contracted with three manufactur-

ers of airplanes in non-competing classes to distribute these

planes in the Eastern states. The ships are the Whirlwind
Lockheed Vega, of Wilkins' Polar fame, built by the

Lockheed Aircraft Company of Los Angeles, the Cirrus-

engined Avro Avian, flown in record time (sixteen days)

from England to Australia, and used successfully through-

out the British Empire, manufactured by A. V. Roe &
Company, Ltd., and the Driggs Dart, the low-priced two-

place sport plane designe

Lansing, Michigan.

Between the city salesroom and the field station, a con-

stant liaison is maintained. Customers enjoy the facility

of information and consultation at a convenient office and

are properly transported to the field for inspection and

demonstration. The possibilities for the development of

sales efficiency are apparent. Sales of eight types of planes

were effected during the last quarter of operations.

The new company's progressive operations have accord-

ingly constituted a barometer of increase in the aircraft

business. Sales volume, turnover in a strict economic

sense, has demonstrated the soundness of the clearing

house idea.

Air Associates have just contracted with the W right

Aeronautical Corporation to act as their authorized deal-

ers for spare parts within one hundred miles of New York.

As dealers they will undertake the problem of servicing

Wright engines in this territory as rapidly as the field

organization may be developed while a complete line of

Wright parts will be maintained at Curtiss Field at all

times.

Further representations for this territory include E. B.

Meyrowitz; Beck Distributing Company; Canvas-Leather

Specialty Company; Irving Air Chute Company; H. D.

Lee Mercantile Company; Albertson & Company; J. H.
Williams Company; Forged Steel Products Company;
Perry-Austen Manufacturing Company: Hamilton Aero
Mfg. Company; E. S. Twining & Company; Chas. Fischer

Spring Company; Coston Supply Company (Ball Crank
(Continued on page 69)

The New York City salesroom office of Air Associates where an information and service bureau is maintained.
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Announcement
^ /he remarkablegrowthofaviation

J during the past year is reflected in

the greatly increased use ofWright

engines. For the convenience ofhun-

dreds ofusers ofWright engineswe

have appointed Air Associates, Inc.

an authorized Wright parts dealer.

They will carry a complete stock of

genuine Wright parts at all times.

In addition, Air Associates, Inc.

are equipped to render prompt and

efficient service on repair and re-

placement work.

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
Pater son, N. J. U. S. A.

CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Licensees for Canada, Montreal

AUTHORIZED PARTS DEALERS

Air Associates, Inc.

—

Curtiss Field, Long Island, N. Y. Pacific Aeromocive Corp.

—

Los Angeles, Cat. Stout Air Services, Inc.

—

Dearborn, Mich.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The choice of Aviation

VENTILATION INLETS
IN METAL FRAM E5

MEYR0W1TZ LUXOR GOGGLE
U.S. Air Service Model No.6

In protective aluminum case, $10.75

LENS
CLAMP

PRICES
U. S. Air Service No. 7

With white cylindrical bent tenses $13.75
(Illustrated)

With tinted cylindrical bent lenses 15.75
With white hand ground meniscus

lenses 18.00
With tinted hand ground meniscus

lenses 19.50
With white hand ground cylindri-

cal lenses. U S. Army specifi-

cation No. 3024 20.00

U. S. Air Service No. 6
With white cylindrical bent lenses $10.75
With tinted cylindrical bent

lenses 12.75
With white hand ground meniscus

lenses 15.00
With tinted hand ground menlsous

lenses 18.50

Regular Model 6
With white cylindrical bent lenses $9-75

Luxor Model 5
With white cylindrical bent tenses $7.50

Tinted Lenses
Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles are made

with amber euphos (green) and
smoke tinted lenses as desired. Also
special lenses conforming to U. S.
Army and Navy specifications. Lenses
accurately ground to prescription can
be fitted in any model.

Send for 1928

catalog

When a group of men as particular as aviators de-

cide overwhelmingly in favor of one certain piece of

equipment, you may be sure that quality and perform-

ance are there. So when most of the leading flyers

insist on Meyn
tion is known.

Performance and quality are the two important speci-

fications for aeronautics. In both, Meyrowitz Luxor
Goggles excel. But Meyrowitz has added another

feature that aviators want . . . comfort.

The two features that make these famous goggles

perform so perfectly are the ventilator system and the

asymmetrical sponge rubber cushions. Both are pat-

ented and are found in no other goggles. No air

seepage ... no fogging or sweating ... no pressure

on your face . . . will not roll.

Built by opticians with years of constant research

behind them as scientifically as microscopes. For sale

at airports, flying schools, opticians, sporting goods
stores. If you are unable to get the genuine, write

directly to us.

Pioneers in the development of goggles to

meet the special requirements of aviation

Showing the asymmetri-
cal sponge rubber cush-

ion (patented) which
provides perfect comfort
and fit and prevents air

seepage.

Distributor's Plan

Write for details

about our Distrib-

utor's Plan. Meyro-
witz Luxor Goggles
are in demand every-
where. Managers of

airports, flying

schools, and aircraft

dealers should avail

themselves of this

profit-making oppor-
tunity.

Established 187 5
INCORPORATED

and
Associated Companies

520 Fifth Ave., Dept. A, New York
Minneapolis St. Paul Detroit London

Luxor Goggles may be selected and fitted at AIR ASSOCIATES,
Retail Agents. 535 5th Ave., or Curtiss Field, X. Y.

Parii

Inc.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE DOUBLE DUTY OF TIRES

THE opened throttle com-
mands airplane tires to be

fleet and nimble, to spin easily and

swiftly as the ship hurries into

flight.

And then, the journey over, these

same tires must bear speeding

weight and human life to safety as

the plane strikes ground again.

Thus, in every flight Goodyear

Airplane Tires reveal their agility

and their strength. These tires as-

sist take-off performance because

they are perfectly balanced and
hold their proper pressures. They
withstand the punishment of fast

or awkward landing because they

are built of finest materials by men
who know how important tires are

to safety.

Goodyear Airplane Tires are of-

fered by an organization that wants

aviation to prosper. Goodyear
makes everything in rubber for

the airplane.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE
Aeronautics Department

RUBBER COMPANY, INC., AKRON, OHIO

OOD
Copyright 1928. by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.

AIRPLANE TIRES
AIR ASSOCIATES,. Inc.

are authorized to supply you
with GOODYEARS through their Curtiss Field store

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE!
WITH A

flOHTING PERFORMANCE;
Lockheed Vega

{Wawp)

The fastest five-place cabin airplane

in the world. A de-luxe model.

Top speed 170 ni.p.h.

Cruising speed .... 135 m.p.h.

Climb 1800 feet per min.
Pay-load 1000 pounds
Cruising range 750 miles
Fuel consumption . 8 mi. per gal.

Price $18,500.00

Lockheed Air Express
(Warp)

Specially designed and constructed

for Mail, Passenger and Express
service. Cabin seats four passen-

gers in comfort. Convertible ar-

rangement for two passengers and
100 cu. ft. of mail or express. Per-

formance same as Wasp VEGA.
Price $19,500.00
Price with Hornet . . $22,500.00

Lockheed Vega
(Whirlwind)

Luxuriously appointed cabin mon-
oplane for 4 passengers and pilot.

Top speed 138 m.p.h.

Cruising speed . . . . 118 m.p.h.

Climb 1000 feet per min.
Pay-load 1000 pounds
Cruising range .... 1000 miles

Fuel consumption . 10 mi. per gal.

Price $13,500.00

The performance figures given above are made from actual flight tests icith
full par-load and are guaranteed to icithin plus or minus five per cent.

Eastern Distributors

Air Associates, Inc.
535 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Hangar 25, Curtiss Field

LOCKHEED
AIDCDAFT^^OMPAMY
LOSANCELESU/A

BEO. U.S. B4T. OfF

General Offices, Factory
and Airport, Burbank,
Suburb of Los Angeles

All prices are fly-
away at the factory
Burbank, California

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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with

HANDLEY-PAGE Slotted Wings
by special arrangement

4 4 The famous AVIAN
made promptly available

to American fliers by

AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc.

I
Flozvn by Bert Hinkler in 16 days "jl

from England to Australia Jf

The Up-To-Date Sport Plane

THE AVRO CIRRUS-AVIAN is the up-

to-date light airplane. In its production

two lines of development have received special

consideration. The first, elimination, by the in-

troduction of an undercarriage of unique de-

sign, of the danger of damage to the machine

in the event of landing on unprepared ground:

the second, the special attachment of Handley-

Page automatic wing slots.

The development of these features has placed

the AVIAN far ahead of all other light air-

planes. Cardinal features of the AVIAN are

:

Simplicity of construction; Great structural

strength ;
Reliability ; Small housing space ;

the

most remarkable value in the airplane world.

There are many exceptional features, some of

which will be dealt with in future advertise-

ments. In the meantime, full details will be

gladlv sent on request.

Fully equipped, Flyaway Curtiss Field, L. I., at two -weeks' notice.

Details on request.

' AIR ASSOCIATES, IXC.

535 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Distributors for Eastern United States

A. V. ROE & COMPANY, LTD., MANCHESTER, ENG
S

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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S. SiM A. MICA SPARK PLUG
are the result of many years of inten-

sive development by men who have

specialized in the ignition require-

ments of aircraft engines.

S. S. M. A. SPARK PLUGS fit aU

approved type air-cooled aircraft en-

gines They have proved their ability

to stand extreme wear by passing suc-

cessfully the most rigid tests. They
have three times the life of ordinary

porcelain plugs.

The adjustable gap is another feature

that will appeal to all aircraft opera-

tors and to the men whose job is—
"To keep the engines running"

MOSLER IGNITION COMPANY
30 University Place, New York, N. Y

Stuyvesant 866i-6oyy

Air Associates, Inc., exchisive

Eastern distributors

Complete stock carried at all times

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PENZBEST

"Ever since our selection of

Air Associates, Inc., as our rep-

resentatives for sales and ser-

vice at Curtiss Field, Long Is-

land, our experience with this

organization has been highly

satisfactory. In point of per-

sonnel, facilities and the will-

ingness to render a high type
service we commend Air Asso-

ciates, Inc., to all flyers."

Kendall Refining Company.

re: Lubrication

at Curtiss Field

KENDALL Penzbest, the Motor Oil that

is breaking all records for its ability

to stand up under continued use many
hours after ordinary oils break down, is

supplied by the Lubrication Service of Air
Associates, Inc., at Curtiss Field, Long
Island.

Kendall Penzbest Oil is derived from 100% pure
Bradford, Pa., crude—the world's finest. Its use

not only prolongs the draining intervals but its

high viscosity, with the ability to circulate freely,

gives better motor lubrication at all times. Test
after test has demonstrated that engines lubricated

with Kendall Penzbest make more revolutions, de-

velop greater speed. Specify Kendall "G" for planes

under 200 h.p.; "J" for over 200 h.p.

KENDALL REFINING CO.
BRADFORD, PA.

7^ Co^ INC. 4<f

"In servicing various types of

planes at our Curtiss Field han-
gar, our lubrication staff in-

variably recommends Kendall
Penzbest Oil. The splendid per-

formance of Kendall Penzbest,

as attested to on numerous oc-

casions by pilots we have served,

confirms our belief that it is

the finest lubricating oil for

aviation purposes.*'

Air Associates^ Inc.

KENDALL PENZBEST
MOTOR OIL

The World's Most Popular Airplane Fabric Chosen
For Durability and Long Wearing Qualities
Distributors

:

AIR ASSOCIATES
535 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. C.

LOGAN AVIATION CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

NICHOLAS BEAZLEY AIRPLANE CO.
MARSHALL, MO.

PACIFIC AEROMOTIVE CORP.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

AIRPLANE DESIGNERS SPECIFY

FLIGHTEX
AIRPLANE MANUFACTURERS USE

FLIGHTEX
AIRPLANE PURCHASERS REQUEST

FLIGHTEX
NOTE: Your Plane When Covered With

FLIGHTEX Has An Added Distinction

of Quality.

E. S. TWINING & CO.
320 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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RUSCO AERO RINGS AGAIN

!

This time on the Southern Cross

RUSCO AERO RINGS

Like all Fokker Trimotor ships, the

Southern Cross had Rusco Aero Ring
shock absorber suspension. Repeated
take-offs and landings, bearing phe-
nomenal loads, called for a staunch
landing gear.

Curtiss, Stinson, Bellanca, Cessna,
American Eagle, are some of the other
prominent aircraft manufacturers us-

ing Rusco Aero Rings.

To EASTERN and Visiting Pilots:

A complete line of Rusco Aero Prod-

ucts are available at the Field Store of

Air Associates, Inc., at Curtiss Field,

Long Island, New York.

We solicit your inquiries. Write for

circular of Rusco Aero Products.

THE RUSSELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Founded 1830

Sales Office—349 Broadway, New York City
Factory—Middletown, Conn.

RUSCO
AERO

PRODUCTS

Shock
meat
chute
Balloo

Cords
Absorber, Instru-
Mounting, Para-
Pack Opening,

i Valve, Glider
Sling.

Rings
Aero " Rings, Landing

Gear, Tail Skid.

Safety Belts
U. S. Army and Navy
Spec. 5" and 3" width.

Braids
Parachute Shroud Line.

Lacings
Panel, fuselage.

Tapes
Reinforcing, all widths.

Webbing
Elastic—Streamline Gap

Covers.
Non-elastic—Cotton and
Linen — Parachute Har-
ness—Shims, Tank Strap,
All Sizes — Tensile
Strengths up to 12,000

lbs. .

Brake Lining

DART II
In the East

3

The new Driggs Dart II will be demonstrated

by appointment by Air Associates, Inc., at

Curtiss Field, Long Island.

Appointments can be made either at Air

Associates, Inc. Hangar, Curtiss Field, or

at the New York sales room, 535 Fifth

Avenue.

The Driggs Dart II is equipped with the 3-

cylinder, new, improved Anzani Engine of 40
h.p. Price, $1900, Flyaway, Lansing, Mich-
igan.

The Driggs Dart II, equipped with the 6-

cylinder, 60 h.p. Anzani, is also available.

Price. $2485, Flyaway, Lansing, Michigan.

DRIGGS AIRCRAFT CORP.
Lansing-, Michigan

AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc.

EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS
535 Fifth Avenue

New York

Flangar at Curtiss Field

Garden City, Long Island

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A HANGAR WHEREVER
YOU LAND!

There is only one way to be sure of

it—take your hangar with you.

THE FORRESTER HANGAR
PORTABLE
BY PLANE

FIREPROOF — WATERTIGHT

Rolled —Will slip into the cockpit of

your ship.

Pitched—Will stand in any weather.

Complete with collapsible

poles, guys and steel stakes,

a hangar for the "Waco
Type" of plane weighs only

110 pounds.

Manufactured by

FORRESTER EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
42 Warren Street

New York, City

535 Fifth Ave.

t'ull Particulars from Manufacturer,

AIR ASSOCIATES, INC.

New York
EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS

Other territories open

Curtiss Field

OUR "Flying Wardrobe" can be

quickly and easily replenished with

"Snappy-Snug Flying Clothes" at the

Field Store of Air Associates, Inc., Cur-

tiss Field, Long Island, New York. A
complete line of Snappy-Snug items al-

ways on display and available over the

counter.

Snappy-Snug Flying Clothes are worn

by Army and Navy pilots and well

known commercial pilots. Designed and

made to meet every requirement for

comfort and wear.

Write for Booklet "A," for com-
plete information and descrip-

tion of our "Flying Wardrobe."

CANVAS-LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY
75 5-59 Cass St. Trenton, N. J., U. S. A

FLY
with SAFETY/

Far-sighted pilots, air line operators and

aeronautic authorities agree that safety is the

most important factor for the future devel-

opment of aviation. The great general pub-

lic will "take to the air" as soon as it under-

stands that it can SAFELY LAND, even . . .

"if the engine stops"

or

. "if something happens"

To give the public confidence, and the great-

est possible guarantee of safe descent, many
progressive manufacturers and operators are

recommending and adopting Russell "Lobe"
Parachutes as standard safety equipment.

FOU SAFE DESCENT
This modern device gives positive rapid

opening without excessive shock load. It

operates safely at low altitudes—and gives

excellent performance, even when packed by

inexperienced persons. 100% manually op-

erated. No rubber bands, no springs, no

pilot chute.

Made of silk or cotton; prices $250
to $3 50, complete with carrying bag.

Descriptive Folder on Request

EXCLUSIVE DEALER
FRANCHISES i !

We are appointing exclusive dealers in every

state in the Union. Write NOW for folder

outlining our attractive proposition for your state.

RUSSELL PARACHUTE COMPANY
1202 Kettner Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIR ASSOCIATES HAVE METHODIZED
AVIATION COMMERCE
(Continued from page 58J

Uniflow Lubricators); Mosler Ignition Company; A. C.

Spark Plug Company; Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-
pany; Russell Manufacturing Company.

Incidental transactions effected by Air Associates, Inc..

include an airport development and hangar erection at Man-
chester, Vermont

;
importation of the first De Havilland

Moth airplane equipped with Handley Page slotted wings

;

development of the first complete foreign and domestic air

travel service; sales representation of the aerial photo-

graphic companies, and institution of a technical employ-

ment service.

The company has associates in Los Angeles, Chicago,

Cleveland, and Boston, and maintains relations with corre-

spondent companies in South America, England, France,

and Germany.

Air Associates is controlled by an active directorate, three

of whom are officers of the company. H. B. Page is presi-

dent and bureau manager
; J. B. Taylor, Jr., is vice-presi-

dent and test pilot
;
Beauregard Sweeney is treasurer and

sales executive ; F. L. Hill is field manager ; L. W. Stotes-

bury is counsel.

Corporate personnel also includes Gilbert Colgate. Jr..

Henry Rogers Benjamin, Walter E. Meyer. Arthur M.

Hess, George B. Post, Frank G. Tallman, Jr., Xewton T.

Peck, D. R„ Nichols and S. S. Pond.

Associate engineers are Alexander Klemin, head of the

Guggenheim School of Aeronautics, New York University

;

C. Fayette Taylor, assoc. prof, of aeronautics at M. I. T„
and power plants expert of the N. A. C. A.; and Kenneth

M. Lane, chief plane engineer, Wright Aeronautical* Corp.

lillllllll I;

PERRY AUSTEN
ACETATE
NITRATE

CLEAR
I PIGMENTED

A complete line of our dopes and airplane fin-

ishing materials available at the field stores of '

Air Associates at Curtiss Field, Long Island.

PERRY-AUSTEN MFG. CO
STATEN ISLAND NEW YORK

Contractors to United States Government

l!;illllllllllllllllllil!INIIilllll!lllllllll!ll!ll!lllll!llllllllllll!illll!l![ill[limi;]|lllll!i::l!i:i|i:i!li: llillllillllNlltlllltlllllllllllilllillllii.iillilllUJIIii'lilllllllllllllfi!

For your convenience

"\7"OU can obtain the lat-

est issues of Aero
Digest at the Air Asso-

ciates New York City

office or at their hangar at

Curtiss Field, Long Island.

W
f "yO% SAFETY
I^THE qA1%~EVE%YIVHE':RE

detail of the

IRVIN AIR CHUTE
has been left merely to theory,

—

superiority of every feature proved

through years of severe service use

and by thousands of comparative

tests. Used by all Air Forces of the

United ^States, Great Britain and

^27. other^Governments.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ON /) I k A.T

FIFTH AVENUE *^?r* CURTISS FIELD
(44th St.) (L. I.)

Facilities that mean ....

SALE! SERVICE
Lockheed Vega

Avro Avian

Driggs Dart

Irving Air Chutes

Russell Parachutes

Consolidated Instruments

Pioneer Instruments

Goodyear Tires

Hamilton Propellers

Kelsey-Hayes Wheels

Mosler Mica Plugs

Twining Flightex

Meyrowitz Luxors

Canvas- Leather "Snappy-Snugs"

Wright Engine Parts

Kendall Penzbest

Tidewater Aviation Gas

Ball Crank Uninows

Coston Flares and Signals

Johnson Aero Supplies

Beck Flying Togs

Forged Steel Products

Fischer Springs

Russell Shock Cord

Fairchild Aerial Views

Curtiss Flying Service

Rogers Airlines

West Indian Aerial Express

The Aviation Clearing House"

NEW YORK
AIR A CIATES, Inc

Say you saisr it ia AERO DIGEST
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PIONEER*
AreExclusiveand

StandardEquipment

InstrumentsOn

ellancaAfrcrak

The Bellanca CH and
the Bellanca Instrument

Board equipped with
Pioneer Instruments ex-

clusively.

Since 1908 Bellanca Aircraft have been fa-

vorably known. Three times Bellanca planes

have ranked first in efficiency in the Aviation

Town and Country Club of Detroit Race. A
Bellanca holds the non-stop distance record.

A Bellanca will accompany Byrd to the Ant-

arctic. Aircraft bearing the Bellanca name

have achieved notable records for endurance

and efficiency everywhere.

The increasing demand for Bellanca aircraft

is evidence of the quality of these ships. It is

natural, then, that for many months past the

majority of instruments in Bellanca planes

have been Pioneer.

And now Pioneer Instruments, exclusively,

are installed. Moreover, the following instru-

ments are standard equipment:

Oil Pressure Gauge Air Speed Indicator

'Oil Temperature Gauge Magnetic Compass

Altimeter Tachometer

Clock .

* Manufactured by Moto Meter; distributed by Pioneer

Ask for complete information about any

Pioneer Instrument in which you are inter-

ested. When you write, please check your

interest in aviation.

Operator O Dealer Pilot

Manufacturer Designer Owner

The

PIONEER LINE
Check the items in which
you are interested, tear

out the list, mail it to us,

and we will send descrip-

tive folders.

Air Distance Recorder

Air Speed Indicator

Altimeter

Batteries

Climb Indicator

Compass, Magnetic

Earth Inductor Compass

Engine Gauge Unit

Flares

Flight Indicator

Fuel Level Gauge

Fuel Pressure Gauge

Fuel Strainer

Hand Fuel Pump
Holt Flares

Lamps, Instrument

Landing Lights

Navigation Lights

Octant

Oil Pressure Gauge .
Power Fuel Pump
Refueling Pump
Sextant

Speed and Drift Meter

Tachometer •

Tachometer Shaft

Thermometer

Turn Indicator

Watch

Wiley Flares

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
754 LEXINGTON AVE BROOKLYN MEW YORK

•39 SO. SAN PEDRO, LOS ANGELES - IS SPEAR ST., SAN FRANCISCO - 97 BOULEVARD ST. MICHEL, PARIS STERNPLATZ 4, J O HAN N I STHAL - B E R LI N
45 JARVIS ST., TORONTO - - CcmmI £nr«pMn AipreitB(afi«* - - M. CALDERARA - 11 BIS RUE MONTAIGNE - - PARIS - . FRANCE

Pioneer Instruments and Equipment are sold by Air Associates, Inc., 535 Fifth Avenue, New York City and Curtiss
Field, N. "i., and by airplane distributors and dealers everywhere.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE DETROIT AIR-OLYMPICS
T70UR major events are scheduled for the

" program of the Detroit Air-Olympics to

be staged at Ford Airport on June 30. They

are the National Air Tour, the Gordon Ben-

nett International Balloon Race, the National

Model Airplane Contest, and an exhibition

of glider flying. The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers' Convention will hold

its sessions June 28th to 30th.

1928 NATIONAL AIR TOUR
for the Edsel B. Ford Trophy

MORE than a score of commercial air-

planes of the latest models will com-

pete for the Edsel B. Ford trophy, the chief

prize of the 1928 National Air Tour which

will begin at 10:00 a. m., June 30, its 6,000-

mile swing around the country. The rules

and regulations governing the tour were pub-

lished in the June issue of Aero Digest.

The air tour entries range from two-

seater, single engined biplanes of the mail-

carrying type to the huge tri-motored, all

metal monoplanes built to carry more than

a dozen passengers at each trip. Three of

the latest type Ford all-metal three motored

monoplanes will accompany the tour. These

planes will be operated by the Texas Com-
pany, the Standard Oil Company of Indiana

and the Standard Oil Company of California.

The official entry of the three will be the

Texas Company's ship, which has been en-

tered by the manufacturer as is required by

the rules of the tour. It will be operated by

its regular crew. The plane of the Standard

Oil Company of Indiana will accompany the

tour in the earlier stages, but will drop out

in the far west, where the plane of the

Standard Oil Company of California will

join the flight.

The tour this year will cover approxi-

mately 6,000 miles and will touch important

cities in the Middle West, Southwest, Pacific

Coast and Northwest sections of the country.

Thirty-two cities will be' visited by the air-

planes in this year's tour. The official itin-

erary, with the dates for visiting each city,

is as follows : Indianapolis—June 30th ; St.

Louis—June 30 to July 2 ; Springfield, Mis-

souri—July 2 ; Wichita—July 2 to 3 ; Tulsa,

Oklahoma—July 3 to 5 ; Fort Worth, Texas

—July 5 to 7 ; Waco—July 7 ; San Antonio

—July 7 to 9 ; Marfa—July 9 ; El Paso—-July
9 to 10; Tucson, Arizona—July 10 to 11;

Yuma—July 11; San Diego, California

—

July 11 to 12; Los Angeles—July 12 to 14;

Fresno—July 14; San Francisco—July 14 to

16; Corning—July 16; Medford, Oregon

—

July 16; Portland—July 16 to 18; Tacoma,

Washington—July 18 to 19 ; Spokane—July

19 to 21; Missoula, Montana—July 21;

(Continued on ne.rt page)

OFFICIAL ENTRY LIST OF THE 1928 NATIONAL AIR TOUR
No. Make of Ship Model Type Engine Used

1 Bellanca CH Monoplane Wright J-5-CA
2 Ford Trimotored 4-AT Monoplane Wright J-5
3 Travel Air 8000 Biplane Fairchild Caminez
4 Eaglerock CSE Biplane Menasco-Salmson
S Curtiss "Robin" Monoplane Curtiss OX-5
6 Stearman C3B Biplane Wright J-5 AB
7 Buhl "Airster" CA-3 Biplane Wright J-5
8 Buhl "Airsedan" CA-3C Sesquiplane Wright J-5
9 Ryan Brougham B-l Monoplane Wright J-5-C

10 Ryan Brougham B-l Monoplane Wright J-5
Fairchild Caminez11 Challenger C-3 Biplane

12 Eaglerock Hispano Biplane Hispano-Suiza "E"
13 Mohawk Pinto Monoplane Warner
14 Travel Air 9000 Biplane Siemens -Halske
15 Fleetwing R-l Monoplane Wright J-5 (2)

16 Ryan Brougham B-l Monoplane Wright J-5
17 Swallow J-5 Biplane Wright J-5 AB
18 Waco 10 Biplane Wright J-5
19 Waco 10 Biplane Wright J-5
20 Stinson - Detroiter SM-l-D Monoplane Wright J-5 GIB
21 Stinson -Detroiter Jr. SM-2 Monoplane Warner
22 Stinson - Detroiter Jr. SM-2 Monoplane Warner
23 Lockheed "Vega" Monoplane Wright J-5 C
24 Fairchild FC-2 Monoplane Wright J-5
25 Bellanca CH Monoplane Wright J-5 CA
26 Monocoupe 2 place Monoplane Velie M-5

Entered by

Wayco Air Service, Inc.
Stout Metal Airplane Co.
Travel Air Mfg. Co.
Alexander Aircraft Co-
Cur tiss- Robertson Co.
Stearman Aircraft Co.
Buhl Aircraft Co.
Buhl Aircraft Co.
B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Co.
B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Co.
Kreider-Reisner Co.
Alexander Aircraft Co.
Mohawk Aircraft Co.
Travel Air Mfg. Co.
C. C. Runkell
B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Co.
Swallow Airplane Co.
Advance Aircraft Co.
Advance Aircraft Co.
Stinson Aircraft Corp.
Stinson Aircraft Corp.
Stinson Aircraft Corp.
Lockheed Aircraft Co.
Fairchild Airplane Mfg. Co.
Wayco Air Service, Inc.
Mono-Aircraft, Inc.

Owned by

Wayco Air Service, Inc.
The Texas Co.

Alexander Aircraft Co.
Curtiss -Robert son Co.
Stearman Aircraft Co,
Reid, Murdoch & Co.
Buhl Aircraft Co.
Cleveland Pneu. Aerol Co.
Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Co.
Kreider-Reisner Co.
Alexander Aircraft Co.
Mohawk Aircraft Co.
George B. Peck
C. C. Runkell
Mutual Aircraft Corp.
Swallow Airplane Co.
Advance Aircraft Co.
Advance Aircraft Co.
E. A. Mclntyre
Otto Leisev
D. W. Moore
Lockheed Aircraft Co.
Fairchild Airplane Mfg. Co.
Wayco Air Service, Inc.
Mono- Aircraft, Inc.

PUot

William S. Brock
Frank M. Hawks
George Meissner
Benny Howard
Dan R. Robertson
David P. Levy
Alger Graham
Louis G. Meister
E. W. Cleveland
AI Henley
A. H. Kreider
C. P. Clevenger
Dr. Jos. A. Nowicki
George B. Peck
C. C. Runkell
Vance Breese
Jay Sadowsky
John P. Wood
Charles W. Meyers
Edward A. Stinson
Randolph Page
Lewis Steward
Robert Cantwell
Richard W. Pears

Phoebe Fairgrave Omlie

A few of the American commercial airplanes entered in the 1928 National Air Tour
(Top row) Curtiss Robin, Bellanca, Eaglerock, Travel Air (Siemens engine). (Second row) Travel Air (Caminez engine), Fairchild,
Monocoupe. Ryan Brougham. (Third row) Swallow, Travel Air, Waco, Stinson Junior. (Bottom row) Ford Trimotor, Stearman, Buhl

Airster, Lockhead Vega.
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Says A. O. Stoddard, Chief Engineer
Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co.. Duncan. Okla

THE Halliburton
Company has used

not only the Butler Steel

Hangar referred to above,

but other Butler Steel

Buildings. This company
knows Butler Buildings for

the service they give.

Mr. Stoddard states fur-

ther, "The steel shop build-

ing at Duncan, Oklahoma,
has proven entirely satis-

factory. We find that this

Butler Building is light and well ventilated

and makes an ideal place to work. In addi-

tion to this, if it became necessary we could

very easily take the building down and re-

build it at some other point.

"The shop building at Odessa, Texas, has

given us equal satisfaction. We have planned

this building so that it can be taken down
and moved to some other point or so that it

can be extended if the need requires.

"We have found that the Butler Bolted

Building has a very large salvage value where
it might be necessary to move the building

after a few years.

"As is often the case, the center of oil

activity changes very rapidly and usually a

building is of little value after the activity

has passed. We therefore feel it to our ad-

vantage to use the Butler Building since it

can be moved so readily to other points."

Butler Steel Buildings, including Butler

Steel Hangars, are fire-resistant. All sheets

are 24 gage galvanized steel with deeply

paneled corrugations. The sheets are bolted

together and to a steel frame with gal-

vanized bolts.

The wheels of the hangar doors are

equipped with roller bearings and operate

easily.

Butler Steel Hangars are complete for one

or for many planes.

Write for illustrated catalog and attrac-

tive prices.

For Refueling Planes
—Butler Truck Tanks will save time.

Tanks are tvelded steel. Different com-
partments hold definite quantities of
gasoline or lubricating oils. Write for

prices.

Kansas City, Mo. Minneapolis, Minn

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Detroit Air Olympics continued)

Great Falls—July 21 to 22; Froid—July 22;

Minot, North Dakota—July 22 to 23; Fargo

—July 23 ; St. Paul—July 23 to 25 ;
Wausau,

Wisconsin—July 25 to 26; Milwaukee—July

26 to 27; Chicago—July 27 to 28; Battle

Creek, Michigan—July 28, and thence back

to the Ford Airport on the same day.

The Edsel B. Ford trophy is offered to the

plane making the highest composite score.

In 1924 one leg on the trophy was won by

Walter Beach, of Wichita. Last year Eddie

Stinson, of Detroit, won a leg on the trophy

with the highest score in the 1927 tour. To
be held outright the trophy must be won

three times by a single entry.

In addition to this major prize, there is

$12,000 in cash prizes.

GORDON-BENNETT BALLOON
RACE

\/f OST of the great balloon pilots of the

J-'-l world will participate in the Gordon

Bennett International Balloon Race sched-

uled to be held from the Ford Airport on

June 30. For two years American pilots

have won the coveted Bennett trophy. An-

other victory would mean permanent posses-

sion.

Most noted of all the pilots coming here

for the contest is Ernest Demuyter, of Bel-

gium, four times winner of the international

race. No other pilot ever has won the Ben-

nett trophy twice.

Two well known pilots will come from

France this year, Maurice Bienaime and

Georges Blanchet. Bienaime is present

holder of the Gordon Bennett distance rec-

ord, having won the 1912 race.

Alexander Veenstra, Belgium, winner in

1925, again returns to Detroit for another

Bennett race. Veenstra and P. Quersin, also

from Belgium, were former flying partners

but now race as rivals.

Another famous balloonist competing this

year is Hugo Kaulen, of Germany, holder of

the world's endurance record. Kaulen went

up in his home land on December 13, 1913,

and was carried rapidly westward by a

strong wind. Four days later he landed far

up in Russia, after 87 hours of flying in a

midwinter gale.

Still other famous balloon pilots will serve

as officials of the 1928 race. They are Brig.-

Gen. Frank P. Lahm, of the United States

army, and Ralph Upson, of Detroit.

Edsel B. Ford will act as official starter

for the race, with Phelps Newberry as his

assistant. Judges will be Hon. William P.

MacCracken, Jr., Hon. Edward P. Warner,

and Admiral William A. Moffett.

The complete list of pilots in the Gordon

Bennett race is as follows

:

United States: 1. Army—Capt. W. E. Kep-

ner, pilot; Lieut. William O. Eareckson,

aide. 2. American Business Club of Akron

—Clarence A. Palmer, pilot
; J. W. Mell,

aide 3. Detroit—William C. Naylor, pilot;

Russell Wherritt, aide.

Germany: 1. Hugo Kaulen. 2. Ferdinand

Eimermacher. 3. Otto Bertram.

France: 1. Maurice Bienaime. 2. Georges

Blanchet. 3. Charles Dollfus.

Belgium: 1. Ernest Demuyter. 2. Alex-

ander Veenstra. 3. P. Quersin.

Switzerland: 1, Ernest L. Maag.

Denmark: 1. S. A. U. Rasmussen.

Argentine: 1. Don Eduardo Bradley.

NATIONAL MODEL AIR-
PLANE CONTEST

HPHE final events in the outdoor cham-
pionship of the Airplane Model League

of America will be held at Ford Airport,

June 29 and 30. In this- contest approxi-

mately 500 airplane model builders from dif-

ferent cities will compete.

The contestants will be the pick of the

160,000 members of the national organization

of air-minded youth created last fall by the

American Boy Magazine. They will fly their

models in indoor and outdoor events or dis-

play them in the scale model event in com-

petition for 200 trophies and medals, and

$3,000 in cash prizes.

Two of the contestants, the two boys under

21 years of age who make the best showings

in the indoor and outdoor contests, will be

awarded a trip to Europe. They will visit

Ottawa, the capital of Canada, to fly their

planes before the Governor General, and

later they will exhibit their models at Lon-

don, Paris, and Geneva. Merrill Hamburg,

model expert and secretary of the League,

will accompany them.

The boy under 21 who wins the scale

model contest held on June 29 will go to the

National Air Races at Los Angeles as the

guest of the Aero Digest. In this event

Mr. G. F. McLaughlin of Aero Digest will

act as a judge at Convention Hall.

The winner of the outdoor contest will be

given a year's possession of the National

Outdoor Trophy. The indoor champion will

gain possession of the Stout Indoor Trophy.

Some of the pilots and passengers entered in the National Air Tour:

1—Cloyd P. Clevenger; 2—John Paul Wood; 3—Jay Sadowski ; 4—E. W. Cleveland; 5—Bob Cantwell ; 6—Charles W. Myers; 7—J. A.
Mclnaney; 8—B. F. Mahoney, Al Henley and Sam Breder ; 9—Edward Botsford, William Stockert, J. Nelson Kelly and M. Gould Beard;
10—Edward F. Schlee and William Brock; 11—J. F. Wallace; 12—George Peck; 13—Mrs. Phoebe F. Omlie; 14—Frank M. Hawks;

15—Eddie Stinson; 16—Benny Howard; 17—Dan Robertson.
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Airport Equipment
Floodlight Projectors

Boundary Lights

Approach Lights

Obstruction Lights

Hangar Lights

Motor Generator Sets

Aircraft Accessories

Micarta Propellers

Micarta Pulleys

Micarta Fair Leads

Micarta Hinges

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as illuminated by four Westinghouse

Airport Floodlight Projectors

Effective and Economical

Airport Lighting

t^LOODING the landing area with a soft, non-
*~ glaring light, that at the same time shows the

pilot every surface defect, Westinghouse Airport

Floodlight Projectors provide effective illumina-

tion for night landings.

Flexible and moderate in cost, Westinghouse
lighting equipment permits economical installa-

tions for any size of airport, the number of pro-

jectors depending upon the area to be lighted.

And by simply adding one or more projectors,

installations can be quickly and economically

adapted to meet increased volume of traffic.

Send for Special Publication 1791— Westinghouse

Contributions to Aviation.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
South Bend Works South Bend, Indiana

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of

the United States and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIR COMMERCE REGULATIONS
Chapter 4. MARKING OF LICENSED AND

UNLICENSED AIRCRAFT
Sec. 37. Marking of Aircraft, Law of.

"Thi Secretary of Commerce shall by regulation

* * * establish air traffic rules for the

identification of aircraft * * -
3

Sec. 38. Identification Marks for Government and

Special Classes of Aircraft.

(A) For aircraft belonging to the Government

of the United States identification marks or sym-

bols will be assigned in accordance with arrange-

ments to be made with the affected departments.

(B) Licensed airplanes engaged in racing or ex-

perimental work, or specially licensed for other

purposes, will be assigned special identification

numbers or symbols.

Sec 39. Identification Marks for Licensed Aircraft.

A licensed aircraft shall bear an identification

mark consisting of the license number of the air-

craft preceded b>*

—

The Roman capital letter S (meaning State) tor

aircraft used solely for governmental purposes ami

belonging to States, Territories, possessions or

political subdivisions thereof, and

The Roman capital letter C for all other licensed

aircraft. .- .
', , ...

Aircraft not licensed, but eligible and for which

application for license has been filed with the

Secretary of Commerce, will be assigned only a

temporary number pending the issuance of license.

The letter N must precede the license symbol

and numerals on licensed aircraft engaged in for-

eign air commerce and, at the option of the owner,

may precede it on other licensed aircraft. The iden-

tificatitrn mark will be assigned to licensed aircraft

when the aircraft license is issued, and a separate

application is not required.

Sec. 40. Identification Marks for Unlicensed Air-

craft - , j - i t.

(A) Unlicensed aircraft must display, when in

flight an identification mark assigned by the Secre-

taiy of Commerce. The mark will be assigned

upon the application of the aircraft owner and

must be permanently affixed to the aircraft. It will

consist of a number only. The nationality mark
shall not be made a part of it. nor shall any other

letter, design, symbol, or description be added

thereto. . ,

(B) On the date of sale or transfer of title of

unlicensed identified aircraft the vendor shall re-

port in writing to the Secretary cf Commerce, ad-

vising the date and place of sale c,r transfer, and
the name and residence of the vendee, and on said

date shall return to the Secretary of Commerce
the metal plate furnished by the Secretary of Com-
mrce and the identification-mark assignment issued

for such aircraft.

(C) Upon such sale the identification mark may
be reassigned to the vendee, provided he files an
original application for identificaticn mark, in du-

plicate, with the Secretary of Commerce, request-

ing such reassignment and attaches to the appli-

cation the bill of sale or a certified copy thereof.

(D) The vendee may operate such aircraft under
the identification mark already assigned for a

period of 20 days from the date of filing the appli-

cation. In no event shall such period extend be-

yond 30 days from the date of sale.

(E) Between the date of sale and date of posting

in the mails or delivery in person to an authorized
representative of the Secretary cf Commerce of

the new application the aircraft is considered un-
identified, and its operation will constitute a viola-

tion of these regulations.
Sec. 41. Places and Dimensions of Marks.

Identification marks shall be located as follows:

(A) On airplanes.—On the lower surface of
the lower left wing and the upper surface of the
upper right wing, the top of the letters or figures
to be toward the leading edge, the height to be at
least four-fifths of the mean chord; provided, how-
ever, that in the event four-fifths of the mean
chord is more than 30 inches, the height of the
letters and figures need net be more but shall not
be less than 30 inches. If the lower left plane is

less than one-half the span of the upper left plane,
the letters or figures thus described shall be on the
under surface of the upper left plane, as far to
the left as is possible. In the case of a mono-
plane the mark shall be displayed on the lower
surface of the left wing and the upper surface
of the right wing in the manner thus described.
The marks shall also appear on both sides of the
rudder, of size as large as the surface will per-
mit, leaving a margin of at least 2 inches.

(J5) On airships.—On both sides near the
maximum cross section and on the lower under
surface of the nose, the height to be equal to at
least one-twelfth of the circumference at the maxi-
mum transverse cross section of the airship, but it

need not exceed 8 feet.

(C) On balloons.—Twice, near the maximum
horizontal circumference, as far as possible from
one another, the height to be equal to at least one-
twelfth of the circumference of the balloon, but it

need not exceed S feet.

CD) The width of the letters and figures of all

marks shall be at least two-thirds of the height,
and the width of the stroke shall be at least one-
sixth of the height. The letters and figures shall
be painted in plain black type on a white back-
ground or in any color on any background, but
there must be a strong contrast between the two.
The letters and numbers must be uniform in shape
and size. A space equal to at least one-half of
the width of a letter shall be left between each
figure or letter.

Department of Commerce

Aeronautics Branch

Effective as Amended June i ,
* 928

{Concluded from June issue)

Sec 42. Other Symbols and Marks.
Except with the approval of the Secretary of

Commerce, no design, mark, character, symbol, or

description shall be placed upon aircraft if said

design, etc., modifies, adds to. or subtracts from,

or confuses the assigned mark or impairs or de-

stroys its visibility.

Sec. 43. License and Identification Plates.

The license number or identification mark, with

the name and residence of the owner, will be in-

scribed upon a metal plate furnished by the Sec-

retary of Commerce. It must be affixed to the

fuselage in a prominent place, but this section

shall not apply to public aircraft of the United

States used exclusively in the governmental ser-

vice. ' -
' ; : '

• _ .

The plate will distinguish on its face between

licensed and unlicensed aircraft.

Chapter 5. LICENSING OF PILOTS

Sec. 44. Pilots, Law of.

"The Secretary of Commerce shall by regulation
* * * provide for the periodic examination and

rating of airmen serving in connection with air-

craft of the United States as to their qualifications

for such service." (Sec. 3 (c).) ..... ,.

"The term 'airman means any individual {in-

cluding the person in command and any pilot,

mechanic, or member of the crew) who engages

in the navigation of aircraft while under way ,
and

anv individual who is in charge of the inspection,

overhauling, or repairing of aircraft." (Sec. 9 (k).)

"It shall be unlawful * * * to serve as an air-

man in connection with any aircraft registered as

an aircraft of the United States * * * without an

airman certificate or in violation of the terms of

any such certificate." (Sec. 11 (a) (4).)

"Any person who violates any provision of sub-

division (a) of this section * * * shall be subject

to a civil penalty c/ $500." (Sec. 11 (b).)

Sec. 45. Application of the Law.
For the purpose of this chapter, persons in com-

mand of or piloting licensed aircraft in flight will

be classed as pilots.

Sec. 46. Classification of Pilots.

Licensed pilots are classed as commercial or

private pilots. Commercial pilots are licensed as

transport, limited commercial, or industrial pilots.

Private pilots are designated as private pilots

(without other qualifications) or as student pilots.

A person may hold a plurality of licenses, such

as a pilot's and mechanic's license. A transport

pilot will not be issued other classes of pilot's

licenses.

Sec. 47. Privileges and Restriction of Licensed
Pilots.

Except as otherwise provided in these regula-

tions, the privileges conferred and restrictions im-

posed upon licensed pilots are as follows:

(A) Transport pilots may pilot any type of

licensed aircraft but not unlicensed aircraft carry-

ing persons or property for hire. Transport pilots

shall have all of the privileges of navigating air-

craft conferred upon other classes of pilots, which
shall include the right to instruct students in the
operation of aircraft in flight.

(B) Limited commercial pilots shall have all

of the privileges conferred and be subject to all

of the restrictions imposed upon transport pilots,

except they shall not pilot aircraft carrying persons
for hire outside of the areas mentioned in their

licenses, nor shall they, for hire, instruct students
in the operation of aircraft in flight.

(C) Industrial pilots may pilot any type of

licensed aitcraft not carrying persons for hire but
shall not pilot unlicensed aircraft carrying either
persons or property for hire and shall not, for
hire, instruct students in the operation of aircraft

in flight.

(D) Private pilots, not designated as students,
may pilot licensed aircraft hut shall not carry
persons or property for hire in licensed or un-
licensed aircraft. Private pilots designated as stu-
dents are licensed qnly for the purpose of piloting
licensed aircraft when receiving flying instruc-
tions and such student pilots shall not pilot licensed
aircraft carrying persons or property for hire or
for any other purpose than receiving flying in-

structions nor within any other area than that
specified in their licenses. Private pilots shall not,
for hire, instruct students in the operation of air-
craft in flight.

Sec. 48. Applications for Pilots' Licenses.
An application for a pilot's license must be filed,

under oath, with the Secretary of Commerce upon
blanks furnished for that purpose. An applicant
for a pilot's license, including a student's pilot
license, must appear for a physical examination
before a physician designated by the Secretary
of Commerce and pass such examination, unless
he is exempt under these regulations.
Sec. 49. Character, Age, and Citizenship Qualifica-

tions.

An applicant for a pilot's license must be of
good moral character. The minimum age require-
ments are 16 years for private pilots and IS years
for industrial. limited commercial, and transport
pilots. A private pilot may be a citizen of any
country. An industrial, limited commercial, or

transport pilot must be (1) a citizen of the United
States, or (2) a citizen of a foreign country
which grants reciprocal commercial-pilot privileges

to citizens of the United States on equal terms
and conditiens with citizens of such foreign coun-
try, or (3) an alien who has filed his declaration

of intention to become a citizen of the United
States and advises the Secretary of Commerce of

the serial number of such declaration, the date
thereof, and the court in which filed. He must
diligently and successfully prosecute the naturali-

zation proceedings under penalty of the revocation
of his pilot's license and from time to time must
keep the Secretary of Commerce advised of the
status of such proceedings.
Sec. 50. Flying Experience Requirements.
An applicant must have at least the following

flying experience:
(A) Transport pilots.—Two hundred hours of

solo flying, of which at least five hours must have
been within the last preceding 60 days prior to

the filing of the application.

(B) Limited commercial pilots.—The same
solo flying required of industrial pilots.

(C) Industrial pilots.—Fifty hours of solo
flying, of which at least 5 hours must have been
within the last preceding 60 days prior to the
filing of the application.

(D) Private pilots.—Private pilots not desig-
nated as students, 10 hours solo flying, of which
at least 2 hours must have been within the last
preceding 60 days prior to the filing of the appli-
cation.
Sec. 51. Pilot's Physical Qualification.
The physical examinations provided for herein

must be accomplished before the practical and theo-
retical tests will be given. The qualifications are
as follows:

(A) Private pilots.—Absence cf organic dis-

ease or defect which would interfere with safe
handling of * an airplane under the conditions of
private flying; visual acuity of at least 20/40 in
each eye; less than 20/40 may be accepted if the
pilot wears a correction in his goggles bringing his
vision approximately to normal and has normal
judgment of distance without correction (how-
ever, in the case of student pilots this will not
apply, but if a student has 20/50 in one eye and
20/40 or better in the other, with normal judg-
ment of distance, without correction, he may be
accepted if his physical condition is satisfactory,
and if his vision can be corrected approximately
to normal by goggles; ; good judgment of distance;
no diplopia in any position ; normal visual fields

and color vision; no organic disease of eye or in-
ternal ear.

(B) Industrial pilots.—Absence of any or-

ganic disease or defect which would interfere with
the safe handling of an airplane; visual acuity of
not less than 20/30 in each eye, although in cer-
tain instances less than 20/30 may be accepted if

the applicant wears a correction to 20/20 in his
goggles and has good judgment of distance with-
out correction ; good judgment of distance ; no
diplopia' in any field; normal visual fields and
color vision; absence of organic disease of the
eye, ear, nose, or throat.

(C) Limited commercial pilots.—The same
physical qualifications prescribed for transport
pilots.

(D) Transport pilots.—Good past history:
sound pulmonary, cardiovascular gastrointestinal,
central nervous, and genitourinary systems; free-

dom from material structural defects or limitations;
freedom from disease of the ductless glands; nor-
mal central, peripheral, and color vision; normal
judgment of distance; only slight defects of ocular
muscle balance; freedom from ocular disease ; ab-
sence of obstructive or diseased conditions of the
ear. nose, and throat ; no abnormalities of equili-

brium that would interfere with flying.

(E) Waivers.—In the case of trained, experi-
enced flyers the Secretary of "Commerce may grant
waivers for physical defects designated as disquali-

fying by these regulations when in his opinion the
experience of the pilot will compensate for the
defect. A waiver once granted will hold indefi-

.

nitely so long as the defect for which it was
granted has not increased or unless canceled by
the Secretary of Commerce.
Sec. 52. Exemption from Prescribed Physical Ex-

amination.
An applicant for a pilot's license (or its renewal)

will be exempt from the physical examination pre-
scribed in these regulations upon filing with the

Secretary of Ccmmerce a certified copy of the ex-
amination for flying in the United States Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps made within six months of
the date of filing his application for his pilot's

license or its renewal, provided his physical quali-

fications as shown by such copy of the examina-
tion are not less than thf4se required by these
regulations for the class of license for which he
applies.

Sec. 53. Pilots* Examinations and Tests.
Unless exempt under these regulations, candi-

dates must pass the following examinations and
tests:

ff

(A) Transport pilots.— (1 ) Examination on
the air traffic rules and those portions of the Air
Commerce Regulations pertaining to pilots' privi-

leges and limitations and to the inspection and
operation of aircraft.

(2) Practical and theoretical examination in

elementary engine and plane mechanics and rig-

ging and a theoretical examination in the funda-
mentals of meteorology and air navigation.

(3) Practical flight test, as follows:

<u) In addition to normal take-offs and land-
iContinned on page 78)
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(Air Commerce Regulations continued)

ings the following maneuvers will be required:

From 1,500 feet, with engine throttled, make a

360 deg. turn and land in normal landing attitude,

by wheels touching ground in front of and within

200 feet of a line designated by examiner for the

Department of Commerce. _

•

(b) From 1.000 feet, with engine throttled,

make a 180 deg. turn and land in normal landing

attitude, by wheels touching ground in fr°nt ot

and within 200 feet of a line designated by ex-

aminer for the Department of Commerce.

(c) A series of five gentle and three steep fig-

ure 8 turns from 800 to 1,000 feet, respectively.

Spiral in one direction from 2.000 feet, with en-

gine throttled, and land in normal landing attitude

by wheels touching ground in front of and within

200 feet of a line designated by examiner for the

Department of Commerce.
(d) Fly in emergency maneuvers, doing spirals,

side slips, climbing turns, and recovering from

stalls.
,

((?) Fly over a triangular or rectangular course

at least 100 miles, landing at place of take-off with-

in at least five hours. This flight shall also in-

clude two obligatory landings, not at paint of de-

parture, when craft must come to rest. The course

will be designated and the candidate will be fur-

nished with route information by the examiner

for the Department of Commerce at time of de-

parture, and the examiner for the Department of

Commerce will determine whether the course was

correctly followed and whether obligatory landings

were satisfactory. Upon the presentation of satis-

factory proof that the candidate has engaged m
solo cross-country flights a distance of at least 100

miles within one year preceding the date of his

application, the flight specified in this subsection

will be omitted.

(/) Cross-wind landings and take-offs.

(B) Limited commercial pilots.—The same
examinations and tests as are prescribed fcr trans-

port pilots, except the cross-country flight and the

examination on elementary meteorology and navi-

gation. _
(C) Industrial pilots.— (1) Examination on

the air traffic rules and practical and theoretical

examination in elementary engine and plane me-
chanics and rigging and those portions of the Air

Commerce Regulations pertaining to pilots' privi-

leges and limitations and to the inspection and
operation of aircraft.

(2) The practical flight tests prescribed for

transport pilots, except the distance for the cross-

country flight shall be 60 miles.

(D) Private pilots.— (1) Examination on the

air traffic rules and those portions of the Air Com-
merce Regulations pertaining to pilots' privileges

and limitations and to the inspection and operation

of aircraft.
m . i .

(2) The practical flight test specified in sub-

paragraph 3 (c) of section 53 (A) and three satis-

factory landings to a full stop. A private pilot,

classed as a student, will be licensed without being

required to pass the examination and tests pre-

scribed in this subparagraph.
(E) Reexamination.—Applicants for pilots li-

censes who have failed to successfully accomplish

the prescribed theoretical or practical tests may ap-

ply for reexamination at any time after the ex-

piration of 90 days from the date of such failure.

If the physical examination has expired for the

class of license for which application has been
made, a new physical examination must be sub-

mitted.
The minimum passing grade for any subject in

the foregoing theoretical examinations shall be 70

per cent.
Practical tests must be accomplished to the satis-

faction of the examiner for the Department of

Commerce.
Sec. 54. Place, etc., of Examinations.

Examinations for pilots* licenses will be held at

such times and places as the Secretary of Com-
merce shall designate. Such examinations and
tests will be conducted by an examining officer

designated by the Secretary of Commerce. Candi-
dates for pilots' licenses must furnish the airplanes

in which the flight tests are to be made, unless

the Secretary of Commerce makes other provisions
therefor.
Sec. 55. Duration and Renewal of Pilots' Licenses.

(A) Unless sooner revoked, transport and lim-

ited commercial pilots' licenses shall remain in

force for six months and industrial and private

pilots* licenses one year from date of issuance.
Before any license is renewed, the Secretary of

Commerce may, in his discretion, require the hold-

er of such license to undergo, any of the theoretical

or practical tests prescribed as requisites for the
original license.

(B) Licenses will be renewed for like periods
where the prescribed physical condition of the
holder is shown by the same method as when the
original license was issued, except that a trans-

port or limited commercial pilot must prove that
he has had at least 10 hours of solo flying within
the last 60 days, industrial pilots at least 25 hours
within the last year, and private pilots at least 10
hours within the last year.

(C) If an applicant for renewal has not had
the required solo flying and applies for a renewal
within six months after the expiration of his last

license, a new ^cense will be issued to htm upon
proof of his physical qualifications and the pass-

ing of the flight tests required far the class of

license he last held.

(D) Upon application to and permission of the

Secretary of Commerce the area for permissible
flying of aircraft carrying passengers, for hire,

designated in the license ot limited commercial
pilots, will be changed to other areas.

(£) Upon application and for good cause
shown the licenses specified in this chapter may
be extended for 60 days.

Sec. 56. Personal Possession of Pilots' Licenses.

The pilot's license shall be kept in his personal

possession when he is piloting aircraft and must
be presented for inspection upon the demand of

any passenger or any authorized official or em-
ployee of the Department of Commerce or State

or municipal officials charged with enforcing local

regulations or laws involving Federal compliance.
Sec. 57. Pilots' Flight Records.

A licensed pilot must keep an accurate record

of his flying time in a log book. It is the pilot's

responsibility to obtain and maintain this lcig book.

Sec. 58. Carrying Passengers in Various Classes
of Airplanes.
A licensed pilot, authorized to transport passen-

gers, for hire, shall not do so in a type of air-

craft which he has not previously operated within

the last preceding 90 days for at least two hours,

including 10 landings, 3 of which must have been
to, a full stop.

Sec. 59. Seaplane Piloting.

A licensed pilot shall not carry passengers, for

hire, in a seaplane unless he has piloted a seaplane

for at least two hours within the last preceding 90

days, except where he makes practice flights in the

seaplane for at least one-half hour and takes it

off and lands it at least ten times. At least three

of the landings must be to a full stop.

Sec. 60. Pilots' Night-Flying Qualifications.

A transport or limited commercial pilot who has
net had at least two hours of night solo flying

within the last preceding 90 days shall not pilot

aircraft carrying passengers, for hire, between one-

half hour after sunset -and one-half hour before
sunrise, except where he takes off and lands be-

tween one-half hour after sunset and one-half
hour before sunrise, at least ten times solo. At
least three of such landings must be to a full

stop.

Sec. 61. Meaning of Solo Flying.
As used in these regulations, a person is engaged

in solo flying when he is the sole operator of the
controls and is in command of aircraft, in flight.

Sec. 62. Suspension or Revocation of Licenses.
Pilots' licenses will be suspended or revoked

for—
(A) Violating any provision of the air com-

merce act of 1926 or these regulations.
(B) Carelessness or inattention to duty.
(C) Unsound physical condition or any demon-

stration of incompetency in the operation or re-

pair of aircraft.
(D) Being under the influence, or using, or

having personal possessidn of intoxicating liquor,

cocaine, or other habit- forming drugs while on
duty.

(£) Reiusal to exhibit license upon proper de-

mand.
(F) Violating air traffic rules.

(G) Making any false statement in application
for license or in any reports required to be sub-
mitted by these regulations.

(H) Carrying passengers who are obviously
under the influence of intoxicating liquor, cocaine,
or other habit-forming drugs.

(/) Piloting aircraft carrying passengers in ex-
cess of the original designed seating arrangements
of the aircraft. Infants under 2 years of age are
excepted, provided the maximum useful load is not
exceeded.

(/) Doing any act in connection with aircraft
which is contrary to the public safety or interest or
detrimental to the morale of pilots or mechanics.

Chapter 6. LICENSING OF MECHANICS
Sec. 63. Mechanics, Law of.

"The Secretary of Commerce shall by regula-
tion * * * provide for the periodic examination and
rating of airmen serving in connection with air-

craft of the United- States as to their qualifications

for such service." (Sec. 3 (c).)
"The term 'airman' ineans any individual (in-

cluding the person in command and any pilot, me-
chanic, of member of the crew) who engages in

the nai'igation of aircraft while under way, and
any individual who is in charge of the inspection,
overhauling, or repairing of aircraft," (Sec. 9
(k).)

"It shall be unlawful * * * to serve as an air-

man in connection with any aircraft registered as
an aircraft of the United States * * * without an
airman certificate or in violation of the terms of
any su<h certificate." (Sec. 11 (a) (4).)
"Any person who violates any provision of sub-

division (a) of this section * * * shall be subject
to a civil penalty of $500." (Sec. 11 (b).)
Sec. 64. Application of the Law.

For the purpose of this chapter, persons repair-

ing or adjusting licensed aircraft in flight and per-
scjis in charge of the ground inspection, over-
hauling, or repairing of licensed aircraft will be
classed as mechanics. A workman or mechanic
may engage in the repair or overhaul of licensed
aircraft without being licensed if such repair or
overhaul is in charge of a licensed mechanic. An
application for a mechanic's license must be filed,

under oath, with the Secretary of Commerce upon
blanks furnished for that purpose. An applicant
for a mechanic's license is not required to take a
physical examination.
Sec. 65. Classification of Mechanics.

Mechanics are licensed as engine or airplane me-
chanics. A person may hold a plurality of licenses,
such as both classes of mechanic's licenses or a
pilot's and mechanic's license.
Sec. 66. Mechanics' Qualifications and Examina-

tions.

(A) An applicant for an engine mechanic's li-

cense must have had at least two years' experi-
ence on internal-combustion engines, one year of
which must have been on aircraft engines. Such
applicant will be licensed upon passing an ex-
amination c*n Air Commerce Regulations pertain-
ing to the operation and inspection of aircraft
and showing that he has sufficient knowledge of
such engines and their accessories, including igni-
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tion systems, to properly inspect, maintain, repair

and overhaul the same.
(B) An applicant for an airplane mechanic's

license must have had at least one year's actual

experience in servicing aircraft. Such an applicant

will be licensed upon passing an examination on
Air Commerce Regulations pertaining to the oper-

ation and inspection of aircraft, showing he is

sufficiently qualified in plane structure and rigging,

including control systems, to properly inspect,

maintain, repair, and overhaul the same.

(C) The examinations for both classes of li-

cense will be both theoretical and practical. The
minimum passing grade in each subject covered
shall be 70 per cent. A citizen of any country
may be licensed if found qualified. Examinations
for mechanics' licenses will be held at such times

and places as the Secretary of Commerce
_
shall

designate. Such examinations and tests will be

conducted by an examining officer designated by
the Secretary of Commerce.

(DO Applicants for mechanic's licenses who
have failed to successfully accomplish the pre-

scribed theoretical or practical tests may apply for

reexamination at any time after the expiration of

90 days from the date of such failure.

Sec. 67. Duration and Renewal.
Mechanics' licenses, unless sooner suspended or

revoked, will remain in force for two years after

date of issue and will be renewed for additional

two-year periods upon proof that during the term
of the last license the holder has rendered services

under his license during at least one-half of the

term thereof. Upcm application and good cause
shown the Secretary of Commerce may extend the

license for a period of not more than 60 days.

Before any license is renewed, the Secretary of

Commerce may, in his discretion, require the bold-

er of such license to undergo any of the theoreti-

cal or practical tests prescribed as requisites for

the original license.

Sec. 68. Personal Possession of Mechanics' Licenses.

A mechanic's license shall be kept in his per-

sonal possession when he is serving in connection

with licensed aircraft and must be presented for

inspection upon the demand of any passenger in

or owner of repaired licensed aircraft upon which
such mechanic has worked, or any authorized of-

ficial or empl<*yee of the Department of Commerce
or State or municipal officials charged with enforc-

ing local regulations or laws involving Federal com-
pliance.
Sec. 69. Suspension or Revocation of Licenses.

Mechanics' licenses will be suspended or revoked
for—

(A) Violating any provision of the air com-
merce act of 1926 or these regulations.

(B) Carelessness or inattention to duty.

(C) Any demonstration of incompetency in the

repair or overhaul of aircraft.

(D) Being under the influence, or using, or

having personal possession of intoxicating liquor,

cocaine, or other habit-forming drugs while on duty.

(£) Refusal to exhibit license upon proper de-

mand.
(F) Making any false statement in applica-

tion for license or in any reports required to be
submitted by these regulations.

(G) Doing any act in connection with aircraft

which is contrary to the public safety or interest or

detrimental to the morale of pilots or mechanics.

Chapter 7. AIR TRAFFIC RULES
Sec. 70. Law.

"The Secretary of Commerce shall by regulation
establish air traffic rules for the navigation, pro-

tection, and identification of aircraft, including
rules as to safe altitudes of flight and rules for the

Prevention of collisions between vessels and air-

craft." (Air commerce act of 1926, sec. 3 (e).)

Sec. 71. Unlawful Acts.
"It shall be unlawful * * * to navigate any air-

craft otherwise than in conformity with the air traf-

fic rules." (Sec. 11 (a) (5).)
Sec. 72. Penalty.
"Any person who violates any provision of sub-

division (a) of this section * * * shall be subject
to a civil penalty of $500." (Sec. 11 (b).)

Sec. 73. Application of the Law.
"In order to protect and prevent undue burdens

upon interstate and foreign air commerce the air

traffic rules are to apply whether the aircraft is

engaged in commerce or noncommercial, or in for-

eign, interstate, or intrastate navigation in the

United States, and whether or not the aircraft is

registered or is navigating in a civil airway."
(Statement of managers accompanying conference
report, air commerce act of 1926.)
Sec. 74. Flying Rules.

(A) Right-side traffic,—Aircraft flying in es-

tablished civil airways, when it is safe and prac-
ticable, shall keep to the right side of such air-

ways.
(B) Giving-way order.— Craft shall give way

to each other in the following order:

(1) Airplanes.
(2) Airships.
(3) Balloons, fixed or free.

An airship not under control is classed as a free

balloon. Aircraft required to give way shall keep
a safe distance, having regard to the circumstances
of the case. Three hundred feet will be considered
a minimum safe distance.

(C) Giving-way duties.—If the circumstances
permit, the craft which is required to give way
shall avoid crossing ahead of the other. The other
craft may maintain its course and speed, but no
engine-driven craft may pursue its course if it

would come within 300 feet of another craft, 300
feet being the minimum distance within which
aircraft, other than military aircraft of the United
States engaged in military maneuvers and commer-
cial aircraft engaged in local industrial operations,

may come within proximity of each other in flight.

(Continued on Page 80)
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Costes and LeBrix in their Bteguet, Type XIX, plane.

Even in the Far East

they are using SOCONY
TOKYO to Hanoi, 2,500 miles, the long- England to use it. It is safe and dependable,

est non-stop flight in the Far East was It is tested 13 times to insure absolute

made by Costes and LeBrix on their round- flying protection. The 54 years of refining

the-world trip. They made it on Socony experience of Standard Oil Company of

Aviation Gasoline. New York stand back of every gallon.

These daring French aviators used So- Play safe, with Socony. Fill your tank

cony for the same reasons that induce with Socony Aviation Gasoline, and lubri-

thousands of flyers in New York and New cate your motor with Socony Aircraft Oil.

When flying in the Southwest look for the products of Magnolia Petroleum

Company, and on the Pacific Coast use the products of General Petroleum

Corporation. These are two important subsidiaries of Standard Oil

Company of New York, selling Socony quality gasoline and motor oil.

SDCDNY
REC.U.S.PAT.OFF.

AVIATION GASOLINE—AIRCRAFT OIL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
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(Air Commerce Regulations continued)

(D) Crossing.—When two engine-driven air-

craft are on crossing courses the aircraft which

has the other on its right side shall keep out of the

way. j .

(E) Approaching.—When two engine-driven

aircraft are approaching head-on, or approximate-

ly so, and there is risk of collision, each shall al-

ter its course to the right, so that each may pass

on the left side of the other. This rules does not

apply to cases where aircraft will, if each keeps

on its respective course, pass more than 300 feet

from each other.
(F) Overtaking.— (1) Definition.—An over-

taking aircraft is one approaching another directly

from behind or within 70 deg. of that position, and

no subsequent alteration of the bearing between

the two shall make the overtaking aircraft a cross-

ing aircraft within the meaning of these rules or

relieve it of the duty of keeping clear of the over-

taken craft until it is finally past and clear.

(2) Presumption.—In case of doubt as to

whether it is forward or abaft such position it

should assume that it is an overtaking aircraft and

keep out of the way. .

(3) Altering course.—The overtaking aircraft

shall keep out of the way of the overtaken air-

craft by altering its own course to the right, and
not in the vertical plane.

(G) Height over congested and other areas.

—Exclusive of taking ofT from or landing m an

established landing field, airport, or on property

designated for that purpose by the owner, and
except as otherwise permitted by section 79, air-

craft shall not be flown

—

(1) Over the congested parts of cities, towns,

or settlements, except at a height sufficient to per-

mit of a reasonably safe emergency landing, which

in no case shall be less than 1,000 feet.

(2) Elsewhere at height less than 500 feet, ex-

cept where indispensable to an industrial flying

operation.
(H) Height over assembly of persons.—No

flight under 1,000 feet in height shall be made over

any open-air assembly of persons except with the

consent of the Secretary of Commerce. Such con-

sent will be granted only for limited operations.

( J) Acrobatic flying.— (1) Acrobatic flying

means intentiqnal maneuvers not necessary to air

navigation.
(2) No person shall acrobatically fly an air-

craft

—

(a) Over a congested area of any city, town,

or settlement.

(6) Over any open-air assembly of persons or

below 2.000 feet in height over any established

civil airway, or at any height over any established

airport or landing field, or within 1.000 feet hori-

zontally thereof.
(c) Any acrobatic maneuvers performed over

any other place shall be concluded at a height

greater than 1,500 feet.

(d) No person shall acrobatically fly any air-

plane carrying- passengers for hire.

(e) Dropping objects or things.—When an air-

craft is in flight the pilot shall not drcp or re-

lease, or permit any person to drop or release, any
object or thing which may endanger life or injure

property, except when necessary to the personal

safety of the pilot, passengers, or crew.

(7) Seaplanes on water.—Seaplanes on the

water shall maneuver according to the laws and
regulations of the United States governing the

navigation of water craft, except as otherwise pro-

vided herein..

(JO Transporting explosives.—The transport-

ing of any explosives other than that necessary
for signaling or fuel for such aircraft while in

flight or materials for industrial and agricultural

spraying (dusting) is prohibited, except upon spe-

cial authority obtained from the Secretary of Com-
merce.
Sec. 75. Take-off and Landing Rules.

(A) Method.—Take-offs and landings shall be

made upwind when practicable. The take-off shall

not be commenced until there is no risk of col-

lision with landing aircraft and until preceding
aircraft are clear of the field. Aircraft when tak-

ing off or landing shall observe the traffic lanes
indicated by the field rules or signals. No take-

off or landing shall be made from or on a public

street or highway without the consent of the local

governing authority and the approval of the Secre-

tary of Commerce.
(B) Course.—If practicable, when within 1,000

feet horizontally cf the leeward side of the land-

ing field the airplane shall maintain a direct course
toward the landing zone.

(C) Right over ground planes.—A landing
plane has the right of way over planes moving
on the ground or taking off.

(D) Giving way.—When landing and maneu-
vering in preparation to land, the airplane at the
greater height shall be responsible for avoiding the
airplane at the lower height and shall, as regards
lauding, observe the rules governing overtaking
aircraft.

(E) Distress landings.—An aircraft in distress
shall be given free way in attempting to land.
Sec. 76. Lights.

(A) Angular limits.—The angular limits laid

down in these rules will be determined as when
the aircraft is in normal flying position.

(B) AiRPtANE lights.—Between one-half hour
after sunset and one-half hour before sunrise air-

planes in flight must show the following lights:

(I) On the right side a green light and on the
left side a red light, each showing unbroken light

between two vertical planes whose dihedral ancle
is 110 deg. when measured to, the left and right,

respectively, from dead ahead. These lights shall

be visible at least 2 miles.

(2) At the rear and as far aft as possible a
white light shining rearward, visible in a dihedral
angle of 140 deg. bisected by a vertical plane

through the line of flight and visible at least 3

miles.

(C ) Airship lights.—Between one-half hour
after sunset and one-half hour before sunrise air-

ships shall carry and display the same lights that
are prescribed for airplanes, excepting the side
lights shall be doubled horizontally in a fore-and-

aft position, and the rear light shall be doubled
vertically. Lights in a pair shall be at least 7

feet apart.
(D) Balloon lights.—A fiee balloon, between

one-half hour after sunset and one- half hour be-

fore sunrise, shall display
- one white light not less

than 20 feet below the car, visible for at least 2

miles. A fixed balloon, or airship, shall carry
three lights—red, white, and red—in a vertical

line, one over the other, visible at least 2 miles.

The top red light shall be not less than 20 feet

below the car, and the lights shall be not less than
7 nor more than 10 feet apart.

(£) Lights when stationary.— ( 1 > Between
one-half hour after sunset and one-half hour before
sunrise all aircraft which are on the surface of
water and not under contrtl, or which are moored
or anchored in navigation lanes, shall show a white
light visible for at least 2 miles in all directions.

(2) Balloon and airship mooring cables between
one-half hour after sunset and one-half hour before
sunrise shall show groups of 3 red lights at inter-

vals of at least every 100 feet, measured from the
basket, the first light in the first group to be ap-
proximately 20 feet from the lower red balloon
light. The object to which the balloon is moored
on the ground shall have a similar group of lights

to mark its position.

Sec. 77. Day Marks of Masts, etc.

By day, balloon and airship mooring cables shall
be marked with tubular streamers not less than 8
inches in diameter and 7 feet long and marked
with alternate bands of white and red, 20 inches
in width. The object to which the balloon or
airship is moored on the ground shall have the
same kind of streamers, which must*be in the same
position as the lights specified herein.
Sec. 78. Signals.

(A) Distress.—The following signals, sepa-
rately or together, shall, where practicable, be used
in case of distress:

(1) The international signal. S O S, by radio.

(2) The international-code flag signal of dis-

tress, NC.
(3) A square flag having either above or below

it a ball, or anything resembling a ball.

(B) Signal when compelled to land.—When
an aircraft is forced to land at night at a lighted
airport it shall signal its forced landing by making
a series of short flashes with its navigation lights

if practicable to do so.

(C) Fog signals.—In fog, mist, or heavy
weather an aircraft on the water in navigation
lanes, when its engines are not running, shall sig-

nal its presence by a sound device emitting a signal
for about five seconds in two-minute intervals.
Sec. 79. Deviation from Air Traffic Rules.

The air traffic rules mav be deviated from when
special circumstances render a departure necessary
to avoid immediate danger or when such departure
is required because of stress of weather conditions
or other unavoidable cause.

Chapter 8. MISCELLANEOUS
Sec. 80. Civil Penalties.
"Any person who (1) violates any provision of

subdivision (a) of this section or any entry ot
clearance regulation made under section 7, or (2)
any customs or public health regulation made under
such section, or (3) any immigration regulation
made under such section, shall be subject to a
civil penalty of $500, which may be remitted of
mitigated by the Secretary of Commerce, the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, or the Secretary of Labor,
respectively, in accordance with such proceedings
as the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe
* * * ." (Air commerce act of 1926, sec. 11 (fc).)

Sec. 81. Penalty Proceedings.
The Secretary of Commerce, or his duly author-

ized representative, will notify all persons of the
incursion of penalties subject to mitigation or re-

mission by the Secretary, and any person charged
with a civil penalty may transmit to the Secretary
of Commerce, within the time prescribed in the
notification of such penalty, an affidavit stating the
facts upon which the request for mitigation or
remission is based. The Secretary of Commerce
will then determine whether or not the penalty
will be mitigated or remitted, and the person mak-
ing the request will be notified accordingly.
Sec. 82. Waiver of Regulations.
The Secretary of Commerce may waive any nf

the requirements of these regulations when, in his
discretion, the particular facts justify such waiver.
Sec. 83. Savings Clause.
An aircraft required to be licensed under the

air commerce act of 1926 may operate under a let-

ter of authority from the Secretary of Commerce
or his duly authorized representative pending the
official inspection of such aircraft, prqvided an ap-.
plication for aircraft license is on file with the
Secretary of Commerce and all the provisions of
these regulations have been complied with.

In so far as these regulations amend the existing
regulations they shall become effective on June 1.

1928, except as to sections 10 and 11, which shall
beccme effective on August 1, 1928.

MEDICAL EXAMINERS for

PILOT'S LICENSE
'T'HE following additions have been made
A to the list of Medical Examiners

authorized by the Department of Commerce
to make the physical test of airplane pilots,

which was published in the December 1927

issue of Aero Digest.

Arkansas

Dr. Andre B. Carney and Dr. J. McDan-
iel, Jr., Ft. Smith.

California
Dr. Werner F. Hoyt, Berkeley ; Dr. Fran-

cis M. Shook, Oakland; Dr. W. C. Zeller

and Dr. C. M. White, Visalia.

Colorado
Dr. H. W. Woodward, Colorado Springs.

Florida
Dr. S. B. Forbes, Tampa ; Dr. S. W. Flem-

ing and Dr. W. Y. Sayad, West Palm Beach.

Georgia
U. S. Marine Hosipital No. 20, Savannah.

Hawaii
Dr. C. E. Fronk, Dr. W. H. Wvnn, Hono-

lulu.
Indiana

Dr. Karl T. Brown, Muncie ; Dr. D. D.

Johnston, Ft. Wayne.
Iowa

Dr. George A. Hartley and Dr. G. S. Mil-

lico, Battle 'Creek ; Dr. Geo. E. Hearst, Cedar

Falls; Dr. B. S. Barnes and Dr. J. O.

Weaver, Shenandoah.

Kentucky
Dr. C. W. Trapp, Lexington : Dr. Gay-

lord C. Hall, Louisville.

Massachusetts
Dr. Eugene C. Boss, Dr. Harry F. Byrnes

and Dr. Harold C. Goodwin, Springfield.

Michigan
Dr. Edgar E. Poos and Henry Ford Hos-

pital, Detroit.

Minnesota
Dr. F. W. Briggs and Dr. D. D. Murray.

Duluth.
Mississippi

Dr. J. F. Armstrong and Dr. Victor W.
Maxwell, Jackson.

Montana
Dr. William R. Morrison and Dr. W. G.

Richards, Billings ; Dr. J. A. Everet and

Dr. A. L. Hammerel. Glendive; Dr. Ivan A.

Allred, Great Falls.

Nebraska
Dr. Ralph G. Grossman and Dr. E. C.

Foote, Hastings ; Dr. J. Stanley Hill and

Dr. Roland R. Reed, MoCook; Dr. T. J.

Kerr, Dr. H. H. Walker, North Platte.

New Jersey
Dr. Louis R. Burnett, Paterson.

New York
Dr. A. Wallace Todd. Albany; Dr. Albert

W. Greene, Dr. E. MacD. Stanton and Dr.

C. W. Woodall, Schenectady: Dr. Glendon

R. Lewis, Syracuse ; Dr. Lloyd E. Tefft,

Wellsville; Dr. Walter S. Atkinson and Dr.

Walter F. Smith, Watertown.

Pennsylvania
Dr. Ben C. Gile, Philadelphia ; Dr. Solon

L.. Rhode and Dr. W. W. Becker. Reading.

South Carolina
Dr. Hugh P. Smith and Dr. J. W. Jervey,

Greenville ; Dr. F. H. Sanders and Dr. L.

Rosa H. Gantt, Spartanburg.

South Dakota
Dr. N. T. Owen and Dr. J. M. Walsh,

Rapid City.
Tennessee

Dr. T. Lyles Davis and Dr. A. F. Ebert,

Chattanooga.

West Virgin'a
Dr. T. W. Moore and Dr. W. C. Swann,

Huntington.

Wisconsin
Dr. William H. Schnell and Dr. Frank C.

Sarazin, Superior; Dr. J. M. Freeman and

Dr. H. T. Schlegel, Wansau.
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You don't learn to swim on dry land—and you don't

learn to fly on the ground! Here at Marshall we take

you right up into the sky in safe, dual control planes

—

and teach you to fly by flying. Thorough ground in-

struction teaches you the fundamentals—but you ap-

ply what you learn in the air!

The College of the Air
The Marshall Flying School is the original College of

the Air—recognized throughout the world as the

school where thorough, practical, sane instruction

trains the most successful aviators.

Nearly a half-million dollars worth of equipment is at

your service here. We are affiliated with the famous
Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Co., Inc.—whose chief en-

gineer, Walter H. Barling, is a world authority on
aviation.

Nationally known instructors—a large, illuminated

four-way flying field—well equipped school buildings

—and the Marshall Fleet of ships; these are some of

the many advantages Marshall offers.

SKY
ABOVEMARSHALL
Earn Big Money

Marshall is an economical place to live while you are

a student. Marshall graduates are making big names

for themselves—earning substantial incomes in every

branch of the business—as pilots, mechanics, dealers,

salesmen, technicians.

Get This FREE Booklet!
Chart your road to SUCCESS via the highways of the

clouds! Obey your urge to FLY! Write today for

our interesting FREE booklet showing Marshall scenes,

telling about the school in detail. You owe yourself

the pleasure of leading this book. Fill in the attached

coupon—and mail it today.

MARSHALL FLYING SCHOOL, inc.

650 N. English Street, Marshall, Mo.

Please send your FREE booklet to me—with no obligation on my part.

.NAME

ADDRESS

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TECHNICAL
THE HAMILTON METALPLANE
THE Hamilton Metalplane is a cabin

monoplane, capable of comfortably

seating six passengers in addition to

the pilot and navigator. It is constructed

entirely of Alclad, non-corrosive duralumin.

From the standpoint of cost of operation and

safety, the advantages of all-metal construc-

tion are many. Greater strength and rigidity

reduce the necessity of constant adjustments

and replacements. The Hamilton Metalplane

is permanently aligned. Because the materi-

als are uniform throughout and can be ac-

curately tested, known safety margins can be

allowed.

Duralumin construction offers two addi-

tional factors which are of the greatest

importance. The first is the fire-resisting

properties of the metal. The second is that

it is weather-proof, assuring comfort to the

passengers and adding greatly to the useful

life of the plane.

The design of the plane is unusually clean.

The wings are tapered in both thickness and

chord. The propeller is fitted with a spin-

ner and from the tip of this spinner to the

tail of the fuselage is a practically unbroken,

smooth surface. All controls are carried

within the fuselage or wings. The stabilizer

is adjustable in flight.

The position of the wing on the Hamilton

Metalplane high up on top of the fuselage is

another advantage. It is practically impos-

sible to damage it by coming in contact with

the ground on rough fields, or when turning

in strong cross winds.

Control surfaces are operated by push and

pull rods adjusted individually to the ship.

The landing gear is of the split axle type

and is constructed to withstand hard service

without need of adjustment. Bendix brakes,

operating individually on either wheel are

standard equipment and greatly assist during

the warming up period, or in taxiing across

landing fields. Wings are wired for lighting.

Its climb is rapid and if driven to a stalling

position, will right itself. Due to its inherent

stability it may be flown "hands off".

In appointments, comfort and luxury, the

plane compares favorably with the modern
enclosed motor car. The commodious cabin

is beautifully finished and may be entered

from either side. Insulation makes the cabin

quiet and comfortable. The cockpit is ac-

cessible from the cabin.

Cabin windows are trimmed with inlaid

walnut. Fittings include window lowering

levers, dome lights, vanity case and cigar

lighter. Upholstering is fire-proof mohair.

Hamilton Metalplanes are equipped with

Hamilton metal propellers, tachometer, alti-

meter, air speed indicator, compass, fuel

gauge, clock, oil pressure indicator, and oil

temperature gauge. The land planes have

oleo and air shock absorbers and the sea-
|

planes have all metal floats.

The accompanying illustrations show the
|

Hamilton "Silver Streak" Metalplane ex-
|

hibiled at the Aircraft Show in Detroit this

spring where it was shown to the general

public for the first time and attracted much I

favorable attention.

Landplane Specifications

("Silver Eagle"! (" Silver Streak") I

Model designation H-19 H-21 i

Number of seats Four to eight.. ..Six to eight
Make of engine ..Wright Pratt and

.Whirlwind Whitney Wasp
Wing span ..48 feet 54 feet
Wing area (square

feet) 287 392 L

Length overall 32 feet 7 inches 33 feet 7 inches I

Height overall 8 feet 10 inches. ..... . 9 feet I

Weight empty
(pounds) I960 2495

Useful load (pounds) 2000 220;
Gross weight
(loaded) 3960 pounds 470C I

t T ." — I . 1

Cruising speed
(m.p.h.) 100 Ill

Landing speed
(m.p.h.) 50 5£ I

Climb at sea level

(1st minute) ..750 feet .. 1000 feet

Fuel capacity
(gallons) 100 : 14(

Normal range
(miles) 650 75(

Normal fuel con-
sumption per hour
at cruising speed . . 12 gallons 21 gallons

Seaplane Specifications

("Silver Swan") ("Silver Sea-dan")

Model designation H-20 H-2!
Number of seats Four to six. Six to eight
Make of engine Wright ...Pratt anc

Whirlwind . ... .Whitney Wast
Wing span 52 feet 54 feel

Wing area
(square feet) 320 39!

Length overall .. . 35 feet 7 inches . .37 feet 7 inche;

Height overall ..10 feet . . 10 feet 6 inches
Weight empty
(pounds) 2290 2S7<

Useful load
(pounds) 1600 2001

Gross weight,
loaded (pounds) 3890 4S7(

High speed 105 12(

Cruising speed 90 10!

Landing speed 50 5,'

Climb at sea level

(1st minute) 650 feet 850 feel

Fuel capacity
(gallons) 100 11(

Normal range
(miles) 570 7<X

Normal fuel con-
sumption per hour
at cruising speed .12 gallons ..21 gallon!The Pratt & Whitney "Wasp" engined Hamilton all-metal monoplane.
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PLAIN TALKS
ON FINE BEARINGS
No. 1—
There may be cases, in some indus-
tries, where the best bearing obtain-
able is better than the service actually
calls for. Then its purchase may be
an extravagance—a slight price sav-
ing may be justified.

But in aircraft industries, the hazards
resultant upon a bearing failure are
too great to justify any prjce com-
promise. With the lives of pilot and
passengers at stake (to say nothing
of the plane itself)—indeed, with the
future of aviation and of national
defense in the balance—the use of
the best bearings, regardless of price,
is dictated by every consideration.

As for Norma-Hoffmann Precision Bear-
ings—"the difference in service is so much
greater than the difference in price."

Lindbergh

—

Byrd

—

Chamberlin

—

Maitland

—

Hegenberger

—

Stamford- Connecticut
PRECISION B^LL, ROLLER AND THRUST BE/5RIN6S

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WRIGHT ^CYCLONE" ENGINE

THE Wright Cyclone air-cooled air-

craft engine is rated at 550 horse-

power at 2,000 r.p.m. and is the

largest American radial in production. In

design it incorporates the experience of an

organization devoted exclusively to the out-

put of air-cooled engines and one which,

with the earnest support of the U. S. Navy

has sponsored the development of this type

of engine. Much credit for this design is

due to the Bureau of Aeronautics which has

pioneered the development of American air-

cooled engines.

The Cyclone is a static radial type with

nine cylinders of six inch bore and six and

seven-eighths inch stroke, giving a piston

displacement of 1,750 cubic inches. The

compression ratio is 5.1 to 1 and the engine

operates satisfactorily on domestic aviation

gasoline.

Cylinder construction is of the composite

type. A forged steel barrel with cooling

fins machined integrally is screwed into an

aluminum head expanded by heat to give a

shrink fit. Twelve studs passing through

the hold-down flange secure the cylinder bar-

rel which bottoms deeply within the crank-

case. Inlet and exhaust valve axes are in-

clined at an angle of 35° from the vertical

center line of the dome-shaped combustion

chamber. The exhaust port is amply finned

and both inlet and exhaust ports are pro-

vided with inserted bronze flanges. Valve

guides are made of tungsten steel shrunk in

the cylinder head. Two spark plug ports

diametrically opposite face fore and aft.

BY GUY W. VAUGHAN
Valve seats of aluminum bronze are shrunk

in the head and machined with a seat on a
45° angle.

The valves are two in number of the tulip

type. The inlet valve is of tungsten steel

while the exhaust is made both in tungsten

and cobalt chrome with a hollow salt-filled

stem for cooling. Three music wire helical

•springs hold each valve to its seat. The

valves are actuated by means of a pushrod

and rocker arm. The valve gearing is en-

tirely enclosed in rocker boxes attached to

the cylinder head. A case-hardened four

lobe drum cam with two parallel sets of

cams for inlet and exhaust valve operation

is located in the nose of the engine. The

cam runs at one-eighth crankshaft speed in

the opposite direction and operates the valves

with the following timing : inlet opens 25°

early and closes 60° late ; exhaust opens

80° early and closes 25° late.

Cam followers are of the roller type car-

ried in hardened steel guides secured by

studs in the front section of the crankcase.

The crankcase is a heat-treated aluminum

alloy casting light in weight and yet strong

due to the method of webbing. The rear

wall houses a roller bearing supporting the

rear of the crankshaft while to the front

is bolted the section containing the cam gear-

ing, tappets and plain bearing for the front

of the crankshaft.

All auxiliaries are grouped on the rear

section within the mounting circle. These

include magnetos, oil pump, fuel pump,

starter and generator. The necessary gear-

ing for driving these units as well as the

supercharger and gun synchronizers is all

contained within the rear section.

Uniform distribution of the fuel mixture

to each cylinder is accomplished by means
of a rotary induction system. A centrifugal

type blojlver is built into the rear section of

the engine and takes its suction through a

Stromberg NA-Y7A carburetor. A forged

duralumin impeller especially designed for

this engine by the General Electric Company
and geared at eight times crankshaft speed

forces the fuel mixture through the induc-

tion pipes. Within the rear section the in-

duction passages are jacketed with hot oil

to reduce ice formation and improve dis-

tribution as well as cool the lubricating oil.

The lubrication system is the conventional

dry sump type with oil forced under a pres-

sure of 75-100 lbs. per sq. in. to the princi-

pal bearing surfaces. The oil pump is a

quadruple gear type comprising three sca-

venging units and one pressure pump all

operating at three-quarters crankshaft speed.

The suction line of the pressure unit is con-

nected to the bottom of a main supply tank

external to the engine. Oil is forced through

a screen into drilled passages in the crank-

case thence to the front main bearing. A
steel supply tube within the hollow crank-

shaft registers with an annular groove in

the bearing and conveys the oil to the crank-

pin journal. Oil passes from an annular

groove in the master rod bearing into holes

drilled through the cheeks of the rod to each

hollow knuckle pin. The spray of oil thrown

Sectional drawings showing construction and a few of the assembly details of the Wright Cyclone engine.
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Front and rear views of the Wright Cyclone engine which delivers 550 h. p. at 2,000 r. p. m.

from the crankpin and knuckle pins lubri-

cates the cylinder walls and piston pins. The
two vertical drive shafts in the rear sec-

tion receive oil under pressure and the ex-

cess lubricant is splashed on magneto drive

gears, fuel and oil pump drive gears, and on

the supercharger drive gears. In the front

of the engine the oil is conveyed under pres-

sure to the cam drive gear bushing. The
cam, valve tappets and rollers receive their

lubrication by oil escaping from this source.

Surplus oil drains to the bottom of the front

section, the main crankcase, and the rear sec-

tion whence it is removed by the three sca-

venging units and delivered to the main sup-

ply tank.

The crankshaft is a nickel steel forging

of the two-piece type. The sections are large

to insure unusual rigidity and yet the shaft

is light owing to its hollow construction. A
large clamp bolt on the rear split cheek locks

the shaft into one solid unit. The shaft is

carried on three bearings. A ball thrust is

located in the nose of the engine to absorb

the propeller thrust. The front main bear-

ing is of the plain type while the rear of

the crankshaft is carried on a heavy duty

roller bearing.

The I-section master rod is a one-piece

nickel steel drop forging machined all over.

A steel-backed babbitt-lined bearing is

pressed and pinned into the large end while

the small end is bushed with bronze to carry

the piston pin. Eight knuckle pins are sup-

ported in the master rod cheeks to hold the

link rod assembly. These link rods are also

of I-section and made of nickel steel. Pis-

ton pins float both in the rod and piston

with a duralumin plug in each end to pre-

vent scoring of the cylinder. Pistons are

the trunk type, internally ribbed, and with

two ring grooves above the pin and one be-

low.

Ignition is furnished by two Scintilla AG-
9D magnetos mounted at the rear of the

engine. Magnetos turn at one and one-'

eighth crankshaft speed and each fires one

spark plug in each cylinder. The spark ad-

vance is set at 30° before top dead center for

both magnetos.

The first Cyclone engine was assembled

on September 7, 1926. After a short period

of developmental testing the engine was start-

ed on a standard fifty hour endurance test

run in accordance with the Navy specifica-

tions. This was successfully concluded on

January 7, 1927. The test was run on

straight domestic aviation gasoline with an

average specific fuel consumption of .55 lbs.

per B.H.P. per hour, and oil consumption of

.022 lbs. per B.H.P. per hour. There were

no major failures and the engine showed

very little wear upon examination after the

test. Further developmental work was con-

tinued on this engine to obtain proper valve

clearances, timing, and carburetion. Several

changes in design were brought through, an

exhaust collector ring was built and tested

and then the Cyclone engine was placed on

a second fifty hour endurance test. This

was run and successfully completed in the

month of July, 1927. Again the fuel used

was straight domestic aviation gasoline and

the specific fuel consumption averaged .55

lbs. per B.H.P. per hour. Despite the fact

that this test was conducted during the heat

of the summer no cooling difficulties were

experienced and the run was completed with-

out any failures. Further testing was con-

ducted in the XO-3 test plane owned by the

•Wright Aeronautical Corporation. The ma-

jority of these flight tests have been carried

out at full throttle. Carburetor settings,

tests on exhaust manifolds, air heaters and

hotspots and straight endurance running

have now taken over two hundred hours in

the air on the Cyclone engine.

The first production Cyclone engine has

passed the fifty hour Navy endurance test

and has now had twenty-five hours in the air

in the XO-3 test plane. A production sched-

ule of twenty engines a month will be in-

creased as soon as the new buildings of the

Wright Aeronautical Corporation are avail-

able.

Two of these engines were used in the

record breaking Navy PN-12 flying boat.

USEFUL NEW BOOKLET
ISSUED ON ROEBLING
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS

A BOOKLET of 15 pages has been issued

by John A. Roebling's Sons Co., of

Trenton, New Jersey, in which technical in-

formation is given on several of their wire

products widely used in the aircraft field.

Specifications are given for standard tinned

aircraft wire, galvanized aircraft strand, cot-

ton center galvanized aircraft cord, wire

center galvanized aircraft cord, and tinned

aircraft cord. Information is given on the

gauge, diameter in inches, weight per 100

feet, bend and tortion tests, breaking strength

and tensile strength of the various wires

listed. Charts of dimensions are given for

galvanized steel aircraft thimbles, and stand-

ard steel aircraft ferrules.

Technical information is also given for

ignition cables of various kinds.

Other products made by the John A. Roeb-
ling Company for the aircraft industry in-

clude wire rope, slings, fittings
;

welding

wire (gas and electric)
; serving and locking

wires ; balloon cables ; electrical wires and
cables ; control strand, cord and casing ; steel

brass and copper wire.
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OLEO GEARS FOR AIRCRAFT
AIRPLANES in landing are subject to

shock which has in the past been taken

up by tires, coils of rubber, shock-

absorber cord, or rubber disks in compres-

sion, and bouncing of the machine. Another

form of gear is that, using an oil damping

device. In the recoil mechanism of guns

there has long been employed an oil system

to take the firing shock, consisting of cylinder

and piston, the latter with a few slots in the

circumference for the oil to pass through

but with tapering throttling bars varying the

orifice. The British have pioneered this

application of "oleo" to aircraft under-car-

riage shock-absorption for upwards of a

decade.

Initial efforts in this country centered on

the non-return oleo gear for the Barling

bomber designed in 1921. Before this, the

oleo mechanism was o'.eo-pneumatic, that is,

used in conjunction with compressed air.

Springs or other mechanical means for re-

turning the gear to the extended position

after the initial shock were sometimes used.

In such mechanisms, the shock was partly

taken by the oil cylinder and partly by the

spring air, or other return medium, and they

suffered the disadvantage of causing bounc-

ing because of insufficient hysteresis or dis-

sipation of energy. These mechanisms were,

nevertheless, usually better than the rubber-

cord suspensions.

Laddon developed a compressed-air-spring

device which was tested at McCook Field

shortly after the Barling design, but owing
to lack of funds, no application of this device

was made on a divided-axle type of landing

gear. Now, however, the divided-axle type

landing gears have almost entirely super-

seded the straight-axle type. The former
can clear obstructions which might block the

latter, and in landing in tall grass, the re-

sistance of the former is so much smaller

that the chances of "nosing-over" are con-

siderably reduced. The weight and air re-

sistance are about the same for both types,

although the divided-axle type is much lighter

when used in multi-engine machines. The
change from straight axle to divided axle has

therefore been the occasion for the widespread
use of oleo gears in this country in nearly

all except the lightest machines.

The final design of the oleo mechanism
combination depends on the type of landing

gear used. It may not be amiss to mention
the several types. The split-axle steel-tube

chassis really only raises the center of the

axle up to an elevated position at a braced

By EDWIN E. ALDRIN
1st Lieut. U. S. A., Air Corps,

Materiel Division

Presented at a meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers

hinge joint. The crossed-axle type consists

essentially of unit tripods for each wheel and

may be composed of various linkages to re-

duce local stresses, as in the Curtiss "Hawk",

or may comprise a single-piece, semi-floating

axle bent up and pinned to a fuselage member
or wing spar. Other unit-type landing gears

are similar, but with wheels further apart

so that the bent axles do not cross.

It can be fairly stated that after the theor-

etical consideration given by G. H. Dowty
in England, the experiments conducted at the

United States Army station, McCook Field,

have largely furnished the basis on which

American manufacturers have calculated their

oleo gears. After a detailed study of all

gears up to 1925, especially the Vickers,

various modifications were drop-tested.

Further tests on the effect of viscosities and

different orifices were made in 1927 at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Many
special combinations in adaptation of this and

other data have been successfully developed,

tested, and installed by a large number of

individual manufacturers. An attempt is

made here to present the information which

has thus been made available as a basis of

discussion and in the hope of provoking fur-

ther tests or the announcement of such tests

as have been made but not published.

As previously stated oleo gears may be

classified as "return" and "non-return."

The oleo-pneumatic gear consists of a

piston and a partially filled cylinder of oil,

with air under pressure to hold the gear

extended under normal load. The diameter

of the cylinder is determined by the load

carried by the oleo leg, which is the product

of the unit initial air pressure and the area

of the piston. To preserve a reasonable

cylinder dimension, an extremely high air

pressure is required, typical values being

500-700 lb. per sq. in. This requires the use

of a most efficient packing gland and special

hand air-pump equipment which gives con-

siderable trouble. Air leaks have caused

severe ground-loops in landing due to unequal

shock absorption. While this type of gear

operates satisfactorily, the maintenance

thereof, initial cost, and complication are con-

siderable and it is rapidly losing favor in

comparison with the simpler and more fool-

proof mechanisms.

Referring to the sectional view of this type

in Fig. 1, the principal parts are as follows :

a steel cylinder 1, containing an aluminum
plunger or metering pin 3, which is fixed at

the top of the cylinder ; a movable tubular

piston 2, located at the bottom of the cylin-

der, and sealed in the cylinder by the packing

and packing rings 6, 7, and 8, and the large

nut 4. The upper end of the movable piston

carries a slotted bronze ring which, together

with a movably mounted ring on the under

side of the slotted ring, forms the rebound

check 9. In the side of the cylinder is

mounted the filling valve 10 and above it the

test valve 11. The packing nut 4 is locked

in place by the safety 5, which is secured by

the locking screw 14 of the test valve. This

arrangement prevents the removal of the pis-

ton while there is any pressure in the cylin-

der.

The operation of this absorber is as fol-

lows : when the airplane lands, the load im-

posed upon the piston forces it upward. The
upward motion of the piston is retarded by

:

(a) The compression of the air in the

upper part of the cylinder ; this air is initial-

ly forced into the cylinder at a pressure of

several hundred pounds per square inch.

(b) The .throttling of the passage of the

oil from the cup in the piston into the cylin-

der, which is accomplished by the tapered

metering pin 3.

(c) The flow of oil through the slots in

the bronze piston valve ring 9.

The rebound of the absorber is snubbed by

the closing of the valve 9, which limits the

return flow of oil to a A-inch diameter

bleeder hole in the ring valve.

This absorber may be readily adjusted to

load variation by varying the air pressure

in the cylinder.

The Curtiss oleo-rubber gear consists of a
stack of rubber compression disks centering

about two telescoping tubes. The lower tube

is also an oil reservoir, and when the leg is

compressed a quantity of oil is trapped and

forced to bleed back very slowly, thus effec-

tively damping the rebound. While the

maintenance of this type of shock absorber

is very low and its operation excellent, the

device as a whole is heavy and not well

adapted to good streamlining. The rubber

disks have been giving considerable trouble.

The oleo-spring device consists of a cyl-

inder and a piston, with the piston held near

the top of the stroke by a spring. The Key-

stone Aircraft Corporation has developed

this type of gear and has successfully applied

it to its light bombers. It is illustrated in

the assembly drawing of Fig. 2. The land-

ings are smooth, with no particular recoil.

The springs compress a little more than

half their total travel, so that when coil to

coil they exert about 1^4 times the weight of

the plane. This gives easy taxiing and yet

it has been observed by the grease line on

the rods that they never get fully compressed

in ordinary flying. When in flight the weight

of the gear pulls the pistons clear of the

springs and to the top of the cylinder. When

(Continued on next f>age)

Type

1-Oleo-pneumatic

2-Oleo-rubber

3-Oleo-spring

4-Oleo

Taxiing

air

rubber

spring

pad and

tire

-Medium used for shock in

Landing Return*

oil and air air

rubber and oil rubber

oil and spring

oil

spring

"Non-return"

—gravity

Examples

Vickers, T. M. 0-6

Army, Curtiss,

Douglas, etc.

Keystone, LB-5,

Boeing

Barling, XO-2,

Douglas

' Rebound is checked by the oil on all, that being a secondary object of the gear the Primary cbiectbewa a maximum amount of energy dissipation in the down stroke
primary ooject
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HPHE SUMMERILL TUBING COM-
PANY— founded in 1 899 — is now de-

voting an entire unit of its plant exclusively

to the manufacture of aircraft tubing.

Concentration of effort, in this highly spe-

cialized field, coupled with the inflexible

standard of quality that has been of para-

mount importance since the inception of the

business— has resulted in a nation-wide re-

sponse so enormous as to require increased

facilities and augmented personnel.

That industry the world over appreciates

the importance of this policy is demonstrated

by the fact that the Summerill Tubing Com-
pany is serving practically every aircraft

manufacturer in the United States in addi-

tion to some abroad and should be a convinc-

ing testimonial to the quality of its products.

The Summerill Tubing Company is pre-

pared to co-operate with you on your par-

ticular problem, be it large or small, and a

competent staff of engineers and metallur-

gists is at your disposal.

Booklet— "Aircraft Tubing Data" mailed upon reqttest

addressed to Dept. A

SUMMERILL TUBING COMPANY

Warehouse stocks made to Government

Specifications

Round, streamline and other

special shapes

Si

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Continued from preceding page)

a landing is made the first shock must force

oil through a hi orifice, which is gradually

closed by a tapered needle as the piston goes

down. At the bottom of stroke of about 6

in. the orifice is a mere slit 3^ in. wide. De-

celeration is by this means kept very close to

constant and minimum loads are imposed on

the fuselage structure. As the oil passes

through the orifice, it flows through the four

3/6-in. diagonal holes to the space between

rod and cylinder above the piston. The ap-

proach to the orifice is belled on top to pre-

vent contraction and give quicker flow in the

return direction or down, and it is not belled

on the bottom, in order to produce as much

contraction as possible, in the up direction of

flow as in landing. The shock gear for

bombers is composed of three cylinders. The

pressures in the oil are, of course, rather low.

Perhaps three times as high pressures could

be carried with safety and economy of weight

of oil and cylinders, but the spring would

then have to be housed and kept from rust-

ing.

The oleo-gravity return type of shock ab-

sorber consists of a cylinder filled with oil

in which a piston operates and the energy is

dissipated by forcing the oil from one side

of the piston to the other through an orifice

of constant area. When the end of the stroke

is reached, the cylinder bottoms against a

rubber pad or steel spring supported from

the piston, and this together with the tire

provides resiliency for taxiing. The major

difference between this type of shock ab-

sorber and the others, is that by correctly

proportioning the cylinder, stroke, and ori-

fice size, all of the energy of impact can be

dissipated by the oil and not stored in the

Curtiss "Condor" Oleo Strut

Keystone Oleo-Spring Landing Gear

rubber, steel, or air springs. Consequently,

the energy to produce rebound does not exist

and it is not necessary to complicate the de-

sign to take care of it. Whereas the other

gears have springs of various types to return

the piston to the "charged" position, this

shock absorber depends upon gravity alone

for this all-important function and prior to

flight test considerable doubt existed as to

its efficacy.

The Barling bomber was the first Air

Corps airplane to employ an oleo gear. The
front wheels of the landing gear on this air-

plane were equipped with a long-stroke, non-

return type of oleo. When the airplane was
taken off, these wheels dropped below the

other wheels due to their own weight. When
the airplane was landed these wheels came
in contact with the ground first and the oleo

cylinder absorbed the shock. Since there

was no spring or other means of returning

the cylinder to the extended position there

was no tendency to bounce except that due

to the deflection of the tires.

A few years ago the Air Corps designed

and built a gear of this same type for the

XO-2 airplane. In addition to the regular

flight tests an elaborate series of laboratory

tests were made with one oleo leg.

The fundamental problem now of major

concern resolves *itself about the flow of oil

through orifices. If springs also are used,

more or less orthodox methods exist to cal-

culate them. Test data have been obtained

on rubber compression disks with various

combinations of aluminum spacers ranging

from no spacers up to one between each disk.

Although discussion of these data is outside

of the scope of this paper, it may be said that

the addition of spacers materially reduces
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the deflection for a given load. The spacers

keep the rubber disks from tending to "ooze

out," so to speak.

For a given allowable maximum instanta-

neous value of deceleration the ideal and

most efficient landing gear is one with a con-

stant resisting force throughout the stroke.

In other words, the indicator card of the

cylinder should be a rectangle. Standard

Air Corps test requirements call for each leg

withstanding half the load in a 42-inch drop.

A compromise then between a desirable de-

celeration under a stipulated maximum and

the bulkiness and weight of the cylinder and

piston determines the size of the best gear.

A thesis by Sydney Berman conducted at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in May, 1927, had for its purpose the inves-

tigation of the flow of different oils through

the same orifice, of the flow of the same

oil under different temperature conditions

through the same orifice ; and lastly of dif-

ferent oils passing through orifices of dif-

ferent shapes.

Berman shows that for orifices in the

neighborhood of fjj by f£ in. as commonly
used in landing gears, under a pressure of

50 lb. per sq. in., viscosity has no effect on

the flow of fluids.

As the orifice increases in diameter the

coefficients also increase, those for the less

viscous fluids increasing at a faster rate.

Berman did, however, find that if the ori-

fice area (that of a hole V% in. in diameter)

was replaced by 5 small holes whose total

area equalled that of the yi,-\n. hole, the law

of flow did vary with viscosity. With the

normal oils (Mobile A) there was no ma-

terial difference, but with the heavy grease

(Continued on next page)

Vickers Oleo-Pneumatic Shock Absorber
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You men who plan, build,

use or pay for machines of
any kind, remember this:

It costs more to replace a
poor bearing than to buy the

best one that SCSIF ever

produced. AND SiE&fF

ANTI-FRICTION
BEARINGS ARE THE
HIGHEST PRICED IN
THE WORLD.

ANOTHER APPLICATION OFSKF
BEARINGS IN AVIATION

Lt. Williams
9
Speed Record of290 Miles an

Hour Proves Reliability oj
:SK F" hearings

HURTLING through the air at nearly 290 miles an hour!
Terrific speed beyond the compass of the average indi-

vidual's vision. Yet, such was the record made in the plane
shown above, owned and built by Lt. Alford J. Williams. It

is the fastest time ever made by a plane built or flown in the

United States.

To withstand this gruelling service hour after hour calls for

the finest in ball bearings—where performance is considered

above price. For the propeller thrust and other important
locations on the motor— 8BC5IF Ball Bearings were first

choice. And the same has been true on every epoch making
flight in the past decade— SSCS1F have ably demonstrated
their superior reliability and endurance.

5KF INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
40 East 34th Street, New York, N. Y. 2093

MB

THE HIGHEST PRICED BEARINGS
IN THE WORLD

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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a decided difference was apparent; about 61

per cent as much passing in unit time through

the small holes as through the large hole.

By immersing the orifice, the coefficient of

flow was slightly decreased, while a small

needle in the orifice had little effect on the

coefficient, although it did prolong the time

of flow. Tapering a needle would hardly

effect the flow unless the taper were of the

magnitude of 1 to SO. Having various heads

to the needle would not alter the flow what-

ever, as the head was only in the orifice for

an interval of time. Tapering the orifice in-

creased the coefficient, the coefficients increas-

ing at a faster rate with fluids of a lesser

viscosity. By extending the orifices into a

nozzle, the coefficients decreased faster with

fluids of a higher viscosity than those with a

lower viscosity.

For future work in oleo-gear design, this

investigation shows that a practicable orifice

to use is the H in. diameter Yi in- deep.

Using this particular orifice, the coefficient

of flow of any medium remains practically

constant regardless of its viscosity up to

100,000 seconds Saybolt.

Berman's tests indicated that changes in

temperature of any oil were found to affect

the flow very little. But air-mail pilots op-

erating on the transcontinental mail route

during winter months report a decided slug-

gishness of the hydraulic gear. It is likely

that this refers to the return stroke, which

Berman was unable to observe. It is not

uncommon to have operating temperatures

below zero deg. Fahr., such that the oils used

DYCER- AUSTIN
THE Dycer-Austin aluminum alloy pis-

ton has the same weight as the stock

piston it replaces. There are four % inch

ring grooves ; three compression and one oil

wiper ring. The design of new production

aircraft engines takes cognizance of the fact

that a narrow ring is more efficient, sup-

plying greater compression, less friction and

drag and less cylinder wear. A narrow ring

is particularly advantageous for use in worn

cylinders as reasonable efficiency is gained

even in the presence of off-center opera-

tion.

In regard to oil consumption, a 25 per

cent increase in economy is realized due to

closer fit of piston and the use of narrow

rings. Pistons are made with Y% inch higher

head supplying greater horsepower and more

revolutions to the OX5. Dycer-Austin pis-

tons are also supplied with standard head

when desired.

Expansion of the detached head spreads

the bosses apart and contracts skirt thus

rendering the piston round under operating

temperature. The piston skirt is turned

oval .003 with the smaller diameter in the

same axis as the piston pin. As demon-

strated by three years of service, there is no

danger of the piston warping.

Due to the connecting strut the detached

head adds 16 square inches of heat radiat-

ing surface to the piston thereby permitting

a cooler operating temperature to the. pis-

ton, rings and cylinder walls.

in the gears get very sluggish and the vis-

cosity increases. It would seem therefore

that the viscosity of the oils used in the

gears should be changed with the seasons.

At the McCook Field experiment station,

extensive laboratory and flight tests were

conducted for the XO-2, Douglas observa-

tion airplane. A weight corresponding to

approximately the load the leg would

take in service was dropped varying dis-

tances on the oleo leg up through 42 in.

Slow-motion pictures were taken of the ac-

tion of the leg in all these tests. In addi-

tion to the results of slow-motion pictures

a steam-engine indicator was attached to

the oleo cylinder and pressure-stroke cards

were obtained on the various drops. These

tests were made first with the oleo leg alone,

and later were made on the leg, tire, and

wheel combined to simulate the actual con-

ditions obtained in flight service. The indi-

cator cards and slow-motion pictures gave

a complete story of what was taking place

in the cylinder during a test. These tests

gave a great deal of information on the ac-

tion and possibilities of oleo shock absorbers.

The ideal condition for an oleo leg is con-

stant resisting force throughout the stroke.

The indicator cards showed how closely the

leg under test was approaching this ideal.

As a result of these experiments it has

been found that the practically ideal card is

obtainable without the throttling needle if

the tire and wheel are used. Also the tests

showed the formula by Dowty gave too large

an orifice until the coefficients obtained from

Massachusetts Institute of Technology tests

ALLOY PISTON

Sectional views, Dycer-Austin piston.

were used. This is due in part to the ap-

proximate assumption regarding the varia-

tion of the velocity of the piston along the

stroke, when the initial velocity is taken

as the vertical velocity at impact.

An interesting "mechanical" leg bearing a

resemblance to the above oleo gears is the

Beardmore-Shackleton leg. It uses helical

springs with a mechanism of wedges actuat-

ing blocks against a Ferodo friction surface

lining that part of the cylinder.

The Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Company

has under experimental development a self-

contained wheel -brake and oleo shock ab-

sorber combined. The advantage of this is

obvious— it provides a quickly replaceable

unit ; it allows better streamlining of the

landing-gear struts as well as subjecting

them to less shock.

Conclusions

The criterion for landing gears cannot be

height of drop alone, but should include the

allowable maximum instantaneous decelera-

tion. Tests for variation of orifice coeffici-

ents should be undertaken for a range cover-

ing tropical to arctic service temperatures.

There seems to be no particular reason why
it should not be possible to develop further

the safety of aircraft by designing a landing

gear capable of absorbing the shock of land-

ing from certain kinds of stalled fliglit. It

is possible to calculate to the first approxima-

tion any kind of oleo gear for aircraft. On
account of the variables involved each com-

plete new installation usually requires drop

testing for refinement.

The cut at bottom of skirt absorbs ex-

pansion, consequently preventing seizing

in event of overheating due to lack of oil,

etc.

The slot serves to drain oil and prevent

the travel of heat from the head to the skirt.

Dycer Airport has used the special Dycer-

Austin pistons in its own engines for some

time. They have been in production since

the first of the year. The high compres-

sion feature is interesting to the commercial

plane owner today due to the increased effi-

ciency realized with small cost. Incidental-

ly, the motor requires overhauling at less

frequent intervals due to its increased revo-

lutions after overhaul and the extension of

time before arriving at the usual overhaul

period.

SPRAY TEST FOR
MICARTA PRO-

PELLERS
TN order to determine the erosive effect of

*• spray on Micarta propellers, so that effec-

tive protective measures can be taken, the

Westingihouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company is making tests at the East Pitts-

burgh Works.

A model propeller, with and without metal

tipping, is being run at 4,000 r.p.m. in a spray

of water from a perforated pipe. The West-

inghouse Company has undertaken this test

with a view to developing the ideal propeller

for seaplanes.
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When\bu Use
PROGRESSIVE
AIRCRAFT
FINISHES

Heres What You Get/
m

Squarely behind every Progressive Aircraft Finish
stands an organization keyed to the airplane indus-
try. One of the first, if not the first manufacturer,
to recognize the commercial importance of aviation,

Berry Brothers created an aviation division, headed
by an enthusiast and one who has been in the paint
industry from boyhood.

Progressive Aircraft Finishes are the combined re-

sult of intimate contact with leaders in the aviation
industry and 70 years of manufacturing experience
brought to bear on the development of new finishes

and new finishing methods.

Berry Brothers is constantly widening the scope of
its service to the aviation industry. The services of
a practical demonstrator are now at the command
of manufacturers seeking utmost beauty and dura-
bility in finishes for their ships. An experienced
painter, this man for the past several years focussed
his attention on aircraft finishing.

Exclusive aeronautical representatives are
contacting plants throughout the country.
Experimental men are constantly working to keep
Progressive Aircraft Finishes several steps ahead.

More complete than ever and
with certain importan t revi-

sions, "Specifications for Air-
craft Finishing" is now in its

third edition. Write for it and
receive the benefit of the latest

thought in airplane finish-
ing methods.

Berry Brothers
present position
in the aviation
continue to merit

has earned its

of dominance
industry and will

your regard.

Progressive Aircraft Finishes carried in stock for immediate shipment by _

JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO
and

NICHOLAS-BEAZLEY AIRPLANE CO., INC., MARSHALL, MISSOURI

Member Aero-
' .autical Cham-
ber ofCommerce Varnishes Enamels and Lacquers

Detroit, Michigan 1858—70th Anniversary—1928 Walkerville, Ont

Manufacturer
of Progressive
Aircraft Finishes

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE SHORT "CALCUTTA"
Commercial Flying Boat

THE Calcutta was built by Short Bros,

to the order of the British Air Min-

istry for operation by Imperial Air-

ways. The constructors' aim has been to

produce an aircraft to fulfill modern require-

ments in the way of passenger accommoda-

tion combined with maximum safety. The

aircraft is fitted with three engines, on any

two of which it will fly, thus practically

precluding the possibility of a forced landing.

The machine is entirely of metal with the

exception of the covering surfaces.

Duralumin is the material chiefly used in

the construction in conjunction with stainless

steel fittings ; the completed machine repre-

senting the first all-metal commercial aircraft

to be constructed in England.

Special attention has been paid to the water

performance of the hull, the lines of which

have been developed after considerable re-

search in Short Bros, testing tank, and it is

claimed that the performance in the water of

the hull in its final form is unequalled by

any other flying boat yet built.

Three Bristol "Jupiter" engines each de-

veloping 485 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. are mounted

in line in separate nacelles between the wings

and arranged as tractors.

Oil tanks are situated in the nacelles, con-

nected to the external oil coolers with a

capacity of 45 gallons. A Bristol engine

starter is installed in the centre nacelle

coupled up to all three engines. This starting

engine has also been arranged to drive a

mechanical bilge pump and the general pur-

pose dynamo for lighting and wireless ser-

vices when the main engines are not running.

The fuel is carried in two tanks in the

upper plane, the engines being fed entirely

by gravity. The fuel system is so arranged

that any engine can be fed from either tank.

Gasoline capacity, 480 gallons.

The pilots are accommodated side by side

in a roomy cockpit in the bow of the hull.

From this position an excellent view is ob-

tained in all directions, and by making the

starboard control column detachable the as-

sistant pilot is able to obtain access to the

extreme bow for mooring purposes, a hinged

hatch being provided.

The second pilot, who also combines the

duties of navigator and wireless operator,

is provided with a compartment immediately

aft of the pilot's cockpit, and is shut off from

it by a roller blind. This compartment, which

contains all the wireless instruments, is fitted

with a table with drawers for charts, etc.

and is so arranged that the operator is able

to carry out his duties with complete freedom

of action.

The main passengers cabin is extremely

roomy, being 17 feet long, 6 feet 6 inches

wide and 6 feet 3 inches high ; the passengers

are arranged in rows of three with a gang-

way slightly off centre. Comfortably up-
*

holstered seats are provided, also constructed

of metal and fitted with cushions arranged

to be used as lifebelts in case of emergency.

Each seat is also fitted with a collapsible

table.

The seats and lower sides of the cabin are

covered with antique pattern leather, and the

roof is covered with a wool head lining. The

an ice chest for the dispensing of either hot

or cold refreshments. As no fuel is carried

in the vicinity of the hull, smoking is

permitted.

A lavatory compartment is also provided

completely equipped with wash basin and an

adequate water supply for drinking, washing

and flushing purposes.

Access to the cabin by the passengers is

effected through a hatch at the forward end

of the compartment, so arranged that the

The Short "Calcultta" commercial flying boat in flight

sides of the cabin are provided with large

plate glass windows. A duct is fitted along

the top of the cabin which carries the light-

ing cables, and also serves as the fresh air

duct, the duct being connected by pipes lead-

ing to the cowls fitted in the hull, the supply

of fresh air being regulated by valves fitted

on the underside of the duct.

A buffet is fitted at the rear end of the

cabin under the charge of a steward, the

buffet being complete with oil cookers and

Taking passengers aboard the giant "Calcutta" flying boat

passengers can step direct from the flying

boat to the quay to which the boat is moored.

A separate hatch is provided aft for the

purpose of loading the luggage, thus the

baggage and passengers can be embarked

pimultaneous'ly.

The seats are so arranged as to be readily

removable if mails are required to be carried

in the main cabin.

The aircraft is fully equipped with wireless

receiving and transmitting gear. Under

normal atmospheric conditions the range of

the transmitter from the aircraft to the

ground with good readable signals is approx-

imately as follows : For C. W. telegraph,

300 to 400 miles; for telephony, 200 to 250

miles ; for tonic train telegraphy, 240 to 280.

An emergency aerial is fitted on a telescopic

mast attached to the upper plane for use when

the aircraft is moored in harbor, or makes

a forced landing.

Fore and aft BeMini-Tosi loops are fitted

for direction finding.

Provision is made and equipment provided

for the removal and refitting of the engines

whilst the aircraft is afloat by means of a

gantry fitted above the nacelles.

For the purpose of transporting the air-

craft on land a beaching chassis has been

(Continued on next page)
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ALMOST
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ON

AMERICAN EAGLE PLANES
THE American Eagle Aircraft Corporation is pleased to

announce that, despite a phenomenal growth in sales, it

is now prepared to assure immediate delivery on orders for
American Eagle 3 -Place Biplanes. • . . Furthermore, this

organization, firmly believing that no properly financed air-

craft builder can find reasonable excuse for delayed de-

liveries, pledges that, insofar as possible, with precision

manufacturing methods, its production shall keep step with
the rapidly increasing demand for American Eagle Planes.

IMMEDIATE delivery of American Eagles has been made possible solely

through improvements in production facilities. . . . for American
Eagle sales are increasing tremendously. Ships delivered in June total

TEN TIMES the number delivered in January.

Our record for the first six months of 192 8:

January Three Planes Weekly
February Four Planes Weekly
March Five Planes Weekly

April Nine Planes Weekly
May Twelve Planes Weekly

June TWENTY Planes Weekly
July (Estimated) TWENTY-FIVE Planes Weekly

A ship completed, tested and ready for delivery every 150 minutes in

June! ... A ship delivered every 130 minutes in July!

Distributors, dealers and owners alike will appreciate the particular sig-

nificance of this unique accomplishment, in view of the fact that no detail

of design, materials, construction or inspection has been sacrificed to in-

crease production.

The American Eagle Aircraft Corporation and American Eagle Distrib-

utors are glad—just as they have been in the past—to match performance
with any ship in recognized air meets, confident that the American Eagle

is more than ever the outstanding plane in its power and price class.

Valuable sales franchises are avail-

able in certain territories for for-

tvard-looking, well-financed distrib-

utors and dealers.

American Eagle Aircraft
2808 EAST THIRTEENTH ST.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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designed consisting of two large aero wheels

fitted slightly forward of the centre of

gravity, and a tail trolley fitted at the rear

step.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

Span, upper plane 93 feet inches

Span, lower plane 76 feet 6 inches

Length overall 64 feet 9 inches

Height overall 22 feet 3 inches

Wing chord 11 feet 6 inches

Areas (square feet)

Maiii planes, including ailerons 1825

Ailerons (total)' 150

Tail plane 112

Elevators (total) 105

Fin 56

Rudder (main) 49

Rudder (servo) 7.6

Weights (pounds)

Weight fully loaded 20,500

Weight empty 12,804

Weight available for load 7,696

Loading per square foot 11.23

Loading per horsepower 13

Useful load (pounds)

Crew (3), baggage, food and water 750

Passengers, baggage, food and drinking

water; 15 at 236 pounds per head. .. .3,540

W-T transmitting, receiving and direc-

tion finding 430

Electrical equipment ; instruments, fire

extinguishers, etc 90

Very pistol and cartridges 14

JULY, 1928

Cooking equipment 40

Seagoing equipment 102

Gasoline (320 gallons) (.76 S. G.).... 2,430

Oil (30 gallons) (1.0 S. G.) 300

Total 7,696

Performance (actual)

Maximum speed at sea level

126 miles per hour

Cruising speed 100 miles per hour

Landing speed 57.5 miles per hour

Climb at sea level 750 feet per minute

Service ceiling 13,500 feet

Time to 10,000 feet. . . .21 minutes 30 seconds

Range (320 gallons fuel at 100 m.p.h.)

500 miles (6.4 hours)

Range (480 gallons fuel at 100 m.p.h.)

760 miles (10 hours)

HALLETT 130 HORSEPOWER ENGINE
THE Hallett Manufacturing Company

of Los Angeles, California, has com-

pleted and started operations in the first unit

of a new factory which they are construct-

ing in Inglewood, California, for the manu-

facture of aircraft engines. Production has

been started on 50 engines.

This company has, for the past two years,

been developing a seven-cylinder, static,

radial, air-cooled aviation engine which de-

velops 130 h.p. at 1,800 r.p.m. It is equipped

with special composition grey iron cylinders.

It has a 4^8 inch bore and 5 inch stroke with

a 526 cubic inch displacement and weighs

425 pounds without the propeller hub.

The average gasoline consumption at 1,500

r.p.m. is six gallons per hour. The lubri-

cating system consists of a pressure and

scavenging pump located on the rear of the

engine and is readily removable. Oil is fed

under a pressure of 100 pounds per square

inch. The push rods and rocker arms are

of conventional design except that the rocker

arms are mounted on Timken bearings. The

crankshaft which rotates in an anti-clock-

wise direction, is one piece and is mounted

on Timken bearings, front and rear, which

take the thrust in either direction. The
master rod is of two piece construction and

mounts on the crankshaft with a bronze

babbitt lined bearing. The articulating rods

are attached to the master rod using bronze

for bearing material. The wristpins for the

articulating rods and for the pistons are

identical in size and are, therefore, inter-

changeable. The pistons are of a special

aluminum alloy manufactured in their own

factory. The engine is equipped with two

Splitdorf magnetos, one of which is equipped

with impulse coupling which insures easy

starting. The magnetos are readily adjust-

able by a splined coupling. The Zenith car-

buretors are mounted on the rear of the en-

gine and are easily adjustable.

The propeller hub is mounted on the tap-

ering end of the crank shaft and is held from

turning by a key. The hub is forced onto

the taper by a nut which is held from com-

ing off by a special locking device.

The engine can be disassembled, complete-

ly, including the removal of the crankshaft

and all units, without being removed from

the plane and requires no special stand for

overhauling work on the field. The engine

has an overall diameter of 47 inches and an

overall length of 37 inches.

The motor has completed 45 hours of

testing which was done in 5 periods. The
maximum cylinder head temperature

throughout this test was 350 degrees which

is very low considering that the engine was

cooling itself with a propeller at the same

time absorbing power.

Specifications

Displacement 526 cubic inches

Compression ratio 5.2

Brake horse power 130

Normal engine speed 1,800 r.p.m.

Firing order 1-3-5-7-2-4-6

Weight complete 425 pounds

Front and rear views of the Hallett engine showing its clean lines, small frontal area and accessibility
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From airport to city

is where time is lost

Most airports are necessarily removed from the heart of

the city. That means delay and traffic congestion getting

to and from the flying field. Frequently most of the time
gained in flying is lost at the beginning or end of the

journey. The same applies to mail and express.

Most large cities are situated on water . . . the ocean, a

lake or a river. And that water is usually close to the

heart of the city. Rapid transit to airports is still a thing

of the distant future and even that will have its drawbacks.
The air is the only clear thoroughfare.

To facilitate the transport of passengers, mail or express,

operators feel the need of shuttle air lines from airports

to the centers of cities. To increase the traffic it is neces-

sary to provide this additional air service. And Amphibians
are the only solution.

The Ireland Amphiplane is the only ship of its kind in

production. A practical sea and land plane that carries

exceptional pay loads and provides comfortable passenger

facilities for four besides the pilot.

Fast, efficient, very maneuverable, and safe, the Amphiplane
affords more adaptability and service latitude than any
ordinary aircraft. Facility in landing is not only greater

than in any other type of plane but becomes a talking point

in air transport operations.

It takes \y2 hours to get from Hadley
Field to Penn. Station, New York by rail

(35 miles). It requires 1 hour from
Curtiss Field (20 miles). It takes longer
by motor ... a tremendous waste of time
and great inconvenience. Air traffic is

impeded, mail and express are slowed up.

With an Ireland Amphiplane, 4 passen-
gers from Hadley Field can be landed at

the Battery or anywhere else on water
around Manhattan in about 25 minutes.

Lambert Field is 15 miles from business
St. Louis.

Municipal Field is 9 miles from business
Chicago.

Ford Airport is 7 miles from business
Detroit.

Municipal Field is 8^3 miles from busi-

ness Cleveland.

Ireland Amphiplane

Wright Whirlwind J-5-C, 220 H.P.

Curtiss Reed Propeller, pusher type

Hull and Tail of ste«l tubing welded

Hull Covering, non-corrosive alclad

High speed, full load, 94 m.p.h.

Cruising speed, loaded, 80 m.p.h.

Landing speed, loaded, 45 m.p.h.

Take-off from water, 30 seconds

Take-off from land, 12 seconds

Ireland Amphiplanes have been thoroughly tested

in service. There is no guess work about what
they can do or stand . . . they are proven air-

craft ... all the "bugs" are out. Deliveries are

being made with reasonable promptness.

IRELAND
AMPHIPLANE

Flies in the air, floats on -water, taxis on land

Ireland Aircraft, Inc., Curtiss Field, Garden City, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



PERFORMANCE OF FAIRCHILD AIRPLANES

THIS report contains all the reliable

flight test data accumulated to date on

the FC-2 (Whirlwind) and the FC-2W
(Wasp) models.

The following tables give the tabulated

figures, and are self-explanatory. Any ad-

ditional data may be read from the accom-

panying charts. The plot on Fig. 1 gives

the time-altitude and rate-of-climb curves

for the FC-2 (Whirlwind) landplane, with

full load, and also with photographic load.

The rate of climb at any altitude, or the

time required to reach any altitude can be

read directly from these curves for the two

10 10 50 40 iO TIME IN MIN
loo 100 WO BOO '000 C.LIM6 ft/mi*
» +10 O -10 -10 TT**P «f

CLIMB AND ALTITUDE FC-2W #1 Una plane.

Hot corrected to Standard Atmoephere. 12-9-27

loads. This data has been corrected to

standard atmosphere (59 degrees F. and

29.9 inches Hg. at ground).

The plot on Fig. 2 has been derived from

that on Fig. 1, and gives the ceiling, rate-of-

climb at ground, high speed, and landing

speed for any gross load of the FC-2

(Whirlwind) landplane. The weight empty

has been given on the chart, so that the per-

formance can be obtained for any specified

useful load. The data is corrected to stand-

ard atmosphere.

The plot on Fig. 3 gives the time-altitude

and rate-of-climb curves for the FC-2W

'0 20 » AO SO TiMfc in M.MJTts
100 4OO feOO BOO I0O0 CLIMB FT/ Ml*
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(Wasp) landplane, with a gross load of

4,525 pounds. The curves are similar to

those on Fig. 1 for the FC-2, except that in

this case the data has not been corrected to

standard atmosphere.

The plot on Fig. 4 gives the same data

(uncorrected) for the FC-2W (Wasp) sea-

plane, with a gross load of 4,600 pounds.

It will be noted that the seaplane perform-

ance indicates a greater ceiling than the

land plane, which is probably due to better

running of the engine (the temperature be-

ing warmer), or to the fact that the sea-

plane was tested by the Canadian authorities

with Canadian altimeters.

In comparing the FC-2W (Wasp) plots

with the tabulated data note that the ceil-

ing and climb values have been reduced to

less than those actually obtained. This has

been done to approximate the corrections to

standard atmosphere, which have not yet

been made.

FC-2W (Wasp) seaplane equipped with

combined skis and floats, and loaded to 5,100

pounds gross weight, took off the water in

30 seconds and reached an altitude of 12,600

feet in 36 minutes. The time to 5,000 feet

was 9 minutes, and to 10,000 feet was 21

minutes.

FC-2W (Wasp) landplane on its second

flight reached a height of 19,500 feet (3y2

miles) and a temperature of 26 degrees F.

below zero. The cabin was sufficiently

warm, however, for the observers to omit

their gloves during the whole flight. This

altitude was reached in 45 minutes with a

useful load of 2,100 pounds.

FC-2 (Whirlwind) seaplane recently

made a non-stop flight from New York to

Miami, a distance of 1,275 miles, in exactly

12 hours. It took off with a gross weight

of 4,375 pounds of which 1,925 pounds were

useful load. The take-off run was less than

300 yards.

FC-2 (Whirlwind) landplane of standard

production accompanied Col. Lindbergh on

his recent tour of the United States. The

plane covered a distance of over 20.000 miles.

CLIMB FC-2 Land plane. CLIMB AND ALTITUDE FC-2W*I Seaplane.
Corrected to Standard Atmosphere. 7-25-27 Not corrected to Standard Atmosphere.

TABULATED PERFORMANCES OF FAIRCHILD AIRPLANES

Airplane model Model FC-2

Engine Wright "Whirlwind"

Power 200 h.p.

Airplane type Landplane Seaplane

Gross weight (pounds) 3650 3900

Weight empty (pounds) 2166 2412

Useful load (pounds) 1484 1488

Pay load (pounds) 800 750

High speed (m.p.h.) 122 112

Landing speed (m.p.h.) ' 53 5 5

Cruising speed (m.p.h.) at 1600-1650 r.p.m.) 103 95

Absolute ceiling (feet) 14,750 14,000

Service ceiling (feet) 13,100 12,700

Initial rate-of-climb (ft. per min.) 580 420

Climb in 10 minutes (feet) 4,850 3,900

Time to 10,000 feet (minutes) 27 36

Range, with above load (miles*) 650 600

Range, full tanks (miles) 900 850

Fuel consumption (gallons per hour).... 12 12

Fuel capacity (gallons) 110 110

Span, wings open (feet) 44 44

Span, wings folded (feet) 13 13

Length (feet) 31 33

Wing area .(square feet) 290 290

Model FC-2W
Pratt & Whitney "Wasp"

420 h.p.

Landplane Seaplane

4600

2418

2182

1300

140

55

110

19,500

18,000

1,210

8,900

12

600

900

19

160

50

14

31

332

4600

2770

1830

900

130

55

100

19,500

18,000

1,020

7,800

14

550

850

19

160

50

14

34

332

These figures computed from extensive flight tests prior to January 1st, 1928.

* Pay load and cruising range depend on the amount of gasoline carried. The above Hgures based on
80 gallons for the FC-2 and 110 gallons for the FC-2W. The pay load for seaplanes has been taken as
50 pounds less than the landplane on account of the extra equipment usually carried for seaplanes.
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REGISTERED TRADEMARK

AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS
CORPORATION HHB
MANUFACTURERS

NAUGATUCK, CONN., U.S.A.

The Aeronautical Public-

Gentlemen :

We take pleasure in offering for your approval,

our new creation for light planes—100 H.P. , 4 cylinder-

in-line, air cooled, overhead valve engine, weighing

290 lbs
.

, with 2 magnetos and carburetor.

This is a high grade unit in every particular

—

steel forged cylinder barrels, alloy heads, salt filled

exhaust valves, silichrome, tulip inlet, aluminum

bronze seats

.

The entire valve action is oil tight with oil

circulating through—only possible with our patented

Cantilever springs.

It can be mounted in all existing types of ships

and the price is only $1825.

We have named it the SCORPION, after the ancient

Catapult guns

.

And it will always be as good as men and material

can make it

.

Yours very truly,

AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

President

ALL MATERIALS U. S. AIR SERVICE REGULATIONS
QUOTATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ALL AGREEMENTS CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES. ACCIDENTS AND OTHER CONDITIONS BEYOND OUR CONTROL

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AIRCRAFT ENGINE SUPERCHARGERS
THE purpose of a supercharger as ap-

plied to aircraft engines is to fully or

partially restore sea level density before the

air enters the engine cylinders, thus restoring

sea level conditions both as to air density

and power output. In a broad sense, a

supercharger is simply an air compressor

constructed in a form suitable for use in

connection with aircraft engines and de-

signed for a capacity and compression ratio

which will meet requirements of the en-

gine at any specific altitude.

The power that an airplane engine de-

velops varies with the density of the air

entering the engine cylinders. An engine

that will deliver 400 horsepower at sea level

will deliver less than 200 horsepower at an

altitude of 20,000 feet, due to the fact that

the air at that altitude has less than half

the density of the air at sea level. There-

fore, if an engine operating at 20,000-foot

altitude is supplied with air at sea level

density it will again deliver its original 400

horsepower.

The function of the supercharger is to

supply this air to the engine. Figure two

shows diagrammatically how a supercharger

operates. The exhaust gas is lead through

manifold a into nozzle box b containing a

semi-circular ring of nozzles c. The gases

expand as they pass through the nozzles

and acquire a high velocity before entering

the buckets of the turbine wheel /i which

at the rated capacity of the supercharger is

driven at 23,000 revolutions per minute. The

impeller d is mounted on the same shaft as

the turbine wheel and rotates in an alumi-

num casing e; the inlet air is taken in at the

center of the compressor / and due to the

rotation of the impeller attains a high veloc-

ity which is converted into a pressure

through the diffuser vanes and leaves from

the top of the casing to the carburetors k.

from which point normal operation is again

prevalent. When air is compressed its tem-

perature is raised. For this reason the actual

supercharger air passage / is replaced by an

air cooler which again lowers the tempera-

ture of the air to a temperature sufficiently

low for satisfactory engine operation. The
speed of the turbine wheel and hence the

amount of supercharging is controlled by a

waste gate g located at the rear of the nozzle

By A. L. BERGER
In Charge of Supercharger Work,

Materiel Division, Air Corps
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Fig. 1—Comparative performance between
airplanes of the same type with super-
charged and unsupercharged engines.

box. By opening or closing this gate the

exhaust gases can either be allowed to

escape to atmosphere or can be directed

against the turbine wheel. An illustration

of a turbo-supercharger mounted on a 400

horsepower Liberty engine is shown in fig-

ure five.

The results which are being obtained with

apparatus of this type are rather remark-

able and by referring to figure one some

idea of the increase in airplane perform-

ance when equipped with a 20,000-foot super-

charger may be obtained. This figure illus-

trates the comparative performance in time

of climb and rate of climb between super-

charged and unsupercharged airplanes of

the same type and load. In general, the

results of improved airplane performance

may be classed in the following manner

:

a. Increase in airplane ceiling by fifty per

cent to seventy-five per cent.

b. Increase in speed and maneuverability

a' high altitude for pursuit airplanes.

c. Makes possible two-place fighters and

photographic ships for high altitude duty.

d. Makes possible high altitude cruising

for offensive bombing squadrons.

The investigation and development of air

compressors or superchargers by the U. S.

Army Air Corps is being carried on along

two lines: namely, the centrifugal type (in-

cluding both the turbine and gear driveni

units) and the Roots or rotary displacement

type.

In the centrifugal type the compressing

elements are practically the same for both

the turbine and geared types, their primary

differences being in the method of driving.

In the case of the turbine driven centrifugal

compressor the potential energy of the ex-

haust gases is controlled and made avail-

able for power to drive the turbine; while in

the case of the geared type the power to

drive the supercharger is taken directly

from the engine crankshaft; the engine con-

nection is usually made by means of a

clutch or flexible coupling. The Roots

supercharger is of the displacement type and

by referring to figure four the principle of

operation of this type may be seen; the

power for this type of unit is taken directly

from the engine crankshaft.

The centrifugal type of compressor is.

essentially a high speed machine and al-

though the normal speed rating is in the

neighborhood of 23,000 r. p. m., speeds oi

35,000 to 40,000 r. p. m. have been obtained.

Its extreme simplicity and compactness :&

remarkable when it is considered that the

units shown in figures five and seven are

capable of handling an inlet air volume con-

siderably in excess of 1,600 cubic feet of

air per minute.

The rotary compressor illustrated in figure

four is operated at speeds up to 6,000 r. p. m.,

is slightly heavier than the centrifugal type

and its reliability is primarily due to low

r. p. m.

The salient features of both types are

reliability, low weight, flexibility and adapt-

ability. The construction is comparable to

all standard aircraft practice, requiring the

maximum unit strength at the lowest pos-

sible weight. This is accomplished by using

CARBURETOR
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Operating diagrams of superchargers: Fig. 2—Pressure type; Fig. 4—displacement type; Fig 3—suction type.
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BUILT and TESTED
at PIKES PEAK

The beauty and strength

of the most famous
mountain peak in America
is reflected in the —

ALEXANDER

EAGLEROCK
For Performance with Economy the airwise have turned to

the Alexander ship. The new center section design, less

motor and propeller, is priced at $2250, on factory held.

The new detachable motor mount will take any motor

—

water or air-cooled—90 to 260 horsepower.

99
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aluminum, duralumin and magnesium met-

als wherever possible. The use of these

metals has permitted design and construc-

tion in which the total weight of the com-

pressing units has been reduced to between

65 and 85 pounds as compared to approxi-

mately three tons for a commercial centrif-

ugal compressor of the same displacement.

Two methods of supercharging are em-

ployed; first, the pressure type system as

illustrated in figures two and five, and sec-

ond, the suction type system illustrated in

figures three and six. In the pressure type

system the carburetors are located between

the supercharger and engine and are operat-

ing under supercharger pressure at prac-

tically all times ; while in the case of the

suction type system the carburetors are lo-

cated at the supercharger air inlet and are

operating under normal atmospheric pres-

sure. Both of these systems have their

particular merits and the use of either one

is practically dependent upon its adaptability

to the installation in which it will be used.

The methods of controlling the super-

charger output varies somewhat in the dif-

ferent types. In the turbine type the waste

gate controls the volume of exhaust gases

impinging on the turbine blades. By closing

the gate the speed of the turbine and hence

the amount of supercharging is increased.

In the displacement type and direct driven

centrifugal units the control is by means of

a gate on the discharge side of the com-

pressor, while in the case of the suction

type the carburetor throttle acts as a control.

The amount of supercharging is measured

by a sealed altimeter or pressure gauge

located in the cockpit and which indicates

the engine altitude or pressure. With the

airplane flying at 20,000 feet and the indicat-

ing instrument reading zero or sea level

pressure it would mean that the carburetors

were getting air at sea level density, and

that the engine was operating under prac-

tically the same conditions that it would at

sea level.

As a non-supercharged airplane ascends,

the engine power and the power required to

drive the propeller decrease in almost the

same ratio. At a height of 20,000 feet, the

propeller revolutions are little lower than

Centrifugal supercharger installation.

they would be at the ground, while the

power developed by the engine has been

reduced to approximately 40 per cent of its

normal output. With the supercharged en-

gine, where the power is practically con-

stant, the propeller tends to speed up with

altitude and allows the engine to race. The

variable pitch propeller, shown in figure

seven, has not yet been perfected to a point

where it can be used as standard equip-

ment. Therefore, some compromise must

be made by using a >fixed pitch propeller.

If a propeller is used which will allow the

engine to develop approximately normal

revolutions at the ground, the engine will

over-speed at altitude. A larger propeller

is therefore used, designed to give normal

revolutions at some such altitude as 20,000

feet. The engine revolutions at the ground

will be from 100 to 250 r. p. m. less than the

rated r. p. m. of the engine, and the pro-

peller r. p. m. will increase with altitude

until the rated r. p. m. of the engine, is

reached at approximately the rated altitude

of the supercharger.

In adapting a supercharger to an airplane

a considerable number of other details must

also be considered such as the cooling sys-

tem, carburetors, fuel systems, spark plugs

and ignition ; also provision for supplying

the pilot and crew with oxygen.

In general the development of super-

chargers has been through a continuous

series of tests and refinements.

-BABY VIS ALIA"
By E. J. Carnes

A LIGHT monoplane recently completed

by Jess Clark and Delmar Wood,

Visalia youths, is creating considerable in-

terest in central California. In its initial test

flight, made by H. J. Kelsey, Visalia aviator,

the little ship showed remarkable stability

and performance qualities.

The thick wing, which has a span of 20

feet, is of spruce, with I beams and spruce

truss ribs. Overall length is 14 feet, 11

inches.

Fuselage construction is entirely of welded

steel tubing, as are the tail set and ailerons.

Weight empty is 385 pounds.

A 28 h.p. Lawrance engine is used in the

present model, a two-throw crankshaft hav-

ing been installed in the power plant to over-

come excessive vibration.

The landing gear is of split type, and

fairly wide tread.

Take-off speed is 40 miles per hour, land-

ing speed 30. On its first flight, heading

into a 15-mile wind, the little plane took off

in 36 paces. An indication of the lift ob-

tained with this ship was the remark made

by Kelsey upon landing that he had taken

off at slightly more than half throttle. He
stated that he was not at the moment ready

to leave the ground, but was watching his

oil pressure gauge, 'and. upon looking at the

ground to get his bearings, found that he was
already several feet in the air. The plane

flew hands off at about 85 miles per hour.

The boys named their plane "Baby Visalia."

TECHNICAL ADVICE TO
ACETYLENE USERS

T TSERS of acetylene and various kinds of

^ acetylene apparatus are often con-

fronted with problems of installation, op-

eration and maintenance which have been

successfully handled by other users, but in

some cases new problems arise which re-

quire experiment and consultation with en-

gineers who specialize in acetylene subjects.

The International Acetylene Association,

30 East 42nd Street, New York, offers to all'

users the services of its Oxy-Acetylene

Committee and its Technical Engineering

Committee.

Fig. S—pressure type system of supercharging on Liberty engine. Fig. 6—suction type system of Curtiss D-12.
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PilingUp The Proof

tele phon es

Avery 2725
PAbkview 7188
Webster3036 LAMBERT-ST LOUIS FLYING FIELD

ANSLUM,ST Louis Co,MO.

FLYING FIELDS
6. WARE HOUSES
ANGLUM, MO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

SAN ANTONIO.TEX.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

Mr. Walter Beech,
c/o Travel Air Mfg. Co.,
Wichita, Kansas.

Dear Sir:

June
2nd
1928.

We believe you will be interested in some facts
about the unusual efficiency and satisfactory performance
of the special Travel Air mail plane you delivered us
about February 20th.

This plane you will remember made its maiden
flight with Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh as pilot. Since
that time in addition to special cross country trips this
plane has had 370 hours in the air, and covered approximate-
ly 34,600 miles. The total motor time according to our log
is 410 hours. In this period of operation we have not - had
a single forced landing, have maintained our schedules at
100$ efficiency, and outside of periodical inspection and
check have done nothing whatsoever to the motor except to
make one change of spark plugs.

usual one.
We consider this performance record a most un-

Yours very truly,

H. H. Perkins,
U S AIR MAIL
CONTRACTORS

Secy. & 'i'reas.,

ROBERTSON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

Story of Travel Air on request, including the new Cabin

Monoplane Illustrated above—"The Limousine of the Air"

The Travel Aim Manufacturing Co.
WICHITA, KANSAS
"The Standard of Aircraft Comparison"

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE KEYSTONE " PANTHER" BOMBER
A CONTRACT for 35 giant Keystone

"Panther" bombing planes costing ap-

proximately $1,300,000 was awarded by the

U. S. Government to the Keystone Aircraft

Corporation of Bristol, Pa.

The "Panther" is the latest development in

bombers and was one of the five types de-

signed according to Air Corps specifications

and submitted to the Government by well

"known manufacturers.

Manned by a crew of five, the "Panther"

will be able to carry high powered explosives

weighing more than 2,150 pounds. Stand-

ard bomb racks have been designed to carry

a number of small bombs, two 1,100 pound-

ers or a single giant weighing more than a

ton. After the target is "spotted" by the

bombardier, this one-ton bomb may be

dropped by means of a simple ingenious re-

lease mechanism. A large engine mounted

on either wing will generate over a thousand

horsepower and give the "Panther" a speed

of more than two-miles-a-minute. To pro-

tect the crew from enemy planes, the Key-

stone bomber will be equipped with five flex-

ible machine guns, two in the nose of the

plane, two in the rear and one firing through

the bottom of the fuselage. These high

powered machine guns will afford protec-

tion from every angle.

Approximately half of the engines required

will be 525 h.p. Wright "Cyclone" engines.

The remainder of the engines will be Pratt

& Whitney "Hornets." An interesting com-

parison of these two famous types of air-

cooled engines in actual service will be af-

forded.

Large tanks located in the upper wing of

the plane are capable of holding enough gas

to keep it in the air for more than six hours.

The performance is said to exceed that of

the present standard bombing planes by a

considerable margin putting America's

bombing equipment on a par with our pur-

suit and observation types.

The Keystone "Panther" is a biplane with

KEYSTONE
TWIN AIR-COOLED ENGINE

BOMBER

Aero Digest

a wing span of 75 feet and a total wing

area of 1,140 square feet. It is 46 feet long

and 16 feet high and weighs loaded nearly

seven tons. It is compact in appearance on

account of its clean cut lines. Fuselage, tail

surfaces and lower wings, as far out as the

motor mounts, are constructed of welded

steel tubing, wood construction being em-

ployed in the upper and outer lower wing

panels. A complete set of instruments pro-

vide for flying in all kinds of weather and

Pioneer parachute flares and headlights en-

able the pilot to select a field and land at

night.

On account of the reserve yower and effi-

cient design, the "Panther" leaves the

ground after an extremely short run and can

be landed in a small field. Experienced

Army pilots have commented on the ease

with which the big ship can be handled, the

excellent visibility and the arrangement for

the comfort and efficiency of the crew. The
crew consists of a pilot and auxiliary pilot,

either of which are trained bombardiers, one

front gunner, one rear gunner and one radio

operator. •

LUNKENHEIMER ISSUES
REFERENCE BOOK OF
AIRCRAFT FITTINGS

"TpHE principal types of Lunkenheimer

aircraft fittings are conveniently listed

for engineers and designers in a new book-

let just issued by the Lunkenheimer Com-
pany of Cincinnati, Ohio. Many of the

prints published are reproductions of origi-

nal Air Corps Standard Sheets. They give

dimensions and other engineering informa-

tion of value.

Principal dimensions of Lunkenheimer

commercial tubing unions and fittings are

also given. Although not conforming to

army requirements these particular fittings

are suitable for the best commercial instal-

lations.

Information is given on the following

items : shut-off cocks ; drain cocks ; union

nuts ; union nipples ; union couplings ; ell

union primers. The following rough bronze

pipe fittings: street elbows, plain elbows; 45

degree elbows
;

plain tees
;

plain crosses

;

couplings ; close nipples ; plugs
;

bushings.

Commercial fittings include compression

union fittings ; S. A. E. standard flared tub-

ing unions and soldering union fittings.
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It Requires Less Effort to Fly
A Waco than to Drive a Car

Dependable, high performance

Sturdy construction

Moderate price

The ability to get in and
out of small fields

More Waco's are in commer-
cial and pleasure service than
any other make of aircraft

waco
AIRPLANES

The Advance Aircraft Co., Troy, Ohio

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WESTERN NEWS
CALIFORNIA AIR RACES
AND AERO EXPOSITION
'TpHE eyes of the aeronautical world will

be focused on Los Angeles September

8-16, inclusive, during the Aeronautical Ex-

position and the National Air Races. The

Aeronautical Exposition will be an integral

part of the National Air Races in Los

Angeles during the full nine-day period of

the meet. The general admission price of $1

will admit the spectator to both the races

and the exposition. Exhibits will be open

daily from 10 a. m. until 10 p. m.

The exposition grounds will be the ter-

minus for the air derbies from New York

City, Windsor, Canada ; Mexico City,

Mexico ; Oakland and San Francisco. Also

for the non-stop flight from New York City

and for other events yet to be announced.

All National Air Racing events will also be

held on the closed exposition grounds.

More than two thousand entries have been

received for the races. This figure does

not include the scores of Army and Navy
pilots who will enter the various competi-

tions. Both these branches of the service

have promised their whole-hearted support

of the meet, and their entries are to come
in later in a block.

Inquiries and actual reservations of space

indicate that more than 400 manufacturers

of aviation equipment will display their

products in exhibits which will cover 200,-

000 square feet of floor space.

One of the most important divisions of

the exposition will be the exhibits of air-

port equipment. With representatives of

more than 5,000 airports expected to attend

the affair, it is planned to call a meeting of

airport managers in the hope that it may
be possible to bring about a standardization

of airport lighting, layout, etc. This move

is endorsed by the Aeronautical Division

of the Department of Commerce.

Cliff Henderson, managing director of the

meet, from his headquarters at the Ambas-

sador Hotel, Los Angeles, is helping formu-

late plans for several aviation conventions

to be held in connection with the affair.

Mines Field, a 640-acre tract, is ideally

situated for the meet. Within a wired en-

closure the huge stands and exposition build-

ings are now under construction. In front

of the stands three runways are being laid

out, one for take-'offs, one for landings, and

a third for both take-offs and landings of

guest planes. The pylons also are being

erected, all within easy visibility of the

grand stands.

The New York to Los Angeles non-stop

race is attracting particular attention, re-

quests for 355 entry blanks having been re-

ceived.

Three elapsed time derbies from New
York to Los Angeles, for as many classes

The executive committee for the 1928 National Air Races and Aeronautical Exposition.
Below, model of Mines Field, where the events will be held.

Rear row, left to right, D. E. McDaneld., sec'y-treas. California Air Race Assn., Theodore T. Hull, pres.,
Harry H. Wetzel, mce-fres. Front row, Dudley M. Steele, chairman contest committee, Dr. T. C. Young,
chairman grounds committee, Robert J. Pritchard, chairman publicity committee, and Cliff Henderson,

managing director of the meet.

of planes, with stops to Jie made at desig-

nated control cities, have attracted 610 in-

quiries.

The California state derbies, one from

Oakland to Los Angeles and the other from

San Francisco to this city, have been re-

sponsible for inquiries from 1,225 pilots.

The Pan-American derby from Mexico

City to Los Angeles, a race limited to Mex-
ican, Central American and South American

pilots, has drawn 83 requests for entry

blanks.

The International derby from Windsor,

Canada, to Los Angeles, is attracting do-

minion-wide attention, requests for entry

blanks having been received from 212

Canadian pilots.

The many important closed course races,

to be run off around pylons within the con-

fines of Mines Field during the period of

the meet, have attracted 700 inquiries.

Transcontinental Air Race Route
New York-Los Angeles

npHE following routes and classifications

* for the transcontinental air derby from

New York to Los Angeles have been an-

nounced by Kline Roberts of Columbus,

Ohio, who is in charge of this feature of the

1928 National Air Races.

The cross-country flight will start from

New York City on September 5 and is ex-

pected to take about five days.

Contesting planes have been divided into

three classes, each with a slightly different

allotment of stop-over points and with differ-

ent overnight stops. The arrangement is as

follows

:

Class A : Commercial stock planes with

an engine of less than 510 cubic inch dis-

placement and designed to carry one passen-

ger besides the pilot. Route—New York,

Harrisburg, McKeesport and Columbus, O.

(overnight) ; Terre Haute, St. Louis, Kansas

City (overnight) ;
Wichita. Oklahoma City,

Fort Worth (overnight)
;
Abilene, Midland,

Pecos and El Paso, Tex. (overnight) ;

Lordsburg, Tucson and Yuma, Ariz, (over-

night) ; Yuma to Los Angeles in one hop.

Class B : Standard commercial models

with an engine of more than 510 but not

exceeding 800 cubic inch displacement and

each carrying a pilot and two passengers.

The route follows : New York City, Harris-

burg, Pa.. McKeesport, Pa., Columbus, O.,

and Terre Haute. Ind. (overnight) ; St.

Louis, Kansas City, Wichita, Kan., and

Oklahoma City (overnight) ; a short hop in

one day from Oklahoma City to Fort Worth

where an overnight stop is planned ; from

Fort Worth the route is the same as Class A.

Class C: Single or multi-motored planes

with more than 800, cubic inch displacement

and carrying four passengers and a pilot.

The route is the same as Class B, except

that there are no 20-minute control stops at

Harrisburg and Abilene, Tex.

Prizes for the three classes will total

$40,000; $35,000 in class prizes and a $5,000

sweepstake prize.
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CONTACTS
By Frank E. Samuels

BOB BLAIR, manager of the Frank Baker

Aircraft and Frank, himself, head of this

fast growing concern, on returning from a

trip from San Francisco, where they demon-

strated the Buhl Airsedan over the northern

territory, report a pleasant trip with very

satisfactory results. Frank had just returned

from the Buhl factory, ferrying the first of a

fleet of five Airsedans, contracted for by the

Ambassador Airlines, when the boys started

on the northern trip.

Bob reports the soloing of their first lady

student. Miss Bonnie Brown, who success-

fully passed the Department of Commerce

examinations, received her license and is now

a full fledged private pilot.

AERO CORP. of California is setting a

good example to owners of other flying

fields of Southern California. All of their

instructors are not only licensed transport

pilots, but are licensed airplane and engine

mechanics as well. Due to the intense heat

encountered while flying over the Arizona

deserts, during the summer months, the Los

Angeles-Phoenix-Tucson Air Line, has

changed the schedule of the run until further,

notice, commencing June 13th. The ships

by the new schedule leave Los Angeles,

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 12 :00

noon (Pacific time) arriving at Phoenix at

5:20 p. m. (Mountain time) and at Tucson

at 7:00 p. m. Leaving Tucson at 7:00 a. m.

(Mountain time) they arrive at Phoenix at

8:25 a. m. and at Los Angeles 12:00 noon

(Pacific time) each Tuesday, Thursdays and

Saturdays, making a tri-weekly round trip.

Jack and Paul report ever increasing busi-

ness, over the airline as well as at the flying

field.

T DON ALEXANDER, head of the com-
*» • pany bearing his name and manufacturer

of the Eaglerock airplane, is paying Los

Angeles and the entire West Coast a visit.

While here, he can be found at any hour of

the day at one of our aviation engine manu-

facturers. He seems more than interested

in both the Hallett and the Kinner motors.

A wide-a-wake hustler of his stamp is not

going to be caught with a shortage of motors

for the big output of his airplanes.

T 1 7HILE on a recent visit to San Fran-
" * cisco, the first person we met when

stepping out of the Maddux Line's Ford
monoplane at Mills Field was our friend

Charles V. Eakin, general manager of the

West Coast Air Transport company, one of

the big guns of the Pickwick Stage lines and
best of all a prince of a good fellow. With
him was Captain Devaney, chief pilot of the

airline. Charlie could not say too much for

the speedy and comfortable Bach Air Yachts
that are flying the Toute, nor could he say

enough for the big business the line is doing.

So far it has been impossible to handle the

large number of passengers desirous of mak-
ing the trip both ways between Portland,

Ore., and Seattle Wash., and the ships be-

tween San Francisco and Portland are flying

full compliments of passengers each trip.

WHILE at San Francisco we called on

Mr. Thaden, head of the Thaden All-

Metal Aircraft Corp. The factory has all

the earmarks of a coming big proposition.

Their new ships were on the floor, in differ-

ent stages of construction. The factory is

equipped with the latest machinery and gigs

for the construction of all-metal planes, and

a full staff of engineers, mechanics and elec-

tricians are putting in full time perfecting

these latest acquisitions of all-metal airplanes.

Mr. Thaden expects to get on a production

basis during the summer, when he will be

able to give some encouragement to the many

enquiring prospective buyers and agencies.

npHE demand for aviation engines is be-

coming so great on the Coast, and I

suppose that the same applies all over the

country, that manufacturers of new motors

are speeding up production in every way
possible. While at Glendale. as usual we
stopped in to see Mr. Kinner of the Kinner

Airplane and Motor Company and were sur-

prised to see the great piles of motor parts

stacked up around the factory and under

different stages of production. A lot of new
machinery has been installed and a night

shift of mechanics employed and the factory-

is now running to full capacity. Mr. Kinner

informs us that with all their new. facilities

it is impossible for them to catch up with

their back orders and the new orders coming

in.

*T*HE offices of the National Air Races are

" a busy place these days. A large corps

of writers, stenographers, and the officers of

the committee are working late into the night,

sending out press matter, answering inquiries,

signing up exhibitors for space and closing

arrangements with contestants for the differ-

ent events. The official program has not as

yet been sent out, hut the tentative program

is being adhered to as close as possible. Los

Angeles should ' be pretty well air-minded

after the meet, which promises to be the

biggest event the aviation industry has ever

held.

npED WOOLSEY, head of the Thi-nder-

* bird Aircraft, informs us that he has

just taken an order for fifty Thunderbird

planes from the Aero Gub of Southern Cali-

fornia, who have a contract for and are dis-

tributors of the plane for four states, Idaho,

Nevada, LT
tah and Arizona. They have just

taken delivery of the first two planes and are

flying them from the Compton, Calif. Airport.

Frank B. Cochran, Reno. Nevada repre-

sentative of H. C. Heidtman, Buick distribu-

tor for the state of Nevada, on June 16th

took delivery of one of the nicest equipped

light planes we have seen, Thunderbird Model
W 14 equipped with a 180 h.p. Hispano. The
plane is equipped with wheel brakes, compass,

airspeed indicator and many other extras and
finishing touches. It is to be used for busi-

ness purposes, visiting his 20 dealers through-

out the state and for business trips, between
Reno and San Francisco.

A NOTHER new airport and flying school

has been added to the long list of com-
mercial airports that the aviation industry
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of the Coast is so justly proud of, the Eagle

Airport, situated on Ventura Blvd. just be-

yond Studio City, North Hollywood. The

field is managed by Donald Scoles, Southern

California and Arizona distributor for the

American Eagle Aircraft Corp. The flying

school uses only American Eagle planes and

have a course of instruction, strictly stand-

ardized.

\ NOTHER flying school that is coming

to the front is the O'Donnell School of

Aviation at the Long Beach Municipal Air-

port, Long Beach, Calif. Mr. O'Donnell

gives his students practical experience in all

branches.

The Long Beach Airport, by the way, is

now one of the finest flying fields in this

country. The field has been enlarged to more

than double its original size, has been levelled

until it is like a floor, has a four-way runway,

•a number of new hangars and everything

necessary for comfort and safety.

The Navy reserves are quartered there

now. They have their own section of the

field, a beautiful headquarters building and

club house and the latest improved hangars

for their training ships.

CC. MAIDMENT, factory representa-

• tive of the Wright Aeronautical

Corp., is leaving for Australia to check over

the Wright engines on the Southern Cross.

He is associated with the Pacific Aeromo-

tive Corporation and superintended the over-

hauling of the engines for the Pacific flight.

According to W. E. (Tommy) Thomas,

general manager of the Pacific Aeromotive

Corporation, "Before the Southern Cross

started its flight to Australia it had been

used in three attempts to establish a new
endurance record and came within a couple

of hours of doing it. The engines had run

175 hours, which is equivalent to 20,000

miles, and they needed an overhauling be-

fore the big flight.

"We did the work in about two weeks'

time, and when we had finished the motors

were practically as good as new. They were

in such good shape that only about $50 worth

of parts had to be replaced. Smith was so

pleased with the engine's performance that

he cabled to send a man to Australia to see

that the engines were in first-class condition

for the next trip, and Maidment is going at

once."

/CLOVER FIELD, Santa Monica, is un-

dergoing a thorough renovation. The

city of Santa Monica have a large force of

laborers with the -latest machinery, levelling

the entire field. The new Douglas plant is

well under way, all of the old hangars are

to come down and new ones built and in fact

everything done to make it a strictly high

class municipal airport.

Speaking of the Douglas Company, we
made a trip through the old plant this week,

and were surprised to see the great amount

of activity. Over six hundred persons are

employed there and it is surely some busy

place. We would be afraid to say how many
ships were under different stages of construc-

tion, or what their weekly output is, but they

must be tremendous. And what a system

—

no confusion, everything like clock work and

everyone interested in their work.
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Standing firmly behind thefa& that Douglas

builds airplanes of exceptional dependability

is the equally important facJ—Douglas

Develops JMens!

THIS is the Douglas contention
—

"The per-

formance of an airplane is equal only to the

industrial performance of the men who built

it; therefore commensurate with the quality of

the Douglas plane must be the craftsmanship

of each individual man charged with its con-

struction_>."

Six hundred master craftsmen are employed in

the Douglas Shops. No matter what his posi-

tion may be—whether he be foreman, master

mechanic or craftsman— Douglas firmly im-

plants in his consciousness that he, on the job

he is doing, is the key man in the construction

of Douglas aircraft; that squarely upon him rests

the success of each planer.

Back of him, constantly at his command, are

the tremendous resources of the institution that

is Douglas. The cumulative knowledge in the

construction of aircraft secured by this company

thru its years of experience, is his. Thus through

the development of the human element Doug-

las again emphasizes, through the highest stand-

ards in aircraft construction, the fact that—
Douglas Means Dependability.

THE DOUGLAS COMPANY
Santa ^Monica J^^fp Qalifornia->

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CALIFORNIA AIR NEWS
WE. LA FOLLETTE has been en-

• gaged by Maddux Air Lines, Inc.,

to take the post of general superintendent.

He will have complete charge, under J. L.

Maddux, president, of all operations, main-

tenance and field activities.

The present route of Maddux Air Lines

from San Diego to Los Angeles, Bakersfield,

Fresno and Oakland soon will be extended

to cities of the southwest.

*TpHE Universal Institute of Aeronautics,

* Inc., successors to the Universal School

of Aeronautics, has moved the administra-

tive offices and lecture rooms to 1770 North

Vermont Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

Added facilities are now available to ex-

tend the excellent work carried on in the

past by the Universal School of Aeronau-

tics.

The faculty has been enlarged, and both

the home extension and lecture courses have

been rearranged and the latest developments

in aeronautical science have been incorpo-

rated. The studies of all the students come

under the personal direction of Captain T.

Cameron Wilkinson, the president of the In-

stitute.

/~\N the night run from Los Angeles to

Oakland, carrying the Los Angeles

Times, the Mutual Aircraft Corporation's

Ryan Brougham has kept within 15 minutes

of arrival schedule, according to M. B. Rapp.

president of the Mutual Aircraft Corp.

'T'HE first all-metal trimotored monoplane
* manufactured on the Pacific coast has

been delivered by the Prudden-San Diego

Airplane Company to F. W. Hemingway,

president of Beacon Airways of California

and Beacon Airways of America.

An unusual feature of the new plane is

the low-hung outboard motors. The plane

has a wing spread of 57 feet and is powered

with three Ryan-Siemens engines. It car-

ries six passengers and two pilots.

SACRAMENTO NOTES
By E. J. Carnes

A SUCCESS from both financial and

attendance standpoint, Sacramento's

first annual aircraft show closed May 27

after three days of thrills that were wat.:hed

by approximately 40,000 spectators from

Sacramento and the valley cities.

Starting with a race for OX5 planjs from
Mills Field. San Francisco, which wa; won
by "Red" Williams in an International F-17,

the show went smoothly through a program

of races, stunt flying, parachute jumps and

other exhibitions.

On the second day a race from Oakland

airport to Sacramento was won by "Sandy"

Sanders in a Lincoln- Page.

A 100-mile free-for-all race on the closing

day was won by Lieut. T. J. Cushman of the

Marine Corps in a Curtiss-Falcon, who cov-

ered the distance in 59 minutes 20 seconds,

followed closely by Capt. H. D. Campbell in

another Falcon.

Leo Moore in his Travel Air won the finals

in the dead stick landings and was awarded

the Sacramento Aviation Club trophy.

An aerial wedding ceremony was per-

formed 3,000 feet over the state capitol

grounds in a Breese cabin plane piloted by

"Andy" Andrews. The principals *vere Miss

Rose Churchill of Sacramento and John

Charles Gregory of Dayton, Oh ;o Justice

of the Peace H. P. Andrews, father of the

pilot, was the master of ceremonies.

The main hangar and a large lent were

used to house exhibits by a number of air-

craft manufacturers and other branches of

the industry. The Standard Oil company of

California had a small working model of

their big "S-D" beacon near San Francisco.

The Gait Union High School's aviation

department had an Eaglerock plane and a

display of parts, instruments and accessories.

Sydney's Aviation Service of San Fran-

cisco showed Resistal goggles ar>d Fonda
helmets.

General Electric Company and the B. B. T.

Corporation had a display of lighting equip-

ment.

Consolidated Instrument company was well

represented, and the Boeing Air Transport

had a snappy little model of their mail plane

in a prominent corner.

Sam Purcell, flying his beloved old Curtiss

"R", with a 180 B.M.W. motor, galloped

gaily in on the boys from his headquarters at

Redwood City, and did a good business carry-

ing the air fans over the city.

Ingvald Fagerskog and Don Pruett com-
pleted a little one-man biplane in time for the

show. The bus is powered with ar old style

Anzani six-cylinder 40 h. p.

/CAPITAL AIR LINES, INC., has been

organized by a group of local business

men.

Breese cabin monoplanes, with Whirlwind

motors, will be used for a passenger service

twice daily between Sacramento and Ala-

meda, across the bay from San Francisco.

Four of the planes have been ordered from

the Vance Breese company, and will be put

into service as deliveries are made. Exten-

sion of the route to Chico and Redding on

the north is planned, also later extensions

to Lake Tahoe, Yosemite Valley and Del

Monte.

The Capital Air Lines will take over the

business now conducted by the A. N. M.
company at the municipal field. In addition

to the regular service and resort service, the

company will conduct a flying school and dj

short passenger carrying work. Royal Miller

is president of the organization.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY
By H. Kitson

\17'ITH the construction of an airdrome
*» to rival Croydon in London and Le

Bourget in Paris, as its main project, the

San Francisco Bay Airdrome, Inc., has re-

cently received favorable action on its ap-

plication for incorporation papers.

The company plans to use filled-in marsh

land owned by the University of California

and announces that a satisfactory lease can

be arranged with the regents of that insti-

tution. The land has been used toy several

fliers as a landing field, including Walter

Varney who holds the air mail contract be-

tween Salt Lake and Pasco, Washington. It

is proposed to spend between $100,000 and

$150,000 on improvements putting the field

in the AAA class.

The site is located in Alameda, adjacent

to Oakland. It is easily accessible to Oak-
land and San Francisco, enjoying rapid

transportation to both cities.

T> REARING all previous records in its

*-* wonderful growth, Oakland Airport

records show a total of 7,483 landings, 4,810

passengers carried and earnings of $2,729.25.

Three concrete warming up platforms are

under construction at the Oakland Airport.

The platforms are built on the taxiing run-

way so that a plane can be rolled out on the

runway and its propeller placed over one

of these platforms, thus preventing dust and

dirt being stirred up by the propeller action.

The platforms are 8 feet by 8 feet by 4 feet.

*TP HE newest addition to Oakland's air-

craft industries, the Sierra Aircraft

Company, has filed articles of incorporation.

The headquarters of the company will be

located at the Oakland Airport, and the con-

cern will take over the sub-contract for

Eaglerock planes in California, Albert Hast-

ings being in charge of the distributing

agency.

TP HE Golden State Aircraft Company,

former distributors of Eaglerock planes

for northern California, has taken over the

northern California agency for Lincoln-

Page planes. James L. Mayberry is head

of the agencv.

The first Prudden all-metal trimotored transport manufactured on the Pacific Coast. It has three Ryan-Siemens engines.
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1928 National Air Races

and Aeronautical Exposition

Los Angeles

September 8th to 16th

An Important Message

to Aircraft

^Manufacturers

NE Million Five Hundred Thou-
sand air-minded people, resi-

dents of the most air -conscious

section in America, will visit the 1928
National Air Races and (.Aeronautical

Exposition^.

Every distributor and aircraft dealer of

importance in the United States, as well

as pilots from this country, Canada and
Mexico will be in attendance making
this the most vitally important aviation

event of the year . . to you!

Manufacturers of aircraft, exhibiting

their products in this mammoth expo-

sition, place them at one sweep before

the largest buying market ever gathered

together in the field of aviation.

Manufacturers meeting distributers, deal-

ers and prospects on common ground will

emerge from this major event with their

1929 production contracted for or sold

!

A beautiful, especially constructed expo-

sition building of Spanish design, con-

taining two hundred thousand square

feet of space, will provide a brilliant

setting. The exposition building will be

situated directly on Mines Field . . . the

site of the air races ! The paramount im-

portance of the exposition building's

location on the actual site of the air-

meet finds emphasis in the fact exhibi-

tors will actually be able to fly their

planes from factory to their exhibit space

without the expense of dismantling the

plane, trucking it thru traffic- congested

streets and re-assembling it again in the

show. Spacious doors, wide enough to

permit any plane to roll right from the

flying field into the building will be
provided.

Space for this exposition is priced ex-

tremely low. The 1928 National Air
Races and Aeronautical Exposition is

conducted on a non-profit basis. Exhibit

your plane before this vast assembly . .

potential purchasers of aircraft. Your
request for information concerning avail-

able space and rates will receive a prompt
and courteous answer.

California Air Race Association

CLIFF HENDERSON, Director

Ambassador Hotel ' • Los Angeles

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



Ford tri-motor flying over the Maddux Air Line route.

A SCENIC AIR TRIP
By Frank E. Samuels

/~\F all the beautiful scenic air tours in

California we believe that the four hun-

dred mile Los Angeles-San Francisco trip,

in one of the comfortable and safe three-

motored cabin planes flying on regular daily

schedule between the two cities, is the most

delightful.

On June 4th at 9:30 a. m. we. with nine

other passengers, boarded the Ford all-metal

plane of the Maddux Airlines at Rogers

Airport, and with Johnny Guglielmetti. that

prince of pilots, at the controls made a per-

fect take-off.

The passenger list for the trip included :

Henry Hoey, San Francisco Traffic Manager.

Boeing Air Transport, Inc. : Ray F. Huss-

man, Representative Crabtree's Travel Office,

Oakland, Calif. ; Harold H. Sweetser, San
Francisco Examiner, and Mrs. Sweetser: Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Whuston of Los Angeles

;

W. P. Callahan, San Francisco : M. J. Flynn,

Los Angeles
; J. B. Miller, San Francisco,

and "yours truly."

We flew over Hollywood, with its beautiful

homes and gardens and were soon crossing

the Hollywood mountains. On our left was
Lake Hollywood and on our right Silver

Lake, with Mulholland drive, the great scenic

boulevard, winding along atop the ridges,

directly under us. Flying the length of San
Fernando Valley, passing over Glendale, Van
Nuys and San Fernando and the beautiful

outlying garden truck-farms, we passed over

the town of Saugus at the head of the valley

and foot of the Sierra Nevada range, with

the big lake-like reservoir that furnishes Los
Angeles with its drinking water, on our left

:

then across the Santa Clara valley, scene of

the late St. Francis dam disaster, where so

many lives were lost.

By this time we had an altitude of nine

thousand feet and were looking down on the

rugged peaks of the timbered Tehaschepis

range of mountains with its deep ravines and

towering peaks, snow-covered all the year.

A little further and we passed directly over

Lake Lebec and the beautiful summer hotel,

nestling amidst a clump of trees in a pretty

ravine. On our right far down below the

mountains was Antelope Valley and a little

further beyond' was the great Mohave Desert.

Having flown over the highest point of the

entire route, we started to descend over the

San Joaquin Valley, with Buena Vista lake

on our left and the state highway directly

under us. This we practically followed to

Bakersfield, where we made a perfect landing

at our first point of call, one hour and five

minutes from the start and fifteen minutes

ahead of schedule. Two passengers disem-

barked here and two others took their places.

"All aboard" and off again over the high-

way for fifty-five minutes—over beautiful

farms on both sides, with occasionally a strip

of alkali country, and over a number of small

towns until we dropped down into Fresno,

just two hours from the start, and where lunch

was waiting for us. Three passengers left

us here and we took on two.

A little longer run was necessary to take

off here on account of the dead hot air, then

a direct airline for a pass in the Santa Clara

coast range of mountains. Over farms, cattle

ranges and at times along a little winding
river. Then over as rugged a range of

mountains as we had been over during the

trip and we dropped down quickly from an
altitude of six thousand feet onto the Oakland
Municipal Airport.

We stopped just long enough for two of

our passengers to disembark and again took
the air for a ten-minute flight over San
Francisco bay and landed at Mills Field,

San Francisco's municipal airport, at 1 :45

p.m.—four hundred miles, three stops, one
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for lunch, in exactly four hours and ten

minutes.

On my return trip, two days later, we had!

just such another trip. Clear as a bell, air as.

smooth as glass and a full compliment of

passengers. We had the pleasure of having

with us Mr. Milo Kent, supervisor of Sara

Francisco County and chairman of that

body's Municipal Airport Commission, and

his young bride, who were making their

wedding trip via airplane. For pilot on the

return trip we had that veteran pilot, George

Allen.

LOS ANGELES METRO-
POLITAN AIRPORT

THE Los Angeles Metropolitan Airport

has been established to fill the long felt

need of the aircraft industry of Southern

California for permanent locations. It is

located in the San Fernando Valley and is

close to the center of the origin of the Los

Angeles air passenger travel.

Certain areas of the airport are desig-

nated as sites for the erection of factories,

hangars, and aircraft industries. The bal-

ance of the airport area is designated as run-

way systems and streets leading to the run-

way system. The sites have been laid out in

various sizes to suit practically every phase

of the aircraft industry. The runway sys-

tems will be owned and controlled by an

operating corporation, all stock in which will

be held by those that are actually owners,

or tenants of the airport. This will vest the

ownership, management and maintenance of

the runway systems with those that are ac-

tually using the airport.

The runways are to be leveled, surfaced,

and drained where necessary, and an admin-

istration building erected and provision made

for a radio station and weather bureau in

time for occupancy, October 1st.

The plan has been evolved with the idea

of giving the aircraft industry a permanent

base at an expense heretofore impossible by

the concentration of many operators and

manufacturers in one place.

The project, at present, is under the man-

agement of Waldo D. Waterman, veteran

air pilot and aeronautical engineer. Future

management of the L. A. Metropolitan Air-

port will be determined by the Board of

Directors of the operating corporation, which

will be controlled by those operating on the

field.

COLORADO AIR NEWS
« \ IR MAIL WEEK in COLORADO"

May 14 to 21st was a big success.

Frank L. Dodge, Postmaster of Denver, said

the outgoing mail during air mail week was
the heaviest of any week since the air mail

service was started in Colorado.

Civic organizations, service clubs and other

organizations, joined in the campaign to put

it over. The Tramway Company had large

placards on the front of every street car in

red, white and blue. The Denver Tourist

Bureau issued a special folder and the West-
ern Air Express, Inc., furnished souvenir air

mail envelopes free to all organizations who
placed copies of each at the plate of every

member during air mail week luncheons.
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"To Produce the Nation's

Finest Pilots"

LINDBERGH FIELD, the

permanent location of

Ryan Flying School

PWI—^——Mi Under the per-

ft J§ A. ft sonal supervi-

\Jr t \ W%M sion of T. c.

IV I W Ryan, the Ryan
ft^ ITflJ Flying School^^^^^i becomes Amer-
ica's first & foremost University of the air.

((Affiliated with the Pacific Technical
University, every educational element has
been welded and focused on achieving the
Ryan Ideal "To Produce the Nation's Fin-
est Pilots."

((Located in San Diego, "The Ah* Capital
of the West," the student works in an
atmosphere of aviation; he associates
with air-minded men. His is the oppor-
tunity of observing all types of planes
in the air under control of seasoned
pilots from the huge United States
Government Military bases close
to the school.

Cf Headed by Mr. Ryan, a staff

of capable teachers and ex-

perienced pilots are at the student's com-
mand. Planes and flying equipment of
the most modern, advanced design are
here available for student instruction.
The entire school is conducted in strict

conformance to the rigid regulations of the
United States Department of Commerce.
((There are no idle hours at the Ryan Fly-
ing School. Mornings are devoted ex-
clusively to thorough ground work in-
struction; the afternoons to intensive
flight study and training. Efficiency in
education is the standard.

(( Complete information is now avail-
able for those desiring the highest
character of aviation instruction. The
coupon below, filled out and mailed
to the RYAN FLYING SCHOOL at
San Diego, California, will bring the
complete story.

MAIL THE COUPON
IMMEDIATELY

RYANSiWSCHOOL
^ ^ 413 Union Bui^Tldin.9 ^TSan Diego, Calif

RYAN FLYING SCHOOL, San Diego, California

I am interested in your course of Flying Instruction. Please send full particulars.

^ Name Address —

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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One of the Fokker transports of the Western Air Express Line.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY
THE California Institute of Technology

at Pasadena will offer a special gradu-

ate course in aeronautics during the aca-

demic year 1928-1929. The course will be

conducted by visiting Professor Theodor

von Karman, professor of mechanics and

aerodynamics and director of the aerody-

namical institute at Aachen, in association

with the following professors of the Insti-

tute staff : Robert A. Millikan, Harry Bate-

man, Eric Temple Bell, Paul Sophus Ep-

stein and Richard Chace Tolman.

ANOTHER completely equipped aero-

nautical school has been opened at San

Francisco. It is known as the Summit Air-

craft Company Aeronautical School and has

headquarters and ground school at 1439 Van

Ness Avenue.

The school's hangars are at Mills Field,

a JN4D, a Hisso Jenny, and two Interna-

tional F-17 ships being used for instruction.

"Red" Williams is chief instructor.

Navigation will be taught by Emory

Bronte, navigator of Ernie Smith's Oakland-

Honolulu plane, the first civilian plane to

make the transpacific flight. Instruments

and aerology will -be taught by Capt. Roy

Francis, formerly commandant at Kelly

Field. Richard Burtz will teach radio and

motors will fall under the care of "Red"

Williams. There will be three additional

transport pilots for student flying instruc-

tion.

HONOLULU AIR NEWS
By Verne Hinkley

/COLONEL ARTHUR C. GOEBEL. win-

ner of the Dole Derby from Oakland to

Wheeler Field last year, was in Honolulu

for two weeks during the latter part of May
after a 46-day good-will air tour of Japan.

He brought back with him several very

definite impressions of the status of aviation

in the land of the rising sun.

First of all he found, in his tour of the

country, that the Japanese public is highly

skeptical of flying. It is hard, he learned, to

induce civilians to ride in planes, due to a

fear of the air brought about, no doubt, by

the many fatal crashes which have marked

the history of aviation in the Oriental nation.

To offset this state of affairs the govern-

ment is taking steps to breed a generation of

children who are far more air-minded than

are the younger men and women of today.

School pupils are being taken on regularly

constituted trips to army airdromes where

they are given every opportunity to inspect

planes, motors and hangars, and in addition

are given complete explanations of the opera-

tion of modern aircraft.

Colonel Goebel found that aviation officers

of the Japanese army are keen fliers and that

they compare very favorably with American

military pilots. He commented, however, on

the fact that he noted very little, if any,

aerobatics, during the time that he was visit-

ing Nippon flying fields.

Colonel Goebel commented further on the

aviation fields of Japan which he classified

as among the very best it has ever been his

privilege to see.

PROSPECTS for a capably financed and
* properly equipped Hawaiian airway con-

necting the various islands, increased materi-

ally with the recent announcement that the

Inter-Island Steam Navigation Co., a firm

in business here for the last 30 years, has

entered into negotiations with the Boeing

company, of Seattle.

A Boeing representative will come to

Honolulu in the immediate future to make a

survey. If he recommends the establishment

of the line the Inter-Island, according to an

announcement by Stanley C. Kennedy, as-

sistant manager, is prepared to invest im-

mediately in the necessary equipment and

inaugurate the service, augmenting its

steamship schedules.

Mr. Kennedy, during the World War, was

a naval aviator and is in a position to

superintend the new air line as an expert.

It is understood that the Boeing company

will have an interest in the new venture.

A second group of Honolulu business men,

it is reliably reported, is dickering with

another west coast air transport company

with a view to establishing a similar con-

nection on which to base an air line between

the islands.

Hp HE search for the Golden Eagle, lost

* Dole Derby plane piloted by Jack Frost

and navigated by Gordon Scott, has been

started on the island of Hawaii, by Danham
Scott, brother of the missing man. He came

to Honolulu during May and obtained the

services of Martin Jensen, winner of second

place in the Dole flight, and the Aloha, the

plane Jensen flew. The two have gone to

the Big Island where a careful search, lasting

perhaps for months, will be carried out, both

from the air and by foot and horseback.

The quest is based on reiterated reports

from Big Island residents that on the day

of the finish of the Dole flight a plane said

to closely resemble that flown by Frost was
seen over the city of Hilo in the early after-

noon. It is believed that should the ship have

been the Golden Eagle, it crashed in clouds

against one of Hawaii's 14,000 foot moun-
tains, both passengers perishing.

A portion of the jungle in the Puna section

of the island already has been investigated

without result. The searchers are now turn-

ing their attention to the peaks of Mauna
Kea and Mauna Loa.

WASPANDWHIRLWIND SERVICE
At a modern shop adequately equipped to overhaul all

types of water-cooled and air-cooled motors.

MOTOR PARTS AND SUPPLIES

AERO CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA
CABLE "AEROCAL" LOS ANGELES 99th ST. & WESTERN AVE.
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MILLER
AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
MILLER'S POSITIVE INTAKE VALVE CONTROL FOR OX'S

REV'S FOR OXS's
By LESLIE C. MILLER

A book explaining all

faults of the OX-5 Cur-
tiss motor and the rem-
edy for each fault. How
to get more horsepower,
efficiency, reliability and
economy out of this type
motor. The author has
over 3500 flying hours
experience with the

OX-5.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Saves 15% on gas, adds 20 to 50 rev's to
the motor speed, takes all noise from the
overhead, greatly reduces friction in pins,
bearing surfaces, valve guide and pull rod.
Over one thousand sets now in use on OX's
in planes, speed boats and racing cars.

Standard equipment on Alexander Eagle-
rocks and now being adopted by other
leading manufacturers.

PRICE per set of eight $10

MILLER'S ROLLER

ROCKER ARM
Preventing wear on exhaust

valve guides and seats,

doubles the life of the OX
cylinder. The roller rolls

freely across the valve stem

end, instead of sticking and

exerting a tremendous side

pressure on the guide and

valve seat as is the case with

the former tappet. More
power longer sustained.

PRICE $15

Per Set of Eight

THE NEW MILLER OVERHEAD
The large pins operate on Bronze Bush-

ings, all four pins are oiled under constant

pressure from Cincinnati Ball-crank uniflow

lubricators.

The system is guaranteed to give twice the

service of former OX overheads. It is im-

possible for the pins to lose out or for grit

to get into any of the bearing surfaces.

Miller Roller Rocker Arms and intake valve
controls are included in the Miller Overhead.

With push and pull rods $90.00
Price as illustrated, per set of

eight, less push and pull rods. . 85.00
With alemite connections, but less

Cincinnati Ball-Crank Lubri-
cators; with rods , 78.00

Without rods 73.00

THE MILLER VALVE GUIDE REMOVING AND REPLACEMENT TOOL SET
Ream out the old valve seat and use over-

size head valves.
Valve guide tool set $35.00
Grey iron guides 65
Valve seat Reamer set, all neces-

sary reamers 22.50

Is a complete equipment for removing and
replacing valve guides in old cylinders; all

operations are by hand, no machinery neces-

sary. Ninety-nine out of a hundred used

cylinders can be put back in the service with

this set.

Write for pamphlet fully describing all Miller Products

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL.
MONEY REFUNDED ON ANY UNSATISFACTORY PURCHASES

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
Write P. O. BOX 643, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., FACTORY, 3827 WEST JEFFERSON
Terms 5% discount for cash with order. 10% deposit required on all orders. Write your supply house or order direct.
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NORTHWEST AIR NEWS
By F. K. Haskell

YAKIMA'S airport was officially dedicated

on June 2nd in the presence of some

10,000 persons from all portions of the Inland

Empire. Guest fliers included the party in

the Fokker plane making the National Air

Tour pathfinding trip headed by Lieut. Peter

E. Skause, pilot; Carl H. Keller, Frank

Bogart of the Detroit Times; James V.

Piersol, Detroit News: Hugh White, Detroit

Free Press; Lieut. George Schulgren,

Wright Field; Staff Sergeant John Carden

and Ray Cooper.

The 20-mile race at the airport was won

by Tex Rankin in 11 minutes 40 seconds;

C. L. Scott, Seattle, second, 12 minutes 4

seconds ; Edward Bigelow, Spokane, third,

12 minutes 14 seconds.

Lieut. Jack Rose of Spokane won the air

race from Spokane to Yakima.

Tex Rankin won the air race from Port-

land to Yakima in 1 hour 23 minutes.

C. L. Scott won the Seattle to Yakima race

in 1 hour 3yi minutes.

Art McKenzie in the Portland race was

forced down at Warrensdale, making a skill-

ful landing in a plowed field. A. W. Davis

was also forced down near Goldendale and

Gordon E. Mounce had to land in a field

near Union Gap ; no casualties.

E. B. Riley, Yakima county commissioner,

presided at the dedication exercises.

yAKIMA, WASH., and Portland, Ore.

exchanged ambassadors of good will on

June 2nd when Tex Rankin's daily airplane

service was inaugurated between these two

airports.

The first plane that took off from the Port

of Portland carried, in addition to several

huge bundles of the Portland Oregomm,
Frank L. Shull, president of the Portland

Chamber of Commerce, Commissioner Bige-

low, Kenneth S. Jordon and Mrs. Margaret

Porter of Oswego, Ore.. 69 years of age and

one of Yakima's early residents. Frank

Anderline was at the controls of the Waco.

Mayor W. B. Dudley of Yakima arrived

in Portland on the first southbound plane.

With him was W. W. Caldwell of the Ya-
kima Police Department. Arthur Walters

piloted the plane.

VyHITNEY CLOSE of Spokane, in his

' » Swallow airplane, won the Spokane-

Walla Walla air derby on May 27th in 1

hour 30 minutes 1 second. Five machines

participated and 5 minutes 19 seconds covered

the spread between the first and the last to

arrive.

Maurice McMeahan, Yakima, came in

second in his Eaglerock, doing it in 1 :32. E.

C. Bigelow, Spokane, in his Eaglerock, was
third with 1:32:9. Penn Stohr, Plains,

Mont., in a Swallow was one second longer

than Bigelow on the trip, his time being

1:32:10. Lieut. Jack Rose, Spokane, in a

Waco, was fifth in 1 :3S :20.

The air rained airplanes for a time as the

Spokane men began dropping in. Close got

away at 8:31 and dropped at 10:02. Mc-
Meahan left Spokane at 8:34; Bigelow at

•133; Stohr at 8:30 and Rose at 8:36.

Tex Rankin, Portland, won the Portland-

Walla Walla air race, making the trip in

1 :03 :4S.

John Langdon, piloting a plane from Ever-

ett, Wash., arrived after a trip through the

Snoqualmie Pass in the Cascade Mountains

in 3 hours and 15 minutes.

Perfect weather greeted the throngs who

enjoyed a two-day air circus here in dedica-

tion of Walla Walla's new air field. The

formal dedication was made by Brig. General

Paul H. Wayrauch, of Spokane.

AT. SHERE of the Oregon Eaglerock

Sales Company has established an

air field near upper Klamath Lake, from

which he will operate both sea and land

planes, and make frequent trips to Crater

Lake and Diamond Lake.

Mr. Shere will be assisted by Frank Kram-

mer of Portland who will also take an active

part in an aviation school, which will be the

only one located in this far western country.

AT the meeting of the Washington Airport

Association held in Walla Walla,

Wash., it was decided that aviators on barn-

storming trips would hereafter be required

to contribute 10 to 15 per cent of their re-

ceipts to the airports for development work

;

and also that all pilots should be forced to

pass an examination.

THE airline distance from Fairbanks,

Alaska to Walker Lake at the head

waters of the Kobuk and Noatak Rivers is

325 miles. C. F. Crawford, Alaskan pilot

now in Seattle to purchase a new plane, car-

ried seven prospectors and their season's sup-

plies to their isolated but rich placer country

just before he came "outside."

It required fifteen trips to get the seven

miners and their supplies to Walker Lake,

but Crawford completed the job in ten days

and had no forced landings.

It would have taken the prospectors six

weeks to have mushed the distance, and they

would have consumed all their supplies get-

ting there.

T IEUTS. Harry R. Wilson and Ancell C.

J—' Eckmann, both veteran army fliers, have

become associated with the Seattle Airways,

Inc., as pilots and instructors, according to

Z. F. Ballantyne, secretary-treasurer and

manager of the company. R. H. Aikin has

joined the company as chief mechanic and

rigger.

T H. McHENRY, will pilot the Coast
*—'• Air Lines, Inc. new International cabin

plane on the Seattle-Grays Harbor service

and also on the Seattle-Vancouver, B. C. run.

Exporting Service

T> OBINSON, McLEAN AND COM-
PANY, exporters and importers of

Seattle, have created a special department for

the handling of airplane accessories for ex-

porting to countries bordering on the Pa-
cific ocean.

R. D. Robinson is president of company.
He has spent the last seven years in the

Orient, Far East and New Zealand and Aus-
tralia making a study of marketing condi-

tions for U. S. products.

The firm will act as purchasing agents for

their various overseas connections.

Portland Air Carnival

T JPWARDS of 5,000 people braved the^ inclement weather to witness the big

air carnival on Swan Island, Portland, Ore.,

June 10, which was sponsored and success-

fully carried out by the Aero Club of Ore-

gon.

Arrival of the huge three-motored Ford-

Stout plane and the first three ships in the

Camp Lewis- Portland race was simultane-

ous, and was a fitting open of the air circus.

With a flying time of 1 :03, C. L. Scott,

flying for the Seattle Flying Service, landed

his Travel Air for first place in the race. A
scant quarter minute had passed before Pilot

Eckerman of the Seattle Airways, Inc.,

landed in the Lincoln-Page. The MacKen-
zie Morrow Company entry piloted by A.

W. Davis landed third position a few sec-

onds later in his American Eagle.

Interest in the two events was divided for

in the big Fofd-Sout plane, the first to be

piloted to the Pacific Northwest, was Lieut.

Commander George Noville.

One of the big events of the day was the

relay race. Four teams of two planes each

were entered. The MacKenzie-Morrow
Aviation Company team of Portland was

first ; Seattle Flying Service, second ; Bush

Flying Service, Portland, third and Rankin

Flying Service fourth.

Floyd Keadel won the dead stick landing

contest when he brought his Eaglerock plane

to a stop 11 feet 7 inches from the tape with

a "dead" motor. Keadel received the Valen-

tine Gephart trophy and $50 cash. Walter

E. Case in an American Eagle was second,

15 feet 7 inches, and Jack Parschall in an

Eaglerock, was third with 21 feet 2 inches.

Johnny West did some thrilling wing

walking stunts on a plane piloted by Byron

Jacobs of the Continental Airways. Frank

Brooks of Coeur D'Alene, Ida., and Tommy
Thompson of Seattle were the parachute

jumpers.

C. L. Scott of the Seattle Flying Service,

piloting a Travel Air, won the 20-mile race

for OX5 motored planes. With the victory

went the Philip Jackson trophy and $75 cash.

Basil D. Russell of the Bush Flying Service,

Portland, was second in a Travel Air and

Major A. Eckman of the Seattle Airways

was third in a Lincoln-Page.

Gordon E. Mounce of the Continental

Airways won the Airman special trophy

when he captured the 20-mile race for Whirl-

wind-motored cabin planes with his Ryan.

Frank Anderline of the Rankin Flying ser-

vice, in another Ryan, was second.

Captain Jack Gemence of the Aeronauti-

cal Pursuits Corporation, won the free-for-

all race in his Travel Air. He received the,

Harry K. Coffey trophy. Pilot Russell of

the Bush Flying Service was second and

Pilot Mounce, third. They both flew Travel

Airs.

The stunting contest was won by Walter

E. Case in an American Eagle, Pilot Russel

was second with a Travel Air and Tex Ran-
kin and Dick Rankin, both in Wacos, were

third and fourth respectively. Case's victory

brought him the Feldenheimer trophy.

The First National bank trophy for the

Whirlwind-motored cabin plane performance

test went to the Rankin Flying Service.



Wonderful Opportunities in Every Branch

All instructions under personal supervision of William J.

Waterhouse, nationally known aeronautical engineer.

Recognized Authorities Will Instruct You
Remember, you do not have to be a flyer to earn good salaries in aviation.

For each man in the air there must be many men on the ground . . .

engineering, designing, constructing planes . . . serviceing them, over-

hauling, inspecting.

|William J. Waterhouse, A.E., C.E.|

LEARN AVIATION
\U California
f^^at Western College

of Aeronautics
154 West Slauson Avenue
Los Angeles, California

gate..

ONLY MODERN
EQUIPMENT USED!
Our Courses Include:

THEORETICAL
COURSES

PRACTICAL
COURSES

ENGINEERING AIRCRAFT ENGINES
AIR NAVIGATION AIRPLANE MECHANICS

AIRPLANE DRAFTING AIRCRAFT WELDING
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT "FLYING"

For information, -write the secretary

UTHERN C
All three Wright engines overhauled and

reconditioned for the flight by

AEROMOTIVE CORPORATION
Authorized Wright Parts and Service

The same service rendered Captain Kingsford-Smith's

Southern Cross engines available to all Wright users.

Wright Aeronautical Corporation
Scintilla Aircraft Magnetos
Stromberg Aircraft Carburetors
Flightex Fabric
AC Aircraft Spark Plugs

B & G Spark Plugs
Meyrowitz Goggles
Consolidated Instruments
Eckle's OX5 Overheads and
Replacements Parts

Aero Supply & Manufacturing Company

Complete machine shop and equipment for overhauling

and reconditioning all types of aircraft engines.

PACIFIC AEROMOTIVE CORPORATION
3417 Angeles Mesa Drive Los Angeles, California
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WASHINGTON AIR NEWS
BY C. J. LiTTELjOHN

THE Northwest Aeronautical Company

has moved from Tacoma, Wash., to

Seattle, where on June 15th it started a flying

service around snow-crowned Mt. Rainier.

The company operates two four-passenger

Buhl airsedans. Until such time as the mu-

nicipal airport is ready at Seattle, the offices

will remain at Tacoma.

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS,
LTD., establishing headquarters at

Seattle, Wash., commenced a new air passen-

ger service in June between Seattle and the

two main cities of British Columbia

—

Vancouver on the mainland, and Victoria on

the British Island—which will be a connect-

ing link of the first international and trans-

continental plane service on the American

continent. J. A. Pease has opened head-

quarters for the company at 946 Dexter

Horton Building. Eight-passenger Fokker

seaplanes and Boeing flying boats are being

used. The company also plans to start an

airline further north than Victoria, going

into the Alaskan territory.

/""vPERATING an airport at Bellingham,

Wash., the Western Aero Construction

Company has been incorporated in that city.

Incorporators are A. H. Zieglitz, H. L.

Stark and S. E. Payson.

OEATTLE AIRWAYS, INC., are con-

^ sidering the establishment of a new air-

plane factory at Seattle. Directors of the

corporation plan to build all-metal biplanes,

at first for the use of the organization, and

later for commercial distribution.

NEW services are being added to the Hobi

Airways Company of Aberdeen, Wash.

After entering the flying school and air taxi

business a short time ago, it started the

establishment of a combined headquarters

office, waiting room and visiting place for

out of town fliers, and is contemplating the

establishment of a new regular flying ser-

vice from Gray's Harbor and Puget Sound

points.

TjrlRST LIEUT. C. B. HAINES, U. S.

" Air Corps, has been appointed com-

mander of 116th Observation Squadron of

the National Guard of Washington. He has

also been promoted within the guard to the

rank of major.

TjEAUTIFL'L Snoqualmie Pass in Wash-
*-* ington is to have a gigantic air beacon

to guide aviators over the pass between

Seattle and the Inland Empire. The Puget

Sound Power and Light Company is planning

the establishment of a series of these air

beacons to give a well lighted aerial way in

Washington.

TV" EXT. WASH., is planning a modern

airport. The Kent Flying Service,

leading citizens and chamber of commerce

members are developing the new field. The
airport itself will consist of about S3 acres

within the citv limits.

JULY, 1928

Tacoma, Washington is showing increased

activity. The new company will be known as

the Washington Aeronautical Corporation

and will maintain its main base at the Ta-

coma municipal field, located seven miles

south of the business district on the Pacific

Highway.

The personnel of the company include L.

E. Titus, president ; Cassius Gates, secretary ;

J. B. Story and R. E. Richards, vice presi-

dents
; J. W. Sparling, treasurer; Alex B.

Holden, chief pilot ; Dick Gleason and R.

Raybone, asst. pilots ; William Gorman, chief

mechanic; Orian Martin and Dutch Dahl-

berg, assistant mechanics.

The company is distributors for the Alex-

ander Eaglerock and the Buhl Airsedan in

Western Washington and Oregon.

Washington Aeronautical Corporation

WITH the consolidation of the Wash-
ington Flying Service and the Olym-

pic Aeronautical Corporation, aviation in

Chehalis Airport

/"iHEHALIS municipal airport is located

^-^ one mile from the center of Chehalis,

Wash. The field is 1,300 feet square with

an option on SO acres directly north which

is used in conjunction with the field. The
city is erecting a 50 x 70 feet hangar putting

in gasoline equipment and telephone. The
field has three runways long enough to get

off or land in the wind either way.

The St. John Air Service is operating the

municipal field on a percentage basis for the

City. This company will conduct a school

using new Waco planes. A Ryan Brougham
is used for sight-seeing.

Vernon Bookwalter, formerly with the

Pacific Air Transport and one of the best

known pilots in the Northwest, is in charge

of the field. A. C. St. John is president of

the

Your Ship's Performance

Will Be Bettered With

A WELL DESIGNED, 1,3 5 POUND MONOPLANE,
using a popular light, radial engine, struck its ceiling at

only 2,200 feet. A Kinner engine was substituted and
the same ship, fully loaded, immediately made a perfect

flight of 1,122 miles, crossing one mountain range at

8,000 feet and another at 9,000 feet.

Price, $1875 f.o.b. Glendale
($250 deposit required with order)

KINNER AIRPLANE & MOTOR CORP.
San Fernando Rd. at Grand View Ave.

Glendale, Calif.

wgaggm

MAHONEY

'For

Dealer Territory In:
California,MewlHexico
Colorado, Wyoming »V

Montana ... address
Western Distributors
for IMahoney Aircraft

Corporation

MUTUAL
AIRCRAFT CORFN
163 So.Olive St, los Ange.es,Cal.
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In THE MOST PERFECT
FLYING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

We give instruction in new Waco Tens

Primary Flying Course. $2 JO

Private License Course,

10 hours solo 400

Commercial License Course,

50 hours solo 950

Air transportation anywhere, with SPEED
COMFORT
and

SAFETY

CHADBOURNE - DONZE AIR SERVICE

Santa Barbara, Cal.

(Airport, Carpentaria, Cal., 10 miles east of Santa

Barbara)

Dealers for Waco, Fairchild and Driggs
Airplanes

7Ts

JY THE ^// 'LEARN TO FLY THE
BAKER WAY *

Not Hoiv Fast Not Hotv Cheap
But Safe, Thorough Instruction
with Full Time Actually in the Air

T-TERE you receive individual, full time instruction on
A the finest and most modern airships. The Frank Baker

Airport is a splendid, large, 100 per cent inspected and
authorized 4-way airport. Experienced transport pilots

teach you—give you that individual and personal attention
that makes ft easy for you to learn.

Training time here is not a slop watch procedure; we are
always ready to work with you, study your progress, correct your
faults. Our course costs a trifle more, but it is worth many times
the difference-
Come out and ask about our methods and facilities—ask us

about the students trained—look over cur ships and airport or
write for complete informntion.

THE FRANK BAKER AIRCRAFT CO.
Bob Blair, Manager

Centinella and Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Distributors of Buhl Aircraft

for California. Arizona and
Nevada

we will

Quickly Train at Home
FOR BIG PAY

Now—for the first time—a complete,
thorough, easy-to-grasp course in aviation
fundamentals—at a low price. We teach
you—by home study—in the quickest pos-
sible time every step necessary to become a
Pilot, Instructor, Designer^ Repairman,
Assemblyman, Mechanician, or to occupy
any other position in Aviation.
When you complete our course, all you

need is a few hours' instruction in the air
arrange for you).

You Are Taught Every Branch of Aviation
Here's a brief summary of subjects covered: History of

Aviation: The Dictionary of Aviation: Types of Planes-
Transport, Racing, Pursuit, etc.: Balloons, Dirigibles- Princi-
ples and Science of Flight ; Control and Parts of Ships'; Flyin°-
Speed and Guiding Principles: Construction of an Airplane"
Assembly; Care; Airplane Engine Design and Construction'
Manufacture and Design of Planes; Data on Flying; How to
Handle a Ship m the Air and on the Ground

; Complete Flyin^
Instructions; Study of Winds and Air Currents: Navigation-
Air Traffic Rules and 50 other subjects. You get experience
of noted pilots, technicians,
ground mechanicians and
designers. Profusely il-

lustrated with all neces-
sary diagrams, charts,
plans, etc., so you can
quickly grasp the subject.
Course endorsed by ex-
perts. You are awarded
fully accredited diploma
upon graduation.
FREE Employment

Service
Big-Pay Jobs Waiting

for You
All over America manu-

facturing, transport, air-

port, service and sales or
ganizations are springing
up. All have valuable
openings for high priced,
skilled men. For every
man in the air there are at
least 10 men needed on the
ground.
Your name is placed on

our FREE employment
file, and upon completion
of the course we give you
all possible assistance in

securing position -most de-
sired.

Now Sent FREE
The coupon below brings

you a FREE copy of
"Aviation", telling you the
quickest, least expensive
way to get into Aviation.

Mail it now—TODAY.

PROOF
Excerpts from a few of hundreds

of letters from students:

"\ our course has helped me
very much in constructing my
ship which is completed now."

—

R. J. Brier, Vallejo, Cal.

"I don't see how you can sell
the course so cheaply and have it

as thorough and complete as it is.

Have my own ship now and have
been flying three months. I flew
an Eaglerock at Wichita Falls
and I cculd fly it in the air the
first lesson I took."

—

Geo. R.
Pollard, Lawton, Okla.

"Vour section on Navigation,
Meteorology- and Flying are each
worth price of the whole course
alone."

—

Bob Ridenour Omaha
Neb.

"I thought I knew a lot about
Aviation before I took your
course. But I was wrong. I
learned some things about Avia-
tion I never dreamed of. And
still I'm onlv half finished."

—

Joe
Patrick, E. St. Louis, III.

"Everything in your ccurse can
easily be understood by anyone,
and is better than some costing
$60 elsewhere. The fundamentals
involved are, by far, better than
any other I have ever studied."

—

Frank Brewer, Buhl, Idaho.

National Aviation Training
Dept. AD-3, 1031 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.

Send me a FREE copy of "Aviation"—telling quickest, least expen-
sive way to get into Aviation.

Name

Address

City State •

Position Desired
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UTAH AND IDAHO NEWS
By Glen Perrins

WITCHER B. WALKER will be traffic

manager of the National Parks Air-

way, Inc., scheduled to open an air mail,

express and passenger route July 1, between

Salt Lake and Great Falls, Montana. Alfred

Frank is president of the airway company.

Four six-passenger Fokkers are to be used

on the airline.

PILOT MAURICE GRAHAM recently

brought in the regular mail to Salt Lake

City in a new Pratt & Whitney 425-horse-

power Lockheed ship. This plane is especially

designed for Western Air Express, Inc., for

work between Salt Lake and Los Angeles.

WITH the completion of the new Neon

electric sign on the roof of the New-

house hotel, Salt Lake will have one of the

b£st airplane beacon lights to be found in the

Intermountain country. The letters on the

sign will be fifteen feet in height, while the

superstructure will rise fifty feet above the

top of the building.

ARRANGEMENTS have been perfected

for the shipment of 4,000 bunches of

sweet peas by airplane weekly from Hunts-

ville, Utah to Kansas City, Des Moines,

Chicago and Detroit, during the coming

season, according to Louis B. Westholder,

manager of the Artistic Floral company of

Ogden, Utah. He has a contract with the

Scenic Airways Company to do this work.

WF will start shortly on construction

* of a lighted airway between Salt Lake

and Las Vegas and between Salt Lake and

Black mountain. There are now light bea-

cons marking the air path between Las Vegas

and Los Angeles, and between Black moun-

tain, near Elko, and San Francisco. When
the work is completed the entire route be-

tween Salt Lake and the two California cities

may be covered at night.

QflEEP is herded by airplane in Idaho,

^ according to Russell Owen, airplane

sheepherder of Rupert. Owen says that

widely separated bands of sheep can be

herded in several hours in an airplane where

it takes weeks with horses. Mail and mes-

sages are delivered by plane to isolated sheep

herders who are able to communicate with

the plane by ground messages.

T)ASSENGER air service on the Varney

air line between Salt Lake City and

Pasco, Washington, is promised by Scholer

Bangs of the Varney traffic department. The
service will begin next year.

IDAHO FALLS will open its flying field

July 4. Lieut, Russell Maughan, dawn-

to-dusk flier, will participate in the dedica-

tion.

*Tp\VO passenger planes, both to be used

* out of Woodward field, arrived at Salt

Lake City recently. Harry Huking, Boeing

pilot, brought in a four-passenger Fairchild

plane. An American Eagle two-passenger

plane, for use of the Red Raven Air club of

Salt Lake and Ogden, was brought in by W.
T. Benedict, company pilot from Kansas City.
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\X7 ILL ROGERS, wise cracker de luxe,

* enroute to the Republican Convention

at Kansas City, visited Salt Lake after a

wheel broke down on his plane and caused

him a spill in Nevada. He grabbed anothe;

plane at Salt Lake and at Cherokee, Wyo-
ming, had another smashup. The comedian

was not hurt except for scratches. He says

he is the first candidate to land on his head,

and being a candidate it didn't hurt the head.

ARTICLES of incorporation were filed

recently for the Twin Falls Aircraft

company, Twin Falls, Idaho, with capital of

$25,000. R. J. Boyce, J. H. Umbaugh and

L. H. Waldon are the incorporators.

A NNOUNCEMENT is made by the

Union Pacific system that negotiations

have been entered into with the Boeing Air

Transport company for a cooperative service

of airplanes and railroads between Chicago

and San Francisco.

SUPERINTENDENT FELIX STEIN-
^ LE, of the National Park Airways, ac-

companied by Pilots Ray Ellsmore and E
F. Stevenson, John Baml>erger and Witcher

Walker, left recently in a tour of the in-

tended route of the air company for the pur-

pose of locating emergency fields. Work on

the new hangar is progressing rapidly.

^"^GDEN'S municipal airport, south of the

city limits, won the approval of Lieut.

Russell L. Maughan, famous dawn-to-dusk

flier, when, after a thorough inspection, he

said that with improvements proposed by the

city, the local field should be one of the best

in the intermountain states.

The manufacturer of commercial planes of two and

three-place capacity will find the answer to his power

plant problem in the seven-cylinder, 150-horse-power,

radial air cooled Floco Aviation Motor. Modern in

every detail of design, precision-produced and quality-

built at a modest cost, this proven motor is the engineer-

ing triumph of the day. Now in production. Immediate

delivery guaranteed. Complete information awaits your

request.

FRANK L. ODENBREIT, Inc.

138 West Seventeenth Street Los Angeles

MILLER AIRPLANE
PRODUCTS*

NNOUNCING another important step in the

speeding up of deliveries on Miller Airplane

Products, arrangements are now being com-
pleted whereas a number of the leading aircraft sup-

ply houses in the different territories of the United

States are being appointed factory representatives.

Every one of our factory representatives whose
names will appear in our ads now and later will

have in stock for immediate shipment large quan-

tities of everything we manufacture for the OX*
Curtiss motors. There need be no delay in secur-

ing your needs in our products. Wherever you
operate you will not be more than 48 hours by
express or mail from the nearest factory repre-

sentative who will have a complete stock of Miller

Airplane Products.

At the present time there are over 3 00 dealers

located on the principal flying fields of this coun-
try who sell and recommend Miller Airplane Prod-
ucts for the OX S.

We are pleased to announce at this time, the

appointment, under the new arrangement, of the

Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Company at Marshall.

Missouri.

Miller Airplane Products
3827 West Jefferson Street

Los Angeles, Calif.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A Model W14
Thunderbird

Equipped with an OX5 motor

Write for Particulars

THUNDERBIRD AIRCRAFT, INC.
900 Allen Ave.

Glendale, Calif.

Has received one of the most favorable receptions of any ship in

its class that has ever been introduced to the pilots of the Pacific

Coast.

?

Because actual demonstrations at the Municipal Flying Field, Long
Beach, Calif., with a strictly stock engine, proved conclusively,

and will prove to you, that

"ITS EQUAL IS YET TO BE BUILT"
There are a few valuable franchises still available; write, wire,

or better yet, phone.

"Safety Follows Service"

LOS ANGELES OFFICE—1024 Security Title Ins. Bldg.

6th & Grand Ave.—Trinity 7496.

Locally Represented by
California Air Service Leo Nomis

Redlands, Calif. Clover Field

Santa Monica, Calif.

4 <» * and long life

i F you are in the market for an

unusually efficient, powerful aero-

engine — or are likely to be in the

near future — by all means investi-

gate the MENASCO-SALMSON.
This powerful nine-cylinder radial

possesses engineering perfection

and operating efficiency of a degree

of dependability which is unsur-

passed.

Write for Particulars

MENASCO MOTORS CO,
6718 McKinley Avenue

Los Angeles, Cal.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ARIZONA AIR NEWS
By Al Wein

DUDLEY M. STEELE, chairman of the

contest committee of the California

Air Race Association, arrived in Tucson re-

cently on a tour of inspection of the control

stations of the transcontinental race. Planes

in the race are expected to visit Tucson on

September 5 and 6. Steele was accompanied

by Ralph Hall, piloting a Waco.

KOCH FIELD, Flagstaff's municipal

field, was dedicated on June 8. The

556-acre field is located eight miles from

Flagstaff and has four runways, each 300

feet wide and ranging from 5,000 to 6,200

feet in length. Hangars and administration

buildings will be erected on the field. The

airport will be the headquarters for the

Scenic Airways, Inc., which is planning

flights over the Grand Canyon.

A BROWN-MERCURY plane, piloted

by Larry Brown, president of the

Brown-Mercury Aircraft Corporation of

Los Angeles, was in Phoenix recently to

make a test flight for the Apache Aircraft

Corporation, operators of the proposed

Phoenix-Prescott passenger and freight ser-

vice.

A N option on the 66-acre tract used by

the Aero Corporation of Arizona as its

Phoenix airport was recently taken over by

two prominent Phoenix business men, George

E. Lilley and L. H. Gibbs. who announced

they would install many improvements on

the field. The option was given by the Aero

Corporation of Arizona which will continue

to use the field. Paved runways and two

hangars are among the improvements to be

installed on the field.

WHAT is believed to be the first aerial

pictorial survey of an entire state

got under way on May 28 when the Arizona

Republican at Phoenix chartered a plane to

make a complete tour of all cities, airports

and scenic spots in the state.

The plane was chartered from the East

Van Buren Airport with three men from

the field being engaged to go on the survey.

Sam Witten, owner of the airport and the

ship, was chief mechanic, Bill Kingsley,

pilot and E. D. Newcomer, aerial photog-

rapher. William A. Morrison travels ahead

of the plane with Orville Bechtel, to do the

laboratory work. All of the photographs

taken on the survey will lie used in the an-

nual resource edition published by the Re-
publican in December.

Hp HE Buttler Safety Flying Company of

* Phoenix and the Mayse Air Service,

Inc., of Tucson, were recently incorporated

under the laws of Arizona. Both will en-

gage in the manufacture and operation of

airplanes.

Q EVERAL hundred persons attended the

dedication of the Grand Canyon airport

on June 10. The field is owned and oper-

ated by the Scenic Airways, Inc. Planes

at the dedication included the Scenic Air-

ways' tri-motored Ford, and the Arizona

Republican's aerial survey ship.

AIR NEWS from ARIZONA
By "Windsock"

'TpHE city council has awarded a contract

for clearing and leveling the new Casa

Grande airport consisting of 160 acres. The

new field is located miles NW of town

on the Sacoton highway.

ANEW enclosed cabin Ryan monoplane

was added to the fleet of airplanes

operated by the Mayse School of Flying at

Tucson.

'TpHE Mayse Air Service. Inc., was incor-

porated by Paul J. Cella, sr., and Paul

J. Cella, jr., both of Tucson. The company

will engage in the manufacture and opera-

tion of airplanes. Provisions are also made

for buying and selling airplanes and opera-

tion of airlines.

\ COMBINED air school and southern

Arizona agency for Eaglerock planes

is being established at Tucson under the

supervision of G. E. Deal. Roy Pemberton

is in charge of instruction and pilot work.

The school will work in cooperation with

the Tucson-Phoenix-Los Angeles line of the

Aero Corporation of California, supplement-

ing that line with taxi service to all points

in the southwest.

p B. COSGROVE. member of the Tuc-
^—'• son Aviation Committee, has estab-

lished a distribution center here for Travel

Air planes.

SERVICE
in Jewelry, Helmets, Vests, Insurance, Books, etc.

WE AIM TO PLEASE
RINGS

State

Distributors:

10K gold. White gold

$8.30. Mention size

when ordering.

HELMETS
and VESTS

PINS

TEXAS
Southern Air-

ways

COLO.
R. A. Koheler

Denver

CENTRAL
STATES

Pal-Waukee
Airport

Chicago, III.

Helmets, $1.50 to $6.
Vests, $8.50, prepaid.

We manufacture tailor-made hel-

mets; lined or unlined; finished in

gray, brown, tan, white or ivory.

All helmets in hat band sizes.

Mention size when ordering.

Silver breast, $ 1

prepaid

Silver button, $1

prepaid

Gold lapel safety

clasp, $ 1.50, pre-

paid

Lindbergh
Replica

A magnificent statue of Amer-
ica's hero, by Sculptor Rafaela

Grapella.

Seven inches high ; suited for

drawing room, study, office or

school. $2.50 prepaid

WEST COAST AVIATION SERVICE
Rooms 10-19 Lowe Bldg. Long Beach, Calif.

Representatives Wanted

BUILD AND FLY A PARASOL
America's Most Popular-Priced

Airplane

Detailed ship blueprints . . $5.00

Complete bill of material . 188.00

Flyaway 695.00

Large descriptive folder . .10

HEATH AIRPLANE COMPANY. Inc.

2856 Broadway Chicago. III.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WIangles of this fascinating business. Competent,
conservative instructors licensed by the U.S.

Dept. of Commerce; new, Licensed Waco planes; finest equipped
privately owned airport on the coast; a tuition plan that enables you
to pay while (earning. We are distributors in this territory for Fair-
child cabin monoplanes and Waco sportplanes. Send for full details.

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
3809 Angeles Mesa Drive Los Angeles, California

Pledged to Sell Only the Pacemakers of Aircraft Progress4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAI

LOOK!!!
Department of Commerce Specification requires

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
We offer a limited quantity of genuine

1 quart brass "Fyr-Fiters"

1 $5.75 each 24 $4.75 each
S 5.50 " 48 4.25

"

12 5.25 " 102 3.75 "

300—$3.35 each

Terms: C.O.D.— '/3 P. O. Money Order with order.

SPILLANE & COMPANY
Complete OX5 and Berlins Parts Service

4512 So. Main St. Los Angeles, Calif.
Tel. Axridge 8981

For the Discriminating Buyer

STEARMAN AIRPLANES

Distributed in Southern California by

ROGERS AIRCRAFT, INC.
3901 Angeles Mesa Dr., Los Angeles, Cal.

Dealers' territory open.

AMERICA'S \
COMMERCIAL

AVIATION ENGINE

HALLETT MFG. CO
\P. O. Box 192, Hyde Park Station 9

LOS ANGELES, CAL. jT

IVflFM NIFFnCn™11 AERIAL MAPPING
IViHili 1 1 HiE^LJLLLJ and photography;
Big corporations, news agencies, cities and institutions everywhere are
placing big orders for aerial views, surveys, maps. etc. Aerial Mapping and
Photography is a new profession. Contracts run into big money—often
bringing thousands of dollars and often saving thousands of dollars for
the clients over the slow old methods they previously used. Only a very
few men in the entire U. S. are able to take charge of this type of
work at the present time.

We are offering to a limited number of ambitious young men—an unusual
opportunity to take personal instructions in aerial photography. Our course
includes practical experience on the ground and in the air. When the
course is completed you will be an experienced aerial observer and expert
photographer—capable of handling big orders and deriving an attractive
income from this fascinating profession. INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

00m
i-lying-

photographer.
68Srrrov Block, San Diego.

We
Have Been

in This

Business

Fori 6 Years

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS, Inc.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
The Universal Institute of Aeronautics (Inc.), successor to the Uni-

versal School of Aeronautics, wishes to announce New and Enlarged

HOME EXTENSION COURSES in AERONAUTICS, AERIAL
NAVIGATION, and AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. Students

are also being enrolled for the new Lecture Courses covering the same

subjects.

Special Reduced Fees Send for Full Particulars.

Please Note Change of Address of

Ad ministrative Offices and Lecture Rooms

Dept. A- 10, 1770 N. Vermont Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS (Inc.)

Dept. A-10, 1770 N. Vermont Ave.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me all information about your:-

COMPLETE COURSE.
AERIAL NAV. & MET. COURSE.
LECTURE COURSES.

Name

Street

City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEWS OF THE AIR SERVICES
NATIONAL GUARD

FLYING REQUIREMENTS
IN order that the regulations governing

flying requirements for the National

Guard shall be on the same basis as those

for the Regular Army, Navy, and Coast

Guard, paragraph 11 of the executive order

dated March 10, 1927, has been amended as

follows

:

11. For each officer, warrant officer, or en-

listed man of the National Guard who is in

an armory drill pay status and who is re-

quired to participate regularly and frequent-

ly in aerial flights the following require-

ments are prescribed

:

(a) During one calendar month of any

quarterly period—4 aerial flights totaling at

least 72 minutes, or be in the air in lieu there-

of a total of 96 minutes.

(ii) During two consecutive calendar

months of any quarterly period, when the

requirements of sub-paragraph (a) above

have not been met—8 aerial flights totaling

at least 144 minutes, or be in the air in lieu

thereof a total of 192 minutes.

(c) During three consecutive calendar

months of any quarterly period, when the

requirements of subparagraph (b) above have

not been met—12 aerial flights totaling at

least 216 minutes, or be in the air in lieu

thereof a total of 288 minutes.

(d) Such required flights may be made

at ordered drills of the air corps organization

to which such officer, warrant officer, or en-

listed man belongs or is attached, or at other

times when so authorized by the senior air

corps commanding officer of the state.

(e) For fractions of a calendar month,

the number of aerial flights and the time in

the air required shall bear the same ratio

to the number of flights and the time in the

air required for a full calendar month as the

period in question bears to the entire month.

(f) The duties prescribed above shall be

in addition to any other duty or duties which

may be required of such officers, warrant

officers, and enlisted men while in attendance

Lieutenant Zeus Soucek

at assemblies for drill and instruction, and

while participating in exercises or performing

duties provided for by sections 94, 97, and 99

of the national defense act as' amended.

This means that National Guard air corps

personnel must also attend assemblies regu-

larly during the month. National Guard air

personnel who find it impossible or incon-

venient to comply with the flight requirements

specified in subparagraph (a) can meet such

requirements prescribed in subparagraph (b),

and should they not be able to comply with

either (a) or (b), they can be governed

by (c). ,

GUNNERY MEDALS
T r. EARLE E. PARTRIDGE was winner

' for the third consecutive time of the

Distinguished Aerial Gunnery Medal, with a

score in this year's matches of 627.8 made in

competition with 11 other Air Corps officers

and 4 National Guard officers in the Pilots'

Match with observation and attack planes.

Lt. John Bowman was second with 544.8

and Lt. Lotha A. Smith third with 512.9

Lt. John J. Williams won the Pilots' Match

with Pursuit planes, making 765.4 points.

Lt. Robt. W. Douglas, jr., who flew from

France Field, C. Z.. with Lt. James E.

Parker to enter the matches and who was

winner in 1925, finished second with 751.7.

Lt. Wm. L. Cornelius made third with 750.

Six pilots competed in this event.

The Observers' Match was won by Lt.

Orin J. Bushey, 175.5; Lt. James W. Andrew,

second, 155; and Lt. James T. Shively, third,

141.5. Seventeen competed; of these five

were N. G. officers and two A. C. Res.

officers

The team of Lts. John F. Whiteley (pilot)

and Wm. M. Lanagan (bomber) won the

Bombardment match with a score of 1,537.

Lts. Harold A. Wheaton and David A.

Behncke took second place with 1,499, and

Lts. Fred G. Richardson and Edw. H. Hol-

terman, third, with 1,458. Seven bombing

teams participated.

A summary shows 44 competitors in the

four competitions of the 1928 Aerial Gunnery

and Bombing Matches. Ten were N. G.

officers and two A. C. Res. officers.

The new and distinctive air corps medals

recently authorized, are termed distinguished

aerial gunnery and distinguished aerial

bomber badges.

Winners of the distinguished aerial gunner

medal for 1925 were First Lieutenants Doug-

lass, Carter and Curry. The bombing team

of Lieutenants Beery and Shankle won the

distinguished aerial bomber medals.

For 1926, Lieutenants Merrick, Partridge

and King won the distinguished aerial

bomber medals, and Lieutenant Alfred I.

Puryear the last-named medal for bombing

from lighter than air craft.

Captain Hugh M. Elmdorf, Lieutenants

Partridge and Parker won the distinguished

aerial gunner medals for 1927, and the bomb-

ing team of Lieutenants Larson and King the

distinguished aerial bomber medals.

PN-12 MAKES NEW
ALTITUDE RECORD

/CARRYING a useful load of 240 pound:
^—1

in his PN-12 seaplane, Lieut. Arthur

Gavin climbed to an altitude of 18,200 feet,

establishing a new American altitude record

for seaplanes carrying this useful load.

Gavin used the PN-12 No. 2, a sister ship

of the PN-12, which, on May 28, reached

an altitude of 16,014 feet at the Philadelphia

Navy Yard with Lieut. Zeus Soucek at the

controls. The May 28th record has just

been declared official by the Bureau of

Standards, in Washington, and it was that

record that the PN-12 No. 2 bettered.

Another attempt to create a new world

record will be made soon. The present

world's altitude record for seaplanes is

19,196 feet.

ARMY BLIMP LANDS
ON SPEEDING TRAIN

A HAND-TO-HAND transfer of a sack

^* of mail from an army dirigible to an

Illinois Central train, while both were travel-

ing at thirty miles an hour, was made near

Scott Field. Belleville, 111., recently. Colonel

John A. Paegelow, commandant of Scott

Field, said the transfer was the first of the

kind ever made.

The dirigible C-52, 210 feet long, carried

a crew of six men, in command of Lieutenant

Karl S. Axtater and Lieutenant Edward H.

White.

The dirigible was over the tracks as the

train came in view. The airship crew, regu-

lating the speed to correspond with that of

the train, maneuvered into position over the

mail coach. Then the dirigible was brought

down over the train so low that the control

car rested on top of the coach for a moment
while a member of the crew handed the sack

to a mail clerk standing in the doorway of

the coach.

Lieutenant Arthur Gavin



UTILITY
The wide range of military functions efficiently performed— on

land and sea— from bombing to combat work— from catapult-

ing to training— indicates the wide utility of Vought Aircraft.

Daily use— thousands of hours and millions of miles of flying—
years of service -— in our country's Air Services, have shown how

many jobs Vought Airplanes can do, and do well.

And the latest Vought, the "Corsair," with its wide speed range,

its capability for high speed and carrying of large loads, and its

lithe agility in maneuvers even at high altitudes, has established a

new standard for range of service.

CHANCE VOUGHT CORPORATION
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
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VOUGHT PRODUCTION "CORSAIRS" GIVE SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE IN SPEED TRIALS

By Dr. Michael Walter

A MOST interesting and illuminating

series of airplane speed demonstra-

tion trials were recently made over the of-

ficial Navy speed test course at Anacostia,

D. C, by Lieut. Comdr. A. C. Miles, U.S.N.,

and Lieut. S. W. Callaway, U.S.N, of the

Flight Test Section of Bureau of Aero-

nautics in determining propeller character-

istics of one of the new production type

Vought "Corsairs".

Several of these planes had just been re-

ceived at the Anacostia Naval Air Station,

having come off the assembly line at the new

Vought factory in Long Island City but a

few days before. After but a few hours

preliminary flying to limber up the engine,

one of these production planes was put

through a series of high-speed trials to de-

termine the superiority in speed which was

claimed by the manufacturer for his produc-

tion planes over that of the experimental

ships delivered last year.

In all these trials a 9-foot diameter, 2-

bladed, adjustable pitch duraluminum propel-

ler was used, it being the type designed by

Lieut. Comdr. C. H. Havill of Bureau of

Aeronautics, Navy Department, and manu-

factured by Standard Steel Propeller Co.

The high speed runs in the demonstra-

tions over the measured course were made

first as a seaplane, and then as a landplane,

the "Corsair" being of the convertible type,

the wheel-type landing gear being substi-

tuted for the float gear in the latter runs.

In each case, the gross flight weight speci-

fied was approximately 3.350 pounds, and

the plane was loaded accordingly for direct

comparison with the experimental planes.

No attempt was made to eliminate the large

service windshields for both cockpits, the

running and navigation lights or exposed ac-

cessories and mountings. The seaplane was
put through the trials even with the tail

skid installed, and the wing incidence was
left standard for both upper and lower

wings. In addition to full tanks, equipment

and ballast, an observer was carried in all

the trials.

Under the above conditions, the "Corsair"

seaplane showed a timed average speed of

159.1 miles per hour piloted by Lieut. Calla-

way in four consecutive runs up and down

the measured course. In the afternoon of

the same day, after the pitch of the propel-

ler had been increased slightly, runs aver-

aging 158 miles per hour were made by the

same pilot. On the following day, with the

same propeller setting but lower engine

revs attributable to barometric conditions,

Lieut. Comdr. Miles made timed runs aver-

aging 156.8 miles per hour.

There then followed a series of timed

trials made by Mr. Temple N. Joyce, Sales

and Service Manager of the Chance Vought

Corporation, with Lieut. Callaway as timer

and observer. Mr. Joyce's runs averaged

156.7 miles per hour with the propeller set-

ting holding the engine down considerably

below its rated r.p.m. This was the case

in all runs, due to changes in pitch settings,

except for the runs made by Lieut. Callaway

at an average of 159.1 m.p.h. in the initial

runs.

Having thus demonstrated the high speed

performance of the production Vought sea-

planes over the experimental prototype

"Corsairs", the float gear was removed, and

the same plane with added ballast, was sent

over the course the following day for timed

landplane speed trials.

As a landplane, the "Corsair" showed an

average speed of 159.2 miles per hour. A
slight modification in propeller setting was

then tried, with the result that Lieut. Calla-

way was able to average 160.7 with the en-

gine turning at the rated speed, an unusually

high performance for a standard service 2-

seater airplane out of regular production.

Aside from demonstrating the correctness

of the manufacturer's claims and guaran-

tees of high speed, sea-level, performance

of his airplanes, one seldom finds the pro-

duction examples of military designs even

equalling the performance of the so-called

experimental models, but in the case of the

.Vought "Corsair" the production product

has easily surpassed the high-speed charac-

teristics of the earlier experimental models,

with the added result that the production

"Corsair" seaplane, loaded as a 2-place sea-

plane fighter is practically as fast and as

maneuverable as the same plane as a land-

plane fighter-observation type.

A GIANT PARACHUTE
X/fAJOR E. L. HOFFMAN, Command-

ant of Wright Field, who last year was

awarded the Collier Trophy for his efforts in

the development of the parachute, has de-

veloped and is perfecting a mammoth para-

chute measuring 84 feet in- diameter capable

of supporting the weight of an entire air-

plane and bearing it safely to the ground.

Structurally it is a reproduction in all

main respects of the man-carrying type, hav-

ing a pilot chute, vents in the dome, the same

weight and quality of silk and the same type

of shroud lines. There are a greater number

of panels and shroud lines; 96 of the former,

48 of the latter. Many interesting tests have

been performed with the new parachute.

Twice it has successfully borne to the ground

a 1,600-pound bomb from the bomb bay of

a plane, circling at several thousand feet al-

titude. So great is the lift and strength of

the chute, however, that it shows little ten-

dency to deflate upon reaching the ground

and, in the bomb tests, caught by winds,

dragged the great weight quite a distance

across the field before it could be halted.

There is still much to be accomplished be-

fore the chute is ready for the final test of

dropping with an airplane. A positive re-

leasing mechanism, separating the weight

and parachute upon landing, is in contempla-

tion. This would eliminate the danger of

dragging. Perhaps some quick deflation

method will also be conceived. Major Hoff-

man is fully confident of the strength of the

chute to support a weight equal to that of an

airplane with passengers, and the dropping

of an airplane with a parachute is, of course,

not an unheard of experiment. Two such

drops have been accomplished in California.

What Major Hoffman hopes to obtain is a

parachute of such simple mechanism, ease of

application, and reliability of operation as to

be practical for all passenger planes, the type

of chute that will be dependable when manu-

factured upon a production basis.

AIR CORPS TO FLY
PRESIDENTIAL MAIL

'HPHE President's mail will be transported

* via airplane during his summer vacation

in Wisconsin. The Army Air Corps will

handle the mail between Superior, Wiscon-

sin, and Chicago, 111., while the Air Mail

Service will take care of all the east bound

mail out of Chicago.

Commissioned personnel of the 1928 Army Air Corps Demonstration Groups. (See pages 31 and 32).

I
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THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY
AIRCRAFT STATISTICS
ACCORDING to data collected by the

Department of Commerce, the establish-

ments engaged primarily in the manufacture

of aircraft in 1927 built 1,857 airplanes,

valued at $12,024,085, and 105 seaplanes and

amphibians, valued at $2,226,520. The pro-

duction in 1926 was 1,125 airplanes, valued

at $7,448,679 and 61 seaplanes and amphibians

valued at $1,442,348. The combined pro-

duction of all classes of heavier-than-air craft

(airplanes, seaplanes, and amphibians) in-

creased from 1,186, valued at $8,871,027 in

1926. to 1,962, valued at $14,250,605 in 1927,

the rates of increase being 65.4 per cent for

number and 60.6 per cent for value. A
similar comparison for 1925 and 1927, based

on a production of 789 aircraft, valued at

$6,673,659 in 1925, shows increases of 148.7

% in number and 113.5% in value.

U. S. Aircraft Statistics for the year 1927:

Tabulation of Civil Air Accidents

Casualties for the Year 1927

and

Number of establishments ' 61
Wage earners (average number) (a) 4,316
Wage (b) $6,701,967
Cost of materials, including shop supplies, fuel

and purchased power (b) .$7,373,672
Cost of materials, including shop supplies,

$7,205,165
Cost of fuel and purchased power $108,507
Products, total value(b) $20,783,733

Airplanes

:

Number(c) 1,857
Value . $12,024,085

Seaplanes and amphihians(d)
Number 105
Value $2,226,520

Value of aircraft under construction(r)
Parts and engines made for sale, value,

$4,702,628
All other products, including repairs and

experimental work $1,830,500
Value added by manufacture^) $13,410,061
Primary horsepower^) 5,813

a Not including salaried employees.
b The amount of manufacturers' profits cannot be

calculated from the census figures for the reason
that no data are collected in regard to a number of
items of expense, such as interest on investment,
rent, depreciation, taxes, insurance, and advertising.

c Includes 100 rebuilt and reassembled airplanes
and 37 without engines.

d Includes 45 amphibians in 1927 and 54 in 1926.
c No data.

f Value of products less cost of materials.

O Factory horsepower, not horsepower of aircraft
manufactured.

Causes ascribed:
Error id pilotage
Power plaal (allure.

Structural failure..

Weather
Miscellaneous
Unknown

Accidents by classes of flying:

Miscellaneous
Experimental
Student Instruction

Air transport

Licensed pilots

Killed
Injured

Unlicensed pilots

Killed
Injured

Pasieniters to licensed planes:
Killed
Injured

Passengers ii

Killed ..

Injured

.

uulicensed plane?

FaUlUies by causes:
Errors la pilotage...
Power plant failur*

.

Structural failure ...

Weather
Miscellaneous
UnkDown

Fatal accidents by causes.
Errors in pilotage
Power plant failure ...

Structural failure
Weather
Miscellaneous
Unknown

Fatalities by classes of flying:

Miscellaneous
Student instruction
Experimental
Air Transport

174 35

82S 165

200

IT 34

S3 16G

200

60 100

211 43
III 23

12
7 14

4 6

200

72 144

111 23
10* 21

6 12

200

17 11

18 15

B3 54
S2 60

C5
84

CIVIL AIR ACCIDENTS
AND CASUALTIES

pRIOR to the air commerce act no agency

was charged with the investigation nor

recording of civil air accidents, and no reli-

able information is available upon which to

base statistics.

The Department of Commerce is required

under the act to "investigate, record, and

make public the causes of accidents in civil

air navigation in the United States." Fol-

lowing is a tabulation of civil accidents in

aviation for the calendar year 1927. There
is no civil aerostation save free ballooning

for sport and there were no accidents during

the year in this phase.

.

In the calendar year 1927 there occurred

200 teported accidents in which 164 persons

lost their lives and 149 were injured, includ-

ing both pilots and passengers. Airplanes to

the number of 167 were complete "washouts"

—damaged beyond practicability of repair.

There occur to airplanes minor accidents

similar to those occurring to automobiles but

cognizance is not, of course, taken of these.

Of the 200 accidents, 34 occurred with

licensed planes. Eleven licensed pilots and

22 passengers were killed in licensed planes.

The balance, were charged to unlicensed craft.

In scheduled flying over air routes there

were six fatal accidents, six pilots and one

passenger being killed. The balance of the

fatalities were in the course of miscellaneous

flying, including air service operations ; and

in experimentation, including contests, races,

oceanic flights, and such. The deaths in the

"experimental" classification amounted to 24

and are not properly chargeable to aeronau-

tics as a means of public or private transport.

The personal equation—error in pilotage-

was the ascribed cause of 78, or 48 per cent,

of the 164 fatalities.

NEW AIRLINE ROUTES and SCHEDULES
THE following new airline schedules* and changes in schedules have been

established since the June issue. A complete list of mail, passenger and
express airlines was printed in the December issue. New lines opened since
that date or new schedules have been added in each succeeding issue.

Air Mail—Passengers^—Express
A. M. 17—NEW YORK, N. Y., CLEVELAND, OHIO, TOLEDO, OHIO,
CHICAGO, ILL
added as regular

Overnight
Time Table

Westbound (Ret
8:00 p.m. E.S.T.
9:35 p.m. E.S.T.
2:30 a.m. E.S.T.
3:20 a.m. C.S.T.
5:35 a.m. C.S.T.

Shuttle
4:55 a.m. E.S.T.
5:30 a.m. E.S.T.

Transcontinental

Time Table

Westbound (Read down)
11:00 a.m. E.S.T.
12:15 p.m. E.S.T.
3:35 p.m. C.S.T.
5:20 p.m. C.S.T.
7:00 p.m. C.S.T.

Passenger Rates
Chicago-Toledo. $70
Cleveland-Toledo, $30
New York-Chicago, $200

Operated by
June 3.)

National Air Transport, Inc. (Toledo

dozen)
Lv..

Lv.
Ar.

Lv.

Ar.

New York. N. Y
New Brunswick, N

Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Chicago, 111.

Toledo, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.

New York. N. Y.
New Brunswick, N.

Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Chicago, 111.

Ar.
Lv.

Lastbound (Read up)
,r. 6:30 a.m. E.S.T.

4:45 a.m. E.S.T.
12:15 a.m. E.S.T.
10:50 p.m. C.S.T.
8:00 p.m. C.S.T.

10:40 p.m. E.S.T.
10:05 p.m. E.S.T.

Lv.

Eastbound (Read up)
r. 7:00 p.m. E.S.T.

4 :45 p.m. E.S.T.
11:00 a.m. C.S.T.
10:50 a.m. C.S.T.
8:00 a.m. C.S.T.

New York-Cleveland, $100
Cleveland-Chicago, $100

Reservations and Information
National Air Transport, Inc.,

Chicago, III. 105 West Ada St.

Northbound (Read up)
8:05 a.m. D.S.T.

Traffic Office (Franklin 0293); General
Office anil Municipal Flying Field, 5930 So. Cicero Ave. (Hemlock S800
and 7488).

New York, N. Y. -120 Lexington Ave. (Lexington 8044).
Cleveland, Ohio—Municipal Airport (Clearwater 1960).

Toledo, Ohio—Chamber of Commerce; Airport (Le Moyne 43).

Air Mail, Passengers, Express
C. A. M. 1—BOSTON, MASS., HARTFORD, CONN., NEW BRUNSWICK,

N. J. Operated by Colonial Western Airways, Inc. (Started carrying pas-
sengers June 13.)

Time Table
Southbound (Read down)
7:15 p.m. D.S.T. Lv. Boston. Mass.
8:15 p.m. D.S.T. Hartford, Conn.
J9:15p.m. Ar. New Brunswick, N.

Passenger Rates
New Brunswick-Boston, $25
Hartford-Boston, $15

Reservations and Information
New York, N. Y.—Roval Blue Line, Hotel McAlpin (Penn. 0169); Colonial

Western Airways, Inc., 270 Madison Ave. (Ashland 7750).
Boston, Mass.—Hotel Brunswick (Kenmore 4680).
Express Service via American Railway Express Co., 40c per Ys, lb.

• No Detroit shuttle.

f Passenger. service is of an emergency nature at this time, passengers being
required to travel in the regular mail and express planes and will be handled
on the day /lights only.

X Due to the fact that the route south of Hartford must be flown after
dark, no passengers will be carried south of that city.

Ar.

Lv.
7:30 a.m. D.S.T.
6:00 a.m. D.S.T.
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A NEW, IMPROVED

GOGGLE
All the good features of

the best goggles incor-

porated in this DeLuxe

Model.

Maximum vision, curved

lenses, optically correct,

soft, hollow rubber cush-

ions, clog proof ventilator

in frame.

° AIR-ZIP-ONS *
(Improved Flying Suit)

Corded, white gabar-
dine, absolutely

non-rip.

Genuine hookless zip-

pers on chest and
legs.

Windproof elastic
wristlets.

Tailored to fit; not
an overall.

Six large pockets.

Adjustable patent
ring belt.

Side slits with zip-

pers to get to in-

side pants pockets.

Silk embroidered
wing insignia.

$9.00, all sizes from
36 to 46

AIR TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT, Inc.

Carle Place, L. I., N.Y.

Representatives wanted everywhere

Large discounts to schools and

dealers

.00
Why Pay More?

AVIATOR GOGGLE CO.
Mineola, N. Y.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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OFFICIAL RESULTS OF THE NATIONAL BALLOON
Entry

Scott Field

C. A. Palmer

Detroit Balloon Club

Detroit Balloon Club

N. A. S.,

Lakehurst, N. J.

Langley Field, Va.

Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company
Cleveland Chamber
of Commerce
E. J. Hill and
A. G. Schlosser
Geo. Hineman

Scott Field

Gardner Motor Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
N. A. S.,

Lakehurst, N. J.

Sun Telegraph

Pilot and Aide
Capt. W. E. Kepner

Lt. Wm. O. Eareckson
C. A. Palmer

J. W. Mell
W. C. Naylor
Russell Wherritt

G. M. LeGallee
W. A. Klikoff

Lt. T. G. W. Settle

Geo. N. Steelman
Lt. Paul Evert

l.t. U. G. Ent
W. T. VanOnnan
W. W. Morton

C. K. Wollam
T. F. Cooper

E. J. Hill

A. G. Schlosser
Geo. Hineman

E. F. Johnson
Capt. Edmund Hill

Lt. J. G. Fisher
H. E. Honeywell
Arthur C. Hoskins

Lt. J. H. Stevens
Lt. Geo. F. Watson

W. G. Bennett
Walter Chambers

NATIONAL BALLOON
RACE RESULTS

THREE of the fourteen entries in the

national elimination balloon race which

took off from Pittsburgh, Pa., on May 30th,

rode out the storm which forced down eleven

bags and brought death to two airmen—Lt.

Paul Evert of Langley Field, Va., and Wal-

ter Morton of Akron, Ohio—and injury to

Ward T. Van Orman.

The Army entry No. 1, piloted by Capt.

W. E. Kepner with Lieut. Wm. O. Eareck-

son, won the race and therefore will repre-

sent the United States in the International

race for the Gordon-Bennett trophy at De-

troit.

The official standing of the contestants

is listed above.

WICHITA AIR NEWS
By Edwin W. Pryor

THE United Aircraft corporation, which

took over the defunct Lark Airplane

company, has been incorporated for $200,000

and plans an immediate enlargement program

that will enable a capacity production of one

plane a week within a month.

C. C. Baldwin, president of the Baldwin

Harvester Company, is president and general

manager of the company ; H. R. Van Sickle,

also of the company, is vice president : the

other two directors are H. A. Burkheart and

W. J. Herrmen. A concrete and steel build-

ing, 125 by 22 feet, has been erected during

the past month, and other units are to be

added immediately.

The first ship, a six-passenger cabin bi-

plane with pilot's seat behind the cabin, has

been finished and was tested May 28. Fred

R. McConiga is the designer.

The United Transport company has con-

tracted for the entire output of the company,

and will use those it does not sell in its pas-

senger services, according to A. B. Green,

president, of Los Angeles.

*TpHE first Cessna plane delivered to F. W.
* Heminway, of Kansas City, Mo., who
has contracted for a large number of the can-

tilever wing monoplanes, has been delivered.

Several ships have been delivered to Hem-
ingway at his Pacific coast offices, but this is

thg first to the middle west.

Place of Landing
1 mi. N. Weems, Va.

2 mi. W. Irvington, Va.
4 mi. E.SSE. Cumnor, Va.

3 mi. W. Widewater, Va.

3</3 mi. E. ConnellsvHle, Pa

V/2 mi. S. Perryopolis, Pa.

Foxdale, Pa., 1 mi. S.

Youngwood, Pa.
Youngwood, Pa.,
Christy Park

Near Youngwood, Pa.,
West Newton Road

3 mi. E. Irwin, Pa.

6 mi. W. Jeannette, Pa.,

5 mi. N. Irwin, Pa.
Irwin, Pa.

3 mi. N. Irwin, Pa.,

on Pa. RR. Tracks
Pitcairn, Pa.

4 mi. W. Trafford City

RACE
Distance
myz Miles

248 Miles

Wyi Miles

30 4/5 Miles

2V/2 Miles

18*1 Miles

17J4 Miles

14!4 Miles

12}4 Miles

11 Miles

10 Miles

8 Miles

7}4 Miles

iYt Miles

THE Swallow Airplane company has se-

cured three new dealers : Commercial

Airways, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.; Leonard

Richards, eastern Philadelphia; and Harold

Hartung, Detroit. The Richards' contract

calls for delivery of 18 planes within a few

months.

TH. MOFFIT, formerly of Oklahoma
• City, has joined the Wichita Air Ser-

vice Provision company as pilot and instruc-

tor. He was in the air service technical

school at Brooks Field for 18 months, before

going to Oklahoma City, where he has been

instructing flying students.

A 20-DAY sales and demonstration tour

was started May 28 by Charles Laird,

designer and general manager of the Laird

Aircraft Corporation, in the Whippoorwill,

the latest ship produced by the factory.

Ewing "Cactus" Brierly was at the controls

when the ship took off.

'TPHE Swift Airplane Company, manufac-

* turing two-seater biplanes in Wichita,

has contracted for a number of Quick motors

—converted Rhone rotaries. The motor is

made into static radial type, under patents

held by C. E. Quick, by the Watkins Manu-

facturing Company of Wichita. More than

50 branches will service the motors.

HpHE Travel Air factory set a produc-

* tion record the week of May 12 when it

completed and delivered 21 biplanes in the

six-day period.

TACK TURNER, vice president of Travel

Air, Inc., recently was re-elected president

of the Wichita Flying club. Howard Flee-

son was named vice president again, and

Roscoe Vaughan was re-elected treasurer

and given the additional duties of secretary.

The club will entertain the personnel of

the National Air Tour with a dinner at the

president's clubhouse, near the California

section, Wichita's new airport.

ANEW airport, one mile square, has

been purchased by the city of Wichita,

to be made into an AAA-rating airport im-

mediately. The present field, one-quarter

mile square, has been declared inadequate.

The field was purchased at a price of $64,-

000. or $100 an acre. It is virgin land, well-

drained naturallv.
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Five thousand foot runways are to be

constructed which will accommodate the

largest planes. Acquisition of the large field

was hastened by the announcement that

Wichita will be a division stop on the Trans-

Continental Air Transport,. Inc., train-plane

route from coast to coast.

~C M. FENTON, former army pilot and
• Cleveland auto dealer, has sold his

automobile agency to take the Swallow air-

plane agency at Toledo, O.

Carl Batts and C. F. Coats, of the Grand

Rapids Air Transportation company at Grand

Rapids have signed dealers' contracts with

the Swallow Airplane company, too.

T_> \\'0 new aviation companies have been

organized with headquarters in Wichita,

during the past few weeks.

One is the Aircraft Steel company, which

deals in cold-rolled stripped steel used in the

manufacture of planes. Parts and fittings

will be manufactured and carried in stock

by the company. All products will satisfy

the government specifications.

A. E. Martin, formerly of Dayton, O., is

manager of the company.

The other new firm is the Supreme Pro-

peller company, capitalized at $10,000 to

produce all types of propellers. M. J. Stone

will be manager of the factory. He has been

manufacturing propellers for 14 years. Ma-
chinery is being installed in the factory now,

and production will start immediately, at the

rate of 25 props a day.

George H. Seidhoff, stockholder in the

Cessna Aircraft company of Wichita, is

president of the new company.

More than 100 students are enrolled in the

Braley Flying School, and extensive enlarge-

ment is planned by Ted Braley, manager.

Second All-Kansas Air Tovr
T70URTEEX cities, eleven of them in the

*• Western part of Kansas, were visited by

the 15-ship caravan of the second All-Kansas

Air Tour during the week of June 5-10.

The tour was sponsored by the Wichita

chapter of the N.A.A., which made a success

of the first one in April, and the Wichita

Chamber of Commerce. As results of the

six-day flight, all of the cities visited have

established landing fields, most of them per-

manent, and a few well -equipped with bea-

cons and lights, and local N.A.A. chapters

have been organized.

The cities visited were : Willington,

Dodge City, Liberal, Garden City, Kinsley,

Larned, Great Bend, Hays, Russell, Beloit,

Ellsworth, Lyons, El Dorado, and Eureka, in

the order named. The flight originally was

scheduled to start June 4, but unfavorable

weather conditions caused a one-day post-

ponement.

The Stanolind, Ford plane owned by the

Standard Oil company of Indiana, was flag-

ship of the squadron of planes. Other entries

included a Stearman biplane, Travel Air

biplanes, a new Spartan, two Waco biplanes,

and two Travel Air monoplanes. The small

two-seater Swift biplane, manufactured in

Wichita, acted as pathfinder.

On this tour pilots were permitted to

"barnstorm," and all reported "pickings

good." The larger monoplanes were averag

ing nearly $300 a day.
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NOW THERE ARE
THREE TYPES OF
BUHL AIRSEDANS
To cover a very wide range of commercial and pri-

vate uses. Each type is built to the high standards of

strength and efficiency which characterize Buhl

productions. The BUHL Junior Airsedan

The Buhl Junior Airsedan is a smaller scale

replica of the Standard Airsedan. It carries a

useful load of a thousand pounds and maintains

a cruising speed of 95 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,200 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 25 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:

High speed (sea level) 110 M.P.H.
Landing speed 45 M.P.H.
Cruising speed 95 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Warner
Horse power 110 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity SO gal.—8 hours

Oil capacity 3 gal.

The Buhl Special Airsedan is designed for use

where load is subordinated to speed. It carries

a useful load of 1000 pounds and has a high

speed of 132 miles per hour.

Specifications:

Weight empty 1,500 lbs.

Wing span 36 ft.

Wing area 240 sq. ft.

Length 28 ft.

Useful load 1,000 lbs.

Seating capacity—pilot and 2 passengers

Performance:

High speed (sea level) .... 132 M.P.H.

Landing speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising speed 115 M.P.H.

Power Plant:

Whirlwind

Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Fuel capacity 80 gal.

Oil capacity 5 gal.

The Buhl Airsedan is the standard plane of the Buhl line. It accommodates four passengers com-

fortably in a sound-proof, easy-conversation cabin.

Specifications: Performance: Power Plant:

Weight empty 2,100 lbs. High speed (sea ]evel) Wright Whirlwind J.5
W|ng span

•
:

- 42
120 M.P.H. Horse power 200 at 1,800 R.P.M.

Wing area 334 sq. ft. „ TT

Length 28 ft
Landing speed 45 M.P.H. Fuel capacity 70 gal.

Useful load 1,628 lbs. Cruising speed 100 M.P.H. Oil capacity. . . 5 gal.

Seating capacity—pilot and 4

passengers.

Department of Commerce Certificate of Airworthiness No. 12

Distributors:

In the Northtvest—Mamer Flying Service, Spokane, Wash.

In the Southwest—Frank Baker Aircraft, Culver City, Calif.

BUHL AIRCRAFT CO.
Marysville, Mich*

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PARKS AIRPORT
East St. Louis, Illinois

A FULLY equipped airport, Parks Air-

port, has recently been developed on

the Illinois side of the Mississippi River,

three miles south of the Municipal Bridge

and within 20 minutes by automobile from

the heart of downtown St. Louis. It is

operated by Parks Air College, Inc.

The field has been developed under the

direction of Oliver Parks, vice president of

Parks Airlines, Inc., and H. P. Mamnien,

president. Cooperation was obtained from

the East St. Louis Chamber of Commerce

and East St. Louis merchants and business

men.

The field is located S miles due south of

the center of St. Louis, east side of river,

just off State Highway No. 3. It com-

prises about 140 acres of flat ground with

natural drainage, with about 300 additional

acres under option. The parking space ad-

joining the field accommodates 1,500 auto-

biles.

Seven buildings have been completed, in-

cluding the administration building and gen-

eral offices, classrooms for students, fully-

equipped tool shop, a restaurant, a han-

gar with a capacity of 16 planes, another

hangar 35 x 75 feet in size, and a student's

dormitory. Over $65,000 has been spent for

equipment alone, not including the cost of

the field. Two dormitories, each for 60

students, and two more hangars are under

construction.

A gasoline storage tank with a capacity

of 10,000 gallons has been installed near the

tracks of the Columbia, Waterloo and East

St. Louis Railway, adjacent to the field,

with a pipe line to the head of the runway

where the planes are serviced. The first of

three hard-surfaced runways, 40 feet toy

2,700 feet, designed to accommodate the

largest freight and passenger planes, is fin-

ished. Boundary and floodlights have been

installed and the field will soon be complete-

ly equipped for night flying.

Parks Air College now has 145 students.

New students are being admitted as facili-

ties are available. The flying school is un-

der the direction of Derek White, dean of

the college, and Clyde E. Brayton, licensed

transport pilot who is chief instructor and

field manager. Claude Sterling is first as-

sistant instructor and six other flying in-

structors are retained in addition to me-

chanics, classroom and ground instructors.

The equipment at the field includes fifteen

new OX5 Travel Airs in addition to two

newly ordered Whirlwind Travel Airs, a

Catninez Travel Air, and a new Model 6000

Travel Air Transport monoplane which seats

six and has dual wheel control.

ST. LOUIS AIR NEWS
By A. W. League

THE "Airminded Spirit of St. Louis" has

come to play again. The Ford Tour is

going to include St. Louis this year and from

all indications we are going to be well rep-

resented. The B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Com-

pany has entered a Ryan Brougham, and the

Curtiss-Robertson Mfg. Company, a Curtiss

Robin, to be flown by Dan Robertson. Prep-

arations for taking care of the flyers and the

planes are going ahead at top speed.

Also, St. Louis has been picked as the

central control station for the transcontin-

ental air race from New York to the National

Air Races at Los Angeles, in September

;

and the transcontinental passenger service

using airplanes by day and trains by night

will pass through St. Louis.

Definite action, however, is being delayed,

pending the purchase and improvement of

Lambert Field. It has been decided not to

include the airport bond issue in the forth-

coming election because of the danger of it

being defeated at that time. However, the

city is going to sell bonds for the immediate

purchase and improvement of the field.

Should the airport bond issue be passed at a

later election the bonds will be redeemed in

bulk by the city at their face value plus in-

terest. Otherwise a certain portion will be

taken care of each year until the total indebt-

edness is erased. The field will remain under

the supervision of the Park Department and

will still be classed as a municipal airport

instead of a privately-owned port.

"TpHE latest news, but by far not the least

*- in importance, is the formation of a com-

pany to establish regular passenger service

between St. Louis and Chicago, providing a

round-trip daily between both cities and mak-

ing connection with the proposed transcon-

tinental airline at St. Louis. A group of

bankers from St. Louis and two Detroit

financiers have purchased the capital stock

of the Robertson Aircraft CorPoration and

enlarged it from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The
new company is to be headed by Arnold

Stifel of Stifel-Nicholas Company, a broker-

age firm of St. Louis. The present equipment

of the Robertson Company now being used

for mail and express will be replaced by 14-

passenger trimotored Fords which will carry

not only passengers but mail and express as

well. The trip will consume three hours with

two stops enroute—one at Springfield, 111. and

one at Peoria, 111. The fare for the entire

trip will be less than $30, or about 10 cents

per passenger mile.

Additional passenger routes are planned to

reach from St. Louis to Omaha by way of

Kansas City and another route to the Mexi-

can border with an eventual connection at

Mexico City.

Large terminals will be constructed at

each end of the St. Louis-Chicago line. A
new layout will be constructed at Lambert

Field at a cost of $250,000. This will consist

of hangars, ticket office, waiting room, ex-

press and baggage rooms, lunch room and

the general offices of the company. A bus

line will be operated from Lambert Field to

all the leading hotels for the convenience of

the passengers.

/"\NE of the biggest jobs in the aeronautical

world today is the educating of the

business man to the possibilities of commer-

cial aviation. Realizing that this is the

master key which will open the door to aero-

nautical progress, the St. Louis Chamber of

Commerce is educating its members along

these lines. Interesting talks by recognized

authorities of the aeronautical world have

been the feature of each weekly meeting.

Talks have been made by Lieut. S. P. Mills

of Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio on recent

developments of aircraft engines ; Lieut. C. F.

Green on improvements of airplane design

;

and Col. Paegelow, commander of Scott

Field, on the possibilities of lighter than air.

Baron C. Shibas' aerodynamic high speed

motion pictures which take up to 30,000 ex-

(Continued on next page)

Some of the equipment and activities at Parks Air College, Parks Airport, East St. Louis, 111.
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Q
jQualitij Trainings
For Pilots Qncfy

Mechanics-
HESE pictures, better than mere words,

show why the Parks Air College reigns

supreme in the field of aviation schools.

Our modern airport, over $55,000.00 worth of

new training planes alone, students' dormitory and

restaurant right on the field, such motors as OX5,
Whirlwind and Caminez in the Ground School

—

every training plane licensed by the Department

of Commerce—every flying instructor a Trans-

port Pilot!

No wonder we now have students from 40 dif-

ferent states—that our present students are ad-

vising their friends to come to Parks Air College

—that one student who first visited 10 other fa-

mous schools signed up here less than five minutes

after he saw our school!

And we now offer this superb training at a sav-

ing of $165 over regular prices! Write at once

for details of this special offer and your free copy

of "Skyward Ho!", our profusely illustrated cat-

alog that gives full information about our courses.

Send the coupon below at once!

PA R,KS^tCOLLEGE
202-D Missouri Theatre Bldg.

Please send me my free copy of "Skyward Ho!". I am interested in Aviation.

Name

Address . ........ : .

St. Louis, Mo

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Movies from the air are taken by the Paramount News photographer Harry Cuthbert-
son. Upper views show pilot Bud Gurney and the Ryan Brougham

(St. Louis Air Nnvs continued)

posures a minute were shown at a recent

meeting of the Chamber. These pictures

make it possible for you to study the actual

passage of air over an airfoil by mixing hot

and cold air together and photographing the

effect as the air passes over the wing.

We are also trying to educate the radio

fan in the fine points of aviation. The Rob-

ertson Flying services broadcast a flying

lesson every Monday at 5:15 p. m. over

radio station KMOX.

ANOTHER airplane factory is in the

making here in St. Louis which brings

our total up to three. I don't know whether

you would call it an airplane factory or not

but the product of the factory is going to have

wings on it and the inventor says it will fly.

W. B. Chenoweth of Dallas, Tex. will super-

vise the construction of this airplane in the

factory of Park & Bohne. Inc., manufactur-

ers of automobile accessories. Chenoweth

claims that his plane will ascend and will

land vertically without employing the heli-

copter or horizontal propeller principle. The

new airplane, according to Mr. D. E. Parks,

president of Parks-Bohne. Inc., who has

examined Chenoweth's plans, has one motor

mounted in the center in front which acts

through chain drive or other transmission on

three vertical propellers, two being mounted

in front, one on each side, while the third

is mounted at the rear of the fuselage.

'T'HE first of Lambert-St. Louis Field's

two airplane factories—the plant of the

Curtiss-Robertson Airplane Manufacturing

Company, has been completed and the first

"Robin" manufactured at this plant is almost

ready to be test hopped. According to the

working schedule of the company they will

be producing about 70 planes a month before

the middle of July. The "Robin" has been

granted approved type certificate No. 40 by

the Department of Commerce.

*npHE Republican Convention at Kansas
A City stirred up considerable activity in

aviation circles here in St. Louis. Bud Gur-
ney, Les Smith and E. L. Sloniger of the

Robertson staff, and Red Jackson of the Von
Hoffmann Company, deserve lots of credit

for their work in bringing pictures of the

convention to St. Louis under some very

adverse conditions. "Bud" Gurney flew a

tri-motored job equipped with all the intri-

cate laboratory equipment necessary for de-

veloping, printing, cutting, splicing and
titling moving picture film, as well as a
compact dark room capable of turning out a

large number of still photographs. Besides

the pilot, the plane carried a staff of three

men.

*npHE St. Louis firm of Love-Sultan, Inc.,
A has been appointed official airport con-

sultant for Trans- Continental Air Trans-
port.

/CONSTRUCTION work on the factory
>^ of the B. F. Mahoney Aircraft Company
is being rushed along at top speed. Accord-
ing to John C. Nulsen, the plant will begin

production about July 15th.

A NEW BULWARK OF
AERIAL DEFENSE

*TpHE airplane shown on our cover this

* month is the latest addition to the fa-

mous "Corsair" line. It is the new high

performance Vought amphibian designed and

developed by Chance Vought, in cooperation

with the Bureau of Aeronautics and Naval

Aircraft Factory.

This newest Vought design gave a very

splendid account of itself on the recent

Pacific Fleet maneuvers off Hawaii.

BARLING DESIGNS NEW
COMMERCIAL PLANE

TITALTER H. BARLING has completed™y his first ship and work on production

has been started. The aviation world has

looked forward with interest to the time when
Walter H. Barling would introduce his new
type monoplane. For three years he has

worked producing this plane, the theories of

design and construction having occupied his

attention for many years. The details of its

principles, performance, design and construc-

tion have been carefully guarded. Officials

of the Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Company,
sponsoring organization of this new produc-

tion plane report that it will be produced in

quantity in about two months.

It will be an all-metal low wing cantilever

type of light construction and design. The
wing is of a radically different type of de-

sign, differing from anything now on the

market. It is of one piece construction with

a span of 32 feet. Performance figures are

exceptional and Mr. Barling has been men-
tioning them in conservative terms. He has

placed a premium upon weight, controlla-

bility and lightness in weight and new theory

of design.

Tests of this monoplane three months ago
were so encouraging that work was begun
immediately on a new up to date factory

building which has just been completed.

Methods of manufacture are also held in

secrecy but it is presumed by statements of

officials that there will be facilities for im-

mediate quantity production. The first public

appearance of the new plane—called the

"Barling N-B", is scheduled for about

August 1st. Details, specifications and per-

formance figures are promised for an early

issue of Aero Digest.

AMERICAN EAGLE
FACTORY EXPANDS

T-
* HE American Eagle Aircraft Corpora-

lion, Kansas City, Mo., manufacturers

of 3-place commercial aircraft of the bi-

plane type, has made several expansions dur-

ing the first five months of the present year.

In January the company leased a new fac-

tory building at 2800 East 13th St., Kansas

City, Missouri. This building is 50 x 250

ft. and at that time seemed ample room for

the company's operations for a year at least.

However, the rapid increase in the de-

mand for this type of plane has made it

necessary to erect several additional build-

ings to take care of the factory.

Less than three years ago the American

Eagle factory occupied a building 30 x 100

ft. and employed five men. Today, the cor-

poration employs 165 factory workers. 20

office and sales employees, and four trans-

port pilots.

During the month of May, 1927, four

American Eagles were built. During the

same period this year, 50 American Eagles

were completed, test flown and delivered.

Every 150 minutes of the working day a

new American Eagle airplane is completed,

tested and delivered to a customer.

The rapid grovrth of this factory may
well be used as proof of the tremendous

interest in civilian aviation today, and as a

forecast of what is in store for those in-

terested in the industry in the future.
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as-Bea^ley Airplane Co., Inc.,

together with^alter H. Barling, aeronaut-

ical engineer of international reputation,

will soon^liave an important announce-

mentto make to the aviation world.

The conception of aircraft design, con-

struction and appearance will rise to a

newer, higher level.

Performance, stability and safety will as-

sume a new significance;—aviation will

then be measured in new day terms.

Watch for this announcement— and set

your standards high.

NICHOLAS-BEAZLEY AIRPLANE COMPANY, INC.

MARSHALL, MISSOURI

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PENNSYLVANIA NEWS
By Ray Krimm

WHAT is believed to be a unique stunt

in aviation circles—an "aerial picnic"

—is being arranged by pilots connected with

aviation companies throughout Pennsylvania.

The affair will be held within a few weeks

at the Pine Valley. X. J., flying field and

admission will be by invitation. Each guest

must fly to the picnic grounds.

Robert P. Hewitt, manager of field oper-

ations for the Ludington Philadelphia Flying

Service at the Philadelphia Airport, has

been placed in charge of arrangements and

entertainment. Of the invitations already

extended, the following acceptances have

been received : Jack Throp, Waco, from

Trenton, N. J. ; J. Wesley Smith, president,

and Virgil Kauffman, secretary, of the Phila-

delphia Air Transport Co., of Philadelphia

and Norristown, Fairchild cabin monoplane

;

Allison Buck. Waco, from Wilmington,

Del. ; Lee Burleigh, of the Pine Valley Fly-

ing Field: Major William D. Tipton, Travel

Air, from Baltimore, Md. : Archer T. Saki,

of Lakewood, N. J., Waco-10; Julius Von
Hayden, assistant sales manager of the Ken-

dall Refining Co., Bradford, Pa., Travel

Air ; Victor Dallin, of Lansdowne, Pa.,

Waco-10: Major J. Sydney Owens, com-

mander of the 28th Division Air Service,

and Lieut. J. J. Gallagher. Engineering Of-

ficer : Charles R. Stewart, Philadelphia Air-

port, Challenger.

Hewitt will pilot one of the Ludington

company's Fairchild cabin monoplanes to the

picnic, with officials of that company.

P McC. WILHELM, head of the Phila-

delphia Aircraft Company, recently

announced the leasing of the Dempsey Farm
on the Easton Highway as an airport. The
field is to be dedicated soon as the Doyles-

town Flying Field, which covers sixty acres

of level ground. The company has the dis-

tributorship for Eastern Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware and Maryland for Swallow airplanes.

City headquarters have been established in

Philadelphia. Twenty-six students have en-

rolled for the first class in ground instruction,

which is being taught by Ensign J. R.

Hoover, of the Naval Air Station at Rocka-
way, L. I. At the flying field, one mile west

of Doylestown, the company is specializing

in flying instruction and passenger hops.

CAMUFX J. IRVINE, sales manager of

^ the Standard Automatic Products Com-
pany, of Corry, who recently returned from
an extensive trip calling upon airplane manu-
facturers throughout the country, was the

principal speaker before the Aero Club of

Erie at its "Hop No. 7."

OTOUT-RAUP, INC.. real estate devel-

^ opers, of Wilkes Barre. have offered to

donate 100 acres of ground to the Wyoming
Valley Airport Association for the establish-

ment of an airport to serve Wilkes Barre and
Wyoming Valley.

The 100-acre plot is situated on Indian

Lake, approximately fourteen miles from
Wilkes Barre, and on the concrete highway
leading from Wilkes Barre to New York and
Philadelphia. The site lies on top of the

Pocono Mountains, 1,900 feet above sea level,

and if properly developed would accommodate

land, amphibian and seaplanes.

A X Air Route Information Bureau has

been added to the Touring Bureau of

the Automobile Club of Philadelphia.

Il.LIAM J. WELSH, a pilot-mechanic

at Pitcairn Field, Willow Grove, Pa.,

during the past two years, has been sent to

Richmond to succeed the late James R. Reid

as a reserve pilot on the New York- Atlanta

air mail route operated by Pitcairn Aviation,

Inc.

C. N. Scully has been appointed chief of

Pitcairn operations at Hadley Field, New
Brunswick, N. J.

jv-EGARISE AIR TRANSPORT has

started operations at Jackson Field, New
Castle, Pa., and has completed a hangar that

can accommodate four planes. The company

has secured an agency for Alexander Eagle-

rock planes. R. R. Kegarise and Lieut. H.

C. Sherman are handling the flying end of

the company's activities.

Jackson Field is situated directly on the

east side of the main road between New
Castle and Erie, Pa., about three miles north

of New Castle.

JAM PIS S. REX, owner of the limousine

taxi service in Philadelphia, has organ-

ized the Rex Air Service in that city, to

transport airplane passengers to and from a

central terminal to airports in and near the

Philadelphia district.

The new company is receiving the coopera-

tion of the Philadelphia Airport, Island Road
and Tinicum Ave., Philadelphia ; the Cres-

cent Airport, Crescent Boulevard and

Kaighn's Avenue. Camden, N. J. and Bader

Field, Atlantic City's Municipal Airport, op-

erated by the Crescent Air Service, Inc.

O SANFORD SALTUS. JR., vice presi-

dent of the Ludington Philadelphia

Flying Service, operators of the Philadelphia

Airport, and W. L. Saunders, 2d, a medical

book publisher of Philadelphia, have been

appointed representatives of the National

Aeronautic Association and the Federation

Aeronautique Internationale in the Phila-

delphia district.

'TP HE Summerill Tubing Company of
A Bridgeport, Pa., is operating on a day
and night schedule to meet aircraft industry

calls for seamless steel tubing. S. S. Gabel,

president of the company, makes many of

his business trips over the air mail routes

so as to make a closer study of aviation. He
was a recent passenger on the New York-

Cleveland air mail line and is now planning

a trip to the Pacific Coast.

/"^i L. ROLOSON, works manager, has

been elected vice president of the Key-
stone Aircraft Corporation of Bristol, Pa.

The officials now consist of Edgar N.
Gott, president ; G. Tadbot Porter, vice

president : Elliot Daland, vice president ; C.

L. Roloson, vice president and works man-
ager ; L. W. Townsend, secretary and treas-

urer.

WISCONSIN AIR NEWS
By Harold Alexander

j\ S there will be a number of people de-

siring to view the territory adjacent

to the summer capitol from the air, W. C.

(Doc) Sicklier and associates of Duluth

have leased a field near Cedar Island Lodge

at Brule, from which his planes and others

will operate. There will of course be no

flying immediately above the "White House",

but it will be possible nevertheless for the

sightseers to see the general layout better

than is possible from the ground.

The field which was selected is an 80-acre

tract located about 2'/2 miles from the tem-

porary home of the man "who didn't choose

to run" and is about 3 miles to Brule.

Doc Sickner will operate under the name

of the Brule Air Service, using American

Eagles and Ryan Broughams, for which he

has the agency, and will negotiate with

other operators and pilots so as to have

enough planes on the field at all times to

handle the crowds.

Army planes (Douglas 02s) are stationed

on a large field at Parkland, about ten miles

from the official headquarters of President

Coolidge in the Central High School of

Superior. These ships transport the mail

direct from Chicago, from where it will

have been taken from the NAT over-

night mail planes from the East. A large

hangar has been erected on this site, the

field has been leveled and filled wherever

required and the approximately 100 foot

runways have been marked with white flags

at regular intervals.

'HpHE Stevens-Point Airways Corporation

has been incorporated and is construct-

ing a 67-acre airport at Stevens Point, Wise.

The following officers have been appoint-

ed : president, W. S. Delzell ; vice president,

E. G. Bach ; secretary, G. A. Kenkel ; aero-

nautic advisor, William R. Gilbo ; field man-

ager, F. A. Love.

MINNEAPOLIS NEWS
COL. L. H. BRITIN, vice president of

Northwest Airways, Inc., will establish

an air taxi service to Brule, Wis., for the

summer. A landing field just four miles

from President Coolidge's vacation lodge

has been selected by Col. Britin and Charles

Holman, pilot, as the Wisconsin terminal.

QUMMER visitors in Minnesota this year

^ will find airlines available for their use

in several directions from the city.

Before the tourist season is in' full swing,

the Jefferson Highway Transportation com-

pany will have inaugurated its 45-minute air

service between Minneapolis and Rochester,

using a big trimotored 12-passenger mono-

plane.

Another company plans to start an air

schedule between Minneapolis and the Black

Hills of South Dakota.

Ships of all sizes and types are available

at the Wold- Chamberlain field for trips to

the northern Minnesota lake country or to

any other part of the state.

w
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SOLVED

Hardware to in-

sure easy and trouble free

operation of hangar doors is

fully described in this—the
most complete catalog of
hangar doorways ever issued

Send for your copy today

New York * AURORA, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. . . Chicago

Boston Philadelphia Cleveland Cincinnati Indianapolis St. Louis New Orleans Des Moines
Minneapolis Kansas City Los Angeles San Francisco Omaha Seattle Detroit

Montreal • RICHARDS -WILCOX CANADIAN CO., LTD., LONDON, ONT. • Winnipeg

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DOOR HARDWARE MADE

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Dept. — , Aurora, III.

Please send me the catalog of Airplane Hangar Door Hardware.

Name

Address

City State

Without obligation I would like to discuss our door-

way problems with one of your doorway engineers.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MARSHALL FLYING
SCHOOL

/"VVER 300 students have completed courses

at the Marshall Flying School, ranging

from private pilots, and qualified mechanics,

to limited commercial pilots, in the last six

months, according to recent survey of the

school. Students are enrolling and graduat-

ing at the rate of three a day, coming from

every state in the Union, Canada, Canal Zone,

and even as far as China to attend the avia-

tion school, and 550 qualified pilots have been

graduated and not one accident has marred

the record of the school in the approximate

16.000 air hours.

Twelve planes and twenty instructors are

needed to take care of the large number of

students at the Marshal! School. Some
dozen departments are correlated in instruc-

tion. The total amount of equipment

represents an investment of over $60,000.

From the very start of his flying instruc-

tion, the student is given partial control of

the machine, resting his hands and feet lightly

upon the stick and rudder bar so he can see

exactly what the instructor is doing when
the ship is making maneuvers.

At first the student is allowed to pilot the

plane in a straight line under the supervision

of the instructor. Finally he is able to keep

the plane flying straight and level himself.

Then on through the logical steps, climbing

and descending, turning and banking, taking

off and landing. He is taught how to land

directly in the wind and in cross winds.

While this instruction is going on, the

instructors are observing carefully everything

the student is doing, calling to his attention

faults he may develop and correcting them.

A flying lesson consists of from fifteen to

thirty minutes in the air with additional time

on the ground discussing what the student

has learned and calling his attention to points

he should watch. Fifteen to thirty minutes

in the air is sufficient to get instruction on

certain points and is about all a student can

absorb at one time.

The student is slowly advanced in dual

instruction until finally he is able to solo

flight. After the solo flight the student will

spend several hours gaining experience and

confidence and instruction in acrobatics and

cross-country flying.

In addition to the regular flying course, a

complete course in ground work is given for

those students who desire to learn the con-

struction, repairing and overhauling of air-

planes, and the repairing and overhauling

of airplane engines. This work is just as

important as actual flying.

The student works under actual factory

conditions in ground work including engine

work, fuselage work, wing building, landing

gears, construction and repair, etc.

In the school and shop there are many
types of engines in actual use. The student

takes the different types of engines, air and

water-cooled, disassembles them and builds

them up.

From engines the student is advanced step

by step from the fuselage department, where

fuselages are built from the original steel

and wood parts to the completed machine,

through the wing-making room, into the

rigging department where the student com-

pletely assembles the different parts of the

ship ready for actual flying.

KANSAS CITY NEWS
BY H. H. James

\ LOT of Republicans were "up in the

air" in Kansas City during the Re-

publican National Convention besides those

who were delegates. The same also was

true of Democrats. During that week a

giant trimotored Ford all-metal plane was

on exhibit at the air field of the Commer-
cial Airways Corporation. The plane has a

capacity of fourteen passengers and a crew

of five. It is owned by the Rapid Air Lines,

Inc., Rapid City, S. D. Clyde W. Ice, chief

pilot, was in charge of the ship which

brought several delegates from Indiana and

Ohio to the convention.

W IRVING GLOVER, second assistant

• postmaster general, was in Kansas

City during the Republican National Con-

vention to look after the air mail service.

The air mail preceding and during the con-

vention broke all records, except during a

special mailing campaign. Hundreds of

newspaper men and features services used

the air mail to send out pictures and news

of the convention.

Tj>RED HETHERINGTON, manager of

the recently inaugurated flying service

of the National Air Transport, Inc., reports

that branch of the company's business one

of its best patronized ventures at Kansas

City. Two Wright Whirlwind Ryan mono-

planes are in use with a third on order.

DEACON AIRWAYS OF AMERICA,
INC., recently organized at Kansas City

to handle the distribution of the Prudden

trimotor plane and the Cessna plane in Mis-

souri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Iowa, has an-

nounced it will add a flying service.

COMMERCIAL AIRWAYS CORPO-
RATION, which has taken over the

former Richards flying held and is making

improvements on it, offers to provide a ser-

vice for private owners of planes similar

to that given motor car owners in storage

and service garages. The planes will be

provided with hangar space and will be kept

in readiness for flights at any time the owner

desires.

DENNETT FLYING SCHOOL has

moved from the old Richards Field to

the new municipal airport.

"iy"ANSAS CITY is soon to have its first

electric sign advertising commercial

airlines. The Ni-Sun Lines is having a

sign placed on top of the Westgate hotel,

in the downtown business district. The sign

has 784 electric lamps.

IMPROVEMENTS at the Kansas City

* municipal airport, costing $70,000 or

more, are expected to be made at once. The
improvements will include two hangars, 80

x 100 feet, for lease to commercial air lines.

The $1,000,000 bond issue for the purchase

and improvement of the airport was de-

feated in the recent election by a narrow

margin, due to the fact they were on a bal-

lot with many other proposals that were un-

popular. However, the proposal probably

will be submitted again this summer and in

the meantime the city plans to go ahead with

improvements at the field.Students of the Marshall Flying School, Marshall, Missouri
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AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRIES, inc.

The purpose of Aeronautical Industries,

Inc., is to afford the Aircraft Industry an

opportunity to secure capital from a group

of investors who believe in the future of

aviation. Its funds will be invested in a

cross-section of the aeronautical industry

both here and abroad, thereby obtaining

diversification. Experts in aviation, finance

and management will direct the investment

policy of the company.

Information regarding any activity of

the company will be sent on request.

AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

Lester D. Gardner,, President

2.92. Madison Avenue

New York City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CHICAGO AIR NEWS
By Hakold Alexander

SOME interesting facts on the rapid de-

velopment of the aviation industry were

revealed through a survey of the aeronauti-

cal activities in the city made by the Chicago

Association of Commerce.

The volume of air mail and express

handled here is more than double that of

any other city in the world and a greater

mileage of air transport lines center here

than in any city in this country.

The Municipal Airport, located at 63rd

St. and Cicero Ave., the leading airport of

the seventeen in the city, has an estimated

land value of $10,000,000, while about $200,-

000 has been expended on improvements with

additions continually being made to serve the

demand for increased facilities. Four cin-

der runways with a total length of 10,100

feet are laid out on the eastern half of the

320-acre field and the western section will

be improved so as to be available as a turf

field for those desiring that type of a land-

ing surface. The Illinois National Guard

has two hangars at this airport and use the

field frequently. Sixteen planes arrive and

depart from this point each day on a regu-

lar schedule and about 600 ships come and

go each month.

In order to bring the downtown section

of Chicago as close as possible to an air

terminal, it is the intention of the South

Park commissioners to build an airport on

the lake front at Sixteenth Street, filling in

an area in Lake Michigan which is known

as Harbor District Number Three. This

field, which would be only ten minutes from

the loop district, would have runways to

accommodate the largest planes and would

only be used for the loading and unloading

of the ships, with all servicing and refueling

being done at the other airports in or near

the city.

Cook County, through its Forest Preserve

District, has set aside three tracts of land

for airports, two of which are in use. The

third, which has been granted to the Illinois

National Guard, has not been improved. A
naval field is being built at Great Lakes,

Illinois; the Sanitary district of Chicago has

set aside a site for future developments

;

there is the Checkerboard Airport, the Ford

Chicago Airport, the Pal-Waukee Airport

and several others in or near the city.

In the transportation of mail, passengers

and express there are seven lines out of the

city that operate over contract air mail

routes to the different sections of the coun-

try. The air express is a feature that is

meeting with the approval of the users and

although there are only about a half dozen

lines in the country that have made arrange-

ments with the American Railway Express

it will not be so long before this service will

be available on the majority of the routes.

The Northwest Airways, Inc., have recently

added the transportation of express to their

present air mail and passenger service to

the Twin Cities.

Although the number of aircraft com-

panies and the volume of planes manufac-

tured here is not as great as in several other

cities, rapid progress is being made along

these lines that will undoubtedly mean a

substantial increase in production within the

near future. It is expected that an indus-

trial district will be set aside for aircraft

manufacturers, which will be of value to

the industry. The E. M. Laird Airplane

Co. is one of the oldest aircraft manufac-

turers in the city for their first plane was

built in 1912. The Laird Whirlwind, that

they are specializing in at present, is a popu-

lar ship and two planes of this type won
first and second place in the National Air

Derby during the past year. The following

other aircraft manufacturers are located in

Chicago: American Aircraft Corp., Heath

Airplane Co., Monarch Airplane Co., U. S.

Airplane Co., Viking Aircraft Co., Wallace

Aircraft Co., Western Airplane Co., and

Vackey Aircraft Co.

In the distribution of airplanes and acces-

sories, the city is well represented as it is

in the number of aviation schools and aerial

photographers.

The Chicago Aero Commission is the

official representative of the city in aero-

nautical affairs. It is responsible to a large

extent for the construction of the Municipal

Airport and acts in an advisory capacity in

its maintenance. Other organizations are

promoting some phase of commercial avia-

tion, some of them being the Aero Club of

Illinois, Chicago Air Traffic Association,

American Legion, Aircraft Manufacturers

Association, Commercial Club of Chicago,

Chicago Association of Commerce, Air

Corps Officers Association and several other

civic and related groups.

Hp HE U. S. Airplane Co. of Chicago is

* putting into production their "U. S.

Flyer", a 3-place biplane which is equipped

with a self-starter as regular equipment.

The factory of the U. S. Airplane Co. is

a large modern building, with 15,000 sq. ft.

of floor space, general offices, etc., located

in the northwestern section of Chicago near

the Grayland Station of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul railroad and near the

Forest Preserve Flying Field.

Leslie B. Coombs is president of the com-

pany and also chief engineer. Manuel

Cooper is vice-president and treasurer. The

other officials are: F. H. Jolly, secretary;

W. G. Yule, general manager ; E. W. Yates,

production manager ; and C. E. Wright,

foreman.

*TpHE photograph below of the Chicago
* Municipal Airport, 63rd Street and

Cicero, was taken in a northeasterly direc-

tion, 63 rd Street being in the foreground.

The hangar in the immediate foreground

houses the Stanolind, the Ford 3-motor plane

owned by the Standard Oil Company ; in the

background reading from left to right are

the hangars of the Sievert Airplane Com-

pany, Boeing Air Transport, National Air

Transport, Illinois National Guard (two)

and Aviation Service and Transport.

Chicago Municipal Airport, 63rd Street and Cicero. Aerial Photographic Service photo.
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llOVNEED THIS BOOKTO
KNOWAIRCRAFT ENGINES
THE

AIRCRAFT
ENGINE
INSTRUCTOR
by AX..BYKP

What Some Aircraft
Authorities Say
About the Book

THE PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
CO., Manufacturers of the "Wasp" En-
gine: "It certainly seems to be a most
creditable piece of work, and undoubted-
ly of considerable value to the aircraft
industry. If ever the opportunity pre-
sents itself, will certainly not hesitate to
recommend this book."

SCINTILLA MAGNETO COMPANY,
INC., Manufacturers of the Scintilla Air-
craft Magneto: "The Scintilla aircraft
magneto is presented with clarity and ac-
curacy. We think the book one of the
most comprehensive, complete and au-
thentic treatments of the subject of air-
craft power plants that has ever been
written."

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORA-
TION, Manufacturers of the Wright
"Whirlwind" Engine: "We wish to con-
gratulate you upon the splendid descrip-
tion of the "Whirlwind" engine in your
book, the Aircraft Engine Instructor. We
feel sure it will meet the demands of the
laymen much better than our own in-
struction book."

RYAN AERONAUTICAL CORPORA-
TION, Distributors of Ryan-Siemens En-
gines: "We believe your book is prob-
ably the most up-to-date and complete
treatise of the various aircraft engines
so far published."

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY. Man-
ufacturers of Aircraft Engine Starters

:

"The book is quite thorough in every re-
spect and we believe that the use of same
will prove to be a valuable asset to the
aeronautical industry.

'

'

STROMEERG MOTOR DEVICES COM-
PANY, Manufacturers of Automobile and
Aircraft Carburetors: "Your book is
very well prepared and seems to be a
'lot of book' for the money. Very much
surprised at its completeness, and the
amount of detail information contained
in it."

CURTISS AEROPLANE & MOTOR
COMPANY, INC.: "The book covers
the subject matter in a way that will
be interesting and helpful to those who
are interested in aircraft engines."

MR. A. H. G. FOKKER, tne well known
designer and majiufactmer of Fokker air-
planes: "I feel that your book, the
AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUCTOR,
will be a most valuable contribution to
the aircraft industry'."

DYKE'S
AIRCRAFT ENGINE

[NSTRUCTOR

JUST PUBLISHED^
THE BOCS^eft HOUR,

Condensed Contents
Elementary Principles of the Automotive
Gasoline Engine—Wright "Whirlwind"
Aircraft Engine—"Wasp" Aircraft En-
gine—Curtiss Aircraft Engines—Pack-
ard Aircraft Engines— Fairchild-Cami-
nez Cam Type Drive Aircraft Engine

—

M iscellaneous Aircraft Engines—M iscal-
laneous Aircraft Engines (Early Mod-
els)—Lubrication of Aircraft Engines

—

Magnetos for Aircraft Engines (Scintil-
la & Splitdorf)—Carburetors for Air-
craft Engines (Stromberg)—Starters
and Generators for Aircraft Engines

—

Instruments and Controls—Types of
Aircraft and Nomenclature for Aero-
nautics—Miscellaneous Information

—

Large Folded Lubrication System
Charts Printed in Three Colors.

382 Pages. 400 Illustrations

Flexible Binding. Gold Stamped

Here at last is the book the aeronautical world
has waited for—"The Aircraft Engine Instructor,"
by A. L. Dyke, the eminent gasoline engine author-
ity—assisted by many aircraft engineers, manu-
facturers, aeronautical magazines and govern-
mental departments.

It covers modern airplane engines and miscella-
neous equipment, such as carburetors, magnetos,
starters, aeronautic instruments, etc., in a simpli-
fied and practical manner. Adequate space is de-
voted to the Wright "Whirlwind", the "Wasp", the
Curtiss, Packard, Pairchild Caminez and other
leading makes, including. the English "Jupiter" and
the German "Junkers." Special sections are de-
voted to miscellaneous aircraft information, types
of aircraft controls and nomenclature for aero-
nautics.

It contains over 400 illustrations, many made especially for this book, including
master charts with reference figures in color. In effect they take leading aircraft
engines apart and lay the many parts right before your eyes for you to examine
and study. Large folding charts printed in three colors show the complete lubri-
cation system of leading engines in detail.

Practical, useable information is given on detecting worn parts and how to'

repair them. It shows where troubles are likely to develop and what to do to
correct, repair and prevent them.

"The Aircraft Engine Instructor" is more than a book—it's a complete training
on aircraft engine' construction, maintenance and operation. It's the last word on
the subject. Get this great book now. You'll need it. You'll enjoy it and you'll
profit by it. Only $5.00 postpaid—sent on approval—return it in three days and
get your money back if not satisfied.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER—OR USE THIS CONVENIENT COUPON

The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.,

2009 South Michigan Ave., Chicago—Dept. 5

Send me a copy of Dyke's "Aircraft Engine Instructor," postpaid. I enclose
remittance for $5.00 which you are to return to me if I send the book back in

three days.

Name

Address

City State. '.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FORT WORTH NEWS
By James Calvert

AVIATION, and especially the use of

the air mail, was promoted in Fort

Worth during June by a slogan contest,

sponsored by the Association of Commerce.

"Let-er-Fly", contributed by a school girl,

was awarded first place and the cash prize.

A FEATURE of the annua) West Texas

Chamber of Commerce convention

held in Fort Worth during June was an

aerial circus, which attracted more than 100

pilots from all over the state. An airplane

revue, in which 100 ships left the airport at

one minute intervals to fly over the city on

the opening day of the convention, was of

especial interest.

This divisional chamber of commerce body

is active in promoting aviation. R. W. Hay-

nie of Abilene, president, has been so im-

pressed with its advancement during his

term of office that he has pledged to support

its future development in West Texas.

REGULAR passenger service to South

Texas points was inaugurated by Texas

Air Transport on June 1st. The Pitcairn

Mailwings have been equipped to carry two

passengers each. The schedule of the regu-

lar air mail service is being maintained.

Ships take off at the Fort Worth airport

at 8:30 a. m. daily and return at 7:30 p. in.

The fare to Houston is $30; to San An-

tonio, $32.50; and to Galveston, $35. In ad-

dition to the regular mail ships, T. A. T.

has two Ryan monoplanes for special trips.

THREE new routes have been surveyed

for regular passenger service between

West Texas points, and a fourth is in the

process of formation. The three already

routed are between Fort Worth and El

Paso, with a terminal at Midland; Fort

Worth and Amarillo, across the Texas Pan-

handle, and Fort Worth and San Angelo,

taking in the South Plains country. The

fourth is a proposed loop taking in Dallas,

Fort Worth, Amarillo, Lubbock and Abilene.

The first three are practically assured, ac-

cording to five pilots who made the sur-

veys and formulating final plans. They are

W. T. Ponder, World War ace, who owns

two cabin monoplanes : Reg Robbins, Bryan

Rubbins, Vernon Johns and Boyd Kennedy.

The fourth project is being planned by an

organization known as the American Air

Transport.

MANY oil operators, with extensive

holdings over West Texas, continue

to fly to and from the fields and many new

ones have leased hangar space at the Fort

Worth airport. Among them are W. H.

Dunning, jr., who owns a Whirlwind Travel

Air ; Vernon Schimmel, owner of the same

type ship and Fred Hyer, who makes almost

daily flights to and from the oil fields in

his OX5 Travel Air. Two of the larger oil

companies, the Texas and Pacific Coal and

Oil Company and the Marland Oil Company,

also maintain planes in this city for the use

of their executives stationed here.

'Tv WO squadrons of the Aviation Cadets

* of America have been organized in Ft.

Worth. Lectures are given on the principles

JULY, 1 9 2 8

of aviation at each meeting by Capt. Scott

and Capt. J. L. Freeze of Dallas. There

are about 150 boys in the two squadrons,

the officers of which are : Squadron I—Lieut.

Col. Porter Earl Glen; Adjutant, Bill

Wood; Asst. Adjutant, Ralph Ridgeway

;

Captains : D. O. Wilkerso'n, Van Nance, Bill

Wood; Lieutenants: Bill Phillips, LeRoy

McCully, Oramel Wright. Squadron II

—

Major, Jerome Blount; Adjutant, Walter C.

Tucker; Asst. Adjutant, Rufas Blackman

;

Captains. Duward Myers, Walter Shelton,

Frank Swanner ; Lieutenants, Chester

Chenault, Wooten Wooten, Tom Gibson.

ILLINOIS AIR NEWS
Peoria Air Meet

MORE than 30,000 persons gathered at

Peoria-Varney airport June 10 to wit-

ness the air meet sponsored by the Peoria

Aero Club. Lieut. Wm. F. Ritter, instructor

in flying for the Peoria Aero Club, was in

charge of the meet.

Twenty planes took part. Four Army
planes flew over from Chanute Field and the

pilots acted as judges for the different events.

There was a spot landing contest, balloon

busting, stunt flying, wing walking, parachute

drops and an old fashioned balloon ascension.

Steve Lacey of Lomax, 111., won the stunt

flying competition in his Air King biplane.

T^REDERICK KNACK of Aerotech, Inc.,

" Aeronautical engineers of Moline. 111.,

sailed for Europe June 2nd on the Majestic,

to study foreign methods of airplane con-

struction.

ROLLING
STEEL
DOORS

Full clearance whenever necessary,
posts swinging back.

Municip.tl Flving Field

Buffalo, N.Y.

DOORS FOR THE LARGEST OPENINGS
In modern hangars Wilson Rolling Steel Doors are

practically a necessity. One or more doors can be

used at a time, or entire clearance of the space is ob-

tained by swinging back the posts in the same plane as

the doors. They are resistant to gales and withstand

the hardest service.

Doors are quickly raised or lowered by motor. Wilson

5P
OVER FIFTY YEARS IN BUSINESS

Rolling Steel Doors meet the most rigid U. S. Govern-

ment specifications, and they have been supplied to all

Government departments throughout the country.

Send for special Catalog ?\[o. 6

before proceeding with your design

The J. G. Wilson Corporation
i i East 38th Street, New York City

Offices in all principal cities

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CHAPTER ONE
Airfoils, Lift and Drag

Airfoils; flat plate and curved plate—Cambered Airfoils

—

Airfoils for different purposes; high lift, general purpose,
high speed—Drag—Head Resistance—Streamlining—Fairing
—Wind Pressure at various velocities.

CHAPTER TWO
Control .

Control by Flaps—Ailerons and their Functions—Flippers
and their Function—Rudder—Co-ordination of Controls.
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CONCLUSION
Terminology.

Read the New Plain English Book
"THE MODERN AIRPLANE"

You can fairly feel the increasing enthusiasm in

flying. This mighty means of lightning-like trans-

portation is playing an ever larger part in our lives.

Whether or not you intend to fly, the quickest way
to grasp this important subject is to read the new
plain English book "The Modern Airplane." Its

128 pages and 49 illustrations take all the mystery
out of Flying. Use coupon below.

Notice to Flying Schools

Your students will solo in one-third less time and
will be better fliers at the end of their training if they
read this book before taking instruction. Prices to

wholesale users on request.

— — JUST USE THIS COUPON — — '

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS, Inc.
2508 University Ave,
Saint Paul, Minn.

Here's my dollar. Rush me postpaid a copy
of "The Modern Airplane."

Name (Print)

Address

ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS, Inc., Saint Paul, Minn.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BALTIMORE AIR NEWS
By Edward Johns

OPPOSITION to Baltimore's airport

plans has come from an unexpected

angle, and just when it was thought that

there was nothing but clear sailing ahead.

Now Baltimore is in the predicament of hav-

ing some Federal officials rooting for her

and some others frowning darkly every time

airport is mentioned.

It is a somewhat humorous situation de-

spite all. It concerns whether cows should

be forced to walk across an airport before

entering Federal quarantine for ninety days,

and final decision is up to no,less person than

the Secretary of Agriculture. Just now the

whole matter is in the hands of the solicitor

for that department for a legal ironing, so

that the phases of law can be settled.

It is generally known that Baltimore plans

a 1,000-acre airport costing about $4,000,000,

part of which is to be on filled ground. There

were several objections lodged against the

proposal, one by the Motor Transport Corps,

U. S. Army ; one by a paint company which

owned adjoining land
; one by the Gas Com-

pany, which owned some of the land that

was to be used, and others by miscellaneous

persons and companies. But all of these

were soon provided for and withdrawn. But

then came the belated and vigorous, if hu-

morous, complaint.

The Federal animal quarantine station ad-

joins the land to be used as an airport. What,
they wanted to know, will happen to them if

some animals come in by water for quaran-

tining? True, none have arrived that way for

seven years, but they are likely to.

After some study the city officials arrived

at the happy and simple solution, "They can

walk across the airport !" But all is not

settled. The matter has been referred to

officials and must be passed upon by a cab-
inet member, it is said.

TPHE eighth annual exhibition of aircraft
A took place at Logan Field on May 20
under a murky sky that threatened storm at

any time, but 25,000 persons attended.

Lieut. L. H. Sanderson took honors for

the Marines by winning the pursuit race and

the maneuverability contest. He also gave

the crowd a thrill, when, rounding the judges'

stand at the end of the second lap of the 12-

mile course, he got into the backwash of

Capt. R. O. Rogers' Curtiss Hawk. With-

out control for' the moment, "Sandy's"

red-nosed Boeing pursuit rolled over on its

back and dived. In a split second he had it

righted, however, and spinning along for the

final lap. His time was 14 minutes flat for

the 36 miles; Captain Rogers 5 seconds later

and Major Lutz 1 second after Rogers.

Major Sidney Owens, commanding officer

of the Air Corps, P. N. G., won the National

Guard race by spinning around the course

in IS minutes seconds. Lieut. Lyman Pat-

terson, Maryland, was second, time IS min-

utes 9 seconds, and Lieut. Earl W. Fleet,

Connecticut, third, time 16 minutes 11

seconds. The race was in Falcons and the

course 36 miles.

A special race between air-cooled and
water-cooled engines ended as follows : Lieut.

S. W. Calloway, in a Navy Vought Corsair,

14 minutes 7 seconds; Lieut.-Comdr. D. C.

Watson, Navy Vought Corsair, 14 minutes

50 seconds; Major William D. Tipton, Md.
N. G., Falcon, IS minutes 10 seconds, and
Capt. Charles A. Masson, Md. N. G„ 15

minutes 18 seconds.

It is very interesting to analyze the re-

markable time made over the 36-mile course

by Lieut. Callaway, in one of the new pro-

duction Vought Corsairs. These high per-

formance Vought 2-place planes, which are

powered with the Pratt and Whitney Wasp
R-1300-B air-cooled radial engines, beat the

Falcons by a wide margin.

Flying over the same course and distance

as the pursuit ship race, Lieut. Callaway
covered the 36-miles in the remarkable time

of 14 minutes 7 seconds. This was only 7

seconds slower than Lieut. Sanderson's win-

ning time in the pursuit ship race, and 2

seconds and 1 second slower, respectively,

than the times shown by Captain Rogers and
Major Lutz, of the Marine Corps, who
placed second and third in the same pursuit

race flying Curtiss Hawks.

T~*HE French Air Mission visited Balti-

* more on the evening of June 13 and
were entertained at a dinner by city officials

and the Association of Commerce.

pAPT. EDWARD C. BLACK, air officer^ of the Third Corps Area, has been re-

lieved of his duties in Baltimore and has

proceeded to Rockwell Field, San Diego,

Calif., where he will organize a bombard-
ment squadron. He was succeeded by Lieut.

Charles Y. Banfill, who came from Brooks
Field, Texas.

A NEW company has been organized to

connect the Eastern Shore of Mary-

land with Baltimore, from which it is sepa-

rated by the Chesapeake Bay. It will be

known as the Tred Avon Flying Service,

with Stephen A. Hathaway as president. His

brother, Andrew A. Hathaway, is vice presi-

dent. Present plans call for two planes in

the service, using a field at Joppa and Falls

Roads as the Baltimore terminal. Passengers

and freight are to be carried.

T T also has been stated that the Star-

lighters. Inc., of Philadelphia and Salis-

bury, Md., plan a service that will include

Baltimore in travel from the Eastern Shore

to Philadelphia. Milton K. Erdman, a Logan

Field flier, is manager for this company.

LOUISIANA AIR NEWS
OHREVEPORT Airport has been estab-

3 lished by Shreveport Airways, Inc., on

the 142-acre field bordering Greenwood

road, formerly used as a polo field, and ad-

jacent to the Steere landing field.

E. B. Redline is president of this new
organization. Other members of the firm

are Van Lear Leary and A. J. Lanier.

The company will furnish airplane taxi

service and establish regular passenger lines

to 'Dallas and New Orleans. The airport

will be opened soon with an air show, for

which cash prizes have been offered for the

winners of the events.

Captain Emilio Carranza who flew to Washington from Mexico

THE MEXICAN
GOOD-WILL FLIGHT

CAPTAIN EMILIO CARRANZA, Mex-
:

;

ican flier, achieved a very notable flight

although he was forced by unfavorable

weather conditions to fall short of his goal

of a non-stop flight from Mexico City to

Washington.

Leaving Mexico City at 8:10 on the morn-

ing of June 11 in his Ryan Brougham
Mexico-Excelsior, he battled 1 rain, storms

and fogs over most of his journey, until he

was forced to descend at Mooresville, N. G,

early the next morning. Captain Carranza

flew the 2175 miles in 20 hours. He still

had enough gasoline left when he landed to

fly three hours more—which would have

brought him to Washington.

After a brief rest, Carranza took off from

Mooreville for Boiling Field, Washington,

where he was greeted by Ambassador Tel-

Iez of Mexico, Secretaries MacCracken,

Davison and Warner and Major H. C. Dav-

idson, Commanding Officer at Boiling Field.

The next day he was the guest of President

Coolidge at the White House.
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Aeronautical Instruments

gj NEW 8 DAY JEWELED CLOCK
3^ Fits flush .to board, luminous num-
*A bers. PRICE $12.50

ZENITH ALTIMETER
New, complete. PRICE $10.00

(Special price large quantities)

NEW BANKING INDICATORS, bubble type $3.00

NEW BANKING INDICATORS, bubble type
with light 5.00

NEW WRIST ALTIMETERS, 2 inch face,

strap 10.00

FONBORO THERMOMETERS, Farenheit. 7.50

FOXBORO AIR SPEED INDICATORS
with pilot tube, complete 25.00

NEW CLIMB INDICATORS, vertical type. . 15.00

ACCESSORIES
GOSPORT SPEAKING TUBES, instructor

sets : 25.00

D H wheels, tires and tubes, each I5-00

BOOSTER magnetos, new 20.00

TURNBUCKLES, each 10

M

. si jsl jta^ai»jJL»jaja.«.34i.jfa.jn.*
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NEW ENGLAND NEWS
By George W. Hamblin

FOR over two years we have not had

anyone fatally hurt at the Boston air-

port ; nor have we had very many crack-

ups in relation to the amount of flying done,

but now we are getting all the tough breaks

at once. Two boys have gone to their cor-

ners in that Valhalla that awaits us all,

and fifty thousand dollars worth of air-

planes has been thrown to the four winds.

Four-fifth of this startling sum can be

placed directly on the lack of flying facili-

ties here and the other fifth to the ever-

possible human error.

Let us not dwell on the gruesome part

of this, but let's go on record with the loud-

est, longest shriek or wail to the skies for

something to be done to keep us from losing

more of our boys and equipment. "Some-

thing to be done", one hears this on all

sides of this "back yard" airport of ours.

Still those higher up, on Beacon Hill and

School Street, pay not the slightest atten-

tion to our now frantic appeals for assist-

ance.

We are not asking for the world, all we

want is a chance to make an honest living

with the assurance that the dangers are not

insurmountable. When we fly at the Boston

Airport, we are sure of nothing, except

that in order to get back on the runway

intact, with eighteen or twenty planes in

the air, requires the skill of a Houdini, with

the luck of a Lindbergh.

"VT'OU all know this chap MacClain, don't

•1 you? Well, he's got him a job as chief

test pilot with Pratt and Whitney down in

Hartford, Conn., and so we have lost one

of the best pilots on the airport here. Not

only one of the best pilots, but also one of

the best fellows that ever climbed into a

cockpit.

A S detectives, the gang at the airport

are a darn good bunch of plumbers.

Bill Stultz had the tri-motored Fokker up

here for two months, putting on pontoons

and running water tests "for Comdr. Byrd,

so he could find out what the ship would

do", while all the time the ship was being

tested for a transatlantic hop. We never

knew a thing about it until one Sunday

morning the Friendship was missing from

its moorings in the harbor, and then Sun-

day night the story leaked out.

T T used to be an event when a new plane

was delivered to the airport but now we
have become hard-boiled, and when a car-

load of planes is unloaded, we raise our

eyebrow and pass it off. The Boston Air-

port Corp. has received a carload of Travel

Airs and the Bay State Flying Service has

flown eight new American Eagles in from
the factory. Skyways, Inc., has a carload

of Challengers and a carload of Monocoupes
on order. The Associated Aircraft, of

which Eddie O'Toole is the works, has re-

ceived two Wacos, and has three more on

order.

H. E. "Wally" Wallis, of the "Hair

Mile", has accepted the position of chief

mechanic for the Boston Airport Corp.

Edward O'Toole of Associated Aircraft

Who's Who at the Boston Airport

WHEN we started this column, we never

thought that it would lead to our

finding out the innermost secrets of the boys

here at the airport, but, what a revelation

this stuff has been! Here's this chap

O'Toole, who has the longest history of

anybody we ever saw, and who is so darned

secretive about it that it took us .three

quarters of an hour to find out where, when

and why he was born. After that it was

smooth sailing, and we take great pleasure

in introducing Boston's first commercial flier,

Edward T. "Eddie" O'Toole.

"Eddie" first saw the light of day on June

19, 1900, in Boston. He was educated in

Boston and Winthrop schools, and even way
back in those dim distant days, he showed a

hankering for mechanics, having taken his

dad's best watch apart to see what made

the wheels go round. After having escaped

with his life in this episode, Eddie grew up

to manhood and was just in time to crash

in on the rising tide of aviation after the war.

He bought himself some seaplanes, of the

MF and HS types, to say nothing of a few

Aeromarines, and went flying. There wasn't

enough business around Boston for him, so

he operated down at Fall River, New Bed-

ford, and other Cape towns. Along with

his seaplane operations, he opened the first

airplane repair shop in this neck of the

woods, back in the days of the flying at

Saugus and Lynnway.

When the present Boston Airport was
opened, Eddie was the first operator on said

airport, and became the first fixed base

operator in New England.

Then the business grew beyond his means,

and he gathered Prof. E. P. Warner in on
his idea, and organized the Boston Airport

Corp., serving as vice president and chief

mechanic. It is Eddie's proud boast that

no one has ever been killed while flying in

planes that he has worked on.

Eddie, in his present company, which is

described in another column, still swears by,

not at, the good old OX-5, declaring that for

student instruction they don't come any

better, and he will use OX-5s until the last

one is gone.

All in all, this guy O'Toole is quite a boy,

and wonder of wonders, he does not indulge

in that curse of humanity—well, ask Cy, he's

just been out to the Aircraft Show.

THE Associated Aircraft, Eddie O'Toole,

of course, tells us that they are nearly

ready to begin operations at their field at

Martha's Vineyard.

The Associated Aircraft has the follow-

ing boys and girls holding down positions

:

Lieut. Frank C. Crowley, chief pilot; pilots

Harold "Waco" Crowley, of flying boat

fame, and Russell Robertson ; Miss Helen

O'Toole, Eddie's sister and secretary
;
Tony

Gillotti, chief mechanic Ray "Zeke" Greene,

field manager ; William "Bill" Kerns, sales

manager.

/» FTER flying their first American Eagle

in from the factory, the Amesbury

Airwavs, Inc., have begun operations at

their field in Amesbury, Mass. Harry Fin-

ne'.l, president of the corporation, went out

to the factory and picked up Earle F.

Crabbe, who is acting as chief pilot for the

boys. Crabbe is a former R. F. C. man,

with seven Huns and a D. F. C. to his

credit. He has had about
.
2,000 hours fly-

ing time.

The field is on the Boston-Portland air-

way, and is right on the Amesbury-Hamp-
ton Road.

The following make up the corporation

:

Harry Finnell, president ; Lester MacLinn,

vice president : James Dickens, treasurer

;

Malcolm Hardy, secretary ; Howard Bailey,

Sherman Leland, Howard and Charles

Eastman, James Dickens, jr., Robert Pat-

ten and Everett Martin.

/""\UR friend, Edgar Stone, dropped in
^—

" from Springfield the other day and in-

formed us that a new company was open-

ing up there, namely the Springfield Airport

Coip., with flying field at Fisk Park, two

miles north of Springfield post office. The
runways are 3100 and 2200 feet long and

1300 feet wide.

The company has secured the distributor-

ship of Command-Aire planes and have two

of these planes on the field at present, along

with a Waco. It is planned to run an air

meet, June 30. July 1, 2, 3. 4 to open the

field and start the company off in good style.

The writer has been appointed Boston rep-

resentative on the air meet committee.

The corporation is composed of Jack

Forer, president ; James Moriarity, vice

president
;
Edgar Stone,' secretary and Mor-

ris Forer, treasurer.

TT7ITH the delivery of their first Linl

» » coin-Page, the Pilgrim Air Service

starts operating. Al Anderson and Joseph

Dunn are the owners, and Lieut. Stanley E.

Beck will act as pilot. They plan to work
from the Boston airport here until they lo-

cate a good field out of town.

T) EVERLY Aero Club dedicated its new
-L* 20-acre flying field at North Beverly

during June. Fifteen hundred spectators

witnessed the events in which Army and

Navy planes and commercial aviators par-,

ticipated.

Beverly's new flying field has two run-]

ways, one of 1 500 and the other 1,350 feel]

long ; it has a location circle, and, when!

improvements are completed, it will be one

of the finest in Ne v England.

(Continued on next page)
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The Golden Franchise

of the Ultimate Plane

for the Private Owner

oUR MAIL brings us scores of inquiries

every day regarding our franchise.

Without exception it is the most eagerly

sought and highly prized franchise in the

aeronautical world today.

It holds forth golden opportunity— the

opportunity to make money—lots of it.

For—it enables our dealer to sell the lowest-

priced deluxe cabin plane in production, the

famous "Monocoupe," to the private owner,

and the private owner constitutes a huge and

rapidly expanding market— a market whose

growth is literally astounding.

Powered by the phenomenal new Velie

five cylinder, air cooled, radial engine, the

"Monocoupe" turns out twenty miles for each

gallon of gas, cruises at 85 or does 100 miles

an hour wide out. This Velie motor will get

you there and back, with the same dependa-

bility you expect from radials of the five and

seven thousand dollar class.

Your territory may yet be open. Wire or

better still, visit our busy factory of 350,000

square feet at Moline, Illinois.

Price $2675 at Moline., Illinois

Mono-Aircraft, Inc.
Builders of the Monocoupe and the Monocoach

Moline tit Illinois

What's soTunny"
about a man

like this?
Why are Correspondence Schools joked

about? Aviation itself wasn't taken so seri-

ously at first, you. know. In fact, there was
wide-spread doubt as to the sanity of the
Wright brothers.

There is no essential difference between
studying a textbook in a classroom and
studying a textbook at home. And when a
man has the initiative, will power and
strength of character to master a subject

"on his own", isn't he the man most apt to

prove himself a dependable employee? He
is. Ill bank on him every time.

I Teach Aviation
by Mail

Understand first of all that my Course
rriakes no attempt or claim to teach students

to fly. I leave that to the actual flight in-

structors. But if handling the sticks were
all that has been developed in Aviation, it

wouldn't be an industry today. It might still

be bounded by the limits of Kitty Hawk.
You know how many kinds of jobs there

are in Aviation. To handle any of them
properly, a man must know what he is doing
and why he is doing it. But how is he go-
ing to learn the fundamental facts and me-
chanical principles of the Industry? Some
men who can afford it and who have the

time, attend ground schools. Others enroll

with Correspondence Schools. The latter

method even offers distinct advantages, be-

cause the student—away from an airport en-

vironment where flying is the prime con-

sideration toward which all other instruction

is hastened—is actually able to more thor-

oughly master the basic theories and prin-

ciples.

I have a book I'd like you to read. It will

prove to you that Aviation is being taught by
correspondence—it will give you a clear idea

of what Aviation Institute is doing. May I

send you a copy? The coupon tells me "yes" 1

Walter Hinton
.President

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
1115 Connecticut Ave. Washington, D. C.

Walter Hinton, Pres., 108-G
Aviation Institute of U. S. A.

,

1115 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Kindly send me a copy of your booklet outlining

your home-study, "ground-work" course In Avia-

tion,

k9

Name

Street

City State.

Say yon caw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Nezv England News continued)

Guggenheim Aeronautic Building

Dedicated at M. I. T.

THE Daniel Guggenheim Aeronautical

Building at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology was dedicated on June 4th.

Harry M. Guggenheim, president of the

Daniel Guggenheim Foundation for the Pro-

motion of Aeronautics, which made a grant

of $230,000 for construction of the new

building, was one of the speakers at the dedi-

cation exercises at which Dr. Samuel W.
Stratton, president of Technology, pre-

sided.

The Hon. Edward P. Warner, Secretary

of the Navy for Aeronautics, and head of

the Department of Aeronautical Engineer-

ing at Technology on leave of absence, also

spoke.

The dedication address was made by the

Hon. William P. MacCracken, Jr., Secre-

tary of Commerce for Aeronautics. An-

other distinguished speaker was Captain

Jerome C. Hunsaker, who was an instructor

in aeronautical engineering when the course

at Technology was in its infancy.

The James Means Memorial Medal for

1928 was awarded during the ceremonies to

Samuel Niedelman of New York City,

whose essay on "Intercommunication be-

tween Aircraft and the Ground" was de-

clared to be the best submitted. Niedelman

is a member of this year's senior class.

A special exhibition of aeronautical in-

struments was arranged for the dedication.

The need for additional space for class

rooms and laboratories was urgent. The new

building, with additional equipment, large

laboratories and numerous class and draft-

ing rooms, gives the Institute unexcelled

facilities in this branch of engineering.

Barnes Airport Dedication

'TpHE Westfield-Holyoke airport was offi-

cially dedicated on May 25, 26 and 27th.

This airport, operated jointly by the West-
field and Holyoke Chambers of Commerce,
is soon to have a complete lighting system

for night flying. The field was donated by

Vincent E. Barnes.

Mayor Harry B. Putnam of Westfield

gave the dedicatory address, Holyoke being

represented by Mayor Fred G. Burnham and

Hugh McLean, president of the Holyoke

Chamber of Commerce.

A program of aerial events followed.

In the race from the airport to Spring-

field, Mt. Tom and back, for planes over

100 h.p., Lieut. J. K. Noble, in a Curtiss

Falcon plane came in the winner in 17 min-

utes and 27 seconds, while Lieut. R. B. Ap-

pel in a DH was second in 17 minutes and

50 seconds.

Ralph "Kitty" Barrows in his Fairchild

monoplane won the dead stick landing con-

test, also the race to Greenfield. Lieut.

Richard E. Cobb won the prize for stunting.

A thrilling demonstration of stunting was

performed by Bert Acosta in Barrow's plane.

There was a parachute jump by Walter H.

Johnson.

Professor W. F. Ease of M. I. T., Joseph

P. Kivitsky and Dr. Leo Byrnes were the

judges.

CONNECTICUT NEWS
*"TpHE 118th Observation Squadron will use

the 141-acre Morgan farm near New
London as a training area from July 5-22.

The land included within this area is about

one-half of the tract on which the State has

an option until May 30, 1929, with a view to

the establishment of a possible future air-

port to be used in connection with the four-

day transatlantic steamship line.

'""pHE National Marine Lamp Co. of For-

estville, Connecticut, who for the pas'

twenty years have manufactured marine

lamps, marine hardware, fuel tanks and va-

rious other sheet metal, stamped and cast

articles, have established an aircraft division.

P. G. Zimmermann, who since 1914 has

been actively identified with the aircraft in-

dustry, has been retained in the consulting

capacity to start the operation of this de-

partment.

*TpHE Danbury Aero Club of Danbury,
Conn., recently elected the following of-

ficers : president, Berkeley H. Hill ; vice

president, Arthur Graef
;

recording secre-

tary, Curtis Wilson ; financial secretary,

Joseph Piatt ; corresponding secretary,

George Gammie
; treasurer, Henry H. Tay-

lor
; sergeant at arms, Joseph Repko.

The club has 53 paid in members, and the

following honorary members : Governor

John H. Trumbull ; Commissioner of Avia-

tion, Capt. Clarence Knox, and J. Newton
Williams.

The Danbury Airport is being put into

shape for an anticipated busy flying season.

Pioneer and Consolidated Instruments

Standard Guides for the Aviator

Send us your order for instruments— our

stock is complete, and our prices right.

Orders filled the same day received. All

instruments carry our guarantee, backed

by the guarantee of the maker. Both Pio-

neer and Consolidated instruments are

known for their sturdy construction, ac-»

curacy and entire dependability under all

conditions.

AIR DISTANCE

x |0248|5| i>

nip \0i\e\ <

Air Distance Recorder. Pioneer Air Dis-

tance Recorder, electric operation, also re-

cords absolute air speed.

Price $150

Also made for pneumatic operation.

We also carry a complete line of avia-

tion clothing and other equipment,

priced to save you money. Write for

complete catalog.

OX5 Engine Manuals, 25c

THE NICHOLAS-BEAZLEY
AIRPLANE CO., INC.

700 N. English St. Marshall, Mo.

Air Distance Recorder

Air Speed Indicator

Altimeter

Batteries

Climb Indicator

Compass, Magnetic

Earth Inductor Compass

Engine Gauge Unit

Flares

Flight Indicator

Fuel Level Gauge

Fuel Pressure Gauge

Fuel Strainer

Hand Fuel Pump
Holt Flares

Lamps, Instrument

Landing Lights

Navigation Lights

Octant

Oil Pressure Gauge

Power Fuel Pump
Refueling Pump
Sextant

Speed and Drift Meter

Tachometer

Tachometer Shaft

Thermometer

Turn Indicator

Watch
Wiley Flares

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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When BYRD Flew
to the Pole!

IN his notable flight to the Pole and on his trans-

Atlantic flight, Commander Byrd carried Pyrene
Fire Extinguishers because he had to have dependable
protection against fire.

For the same reason, Lieutenant-Commander Read on
the NC-4 and Chamberlin and Levine, on their trans-

Atlantic hops, were protected with

IMPROVED

TIRE
'EXTINGUISHERS

Approved by

Underwriters'

Laboratories

Approved by
Associated

Factory

~M.utua.ls and
accepted by V. S. Chamber of Commerce

Pyrene extinguishers helped to make history on most of
the important flights. Wherever the need for fire pro-
tection exists—on land, on sea or in the air—the de-
pendability ofPyrene fire equipment inspires confidence.

Many of America's representative aeroplane manu-
facturers have standardized on Pyrene equipment for

their planes and plants—there's a type for every hazard
—in every branch of aviation.

Write for special manufacturer's proposition.

PYRENE MFG. CO.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Branches:

Atlanta Chicago Kansas City San Francisco

Pyrene Fire Equipment is sold through Aeroplane Ac-
cessory, Auto Accessory, Hardware and Mill Supply
jobbers and dealers.

Manufacturers of Quality Fire Equipment since 1907

Close-up view of

Truscon Steel Doors,
Curved Track Type,
in Ford Airplane
Hangar, Lansing, Il-

linois. Albert Kahn,
Inc., A r c h i tects.

Ralph Sollitt & Sons,

Contractors.

U. S. Dept. of Avia-
tion Assembly bldg.,

Dayton, Ohio. Note
size of Doors: Each
leaf 20'—0" x 35'

—

0" high. Weight of
single leaf is 7 tons.

Distinguished Service
No ordinary door will do for airplane han-
gar construction, because entirely different

engineering problems are met with there. The
necessity for clear span means the elimination

of center supports, thus forbidding a roof

construction strong enough from which to

hand gigantic doors. Truscon Airplane Han-
gar Doors, meeting every one of the special

requirements of such installations, are giving

distinguished service in important hangars
throughout the country. Let Truscon solve

your door problem.

Catalog and complete information on request.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio
Established 1903

Warehouses and Offices in all Principal Cities

AIRPLANE HANGAR DOORS

SmT yo* »w it in AERO DIGEST
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NEW YORK AIR NEWS
WILLIAM WAIT, jr., well known

Curtiss airplane designer, has joined

the Chance Vought engineering organiza-

tion. Mr. Wait was one of the oldest mem-

bers of the Curtiss engineering department,

having entered Curtiss employ in 1917, at

the Buffalo plant. Later when the engineer-

ing and experimental division of the Curtiss

activities were removed to Garden City, N.

Y., Mr. Wait was transferred there.

In his Curtiss connection, Mr. Wait's ex-

perience covered a wide range of activities

and duties, outstanding among which may

be mentioned his engineering and design

work on the Curtiss racing planes, the

"Hawk" series and the new Curtiss

"Robin". Mr. Wait is an active pilot, hav-

ing learned to fly in 1923.

THE Pilot Laboratories of Brooklyn,

N. Y., engineers and manufacturers of

radio parts, recently purchased a Stinson-

Detroiter built especially with the require-

ments of radio research in mind. The

plane will be used for experimental pur-

poses, and is being fitted out with a com-

plete transmitter and receiver, as well as

experimental apparatus.

The radio engineering is in charge of

Zeh Bouck and M. B. Sleeper. Louis

Meyer is piloting for the company. The

plane is kept at the Air Associates hangar

at Curtiss Field.

THE Loening Intercollegiate Trophy

Race, the first competitive event

planned for college fliers, has been postponed

until September 1 to give the entrants more

time to comply with the contest regulations.

The race was originally scheduled to be

held at Mitchel Field, L. I., on June 16.

THE Floyd Bennett airport, dedicated

to Commander Byrd's pilot, who died

of pneumonia while en route to rescue the

crew of the German plane Bremen at

Greenly Island, was opened at Glens Falls,

N. Y., Bennett's home town, during May.

CASEY JONES with two officials of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, Charles H.

Mathers, jr., assistant general traffic man-

ager, of Philadelphia, and Major C. E.

McCullough, general passenger agent, of

Washington, left for Europe recently to

study airplane systems, preparatory to the

opening of the transcontinental air and rail

passenger service.

p OOSEVELT FIELD will be saved

from the real estate subdividers and

converted to an "American Croydon". Paul

Lannin, owner of the field and president of

the flying school on the field states that two

hangars which housed many historic planes

will be replaced by six large hangars of

fireproof concrete and steel, along with ma-

chine shops, service stations and an elaborate

system of searchlight and radio beacons.

Construction will start September 1.

THE Beck Distributing Corp. has re-

cently been awarded U. S. Navy Con-

tract No. 8294 for a large quantity of

aviation goggles of the "Navigator" type.

CONSIGN LINUS CONGDON, of the

Rockaway Naval Air Station, gave a

talk on propellers to the members of the

Hebrew National Orphan Home Model Air-

plane Club at H. N. O. H., 407 Tuckahoe

Road, Yonkers, N. Y., on May 31. The talk

preceded a special showing of motion pic-

tures on U. S. Navy flying, shown through

the courtesy of the Bronx Flying Gub.

The H. N. O. H. Model Airplane Club

will be represented in the National Model

Airplane Contests at Detroit by Jesse David-

son, its president, who will enter a scale

model of a Ford trimotored monoplane.

THE Fairchild Air-Cooled Engine Fel-

lowship for research in the correlation

of aerodynamics and thermodynamics in the

Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics

of New York University has been awarded

to Kennedy Furlong Robert, of Oswego,

N. Y., a post graduate aeronautical student

at New York University.

WITH over 25,000 people in attendance

the Norwich Airport was dedicated

on June 14 under the auspices of the Nor-

wich Post 189 of the American Legion and

the Central New York Airways, Inc., dis-

tributors for Fairchild cabin monoplanes.

More than fifty planes participated in the

ceremonies.

JOSEPH L. BERRIE has been appointed

** business manager for Barrett Airways,

Inc., whose flying field is located at Ar-

monk, N. Y. Mr. Berrie is an accomplished

flier.

/~\ A. HASSE, formerly executive vice

president of the Glidden Company,

has been elected a vice president and direc-

tor of the Valentine Company, manufac-

turers of varnishes and enamels, and will

serve on its executive committee.

Valentine & Company was established in

1832. In recent years the company has ex-

tended its activities in important directions,

among others being the organization of sub-

sidiary companies in England and France.

*TpHE 480-million candlepower revolving

searchlight which crowns the Hotel St.

George in Brooklyn, henceforth will be des-

ignated on all official government airmaps

as the "St. George Searchlight-Beacon"

marking to fliers the correct route to the

Long Island airports.

The beacon is visible 250 miles. It weighs

three tons, requiring 30,000 watts an hour

as well as three motors and three men to

operate. The beacon was built for the own-
ers of the hotel by the Sperry Gyroscope

Co. and constituted a splendid private con-

tribution to air travel progress.

*TpHE Stuyvesant Aeronautical Society
-*• presented a model airplane exhibit in

the Stuyvesant High School Library during

the latter part of May. The models included

many different types of airplanes, including

record breaking planes, Army and Navy
models, wartime and modern commercial

types. Plans for the construction of models

were on display as well as photographs of

aeronautical interest and accessories, such as

propellers, aviation goggles and pontoons.

*npHE Endicott, N. Y. Airport was opened
A during the latter part of May with a

very successful air meet. The field is a

good east and west field, over half a mile

long and about 1,800 feet wide. Hangar

space for two planes and gasoline and oil

are available, and transportation to the city

is furnished.

THE price of the new Loening Cabin

Amphibian was increased $2,000, effec-

tive June 1st. The new price, delivered for

flight New York, is $26,700.

HpHE Consolidated Instrument Company
-*• of America, Inc. has received a contract

from Thunderbird Aircraft, Inc., of Los

Angeles, California, for complete Consoli-

dated instrument equipment for one year. In

addition to other Consolidated products,

Thunderbird planes will be equipped with the

Consolidated Type A indirect lighted aircraft

instrument panel.

Schenectady Air Meet

MORE than 100,000 persons saw the air

pageant that served in the dual ca-

pacity of dedicating the Schenectady Air-

port and inaugurating air mail service to

Cleveland on June 1, 2 and 3. While the

Schenectady Airport, a community-owned

corporation fostered by the Chamber of

Commerce, has had hangar, station service

and lighting facilities since last fall, formal

dedication was held over until June.

The three-day program included races, a

superb exhibition by a squadron of Marine

Corps planes from Quantico, Va., under

command of Major L. M. Bourne, a series

of parachute jumps by Walter Johnson,

deadstick landings, and a number of other

events.

The Schenectady Chamber of Commerce,

the Schenectady Airport, Inc., and the

Schenectady Chapter of the A. A. A. jointly

sponsored the pageant, which was under

the direction of the National Air Pageant

Association of Boston. Prizes were donated

by Schenectady business firms and aviation

bodies.

The referee was H. C. Ritchie, of the

(Continued on next page)
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AIRPLANES-SUPPLIES
FLYING BOATS

MOTORS

Dandy, unused Curtiss JN4D airplane equipped with slightly

used OX5 motor, $1,425. Slightly used Curtiss JN4D airplane,

excellent condition, $1,175. Very moderately used plane, ex-

cellent condition, $975. J-l Standard, unused, less motor and

motor equipment, $8 50. Unused J-l Standard, less motor and

motor equipment, but converted to receive Hispano motor, $975.

Unused, dandy JN4D, less motor and motor equipment, $950.

JN4D landing gear strut, front, $2; rear, $2.50, or set of

two front and two rear, $8. 26 x 4 dandy, unused tire, $6 or

slightly used, $4. New inner tube, $2.25. 26 x 4 wheel, $8.50.

750 x 125 wheel, $8.50. Dandy, unused tire, $10 or unused

passable tire, $6.50. Surplus tube, $1.50 or new production,

$3.2 5. Adaptors for installation DH wheels on JN4D or Stand-

ard, $8.50.

Set of three navigation lights, $6.50. Dandy oil or water

temperature gauge with tubing, $7.50. 120 lb. oil gauge, $1.50.

10 lb. air gauge, $1.50. Climb or banking indicator, $2.50 or

illuminated type, $4.50. Fore and aft inclinometer, $8.50. Ver-

tical compass, $16.

Primer of Air Navigation, $2.50; Dyke's New Aircraft and
Engine Book, $ 5 ; Modern Aircraft, $ 5 ; Airplane Speaks, $3

;

Aerobatics, $3.50; Aviation Engines, by Victor Page, $3.

JN4D or Canuck metal wing skids, $3 per pair. JN4D Sta-

tion 3 struts, $2. Canuck, JN4D or Standard tail skid with
shoe assembly, $4. Tail skid (wood) only, $2. Rotary map
cases—rotate as trip progresses—$2.50. Log books: pilot, 50c;
engine, 50c; airplane, 75c. or set of three, in one binder, $3.

New fresh Nitrate dope, 1 gal., $1.75; 5 gals., $7.50; 25 gals, or

more, $1.3 5 per gal.; 50 gal. barrel, $62. Dope thinner, $1.70

gal.; Gov't spec cotton cloth, 50c sq. yd.; 50 yds. or more, 49c;
100 yds. or more, 48c. Airplane linen, 70c yd., 50 yds. or

more, 65c Cotton and linen covers, all made for Canuck, J-l

Standard and JN4D. Special: Canuck lower wing linen cover,

$12.50.

Fireworks: flash bomb for day or night, $4. Flag bomb for

day, $3.75. Smoke trail, lasts 5 min., $3.50. Triple smoke trail,

lasts 10 min., $8. Spectacular night plane display with instruc-

tions, lasts 14 min., $3 6.

Protex curved lense goggles, $5.50. Pilots' curved lense goggles,

$4.50. Lamoglas, wide-vision, non-shatterable goggles, $4. RAV
rubber bound goggles, $4.50. Jumbo goggles, oval, non-shatter-
able, $2.25. Gosport two-way speaking tubes with O. D. hel-

mets, $12.50; one-way, $6.50.

Liberty cylinders, $20 or, with slightly jammed water jackets,

$15. OX5 piston rings, 15c. or .005 or .010 oversize, 20c.
OXX6 piston rings, 30c. OX5 piston pins, 50c OXX6 piston

pins, $1.10. Tissue paper parachutes for advertising purposes

—

prices on application. Exhibition parachutes, single drop, $90 or
with silk shroud lines, $105. Double drop, $170 or with silk

shroud lines, $185. Parachute harness, $10.50. Excellent Floyd
Smith type, 26 ft. exhibition parachute with silk shroud lines and
harness, complete, $75.

J-l Standard upper covered wings, $150; lower covered wings,
$110. JN4 or Canuck upper wings, covered, $90. JN4 lower
covered wings, $75. Canuck lower wings, covered,

New Hamilton-OX5 propellers, with wood spinner,

Hartzell-OX5 propellers, with wood spinner, $80.
zell-Ryan siemens propellers, with wood spinner, $80.
ilton-Whirlwind propellers, with wood spinner, $126.
zell-OX5 propellers, without spinner, $70.

All parts for JN4D, Canuck, J-l Standard, OX5 , OXX6
and many Liberty, Hispano, Clerget, LeRbone, Fiat and
Lawrance parts.

$100.

$88. New
New Hart-
New Ham-
New Hart-

FLOYD J. LOGAN AVIATION CO.
f Oldest established exclusively aeronautical supply jl

house in America Jj

716 W. Superior Ave.
Phone Cherry 0949

Cleveland, Ohio

Better

Motors

i,
Aerol Struts "A

Better

Design

Helping Build
Aviation
ANOTHER vital cornerstone has

been added to aviation's ever-firmer

structure by the development of Aerol

(Oleo-pneumatic) Struts for landing

gears. No other product has so lessened

the danger and discomfort of landing and

has made possible the control of landing

shock and its attending maintenance cost.

The still more recent development of a

shock absorbing tail skid unit makes

available for the first time efficient shock

cushioning at all three points.

An illustrated booklet on Aerol Struts

will be sent on request.

THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.

3739 E. 78th ST. CLEVELAND, O.

Also manufacturers of Gruss and Westing-
house Air Springs for Buses, Trucks and
Automobiles.

"Ask the Pilots Who Land on Them" 1

AEROL^STRUT
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(New York Air News continued)

Aviation Lighting department of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, president of the

Schenectady Chapter of the N. A. A. and

chairman of the Chamber of Commerce

aviation committee.

Among the pilots who took part in the

program were Major L. M. Bourne, Lieut.

Brice and Sergeant Belcher of the Marine

Corps, Lieut. Eller of the Connecticut Na-

tional Guard, Lieut. Robert Fogg, "Kitty"

Barrows, Charlie Dixon, O. M. Mather,

Charlie Arnold, White, Wright, Berry,

Hotaling, Meyers, Generous, V. A. Rickard,

and Lieut. Philip Lucas. Three ships from

the New York State National Guard were

also on hand, with Capt. L. G. Brower, and

Lieuts. Elliott and Myers.

RYE, N. Y. AIR MEET
"*HE program for the two-day seaplane

and motorboat races at Playland, Rye,

, Y., is as follows

:

CIVILIAN DAY—JULY 11, 1:00 P. M.
Grand assembly of planes

; paced parade of

motorboats.
151 hydroplanes (limited and unlimited), 1st

heat.
Free-for-all seaplane race up to 100 h.p.

Outboard motorboats, Class B amateur, 2 laps.

(Open to residents of Westchester County, New
York, and Fairchild County, Connecticut.)
Dead stick land—seaplanes.
Outboard motorboats. Class C amateur. (Open
to residents of Westchester County, New York
and Fairchild County, Connecticut.)
Outboard motorboats. Class B free-for-all, 1st

heat.
Flying-boat race up to 200 h.p.

151 hydroplanes (limited and unlimited, 2nd
heat.)
Free-for-all commercial seaplanes.
Parachute jump.

12. Outboard motorboats, Class B free-for-all, 2nd
heat.

13. Outboard motorboats.
14. "Seagull" races.

15. Outboard motorboats. Class B free-for-all, 3rd

heat.
16. Stock runabouts.
17. Laconia outboard motorboats.
18. Outboard motorboat race for aviators.

19. Combat plane bombing motorboats.

SERVICE DAY—JULY 12, 1:00 P. M.
1. Grand assembly of aircraft ; paced parade of

motorboats.
2. 151 hydroplanes (limited and unlimited), 3rd

heat.
3. Match seaplane race for Admiral Josephthal

trophy.
4. Outboard motorboats, Class D, 1st heat.

5. Formation and combat flying.

6. Outboard motorboats. Class D, 2nd heat.

7. Dead stick landing.
8. Outboard motorboats, Class C, free-for-all,

heat.
9. 151 hydroplanes (both classes).

10. Handicap race for service planes.

11. Outboard motorboats, Class C, free-for-all,

heat.
12. Relay air race—service planes.

13. Outboard motorboats, Class C. free-for-all

heat.
14. Parachute jump.
15. Outboard motorboat relay race (teams of A, B

and C).
16. Seaplane race for women pilots.

17. Visit of V. S. S. Los Angeles
18. Stock runabouts.
19. Laconia outboard motorboats.
20. Outboard motorboat race for aviators.

21. Combat plane bombing motorboat.

1st

2nd

3rd

UTICA AIR NEWS
By Harry Ward Seward

THE new airport of Utica, N. Y., located

seven miles from the city towards

Rome, was auspiciously inaugurated June 2,

when to the cheers of more than 3,000 air-

minded citizens, air mail service for Utica

on the coast-to-coast route was launched.

Piloted by W. H. Proctor, a Fairchild

monoplane, operated by the Colonial West-

ern Airways Company which has the mail

contract for the route, brought in the first

mail from the west. Merle A. Moltrup, fly-

ing a Pitcairn Mailwing, carried the first

load of mail from the east.

Members of the local luncheon clubs and

officials of the Utica post office welcomed
the fliers. Escort, planes, carrying Mayor
Fred J. Rath, and Editor Paul B. Williams

of the Utica Daily Press, two Uticans who
have worked hard to bring air mail and

passenger-carrying service to the city, ac-

companied by Maj. Gen. John F. O'Ryan,

president of the Colonial Western Airways,

added to the occasion. Warren Eaton, Nor-
wich. N. Y., secretary and treasurer of the

Central New York Airways, Inc. flew in in

another Fairchild plane for the opening.

The Colonial Western Airways, Inc., have

appointed M. Vernon Little manager of the

Utica office and headquarters have been es-

tablished in Hotel Utica.

pLANS have been completed for the in-

* corporation of a $50,000 company to

carry on a school and local passenger and

express service in Utica, it has been an-

nounced by William I. Taber, chairman of

the board of the Citizens Trust Company
of Utica.

Reginald I. Heath, formerly with the

British Royal Flying Corp. and an officer

of the bank, will be the manager of the new
company. Mr. Heath was the prime mover
in the movement to obtain an airport for

Utica and has been mentioned for the posi-

tion of manager of the airport.

Mr. Heath has been appointed sales agent

in Central New York for the Alexander

Eaglerock plane.

AVIATION INSURANCE
All RISKS

IN ALL-AMERICAN COMPANIES

Transportation Insurance Company of New York

Transportation Indemnity Company of New York

WM. H. McGEE & CO., INC., Managers STUART F. AUER, Western Manager
11 South William Street Aviation Department

New York, N. Y. Century Building
Milwaukee, Wis.

Applications Sent on Request

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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KANTLINK LOGK
WASHERS ARE THE

HIGHEST PRICE LOCK
WASHERS MADE

THEY are the best that money
can buy.

Kantlinks give increased

holding power. They do not

rust, for they are Parker-

ized. They do not tangle or

interlink.

Airplane manufacturers spare no ex-

pense in their determination to use the

best materials available. Therefore,

they, as well as the leading manufac-
turers in other industries, specify

Kantlink. Although we emphasize

quality first, in the long run Kantlinks

are the most economical.

Samples for test will be sent upon
request.

THE NATIONAL LOCK
WASHER COMPANY

Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Sales Offices:

Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles,

Milwaukee, Nashville, Newark, New York, St. Louis,

St. Paul, San Francisco.

Canada: Toronto, Montreal

KanTMK
LOCKWASHERS

1

Only one regret — that you didn't

own them sooner!
You'll wonder how you ever managed to get along with-

out this handy outfit when it becomes a part of your
"personal" equipment. The three special pliers in the

Aviator's Kit are designed just for your work. They enable

you to do many difficult jobs in jig time, and with little

effort instead of using time-wasting makeshifts.

Vacuums

y

PLIERS
Guaranteed to Give the User 100% Satisfactory

Service

The fine finish of these and ALL Vacuum Grip Pliers is an
indication of their inward quality. "Good" steel isn't good-

enough for us! We use the best steel that can be produced
by human ingenuity, special formula electric furnace tool

steel, hammer forged and hardened and tempered thru and
thru—NOT CASE HARDENED (surface hardened). That's
why Vacuum Grip Pliers are still on the job, taking care

of those tough daily jobs, long after ordinary pliers have
been scrapped.

AVIATOR'S KIT
No. 67 (left)—The "Aviator"— No. 196 (center)—Needle nose,

Powerful grip and side cut- extra long reach; side wire
ters; thin nose; adjustable cutters; spring tempered. A
joint. Length 1" . Price, $2.00. very useful tool. Length fi'/i".

Price, $1.85. f
No. 186 (right)—Diagonal Cut-

ters; needed by every airplane /
mechanic. Length 6". Price, /
$1.90. * 4

May be purchased separately if desired. .

'

comple Kit or individual pli.

Co.

by Coupo

<? 1

DISTRIBUTORS
Nicholas-Beazley Airpli

Marshall, Mo.

Air Associates, Inc.
Garden City, N. Y.

Johnson Airplane Supply Co.
Dayton, Ohio

f

Write its for Catalog

of complete line.

FORGED STEEL
PRODUCTS CO
Newport, Pa.

y <u*" c£ V* c/
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Diagrams showing the location and arrangement of Marr Aviation Field at Chattanooga, Tennessee.

CHATTANOOGA NEWS
X/TARR FIELD, under the operation of

the Tennessee Air Transport Co.,

Inc., has taken on the appearance of a real

airport. A large gasoline tank has been

installed, and the service nozzle is piped from

it to a convenient point out in the field where

a hose is boxed. Planes taxi up to this box,

which offers no obstruction whatever to taxi-

ing, and take on fuel.

The hangar accommodates four planes,

and is surmounted with the regulation wind

cone. The administration rooms are at one

end of the hangar, the upstairs of which

is arranged for the caretaker's apartments

and emergency quarters for visiting airmen,

though the city center is but four miles from

the hangar. In the office are meteorological

instruments, maps, flying information, tele-

phone, and a bulletin board on which is

posted a daily weather map, made direct

from the long-wave transmission from Ar-

lington, received at the field in code on a

special receiving set. Pilot Eugene Fricks

operates the set, the reports coming in at

9:30 a. m. C. T.

Visiting fliers contemplating a landing in

Chattanooga are extended a welcome by the

Tennessee Air Transport Co., who will do

anything to make the fliers comfortable.

Storage charges are moderate, $1 to $1.50

per day, and there are no landing charges.

Gasoline is Government Specification, and

the operators sacrifice the usual margin of

profit because of the relatively high price of

gasoline in this vicinity.

The field is in a general NE direction

from the city, and from Lookout Mountain.

Prevailing winds are SW winter and sum-

mer. The SW NE runway is 2,000 feet in

length. In cross-winds light planes, and

heavy planes having breaks, can land with-

out difficulty, though until the cross runway

has been completed a heavy plane without

breaks would have difficulty if the wind

blew direotly across the field.

The company began operation of a passen-

ger airline between Chattanooga and Atlanta

on May 1st., operating daily except Saturday

and Sunday. Round trip fare is $30, return-

ing same day; one way, $17.50.

Besides the transport line, Tennessee Air

Transport Co. operates a sight-seeing and

commercial air service.

ALABAMA AIR NEWS
By Robert H. Brown

pASSENGER service between Birming-
1 ham and New Orleans on the air mail

route running between Atlanta and New Or-

leans was started May 18 by the St. Tam-
many Gulf Airways Corporation, holders of

the contract. Mail planes have been carry-

ing passengers between Birmingham and

Atlanta since the starting of the mail route.

*TpHE Chicago Gulf Airways Corporation

has filed a petition before the Alabama

Public Service Commission to operate a pas-

senger line between Mobile and Chicago. It

is understood service will be started by early

fal! and that Ryan planes will be used. Stops

will be made at Mobile, Montgomery, Bir-

mingham, Nashville, Evansville, Ind., and

others that have not been definitely decided

on yet.

The markings on Marr Field, Chattanooga, are plainly visible from the air.

NEWS FROM ALABAMA
By Carlyle Ward

IV/T AYNOR FIELD has been selected as

the name of Tuscaloosa's new airport,

in honor and memory of Eldridge W. May-

nor, former University of Alabama student,

who lost his life in the air service in France

in 1918.

Governor Bibb Graves and Dr. George

H. Denny, president of the University of

Alabama, were among the prominent speak-

ers at the dedication of the field.

Gordon Palmer, president of the Tusca-

loosa Junior Chamber of Commerce, which

sponsored the airport project, presided at

the dedication.

nAYARD CARPENTER, pilot of the

St. Tammany-Gulf Coast Airways, con-

tractors for the New Orleans-Atlanta air

mail service, has the distinction of having

inaugurated use of Mobile's new airport,,

situated four miles from town off Cedar

Point road.

Flying a Pitcairn Mailwing, Carpenter

was the first aviator to land on the new
field after it was placed in condition for ser-

vice. It is now being utilized regularly by
planes on the mail route, although its full

development has not been completed.

A /I ODERN developments in commercial

aviation were discussed by A. O.

Coons, president of the Chicago and Gulf

Coast Airways of Mobile, in an address at

a recent meeting of the Junior Chamber of

Commerce of Mobile, where he was a spe-

cial guest.
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Keystone—
a consistent user of

T£ EYSTONE Aircraft Company has used HASKELITE,
the structural plywood, for a long time. They are

today large consumers of this material. They say "plywood
made with blood glue is superior to any casein plywood we
have used. Blood albumen plywood is found especially
good when subject to heat and moisture."

Naturally they stick to HASKELITE—the blood al-

bumen glue plywood that meets every requirement of air-

craft construction.

Scores of builders have standardized on HASKELITE.
Over 95% of the plywood used in the industry is of this
company's manufacture. Ask for our blue print booklet.

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
California Panel & Veneer Co.

955 S. Alameda Street,
Los Angeles, Calif.

120 S. LaSalle Street

Chicago, 111.
AD7-Gray

Railway & Power Engineering
Corp., Ltd.

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, New
Glasgow

THE KEYSTONE aPUP n

A newly designed Training Plane— built

to suit the specific requirements of the

U. S. Naval Air Service as a land or sea-

plane.

Performance, Maneuverability and Mainte-

nance— synonymous with "Keystone" in

Aircraft circles— have indicated the "Pup"
as the Training Plane of the future.

KEYSTONE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
BRISTOL PEN NA

.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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OHIO AIR NEWS
By T. E. Lunsford

COLUMBUS will open its airport around

July 1st. The Commercial Airway

Transit Corp., composed entirely of Colum-

bus men, made the airport a reality. Offi-

cers of the organization are : Ross L. Har-

ris, president; J. H. Walker, secretary and

treasurer, and in addition to the officers, C.

F. Rickets and A. J. Garbe compose the

board of directors.

The airport equipment includes a 60 by

90-foot hangar, four hard-surfaced run-

ways, each over one-half mile long. The

field lighting equipment will be installed by

Westmghouse, which includes flood lights,

a rotating beacon and markers for the field.

An intermediate air mail floodlight is be-

ing installed by the B. B. T. Corporation

of America.

A MUNICIPAL airport is to be built in

Canton. Councilmen John Burk-

hardt, E. J. Hopkins, and Ross Hurford

have been named as a city committee to

look after the matter.

TOLEDO'S new transcontinental airport

was fittingly dedicated recently in the

presence of more than 50,000 persons from

that part of Ohio.

A CHARTER has been granted the

Youngstown Aero Club, organized to

promote and to stimulate interest in avia-

tion. The club, which now has about 14

members, expects to purchase an airplane

when the membership grows and will hire a

pilot to teach members to fly.

Officers of the club are : Harry Weller,

president ; Orville Osgood, vice president

;

Harry McBride, secretary-treasurer, and

Harry Brigharn and C. A. Gustafson, pub-

licity.

*T*HE joint legislative committee on avi-

ation, appointed by the last general as-

sembly, on June 4 made the first of a series

of airplane visits to Ohio cities when it took

off from Wright Field, Dayton, for Middle-

town, Hamilton and Cincinnati, where it was
entertained by the Cincinnati Chamber of

Commerce.

Members who made the trip are : State

Senators L. G. Collister, Cleveland ; V. D.

Emmons, Akron, and Miles S. Kuhns, Day-
ton, and State Representative David S. In-

galls, Cleveland, chairman of the commit-

tee ; Earle L. Johnson, Painesville ; Martin

S. Dodd, Toledo, and Lloyd D. Bower, ex-

ecutive secretary of the committee. Mr.

Bower is also secretary of the Commercial

Aeronautics Committee of the Ohio Cham-
ber of Commerce. A week will be spent

by the committee later in the year in an

aerial cruise which will cover Ohio.

*TpHE Packard Electric Company of War-
ren, Ohio, manufacturers of airplane

ignition cables, have purchased a Stinson-

Detroiter monoplane, powered by a Wright

J-5 engine to enable their executives to more

quickly cover the country in meeting officials

of their various wkolesale connections. The

plane is piloted by Lt. M. E. Headley.

QUEEN CITY Air Lines of Cincinnati

plans a passenger line from Cincinnati

to Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

Allen R. Joslin, Cincinnati capitalist and

sportsman, organized the company which was

incorporated by James R. Clark, Oscar F.

Zimmer and William H. Hey. They will

use Ford-Stout, three-motored, 14 passenger

jobs on the route.

A NEW flying field has been opened at

Lorain, on the southern limits of the

city. Harbor City Flying Service operates

the field.

The new field now consists of 20 acres but

is to be enlarged to 90 acres by the end of

summer.

TjVDREST J. McELROY, of Seville, O.,

was the first passenger to use the air-rail

hookup of the Stout Air Services, Inc., in

their Cleveland-Detroit airline.

McElroy flew to Cleveland from Detroit

and then took an interurban to his home.

Stout recently made arrangements with the

Cleveland Southwestern railway to form the

air-rail hookup.

Q TRESS analyses on the Simplex Aircraft

^ Corporation's Red Arrow Simplex mono-

planes have been approved by the Depart-

ment of Commerce and they have been as-

signed numbers 43 and 44 covering the open

two-place and closed two-place jobs.

*Tp HE Akron Aero Sales Co. has been in-

-* corporated by S. F. Fulton, operator

of Fulton Field, Akron
; J. Grant Hyde,

president of the J. Grant Hyde Motor Co.

;

and P. P. Haupt, sales manager of the J.

Grant Hyde Co.

CLEVELAND AIR NEWS
By David E. Irwin

JOHN ZAUNER, manager of the Ford
*-* Motor Co. hangar at Cleveland airport,

has been appointed manager of the Thompson
Aeronautical Corp. hangar now under con-

struction at Kalamazoo, Mich., Richard C.

"Tex" Marshall, president and general man-
ager for Thompson, has announced.

Kalamazoo is to be a terminus of the

Thompson company's new Bay City-Kalama-

zoo-Chicago air mail line.

The company has inaugurated a new tour

by which Oberlin, O. college graduates can

see their alma mater from the air in a five-

place cabin job.

TPWO new Wacos have been purchased by

Dungan-Smith Airways of Cleveland,

newest flying school and taxi service outfits.

Harold E. Dungan is president of the com-

pany.

This company, which has built a hangar at

Cleveland airport and will engage in instruc-

tion and taxi flights, has been named distribu-

tor for Ohio for the Fairchild Airplane

Manufacturing Co.

T'WO biplanes manufactured by the Inter-

* national Aircraft Corp. of Cincinnati

are being shipped to Japan for service in the

government air mail there.

The ships are powered with Curtiss OX6
motors with a top speed of 125 miles and a

cruising speed of 100 m.p.h.

VTVON MILRE, well known as a commer-
* cial pilot for a number of years has been

appointed dealer for the Berliner Aircraft

Company of Alexandria, Virginia. This

compan3r is producing tlte Berliner cantilever

monoplane which has the Approved Type
Certificate No. 39. Mr. Milre has sold his

first plane to Mr. Demotte Modisette, presi-

dent of The Modisette Realty Company of

Cleveland. General commercial operations

and a flying school is being conducted at

Milre Field, Cleveland.

*TpHE Continental Air Lines, Inc., con-
* tractor for the Cleveland-Louisville mail

line, expect to get into operation during July.

Flying fields at intermediate stops at Akron,

Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati are being

put into shape. Lack of lighting facilities on

the route, which is to be used exclusively for

night flying, has delayed the opening.

Novel Free Gift for Aero Fans
We present a complete series of facsimiles of "The
British Gazette" to every new annual subscriber to
"The Aero Field." "The British Gazette," the only
daily newspaper issued by the British Government,
appeared for eight days only during the great gen-
eral strike and all editions were largely distributed
by aeroplanes. It is an unique souvenir, commemo-
rating the value of aviation during an epoch-making
crisis.

"The Aero Field" (85c per annum, post free) is read
by aero fans in five continents and is the only illus-
trated journal of its kind in Europe.

FRANCIS J. FIELD, Ltd.
SUTTON COLDFIELD, ENGLAND

KOCHER HANGARS

This is just one of the many sizes and styles ot frriCCS.
Kocher Hangars. They are made to suit your

(joking

ALL Kocher Hangars
easily constructed.

Complete blue prints

and instructions for as-

sembly sent with every

order. Kocher Hangars
are sold at prices you
can afford to pay.

Write today for com-
plete information and

Yours for the

requirements.

GEO. T. KOCHER CO.
226 S. JACKSON ST. LIMA, OHIO
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BOTCE

The MotoMeter Company Inc. is the pioneer manufacturer
of motor heat indicators. Boyce MotoMeters have been used
on practically every historic flight since the memorable NC-4
transatlantic hop. They are today the standard ofcomparison.

THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, INC. 1 WILBUR AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

YES, ALL METAL
BUT THE TIRES

Patented and Patents Pending

Write for Details

LENERT AIRCRAFT CO.
Pentwater Michigan

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TULSA AIR NEWS
By Shelton Lawrence

A TULSA-OKLAHOMA CITY airline

will be opened soon, according to

Paul Braniff of Oklahoma City, who has

incorporated' the Paul Braniff Air Transport

Taxi Company at the capitol.

A hangar to accommodate 15 ships with

pilots' rooms and a passenger waiting room

is now being constructed at the Oklahoma

City airport.

The company now operates a Stinson-De-

troiter, a Ryan Brougham and two Travel

Air ships.

AN Oklahoma airplane was chartered by

the Associated Press to carry photo

negatives from the Republican national con-

vention at Kansas City to the telephoto ma-

chine at,.St. Louis to be sent to newspapers

all over the United States.

The machine is the Lockheed monoplane

belonging to Erie P. Halliburton of Dun-

can, Okla., which is considered one of the

fastest planes in the state.

A HALF-MILLION dollar plant for the

construction of the Spartan airplanes

will be built at the northeast edge of Tulsa

by the Spartan Aircraft Co.

Thirty acres, comprising six blocks of the

new Mohawk Ridge addition, have been pur-

chased for the site. Construction in charge

of the Austin Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, is to

get under way immediately as, under the

contract, the plant is to be finished in 45

days. The structure will be 135 feet wide

and 300 feet long.
'

The new factory running at regular capac-

ity will employ 300 people. The present

plant at 915 N. Wheeling Avenue, operates

with 50 employees.

Production is anticipated to run around

five completed Spartans a day. Present

production averages three a week.

Officials of the Spartan company are Wil-

lis C. Brown, president ; W. G. Skelly, chair-

man of the board of directors ; F. T. Hopp,

secretary and treasurer, and A. K. Longren,

vice president in charge of production.

C. C. Herndon, vice president of the

Skelly Oil company, and director of the

• Spartan company, recently toured Europe,

accompanied by Brown with a view to ob-

taining new ideas and information on the

manufacture of airplanes.

pORTY-TWO members of the under

-

" writing syndicate of the proposed muni-

cipal airport northeast of Dawson, Okla.,

were announced recently by C. S. Avery,

chairman of a committee from the Tulsa

chamber of commerce in charge of the un-

derwriting campaign.

The members are as follows : W. G. Skel-

ly, Skelly Oil Co.; C. C. Herndon, Skelly

Oil Co. ; C. H. Terwillinger, realtor, John D.

Mayo, Mayo Hotel ; C. A. Mayo, May Fur-

niture Co. ; H. R. Ketchum, Tulsa Hotel

;

K. M. Vaughn, Vaughn Lumber Co. ; James
H. Gardner, Gardner Petroleum Co. ; Cyrus

S. Avery, realtor ; N. R. Graham, Exchange
National Bank; L. E. Abbott, Halliburton-

Abbott Co. ; H. C. Tyrrell, oil producer ; C.

C. Cole, oil man, Hunter L. Martin, Pearce

Porter and Martin Insurance Co.

H. O. McClure, Charles F. Noble, W. M.
Bovaird, A. E. Bradshaw, H. C. Brockman.

J. D. Foster, J. A. Frates, Ralph Talbot,

Lee Chilton, G. R. McCullough, Waite

Phillips, Omar K. Benedict, Henry Dreyfus,

E. P. Harwell, R. F. Garland, E. H. Moore,

Col. P. J. Hurley, Harry H. Rogers, John

Dunkin, R. C. Sharp, R. P. Brewer, D. D.

Wertzberger, W. L. Kistler, J. C. Halli-

burton, A. L. Farmer, W. A. Vandever,

Major John W. Leavell and Fred W. Instill.

The amount underwriten was $310,000 for

the purchase of 400 acres of land. A part

of the money is to be used for equipping the

port. '

OKLAHOMA STATE
NEWS

By Ernest W. Fair

Hp HREE large airplane transportation

* companies have been organized in Okla-

homa City recently. The Oklahoma Air

Transport Co. has moved from Norman and

organized into a state wide air service using

Oklahoma City as its hub. A 12-plane han-

gar has been started and the schools of the

company, formerly at Norman, have been

moved to Oklahoma City. They are under

the direction of Jimmy Haizlip, chief pilot.

Roy O. Hunt is vice president and B. S.

Graham, president.

TP HE second company is the Paul Braniff

Air Transportation Co. A 14-plane hang-

ar has been completed and service has already

been started on an Oklahoma City-Tulsa

daily passenger and transportation service,

(Continued on next page)

The Stearman Rubber-
Draulic Landing Gear is

an Exclusive Feature on
all Stearman Planes

(O YOU LAND ON

(2) YOU TAXI ON

HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE

RUBBER
CORD

(0 INTEGRAL BRAKES ARE - - - STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

BUILT BY STEARMAN

PATENT APPLIED FOR

THE STEARMAN AIRCRAFT GO.
WICHITA, KANSAS

Write or wire concerning Stearman Selling Franchise for your territory
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Ti-Two Dope

Laird-
i

Whirlwind''

Made by

T1TANINE, Inc.
Union, Union County, N. J.

Our 10 -cylinder Anzani motors
are converted i

we use white
type, with for,

intake oil cool,

tilla magnetos,

and insure a c

tton.

plant by expert engineers. In these motors

netal bearings, aluminum alloy pistons of approved

feed oil pressure and scavenger pumps. Carburetor

crank case ventilation through vacuum tube, Scin-

dual ign

frot

These

flying

tube,

original with
mum oil consult

Master of the
Air-Lanes

Cessna Cantilever Cabin Monoplanes have
proved their right to the name. More than
doubling the safety factor required by the Gov-
ernment, in staunchness and air-worthiness,
they have no equal.

Their tremendous speed in the air is due to
the advanced engineering principles incorpo-
rated in their construction. Their clean lines

—

free from struts—offer less wind resistance than
any other ship on the market today. There-
fore, they develop more speed per motor horse
power than any other cabin plane yet produced.

In prices too, they are unequalled. Powered
with the 200 H. P. Wright Whirlwind, this 4-

place cantilever cabin plane sells complete, with
brakes, air-speed indicator and other necessary
equipment, at $9800; with the 10-cylinder An-
zani, converted by our own engineers, for
$5750.00, both prices fly-away Wichita.

Write or wire us today for further descriptive
literature and details as to our exceptionally
profitable dealer's franchise.

Cessna Aircraft Company
Wichita, Kansas

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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using cabin planes, a Ryan and a Stinson.

F. C. Hall, Powell Briscoe, E. E. Wester-

velt, Ray H. Smiser, W. A. Lybrand, T. E.

Braniff and Paul Braniff are the incorpo-

rators of the company. Flying schools have

been set up by the company at Tulsa, Chic-

kasha and Oklahoma City and others are be-

ing planned. Paul Braniff is president; T.

C. Hall, vice president
;
Lybrand, secretary

and Westervelt is treasurer.

THE third Oklahoma City firm is the

Air Service Corporation, of which H.

W. Parker is the head. They are operating

four ships to all points of the state and are

offering any kind of air transportation ser-

vice desired.

TpHE organization of the Petroleum Air
-*• Lines to run from Tulsa and Bartles-

ville, Oklahoma, through Oklahoma City to

San Angelo, Texas, is nearing completion.

The board of directors is now busy buying

equipment for the company.

THE steel hangar just erected by the

Butler Manufacturing Company of

Kansas City, Mo., and Minneapolis for the

Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Company,

at Duncan, Oklahoma, is another indication

of the progressive spirit of the oil industry.

As a whole, oil men have taken readily to

the use of the airplane and the allied trades

are following right in line. With its air-

plane, capable of a speed of 135 miles an

hour, the Halliburton Company can help the

oil industry to save money in its drilling

operations by its quick service.

ARKANSAS AIR NEWS
By Dwight E. Wilkerson

J\
RECENT survey of several business

houses and banks in Little Rock

showed that the city is greatly in need of an

air mail route through here, and that the

business men and banks are ready to stand

back of any efforts to establish a line through

here. The reports of the survey will be sent

to the postmaster-general, and request for

authorization for the line will be made. A
recent conference was held at Tulsa, Okla.,

attended by officials of many leading lines,

and the proposed line from Memphis, through

Little Rock, Muskogee and Tulsa, and from

there on west was discussed but no definite

plans were made.

'T'HE conference at Tulsa was attended

by Lieut. Wright Vermilya, of the local

154th Observation Squadron, Arkansas Na-

tional Guard, and Charles Taylor, of the

Union Trust Bank, of Little Rock. They

made the trip by plane, dropping details of

the "Paint Your Town" week which was

proclaimed throughout Arkansas. The idea

is to induce each town to paint its name on

top of the tallest building in town, so that

all who fly may see.

HpHE Arkansas Airport Co. has been or-

* ganized at Pine Bluff, Ark., with a

capitalization of $500,000. The company will

be headed by L. Garrett, secretary of the

Arkansas Power and Light Co., with Felix

Smart, Southwest District Governor of the

N. A. A., vice president.

It was decided to name the Pine Bluff

airport Toney field, in honor of Pine Bluff's

mayor, who was active in securing the field.

The new company will purchase an additional

124 acres of ground adjoining the present

field, which will bring the total acreage to

224, 50 acres of which will be set off for the

locating of airplane factories, training schools

and other aircraft industries.

Frank Allen, Pine Bluff City Engineer,

was appointed chief engineer of the new
company.

"Mark Your Town Week"

«t\yffARK Your Town Week" for Ar-
•L^-l kansas, June 10-16, sponsored by

the Arkansas Real Estate Association and

proclaimed by the Governor, was a huge

success. On the fifth day of this move-

ment 45 towns had reported that the work

of marking the name of the town on the

roofs for the benefit of fliers had been

started.

Mayors of the towns throughout the state

received letters signed by the president of

the State Mayors' Association^ and the

presidents of the Chambers of Commerce

received letters signed by the president of

the Little Rock Chamber of Commerce, both

accompanied by a letter of the plan urging

these individuals to see that their town was

properly marked during the week. Some
250 of these letters were dropped from

airplanes and attracted unusual attention.

SEAMLESS
STEEL TUBING

All Aircraft Grades

Warehouse stocks for immediate ship-

ment in any quantity.

Mill Shipments of substantial quan-

tities for production.

Service Steel Co.
143 5 Franklin St.,

Detroit, Michigan

43 John Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

FLEXIBLE
STEEL WIRE

SHAFTS
Jvrpower transmission
around corners and over
obstacles ~ silent, steady

durable , strong.

The S.S.WhiteDentalMfg.Gx
Industrial Division-

i5aWest4andSt. NewYork,N.Y,

Wiite for this book

Sent jree on request
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THE PITCAIRN MAIEWING
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Now used on six Contract Air Mail routes.

Also produced in a Sport Model for passenger carrying.

Send for Literature

Confidence .

,

IN anything one may undertake, nothing will

help toward success any more than confidence.

This is especially true of flying. A "real"

pilot must have confidence in his ship . . . his

motor . . . HIMSELF.

Such confidence is born of knowledge—knowl-

edge of what to do . . . WHEN . . . WHERE
. . . HOW . . . WHY. To be a "real" pilot

one must know airplanes, motors, navigation,

meteorology—all the "million and one" phases of

flight.

You can choose no better course in aviation than

that taught by Atkinson.

You learn by getting your hands dirty—by tear-

ing various types of ships and motors apart and

putting them together again . . .

putting them together so that they'll fly.

You learn by sitting in a class-room,

listening to expert instructors lecture on
theory, meteorology, navigation, etc.

You learn by donning helmet and
climbing up into the sky in dual-control ships and
putting your class-room theory into practice. And
when you can leave your instructor on the ground
and solo you are ready for your Department of

Commerce License; confident that you know . . .

confident of YOURSELF.
If you'll send in the coupon, we'll mail you

our booklet describing our course in full.

$250 $650 $50
PRIVATE LICENSE 50-HOUR LIMITED MECHANICS

COURSE COMMERCIAL COURSE COURSE

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"School of Aeronautics"

406 Washington Street Gary, Indiana
We do rebuilding, repairing, designing, manufacturing,
field operation, management, meteorology, navigation.

Distributors for "Monocoupe" Airplanes

Dept. A
ATKINSON AVIATION CO.
406 Washington Street,

Gary, Indiana.

Please send me, without obligation, information

about your school.

Name !

Address

Town State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AMERICAN EAGLE
DEALERS

"MOTH" production AMERICAN EAGLE DEALERS

DEALERS WANTED
New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Connecticut and
Florida.

Apply

American Eagle Aircraft Dist., Inc.

32 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Demonstrations and Instructions

Apply American Eagle Hangar
Curtiss Field

Box 475, MINEOLA, L. I., N. Y.

A comprehensive distributing

organization handling

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANES
We will be pleased to send too

complete information

SOUTHERN
AIRCRAFT CORP.

PINE BLUFF
ARKANSAS

IN NORTHERN OHIO
The American Eagle
excels in every test

Truly "The Master of the Skies"

A sturdy quality airplane.

Writt for particulars to

R. B. HILL
Office; Held:

J J 6 Broadway Break Park Airport

Bedford, Ohio
DEALERS WANTED

Instruction on

NEW AMERICAN EAGLES

New England Distributors

Bay State Flying Service

P. O. Bex 64
East Boston

Operating from East Boston Airport.

Tel. East Boston 1040.

CALIFORNIA
DISTRIBUTORS

Fleming & Hancock
401 B Street, San Mateo

or

MILLS FIELD,
SAN FRANCISCO

TPHE Moth Aircraft Corporation, forma-
* tion of which for the manufacture in

this country of DeHavilland "Moth" light

airplanes was announced in last month's issue

of Aero Digest, has taken offices in the

Graybar Building, Lexington Avenue and

43rd Street, New York City. It is now in

the final stage of negotiations for a factory

site in the East and has mapped out a pro-

gram which calls for several assembly and

distribution plants covering all parts of the

United States.

The license under which the "Moth" is to

be built in the United States makes all new
improvements, refinements, etc., available

here at the same time they are incorporated

in English-built "Moths". The first planes

produced by the American company thus

will have the new split-axle type landing

gear, steerable tail skid and adjustable stab-

ilizer which are standard equipment on the

new "Moth" as well as the new DeHavilland

"Gypsy" engine of 100 horsepower which

gives the plane a high speed of 108 miles an

hour and a climb of 900 to 950 feet a minute

as compared to 98 miles an hour and 500

feet a minute climb with the Cirrus Mark II

engine formerly used in the "Moth".

The new DeHavilland engine is a vertical

four-cylinder-in-line air-cooled direct drive

power plant with a bore of A]/2 inches and a

stroke of S-fa. It has a compression ratio of

five to one, a displacement of 5,226 cubic cen-

timeters and develops 100 horsepower at

2,100 r.p.m. or 88/90 at 1,900. Its gasoline

consumption is .58 pints per b.h.p. per hour

and its oil consumption .7 pints per hour.

The engine weighs 285 pounds complete with

integral hand turning gear, airscrew boss,

etc. It has two magnetos and double ignition

and in the Tiger Moth racing plane, for

which it was developed, it ran over long pe-

riods at 2,700 r.p.m., turning up 130 b.h.p.

with no hint of trouble and with utter re-

liability.

BERRY'S FINISHING
"COMMANDMENTS"

TJERRY BROTHERS, INC., has de-

veloped a group of finishing "com-

mandments" for eliminating fire hazard in

airplane plants.

These rules have grown out of the long

experience this concern has had in the manu-

facture and sale of finishing materials com-

bined with the best thought of the airplane

companies Berry Brothers serves.

Posted about the plant, the rules will serve

as a constant reminder of necessary pre-

cautions which will practically eliminate fire

hazard. Copies of the poster have been

mailed to manufacturers and additional

copies will be sent on request.

Distributor proposl
airport facilities
handle sale of
m er

for parties with
and funds t«

Laird Cora-

foral
Net connect-
way wltb any
turer of airplanes.

E. M. LAIRD AIRPLANE COMPANY
4500 West 83rd Street Chicane, IllinoU

Isry.
any

other manufae-

Distributor in

TEXAS
of the

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPLANE

EDGAR TOBIN
AERO COMPANY

1515 MAIN AVENUE
Crockett JJIi

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

American Eagle Agency
for Northern New Jersey

Passenger Flying and
Instruction

Areola Flying Field

Address:

FREDERICK TRAUTWEIN
R. F. D. No. 1,

Hackensack, N. J.
Telephone Hackensack 2 57<-M

COME FLY WITH US
Information cheerfully given.

Write today.

AMERICAN EAGLE
DISTRIBUTORS

Northeastern

OHIO
Associate dealers wanted.

C. S. HANSON
Field Address, HUBBARD, O.

OZARK AIRWAYSJnc.
WESTERN ARKANSAS

and

EASTERN OKLAHOMA

American Eagle

Distributors

Fort Smith, Arkansas

"EQUIPMENT"

BECK DISTRIBUTING CORP., 68 E. 131sl St., N. Y.C

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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SOME ADVANTAGES OF
THE BURNELLI TYPE:

Accessible multiple engine compartment

Extensive reduction of head resistance

Reduced turning moment on one engine

Fuselage lift reduces landing speed

Increased capacity of the fuselage

Structural efficiency and simplicity

Invention of original airplane design has The Burnelli design combines the advan-

been rare and especially so when proved tages of the single engined tractor with

by thorough engineering construction and those of the nacelle type airplane with

operation. greater efficiency and accommodation.

Offices: 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY=
EDO PONTOONS and the TRAVEL AIR

The old world and the new.

The vessel of the twentieth cen-

tury on the background of that

of the eighteenth. This Travel

Air seaplane combines all the good

features of transportation methods
of preceding decades. The smooth
and easy motion of a sailing ship,

the surety of navigation of a steam-

ship, and speed in excess of that of

either the railroad or automobile are

the advantages it retains. Rolling,

pitching, jars, soot and dust are the

nuisances it eliminates.

Think of what this speed and

comfort mean to a commuting
business man, who, by the use of

it, can save time and avoid fatigue.

Think of a travelling salesman who
can triple his territory, and who can improve his sales by

avoiding fatigue and by keeping fresh and active.

For the commercial operator the riding comfort of his

machine attracts passengers. They feel safer in flying over

water. They see the great expanses of water suitable for

landing, and in a seaplane they are saved the hair raising

sensation of sideslipping into a small field, barely missing

the tree tops.

With a seaplane you can get to the people. You can

operate from seashore hotels, bathing beaches and amuse-

ment parks, where there are crowds eager for amusement.

Compare this with the trouble and expense of luring people

to a distant flying field, and you will realize the potential

possibilities of seaplane operation.

EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
College Point, L. I., N. Y.

STANDARDIZED ALL METAL SEAPLANE FLOATS
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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EQUIPMENT 1

SCULLY AIR MAIL HELMET
Designed and perfect

many tests by air mall pilots.

Made from finest imported
leathers.

Nicholas Beazley Airplane Co.

Marshall, Mo.
Sole distributors for United
States, Denver east. Scully
Bros.. Inc., Los Angeles. CaL,
Manufacturers.

FOR DELIVERY: FIRST SERVED
Until Navy contracts are completed, we can

apply a limited number of "COMMANDER",
THE AVIATOR GOGGLE WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
U. S. Navy Standard specification 329a.

Pita any face with absolute comfort.

Strength and rigidity to meet severest conditions.

Optically better than any goggle lens ever was made.
Absolutely centered to the eye; no distortion Is pos-

sible.

Outfitted In substantial aluminum case.

Price $30 each

—

and made worth it.

STRAUSS & BUEGELEISEN Brooklyn, N. Y.

r INVENTIONS

PATENTS
DESIGNS

TRADEMARKS
COPYRIGHTS

Bmm* advice. Confidential, prompt penoaal
m t ic* of Registered Patent Attorney, former
V. S. Patent Examiner. Booklet.

ALBERT L. JACOBS
721 Barri.ur Bldg. WASHINGTON, D. C.

"AIR SERVICE" 1

South America

COLOMBIAN AIRWAY SYSTEM
Regularly operated since 1921

Saves 10 days from seaports to

Central & Western Colombia

Air Mail, Parcel Post and Passengers

carried between all cities in Colombia.

Starting from Barranquilla planes operate

daily except Sundays to the Interior and

on regular schedule to Buenaventura on

the West Coast, connecting with all

United Fruit Steamers.

Colombian Air Mail Stamps and Passage

Reservation at

American Trading Company, Inc.

96 Wall Street, New York City

' MATERIALS ""

j&JLcJkUL** Insulated
X| TRADEMARK StapleS

For all airplane or aircraft

wiring and small tubing sup-
port.

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co.
Boston, Mass.

RUSCO
SHOCK CORDS, AERO RINGS, BRAIDS,

LACINGS, TAPES, WEBBINGS—
Elastic and Non-Elastic

Write Aeronautical Sales and Engineering Office for
Circular

THE RUSSELL MFG. CO.
349 Broadway New York City

All clear selected grain for Aircraft. Spars

and rib stock ready for immediate shipment

—all sizes—all lengths.

Send list for immediate quotation

Express shipments made same day order is re-

ceived. Our complete planing mill can run

special sizes quickly.

YOHO & HOOKER LUMBER CO.
244 Wing Bldg. Youngstown, Ohio

of

6th

BOEING ORDERS 105

P & W "HORNETS"
'TpHE Boeing Airplane Company

Seattle, Washington, on June

placed an order for 105 Pratt & Whitney

500 horsepower "Hornet" engines and ten

400 horsepower "Wasp" engines, all of the

air-cooled radial type. These negotiations

were concluded in Hartford by Mr. P. G.

Johnson, president of the Boeing Airplane

Company, and Mr. Edward Hubbard, oper-

ations manager of the Boeing Air Trans-

port Company.

Since July 1st, 1927, Boeing Air Trans-

port have operated the transcontinental air

mail from Chicago to San Francisco, using

Boeing mail ships, equipped with Pratt &
Whitney "Wasp" and "Hornet" engines.

A short time ago Boeing took over the Paci-

fic Air Transport, which operates the mail

and passenger route from Los Angeles to

Seattle. Still further extensions are being

planned by Boeing Air Transport. They are

now operating about 6,000 miles daily and

it is expected this will be increased to ap-

proximately 8,000 miles in the near future.

The monetary value of the engines just

purchased ftom the Pratt & Whitney Air-

craft Company is approximately $1,000,000

and constitutes the largest order for com-
mercial equipment on record. While some
of the additional engines will be placed in

single-engined mail ships a number of the

"Hornet" engines will be used in giant tri-

motor air liners, capable of carrying twelve

passengers, with baggage, a thousand pounds
of mail or express, together with two pilots.

These air liners are primarily for passen-

ger carrying between Chicago and San Fran-
cisco but will also be used in connection

with some of the plans for new routes.

1 INSIGNIA

INSURANCE PREMIUMS
REDUCED

TT'ORTY to fifty per cent reduction in the

extra premium heretofore added to the

regular premium on life policies to cover

the flying hazard has been announced by
Barber & Baldwin, Inc., aviation insurance

underwriters.

This action was taken after a careful re-

view of the life insurance situation. Here-
tofore, the premium rate for pilots and pas-

sengers on aircraft has been from ten to

forty dollars per thousand to cover the fly-

ing part of the hazard. This charge was
added to the regular premium on the policy.

This extra premium has now been reduced

and will range from five to twenty-five dol-

lars per thousand.

.INVENTIONS.9 PATENT YOUR IDEAS WM
Send me a sketch or simple model of

your invention. Satisfactory term*.

III
IB3

a EV n
v
A
BWAY C

ESSC
I

P VERYONK Interested In sria-
lien, whether a pilot, a stu-

dent or Just an admirer—will be]
proud to display this attractta
oharm. A very acceptable alft.

Made with craftsmanllke precision.
Sterling Silver, $4.00 each

Also made In 10 karat eold
Send check or money order; ne C. O. D. dettverlea.

i»1
C«." ^?(

i
E

- BUTTON & MEDAL CO.MJ-M5 Fifth Ave. New York City

' EXPORT"
****************************

^/"E offer to Manufacturers

interested in EXPORT
the services of a dependable

Organization, well established

in the entire Foreign Field.

Manufacturers' Export Managers
116 Broad Street. New York. N Y

MODELS "

Build This IDEAL Flying Model of the

"Spirit of St. Louis"
A PERFECT 3-ft. miniature of the most famous

Airplane in the world! Anybody can build and
fly it. The IDEAL Complete Construction Outfit
contains ererythinc needed; all parts, fittings and
materials, full plans, diagrams and Instructions,
rne Mode] is guaranteed to fly when correctly built.COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OUTFIT

(Weatof Denver. Colo., and in Canada S8. 00)
Auk Tour Dealer, or Order Direct

Plans for Model Airplanes
Complete accurate, one-half-aize Plam
with Building Flj.n,. Instruction.. , for a,

'f_the_ following: New York -Pari

$7.50

KMKKKi; .'ortiH,. I,..havII.LAND; NcLi
So'rt'ce'elP^

T"*' «*«~ EACH
Model Book Free wlih each' plan! 2 5 C

64-Page Book for
Model Builders

Contains Diana for building Gliders and Racers:
full information ah.>ut s. M-.tk-ls; and moat

italog of Parts Supplies, Materials
for all kinds of models. Post- gc

^nd^ft..-.
paid for ,

I Ideal Aeroplane & Supply Co., Inc.
24-26 W. 19th St., New York City

"MILE A MINUTE THRILLS"

A highspeed, airpropelled seaplane type speedboat ot

novel design. Uses either automobile or aircraft

motor. Easily and cheaply built at home, using our

drawings and instructions. No experience necessary

:

we give full instructions. We can furnish custom-
built If desired. Aircraft motors and supplies for

sale. Send $3 for full set drawings and instruction

booklet or dime for folder.

THE A1RSLED CO., Box P, Cedamlle, Mich.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Perf ormaiices

powered with two (2) Wasp 400
H.P. air-cooled engines not only

have met, but have surpassed, all

the expectations of its designers and
have delighted the pilots who have

flown it.

Excellent maneuverability on land, on
water and in the air— even with

one engine stopped.

Unusually quick take-off—from either

land or water.

Slow landing speed, very fast climb and
exceptionally high all-around per-

formances due to high aerodynamic

qualities and large margin of RE-
SERVE POWER.

Absence of vibration, due to rigid

metal construction.

On water take-offs no spray at all

reaches propellers, pilot's cockpit or

cabin.

All these features and many others too

numerous to mention make this

plane the most ideal and safest fly-

ing machine ever offered for pas-

senger transportation on a regular

schedule or for individual use as a

private flying yacht.

Very comfortable, upholstered cabin,

seating ten to twelve passengers, in-

cluding crew.

Fuel supply for five or eight hours.

Write for Particulars

SIKORSKY MFG. CO.

lege Point, L. N. Y.

GOOD NEWS
Large Production Reduces Prices on

the New

SOUVENIR
Aircraft Log Book

for the Passenger

I

Now Only 35fl
THREE FOR $1.00 )

This attractive Souvenir Log Book is proving very

popular. Orders have been pouring in from Coast

to Coast—from New York to California and
from Canada to Oklahoma.

Everybody Wants One, Get Yours Today

Keep a Record of Your Flights
The pilot keeps a record of every flight he makes. But—
until now — there has been no Log Book for the PasseHger.
So here — at last — is a dandy Souvenir Log Book in which
you can keep a record of your first thrilling flights.

. . . Pocket-size, 32 pages, with space for a record of 25
flights and pictures of the first planes in which you ride.

. Dates, places, altitudes, speeds, makes of airplanes
and motors and names of pilots with whom you ride— all

will be very interesting later. Start now to keep your record.
Use the coupon below. Remit by postal money order. Or
take a chance on a dollar bill.

1

For the Flying Field Operator
Here is an excellent advertising medium. Special covers
for all makes of planes. Liberal discounts on quantity
orders. How many passengers do you carry per month,
per year? Every one can be made a booster for you.
Ask for sample on your letterhead.

C. HARRY NIMS COMPANY

607 Michigan Theatre Building

Detroit, Michigan

Tear Here—Mail Now

C. HARRY NIMS COMPANY,
607 Michigan Theatre Bldg., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

That Souvenir Log Book is just what I want. Send

me one quick . . . Send me THREE for $1.00.

Money Order for is enclosed.

Name

City .State.

:_i

Smr yo« «tw it im AERO DIGEST
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PACIFIC TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY

San Diego California

it
'Air Capital of the West"

Offers Home Study Courses in Aeronautical Engl -

neering and Practical Aviation.

Residence Courses In well equipped shops, with clasa

room instruction.

Affiliated with Ryan Flying School, where our students

can actually learn the art of flying with new air-

planes equipped with the famous Ryan- Siemens En-
gines.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WTe MAHONEY
Aircraft Corp'n

Owners of Ryan Airlines and Ryan Flying Co.

Builders of Col. Lindbergh's "Spirit of
St. J^ouis" and his new plane, give com-
plete flying instruction the entire year.

Students have an opportunity to study
factory, field and airline methods.

SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

FLYING INSTRUCTION
One of the country's finest and most prac-

tical aviation schools is in Minneapolis, with

the ground school at the nationally famous

Dunwoody Institute and the flying instruction

at the Wold-Chamberlain Airport, adjoining

Fort Snelling, under some of the best pilots

in the United States. All students accepted

are schooled in handling Fairchild Cabin

Monoplanes. For further information address

Dept. F, School Division.

MID-PLANE SALES & TRANSIT CO.
Northwestern Distributors

FAIRCHILD CABIN MONOPLANES
124 So. 9th St. Minneapolis, Minn.

re'sWork
that isAlmost
ROMANCE/

Many Radio Experts
Earn $50 to $250 a Week
Radio needs trained men. Expert*
draw down big pay. Valuable book,
"Rich Rewards in Radio", full oi

facts and information free. Mail
coupon now. Find out how you
can learn to earn big money—$50

to $250 a week—in a field of
practically unlimited oppor-

tunities.

Learn at Home
Stay home. Hold your Job.

I'll teach you in spare time at
small expense. Six big outfit* of
Radio parts given without extra
cost. Many make $15 to $30
weekly while learning.
Employment service to all

graduates. Send the coupon now
for information and proof. No
obligation.

Radio course.

Name

Dept. 7N5
National Radio

Institute.

Washington. D. C.

Dear Mr. Smith: With-
out obligating me in any

way, send me your fre

book telling all about the
Radio field, also all informa-

tion on your practical, home-study

FLORIDA AIR NEWS
By Johnson Wright

THE Coral Gables Aviation Society has

disbanded and the formation of Coral

Gables Division, Greater Miami Airport

Association has been effected by officials of

the two organizations. C. H. Reemelin,

president, and C. B. Ehrmann, secretary,

were added to the directorate of the G. M.

A. A. More than $100 remaining in the

treasury of the society was given to the

University of Miami towards a fund for

starting a course in aviation.

'T-,HE Chalk School of Aviation with head-

* quarters and base on the causeway be-

tween Miami and Miami Beach has an en-

viable record for safe flying. Established

in 1919, it has operated constantly ever since

without having suffered any accidents. A
Waco-9 on Edo pontoons is now being used

and is proving very satisfactory. A Swal-

low, powered with a 150 h.p. Hisso A, will

be added during the coming fall. A. B.

Chalk is the proprietor of the school and

at present is doing most of the flying.

A COLORFUL event during the evening

of May 24th was the installation ban-

quet of the Florida Chapter of the Kappa
Gamma Delta Aeronautical Fraternity at the

University of Florida at Gainesville.

Among the honorary members elected who
have rendered considerable assistance to the

new fraternity were : John T. Robertson,

New Smyrna
;
Harry Rogers, Miami ; A.

B. McMullen, Tampa; and Judge Daniel

Simmons, Jacksonville.

/">AL LATHAM is in charge of the

' Miami base of the Rogers Air Lines

again this summer.

"TpHE Potomac Flying Service, Inc., of

* Washington, D. C, have taken over

the Biscayne Flyers, Inc., of which Eddie

Xiramier was president. The flying equip-

ment, consisting of two Curtiss Seagulls,

has been taken to Washington where they

will be operated this summer from Arling-

ton Beach.

The Biscayne Flyers have operated here

for over two years.

LENN H. CURTISS a pioneer in avia-

tion, donated to the city of Miami 160

acres for a permanent municipal airport. The
city has accepted the generous gift and will

expend $25,000 in the next two years in pro-

viding proper facilities to meet the ever

growing demands of aviation.

This tract has been in use as a temporary
landing field and an administration building.

Besides the two air mail lines, the Curtiss

school of pilot instruction will use the field.

Free use of the field as an airport will be

afforded the military service of the United
States and the various states.

TP HE Department of Aviation, City of
A Miami, secured on June 11th an ap-

propriation of $2,500 for sodding the run-

ways of the Municipal Airport, Gratigny

and Lejeune Roads.

1 SCHOOLS

ALBERTSON - ALCORN
School of Aeronautics

ARCOLA AIRPORT
HACKENSACK, N. J.

Ground course for student pilots. In-

cludes theory of flight, use of controls,

construction of airplanes, motors, meteor-

ology, navigation.

Write for circular.

AEROMARINE-KLEMM
COMPANY FORMED

THE Aeromarine-Klemm Company has

acquired the American manufacturing

rights to the German Klemm-'Daimler light

sport plane and will start production late

this summer.

The Klemm plane was designed by Dr.

Hanns Klemm of Sindelfingen in 1919, who

who will be associated with the new com-

pany. With a 20-horsepower Mercedes en-

gine it can make forty miles to the gallon

of gasoline at an average speed of 60 m.p.h.

The Aeromarine-Klemm company will

use the factory of the old Aeromarine com-

pany at Keyport, N. J., and will build its

own engines.

The Klemm is a monoplane with an un-

derhung cantilever wing. Its dimensions

are : span, 42 feet
;
length over all, 23 feet

;

weight empty, 583 pounds; useful load,

407 pounds ; seats two, dual control, ceiling

with full load, 12,600 feet ;
landing speed,

full load, 28 m.p.h. The wings are detach-

able for storing.

The company was formed by Mr. Inglis

M. Uppercu.

INDIANA AIR NEWS
By Robert Kellum

INDIANAPOLIS, first stop on the Ford

Reliability tour, starting at Detroit, has

made preparations for the reception of the

tour planes. George M. Williams, president

of the Marmon Motor Car Company, is

city sponsor and T. E. Myers, general man-

ager of the Indianapolis Speedway, was

named field referee. The landing field is the

speedway. The reception committee in-

cludes : H. H. Brooks, Marmon sales direc-

tor ; Norman A. Perry, R. V. Law, Elmer

W. Stout, Paul Ritchie, Irving Lemaux,

Wallace O. Lee, W. A. Atkins, Harper

Ranburg, Homer McKee, H. M. Glossbren-

ner, E. S. Gorrell, Roy Adams, F. E.

Schortemeier, secretary of state, Joseph H.

McDuffee, E. J. Rork, Lieut. Walter R.

Peck, Major R. F. Taylor, Earl Cooper,

Capt. Oliver Stout, Capt. H. Weir Cook,

Lieut. Matt Carpenter, Robert Shank and

H. C. Brooks. Postmaster Robert Bryson,

Meredith Nicholson and Mayor L. Ert

Slack were designated field judges with

Odis A. Porter in charge of timing.

J. H. Armington, U. S. Meteorologist, has

made arrangements for the providing of

complete "weather reports to air men in the

district.

Say you taw it in AERO DIGEST
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Our school registered, all instructors and
airplanes licensed by U. S. Government

Practical Training—
The Only Way to Big Pay

There is money for you in Aviation, if you get thorough
training NOW ! Our courses will give you this training

—

they are taught under the direction of U. S. Licensed Trans-
port Pilots and Mechanics and cover EVERYTHING about
planes, motors, their maintenance and construction, etc.

EVERYTHING a pilot or mechanic must know to secure a
good paying position. Our equipment is new and of modern
design, subject to daily U. S. Government Inspection, (most
schools do not have a resident U. S. Government Inspector
on the field—think what this means to you).

TRAINED MENARENEEDED

Above is pictured a few of our students receiving instruction on
emergency repair of an Eaglerock plane powered with an OX-5 motor.
It is this kind of thorough instruction that qualifies Von Hoffmann
trained men for good paying positions.

THOROUGH INSTRUCTION at LOW COST
We teach by actual flying and practical instruction; no long course
needed. We guarantee sufficient hours in the air to make each student
master of his ship ; pilot it safely and efficiently without assistance.
No student bond required. Our ground course gives thorough instruc-
tion in ground work and will qualify you for a position as motor or
plane mechanic, rigger, electrician, welder or any. ground position, or
you can take the course combining ground instruction and flying, which
will qualify you for a private, industrial or limited commercial pilot.

The cost is low considering daily flying and thoroughness of theoretical
and ground instruction on latest modern type planes, Wright _ Whirl-
wind and other standard motors. Our big, new book, "Aviation and
You," tells all the facts. It is FREE. Fill out the coupon and mail it

at once — no obligation. DO IT NOW1

HOW TO OWN YOUR PLANE
GET OUR COURSE FREE

Write for our plan which will enable you to own your plane and
secure, without cost to you, a complete course of instruction.

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
407 Lambert-St. Louis Flying Field, ANGLUM, MO.

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
407 Lambert—St. Louis Flying Field (Lindbergh's Own Field)

Anglum, Missouri.

Send me your big, new book, "Aviation and You," giving all the facts
about your ground and flying courses. I assume no obligation.

CHECK I am interested in GROUND COURSE.
HERE I am interested in FLYING COURSES

Name

Address

Town State

,My Age is . years.

GET INTOAVIATION

The SAFE,
PRACTICAL,
ECONOMICAL,
WAY to achieve

your goal!
TOD,AY/4

"1X7" E do not teach you to fly by mail.

* * But we do give you the practical principles and com-
plete ground work by home study.

In that way you save rime and gain the necessary foundation
for the actual flying arid other practical phases to follow.

Then, when you are ready, you can come to Chicago for shop
practice and flight training on the busiest air mail field and
air-hub of the United States.

A small registration fee starts you on our simplified home
study course. You receive full credit for all study and pay-
ments when you come to Chicago.

.

The A. S. T. courses fit you properly, in the shortest possible
safe time. You get real air transport service training from
the largest responsible air transport-training company render-
ing contract service in Chicago.

A.S.T. training includes the following courses:
Home study —

Ground course, qualifying for airplane mechanic's license.
Aerial navigation
Shop practice

Construction and maintenance of airplanes
Engine mechanics

Flight training
Elementary to solo flying
10-hour solo flying for private pilot's license
50-hour solo flying for limited commercial pilot's license

The A. S. T. fleet includes only modern licensed planes. Only
licensed military and air mail pilots, mechanics and instructors
train you.

Our easy payment plan and FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
help you meet tuition and living expenses.

ACT AT ONCE. We are well into the season, and the demand for
trained men far exceeds the supply. Fill out and mail the attached
coupon for complete information — sent FREE — including "The Air-
way," a book of Aviation facts everyone interested should have.

Department A.D.7

AVIATION SERVICE
and TRANSPORT, Inc.

203 N. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, 111.

AVIATION SERVICE AND TRANSPORT. Inc.
Dent. A.D.7 203 N. Wabash Ave.. Chicago
Send me FREE, complete information about

the courses checked—also a copy of "The Airway".

. . . .Home Study
Ground Mechanics
Flight Training to Solo Flying

. . . .Aerial Navigation
10-hour Solo Flying

(for private pilot's license)
5 0-hour Solo Flying

(for limited commercial license)

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL NEWS IN BRIEF
Compiled from the foreign aeronautical press, the Automotive Division and the Transportation Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

CANADA
Canadian An* News

By James Montagnes

THE DeHavilland plant at Toronto, which

is now producing Moth planes, is at

Mount Dennis, eight miles from the center

of the city.

The factory is housed in the hangar,

which has a capacity for housing twelve

Moths with wings folded. The machines

are only assembled here, being flown and

thoroughly tested in England, before they

are dismantled for shipment.

THERE is a shortage of flying club in-

structors, due to the many clubs spring-

ing up. The DeHavilland property is being

used to train these instructors, most of them

having flown during the war.

T ONOON, Ontario, has now been added
•*—

' to the air service from Rimouski, Que.

An express service operated by the London

Airways, makes a specialty of fast delivery

on parcels sent from London, England, for

London, Ont. It is run in the connection

with the Canadian Pacific Air Express

packet service which meets all incoming

European liners at Rimouski, Que.

News from Canada

By C. P. C. Downman

*TpHE first award of the McKee trophy

for "meritorious service in aviation"

was made on June 15th by Col. the Hon.

J. L. Ralston, Minister of National Defense,

to Capt. H. A. Oaks, of the Northern

Aerials Minerals Exploration, Ltd. The
trophy, donated by the late J. Dalziel Mc-
Kee, the Pittsburgh millionaire aviation en-

thusiast who was killed in a crash in the

Laurentians last summer, will be an annual

award, the recipient each year having his

name inscribed on it. A replica of it will

be given to the winner as his own posses-

sion.

^JlNE airplanes bringing messages of
~ goodwill from the United States

swooped down on Stevenson Field, the new
aerodrome of the Winnipeg Flying Club,

recently, to participate in an air pageant
conducted in connection with the official

opening of the club.

Led by "Speed" Holman, holder of the

world's loop-the-loop record, the fliers

soared low over the city in reconnaissance

formation and landed gracefully on the field.

Among the United States visitors were
G. A. Youngquist, Attorney-General of Min-
nesota; Lieut.-Col. R. A. Roseberg and
Lieut.-Col. J. E. Nelson, of the Minnesota
National Guard ; C. J. Johnston city editor

of the St. Paul Pioneer-Dispatch; Major
Ray Miller, of the 109th United States

Aero Squadron, and a squadron of army
pursuit pilots.

GRAN BY, Que., now has a light airplane

club with 90 flying members and 120

associate members, and has received its two

Moth machines from the Government. On
June 16th the town held an air pageant

to celebrate officially the birth of the club.

Known officially as the Granby Aero Club,

Inc., it draws members from the cities of

Sherbrooke, Cowansville, St. Hyacinthe

and Magog.

Joseph Gregoire is president of the

Granby Aero Club and Captain Carl Stohn

is vice president. Captain P. Horace Boi-

vin is secretary and the directors are Colonel

J. Bruce Payne, Jim Fuller, Albert Sau-

vage, Emile Isabelle, Bob McDonald,

Jacques Cartier and Captain Frank S. Mc-
Gill, the two latter being directors of the

Montreal Light Aeroplane Club.

Captain F. N. Hase, of St. John, N. B.,

has been appointed chief instructor.

British Columbia News

By A. F. Roberts

'Tp HREE commercial aviation firms are

operating in British Columbia this

summer. The largest is Western Canada

Airways, Ltd., of Winnipeg, which bought

out Pacific Airways, Ltd., of Vancouver,

taking over its fisheries patrol contract with

the Dominion government. It has two BD1
flying boats built by Boeing in Seattle and

two Hs2L flying boats which were the

property of the Vancouver company before

the merger. Major O. R. MacLaren is

B. C. manager for the firm. In addition

to the patrol the company is doing taxi,

photographic and timber reconnaissance

work out of Vancouver.

The Dominion Airways, Ltd., of Van-

couver has two D.H. Moths, one of which

has been fitted with skis and is being em-
ployed in forestry patrol of the interior out

of Nelson. Capt. L. A. Dobbin is the pilot

in charge of the patrol.

The third company is the B. C. Airways,

Ltd., of Victoria, which has an Eaglerock

two-seater for training purposes and a

Driggs Dart for private flying. It has a

large class of students in training for pilots'

licenses and is doing taxi work and odd

jobs.

Both Western Canada Airways and B. C.

Airways are planning to establish a triangle

passenger and mail service to connect Van-
couver, Victoria and Seattle. The former

plans to use Fokker Super-Universals such

as it has in service in Manitoba while the

latter has announced that it will have a tri-

motored Ford- Stout plane on the run.

ENGLAND
'TpHREE new world's air speed records

Captain H. S. Broad, on April 27th,

covered 100 kilometers- at an average

speed of 162.292 m.p.h. and 500 kilo-

meters at an average speed of 158,663

m.p.h. The previous record over a 100-kilo-

meter course was held by M. Lasne

(France) who on October 16, 1925, flying

a Nieuport-Delage 42C-I (500 h.p. Hispano-

Suiza engine) made an average speed of

153.130 m.p.h. The previous record over

500 kilometers was held by M. Jezek

(Czechoslovakia) who on October 13, 1927,

covered the distance at a speed of 143.492

m.p.h. on a Letov S. 16 (450 h.p. Hispano-

Suiza engine).

The D. H. "Hound" was designed as a

two-seater general purpose biplane. For

the record-breaking flights, the back gun-

mounting and covering in the back cockpit

and the front gun position were removed.

The 1,000 kilogram load was carried in the

form of lead ballast, exclusive of gasoline,

oil and pilot, which weighed 1,950 pounds.

The "Hound" weighed 6,500 pounds fully

loaded.

A S Aero Digest goes to press we learn

that General Umberto Nobile and one

of his crew have been rescued from their

perilous situation, by a young Swedish air-

man, Capt. Tornberg, of the Swedish rescue

expedition. This has been of international

interest for Italy, Russia, Norway, Sweden
and France have for many weeks been ad-

vancing every effort to rescue General No-
bile and his crew from the north arctic floes

where they have been stranded since May 25

when they were forced to descend in the

Italia. The Swedish expedition hopes to rescue

the remainder of the crew as soon as possible.

General Nobile's experiences will be reported

in detail in the August issue of Aero Digest.

1 have been won by Great Britain.

Flying a De Havilland "Hound" fitted

with one of the latest type 450 h.p.

Napier "Lion" engines, weighted with

1,000 kilograms of ballast (2210 lbs.),

ITALY
World's Endurance Record

TPHE world's endurance record has been

gained by two Italian airmen, Capt.

Arturo Ferrarin and Major Carlo del Prete.

Flying over a closed course from Montecello

Field, Rome, on June 2, Ferrarin and Prete

stayed in the air 58 hours and 37 minutes

thus eclipsing by 5 hours the record held by

the American fliers, Eddie Stinson and

George Haldeman, who had held the world

duration title since March. It is also es-

timated that they covered a distance of 4,300

miles which is a distance record over a tri-

angular course.

The record was made with a large mono-
plane, a Savoia Marchetti S-64, with a wing
spread of about 65 feet. It is equipped with

a 12 cylinder water-cooled Fiat engine, A 22,

which develops 550 h.p. at 1900 r.p.m. The
engine is carried high above the wings and

has a special regulating device attached which

limits the gasoline consumption to a mini-

mum.
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Touch the Button

to Start YourMotor
In your ship as in your car, motor start-

ing is entirely automatic.

Heywood Starter Equipment produces

positive, instant starting by simply touch-

ing a button conveniently located in

pilot's cockpit.

Absolute starting reliability, regardless of

weather conditions or temperature, is the

result of sound engineering perfected by
careful research and precision construc-

tion.

Highly endorsed as optional equipment
by leading aircraft manufacturers.

The HEYWOOD
6547 St. Paul Ave.

Complete details of the Heywood
High-Pressure Injection Starter on

request.

Manufactured and distributed by

STARTER Corp.
Detroit, Mich.

Before th

"y caref,,! „.
explaiaa

<4cZyle
* to ^ooti^ 11

| COMMERCIAL SUCCESS IS
|

J THE PROOF OF A I

J
FLYING FIELD

|
p Graduates of the Bennett Flying School quickly obtain •>

m responsible, profitable employment. Here are a few w»

Z names and addresses of some of our recent men to J
whom we gladly refer you. 7i

£ Charles "Red" Ballard, Pearson Aviation Company, j
£ Colewood, West Virginia; ?

y Harold F. Wynne, McPherson Airways, McPherson, (•

n Kansas; o

* Allen W. Olsen, Steel Airways, Omaha, Nebraska; *
Z Don Walker, Pittsburg School of Flying, Pittsburg, J
A

,

Kansas; L
35 Neil A. Patterson, Aero Club, Torrington, Wyoming; yT

? L. P. Hough, L. C. Chaney, Randall, Kansas. 2

J QUALIFY here for limited commercial license, 50 hours solo— V
o or Transport Pilot's license, the most complete advanced course

J,

M. in U. S. Also night school ground work, and IS hours' flying &
J course for private pilot. V

S THE ONLY school flying at Kansas City's great municipal air- 2
«r port, 1

l/, miles from business district; 687 acres, lighted air- )v

Z ways, flood lights at night, etc. Three other fields, Coffeyville, J
£ Kan.; Pittsburg, Kan.; Okmulgee, Okla., operated and used for 2

winter flying. All training in riew Eaglerock planes. U. S. exam-

Z ining officer on the field. Transport pilot instructors. Aerial o
£ photography, etc. Write for complete information.

f»

I BENNETT FLYING SCHOOL |
t 227 W. 12th St. Kansas City, Mo. ?

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CROYDON—THE AIRPORT OF LONDON
THE principal British airport, the Air

Port of London, Croydon, is a State-

owned aerodrome covering nearly

400 acres, under the direction of the Di-

rector of Civil Aviation. It possesses a

fully-equipped customs clearance station

where customs officers are in constant at-

tendance to clear outgoing and incoming

aircraft, passengers and goods. An immi-

gration office, through which all aliens must

pass, is attached to the customs office.

On the aerodrome a hotel has been estab-

lished for the convenience of passengers and

pilots, and a special enclosure from which

the flying can be viewed is available for

the public.

The airport is under the immediate con-

trol of a civil aviation traffic officer who is

assisted by four traffic officers, A.I.D. in-

spectors, and by wireless, meteorological

and other staff.

Arrangements for the lighting of the aero-

drome, for the supply of meteorological in-

formation and for wireless communication

with machines in flight have been brought

up to date by the introduction of the latest

improvements.

In the booking hall of the administration

building a notice board gives details of the

times of arrival and departure, and of the

place of departure and destination of all

airplanes engaged in air services.

A medical orderly is continuously on duty

in a fully equipped first aid dressing station,

and the services of a medical practitioner

are available at short notice.

Letters, telegrams, etc., may be despatched

from the post office situated in the booking

hall. Public telephones are also available.

A buffet is also installed here, and large

weather maps of Europe are on the wall.

The old headquarter buildings were tem-

porary structures of war-time construction

not well adapted to the needs of a civil

airport, and their removal allowed an entire

reorganization in the layout of the aero-

drome. The landing area has been made
larger and capable of carrying a heavier

volume of traffic with safety.

The new buildings, built by the Air Min-

istry at a cost of £267.000 and officially

opened on May 2nd by Lady Maude Hoare,

the wife of the Secretary of State for Air,

are capable of meeting the needs of the air-

port for some years. The runways from
east to west are 1,450 yards, and from north

to south, 1,300 yards. Among the new build-

ings are two large hangars, each with two
bays, with a total floor space of 90,000

square feet for aircraft ; 36,000 square feet

for offices, workshops, etc., adjoin the

hangars. Three bays of a permanent hangar

in the old aircraft factory, recently occu-

pied by A.D.C. Aircraft, Ltd., are also

available. Behind these hangars are up-to-

date workshops and repair sheds.

Administration Building

In the administration building accommo-
dation has been provided for the airport

control staff, booking offices, customs and

immigration authorities, waiting rooms, and

booking hall, immigration examination halls

and freight stores. The building is of two-

The administration building at Croyden, showing the central control tower.

story construction, with a 50-foot high con-

trol tower placed centrally to afford a clear

view over the aerodrome.

Central Control Room
The control tower rises two stories above

the level of the remainder of the adminis-

trative buildings to a total height of about

50 feet and is surmounted by the wireless

direction finding aerials. The top story of

the tower forms the control room, from

which control of aerial traffic on the air

route is carried out.

The control room, which is 30 feet square,

is provided with windows on all sides in

order to give an unimpeded view of the

aerodrome, and is partitioned off internally

by means of a glass screen to form two
distinct offices, an outer traffic officer's

office, and an inner wireless office ; it is also

encircled by a balcony, on which the look-

out man takes up his post.

A traffic officer, who is present at all times

of the day and night, is in charge of the

control room. He is stationed in the outer

office, which faces the aerodrome, and is in

communication with aircraft on the routes

through the medium of the wireless op-

erators ; he is in communication with the

aircraft operating companies and other aero-

drome officials by means of the telephone

;

he is in communication with the meteoro-

logical office (fr»m which he receives hourly

reports stating the weather conditions at

various points along the routes) by means

of a pneumatic tube ; he is in communica-

tion with the duty office (which deals with

all messages concerning the arrival, depar-

ture, etc., of aircraft along the routes), by

means of the pneumatic tube; he controls

the landing and taking off of aircraft by

means of visual signals (colored metal

discs, Very lights, rockets, etc) ; and he has

under his control, by means of switches, the

aerodrome obstruction lights and Neon
beacon. He has in front of him a map of

the sectors of the routes for which he is

responsible, and near him a table for charts

;

the map is painted on thin sheet steel, and

is provided with magnetic arrows, each of

which represents an aircraft, and which_ is

moved across the map in accordance with

information as to the position of the air-

craft obtained either by means of messages

from the pilot, or as the result of observa-

tions taken by the wireless direction finding

service.

Two wireless operators stationed in the

inner office, together with the direction find-

ing receiver, transmitter controls, direction

finding chart, etc., provide the means where-

by messages between the traffic officer and

the pilot of an aircraft, and vice versa, can

be passed, and whereby the position of his

aircraft may be ascertained and passed to

the pilot.

Night Flying Lights

The lighting of the aerodrome for night

flying or for assisting pilots to land safely

in foggy weather has been the subject of

careful experiment and research for sev-

eral years, and the system in use at Croydon

is still in the development stage. It com-

prises :

Landing lights sunk in the aerodrome to

indicate the direction of landing. Two L's

back to back are outlined in lights on the

landing area in a direction determined by

the prevailing wind. In the event of a

change of wind the lights can be altered

immediately from the control tower to con-

form with its new direction.

Neon beacon—This light consists of a

number of tubes of neon gas which, when

illuminated by the passage of an electric

current, glow with a brilliant red hue that

is particularly valuable for penetrating fog.

This light has a flashing character.

Floodlight—A special form of floodlight

projecting a beam over an arc of 180 de-

grees is used to illuminate the surface of the

aerodrome at night. It is mounted on a

specially designed motor-chassis.

Obstruction lights and boundary lights

—

The obstruction lights which are placed on

all obstacles around the aerodrome are fixed

red lights, and the boundary lights which in-

dicate the extent of the landing area are

flashing red lights. The latter are auto-

matic in action and function continuously

by day and night. (Continued on page 170)
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LIBERTY MOTORS

Far Aeroplanes and Boats

For Export and Domestic Use

LIBERTY PARTS

The Vimalert Company, Ltd.

817 Garfield Ave. Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiuiiig

FLY A" U.S. Flyer"
3-place biplane

Priced $2500 to $6500,

with choice of motor

Distributors and Dealers

Apply Now

U. S. Airplane Company
Manufacturers

3670-72-74 Milwaukee Ave
CHICAGO, ILL.

RADIO EQUIPMENT
forAIRPLANES^AIRPORTS
The Radio Corporation of America is prepared

to analyze and quote prices on modern air-

craft equipment of the following types:

* Plane to plane, and plane to ground com-
bined telephone and telegraph equipment.

2 Airport combined telephone and telegraph

transmitters for communication between

(a) The plane and the airport ground
station via radio telephony, or radio

telegraphy, and

(b) between airports via radio teleg-

raphy.

"2 Beacon transmitting equipment for guid-

ing the planes during adverse weather con-
ditions and suitable receivers to receive on
the planes from the ground station beacons.

Radio Corporation of America
23 3 Broadway New York City

lillllllllllllHIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIHII

THE AMERICAN PIONEER

A Close Inspection and a

demonstration will con-

vince you of its sterling

quality

Wonderful Dealer Propositions

open with 100% cooperation

Aeronautical

School

Air Taxi

Service

Write for Particulars

Philadelphia Aircraft Co.
Distributors for

Eastern Penna., Delaware and Maryland

Office and School

Room 506 Flying Field

1321 Arch St., Phila., Pa. Doylestown, Pa.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Airport of London continued)

Pyrotechnic signals—Rockets and Very

lights are fired to signal to aircraft in ac-

cordance with the International Air Con-

vention.

Compass Swinging Base

The latest type of compass swinging base

has been installed on the aerodrome to facili-

tate the correction of compasses.

Meteorological Office

The meteorological office is situated in the

main building immediately beneath the con-

trol room. Weather reports are received

hourly from stations in S. E. England,

France, Belgium, Holland, and Western

Germany, situated on or near the main air

routes. Reports for two consecutive hours

are also displayed on two large maps of

N. W. Europe in the entrance hall on the

main building. In addition to the regular

hourly reports, special intermediate reports

are received when sudden changes in

weather conditions which are likely to

affect aircraft, occur at any station.

A forecast is obtained by telephone from

the meteorological office, Air Ministry, for

each service leaving Croydon, and advice as

to existing and probable weather conditions

along the air routes is given personally to

pilots by the meteorologist-in-charge.

Special weather reports and forecasts to

cover other routes are also issued on de-

mand.

Radio-Telegraphic, Radio-Telephonic and

Direction Finding Services

The following wireless services are pro-

vided to serve international air routes ter-

minating in Great Britain

:

Radio-telegraphic and radio-telephonic

services for communication with aircraft in

flight. These services are maintained from

one hour before sunrise until one hour after

sunset daily, and by their means pilots of

aircraft are kept informed of weather con-

ditions, can report their positions to the

route controlling authorities, and can in

general keep in touch with these authorities.

Radio-telegraphic service to route aero-

dromes. By means of this service, arrivals

of aircraft at, or departures from, aero-

dromes, forced landings between aerodromes,

etc., are notified to the aerodrome authori-

ties concerned.

Radio-telegraphic service for the collec-

tion and distribution of meteorological in-

formation.

Wireless direction finding service. The
direction finding services in the countries

represented at the International Civil Avia-

tion Conferences have now been so co-

ordinated as to allow of an aircraft flying

along any sector of any recognized air

route in these countries to obtain either its

position as determined by two or more di-

rection finding stations, or to obtain its

bearing from any one particular direction

finding station.

At the Air Port of London, reception

alone for the wireless service is carried out

in the Administration Building at the aero-

drome, all transmission being effected by

means of remote control, from a transmit-

ting station situated on the edge of Mitcham

Common, at a distance of about three miles

from the aerodrome.

GERMANY
German and Austrian Ant Services

By Dr. Carl Hanns Poltog

DURING the summer months of this year

Germany again will be covered by a net

of airways with extensions to other coun-

tries. Special attention is given by the man-

agers of the German aviation company,

Deutsche Luft Hansa A. G. (D. L. H.) to

the international routes and to airlines to

famous spas and health resorts. All the ex-

cellent connections between Berlin and the

leading cities of other European countries

(Amsterdam, London, Brussels, Paris, Zu-

rich, Vienna, Prague, Riga, Moscow, Stock-

holm, Kopenhagen, Oslo, Budapest, Helsing-

fors to be reached in one day ; Madrid, Rome,

Belgrade, Sofia, Bukarest in two and Con-

stantinople in three days) have been main-

tained and the time tables of several of them

have been improved. For example the start-

ing time of the only European passenger-

carrying night service, Berlin-Danzig-K6-

nigsberg and on to Riga-Moscow (of which,

by the way, the transatlantic pilot, Captain

Hermann Kohl was in charge) has been al-

tered from 3 a. m. to 11 p. m. Thus the pas-

sengers arriving from the west and south of

Germany and from England, Belgium, Hol-

land and France during the afternoon may
enjoy at least part of their night's rest in the

plane—till they are roused at Konigsberg at

4 a. m. for the passport and customs revision.

The ship arrives at Khodynka Field, Mos-

cow, at 3 p. m. This line is run by the

Deruluft, Deutsch-Russische Luftverkehrs

A.-G, in cooperation with D. L. H., and a

connection to Leningrad by way of Reval as

weli as a service from Reval to Helsingfors,

Finland, by a Finnish company will b; in

operation sooi. By using the Swediih line

to Stockholm and ti
- ° Gel man route to Ler-

lin one may circle the whole Baltic Sea in

two days, a very interesting and enjoyable

trip.

A special feature of the D. L. H.'s sum-

mer time table are several long hops. The
intermediate landing at Essen on the route

from Berlin to Paris has been cancelled, the

plane stopping only at Cologne. On Sun-

days the whole distance Berlin-Paris (552

miles) is covered in one hop. Between Ber-

lin and a number of large cities two or three

daily connections are provided, the one di-

rect and the other with intermediate land-

ings, for example Berlin-Cologne (300

miles), Berlin-Frankfurt (267 miles), and

Berlin-Zurich (422 miles). The time gained

in the latter case on the direct route amounts

to V/2 hours. A similar through route with

connection to Ven :

.~e is proposed between

Berlin and Vienna.

An experimental trans-Alpine route will

be opened soon between Munich and Milano.

The crossing of the Alps is somewhat diffi-

cult, as the ships generally have to ascend

to 15,000 feet to be clear of the mountains

and their air currents. This line will be op-

erated in cooperation with an Italian com-
pany, the Aero Line.

Other good international routes not start-

ing from Berlin are the following: From
Amsterdam up the River Rhine to the Ruhr
Basin, Cologne, Frankfurt, and Basle, and

on to Geneva, with connections to Munich,

Baden-Baden, and Constance, a tour of great

scenic beauty. From London by way of

Amsterdam, the Ruhr Basin and Erfurt to

Chemnitz, the center of a textile manufac-

turing district (the so-called Cotton Air Ex-

press). From Rotterdam to Kassel, Marien-

bad (the famous Bohemian spa), and Prague,

flown by a Czechoslovakian company. From
Flensburg, near the Danish frontier, to Ham-
burg, Hanover, Nuremberg and Munich.

The route Cologne-Leipzig-Breslau, by

whose connections at both ends the farthest

southeast part of Germany, industrial Upper

Silesia, can be reached in one day from Lon-

don or Paris. The great airline in the South

connecting Geneva and Zurich with Munich,

Vienna, and Budapest. The route from

Geneva to Marseilles, Barcelona, and

Madrid. A through connection between Ber-

lin and Warsaw is still impossible for po-

litical reasons, as well as lines to the Saar.

The D. L. H. also offers again a number

of airlines to well-known health resorts.

The watering places on the shores and islands

of the Baltic (Sellin, Stralsund, Hiddensee)

and North Sea (Westerland, Wyk, Wan-
geroog, Norderney, Borkum) can be reached

in a few hours from Berlin, and there is a

daily and a special week-end service from

the Rhineland and the Ruhr Basin to the

last-named three islands. Baden-Baden and

Marienbad are also within easy reach of the

German capital. From Bremerhaven the

largest flying-boat of the world, the Dornier

Superwal, plies to the isle of Heligoland.

The traveler also will have a great choice of

scenic air tours among the scheduled ser-

vices, for example the route from Hanover

to Leipzig, which skirts the Harz Mountains,

a round trip from Breslau to the Riesenge-

birge, the highest mountain chain of North-

ern Germany, an airline from Frankfurt to

Baden-Baden and over the Schwarzwald

Mountains to the Lake of Constance, and es-

pecially an Austrian service Vienna-Salz-

burg-Innsbruck-Constance-Zurich, which of-

fers wonderful scenic beauties.

A special feature of the summer time table

are the new mail and freight services (no

passengers carried) from Berlin to the Ruhr
Basin, Cologne, London, Amsterdam, and

Paris, which will be run partly at night.

FRANCE
""pHE Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce

of America has a reception booth at the

Chambre Syndicale des Industries Aeronau-

tique, held in Paris, June 29th to July 15th.

Through cooperation of the Department of

Commerce and the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics in Washington, the

Chamber secured the assistance of Trade

Commissioner H. H. Kelly, and J. J. Ide,

representative of the N.A.C.A. at Paris, in

attending to the details of leasing, decorating

the booth, engaging personnel, and the in-

stallation of exhibits and photographs sent

from this country. The cooperation of the

Paris office of the Bankers Trust Company
also was secured.

Photographs showing American aircraft

products, American aeronautical magazines,

and a large map and charts, showing the air

transport lines in operation in the United

States, are being shown at the booth.
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Pilots/
You'll Want A
Hangar Like This

ESLINE HANGAR
Reasonably priced—easy time payments. Simplest to

erect—just bolt sectional steel units together. Take
down and set up on new location with lowest cost

—

100% salvageable. Fire, lightning and weather proof.

Costs less than less efficient types of construction.

Built for 1 to SO ships. Many other Esline advantages.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Attractive dealer proposition open to you for first hangar

in your territory,

ESLINE COMPANY
614 Michigan St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

RANKSHAFT.
The Crankshafts of the Wright

Cyclone Engines used in the

record-breaking flying boat,

the PN-12, were made by—

THE OHIO CRANKSHAFT COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

iN^g^' = 3

SPECIAL AIRCRAFT TUBING
Manufactured to U. S. Army Specifications.

We are in a position to offer immediate shipment

from warehouse stock on:

CHROME MOLYBDENUM

Spec. 57-180-2A
(Formerly 10231)

and

20-30 CARBON SPECIAL PROCESSE

Spec. 57-180-1A
(Formerly 10225)

in cold drawn seamless tubing.

Processed especially for the aircraft industry.

TEST REPORTS, showing Chemical and Phys-

ical Properities, furnished with each shipment.

We also carry a complete line of Steel and wire

Specialties manufactured to cater to the particular

requirements of the Aircraft Industry.

4545 S. Western Blvd.
Chicago, III.

Lafayette 8500

East Monument Ave.
Extended

Dayton, Ohio
East 150

5001 Bellvue Ave.
Detroit, Mich.
Whittier 6780

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD TYPE TURNBUCKLES

Airplane parts of merit

SHACKLES, TURNBUCKLES, CLEVIS ENDS
CLEVIS PINS, AIRCRAFT BOLTS

(milled from bar)

Direct Contractors to United States
Army and Navy and many

airplane manufacturers

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
Corry, Pennsylvania

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AERO DIGEST will award a prize of $5

each month for the best humorous contribu-

tion published. Only those pertaining to the

aircraft field will be considered. Address the

"Picked from the Air" Department, Aero

Digest, 220 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Edna Snyder, Norwood, Mass., won the

prize for July

An Airy Tale

He said to her, "Oh, Fairchild, I

am a lone, Lone Eagle. Wilt thou

Travel Air with me?"
Cessna, the little maid from Ireland,

raised her eyes to Stearman, our hero,

and replied, "Oh, my Air King, I

would love to fly with thou, but Ryan
would not like it."

"Never you mind," grinned Stear-

man, who stood as a strong Spartan
against the cockpit of his plane. At
that critical moment, however, a pesty

Dragon Fly bit his nose, but this non-

cursing pilot immediately regained his

poise and continued smoking his Gold
Tip cigarette in a nonchalant manner
as he remarked, "Ryan shalf never

know. He, the old Viking of the air,

hath taken a few Swallows and now
sleepeth sounder than an Eaglcrock in

yonder hangar. Some time ago I went
to him and said, 'Waco man! "Tis

time to rise thyself. The IVIdppoor-
wills are whippooring.' Then, Ryan
telleth me he dreameth that Prudden,
his friend, placed before him a deli-

cious dish of Pheasants, Falcons and
Eagles. With a knife and Fokkcr, he
sayeth he would have finished them.
When Ryan ended this tale he again
did snore louder than a Tlnmderbird.
So now, Fairchild, fairer than a Blue-
bird, you can flieth with me."
"Oh dear! Wilt not Bellanca be

jealous if I ridest with thou?" queried
Cessna, the Fairchild.

"Oh, no! She wenteth riding in
Stinson's Ford with Mohawk, Buhl
and Wallace. Wouldst that I had my
Monocoupe so that we might ride side

by each."

"Never mind, my brave Crusader.
I'll ridest with thou. Some day we
shall be the International Challengers
of the air."

Thus, with a flip flop and a flap flip,

the ship zouped up into the air and as

all fairy tales end, they flew happily
ever after.

Out of a Clear Sky
Scene, the Welsh coast. Airplane con-

taining Miss Amelia Earhart, Wilmer Stultc

and Louis Gordon descends. Taffy, a

Welshman, approaches.

Miss Earhart—Could you tell us how to

get to Southampton, please?

Toffy—Southampton? Well, I tell you.

You take your first right and then your left

until you come to Braich-y-gwynlwynnglan.

Don't stop there, but go on to Ddinllaen-

trwynoclnnlayn and then fake the first left

turn, which will bring you through Mryndd,

Caer-g-wrie and Llanfrrhaladrpenmachnln.

That ought to bring you out near Bettws-y-

coed, but if you find yourself going through

Clynnogfwarglynbrackwwwvodeodo, you'll

know you're oft" your path, because that road

will take you away around near Rrydd-du
and Llandewiclycwmdlyn, and you don't

want to go there, do you?"

Miss Earhart—Oh, no. Southampton is

where we want to go.

Taffy—Yes, that's where I thought you
said you wanted to go. Well, you go on

until you come to Trntll Point, opposite

Cwffr.

Wilmer Stults—Amelia.

Amelia—What ?

Wilmer—What do you say we don't go to

Southampton? Let's just stay at Cwffr. -

Amelia (pensively)—No, Wilmer, let's

turn her around and start back for New-
foundland.

—Frank Sullivan.

(Courtesy of New York World.)

"What was the cause of young Smart's

death ?"

"Too much education."

"Over study, eh?"

"No, he took a correspondence course
called 'Practical Aviation in Fifteen Lessons',

and also a course in high pressure salesman-
ship."

''And then—"
"Then he sold the airport boss the idea of

letting him try solo."

—5". Ross.

Owner of the Plane Whose Engine
Conked Out: "Hey! Buddy, know anything
about a plane like mine?"

Bright mechanic: "Oh, about 1,000 jokes."
—Lezvis Ingals, jr.

Locating the Trouble

The street car stood at the end of the line

while the motorman broke in a fresh "chew"

and the conductor's thoughts turned to the

rawness of the weather.

"Say, Bill, d'you think it's ever gonna get

spring?" he finally queried.

"Wa-a-11," said Bill, "as long as we're

gonna have them airplanes up there agitatin'

the heavens, we're gonna have busted up

seasons, and I for one doubt if we'll ever

have spring and summer and fall and winter

on time any more."
—Indianapolis News.

The Pacific fliers report that they got into

several open pockets during their hop to

Hawaii. This hazard is likely to be encoun-

tered everywhere, it is said, except in the air

over Scotland.

—Philadelphia Record.

He: "Everybody seems to like to hang out

at the flying field."

She (szvcetly) : "O, is that why they call

those things hangars?"
—Elfrida Eichel.

Father (wrathfully) : "Your conduct has

made you the talk of the town."

Daughter: "Yes, but how long will it last?

Some darn aviator will fly across the Pa-

cific 'or something, and I'll have to do it all

over again." _s Undberg

An oldster and his son were passengers for

the first time on an airplane flight.

As the earth seemed to sink beneath him

and he realized that he was indeed suspended

in mid-air, Dad, with shaking hands handed

over watch and wallet, gasping,

"If anything happens to ME, everything

is yours, my boy !"

—Mary H. Strader.

A Scotchman

dow at the Post

ter for which he

ten-cent stamp.

The clerk wei,

it would require

postage.

"Aw weel mon
'twill be coomin

va' mind holdin

approached the stamp win-

Office with an air mail let-

purchased the conventional

ghed it and announced that

an additional half-ounce of

," replied the Scot, "the rate

doon August fairst. Dinna

till then?"
—Kenneth Stern.
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FIRST SEAPLANE FLIGHT TO EUROPE

(Continued from page 39)

the 2,000 miles from Trepassey Bay to the coast of Wales
in 20 hours and 40 minutes. A slight southward deviation

in the course as Stultz followed it probably added two or

three hundred extra miles to the distance as measured on
the great circle course. The cruising speed of the Fokker
trimotor equipped with 200 horsepower Wright Whirlwind
engines and hampered to a certain extent by the big pon-

toons is between eighty and ninety miles an hour.

To recapitulate : The Friendship took off from the waters

of Boston Harbor on the morning of June 3, bound for

Newfoundland. The ship with total load including Lou
Gower, another emergency pilot who was to go as far as

Trepassey, weighed about 12,000 pounds and try as he might

Stultz couldn't get her off the water. Gower stepped into

an attending motor boat and the plane got away. Stultz

encountered fog on the Nova Scotian Coast and put into

Halifax for the night. The next day they flew on to

Newfoundland.

Ten days passed before suitable weather was in prospect

and then it was not good enough to be classed without qual-

ification as "favorable." During the tedious wait Stultz

carried out more load tests. Cross winds prevented a take-

off on one occasion and the lack of any wind at all held

the pontoons fast to the water on another attempt. On the

morning of June 17 at 9:51 Eastern Standard time after

three more failures to rise because of little help from the

wind and the throwing over of more fuel the Friendship

got away. Her total load was then between 10,000 and
11,000 pounds.

Although clear weather prevailed at Trepassey within

an hour the plane nosed into fog, then snow and hail. This

continued for a hundred miles or more and then for a

short period the Friendship had clear weather, but only for

a little while. From this point on all the way across it was
fog and rain with now and then snow for variety. Like

Commander Byrd and his crew after the start Miss Ear-
hart and her shipmates saw no ocean until close to the

British Isles.

Nor were they seen from the water until they came
down over the S. S. America, seventy-five miles east of

Cobh (Queenstown) after they had missed Ireland en-

tirely, to get bearings. .Stultz turned northward after

sighting and circling the steamer and an hour and forty

minutes later, after circling the town of Burry Port and
-narrowly escaping disaster against the tall stacks of a zinc

refinery, he landed in the estuary, tied out to a buoy and
demanded "gas" of the skipper of a tiny patrol boat that

put out to the plane from shore.

They wanted to go on to Southampton at once when
informed that they had already crossed or had flown around
Ireland, but the hospitable Welsh people prevailed upon
them to come ashore and spend the night. The next day
"they flew on to Southampton where a typical transatlantic

reception committee headed by the dignitaries of the town
and representatives of the nation met them. While Stultz

and Gordon have purposely remained in the background
contenting themselves with wandering around London and
side trips to Croydon Miss Earhart has been entertained

and feted by official Britain as well as distinguished citizens

of the Empire and the aeronautical world. They will land
in New York early this, month and return directly to

Boston.
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This circular
spun engine cowl
can be made
of dural or alu-

minum in all sizes

to meet the re-
quirements of

aircraft manu-
facturers. We
can swing 7 2

inch discs.

Metal spinning and hand hammered

work in all kinds of sheet metal stream-

line fairings for wheels. Our products

are considered to be the best on the

market in thickness and accurate meas-

urements after it is finished. If you don't

believe it, make us prove it!

{Established 1900}

M A G O S Y &
120 Walker St., N. Y. C.

B U S C H E R
Telephone Canal 3693

THE SUIT THAT "SUITS" FLYERS
ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR are popular every-

where; worn and recommended by Flyers,

Groundmen, Mechanics, Instructors. Here's

a suit that costs little, but gives much in

wear, style, fit, comfort and quality.

THE FAMOUS "EAGLE"
MODEL

The "Eagle" is a wonderful summerweight
suit. Cool on the ground, warm in the air.

Looks good, feels good—IS GOOD.

ALLOVA
AVIATION SUITS

are made by an old reliable manufacturer

who knows what flyers want.

SPECIAL ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR /" "
FEATURES /

Perfect fit, roomy, full fashioned, {
covered seams, invisible buttons, f urn rn
button trouser cuffs, easy ^ Hlrb. bU.

catch belt, better materials. . * Send me

YOU'LL LIKE ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR /JZ
x

\f^,
, ,. * etc., of the

Either wings, ground ,n- / •"Eagle" model
structor or special design f Allova Flightgear

choice of p ,ease 3ddress our
Mail the *

nearest office> Dept S4 ,_

FREE
embroidered on pocket,

colors, free of charge.

coupon today,

MOTOR SUIT MFG. CO.
Dept. S41

208 Wcsl 8th St., Kansas Citj, Mo.

325 S. Mar tie St., Chicago, Illinois

107 N. Austin St., Dallas, Texas

334 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

f Name

^ Address

I City State

.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ThePN-12
equipped with Macwhyte

Tie Rods on its record

endurance flights

The Navy PN-12 establishes

the seaplane duration record, the

seaplane range and endurance
record— and uses Macwhyte Tie
Rods. Macwhyte Streamline Tie
Rods cut wind resistance to the ab-

solute minimum; give 10% greater

flying efficiency. Macwhyte
Round DrawnTie Rods save 48%
in weight over straight,hard drawn
rods. Ask for complete informa-
tion. Macwhyte Company, 2907
Fourteenth Avenue, Kenosha,
Wisconsin.

MACWHYTE
^treamline and Round

TIE RODS
Patent Safe- Lock Terminals

EDWARDS
INDIVIDUAL

ALL-STEEL
HANGARS

FIREPROOF LIGHTNING PROOF
EASILY ERECTED

STEEL BUILDINGS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
345-395 Eggleston Avenue, Cincinnati. Ohio

THE PN-12 NAVY PATROL PLANE
(Continued from page 46)

PN-12, then, owes much to her predecessors, and has

inherited much of her prowess without any great change

in appearance.

Equipment is conveniently arranged in the forward cock-

pit under a removable and transparent cover. The pilots

have been placed on seats that may be adjusted con-

veniently to the rudder bar and bridge. The rudder bar

is aligned by a pantagraph arrangement that keeps the

pedal always normal to the foot. The bridge is of sturdy

dural tubing; and although lighter than the wooden type,

the cross tube has been omitted, which permits easier

passage through the plane. The instrument board is indi-

rectly and variably lighted with flying instruments grouped

before each pilot. Engine instruments are provided for

both pilots and mechanic in a convenient location, so that

heaters, pumps, etc., may be reached with a minimum of

movement.

The work of developing this new plane at the Naval

Aircraft Factory has been done largely under the direction

of Commander R. D. Weyerbacher (CC), U. S. N., former
Chief Engineer and now Manager, and Commander W. W.
Webster (CC), U. S. N., former Production Superin-

tendent and now Chief Engineer.

AIR CORPS DEMONSTRATIONS
(Continued from page 32)

ducted and for the unquestionably fine results achieved."

That General King, Commandant of the General Service

Schools, was favorably impressed is evidenced by the fol-

lowing letter which he addressed to the War Department

:

"I have to report that the demonstration given by the

units of the Air Corps at this station was a splendid success

in every way. I was most favorably impressed with the

quiet, orderly and skillful manner, in which the different

units of the command reached this station—with their ap-

pearance, conduct, and demeanor while here, and with the

prompt, efficient and effective demonstration given.

"The demonstration, while primarily for the instruction

of the students at the Command and General Staff School,

was witnessed by a large concourse of the civilian popula-

tion from the surrounding country.

"The whole demonstration was so conducted as to impress

me with the splendid efficiency and discipline of the units

of the Air Corps which participated.

"Altogether, including travel from and to home stations

the planes involved were in the air 3000 plane hours and

travelled 330,000 plane miles, almost twelve times around

the world. In spite of adverse weather encountered while

travelling, no delays resulted from any cause, and the con-

centration, operations and return to home stations of the

units involved were accomplished without accident."

AIR—HOT AND OTHERWISE
(Continued from page 38)

inconvenience, due to interrupted business and employment

arrangements. Their military work is kept up during the

year at their own expense and is purely patriotic, and the

fact that they are spread from ocean to ocean and from

the Canadian line to the Gulf, makes the administration of

the force difficult.

This is another of the problems which Congressman

James has tackled with a fine patriotism, and his bill, in-

troduced but not passed during the last session of Congress,

seems to offer the best available solution for the puzzle.

It provides for a Reserve Division in the War Depart-

ment, which shall have supervision of the Officers Reserve

Corps, the Reserve Officers Training Corps, and the Citi-
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zens Military Training Camps. The Reserve Officers

Training Corps, a direct outgrowth of the Officers Reserve

Corps, is planned to graduate into that body annually 7,000

young reserve officers who have finished some standard

college course. Naturally Reserve officers are more useful

than any other agency in insuring good service by our

Citizens Military Training Camps, in which 35,000 young-

sters every year are taught far more than military matters,

being instructed in good citizenship generally.

It was because of these obvious links that Congressman

James decided that the Reserve Officers Training Corps

and the Citizens Military Training Camps should be ad-

ministered with the Reserve and by the same division of

the War Department.

At this point, however, occurred one of those unfortu-

nate misconceptions which so frequently complicate human
affairs. In some way some of the leaders of the National

Guard gained the idea that this bill meant the creation of a

Reserve force with a large enlisted personnel—they called

it "a kind of continental army"—which would rival and
harm the National Guard.

No thought could have been further from the minds of

Congressman James and the Reserve officers who favored

the bill. They never wished to establish an enlisted force

in peace time, never thought of injuring the National Guard,

toward which they have the friendliest feeling, and are and
have been glad to urge Reserve Officers Training Corps

graduates and the men who have been instructed in the

Citizens Military Training Corps to go into the National

Guard, which they wish to help in every way.

The bill, which was introduced in the House by Mr.
James and in the Senate by Senator Reed, of Pennsylvania,

Chairman of the Senate Military Committee, will be ap-

proved by Congress, it is hoped, during the short session.

Aero Digest has a special file for the documents indicat-

ing the activities of Congressman Frank James and that

file is treated with respect and admiration. It might be

labelled the official activities of a True Patriot. All the

documents which fatten it are records of constructive

achievement of worthy plans for the nation's good, indic-

ative on almost every page of this intelligent legislator's

comprehension and appreciation of the importance of aero-

nautics in its many manifestations to the welfare of the

nation.

His fellow-members have learned to understand that

when Congressman Frank James begins to talk he knows
what he is talking about. If he talks at all about a thing

he will be found to be a specialist upon that subject.

It would be disastrous to the country, especially to its de-

fense and particularly to the interests of aviation, if he were
not returned to Congress. No other man in all the nation

has the knowledge which he so conscientiously has ac-

quired ; no other man is equally well equipped to struggle

for our national defense and no other has that natural im-

pulse so strongly developed in his personality. Frank
James in Congress is a national asset.

WOULD that we had such a man in the Senate. When
Hon. Hiram Bingham was elected we thought that

he would be that kind. But in his case political expedi-

ency seems to have resulted most unfortunately. As a mem-
ber of the President's Aircraft Board he was not a notable

success and careful watching of him since then has con-

vinced us that both on the floor of the Senate and in the

Committee rooms he is a disappointment. Harry Lauder
used to tell a story of two Scotchmen who decided to have
a wonderful time in Edinburgh, and began. But presently

CContinued on next page
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Experimental research

and development

of small precision parts for air-

craft. Thoroughly equipped shop

and skillful services for con-

structing and perfecting high

grade mechanical devices.

Experience and facilities for

working in materials particular-

ly adapted to aircraft.

I
Correspondence

invited 1

E. S. RINALDY
Chester New Jersey

Many a smooth field

conceals a ditch
Your wheels striKe it and—snap! there goes your landing-gear.
Then, unless you're mighty lucky, there will be cuts and bruises
to patch up.
Wise pilots prepare for minor accidents like this by equip-

ping their planes with the J & J Aerokit.
It's a snug, ship-shape outfit that stows away in very little

space. Designed under the supervision of the U. S. Department
of Commerce and approved by it. Meets minimum reauire-
ments for three-place planes.
With this kit, you are equipped to quickly render first

treatment ofwounds. The contents include 16 needed articles
—bandages, aromatic spirits of ammonia, ointment for burns,
etc.—plus a first-aid chart that tells you, graphically, just what
to do, even for major injuries.

Have your airplane supply house show you the Aerokit. Or
mail the coupon with your check for $3—the postman will
deliver the kit to your address.

Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick,

New Jersey

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick, N. J.

I enclose $3 for a J & J Aerokit. Please send

Name

A.D.-7-28

the following address:

Street and No

City '. . State
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Tlhe
COMPLETE
SUPPLY HOUSE

Manufacturing Materials

and
Operating Equipment

Engineering — Inspection — Manufacturing

Johnson Airplane
and Supply Co,, inc.

Dayton, Ohio
Send for our Catalogue

Home Study Courses Primary Advanced
$25 $150 $250

Commercial Transport
$750 $1500

You can begin any time. Write for reservation.

DALLAS AVIATION SCHOOL
Distributors for Lincoln Page in Texas and Oklahoma.

Office at Hangar No. «, Love Field, Dallas, Teias.

SAN ANTONIO AVIATION & MOTOR SCHOOL
Located between the Government'! two largest training schools.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF AVIATION
Practical Science of Aviatioi

free if followed by flying

ten le: This course is

of our schools.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS, INC.
Swallow Distributors for Texas and Mexico

Airplanes, Motors, Parts, Supplies, Wings, Propellers, Etc.

Texas State Bk. Bldg., San Antonio, Tex.
TRADE US

YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT. Used motors, planes and parts accepted »
cash ia purchase of new Swallows, Lincoln Pages or Fairchild Monoplanes.
EQUIP YOUR PLANE, OLD OR NEW, WITH THE NEW VACUUM

SILENCER.
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(Continued from preceding page)

"bang went sixpence" and this so discouraged them that

they went back home with behind them little record of real

gayety. Well, we are disappointed, too. For bang went

Bingham.

Senator Bingham has done little for aviation since he

has been in office. What a chance is that which he has

lost ! Other men have gone to Washington from Con-

necticut's rock-ribbed soil, which used to growl at farmers,

but now purrs under the caoutchouc caresses of countless

automobile tires on every road. The citizens of that great

state which played so large a part in the shaping of Amer-
ica's destiny have other men than Bingham. There is, for

instance, Governor Trumbull ; there is Tilson, majority

leader in the House. They would make good men in the

Senate, and the voters of Connecticut, having watched the

Bingham failure to make good for them, could do much
worse than to select for the desk which he at present oc-

cupies, either of these energetic and high-minded men.

Senator Bingham has not had as an excuse any ignor-

ance as to what American aviation has done, can do and

will accomplish. He is informed, which makes his failure

inexcusable. His mental motor misses, that's the tragic fact.

As far as aviation is concerned Senator Bingham fails

even before he tries the take-off and that means that his

mental, moral and psychological powder's wet in connec-

tion with the whole matter of our national defense. Glance

at the two men, James and Bingham, and burst into tears.

The contrast is too much for ordinary nerves to stand.

Remember those saddest words of tongue or pen. Well,

Bingham might have been, all right ; but Bingham hasn't

been and isn't.

So that's that. Another washout in the Senate chamber.

WHAT a gloomy day this is ! Trying to forget Bing-

ham we pick up some more papers from our desk

which look more interesting than his non-existent record

and find they have to do with that endeavor at constructive

legislation which is documented as H.R. 12814—in other

words, The Furlow Bill. This was the effort of another

worth while man hailing from the West, Furlow of Min-
nesota, and was designed to provide a promotion list that

would remove the officers of the Army Air Corps from the

Single Promotion List.

It was reported favorably by the Sub-Committee in

Charge of Aviation and later by the full Committee. May
7th the House of Representatives did it the signal honor

of passage without one dissenting vote, because the House
Committee on Military Affairs had been conscious for some
years of the personnel situation existing in the Air Corps.

This bill solved it.

In the Senate, though, where Bingham slept profoundly

at the switch, someone evidently determined to keep the

Air Corps on the Single Promotion list with all the other

Army officers and so the entire House Bill was written out,

a substitute being provided which, while pretending other-

wise, really creates a situation worse than the old one for

the Air Corps junior officers.

It is a tricky document, this substitute, full of guile and
cleverly deceptive statements. As a law it would wreck
Air Service morale and treat first lieutenants even worse
than hitherto, though in the past they have been looked

upon, apparently, as flying lepers.

The suggested temporary promotion would spell ruin

to a vital branch of national defense.

The Air Corps promotion muddle has existed eight long

years and putrefaction has set in. This Senate scheme

(maybe we shall some day tell the story of its birth) would
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stimulate decay.

Air Service is a thing apart. Its high death rate makes

it tragically unique ; its tremendous demands on brain and

body suggest the wisdom of getting officers to the rank of

major while they still have something left of youth, the

greater responsibilities thrust on officers make their service

most unusual.

The Furlow Bill, as passed in the House and slaughtered

in the Senate did not offer any special privileges in the way
of promotion to officers of the Air Corps, but recognized

the necessity for a definite number of officers in each grade

and assured that an appropriate rank would balance heavy

responsibilities.

Col. Lindbergh, before the House Committee, March
21, summed up as follows

:

".
. . our air force should constitute a first line of de-

fense, ready to take initiative when danger threatens the na-

tion. No time may be permitted for preparation. Effi-

ciency will be gained by proper peace-time care of per-

sonnel. Expectancy of life for flying officers is far less

than in any other occupation. The rate of attrition is high,

the strain is excessive, the period of greatest flying effi-

ciency is limited, responsibilities of air officers are heavy,

promotion for a large proportion seems to have stagnated.

These observations have led me to believe that the problem

of air officers is special and needs consideration by itself."

But unfortunately it was not the problem, but the bill,

that got the special consideration of the Senate—very spe-

cial—-and it got it where the chicken got the guillotine.

The Furlow Bill had its inception in a desire to cor-

rect injustice and give the flying men a chance by creating

a special promotion list for them. What is the influence

which has so bitterly assailed this obviously right action?

Secretary of War Davis, Assistant Secretary Davison, Gen-

eral Summerall, the Chief of Staff, General Fechet, Chief

of the Air Corps, as well as such world famous fliers as

Lindbergh and all the others are for the original bill. Some-
one will be wrong if this bill is defeated finally or goes

through in an ineffective form. The amended bill is just

another clever stab at the Air Services. It is a verbal

swindle, intended to deceive the people into thinking they

were giving to the fliers that which they desire to give them,

just and generous treatment.

This hocus pocus has not been worked because of pa-

triotic love for Uncle Sam's defenders. It has been a dog
in-the-manger strategem by certain influences which would
not have been benefited by it and were unwilling to see the

men who take far greater chances, endure far greater

strains, are almost sure of shortened lives get their just

dues.

There was a nigger in that woodpile of "full support"

which was supposed to have been back of the Furlow Bill.

It should be the business of the people, and especially of

the newspapers, which must be the people's chief source of

information with regard to Washington and its vagaries,

to find out what the vicious influence has been that has

succeeded in refusing justice to our airmen after the unani-

mous endorsement of the House of Representatives. Who's
lying?

Aero Digest wishes now to go on record as asserting

that if the virtually unamended Furlow Bill does not be-

come a law during the second session of the Seventieth

Congress there will be reason for a careful study of the

Senate Military Affairs Committee and undoubtedly this

study will lead to another place in Washington, where the

Army Air Corps should receive unqualified support in

any move that promises the good that the Furlow Bill

intends.

SQUARE SECTION
TIE RODS FOR
TER]¥AL< AIRCRAFT
BRACING

SQUARE Section Tie Rods
were developed to meet

the need for a light, strong,

easily adjusted internal

wing and fuselage bracing.

Theyarehelpingcommercial
planes to withstand those

strains and stresses to which
they are peculiarly subject.

Write for Ci

The flat faces permit ad-
justment with wrenches at

any point along the length
of the rod.
Your ship will stand up

better—your mechanics do
more work with their time,

if the ships are equipped
internally with Hartshorn
Square Section Tie Rods.
c-ular A
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STEWART HARTSHORN CO.
250 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Here is that aircraft fact

you want!

IF it concerns motors, rigging, trouble-

shooting, instruments, airports, etc., etc.,

you will find it in this practical book — a

sound discussion for students, pilots, me r

chanics, and builders.

New Third Edition

Colvin and Colvin's

AIRCRAFT
HANDBOOK
464 pages, pocket-size, flexible,

152 illustrations, $4.00, postpaid.

THIS new third edition has been brought

fully up to date. It gives complete informa-

tion on the operation and maintenance of the

standard aircraft engines of the day. The
newest development in aircraft instruments, in-

cluding the earth inductor compass, axe given

prominence. Official Air Regulations of the

Department 1 Commerce have been included.

Covers such Topics as:

Adjustment of ailerons; construction of air-

ports; shooting trouble on the Whitney-Wasp
engine; various license requirements; earth ln-

ductor compass; aluminum propellers: engine

Inspection; longitudinal stability; valve timing

on the Wrlght-Hlspano; etc., etc., etc.

McGRAW-HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 SeTenth Avenue, New York.

Send me Colvin and Colvin's AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK, 3d Edition, $4.00, for

10 days' free examination. I agree to return the book, postpaid, in ten days

or to remit for it then.

Signed i

Official Position

Name of Company

(Boobs sent on approval to retail purchasers in U. S. and Canada only.)

i t±r--j
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The "Challenger" Has Found
Its Place

Every pilot who has flown this ship

and every passenger who has ridden in it has ex-

pressed his satisfaction with its remarkable maneu-
verability, the ease with which it is controlled and its

smoothness in flight.

Powered by a Curtiss 0X5 motor, the "Challenger"

has a high speed of 102 m. p. h., a landing speed of

39.8 m. p. h., and a climbing rate of 540 f. p. m.
With a useful load of 811 pounds, its fuel supply

is sufficient for 4 hours of flying.

Such performance has provided the "Challenger"
an established place in commercial aviation. It is

the popular light plane of today.

KREIDER-REISNER AIRCRAFT CO., he.

Hagerstown v^^^^^ Maryland
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THE BIG BALLYHOO
(Continued from page 41)

and its job is to make us want what is good for us. It is like the

burr under the saddle or the spur on the heel, which keeps the horse

moving when he would sooner nibble at the wayside grass. It is by

no means natural, since if we were left to nature we would spend

these summer days sitting under a tree fishing, instead of hustling

much as usual after our hopes, ambitions and good intentions. But it

works all the time with human nature, playing a skillful tune on its

appetites, its curiosity, its hidden possibilities of energy and enter-

prise. And if it quit even for a little we should all tail-spin back into

the Dark Ages and civilization would be washed out in the crash.

The basis of advertising is Psychology, which is a modern device

for determining which way the cat will jump so that the wise man
can be there with a basket when she makes up her mind. They teach

Psychology in the colleges now, where it was first introduced to bring

the number of courses up to an even five hundred but has since pushed

ahead until like the Arab's camel it occupies most of the tent. A
modern student, in fact, would no more think of leaving college with-

out Psychology than he would think of entering it without a vaccina-

tion scar and a sports roadster.

An earnest student of Psychology concerns himself with a vast

assortment of foolish phenomena. He learns the reason why a man
will not sit on a hot stove; why red is not green; why paperhangers

read tabloid newspapers, and how old is Anne. He does queer ex-

periments with guinea-pigs, goldfish, bullfrogs and the college janitor.

In order to study Psychology a frog's leg is hung up and pinched by

the professor or one of the more attractive of the co-eds. If the leg

kicks it is Psychology ; if it doesn't, it is a stale frog.

Some things not yet determined by Psychology are (1) why men

wear red neckties, (2) why beer tastes best out of brown bottles, and

(3) why the Navy Department can't see beyond the end of its nose.

When these are settled, there will be others. But it has nevertheless

found out a great many things about the way the public responds

when it is tickled under the right rib, and these we need in building

business for the airplane. We need, in fact, a national campaign of

expert Ballyhoo, in which everybody concerned takes a share,—the

government, the national organizations, the manufacturers, the op-

erators, and individual enthusiasts like ourselves. And we need it

bad, if we don't want to die of fatty degeneration of our seamless

tubing.

There is a lot of it being done already. Henry Ford,— I suppose

you have heard of him—is putting out a wonderful series of adver-

tisements, not specifically for the Ford plane, but for free air and

freer use of it. They are well worth studying for their keen analysis

of the public problem and their effective educational value. (I'm

afraid this sounds like an ad. for Henry, but we are over in the ad-

vertising pages by now anyway, and maybe he won't mind. And if

it comes to his attention that our Sweet Genevieve is the original

Model X and is on her last fenders and ready to be put out to

pasture for the rest of her days, and he should happen to think some-

thing ought to be done about it in consideration of this unsolicited

tribute,—why, there will be no serious objection from this end of

the transaction.) The venerable and bewiskered Guggenheim

Foundation is doing its best to spend its money for the utmost good

of the cause. The aeronautical magazines are as creditable a perform-

ance as any modern industry can present, even though we resist the

natural temptation to state that Aero Digest is the finest of the lot.

The newspapers,—most of them,—have got over their first suspicions

and their craving for bigger and better accidents, and are circulating

a lot of sound information and inspiration concerning air travel.

Even the colleges and universities have come out of their customary

coma and given space and time to aeronautics.

But there is still one weak link and a big one, in the national cam-

paign for public education. The rank and file of the trade, and

particularly the flying fields, are not yet up to the minute nor up to

their capacities and possibilities in building the business of the air.

Most of them, of course, have had other things on their mind. Most
of them have been properly wary of promising young publicity agents,

who promise plenty and take them across in the same proportion.

Most of them are scared of advertising appropriations which cut

into profits which usually aren't there. Many of them shrink from

advertising which may benefit their competitors as well as themselves.

It's about time for my customary Fourteen Points, which close the

show like the acrobats at the vaudeville and help to clear the hall.

PLANT
ORGANIZATION

CAPITAL

AVAILABLE

TTS7ISH to contact
with source having

control of proven AIR-
PLANE ENGINE, 100

to 200 H.P., with the idea

of taking it over FOR
MANUFACTURE.

Write to box 672

care of Aero Digest
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Aral with your kind permission I'll pass on a few harmless hints for

flying fields, relying on the fact that there are now 1,026 such fields

jn operation, in the country and all of them willing to get something

for nothing, even if it is worth, just about that much. I have had at

least six weeks experience in the publicity business and have also

seen the inside of a newspaper office and called the City Editor by

his first name, so I know as much about it as most of the Public

Relations Counsels. And if you don't believe that, one of them will

soon be nibbling at your bank roll.

1. Advertising, after the first expensive splurge, ought to be

proportioned to income. If you get $3.00 per ride, you ought to be

able to spare 5% of it for advertising. If you can't you are sailing

so close to the wind that you should have your head examined. If

you can, spend it.

2. Get the confidence of the newspaper boys. If you hold out on

them they will do the same on you.

3. When something interesting happens, shoot the news to your

papers. But don't fake it. And go easy on the aerial weddings, the

flying grandmothers and the air shipments of electric stoves. Editors

will always take news, but they take bromides only on the morning

after the Press Club dinner.

4. If you have someone of the staff who can write without splitting

his infinitives all over the shop, offer a weekly column of air news,

local and otherwise, to your best paper. He might even get paid

tobacco money for it.

5. Publicity stunts usually cost more than they are worth. But

if you go in for them, use more imagination and less gasoline. And
don't let a bathing beauty on your field. She will bring a crowd but

she won't make it fly. You're in the flying business,—not the hot

dog profession.

6. Hook up with public events in the neighbourhood, so long as

they don't mean free rides for everybody from the mayor to the dog-

catcher. There's no such thing as a free ride.

7. You can get a crowd by stunt shows, but it won't do you any

good. People stretch their necks at the "intrepid aviator," and are

perfectly satisfied that he shall have the air to himself. But when
they see their own kind climbing in and out of a cockpit and taking

a sensible ride, they begin to think about trying it. That's Psy-

chology. •
,

8. Go easy on advertising in small town papers. Inside of three

;
weeks all your neighbours will know you have a flying field anyway.

And the effectiveness of such advertising decreases as the square of

the distarce from your field But don't be mean about it. News-
papers must live, and it won't hurt you to have a friend at court if

anything unpleasant ever drops on you.

9. Keep your ships clean and your field clean. That sounds obvi-

ous, but I know some awful dirty ones. Keep your customers' cars

out of the mud, and the dust out of their eyes. Otherwise they will

,
go home and cuss you from prop to tail-skid.

10. Take what chances you get to send someone to talk to civic

clubs, luncheons and schools. It's real educational work, it won't

I cost much, and it will get you all sorts of free space in the papers.

11. Have motion pictures made of your field in operation, and

loan them wherever you can.

12. Invite the school kids to visit your field and shops, under

proper supervision. Offer airplane rides as prizes for school work
in physics and such subjects. Remember that the youngsters will be

[your customers in a few short years.

13. Work up a pamphlet describing your field, planes and flying

service, with plenty of pictures. Give one to every passenger, so

that he can take it home and lie about it to his friends and neighbours.

I

That's more Psychology. If you are smart about it you can sell

your cover space to local advertisers, so that it won't cost you any-

thing. That's plain Business.

14. Get a distinctive trademark and use it everywhere. Have it

I !
made up in cuts of one-column and two-column widths for newspaper

work. Smear it all over your planes, hangars and signs. Remember
always that it pays to advertise, but you have got to be snappy about

't.

' Those are my Fourteen Points for Practical Publicity for Flying

Fields. You can make all of them work for you, at less than it will

:ost you to have a press-agent hanging around. There's one weak
pot in them, of course. They relate principally to hop-flying, and you
ind I both know that hop-flying is a racket that won't last forever.

(Continued on next page)
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"SPEED" HOLMAN
PRAISES GORDON AEROTOGS

The Gordon Aerotog trade-
mark assures you of the finest

in aviation clothing. Tailored by experts. Carefully

finished in every detail. Fully guaranteed. Fur lined,

wool lined and all-leather flying suits ; leather blouses

and jackets ; leather or cloth helmets, gloves and mittens.

If your regular dealer cannot supply you, write to us
today.

Gordon and Ferguson, Inc., Saint Paul, Minnesota.

Get this New Catalog
of Aircraft Wire

(Today!

Mail the Coupon
Belden Manufacturing Company
2304-B South Western Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Of course we want your new bulletin which gives the latest data re-

garding shielded wiring for aircraft, aircraft harnesses, cables, and other
valuable wiring information.

Name

Address.
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ATLANTIC AIRWAYS

Distributors for the

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK
Our facilities for student training

in both land and seaplanes are

complete. Only new Eaglerock

planes used. Experienced pilots

as instructors.

Land Field, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Seaplane Base, Westchester

County Park, Rye, New York.

Next time you're in Atlantic City, make it

your business to see our permanent ex-

hibition on the famous Steel Pier.

ATLANTIC AIRWAYS, Inc.
NOW LOCATED IN THE HEART OF NEW YORK CITY

292 Madison Ave. New York City

WE TEACH YOU
EVERYTHING

Flying Instruction on New Production "Bird Wings"

Our instructors all have ten or more years flying experience. You
don't wait on the weather here. We teach every day. We also

teach you to build airplanes, by actually working in our factory.

Air traffic rules and meteorology included in courses. Square

dealing, and safe, efficient training are our paramount considera-

tions. Courses from $200 to $3 SO.

FLY AND OWN A "BIRD WING" PLANE.
Five minutes at the "stick" and you will place your order for

one. Price, OX, $2,79 5.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
Nigbt flying instruction Class AAA lighted airport

(Continued from preceding page)

Do you remember how we once paid two bits to ride around the

block in an automobile ? Well, them days are gone forever, and they

are fading in the flying business. But hop-flying keeps the cash

register ringing while we wait and hunt for bigger and better busi-

ness ; while we wait for the public's perspicacity, to catch up on our

own ; while we wait for commerce to take to its wings. It's coming,

and coming fast, and the plums of the future will fall to those who
are learning now how to catch them.

THE BATTLESHIP BUBBLE
(Continued from page 35)

the Arkansas is only 26,000 tons, that of the battle cruiser Hood is

41,200 tons. I make this explanation because of the generally pre-

vailing impression that the battleship is the most powerful vessel

afloat. That is not always so. A battle cruiser is about 20 per cent,

weaker in gun power and about 30 per cent, weaker in armor than

a battleship of the same size and class. But a 1925 battle cruiser may
be more than twice as powerful as an old battleship of the pre-

Dreadnought class.

But whether I mention battleship or battle cruiser, the general

characteristics of the hull construction—at least so far as resistance

to underwater damage is concerned—are the same in both. Those

characteristics are : an outer steel skin riveted to a framework which

carries an inner skin of about the same thickness—that is, the thick-

ness of a match box
;
many longitudinal and transverse bulkheads

which divide the hull into a series of separate compartments ; and the

bulges, or blisters. The belt of armor, capable of resisting a terrific

impact, forms the upper part only of the outer skin, and goes only a
very few feet 'below the water-line. Keep that fact in mind.

The inner skin and the many compartments need no explanation

other than the plain statement that they are intended to confine under-

water damage to the section damaged. But about the bulge a word
should be said, for it was loudly touted some years ago as a sure cure

for the torpedo danger. As originally designed, the bulge was a

thinner plating built out from the hull of the ship, on both sides, and
formed a series of inner-divided compartments. It was, in effect, a

thin extra side against which a torpedo could explode and thus expend
much of its force before that force struck the real hull of the ship.

Various old battleships were so fitted and later ships have the bulge

built integral with the hull. Naval opinion itself is divided on the

protection afforded by the bulge, but we may accept the bulge as an
added protection. At least it gives more compartments. Though
with a sufficient number of large bombs dropped from the air any
number of compartments may be burst and the ship be sent to the

bottom. In fact, compartments or no compartments, if the initial

damage is sufficiently severe, no further bombardment is required;

the action of the sea, alone, will insure that the craft goes down. This
fact was demonstrated by the German battle cruiser Lutzow, which
received a terrible hammering from the English ships at Jutland. I

quote Wilson

:

"Injuries on or below the water line had filled many of her com-
partments, but at 11 P. M. after the battle there was some hope of

getting her into harbor, when one after another the bulkheads began
to give way under the enormous pressure of the water in her hull.

At midnight the pumps could no longer control the water and keep
it from reaching her dynamos. The water presently reached A turret

and poured through it to the foremost boiler room. An attempt to-

go astern and thus relieve the strain on the bulkheads failed because
the bow sank to a draught of 44 feet and the propellers emerged.
The order therefore was given, 'draw fires' ; four destroyers which
had accompanied her in her last struggles came alongside ; and with
three cheers, in perfect order the ship was abandoned, the wounded
being first removed, and the captain quitting her last when the bridge

was already touching the water."

Battleship exponents lay great stress on the safety afforded by the

double skin and by the bulkheads—none of which are thicker than
the hull plating, which is five-eighths of an inch. Of course they are
a protection. But the fate of the Lutzow, a ship of 26,300 tons, of
modern construction, demonstrates clearly that bulkheads afford n&
certain protection, for if the ship is sunk deeply enough, or is rolling

or pitching in a heavy sea, the pressure of water alone will burst
bulkhead after bulkhead—for they are not braced, as is the side plat-

ing of the ship, by the cross-frames. The Lutzow took in over 8,000'
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tons of water before she sunk. And the damage that sent the Lutzow

to the bottom was considerably less than would be inflicted by our

largest aerial bombs. .

In the bombing of the Ostfriesland General Mitchell mentions

briefly a point that is most important. He states : "That night she

listed so badly that 2,000 tons of water were let in on the other side

to keep her straight up so that she would not roll over." Thus there

were 4,000 tons of water in the ship, and she had sunk to 40 feet.

And that damage had been inflicted by the smaller 'bombs, not the

largest. In other words, if the ship had been in battle, and not merely

lying as a hulk in a sheltered bay, she would have been put out of

action, for, as Sir William J. Berry, K. C. B., Director of Construc-

tion, British Admiralty, states : ''Every working detail in the design

of a warship is designed on the supposition that she will float in an

upright position at suitable trim. Any appreciable heel or departure

from the correct trim immediately introduces difficulties." (The

Lutzow was so out of trim that her bow went down and her propel-

lers emerged, leaving her helpless. Further, torpedo tubes and guns

cannot be worked properly if the ship is heeled over.) Sir William

continues : "The protection provided by vertical armor and thick

decks has its maximum value when the ship is upright. A heel of

quite small extent greatly reduces the protection provided against

gunfire. A heel which lifts the unprotected side of the ship out of

water is clearly an opportunity for the enemy to inflict greater dam-

age." (By tipping the ship so that the thin under-water plating is

exposed to fire.) ''Further, the navigation is adversely affected. It

is more difficult to keep course and speed, and if, in addition, damage

should have been done to the working parts of the ship she gets into

such a condition that the enemy has her more or less at his mercy."

Such a condition was that of the British battleship Irresistible at

the Dardanelles in March, 1915, as reported by Mr. Wilson: "At

3 :14 the Irresistible was seen to be heavily hit and at 4:15 she struck

a mine. Her crew were removed with only 20 men missing or dead,

though before the mine disaster she had been severely hit, and both

her turrets had been put out of action. The Ocean struck a mine and

she too had to be abandoned in a sinking condition. Next morning

both the Ocean and Irresistible had vanished, having been sunk by

Turkish gunfire as they drifted in the Straits."

I quote this to suggest that a battleship need not necessarily be

sent immediately to the bottom by such a weapon as an aircraft bomb
in order to insure its eventual destruction. If sufficient damage can

be done the ship to render it motionless, or at least incapable of escape,

it may be finished off at the leisure of the attackers. If one side or

one end of a ship is damaged by the explosion of a mine or bomb, the

weight of water admitted to that side or end must be counterbalanced

by admitting an equal amount of water to the opposite side or end

—

else the ship is rendered unmanageable. She must be sunk further

in the water, which reduces her speed and buoyancy, and stops her

entirely if the water reaches the fires and engine room; upon which

the undamaged ships in the squadron must slow down to her speed, or

else leave her behind. And the fate of a battleship that falls out of

line and loses the support of the others, in the face of a powerful

enemy, is not long in doubt. From which is it not reasonable to

conclude that it is not even needful to sink a battleship at once in

order to put her out of action and ensure her eventual destruction?

Despite the many compartments, despite the bulges, is it not evident

that a wounded battleship, though she might float indefinitely with

only those initial damages, would, by her very incapacity to keep up

with the fleet, fall an easy prey to the enemy—whether the enemy
happened to be a Turkish gunner on land, as at the Dardanelles, in

1915, or a bomber in an airplane, as in the next war?
In conversations I have had with Navy officers, who, one might

think, would be familiar with the subject, I have been surprised at

the lack of knowledge some of them had of the damage inflicted on

ships' hulls by the explosions of aircraft bombs and torpedoes, which
also may be dropped by airplanes. The idea held by more than one

of them was that a good-sized hole—say a dozen feet in diameter,

at most—was blown in the hull, and that plates were strained, which
caused a compartment or two in the immediate vicinity of the hole to

leak. Such an idea falls far below the truth—so far below that I

am impelled to cite several instances of actual damage to actual

ships, in order to correct this erroneous impression, which possibly is

not confined to Navy officers.

The English battleship Marlborough, which was carefully designed

(Continued on next page)
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to be safe against the explosions of two torpedoes in any position,

was torpedoed on May 31, 1916—and with only one torpedo. She

was struck 18 feet below the water line, and the side was damaged

for a length of 70 feet and a width of 50 feet at the widest part. She

immediately took on a list of 8 degrees and her speed fell to 12 knots,

and later to 8, while her Diesel engine and hydraulic engine rooms

were put out of action, and 2 men were killed. However, with this

damage she was able to make port. But will it be seriously advanced

that she could have survived the effect of two torpedoes, which she

had been designed to withstand?

Mr. Spanner quotes from the Admiralty "Manual of Seamanship"

"The torpedoing of merchantmen in the war resulted in a class of

cases for salvage characterized by enormous damage to the hull, the

holes often being of sitch dimensions as 60 feet by 40 feet." And I

urge the reader to give thought to the fact that the war-head, or ex-

plosive charge, of a propelled torpedo is only 400 lbs., while that of

a large bomb is over half a ton. True, the torpedo explodes directly

against the hull, while the br mb may explode some feet from the hull.

But the effect of an explosion several feet or many feet away from

the hull may be as serious as if the explosion were directly against

the hull ; for water is non-compressible, and therefore transmits the

force of the explosion almost undampened.

This was demonstrated during the bombing tests on the old Ameri-

can battleship Alabama, in 1921. The Alabama was towed into about

35 feet of water near Tangier Sound in Chesapeake Bay, and sunk in

30 seconds by the first 2,000 lb. bomb dropped by Captain Lawson's

Squadron. Six other bombers coming behind Lawson struck her with

their projectiles, and within four minutes she was a tangled mass of

wreckage. Now, for six years the Navy has contended that the

Alabama was sunk by a 2,000 lb. bomb that struck near the main-

mast ; but General William Mitchell contended that she was sunk

by the 2,000 lb. bomb that fell all of 40 feet atvay. For six years the

Navy allowed the Alabama's shattered hall to lie in the bay, although

they knew that it had to be removed eventually. I believe that they

did not want it removed because they did not want the facts revealed

;

for the facts are absolutely damning proof of what terrible damage a

large aerial bomb can do to a battleship's hull.

After more than six years, the Alabama was raised and towed to

Union Yards, Baltimore, to be broken up. General Mitchell's con-

tention was absolutely supported and confirmed by the wrecking

engineers, who found the hole below the water line where the General

said it was

—

a hole 78 feet long by 47 feet wide—and about which

nothing was contained in any publication from the Navy Department

concerning the Alabama.

In order to show from history actual damage and loss inflicted

battleships during warfare, I have been forced to give instances of

damage by shell-fire, torpedo, and mine. That is because aerial

bombs were not used against battleships in action during the last

war ; for at that time efficient bombing planes and efficient large

bombs had not been produced

—

a condition that no longer exists.

But in the space limits of this article f have been concerned solely

with the task of showing the battleship to be the very vulnerable ship

that it is, easily subject to destruction from shells that have only a

fraction of the explosive content of modern aerial bombs. The dam-
age that actually occurred to battleships in the last war, through the

action of shells, is relatively small compared to the damage that will

be inflicted in the next war by huge bombs dropped from the air. I

believe that the battleship will be helpless even to remain afloat

against an efficient air attack ; and I trust that in the brief limits of

this article I have given the reader some idea of what a thin steel

bubble the battleship is, and of how easily it may be punctured and

sent to the bottom of the sea.

Finally, f do not believe that the problems of National Defense are

so complicated that they are beyond the comprehension of the average

tax-payer, whose money to-day is being spent lavishly in the upkeep

of a service that will not—more, that cannot—give him in time of

war the protection that he is paying for in time of peace. But I do

believe that the average tax-payer of these United States should him-

self examine the status of this mainly surface-going Navy, and ex-

amine it in the light of the advances that have been made in aviation.

And he should satisfy himself as to the relative importance of the

airplane and the battleship as fighting craft. For of a surety they

will be opposed to each other in the next war.
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OCKER-MYERS METHOD OF BLIND FLYING
(Continued from page 48)

ulus to the vestibular.

We know that the harmonious actions of the three named
senses give to us perfect equilibrium providing, of course,

that they are all in a healthy condition. Then, by the use

of this "trinity sense" we are able to realize and maintain

position, rate of motion, and to generally fix ourselves with

relation to the earth and material objects. It is also true

that partial equilibrium may exist with all three of them

imperfectly acting. Adjustment to conditions will take

place if but two of them remain to function properly.

Everyone is acquainted with the effect of dizziness ac-

companying the spinning motion of the body. When dizzy

we make an involuntary effort to keep our balance and

this effort is sustained until the dizziness has subsided.

When denied the use of our sight sense under such condi-

tions we fall to the floor or earth irrespective of our con-

scious efforts to do otherwise.

If we are placed in a Jones-Baran chair or upon a stool

that can be revolved about a pivot we find that under blind-

folded conditions we react to the turning and stopping of

the chair in certain definite ways. Under such conditions

our sense of sight has been denied us by means of the

blindfold. Our muscle sense has been greatly impaired

due to the fact that we no longer have contact with terra

firma. We are then depending upon the reactions of the

inner ear alone to maintain our balance.

Strange to say, under such conditions, the vestibular

gives to our brain impresisons that we fail to correctly in-

terpret and we cannot maintain equilibrium. Turned slowly

to the right and stopped : the immediate sensation is that

of turning to the left. Turned slowly to the left and

stopped : the impression is that of turning to the right.

If you are turned right and stopped you receive the sen-

sation of turning left. Then, if the turning be continued

left, until the action of the inner ear is co-incident with

body movement, the sensation that you will be conscious

of is that all body movement has ceased. Further, if the

turning of your body be stopped, or the speed retarded,

there will be an immediate sensation of turning in the oppo-

site direction as well as an added sensation of falling.

When this occurs a true state of vertigo has been pro-

duced. Every .healthy human will, when denied his "sense

of sight" and his "muscle sense" and subjected to vertigo,

receive the above defined impressions.

The sensation of vertigo is always opposite to movement
and the sensation of falling is always opposite to that of

vertigo or in the direction of movement. These facts long

known to the medical profession have not been commonly
understood by the layman.

Through the findings of Captain Myers we have come to

realize that the same conditions govern man's ability to

maintain his equilibrium while in the air as when he is on

the ground, with one exception : he cannot possess a true

"muscle sense" when he removes himself from the environ-

ment responsible for it, that is, Mother Earth.

To maintain his equilibrium when he is in the air every

airman depends upon two of the "trinity senses," namely,

sight and vestibular plus his "seat sense" or the feel of

the ship. Under "blind conditions" he is dependent upon
two alone; his vestibular and his "seat sense" and these are

not, as yet, sufficiently coordinated and trained to meet with

every condition that presents itself.

The Ocker-Myers Method
It is a foregone conclusion then that some other means

must be established which will give the pilot something

(Continued on next page
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natural or artificial by which to check his reactions. In

short, if we can furnish him with an artificial horizon when
he flies through fog he will, when making the proper and

intelligent use of such, be able to go anywhere in safety.

Such an artificial horizon can be created for the pilot today

if he will equip his plane with the instruments necessary

to produce it. The artificial horizon itself must be vis-

ualized. This can be done by correctly reading and in-

terpreting the instruments.

The essential instrument with which to mentally visual-

ize the horizon is the bank and turn indicator, or any in-

strument that will give the pilot the position of his plane

with respect to the horizontal and the perpendicular. The

c;her instruments necessary are the compass, the air speed

indicator and the inclinometer.

Ocker and Myers are the men responsible for the method

to be used by the pilot which will aid him in properly vis-

ualizing the artificial horizon. By the study of "blind fly-

ing" accidents and practical as well as empirical research

they have proved conclusively that their system in opera-

tion will overcome the dangers of present "blind flying."

To express the method in one concrete sentence—the pilot

must, when "flying blind" use his instruments as well as his

acquired flying sense in creating an "artificial horizon"

and he must not fail to remember that he cannot, as yet,

depend upon his natural flying sense alone to guide him.

A great deal of controversy has been created in aviation

circles, especially among pilots, as to the soundness of the

findings of these two men. New methods in any line of

endeavor lead to discussions both pro and con but the

pronounced fact which tends to establish the soundness of

the Ocker-Myers system is—that of approximately fifteen

hundred pilots examined by Captain Myers all were found

to react in the same manner to his tests. These tests are

in substance the same as those above mentioned for main-

taining equilibrium while on the ground. A few of the

pilots examined were inclined to doubt the soundness of the

Ocker-Myers method, claiming that the physical conditions

produced in the test chair did not hold true in the air.

However, they later admitted their error after testing the

method in the air.

A few well known names of men who use the "artificial

horizon" are : Lindbergh, Byrd, Maitland and Hegenberger,

Smith and Bronte, Costes and Lebrix, Wilkins and Eiel-

son and Martin Jensen. There are others too numerous
to mention.

Further weight is given to the soundness of this method
when we learn that the pilots of the west coast airways

are to the last man users of the "artificial horizon." Any-
one familiar with the fog conditions that these men have

to combat during certain months of the year on the west

coast can fully appreciate the significance of this statement.

It is quite evident then that the fliers who have had an

opportunity of testing this method are convinced of its

value as an adjunct to safe flying as well as scheduled flying.

The objections that exist today as to the soundness of

this method can be said to rest upon two things—lack of

proper understanding of the method and a reluctance on

the part of the old flier to accept the new. The existence

of this prejudice and misunderstanding is due, in part,

if not wholly, to the fact that those writers who have at-

tempted to explain the Ocker-Myers method failed to

emphasize the essential feature of it which is that Ocker
and Myers are not attempting to revolutionize present flying

methods by making "instrument fliers" of the existing

stock of pilots today but what they do advocate is that the

pilot must make use of his instruments at all times when
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"flying blind" to obtain the proper interpretation of his

physical reactions and so create for himself an "artificial

horizon." When his bank and turn indicator tells him that

he is turning left he must believe it and not his own feelings

which lead him to believe that he is turning right. Ocker

and Myers further presume that the flier by following this

method will eventually develop a "blind flying" sense of

equilibrium that will be comparable to his present true sense

of balance which functions so dependably under clear

weather conditions. Experience is the essential factor that

determines to what degree of perfection the individual will

develop his senses. Is it not then reasonable to surmise

that it will hold true regarding this new environment man
has created for himself, namely flying?

There are many instances of "blind flying" failures which

could be narrated but one tragic example will suffice. It

is the story of Captain Bill Erwin and his navigator, Alvin

Eichwald. All of us are acquainted with the circumstances

which resulted in the death of these two men but not all

of us realize what Erwin and Eichwald have done to ad-

vance the science of aviation. They unknowingly fur-

nished us with valuable data relative to "blind flying."

Erwin and Eichwald got off to a good start in the Dole

race of last year. A few miles out from the Golden Gate

the Dallas Spirit developed trouble which forced it to re-

turn to the mainland and it dropped out of the race. Later,

this plane started west across the Pacific in search of other

Dole entries known to be lost. Erwin's plane was equipped

with radio. The plane was heard from at regular intervals

up to the time that it crashed into the sea. This crash

occurred at night and in fog six or seven hundred miles

at sea in an area that is known to have turbulent and dis-

turbed air. The last message from Erwin and his navi-

gator were that they had fallen into a tail spin, had righted

their plane, and then the final unfinished message, "We're

in ano. . .
."

Those of us who were listening in on the story of that

flight and are today acquainted with the Ocker-Myers

nethod firmly believe that we know the logical solution of

the cause of the disaster of the Dallas Spirit and her crew.

The first spin was the result of Erwin's failure to interpret

his reactions to a "rudder turn" of the ship. The turn

which started as a result of the action of the disturbed air

on the plane was intensified by Erwin when he, feeling that

he was turning in the opposite direction, kicked on more

rudder. This turn stalled the heavily laden Dallas Spirit

and the result of a "stall" is well known. Upon coming

out of the first tail spin Erwin again received the per-

fectly natural sensation of turning in the opposite direc-

tion and to avoid a second spin he nosed the plane down
and virtually flew it into the Pacific Ocean.

Captains Ocker and Myers have not asserted that the

pilot is likely to find himself landing vertically on a precipice

nor have they been responsible for other wild imaginings

of the human mind such as the statement that the pilot

would not know when he was flying up-side-down in the

fog. They do claim and have proved that a pilot cannot

depend upon his so-called "instinctive flying sense" to

guide him under "blind flying" conditions. Further, their

method is not an addition to air navigation but an aid to

piloting or control of the plane when in the air.

If air transportation is to succeed and supersede the

present methods of fast travel it must adopt some means

of combating the delays due to inclement weather condi-

tions. The planes of the near future must operate with

safety and on schedule if they expect to receive and hold

the patronage of the traveling public.
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Special Distributors: C. C. Ludlo Angele son Aircraft Ltd., Toronto

while preparing for college.

Summer School at Williamstouit, Mass., opens July 6th. Thorough
course in aeronautics and training in flying. Experienced teachers

prepare for all colleges. All sports.

Winter Schools at Pinehurst, N. C, and Williamstown, Mass.,
open Oct. 1st. Fine winter climate. Outdoor sports. Courses in

aeronautics and Business Administration. Junior College courses for

graduates of Preparatory and High Schools. Preparation for college

entrance examinations. Lower School for younger boys. Send for

Booklet.

CAMBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE
and TUTORING SCHOOL

Summer School at Williamstown, Mass.

Winter School at Pinehurst, N. C.

N. Y. Office and Day School at 22 E. 74th St.

the ideal HANGAR for airplanes

NO
COLUMNS

NO
TRUSSES

Arch Roof Construction offers the perfect building for all hangars,
temporary or permanent. It gives perfect light and ventilation
and is the most economical to erect. Spans up to 200 feet and over.

Further information on request. Our service department will
co-operate with engineers, contractors and all others interested.

ARCH ROOF CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
Engineer! and Contractors

104 West 42nd St. New York City

PLYWOOD
FOR

Airplane Construction
U. S. Army and Navy
Specifications GradeA

ANY SIZE UP TO 16' 0" x 6' 4"

NewJerseyVeneer Co.
Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.

Cable Address Veneer, Paterson

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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A COMPLETE AERONAUTICAL LIBRARY
AIR SERVICE

AIR SERVICE, A. E. F. H. A. Toulmin, Jr $6

FIGHTING THE FLYING CIRCUS. Capt. "Eddie"
Rlchenbacker $1.7)

HIGH ADVENTURE. /. N. Hall $2.50

THE LAFAYETTE FLYING CORPS. /. N. Hall and
C. B. Nordboff (in two volumes) $15

NOCTURNE MILITAIRE. Elliott White Spring! $2.50

OUR AIR FORCE. Col. William Mitchell $3

WINGED DEFENSE. Col. William Mitchell $2.50

THE WORLD'S WINGS. W. Jefferson Davis . . .$2.50

AIRSHIPS

AEROSTATICS. B. P. Warner $3.25

AIRSHIP DESIGN. Charles P. Burgess $9

BALLOON AND AIRSHIP GASES. C. deP. Chandler
and W. S. Die*/ $4

FREE AND CAPTIVE BALLOONS. R. H. Upson and
C. deP. Chandler $5

PRESSURE AIRSHIPS. Tioi. L. Blakemore and W.
Walters Pagan $8

THE RIGID AIRSHIP. E. H. Lewitt $1.30

SCIENCE OF FLIGHT AND ITS PRACTICAL AP-
PLICATION. Capt. P. H. Suwsner $4.25

AIRWAYS

AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS. Donald Duke $5

EUROPEAN SKYWAYS. Lowell Thomas $5

HIGHWAYS AND AIRWAYS. Their Relation to Com-
merce and National Defence. W. Jefferson Davls.il

INDIAN AIR WAYS. S. H. Smith (in two volumej) $2

MY FLIGHT TO THE CAPE AND BACK. Alan J.

Cahham $1.50

WITH SEAPLANE AND SLEDGE IN THE ARCTIC.
George Blnney $6

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

CIVIL AVIATION $2.50

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT. Lieut.-Col. Ivo
Edwards and P. Tymms $2.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMICS OF AIR
TRANSPORTATION. T. H. Kenned~ $2

TRANSPORT AVIATION. Archibald Black $3

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION

A B C OF AVIATION. Capt. V. W. Page $1.25

ABC OF FLIGHT. Laurence he Page $1.50

AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK. Pred H. 8 Henry P. Col-
sin $4.00

AIRPLANE DESIGN—AERODYNAMICS. E. P. War.
nor $7.50

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE. /. B. Rathbun $2.50

AEROPLANE STRUCTURES. A. J. S. Pippard and
Capt. L. Pritcbard $7.50

COMPLETE AIRMAN. G. C. Bailey $5

MODERN AIRCRAFT. Major V. W. Page $5

STEEL CONSTRUCTION OF AEROPLANES. H.
Herpes $3.10

ENGINEERING

ELEMENTS OF AEROFOIL AND AIRSCREW THE-
ORY. H. Glauert $5.60

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK. Lionel S.

Marti $«

ENGINES

AEROPLANE ENGINES IN THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE. /. B. Ratbbun $2.50

AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUCTOR. A. L. Dyie. $5.00

AIRCRAFT POWER PLANTS. £. T. Jones, R. Insley.

F. W. Caldwell and R. P. Kohr $4.25

AIRPLANE ENGINE. L. S. Marks $6

AIRPLANE ENGINE ENCYCLOPEDIA. G/e»n D.
Angle $7.50

AUTOMOBILE AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES. A. W.
Judge $8.50

AVIATION CHART. Lt. V. W. Page )0c

AVIATION ENGINES. Lt. V. W. Page $1.25

ENGINE DYNAMICS AND CRANKSHAFT DESIGN.
Glenn D. Angle $4

TESTING OF HIGH SPEED INTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENGINES. A. W. Judge $7.50

GENERAL
AIRCRAFT IN COMMERCE AND WAR. ,. M.

Spaigbt $2.25

AIR FACTS AND PROBLEMS. Lord Thomson . . $2.50

AIRMEN AND AIRCRAFT. H. H. Arnold $3.50

AVIATION MEDICINE. Louis H. Bauer, M.D...$7.50

BEGINNINGS OF ORGANIZED AIR POWER. 7. M.
Spasght $7

BOOK OF THE AEROPLANE. Capt. J. Laurence
Pritcbard $3

ELEMENTARY AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE. /. B.
Hart and W. Laidler $2.50

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE. Mai. V. W.
Page $2

GODS OF YESTERDAY. James Warner Bellab. $2.00

MARVELS OF MODERN MECHANICS. Harold T.
Wilkins $3

PARACHUTE. Ramon Guthrie $2.00

WONDER BOOK OF AIRCRAFT. Horry Golding,
F.R.G.S $2.75

HISTORICAL

AROUND THE WORLD IN TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS.
Linton Wells $3.50

AVIATION IN PEACE AND WAR. Mai. Gen. Sir P.
H. Sykes $3.20

BOYS' BOOK OF AIRMEN. Irving Crumf. $2

BY AIRPLANE TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE. Wal-
ter Mittelboher and Others $4

CONQUERING THE AIR. Archibald Williams.. $2

CONQUEST OF THE AIR. C. L. M. Brown $1

FIRST CROSSING OF THE POLAR SEA. Roald
Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth $5

THE FIRST WORLD FLIGHT. As related to Lowell
Thomas by the flyers themselves $5

GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON GREAT BRITAIN 1914-
1918. Capt. Joseph Morris $4.65

HEROES OF THE AIR. Chelsea Praser $2

HISTORY OF AERONAUTICS. E. C. Vivian and
Lt. Col. Locksvood Marsh $3

INDIA BY AIR. Sir Samuel Hoare $2.50

LAND, SEA AND AIR. Admiral Mark Kerr, R.
*f. $7.50

RECORD FLIGHTS. Clarence D. Cbansberlln. . .$2.50

SKYWARD. Commander Richard E. Byrd $3.50

THE OLD FLYING DAYS. Major C. C. Turner. $7.50

THE RED KNIGHT OF GERMANY. (The itory of
Baron von Richthofen.) Floyd Gibbons $2.50

"WE". Charles A. Lindbergh $2.50

THE ZEPPELINS. Capt. Ernst Lehmann and Howard
Mingos j4

MATERIALS

AIRCRAFT AND AUTOMOBILE MATERIALS OF
CONSTRUCTION. VOL. I. (Ferroni.) A. W.
Judge $7.30

AIRCRAFT STEELS AND MATERIALS $4.40

MANUFACTURE AND USE OF PLYWOOD AND
GLUE. B. C. Boulton $4

METALLURGY OF ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS. Robert J. Anderson $1*

NON-FERROUS AND ORGANIC MATERIALS VOL.
2. A. W. Judge $7.10

METEOROLOGY

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. W. R. Gr<fI.$2.50

A CLOUD ATLAS. Alexander Mc Adit $!.)•

CLOUD STUDIES. A. W. Clayden, N. A 14

MAN AND WEATHER. Alexander McAdle $1

FORCE OF THE WIND. Htrhart Chatliy 11

MILITARY

AIR POWER AND WAR RIGHTS. /. M. Spaight.

$1«.5«

AIR WARFARE. William C. Sherman $4.2$

STRATEGY AND TACTICS OF All. FIGHTING
Major Oliver Stewart $2.2)

MODELS

BOYS' BOOK OF MODEL AEROPLANES. Fraud, A.
Collins u

BEGINNING TO FLY. Merrill Hamburg $2.30

BUILDING AND FLYING MODEL AIRCRAFT. Paul
Edward Garber $2.25

INSTRUMENTS, NAVIGATION

AERIAL NAVIGATION AND METEOROLOGY.
Capt. Lewis A. Yancey $2.5$

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. H. N. Baton and other
specialists |3

AIR NAVIGATION NOTES AND EXAMPLES. Capt.
S. P. Card JJ.7J

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID VELOCITY AND PRES-
SURE. /. R. Pannell |4

PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL HAZE AND ITS EFFECT ON PHOTOG-
RAPHY FROM THE AIR $2.54

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. Lt. Dacha M. Reeue,
A- C „

AIRPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY. H. B. Is,: |4

POEMS

POETRY OF FLIGHT. S. W. Murray $1

SONGS OF THE AIR. Lout, L. da Jean $1.21

WINGED SHIPS. E. D. Booth »1.2J

WINGED TRAILS. Louii De Jamrn «l.)t

PRACTICAL FLYING

AEROBATICS. H. Barber

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS. H. Barber $).5I

THE AIRPLANE. Frederick Bedell «5

MODERN FLIGHT. C/oy<< P. Clevenger II

REGULATIONS

LAW OF AVIATION. Rowland W. Pixel $7.50

LAW OF THE AIR. Carl Tollman* $J

YEAR BOOKS

AERO DIGEST YEAR BOOK. Aero Dtgctt $5

ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT 1927 $12.75

Remit by
P. O. Money
Order or
Check

AERO DIGEST, 220 W. 42nd
St., New York City

All
Book Pricai

Inciode
Poitat*
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WHAT THIS C
PILOT KNOWS y

for—
CHIEF PILOT CLEVENGER, out of the

wealth of his 10 years' flying experience, ex-

plains in simple, interesting language, every

movement of the controls for take-offs, land-

ings, straight flight and aerobatics in his

nationally famous instruction book

—

MODERN FLIGHT "

HERE IS MY DOLLAR
Gentlemen

:

Rush copy of Clevenger's complete flying

Name .

.

Address

Manufacturers of the Eaglerock
Room 403, Alexander Industries Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

STUDENT PILOTS and young
men about to enter the game

can cut down the number of
hours usually necessary before

soloing through the wise in-

vestment of One Dollar.

SAVES YOU $50
when you LEARN TO FLY

The ambition of every flying student

is to be able to handle a ship alone in

the least time possible. Purchase of

Clevenger's "Modern Flight" is a

long step in that direction.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BUY DHRECTORYICS I

$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

AIRPLANES
Send for free illustrations and plans of our

wonderful two-place, companion type, small,
high lift wing monoplane, and information on
bow to build this ship, and be sure it will fly;

also propeller literature.

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE MANUFACTORY
Seal Beach, California

Is* A IRPCaMETSgW I ICE \

Rough Green—Kiln Dried Rough—Air Dried or Fin-
ished to your sizes. Prom i>i shipments in carloads

and less than carloads. We supply many ef the

largest aircraft manufacturers in the United States

and Europe.

J. V. G. POSEY & COMPANY
Public Servioe Bldg. PORTLAND, OREGON

Specialists in Airplane Spruce for Fifteen Tears

RADIATORS MADE, REPAIRED AND RE-CORED

All kinds of Sheet Metal and
Hammersmith work.

Our plant is equipped and run by
expert men.

MARTIN TROOP AUTO RADIATOR CO.
1215 BOULEVARD BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY

AEROTECH, Inc.

Aeronautical Engineering Design,
Stress Analysis, Reports, Appraisals.

Complete Testing Facilities.

Moline, Illinois

Brand New

LIBERTY MOTORS & PARTS
GRANT MARINE MOTOR CO.
5 625 St. Clair Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

ALL STEEL

INDIVIDUAL HANGARS
For Safey and Convenience

The Successful Portable Hangar

L. G. BRIGHTMIRE CO.
Hangar Dept. Indianapolis, Ind.

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
Recent addition to our large stock of standard and
utility aircraft materials and motor parts enable us
to give prompt, efficient service.

Send for 1928 catalogue. No. 6. Special Quotations
on quantity orders.

MONUMENTAL AIRCRAFT, INC.
339 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

MODERNIZE YOUR PLANE!
Satisfied owners in fifteen states have their

JN's, Canucks, and St'ds performing like new
production ships with

AJLCO HIGH LIFT WINGS
Factor of safety, 10

ALLISON AIRPLANE CO.
LAWRENCE KANSAS

MONOID
PARAGON PROPELLER
Distinctly different in construction, proven by every
test to be superior, the Paragon MONOID represents
ft marked advancement In propeller development. It
meets the demand for a propeller of light weight
and maximum efficiency and durability. Write for
literature «nd prices.

PARAGON ENGINEERS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

AVIATION EMBLEMS
JOHNSON CO.
—ORIGINATORS

—

ARMY — NAVY — FLYING SCHOOLS
CLUB EMBLEMS

Write for Catalog "D"
3 52 W. 15th St. "Wing Building" New York, N. Y.

ARROW — SPORT
SEDAN — COUPE — SIX

All new Arrow Models Write for our Catalog*

^CourAdvettisement
on page 71 of this issue

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
754 LEXINGTON AVE.BR00KLYN NEW YORK

A two place cabin ship at $9 85
The ideal plane for club or private owuer. Mono-
plane, 30 ft. span, 5 ft. chord, large control surfaces,
adjustable stabilizer, steel fuselage, split axle land-
ing gear, dual control If wanted. Use any motor of
70 to 130 H.P. Ship, leas motor and Instruments,
$985. With new 110-Anzanl motor {old type), $1800.
Blue prints, showing complete construction details,

$10. A strong, well built, dependable ship. Beauty
and performance.

BARNEY SNYDER "Dependable Aircraft"
3432 University Ave. San Dies*, Oalif.

Black & Bigelow, Inc.
Air Transport Engineers

551 Fifth Avenue, - New York, N. Y.

NEW LIBERTY MOTORS
With all the latest improvements

Can supply from stock

any new "Liberty" parts desired.

Write or wire for prices.

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, INC.
518 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK

BARGAINS: Used wheels, 900 £ 200. rubber
to fit. 750 x 125 aluminum

streamline. $2 per pair. 28 x 3 wheels. $4. Wire
hose clamps, $1,50 per 100. Map cases, wooden, $2;
leather. $2.50. Used Liberty safely belts. $2.50. Hel-
mets from $1.35 to $7.50.
Our stocks are constantly changing and being In-
creased with new material. What do you need? Let
us serve you.
Special buy on OX-5 parts. Write for list bargain
price to you. Everything for the pllnt and his plane.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS. INC.
Texas State Bank Bldg. San Antonio, Texas

Inspection Tests Analyses
Microscopic Examinations

Of all materials for airplane construction Advice en
Specifications—Heat Treatment. All work in charge
of chemists and metallurgists of recognized experience
In automotive engineering and under supervision sf
Government Inspectors if desired.

NEW YORK TESTING LABORATORIES
30 WASHINGTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

L. R. SEIDELL. Mgr. Director
Member Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce

HAROLD A. DANNE
Aircraft Engineering

41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

Telephone: Cortland t 2142

BERLING MAGNETOS
Made by

BERLING MAGNETO CO., Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Parts for all types

BUILDERS OF AIRPORTS
Consultants on Sites, Construction, Maintenance

NED MARTIN COMPANY
310 Everett Bldg. AKRON, OHIO

"An Airport for Every City"

PILOT'S LOG BOOK
SENT FREE ON REQUEST

Address

MILITARY SALES CO.
622 Market St., Phila., Pa.

ARRIGO BALBONI
AIRPLANE SUPPLIES

1543-45 Riverside Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.

Wrecked airplanes bought and Bold. Airplanes and
motor parts of all makes. Slightly used Jennies
for sale.

If it Is anything connected with war-time airplanes.
I HAVE IT.

BARGAINS :
0X5 parta

'
oon

- ,s"""""m**^^ * valves. 15c; crankshafts.
$12: AC spark plugs, 15o; Berkshire magnetos, $13;
Dixie magnetos. 83-S5 for OXX6. $16; Berllng mag-
netos for Curtiss V2's, $25; Pyrene firo extinguishers
not charged. $2.50; charged, $5; 26 x 4 wheels,
$8.50; Curiss V2 motors, K-D. $150; OX5 propel-
lers, $18.
Also many Liberty, Hispano and 0X5 motor part*
Write for list

CHARLES J. LACKEY
P. 0. BOX 29 POTTSTOWN, PA.

CYLINDERS
Brand Slightly

New OX 5 Used
$22.50 $16.00

Guaranteed Perfect
F. C. TANK, Box 301, Rhinelander. Wis.

BARGAINS
White, soft. Gabardine, unlined summer helmets,
$2.00—One half doz., each. $1.50—Soft brown lamb-
skin, sueilliie lined helmets. $3.00—One half dozen
each, $2.25—Protex curved lense goggles. $5.50.

0X5 MOTORS 4 PARTS
(ORDER TQDAY)

JOSTES AIRCRAFT SUPPLY CO.
4672 ST. LOUIS AVE. ST. LOUIS. MO.

WIND CONES
Standard regulation size, complete and ready

to hang, $6.00 each.
25 ft. heavy rubber EXTENSION CORDS,

complete with reflector, lamp guard and ar-
mored plug, $2.25 each.

GEORGE F. KELLY AIRCRAFT CO.
5953 Washington Blvd. Dept. A Chicago, I1L

GENUINE LINEN AIRPLANE COVERS
Full Set, .IN. $100; Canuck. $105; Standard Jl. $110.

JN-CAN. S.J.I
Fuselage ...$14.00 $14.00
Aileron,
each ...4.00-3.00 5.00

V. Fin 1.75 1.75
Turtle back 1.75 1.75
Hor. Stabil'r 7.00 7.00

JN-CAN. 8.J.1
Center section $3.00 $8.00
Rudder 4.00 4.00
Elevator, ea.. 3.50 3.50

Upper wing.. 16.00 II.

M

Lower wing.. 15. 00 16.
EVERYTHING FOR AIRCRAFT. Wanted: Used
OX5's and air-cooled aircraft engines and parts.

OSTERGAARD AIRCRAFT WORKS
4303 N. Narramnsett Chicago. Illlnrh

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



BUYERS' DIRECTORY
$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance E

STRESS ANALYSIS
AIRCRAFT DESIGN

AIRPORT CONSULTANTS
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGH L. THOMPSON CO.
1306 Waldheim Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE COMPANY
"Masters of the Air"
Largest airplane supply house

in the West
WRITE OR WIRE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS
3 50 Washington Blvd. Venice, Calif.

AIRCRAFT PARTS
Made to Your Blue Print and Specifications

TANKS AND COWLS—PROPELLER AND WHEEL
STREAMLINE

—S PINNING S

—

RUNNING, LANDING AND FIELD LIGHTS

The National Marine Lamp Company
AIRCRAFT DIVISION

Forestville Connecticut

AS TRAVEL AIR DISTRIBUTORS FOR IOWA
We are offering a $250 complete flying course free
to all purchasers. Easy flying characteristics are
but one of the many reasons why wise commercial
pilots are changing from so called cheaper ships to
Travel Airs. Let us demonstrate the superior Quali-
ties of the Travel Air Line.

GERBRACHT AERONAUTIC CORPORATION
AMES IOWA

PHENIX NITRATE CLEAR DOPE
at $1.30 per gal. in your own 50 gaL steel tfruma.
$1.40 per gal. in 50 gaL wood barrels. $1.40 per
gaL In 30 gaL wood barrels. $1.60 per gal ln
i gaL boxed cans.
WOOD JBAKRELS AND CANS INCLUDED AND

NOT RETURNABLE.
Immediate shipment f. o. b. factory.

All fresh made from new and high grade materials.

No war stock or reworked materials.

PhenU Aircraft Products Co., Wiilia msville, N. Y.

BUILD YOUR OWN
SMALL ONE-PLACE MONOPLANE

24-ft. span, 18 ft. over-all length. Powered with
Lawrance 2-cylinder or other similar motor.
Send for blueprints and dope-sheet explaining aero-
nautical fundamentals, all for 50c. Ask for free
information about this ship.

SAN DIEGO AIRPLANE CO.
Builders of Silver Hawk Monoplanes

Sales Office Factory
209 Bancroft Bldg., 49S9 Vista Place,
San Diego, Calif. San Diego, Calif.

MOTOR BARGAINS
18 H.P. twin motors, $35; 23 H.P., 4 cylinder mo-
tors, $100; 25 H.P. 3 cylinder radial motors, $125;
4 cylinder, 36 H.P. Storms Conversion motors (as
used in Whizbang Monoplanes)

, $150. All motors
have propellers. Motorcycle propellers, $7; Hubs, $7.
Complete Whizbang Monoplanes, $800. Fine for
sport Easy to land.

STORMS AVIATION CO. Asheville, N. C.

BARGAINS, NEW INSTRUMENTS & MOTORS
Altimeters, new, small dial, very neat, accurate, de-
pendable to 20,000 ft. , $6.00—Tachometers, luminous
dial, Jaeger, new, with 8-foot shaft and adopters,
yery accurate, suitable for OX5 or any standard U. 8.

engines, $9.00—Air speeds, Sperry, new and complete,
58.50—Compasses: Creigh, Osborn or Sperry, mag-
netic, new, $7.50—Motors: Anzani, Hispanos, Liberties,

Kenan ts, Le Rhones, Clerget, etc. Also Quantity «f

spexe parts for above motors.

CIE INTERNATIONALE AERONAUTIQUE
4003 Roland Avenue Baltimore. Maryland

SPRUCE
SELECTED CLEAR AIRPLANE STOCK

ALL SIZES FOR QUICK SHIPMENT FROM OUR
CHICAGO YARD

PIKE-DIAL LUMBER CO.
Plwie: Canal 0049 2251 So. Leomis, Chioasa

FLYING SCHOOL
CALIFORNIA

Pacific
Technical ® University
SAN DieeO'rni „» cA^SPor Tnr. ^CALIFORNIA

Offers Home Study courses

in Aeronautical Engineering.

LEARN TO FLY IN
San DiegO—Air Capital of the West

RYANS^SCHOOL
San Diego, CaliEorn

ADVANCE TRAINING
IN LATE TYPE SHIPS

WE PREPARE FOR ALL GOVT. LICENSES.
190th and Main Streets

Los Angeles, Calif.

Mailing Address
RL No. 2 Box 205-A Gardena, Cal.

San Mateo San Francisco

Established f
F t-V I

"SPEED" JOHNSON'S
FLYING SCHOOL

GEORGIA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

GEORGIA, Inc.

10-HOTJB FLYING COURSE, conducted at Candler

Field, Atlanta, Ga_, a 4-way flying field. All-year-

round school employing modern flying equipment ln-

oludlng Pitoairn Orowlngs. No liability bond re-

quired. , , ,,
"Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

ILLINOIS

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL of AVIATION
HINCKLEY, ILLINOIS

50 miles West Herman J. Neubauer, M.D.
•f Chicago Executor

Learn to fly at our up-to-date school of ariatloEL.

Tultion $200, or $20 by the hour, payable ln advance.
Expert instructors, excellent accommodation. New
snips for training. Distributers «f the Air King.
The King of the Air, $2395. FOB, Lomax, Illinois.

New and used ships for sale.

Midwest Airways Corporation
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

One of the oldest schools in Illinois.

Complete flying course on new WACO planes.

Write for booklet
WACO DISTRIBUTORS for ILLINOIS and IOWA

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS"

LEARN TO FLY, with men who know "AVIATION".
We qualify you for Gov. License. No bond for sole.

Our course Includes working ln our shop where you
get actual experience ln repairing, rebuilding airplanes
and motors. Send for free booklet.

"The WHY'S WHERE'S HOW'S ef LEARNING
AVIATION". Start nsw.

DEPT. A. 406 WASHINGTON ST.
GARY, INDIANA

INDIANA
Learn to fly at the Cross Roads of the Natien with
Instructors who have had 12 years' experience teaching

HOOSIER AIRPORT
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Flying before the war and still at it.

MASSACHUSETTS

MASSACHUSETTS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
New England Distributors

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK BIPLANES
RYAN MONOPLANES

First class flying and mechanical school.
Dealers and students wanted in every city

in New England
OFFICE: 1597 MAIN ST., SUITE 303

SPRINGFIELD. MASS
Flying Fields: AGAWAM CENTER. MASS.

W EST Fi ELD. MASS.

MICHIGAN

DAVIS 8b FELIX AIRWAYS
at BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

FLYING SCHOOL
AIRPLANE TAXI

Students Thoroughly Trained at Nominal
Cost. Write for Full Information.

MISSOURI

Kansas City Flying School
—New 1928 Ships—Master Instructors—

10-hour Course complete $200
15-hour Course complete $275

50-hsur Course, complete in every detail, $600
Both courses include Solo—Cross Country—Spins and
emergency landings. Advanced course in Stunt Work,
1250. We qualify you for Government License.
INDIVIDUAL Instruction. Write for FREE outline

of the courses.

617 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN SCHOOL OF
AVIATION

Expert and complete instruction in flying, mechanics,
meteorology, rigging, etc.—$250 for ten hour ground
and flying course—$600 for flfty hour course. We
qualify you for TJ. S. Gov't license. No bond for solo.

LEARN WHERE LINDBERGH TRAINED
Write for catalog

2419 South Street Lincoln, Neb.

LEARN TO FLY
We own our field—New production Eaglerocka used
exclusively—Transport pilotB to instruct you—$250
for ground and flying course. Additional solo hours
at reasonable cost. No bond required Write for
details.

STEELE AIRLINES INC.
717 Union State Bank Bldg. Omaha, Neb.

NEW JERSEY

LEARN TO FLY
PIONEER AIRCRAFT SCHOOL

East Paterson, N. J.

Full 10-hour course, in- Ten-hour solo course
eluding solo and advance which qualifies you for
flying instruction. government license, at

small additional cost.
Office and Shop: 515 Main Street
One hour from Broadway, N. T.

LODI, N. J. Phone: Hackensack 8525

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FLYING CH
5 $7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

NEW JERSEY OHIO TENNESSEE

LEARN TO FLY IN JERSEY
Full 10-hour course including solo and complete

grnund school. Also advanced course in acrobatic and
cross country flying.

Experienced army instructors. Captain Paul Micelli

and Lieutenant William Grey In charge. Lodging
free to students. Write for particulars to:

CHARLES E RAMSGATE
New Jersey—New York Air Transport. Inc.

P 0. B. SEAGIRT, NEW JERSEY

North Jersey Flying Club
Learn to Fly by the Club Method

New Eaglerock planes. Thorough ground course.

Field 45 mhiutes from N. T. City. Low membership

114-48th Street Union City, N. J.

NEW YORK

CURTISS FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Clinton Road Garden City, N. Y.

In 1927 this Company flew more than 365,000

miles, carried 10,700 passengers, and graduated

224 flying students.

Air fleet of sixteen planes; equipment and per-

sonnel licensed by Department of Commerce.

Write for Flying School booklet.

LEARN TO FLY BY FLYING
Real Engineering and practical training In designing,
construction, operation; actual work In building new
planes, repairing, overhauling, testing on all types of

engines. Earn whiAe learning. 15 minutes from Broadway.

We prepare for Government Examination

225 West 57th St. at Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Mondell Engineering Institute

1440 Broadway- New York City

CIVIL ENGINEER teaches privately Arithme-
tic, Algebra, Geometry Trigonometry Calculus,
Physics, Mechanics ; Draughting* Airplane,
Architectural Mechanical Structural Surveying,
Prepares Army, Navy, Aviation examinations.
Tel. Penn. 3017.

Learn to Fly by Flying
at Merrick Airport

We teach you the right way ; new system of instruc-
tion. Pilots wanted; positions waiting. Don't delay

—

start today.
For Information and appointment, call

Garden City 4360

NEW YORK AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

Curtiss Field, Garden City Long Island, N. Y.

LEARN TO FLY
Lessons $30 an hour. ..using new Stearman and
Travel Air Biplanes—Passenger Hops, $5.
Photographic Work, Surveys, Taxi Service, Map Work,
Hangar Space Available.

BARRETT AIRWAYS INC.
Bedford Road (Route 22)
ARMONK, NEW YORK

Tel. Pleasantville 12S-J and 67-F-}

"In The Heart of Westchester County* 1

Manufacturing and Design Course

$200
and

50 HOURS FLYING
earned in factory

HOGAN-MOYER AIRCRAFT CORP.
1812 Park St. Syracuse, N. Y.

NORTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

NORTH CAROLINA, Inc.
10-HOtTR FLYING COURSE, conduct*! at toe
Greensboro Municipal Airport, Friendship, N. C, *
4 way flying field operated by thbj company. All-
year-round school employing modern flying equipment
Including Pltcalrn Growings. No liability bond re-
quire! Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

AIRMAIL CONTRACTORS
Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio

The school with country-wide reputation.

Complete courses, fine ground school, one full

hour of solo. Our graduates really fly.

TAIBCIIUD^iSSSO^—Distributors-

Learn Flying Right
America's Largest Strictly Cemmerclal Organisation

High Class
Individual Instruction without Rest riot I one

Write for further particular!

JOHNSON'S FLYING SERVICE, INC.
DAYTON—OHIO

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
Read "Beginner's Luck", a home study course ef

Instruction written by Lt H. W. Johnston, instructor

with three armies and the Air Mall. Fully coiers

the basic principles of elementary flying;, belled down
so that anyone can understand lt. Other chapters

cover Interesting; air experiences, opportunities, nomen-
clature, cost and length of time required for

training", etc.

Address: H. W. Johnston, City Bldg., Fremont, 0.
Send tnly $1 .00 fer espy.

LEARN TO FLY
Ravenrock Airport Portsmouth, Ohio
Competent instructors with long experience. Flying
instruction under supervision of "Pat" Love, veteran
flier.

Up-to-date "Waco" and "American Moth" planes.

No liability bond required. Complete course of flying

and ground school, $200.

PORTSMOUTH AERO CORPORATION

PENNSYLVANIA

LUDINGTON PHILADELPHIA
FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Operators of Philadelphia Airport
FAIRCHILD Distributors WACO

Most completely equipped alrpert In Penna.
All Services

Best and quickest repair facilities la Bsst
CITY OFFICE — 816 Atlantic Bid*;., Phila.

PHILADELPHIA AIRCRAFT CO.
Gives the most complete and elaborate course

in aviation, at cost and terms unheard of. Ad-
vertising and passenger carrying. Fast cross-
country transportation at a moment's notice.

Write for particulars.

Flying Field
Doylestown, Pa.

PITCAIRN AVIATION
of PENNSYLVANIA, Inc.

10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, 4-way flying Held, at
Willow Grove. Pa., the largest In the East, In midst
of Ideal flying country. AU-year-round achooi Mod-
ern flying equipment. Including Pitcalra Orowings.
Reasonable board and lodging near field. No lia-

bility bond required. Write for illustrated booklet.
LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

AMERICAN EAGLE AIRPORT
SHARON, PA.

Distributor Northwestern Pennsylvania

AMERICAN EAGLE PLANES
(IMMEDIATE DELIVERY)

Complete Student Training Course
Air Work Ground School

Class Room Work

SOUTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

SOUTH CAROLINA, Inc.
10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conducted at the Bpar-
lanburg Municipal Airport, Spartanburg, 8. C. , 4-way
flying field operated by thla company. All-year-roand
school employing modern flying equipment, Including
nualrn Orowlngs. Ne liability band required.

Write fer details.
LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

MID-SOUTH AIRWAYS
Incorporated

Distributors for Complete
WACO Airplanes Aerial Service

Field miles north of Memphis

CAPT. V. C. OMLIE, General Mgr.

P. O. Box 3055 Crosstown Sea., MEMPHIS, TENN.
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST FLYING SCHOOL

Houston Aeronautical Service
SOLO course, including ground work. $130.

Cross country trips, emergency landings and
advance course in stunt work, $250. No classes

—all individual instruction. Ideal flying weather
the year round.

Write for free outline of our courtet.

810 Fannin Street, Houston. Texas

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

VIRGINIA, Inc.
10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conducted st Richmond's
Municipal Airport, Fort Lee, Vs. ; a 4-way *yiag
field operated by this company. A11-year-round soasal
employing modem flying equipment including Plteairn
Orowlngs. No liability bond required.

Write for details.
LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

WASHINGTON

MAMER FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Spokane Airport Spokane, Washington
We offer you the beat in flying training. Press tea
to 200 hours. Ships available for solo flying. TV*
most able instructors. The finest flyiag field ia the
country. Rates very reasonable.

Agents for Buhl and Waco Airplanes.

WYOMING

CASPER cobporapcw WYOMING
By arrangement with Aviation Institute of U, 8. A,,
we use Lieut. Hinton's course of instruction.
Complete course In primary flight training—$300.
Advanced training—50 hr. solo and cross-country,
leading to commercial pilot licenses, $750.
Combined course—$900.

LEARN TO FLY :it
c\\TV"rL^

Commercial Aviation School. Write for catalog**.
Distributors for Swallow Airplanes

ELLIOT AIR SERVICE LTD.
HAMILTON, ONT„ CAN.

Flying School

OPERATORS
Prospective students who mean
business are readers of

Madura
There are many of them in your
territory. Give them a chance to

find your school.

Advertise here. It pays in new and
increased business.

Rate—$7.50 per insertion
All advertisements are limited to
one inch in depth and one column
wide, and are payable in advance.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
"The Clearing House of the Aircraft Industry"

Rite 10c per word; $2.50 minimum. Payable in advance. Replies addressed to Box Numbers forwarded promptly.

AVAILABLE NOW: Valuable subdealer territory for Lincoln Page Air-
planees in New York State and New Jersey. Prompt deliveries with new
OX-S motors. FLYING SERVICE, INC., 27 Montrose Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

FOR SALE: One Waco 10 airplane with 0X5 motor, m first class condition.
Box 670, AERO DIGEST.

SUPPLY AND MATERIAL OFFICER, 3 years Army, 2 years Veterans
Bureau experience—procure store, issue supplies, equipment, negotiate con-
tracts, manage air port anywhere—at once. Furnish bond. WILBUR L.
SMITH, Capt Quartermaster Reserve Corps, 103 THE ONTARIO, Washing-
ton, D. C.

AMATEUR PLANE BUILDERS—Design your own sportplane. My booklet
and charts tell you how. Covers balance, stability, controlability, etc. Send
25c coin. Donald Smith, 1249 Loma Vista, Long Beach, Calif.

SITUATION WANTED: Aircraft engineer, experienced designer (age 30),

available August. Wide knowledge (pilot, designer, technician), many types.
Open to negotiate for responsible post offering scope for creative and executive
anility. F.iigHwIi University and aeronautical prize man. Box 669, Aero Digest.

WACO 9 wings and ailerons. Custom built with steel spar ends required by
Department of Commerce, 18 inch walk on lower wings. Special Waco repair
rib easy to install over top of spars. All wing repair parts in stock. Prices on
request. Ludmgton Philadelphia Flying Service, Philadelphia Airport, Phila-
delphia, Pa. •

BIPLANE WANTED. Cash for a bargain at once. State make, year, condi-
tion ana price. Address GLEN WOOD, 818 Park Avenue, Utica, N. Y.

FOR SALE: Ryan Ml Monoplane, enclosed. Powered with 230 Salmson
water-cooled motor. Has had 110 hours in the air. Price $7,900. BUTTE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, 2428 South Montana St., Butte, Montana.

RENAULT 12 cylinder, 400 horsepower, complete, good—$125. Fiat 300,

Zenith carburetor; needs some repairs; good, $150. Two Aeromarine flying

boats. PARISH BOAT COMPANY, Dayton, Ky.

FOR SALE: HS-2L flying boat in first class condition. Liberty motor in-

stalled with all latest improvements. EDWIN MUSICK, Pan American
Airways, Inc. Key West, Fla.

WIND CONE ASSEMBLY, complete, $7.50; OX5 spark plugs, 20c; jet

wrenches, 25c; used Hisso propellers, $20; JN-DH axles, $3.75; $100 Thompson
parachute, $51; dope, $1.60; thinner, $1.60; tape, 3c yard; long needles, 25c; rib

cord, $3 a ball. (See Buyers' Directory adv.) OSTERGAARD AIRCRAFT,
Dunning P. O., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Liberty motor; excellent condition. Has had no time since

last overhaul. COLONIAL AIR TRANSPORT, INC., 270 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

WANTED: Position with flying school, airline or airport. Experienced
aero-motor instructor and mechanic, observer, parachutist, ground staff duties.

Ex-R-A.F. aircraftsman. Age 29. Box 671, AERO DIGEST.

HIGH TYPE, practical aviator desires connection anywhere in this country
or preferably South America. Age twenty-eight years, licensed transport pilot

with complete knowledge of mechanical end. Nine years' experience with flying

boats and land craft. If you need a flier who knows his business, address
Box 667, AERO DIGEST.

SWALLOW, 3 place commercial, 1927, with OX-5 motor. Motor has 50 hours.

Ship in first class condition, equipped with dual control, DH wheels (disk),

booster magneto. A real buy for $2,450. C. DESCOMB, 14 Lisbon St., Hartford,

Conn.

1 AM SEEKING a position with some aircraft company. I am 26 years old,

handy around airplanes, have had 10 hours in the air and am inclined to be a

good pilot. If you consider these qualifications of any value, will you com-
municate with JOSEPH LUSARETA, 165 - 3rd Street, San Francisco, Calif.

WANTED: Used motors, also ship with or without motor. Will trade 1926

Chandler coach, A-l running condition, with 5 good tires or pay cash.

JOE RUCVENEY, 568 Hudson St., Hartford, Conn.

JUST OUT—Booklet and blue prints on design, construction and operation
of small sport planes, includes lessons in flying, all for $1.00. Chas. E. RusselL
545 Stadium Drive, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

FOR SALE: One new Cirrus, 4 cylinder, air-cooled motor. Cost $2000. Will
sell for $1200. We can't use it, now that we have adopted the Velie motor.
ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY, Gary, Ind.

YOUNG MAN, 20, small experience and anxious to learn, wants position
with aircraft company. Can furnish good references. Box 666, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: Used American Eagle Airplane with OX5 motor. Excellent
condition. Price, $1908; less motor, $1500. AMERICAN EAGLE AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION, Kansas City, Mo.

YOUNG MAN, 20, no experience, but anxious to learn, wishes position
around airport. POST OFFICE BOX 493, Palestine, Texas.

WANTED: Used OX-5 motors or parts. Also OX-5 crank cases and OXX-6
crank cases. Box 632, AERO DIGEST.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write ADAM
FISHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 563 Enright Street, St. Louis, Mo.

PARACHUTES, new and used, for ships of all types, rope ladders for stunt
men, etc Specify weight. Established 1903. THOMPSON BROS. BALLOON
CO., Aurora, ID.

WANTED: Experienced boat and seaplane pilots — steady work. ATLANTIC
AIRWAYS, 292 Madison Avenue, New York City.

FLYING BOAT—new five-place, all metal, flying boat for sale; high lift

wings, Wright J5 motor, metal propeller, latest improvements, best performing
machine of its type in America. Immediate delivery. D. G. VAN DE WATER,
30 W. 44th Street, New York City.

WANTED: Rotary 80 Army plane. Prefer Standard ME-1 or TMS4E. Box
673, AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: Position for young man who intends to study aeronautical
engineering in the Fall. Wishes to learn something of industry before he
makes a definite decision. Box 668, AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: 0X5 motors, complete or incomplete, and any parts for same,
also few new parts, wheels, etc. State condition and best cash price. R.
JOSTES, 1744 N. Euclid, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED: Low priced, 2 cylinder Lawrence, 28 h.p. engine in running
condition, preferably with propeller. Box 674, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: OXX-6 Standard, excellent condition, just overhauled, good
training plane or to get time with. Never cracked up. Price Fifteen Hundred
dollars for quick sale. AL STRIEGEL, P. O. Box 1002, Joliet, III.

FOR SALE: Two 9 cylinder, Ryan-Siemens engines, at a very substantial
discount. One engine has Robert Bosch starter. Engines used in experimental
ship. Box 675, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: New Longren biplane, Anzani 6 radial motor, $1200. Also new,
4 cyl., 50 H.P., water cooled Aviation engine. Weight, 160 Lbs.; $500. D. F.
MILLER, 1270 Vine St., Denver, Colo.

FOR SALE: L-6 motor in good shape. Had about eighteen hours in air.

Price, $250 cost. DAVIS MOTOR SALES, 600 Madison Street, Oak Park, I1L

OFFER AT GREAT DISCOUNT, brand new, complete, air-cooled 5 cylinder

motor; Department of Commerce accepted type, immediate delivery. Box 676,

AERO DIGEST.

WANTED: Strong, easily handled airplane; new or little used. Dual-control,

low gasoline consumption. Send offers to Box 677, AERO DIGEST.

142 replies to this classified advertisement

i
FOR SALE: Lincoln sport airplane powered with 28 h.p. motor. Plane and

motor both brand new. First $400 takes it. Write Box 659, AERO DIGEST

which ran in the June issue

This classified section is the market place of the air-

craft industry. Aircraft, engines, parts, positions

wanted, men wanted, etc., are all successfully adver-

tised here at a low cost.

THE MAGAZINE OF THE AIR

Rate, 10c per word; $2.50 minimum.
Payable in advance.
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j^V TOT only is Bohn the largest maker of babbitt

lined bearings in the world, but in addition

their bearing experts are looked upon as authorities

throughout the aircraft industry.

Bohn Ring True Bearings are standard on every

recognized American aircraft motor.

BOHN ALUMINUM & BRASS CORPORATION
Detroit, Michigan

Also manufacturers of Nelson Bohnalite Pistons

and Bohnalite Castings
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•jf At the crvss roads of commerce — The Battery, New York City

,

jf In the ivilds of Canada—timber prospecting in a de luxe manner •

•fa First to reach the disabled Bremen—a Fairchild Cabin Monoplane

BUILT
for rugged service

everywhere ....
North, South, East and West . . .

Fairchild Cabin Monoplanes are

flying over the inaccessible cor-

ners of the earth, in daily service

to mankind . . . for pleasure, for

sport, for business.

Over the unknown regions of

New Guinea, exploring the hab-

itat of the pygmy race . . . over the

rice fields and pagodas of Japan,

mapping bays and inlets . . . over

the pampas and mountain peaks
of South America, charting new
aerial routes . . . over the banana
groves and sugar cane fields of

Cuba and the West Indies, in-

specting crops . . . over the lakes

and forests and rivers of Canada,
carrying mail, express and pas-

sengers . . . over towns and cities,

harbors and hills, in every state

from Maine to California— re-

gardless ofweather conditions, to-

pography and season—Fairchild

Monoplanes are fulfilling their

appointed tasks.

If you are contemplating the pur-

chase of an airplane . . . your first

'plane or an addition to your
present fleet . . . ask any one of the

leading aviators of today what
'plane is built for rugged service

everywhere . . . for all purposes.

Invariably you will be told —
the Fairchild Cabin Monoplane,
built by the Fairchild Airplane

Manufacturing Corporation, 270

West 38th Street, New York City.

SUBSIDIARYOFFAIRCHILD A VIATION CORP.

FAIRCHILD

•fc Carrying the news far and nide throughout the Middle West

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Robertson
pulls Chicago
closer to St{puis

millips
Aviation

The Robertson Aircraft Corporation, one of Col.
Lindbergh's backers in his memorable flight to Paris,
was the first air mail contractor to carry mail be-
tween Chicago and St. Louis. It is now approaching

"its tenth year of aerial activity—has expanded
its service to include passenger and express cargoes
to all points and has operated its air mail route
for almost two years with a 97% record.

"Phillips Aviation" is the fuel selected and used by
this well known corporation in the daily flights of its

ships from Chicago to St. Louis—a stable 100%
natural gasoline made expressly for aviation use.

Now available at Chicago, Iowa City, Des Moines, Omaha,
North Platte, Cheyenne, Rock Springs, Salt Lake,
Wichita, Bartlesville, Amarillo and other Air Ports.

Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

NATURAL GASOLINE FOR CONTROLLED VOLATILITY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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. . .is in knowing

first hand . . .

Captain A. Raymond Brooks, who
is in charge of the experimental

flying of the Bell Telephone Lab-

oratories, has had an extremely ac-

tive and distinguished career in

aviation. Captain Brooks was
officially credited with the destruc-

tion in combat of six enemy 'planes

during the World War.

The opinion of one qualified by ex-

tensive experience in aviation to

pass judgment on the performance

of an aircraft engine is both in-

structive and valuable. Before you

buy an airplane, consider carefully

the power unit — if it be a low-

powered commercial, pleasure or

weight-carrying 'plane, realize that

proof of Fairchild Caminez^ per-

formance is in knowing first hand.

For Caminez particulars, write the

Fairchild CaminezEngine Corpora-

tion,Farmingdale,LongIsland,N.Y.

SUBSIDIARY OF FAIRCHILD AVIATION CORP.

Proofof

Performance
HADLEY AIRPORT
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.

May 26, 1928.

Major Talbot 0. Freeman, Vice-President,
Fairchild Caminez Engine Corporation,
Farmingdale, Long Island, N. Y.

Dear Sir:
Your claim of 40% increase in climb as a result

of half-speed propeller efficiency seems absolutely
justified.

Through the kindness of Leslie Cooper and "Dan"
Beard at Curtiss Field, I recently had the opportunity
of flying a stock "Cam" Engine Travel Air 'plane for an
hour and a quarter, every minute of which 1 enjoyed
thoroughly. With proper installation your Caminez en-
gine surely gives a smooth, constant flow of power with
as little vibration as any engine I have ever flown.

The take-off was remarkably quick and gave me the
impression that the 'plane was in flight after a 100 ft.
run. The climb to 2000 feet which followed was at a
very rapid rate due to the high propeller efficiency.
The engine revolutions were then tried from 800 to 1100
in dives, slips and climbs, and the continued smooth-
ness of all engine speeds was apparent.

At 850 r.p.m. the air speed indicator registered
75-80 miles per hour in level flight. This low r.p.m.
coupled with a stated gas consumption of 7 1/4 to 7 1/2
gallons per hour is a combination to be desired and is
one reason, I presume, for the phenomenal demand for
Fairchild Caminez Engines.

Sincerely yours,

a. 'tut/$1l-oh-

S< U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE APPROVED TYPE CERTIFICATE No. 1

CAMINEZ
ENGINES

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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cihe Southern Cross
lands victoriously in Australia on Silvertowns

ONCE AGAIN Silvertowns have crossed

the sea!

From the Golden Gate of California to the
shores of Australia—seventy-three hundred
miles away—the Southern Cross winged its

way to magnificent victory . . . and with the
plane went Silvertowns.

A glorious flight ... of hazardous take-offs

... of landings filled with the dangers of un-
familiar and restricted places . . . sixteen
thousand pounds of plane and load. .

.

From Oakland Airport . . . nearly a mile of
bounding jolts and constant strain ... up at

last and away. . .

Safe at Hawaii . . . after 2,400 miles of open

sea . . . then off through a half mile of yield-

ing sand ... to Barking Sand Field . . . Silver-

towns never faltering. . .

On and on and on ... to Suva, a dot upon
the mighty ocean . . . three thousand miles

away ... a landing there on an improvised

field. . .

Then to Sydney, by thrilling hops.

Conquest . . . glory . . . achievement . . . for

those four intrepid flyers . . . for their super

plane, Fokker built . . . the Southern Cross. .

.

And for Silvertowns ... fit companions
wherever unfailing dependability and en-

durance are required on plane or motor car.

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company Est. i8?o Akron, Ohio
Pacific-Goodrich Rubber Co., Los Angeles, Calif. In Canada: Canadian-Goodrich Rubber Co., Kitchener, Onl.

oodrich
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Ca pta i n

KINGSFORD SMITH
Pilot of the

Southern Cros,
fVrifes . .

.
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We congratulate Captain C. T. Kingsford-Smith, and also Captain

Charles T. P. Ulm, Relief Pilot, Lieut.-Com. H. W. Lyon, Navigator,

and James W.Warner, Radio Operator, upon their daring, courage and
ability. Their magnificent achievement will ever be remembered.

RubberJz%irblanes
--

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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estnui vsmitiCORPORATION
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES

SEARCH
AND YE
SHALL
FIND

\\X

The new company will be under the direction of the

officers of Chestnut & Smith Corporation, and will

have its head office in Tulsa, Oklahoma, with a plant

at Westwego, Louisiana (on tide water), fully

equipped for the manufacturing and storing of

Naturaline, the super aviation motor fuel. The
Naturaline Company will have as its purpose the sale

of Naturaline (both domestic and export) but is or-

ganized for further research and development of the

fuel problems of aviation.

The above group of natural gasoline manufacturers

have generously pooled their research and develop-

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Anncimit
Naiuraline Company

1 C A

ment activities in this one company dedicated to the

purpose of keeping fuel efficiency apace with the

rapid stride that aviation is making. It has become a

matter of increasing importance to flying that the

maximum values of gasoline be released for greater

efficiency and more economical service than hereto-

fore. Naturaline has thus far measured up to the

highest expectations of experts and users, but the

Naturaline Company, through its research depart-

ment, will continue to work on any and every prob-

lem of fueling that the future may develop.

Nauraline is made from natural gasoline. It is a

non-corrosive, even-burning, quick-starting avia-

tion motor fuel one-half pound per gallon lighter

than U. S. domestic grade aviation gasoline. It

will now be sold under The Naturaline Company

of America.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Proven by a million and a

half miles of air-mail service

Over a million and a half miles of successful

flying on daily schedule with the transconti-

nental air mail from San Francisco to Chicago,

and return . . . under the most exacting airline

conditions in America ... is Boeing perform-

ance, of which we are justly proud.

With this enviable record behind the design

pictured above, we offer it to the airline operator

thoroughly and completely tested for depend-

able service.

Boeing Airplane Co.
Seattle, Washington

kM ail by Air and Speed it T h e r o
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Bridgeville, Pa.
March 24th, 1928.

Kendall Refining Co.,
Bradford, Penna.

I returned yesterday from San Diego with the new RYAN
and was very much pleased with the action of same. I flew the
entire distance with perfect ease feeling my motor was in perfect
action with Kendall "G" Oil.

It is the best oil I have ever used. I started out
through the desert and the temperature was so hot it seemed to me

that it would boil eggs. The temperature was always in the
neighborhood of 110 degrees.

My oil pressure dropped back about three pounds and it

never reached over 140 degrees Fahrenheit. I used considerably
less Kendall Oil than any other make I have used in like trip.

It is indeed with pleasure that I recommend Kendall "G"

for use in Whirlwind Motors.
•• Yours very truly,

MAYER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

AC.K.NTS FOH

7 ^vJGthr\JU^>-

(j MANAGER & CHIEF PILOT.
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I'oirsJiosl Oil

IN
torrid climates Kendall Penzbest

Oil is proving its superlative ability

to resist heat and wear. Read the let-

ter. It tells a story of performance that is

typical.

Why is Kendall Penzbest slow to break-

down under heat? Because it is derived
from 100% Bradford grade of Pennsyl-
vania crude, the world's finest grade. Be-

cause every particle of wax, which thins

out quickly at high temperatures, has
been extracted; because no acid is intro-

duced during its refinement and purifi-

cation ; because it contains no impurities

to weaken its body or hasten carboniza-

tion.

That is why Kendall Penzbest stands

up, in summer and in winter. That is

also why it is a waste of good oil to drain
Kendall Penzbest as often as you do other
oils. Pilots using Kendall Penzbest ac-

custom themselves to prolong the drain-

ing interval, often to an average of 30
hours.

Try Kendall Penzbest on your next
flight. Your engine will perform better

regardless of the weather. You will check
all risk of trouble due to inferior lubri-

cation. Starting will be easier, compres-
sion improved, power increased. If you
would like to know the "hows" and
"whys" .... let us send you a copy of
Ground Flying on the Subject ofLubri-

cation. Address Aviation Division,

Kendall Refining Company, Brad-
ford, Pa.

We will exhibit at the

Aeronautical Exposition,

Los Angeles, Sept. 8 to 16

KENDALL PENZBEST
MOTOR OIL

IOCS BRADFORD GRADE OF PENNSYLVANIA CRUDE

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CURTISS LEADERSHIP
'"PHROUGHOUT the world, the Curtiss system

of group engineering ..and modern method of pro-

duction is known for its accomplishments. One has

but to mention the leading service types of military

aircraft in our own Services to measure the degree of

its success.

Airplanes
The Curtiss Hawk, a single-seat fighter and advanced

training plane, and its sister-ship, the Sea Hawk, for

Naval carrier services;

The Curtiss Falcon, two-place observation and attack

ship, used by the Air Corps, U. S. Marines and the

National Guard;

The Condor, latest type of Air Corps bomber with

its great performance, now under construction for

the U. S. Air Corps;

The Fledgling, the result of design competition

throughout the industry, selected for primary and

advanced training by the U. S. Navy.

The D-12, standard high-performance engine of the

services;

The Curtiss "Conqueror", 600 H.P. direct drive and

geared

;

The Curtiss "Chieftain", latest air-cooled 600 H.P.

motor, now in production.

Curtiss, with its background of more than twenty

years of engineering and manufacturing experience,

is now directing its interest to the commercial field.

New types of planes, large and small, new types of

engines, both water-cooled and air-cooled, are being

produced, under the same group engineering system

that has been responsible for Curtiss Leadership in

military aviation.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE AND MOTOR CO., Inc.
Offices: Clinton Road, Garden City, N. Y. Factories: Garden City and Buffalo, N. Y.

Visit our exhibit at the National Air Races at Los Angeles in September.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Co., inc.

USE NICKEL ALLOY STEEL FOR VITAL PARTS

OF CURTISS D-12 ENGINES

NICKEL ALLOY
STEEL PARTS OF
CURTISS D-12

ENGINE

Crankshaft

Connecting Rods

Connecting Rod Bolts

Camshaft Driveshaft

Magneto Driveshafts

Pumps Driveshaft

Oil Pump Shafts

Water Pump Shaft

Vertical Driveshaft

Pistons

Gears

Nuts

Thrust Bearing

Locknut

Studs

Piston Pins

Wrist Pins

Bolts

Propeller Hub

isit our Booth No. S7-D
the Canadian Steel (3

mer Show, Toronto, Ont.,
ptember 4tb to 7th, 192S

THE First Pursuit Group, U. S. Army Corps,
equipped with Curtiss "Hawks", powered by

Curtiss D-12 Engines, is the crack Pursuit Group
of the U. S. Army Air Corps. Nineteen of these

pursuit planes recently made a flight from
Selfridge Field, Detroit, to Kelly Field, Texas

—

1,400 miles in approximately 13 hours. They
flew on schedule in perfect formation in poor
weather, without a single mechanical breakdown
in any motor.

In all Curtiss D-12 Aircraft Engines, vital parts

are made of Nickel Alloy Steel. This instance of
Nickel Steel performance is typical of awiderange
of other industrial applications where the supe-

rior qualities of these Alloys have established

many records for ut-

most dependability.

Information re-

garding these uses of
Nickel Alloys will be
gladly furnished by
our staff of engineers.

435 H. P. Curtiss

D-12 Airplane Engine

FOR ALLOY STEEL

ThisforgedNickel
Alloy Sieel crank-
shaft, used in
Curtiss D-12 en-
gine, iveighs 61
lbs. and transmits
435 H.P., slightly
over 7 H. P. per

lb. of vueight.

/
fJ^KE[VTHE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY (INC.), 6 7 WALL STREET, NEW Y O R K. N. Y-/fl,CKE|\
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HANDLEY - PAGE Slotted Wings
by special arrangement

The famous AVIAN
made promptly available

to American fliers by
AIR ASSOCIATES, Inc.

I
Flown by Bert Hinkler in 16 days 11

from England to Australia ]]

The Up-To-Date Sport Plane

THE AVRO CIRRUS-AVIAN has been The power plant in the Avian is the Mark II

designed to meet the requirements of utmost Cirrus 80 h.p. aircooled. four cylinders in line,

safety in flying. Its unusually fine flying qualities aircraft engine. Specifications and performances
are supplemented by the Handley-Page Slotted are as follows:
wing which accomplishes the following: „ r . •

,° Wing span 28 feet

Practically eliminates possibility of involuntary Width wings folded 954 feet

spinning. Height 8 54 feet
r s Length 24 feet

Permits stalled turns without spinning. Weight light 875 pounds.

Weight fully loaded 1,450 pounds
Enables regain of flying speed after stall with Maximum speed 102 miles per hour

less loss of altitude than usual. Cruising speed 85 miles per hour
Landing speed 40 miles per hour

Materially improves aileron control. Rate of climb 650 feet per minute

r-v , ,. Cruising range 5 hours or 430 miles
Decreases landing speed. Gas consumption 20 miles per gallon

Fully equipped, Flyaway Curtiss Field, L. I., at two weeks' notice.

AIR ASSOCIATES, INC.

535 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Distributors for Eastern United States

-ROE & COMPANY, LTD., MANCHESTER, ENG.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MEYROWITZ LUXOR GOGGLES

VENTILATION INLETS
IN METAL FRAMES

MEYROWITZ LUXOR GOGGLE
U.S. Air Service Model No.6

Price $10.75 in Aluminum Pocket Case

The most scientific eye protection
ever developed for aviators

For years . . . ever since goggles were used for eye protection in
the wind stream of fast travel, Meyrowitz has been developing and
improving the goggles which bear the famous Luxor trademark.
From the early days of motorcycle and automobile racing up to the
present day of unbelievable speed on the ground, over the water
or in the air, the requirements of complete eye protection with
perfect vision and thorough comfort have been met in the continu-
ous improvements made in Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles.

Today in the field of aviation Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles stand pre-
eminent in the choice of aviators who demand the best in equip-
ment. Every single facter of perfect performance has been con-
sidered in their design. The precision of the highest grade optical
goods goes into their manufacture. No more care is used in build-
ing a high powered microscope. The knowledge gained through
years of experience devoted to the improvement, correction and
safety of the human eye guides every development.

LENS
CLAMP

More aviators fly

with them than any
other goggle made.

If you have any difficulty in getting genuine

Meyrowitz Luxor Goggles write us direct.

They are on sale at airports, sporting goods

and optical stores, aircraft dealers and flying

schools.

U. S. Air Service No. 6

(Illustrated)
With white cylindrical bent lenses. $10.75
With tinted cylindrical bent lenses. 12.75

With white hand ground meniscus
lenses 15.00

With tinted hand ground meniscus
lenses 16.50

U. S. Air Service No. 7

With clutch type bridge and
double lip cushions

With white cylindrical bent lenses. 13.75

With tinted cylindrical bent lenses. 15.75
With white hand ground meniscus

lenses : 18.00

With tinted hand ground meniscus
lenses 19.50

With white hand ground cylindrical
lenses U. S. Army specification

No. 3024 20.00

Regular Model 6
With white cylindrical bent lenses. 9.75

Luxor Model 5
With white cylindrical bent lenses. 7.50

TINTED LENSES
Amber, euphos (green) or smoke

tinted lenses, also special lenses ac-
curately ground to prescription can
be fitted in any model.

Minneapolis

INCORPORATED

d
Established 1S75

Associated Companies

5 20 Fifth Ave., Dept. A, New York

Send for New 192 8

Catalog

St. Paul Detroit London Paris
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D O U G L
FIRST AROUND THE WORLD

A fierce storm is raging in the moun-

tains between Los Angeles and Salt Lake

City

—

and the air mail must go through I

HIGH in the heavens, on a job where duty

permits no turning back, the pilot sure of

himself and certain of his steed, hurls his swift

courier of the mails into the teeth of the storm's

terrific headwinds with full confidence in his

ship's ability to deliver the mail safely at its

destination. His plane was built by Douglas!

Before this situation arose, Douglas won the

plane's battle against nature's whiplash fury. In

the Douglas shops a master craftsman, possessed

of a keen eye and a steady hand played a needle-

pointed blue flame over the fusilage clusters

welding them into one solid piece, granting

superior stamina.

In that weld, important as it is, yet a detail in

the plane's construction, lies the symbol of the

Douglas organization. Not only is it the ma-
terial expression of Douglas' determination to

overcome nature's resistance, but it is typical of
the spirit of co-operation permeating the entire

institution welding its personnel into one com-
plete unit with but a single objective—to serve

faithfully, and thus build well. Esprit de corps
stresses again the fact, Douglasmeans Dependability.

THE DOUGLAS COMPANY
Santa *SMonica Ca lifornio-)
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THE accompanying chart

visualizes the constant

growth of airplane production

. . . and the present approxi-

mate rate of manufacture
(planes per 12-month period)

... as indicated by the cur-

rent delivery schedule of Con-
solidated Instruments.

Consolidated Instruments, sin-

gly or in sets, are used on
approximately 98% of the

commercial airplanes manu-
factured in the United States.

10,000

9,6oo
9.2OO
8.8OO
8.400

a.ooo
7.6OO
7.2OO
6.8 OO
6,400
6.000
5.6 OO
5.200

48OO
AAOO
4.000

3.6 OO
3.2OO
2,8OO
2.400

2.000

1,6OO
1.200

800
•400

1925

| 1 1 !

'

CONSOLIDATED
Barometer of Commercial

Airplane Production

:

/ y

/

1926 1927 ("

-T19281-

New/ Air Speed Indicator

with Bakelite Molded Case

TYPE F Star

Pathfinder
compass, flush

mounting, with
easily accessible

compensating unit.

CONSOLIDATED
INSTRUMENTS

Altimeters

Ammeters
Tachometers

Oil Pressure Gauges
Compasses

Temperature Gauges
Air Speed Indicators

Instrument Panels

Gasoline Gauges

Air Pressure Gauge
Fuel Strainers

Inclinometers

Clocks

Navigation Lights

Landing Lights

Dash Lights

/T-'HE new Consolidated

X air speed indicator is the

first instrument equipped
with the light-weight, non-

corrosive case of Bakelite ma-
terial. It was developed for

the U. S. Navy Air Service

and is now available for use

on commercial planes. The
dial of this new instrument

has a diameter of only 2%
inches . . . designed for

use on congested instrument

boards or where instruments

must be installed within

limited vision. It incorporates

the same movement as the

larger type.

Consolidated Air Speed Indicator

with Bakelite Molded Case

CONSOLIDATED
Instrument Company

of America, Inc.

CONSOLIDATED air-

craft instrument

panel Type A, indirectly-

illuminated.

41 East 42nd St., New York

Western Representative—M. E. Hulse, 5391 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.
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Write for "Specifications for Aircraft Fininhii

third edition, revised and enlarged.

"In service over Ihree years and the Berryloid finish looks almost
as good as the day it was completed." These words, written by
Walter H. Beech, president of the Travel Air Manufacturing

Company, briefly express the most important feature of Berryloid and all

other products manufactured by Berry Brothers.

Reliable and sturdy the ship and finish that withstand 1750 hours
of flying under all conditions. Berry Brothers' experts will be glad to

cooperate with manufacturers in providing their airplanes with finishes

equally durable.

Progressive Aircraft Finishes carried in stock for immediate shipment by

CENTRAL WALL PAPER & PAINT CO., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

JOHNSON AIRPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO
NICHOLAS-BEAZLEY AIRPLANE CO., INC., MARSHALL, MISSOURI

RERRY BROTHERC
MbJ Varnishes Enamels and Lacquers %J
Detroit, Michigan 1858—70th Anniversary—1928 IValkerville, Out

Member Aero-
nautical Cham-
ber ofCommerce

Manufacturer
of Progressive
Aircraft Finishes
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TO the casual air-jaunter,

the chap who hits the

skyways only now and then,

a regular flying suit may
seem a bit unnecessary.

For Spalding offers an outfit to take its place.

A comfortable, convenient outfit that's easy

to wear—easy to park—and easy to look at.

First, a trim, good-looking jacket of sheep-

skin leather, satine-lined, and with wool-knit

collar, and sleeve cuffs. Only $15-00. Others

as low as $10.00.

Second, a Spalding Skeleton Helmet. Light,

comfortable, with puffs stitched in the ear-

pieces to deaden engine
roar. $3.00.

Third, a pair of Resistal

goggles—good, sturdy, effi-

cient goggles that permit you

to see all there is to be seen.

These goggles are $3-50.

And there's your outfit for your occasional

summer flight. Only $21.50 all told. All put on

in a jiffy— off in a jiffy— and conveniently

chucked in a small handbag.

Spalding has, of course, a complete line of

aviation equipment. Write us for a catalog.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, and Wright & Ditson, Special

Distributors, 344 Washington Street, Boston.

DO YOU KNOW

—

that Lieuts. Maitland and Hegenberger ruore Spalding equipment on the first

U. S. to Haivaii flight? 1928, A. G. S. & B.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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T
The SIKORSKY S-3 8, eleven place

cabin AMPHIBIAN FLYING BOAT
has, in the hands of the U. S. Navy pilots,

proved that land plane performance and

ease of handling may be secured in an air-

plane which is at the same time a rough

water seaplane.

The following performances have been

achieved with full normal useful load of

3 300 lbs.:

Highspeed 128 m.p.h.

Climb first minute 940 ft.

Take-off on land 9 seconds

Take-off on water 14 seconds

Service ceiling . .20,100 ft.

Flies on one engine without losing alti-

tude, with full normal useful load.

;ky Manufacturing
:, Long Is!
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cWe have

LETTERS
Irom

all parts
of the
country
To Flying Schools
Avail yourself of the opportunity to

teach the best pilots' course known.
Obtain the services of the highly
trained Rankin business and sales

forces backed by intensive national

advertising campaigns. Enjoy great-

ly increased ' enrollments without
adding to your present staff or
equipment. Make your school the

finest in your territory. Write now
to the Rankin School of Flying, Port-

land, Oregon, for complete details.

©Rankin Aircraft Corp

RANKIN SYSTEM
OF FLYING

INSTRUCTION

TNQUIRIES concerning the Rankin
* System of Flying Instruction are
pouring in from all corners of the United
States. Following the announcement
that this famous pilots' course is open
to responsible schools, prospective
students and operators of flying schools
everywhere are demanding the estab-

lishment of the franchise in their re-

spective communities.

Schools teaching the Rankin method
are increasing in number day by day.
Students learning to fly the Rankin
way outnumber those of any other sys-

tem. The demand for Rankin-trained
pilots far exceeds the supply.

Developed and copyrighted by the
famous Rankin School of Flying at

Portland, Oregon, this pilots' course is

cited by international authorities as the
finest known. If you are about to learn

to fly, insist on Rankin training.

Mail the coupon below today and let us
tell you how you may Learn to Fly the
Rankin Way no matter where you live.

Rankin School of Flying

Rankin Airport, Portland, Oregon

Tell me how to Learn to Fly the Rankin Way in

my own locality.

AD3

Name-

City—

Address^

State

Name of nearest flying schooL

Address.

City _State_

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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MA6NALITE
and

WRIGHT
SINCE 1919

"It gives us great pleasure

to tell you what excellent

results we have had with
Magnalite. We have used
pistons of this metal for a

number of years on various
motors, and have found that
it had every quality neces-
sary for a good piston, hav-
ing the proper degree of

hardness and a very dense
structure without any por-
osity whatever.
So far as our experience

goes, it is the best metal for

pistons which we have ever
used."

(Signed)
Chas. L. Lawrance

Pres. Lawrance Aero Engine
Corp.,

New York City.
Feb. 20, 1919.

Magnalite Alnminum Alloy Heat Treated Castings

furnished by Walker M. Levett Company are used

in the Wright Whirlwind and Cyclone engines.

The following is a partial list of engine parts made of Magnalite:

Fuel Pumps
Oil Pumps
Cam Hubs
Rocker Boxes

Oil Sumps
Pistons

Air Cleaners
Manifolds

Push Rod Housing Clamps
Wrist Pin Plugs
Machine Gun Mounts
Magneto Brackets

MAQNALITE has given over 15 years of

constant service to the aircraft industry*

WALKER M. LEVETT CO.
The Pioneer Aluminum Alloy

Piston Manufacturer

415-421 East 23RD STREET NEW YORK CITY
Established 1904

DETROIT CLEVELAND BUFFALO CHICAGO
Francis Palms National Prudential 565 W. Washington

Bldg. Bldg. Bldg. Blvd.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Announcing

An Important Change
in Distributor Policy

F-17 "Sportsman"

'3-place Open Sport

and Commercial Plane

A typical highest-quality Inter-

national ship. Roomy, upholstered

passenger cockp : - will accommodate
two or three people. This Interna-

tional model has consistently out-

performed all other ships in its

competitive class. Approved by Air
Commerce Department, Certificate

35. Equipped with choice of OX-5,
OXX-6, Wright, Hisso, or other

standard motors. Immediate de-

livery with OX-5 or OXX-6.

F-18 "Air Coach"

6-place Enclosed

Cabin Cruiser.

One of the most completely
equipped cabin-type planes in the

air. Heated, ventilated and richly

appointed passenger cabin seats

five adults with day baggage in

Pullman comfort. Open 2-place pilot

cockpit accommodates extra pas-

senger. Full pay load, 1,000 lbs.

Designed for any 180 to 300 h.p.

motor. Either single or dual pilot

control.

Built to a Standard-

not to a Price

A new departure in airplane selling that

offers much more desirable franchises to large

distributors—and highly profitable sales agen-

cies to field operators, flying instructors, etc.

AS the result of an extensive survey of present selling methods in

the industry, International announces an entirely new sales policy
of great interest to distributors and dealers, and to many who

formerly could not enter the lucrative airplane sales field, such as field

operators, flying instructors, etc.

The new International policy is embraced in a very complete plan that
includes restricted territories and greater concentration of effort. It

opens to small operators an opportunity for entry into the sales field

with a minimum of capital. It opens to the entire airplane selling in-

dustry opportunities for greater profits and greater return from capital

and sales efforts.

International planes are well and favorably known the country over.
Their high quality construction, their unparalleled performance, their

beauty, have made International ships a dependable source of profit and
good will to those dealers now holding the International franchise.
International offers a complete line of sport, commercial and cabin
planes, spread over a wide price range. Production on the most
popular F-17 Sportsman model has been increased to the point where
immediate delivery can be made with new OX-5 or OXX-6 motors. This
model is also offered equipped with Wright Whirlwind motor.

To all distributors and dealers, to all those interested in distributing

and selling airplanes either on a large or small scale, International

will be glad to unfold the details of this new sales plan. A postcard or

letter will bring interesting information.

The International Aircraft Corporation
formerly of Long Beach, California

CINCINNATI, OHIO

INTERNATIONAL
xyltrcraft

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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RELIABILITY
Years of efficient performance and unfailing

service are necessary to substantiate any
claim for reliability* Just such a record has

been established by B. B. T. Floodlighting.

It covers a period unequaled by any other

system of airport illumination. The effici-

ency of B. B. T. Airport Floodlighting is

likewise unequaled by any other method.

Consider FIRST the proven performance of

the floodlighting to be installed. It must have
a record of reliability in actual service before

it can be accepted as successful, safe or
satisfactory.

More airports use B. B. T. Floodlighting

than all other systems combined. The U.S.
Government has adopted the B.B.T. method
as standard. This preference for B. B. T. is

conclusive evidence of its efficiency, econ-
omy and reliability.

Airport lighting catalog

gladly mailed on request.

»n ofAmerica

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TIRE SERVICE FOR THE TOURISTS

Mutual Aircraft Corp. entry, carrying Goodyear Service man on National Air Tour

GOODYEAR Service rides

with the fleet on the Fourth

National Air Tour. From Detroit

to the Coast and back again, every

pilot will know that close at hand

is a Goodyear man, riding in the

Ryan Brougham entered by the

Mutual Aircraft Corporation

—

plane No. 16 piloted by Vance

Breese—ready to render all pos-

sible help.

Goodyear Branches, and Depots,

all along the route, will cooperate

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, INC., AKRON, OHIO

with the Goodyear representative

to insure every ship in the tour the

help of the world's greatest rubber

company in keeping schedule.

Just another example of how
Goodyear places its resources at

the call of aviation. Manufacturers

of airplanes, operators of air lines,

and owners of private planes, will

find Goodyear always ready to help.

Goodyear makes tires and every-

thing in rubber, for airplanes.

Write for information.

GOO D
Copyright 1928, by The Goodyear Tire & Buhber Co., Inc.

AIRPLANE TIRES

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST



SPREADING
YOUR COSTS THIN

Did you read the bulletin issued by the Aeronautics

Branch of the Department of Commerce, dated April

30th, discussing airway operation costs? There's

much food for thought in it.

For example, two operators of single-engined, five-

passenger planes nearly agree on costs, one giving a

figure of 84 cents per plane mile, the other 87 cents.

These show a cost per mile per passenger of about

17 cents, which the passenger must pay, of course.

The high cost, to the passenger, of flying from

here to there is one of the chief reasons more people

do not fly. Bringing down the cost is one of the

quickest ways to increase business. There's no room
for doubt about that.

Granting that eyen perfect management can't

bring plane-mile costs down, there still is a way to

bring down the cost to the passenger. And that's by

spreading the cost over more people.

The same government bulletin gives a cost of

$1.18 per mile for tri-motored planes. Higher than

single-engined, naturally. But the Ford tri-motored

transport spreads the cost over twelve passengers,

bringing the charge on each individual down to 9.8

cents per mile. Quite a reduction ! About double

railroad fare plus Pullman. And more than twice

the speed

!

Charges like that will fill your planes. Think it

over. Small ships may be holding your transport

service back because your service must be limited to

those who can pay extravagant fares. Every cent-

per-mile you can cut your charges makes more cus-

tomers for you.

We'll be glad to tell you anything we can about

the cost of operating Ford tri-motored, all-metal

transports. Write to

The Stout Metal Airplane Company
Division of

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Dearborn, Michigan

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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DEPENDABLE AIR TRANSPORT
IS WITH US RIGHT NOW

THIS country's air transport, of

which the air mail operations

are the keystone, is not a thing

of tomorrow, but of today. It is the

new tool American business is capital-

izing on in its ceaseless fight against

time and space.

The casual observer who views air transport as a spec-

tacular, once-in-awhile mode of transportation just on its

way to its destiny as an everyday, practical system of

transportation, will open his eyes if he will only survey

what air transportation is actually doing noiv. Today
there are approximately 34 mail, passenger and express

routes either in operation or scheduled for operation over'

approximately 14,500 miles of airways with a daily mile-

age of approximately 32,000 miles. In 1927 the air trans-

port operators flew approximately 6 million miles, an in-

crease of 1,700,000 over 1926. This record is a tribute

to the Government Bureaus, the companies and the in-

dividuals active in developing commercial aviation.

How does this growth compare with that in other coun-

tries? These figures tell the story.

Airplane miles flown in transport operations on regular

schedule in the United States and other countries in 1927

:

United States ...6,000,000 France' 3,500,000

Germany 5,500,000 British Empire . .2,000,000

This record is outstanding because this country's splen-

did network of air mail and transport lines are operating

without subsidy from the central government. France, in

192S. allowed 218,174.140 francs for civil aviation of

which 115,000.000 francs is for premiums and subsidies.

Germany, in the present fiscal year, is appropriating 19,-

750,000 marks for air transport subsidies. The British

Government is liberal in appropriations to subsidize air

and transport lines. In the past seven years the govern-

ment spent 1,382.780 pounds in certain direct aids to

operating companies. In recent years the British Gov-

ernment has
-
paid one company 137.000 pounds annually

as a direct subsidy for operating between Great Britain

and the Continent. This company receives another sub-

sidy for its services between England and Egypt. From
1928 to 1934 this company will receive a subsidy graduated

down from its present grant. Airplane clubs in England

can obtain grants for organization and maintenance, when
they meet certain requirements. Other foreign govern-

ments have definite policies of subsidy.

Our Federal Government, which pioneered this coun-

try's present organized commercial aviation system when

the Post Office Department started the first air mail route

between Xew York and Washington in 1918, has elimi-

nated itself from operation of routes. Future development

promises to develop from private enterprises working in

harmony with the many branches of the Government now
aiding aviation. The Federal Government is committed

to the policy of confining its aviation operations to military

needs. The effective pioneering work done by the Post

Office Department in building up a substantial air mail

business, including that over a transcontinental route, the

largest air mail route operated on a daily schedule in the

world, was an effective aid to our present day commercial

aviation. The private operators, since September I: 1927.

By
Harold Crary

Manager, Information Service Bureau,

American Air Transport Association

which marked the complete retirement

of the department from the operating

field, have shown commendable enter-

prise in developing new business and

in opening up new routes.

At the present time the air mail

contractors operating over 19 domestic

and 3 foreign routes totalling 10,239 miles, are flying ap-

proximately 21,000 miles daily and before the first of the

year, because of the addition of new routes, the air mail

companies will be flying daily a mileage equivalent to the

distance around the world. The air mail planes have flown

more than 17 million miles since the service was begun with

the shuttle between New York and Washington 10 years

ago.

Our air mail companies are not only leading other na-

tions in mileage flown, but also in the mileage of lighted

airways. On June 30, 1928, the lighted mileage of mail

airways was 7,698 miles with 910 miles additional airways

equipped with intermediate fields and markers for day
flying. There remain 7,211 miles of unlighted airways

pending under contract or actually operating. During the

year ending June 30, 1929 the Government plans on light-

ing 4,000 more miles.

Hand in hand with lighting the airways has gone the

development of radio weather reporting and communication
stations, which total 17 on the transcontinental route and
2 on the route linking Salt Lake with the Pacific North-
west. The Department of Commerce is giving generous

encouragement to lighting airways, a big factor in the

speeding up of air transportation. With the completion

of the lighting system for the western end of the route,

mail and express will be transported between New York
and the Pacific Coast with the loss of only one business

day and similar savings are possible on other lighted routes.

The safety and reliability of the air mail service is

shown by the number of the original air mail pilots who
are still in the service. Four air mail pilots have more
than a half million miles of air mail flying to their credit.

A number of them are now crowding the mark of 5,000

hours aloft in air mail planes.

W hile the facts and figures cited above may appear to

be cold statistics, there is plenty of interest and color in

the narrative of how air mail and transport are rapidly

revolutionizing certain business practices. Every time this

country has had a major change in transportation, from
Indian runner to express rider to stage coach to train to

automobile, there has been also a major change in methods
of doing business and in our social customs. The day of

the airplane is here. It will work equally drastic changes
in our business standards.

Commercial transport enjoyed an upward swing in 1926.

This up-turn, fanned by Lindbergh's great flight which

aroused this country to aviation, was even more marked in

1927. When the history of aviation for 1928 is -written it

will be found that commercial air transport in this country

is systematically jumping barriers and developing along

logical lines and at a rapid pace.

Air transport and its 100 miles an hour speed contrasted

with the average of 35 to 45 miles for trains is the answer

to the demand of business and the public generally for
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speed. This is

the day of small

stocks and quick

turnover and
much service and

little profit. In-

dustry is not sat-

isfied to take two

business days to

complete a trans-

action which can

be done in one

day by using the

airplane. Today
corporations do-

i n g a national

business are able

to centralize their

operations, save

money, keep in

close touch with

the trade and ex-

pedite their oper-

ations generally

because the air

mail lines serve

62.000.000 people

directly and mil-

lions more indi

rectly.

As speed is the

essence of air

mail service the

saving in time

and money reach

a stupendous total

in a year. Such a

saving cannot be

overlooked by the

modern business

man. If he does

he will surely fall

behind in the race.

Above-
Below-

Savings in Time by Air

New York to San Francisco

Chicago to New York

St. Paul to Dallas

New York to Atlanta

Boston to Cleveland

Los Angeles to St. Louis

Mail Service
{Hours only )

Trains Air Mail

83 31

20 9

37 17

24 10

16 9

60 26

20 8

18 8

12 4

St. Louis to St. Paul

Los Angeles to San Francisco

What will happen to the bank, bond house, manufac-

turer or the retailer who sticks to train transport mail and

his alert competitor reaches competitive markets 12, 24,

48 or 72 hours ahead of him by using air mail when the

difference in postage, under the new rate effective August

1, is only 3 cents on the average business letter? Modern
business methods prohibit, especially in view of the new
low air mail rate, the extra 52 hours required to transport

communications by train when there is daily dependable

air mail and express service between New York and
San Francisco. That saving can be duplicated on routes

all over the great network of air transport. No wonder
then more and more executives are asking "Where does
air transport fit into my business?" The following ex-

amples, selected

from hundreds of

instances, show
how alert business

men appreciate

this modern
method of trans-

portation :

A New York
hat manufacturer

mailed 5,000 cir-

cular letters to

the trade over the

country advising

that a special lot

of four hats
would be sent

them air express

in a special box
for window dis-

play. These hats

bore the titles

"Spirit of St.

Louis", "Pride of

Detroit", "Bellan-

ca" and "Amer-
ica." The idea

took hold. He
soon sold 1,000

sets of four hats

each, all sent air

express. Each box
contained four
hats and weighed

one and one-quar-

ter pounds. The
average air ex-

press cost was
62 J/> cents for

each hat.

A Milwaukee
manufacturer re-

cent 1 y sold a

cargo of locks in the New York market. By shipping via

air, a thousand miles away, he put his locks down in New
York as fast as his competitors could have delivered them
from New England. ... A consignment of flowers wa:
flown to New York, so that they might arrive with the

bloom of California fresh upon them. An inter-mountain

florist is sending daily shipments of sweet peas to Middle
West retailers. . . . Shippers of oil from California to the

Atlantic Coasts save thousands of dollars in interest by for-

warding bills of lading via air.

Alert buyers scour the New York market for the latest

and each night the West and South and Northbound planes

from New York carry models of hats, gowns, lingerie,

for Boston, Chicago, Atlanta. St. Louis, Minneapolis,

Seattle, etc. Buyers attempt to steal a march on their

competitors by getting the new designs in their stores

first.

Air transport insures an overnight replenishment of

stocks. Consequently, smaller inventories can be carried.

Should there be a delay in receiving shipments to keep

stocks up to requirements, the air transport service is the

emergency method to fall back on. As soon as the busi-

ness man appreciates the fact that he can reduce his in-

vestments in stocks carried because he is always snre of

what air transport will do if he runs short, hundreds of

-Passengers departing from the Ford Trimotor at Cleveland.
-Loading mail and express in one of the Douglas mail planes.
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Boeing passenger and mail plane.

Ford Trimotor used on the Maddux Air Line.

thousands of dollars will be saved a year to American busi-

ness through the carrying of smaller inventories.

Repair parts for a threshing machine in Nebraska to

save the payroll an idle crew would receive ; a forgetful

husband who delayed friend wife's birthday present until

too late for the regular mail ; a belated package for a

traveler about to board ship for foreign ports
;
photographs

of important news events—and so on through a surprising

diversity of shipments, via air transport. The half million

letters carried daily by air mail are supplemented by a grow-

ing volume of parcel mail and express.

An important repair part for a water plant located on

a rail line out of San Francisco was recently forwarded

from Canton, Ohio, connecting with a mail plane at Cleve-

land, from which point it was handled by air to Sarv Fran-

cisco, thence by

rail to destination.

The air express

service in this

case saved about

three days' time

and enabled the

plant to resume

operations before

the reservoir's re-

serve was ex-

hausted and thereby avoiding a serious calamity.

A Dallas firm of contractors used the air mail to ad-

vantage in preparing bids for a court house. It was neces-

sary to send the plans to a marble contractor at St. Paul

for an estimate on the cost of the marble. The plans left

Dallas on Saturday, were received in St. Paul Sunday
afternoon, having been sent air mail, special delivery. The
Dallas firm had the estimate and plans back in Dallas be-

fore Wednesday.

An example of service which the air mail lines are giv-

ing daily is reported by an investment firm in Fort Worth,

Texas. On February 10 the firm completed negotiations

with a banking house in Chicago for the issuance of bonds

to be offered February 14. Late the same day, Friday,

the copy for the circulars was forwarded to the Chicago

financial institution. The circulars were printed in Chicago

before noon Saturday and were deliv-

ered to the Fort Worth firm early

Monday morning, air mail being used

to and from Chicago.

Time is money, and who knows that

better than the banker or financial in-

stitution executives, the largest single

users of air mail today? Bank clear-

ings in the Middle West today, by the

use of air mail, clear in Wall Street

The new Curtiss Falcon mail plane.

Fokker

Travel Air monop'ane used for mail and express.

tomorrow. Three days' interest is saved by Pacific Coast

and inter-mountain banks and investment houses who send

negotiable paper and securities by the air route.

Twenty-four million dollars now goes air transport to

Wall Street daily, representing the face value of checks

sent from all over the country to New York correspond-

ents for deposit, loans on call or other purposes. Uti-

lization of the air mail brings the checks to the nation's

financial center at the New York clearing houses from
one to three days ahead of train mail. Thus interest ia

saved for one to three days at the rate of three to four

and a half per cent, In a year capital arriving in New
York by air mail is estimated at $7,200,000,000. If only

2 per cent is saved thereby, the amount involved amounts
to one hundred and forty-four million dollars.

These are but

examples of the

varied ways air

transport is being

utilized by a

growing number
of business
houses, ranging

from banks to

manufac-
turers. Air mail

and express will enjoy a marked increase in business when

the public appreciates the advantages of the new low rates

which have just gone into effect.

Postage on a letter weighing one ounce will be reduced

75 per cent and there will be a reduction of approximately

50 per cent on mail weighing over one ounce. On a pack-

age weighing a pound, the air mail postage charge will be

$1.55 instead of $3.20. On a two-pound package. $3.15

instead of $6.40 as heretofore, etc. This reduction is her-

alded as the greatest forward step in the history of air mail,

around which we are building commercial aviation.

Several large national concerns have already made plans

to effect drastic changes in their method of business when
this new rate goes in. One Middle West concern pur-

poses to abolish a mountain state distributing office. It

will mail out its light weight parcels by air transport when
it receives air mail orders from the

west, direct from its main factory,

thus doing away with keeping double

stocks, two sets of books, and working

other economies.

This is but an instance of how
American business, quick to capitalize

on any new service, proposes to take

advantage of the speed and economy
offered bv our air mail service.fourteen place transport.
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MY AERIAL VACATION

up from

MY wife has made up our mind

that we should take a vaca-

tion. There was a certain

amount of friendly but animated dis-

cussion about it, but it seems that the

final decision was unanimous. We de-

cided to break open the children's

banks, borrow on my insurance poli-

,

cies, sell the grand piano, and have a

real vacation.

I took the matter up with the editor

of Aero Digest in fear and trembling.

1 hated to go off this way and leave

him practically alone and unaided in

his fight for the freedom of the air.

If it wasn't for the little woman at

home. I doubt if I could have broken

the news to him at all. An editor has

so many troubles ; it seemed positively

cruel to add to them.

"If you please, sir," said I, "I should

like to take a few days off, if you don't

mind. Just a couple of weeks. You
see

"

"Take two months," he said, without looking

his game of solitaire. "Take three."

"No, no," I protested, "I wouldn't think of it. But

I've been married to my wife for fifteen years, and curi-

ously enough she has been married to me for the same
length of time, and I would like to take a nice long trip

with her. I've been promising it, on and off, for fifteen

years—maybe more."

"You're a promising young man," he said, cheating

a little at his solitaire. "Take a nice long trip. Go to

Kamchatka, for instance. Go to Sarawak. I think you

left your hat in the outer office."

So that was settled. The next problem was to decide

where to go. I suggested a one-day excursion to Cape
May. By rising at 4:15, eastern standard time, and flag-

ging the milk train, we can make connections in the neigh-

boring metropolis, which will dump us on the beach just

in time to eat our sandwiches, take a swim, lose two of

the children, find them again, and get home by midnight.

It makes a nice long day, and you certainly see a lot of

New Jersey.

The idea did not appearto my wife. "I don't see any
sense," she said, "in going all that way just to let the sun
treat you like a fried egg. And besides, it always takes

me three weeks to get the sand out of the children after

a day at the seashore."

"Well," I retorted, "we are certainly not going down
to your cousin's place in Vineland, N. J.—not in the

peach season. Whenever we go there in peach season he
puts me to picking peaches, and packing them for market.
I'd sooner go to the shore, where I can pick all the peaches
I want but don't have to pack them."

"Don't be vulgar," said my wife. "We might go down
to Philadelphia, of course, and see the Liberty Bell. Or
to New York, to see the Aquarium. It's really time the
children saw a little of the world."

"All right," I said, with rare humor, "let's make a trip

round the world and take all the children."

Right then I saw that I had made a serious mistake.
Whenever I toss one of my excruciatingly funny remarks
at my wife. I get into trouble. She simply can't see one

By Don Rose of my jokes unless I hit her on the head

with it. I could see at once that she

was beginning to take my casual quip

seriously. This vacation idea was be-

ginning to assume appalling proportions.

Now as far as I am concerned I am
no glutton for vacations. I can take

them or leave them alone. A week

or two of fishing in the spring and per-

haps a month in the Canadian moun-
tains at the end of summer, with a

dozen or so week-ends scattered

through the year, is enough to keep

me in pretty fair shape. But a regular

vacation seems such a waste of time.

You go away somewhere so that: you

can wear old clothes, sit in an easy

chair, play bridge and cuss at the

weather. I can do all that at home,

and in fact I do.

i

J
> lit my wife had a far-away look in

her eyes. "We might take a trip

abroad," she suggested.

That struck me as a singularly poor

idea. I know all about these trips to Europe. The only rea-

son people go to Europe is so that they can come home again

and lie about it for the rest of their lives. And even the nov-

elty of it is gone in these modern days, when our boys and

girls are making aerial excursion trips to Paris and South-

ampton between a light breakfast and a late dinner. You
can't brag much about a European trip any more ; it is

just one of those things you must do and get over with,

if you are to be tolerated by the neighbors.

It was not always thus. A few years back the trans-

atlantic trip was fraught with both dangers and adven-

tures. It was a pioneer era. The journey challenged the

strength of age and the daring of youth, from the first

taxi-cab to the last argument with the customs inspectors.

Even college freshmen said goodbye forever to their fam-

ilies and found their way across as handmaidens to beef-

bound cows. But today the trip has been made so easy

that passports, vises, and travellers' checks had to be in-

vented to restore the element of sport and difficulty to

the undertaking. In these emaciated days,- if you have

any money you go to Europe ; if you have no money you
talk savagely about Seeing America First, and stay in

your own back yard all your life.

To all my objections my wife replied that a little travel

would broaden me. To this I replied that a little travel

would certainly flatten me. She brushed this aside, and in-

sisted that the family was going to have a real vacation

if we had to put another mortgage on the chicken house
to pay for it. I surrendered to my fate.

So we went into Committee of the Whole, and discussed

where we should go. We got out a map of the United
States and all insular possesions not to mention Canada
and Mexico, and everybody put in their bids. Some wanted
to go here and some there, and it got to be quite an ex-

citing game. San Francisco, the Grand Canyon, Valley
Forge, and White Sulphur Springs all received favorable

attention. My wife has an aunt in St. Louis, the oldest

boy wants to go to the Adirondacks, and I am keen to

fish the streams and rivers of the Rockies. The Bluegrass

region of Kentucky and the rocky coasts of Maine could
not to be omitted. My (Continued on page 360)
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THE FROLICSOME BATTLESHIP
IN

The Battleship Bubble, published in

the July issue of Aero Digest. I dis-

cussed the battleship solely with ref-

erence to its structural ability to remain

afloat under determined enemy attack,

and presented many facts upon which

I based my conclusion that the battleship

could not remain afloat and in action after

an efficient aerial bombardment, and there-

fore was an obsolete weapon of National

Defense. In this present article I shall

confine myself to a consideration of the

battleship as a mobile unit, with special

reference to its maneuverability and its

power to dodge the attack of bombing

and torpedo aircraft ; and shall defer to

i later article all consideration of the bat-

tleship's defensive armament and also of

the ability of the airplane to inflict dam-

age. My purpose in this article is to

prove, mainly by direct quotations from

naval authorities themselves, that the bat-

tleship is a sluggish and unwieldy vessel and that it can-

not escape the attacks of aircraft.

But as I stated in my first article on the battleship. I

desire no one-sided discussion of this matter. And I

announce again that, at my request, the publisher of Aero
Digest offers the use of these columns to any competent

naval authority who desires to take issue with me and

prove to me and to our readers that I am wrong when I

contend : ( 1 ) that the battleship is an obsolete weapon

;

(2) that the Navy is wrong in considering it the back-

bone of the fleet; and (3) that in an engagement with a

fleet of enemy aircraft, the battleship inevitably will be

sent to the bottom. My only stipulation is that the present

discussion be confined to the subject matter of these two

articles—first, the inherent ability of the battleship to

remain afloat under attack ; second, the ability of the bat-

tleship to escape the attack of aircraft. Later articles (of

which criticism also is invited) will discuss the subject

of armament and the ship's offensive power, and also the

powers and present limitations of aircraft.

The most modern American battleships are the Mary-
land, Colorado, and West Virginia, with a normal dis-

placement of 32,600 tons, full load of 33,590 tons, length

over all of 624 feet, beam or width of 97 feet 3*^ inches,

and maximum draught of 31 feet 7 inches. In other

words, in order that a battleship of the Maryland class

may float upon the surface it must displace 33,590 tons

of water-—an area of water 600 feet long, at the water-

line, by 97 feet wide, and 31 }i feet deep. The under-

water area of the hull is about 72,000 square feet.

This is a tremendous amount of water, and a tremend-

ous area of steel surface which must be driven through the

water. For as the ship proceeds for a distance of 600 feet

it must displace 33,590 tons of water ahead of it, while

33,590 tons of water close in behind it. I stress this point

and beg that the reader will remember it as he peruses this

article ; for I believe that the popular conception of a

ship's progression through the water is that of a long,

slim shape gliding easily along, apparently without any
great effort. Such is not the case. There is an actual

weight of water to be moved aside—a weight of 33,590

tons in the case of the West Virginia—and the fact that

an equal weight of water closes in at the stern has no bear-

By
Cy Caldwell

_^^> This is the second of a
series of articles by Mr.
Caldwell on the battle-

ship as a weapon of national defense.
Mr. Caldwell claims that the tax-
payers of the United States are pay-
ing for protection in event of war
which the U. S. Navy, as now con-
stituted, will be unable to provide
and will never be able to provide as
long as they adhere to the belief

that the backbone of the fleet is the
battleship. Mr. Caldwell maintains
that the development of the bomb-
ing plane has rendered the battle-

ship absolutely useless in warfare.
These articles will be reprinted and
placed in the hands of every Sen-
ator and Congressman, and re-

prints will be available
for public distribution. ^L

The Editor.

ing on the propulsive effort that must be

put forth by the vessel if it is to move
ahead.

This propulsive effort of the West
Virginia is measured at 28,900 horse-

power, and is produced by steam-driven

turbine generating units which turn four

propellers at a rate of 175 revolutions per

minute. When it is realized that 28,900

h.p. turning four great propellers manage
to. urge the ship through the water at a

rate pf only 21 knots per hour, it will

readily appear that my stressing of the

enormous weight of water that must be

displaced when the ship moves is justi-

fied by the facts. And in all of what fol-

lows regarding the maneuverability of a

battleship, and its ability to dodge about

on the surface of the sea under a rain of

aircraft bombs, the reader is asked not

to lose sight of the fact that in all this

"dodging about" some 33,590 tons of

water is being displaced constantly

—

is being pushed aside

—and some 72,000 square feet of steel surface is being

urged through the water, against a tremendous friction.

And not only that. As the four propellers are driving

the ship forward, they also are driving the water through

which they are turning, backward. In other words, as

the ship goes forward, the water at the stern is being

driven backward—which, of course, sets up a great suc-

tion which further tends to retard the forward progress

of the battleship.

But with all these natural disadvantages the battleship

does move—at the very moderate rate of approximately

21 knots an hour. There is not a bombing plane built

to-day which has a speed below 100 miles per hour, or

more than four times the best speed of which the battle-

ship is capable. So there is no doubt whatever that an

airplane could overtake a battleship. In fact, the airplane

could give the battleship over three hours' start—and still

catch it within an hour. This fact is so generally recog-

nized, even in the Navy, that there is no need for extended

controversy on this point. But what is not recognized in

the Navy is that the battleship cannot possibly escape an

efficient enemy in a bombing or torpedo plane. The pre-

vailing naval opinion seems to be that a battleship can

zig-zag and pursue such a twisting path that the aerial

bomber flying overhead will be completely baffled and
thrown off his aim. This opinion is expressed by Mr. Hec-
tor C. Bywater in his essay, "The Battleship and Its Uses,"

which received the 1926 prize of the United States Naval

Institute—which thus sets the seal of its approval on the

matter contained in the essay. Mr. Bywater states :

"The modern dreadnought, so far from being slothful,

can move through the water at a very respectable pace. In

the British Navy there are dreadnoughts which steam at

31 knots—equal to 35.7 land miles an hour. They are.

therefore, appreciably faster than the swiftest liners of

to-day which are popularly known as 'ocean greyhounds.'

The slowest battleships now in service are good for 21

knots. In the hands of a capable navigator it can be

maneuvered as easily and surely as a yacht. To label

such a vessel slow and clumsy is an abuse of words."

Further on he says : "The battleships would be travelling

at high speed on an erratic course, perhaps emitting vast
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clouds of smoke. Peace-time tests offer no reliable indi-

cation as to the percentage of hits likely to be registered

under the conditions here pictured. Bombs would be

dropped more or less haphazard."

According to Mr. Bywater, "the slowest battleships now

in service" must be the American battleships, for most

of them come within the slow speed range of 21 knots.

From Jane's Fighting Ships I take these speeds for Ameri-

can battleships: Colorado, Maryland, and West Virginia

21 knots, best recent speed; California and Tennessee, 21

knots; New Mexico, 21 knots; Idaho, 21.92 knots; Penn-

sylvania and Arizona, 21 knots; Oklahoma and Nevada,

20y2 knots. The Test of the American battleships fall

below 21 knots. Referring to Mr. Bywater's statement

that, "In the British Navy there are dreadnoughts which

steam at 31 knots," I have been unable to find trace of any

such speedy battleships. The Nelson and Rodney, the latest

British battleships, steamed 23 knots at their trials, which

was all the speed they were designed to do. The Royal

Sovereign, Ramillies, and Revenge did 21.6, 21.5 and 21.9

knots respectively on trials, while the Queen Elizabeth class

of battleships was designed for 25 knots, and the Iron

Duke class for 21. Perhaps Mr. Bywater includes battle

cruisers with battleships—the Hood with 144,000 h.p. does

31 knots, while the Repulse and Renown, also battle cruis-

ers, knock off 31.7 and 32.68 knots, respectively. How-
ever, as a fast battle cruiser in the British Navy is of very

doubtful value to the American Navy, we may leave them

out of this present inquiry which concerns mainly the

ability of an American battleship, steaming only 21 knots,

to escape from a bombing or torpedo plane going a hun-

dred miles an hour.

Mr. Bywater—whose words received the prize of the

United States Naval Institute and therefore may be re-

garded as being officially approved—has very little doubt

that the battleship, "turning and twisting at high speed,"

and "maneuvering as easily and surely as a yacht" and
"travelling at high speed on an erratic course, perhaps

emitting vast clouds of smoke" would be such a baffling,

speedy, elusive target that "bombs would be dropped more
or less haphazard." I have taken some liberties with Mr.
Bywater's phrases, by combining them into my own sen-

tence. But the quoted phrases are his, and are joined

merely to save space. I have taken no liberties with the

sense of his text, which is as stated in my sentence. Nor
am I selecting Mr. Bywater's essay as an object of attack.

But the opinions which he has expressed are, I am con-

vinced, shared by many of the senior officers in the United
States Navy, who really imagine that a battleship is a

most nimble vessel, capable of dodging here and there

with all the abandon of a seal.

But what is the truth of the matter? Mr. E. F. Span-
ner, eminent English naval authority, says in his book.
Armaments and the Non-Combatant

, "The battleship is a

massive and ponderous bulk and it is ridiculous to imag-
ine that because the 35,000 tons she weighs is under Navy
control, she loses the inertia proper to so great a weight
immersed in water. A few figures from the official Ad-
miralty Manual of Seamanship should serve to dispel some
of the optimism which wraps itself about these officially

inspired statements that battleships will be very elusive
targets, and that they will be able to dodge aircraft bombs.
In that volume we read: 'A battleship will attain 12
knots from stopped in from seven to ten minutes.' Think
of it

!
It takes a battleship from seven to ten minutes to

do what a motor-car can do in a little more than as many
seconds. In the same volume: 'A battleship by stopping
her engines takes about twenty minutes to reduce from

12 to 2 knots.' This bald statement may serve to give

some faint idea of the immense clumsiness of these ves-

sels. They take a long time to start moving at a respectable

pace—twice as long to stop.

By reversing the engines, however, they can be brought

to a stop in a much shorter space of time. The American

battleship Tennessee, for example, was brought to rest from

full speed within three minutes. But I must add that such

an accomplishment would be of less than no value to a bat-

tleship in line of battle formation, were it to stop, or even

slow down momentarily, in order to allow a bomb to fall

ahead of it—for if it stopped, the battleship following be-

hind also would have to stop, and the one behind that, and

so on right down the line. Not to mention the ones ahead,

that also would have to stop in order that the battle for-

mation remain unbroken. But we will take up maneuver-

ing in fleet formation later in this article. For the present,

let us consider only one battleship, with special reference

to its ability to dodge aircraft bombs.

Mr. Spanner quotes again from the Admiralty Manual

of Seamanship : 'A capital ship (battleship) steaming at 21

knots with 35 degree of helm will have that speed reduced

to 47 per cent at 16 points.' This means that when a bat-

tleship has turned a 'right-about' her speed will be less than

half what it was before she started the turn. Further-, it

will take her about tiventy minutes to work up to full speed

again. The fact that admirals themselves are ignorant on

these points is proved by reference to the official narra-

tive of the Battle of Jutland. The 5th Battle Squadron
turned 16 points in succession in response to a signal from
Vice-Admiral Beatty. The four ships were subjected to a

severe fire from ships of the Konig class during the evolu-

tion and for some twenty minutes after. The official Nar-
rative says : 'The 5th Battle Squadron in this phase of

the action suffered severely, and its apparent inability with

a speed of 25 knots to escape from the Konig class, which,

though designed for only 20.5 knots, were expected to

reach 22 for a short distance, gave rise to an exaggerated

idea of the Konig's speed.' "It seems obvious," com-
ments Mr. Spanner, "that the speed of the 5th Battle

Squadron must have dropped to about 12 knots at the end
of their 16-point turn; fully twenty minutes would elapse

before they were again moving at their full speed of 25

knots. The compilers of the official Narrative seem at

fault, for they say : 'The explanation lay, however, not

in the speed, but the fact that the two squadrons were
steering on converging courses. The superior speed of the

Barham was never really in doubt, for it never fell belozv

24 knots.' There would appear sound reason for sug-

gesting that that last statement is decidedly in error. It

seems to show ignorance of the effect of helm action, and
also a lack of knowledge of the slowness with which bat-

tleships accelerate through the water. The engine revolu-

tions may have been suitable for 24 knots or even more,
but the ships were a long time arriving at that speed
through the water after the turn. The speed of the Ger-
man vessels remained unaffected by helm action of course,

as they were steaming throughout on practically a steady

course.

The question may arise: Why did the ships lose speed
when they made the turn? Please refer to my previous
statement regarding the 33,590 tons of water that are dis-

placed by the huge ship in its passage. When the ship is

going straight ahead, the only resistance is due to the cross

section of her hull and the suction behind the stern, which
is more or less streamlined. When the rudder is put hard
over to starboard, the stern will be forced over to port,

which requires water to be pushed out of the way;. and
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the water will rush in on the starboard to take up the space

of the water pushed out. Simultaneously, the starboard

bow will push water out of the way ; and the water will

have to rush in on the port bow to take its place. Cf
course, this increases the ship's resistance to the water,

for it throws one end of the ship one way, and the other,

the other way ; both the bow and the stern have to push

water out of the way, and then have a suction on the other

side against it to fill up the vacuum made by the turn.

Consequently the ship is slowed down to less than half

her straightaway speed.

But let us suppose that the battleship, 'having turned

about once, should repeat the maneuver in order' to re-

turn to her previous course. The speed, already reduced

to less than half by the first turn, must then be reduced

to perhaps a quarter by the second right-about. It may be

said that the battleship would not require to use any such

evolutions as full or half turns in order to dodge aircraft

bombs, and that therefore her speed would not be reduced
to such a pathetic

figure— that the

ship would not be

turned sixteen

points, but would
be turned only a

few points. How-
ever, if the ship

kept on ''turning

and twisting" as

Mr. Bywater sug-

gests, would not

the speed be
greatly reduced,

irrespective of the

turning angle ?

Because it is obvi-

ous that the ship

would only have

to keep on zig-

zag g i n g long

enough before it

had piled up

enough part turns

to make in their

entirety say two

full circles. What,
then, becomes of

Mr. Bywater's

battleships, "turning and twisting at high speed" and "trav-

elling at high speed on an erratic course?" Will some com-

petent naval authority kindly answer that question? Or

will he admit candidly that a 21 -knot battleship, after

"turning and twisting at high speed" for, say, an aggre-

gate of three full turns, actually is surging through the

water at the staggering rate of about 6 knots an hour?

This delusion about the speed of a turning battleship

apparently is held by no less a battleship enthusiast than

Admiral P. Niblack, of the United States Navy, who

writes : "A bomb dropped from a height of 12,000 feet

requires 28 seconds to reach the deck of a ship. A 21-

knot ship moves nearly 1,000 feet on her course while

such a bomb is in flight, and if she zig-zags, the difficulties

of estimating the trajectory are tremendous." But if she

zig-zags often enough and for a long enough space of time,

reducing her speed with each turning maneuver, it is pos-

sible to arrive at a point where her forward speed is re-

duced to as low as 6 knots ! In which case- she would

have moved only about 300 feet. As the battleship is her-

International.

British cruiser "Dauntless" wrecked in a fog last June on the rocks off Halifax. This
cruiser, displacing 4,650 tons, is 465 feet long and cost over $4,000,000. It is now a

total loss

self 600 feet long, she would have moved only about half

her own length in 28 seconds—and I can't at the moment
see that it matters greatly which end of a battleship is

hit. Either end may have a hole blown in it.

The report of the Hearings before The President's Air-

craft Board in September, 1925, shows that the Hon. Cur-

tis D. Wilbur, Secretary of the Navy, also is suffering

under the delusion that a battleship successfully can zig-

zag and escape damage from aircraft bombs. In a pre-

pared statement which he submitted to the Board, Mr.
Wilbur states : "It is perfectly easy to sink a ship which

has no water-tight compartments, which is not prepared

to resist an aerial bomb, which is anchored and immov-
able. . . . But-iV is a vastly different problem to success-

fully attack a ship under way, using its antiaircraft guns,

zig-zagging if necessary, and so on." "And so on"—
where? I would ask—and at what speed?

Before the same Board convened by the President, Rear
Admiral A. E. Coontz, United States Navy, in speaking

of the bombing of

battleships, deliv-

ered himself of

the following pro-

nouncement : "If

you tie a poor old

dog over there in

the corner of the

room and throw
rocks at him you
will eventually

kill him. But if

he is left free he

will dodge around

pretty lively. . . .

Now I do not

pretend to say but

what we are going

to get more and

more accurate in

dropping bombs.

At the same time-

we are going to

get more and

more accurate in

the matter of
dodging them."

Here is a Rear
Admiral of the

United States Navy, a man who has spent his life in the

Navy, and who should be familiar with the turning move-

ments of battleships, appearing before the President's Air-

craft Board and suggesting by analogy that a battleship

in action "will dodge around pretty lively" which it cer-

tainly will not, because it cannot. And Admiral Coontz

believes, moreover, that battleships can dodge bombs, for

he says, "we are going to get more and more accurate in

the matter of dodging them." I would not suggest for a

moment that such an officer as Admiral Coontz was try-

ing to deceive the Board. On the contrary, I am con-

vinced that Admiral Coontz himself honestly believed every

word he uttered—which leaves me in a condition of amaze-

ment that a senior officer of the United States Navy should

display such appalling ignorance of his own profession.

However, Admiral Coontz can hardly be blamed for hold-

ing such views when the Secretary of the Navy himself

believes that "zig-zagging if necessary" would be a useful

maneuver.

Mr. E. F. Spanner, in (Continued on page 348

)
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AIR—HOT AND OTHERWISE
WHEN I attended the Detroit The Big

Air Show, it quickly became . ,

plain to me that that city's Cm/a 5

aeronautical group about realizes the

maximum of promotional ability as iTSnk A
salesmen of aviation to the people of

the nation., The ceaseless effort which is being put back of

every air activity there shows that the citizens of the

world's greatest motorcar manufacturing center intend to

make it, as well, not alone America's but the world's great-

est aeronautical center.

If any other American town secretly throbs with like

ambition let it dampen its hands in the good old way,

throw off its coat, and forthwith become intensely occu-

pied. It has its job cut out for it. Some job! My bets

are on Detroit against all comers.

The Air Olympics, as pulled off at Detroit, were all that

the term implies. Scientifically investigated, as all mat-

ters aeronautical should be, they showed by concentrated

solution hydrometer test over 100 per cent pure. Not even

Ivory Soap claims 100 per cent purity. Detroit claims

nothing. It just has it, exhibits it casually, and sets out

to get the next better thing without delay.

It was an occasion to make blood tingle. It did in certain

instances. I was one of the instances. The start of the

•Fourth National Air Tour, the Gordon Bennett Interna-

tional Balloon Race and the National Model Airplane Con-

test all were pulled off in one day—June thirtieth, year of

our Lord 1928.

On that day, at that place, the centrifugal force of rap-

idly moving events concentrated the cream of America's

aeronautical effort, plus some of the best from other coun-

tries. Perhaps the cream of all this cream may have been

found in the National Air Tour start.

But lighter-than-air, also, supplied its absorbing interest.

Balloons representing France, Germany. Belgium. Swit-

zerland, Denmark. Argentina and the United States floated

like vast bubbles in the atmosphere above that city by the

lakes from which continually uprises into the upper levels

which they sought the impressive chorus of the most effi-

cient industrial machinery gathered in one spot on earth.

Youth means progression and success. Youth means
America and of course, therefore, youth, also, was there,

to stimulate the veterans and by them to be stimulated.

The future executives of great American air transport

companies and airplane manufacturing plants; the design-

ers whose plans are to make the generation just ahead

delight and marvel in the wonders of aeronautics ; the

engineers who, presently, will have charge of the nation's

now undreamed of production of planes in which vast num-
bers of passengers and incredible weights of freight will

be transported, the pilots who will startle the whole world

with new speed, altitude and other records—these all were
present at Detroit, hidden in a group of youngsters, keenly

interested, startlingly intelligent, boys who had been at-

tracted by the model airplane contests.

Years hence what will these bright faced, quick witted,

keenly interested, astonishingly well informed, youngsters

mean to the United States?

Once more my hat is off to the city which has sprung

up at that curious interior location where land and water

providentially were so arranged as to make an ideal trans-

port center roughly midway between coal and iron, and
thus automatically fitted to become the center of the na-

tion's greatest metal manufacturing industry—that of auto-

ShoiV motive vehicles and their appurtenan-

ces.

Play As usual Henrv Ford and his able

son, Edsel, were predominant figures

_ TiC-hcnOr m tne events of the occasion.

The night before the day when the

National Air Tour started from the Ford Flying Field

i:i its contest for the Edsel Ford Trophy while the Inter-

national Balloon tests began in another part of the same

field, the Fords banqueted in the great Ford hangar over

three hundred promising young aeronautical enthusiasts

from all parts of the United States, ranging in age from

boys of eight to young men of twenty-one. They were

to be contestants in the model airplane trials, to be held

on this same field the next day.

To call this banquet an inspiring episode hardly ex-

presses it. Try to understand, if you were not present,

the effect upon these youngsters of listening to "Bill"

MacCracken, "Tom" Lanphier, "Bill" Stout, "Eddie"
Rickenbacker. Edsel Ford, 'Bill" Mayo and the others,

while sitting at a table spread in the same hangar in

which rested for the night those ships from all parts of

the United States which the following morning would
start in the National Air Tour.

It was a sight fit to give an observer like myself a series

of thrills—including one of satisfaction, one of wonder,

one of hope, one of confidence and one of patriotic, yip,

yip, yip.

Among the youngsters at every table were selected men
who could answer any questions that a boy could ask about

an airplane or aeronautics. They probably got as much out

of the association as the kids did, but they were useful.

They were pilots from Sel fridge Field, expert in every

air sense.

Imagine what their presence meant to all those boys

!

That admirable and enterprising publication, The Amer-
ican Boy, started the model airplane contests and the aero-

nautical branch of the Detroit Board of Commerce got

right back of it and offered three thousand dollars in

cash prizes—just one more of many manifestations of the

spirit of Detroiters, always a little more than eager to

help anything which has to do with aeronautics.

Ford put the finishing touches on the enterprise, mak-

l it 1

where.

I know a man who has made a study of Henry Ford's

own boyhood. The help he got was mostly from good-

natured workers who had little for themselves and could

not do much more than encourage him and teach him
what they knew. He had to fight things out almost alone.

Most of the boys of his generation did. The impulse had

not yet sprung into being which now makes the United

States the nation which more than any other strives to help

themselves.

I know the story of Henry Ford's first little work shop

and its lathe and bench. I know the stojy of his first

mechanical achievement. Not everybody knows about

these things. He does. He knows that he succeeded in

spite of very difficult obstacles and he believes that, if a

little more help from outside had offered, he might, at

least, have had a pleasanter time of it.

Naturally no one, not even Mr. Ford, himself, can im-

agine that a different youth could have made his present

triumph greater, for he is the individual most definitely

emblematic of success in all (Continued on page 356)
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A REAL RELIABILITY TOUR
SN'T this wonderful, dad! I cer-

tainly want to learn to fly," said

th«> high school boy who watched

us land Jt San Diego.

"I'm going to be a pilot next year,"

the taxi driver told me as he carried my bag and portable

typewriter out to the plane at Los Angeles.

"Isn't it thrilling!" exclaimed the young ladies who
greeted a group of the air tourists at Portland. "I do hope

somebody asks me to take a ride."

And so it was all around the 6,300-mile circuit flown

by the Fourth National Air Tour. It WAS wonderful;

it WAS thrilling, to the thousands and thousands of peo-

ple who met the 24 airplanes and their 75 passengers in the

32 cities in 15 states which

the tour visited this year.

And it justified the optimism

of the taxi driver who was
going to become a pilot, the

enterprise of the score of

manufacturers who entered

planes in the tour, and the vi-

sions of that high school boy

who saw himself flying, too,

when he was out of school

and launched upon the new
levels of life that are coming
with the full development of

the flying age.

Looking back on the 6,300

miles traveled by this air ar-

mada, one can safely say that

it was more significant than

any that had preceded it.

That 16-year-old high school

boy certainly may look forward to the day when such a

caravan, the only one in the country and in all history,

will be but an incident in the general program of air com-

merce.

Tour Progress
In several ways the tour conformed with the steady

arithmetical progress that commercial aviation is making.

The number of planes entered equalled, and the number
of passengers

—

including pilots

and mechanics

—

exceeded that of

any previous
year.

The cruise was
the longest ever

made by any

group of planes.

It was the first

tour to fly out to

and up the
length of the Pa-

cific coast.

But most sig-

nificant of all

was the number
of new planes

that were en-

tered and the

By

Ralph W. Cram

Route map of the 1928 Air Tour

Airplanes at Ford Airport ready for the start of the

new types of motors that were given a

grueling test as the tour did the long grind

from Detroit to Detroit.

Power Plants
Most important in its bearing on the

development of the aircraft industry and the filling of

orders for planes from an insistent public that wants to

fly, was the showing made by the motor manufacturers who
submitted their product to the "test of the tour.

There were lots of Whirlwinds, of course

—

17 of them.

There was a Warner, two Fairchild-Caminez, a Velie, a

Siemens-Halske, among those that lasted clear around or

well to the end of the tour. Benny Howard dropped out

in the Wichita-Tulsa stretch when his Menasco-Salmson

powered Eaglerock balked.

George Peck had trouble

with his Siemens-Halske

near the Texas-Arizona bor-

der, and a glorious reception

the Lions club had prepared

at his home town of Tucson

had to be postponed—the

only tragedy on the tour.

What technical deductions

may be drawn from motor

performance we leave to the

engineers ; but the very fact

that new motors in the

smaller sizes of the air-cooled

division made their bid for

popular favor was significant

and important.

Only two out of more than

two dozen power plants were

of the war vintage, water-

cooled type—the Hisso in an Eaglerock and the 0X5 in the

new Curtiss Robin, and the latter plane was so great an

advance over the old Jennie as to be able to carry the OX
along as a fairly modern combination.

The New Planes
Recalling the former tours, there was much to interest

the proponent of commercial aviation as he inspected the

ships lined up at any of the tour stops. Improved types

there were of

various planes

that have ap-

peared in for-

mer years, and

besides there
were Bellancas,

t h e Lockheed,

the Stearman,

the already-men-

tioned Curtiss

Robin, and the

two Mono-
coupes.

It was a real

reliability tour.

Some days' runs

were of more
than 500 miles.

It made the oc-

casional lavoversAir Tour
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till the second day welcome for sight-seeing, for resting,

and for tuning up the motors. Increasing efficiency of

motors and planes was reflected in every additional day

on which the ships added to their excellent scores. Only

occasionally was a ship delayed here and there to an extent

that affected the standing its merit score had given it back

in Detroit.

Safe Flying By the Million Miles

Added to the previous three, this fourth tour gave a

convincing demonstration of the safety of flying. These

lines are written before the cruise is quite finished, but so

far no one of the 75 or 80 air tourists has suffered the

slightest hurt. That stands for the previous tours also.

Taking it for granted that the good record is maintained

to the close of this tour, we find

:

Total passenger miles flown in four National Air Tours,

without injury to a passenger, 2,960,000.

Here are the figures in more detail

:

Planes in annual tours: 1925, 17; 1926, 25; 1927, 14;

1928, 24; total 80.

Length of tours in miles: 1,900, 2,600, 4,000, 6,300—

total, 14,800.

Average number of passengers each tour, 50. Total

for four tours, 200.

Two hundred passengers, 14,800 miles—total passenger

miles, 2,960,000.

Imagine an average of 20 automobiles in four races

totaling 14,S00 miles. You can't imagine them finishing

without skidding into ditches, running into trees and tele-

graph poles, and otherwise damaging themselves and 200

drivers and passengers.

Over Mountains and Deserts

Another argument for air transportation could be found

in the fact that the train or automobile distance, over fair

to good highways, would be many times that flown by

the air tourists. Beneath the planes at times were moun-
tains crossable in no other way. Even good landing places

were non-existent. At other times miles and miles of

desert stretched in all directions as far as the eye could

see, even from the vantage point of the pilot's seat. Mes-
quite and sand, or rocky and barren mountain, it was all

the same to the air travelers of the tour.

They traveled over familiar air tour country as far as

Fort Worth, with stops at Indianapolis, St. Louis, Spring-

field, Wichita and Tulsa. From there the route led west

across Texas, over desert and mountain, country which

to our inexperienced eyes looked to be worth exactly

per acre. We flew over miles and miles of it between San

Antonio and Marfa. It was dry and arid and rough, often

naked even of mesquite, and cut into deep arroyos ap-

parently by prehistoric rains. It didn't look as if it had

rained there for ages. '<-.

And yet at Marfa they told us that we were w the cow
country, wealthy from its aforetime crop of long-horned

cattle and now of shorthorn steers.

Zane Gray Country

As the tourists flew over this cattle country on the way
to El Paso, they could see a whole Zane Gray story out-

lined beneath them.

There were the valleys with the waterholes for control

of which the honest young rancher struggled with his de-

signing roughneck neighbor.

There were the canyons where the tough boys hid their

rustled cattle, until the hard-riding hero and his enthusiastic

helpers traced them out and shot them up and removed

them from the map.

Over there is another deep blaze in the mountain where

the lovely young lady tenderfoot from the East, come out

to claim her rights to the Bar-X, was hidden by her kid-

nappers until her two-gun lover sought her out and shot

his way with her to liberty and the altar.

Air-Minded Texas

Further, incidentally, we found an air-minded lot of

folks down there in Texas. At San Antonio they have

had no end of military aviation, but are just waking up to

the possibilities of commercial aviation. They showed
the tourists a 2,400-acre tract, level as a floor, which the

city has given the government for the new Air Corps

Training Center. Winburn, their municipal field, with

its long white runways, was the best-marked field found

on the whole tour.

Something one did not expect to find in Texas, but which

was there, was a healthy ambition to establish a front-

rank aeronautical school. Professors H. J. Ettlinger and
H. C. Weaver of the University of Texas came over from
Austin to greet the air tourists. They were both promi-

nent in the war-time activities at Austin, when the largest

aviation ground school in the world was maintained in

connection with the University of Texas. It turned out

6,000 cadets competent to help America help the allies to

command of the air—if the war only had lasted a little

longer.

Challenger (Caminez engine) Lockheed Vega (Whirlwind engine) Eaglerock (Menasco engine)
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Buhl Airsedan (Whirlwind engine) Stinson-Detroiter Junior (Warner engine) Ryan Bl (Whirlwind engine)

The University of Texas, Dr. Ettlinger told me, now
offers a regular four-year course leading to the degree of

bachelor of science in aeronautical engineering, and is seek-

ing hopefully for the endowment of a chair in aeronautical

design and experimental aerodynamics. Having the scien-

tific and engineering as well as historical background, Drs.

Ettlinger and Weaver were looking forward to the time

when the Guggenheim Fund, or some other agency, will

recognize the claim of their school to do some of the ad-

vanced work along this line which it is so hopefully and

enthusiastically looking forward to doing.

In Sand-Storm Country

So much for Texas. We left it at El Paso. In Western

Texas some of the pilots got into a genuine Texas sand-

storm, a mile high and several wide, hard to fly in, above

or around. Bad as fog, they said—even worse, for you

can leave a fog behind, but you carry a lot of a sandstorm

off with you.

Xot until they got to Tucson, however, did the air tour-

ists know what a real bad sandstorm is like. Tucson's

sandy airport almost blew away in one of those high winds

that occasionally lift a part of Arizona into the air and

set it down somewhere else.

Pilots hurried out to the field in commandeered cars,

fearing their ships had blown over, but found that willing

hands had staked and tied them down. One could not see

ten feet away, and again the pilots said they had found

something worse than fog.

During that dust storm, by the way, Eddie Stinson

had them untie his plane and flew it away just to see

what a dust storm looked like from the air. Someone
opined that one of these days Eddie is going to be bitten by

a milk wagon horse and die from the infection. No one

has yet suggested anything else that would douse his cheer-

ful humor or divorce his skillful hand from the joystick.

Out Where Lindbergh Started

A hot stop at Yuma, and the air caravan, left deserts be-

hind and crossed over the mountains to land at cool and
pleasant San Diego. A few hours after landing on Ma-
honey Field, the tourists were content to believe anything

the Southern Californians say about their weather. We
had heard of these coast people talking about their weather

as unusual; now all they had to do was to insist that it

was usual.

We were out where they built the plane that Lindy
flew, and where they tell vou about the life he led there

while the plane was building ; his interest in its progress in

the daytime ; his 30-mile hikes at night to build up his

endurance and his ability to do without sleep; his visits

there since his flight, and his delight in dropping the role

of hero and fraternizing with the men, from humblest work-

man to Spirit designer, who helped to make his great feat

possible. It is an interesting story, and one that may well

be inspiring to that 16-year old boy who hopes to learn

to fly.

Where Big Airliners Fly

Los Angeles and San Francisco and Portland and Ta-

coma were succeeding stops on the way up the coast, with

refueling done and lunches consumed at Fresno, Corning

and Medford.

On most of the landing fields used by the tour along this

stretch of the cruise were landing and taking off the big air-

liners of the Maddux Air Lines, Western Air Express and

Pacific Air Transport, three competing lines equipped with

big Fords and Fokkers.

There also the Standard of California, the Ford plane

that is the pride of the Standard Oil of California Com-
pany, joined the tour as supplemental transport, relieving

the tour planes of the surplus of passengers and baggage

that had overloaded them for some time.

One caught glimpses too of the Richfield, the triple-

Wasp Fokker operated by the Richfield Oil Company of

California, which that company claims is the last word in

provision for luxurious air travel. In support of that

claim it points to its overstuffed reclining chairs, a full

length day bed, writing desk and library, card table, electric

refrigerations, thermos installation, a buffet, linen closets,

dressing room, and radio transmitting and receiving ap-

paratus.

"A Friend in Need Is a Friend Indeed"

Charlie Meyers, piloting a Waco plane carrying the

Crossley radio outfit, was a victim of misfortune and the

beneficiary of Texas courtesy, on successive days back

in San Antonio. Burning his engine out when almost in

sight of Winburn field, his cylinders froze when he was

right over Dodd field, near Fort Sam Houston, a few miles

from his goal. He alighted on Dodd, which seemed made

for the emergency. It cost him some points, but that

wasn't the worst. For a time it looked as if he were out

of the race, for there wasn't a Whirlwind engine loose

within hundreds of miles.

John Frost, a San Antonio (Continued on page 372)
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when planes which

roit on July 28.

i hotel room. The
..ah. This is my fourth

seen the country clubs of more than

j, some of them more than once.)

you are going to get any kind of an orderly,

account of this fourth contest for Edsel

Ford's .pi 5,000 beautiful reliability trophy and the ap-

pended cash prizes of. $15,000, you're going to be wrong

by at least four rows of apple trees. I'm going to tell

about it any old way that comes, and you can swallow as

many valves about it as you care to.

As to assorted statistics concerning this greatest annual

event in American commercial aviation, make what you

will of the following melange.

There were 29 entries received by the Detroit Board

of Commerce, which sponsors the tour with the joint co-

operation of the Department of Commerce and the National

Aeronautic Association.

Four of the 29 entries either could not get ready for

the start on June 30 or could not satisfy Mr. MacCracken's

boys that they were fit to start, so only 25 set out, and

all but two of these are here in Tacoma. after nearly 4.000

miles of travel, which speaks for itself. I must remain

quite impartial myself. To that end I am traveling aboard

one of the Air Corps' cloudbusting Fokker transports,

chaperoned by Lieutenant Frank Tyndall of the Langley

Field. Va., bombardment group. And I think, by the

way, that we correspondents ought to chaperon Frank a

little bit hereafter, for he plumb busted the cabin door the

other day just by running into it with his head. That's

really true, but you can imagine how well that story about

bumping into a door is going over at all the banquets

when he is being introduced. (I've got one about Billy

Brock at a banquet but I must stick to statistics just now.)

The celebrated Mr. E. Stinson of Mule Bend, Miss.,

San Antonio and Detroit has three of his products in this

fleet. The only other manufacturer with three is the boy

friend, B. F. Mahoney, with his three Ryan broughams.

And I'll have to take that back right here. There are

three Wacos. The little captain, John P. Wood, "Waco
from Wausau," is 'way, 'way, 'way out in the lead with

his. And the little corporal, Charlie Meyers, is sitting

fourth in his. He burned out a motor in San Antonio at

the end of the first week, when going nip and tuck for

second place with Frank Hawks, the Texaco fogeater,

in his Ford trimotor. The third Waco is a member of the

valiant rear guard. It is being propelled through the 15

states on our route, and parts of adjoining ones, with ap-

propriate stop overs, by one of the eminent Fairchild

Caminez motors, which have just been making their debut

out here on the West Coast. Gould Beard is the pilot.

Travel Air had two entries, but there's only one now.

George Peck of Tucson. Arizona, was flying one with a

Siemens-Halske engine which quit on him just one sta-

tion from Tucson. He was last heard from struggling up
the coast and may rejoin us any time. The other Travel

Air is powered by a Caminez, and, so to speak, sired by

J. Xelson Kelly, of Virginia, and Chicago, nut so far

'iark i department of commerce inspector at Minneapolis.

i by Mr.

Chicago,

which is where he has an edge on his

partner in the Waco. Beard is going

it alone in his plane.

Now when you talk about going it alone in this tour

you have to sweep your sombrero to the ground with a

low bow to Mrs. Phoebe Fairgrave Omlie of Memphis,

Term., the first woman ever to pilot a ship in the Ford

tour, the only woman pilot in the present event, and the

first woman "to fly alone across the great American desert.

The fact that she tipped over on her first landing in high

altitude, at Marfa, Texas, without the least damage to

herself, however, is as nothing against the fact that she

stepped right into the other Monocoupe in the fleet and

went her way. Jack Atkinson of Gary, - Ind„ the pilot

of this ship, remained behind to repair Mrs. Omlie's

craft. He rejoined at Frisco. Good sportsmanship on

Jack's part as well as the lady's. These little craft, small-

est of any in the fleet, are proving up splendidly, as well

as doing much to dispel the veiled mistrust of the flivver

plane in the past crowded months.

There are two Buhls. Major Louis G. Meister is flying

the new special air sedan ;
Alger Graham has the open

cockpit "Airster." There are two Bellancas, one skip-

pered by George Haldeman, the other by Billy Brock.

There were two Eaglerocks. One is flown by Cloyd Cle-

venger. The other, flown by Bennie Howard and Frank-

Free, had motor trouble and dropped off twixt Wichita

and Tulsa. I have spoken of the Ford. Swallow of

Wichita is in the race with a ship flown by Melvin Aavang,

Elgin. 111. Dan Robertson is introducing the new Curtiss-

Robin with its OX5 motor. Next on the list is Richard

W. Pears in the folding wing Fairchild cabin ship. We
miss Dick Depew of the two past tours, but Dick Pears

is also a fine chap and as sterling a pilot.

In setting down this list I have omitted to name the

pilots of the earlier ships mentioned. Flying the new
Stinson Junior is "Randy" Page, without his beard. Bruce

Braun of Des Moines has the third Stinson entry. These

ships are in third and sixth positions, respectively, with

Eddie himself fifth. These are the same positions they

held in the relative standings for figures of merit estab-

lished in the qualifying trials before the ships left Detroit,

and in fact, the same applies to nearly all of the first ten

leading ships.

The Ryan ships are flown by Vance Breese of San

Francisco ; E. W. Cleveland of, by and for Cleveland and

the Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company, and Al Henley,

who hails from Tulsa but flies out of Fort Worth for the

Texas and Pacific Coal and Oil Company, whose plane he

has.

And now I'm almost done. There are but two remain-

ing. The Stearman of Wichita, and the Lockheed of Los
Angeles. Dave Levy, jockey of the former, has flown

every leg of the tour to date with a perfect score. What's
more, he only adds up to 22 summers. The voungest of

the lot. William P. Innes, Jr., Wichita, is with him.

The Lockheed just misses by a shade being the fastest

of the fleet, but it has led the way onto more airports than

any other. From Detroit to Los Angeles it was flown by

Robert Cantwell, but his wife's illness compelled the sub-

stitution of Lee Schoenhair.

To take the planes in their order on the entry list, the

first is Brock's and with him is his decoy—No, I have that
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Mclnaney and Clevenger

wrong, of course, it

was Bill who was Ed's

decoy en route from
Detroit to Tokio a

year ago. Ed being-

Edward F. Schlee,

who has just formed
the Schlee-Brock Air-

craft Corporation to

distribute Bellanca

planes. Their wives

have been with them
off and on, and are to

join up at Spokane to

complete the rest of

the trip. (They were
not in Los Angeles.)

Also in this plane is James V. Piersol, of the

Detroit Neuis. I guess the Nezvs is going to

buy a Bellanca or Jimmy would be back with

the rest of the help in the Fokker. R. C.

McDaniels, Detroit, is the mechanic.

Before I go on I will spring that one on

Bill Brock I spoke of up in the preamble. It

isn't often Bill can be lured to a banquet table,

and once you get him there it is next to im-

possible to get a word out of him. But he

struggled up and screamed this one into the

ears of 50,000 persons whose sets were tuned

in. Mind you, this is Tacoma, Wash., but Bill,

after saying he guessed all the boys were glad

to get here, popped this one into the horn

:

"This is certainly great country up here and Fr3nk M Hawks

about all T can see that you folks in Oregon

need is a California press agent." Praise for Washington gone wrong!

Mrs. Frank Hawks and Mrs. Bert Hull, both of Houston, are ac-

companying the former's husband. Also in this ship for a time, until

the load had to be lightened, was Mr. Harvey J. Campbell, vice presi-

dent and executive secretary of the Detroit Board of Commerce. Mr.

Campbell can and does make swell speeches daily, starting out with

brash reference to the female beauty of the spot wherein he then is

and going on to explain that he is just laying the foundation for a good
afternoon for himself. Business of falling out of the chairs by mem-
bers of the audience, even, sometimes, some of the elderly and more
determined looking females who have frowned at the little hussies out

on the airport, with their propeller 7blown skirts. But Mr. Campbell
does seem to get that old message across.

Dan Robertson in No. 5 is accompanied by E. C. Doherty, also of
St. Louis. The prop of that mild little Curtiss Robin up and nearly
broke the arm of said Doherty the other morning at Frisco, but the
propeller got the worst of it, I do assure you, for Dan had to °-et

a new one. Dan's Robin is t\e only OX5 job in the air tour.

^ With Alger Graham in No. 7 ;ide Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cooper. Mr.
^Cooper is the tour manager, Mr j. Cooper the tour managress.

Mr. Cooper has more assistan e this year than he had on his first
attempt a year ago, and the results are showing. But we are still taking
half an hour each, more or less, to check in at the hotels. Mr. Cooper's
assistant, Mr. F. T. Shoemaker, is always on hand. He gambols up
to the planes with the joyful news that there is a yachting cruise or a
barbecue all planned. But anyway, he's having a fine time.

In No. 8, we have Louie Meister and Harry Dunn, his mechanic.
No. 9, Cleveland of Cleveland, with these gents—J. F. Wallace, Cleve-
land, and Norman Siegel, Cleveland Press, who lost his hat the first day,
then took off his spats before he should lose them as well, and now
writes great gobs about the fog banks looking like bowls of whipped
cream. There is also in this ship Robert Nesbitt of Chicago, with Reid

and Murdoch. Inc., purveyors of the best cof-

^es. etc. These boys have given us all two
nifty thermos bottles and keep them filled up
with iced coffee (you fairly have to fight to
get ice water) at every stop. They have also
roped in the Salvation Army lassies to sprinkle
doughnuts in our laps.

In No. 10 Henley is accompanied by V. N.
Johns, of Houston. The next is Clevenger's.
Most of the time he has with him Mrs. C.
and all of the time he has with him that jovial
Irish brick-layer, I mean salesmanager (but
Eaglerock can't turn 'em out fast enough to
keep him busy), Mister J. A. Mclnaney. No.
13 is like 11 and No. 14 I have mentioned.
We come then to Vance Breese's Ryan. In it

are J. T. Hurst of Los Angeles, head of Mu-
tual Aircraft Corp..

Ryan distributors,, and
Larry Guinther, of

Akron, in charge of

aircraft tire sales for

Goodyear. The Swal-
low, No. 17, carries

C. W. Helm, owner,
besides Pilot Aavang.
In No. 18 are Wood
and his mechanic,

Frank Clewers, who
sings that Whirlwind
Waco to sleep every

night. He gave the

last pat to Les Mait-

land's Fokker before

(Cont. on page 370

)
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NATIONAL MODEL CONTESTS
TWO American boys only halfw:,y

through their 'teens are now touring

Europe to show the boys—and the

men—of the British Isles and the Continent

the tremendous advances American youth

has made in the science of building and fly-

ing airplane models. The boys are the win-

ners of the First National Airplane Model

League of America contests conducted by

The American Boy Magazine in Detroit,

June 28-30 in connection with the Detroit

Air Olympics.

More than 300 boys, representatives of the

175,000 members of the Airplane Model

League of America, participated in the con-

tests, held in connection with the Detroit

Air Olympics. The contests were divided

into three classes—indoor flying, outdoor fly-

ing and scale model—with two sections, jun-

ior (boys of 15 and younger) and senior, in

each class.

To win the William B. Stout Trophy and

the indoor championship, Aram Abgarian,

15 years old, had to fly his indoor endurance

tractor to a world's record—353.6 seconds.'

The boys' outdoor champion is Thomas C.

Hill, 17 years old, Winston- Salem, N. C.

T. C. Hill, boys' outdoor model champion

Hill's outdoor twin pusher flew over Self-

ridge Field for four minutes, ten seconds, on

a windy gusty day. This was not a record,

but was long enough to win for Hill, in com-

pany with Abgarian and Merrill Hamburg,

secretary of the A. M. L. A., the special

trips to Europe offered by The American

Boy Magazine.

Though Hill placed first among the boys

he is not the national champion in outdoor

flying. Joseph J. Lucas, 34 years old, of

Chicago, kept his model in the air 14 sec-

onds longer than Hill's, and so won the na-

tional Outdoor Trophy. He was not eligible

for the trip to Europe, however.

Aram Abgarian wins the Stout Trophy

William Lofton Dennis, 17 years old, Mi-

ami, Florida, took first place in the scale

model contest. His 24-inch replica of a Cur-

tiss Army Hawk earned a rating of 97 per

cent on the judges' sheets. He won a trip

to Los Angeles as the guest of the Aero Di-

gest to attend the National Air Races next

month. There were 232 scale models entered

in this contest.

The two boys who won the trip to Europe

will give public exhibitions at the famous

Wimbledon Stadium near London under the

auspices of the Society of Model Aeronauti-

cal Engineers of England, and in Paris will

be the guests of Marshal Hubert Lyautey,

conqueror of Morocco. They will go on to

Geneva to fly before dignitaries of the

League of Nations, and will also visit Camp
Vaumarcus, Lake Neufchatel, Switzerland,

where they will meet boy representatives of

twenty nations at the world-wide Y. M. C. A.

camp.

The contests wound up the first year's

work of the Airplane Model League of

America, organized in 1927 by the The
American Boy to foster interest in and

knowledge of aviation. In its campaign to

make American youth air-minded, the League

enrolled 175,000 members, answering 350,000

letters—most of them with technical aero-

nautical question, supplied to boy model

builders, at cost, 125,000 kits for construction

of scientific miniature planes, issued several

hundred honor certificates for meritorious

work, prepared a special airpline model mo-

tion picture, enlisted the aid of 54 leading

American newspapers and sent "flying squad-

rons" of expert builders and flyers to various

cities throughout the East.

Special features of the contests program

were a banquet at the Ford Airport hangar,

with Edsel B. Ford, president of the Ford

Motor Company, as host and William P.

MacCracken, Jr., assistant secretary of com-

merce for aeronautics, as chief speaker ; the

scale model contest at Convention Hall, the

indoor contest at Olympia auditorium and

the outdoor contest at Selfridge Field; at-

tendance at the Air Olympics at Ford Air-

port, where the National Air Tour and the

Gordon Bennett International Balloon Race

started ; and the closing banquet at the Ho-
tel Statler, contest headquarters.

The complete list of prize winners fol-

lows :

Stout Indoor—Class A
Albert Mott, Detroit, 341 seconds ; Ernest

McCoy, Detroit, 331 ;
Jack Loughner, De-

troit,, 315; George Novak, Detroit, 269;

George Emmett, Fall River, Mass., 250

;

Thomas Condax, Philadelphia, 231
;

Jack

MacLellan, Wyandotte, Mich., 228; Nick

Vitale, Detroit, 227.

Bronze Medal Winners: William Atwood,

Riverside, Cal.
;
Harry Cone, Elmira, N. Y.

;

Hale Carpenter, Philadelphia ; Vernon Con-

zett, Detroit; Joseph S. Culver, San Fran-

cisco, Calif. ; Charles Dybvig, Detroit ; Paul

Meyers, Cleveland ; Richard Salathiel Inde-

W. Dennis, Aero Digest prize winner

pendence, Kansas
;
Irving Johnson, Chicago

;

Lawrence Hankammer, Des Moines, la.

;

Neil Severns, Columbus, O.
;
Douglas Walter,

Wyandotte, Mich. ; Bronson R. Myers, Chi-

cago; Stanley Smith, Rochester, N. Y.

;

Kenneth A. Willard, Evanston, 111. ; Charles

Van Horn, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Herbert G.

Dorsey, Washington, D. C. ; Bernard

Schwartz, Chicago ; Glenn Reichman, Buf-

falo, N. Y.
;
Myron Stepath, Springfield,

Mass. ; Robert Hayes. Detroit ; Donald

Lockwood, Chicago, 111. ; Thomas Willis,

Chicago; Andrew Freeland, Philadelphia,

Pa.
; John W. Cooper, Albany, N. Y. ; Ar-

thur O. Heinrich, Baldwin, L. I.

Prize winning scale models—left: Ford (G. Thompson, Jr.). Center: Curtiss (W. Dennis). Right: Ryan (J. L. Parker)
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Stout Indoor—Class B
Aram Abgarian, Detroit, 353 seconds

;

Gordon Johnstone, Detroit, 280 ; Carleton

Roushkolb, Detroit, 270; Milton Wollman,

Philadelphia, 258; Neville H. Geake, De-

troit, 248 ; Archie Schroeder, Wyandotte,

Mich., 237; William Chaffee, Detroit, 228;

Casimir Leja, Chicago, 227.

Bronze Medal Winners: Francis Klute,

Detroit ; Edward Petruska, Cleveland
;
By-

ron Jilek, Cleveland ; John Dawson, Evans-

ton, 111. ; Lawrence J. Sim, Wyandotte,

Mich. ; Alfred M. Davock, Detroit
;
Cloyd

Smith, South Bend, Ind. ; Leonard Popham,

Port Huron, Mich.; George T. Bell, Wash-
ington, D.C. ;

Raymond Mitchell, Fall River,

Mass. ; Walter Anthony,. Cleveland ; Rich-

ard Abbey, Oakland, Calif. ; Cecil Hills,

Dearborn, Mich.
; Jack Kistler, Detroit

;

Marsden Gribbell, Deshler, 0. ; Robert E.

Atwater, Elmira, N. Y. ; Sterling Wardwell,

Watertown, N. Y. ; Albert Schwarzkopf,

No: folk, Va. ; Edward Harms, Evanston,

111. ; Maurice Gillighen, Detroit ; Carl V.

Carlson, Chicago ; Katsuro Miho, Hawaii

;

Richard K. West, Evanston, 111.; Alex

Riscky, Fort Worth, Tex.; Joseph H. Ehr-

hardt, St. Louis.

Winners in Senior Division

National Outdoor Division

Joseph J. Lucas, Chicago, 111., 264 Sec-

onds ; Thomas C. Hill, Winston-Salem, N.

C, 250 Seconds ; Thomas Condax, Philadel-

phia, Pa., 249.4 Seconds
;
Henry E. Goebel,

Rochester, N. Y., 240 Seconds; Robert E.

Hayes, Detroit, Mich., 234 Seconds
;
Lloyd

Fish, Washington, D. C, 217 Seconds
; Jo-

seph Culver, San Francisco, Cal., 207.6 Sec-

onds ; Ford Grant, Detroit, 207 seconds

;

Don Gardner, Detroit, 184 Seconds.

Bronze Medal Winners: Paul H. Cole-

man, Columbus, Ohio ; Paul A. Mayer,

Cleveland
; , Edward Miller, Jr., Chicago

John Redmond, Champaign, 111. ; Herbert

Fish, Cleveland
;

Irving Johnson, Chicago

Albert W. Mott, Detroit; Virgil Rassner

Peru, Ind. ; Daniel Ludlow, Champaign, 111

Jack Loughner, Detroit ; Charles Miller

Cleveland ; F. L. Jenkeh, Gagetown, Mich.

Donald Lockwood, Chicago; W. A. Johnson

Chicago
; John Markley, Bartlesville, Okla.

B. R. Meyers, Chicago ; Bertram Pond
Peru, Ind. ; Bernard Schwartz, Chicago

Wendall Bailey, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Harry W. Cone, Elmira, N. Y. ; Fred L.

Johnson, Birmingham, Mich. ; Howard C.

Smith, Kenosha, Wis. ; Fred M. Johnson,

Haw thorne, N. J. ;
Henry E. Fayville, Mad-

ison, Wis. ; Walter Samsoe, Kenosha, Wis.

;

John T. Bird, Detroit.

Winners in Junior Division

National Outdoor Contest

Carl V. Carlson, Chicago, III, 175

Edward Petruska, Cleveland, O., 169.4

Sartor E.. Stewart, Louisville, Ky., 160

Aram Abgarian, Detroit, 160; Casimir

Leja, Chicago, 149; H. J. Dorsey, Wash-
ington, D. C, 139; Robert E. Atwater,

Elmira, N. Y., 132; William Chaffee, De-
troit, 129.4.

Bronze Medal Winners : Katsuro Miho,

Kahului, Hawaii; Francis Klute, Detroit;

Lawrence Sim, Wyandotte, Mich.; Ar-

thur Liephart, Cleveland; Fay Stroud,

Detroit; Irving Ranka, Wyandotte,
Mich.; Evan Sharpe, Springfield, Ohio;

Wallace Johnson, Fort Dodge, Wise;
Kenneth Belliveau, Springfield, Mass.;

John Dawson, Evanston, 111.; Allen

Donovan, Syracuse, N. Y. ; John Sig-

ford, Minneapolis, Minn.; Jack Laister,

Wyandotte, Mich.; Edward Harms,
Evanston, 111.; Robert MacLaren, De-
troit; Fred Schelter, Detroit; Joseph H.

Ehrhardt, St. Louis, Mo.; Charles

Mayer, Bridgeville, Pa.; Harvey Gun-
ning, Gulfport, Miss. ; Gordon Gilbert,

Detroit; Jack Kistler, Detroit; Willis

Kullman, Cleveland; Sam Taylor, Ypsi-

lanti, Mich.; John G. Young, Lansing,

Mich.; Frederick Bonadio, Watertown,

N. Y.

Scale Model Contest Winners—Class A
(There were 128 models entered in the

Class A contest)

1—William L. Dennis, Miami, Fla.

;

2—Tudor Morris, Peru, Indiana; 3—
Cyprien Porrier, Chicopee Falls, Mass.;

4—Leon M. Gregg, Westbrook, Conn.;

5—Seymour Dunham, Dayton, Ohio; 6

—

Joseph Sevilla, Springfield, Mass.; 7

—

Paul A. Meyer, Cleveland, Ohio; 8

—

Floyd Kowalak, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bronze Medal Winners : Charles N. Black,

Columbus, Ohio; Leonard W. Ross, Du
Quoin, 111.; William White, Martins-

burg, W. Va. ; Clayton H. Tanner, Ur-

bana, 111.; George F. Schultz, Buffalo,

N. Y. ; Harvard C. Smith, Kenosha,
Wis.; Homer H. Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio;
William T. Howell, Detroit, Mich.; Nor-
man E. Zapf, Rocky River, Ohio; James
Cook, Aspinwall, Pa.

;
Daryl Lightbody,

Oakland, Calif.; James W. Ashbaugh,
Cortez, Col.; Ernest W. Fuller, Atlanta,

Ga. ; Hubert Harden, Verdon, Nebr.

;

Clarence A. Sharp, Kansas City, Mo.;

Harry L. Kitselman, Hollywood, Calif.;

Samuel Hays, Jr., Erwin, Tenn.; Virgil

De Claire, Detroit, Mich.; Oliver

McCahon, Lorain, Ohio; Karel Valasek,

Chicago, 111.; Wilbur G. Bodell, Battle

Creek, Mich.; Norman E. Ort, Wain-
fleet, Ontario; Robert W. McKee, Zanes-

ville, Ohio; Daniel A. Ludlow, Cham-
paign, 111.; Roger Copley, Hazel Park.

Mich.

Scale Model Contest Winners—Class B
(There were 104 models entered in the

Class B contest)

1—George Thompson, Jr., Winner, S.

Dakota; 2—James L. Parker, Salisbury,

N. C; 3—Merl C. Jenkins, Ithaca, N. Y.;

4—Joseph Garside, Milton, Mass.; 5

—

Wallace J. S. Johnson, Fort Dodge, la.;

6—Lewis Carlson, Naugatuck, Conn.; 7

—

Ray A. Shepherd, Hilo, Hawaii; 8

—

Richard White, Kansas City, Mo.
Bronze Medal Winners: Charles F.

Marschner, Highspire, Penn.; Grover

Davidson, Chews P. O., N. Y.; James
Coyle, Philadelphia, Pa.; Martin Strand,

Dearborn, Mich.; Richard Caldwell, De-
troit, Mich.; Robert Beebe, Oak Park,

111.; Esther Benfer, Metamora, Ohio;

Arthur Van Laken, Detroit; Mich.; Louis

F. Mahan, Iowa City, la. ; Lawrence

McClellan, Fletcher, N. C; Frank Urso,

Detroit, Mich.; William Thaler, Detroit,

Mich.; Maurice Cooper, Little Rock,

Ark.; Lawrence Shields, Barre, Vt,; Rob-
ert Kavanaugh, Rochester, N. Y.; Ken-
neth Mudie, Detroit, Mich.; Earl Peter-

son, Jackson, Mich.; James R. W. Bent,

Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Ralph Mattoon, Little

Falls, N. Y.; Byron Creel. Louisville,

Ky. ; Donald Hehman, St. Bernice, Ind.;

Benton H. Moorhouse, Highland Park,

Mich.; Lawrence Valentine, Cumberland,

Md.; Frederic C. Sparrow. Jr., New
London, Conn.; Emery Lindbergh, Oak-
land, Calif.

'American Boy" Banqust at the Hotel Statler, Detroit, for the boys competing in the National Model Ccntests.
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ARMY WINS GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE
THE United States Army balloon, piloted

by Captain William E. Kepner and

Lieutenant William O. Eareckson, won the

Gordon Bennett international balloon race

which started from the Ford airport at De-

troit on June 30. The total distance trav-

eled by the Army balloon was 460.9 miles,

from Detroit to a point three miles south-

east of Kenbridge, Va. Kepner and Eareck-

son landed with all ballast gone.

The German balloon Barmen, piloted by

Hugo Kaulen with his son, Hugo Kaulen,

Jr.. as aide, established a distance \y2 miles

short of the Army's balloon. The Barmen's

distance was 459.4 miles, the landing having

been made three miles south of Chase City,

Va.

The French bag Blanchard, piloted by

Charles Dollfus with Georges Cormier as

aide, landed four miles northeast of Walnut

Cove, N. C, on the bank of the Dan River

—a distance of 447.9 miles.

Distances and landing places of the nine

other contestants are given in the accom-

panying list. Distances were computed by

Dr. George Otis Smith, director of the

Geological Survey, and George O. Hawkins,

director of the computing section of the

Survey.

The victory of the Army team gives the

United States permanent possession of the

Gordon Bennett trophy, which is the second

in the competition. The first was won by

Belgium's famous balloonist, Ernest Demuy-

ter, and the Belgian Aero Club established

the second trophy. Xow the National Aero-

nautic Association will undertake the estab-

lishment of the third trophy to perpetuate

the memory of James Gordon Bennett and

the sporting and scientific contest he inaugu-

rated. The Bennett trophies have been in

international competition annually since

1906, except during the war.

Captain Kepner was born in Peru, Ind.,

4

The winning U. S. Army balloon with
Capt. Kepner, pilot, and Lt. Eareckson.

in 1893 and served as an officer in the

Indiana National Guard until the outbreak

of the World war. He served as captain in

the infantry in 1917 and won the D. S. C.

for distinguished service. In 1921, he en-

tered the Air Corps lighter-than-air branch

and was rated an airship pilot in 1922. He
took a course in airship training at the naval

airship station, Lakehurst, and completed 340

hours of flying training in this type craft.

He and Lieut. Eareckson won the national

contest this year, which started from Pitts-

burgh on Memorial day. Capt. Kepner now
is assistant commandant of the Air Corps

Balloon and Airship School at Scott Field,

Belleville, 111.

Lieut. Eareckson, born in Maryland, May
30, 1900, entered West Point from the en-

listed ranks of the Army and was grad-

uated in June, 1924. He entered the Air

Corps, completed the course of .primary air-

plane training in Texas and transferred to

the lighter-than-air branch, receiving his

airship pilot and balloon observer ratings in

June, 1926. He has served as Capt. Kep-

ner's aide whenever that officer made any

extended balloon flights. He is now on duty

a Scott Field.

GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE RESULTS
Ford Airport, Detroit, Michigan, June 30, 1928

Place Balloon
1. U. S. Army

Barmen <

3. Blanchard

4. Lafayette

Denmark

6. Munster

American
Business Club

8. Argentine

9. Detroit

10. Wallonie

11. Brandenburg

12. Helvetia
Distances scaled

the log of flight by

Country Pilot & Aide
U. S. Capt. W. E. Kepner

Wm. O. Eareckson
Germany Hugo Kaulen, Sr.

Hugo Kaulen, Jr.
France Charles Dollfus

Georges Cormier
France Georges Blanchet

Dr. G. A. LeGallee
Denmark S. A. L*. Rasmussen

T. W. Southwurth
(iermanv F. Eimermacher

Carl Zech
L". S. C. A. Palmer

I t. F. M. McKee
Argentine Edward Bradley

H. H. Elliff

U. S. W. C. Naylor
Russell Wherritt

Belgium Lt. Jos. Thonnard
Maurice Boel

Germany Otto Bertram
Geo. Froebel

Switzerland E. L. Maag

Landing Place
3 mi. S.E. Kenbridge, Va.,
Lunenburg County
:i mi. S. Chase City, Va.,
Mecklenberg Countv
4 mi. N.E. Walnut Cove, N.
C, Bank of Dan River
VA mi. S. Fife, 1 mi. N.E.
Bula. Goochland County
2 mi. N.E. Roanoke, Va.,
Roanoke County
Big Island, Va., Bedford
County
2 mi. S. of \V. Lipscombe,
Va., Augusta County
Between Millboro & Millhoro
Springs, Bath County, Va.
35 mi. N.E. Marlinton, W.
Va., Pocahontas County
Beverly, W. Va., Randolph
County
Davis. \V. Va.

Distance
(Kilometers)

622.8

594.

568.

523.

Distance
(Miles)
460.9 .

416.

388.

337.

also commuted.

3 mi. S. Worthington. W. Va. 404. 251.

ical Survey from information as to point of landing furnished in
For balloons t'. S. Army. Barmen and Blanchard . distances were

The start of the 1928 Gordon Bennett Balloon race at Ford Airport, Detroit, Mich.
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COMPARATIVE EXAMINATION
OF AIRPLANE AND AIRSHIP

By Carl B. Fritsche, Vice- Pres. Aircraft Development Corp.
Abstract of a paper read before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Detroit, June 29, 1928

RECENT transatlantic flights have served to mask
the inherent limits of commercial range of the air-

plane, with the result that the superior qualifications

of the rigid airship for long distance heavy cargo service

have apparently been overlooked.

The commercial common factor of aircraft is best ex-

pressed in the weight of commercial load transported over

a given range.

Eminent authorities agree that not only does the airplane

fail to increase in efficiency with the size in this respect, but

that in the extremely larger sizes, the airplane actually

shows decrease in efficiency. Some authorities conserva-

tively establish the maximum efficient size of the airplane at

50,000 lbs. gross weight and its useful load at 11 lbs. per

h.p.

Certain European engineers voice the opinion that the

maximum efficient size of the flying boat exceeds that of

the airplane, possibly by a ratio of two to one. Probably
this is due in part to the absence of the enormous parasite

drag from multiple landing gear with wheels about six feet

in diameter which would be required on an airplane of

50,000 lbs. gross weight. Furthermore, a higher landing

speed can be tolerated in flying boats than in airplanes be-

cause boats in maneuvering are not restricted to the narrow
confines of landing fields

;
they can utilize more distance

;

and the impact at landing on water is more evenly distrib-

uted throughout the structure than is true of the airplane

on land. This advantage is one which permits a high wing
load factor for the large flying boat.

Inasmuch as it is axiomatic in transportation experience
that any vehicle must be able to support itself in the medium
in which it floats,, the large flying boat obviously is prefer-

able to the airplane in application to long distance over-
seas flying.

However, inasmuch as the utilization of an excessive

proportion of useful load for fuel purposes decreases the
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Airship—3200 miles (New York to London) Cruising speed 75 m.p.h.
Flying boat—4400 miles (New York via Bermuda and Azores to Southamp-

ton) Cruising speed 115 m.p.h.

carrying capacity left available for pay cargo, the operatio.i

of large flying boats in non-stop service across the Atlantic

Ocean is financially impracticable.

The rigid airship, in contrast to the airplane and flying

boat, increases in efficiency with size. Three examples are

given

:

New York to London Non-Stop Airship Service—
3.200 Miles (Helium Inflated)

Gross weight of airship.. 150 tons 250 tons

Useful load 78 tons

Useful load per h.p 39 lbs.

Pay cargo 28 tons

Percentage of gross lift

available for pay cargo.. 19%
And these airships are not miracles. From an engineering

standpoint there is absolutely no mystery about man's abil-

ity to build them successfully. The proven materials are

available. The practical methods of bonding these mate-

rials together are well known. The skilled labor can be

secured. In fact the two airships now being built in Eng-
land are about equivalent to the first size illustrated, and

the 250-ton ship follows in natural sequence.

The 250-ton rigid airship, whose performance is de-

scribed above, would be equipped with an engine capacity

of 6,000 h.p. and would transport 65-tons of pay cargo on

a 3,200-mile non-stop flight from New York to London.
It would require thirteen flying boats of 50 tons gross

weight each, and having a total rated h.p. of 78,000, flying

4,400 miles via Bermuda and the Azores (in order to re-

fuel) to equal this performance.

A survey reveals that 158 units represents the world's

effort to date in rigid airship construction. Semi-rigids

constructed in Italy, France and elsewhere are not included

because their inherent limits in size and strength eliminate

(Continued on page 368)
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CARRANZA
THE. death of young Carranza was particularly tragic,

but perhaps served a definite purpose in advertising

to the world, even more elaborately than his flight had

done, the fact that in our Southern neighbor, Mexico,

which usually gets into the news with revolutions and as-

sassinations, there also is a fine and splendid undercurrent

of real, progressive and splendidly ambitious thought.

Some day, when Mexico has cast aside its thralldom to

its politicians (or has developed politicians of a new and

better sort) she will produce, I think, rather more than

her numerical proportion of able and ambitious youth, in

many and perhaps most lines. Carranza was a wonderful

lad. He showed what flying material exists in Mexico.

The Panama Canal is barely South of Mexico. We
should establish such aeronautical relationships with this in-

conceivably rich and potentially progressive country as will

assure us that its splendid youth never shall be trained

to work or fight against us.

In every true sense of the word Carranza was a Good-

Will Flier. He felt, stimulated and left good-will behind

him. No more efficient means of creating it exists than

aeronautics.

THE N. A. A. AGAIN
ABOUT a million people in the United States are

ready to join a real, honest-to-Agnes civilian aero-

nautical association that will be truly representative

of the ideals of the flying man, whether of the Army, of

the Navy, of the Air Mail or of the growingly vast num-

ber of individuals now interested in commercial aviation.

At least 1,000 flying clubs, some good, some not-so-good

and some no good, were formed in America during the

year, designed either worthily to stimulate, or unworthily

to capitalize, the enthusiasm of American youth for aero-

nautics. That many have found that the creation of

fake or useless organizations offers an easy way to make
a living is the reason why we are saving in this office,

with the probably vain hope of using it again, the rope with

which some Texan friends once lynched a horse-thief.

The only substitute we have for that which we so

badly need is the National Aeronautic Association.

It is a mere tin can tied to the kite-tail of America's

flying impulse. During the year it has added a few new
chapters, mostly, through mistaken calculation on the part

of joiners ; but what a real opportunity it has missed

!

Will it continue to wobble painfully, just keeping out of

nose-dives, during 1929? New officers will be elected in

September. If it preserves its old idea that it should elect a

president because, for personal reasons, he may be willing

to make up its annual deficit in order to secure the doubtful

"honor," it will remain rather worse than useless.

It cost Howard Coffin plenty for a couple of years. Then
Godfrey Cabot became its little bank around the corner,

while a sacred codfish smiled applause. It cost Frederick

B. Patterson a pretty penny. During the recent pair of

twelve ninths Porter Adams has had the privilege of loos-

ening up.

What a crying shame ! The one real need of American

aeronautics during all this time has been 'of a tense, en-

thusiastic, intelligent organization to battle, down in Wash-

ington, for all the air services and for commercial aviation,

and in every state of the union in behalf of 'proper aero-

nautical legislation and all other right promotion of flying

in this country.

By merely carefully coordinating the now existing flying

clubs, associations or whatever, into a strong national

body similar to the American Automobile Association, an

important membership could be achieved and a real power

created.

To accomplish this—hire good men and pay them to do

the job and if they don't do it, fire them. Make the dues

one dollar a year. Encourage the kids to join : over one

hundred and fifty thousand youngsters in less than a year

joined the model airplane contest conducted by The Ameri-

can Boy.

Run the N. A. A. as you would your own business

—

it is just as important to the future of your country. Make
the slogan "A Million Members in 1929" and get them.

No reason exists why the National Aeronautic Asso-

ciation should be the step-child of some tuft-hunting rich

man. It can and will support itself and when it does it

won't let years go by without worth while accomplishment,

as all its recent years have been.

And remember that if you elect a president just to pay

the bills you must accept the administration he gives, be it

good or bad. You can't fire the one who pays the bills.

So if another year is wasted—members blame yourselves.

THE CANAL'S SAFETY

WE are glad the Kellogg Treaties have been, so suc-

cessfully negotiated with the leading countries of

the world. We are sorry that during the same month in

which this constructive enterprise came to its fine fruition

the Government of Panama granted to a German Colom-

bian company an air base at Porto Bello, which is tick-

lishly near our Panama Canal.

It is not to be forgotten that we wished recently to make
with this Southern neighbor a treaty of a sort which would

have forbidden such procedure, but that Panama refused

to join in that kind of a pact with us.

Theodore Roosevelt started the Canal when he had nei-

ther the authority nor the money with which to do it. He
regarded it as necessary to keep out dangerous foreign

influences—and that was foresight.

We wonder what he now would say, snappily, his white

teeth gleaming and his tense lips fiercely spread, if he were
here with us to comment on this privilege accorded by
Panama to the expert and highly organized aviation pro-

ject of a European nation with which we recently were
bitterly at war.

The base which Panama has granted is only a few miles

from our Canal entrance.

The ostensible reason for granting it is that this German
company has been contracted with to make air-photographic

surveys of the boundary between Colombia and Panama.
In making such photographic air surveys so close to the

canal it Will be utterly impossible, no matter how minutely

the expert Germans try to avoid an act which naturally

must be displeasing to those among us who have Roose-
veltian ideas, to avoid making, also, a photographic air

survey of the Canal, itself.

This company, known as Scadta, and entirely German
in fact although this is not admitted, now has definite con-

tractual air control in those two republics to the South of us.

We should strengthen our coastal defense at that point

without delay—we may need it.
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THE FLIGHT FROM ITALY TO BRAZIL

AT 6:51 o'clock on the

evening of July 3,

their take off watched

by only a small crowd of

Italian Government officials.

Captain Arturo Ferrarin

and Major Carlo P. del

Prete climbed into the air

from the Montecello air-

drome near Rome. Ahead

of them was a flight across

the Mediterranean, a good

sizable chunk of Africa and

the Atlantic Ocean to a new
world's distance record.

Ferrarin and del Prete break world's

distance record

The Savoia-Marchetti with 550 h.o. Fiat engine

Their plane was a special Savoia-Marchetti, the closest

approach to the flying wing, the dream of designers since

the early days of flying. A complete description of the

plane and motor will be found on another page of this

issue of Aero Digest. It is enough to say here that this

plane has no fuselage in the ordinary sense of the word,

merely an empennage with the tail surfaces so close to the

broad thick wing as to cause conservative designers to

deliver themselves of skeptical comments when the ship

was first projected.

• Alessandro Marcbetti. it might be

mentioned here, is working on a defi-

nite design for a monoplane along the

same general lines of the transatlantic

plane with a wing spread of 350 feet.

Little is known about this new plane

here. A report from an authoritative

source, however, has been received by

Aero Digest to the effect that the new
giant ship will be ready to fly early

next year.

Mounted atop the wing is the 550

horsepower water-cooled V type Fiat

engine in an efficiently streamlined na-

celle driving a pusher propeller. In

twenty-six duralumin tanks in the wing

were between 850 and 900 gallons of

fuel—the exact amount carried has

never been made public—and there were

A special runway a mile in length had been constructed

for the take-off and it was none too. long. The plane ac-

cording to reports took the air at the very end of the run-

way, climbed slowly and pointed out to sea, the course laid

for Gibraltar. A few minutes after leaving Italy the

fliers sighted the shore of Sardinia. Next they picked up

the light houses of Cape Ferdandino and Cavoli Island.

They were flying then at about 1,000 feet. Across the

Mediterranean they contin-

ued to climb slowly and

when they sighted the Afri-

can Coast near Algiers they

had about 1,200, and at this

point they ran into their

first trouble.

]
The temperature of the

air even at their altitude

•'suddenly rose to 95 degrees

Fahrenheit. Their water

temperature climbed quickly

r.o 197 and the oil moved up

to 87. They veered to the

northward, away from the

African coast to seek lower

temperatures, losing a little

of the precious mileage.

Early in the morning as

they neafed Cape Gata they

met low fog over which they

flew as far as Gibraltar.

Here they were sighted from

the ground although they did

not know it at the time.

They passed over the Straits

at 5 :15 a. m. flying very fast

according to observers.

A few minutes before they

Map of the Italy-Brazil non-stop flight

60 gallons of oil

Maj,

were sighted according to their own report to the Italian

Air Ministry they saw sticking up through low clouds

Almira Point. Here they ran into a local storm and the

air for a time was exceedingly bumpy. They were flying

fast—about 130 miles an hour-—and they quickly flew

out of the active storm area into smoother going, climbing

to about 3,000 feet. They flew down the coast of Africa

at this altitude without seeing it because of continuous

clouds and fog.

Shortly after noon the weather

cleared and they went down between

clouds to have a look at the coast.

They found themselves near Cape Jubi.

Along the coastline they flew until they

reached and recognized Villa Cisneros

which they reached at 2 :50 p. m.

Their original plan had been to pro-

ceed further down the coast but the

weather and wind being favorable they

took a bearing off Cape San Rocco and
put out to sea. They were last sighted

over the mainland at Villa Cisneros

and were reported by a steamer near

the Cape Verde Islands, 22 hours out

from Rome. So far the flight had

been extremely fast, an average of

136 miles an hour.

Fifty minutes after leaving the coast

of Africa the Savoia-Marchetti nosed into thick clouds

again and they climbed slowly, flying blind, hoping to get

out. At 11.000 feet they were still in the clouds and they

stayed there during much of the night with now and then

a break which gave them a look at the stars. From 11

until 2 in the - morning they flew blind without ' a break.

Near the equator the sky appeared again but fog lay

on the surface of the ocean. As they approached the South

American Coast they took repeated bearings from the

stars and were able as dawn
approached to authenticate

their astronomy and locate

themselves with a reason-

able degree of accuracy.

At this point, still some
hundreds of miles off the

coast the)' encountered head

winds straight out of the

southeast which drove them
a little to the east of their

course, and this continued

until they sighted land.

(Continued on page 366)

Associated Press photo.

Carlo P. del Prete and Capt. Arturo Ferrarin after their

distance record breaking flight from Italy to Brazil.
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PERSONAIRLITIE S
WELL, folks, we'll start off this

month with what probably is the

world's worst biography. I know

it ought to be, for I wrote it myself under

the worst biographical conditions possible.

If any of it is true, I'm surprised and de-

lighted—and if it isn't, I don't really care

much. The subject, or victim, of this biog-

raphy is one George Haldeman, the answer

to the maiden's prayer. I first find men-

tion of him in the Bible, in the first chapter

and sixteenth verse of the Book of Ruth

:

"And Ruth said, Tntreat me not to leave

thee, or return from following after thee

:

for whither thou goest, I will go ; and where

thou lodgest, I will lodge ; and where thou

sinketh into the Atlantic, there also will I

sink—or sank.'
"

But skipping Bruno and Blythely the in-

tervening years and getting down to

George's present reincarnation, the en-

tranced reader learns that George and I

were doing a bit of elbow exercise in

George's apartment at the Warwick (pro-

nounced Warrick by the better element

among us). After exercising the biceps for

an hour or so we dined at the Quiet Bird-

men, after which we spent a pleasant hour

in the homelike atmosphere of Major M. K.

Lee's apartment, where Duke Schiller had

apparently been doing his glass-work for

that night. Duke told us all about how he

had flown the serum to Greenley Island,

which got us so worked up that George and

I dashed out into the night and collected

Ed Cornell and Billy Brock, the fatter and

funnier of those two Siamese twins, Brock

and Schlee. The excited reader recognizes

at once that we have here the fundamental

elements of a large, wide night. Well, we

won't bring that up, except to hint that the

quietest party at the Frivolity Night Club

was not ours. Not after 4 a. m., anyhow.

At about S we left—or were thrown out

—

or they closed the joint (I'm a trifle hazy

about the move). But, anyhow, we seemed

to .find ourselves back in the Warwick, or

Warruk, or Whatnot— all seated there with

the usual perspiring glass. I think Billy

Brock was still with us. Yes, I recall he

was there. And if my memory fails rne not,

Ed Cornell was swaying around somewhere.

And there were at least two of the blondes

that gentlemen prefer—though personally I

prefer bonds. But there was quite a party.

And in the midst of all the uproar it oc-

curred to me to say, in a loud, vibrating

tone of voice, "George, I've never put your

biography in my PersonAIRlities depart-

ment. Let's have it."

Staggered at this kind attention from a

great historian, George threw himself—or

fell—into a chair and started to tell me all

about himself, while I seized a pen and

took notes. That is, I thought they were

notes. But now that I go over them in the

sweet seclusion of my abode on the Hudson,

I don't know what to call them. Notes

they may be ; but legible they are not. I

find the word, "Born—" and a blank.

Whether that blank was left to fill in with

a date, or whether it meant that George was

born blank, I don't really know—and there's

no use guessing about an important matter

like that, so we'll just leave it, "Born blank."

I should say here that all the time George

was telling me this history the other mem-
bers of the party were laughing heartily. I

recall roaring with laughter myself, at all

the witty things George said—though now
I come to look for them in my notes, I

can't find a single funny remark. I mean,

I wrote them down, but they aren't funny

now. And they were absolutely excruciat-

ingly funny when I wrote them down. How-
ever, such as they are, here they are—those

I can read

:

George Haldeman first saw an airplane in

1911—and walked right on by. But on

July 28, 1917, after his country had been

bawling its head off for recruits since the

previous April, George put in an applica-

tion for the Air Service and finally reported

to Billy Brock and his—I've written

"quahogs" but I think I meant cohorts—at

Park Field, Memphis, Tennessee. Oh, be-

fore that at School of Military Aeronautics,

Austin, Texas. Then he went to Wilbur

Wright Field where he took a gunnery

course and was half shot all the time until

he passed out. On August 13, 1918, he was

ordered Overseas, but is pleased to state

that after being trained by his Govern-

ment for a year he never went to France,

but went instead to Payne Field, West
Point, Miss. At this point I recall that I

looked at him severely and said, "Young
man, just where did you defend this country

from the attacks of the enemy?" Upon
which he replied proudly, "At the Battle of

Payne Field." This intelligence so staggered

the historian—meaning me—that my writing

became worse than ever, and the rest of it

is as mixed up as a Naval contract. There

are dates and several splashes. I believe a

glass was upset right onto the great biog-

raphy. Or George and I cried over it to-

gether. But something went wrong with it

— I mean, more than already had been wrong

with the damn thing. I decipher the words,

"From there we took ofif
—

" and the rest is

blurred. I suppose he took off his uniform

there. But I don't know-—and what does it

matter, because I'm not guaranteeing this,

anyhow ?

But then I decipher distinctly the date,

Aug. 27, 1920. That may mean something

to George : it means nothing to me. Nor
do the words, "Arcadia, Florida, which is

still a town and has not yet been put back

to acreage." But I get this, all right : "In

1920 George and Roger Williams started a

school of destruction among the very simple

peoples of Winter Haven, Florida." And
Mr. H. E. Cornell, who landed twice at a

cost of no less than $87 on each landing,

was one of George's first pupils—and mighty

simple he looked 'when I taxed him with

being the Cornell in question— for I recall

now that he was there. And in 1925 Geor;»e

and Ed were absolutely staggered to see m-e

win over Casey Jones at the Dayton Races.

(Casey had had a forced landing, truth

compels me to add.) And that was the

high point in the Haldeman life in 1925, so

you can see he hadn't amounted to a thin^

at that date. And he didn't amount to a

thing for the next two years. He and Ed
Cornell did fly from Winter Haven, Florida

,

to the Pacific Ocean. But they stopped at

the edge, so even that didn't get into th<;

papers. But in August, 1927 he and RuthEddie Stinson, Miss Ruth Elder, and George Haldeman.
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.LJLow To Use

AVIATION INSURANCE PROTECTION
Economically and Advantageously

J
ii

One of Many
Unsolicited Testimonials

July 5, 1928.
Dear Sirs:

Independence Policy AC-1860
Thank you for the check in

payment of my claim against the
Independence Companies in re-

spect of the accident which oc-
curred on June 28, 1928. I would
like you to express my thanks to

Messrs. Barber & Baldwin, Inc.
and the Independence Companies

which thii matter was dealt with.
The accident as you know occurred
on June 28, 1928; the adjuster
called on me on the next day and
the following day I received the
information from you that the claim
was to be paid in full and that
the check was being forwarded.
The terms of settlement and the
speed with which it was negoti-
ated were surprisingly satisfac-

tory. Furthermore, the fact that
within a day or two after the
accident I wanted to insure two
more machines and they were
accepted, speaks well for the
soundness and consistency of the
manner in which aviation risks

are being handled by the Indepen-
dence Companies through Messrs.
Barber & Baldwin, Inc.

Yours very truly,

Carl E. Trube r

Insurance

Protection

Available
aggregates over

1,000,000 per aircraft

Constructive total loss

Accidental Damage
Fire, Tornado, Theft

Cargo (direct and liability)

Damage to ground property
Airport and Airmeet liability

Life insurance
Public liability

Property Damage
Passenger liability

Personal Accident
Compensation

and
other forms constructed

as required

99

» 9 a 9 Is the title of our new brochure. Ask us for a
copy. It explains also our free advisory service founded on
20 consecutive years' practical experience in aviation and
supported by our corps of highly qualified aeronautical engi-

neers and our staff of executives each one of broad practical

experience in flying besides long training in insurance. Our
long experience, knowledge and organization are at your
service to assist in minimizing hazards with consequent re-

duction of operational costs and insurance rates, thus help-

ing to improve, broaden and stabilize both your interests

and our interests as Underwriters. Cooperation is the key
to that result and is achieving remarkable improvements.
Our success is founded on service and sympathetic coopera-

tion fortified by long experience.

Lowest Rates
Broadest Coverage

Highest Indemnities
Quickest Service

Policies liave been issued over a long period of years and, among others, in favor of

Federal and State Governments, Boeing Air Transport, Pacific Air Transport, Colonial

Air Transport, Colonial Western Airways, National Air Transport, Western Air
Express, Robertson Aircraft Corp., Colorado Airways, Northwest Airways, Walter T.

Varney, Inc., Southern Dusting Co., Philadelphia Rapid Transit, Stout Air Service,

Boston Airport Corp., American Railway Express, Ford Motor Company, Fairchild

Aerial Surveys, Fairchild Flying Corp., Pacific Marine Airways, Pitcairn Aviation,

United Cigar Stores Co., Royal Typewriter Co., Hamilton Maxwell, Inc., Pulitzer and
other race meetings, Universal Motion Picture Corp., Fox Film Corp., American Air-

ports, Inc., Jefferson Airways Corp., Midplane Sales & Transit Co., Stinson Aircraft

Corp., Thompson Aeronautical Corp., Atlantic Aircraft Corp., Pratt & Whitney,
Caddo Co., Chas. Rogers Productions, Canadian Transcontinental Airways, Ltd., West-
ern Canada Airways, Ltd., S. C. A. D. T. A. of Columbia, S. A., Andian National
Corp. of Columbia, S. A., Maddux Air Lines, Scenic Airways, Standard Oil Co. of

Cal., Richfield Oil Co. of Cal., Transcontinental Air Transport, The Daniel Guggenheim
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, and many others including Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh, Sir Hubert Wilkins, Anthony Fokker and other leaders in aviation.

BARBER & BALDWIN, INC*
Underwriting Agents

for

All-American Insurers and Reinsurers

GRAYBAR BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
Telephone : Lexington 4316

20 YEARS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN AVIATION
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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air. It makes for a little variety and prob-

ably is all right for the lungs—so long

as you can keep your whistle wet with

something.

The .first time I saw Mclnaney he was

prowling around the corridors of the Balti-

more Hotel, in Kansas City, during the first

Ford Tour in 1925, telling the pilots about

the new Eaglerock. Now, Mac hasn't

changed very much since those days, but

the Eaglerock has grown so you'd never

recognize it, and so has the factory. For a

large share of that growth Mac has been

personally responsible.. He inaugurated

many of the popular merchandising features

and has flown the ship in national meets, and

shoved it all around the United States. In

fact, he has been so busy that he hasn't had

a spare minute in three years in which to

get a hair-cut. If you don't believe me,

turn this page back and look at the picture.

pILOT BOB Moore, the old reliable man-

ipulator of the Seagull, which Harry

Rogers firmly believes is the world's best

boat, is now flying amphibians for the Loen-

ing Aeronautical Corporation. Last year,

when I was in Miami, Bob spent the better

part of an hour extolling the merits of a

Seagull and a C 6 ; but last week he spent

two hours telling me about the Loening

Amphibian and the Pratt and Whitney Wasp,

and was still talking as I moved off. It's a

fine job, anyhow. I godunked a ride in Duke

Schiller's Loening a while ago, all around

New York harbor. Flying de luxe, that's

all ; a cabin as comfortable and only a little

more noisy than the inside of a limousine, and

a clear view ahead and on the sides and also

straight down, or nearly so. The only way
to see New York.

But about Bob Moore, he spent last winter

flying in the Bahamas on Colonial Govern-

ment service, carrying Governor Sir Charles

Orr, and the Colonial Secretary, Hon. A. C.

Burns, C.M.G., around the islands. With

David Salter, chief engineer of the govern-

ment radio service, Bob flew to the Island of

San Salvador, the landfall of Columbus.

Bob's Seagull was the first flying machine

The flamingos pose for Bob Moore.

to visit the very spot on which Columbus

first set foot. I mean, it floated right near

the spot, as you can see from the picture.

About the only change Bob noticed was that

they had built a wharf some time since 1492,

so Columbus would recognize the old place

if he went back there now.

The late Very Rev. Chrysostom Schreiner,

who presided over the Mission at Riding

Rock, San Salvador, was a student of the

life of Columbus and had written a book

about the explorer, who had charted the bay

and described its various reefs and contours

in his log. Father Schreiner went for a

flighi with Moore and could pick out all the

reefs from the Chart made by Columbus, of

which he had a copy. This aerial survey

would seem to have set . at rest any doubts

as to the exact spot at which Columbus

landed. San Salvador early became the

rendezvous of buccaneers and pirates—and

even to this day the shy, retiring form of

the rum-runner may be seen by anyone not

in the Coast-guard service. And, I should

think, a very pleasant sight it would be to

see the merry rum-runner at work, caroll-

ing gaily at his task of bringing a little

spiritual warmth and encouragement into the

lives of others.

Later, Bob flew to the Island of Great

Inagua, 48 miles off the coast of Cuba,

where in a small lake, by the use of three

natives and the trusty Seagull, he rounded

up a large flock of flamingos and made them

pose for their photographs. They are huge

birds, some of them standing six feet high,

and weighing 150 lbs. In color they are

pearl and pink, shading off to white. The
picture shows only a few of a flock number-

ing hundreds, but an idea of their size may
be gained by the figure of fhe man standing

behind them. These great birds are fair

fliers, but on the day when Bob found them

they were so full of wild rice that they could

not fly, and therefore had to stand and have

their picture taken. There is a thought here

for the Navy—if it isn't able to fly when the

next war arrives, it may simply have to

stand in the water and let the enemy take a

picture of it. Why wouldn't a flamingo,

stuffed with rice, make a good emblem for

the Navy ? The suggestion is respectfully

offered to Mr. Secretary Wilbur, eminent

historian of the antics of the little brown bear.

T F at any time you find yourself yearning

* to possess a Fairchild All-purpose Cabin

Monoplane, the gentleman to see is Richard

H. Depew, Jr.—whom you may call Dick if

you're really going

to buy anything, and

Mr. Depew if you're

not. He's one of the

most pleasant fellows

in • the business to

spend money with

—

in fact, he's so agree-

able that you feel he

is doing you a favor

in taking your
money. I believe that

he feels that way
about it, too. He

really feels that he is saving you from the

horrible error of buying anything other than

a Fairchild, and that you owe him ycr.

thanks, as well as the price of the plane.

Since 1923 he has been Sales Manager and

in charge of flying for the Fairchild Co.,

previous to which he was with Curtiss Ex-

port Co. and the old Exhibition Co. He
learned to fly at the Farman School in Buc,

France, and received the Aero Club of

France License, No. 641, in 1911. During

the war he was test pilot at McCook Field,

with the rank of Captain, 1918.

Dick Depew

San Salvador, where they say Christopher Columbus made a successful one-point landing in 1492.

4
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"—advertising

not strong

enough"
Pacer Aircraft Corporation

TT7E thank Mr. Seesock for his suggestion about

' our advertising of Murphy Aircraft Clear

Flexible Finishing Lacquer. Nevertheless we feel

that the strongest thing we can do is merely to

state the properties of this material, leaving the

aircraft finisher to mentally adapt it to his needs,

and to sell himself on using it.

Here are a few of the high spots of Murphy

Aircraft Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer.

It is Flexible— resisting the treacherous workings of air-

craft surfaces.

It definitely resists the" ultra- violet rays of the sun on

wood, fabric and metal (the only lacquer we know of that

will). This is most important, for it is the ultra-violet ray

that dims, chalks, and destroys the ordinary finish.

It dries with a good gloss.

It has full body and gives an unusual depth of finish.

It may be used as a finishing coat over colored spray lacquer,

or mixed with it, to give it more protection and lustre,

though, naturally its properties are best taken advantage

of when used clear.

It can be mixed with aluminum powder to form an

extremely lasting and durable finish. Metallic powders

actually "leaf" in this material.

It forms a surface so smooth and hard that it may be

thoroughly cleaned with a minimum amount of labor, thus

eliminating repainting at short intervals.

We urge that you learn the full facts about Murphy

Aircraft Finishes, particularly Murphy Aircraft

Clear Flexible Finishing Lacquer. Either try out

this unusual product right now and experience

its remarkable properties at first hand, or send

for further information.

Ceatl eraem

. I am movej tn u,^:*-Immense lmpr„ 3ed ^"f;' 6 ""suae I have beenfur Clear Lacquer.
the a3t°"'=M„g properties of

It. loth iT'eXS1
.?"! »a«3factorj. results „ltha nnlahlns lacouer. TJe J« T*" ™ « ,

,el,et: nn,^

re=o»end i'cleV^J^"''^" makers do not

aat'rfal.——— U 1st

1= a kjock-out. More Puer to you.

truly y„urs /

""/Corpora.

wuiy your:

Pacer lir/>nh/.

MURPHY VARNISH COMPANY
Newark Chicago San Francisco Montreal

Murphy
Aircraft Clear Flexible Finishing

Lacquer

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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AERO DIGEST will award a prize of $5

each month for the best humorous contribu-

tion published. Only those pertaining to the

aircraft field will be considered. Address the

"Picked from the Air" Department, Aero

Digest, 220 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Kenneth D. Stern, San Francisco, California,

won the prize for August.

Dan Robertson of St. Louis, pilot

of the Curtiss-Robertson "Robin" of

the Ford Tour, while being shown the

sights of Fresno previous to two blow-

outs—a luncheon and a flat tire—in

that city, was asked by his host (a

native Fresnian and prune farmer of

many wrinkles) just what kind of a

plane he was flying.

"An O X Robin", replied Danny.

His host pondered over Dan's defi-

nition a moment, shook his head woe-

fully, and spat.

"Well naovv, pardner," came his re-

ply, "I've heerd tell o' Cock Robin,

but this hyar ox robin is a new one

on me."

$

Civil Service examiner to young colored

man: "How far is it from the,earth to the

moon, Rastus?"

Rastus: "Say, Boss, if you're goin to put

me on that route I resign right away."
—John Vcstal.

Back-Seat Flying

T OOK where you're going, Harry! You're

up too high. You know it makes me
nervous. What's the fun of flying if you
can't see anything? I'd rather be down in

the traffic and go a little slower. There

!

You passed another altitude post. Its posi-

tively dangerous. Hush up, Junior ! Mother
wants to go lower. It wasn't bumpy. There
weren't any ruts in those clouds. Yes, that's

better, Harry, but you could go lower yet.

I can't make out the letters on Baker Broth-

ers' floating sign and I know we're miles

up—No, Junior, no 1 Stop it this minute.

What did I tell you about throwing things

down on church steeples? You ought to be

ashamed !—what, Harry ? Yes, it's better !

I like this air road much better. Its the one
Mrs. Jones' pilot always takes when he goes

lo market. I think its nice.

Oh—oh ; land sakes, Harry ! Watch out

!

Don't you know you've got your child with

you? You almost hit that man's spare

wing. Look how it's sticking out. He ought

to be arrested, and he's not paying a bit of

attention to the traffic blimp. Wait a min-

ute. The air cop stopped him! I just want

to hear what he says. Well, a careless per-

son like that deserves every word of it.

Now, there you go again, Harry ! I can

tell you're climbing. You can't fool me.

Even if my father did use a motor car till

I was a grown girl, I'm not so old-fashioned

I don't know when I'm going straight up.

An air pocket? Oh, for goodness' sake.

Harry, get a new one ! All right. Have
it your own way. Our lives are in your

hands ! Wait—wait—for heaven's sake,

wait ! Don't you see that plane's giving you

the parachute signal ? Somebody's going to

get out. What if it is a woman pilot? She's

doing very nicely. I saw her signal as plain

as day. There ! She's dropped her hus-

band. It's all clear now. You can go ahead.

We're coming to Marx's Hangar, Harry.

Be careful here. There's always a jam.

Watch out! Didn't you see him? I told

you so. I don't care if you did have the

right of -way. What good'll it do if you're

dead? Stop it, Junior ? This minute ! That
lady doesn't want peanut shells on her wings.

You'll not come next time. Oh, look out,

Harry ! There goes Mrs. Cardwell, our

new neighbor. Why don't you stay on this

avenue? I think it's nice. I do know her,

too. Hasn't she got a snappy little plane?
I saw her taking it out of the hangar yester-

day. She's just ordered those blue wings.

I suppose they're the last word. No, I

wouldn't want them myself. I think they're

affected, and they make you so conspicuous

Oh, my gracious, Harry! look—look!

There on your left ! I never saw such fly-

ing in my life. Watch out ! He doesn't know
what he's doing. Honestly, the danger in

flying isn't in what you do; it's in what
the other fellow does. Sit down, Junior!
How many times do I have to tell you, you
can't get out on that wing? Certainly,

you'd blow off, and don't try to tell me you
wouldn't.

Here comes somebody acting funny,
Harry. Two of them ! They're racing.

Would you believe it? Right on Air Ave-
nue! They ought to be reported. One of
them's a woman too. Watch out, Harry!

He's trying to pass her. Oh, heavens, he

hit her ! He bent her wing. She's going

down. Get his number, Harry. He didn't

even stop. Another hit-and-run flyer ! Yes,

chase him. I don't care if he is climbing.

Follow him up ! We were that high a min-

ute ago. Go on ! You're gaining on him.

There's a reward for anybody who reports a

hit-and-run flyer. I guess I could use $500

as well as anybody.
—Clyde Kimball.

Martin Jensen thought he had had his full

share of good luck when he flew across the

Pacific in the Dole races last year, but now
he knows that luck is still with him. In

company with Bartlett Stephens, Assistant

Superintendent of San Francisco's Municipal

Airport, Jensen started to make a flight.

The plane speeded down the runway,

started upward, careened to one side and

nearly crashed when Jensen seized the dual

control, righted the ship and held her aloft.

'Gee whiz, Bart I" Marty yelled, "that's

the sloppiest take-off you ever made."

"Me?" replied Stephens. "Hell's bells, I

thought you were at the controls. 1 wasn't."

—Wright Engine Builder.

The Flyway
The Airways Division of the Department

of Commerce has an indefatigable corres-

pondent who insists on calling an airway a

"flyway". Someone has suggested that he

must be a close relative of the man who
thought it was necessary to use fly paper

for an air mail letter.

A Straight Line
"What's the shortest distance between two

points ?"

"Lindbergh."

—Army and N'avy Journal.

Daughter of old-fashioned man: "Do you
realize, daddy, that we are the only people

in this road who haven't an airplane?"

—Punch.

Aviator's companion: "What city are we
over now?"
Aviator: "Look down and tell me what

you see."

Companion: "Two holdups."

Aviator: "Chicago."

—Anthony Cirvelis.
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Security for Airport Investments

is Scientific Drainage

Millions of dollars are being appropri-
ated for airports throughout the coun-
try. Millions more are being invested
in planes and other equipment.

Safety and permanency of this great
investment can only be attained through
immediate initial solution of the drain-
age problem, which attaches itself to
each construction job.

The experience of hundreds of golf
courses is that proper and adequate
drainage saves a vast sum in costs of
maintenance. Tax-payers can be saved
even greater sums in relation to the
maintenance of their municipal airports.
Millions more can be saved on costs of
planes which nose over in miry surface

,

soil and dig wheels into unseen "ground (

pockets." It will be found that drain-
age, properly engineered, will conserve
human life.

This organization, with a wealth of
.
experience in relation to the country's
leading drainage engineering projects, is

making an exhaustive study of airport
soils, ground cover which helps main-
tain a firm surface and sub-soil and
other vital elements within the scope
of drainage engineering.

Municipal authorities with the burden
of the most permanent investment of
public funds on their shoulders, airport
operators with the responsibility of
equipment and human safety on their
hands are invited to consult us without
obligation.

Modern scientific soil drainage prevents
today the condition revealed by the
costly accident of tomorrow.

We work co-operatively with the airport
constructor or municipal engineer.

Wendell P Miller
and J&ssocSr/

Airport Draindge

Engineers - Constructors
208 South LdSdlle Street

Chicago.

65 E<ist Gfiy Street
Columbus, O.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TECHNICAL
THE FUNCTION OF THE AUTO SLOT

THERE are several ways in which the

stall is defined, but instead of deal-

ing with them now we will examine

shortly what happens to the wing of an

aeroplane at various angles of incidence

right up to 90° so that all the phenomena

connected with the stalling may be included.

As we are not dealing with one particular

wing section any actual figures given are

onlv rough approximations. We will also

consider the total force on the wing, i.e.,

lift and drag combined rather than lift only,

for, at really big angles of incidence, lift

—which is that part of the total force which

is at right angles to the direction of motion

relative to the air—ceases to be the pre-

ponderating element, and it is the total force

which is really concerned with what is be-

ing disjussed although over the usual fly-

ing range lift and tail force are so nearly

the same that they are practically inter-

changeable terms. One other preliminary

is necessary. The force on the wing natur-

ally depends on its area, speed and the air

density, and, as variations in these factors

are not being considered, the force will be

expressed by a coefficient which may be

thought of as being in pounds per sq. ft.

per speed per density.

Now there are two different regimes met

with as the incidence is increased from 0°

to 90°. In the first one, which extends up

to about 15° incidence, the air is passing

smoothly over the upper surface of the

wing and producing suction there and pres-

sure on the under side. At larger inci-

dences, the air is unable to bend round the

upper surface and breaks away in eddies.

During this stage a part of the force which

is obtained from the upper surface is lost,

while the pressure on the under side con-

tinually increases. In the earlier regime

the suction on the upper surface is greater

than the pressure on the lower, and, in con-

sequence, when the second regime is entered

I— l»T

AO 50 60 70 SO 90
INCIDENCE ANCLE (decrees)

ByC. C. Walker, A.M. Inst.C.E.

Technical Director and Chief Engineer,

De Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.

upon there is likely to be a substantial drop

in the force on the wing as that part of it

caused by the upper surface is to a great

extent lost.

Starting from 0° incidence, where the

force is practically all drag and is very

small (about .005), it steadily increases to

about 15°, where it becomes, say, -60. It

then falls away rather suddenly as the

force on the upper surface is lost and comes

down to about -45 at 30° incidence. After

this it gradually increases as the underside

of the wing is presented more and more flat

to the wind, until at 90° it reaches about -7.

It will be seen then that after about 15°

the increasing pressure under the wing does

not balance the loss of suction above it,

and an increase of incidence therefore pro-

duces a decrease of force on the wing be-

tween 15° and 30° incidence. This is of the

greatest importance, as all the objectionable

characteristics of the stall are due to this

sudden loss of force with increase of in-

cidence. Fig. 1, the data for which has

been obtained from one of the reports of

the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics (NACA Report No. 273), gives a

typical curve and displays the rapid fall off

in force as the incidence is increased round

about 15°. A wing rather similar to that

used on the Moth has been chosen for this

illustration. It shows that if (as is the

case on most wings) we cannot get a greater

force than -45 during the earlier part of

the second regime and we have been up to

•6 during the first, lateral instability with

the inherent tendency to spin is bound to

be present between 15° and 30° incidence.

It will be obvious why this is the case. If

one wing of an aeroplane in this condition

drops or has its incidence increased, say,

by a "bump" or use of the rudder or any

other cause, it will experience a smaller

force and will tend to drop further, pro-

ducing still less force, and so on. It may
eventually have -6 on one side and -45 on

the other. A wing like this, if held on a

pivot in a stream of air at an incidence be-

tween 15° and 30°, will rotate continuously

like a windmill.

Turning now to a complete aeroplane,

the state of affairs is modified by the pres-

ence of the tail and controls, but the same
forces are acting on the wings. The con-

trols of a Moth have sufficient power to

overcome this unstable tendency when
stalled, or even after a wing has dropped to

bring the machine back to an even keel.

Further, if all controls are central a

Moth will not spin. In emergencies, how-

ever, controls may not always be used cor-

rectly, and the more powerful they are the

more improperly they can be used.

We may now return to a general consid-

eration of stalling with a clearer idea of

what happens. Every aircraft has a min-

imum speed at which it travels steadily.

In a Moth this is about 40 m.p.h. This

minimum speed occurs when the force on

the wings reaches its highest value, say

6 to -7. This happens at about 15° inci-

dence and again at about 90°. If it were

possible to parachute vertically downwards

on a Moth its speed along this vertical path

would be 40 m.p.h., because the force on

the wings is then round about -7. This

manoeuvre is (fortunately) impossible on a

Moth owing to limitations of elevator con-

trol, etc.

The effect of the slots is to remove, or par-

tially remove, the sudden dip in the curve

of Fig. 1 which occurs at about 15° and

with which is associated all the objection-

able features of the stall, and the way in

which they operate is probably as follows

:

A part only of the wing is slotted and on

this part the air breaks away later—at a

bigger incidence and therefore higher lift.

If the other part is stalled and is going

down the dip in the curve, the slotted part

has not yet reached this point, and instead

of a drop in force is experiencing a con-

tinued rise. The net result on the whole

wing is compounded of the two, and with

the correct proportion of slotted and un-

slotted parts it is, at least theoretically,

possible to get a total force curve which

does not fall off at all and would therefore

represent a wing which has no vices. An
attempt has been made in Fig. 2 to show

this.
\l

The dotted line shows what would

result if 35 per cent, of R.A.F. 31 wing sec-

tion were slotted.

RAF 31. Slotted

RAF 31 Unslotted

FIGURE 2

tO 20 30 AO 50 60 70 80 90
INCIDENCE ANCLE (degrees)
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The Southern Cross flying above the Pacific Ocean on its course to Australia

East Side, West Side—All Around the World!
HATS off to Captain Kingsford-Smith and his crew—to Miss

Earhart and Pilot Stultz! Eastward with the Friendship, and

Westward with the Southern Cross. Theirs was the spirit of un-

shakable confidence which, more than anything else, helps to inspire

airmindedness in the traveling public.

Their chosen planes, too—Fokker Trimotors—continue to build

up public confidence year after year. Kelly, Macready, Byrd, Ben-

nett, Balchen, Van Lear Black, Koppen, Maitland, Hegenberger, and

many other such names recall an endless chain of famous Fokker

flights that have girdled the globe—events that unmistakably con-

tlantic trimotor
The friendship

Colonel Lindbergh taking up paisen-

at Havana in a Fokker Trimotor
firm the daily performance of Fokker Aircraft over leading Euro-

pean and American commercial routes.

The position of the Fokker as the world's pioneer Trimotor

grows more and more solidly established by the scope and reliability

of its performance, by its unchallenged stability under all flying

conditions, its simple sturdiness, and its reserve-engine safety.

Pilots planning hazardous expeditions choose Fokker Aircraft with

the same confidence that is manifested by commercial air transport

operators who consider public safety, time-table regularity, and

the practical economies of long life of equipment and low main-

tenance costs.

Specification of Fokker Trimotor types on Request

Send for our Informative book, "Some Practical Considerations"

ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Teterboro Airport, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey New York Office, 1 10 East Forty-second Street

Subsidiary of Fokker Aircraft Corporation of America, Wheeling, West Virginia

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE SIKORSKY
. Type S-38, Wasp Engined

AMPHIBIAN
THE Sikorsky Amphibian of the S-

38 series was first tested two

months ago. In this short time its

fine performances have been attracting much

favorable attention. The hull, 30 feet long

by 62 inches wide with a single step is of

composite wood and metal construction.

The frame-work consisting of sturdy ash

members all buttjointed is covered with

sheets of "Alclad" a special non-corrosive

duraluminum. By the aid of sponsons

and a special bottom curve no spray is

thrown against the propellers or the win-

dows of the cabin either in taking off or

in landing. The pilot's cockpit is in front

of the cabin, arranged to have visibility in

all directions. The control wheel is

mounted on a central column, situated be-

tween the seats and arranged to be swung
in place before either seat, thus ensuring

a safe and quick transfer of control to

either pilot. All controls are placed with-

in reach of both pilots while the instru-

ment board is artistically and carefully

arranged, enabling easy reading.

Easy exit and access to the cabin is

maintained through a sliding hatch in the

rear of the deck. The cabin, seating nine

passengers, is large and comfortable hav-

ing 175 cubic foot capacity. It was de-

signed to give ease and rest to the pas-

sengers when on long flights. The cabin

The Sikorsky S-38 Amphibian powered with two Pratt & Whitney "Wasp" engines.

is entirely clear of wires or members of

any kind, there being a control box con-

taining all engine and control cables ris-

ing from behind the pilot's seat to the

upper wing. The cabin contains nine

wicker chairs arranged with three di-

rectly behind the pilot's cockpit and then

three groups of two chairs each. An-

other feature is that the cabin is insulated

against outside noises; this, coupled with

the mufflers used on the engines, results

in a really quiet cabin. A lavatory is

situated in the rear of the cabin. The
interior of the cabin is finished in ma-

hogany and leather.

Two luggage compartments of fifty-

two and thirty cubic feet are provided in

the forward part of the hull. The total

displacement of the hull to the upper

chine is 27,100 pounds, while the weight

of the ship fully loaded is 9000 pounds.

The hull is divided by bulkheads and a

water-tight floor in the cockpit and cabin

making six water-tight compartments.

Flotation of the ship is assured by the

fact that the five compartments outside

of the cockpit and cabin may be flooded

and yet the plane will stay afloat. Each

wing float is divided into two parts pro-

viding four additional water-tight com-

partments.

Besides designing the hull for its fine

aerodynamic, structural, and load disposi-

tion qualities, thought was given to make
it an ideal handling ship on the water.

The maneuverability and controllability is

such that the pilot may easily run the

ship between two obstacles with just a '

few feet clearance at the wing tips. With

one engine out the controlability may still

be maintained by simply -lowering the

wheel on the same side of the active

motor. No jar is felt by taking off or

alighting on the water even when the

plane is riding on the step.

The wings are of medium thickness and

the airfoil used, the G. S. 1, is known
for its high efficiency. The structure of

the wings and ailerons is entirely of

duralumin open sections covered with

fabric. Spars consist of a Warren truss

built up of two extruded "T" section

members with channel cross bracing

riveted in place. Wing ribs are of light

duralumin channels built in a Warren truss.

The ribs are also riveted, no welding being

used in the wing structure. All struts are

streamlined duralumin tubes while the fit-

tings are of chrome-vanadium steel. The

two outriggers are joined to the rear spar

of the wing.

Self-compensating rudders insure complete

controllability when flying on one engine. The

(Continued on next page)



Now! Transcontinental Air Transport

Aviation is still suffering from growing pains

The newspapers are full of avia-

tion projects. Almost every day

some new commercial plan is an-

nounced. A few materialize—many
make interesting reading matter.

The public surely follows this news
with interest and wonder.

But what can the public do about

it?

The public can't travel by air yet.

There are only a few limited passen-

ger air lines scattered about the

country. The public can't use air ex-

press to any extent because it is

available on only a few routes.

But air mail is an established serv-

ice which can serve almost every

citizen of the country. The public

can patronize air mail more freely

—

it will—but it needs to be urged.

And that's where the aviation in-

dustry should begin.

To sell aviation to the public,

starting with air mail, there must be

co-operation. Otherwise the cost

will be prohibitive. The air mail con-

tractors can't bear the whole burden,

and they shouldn't. As the air mail

prospers from increased public use

the whole industry will prosper.

That's why this task is one in which
every operator, manufacturer and
individual, interested directly or in-

directly, should participate.

Leaders in aviation agree with

our plan. They are ready to lend

their full support. But we must still

hear from a few more operators and

manufacturers—those at a distance

from New York—before we are

ready to make any detailed an-

nouncement.

Aviation must first be sold to the

public before the many aviation pro-

jects, now in the making, can hope

to meet with their deserved success.

We will be glad to explain our plan

more fully to anyone in the aviation

industry who is interested and will

write us.

REIMERS & OSBORN, Inc.
ADVERTISING

285 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

We maintain a highly specialized department of aeronautics for the benefit

of aviation clients, manned by men ivho know aviation by flying and work-

ing in its commercial developments. Our aeronautic files are comprehensive.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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stabilizer can be adjusted in flight enabling

the pilot to fly hands off either loaded lightly

or with full load. All the control surfaces

are efficient and easy of operation, the ailer-

ons being of a special balanced type.

The gas system used is the result of experi-

ments on different systems as well as of dif-

ferent locations of tanks used on previous

planes. In the S-38 the gas tanks are located

in the center section of the upper wing, thus

ensuring positive gravity feed. The system is

arranged so that the gas will flow to either

engine from either tank. There are two

tanks built of heavy riveted duralumin of

100-gallons capacity each. The gas being

outside of the hull lessens the danger of fire

and also keeps the cabin clear of fumes. In

case of emergency, the gas may be quickly

dumped by means of valves controlled from

the pilot's seat. Two additional tanks each

of 200-gallons capacity located in the wing

floats are provided.

The landing gear of an amphibian plane

is one of the most important parts of the

ship ; it must be made sturdy to withstand

the shocks of alighting on land and also an

arrangement must be made to raise the gear

so as to taxi or alight on water. The land-

ing gear of the S-38 was developed embody-

ing both shock absorbing and retractable

qualities in a single unit. The shock absorb-

ing and dissipation of energy due to landings

are accomplished by means of an oleo gear

working in conjunction with steel springs.

This arrangement enables very soft landings

to be made, transmitting no shock or jar to

the hull ; this is assisted by the tail skid

which embodies the same principle of shock

absorbing as the landing gear. The retract-

able qualities are obtained by a device made

integral with the oleo gear. By operating a

small hand pump in the pilot's cockpit oil is

sent under pressure to the bottom of the oleo

gear thus raising the whole mechanism. The

time required to raise the wheels is thirty

seconds while forty seconds are occupied in

lowering them. This type of landing gear

serves as an excellent emergency brake for

land, the pilot simply raising the wheels, thus

bringing the keel of the boat to the ground.

Performance Data—S-38
(With normal useful load 3200 pounds)

High speed 129.5 miles per hour

Cruising speed at 1650 r.p.m 110 m.p.h

Landing speed 52 miles per hour

Climb to 1,000 feet 1 minute

Service ceiling 20,000 feet

Service ceiling with 4200 lbs. useful load

18,000 feet

General Data

Span of upper wing 71 feet 8 inches

Span of lower wing 36 feet inches

Length overall 40 feet 3 inches

Gap 9 feet 3 inches

Chord of upper wing 100 inches

Chord of lower wing 59 inches

Area of upper wing 574 square feet

Area of lower wing 146 square feet

Weight empty 5,875 pounds

Normal useful load 3,200 pounds

Two Pratt & Whitney engines, each, 410 h.p.

Load per horsepower 11.06 pounds

Load per square foot 12.60 pounds

fetal hull displacement 27,100 pounds

THE STANDARD G-D-24
ANNOUNCEMENT of the speci-

fications and details of The New
Standard, a 5-place open cockpit,

commercial sesqui-plane, has just been

made by The Gates-Day Aircraft Cor-

poration of Paterson, N. J., manufacturers.

The new ship, designated as the GD-
24, has been designed and engineered by

Charles Healey Day, a veteran with 22

successful types to his credit, including

the famous Standard J-l.

The plane has been built as a real all-

purpose ship, efficient for passenger

"hopping", student training, cross-coun-

try mail or cargo carrying. Its main

value, probably, lies in the fact that it

carries four passengers and pilot.

The plane is adaptable to any engine

ranging from 180 h.p. to 450 h.p. The
specification figures are based on the ship

with 180 h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine.

The wings are of wood construction,

built up I-beam spruce spars and com-
bined plywood and basswood ribs. The
covering is of cloth except the ailerons,

which have plywood covering on both

sides. The stabilizer is of wood construc-

tion. The fin, rudder and elevators are

of heat-treated duralumin.

The wing tips are of special design,

tapered both in plan and thickness for

about one-third of the span. The upper

wings are divided into two panels with no

center-section. Two gasoline tanks with

a combined capacity of 56 gallons are in-

serted in the inner ends of the upper wings.

The leading edges of the wings are of

waterproof plywood, and the trailing

edges of heat-treated duralumin.

The three struts are of the N type, at-

tached independently to the wing fittings.

The fuselage is constructed of standard

shapes of duralumin, such as angles, ties,

channels, with all parts riveted and
bolted together. The fuselage is con-

structed entirely of open sections, which

can easily be inspected.

The disposable load is located almost

directly over the center of pressure. This

permits of easy handling whether the

plane is loaded to capacity or empty.

The tail skid is of chrome molybdenum
steel tubing with the shoe bolted on. The
entire assembly can be taken out by the

removal of a few bolts at the bottom of

the fuselage for the purpose of renewing
the shock absorber cord.

The landing gear, of the split axle type,

is of wide tread, eight feet, giving sta-

bility in landing and taxiing.

There is good range of vision for both

pilot and passenger. There are no ob-

stacles below the passengers and the pilot

at all times can see his landing gear.

Entrance to and exit from the pas-

senger compartments is made easy by

small doors.- Ample room for the pas-

sengers has been provided. The cock-

pit is 38 inches wide. All passengers face

forward.

The all-purpose efficiency of the plane

is shown by the manner in which it can

be changed from a five-place job to a

two-place or training ship, or into a mail

or cargo carrier. A streamlined cover for

the front cockpit is provided, and this

may cover the entire cockpit or only half

of it.

Another feature of the New Standard

is in the placing of the radiator under the

nose at such an angle that in the event

of the plane nosing over the radiator will

not strike the ground.

Specifications of the GD-24
Length over all 26 feet

Height 12 feet, 8 inches

Span of upper wing 45 feet

Span of lower wing 32 feet 6 inches

Seating capacity (including pilot) ... five

Dihedral lower wing 2 degrees

Stagger 26yZ degrees

Gap 72 inches

Chord, upper wing 70 inches

Chord, lower wing 50 inches

Wing area, including ailerons . .350 sq. ft.

Stabilizer and elevator. .. .40 square feet

Fin and rudder 16 square feet

Weight with water 1600 pounds

Power 180 h. p. Hispano-Suiza

Load per square foot 8.3 pounds

Load per h. p. with 180 h. p. engine

16 pounds
High speed with full load.... 105 m.p.h.

High speed, full load (front cockpit

covered) .. 113 m.p.h.

Cruising speed, full load 90 m.p.h.

Landing speed .....35 m.p.h.

Rate of climb 500 feet per min.

Service ceiling 12,000 feet

Fuel supply, with throttle open.. 4 hours

Disposition of load

—

Pilot and 4 passengers. .. .850 pounds

Fuel 332 pounds

Oil 20 pounds
Baggage, etc 100 pounds

Total disposable load 1305 pounds

Sketch showing the new Standard G-D-24 as it will appear when completed.
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The initial cost of hangars, repair shops and tool houses is only a fictitious

price. The real price is arrived at by determining the years the buildings

are expected to last, dividing into the initial cost, and then adding what-

ever maintenance charges are required.

IDECO buildings have a low initial cost to begin with because of stand-

ardized construction. They last indefinitely because of galvanized structural

steel frames and galvanized sheeting. And the maintenance charges are

zero since no rust or corrosion takes place.

IDECO buildings are designed for rough usage and of course are fire proof.

Doors are provided in the swinging or sliding type, with or without

glass panels.

You will find interesting details in our catalogue. Send for it.

The International Derrick & Equipment Company
The largest company devoted to the manufacture of steel

(galvanized) equipment for the oil, gas and artesian industries

Columbus, Ohio Torrance, Cal.
CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVE

NATIONAL SUPPLY CO. OF CALIFORNIA
Export Representation: 74 Trinity Place, New York City

Houston, Texas Los Angeles, Calif.

Detroit Wichita Falls Corsciana Shreveport Took
Charleston Odessa Pampa Allen
Dallas Pyote Panhandle Sasakwa
Houston Amarillo Oil City El Dorado
Mexia Borger Smaskover Tulsa

STANDARD

Price
Shelter

?
Columbus, Ohio

(GALVANIZED)
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PRODUCTION OF FORD TRIMOTORS
THE first automobiles were built under MHHjj^^VM«mHHHH step is two a week; then one a day—and

condition* and wiili facilities w'.i.-ii ewntually will come the day when airplanes

limited tediously the manpower pro- ^^H^^ wi " wmS awa
-
v from the Ford factory with

duction capacity. Human hands had to do HEr clock-like regularity: dozens and scores of

parts to ,i>.-ftnl>lina "i tin- v\!i. And .-n \_ ^^^^^^^^^^^mtm J ust what the product of the Ford air-

man first began to work with his hands, he iiji^ fl plane assembly line of tile future will be is,

i ". of course, a question that only time will an-

ply are not sufficiently rapid and free fr-'iti V JL/
- swer. It may he of a single standard type,

probable error to meet the demand lor stead • <P or it may be a "line" of several types of

ily increasing production. Ford commercial planes. Henry Ford and

But the automobile makers early began to hi* engineers have been doing very little

devise manufacturing machinery and assent- public or private predicting as to what sorts

bling methods that would multiply many |^H9H» aflfiHH °^ a ' r P'anes r-hey will be building five or ten

times the manpower output. Today there is HE years hence. They are convinced only that

no industry in the world which presents such HjHH airplam -. the finest that van be designed and

a marvelous combination of mass-prod action ^HHS^HHHH*ta™--M«tfHMBI^MisraSli built, will be needed in rapidly increasing

and precision workmanship as the automo- The latest Model 4-AT Ford in flight. numbers and that the Ford Motor Company

bile industry. must provide a great many of them to meet

The Ford Motor Company probably has Already the airplane division of the Ford tne growing demands in this new field of

been the greatest single contributor to this Motor Company is operating on the "assem- transportation.

amazing system which has virtually revolu- bly line" basis which Ford made famous in
Thg vis ;tor tQ tbe pord factory at Dear-

tionized industry in general, enhanced the automobile making. The same system of
born today wonders a bjt jlIst at first abou ,

value of man's power many times over and feeding raw materials in at one end of the ^ extgnt of {he market for trimotored
at the same time placed the product of his factory and rolling out the finished product

meta] airplanes which win carry more than
labor within the reach of such a vastly great- at the other, is in vogue today m the Ford

a df)zen persons and cost apnroximately
er percentage of the world's population. airplane factory. Thus far it has assumed

$49 000 . Then he is told that the factory js

So, naturally, when the Ford Motor Com- no such gigantic proportions as those of the
away ^hind on its orders-that there are

pany decided several years ago to go in also automobile plants of the company. But the many ,vould .be purchasers for each finished
for the manufacture of commercial air- system is there and it is daily gathering mo-

p ,ane that comes Qut Qf thg Ford factory tQ_

planes, it began to put into practice the pro- mentum. dav and (hat the production staFf ;s ten(i ing
duction lessons it had learned from its years A little over a year ago one could count

eyery effort toward devising ways and
of experience in making automobiles. almost on the fingers of two hands the mm- means of speedillg up the production rate .

And now there is the process of develop- ber of airplanes that the Ford Motor Com- Al present {he Ford MotQr Company is

ment at the airplane factory of the Ford Mo- pany had built up to that time. The machin-
standardi2ing on the trimotored monoplane

tor Company, at Dearborn, Mich., a system ery of the "assembly line" had been moving
bujlt entirdy of duralumin The finished

of manufacture and assembly which is cer- very cautiously, for there was still consider-
product| however represents several minor

tain to have a tremendous influence upon the able to be learned about the business of
variations „ models The standard and most

airplane industry as a whole. For, just as making airplanes that would certainly fly
popu ,ar mode , sQ fw js krQwn as Mode ,

in the case of the automobile industry, the and as certainly carry a specified load safely
j ts specifications are as follows

:

business of making airplanes is certain to and on schedule.

become more or less standardized as to pro- But gradually the system has been gather- Dimensions

duction methods during the next few years. ing speed and at this writing one big new, Span 74 feet

It is that sort of business. It is a very close shiny, all-metal Ford monoplane, powered Length 49 feet, 10 inches

relative of the automotive industry and will by three motors and capable of carrying a Wing area 785 square feet

need the latter's highly developed system load of two tons at an average speed of a Height 12 feet, 8 inches

which is such a clever mixture of rapid out- hundred miles an hour, is rolling off the Wheel tread 16 feet, 9 inches

put and fine workmanship. Ford assembly line each week. The next (Continued on next page)

Ford trimotors on the "assembly line", showing the various stages of their construction.
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Oi scratch

Ynrow it

RIGHT Workmen do not know

how to "fix" a scratch ... These

men, whose high technical and mechan

ical skill is supplemented by their feel

ing of personal responsibility, do not

know how to remedy a defect in any

finished part for a Wright engine .

.

Their only comment when a

flaw is met is "throw it away"

... A scratch however slight,

a defect visible perhaps only

through a microscope, is the un

locked door" toward which stresses in the

metal might strain for release.

That is why visitors to the Wright plant

see discarded finished parts—to the average

eye perfect in every detail—but to the

searching eye of a Wright inspector unfit

for service.

Nothing is left to chance in building

Wright engines. Every operation is done

by an expert in that individual field; every

operation is inspected by another expert,

before the completed, per-

fected and approved

parts are accepted for

means-
away/

"

assembly .. .There is no secret behind the

performance of Wright engines. Every

'part in the Wright engine bears the Wright

name. Every part in the Wright engine is

as important as every other part. Every

part in the Wright engine is the indi-

vidual product of specialized workmen

who know that the slightest departure

from the highest standard may wreck

the whole.

Every part in the Wright engine is

sound, solid, tested and retested, made from

the start to be tougher than the service it

must give, and built from rough stock fo

assembly with full knowledge of its im-

portant function in the completed engine.

Exactly what Wright engines will do is

known.

For more than a decade Wright has

been building engines with just such care

as this ... to produce aircraft power plants

that measure up to the highest standard of

excellence ... an unchanging policy which

explains Wright engine

performance.That is why
"more pilots fly them".

WRIGHT
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION

Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.
CANADIAN WRIGHT LIMITED, Sole Uceoaeea for Canada. Montreal

Wright "Whirlwind"
Aeronautical

Engine

Air Associates Inc.— Curtiss Field, Long Island, N. Y.

AUTHORIZED PARTS DEALERS

Pacific Aeromorive Corp.—Los Angeles, Cal. Stout Air Services, Inc.

—

Dearborn, Micbl:

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Performance

High speed 114 miles per hour

Cruising speed 95 miles per hour

Stalling speed 55 miles per hour

Radius of action (cruising) 570 mi. (6 hrs.)

Ceiling H,000 feet

Data

Weight, empty 6100 pounds

Useful load 3900 pounds

Total weight, loaded 10,000 pounds

Gasoline capacity 235 gallons

Wing load, per square foot 12.74

Power load (pounds per h.p.) :

2 engines 22.7

3 engines 15.15

Cabin capacity

:

Width 4 feet, 11 inches (average)

Height . .5 feet 1 inch to 7 feet 8 inches

Length 15 feet, 9 inches

Passenger accommodation 350 cubic feet

(Seats for 10, removable; baggage hold,

toilet, etc.)

Another model, of more recent design, is

known as the "Ford Trimotor Transport

for Operation at High Altitude." The spe-

cifications for this model are as follows

:

Dimensions

Span 78 feet

Length 49 feet, 10 inches

Wing area "... 835 square feet

Height 12 feet, 8 inches

Wheel tread 16 feet, 9 inches

Performance

High speed 110 miles per hour

Cruising speed 95 miles per hour

Stalling speed 53 miles per hour

Radius of action (cruising) 570 miles

Ceiling 14,000 feet

Data

Weight, empty 6,300 pounds

Useful load 4,500 pounds

Total weight, loaded 10,800 pounds

Gasoline capacity 235 gallons

Wing load, per square foot. ... 12.9 pounds

Power load (pounds per h.p.) :

2 engines 24.6

3 engines 16.4

Cabir. capacity

:

Width 4 feet, 11 inchos (average)

Height . .5 feet 1 inch to 7 feet 8 inches

Length 15 feet, 9 inches

Passenger accommodation . . .350 cubic feet

(Seats for 10, removable; baggage, toi-

let, etc.)

The third model is a high speed commer-

cial transport, equipped with either two

Wright Whirlwind motors and one Pratt &
Whitney "Wasp" motor or with three

"Wasp" motors. Its specfications are given

below

:

Performance

High speed 121 miles per hour

Cruising speed 105 miles per hour

Stalling speed 59 miles per hour

Radius of action (cruising)

500 miles (4% hours)

Ceiling '....15,000 feet

Data

Weight, empty 6,325 pounds

Useful load 3,675 pounds

Total weight, loaded 10,000 pounds

Gasoline capacity 235 gallons

Wing loading, per square foot 12.74

Power load (pounds per h.p.) :

2 Wrights 22.7

1 Wright and 1 Wasp 15.9

3 engines 11 -8

Balance of specifications same as for plane

equipped with three Wrights.

Equipped with three "Wasp" motors

:

Performance

High speed 130 miles per hour

Cruising speed.... 110 to 115 miles per hour

Stalling speed 59 miles per hour

Radius of action (cruising)

550 miles (5 hours)

Ceiling 18,000 feet

Data

Weight empty 6,700 pounds

Useful load 4,100 pounds

Total weight, loaded 10,800 pounds

Gasoline capacity 260 gallons

Wing loading, per square foot.'. 12.93

Power load (pounds per h.p.) :

2 engines 13.17

3 engines 8.78

Dimensions

Span . . .
.' 78 feet

Length 49 feet, 10 inches

Wing area : . . .835 square feet

Balance of specifications same as for plane

equipped with 3 Wright Whirlwind engines.

PIONEER DRIFT INDICATOR
ADRIFT indicator is a necessary aux-

iliary to a compass for accurate aeri-

al navigation. An airplane may be

headed on one direction yet because of con-

trary winds, follow a course in another

direction. The difference between heading

and course is the drift angle. In order to

"make good" the desired course, it is imper-

ative that the pilot or navigator know the

drift angle so that he may calculate the

heading and that the airplane be steered ac-

cordingly.

A practical way of ascertaining the drift

is by observation of the ground, and a

Pioneer drift indicator (or drift angle meter

as the instrument is sometimes called) is

used for this purpose.

This instrument may be mounted any-

where on an airplane where it affords an

unobstructed view downward (vertically if

possible, but at an angle if more convenient)

and where it may be conveniently observed

and manipulated by the navigator. The in-

strument is supported by a mounting bracket

from which it may be quickly removed. It

is sometimes advisable to install two or

more brackets and to transfer the instrument

from one to the other, according .to the

direction of drift or the convenience of the

navigator. The mounting bracket must be

installed with its center line either fore-and-

aft or athwartship. Any error in its loca-

tion will cause a corresponding error in

drift readings.

The Pioneer Drift Indicator

To obtain the drift angle with the speed

and drift indicator the support for the eye-

piece is first made fast in a position which

will be convenient for the user and also

allow him to make his observation prop-

erly. It is not necessary that the eyepiece

be directly over the wire. The operator

then sights through the eyepiece at the drift

wire and the ground below. The vane is

now rotted so that objects on the ground

or sea appear to travel along the drift wire.

This means that the drift wire is now in

line with the course being made good in

respect to the ground. The drift angle, or

angle between the heading of the plane and

the course being made good, can now be

read from the scale.

To obtain the ground speed, the vane is

left in position corresponding to the drift

angle and the slider is moved along the vane

until the cross-wire is at the figure cor-

responding to the altitude of the plane above

the ground over which it is flying. The alti-

tude of the country over which the plane is

flying must be subtracted from the altitude

of the plane above sea-level to obtain the

altitude of the plane above the ground. Look-

ing through the eyepiece, the distance seen

on the ground is that marked on the side of

the vane—either one-tenth mile, four-tenths

mile, or one mile. The scale which reads

"one mile for altitude in thousand feet" can

also be used for "one-tenth mile for alti-

tude in hundred feet."

With a watch, the time of passage of an

object from one wire to the other is noted,

and reference to a table which is furnished

with the instrument gives the corresponding

speed in miles per hour. For example, let

us assume it is desired to obtain the ground

speed while flying at an altitude of 4,000

feet above the ground. The slider is first

moved along the vane and the cross-wire set

at the figure 4, which is on the scale marked

"four-tenths mile for altitude in thousand

feet." Assume the stop-watch shows the time

of passage of an object on the ground be-

tween the fixed cross-wire and the movable

cross-wire to be 12 seconds—reference to

the conversion table will quickly show the

speed to be 120 miles per hour. But if the

table is not at hand, simple arithmetic will

do. The distance seen on the ground be-

tween the cross wires was 4/10 mile and

the elapsed time 12 seconds. This is at the

rate of 1 mile in 30 seconds, 2 miles per

minute m 120 miles per hour.
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BLAW-KNOX HANGARS
MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS
FOR ONE PLANE OR A FLEET

All metal hangars of copper-bearing galvanized

steel— gable or flat roofs, furnished in sizes and

with doors, windows, ventilators and skylights to

meet your specifications. Assembled from standard

parts— quick shipments from stock.

Let us quote on the hangar you want —- we guaran-

tee economical first cost, utmost resistance to fire,

weathertightness and negligible maintenance costs.

Wire or write our nearest office.

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
645 Farmers Bank Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Detroit Philadelphia

Baltimore Cleveland

Export Division
Milliken Bros.—Blaw Knox Corp., Canadian Pacific Bldg., New York

New York
Chicago

Birmingham
Buffalo *4i

blAWKNOX
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ELIAS "AIRCOUPE"
THE Elias convertible monoplane, the

E. C.-l, can be purchased either with

an open cockpit or as an enclosed

"Aircoupe" and is readily convertible from

one type to the other.

It was designed by Joseph L. Cato in ac-

cordance with U. S. Department of Com-

merce regulations.

The E. C.-l is the result of years of re-

search and development work and the build-

ing, testing and flying of many designs.

This Elias Corporation of Buffalo, N. Y.,

has been well known for years as Contractors

to both the U. S. Army and Navy, with a

reputation for excellent workmanship in all

their products.

Safety was the first consideration through-

out the design of this plane, both in flying

qualities and in structure. It has a flat

gliding angle, low landing speed and quick

response to the controls at all speeds. High

factors of safety are maintained at all points.

The landing gear is exceptionally rugged

and has a very low wide tread permitting

"ground looping" without danger.

Important fittings are in sight and easily

inspected. The complete inspection of all

fittings, controls, and the full length of all

control cables can be accomplished in a few

minutes, thus encouraging the 'continuance

of this important routine.

Pilot and passenger sit side by side in

comfortable and well upholstered seats with

plenty of leg room, in a roomy and well

ventilated cabin. Exceptional range of vision

is provided through laminated safety glass

windows in front and large sliding windows

in the doors on each side. Unobstructed

vision in this machine is one of its out-

standing features.

The fuselage is low and can be entered

through large and conveniently located doors

on both' sides. A baggage compartment is

located under the streamline of the cabin

over the fuselage, having ample capacity for

small parcels. This compartment can be

filled and emptied through the cabin door

while standing on the ground, avoiding the

necessity of getting into the cabin for that

purpose.

By simplicity of design and interchange-

ability of parts, production costs have been

reduced. Many parts are interchangeable

such as right and left aileron, right and left

elevators and rudder, and right and left

fittings throughout the entire airplane. The

only right and left hand parts are the wings

and the landing gear Vs.

The fuselage is of welded steel tube con-

struction, with no brace wires, a structure

which cannot get out of alignment and be-

ing rust proofed, will have long life. Chrome-

molybdenum steel tubing of extra diameter

and wall thickness is used in the entire con-

struction of the fuselage. The engine mount

is also of steel tubing designed so that all

parts of the power plant are easily accessible.

The engine can be quickly detached from

the fuselage by removing six mounting

bolts. An efficient firewall is provided be-

tween the engine and seating compartment.

The cowling is so designed that by moving

a few keys it can be detached from the fuse-

lage in a few moments. The fuselage cov-

ering is fabric.

The shock absorber of the landing gear

is of Elias patented design. It is particu-

type. The lift truss consists of two lift

struts which do not attach to fittings welded

to the fuselage, but are directly attached

to tie rods running through the fuselage

inside of a heavy gauge steel tube which

also act3 as a compression' member. This

method of attachment eliminates any dan-

ger of fitting failure at the fuselage through

crystalizing due to vibration.

The upper end of the struts are also fit-

ted with universal fittings, cut from solid

nickel steel forgings, heat treated to 125,000

t.s. bearing on aluminum plates on the un-

der side of the beams. This allows the in^

verted load to be taken on the under side

of the beam rather than on the bolts that

hold the side plates in place that carry the

lift loads. The side plates are made from

chrome-molybdenum steel, heat treated to

150,000 t.s: Structural tests of these lift

struts show a tensile strength over 17,000

pounds, while the compression tests show a

total support load over 9,300 pounds.

By the arrangement of the lift struts and

the location of the aileron the possibility

Front view of the 80 h. p. El

larly durable and strong, there being no rub-

ber cord, air pressure to maintain or glands

that need attention. The load is taken by

steel coil springs and bouncing is prevented

by hydraulic cylinders. The tread of the

wheels is exceptionally wide for a small ma-
chine—7 feet 3 inches. The tail skid swivels

in the rudder post through 180 degrees and

is steerable if desired. Working parts are

located outside of the fuselage and can be

readily inspected at all times.

The stabilizer is stationary and no adjust-

ment is required as the entire useful load is

carried near the center of gravity. Light

or heavy loads do not affect the balance of

the machine. The fin is adjustable on the

ground to take up any motor torque that

may exist.

The wing cellule is of the semi-cantilever

Direct side view of the Anzani-engined Elias "Aircoupe" monoplane.

ias "Aircoupe" parasol monoplane.

of aileron loads causing warping of the

wings is eliminated.

Wings are constructed of wood with non-

routed spruce beams. The rib webbing is of

plywood with spruce cap strip. The enter-

ing and trailing edge is of heat-treated dural-

uminum. The inner ends of beams are con-

nected over the fuselage with two five-eighths

inch heat-treated nickel steel "T" bolts with

an actual tensile strength for each bolt of

30,000 pounds. Large diameter bolts are

used to provide proper bearing surface for

the cabane struts which terminate together

at the center of each beam between the

wings. The internal drag or drift wires are

10-32 tie rods for the two inner bays and

6-40 for the outer bay or wing tip section.

The wings, like the fuselage, are fabric

covered.

The fuel tank is located above the wings

over the fuselage, giving full gravity feed

to the carburetor. Sufficient fuel is carried

for four hours at cruising speed. The strain-

er and water trap is located in a convenient

position where it can be cleaned without

the necessity of removing any cowling. The
system is so designed that a full supply

of gasoline is assured to the carburetor at

the most extreme angles of flight and with

the elimination of any possibility for air

traps. Flexible tubing connections are used

for joints, large size copper tubing is used,

annealed after forming.

Stick control and rudder pedals are used.

All pulleys are of bakelite composition and

(Continued on next page)
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TRAINING ' PLANE DEVELOPMENT
The development of suitable training equipment for

student pilots of the Navy has required years of concen-

trated effort on the part of Navy specialists, coordinating

with aeronautical engineers in the industry.

A striking result of this consideration is afforded in the

recently accepted Keystone "Pup," enthusiastically ac-

claimed by all who have seen and flown it.

Students are taught to Fly—then Observation, Gun-

nery, Bombing and Radio-Spotting—either Land or Sea-

plane.

Once again Keystone engineers have developed a

.product meeting all the desired requirements.

KEYSTO N E
KEYSTONE AlRCRAFT^^^^^J^^^^TOL , PENNSYLVANIA

builders of the Keystone "Pirate" Bomber shown on the cover of this issue.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Continued from preceding page)

are visible for inspection. The entire sys-

tem operates lightly and is so designed that

all slack can be readily taken up.

Control surface frames, including the

ailerons, are welded chrome-molybdenum

steel tubing and are rust proofed in the same

manner as the fuselage. The covering is

fabric.

The convertible feature as found in the

E. C.-l makes it possible at any time to

change from an open to a cabin plane by the

purchase of the required parts at a small cost.

They are interchangeable with the original

equipment without any fitting and the change

can be accomplished in a short time without

taking down or disassembling the airplane.

The standard equipment of the Elias "Air

Coupe" includes the following items : Wood
propeller, oil pressure gauge, oil temperature

gauge, tachometer, altimeter, and a set of

tools.

General Specifications

Wing span 28 feet 1J4 inches

Length overall 20 feet 11 3/32 inches

Height overall 7 feet 2 15/32 inches

Chord 84 inches

Wing area with ailerons .... 192 square feet

Aileron area 20.4 square feet

Stabilizer area 13.2 square feet

Elevator area 13 square feet

Rudder area 6.4 square feet

Fin area 3.6 square feet

Weight empty 870 pounds

Useful load 518 pounds

Pilot 165 pounds

Passenger 165 pounds

Fuel 120 pounds

Oil 14 pounds

Gross weight loaded 1,334 pounds

Load per square foot of wing area. 7 pounds

Dept. of Commerce gross design

weight loaded 1,388 pounds

Rated power (Anzani) at 1.600 r.p.m., 80 h.p.

Drawings of the Elias "Aircoupe"

Fuel capacity •.. .20 gallons

Reserve fuel capacity 3 gallons

Oil capacity 2 gallons

Performance

Maximum speed at sea level,

90 miles per hour

Landing speed at sea level,

30 miles per hour

Stalling speed 34 miles per hour

Climb at sea level 590 feet per minute

Climb in 10 minutes 3,600 feet

Service ceiling 10,000 feet

Cruising speed 80 miles per hour

Cruising range 400 miles

Fuel consumption at cruising speed,

5 gallons per hour

Oil consumption at cruising speed,

.40 gallon per hour

Take off in dead calm within 125 feet

Landing stop in dead calm, .within 100 feet

CIVIL SERVICE EXAM.
Junior Aeronautical Engineer, Junior

Mechanical Engineer

THE United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces the above open com-

petitive examination. Applications for junior

aeronautical engineer and junior mechanical

engineer must be on file with the Civil

Service Commission at Washington, D. C,

not later than August 7.

Full information may be obtained from

the United States Civil Service Commission

at Washington, D. C, or from the Secretary

of the United States Civil Service Board of

Examiners at the post office or customhouse

in any city.

AC TACHOMETER
AN airplane tachometer made in high

production is announced by the AC
Spark Plug Company. This instrument, de-

veloped several years ago, has been used on

the winning cars in the last three In-

dianapolis races. During the past season

many thousands have been sold for marine

use, and the recent marketing of a tachom-

eter for outboard motors has given an

added stimulus to production.

The tachometer head is of the magnetic

type, compensated against temperature

changes. There are only two moving parts,

consisting of a light rotating armature, and

a pointer mounted on sapphire bearings. Due

to the complete shielding of the cadmium

plated steel case, the tachometer has no

detrimental effect on the compass. The dial

is black, with white letters, and may be in-

directly lighted. The bezel is brass, polished

and then chromium plated. The instrument

is assembled with a waterproofing compound,

and sample instruments have successfully

withstood a salt spray test of 150 hours,

made according to the specifications of the

Bureau of Standards.

ZENITH ALBATROSS
T~*HE accompanying drawing shows the

outlines of the big Albatross monoplane

produced by the Zenith Albatross Corp. of

Santa Ana, California. This ship was tested

last January and its flights since then have

demonstrated its ability to take off with un-

usually high loads.

The following list gives some of the latest

specifications of the Albatross

:

Wing span 90 feet

Overall length 56 feet

Height 12 feet 6 inches

Wing chord 12 feet

Wing area 1,032 square feet

Stabilizer and elevator area.. .62 square feet

Rudder area 18 square feet

Fin area 8 square feet

Dihedral 3 degrees

Weight, light 5,300 pounds

Weight, loaded 14,950 pounds

Power, 3 Siemens engines.. 125 h.p. each

Wing loading. . 14.5 pounds per square foot

Power loading 39.8 pounds per. h.p.

Gas capacity 1,300 gallons

Oil capacity 65 gallons
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Endurance and Distance Records of the

SAVOIA-MARCHETTI S-64

THE unusual features of design of

the Savoia-Marchetti S-64 are an

interesting departure from stand-

ard landplane design practice, approach-

ing more closely a combination of sail-

plane and flying boat arrangement. A
study of the available data on the S-64

reveals several distinctly interesting and

advantageous points in its design and

while not entering into a detailed discus-

sion of practicability or future possibilities

of a plane of this nature, a few com-

ments on the aerodynamic and structural

characteristics of the Savoia S-64 will be

made.

The statement by the designer Mr.

Marchetti that the plane was purposely

built for duration and range record

strictly defines the purpose of the plane

and indicates directly that the greatest

proportion of the useful load will be con-

tributed by fuel. Practically all of the

successful competitors of the Savoia S-64,

particularly here in the United States,

were externally braced monoplanes with

extra big cabins to house the large

amounts of fuel required by flights of

this nature. While this may be a practi-

cal way to design an airplane with a view

to converting it into a passenger-carry-

ing craft, it is certainly not an efficient

way to carry fuel and if the plane is pur-

posely designed to attain maximum dura-

tion and distance it is only logical to

store the fuel in a thick cantilever wing,

reducing the size of the cabin to the min-

imum required by the comfort of the

crew. This feature is one of the dis-

tinct aerodynamic advantages of the

Savoia S-64.

Since the amount of load usually car-

ried in flights of this nature is abnormally

large, the storing of the fuel in the wing

brings forth the structural advantages of

this arrangement; instead of a high con-

centrated load in the fuselage the masses

are distributed along the span and so re-

duce the structural weight of the wing

and simplify and lighten the weight of

the remaining structure. Other features

of Mr. Marchetti's design are probably

partly suggested by his flying boat ex-

perience but even they seem to have sev-

eral advantageous features. Placing the

engine nacelle high above the wing im-

proves the visibility of the pilots located

in the loading edge of the central por-

By
Dr. Michael Watter

tion of the wing. This arrangement also

permits the employment of considerably

shorter landing gear members with a con-

sequent reduction of their weight and re-

sistance, while trussed booms for the tail

support do away with the large fuselage

which is otherwise necessary.

The successful outcome of both the en-

durance and distance flights of the S-64

is a tangible proof of its characteristics

and a practical demonstration of its per-

formance possibilities.

The following information on the S-64

is a partial translation of an article pre-

pared by the designer of the plane and

submitted for publication in Aero Digest.

Of course our comments of the per-

propeller thrust. For the case of max-
imum range the flight must be made at

angles of attack corresponding to min-

imum consumption per mile, but in actual

practice, the flight is made at slightly

higher speeds.

To attain the maximum performance

the conditions of flight are studied the-

oretically beforehand and the pilot ad-

heres as closely as possible to a pre-

determined schedule, making use of spe-

cial equipment and instruments.

The Savoia-Marchetti S-64 is a single-

cngined cantilever monoplane similar in

many respects to the Savoia Santa Mar.

a

S-55 of de Pinedo fame. It is also de-

signed by Mr. Marchetti, the designer of

both airplanes ust d by de Pinedo in his

famous flight. With the exception of

the fact that the S-64 is a land plane, its

The Savoia-Marchetti S-64 has a flying range of 7,050 miles.

imilarity in design to the S-55 can beformances and structure are based upon
this information and the assumption of

their accuracy.

The technical significance of the en-

durance record recently made by the

Italian Savoia-Marchetti monoplane lies

in its demonstration of the maximum
non-stop distance the airplane is capable

of covering. Distance and duration

records are, however, strictly distinct be-

cause of dissimilar conditions under
which they take place. If, however, the

equipment of the plane, loading condi-

tions, etc., are identical, one record bears

a definite relation to the other and an
endurance record is the first logical step

in attempting a maximum non-stop dis-

tance flight.

In the case of an endurance flight, the

craft is flown at a very low speed be-

cause speed requires power and in order

to stay in the air the maximum possible

time, the pilot must vary his speed with

the natural decrease of the weight of the

plane, flying at angles of attack corre-

sponding substantially to the minimum

The Savoia-Marchetti monoplane which was flown from Italy to Brazil.

traced to a cantilever wing structure with

an engine nacelle, supported high above

it in a flying boat fashion, a short fuse-

lage and tail surfaces supported by two
trussed booms or outriggers.

The S-64 is another characteristic

example of the original ideas of Mr.

Marchetti and their practicability is amply
indicated by the two recent exploits of

Ferrarin and Del Prete.

The S-64 was expressly designed for

maximum endurance and distance records

and represents in its details minute re-

searches for maximum aerodynamic

fineness and optimum structural arrange-

ments. An indication of its superior aero-

dynamic design can be gathered from

the fact that the maximum L/D of the

S-64 is 15 with radiator exposed and 16

with the radiator housed. This high aero-

dynamic fineness is an achievement

worthy of high commendation. A
thorough study of the structure resulted

in an extremely low value of the ratio

of the weight empty to the gross flying

weight (equal to 0.34) another indication

of its superior characteristics.

The cantilever wing of the S-64 is of

three-beam construction covered com-
pletely with plywood. The wing profile

is tapered from medium thickness at the

tips to a thick section at the roots. The
interior wing volume is used to house

27 fuel tanks which take up three-quar-

ters of the entire wing span. The piping

(Continued on next page)
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Glories of the "Salvator" Parachute

AT CIN1SELLO (Milan)
Pilot Ferraro made a safe descent with a "Salvator"

Parachute after a delayed opening of 300 meters.

AT TORINO
When Pilot Donati recently broke the world's record

for altitude nights, he carried a "Salvator" Parachute.

AT CENTOCELLE (Rome)
Major Cuntry, although suffering from burns received

when his plane caught fire, managed to land safely

with a "Salvator" Parachute.

ON THE FLIGHT FROM ITALY TO BRAZIL
When Pilots Ferrarin and Del Prete made their recent

record long distance flight from Rome to a point near

Pernambuco, they wore "Salvator" parachutes.

ON THE NOBILE RESCUE EXPEDITIONS
Pilots Maddalena and Penzo relied upon "Salvators"

to safely float provisions and supplies from their plane

to the stranded Arctic explorers.

S. A. BREVETTI AERONAUTICI
"Salvator"

VIA IN LUCINA 15

ROME

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Continued from preceding page)

system permits selection of the flow from

the various fuel tanks to take care of any

stoppage or leakage and also to correct

conditions of balance of the airplane.

The cabin for the crew is located inside

the wing in the center and its top pro-

jection is well streamlined to minimize

the resistance. In addition to pilot's

quarters there is a place where the pilot

can sleep. The equipment is complete

and all the instruments are duplicated

for safety and convenience. The instru-

ments include the following:

Three compasses, one magnetic, one

gyroscopic, and one of the earth inductor

type.

Radio set with dynamo and batteries

with a radius of about 700 miles.

Heating and illuminating systems with

a separate dynamo.

An artificial horizon with a separate

dynamo.
Gyroscopic indicators of trim.

A powerful landing light with bat-

teries and accumulators.

This elaborate equipment minimizes

considerably the dangers of a long non-

stop flight and places it on the basis of

a sound technical enterprise.

Specifications

Wing span 70.5 feet

Length over all 29.5 feet

Height over all 12.1 feet

Wing area 646 square feet

Weight empty 5,290 pounds

Useful load ( maximum .... 10,120 pounds

Ratio of weight empty to gross

flying weight 0.34

Gross flying weight 15,410 pounds

Fuel capacity 1,720 gallons

Oil capacity 53 gallons

Load factor from maximum loading

condition. . . .4.5

L/D maximum 15

Maximum speed (medium loading)

146 miles per hour

Maximum range 7,050 miles

Horsepower—Fiat A22 500 h.p.

Horsepower loading. .30.9 pounds per >i.p.

Wing loading ....23.8 pounds per sq. ft.

BRISTOL TITAN AIR-COOLED ENGINE
*

THE Bristol Titan is a five cylinder tion elbow attaching the carburetor to the machine was that the running of the engine

aircooled radial of medium power mixture chamber ensures good vaporization was exceptionally smooth and pleasing,

intended primarily for use in com- of the mixture under all flying conditions. The Titan engine has been granted a

mercial or service instruction planes. Jupiter cylinders and pistons as well as British Air Ministry Civil Type Test and

Designed specially by the Bristol Com- many other important components are used. accepted as airworthy under the Air Naviga-

pany of England in order to complete their while the design of the crankshaft and con- tion Regulations and Directions Act.

range of aircooled engines, it embodies the necting rod assembly embodies latest Jupiter Bristol Titan Series II

same high standard of design and workman- practice. (Commercial Engine)

ship as the famous Bristol Jupiter, with The various auxiliary drives and accesso- Bore 5.75 inches (146 mm.)

which the major components are interchange- ries are grouped at the rear of the engine, Stroke 6. J inches (165 mm.)

able—a feature of particular importance giving them full protection and allowing a Total swept volume

from the stores and replacement point of simple cowling to be used. 842 cubic inches (13.8 liters)

view and making the Jupiter-Titan com- A standardized conical mounting, project- Compression ratio 5 to 1

bination particularly attractive for commer- ing rearward from the back of the engine Power rated 200 bJi.p. at 1700 r.p.m.

cial and service use. allows the front of the engine to he dis- Maximum power.. 220 b.h.p. at 1870 r.p.m.

The chief characteristics of the engine are mantled without removing the complete en- Propeller direct drive L.H. tractor

reliability, robustness, simplicity and low cost gine from the plane. Ignition dual 2 H.T. magnetos

of upkeep. To bearing surfaces, which are Provision is made for the well-known Lubrication system pressure

of ample area and well lubricated, particular American Eclipse Inertia starter to be fitted. Tachometer drive J4 engine r.p.m.

attention has been paid resulting in low The development bench tests on the Bristol Dry weight 500 pounds

bearing pressures and great economy in oil Titan engine have been satisfactorily com- Fuel consumption 13 gallons per hour

consumption. pleted, and, as a further stage in its develop- Oil consumption. 2 pints per hour

The induction system embodies an engine- ment, experimental flight tests were carried Bristol Titan Series III

driven mixture distributor fan, owing to the out in a converted standard training machine. (Service Engine)

impossibility of using the well-known Jupiter During the course of these tests the ma- Characteristics of the Titan Series III are

spiral induction system on z five cylinder chine was flown to the airdromes of the similar to the Series II except for the fol-

engine. principal aircraft firms and handed over to lowing

:

The carburetor is a duplex oil heated type their test pilots for demonstration test flights Compression ratio 5.3 to 1

embodying the highly satisfactory features in order to obtain an independent opinion on Power rated 220 b.h.p. at 1700 r.p.m.

of the Bristol Triplex Carburetor, as fitted the flying qualities of the engine. The gen- Maximum power.... 240 b.h.p. at 1870 r.p.m.

to all Jupiter engines. An oil heated indue- eral impression of all the pilots who flew the Fuel consumption 14 gallons per hour

Views of the 200 h.p. Titan Series II commercial type aircraft engine, produced by the Bristol Company of England
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1™W
AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS

CORPORATION
MANUFACTURERS

NAUGATUCK, CONN., U.S.A.
REGISTERED TRADEMARK

The Aeronautical Public-

Gentlemen :

Here it is our new 4 cylinder-in-line,

air-cooled, overhead valve "Scorpion". 100 H. P.

plus, at 1800 R. P.M. --and it weighs only 290 pounds

The "Scorpion" may be installed in any type of

plane now being used.

I honestly believe this to be the biggest

$1825 worth of aircraft engine ever placed on the

market. If you care to investigate, I'll be

pleased to show you why.

Yours very truly,

AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

President

VSHMBBMMHMBMnM ALL MATERIALS U. S. AIR SERVICE REGULATIONSH^MMB^B
QUOTATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ALL AGREEMENTS CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES. ACCIDENTS AND OTHER CONDITIONS BEYOND OUR CONTROL

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE U. S. FLYER
THE U. S. Flyer, a product of the Specifications—U. S. Flyer

U. S. Airplane Co. of Chicago, I 111- Span, both wings 33 feet

nois, is a two or three-place open Wing chord : . .
. 5 feet 6 inches

cockpit type with a bucket type seat for the Gap 5 feet 6 inches

pilot and a bench seat for the passengers. Dihedral 2 degrees

Russialoid upholstery is used throughout. Stagger 11 inches

The duralumin flooring is removable. A Areas (square feet)

Bakelite dash is installed with Consolidated Wings 320

instruments in an indirectly lighted panel in Ailerons 50

the pilot's cockpit. Stick control is used; Stabilizer 22

pedals for the rudder. A special self-starter Elevators 16

is operated from the pilot's cockpit. Fin 3.5

The landing gear is of the split axle type Rudder 11

built of carbon steel and nickel steel. Disc .

We.ghts (pounds)

shock absorbers and aluminum disc wheels Weight, light 1200

are used
Weight, fully loaded.. 2000

'

, • , - Useful load 800
The tail skid is a steel spring having a _ '

' ... , . ... , , Performances
Stellite coated shoe. Ailerons are of wood TT . . , ., ,.... _ ., . High speed 1U0 miles per hour
and duralumin structure. Tail surfaces are . . or , .

. , , , . , . . , • ti_ u Cruising speed 85 miles per hour
of welded steel and duralumin. 1 he hon- ,«... .. ,

, .... . .. . , , ~. . , Landing speed 35 miles per hour
zontal stabilizer is adjustable, the control ; ,. , ™n , . .

, , „. ... , Kate of climb 600 feet per minute
system is dual. Elevators and ailerons have _ . ... ,~ nnn .

, i I, , » .. , , . j Service ceiling 12,000 feet
push and pull tubes; the rudder is operated ... ... , , _„„ ,

ii t-i . vv i l j ii
Absolute ceiling 13,300 feet

by cables. The stabilizer has push and pull ...

, , , .i-T-i Cruising radius 42s miles
tubes and lever control. 1 he gravity gaso-

line tank, of duralumin, has a capacity of

48 gallons. THE SZEKELY ENGINE
The fuselage is of welded steel tubing, IS FLIGHT TESTED

faired to semi-oval section by means of light *-pHE Szekely SR-3 engine recently made
steel tubing and spruce fairing strips. 1 a very fine test performance flight.

The Clark Y wing section is used with Carl Lutzenberger made the trip of 425 miles

plywood gusset type ribs having Sitka spruce from Holland, Mich., to Erie, Penna., in

capstrips and bracing. Gussets are of Has- 4 hours and 18 minutes, using approximately

kelite waterproof mahogany plywood. Casein 10^4 gallons of gasoline. The oil consump-

waterproof glue is used. Ribs are dipped tion was a little heavier than expected

—

one coat of shellac and one coat of Valspar. approximately 3 gallons. However, this

False ribs are built of duralumin channel. report was given without checking the

The trailing edges are of duralumin; lead- amount of oil left in the bottom of the

ing edges of spruce. Tip bows are of lam- tank, the discharge of the oil pump or the

inated spruce which serve to shield the bottom of the seepage compartment of the

ailerons. crank case, at the end of the trip.

Wing fittings are spar-box of carbon steel The following day he flew the same dis-

at roots on all spars, semi spar-box fittings tance, against the wind, using l3 l/2 gallons

at struts. Hinge fittings are welded to spar of gasoline and a little less oil. The speed

boxes and bolted, two bolts through spars. of the plane was nearly 100 m.p.h.

Internal wiring is with Macwhyte tie-rods

and external wires are Macwhyte streamline ROOF TOP LANDING
wires. A safety factor of seven is obtained t?T T7'T T» TO CM Trrue-WT^
on wires. End ribs are of birch plywood. rl.tLL.iJ lb b U UUtb 1 tLD
All fittings are buried but are readily acces- A PLAN has been suggested for a

sible through inspection doors. Dartmouth- /\ means of providing a comparatively

Tex Grade A fabric is used for all cover- large area in a roof landing field for

ing, treated with Van Schaack nitrate dope. the business sections of large cities by

Berryloid finish is used on all metal and George Osborn, an aeronautically inclined

fabric, giving them an attractive protection. inventor, who is endeavoring to promote

*
...

x
!

"

I
I

i niii mif I i mii i .

Views of the 110 h.p. Anzani engined U. S. Flyer now in production by the

the venture for New York City by inter-

esting the city government and associations

and individuals interested in the promotion

of aviation.

Under his plan two square, blocks would

be chosen where one street length is extra

long and the other about half that length

and where a number of the buildings are

high and of almost a common height. Ex-

tra stories would be added to some of the

buildings wherever feasible to bring the

majority of them up to the same level. An
extra story would then be added to these

buildings for storage hangar purposes and

the entire area roofed over. Over the street,

the low buildings and the gaps caused by

irregularities in the architecture of the

buildings, the field would be supported by

steel structure. At these points a glass

block flooring would be used to permit the

passage of light. The hangar floor would

be set back from the building edge to per-

mit the construction of a balcony at the

hangar floor level entirely surrounding the

field as a safety factor. Plane elevators

between the field and the hangars and pas-

senger elevators to the street would be pro-

vided. A large illuminated arrow would

be turntable mounted at the center of and

flush with the field for indicating wind

direction.

The inventor is seeking support for the

project on the basis that such a construc-

tion would provide sufficient runway (about

six hundred feet) for a large number of

planes now in use, especially if lightly

loaded and would hence salvage the speed

advantage of the plane on short hops, wid-

ening the field of this activity through con-

venience. At the outset the field would

hence operate as an air taxi station for the

rapid transport of passengers, mail and mer-

chandise between the business center of the

city and the various suburban fields and

other points. As to its promotional value

to aviation he points out that as it would

require from one to two years to promote

and complete and as during this time it

would receive a great amount of national

publicity, it would be an inspiration to plane

manufacturers to devote more, attention to

the problem of slow landing in order to

construct planes able to make extensive use

of the field and hence having greater mar-

ketability, it being probable that many new

types would be developed by the time the

field was finished. It would in this event

be only a short time before the field should

become a profitable venture.

Airplane Co.
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THE PITCAIRN SUPER ~ MAILWING
Air mail poundage is mounting rapidly. To
meet the demand for a high-speed ship capable

of carrying the ever-increasing loads, the
Super-Mailwing (PA -6), has been designed
and will be ready for delivery to operators

early in August.

landing. Other features and refinements include

improved fuselage lines, semi-enclosed exhaust

manifold, and a new undercarriage design

resulting in performance characteristics com-
parable with the Mailwing (PA-5). Compara-
tive specifications are as follows :—

The plane has a cargo space of forty cubic feet,

nearly twice the capacity of the Mailwing
(PA-5) and can accommodate 500 pounds of

mail. This has been accomplished by an
increase of only twelve inches in the over-all

length of the ship. Gasoline capacity has been
increased twenty gallons, with a commensurate
increase in oil capacity. The plane is fitted with
a regular army type adjustable pilot's seat per-

mitting greater visibility for take-off and

PA-5 Mailwing PA-6 Super-Mailwing

Wing Spaa . . .

Overall-Length
Mail Capacity . .

Gasoline Capacity
Oil Capacity . .

Wt. Empty . . .

Engine . . . .

33 ft.

21 ft. 10'/2 in.

2V/z cu. ft.

56 gal.

5Vz gal.

1742 lbs.

Wright J-5-C

33 ft.

22 ft. lOVz in.

40 cu. ft.

76 gal.

Vh gal.

1840 lbs.

Wright J-5-C

We shall be pleased to submit other specifications
and performance data on request

PITCAIRN AIRCRAFT INC.
LAND TITLE BUILDING PHILADELPHIA

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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COUZINET TRANSATLANTIC PLANE
THE transatlantic monoplane Couz-

inet, designed by Messrs. Couzinet

and Gianoli and built at the fitab-

lissements Letord in France presents in its

aerodynamic features a thoroughly mod-

ern design. It is a low wing monoplane

with three engines. The central engine

is housed in the nose of the body while

the two other engines are placed in

nacelles under the wing. The nacelles

also combine a "pants" type landing

gear, the two wheels being housed in their

weli streamlined lower portions.

The plan form of the tapered cantilever

wing is a combination of trapezoidal and

elliptical forms and besides areodynamic

features is very efficient from a structural

standpoint as regards torsion. While the

aerodynamic properties of the design

were probably studied in the wind tun-

nel, an examination of the three-view

drawing reveals a few doubtful points.

The sizes of all controlling surfaces seem

to be unusually small, particularly the rud-

der. The ailerons are of "Panther" type

(inset) of unusually small chord. The ver-

tical fin area, however, seems to be ample.

The lines of the design are remark-

ably clean, the body and nacelles re-

minding one of good racing practice.

The maximum L/D obtained in the wind

tunnel has a value of 14.7. One of the

main features of the design is the water-

tight body which has reasonable flotation

ability in case of a forced landing on the

water. The plane is made entirely of

wood.

The wing is built of one piece and at-

taches to the fuselage by eight bolts. It

is set at a fixed angle of incidence of two
degrees and has a flat under camber.

The chord at the root is 16% feet and the

thickness is 2.95 feet or about 18 per cent

of the chord.

The wing structure is of standard two-

beam design. The two box beams have

spruce flanges and plywood webs of

tapered thickness varying from .35 to .078

of an inch. The reenforcing spacers are

12 inches apart. Box ribs are spaced

every 3.28 feet and the wing contour is

preserved by transverse stringers. The
wing is covered with plywood of thick-

ness varying from .156 at the centre to

.078 at the tips. The complete wing
weighs 2.48 pounds per square foot.

The landing gear has a wide tread and
consists of two wheels housed in stream-

lined "pants". The wheels are approxi-

mately 48 by 10 inches and the tires are

of the balloon type. The shock absorber

suspension consists of 36 rings of rub-

ber shock absorber cord.

The fuselage is of monocoque con-

struction consisting of annular dia-

phragms or bulkheads covered with ply-

wood. To reenforce it there are small

stringers running longitudinally. The
fuselage rests on top of the wing.

The stabilizer is made of one con-

tinuous piece and the fin constitutes a

part of the body proper. Surfaces are

balanced by means of a "Flettner" type

auxiliary surface. All controls are fully

accessible in flight.

The power plant consists of three His-

into quarters for the pilot, the navigator

and the radio operator; resting quarters

are also provided.

The pilot's seat is in front, behind the

central engine; the mechanic's, on his

right. Directly behind, there is a com-
fortable cot for the second pilot to rest

himself on. Back of the resting quarters

on the right is the radio operator and

on the left, the navigator with his equip-

ment and tables to work on. A trap door

leads into the inside of the fuselage.

The instrument board contains a com-

plete range of modern instruments. The
pilot is provided with an ordinary mag-
netic compass as well as earth-inductor

COUZINET
MONOPLANE
THREE HISPANOSU1ZA

180 H P. ENGINES

pano-Suiza 180-230 h.p. engines accessible

in flight through a tunnel 2.3 feet in

diameter. The engine cowlings are suf-

ficiently large to allow a mechanic to

work conveniently at the engine while in

flight. The radiators can be retracted

and the opening closed by watertight

l atches. The fuel system of seven tanks

is completely encased in the wing and

there is no fuel in the fuselage. The fuel

piping is arranged in such a way that

every point is accessible in flight. A rapid

dumping valve is provided for use in case

of emergency; during tests 1,680 gallons

of fuel were dumped in 55 seconds. Oil

tanks are placed behind each engine.

The cabin for the crew is subdivided

Agwo DiftEsr

type compass.

The crew consists of a first pilot, sec-

ond pilot, navigator, mechanic and a radio

operator.

General Characteristics

Span ...S9 feet

Length *. . .50.8 feet

Wing area 995 square feet

Weight empty 8,600 pounds

Useful load 11,250 pounds

Gross flying weight 19,850 pounds

Gasoline capacity 1680 gallons

Oil capacity 74 gallons

Wing loading 20 pounds per square foot

Horse-power loading. .28.5 lbs. per sq. ft.

The plane is designed to have a range

of about 5,000 miles.

The giant French Couzinet transatlantic monoplane in flight and with its three engines warming up on the ground.
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It Requires Less Effort to Fly
A Waeo than to Drive a Car

Dependable, high performance
Sturdy construction

Moderate price

The ability to get in and
out of small fields

More Waco's are in commer-
cial and pleasure service than
any other make of aircraft

Write for
Catalogue

The Advance Aircraft Co., Troy, Ohio

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Boeing Sport

and

Training Plane
BOEING Design 81 is a single-bay

tractor biplane, powered with the 135

horsepower Fairchild Caminez engine.

It is intended primarily for sport and train-

ing purposes. Because of the fact that the

engine develops full power at only 1,000

r.p.m., a relatively large diameter propeller

is practical, and with the unusually high

propeller efficiency thus obtained, exceptional

performance is possible, particularly in

climbing from a small field.

The keynote in the design of this plane has

been simplicity and safety, which insures low

first costs and economy in operation and

up-keep.

The fuselage construction is of welded

steel tubing, while the wings are of conven-

tional wood and fabric construction. The

control surfaces are of welded steel. Dull

controls are provided, those in the front cock-

pit being readily removable. The fuel sys-

tem consists of a single thirty-gallon gravity

tank located in the upper wing. This requires

only a single feed line, which eliminates all

possibility of trouble due to gasoline pumps

and piping required in other systems.

THE latest type Napier engine, the

Series XI, is a development of the

Series V which has been so success-

ful, not only with the British Royal Air

Force and Imperial Airways, but with the

Air Forces of many other countries.

It will be noted that the engine also em-

bodies improvements which are a result of

the experience gained with the Racing Napier

Aero Engine. Among the differences in the

The raised axle landing gear incorporates

the well-known Boeing oleo unit. Wheel

brakes can be installed if desired.

The useful load of 615 pounds consists of

two men and chutes, 30 gallons of gasoline

and gallons of oil.

The general characteristics of the Boeing

Design 81 are as follows

:

Span of upper wing 35 feet

Span of lower wing 33 feet 6 inches

Overall length 25 feet

Chord of both wings 55 inches

Gap between wings 65 inches

Stagger » 14 inches

Dihedral, both wings 2 degrees

Series XI engine is the fitting of the car-

buretors at the rear of the engine where they

are more or less masked by the cylinders.

This improves the streamlining of the engine

and facilitates its installation in aircraft.

The main improvement in the engine, how-

ever, is the increase in power obtained. With
a compression ratio of 6 to 1 this engine, at

2.350 r.p.m. develops 530 h.p., while its

power at maximum speed, viz, 2,585 r.p.m.,

Wing area 295 square feet

Propeller (four blade) diameter

8 feet 7 inches

Landing angle 15 degrees

Weight empty 1544 pounds

Useful load 615 pounds

Gross weight 2159 pounds

Wing loading ..7.3 pounds per square foot

Power loading ..16 pounds per horsepower

Estimated Performances

High speed 100 miles per hour

Stalling speed 45 miles per hour

Cruising speed 85 miles per hour

Endurance at cruising speed 4 hours

Service ceiling 16,000 feet

is 570 h.p., or 1.75 pounds per horse power.

This engine has successfully passed the

Air Ministry 100 hour Type Test. This

strenuous test included ten non-stop periods

of 10 hours duration each at 2,350 r.p.m. at

an average B.H.P. of 477. The engine was

then opened up to 2,715 r.p.m. and was run

for one hour at this speed. A further hour

at 2,585 r.p.m. was run at full throttle, the

engine developing approximately 573 B.H.P.

It was a Series XI Napier engine which

was installed in the Fairey III.F. aircraft

which flew from Cairo to Cape Town and

back this year ; the De Havilland "Hound"
machine which set up three world's records

was fitted with an engine of this type. The
Handley Page "Harrow", Blackburn "Ripon"

and Avro "Buffalo" are other types of air-

craft which use the Series XI Napier.

. The following is a brief specification of

this latest Napier :

—

Number of cylinders, twelve, arranged in

three blocks of four cylinders each.

Bore, 5 l/2 inches. Stroke, 5 % inches.

The normal horsepower rating is 530 B.

H. P. at 2,350 revs, per minute ; at maximum
speed, 570 B.H.P. at 2,585 revs, per minute.

Weight of engine, approximately 995

pounds complete with airscrew boss, reduc-

tion gear, hand starling gear less magneto.

Weight per horse power, on rated power,

I.879 pounds; on average power at maximum
speed 1.745 pounds.

Length overall to centre of airscrew, 5 ft.

1 in. ; width, 3 ft. 6 ins. ; height, 3 ft. 3 ins.

Average oil consumption .0235 pound per

B.H.P. per hour. Average fuel consump-

tion, full load, .50 lb. per B.H.P. per hr.

NAPIER SERIES XI ENGINE
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Ohio National Quard hangar at Cleveland, recently completed by Austin

Representative Austin Clients

in the Aviation Industry

Boeing Airplane Company
Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corp.

Glenn L. Martin Company
National Air Transport Company,

Inc.

Dayton-Wright Airplane Company
Aircraft Development Corp.
Ford Airport

National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics

Stout Metal Airplane Company
U. S. Navy
U. S. Army
Lockheed Airplane Corp,
Thompson Aeronautical Corp.
The Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Company

Fairchild Aviation Corp.
Dungan-Smith Airways, Inc.

Ohio National Guard
Gray Goose Air Lines, Inc.

Spartan Aircraft Co., Inc.

Logan Aviation Co.

"AVIATION'S greatest need today is better ground facilities"

l\. .—that is the theme of Austin's new booklet entitled

Airports and Aviation Buildings.

Austin Engineers have specialized on the needs of this

rapidly growing industry and have developed designs for air-

port construction, hangars, etc., which mark a distinct step in

advance of common practice.

The list of clients at the left indicates the breadth ofAustin's

experience in this field. Every type of project, from large

hangars to complete factories and airports, are included in

Austin Service.

Under the Austin Method of Undivided Responsibility,

design, construction and equipment are all handled by this one
responsible organization. The contract guarantees in advance:

1. hoiv total cost for the complete project.

2. Completion date within a specified short time,

with bonus and penalty clause if desired.

3. High quality of materials and workmanship.

For approximate costs and other information, quickly, ivire, phone
the nearest Austin office or mail the memo

THE AUSTIN COMPANY * Cleveland
Engineers and Builders to the Aviation Industry

New York Chicago Philadelphia Detroit Cincinnati Pittsburgh St. Louis Seattle Portland
The Austin Company of California: Los Angeles and San Francisco The Austin Company of Texas: Dallas

Complete Building Service

Memo to THE AUSTIN COMPANY, Cleveland— We are interested in a

project containing sq. ft. Send me a personal copy of

"Airports and Aviation Buildings." Individual :

Firm City
AD 8-28

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE FOWLER VARIABLE AREA WING

THE principle of utilizing the chord of

a wing by further extending it rear-

wardly, has been persistently advo-

cated by the author for over twelve years,

during which time extensive tests, designs

and constructions have been made.

The present development and the results of

numerous flights have more than confirmed

the inventor's contention. It can now be

considered beyond the experimental stage and

available for practical application.

It is an economic loss to be compelled to

carry along the present conventional wing

surfaces when in full flight ' because of its

most important function to permit low take-

off or landing speed occupying but a few

minutes compared with hours of flying. The

Fowler wing is fully extended for taking

off and when at a reasonable altitude it is

drawn in, thus reducing air resistance and

increasing the speed. For landing it is ex-

tended while flying and lands in the usual

manner but with a lower angle of attack

of the land plane or the seaplane.

The normal wing is constructed and

braced according to recognized practice, in

which the main beams and ribs form the

basic structure. It is absolutely rigid. Back

of the rear spar, a recess is provided on the

under side of the trailing surface for the

reception of a small auxiliary airfoil, which

when inclosed for normal flying position

presents a high speed airfoil of a perfectly

smooth contour. As the auxiliary airfoil is

extended rearwardly, its' angle of incidence

increases until a positive stop determines its

true position. The final setting and shape

of auxiliary airfoil is determined by the air-

foil used for the normal wing. When fully

extended all structural and moving parts are

open to inspection. There is nothing hinged

or flexible. It is rigid in its entirety al-

though free to move in a direction parallel

to the line of flight.

Resistance to controlling the movement of

the auxiliary wing is due to sliding friction

of the rollers and to the drag, it is not

subjected to the direct lifting forces. Con-

trol forces are practically nil at the control

handle when operating the auxiliary wing.

The auxiliary airfoil occupies only that por-

tion between the ailerons.

The normal wing is of conventional wood
construction from the nose to the rear beam.

Front and rear beams are of the box type.

By Harlan D. Fowler, A. E.

Fabric cover is used from the nose to the

rear beam. The trailing portion is recessed

on the under side to permit the auxiliary

surface to fit snugly in position when

closed, and is covered with plywood top and

bottom. The auxiliary surface has one solid

spruce beam, and is covered with plywood.

Three solid duralumin supports are secured

to the rear beam at the strut joints. A
trolley composed of three steel rollers, one

on top and two on the lower side slides free-

ly over the duralumin supports. The trol-

leys are secured to the single beam of the

auxiliary wing. The controls are continuous

cables and lead to the control drum inside

the wing, and directly over the operator's

cockpit. Four complete turns of the handle

moves the auxiliary wing positively, slowly,

and easily through the entire flying range.

The location of this control unit can be ex-

tended to the pilot's cockpit. The usual

ailerons are provided. Complete static tests

of the auxiliary wing supports, main trail-

ing surface and internal cross bracing were

made prior to starting construction, and all

gave load factors far exceeding the require-

ments for the main wing structure..

With the auxiliary wing in extended po-

sition the properties of th; normal wing of

ordinary characteristics were increased to a

maximum Ky of .00579 at 14° for the nor-

mal wing chord. Its L/D is 14.8. The

model provided for full aileron control sur-

faces. The increased area is about 25 per

cent. Based on the normal area the lift is

increased about 100 per cent.

One of the most important features of

this wing is the effectiveness of ailerons'

control beyond the stalling angle with the

auxiliary wing extended. Under extreme

circumstances such as engine failure occur-

ring shortly after leaving the ground the

extended wing presents an unusual solution

to this problem. The stalling angle of the

wing extended is about 14°. The stalling

angle of the normal wing is over 17°. Since

the ailerons are a part of the normal chord

the range of maximum aileron effectiveness

is from 3° to 4° above the stall angle of the

extended wing which should be sufficient

to prevent the initial turning tendency. This

is an inherent feature obtained without fur-

ther structural complication.

The wing was designed for a VE-7 air-

plane of 2200 pounds gross weight and a

load factor of 8. As a VE-7 was not avail-

able a Canuck was used. The Fowler wing

was 30 pounds lighter than the original

wings which weighed 405 pounds and had a

load factor of about 5.5. The total gross

weight was 1910 pounds. A wing properly

designed for the Canuck, or similar light

plane, would have resulted in a saving of at

least 100 pounds. Original wing area 353

square feet ; Fowler wing, normal, 136

square feet; extended. 166 square feet.

With a full load the Canuck with this new
wing took off in 9 seconds in practically still

air and stopped in 10 seconds. Its take off

speed was almost identical and when timed

over a measured course gave 94 m. p. h. as

compared with 74 rri. p. h. for the original

Canuck. And this in spite of improper pro-

peller, no streamlining, arid a faulty engine.

These ordinary refinements should improve

the speed to at least 100 m. p. h. Rate of

climb was about 260 feet per minute and in-

creased as the auxiliary surface was re-

tracted. No adjustment was made to the

stabilizer, and it zcas found to be possible

to fly hands off with the auxiliary wing

fully extended or wholly inclosed. Lateral

control appeared to be as effective as any

good conventional ailerons would be. The
above data are the results of numerous

trials.

The importance of the wing to the present

day airplane is its ability to carry greatly

increased pay load. It is possible to double

the pay load for a conventional airplane for

about the same performance which will re-

duce the cost per pound to one-half. It

will enable doubling the gasoline capacity

and the speed range which improves the

possibility of extremely long flights and

long endurance tests.

The wing will also permit an airplane to-

be designed which will perform equally as

well as a larger plane of 30 per cent more
power, i.e., a plane of 150 h.p. with this

wing could be made to perform as well as

a plane of 200 h.p. of the same flying range

and pay load.

Its adaptability to the solution of varied

and difficult performance required for ex-

ceptional purposes is especially valuable. It

can be substituted in place of the original

wings of most planes with very few altera-

tions and greatly improves visibility when

replacing a biplane cellule.

The Fowler variable wing area installed on a Curtiss JN, showing the surface in extended and retracted positions.
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^Caterpillars" speed

airport construction

They clear roots and rocks... they pull scrapers

and plows...they haul earth. "Caterpillar" Trac-

tors build airports with a minimum of delay...

they ride over soft spots and wet. A firm grip

on soft ground, power to pull heavy equipment. .

.

these result in a better,

quicker, cheaperJob.

SIXTY - $4600

THIRTY - $2650
TWENTY $2175
F.O.B. SAN LEANDRO

OR PEORIA

2-TON - $1675

F.O.B. PEORIA

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.
Executive Offices: San Leandro, California, U.S. A.

Sales Offices and Factories:
Peoria, Illioois San Leandro, California

Distributing Warehouse: Albany\ N. Y.
New York Office: 50 Church Street

Successor to

Brer C. L. Best The Holt Manufac- XJOT T*XWOX XractorCo. turing Company V-M-

A

REG U S PAT OFF.TRACTOR
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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DORNIER DOLPHIN FLYING BOAT
THE Dornier Dolphin III flying boat

constructed by the Dornier Metall-

bauten G.m.b.H. of Friedrichshafen,

Germany, is an all metal transport mono-

plane with externally braced wings. The

wing consists of two panels joined above the

body and supported in semi-cantilever fash-

ion by a pair of sloping struts at each side

of the hull.

The wing is of two beam construction

made of drawn built up steel sections. The

wing contour is obtained by means of box

ribs covered with sheet duralumin.

The hull has a slight Vee bottom and a

long bow protruding in front of the pro-

peller. Lateral stability is provided by spon-

sons on each side. The pilot's compartment

is all enclosed and provided with dual con-

trols. In addition to the pilot and one me-

chanic, the passengers' cabin provides com-

fortable accommodations for ten persons.

The tail surfaces are supported from the

stern of the hull and controlling surfaces are

balanced, the stabilizer being balanced by

means of auxiliary surfaces while the rud-

der is balanced by a surface area ahead of

the hinge.

In the hull the material used in the con-

struction of the frame is duralumin with a

few steel reenforcements. The structure of

the hull is built up with transverse bulk-

heads of duralumin connected with longi-

tudinal stringers.

The stabilizer has steel beams, sheet dur-

alumin ribs and duralumin covering; the

elevators have duralumin ribs and fabric

covering : the fin and rudder have duralumin

ribs and duralumin coverings.

The power plant consists of a single en-

gine installation in a nacelle on top of the

wing and pilot's compartment. Engine cowls

are removable for rapid accessibility. The
engine is a 450-600 h.p. water cooled type

B. M. W. VI with a radiator mounted

above it. The propeller is a D. M. B. two-

bladed wooden type, driven directly in trac-

tor position.

DORNIER
DOLPHIN m

AcioPiaesr

The Dornier Dolphin III

has a high speed of 118

taking o

miles per

ff. It

hour.

The Dornier Dolphin III all metal sesqui-wing tractor flying boat.

The two main fuel tanks are located in

the root of the wing. A single oil tank is

located behind the engine.

General Data—Dornier Dolphin III

Span overall 64 feet

Length overall -....47 feet

Height overall 12 feet 10 inches

Wing area 665 square feet

Weight empty 5,290 pounds

Gross flying weight, normal. . . .8,160 pounds

Gross flying weight, maximum .8,820 pounds

Cruising speed 92.5 miles per hour

High speed 118 miles per hour

Fuel consumption 1.97 pounds per mile

CONSOLIDATED TO USE
BAKELITE CASES FOR

INSTRUMENTS
IMPROVEMENT in performance, life

and appearance of aircraft instruments is

expected from the introduction of Bakelite

molded cases. Although some instruments

are already made of non-corrosive materials

exclusively, yet, unless proper care is exer-

cised in the design and assembly, contact

between aluminum and brass parts results in

electrolitic action, affecting the performance

and durability of the instruments.

Bakelite materials are rapidly finding new
applications in most diversified fields. It is

non-corrosive, lighter than aluminum, re-

quires no surface treatment and effectively

resists to wear and atmospheric condition.

The Consolidated airspeed indicator, a

product of the Consolidated Instrument Co.

of America, New York, and the Aircraft

Control Corp. of Philadelphia, is the first

instrument which incorporates this case.
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First!
The Independence Companies of Philadelphia were the

first American companies to offer complete aviation

insurance coverage to those engaged in the manufac-
ture or flying of aircraft.

In July 1926, these Companies announced their Com-
prehensive "All-in-One" Policy combining the insur-
ances listed at the left.

Today, the Companies'1

list of aviation policyholders -r-

representative of this new and rapidly growing industry
—includes such names as:

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh, James Fitzmaurice, Sir George
Hubert Wilkins, The Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the
Promotion of Aeronautics, Ford Motor Co., Boeing Air
Transport, Western Air Express, National Air Transport,
American Railway Express, Robertson Aircraft Corp.,
United Cigar Stores, Pitcairn Aviation, Colonial Air
Transport, Colorado Airways, Fox Film Corp., Stout Air
Service, Philadelphia Rapid Transit, Northwest Airways,
Boston Airport Corp., Universal Film Corp., Royal Type-
writer Co., Walter T. Yarney* Inc., Southern Dusting Co.,

Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Falrchild Flying Corp., Pacific

Marine Airways, Andian National Corp., and many
others.

."ALL'

IN'ONE
FIRE,LIGHTNING L
TRANSPORTATION

AOCIDENTAL DAMAGE

THEFT, ROBBERY

and PILFERAGE

PUBLIC LIABILITY

PASSENGER LIABILITY

PROPERTY DAMAGE

TORNADQCYCLONE
«M0WINDSTORM

B-^OTHER POLICIES COVER^f
I PERSONAL ACCIDENTS • CARGO R 15K5 I

§ COMPENSATION ^EMPLOYERS LIABILITY I

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Keystone "Pup", type XNK-1, primary military training plane equipped as a seaplane or a land plane.

KEYSTONE PRIMARY
TRAINING AIRPLANE

ONE of the latest additions to the

Keystone family is the Navy training

plane, known as the Keystone "Pup",

and officially designated as the XNK-1, built

by the Keystone Aircraft Corporation of

Bristol, Pa. The primary training plane,

"Pup", is a two 'Seater tractor biplane, con-

vertible land and seaplane for instruction in

fixed and flexible gunnery, bombing and

spotting. It is powered with the Wright

J-S "Whirlwind!' fitted with a Standard Steel

propeller.

The "Pup" has been designed to embody
the features of unusual visibility from all

angles, maneuverability at stalling speeds,

together with the rugged construction to

withstand hard service use. The fuselage

is constructed of chrome-molybdenum steel

tubing, welded in a truss with no wires.

The USA-35-B wing curve is used. The
ribs are of semi-truss type. Tail surfaces

of welded steel construction are fabric cov-

ered. The tail skid is steerable. The starting

system of the Wright J-5A is of the hand-

inertia type with a booster magneto. The
fuel system consists of two tanks in the upper

center section, fitted with standard fuel

gauges and having a total capacity of 40

gallons of gasoline.

The "Pup" is equipped with a pressure fire

extinguisher and the cockpits are provided

with all the usual instruments for military

flying. Control is by stick and rudder pedals

and the stabilizer is adjustable in flight. The

plane is provided with installations for radio.

One fixed machine gun may be mounted in

the fuselage, firing through the propeller and

operated by the triggers on the control stick.

The rear cockpit is also equipped for the

installation of a flexible machine gun. Bomb
racks for light bombing may be installed as

an additional feature.

The gross weight as a land plane is 2,522

pounds, and the gross weight as a seaplane

is 2,770 pounds.

Specifications

Span, upper wing 37 feet

Span, lower wing 32 feet 4 inches

Height, land plane 10 feet 7j/£ inches

Height, seaplane 12 feet V/2 inches

Length, land plane 26 feet 5y2 inches

Length, seaplane 28 feet 7]/2 inches

Gap S feet 10 inches

Stagger IS inches

Dihedral (both wings) 2 degrees

Chord (both wings) 60 inches

Incidence (both wings) degrees

Span of tail plane 11 feet 2 inches

Wings 325 square feet

Ailerons 34.7 square feet

Stabilizer 19 square feet

Elevators 16.2 square feet

Fin 3.3 square feet

Rudder 10.5 square feet

Maximum speed 116 miles per hour

Minimum speed 45 miles per hour

Climb in 10 minutes 8,500 feet

Service ceiling 16,000 feet

Endurance at full speed 2.2 hours

Endurance at cruising speed 4.2 hours

Range at full speed 250 miles

Range at cruising speed 375 miles

WRIGHT "CYCLONES"
FOR COMMERCIAL USE

*TpHE Wright "Cyclone" 9-cylinder 525

* h.p. air-cooled engine is now ready for

commercial production.

Up until the present time the supply of

these new type heavy duty power plants has

been absorbed by the U. S. Navy which

fostered, encouraged and advised its develop-

ment. One of the first "Cyclones" to be

built under government contract has com-
pleted hundreds of hours of running on test

stands. Others of this latest type have been

flown extensively in six different types of

airplanes among them being the Wright

XO-3 observation plane, the newest Key-
stone Army XLB-6 "Panther" bombing

planes, the record breaking Navy PN-12
flying boat and other government ships.

In its first official test at Philadelphia on

April 5th two "Cyclones," with which the

new type Navy PN-12 flying boat is

equipped, aided in breaking the world's sea-

plane endurance record by remaining in the

air over 36 hours. Later the same plane

established three additional records : one for

continuous flight with a useful load of

1.000 kilograms for more than 11 hours,

the second a distance record of 1,247 miles

with this heavy weight and the third an

altitude record of 16,700 feet with the same

load of 1,000 kilograms.

keleton framework of the Keystone "Pup" fuselage showing general arrangement and details of its construction.
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Hearsay ... . and
Split Seconds !

ANYONE who tells you that

jlV the Ryan Brougham lands

hot... or takes off slow... is misin-

formed or doesn't know his stop

watch! Below are the Official

Qualifying figures for the 1928
National Air Tour,which include

two 1928 Ryan Broughams and
the five Whirlwind cabin plane

competitors:

Ryan No. 10

Ryan No. 16

Monoplane

Monoplane

Bi-plane

Monoplane

Monoplane

Monoplane

Monoplane

The Ryan Brougham takes off

faster and lands slower

with its full load than any other five

or six-place Whirlwind cabin plane on
the market ... a most important factor

of safety with today's fields. Further-

Ryan Brougham— U. S. Dept. oj Con

'Landing'

time in

seconds

'Take-off
time in

seconds

Number
of

seats

Price

of
plane

4.52 9.94 5 $12,200

5.09 11.41 5 12,200

5.68 13.52 5 13,950

7.20 16.20 5 12,500

7.94 12.80 5 12,500

9.12 11.91 5 13,500

9.20 14.80 6 14,500

9.60 14.39 5 12,500

14.17 14.84 6 14,500

more, it is the only Whirlwind cabin
monoplane in the world with a service

ceiling of over 16,000 feet.

The Mahoney-Ryan Aircraft Corpora*
tion builds and sells more Whirlwind
cabin monoplanes than any other man-
ufacturer. Quality construction and
performance are the two big reasons for

this leadership. Quantity production
makes possible the price, $12,200, fully

equipped at the factory.

DISTRIBUTORS
MASSACHUSETTS AIRWAYS CORPN, Springfield, Mass.

CAPITOL AIRWAYS, Inc. . . . Washington, D. C.

MAYER AIRCRAFT CORP'N . . . Bridgeville, Pa.

BUFFALO AIRCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS Buffalo, N.Y.
MENEFEE AIRWAYS, Inc. . . New Orleans, La.

KNAPP "FLYING SERVICE . . . Ypsilanti, Mich.

MIDWEST AIRWAYS, Inc. . . Milwaukee, Wis.

NORTHROP AEROPLANE CO. . Minneapolis, Minn.
MIDWEST AIRWAYS CORP'N . . Monmouth, 111.

BEACON AIRWAYS OF AMERICA, Inc. Kansas City, Mo.
INTERSTATE TRANSIT LINES . Omaha, Nebraska

STRANSKY AIRLINES, Inc. . . Pukawana, S. Dakota

SOUTHWEST RYAN AIRLINES, Inc. Tulsa, Okiahoma
SCENIC AIRWAYS, Inc. Phoenix & Qrand Canyon, Ariz.

MISSION AIRPLANE SERVICES . San Antonio, Texas

THOMPSON FLYING SERVICE Sait Lake City, Utah
MUTUAL AIRCRAFT CORFN . Los Angefes, Calif.

RANKIN FLYING SERVICE . . Portianti, Oregon

M. A. ZUNIGA Centra! America

COUNT G. BONMARTINI . . . Rome, Italy

The valuable Mahoney-Ryan franchise is-available

only to operators and qualified business executives

:e Approved Type Certificate No. 25

^£i;M4HONtY - RYAN
Owners of Ryan Air Lines

'

San Diego, Cat
' These fir-res a-c net guaranteed, bi>» were compiled frc

AIRCRAFT
and Ryan Flying Company

St. houis, Mo.

CORPN

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WESTERN NEWS
CALIFORNIA AIR NEWS

rp STABLISHMENT of night flying,

both for students and passengers, was

put into effect the evening of July 11 at the

Ryan airport, San Diego, by the T. C. Ryan

Flying Service school, to commemorate the

arrival of the planes in the National Air

Tour. Night flying will now be carried out

every night in the year, holidays and Sun-

days included.

The Ryan flying field has been fitted with

flood and landing lights and the planes with

parachute flares and every modern aid for

night flying. Four large loud speakers,

equipped with amplifiers, have been installed

at the Ryan flying school and lectures on

aviation, interspersed with musical programs,

are given daily.

*TpHE first combined parlor car and parlor

plane tour, as far as records show, has

been arranged to bring several extra thou-

sand tourists to the air route over California

during the immediate summer season.

Maddux Air Lines, operators of the Ford

three-motored, all-metal monoplane in daily

passenger service between Los Angeles,

Bakersfield, Fresno, Oakland and San Fran-

cisco, and the California Parlor Car Tours,

through a large number of agents in all east-

ern cities, will sell round trips between Los

Angeles and San Francisco, one way land,

one way air.

One way, the trip will require three days,

with stops'at the finest hotels for meals and

rooms, a de luxe service for extra fare pas-

sengers. The return will be made in four

hours on the air route, "summing up" the

grandeur of California after seeing it in

detail.

Tp C. RYAN, president of the Ryan
• 'Aeronautical Corporation, licensees and

exclusive distributors in the United States

for Siemens-Halske engines, has just re-

turned to San Diego from an extensive tour

of Germany, England and France.

In addition to distributing Ryan-Siemens

engines to the aircraft industry of the

United States, Ryan also operates at San

Diego a flying school and airport. '

OFFICIALS of the air ministries of

England, France and Germany, and

the Prince of Wales, have given unstinted

praise to the reliability and efficiency of the

Russell lobe parachute, a strictly American

product, according to H. R. McClintock,

president of the Russell Parachute Com-
pany of San Diego.

Mr. McClintock has just returned to San

Diego from an extensive tour abroad during

which, with the aid of John Tranum, noted

Danish parachute jumper, he demonstrated

the superiority of the lobe parachute over

those in use in Europe.

The Italian and Spanish governments are

interested in the Russell parachute and

Tranum will make a number of demonstra-

tions in those countries before going to

Sweden, Denmark, where he will conclude

his European Tour.

AFTER months of careful preparation

Pacific Technical University, San
Diego, is ready to offer a comprehensive

home study course in airplane drafting. This

progressive institution is among the first to

provide such a course of instruction.

pv R. CLARENCE POTTER has been ap-
*—^ pointed official flight surgeon at Mills

Field, San Francisco's municipal airport.

He will examine all applicants for licenses

as pilots and supervise the hospital depart-

ment at Mills Field.

A REMARKABLE RECORD
By Charles V. Eakin

A S president of the Union Air Lines,

running on regular schedule between

Portland, Oregon, and Seattle, Washington,

and between Portland and San Francisco,

Calif., we believe that the following will be

of interest, not only to airline operators, but

to everyone connected with the aviation in-

dustry.

From March Sth to June 30th, the tough-

est season of the year for flying in rain and

snow over the mountains of the northwest,

two Bach Air Yachts flew 125,000 air miles

in 1150 flying hours, carrying 2,906 paid pas-

sengers between Seattle and San Francisco.

We believe this constitutes a record un-

equaled anywhere in the world, over the

same length of time.

Also of interest is the fact that the Pratt

and Whitney Wasp engines ran without over-

haul 540 hours. Not a forced landing during

that time and not one engine has quit in the

air.

SACRAMENTO AIR NEWS
By Ralph K. Clark

C ACRAMENTO was made the first stop

^ on an aerial good-will tour of 33 states

when Martin Jensen, winner of second place

in the Dole flight, arrived here during July

in his plane Aloha.

The trip over the United States will in-

clude the principal cities and is expected to

last about nine months. The object of the

tour is the development of interest in aero-

nautics.

Accompanying Jensen are Mrs. Jensen,

Fred Bowerman, Jr., and C. M. Schoening,

sponsor of the flight.

A TOTAL of $8,258 worth of aeronauti-

cal equipment has been received by the

Gait, California, High School as the first

installment of airplane supplies which the

United States Army and Navy have prom-

ised it. The endowment is being made to

the school in honor of it being the first in-

stitution of its kind to incorporate an avia-

tion course in its regular curriculum.

THE eighth observation squadron of the

United States Marine Corps, officially

known as VO Squadron 8-M, from the

naval air base at San Diego, arrived at

Mather Field here last week for its summer
practice maneuvers.

One hundred and twenty-five men and

officers came by plane and train, and will be

stationed here until late in September. The

squadron's fighting equipment consists of

eight of the new Curtiss Falcon planes, two

Douglas observation planes, and one Boeing

training plane.

Preliminary, as well as advanced training

will be given.

The Irwin Meteorplane used by the Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company, Fort Worth, Texas.



INDIVIDUAL . .

instruction is of paramount impor-

tance to the student flyer. The fact that

classes at the T. C. Ryan Flying School

are limited to ten students working
under one specially trained, compe-
tent instructor again emphasizes that

the Ryan Ideal ---"To Produce the

^Nation's Finest Pilots"--is ever kept

foremost in this school of specialized

service .... A complete catalog fully
~

describing the T.CRyan Flying School,

its equipment, courses and faculty ^
awaits your request.

The T. C. Ryan Flying School

is operated under the personal

supervision ofT. Claude Ryan
president of T. C. Ryan Aero-

nautical Corporation and
founder of all Ryan aviation

industries in San Diego.

f. C. RYAN flying SCHOOL
Affiliated with Pacific Technical University * * * * San Diego, California

I am interested in your course of Flying Instruction. Please forward your catalog.

NAME.
A. D.-8.

.ADDRESS.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE 1928 NATIONAL AIR RACES
AND AERONAUTICAL EXPOSITION

TNCREASE in prize money and trophies

I bringing the total value of awards in

excess of $200,000 has been announced

by the executive committee of the National

Air Races and Aeronautical Exposition,

scheduled for September 8 to 16, inclusive,

in Los Angeles.

The California Air Race Association,

sponsor of the meet, under sanction from the

National Aeronautic Association, has of-

' fered $125,000 in cash prizes. The 17 con-

trol cities, through which contesting pilots

in the New York to Los Angeles air derbies

will fly, have materially added to this figure

with substantial cash lap prizes and valuable

trophies. The balance of the prize money is

made up of cash awards and trophies put

up by individuals and business firms inter-

ested in the advancement of aviation.

Miss Elizabeth C. P. Miller, aviation en-

thusiastist of Cleveland, O., has offered

$5,000 in cash and a silver trophy from

Tiffany's as special awards for the trans-

continental air races, which places her at

the top of the individual donors.

The 17 control cities to offer cooperation

and prize awards for the New York to Los

Angeles races are Harrisburg, Pa. ; Mc-
Keesport, Pa.

;
Columbus, O. ; Terre Haute,

Ind. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Kansas City, Mo.

;

Wichita, Kan. ; Oklahoma City, Okla. ; Fort

Worth, Abiline, Midland, Pecos and El

Paso, Texas
;
Lordsburg, N. M. ; Tucson and

Yuma, Arizona ; and the finish, Los An-

geles, California.

The prize list is practically evenly divided

between the transcontinental, Pan-American,

Canadian and California state derbies, and

Mines Field, Los Angeles

September 8-16

the program of closed-course races and spe-

cial events to feature the nine-day meet.

Six transcontinental air derbies, to ter-

minate at Mines Field during the nine-day

meet will feature the expansive program of

events planned. Heading this group is a

New York to Los Angeles free-for-all non-

stop race for prizes aggregating $22,500 in

cash and other valuable trophies.

Civilians only will be eligible to compete

in three other New York to Los Angeles

hops, for class A, B and C planes. Cash

prizes of $40,000 and other trophies will go

to the winners of these events, which are to

be elapsed time contests, with stops to be

made at designated control cities.

From Windsor, Canada, an international

air derby, open to Canadians only, is to be

conducted for $10,000 in cash and trophies.

A Pan-American derby, from Mexico City,

will be open to contestants of the Pan-

American countries, for stakes aggregating

$10,000 and trophies.

From San Francisco there will be a race

for class A ships to Los Angeles and from

Oakland to Los Angeles for class B ships,

with cash awards of $2,000 and $3,000 re-

spectively.

There will be the following special events

:

breaking the world's airline distance record

and breaking world's endurance record, with

$5,000 in cash and trophies for each event

;

an airplane model building contest for Cali-

fornia boys and girls, and an airplane model

flying contest open to any boy or girl, with

$750 cash prizes and trophies each.

The regular events, all of which have sub-

stantial cash awards and trophies, include

:

a relay race for OX5 engined planes ; free-

for-all open to all type ships powered with

motors of 510 cu. in. displacement or less;

free-for-all for all type ships powered with

motors of 720 cu. in. displacement or less

;

free-for-all open to all type of open cock-

pit ships powered with motors of 800 cu.

in. displacement or less, carrying total load

of 340 lbs. ; free-for-all speed and efficiency

race open to all type cabin planes powered

with motors of 800 cu. in. displacement or

less; free-for-all open to all type cabin

planes, carrying minimum contest load of

1,000 lbs. at a minimum speed of 80 m.p.h. ; a

parachute jumping contest open only to

members of Army, Navy and Marine ser-

vices ; Navy pursuit plane race ;
Army pur-

suit plane race ; National guard race ; a free-

for-all military pursuit planes ; special race

for National guard, Army and Navy re-

serve pilots flying PT training type planes;

and a light airplane speed and efficiency

contest open to all type ships powered with

motors of 300 cu. in. displacement or less.

The following firms and individuals are

among the many who already have promised

special trophies; A-C Spark Plug Co., Aero'

Digest, Douglas Company, Western Flying,

and Sid Grauman.

Plans for the exposition building, now
under construction, have been altered to

make available an additional 40,000 square

feet of floor space necessitated by a heavy

influx of reservations. The building origi-

(Continued on next page)

Routes and control stops of the air derbies to Mines Field, Los Angeles
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^ANOTHER IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO AIRCRAFT AND ACCESSORY

^ *t *t MANUFACTURERS ^ ^ ^

P 5^ tkirlm ^*

and Aeronautical Exposition, Los

Angeles—September 8tb to 16th

ftV-'very important manu-
facturer of aircraft in America will attend the 1928
National Air Races and Aeronautical Exposition.^That

paragraph speaks volumes to the wide-awake manu-
facturer of aircraft and airplane accessories. An
opportunity to display and demonstrate accessories

before such a complete gathering of key men—represent-

ing the real buying power—of the air industry can mean
but one thing—increased sales voIume!^.Manufacturers
of such accessories will be able to cover the entire in-

dustry during the nine days of this exposition in a more
thorough manner than would ever be possible in months
of traveling. It represents the most efficient, economical,

and modern method of selling your production.VTo gain

a mental picture of the wide-spread interest in this im-

portant event, weigh these facts—up to July 19th, 3200
applications for entry blanks in the 1928 Air Races were
received. Of this huge total 165 applicants signified their

desire to enter the Non-stop Flight from New York City

4R

to Los Angeles, and contrast this with the fact that

but 13 such applications and only two entries were

received for this event in 1927!,«.The Pan American

Flight, from Mexico City to Los Angeles has brought

165 applications for entry blanks in this event, while

225 have been received for the International Flight

from Windsor, Canada to Los Angeles. In addition to

all this 165 applications for space in the Aeronautical Ex-

position had been received up to that date.'^Such hearty

endorsement of the 1928 National Air Races and

Aeronautical Exposition serves only to indicate the

tremendous interest manufacturers and pilots alike have

in this epochal episode in the development of aero-

nautics. *s Space in the Aeronautical Exposition is still available at

exceptionally reasonable rates— it is to be remembered that the Na-

tional Air races and Aeronautical Exposition is conducted on a non-

profit basis. Your inquiry requesting information will be promptly an-

swered permitting you ample time to arrange your exhihit. Write or wire

CALIFORNIA AIR RACE ASSOCIATION
CLIFF HENDERSON.

Managing Director

Ambassador Hotel Los Angeles

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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{Natioiud Air Races continued)

nally was to have been 400 feet by 400 feet.

One of the dimensions has been increased to

500 feet, giving a total floor space of 200,000

square feet.

Among the firms to already reserve space

are Westinghouse, Wright Aernonautical,

Eclipse Manufacturing Co., A. G. Spauld-

ing. Irving Airchute Co., Cleveland Pneu-

matic Tool Co., Gordon and Ferguson Co.,

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Douglas Co,

Associated Oil Co., Richfield Oil Co., Stand-

ard Oil Co.. Union Oil Co., Shell Oil Co.,

Texaco Oil Co., Advance, Fairchild, Curtiss-

Robertson, Federal Aircraft, Lockheed, Kin-

ner and Aero 'Digest.

Space will also be provided for certain in-

dustrial exhibits foreign to the aeronautical

field, followiqg the urgent requests of sev-

eral manufacturers that a place be made for

them in the picture.

HONOLULU AIR NEWS
By Verne Hinkley

THE flight of the Southern Cross, Capt.

Charles Kingsford-Smith's Fokker

monoplane, from Oakland, Calif., to Mel-

bourne, Australia, is now historic. As news

this argosy of the air has been forgotten by

the millions who read of it early in June.

But the resident of Honolulu, particularly

those who came in contact with the four

men who made up the crew of the ship, will

long remember the courageous group who

landed at Wheeler Field the morning of

June 1 and took off the next afternoon for

the island of Kauai.

Tired as they were from their 27-hour

hop from Oakland, Captain Kingsford-

Smith, Capt. C. T. P. Ulm, the organizer

and manager of the flight. Capt. Harry

Lyon, the navigator, and James Warner, the

radioman, showed no sign of anything but

determination and bulldog grit as they faced

the 3180-mile jump from Kauai to Suva.

The confidence with which the two Aus-

tralian members of the cruise faced the re-

mainder of the trip, once they had reached

Hawaii, is best illustrated by a wager be-

tween Captains Kingsford-Smith and Ulm.

As the gasoline was being drained from the

plane's tanks at Wheeler Field speculation

was rife as to the amount left. Kingsford-

Smith was sure there couldn't be more than

130 gallons. Ulm contended that the amount

would be closer to 200. As a consequence

Smith wagered Ulm champagne and cigars

at the Grand Pacific hotel in Suva, that he

was right. When the check was completed

194 gallons had been drawn off. We assume

that both men enjoyed the fruits of their

wager at Fiji.

A feature of the take-off at the Barking

Sands, Kauai, was the presence on the field

of three monoplanes which had crossed the

Pacific from Oakland. The Southern Cross

was the most recent addition to that family,

the other two members being the Army
Fokker, flown here by Maitland and Hegen-
berger, and Martin Jensen's Aloha, winner

of second place in the Dole Derby of 1927.

Art Goebel, Dole winner, was in Hono-
lulu to greet the men of the Southern Cross

as was Capt. Lowell Smith, leader of the

Army's round the world flight.

IMPRESSIVE Memorial Day services

* were held here honoring the memory of

airmen who have lost their lives in the

Pacific. Both Goebel and Jensen, flying in

the Aloha, dropped wreaths on the sea a

few miles south of Honolulu as a tribute

to those who were lost in the Dole race.

LIEUT. OAKLEY G. KELLY, who, in

company with Lieut. John A. Macready,

was first to make a non-stop flight across

the American continent in May, 1923, was a

caller at Honolulu June 14 for a day en

route to his new station at Manila.

AERIAL news of Hawaii was climaxed

this month with the arrival of Captain

Harry Lyon and James Warner, navigator

and radioman for Captain Kingsford-Smith's

monoplane Southern Cross, aboard the liner

Sonoma from the Antipodes, July 6, en

route back to the United States.

A warm welcome was extended to the two

Americans by the local chapter of the Na-

tional Aeronautic Association, members of

the territorial aeronautical commission and

members of the aviation committee of the

chamber of commerce. Ten Army planes

gave a demonstration of greeting. Charles

Stoffer, Honolulu commercial pilot, also

took part in the demonstration.

Warner, in the course of conversation,

revealed that the trip from Suva to Bris-

bane was the roughest of all three legs of

the voyage. Xo moon was visible until

after 10 p. til. and it was frequently ob-

scured by layers of clouds.

"We continually ran into high winds and

rain", he said, "and spent half the night

climbing and diving to avoid storms. On
arrival at Brisbane we found our propellers

showed the wear and tear of the rain."

THE first unit of the John Rodgers air-

port, a territorial enterprise 20 minutes

by motor from the center of the city of

Honolulu, has been completed. A field 2050

feet long, 900 feet wide, smooth and hard

as glass, is ready for those who wish to use

it. One pilot is already utilizing the airport,

giving lessons to a number of pupils.

The second unit will be started at once

and will be completed, it is believed, within

a year. It will give Honolulu an airport

which will care for both land and sea types

of planes.

\/rAJOR C. C. MOSELEY. vice presi-

dent and manager of the Western Air

Express of California, came here July 6

to survey the territory for the possible

establishment by his company of an airline

here.

ANOTHER air survey is under way here

for the Inter-Island Steam Navigation

. Co., a shipping corporation which proposes

to augment its slower surface service, by the

use of aircraft. C3rl H. Dolan, Jr.. Hono-

lulu resident and a former member of the

Lafayette Escadrille, is conducting the

company's investigation, which, he says, will

consume a period of four months.

Stanley C. Kennedy, naval aviator during

the World War, is a vice president of the

shipping firm.

MARTIN JENSEN has gone to the

Pacific Coast with the Aloha, the

Breese monoplane in which he won second

place in the Dole race in 1927. He plans an

extended tour of the mainland. His ship

is carrying the Hawaiian flag, done in colors,

on its fuselage.

/"V FFICIAL figures on the performance of

the 17. S. S. Lexington, naval aircraft

carrier which set a record for steaming

from the coast to Hawaii in June, were re-

leased by officers here shortly before the

vessel departed for San Pedro with the

battle fleet. The figures follow:

Left anchorage at San Pedro, 1 :01 p. m.

June 9; arrived at Diamond Head light.

11 :08 a. m. June 12; elapsed time, 72 hours

and 36 minutes : total distance steamed,

2,226 miles; average for entire run (speed)

30.66 knots. Best day's run ; miles steamed,

768; average speed, 32 knots; average shaft

horsepower, 120,000. The run by days

:

first 24 hours, 704 miles steamed, average

speed 29.33 knots ; second 24 hours, 736

miles steamed, average speed 30.67 knots

;

third 24 hours, 768 miles steamed, average

speed 30.67 knots ; last six-tenths of an

hour, 18 miles steamed, average speed 30

knots.

p C. MAIDMENT, Wright Whirlwind

motor expert and member of the Lind-

bergh party which toured the United States,

stopped in Honolulu a day, June 20, on his

way to Australia where he is to check over

the engines of the Southern Cross.

BAKERSFIELD NEWS
By Orval Adams

TV* ERN COUNTY'S sixth municipal air-

port, a field 30 miles northeast of Bak-

ersfield, Calif., was officially dedicated in

June. Thousands participated in the cele-

bration which marked completion of the

Wasco port, another link in the chain of

landing fields planned by Kern aviation en-

thusiasts eventually to connect every com-

munity in the county.

Landing fields are now ready for use at

Bakersfield, Wasco, Kernville, Tehachapi,

Mojave and Taft, all of them made possible

through the air-mindedness of Kern coun-

ty's officials and citizens. Late this summer,

new links in the chain of landing fields

which will establish a safer and more direct

route across the Sierra mountains as a unit

in a transcontinental airway, will be estab-

lished.

To speed the progress of aviation devel-

opment in the county, the Board of Super-

visors of Kern recently appointed an airport

commission headed by Howard Nichols of

Bakersfield, a former major in the Army.

Since aviation development was placed on

an organized basis in Kern county, a new
160-acre airport, declared by fliers to be one

of the finest in the West, has been purchased

near Bakersfield by the county. Thousands

of dollars have been expended in equipping

it with steel hangars, boundary lights and

field beacons for night flying, shop facilities

for airplane repairing and an office building

at which all incoming and outgoing pilots

are required to register.
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CONTACTS
By Frank E. Samuels

CHARLIE DYCER, of the'Dycer Airport,

spent a very pleasant fourth of July and

with his new Lincoln-Page brought home

most of the prize money offered by the com-

mittee in charge of the Banning Airport

dedication. Winning as he did the Los

Angeles-Banning race and the 50-mile, short

course, around pylons, for OXS jobs, Charlie

wore a smile all day.

Dr. T. C. Young, in his folding wing Kin-

ner monoplane arrived early at the meet and

did a lot of good publicity work for the Na-

tional Air Races. Theodore T. Hull of the

American Aircraft and president of the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the National Air Races,

flew one of the latest Fairchild cabin planes

to the meet. Lieutenant Burgess, commander

of the Army Reserve Corps at Clover Field,

Santa Monica, was another visitor, flying

down from Clover Field in a new observation

plane. Planes from Marsh Field, San Ber-

nardino, Santa Ana, Long Beach, Colton,

Redlands, and in fact from all surrounding

towns, dropped into the field during the day.

WHO, in the entire west, connected with

aviation, doesn't know Arrigo Bal-

boni? But who knows how he became in-

terested in the airplane wrecking business?

A barnstorming airplane pilot for years, until

one unlucky Friday the 13th in 1923 while

crossing the Tehaschepis Mountains, he had

a bad forced landing, breaking a wheel.

Leaving his plane for the night, on his return

he found that mountain goats had eaten most

of the cover from one wing. Eventually he

made repairs and landed in a Western Ave-

nue flying field just as the rainy season

started in. The field was flooded and the

water was over the lower wing of his plane

until spring, rotting the fabric and spoiling

all the wood work. Disgusted, Balboni de-

cided there was a better chance wrecking

planes for their parts than there was wreck-

ing them on mountain tops and in the mud.

We believe that he is the only one who
makes a business of buying and selling

wrecked airplanes.

npHE LOS ANGELES Airways report the

engaging of Earnest Davis, licensed

transport pilot, well and favorably known to

our California operators, who will work with

Ole Olson as instructor and long flight pilot.

Morris Gordon, one of the students, has

shown such good work and is proving to be

such a careful pilot that he has been engaged

at the flying field as short-hop pilot, which

speaks well for the course of instructions

that he has received.

BF. MAHONEY, who recently returned

• to the western factory of the Mahoney
Aircraft Corporation from St. Louis where

he has been in conference with the board of

directors of the corporation, reports that the

manufacturing of Broughams will begin in

the St. Louis factory this month. The Ma-
honey Aircraft Corporation by taking over

the Prudden-San Diego Airplane company's

motor contract with the Wright Aeronautical

Corporation will be able to go into produc-

tion of 30 planes a month, with the opening

of the new factory. John C. Nulsen, general

manager of the corporation, and Bert Tin-

dale, factory manager of the corporation, left

for St. Louis, where they will supervise the

building of the first Ryan Brougham in the

new factory.

T>OB BLAIR, California distributor for

-L* Buhl Aircraft, reports that he has just

sold and will make immediate delivery of a

Wasp-motored Buhl Airsedan to G. Allen

Hancock. It was Mr. Hancock who pre-

sented the Southern Cross to Captain Kings-

ford-Smith and Captain Ulm on the comple-

tion of their California-Australia flight. The

Buhl is the first of a fleet of ships to be used

by Mr. Hancock in his freighting business,

one of which is to be equipped with pontoons

and will be used from his big freighter.

MR. C. C. McWhinney, attorney of Long

Beach, has just purchased and taken

delivery of a new Laird Commercial, three-

place, Whirlwind-motored job, from Earl S.

Daugherty, California distributor for the E.

M. Laird Airplane Company of Chicago.

Mr. McWhinney has a cabin and flying

field close to Big Bear Lake and always takes

two friends with their baggage with him on

his frequent trips down. Earl says the ship

with this load takes off immediately from the

Lake at an altitude of 7,000 feet.

ANNOUNCEMENT is made by the

Standard Airlines, Inc., a subsidiary of

the Aero Corporation of California, that the

Tri-State Airlines has merged interests with

the Standard Airlines, Inc., and that R. U.

Mcintosh, founder of the Tri-State Airlines,

will be associated with the Standard Airlines

in carrying out its expansion program. The

Standard Airlines plans to extend the Los

Angeles-Phoenix-Tucson line, that has been

operated on a tri-weekly schedule for the past

six months by the Aero Corporation of Cali-

fornia, to Douglas, Arizona, Fort Worth and

Dallas, Texas. Ten passenger Fokker

monoplanes powered with Pratt & Whitney

Hornet engines with a speed of 140 miles an

hour will be used on the run.

*TpHREE Westinghouse floodlights have

been installed on Mahoney-Ryan field

at San Diego and both firms are doing an

extensive amount of night flying with pas-

sengers. This type of flying is very popular

in San Diego as the number of lighted towns

in that vicinity provide an unusual spectacle

at night.

"VJAVY fighting planes have been putting

' on daily exhibitions of formation flying

in preparation for the mass flight formation

over San Diego during August 16-17-18. The
crack Marine team, led by Captain Camp-
bell, is specializing in rolls, loops, and rolls

from the top of loops while in tight forma-

tion. Doug Kelley, chief pilot of the T. C.

Ryan Flying Co., took a Monocoupe with

Velic motor into the air and imitated the

Marine Corps team. He was only excelled

in the upside-down flying formation. Kelley

explained this by the fact that he didn't have

a safety belt on and hadn't practiced standing

on his head while flying.

/^LENDALE is a busy spot in the aviation

industry just at present. Starting on

the boulevard one comes first to the Otto

Timm Aircraft company, where a new type

of training ship is under construction. Then

the Kinner Airplane & Motor plant, where

there is a day and night shift of mechanics

rushing production. The Slate all-metal

dirigible is situated on the same field, and is

just about ready to be given its trial flight.

The Glendale field also is the headquarters

of the General Aircraft Corp., California

distributors of the Thunderbird, and houses

the Wilson Aero Company, specializing in

motion picture work and student instruction.

A little further along the boulevard, comes

the Story propeller plant, a busy little plant

at all times. Just a little further and we
reach the Thunderbird Aircraft manufactur-

ing plant, where a line of ships under differ-

ent stages of construction are being worked

upon day and night.

Just over the Glendale line into Burbank

we reach the Lockheed Aircraft Manufac-

turing plant, where a continuous stream of

"Vegas" are being turned out, ready to fly

away. While at the Lockheed plant we had

the pleasure of seeing Larry Fritz, chief pilot

of the Maddux Air Lines, take delivery and

fly for the first time a beautiful "Vega"
monoplane which the Maddux line had just

purchased and will use to handle extra pas-

sengers over their airline, and for hurry

trips anywhere.

/~\NE of the fastest growing branches of

^— the aviation industry on the West Coast

is known as the Miller Airplane Products.

I will admit that when Leslie Miller started

I couldn't see where it could be a success,

but I, like many others, who had the same
idea, must take my hat off to Leslie ! He has

built up a business from less than $1,000 a

month less than eight months ago to better

than $30,000 for the month of June; with

orders enough ahead to keep his plant run-

ning at full speed for the balance of the year.

To increase production he has leased the en-

tire building, where he started in a small

store-room, he has installed a lot of new
machinery, has fourteen high-class mechanics

and stock and material enough to equip with

his roller rocker arms, overheads and valve

guides or to completely Millerize 1,000 0X5
motors.

What great assistance this business is to

the flying fields, pilots and manufacturers of

airplanes ! Over 2,000 old engines have been

made over for the trade and for pilots who
have been able to keep in business, during the

shortage of motors for light planes, while

waiting for new production motors.

But the old racing fever is hitting him and

Leslie has just purchased a new Lincoln-

Page, is powering it with one of his Miller-

ized OX5s and will enter the New York-Los
Angeles race of the National Air Races.

Those of us who saw his finish at the New
York-Spokane race last September look for

him to finish well up in front. More power
to you Leslie.

T"VURING my rounds I have heard many
complimentary remarks on the proposed,

and now an assured fact, L. A. Metropolitan

{Continued on next page)
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MILLER
AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
MILLER'S POSITIVE INTAKE VALVE CONTROL FOR OX'S

REV'S FOR OX5'»
By LESLIE C. MILLER

A book explaining aU
faults of the OX-5 Cur-
tiss motor and the rem-
edy for each fault. How
to get more horsepower,
efficiency, reliability and
economy out of this type
motor. The author has
over 3500 flying hours
experience with the

OX-5.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

Saves 15% on gas, adds 20 to 50 rev's to
the motor speed, takes all noise from the
overhead, greatly reduces friction in pins,
bearing surfaces, valve guide and pull rod.
Over one thousand sets now in use on OX's
in planes, speed boats and racing cars.
Standard equipment on Alexander Eagle-
rocks and now being adopted by other
leading manufacturers.

PRICE per set of eight $10

PRESSURE 6REASE CUP

2jflSK!r«Oi 1 BRONZE BUSKIN6S

MILLER'S ROLLER

ROCKER ARM
Preventing wear on exliaust

valve guides and seats,

doubles the life of the OX
cylinder. The roller rolls

freely across the valve stem

end, instead of sticking and

exerting a tremendous side

pressure on the guide and
valve seat as is the case with

the former tappet. More
power longer sustained.

PRICE $15

Per Set of Eight

THE NEW MILLER OVERHEAD
The large pins operate on Bronze Bush- Miller Roller Rocker Arms and intake valve

ings, all four pins are oiled under constant controls are included in the Miller Overhead,

pressure from Cincinnati Ball-crank uniflow With push and pull rods $90.00

lubricators. Price as illustrated, per set of
_. , , . ' , eight, less push and pull rods. . 85.00
The system is guaranteed to give twice the With alemite connections, but less

service of former OX overheads. It is lm- Cincinnati Ball-Crank Lubri-
possible for the pins to lose out or for grit cators; with rods 78.00
to get into any of the bearing surfaces. Without rods 73.00

THE MILLER VALVE GUIDE REMOVING AND REPLACEMENT TOOL SET
Is a complete equipment for removing and Ream out the old valve seat and use over-

replacing valve guides in old cylinders; all size head valves.

operations are by hand, no machinery neces- Valve guide tool set $35.00
XT . , . , - , , , , Grey iron guides 65

sary. Ninety-nine out of a hundred used Valye geat Reamer set> an neces.

cylinders can be put back in the service with sary reamers 22.50
this set.

Write for pamphlet fully describing all Miller Products

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL.
MONEY REFUNDED ON ANY UNSATISFACTORY PURCHASES

MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
Write P. O. BOX 643, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., FACTORY, 3827 WEST JEFFERSON
Terms 5% discount for cash with order. 10% deposit required on all orders. Write your supply house or order direct.
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(Contacts continued)

Airport in San Fernando Valley. I have also

spoken with a number of people who have

secured space on which to build hangars,

manufacturing plants and buildings for avia-

tion accessories. The idea is a novel one.

The ownership of ground enables purchasers

to erect permanent buildings ; the class A
runways enable manufacturers and dealers to

demonstrate their planes at all times and a

perfectly lighted airport will enable the many

transport companies facilities for landing

both day and night. A weather bureau sta-

tion and radio connection will be installed at

once.

STANLEY SHORT has just purchased a

new Waco-10 for student instruction and

is as proud of it as a boy with a new toy. If

there is one place that yours truly likes to

visit on a hot day it is Shorts Airport. There

is always a cool breeze and plenty of shade

!

A MONG the many people who have been

utilizing the Los Angeles-Phoenix-

Tucson Airline for rapid and economical

transportation are Nat Ross and Dick Smith

of the Universal Pictures Studios. They

are arranging to make their next series of

pictures near Prescott, Arizona and are send-

ing their leading players and all equipment

necessary for the series by air.

Jack Frye, president of the Aero Corp. of

California, reports ever increasing business

over the line and expects to add more ships

in the near future.

ONTARIO AIR MEET
By Norman P. Henderson

SEVERAL THOUSAND people attended

^ the recent celebration in the city of On-

tario, California, to mark the opening of the

airport. Both the port and the celebration

were sponsored by the American Legion.

Visiting aviators were directed to On-

tario's new airport by a mammoth sign, the

letters of which were each 60 feet tall and

45 feet wide. Hotel accommodations, meals

and cigars were free to all fliers.

Airplane races, stunt flying, contests of all

kinds, parachute jumping and a concert by

the American Legion band featured the all-

day program.

The winner of the airplane race to a dis-

tant city and return was L. R. McGehee of

the Western College of Aeronautics, Los

Angeles, in an 0X5 Travel Air. E. Burrell

Smith of Los Angeles in a long wing Eagle-

rock, and Don Cobb of Redlands in a

Waco-10 finished second and third.

Leland L. Miles in a Waco-10 broke all

San Bernardino county records in the take-

off when his plane left the ground in 15

seconds. Smith's Eaglerock was next, 17

seconds, and Vance Phillips of Los Angeles,

in a combination wing Eaglerock, was third.

The test required each pilot to stand on the

ground, away from his plane, and when the

pistol was fired he would climb aboard and

turn the switch while his mechanic twirled

the propeller.

Spot jumping in parachutes was won by

Glenn Harvey, of Long Beach, with Fritz

Babbs of Upland second and A. R. Morrison

of Los Angeles third.

Leland L. Miles of San Bernardino won
first prize in stunting, with Lieut. Ralph

Vaughan of Ontario second.

In the dead stick landing contest, Miles

stopped 24 feet from the mark. Fritz Secor

in a converted Boeing was second and Vaug-

han's Waco was third. The spot landing

prizes were won by Secor, Miles and Vaug-

han, respectively.

Those who participated in the Ontario air

meet were Lieut. J. G. Berner of San Diego,

pilot of a Navy Vought ; Lieut. J. D. Givens

of March Field, six-place cabin Douglas

transport of the Army; Lieuts. D. M. Schlu-

ter, W. L. White, H. S. Vanderberg, Plum-

mer, L. D. Weddington and Capt. J. H.

Davidson, all of March Field, piloting six

PT3 Army planes ; Rex Hicks of Redlands,

Curtiss JN4; Roman Warren of Riverside,

International ; Leland L. Miles of San Ber-

nardino, Waco-10; Fritz Secor of Ontario,

converted Boeing ; E. Burrell Smith of Los

Angeles, Alexander Eaglerock; L. R. Mc-
Gehee of Los Angeles, Travel Air ; T. C.

Alexander of Los Angeles, Monocoupe

;

Vern Speich of Midway. International:

Fddie Martin of Santa Ana, Waco-10; J.

Martin of Santa Ana, Waco-9 ; T. S. Lund-

gren of Los Angeles, Travel Air ; Zenith

Aircraft pilot, Midway, Waco-10; Vance

Phillips, Los Angeles, Eaglerock ; Lieut.

Ralph Vaughan. Ontario, Waco-10; Don
Cobb of Redlands, Waco-10.

LEARN AVIATION
m California
t Western College

of Aeronautics
1 54 West Slauson Avenue
Los Angeles, California

f

Wonderful Opportunities in Every Branch
All instructions under personal supervision of William J.

Waterhouse, nationally known aeronautical engineer.

Recognized Authorities Will Instruct You
Remember, you do not have to be a flyer to earn good salaries in aviation.

For each man in the air there must be many men on the ground . . .

engineering, designing, constructing planes . . . serviceing them, over-
hauling, inspecting.

|William J. Waterhouse, A.E., C.E.|

ONLY MODERN
EQUIPMENT USED!
Our Courses Include:

THEORETICAL
COURSES

PRACTICAL
COURSES

ENGINEERING AIRCRAFT ENGINES
AIR NAVIGATION AIRPLANE MECHANICS

AIRPLANE DRAFTING AIRCRAFT WELDING
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT "FLYING"

For information, write the secretary

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Concerning Floco Aviation Motors —
The Floco seven cvlin-

J

der radial air-cooled aviation

motor, formerly produced

by Frank L. Odenbreit, in-

corporated, will be manu-
factured by the Axelson

Machine Company.

After a thorough survey

of the aviation motor field

in America, and after ex-

haustive tests, the Floco

motor was selected by this

organization on the
strength of its exceptional

merit. This organization,

therefore, purchased Frank

L. Odenbreit, Incorporated.

It automatically places be-

hind the immediate pro-

duction of the Floco motor
the entire pressure of its

resources. Airplane manu-
facturers are invited to

write for information con-

cerning quantity delivery.

AXELSON MACHINE CO.

Airplane Motor Division

LOS ANGELES

3EF

V3fV v v?cp i
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OAKLAND AIR NEWS
MAJOR LIVINGSTON IRVING, Dole

race entrant who met with ill-luck at

the take-off, has announced his intention to

fly the Pacific from Oakland to Tokio with

John Kubota, Japanese pilot.

The two plan to fly from the Oakland

municipal airport to Tokio by way of Hono-

lulu and the Marshall Islands, or to make

a non-stop flight from Tokio to Oakland,

some time in September or October.

DURING the month of June, 6732 plane

landings were recorded at the Oakland

municipal airport, 4790 passengers were car-

ried and the gross revenue accruing to the

city for the operation of the field was

$2,786.89.

For the first six months of this year the

airport clerk's books show that 30,571 plane

landings have been made at the municipal

field, 20,703 passengers have been- carried

and the airport's gross revenue has been

$12,843.48.

WESTERN AIR EXPRESS has se-

lected Oakland municipal airport as

its base of operations for the passenger ser-

vice between the San Francisco bay region

and Los Angeles.

Members of the board of port commis-

sioners, the non-political appointive body

which governs Oakland harbor and airport

affairs, are considering the erection of a

fourth all-steel hangar at the municipal fly-

ing field. At the present time the adminis-

tration building is being doubled in size in

order to care for the government weather

bureau recently established at the Oakland

field.

Boeing Air Transport, Pacific Air Trans-

port, Western Air Express, Maddux Air

Lines and the Mutual Aircraft Corporation

are the established transport lines operating

from the Oakland field at the present time.

In addition to these there are 36 taxiplanes

regularly quartered at the municipal airport.

The pilot's list shows- that 200 fliers, in-

cluding students, are making use of the

city's airport.

PLANS for a daily check of the upper

air currents of the Pacific ocean, to be

carried on by masters of vessels at sea, are

being worked out by Captain W. B. Voort-

meyer, aerial navigation authority, who
plotted the Oakland-to-Sydney course of the

Southern Cross.

Captain Voortmeyer proposes to have ship

captains make observations twice daily with

balloons such as are used by the weather

bureau. At the end of a 'year's time the

numerous records can be compiled and in-

terpreted for navigators on the transoceanic

airlines of the future, he believes.

The federal weather bureau has approved

his plan and Captain Voortmeyer at present

is consulting with steamship concerns to

obtain their co-operation in gathering data.

A "GO by water and return by air" ser-

vice between Oakland and Los Angeles

has l**n announced by the Los Angeles

Steamship Company and the Western Air

Express.

Passengers may purchase tickets from

either concern, which allow them to make

the coastal trip by steamship one way and

airliner the other.

T\ EGULAR night passenger sight-seeing

hops are being offered at the Oakland

municipal airport by G. H. Willingham.

*TpHE Oakland municipal airport is the

* base of operations for the Pacific Coast

Air Service whose planes are patrolling

California forests during the summer.

A 600-mile flight over the national forests

in the Sierras was made in less than six

hours on the first day of operation. Joe

Barrows is operations manager of the com-

pany.

CAPTAIN IENAR E. ELM has organ-

ized the Elm Aircraft Co. to operate

classes in ground work and practical aero-

nautics in addition to handling distribution

of airplanes. Captain Elm holds a Depart-

ment of Commerce pilot's license and both

airplane and engine mechanic's licenses.

TMPROVED air mail service for Seattle,

"• Portland, and the Pacific Northwest in

communication with Oakland, has been

brought about by addition of a special Oak-

land pouch made up at Vancouver, Wash.
Air mail from North Coast points arrives

at Oakland Airport at one p. m. and is de-

livered in the city immediately. Mail from

Oakland for North Coast points is also

handled in special pouches for expedited

handling.

Heretofore, air mail to and from Oakland

on Pacific Air Transport planes was landed

and taken off with San Francisco mail at

Crissy Field, and had to be taken across the

Bay by ferry boat, resulting in some delay.

z\ NEW sight-seeing tour of California

has been inaugurated by Mitchell Air

Tours and the Western Air Express, Inc.

Starting from the Oakland municipal air-

port, passengers first are taken over the San

Francisco bay region, then out over the fertile

expanses of the Sacramento and San Joaquin

valleys and California's famous Yosemite

valley.

The tour consumes two and one half hours

and the price of the scenic trip is $50 per

passenger. Tri-engined Fokker monoplanes

are used for transporting the tourists.

A TRI-WEEKLY airplane passenger
x *- service is now being operated between

Oakland and Sacramento by the Capital Air

Lines. H. G. Andrews is chief pilot of the

new concern.

The plane schedule has been arranged so

that the capital ships will serve as "feeders"

for the planes of other transport lines operat-

ing from the municipal airport.

I~\UE to the increase in demand for greater

quantities of fuel, a 2,000-gallon under-

ground gasoline tank is being installed at the

Oakland municipal airport by the Standard

Oil Company.

COLORADO AIR NEWS
THOUSANDS of visitors attended the

Open House Day Celebration at the

new factory buildings of the Alexander Air-

craft Company," at Colorado Springs on

July 7. The event came at the close of the

Master Salesmen's Convention of the Alex-

ander Film Company, an associated corpora-

tion.

Members of all aircraft production di-

visions directed visitors through their de-

partments and explained the processes of

airplane manufacture. Late in the after-

noon an Eaglerock was test flown as part

of an aerial exhibition. Novelty automobile

races and airplane races were part of the

program.

AIR RODEO AT
COLORADO SPRINGS

*Tp HREE days of hot contests and western

hospitality will lure tourists and resi-

dents of Colorado Springs, Colo., for an

Air Rodeo on August 10, 11 and 12. Pilots

and planes from all sections of the United

States will compete for cash prizes under-

written by the business men of that city.

For years past, the Chamber of Com-
merce and business men of Colorado Springs

have conducted an annual rodeo. Cowboys
and professional rodeo performers came

from all over the country to exhibit their

prowess with lariat and spurs.

With progress has come the passing of

the old western rodeo at Colorado Springs

and the new factory buildings of the Alex-

ander Aircraft Company now stand on the

old rodeo site.

Not to be outdone by the march of prog-

ress, the business men of Colorado Springs

have organized Pikes Peak Aeronautique,

Inc., to finance and promote an annual air

rodeo at the Municipal Airport at Colorado

Springs.

The first event of the first meet in August

will be the On-to-Colorado Springs Race

with $1,000 as the first prize. Five other

prizes are offered. In addition, $50 expense

money will be paid every pilot who flies his

ship in from outside of Colorado and is not

a winner in this race. Pilots must arrive

at the Municipal Airport by 12 o'clock noon,

Friday, August 10, and may start from the

home field any time after August 6, 12

o'clock midnight.

The balance of the three days will be full

of flying activity—races, dead-stick landings,

balloon busting and the usual contests.

AIRPORT DIRECTORY
*TPHE Standard Oil Co. of California has

issued a new edition of its directory

—

'Airplane Landing Fields of the Pacific

West."

This third edition, published by this com-

pany for complimentary distribution to the

pilots of the West, contains special large

maps of landing fields, airway signs and

illuminated airways in addition to informa-

tion on the location, size and facilities of-

fered at the greatly increased number of

landing fields in Arizona, California, Neva-

da, Oregon and Washington.
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America s Commercial Aviation Engine

CROSS the aeronautical horizon
comes a new motor to take its

place on the American market
— the 130 H.P. Hallett 7-cylinder

Radial. This motor is the result of a

long series of experimental effort to

determine the most efficient and
adaptable engine for modern produc-
tion aircraft, and in the ultimate

product we are offering an air-cooled

motor capable of upholding the

former engine successes of the

Hallett Manufacturing Co.

This motor is suitable for any moder-

ate size commercial airplane. Your
manufacturer can now supply you

with Hallett Aviation Engines. De-

mand them xvhen ordering your next

plane to secure efficient, dependable,

economical performance.

The Hallett motor is built for long-
lasting service and continued per-

formance. Not a part has gone into

this motor without a long period of

intensive research and experimental
tests to determine its worth. The in-

troduction of this motor begins the

trend of a heavy duty engine for small

aircraft. Where the best is needed,

the best has been provided for. That
is why we believe the Hallett aronau-

tical motor will be the most depend-
able and efficient in its class.

Specifications and data: 7-cylinder air-

cooled; 130 H.P. at 1800 R.P.M.; dis-

placement, 526 cu. in.; Bore, 4Y$";

Stroke, 5"; Weight, 490 lbs.; Timken

Bearings; Bosch Magnetos; Zenith Car-

buretors.

Hallett Manufacturing Company
3 018 W. 67th Street, Los Angeles, California

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NORTHWEST AIR NEWS
By F. K. Haskell

JIMMY RINEHART, nineteen year-old

Portland aviator, in his first air endurance

trial at Seaside, Ore., June 29th, brought his

plane down at 9:16 o'clock with a world's

record to his credit and a balance of ten gal-

lons of gasoline still in the tank. The official

time of the flight was 16 hours 34 minutes

25 2/10 seconds. He flew an American

Eagle, for which he is dealer in Portland.

Rir.ehart's feat is the first officially recog-

nized endurance record for a plane of the

0X5 class. He reported that his motor was

working perfectly and that he could have

stayed in the air for a longer period. Al-

most perfect flying weather was encoun-

tered during the flight.

The flight was recorded and certified by

Lieut. Valentine Gephart of Seattle, secre-

tary of the N. A. A.

npO ACCOMMODATE the large com-

mercial planes which frequently visit

the Spokane airport a new hangar with a

200-foot frontage and 100-foot depth is being

built at a cost of $20,000.

SINCE its establishment September 1st,

1926, the Pacific Air Transport company

has carried 1.547 persons over 500,000 pas-

senger miles along its route from Seattle,

through Portland to San Francisco and Los

Angeles, according to report of W. G. Her-

ron, vice president in charge of traffic for the

Boeing Air Transport Company.

The Boeing company, which controls the

P.A.T. has transported 1,241 persons over

884,492 passenger miles since it began opera-

tion of its transcontinental route July 1,

1927. The Pacific Air Transport route is

1,099 miles long and the Boeing route from

San Francisco to Chicago is 1,918 miles.

A LL records for mail carried over the

Pacific Northwest division of the trans-

continental mail were broken in June, ac-

cording to announcement of the Varney Air

Line.

The average daily increase carried during

the month was 262 pounds, which represented

a 10 per cent gain over May, the previous

month's record, and a 90 per cent increase

over June 1927.

June records showed an average of 75

pounds of air mail flown into Seattle from the

East every day, while 73 pounds were sent

out.

HpWO of the largest aeronautical institu-

* tions in Portland, Ore., Aeronautical

Pursuits Company and the Bush Flying Ser-

vice, Inc., have merged according to Captain

Jack Clemence, chief pilot, who will head the

consolidated company with headquarters at

Vancouver, Wash. Ellery Jepson will act as

alternate pilot and instructor.

/CLARENCE H. FARNHAM, who re-

cently retired from the Aeronautical

Pursuits Company, will hereafter devote his

entire time to the sale of Travel Air planes

for which he is Oregon distributor.

•TpHE City of Spokane has appropriated

$2,175 tor the purchase of four more
Westinghouse airport floodlights. These,

H.dr A. photo.

W. E. Boeing with placque presented
him by King's County Commissioners in

honor of his aviation activities

with the one already installed, will give Spo-

kane one of the best lighted airports in the

Northwest. They will be installed before

the visit of the Xational Air Tour planes.

PORTLAND will be the western terminus

of a transcontinental airline, according to

announcement of Charles V. Eakin, president

of the Pickwick Airways and Union Air

Lines, which recently took over the West

Coast Air Transport Company.

Daily passenger service between Portland

and San Francisco is scheduled for August

1st; a daily service between Portland and

Spokane on August 15th and daily service

from Portland to Salt Lake City and on to

Chicago by way of Denver and Kansas City,

as soon thereafter as possible.

The southern business will be started by

the Pickwick Airways, a subsidiary of Pick-

wick Stages, now being organized at Los

Angeles. Bach planes will be used on all the

routes.

\ S a true sky pilot R. Robert Crawford

has recently initiated an American

Eagle biplane, purchased by the Apostolic

Faith of Portland, Ore., for use in carrying

religious work to points far from the regular

lines of travel.

7 he Wings of the Morning is the name of

the plane and the name and insignia are

painted on the side of the fuselage in glitter-

ing letters. A large red sun, rising above a

blue-green ocean is flanked by two gold and

blue wings.

Mr. Crawford, one of the leaders in the

Apostolic Faith mission, formerly had a

plane and at that time earned the title, "The

Sky Pilot."

A D. McKENZIE, flying an American

Eagle plane, won the Swan Island-

Silverton, Ore., cross-country race and the

J. C. Penny trophy when he flew to Silver-

ton from the Portland field in 22 minutes, 45

seconds.

There were seven starters eligible to com-
pete in the OX classification of planes and
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all finished. The race was held as a prelim-

inary to Silverton's second annual air circus,

under the auspices of the Silverton post of

the American Legion.

Second place in the air derby went to

Lieut. Floyd Keadle flying an Eaglerock

;

third place was captured by Pilot-Owner

Cecil Graul in a Waco.

Aerial maneuvers started with formation

flying over Silverton and Salem, led by Cap-

tain Eagle. The loop contest was won by

Lieut. Keadle who took the Legard and

Adams trophy. Lieut. Case was second

;

Basil Russell, third.

The 10-mile OX5 plane race was won by

Tex Rankin in 7 minutes 31 seconds. Keadle

was second in 7 minutes and 32 seconds.

The dead stick landing contest for the

Patty Motor Car Company prize was won

by Art McKenzie, who landed three feet

from a mark on the field. Goldsmith was

second, with Rankin third.

Keadle and Rankin won first in the relay

race, with the McKenzie team second. The
stunt contest ended in a tie between Tex
Rankin and Lieut. Case, with Goldsmith

third.

Parachute jumps were made by Lockwood
of Seattle and Fred Strom of Beaverton.

Tex Rankin was awarded the Ames Hard-

ware trophy and George W. Stcelhammer

trophy for the largest and smallest planes

on the field. Captain Eagle was presented a

trophy for his cooperation in the aerial cir-

cus.

'TpHREE Kiwanians, who also are aviation

enthusiasts, dropped into the National

Conclave held at Seattle recently. They are

Ted Wiche of New York, Fred Kreuscher

of Brooklyn and Clyde Backus of the North

Shore Kiwanis Club of Chicago. The two

former made the trip in a Fairchild cabin

plane piloted by Arthur L. Caperton.

"p\EWEY WILSON has been made gen-

eral manager of both the Gray's Harbor

Airways Company of Aberdeen, Wash., and

its subsidiary, the Gray's Harbor School of

Aeronautics.

"TpHE Rankin Flying Service of Portland,

•* Ore., has obtained the agency "for the

Monocoupe, in Oregon, Washington and

Idaho.

\ NOVEL course of procedure has been

adopted by Edward S. Campbell, Jr.,

project engineer with the Boeing Airplane

Company in that he has designed a new- plane

known as design number 81 for the Seattle

company, supervised its construction and

finally flight tested it himself.

Hiy system is universally applauded by

other fliers because they realize that an en-

gineer isn't likely to make any mistakes on

a plane in which he makes the first flight.

Design 81, although intended primarily as

a light two-place commercial plane, is de-

signed to fully conform with Navy Depart-

ment training plane specifications. Govern-

ment specification materials and standard

Government practices have been utilized

throughout.

A description and illustration of this plane

appear in the technical section of this issue.

(Continued on next page)
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Miller Airplane Products
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MILLER AIRPLANE PRODUCTS
P. O. BOX 643 or 3 827 W. JEFFERSON ST.,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.,

Phone Empire 3 570

Pep up for the Los Angeles Air Races in September!

M
E
N
A
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c

Sixty Extra Horses
Menasco dependability lies in the Menasco-

Salmson power range. Sixty extra horse-

power, over and above normal, stand waiting

in reserve to carry the Menasco-motored
plane through every adverse condition met in

the air.

MENASCO MOTORS COMPANY
6718 McKinley Avenue Los Angeles

In line with our policy of improving
our products every day, we are now
improving the delivery service on all

products. An arrangement has been

effected whereby there is now a com-
plete stock of all our materials for the

OX 5 Curtiss motors on hand and
ready for prompt shipment from five

different supply bases in the United
States. Thousands of OX 5 operators

will save many hours of waiting for

our materials by ordering from the

nearest one of these supply bases, or

from any one of the many other sup-

ply houses who also carry smaller

stocks.

We know what service means to the

customer when he needs our materials,

and for that reason the distributors

named in the following list were
picked because of their reputation for

reliability and service. In the wes-
tern states Miller Airplane Prod-
ucts will continue as western
supply base.

Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Co.,

Marshall Mo. ; Robertson Aircraft
Corp., Anglum, Mo.; Johnson Air-
plane & Supply Co., Dayton, Ohio;
Floyd J. Logan Airplane Co., 716
West Superior, Cleveland, Ohio;
will supply the demands of all our

middle-west and eastern dealers and

customers, extending the same cour-

tesies, and even better service, than

was possible from the west coast.

If you are not already fully familiar

with the advantages to be gained in

Millerizing your OX 5, write or wire

the nearest distributor for descriptive

folder and price list, and if you are

conducting an aircraft supply busi-

ness ask for dealers' proposition.

Yours for more Rev's,

Leslie C. Miller

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Northivcst Air News continued)

THE new municipal airport at Roseburg,

Ore., is now ready for use. While the

runways now available are only of a tem-

porary nature, they are sufficient for hand-

ling the largest ships with safety.

COMMERCIAL A I R TRANSPORT
COMPANY, operating a flying school

at Everett, Wash., has made an exceptional

record during the past month in enrolling

an average of one student per day. They

have secured the exclusive rights to the use

of the Rankin System of Flight Instruction

north of Seattle. John R. Scott is manager.

THE SEATTLE AIRWAYS, INC., is

now located at Boeing Field, where

more than forty students are receiving in-

structions under the tutelage of Ansel Eck-

man, pilot, in a Lincoln-Page, for which this

company is distributor.

LIEUT. ERIC NELSON, of Round-the-

World Flight fame, has left the Army
to become sales manager of the Boeing

Airplane Company of Seattle.

AN inspiring scene was afforded by the

initial trip on July 13 of the Gray

Line Tours "rubberneck" in its aerial tour

from Seattle around Mount Rainier. Rock

and ice formations unfolded their secrets as

the iour-passenger plane circled the summit,

which soars 14,408 feet high. From this

dizzy height also was visible other famous

peaks including Mt. Hood, Mt. St. Helens,

Mt. Adams and Mt. Baker.

The initial trip inaugurated a regular

sight-seeing service by the Washington

Aeronautical Association. In the party

were Floris Nagelvoort, president Seattle

Chamber of Commerce, Mrs. Nagelvoort

and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Turnblad. Alex

Holden was pilot.

Western Airlines, Inc., Flying School

npHE WESTERN AIRLINES, INC.,

Flying School of Yakima, Wash., is

operating on the newly dedicated 80-acre

county airport, three miles from center of

city. The field has two runways, one 3,000

feet long, the other 2,000 feet long, both run-

ways being 300 feet wide.

A complete course of instruction is offered

covering both flying and ground training.

Flying lessons are also given. The flying

instruction consists of not less than 10

hours' dual instruction in the air, also cross-

country flying fitting the student for Pri-

vate Pilot License.

Ground instruction is given in the shop

two evenings a week which consists of com-

bined technical and practical training in *he

care, maintenance and actual repair of planes

and overhauling of motors, together with

the theory of flight, stability, control and

elementary navigation.

MABTON has recently completed a new
airport.

WASHINGTON AIR NEWS
By C. M. LlTTELJOHN

A NEW link will be forged between Seat-

tie and Alaska by the establishment of

a number of landing fields in the near future

along the British Columbia coast. John

Hooper, the president of the American and

Canadian Tourist association, is touring the

section between Seattle and the Alaskan ter-

ritory to make an estimate of the feasibility

of a new line to the North.

M ARCH'S POINT, east of Anarcortes,

will be the new airport for Anarcortes.

T^LMA will soon have an airport. Plans

are being made by the business men of

that city to buy 44 acres. W. T. McBride,

president of the Chamber of Commerce,

hopes to acquire a site next to the Gray's

Harbor fair grounds.

DELLINGHAM'S airport will be busy

during August at the time of the hold-

ing of the Northwest Washington Fair. An
air circus will be the main feature this year

of the fair to be held at Lynden, near Bell-

ingham.

J F. BALLANTYNE, managing direc-

tor of the Seattle Airways, Inc., an-

nounces plans of his company to build air-

planes. Construction of a three-place bi-

plane has been started and a complete avia-

tion shop is being built.

TULES B. HYDE has been selected to

*"* manage the municipal airport of Seattle.

\ NEW airline from Seattle, to Portland,

to Boise, to Salt Lake City, is expected

to be started in the near future. The Var-
ney air lines are inspecting suitable equip-

ment for such a service.

«D OEING FIELD" is the name by which

•'-'the municipal airport at Seattle will be

known, in honor of William E. Boeing, head

of airplane development of the Pacific

Northwest.

Inasmuch as the new municipal airport

will be known as Boeing Field, Verne Gorst,

of the Seattle Flying Service, announced that

the old Boeing Field, situated near the Boe-

ing plant, -will now be known as the S. F. S.

field.

\ RIGID new code has been prepared at

Gray's Harbor to more efficiently man-
age the new airport there. The Gray's Har-
bor port commission took over the operation

and management of the field and has made
provisions for safeguarding its future. It

does not allow flying at less than 600 feet,

nor stunting over Gray's Harbor cities of

Western Washington, and requires that all

firms entering the commercial flying busi-

ness with this airport as a base must furnish

$20,000 to $40,000 bond insurance, insuring

the port of Gray's Harbor against damage
suit.

"jpHE DANIEL GUGGENHEIM FUND
•* for the Promotion of Aeronautics re-

cently donated $290,000 to the University of

Washington at Seattle. This will include the

establishment of an aeronautics building.

A SPECTACULAR air circus will be

staged at Centralia, Wash., August 9th

in conjunction with the annual departmental

convention of the American Legion, which
will be held at that time. Trophies and cash

prizes will be awarded for honors in flight

contests.

Yakima County Airport, home of Western Airlines Flying School.

SPOKANE AIR NEWS
\ SECOND company for commercial avi-

ation and school for flying has been

organized in Spokane, with the formation of

the Spokane Airways, Inc., which recently

purchased five hangars on the Parkwater

field owned by Dr. S. E. Langley, and plans

to start construction at once on twelve more.

The company will use international air-

planes.

The officers are Captain H. J. Taplin,

president ; W. H. Williams, vice president,

and E. H. Muller, secretary.

/CONSTRUCTION of a new four-plane

commercial hangar at the municipal field

at Parkwater will be started in a few days

by the Mamer Flying Service. The hangar
will have a ISO-foot frontage, will be of fire-

proof construction and equipped with every -

modern convenience. The company will re- •

tain its present hangar quarters.
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The First Five Cylinder

Radial Was Built By

-ail

THE KINNER AIRPLANE & MOTOR
CORPORATION built the original popular

sized radial engine. It has been the first to

discover and correct minor troubles that affect

new light air-cooled power plants. Kinner con-

tinues to stand two years ahead of the field.

Price, $1875 f.o.b. Glendale
U. S. Dept. of Commerce Approved Type Engine Cert. No. 3.

KINNER AIRPLANE & MOTOR CORP
San Fernando Rd. at Grand View Ave.

Glendale, Calif.
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LEARN TO FLY
In THE MOST PERFECT
FLYING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

We give instruction in new Waco Tens

Primary Flying Course $250

Private License Course,

10 hours solo 400

Commercial License Course,

50 hours solo 950

Air transportation anywhere, with SPEED
COMFORT
and

SAFETY

CHADBOURNE-DONZE AIR SERVICE

Santa Barbara, Cal.

(Airport, Carpenteria, Cal., 10 miles east of Santa

Barbara)

Dealers for Waco, Fairchild and Driggs
Airplanes

IR4IIRA\CIIHIIUliniF

Opens quickly—without excessive shock.

Operates safely at low altitudes—and gives ex-

cellent performance even when packed by in-

experienced persons. No rubber bands, no
springs, no pilot chute. Lap, back or seat pack.

Made of silk or cotton; prices $25 to $3 50
complete with carrying bag

DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER ON REQUEST

RUSSELL "LOBE"
PARACHUTE

Sales and Service Representatives

DEALERS
Bakersfield, Calif. Berkeley, Calif.

Cardiff 8c Peacock Greer Aeronautical School

Culver City, Calif. Fullerton, Calif.

Frank Baker Aircraft Co. Dowling and Morris

Long Beach, Calif. Oakland, Calif.

J. O'Donnell, Municipal Air- Pacific Coast Air Service Co.

port Palo Alto, Calif.

Ontario, Calif. Palo Alto School of Aviation
California Air Service Salinas, Calif.

Petaluma, Calif. Paull & Smith
Paul Sales Santa Ana, Calif.

San Bernardino, Calif. Harry Huking
L. L. Miles Seattle, Wash.

Santa Barbara, Calif. Aviation School, Inc.

Chadbourne-Donze Air Service Boston, Mass.
Portland, Maine Skyways, Inc.

Spear Aircraft Corp. c/o Copley Plaza Hotel
495 Congress St. Pittsfield, Mass.

Worcester, Mass. Edward W. Lyman
New England Aircraft Corp. 23 Pine St.

Charl sston, R. I.

Charleston Aviation Service

Washington, Oregon, Utah, California,

Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico

DISTRIBUTOR
American Aircraft Corp.

3 8 09 Angeles Mesa Drive Los Angele

Montana, Wyoming, Western Nebraska

DISTRIBUTOR
Wyoming Airways, Inc.

Casper, Wyoming

Western New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania

DISTRIBUTOR
Airways, Inc.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Great Lak.

304 E. Third St.

Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont

DISTRIBUTOR
L. & H. Aircraft Corn.

98 High St. Hartford, Conn.

A few exclusive territories still available to live dealers

RUSSELL PARACHUTE CO.
1202 Kettner Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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UTAH AND IDAHO NEWS daIe
-
L - L factory of the Fairchild Com

By Glen Perrins

/^vGDEN, UTAH, was officially placed

' "on the air" June 30 with the formal

dedication of the Ogden airport. It is esti-

mated that 30,000 persons were at the air-

port to witness the day and night program.

An aerial exposition was displayed by eight

local and visiting planes.

The local airport is now a link in the Salt

Lake-Great Falls line of the National Parks

Airways, Inc.

PLANS to make Ogden the starting point

of airplane tours to Bryce, Zion and the

Grand Canyon were outlined to the city com-

mission here recently by A. Smith Nelson,

of Salt Lake City, representative of the

Scenic Airways, Inc. Mr. Nelson has ob-

tained hangar space at the new Ogden air-

port.

O ALT LAKE will be a night control point

^ for international air races, to be held be-

tween New York, Windsor, Canada, Mexico

City and Los Angeles from September 8 to

16.

ARTHUR O. WILLOUGHBY, former

4* assistant traffic agent of the U. S. air

mail service, has been appointed assistant

superintendent in charge of all western ter-

ritory in regards to governmental air mail

contracting.

THE WESTERN AIRCRAFT DIS-

TRIBUTORS, INC., of Salt Lake

City, recently received from the Farming-

pany, a cabin passenger plane which will be

stationed at the Woodward field and used by

the company.

qpHE SALT LAKE CITY COMMIS-
* SION recently voted an additional ap-

propriation of $3,000 to complete payment

for improvements at Woodward air mail

field. Underground cables have been laid to

substitute for overhead high tension wires

and the field is greatly improved.

\/fORE than 1,000.000 miles without a

serious accident is the record of West-

ern Air Express, Inc., according to reports

reviewing its progress since service was es-

tablished between Salt Lake and Los An-

geles in 1926. -

THE THOMPSON FLYING SER-
VICE, INC., was again licensed by the

city commission to operate a hangar and

other service for commercial airplanes at

Salt Lake City's field.

r>ORDER lights are to be installed in the

*-* Burley, Idaho, airport by the city coun-

cil. It is believed that night flying will soon

be under way on the Salt Lake-Boise-Pasco

air mail route and the landing field will be

put into condition for any emergency. Bea-

con lights are also being contemplated at

stated intervals on all this route.

rxEFINITE assurance has been given that

Cedar City, Utah, will furnish ground

for an airport and the site will soon be

chosen.
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ARIZONA AIR NEWS
Arizona Air Survey

TPHE first aerial pictorial survey o

* entire state ever attempted was c

pleted successfully by The Arizona Repi

can on June 16. During the survey the

publican fliers covere'd a course of 3

miles of Arizona airways in 36 hours anc

minutes actual flying time. The entire s

vey required twenty days and more than

splendid aerial pictures were secured a

result.

Members of the air crew were Bill Kii

ley, pilot, and E. D. Newcomer, aerial r,

tographer. The survey also included

ground crew, consisting of Wallace A. Mi
risoii, manager and advance agent

;
Orvj

Bechtel, laboratory chemist, ind Sam I

Witten, aviation mechanic.

The purpose of the survey- was twofo| !

first, to arouse a healthy interest in aviat|\

throughout the entire state, and, secondly,!

secure an aerial survey of an entire state!

picture form.

On the flight Mr. Newcomer photograph!

the many scenic wonders and industrial al
agricultural development of the state—tl

world famed Grand Canyon, Painted DeseJ
Petrified Forest, the national parks and moB
uments of Arizona, the great virgin foresfl

of pine in the north, the copper districts I
Jerome, Clarkdale, Ajo, Bisbee, Globe aiW
Miami and the agricultural empire of tlB|

central and southern portions of the stat S
Kingsley and Newcomer landed the fj

"R and W" special biplane on every largt]

airport in the state.

£

Novel Free Gift for Aero Fans
We present a complete series of facsimiles of "The
British Gazette" to every new annual subscriber to

"The Aero Field." "The British Gazette," the only
daily newspaper issued by the British Government,
appeared for eight days only during the great gen-
eral strike and all editions were largely distributed
by aeroplanes. It is an unique souvenir, commemo-
rating the value of aviation during an epoch-making
crisis.

"The Aero Field" (85c per annum, post free) is read
by aero fans in five continents and is the only illus-

trated journal of its kind in Europe.

FRANCIS J. FIELD, Ltd.
SUTTON COLDFIELD, ENGLAND

W HAVE unusual facilities for teaching all]

angles of this fascinating business. Competent]
conservative instructors licensed by the U.SJl

Dept. of Commerce; new, licensed Waco planes; finest equipped]
privately owned airport on the coast; a tuition plan that enables youj
to pay while learning. We are distributors in this territory for Fair-1
child cabin monoplanes and Waco sportplanes. Send for full details.'

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
3809 Angeles Mesa Drive Los Angeles, California!

Pledged to Sell Only the Pacemakers of Aircraft Progress

WRIGHT WHIRLWIND SERVICE FOR CONTESTANTS
In the

NATIOMAL AIR RACES
Available at the

PACIFIC AEROMOTIVE CORPORATION
Authorized Wright Parts and Service

COMPLETE SERVICE FOR THE RACES
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS -

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
SCINTILLA AIRCRAFT MAGNETOS
STROMBERG AIRCRAFT CARBURETORS

AC SPARK PLUGS
CONSOLIDATED INSTRUMENTS
MEYROWITZ GOGGLES
B.G. SPARK PLUGS

AERO SUPPLY MANUFACTURING CO.
CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS
FLIGHTEX FABRIC

3417 ANGELES MESA DRIVE
PACIFIC AEROMOTIVE CORPORATION

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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24 HOUR SERVICE
Will be offered to all contestants and visitors at the National Air

Races in September. Our shops are adequately equipped to service and
overhaul all types of water-cooled and air-cooled motors.

AERO CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA
9819 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE LOS ANGELES THORNWAL 1167

Wrecked—
beyond the Arctic

Circle

For the Discriminating Buyer

STEARMAN AIRPLANES

Distributed in Southern California by

ROGERS AIRCRAFT, INC.
3901 Angeles Mesa Dr., Los Angeles, Cal.

Dealers' territory open.

HE above letter speaks volumes for the warmth and splen-

did quality of Gordon Aerotog flying suits. Gordon Aerotogs
are made from the finest materials obtainable. Expertly fin-

ished by hand. They include fur-lined, wool-lined and all-

leather flying suits ; leather blouses and jackets ; leather or

cloth helmets, gloves and mittens. If your regular dealer

cannot supply you, write to us today.

GORDON & FERGUSON, INC., ST. PAUL, MINN.

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS, Inc.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
The Universal Institute of Aeronautics (Inc.), successor to the Uni-

versal School of Aeronautics, wishes to announce New and Enlarged

HOME EXTENSION COURSES in AERONAUTICS, AERIAL
NAVIGATION, and AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. Students

are also being enrolled for the new Lecture Courses covering the same

subjects.

Special Reduced Fees Send for Full' Particulars.

Administrative Offices and Lecture Rooms

Dept. A-ll, 1770 N. Vermont Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

r*
UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE OF

AERONAUTICS (Inc.)

Dept. A-ll, 1770 N. Vermont Ave.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me all information about your:-

COMPLETE COURSE.
AERIAL NAV. & MET. COURSE.
LECTURE COURSES.

Name

Street

City

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEWS OF THE AIR SERVICES

Lt. John Iseman commanding Rockaway Air Base reading order which places the
base under Rear Admiral Louis Josephthal, commander-in-chief of New York

State forces, for use of the Militia and the Naval Reserve.

N. Y. STATE NAVAL
MILITIA TAKES OVER
ROCKAWAY AIR BASE

By H. R. Schaeffer

XJEW YORK STATE now has an aviation

^ training station. Formal possession was
acquired recently when the United States

Navy turned over to New York State Naval

Militia the Rockaway Air Station. Rear

Admiral Louis M. Josephthal, commander-
in-chief of the New York State forces, ac-

cepted the Station for the State.

This station is located on city property

formerly occupied by the Jacob Riis Park.

The property was turned over to the govern-

ment for an indefinite time during the World
War. The N-C boats were housed here and

departed from this base in 1919 on their

transatlantic flight.

In the formal transfer of the Station, Rear

Admiral Josephthal stated

:

"This is the only air station in the country

devoted to the exclusive use of a Militia and

the Naval Reserve. It is the first step toward

greater expansion of the State's air forces.

We now have here some 246 officers and men.

I hope within two years to have a thousand.

That is, of course, if we get the necessary

support of the Federal Government.

"I have hopes that the Naval Air Station

at Rockaway will become one of the biggest

and best equipped in the country. We must

work hard to secure appropriations from the

State and Federal Governments to make our

dreams come true.

"I sincerely believe in the future of avia-

tion, both in war and in commerce. In war,

the airplane is swift and deadly. In com-
merce, it is swift, efficient, economical. We
must get together to develop it to its highest

uses in both spheres.

"I hope in the very near future to procure

planes for the training of men in all parts of

the State. At Watertown there is an efficient

group of men. Planes should be procured for

them. At Rockaway we have seven planes.

But we want a dozen and expect to have them

before long."

Thirteen members of the Mari.ie Coip
Aviation Unit will train at Rockaway and

there are 22 students receiving their training

there now. Before taking the air field ti ey

were compelled to train on the old U. S. S.

Illinois.

Rockaway Air Base is ideally located in

that seaplanes can land in almost any kind

of weather since there is a natural protection

with a channel inland from the ocean. The
airport now occupies 94 acres of land.

Lieutenant John W. Iseman of the Naval

Reserve is in command at the station. Lieu-

tenant E. K. Wildman is the executive officer.

VOUGHT "CORSAIR" FOR
ASST. SECY. WARNER

TT ON. EDWARD P. WARNER, Assist-

ant Secretary of the Navy for Aero-
nautics, recently accepted delivery of his

new "flying office" built for him by the

Chance Vought Corporation of Long Island

City, New York.

This plane is a practical duplicate of the

standard Vought "Corsair" seaplane which

holds four world records for speed, and is a

part of contracts for 135 such planes which

are now being delivered to the U. S. Naval

and Marine Corps Air Services by the

Vought company. It is powered with a

Pratt and Whitney "Wasp" engine.

Except for the special equipment in the

rear cockpit for Mr. Warner's use, and the

finish of the plane, it is a standard Navy

observation-fighter type, and is capable of a

high speed of over 160 m.p.h., and a cruising

speed of 135 m.p.h.

The plane is probably the most beautiful

plane yet produced in this country. The

fuselage, struts and landing gear are fin-

ished in a beautiful blue. The wings are

finished in the natural cream color, and the

side fuel tanks, engine cowling, and landing

gear wheels are of polished aluminum. On
the side of the fuselage is the Secretary's

insignia, consisting of an anchor and four

stars in blue on a white background.

The rear cockpit is equipped with a fold-

ing writing desk. Compartments are pro-

vided for materials required, for stowage

of reading material, etc. At the side of the

cockpit ample compartments are provided

for holding brief cases, etc. A large wind-

shield which slides back over the cockpit

after the passenger has entered the plane is

also provided making the cockpit windproof.

Back of the rear cockpit a large baggage

compartment is provided for the stowage of

four suitcases.

r

The rear cockpit
of the special

Vought "Corsair"
is equipped with
a folding writing
desk. Compart-
ments are pro-
vided for mate-
rials required, for

stowage of read-
ing material, etc.

At the side of the
cockpit there are
compartments for
holding brief

cases, etc.
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QUALITY
Quality in an airplane involves a well

balanced combination of many intrinsic

and distinctive features.

Quality is inherent in all Vought Air-

planes, and is the result of many years

of selection and development of every

characteristic which makes for the su-

preme in quality.

And the "CORSAIR", the latest of the

Vought line of fine airplanes, has been

pronounced by many as "The Finest Air-

plane Ever Built".

CHANCE VOUGHT CORPORATION
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PN-I2 ESTABLISHES
EIGHT NEW RECORDS

IN the latter part of May, PN-12 No.

A-7383 was equipped with direct drive

Pratt & Whitney "Hornets" for the first

time. After some preliminary flight tests

the course of regular type tests was under-

taken, during which six world's records and

two American records were established.

These records were for altitude, speed,

range, and endurance, with pay load of one

or two tons for Class C-2 seaplanes.

On June 26th Lieutenant Arthur Gavin,

U.S.N.. reached an altitude of 19,593 feet

carrying a pay load of 1,000 kg. (2204 lbs.)

exceeding the former world's record held by

Switzerland. It is interesting that this rec-

ord exceeds by 3,000 feet the greatest alti-

tude ever attained by a PN with this load.

The following day Lieutenant Gavin, with

the same plane, carrying a pay load of 2,000

kg. (4409 lbs.) reached an altitude of 15.426

feet, exceeding the world's record held by

France by 59 feet. This record lacked 241

feet of obtaining official recognition as the

regulations require that new records exceed

the old by 300 feet. This does, however,

constitute a new American record for this

class.

Lieutenant A. W. Gorton, U. S. N., and

Chief Boatswain E. E. Reber, U. S. N., took

off with the same plane on July 11th at

4 p. m. carrying in addition to crew, fuel

and oil, 2.000 kg. (4409 lbs.) of pay load.

Upon landing 16 hours 39 minutes and 51.2

seconds later, they had established five new

world's records and one American record.

Throughout the gruelling type tests as

well as the flights during which the new

records were established, the engines per-

formed perfectly without overhauling or ad-

justment other than routine checking.

The following table indicates the details

of the records made by Lieutenant Gavin,

Lieut. Gorton, and Chief Boatswain Reber-
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NEW ARMY AIR CORPS
TRAINING CENTER

'TpHE new air corps training center, com-

prising approximately 2,400 acres, situ-

ated about 15 miles northeast from the cen-

ter of San Antonio, Texas, has been named

Randolph Field in honor of Capt. William

M. Randolph, A. C, who was killed in an

airplane crash at Gorman, Texas, on Febru-

ary 17, 1928.

New World's Records

ALTITUDE with pay load of 1,000 kg. (U. S.)

Lt. A. Gavin, U.S.N., PN-12—2 Pratt & Whitney
"Hornet," 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia, June 26,

1928: 19,593 ft.

ENDURANCE with 2,000 kg. (U. S.)

Lt. A. W. Gorton, U. S. N. ; Chief Boatswain
E. E. Reber, U. S. N.; PN-12—2 Pratt & Whit-
ney "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia,

Julv 12, 1928; 16 hours. 39 minutes, 51.2 seconds.
RANGE with 2.0110 kg. (U. S.)

Lt. A. W. Gorton, U. S. N., and Chief Boat-
swain E. E. Reber, U. S. N., PN-12—2 Pratt &
Whitnev "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia,

July 12." 1928; 1350 miles.
RANGE with 1,000 kg. (U. S.)

Lt. A. W. Gorton, U. S. N., and Chief Boat-
swain E E. Reber, U. S. N., PNM2-2 Pratt &
Whitney "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia,

Julv 12.' 1928; 1350 miles.

SPEED for 2,000 km. with 2.000 kg. load (U. S.)

Lt. A. W. Gorton, U. S. N., and Chief Boat-
swain E. E. Reber, U. S. N., PN-12—2 Pratt &
Whitney "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia,

Julv 12. 1928; 83 miles per hour.
SPEED for 2.000 km. with 1.000 kg.

Lt. A. W. Gorton, U. S. N., and Chief Boatswain,
E. E. Reber, U. S. N., PN-12—2 Pratt & Whit
ney "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia, July
12. 1928; 83 miles per hour.

New American Records

ALTITUDE with 2.000 kg.
Lt. A. Gavin, U. S. N., PN-12—2 Pratt & Whit
ney "Hornet" 525 n.p. each; at Philadelphia,

June 27. 1928. 15,426 feet.

SPEED for 2,000 km. with 500 kg.
Lt. A. W. Gordon, U. S. N., Chief Boatswain
E. E. Reber. U. S. N., PN-12—2 Pratt & Whit-
nev "Hornet" 525 h.p. each; at Philadelphia,
July 12, 1928 : 83 miles per hour.

Former World's Records

(Switzerland)—Richard Wagner, Dornier-Merkur;
B. M. W. 600 h.p. at Altenrheim, July 18, 1927;

19,196 ft.

(U. S.)—Lt. B. J. Connell, U. S. N., and S. R.
Pope, U. S. N., PN-10—2 Packard 600 h.p. each;
at San Diego, Calif. July 8, 1927; 11 hours, 7

minutes, 18 seconds.

(U. S.)—Lt. B. J. Connell and Lt. S. R. Pope,
U. S. N., PN-10—2 Packard 600 h.p. each; at San
Diego, Calif., July 8, 1927; 947 miles.

(U. S.)—Lt. Z. Soucek. U. S. N., and Lt. L. I.

Maxson, U. S. N., PN-12—2 Wright Cyclone, 525
h.p. each; at Philadelphia, June 5, 1928; 1247

miles.

Never before established.

Never before established.

Former American Records

(U. S.)—Lt. B. J. Connell, U. S. N., and Lt. H. C.
Rodd, U. S. N., PN-10—2 Packard, 600 h.p. each;
at San Diego. Calif., August 18, 1927; 6,588 ft.

(The present world's record France—15,367 feet).

Lt. B. J. Connell. U. S. N., and Lt. H. C. Rodd.
U. S. N., PN-10—2 Packard 600 h.p. each; at

San Diego, Calif., Aug. 16, 1927; 78.6 miles per
hour.
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detail of the

IRVIN AIR CHUTE
has been left merely to theory,

—

superiority of every feature proved

through years of severe service use

and by thousands of comparative

tests. Used by all Air Forces of the

United .States, Great Britain and

^_^^7^ther.Governments

.

Over 100 Lives Saved in Emergency

Over 8000 Successful "Live" Drops
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THE RECORD-BREAKING "HORNET" POWERED PN-12

More Records For Pratt & Whitney Engines

It is significant that six new World's records were established

when direct drive P. & W. "Hornets" were installed in the Navy's

twin-engine PN-12 patrol boat. These records, made during two
weeks of test flying, were for altitude, speed, range, and endurance, with

pay loads of one and two tons. Previously, various water cooled

and air cooled engines had been used in the PN type, but with the

"Hornets" it set up an entirely new standard of performance.

On June 26th and 27th, Lieutenant Arthur Gavin, U. S. N.,

broke one American and one "World's record for altitude. Less than

two weeks later Lieutenant A. W. Gorton and Chief Boatswain

E. E. Reber established one more American and five more World's

records for planes of this class. The tests were flown at Philadelphia

by Naval Aircraft Factory personnel who are justly proud of the

splendid performance of their latest development.

"Hornet" engines are widely used by the Army and Navy, and

have flown hundreds of thousands of miles in commercial service.

A single transport company has in service or on order a total of

more than one hundred of these engines.

THE

PRATT^WH ITNEY AlRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY
U. S. AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE GROUP
SOME of the leading American fire and

casualty companies have pooled facilities

under one management to provide a market

for all forms of aviation insurance, under-

writing to commence August 1st.

The following companies will constitute

the United States Aircraft Insurance Group

—each fire company carrying a share of the

insurance written on each aircraft while each

casualty company will, in turn, carry a share

of all liahility, accident and compensation

risks, accepted by the managers.

The fire companies in the United States

Aircraft Insurance Group are : United States

Fire Insurance Company, North River In-

surance Company, Pacific Fire Insurance

Company, National Union Fire Insurance

Company.

The casualty companies are : United States

Fidelity and Guaranty Company ; New Am-
sterdam Casualty Company; Maryland Cas-

ualty Company ; New York Indemnity Com-

pany.

The United States Aviation Underwriters,

Inc., New York City, have been appointed

as aviation managers for companies compos-

ing the group, and all insurance accepted

will be written through the office of this in-

corporated company. The underwriting will

be under the control of David C. Beebe,

president of the new company, a former air

service pilot, and for the past eight years

engaged in insurance business in New York.

The technical end of the business will be

under the complete control of Reed M.

Chambers, vice president of the company, of

the first pursuit group, and since that time

closely identified with the development of

commercial aviation.

Major R. W. Schroeder, former chief test

pilot for U. S. Army Air Corps, and later

manager of the Ford Air Lines, has been

retained in a consulting capacity. Major

Schroeder for some years was in charge of

the aviation department of the Underwriters

laboratories.

Through this system of grouping of com-

panies interested in the various classes of

insurance in demand by aircraft manufactur-

ers and owners, protection of any type of

risk is available and is secured to the policy

holder in companies having an aggregate

capital and net surplus of $74,078,333.

This system of grouping of companies has

been brought about after careful study of

the methods used in the successful handling

of aviation insurance in Europe.

Recognizing the growing number of their

policy holders who are or wilM>e shortly re-

quiring protection against aircraft risks,

these companies after a careful and most

comprehensive study of the situation have

arranged for the United States Aviation

Underwriters, Inc.,
-

to assist their agents

throughout the United States and Canada

in providing the various types of protection

in demand. Through the group system, the

agent of any one of these companies and

the brokers throughout the country have at

their command the entire facilities of the

group.

NO AIRPORT — NO AIR
MAIL ROUTE

/^ITIES throughout the United States^ which bring pressure to bear on the

Post Office Department in order that they

may be included on proposed air mail routes

and which do not furnish proper landing

fields for the contractors will be excluded

from the proposed routes, is the policy of

the department made known recently by W.
Irving Glover, 2nd Asst. Postmaster General.

AIR MAIL PUBLICITY
TTARO'LD CRARY, former Middle
A 1 west amj Pacific Coast newspaper

man and more recently in charge of na-

tional advertising of the Seattle Chamber
of Commerce, has opened an office in the

Bankers Building, Chicago, as head of the

Central Publicity Bureau for air mail mem-
bers of the American Air Transport Asso-

ciation. Mr. Crary's office will work with

all of the air mail company traffic officers

and will supplement their sectional efforts

with national publicity and releases.

The office will be operated under the di-

rection of a committee consisting of Col.

Paul Henderson, Chicago, vice president and

manager of the National Air Transport

Company ; G. S. Childs of the Pitcairn Avi-

ation Company, Philadelphia, and W. G.

Herron, vice president of Boeing Air Trans-

port Company of San Francisco.

PHILATELIC NOTICE
THE Hon. P. T. Coolican, Asst. Deputy

Postmaster General of Canada, at Ot-

tawa, Canada, is very anxious to build up

a mailing list of those in the United States

who might be interested in first flight air

mail Canadian covers. Mr. Coolican will

place any and all of them on his mailing

list who drop him a line to that effect, and

in that way they will be advised sufficiently

in advance of the effective date of any

Canadian flights to enable them to forward

their covers to the designated offices for

special cancellation.

Traffic Agent B. F. Myers of the Post

Office Department at Chicago 111., also

very kindly offers to include names of all

those who so request on his mailing list

;

also to assist all our readers in carrying on

their first flight air mail work.

NEW AIRLINE ROUTES and SCHEDULES
THE following new airline schedules and changes in schedules have been

established since the July issue. A complete list of mail, passenger and
express airlines was printed in the December issue. New lines opened since
that date or new schedules have been added in each succeeding issue.

Air Mail

C. A. M. 27—BAY CITY, SAGINAW, LANSING, KALAMAZOO, MICH.;
DETROIT, ANN ARBOR, JACKSON, BATTLE CREEK, KALAMAZOO,
MICH.; MUSKEGON, GRAND RAPIDS, KALAMAZOO, MICH.; KALA-
MAZOO, MICH., SOUTH BEND, LAPORTE,
Operated by the Thompson Aeronautical Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio. (Opened July 17, 1928.)

Time Table
Westbound (Read down)
4:40 p.m. E.T. Lv. Bay City, Mich.
4:50 p.m. E.T. Saginaw. Mich.
6:05 p.m. E.T. Lansing, Mich.
5:35 p.m. C.T. Ar. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Westbound (Read down)
4:20 p.m. E.T.
4:50 p.m. E.T.
5:35 p.m. E.T.
6:10 p.m. E.T.
5:35 p.m. C.T. Ar.

Westbound (Read down)
4:40 p.m. C.T. Lv.
5:00 p.m. C.T.
5:35 p.m. C.T. Ar.

Westbound (Read down)
5:40 p.m. C.T. Lv.
6:25 p.m. C.T.
6:30 p.m. C.T.
7:20 p.m. C.T. Ar.

Detroit, Mich.
Ann Arbor. Mich.
Jackson, Mich.

Battle Creek, Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Muskegon, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
South Bend. Ind.

LaPorte, Ind.
Chicago, III.

IND., CHICAGO, ILL..
Kalamazoo, Mich., and

Eastbound (Read up)
Ar. 11:40 a.m. E.T.

11:30 a.m. E.T.
10:40 a.m. E.T.

Lv. 8 :55 a.m. C.T.

Eastbound (Read up)
At. 11:40 a.m. E.T.

11:15 a.m. E.T.
10:45 a.m. E.T.
10:15 a.m. E.T.

Lv. 8:55 a.m. C.T.

Eastbound (Read up)
Ar. 9:55 a.m. C.T.

9:35 a.m. C.T.
Lv. 8:55 a.m. C.T.

Ar.
Eastbound (Read up)

8:50 a.m. C.T.
8:10 a.m. C.T.
8:05 a.m. C.T.
7:15 a.m. C.T.

Air Mail—Express

EXTENSION C. A. M. 3—CHICAGO, MOLINE, ILL.; KANSAS CITY, MO.;
WICHITA, KANS.; PONCA CITY, TULSA, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.;
FORT WORTH, DALLAS, TEXAS. Operated by National Air Transport,
Inc. (Stop at Tulsa effective July 5, 1928.)

Time Table

Southbound (Read down)
8:00 p.m. Lv.
9:50 p.m.
:10 a.m.

3:15 a.m.
4:10 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
5 :25 a.m.
7:35 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

Chicago, 111.

Moline, HI.
Kansas City, Mo.
Wichita, Kans.

Ponca City, Okla.
Tulsa, Okla.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Fort Worth. Tex.

Dallas, Tex.

Air Mail—Express

Northbound (Read
Ar. 7:00

5:10
1:55

11:40
10:50
6:30
9:40
7:30

Lv. 7:00

up)

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

EXTENSION C. A. M. 18—CHICAGO, ILL.; CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.; DES
MOINES, IA.; OMAHA, LINCOLN, NEBR.. Extension of New York-
Chicago Overnight service to Lincoln, Nebr., on the schedule below from
Chicago. (Effective July 10, 1928.) Operated by Boeing Air Transport, Inc.

Time Table (from Chicago to Lincoln)

Westbound (Read down)
5:45 a.m. Lv.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
10:45 a.m. Ar.

Chicago, III.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Des Moines, la.

Omaha, Nehr.
Lincoln, Nehr.

Eastbound (Read up)

Ar. 7:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
3:15 p.m.

Lv. 2:45 p.m.
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AIR MAIL CONTRACTS
RECENTLY AWARDED

nOSTMASTER GENERAL NEW
* awarded to the Canadian Colonial Air-

ways, Inc., of New York City, the contract

for carrying the mails by air from New
York City via Albany to Montreal, Canada,

one way, at its bid of 96 cents per mile.

The successful contractor already holds a

contract from the Canadian government for

the southbound trip from Montreal to New
York City. Service under the contract, is

to be inaugurated within 6 months and is to

run for a ten year period. Air mail postage

will not be required on this route but regu-

lar first-class mail will be carried.

HPHE Postmaster General also awarded to

the Pan-American Airways of New
York City the contract for carrying mail by

air from Key West, Florida, to the Canal

Zone at its bid of $2.00 per mile. This route

is 1,640 miles long and provides for stops

at Havana, Cuba
;
Merida, Mexico

;
Belize,

British Honduras
; Tegucigalpa, Republic of

Honduras
;
Managua, Nicaragua ; San Jose,

Costa Rica ; and Cristobal, Canal Zone, with

service seven times a week. The Postmaster

General, under the contract, will reserve the

right to include Guatemala and Salvador in

the route, and also to extend it southward

from the Canal Zone to Cartagena, Colom-

bia
;
Maracaibo, Venezuela; Curacao, D. W.

I. ; La Guaira, Venezuela ; Port of Spain,

Trinidad ; Georgetown, British Guiana and

Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana, one way three

times a week.

The St. Tammany Gulf Coast Airways.

Inc., of New Orleans, La., has been award-
ed the contract for carrying the mails by
air from New Orleans via Houston and
San Antonio, to Brownsville or Laredo,

Texas, at its bid of $1.00 per pound.

This new service, when inaugurated, will

connect with the air mail service to be es-

tablished by the Mexican government from
the American border to the City of Mexico.
It will mean a direct mail service by air from
Boston, Mass., to Mexico City.

AIR TRANSPORT ROUTES IN THE UNITED STATES
As of July 31, 1928

Latest Present
Schedule Operator

CONTRACT AIR MAIL ROUTES IN OPERATION

Route Service
Mileage Commenced

Present
Service

Chicago—New York* 723 7/ 1/19
San Francisco—Chicago* 1949 9/ 8/20
Detroit—Cleveland 155 2/15/26
Detroit—Chicago 252 2/15/26
Salt Lake City—Pasco 540 4/ 6/26
St. Louis—Chicago 268 4/15/26
Los Angeles—S. Lake City* 633 4/17/26
Dallas—Chicago* 995 5/12/26
Pueblo—Cheyenne* 200 5/31/26
Chicago—Minneapolis/St. Paul* 399 6/ 7/26
New York—Boston* 219 7/ 1/26
Los Angeles—Seattle* 1080 9/15/26
Pittsburgh—Cleveland 121 4/21/27
Cleveland—Albany 445 12/17/27
Cincinnati—Chicago* 267 12/17/27
Kansas City—Chicago* 454 2/ 1/28
San Antonio—Dallas 281 2/ 6/28
Galveston—Dallas 308 2/ 6/28
Atlanta—New York 763 5/ 1/28
New Orleans—Atlanta 483 5/ 1/28
Seattle—Victoria 77 10/15/20
Pilottown—New Orleans 75 4/ 9/23
Key West—Havana 104 10/28/27
Wilmington—Avalon 32 3/—/27
Detroit—Buffalo 218 3/28/27
Detroit—Cleveland 155 11/ 1/27
San Diego—Los Angeles 115 11/ 1/27
Tucson—Los Angeles 440 11/28/27
San Francisco—Portland 54£ 3/ 5/28
Portland—Seattle 153 3/ 5/28
Tulsa—Ponca City 72 3/—/28
Tulsa—Wichita 132 4/10/28
Wichita—Kansas City 173 4/10/28
Los Angeles—San Francisco 378 4/14/28
Los Angeles—San Francisco* 378 5/26/28
Bay City—Kalamazoo—Chicago 531 7/17/28

*These routes carry express under contract

Dly. & Nly. National Air Transport MPE
Daily Boeing Air Transport MPE
6 days a wk. Ford Motor Co. M
6 days a wk. Ford Motor Co. M
Daily Walter T. Varney M
5 days a wk. Robertson Aircraft Corp. M
Daily Western Air Express MPE
Daily National Air Transport MPE
Daily Western Air Express M
5 days a wk. Northwest Airways MPE
6 days a wk. Colonial Air Transport MPE
6 days a wk. Pacific Air Transport MPE
Daily Clifford Ball M
Daily Colonial Western Airways MP
Daily Embry-Riddle Co. ME
Daily National Air Transport MPE
Daily Texas Air Transport M
Daily Texas Air Transport M
Dly. exc. Sun. Pitcairn Aviation M
Dly. exc. Sun. St. Tammany Gulf C'st Airw'ys M
Variable Northwest Air Service MP
Variable New Orleans Air Line M
Daily Pan-American Airways MP
Variable Pacific Marine Airways PE
6 days a wk. Ford Motor Co

;
E

Twice daily Stout Air Services
Daily Maddux Air Lines P
3 days a wk. Aero Corp. of Calif. PE
3 days a wk. West Coast Air Transport Co. PE
Twice daily West Coast Air Transport Co. PE
Twice daily Blue Bird Airways P
Daily Deluxe Airlines P
Daily Deluxe Airlines P
Daily Maddux Air Lines P
Daily Western Air Express PE
Daily Thompson Aeron. Corp. M

'ith American Railway Express Co.
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The Aeromarine Klemm monoplane ready for flight and with wings folded

BALTIMORE AIR NEWS
By Edward Johns

WAR Department officials approved

Baltimore's application to extend the

bulkhead line at the site of the proposed

municipal airport, thereby assuring the city

of the right to build the airport.

All objections to the location were with-

drawn, including one lodged by the Bureau

of Animal Industries, which maintains a

quarantine adjacent to the airport. The

city will begin work on acquiring the prop-

erty and placing the bulkhead, and within

six months the pumping of dredgings be-

hind the bulkhead is expected to begin.

Baltimore plans a 1,000-acre field, a part

of which must be filled, adjacent to present

Logan Field. A fund of about $2,000,000

now available, half of the estimated cost,

will be used in obtaining property and start-

ing the bulkhead. The site is on the Patapsco

River and navigable channels will allow

warcraft and freight ships to dock along-

side for the purpose of taking on planes.

A BUS-AND-AIRPLANE connection has

been announced by Major William D.

Tipton, vice president of the Chesapeake

Aircraft Company, operating from Logan

Field. Arrangements were made by the air-

craft concern with the Red Star Motor

Coaches, Inc., which serves the Eastern

Shore of Maryland, to combine their ser-

vices so that an airplane will be available

whenever a passenger desires to cross the

Chesapeake Bay hurriedly.

Maryland is cut in half by the Chesapeake

for practically its entire length, with Balti-

more on the Western half. It takes two

hours to cross the bay by ferry, with long

intervals between boats, or nearly seven

hours to drive northward around the bay

and down to the principal sections of the

Eastern Shore. An airplane takes fifteen

minutes to cross the bay, including the take-

off and landing, therefore such a service is

of considerable value. A passenger desiring

the air connection merely tells the chauffeur,

who arranges with persons already desig-

nated to call Logan Field. On being called,

an airplane leaves Logan Field and meets

the bus.

The same company also has arranged two

other services. One is a week-end passenger

service to Ocean City, Md., and the other

a freight delivery to the Eastern Shore for

the May Company, a large department store.

Beginning this month, a plane will leave

Baltimore each day at 4 p. m. and carry

bundles ordered that day by Eastern Shore

residents at the store in Baltimore. The
bundles will be delivered the same day as

ordered.

CEVENTY-FIVE applicants for aircraft

^ operators license have heen examined by

Dr. H. R. Carroll, of the United States

Public Health Department in Baltimore in

the past six months. In two months alone

he gave sixty examinations, and there still

is a number on the waiting list, he said. The
rush is due to the operation of the several

aero chilis which have sprung into exist-

ence, and to the schools at Logan Field, the

Pimlico Airport and City Line Flying Ser-

vice of Baltimore.

T IEUT. CHARLES Y. BANFILL has

' reported for duty as regular army in-

structor of the Maryland National Guard

Air Corps and to act as air officer of the

Third Corps Area. He came from Brooks

Field, relieving Capt. Edward C. Black, who
was ordered from Baltimore to March
Field, San Diego, to organize a bombard-

ment squadron.

'T'HE city of Hagerstown purchased the

field used by the Kreider-Reisner Air-

craft Company, manufacturer of the Chal-

lenger, and is maintaining it as a municipal

airport. The field was opened July 4 with

ceremonies that included an air meet. It

contains sixty acres and is three miles from

the city limits.

SIKORSKY AMPHIBIAN
CARRIES HIGH LOAD

/~vN the recent official test at Anacostia,

Washington, D. C, the Sikorsky Am-
phibian S-38, with a normal useful load of

3,200, took off from fresh water in four-

teen seconds and from land in eight seconds.

No wind was blowing on either trial. Still

with full load, one engine cut, the plane had

a perceptible climb. The climb to 1,000 feet

was accomplished in one minute three sec-

onds. The high speed with two Pratt and
Whitney Wasp engines was l29'/2 miles

per hour and the service ceiling 20,000 feet.

The cruising speed is 110 miles per hour at

1,650 revolutions per minute.

The plane was originally figured for a

useful load of 3,200 lbs. and a gross load

of 9,000 lbs. complying with the load factors

at that time. Since then, the Department
of Commerce, Aeronautics Branch, has is-

sued new requirements for load factors.

Under these rulings, the S-38 may have a

gross load of 10,400 lbs. and a useful load

of 4,200 lbs.

The Model S-38 amphibian is the natural

development in the field of amphibian air-

craft over the earlier models. It is described
in the Technical Section of this issue.

AEROMARINE KLEMM
LIGHT PLANE

QUANTITY production of the Aeroma-

rine Klemm monoplane, one of the most

popular of the German light planes in this

country, was announced in the July issue of

Aero Digest.

Inglis M. Uppercu, president of the Aero-

marine Klemm Corporation, is one of the

real pioneers in aviation, for it was in 1908,

the year the Wrights astounded the world

by their flights at Fort Myer, that the seed

of the Aeromarine Company was sown with

the formation of the Boland Aeroplane

Company of Newark, N. Y., which was

financed by Mr. Uppercu.

Mr. Uppercu is one of the few who at

that early date saw a future for aircraft

manufacture in this country and he is one

of the most enthusiastic regarding the future

of the industry for a product designed for

commercial and pleasure purposes. It is

that faith that actuated him in doing la-

boratory work on land and sea planes, in

constructing permanent buildings and the

purchase of land sufficient to meet the needs

of the future.

The Aeromarine Klemm light plane was
developed originally as a glider in Germany.

It has been described as a "necessity devel-

opment" from the restrictions placed on

Germany by the Treaty of Versailles. In

design it is a low-wing monoplane and can

be equipped with either a 20 or 40 h.p. en-

gine. It is a two-place ship and is the

standard training plane of many central

European countries. Its operating cost is

extremely low, and equipped with the 20

h.p. air-cooled engine it will fly 40 miles on

a gallon of gasoline. In a recent test it flew

for 32 hours and covered a distance of 1,800

miles.

The officers of the Aeromarine Klemm
Corporation are : Inglis M. Uppercu, presi-

dent ; Wm. H. Douglas, vice president and

general manager
; James Wright, treasurer

;

J. O. Strauss, secretary; Harold Riegelman,

attorney; H. Allan Sullivan, distribution

manager.
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THE sturdy Velie five -cylinder, radial, aircraft engine

is designed, engineered under closest supervision and

manufactured to the highest standards of precision.

Only the very best and highest grade materials are used,
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NEW JERSEY AIR NEWS
By J. B. Bayley

THE Union Airways opened their own

airport, Pine Brook, N. J., May 20th,

to handle all branches of air service. The

company was formed by Barney Newman,

veteran flier and is at present using two

OX-S Travel Air biplanes for passenger and

general flying with a rebuilt Canuck for in-

struction. In two months operation they

have carried over 650 passengers. Another

Travel Air is on order to handle their

steadily increasing business.

"Hawk Eye" Talman, of air mail and

Gates Circus fame, is chief pilot and in-

structor, with Lee Mason associate pilot.

A level 80-acre field and five-ship hangar

completes the equipment.

DUE to the cooperation of city officials

and the two flying clubs in Jersey City,

that city is soon to have a first class airport.

The field is located at Dyers Point, on the

Hackensack River, near the city line be-

tween Bayonne and Jersey City. At present

the runways are about 1500 feet long, but

with grading work progressing rapidly they

will soon be 2500 feet in the direction of the

prevailing winds. There are two hangars,

one to accommodate two ships and the other

for six.

All work will be completed by the end of

July, when the field will be officially dedi-

cated as Potterton Airport in honor of Com-

missioner Potterton of Public Parks.

The two clubs using the field, Jersey City

Aero Club flying an American Eagle and

the Jersey City Flying Club owners of a

Waco-10, are both using the ships for club

instruction. Capt. Bill Dixon, formerly

with the R. A. F. in Mesopotamia is in-

structor for the J. C. F. C. and Dick

Stewart, president of the same club, is giv-

ing instruction from radio station WAAT,
Jersey City, on how to become "airminded."

Teterboro Airport

'TpHIS airport is always the scene of a

* great deal of activity, with the Wright

Service hangar always filled to overflowing

with Whirlwind ships in for overhauling. It

is believed that every type of Whirlwind
ship in the country has at some time or

other dropped in for service. Just recently

we found the Byrd's Antarctic Ford, and

Chamberlin's Sperry Messenger, parked

wing under wing. The Columbia, of trans-

atlantic fame, was in for a top overhaul and
fuel tests.

Then we have the big factory of the At-
lantic Aircraft Corp. on one side of the

field. They have recently added a large

steel hangar, serving as additional assembly

space and for housing the finished ships be-

fore shipment. Hughie Wells, ex P.A.T.
and Colonial, is doing the test work. From
the way orders are piling up he will be a

busy man for many months.

The fifth ship of a fleet of six F VII
trunotors for the Marine Corps was de-

livered just before going to press. Another
interesting order was recently executed with

the delivery of six convertible Super-Uni-
•""Versals to the Northern Aerial Mineral Sur-

vey, Ltd., of Canada, who will use them

as land and seaplanes to explore the vast

undeveloped sections of northern Canada.

The first of an order for four Fokker

Super-Universal monoplanes has been de-

livered to National Parks Airways, Inc., of

Salt Lake City, Utah. It was piloted by

Arthur W. Stephenson, accompanied by A.

E. Everett, field manager of the National

Parks airport at Salt Lake City.

A new plane was added to the aircraft

equipment of the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic

expedition when a Fokker Super-Universal

left the Teterboro Airport June 23rd, on a

10,000-mile tour of the United States and

Mexico. This trip is to condition and test

the ship. The ship was piloted by Grissom

E. Haynes and George Conklin accompanied

him.

Last but not least, Gates Flying Circus

make this field their headquarters. They

have been using three Hisso Standards for

the passenger business, carrying about 2,500

passengers since the first of the year. Forty-

six students are enrolled for the ten-hour

course. Aron F. (Diablo) Krantz, well

known for his barnstorming proclivities, has

been recalled from the "road gang" to take

active charge of Gates activities in the north.

Jess Menefee is chief pilot and instructor

;

with Holmes (Texas) Sakler, assisting in

the passenger business.

Major William Brooks, former Chief of

the Nicaragua Air Service, has been ap-

pointed as general manager in charge of the

operations of the circus on tour. Lee R.

Cain has been appointed assistant general

manager. Pilots include Okey Bevins, Ches-

ter O. Vogt, and Homer Fackler.

Clyde E. Pangborn, formerly in charge

of the road outfit, is now in Paterson as

test pilot for the Gates-Day Aircraft Cor-

poration, manufacturers of the New Sand-

ard planes.

T"\REWS BROS, are now operating the

*^ Paramus Airport about one-half mile

north of Ridgewood. They are using three

ships at present, a Waco-10, rebuilt Jenny

for instruction and Swallow for photog-

raphy. Their field is well located with clear

approaches on three sides and two well

graded runways 2,000 by 2,200 feet. They
report a good business in all lines.

JOSEPH FERRARO, automobile dealer
*-* of Dover, has purchased a new Challen-

ger from Gates Aircraft, north Jersey deal-

ers for this ship, and expects to do a large

passenger carrying business from Lake
Hopatcong, this summer. Cyrille Peabody
is piloting for Ferraro.

A/TAYOR THOMAS L. RAYMOND has

announced that the first unit of the

Newark Airport will be completed on Aug-
ust 1. The total cost of the airport will be

$6,000,000, of which $1,000,000 has already

been spent. The airport covers about 350
acres and will have two runways in the pre-

vailing winds, 800 feet wide and 2,200 feet

long.

DEICH AIR TRANSPORT, organized

some months ago by Fred Reich, is do-
ing a big instruction business, 143 students

being enrolled at the present time, with num-

erous clubs also taking instruction. They

are using the old North Elizabeth Airport

in back of the Durant factory on Freling-

huysen avenue, near the Newark line. The

field is about 1,600 feet, square, with good

approach from all directions. Four Waco-lOs

are used. Capt. Bill Dickenson, world war

flier with eight of our late enemies to his

credit, is chief pilot and Billie Highes, as-

sistant instructor.

ANEW company was formed during June

to promote sight-seeing over New
York City ; it is known as the New York

Airways, Inc. F. Hamilton is president and

D. D. Johnston, chief pilot. A new trimotor

FVII Fokker provides the passengers with

all of the comforts of a pullman during the

twenty minutes around a triangular course

from the Teterboro Airport to the Statue

of Liberty, up Broadway to 125th Street

and back to Teterboro.

\ SA E. REMOND, late of the Gates

Circus and points south, has been fly-

ing with Dick Stoddart of Jersey City, who
recently purchased a new Travel Air bi-

plane.

For the past month they have been oper-

ating from the municipal airport at Pough-

keepsie, carrying 563 passengers in that time.

The ship has just been flown back to the

Pine Brook Airport where they are serv-

icing it preparatory to a long tour of the

west. Johnny Runger/ parachute jumper

and mechanic, will form the third member

of the party.

THE BELL Telephone Laboratory at

Whippany, N. J., has undertaken the

problems of regular telephone service be-

tween any point on land and an airplane in

flight, at the same time working out some

system of radio navigation of a plane in

thick weather. For this purpose they have

equipped a standard Fairchild plane as an

electrical flying laboratory. Capt. A. R.

Brooks, ex-U. S. A. instructor and gradu-

ate of M. I. T. class of 1917 is doing the

piloting. E. L. Nelson, of the Operations

Development Laboratory and former ex-

perimenter in radio-aviation work for the

Navy, has charge of the experiments.

"TpHE GREENACRES AIRPORT CO.

of New York City has recently opened

two new ports in New Jersey. One tract of

103 acres is at Mendham on the High Bridge

Road and the other at Lyons of 294 acres.

Both airports are being operated by the same

company which was formed by George H.
Hull and Fred C. Schley. At present a

Challenger and Jenny are being used from

Lyons with a Waco-10 at Mendham, for

passenger and instruction work.

A T Areola Airport, Hackensack, the

usual brisk business is being handled

by Fred Trautwein, American Eagle dealer.

In the past two months 837 passengers were
carried and a peek at the books showed 28
students enrolled for the ten-hour course.

Two old timers are doing the piloting and
instruction, William Diehl and Ives Mc-
Kinney of barnstorming and air mail fame.

(Continued on next page)
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THEN CHOOSE
AVIATION!

Think what Aviation offers you. Thrills such as you never had
before! The praise and plaudits of the multitude. And a chance
to get in on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!

Easy to Get Into Aviation By This Home Study [Method

ARE YOU a red-blooded, daring

he-man? Are you eager for a

life of constant thrills, constant ex-

citement and fascinating events ? Do
you crave adventure,

popularity, admiration,

and the applause of

great crowds ? Then

why not get into the

Aviation Industry —

•

the greatest adventure

since time began—the

greatest thrill ever of-

fered to man?

Aviation is growing

so swiftly that one can

hardly keep track of

all the astonishing new
developments. Air-mail routes have

just been extended to form a vast

aerial network over the entire U. S.

Airlines and airplane factories are

springing up all over the country.

Men like Henry Ford are investing

millions in the future of commercial

PICK YOUR JOB!
Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

Aeronautics in America ! The possi-

bilities are so tremendous that they

stagger imagination

!

Big Future for Young Men
Everything is set for the

greatest boom in history.

The fortunes that came out

of the automobile industry

and out of motion pictures

will be nothing compared
to the fortunes that will

come out of aviation

!

There is just one thing

holding it up—lack of

trained men ! Even in

the beginning thousands
will be needed—and gener-
ously paid. The oppor
tunities open to them can
not be overestimated
Those who qualify
quickly will find

themselves on the

road to undreamed of money

—

success—popularity—and prom-
inence !

Get into this thrilling profession at once

while the -field is new and uncrowded.
Now—by a unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic training for one

of these wonderful high salaried jobs, at

home, in spare time. Experts will teach

you the secrets—give you all the inside

facts that are essential to your success.

And. the studv of Aviation is almost as

fascinating as the actual work itself. Every
lesson is chock-full of interest—and so ab-
sorbing that you actually forget you are
studying. But best of all are the ultimate
rewards you are fitting yourself to

gam

!

Send for FREE Book
Send the coupon for our new free book,

just out

—

Opportunities in the Airplane
Industry. It is vitally interesting, reads
like a romance and tells you things about
this astonishing profession you never even
dreamed of. We offer a limited number
of copies FREE. Write for yours today.

AMERICAN
SCHOOL

OF AVIATION
Dept. 277-C

3601 Mich. Ave.
Chicago, 111.

"fox '/,/ American School of Aviation
/// Dept. 277-C. 3601 Michigan Ave

Chicago. Ml.

Without oblivion please send me
your FREE book Opportunities in the

|
Airplane Industry. Also information about your

I Home Study Course in Practical Aviation

71
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(iVWti Jersey News continued)

ADDITIONAL aerial identification will

be provided at Morristown and New-

ark by the erection of Aerovanes. Six of

these markers will be erected in the former

town with nine in and about Newark, giving

wind direction, compass bearing and name

of the community. At the same time the

Chamber of Commerce of the Oranges an-

nounced that they will paint the name', of

the respective cities on several roofs in each

of the Oranges and Maplewood.

JEROME BRADY of Bayonne recently

bought a Travel Air biplane with Sie-

mens-Hal ske engine, from Ken Unger state

distributor. This plane is being used to fa-

cilitate the inspection of his four ice storage

plants at Lake Hopatcong. Pocono Lakes,

Johnsville, Pa. and Bayonne. Brady does his

own piloting, having received his instruction

while in the experimental section of the

Navy. He will shortly add a cabin Travel

Air with Whirlwind motor.

Brady has opened his new airport at Lake

Hopatcong. This port has been put in ex-

cellent condition.

JBROWNLEY is operating from the old

• flying field at Springfield using a

Waco-9. As the field is about a half mile

from the main highway, it has taken r lot

of local advertising to build up his business.

CHARLIE (Slim) WEST has organ-

ized the Pioneer Airport in East Pater-

son, on Market Street, with a Pitcaim

Fleetwing and rebuilt Jenny. West is doing

all of the piloting and instruction work as

well as acting as a rigger ill all repair work.

ABOUT a mile down the road Joe James,

with a Hisso Travel Air monoplane,

is taking them "high wide and handsome,"

for a consideration. Sometimes we wonder

where all of the business comes from

!

KEN UNGER has established the Unger

Aircraft at Madison, N. J., with the

state agency for the Travel Air line. In the

past four months he has sold twenty Travel

Airs, has soloed seventeen students and has

about twice that number enrolled for the

ten-hour course.

*TpHE Aero Club of Atlantic City has ap-

* pointed a committee of three of its mem-
bers to work with the Crescent Air Service,

Inc., operators at Bader Field, on plans for

flying instruction courses for club members.

The Crescent company purchased a 52 by

80-foot all-steel Esline hangar, during May,

from the Esline Company of Milwaukee, to

accommodate the company's planes at Bader

Field.

TP HE North Jersey Flying Club with
* headquarters in Union City, N. J., has

purchased an improved Alexander Eagle-

rock for the use of the club's members.

Instruction in flying will be given the

members by Lieuts. Frank J. Bennett and

John L. Wilson, former army pilots, and

will continue throughout the summer and

fall seasons. Ground school lectures are

also given at the club's weekly meetings.

HAVING outgrown their first factory,

the Canvas-Leather Specialty Com-

pany- of Trenton, New Jersey, has moved

to a modern three story brick factory in

that city.

This company, while fulfilling govern-

ment contracts for some time, did not begin

its appeal to the civilian trade until last

year. It manufactures a line of flying clothes

known under the trade name of "Snappy-

Snug" which are handled both through

dealers and direct to the customer.

The increase in business from the civilian

field and the fact that the company has been

awarded the bids on a large number of both

army and navy contracts, has necessitated

this expansion.

DELAWARE AIR NEWS
By Ray Ksimm

IT ENRY BELIN DU PONT, treasurer

•* of the E. I. duPont deNemours Com-
pany, powder manufacturers, and director of

duPont Field, a private airport near Wil-

mington, has purcha&d one of the new Pit-

cairn Sport Mailwings, equipped with a

Wright Whirlwind engine.

Mr. duPont's plane is specially constructed

so that only a small compartment is left for

baggage, the gasoline tank taking up most

of the room. The plane can accommodate
only the pilot. It will carry sufficient gaso-

line to make a flight of approximately 1,000

miles.

pv U PONT FIELD, at Wilmington, the

private airport of Henry B. duPont, is

being equipped for night flying operations.

Mr. duPont has purchased a floodlight, a

flashing beacon, boundary lights, approach

lights and obstacle lights from the B. B. T.

Corporation of America, airport lighting

specialists.

PENNSYLVANIA NEWS
'TPHE distinction of having the first insu-

* ranee window in the United States with

the words ''Aviation Insurance" displayed

as part of the window sign, goes to the Phil-

adelphia department of the Independence

Fire Insurance Company.

The Independence Companies were pio-

neers in this form of insurance, having an-

nounced their "All-in-One" comprehensive

aviation coverage in July, 1926. Their list

of aircraft policy-holders constitutes a

"Who's Who" in American aviation activi-

ties. Col. Charles A. Lindbergh's new
Curtiss-Robin, has been insured by the In-

dependence Companies of Philadelphia and

underwritten by Barber & Baldwin, Inc., of

New York. Colonel Lindbergh's world-fa-

mous "We" was likewise insured by them.

In addition to the insurance carried by
Colonel Lindbergh, policies have been issued

to the following

:

Major James Fitzmaurice. Emilio Car-

ranza, United Cigar Stores Co., Royal Type-
writer Co., Universal Motion Picture Corp.,

Fox Film Corp., and such leaders in aircraft

activities as Boeing Air Transport, Inc.,

National Air Transport, Inc., Colonial Air
Transport, Inc., Western Air Express, Inc.,

Robertson Aircraft Corp., Colorado Air-

ways, Inc., American Railway Express, Ford
Motor Co., and many others.

A yf ORE than 100 Pittsburgh business and

industrial leaders left Pittsburgh on

a special train on July 12 for a three-day

visit to the flying fields and aircraft fac-

tories of New York and Long Island. The
trip was made in the interest of Pittsburgh's

planned airport and of making Pittsburgh

a center for airplane manufacture. Copies

of Aero Digest were distributed on the

special train which brought the party to

New York.

Pennsylvania Air Rule;

T OW flying over towns, cities, and crowds
' will be prohibited under the new rules

governing aeronautics in Pennsylvania, which

have been adopted by the State Aeronautics

Commission.

Airplanes may not come below 1,000 feet

over congested towns and cities and in the

rural sections they are required to stay above

500 feet, exclusive of landing and taking-off.

Flights at less than 1.000 feet may not be

made over a crowd.

The commission provides for four classes

of pilots and demands the licensing of air-

ports and landing fields in its regulations,

designed to increase the safety of flying,

which became effective July 1.

Acrobatic flying is prohibited over towns

and cities at less than 1,000 feet and over

civil airways stunt fliers must remain above

2,000 feet. Aviators carrying passengers for

hire are not allowed to stunt. Except when

it is necessary for the safety of passengers

or the pilot, the dropping of any objects from

an aircraft is prohibited. The transportation

of explosives also is banned, except when it

is necessary for signalling, unless special per-

mits are granted by the Secretary of Internal

Affairs.

Learners' permits for student fliers will be

granted for a period of ninety days and none

will be granted to those under sixteen years

of age. These permits are to be granted only-

after the applicant has passed the physical

examination prescribed by the Department of

Internal Affairs.

The four classes of pilots' licenses are

:

transport pilot, requiring at least 200 hours

of solo flying ; limited commercial pilot, re-

quiring at least 200 hours of solo flying but

in a limited flying area : -industrial pilot, re-

quiring at least 500 hours of solo flying

;

private pilot, requiring at least ten hours of

solo flying.

Transport pilots may fly aircraft carrying

passengers or property for hire and are the

only pilots permitted to instruct students.

Limited commercial pilots may operate com-

mercial planes in limited districts. Private

pilots cannot transport passengers or freight

nor instruct students for pay.

The commission has designated two classes

of mechanics. These are engine mechanics

and airplane mechanics. Mechanics attempt-

ing to repair planes and not holding a Penn-

sylvania license are liable to a fine.

Airports and landing fields will be licensed

according to equipment, size and night flying

facilities. All aircraft must have painted on

the fuselage the Pennsylvania license number
preceded by the letter "P" enclosed in a

keystone. A-

imt
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Costes and LcBrix in their Breguet
t
Type XIX^ plane.

Wide World Photot

Even in the Far East

they are using SOCONY
TOKYO to Hanoi, 2,500 miles, the long-

est non-stop flight in the Far East was

made by Costes and LeBrix on their round-

the-world trip. They made it on Socony

Aviation Gasoline.

These daring French aviators used So-

cony for the same reasons that induce

thousands of flyers in New York and New

England to use it. It is safe and dependable.

It is tested 13 times to insure absolute

flying protection. The 54 years of refining

experience of Standard Oil Company of

New York stand back of every gallon.

Play safe, with Socony. Fill your tank

with Socony Aviation Gasoline, and lubri-

cate your motor with Socony Aircraft Oil.

When flying in the Southwest look for the products of Magnolia Petroleum

Company, and on the Pacific Coast use the products of General Petroleum

Corporation. These are two important subsidiaries of Standard Oil

Company of New York, selling Socony quality gasoline and motor oil.

SOCDNY
REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

AVIATION GASOLINE—AIRCRAFT OIL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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NEW ENGLAND NEWS
By George W. Hambltn

WE witnessed the expenditure of twenty

thousand dollars of the tax-payers'

money in an attempt to "entertain" Bill

Stultz, Slim Gordon and Amelia Earhart.

We may not know a whole lot about recep-

tions, but we're here to state that it must be

an awful strain on the boys and girls who

might happen to fly an ocean to have to sit

and hear the same old line of drivel for a

couple of hours. Slim Gordon told the

writer that he'd appreciate it a whole lot

more if the money was spent on the orphan

airport that sits on the marshes at Jefferies

Point, and give the. people of Boston some-

thing to cheer about.

\7ES, gentle reader, we have advanced one

* inch toward getting an airport for our-

selves, and it does look as though we'll soon

get an airport. Mayor Nichols has signed

the lease of the airport from the State. The

Army is moving down to the southeastern

corner of the present filled area, .regardless

of what the city of Boston does, and will

have their hangars taken down after Sep-

tember first. That will eliminate one hazard

from the present field.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Chandler

Hovey, Boston broker, we have had the

north and south runway at Boston length-

ened to 2,100 feet, a B. B. T. floodlight in-

stalled and now we are assuming the im-

portance of an airport.

THE Boston Airport Corp. comes to bat

with several news items of importance,

the first of which is the washing out of

OXX motored ships as flying school planes.

The new era ushers in Whirlwind engines

in Travel Airs for student instruction.

Next we had two carloads of OXX Travel

Airs delivered. One carload of four was

set up by the O'Toole brothers, Walter and

Johnnie, who are the works in the Beacon

Air Service. The other four planes were

flown in from Wichita by Capt. C. E. Hodge

and Lieut. Bob Nagle of Boston, Charlie

Landers and A. J. Wadlow of Wichita.

Then there is the new Fairchild monoplane

being set up on pontoons for work along the

coast summer resorts.

Next is the re-opening of the Nantucket

Air Line. Trips are made down on Fridays,

and back on the following Mondays. Lieut.

Ralph T. Wickford is the pilot, and he flies

his sweetheart, the Stinson "Miss Nantuc-

ket" on the run. Mechanic Bob Mc Curdy

is down on the island keeping the ship per-

colating, and William "Down Wind," also

"Moth," Eaton is also down there taking

care of the business end of it.

Operations Manager B. F. Billings will

leave for Detroit August first to get the

whys and wherefores of the corporation's

new Ford trimotor to he delivered Septem-

ber 1.

The Whirlwind Travel Air that won the

Ford Reliability Tour in 1926 has been re-

built, and is struting its stuff as of old.

Fred Ames' old Whirlwind job has also been

rebuilt, and has the pilot's seat in front,

with provisions for photographic work from

tl»' rear cockpit, student instruction, and

what not.

Capt. LeRoy "BonB/m" De Arce

All in all, the old Airport Corp. is still

showing the youngsters how it is done. And
I almost forgot to state that Emerson Car-

penter has received his transport license,

and August O. Pabst has been appointed as-

sistant to Billings. Frank Le Man, of Hud-

son Airways fame back in twenty-one or so,

flying MF and HS boats, is now traffic sales

manager.

r\OWN in Revere, on Squire Road, is a

*^ gang of boys who are beginning to go

places and do things. We are referring to

the Old Colony Airways Corp. Capt. Le-

Roy Pon Ton deArce, whose smiling face

beams on you from this page, is chief pilot

for Old Colony, and here's the rest of the

personnel : Edmund F. Fischer, president

;

E. j, Radasch, Jr., vice president and trea-

surer, Capt. de Arce, chief pilot, Mike Har-

low, pilot, and Johnnie Polando,- chief of

maintenance.

Old Colony has two Eaglerocks and a

Ryan Brougham on the line. They are deal-

ers for eastern Massachusetts for these two

ships. New hangars are being erected on

the airport and a north and south runway is

being surveyed.

qpOM CROCE, the last of the old fash-

* ioned barnstormers around Boston, has

hung his "Canoriole" and "Roumanian
Hearse" and "Avrox" up for keeps, and has

bought him a Challenger.

-IV7" A. "BILL" WARWICK, of M. I. T.

• » 'Flying Club, and his wife, Dorothy,

the first girl to go solo at the airport here,

have left for Bill's home in Flint, Mich.,

where, with Cobham Noyes and John Ivan-

off, they will organize Skyways Inc. of

Michigan. Bill expects to have Stearmans

and Challengers on the line, and has a War-
ner engine due for delivery about August 1.

The Warner will be installed in a Chal-

lenger and then entered in the coast-to-coast

air race in conjunction with the National

Air Races at Los Angeles.

CKYWAYS, INC., has come along fast

^ since they began operations. Two Chal-

lengers and a Stearman are being operated,

and two Monocoupes have recently been

flown in lor demonstration purposes. Croc-

ker Snow, Ted Kenyon, Charlie Emerson and

Olcott Payson are the pilots, George "Mike"

Barry and Danny Duggan are the ballyhoo

artists. Then there's Bob Fuller, who acts as

general handy man around, the ships, and

Mr. Townsend, who is the works in the Cop-

ley-Plaza office of the company.

Skyways has opened two fields, one in

Lawrence and the other in Wareham, down
on the Cape. Business at both fields has

been good. Payson flies at Lawrence and

Emerson at Wareham.

Who's Who at Muller Field

*npHIS month we will break away from

Boston, and hop down to Revere, where

we find our old friend Bon Bon de Arce

strutting his stuff for the Old Colony Air-

ways Corp. Bon Bon has again got the

chance to show his swell clothes, because the

company has recently purchased a Ryan
Brougham. This boy de Arce, you know, is

the flying Beau Brummel—the example par

excellence of what the well-dressed pilot will

wear. Anyway, with the help of a little Old

Crow, we finally got a story out of him, and

you can have it as Bon Bon gave it to me.

Capt. de Arce says he was born in the

month of March, but he has forgotten the

year. He was educated at St. Josephs Acad-

emy and the Sacred Heart College, San

Francisco, Calif. Next came Ground School

in 1917, at the University of California, and

the Fourth Class claimed him for its own.

After struggling through ground school,

Bon Bon went to Wilbur Wright Field,

where he soloed without busting his right

eyebrow. Then came Ellington Field, Hous-

ton, Texas, and Tolliver Field, where he

was taught aerial gunnery. Then the Big

Event—over the bounding seas, and de Arce

says they never bounded so much before, to

France. He returned to America in 1919,

when he was demobilized, much to the relief

of the ossifiers higher up.

Going home to California, Bon Bon flew

a bit for the movies, and then commercial

flying palled on him, so he re-enlisted in the

Air Service. An advanced course at Kelly

Field was next in order, in 1922. In 1923

he resigned and joined the reserves, with the

rank of Captain. Jennies weren't enough

for this boy, so he took himself down, to

Texas, where he went into the cattle busi-

ness, and had more trouble trying to make a

steer behave than he did the balkiest Jenny.

Did a bit of flying with the reserves down
there, and then the old urge to get back into

harness blasted him loose from the Lone

Star State, and he blew into New York in

1926, just when Colonial Air Transport was

opening up the Boston-New York night mail

run. He flew the first trimotor Fokker on

the night run, and served Colonial faithfully

for two years.

Now Capt. Le Roy Pon Ton "Bon Bon"

de Arce (yes, that's all his) is manager mit

operazions for de Old Colony Airwaz at Re-

were—mit helmit and giggles, too.

There you have it, gentle and perspiring

reader, that's all the dirt about this rather

colorful young man who has the long moni-

ker. And, before we close, may we say, in

all seriousness, that they don't come any

better than this lad de Arce.

(Continued on next page)
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All that you ought to know about

AVIATION-

A Comprehensive
Course in every phase
of this great industry

COMPLETE IN TWO VOLUMES

Everybody's

Aviation Guide

By Major V. W. Page
U. S. Air Corps Reserve

Teaches aviation from beginning.

Gives and answers 600 important

questions. Excellent for laymen

and beginners. Gives complete in-

formation necessary for U. S. Gov-

ernment license. Explains every

problem up to first trial flight. In-

dispensable to students and learners.

247 Pages. 140 Illustrations.

Price $2.00

MODERN
AIRCRAFT

By Major V. W. Page
U. S. Air Corps Reserve

Used as authentic reference and text

book in more than a hundred avia-

tion schools. Invaluable to pilots,

mechanics, and officials. Explains

every aircraft detail—engines, in-

struments, flying, airports, modern

planes, etc. Up to the minute. 85 5

octavo pages. 400 illustrations. 23

tables. Price $5.00.

J
UST send this coupon for a five day study of the most comprehensive aviation course

ever written—all to be known about the entire industry—condensed by an expert

and comprehensively explained and illustrated in two magnificent volumes.

For Beginners, Experts, Students, Fliers,

Mechanics, Builders and Owners
In Modern Aircraft and Everybody's Aviation Guide

Enclose No Money
This convenient coupon brings either one or both

of these books to your door. Look them over for five

days. If you are not thoroughly delighted with their
wealth of information, return them to us at once for

a compjete refund.

Just Send the Coupon
Fill in the coupon and mail it at once. When the

books arrive you will be so pleased with their com-
prehensive, clear and thorough treatment of the en-
tire field of aviation that you will be convinced that
they are an amazing bargain at this low price. Fill

in the coupon and put it m the mails right now!

Major Victor W. Page, a distinguished technical
engineer, flier and instructor, gives from his years of
experience all the information necessary in connec-
tion with modern aviation. 1102 pages. 540 illustra-
tions. Two great books. The advanced flier uses them
as an authoritative reference; more than a hundred
schools use them for text books; beginners use them
to get the background and groundwork necessary for
an intelligent start in any branch of aviation.

Teaches the Flier and the Builder
All the Facts

These two books should be the first and most im-
portant on every aviation bookshelf. They head the
list of authorities. Examine them for five days. Make
your own decision after you hold them in your hands.

NORMAN A. HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
2 West 45 th Street, N. Y. City, N. Y.

NORMAN A. HENLEY PUB. CO.,

2 West 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

VALUABLE
COUPON

Gentlemen:—Send me EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE and MODERN AIRCRAFT for 5 days' examina-
tion. Upon delivery 1 will pay the postman $7.00 plus delivery charges, and will return the books within
five days for complete refund, or keep them and pay nothing more.

|

Check here if you wish FREE Booklet describing all Henley Publications.

Send to

Addr.

NOTE—If you wish only one of these books, write title preferred in margin below. If you
order, we will pay postage.
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(Nezv England News continued)

HAVING received their first Lincoln-

Page, the Pilgrim Air Service, Inc.,

has begun operations. They intend to oper-

ate from the Boston Airport and are also

looking for a field out of town, that being

the favorite habit of the boys in these parts

right now. Last month we gave the names

of two of the "boys in Pilgrim, and now we

will let you have the whole works. Albert

J. Anderson is president of the corporation,

Francis B. Masterson is vice president,

Louis C. Billotte is treasurer and Joseph A.

Dunn is secretary. Lieut. Stanley E. Beck,

of the 101st Observation Squadron, M. N. G.,

is chief pilot.

THE BAY STATE Flying Service, hav-

ing demonstrated their Meteorplane at

both the Lowell and Springfield Air Meets,

are having it set up down at Muller Field,

as \vc are writing this, and L'!:_:t. Adolph

M. Backstrom, chief pilot for the company

is expected to test-hop it in a few days.

Fred Pereira keeps on signing up students

—he has seventy-five students on the books

now.

Two Hisso Amer. -an Eagles are on their

way, one for the Bay State and the other

for the Amesbury Airways.

ELLIOT ROLLINS dropped in the other

day to tell us what he is doing down

on Prior's Airport at South Easton. The

airport is located six miles north of Taun-

ton, on the main road to Bridgeport and the

Cape. Rollins Aerial Service is composed

of Elliot Rollins, president, William Renard,

field director and Dick Engel, chief pilot.

Lieut. Leo Tracey was flying instructor until

he signed up with the Springfield Airport

bunch so now Engel takes care of the whole

thing himself. The company is dealer for

Eaglerock and Ryan planes for the Cape Cod

district.

THE Third Annual New England Avia-

tion Exposition will be held at the

Mechanics Building, Boston, October 1-6.

The exposition is under the direction of

Daniel Rochford, aviation editor of the

Boston Evening Transcript, who directed

the New England Aviation Expositions in

Boston in 1925 and 1927.

As in 1927 the exposition will be held in

conjunction with the annual Boston Radio

Show directed by Sheldon H. Fairbanks.

The two shows are in separate though ad-

joining halls and one ticket admits to both.

The Advisory Committee of the exposition

consists of : Gov. Ralph O. Brewster of

Maine ; Gov. Huntley N. Spaulding of New
Hampshire ; Gov. John E. Weeks of Ver-

mont ; Gov. Alvan T. Fuller of Massachu-

setts ; Gov. John H. Trumbull of Connecticut

;

Gov. Norman E. Case of Rhode Island

;

Asst. Sec. of the Navy Edward P. Warner;

Porter Adan s, National Aeronautic Asso-

ciation; Maj. Gen. John F. O'Ryan, Colonial

Air Transport, Inc.; Maj. Gen. Preston

Brown. U. S. A., commanding First Corps

Area; Rear Adm. Philip Andrews, U. S. N.,

commanding First Naval District.

SPRINGFIELD NOTES
By Henry P. Lewis

~y*HREE good sized landing fields are now
*• in daily use in Springfield and a fourth

is projected to be ready by next spring. The
fourth field is being developed under the

guidance of Congressman Henry L. Bowles

and public spirited citizens.

^JORTHEAST AIRWAYS, INC., has

taken over the planes and business of

the Springfield Airlines, Inc., and Harry

Hermann, chief pilot, continues as president

of the new company. Swallow airplanes are

distributed by the concern in New England

and the company is also handling American

Eagles and Challengers in this vicinity.

SPRINGFIELD'S three entries in the na-

^ tional model airplane contest held at

Detroit in conjunction with the Air Olympics

brought home medals. One of them also

brought home a check as winner of sixth

place in the scale model contest and a scale

model entered by a fourth Springfield boy

won third place which carried with it a gold

medal and a substantial check.

Interest in model airplane building and

flying is to be fostered throughout the year

and plans are already in process of forma-

tion for the organization of classes in aero-

dynamic theory and practice, airplane de-

sign and construction. The classes will.be

conducted by your correspondent who di-

rected the Springfield model airplane contest

and is a reserve Naval aviator.

Springfield Air Pageant
QIMPLE, yet impressive ceremony marked
^ the formal dedication of the newly de-

veloped Springfield Airport at Fisk Park,

June 30. The five-day pageant was staged

under the auspices of the Springfield Aerial

Pageant Company, and the Springfield Air-

port, Inc.

There was a crowded program of speed,

obstacle and relay races, balloon bursting,

bomb dropping and stunting.

Connecticut's flying governor, John H.
Trumbull, paid a flying visit to assist in the

dedication. Attorney Thos. P. Shea, past

commander of Springfield Legion, was chair-

man. Dr. Wm. A. R. Chapin gave the dedi-

catory address.

The pilots and ships at the airport were

:

George J. Haven and Albert Sesjardins of

Worcester,. Waco
; James A. Kearn and

Leonard Povey of Springfield, Eaglerock

;

Capt. Earl W. Fleet of Hartford, Army O-
11; Lieut. Harry Copland, Consolidated; J.

J. Rogerson and W. H. Collins, Springfield,

Ryan Brougham
; Joseph Lyman and Joseph

Ballum, Northampton, Eaglerock; Samuel
and George Rowlandson, Lowell, Waco

;

Gordon K. Berry, Worcester, Waco; State

Inspector Robert L. O'Brien of Boston and

Federal Inspector Winthrop Sargeant,

Holyoke, Fairchild cabin plane; George K.

Wilson, Manchester, Waco; Howell Bayles,

Pittsfield, Command-Aire ; Lieut. F. C.

Wolfe, Mitchel Field, Ol-B; Lewis J. Davis,

Hartford, Travel Air ; Lieut. B. J. Peaslee of

Mitchel Field, Ol-B; Lincoln B. Field and

Charles P. O'Connor, Northampton, Eagle-

rock.
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CpiainTalks
J- on Fine Bearings
No. 2—Quality is a bearing—like ability

in an aviator—is not apparent upon mere
superficial contact. It is revealed only
under the stress of trial. Its higher worth
stands out when emergency calls. It

proves itself when the supreme test must
be met.

Can any price difference ever justify the
use, in an airplane, of a bearing of doubt-
ful dependability? With performance
records pointing the way infallibly to

bearings of proved dependability, can a

small price saving ever excuse a failure?

Experience has long since established

the fact that, with NORMA-HOFFMANN
Precision Bearings, "the difference in

service is far greater than the difference

in price."

h
Lindbergh

MaitZand

Chamberlin

Hegenberger
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FLORIDA AIR NEWS
By Johnson Wright

VERN SPEICH, vice president of the

Zenith Aircraft Corporation, landed his

International F-17 on the 54th Street air-

port on July 8th completing a 3,670-mile

air trip from Newport Beach, California.

The total flying time for the trip was 39

hours S minutes. Speich, a member of the

Elks Lodge of Riverside, Cal., flew to Mi-

ami to attend the Elks national convention.

This ship is the first International in this

part of the state and it has been admired by

many.

Among those who flew to Miami for the

Elks national convention were Johnny Green

of St. Petersburg, who arrived in his Eagle-

rock and George Alrich, who came in from

Lake Worth in his Seagull.

THE St. Augustine airport should be

ready for use by August 1st according

to reports just received. The securing of a

modern airport for St. Augustine is mostly

due to the work done by the Junior Cham-

ber of Commerce.

Efforts are being made by the Gainesville

Chamber of Commerce to have the Board

of Control of State Lands deed to the city

a section of the Florida Farm Colony near

the city for an airport. A petition has been

prepared and will be presented to the board

at its next meeting at Tallahassee.

/^iLENN H. CURTISS, pioneer aviator

and founder of the Curtiss Company,

has announced plans for the construction

of a new one-wheel amphibian. The design

is covered by a patent Mr. Curtiss secured

before the war.

Mr. Curtiss advised that the new ship

will resemble the Seagull, will accommodate

three passengers and pilot, and will be pow-

ered with a 170 h.p. radial engine. The

first ship will be built by the Curtiss Com-

pany on Long Island but subsequent ones

will be manufactured in Miami according

to present plans.

CT. AUGUSTINE will soon have a mod 1

*^ ern, standard airport. The Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce is carrying out a plan

that is indeed a good one. A site 2y2 miles

southwest of the heart of the city has been

secured together with considerable adjoin-

ing land. 132 acres have been set aside for

the airport and the surrounding land divided

into small parcels which are being sold for

a sum sufficient to cover the cost of the

land and preparation of the port together

with the purchase of the necessary equip-

ment.

'TPHE Florida Flying School, Coral Gables

Airport, was organized June 11th by

Ben Jones, Ernest Robinson, and S. A. Shou-

maker. The school got away to a good

start with twelve active students enrolled

the first two weeks. Robinson, who is chief

instructor, is a former R.A.F. pilot and is

very popular with the students and pilots.

The same organization has the Waco dis-

tributorship for Southeastern Florida.

THE Moore Aero Supply Company has

recently added an engine test stand.

This company is now equipped to furnish

anything in the nature of repairs or over-

haul of aircraft and engines in the Miami

district.

THE Waco seaplane of the Chalk School

of Aviation is again in the air after a

complete overhaul and repainting at the

Moore Aero Supply Co. The fuselage is

painted a dark blue while the wings are

finished in a Chinese yellow.

ANOTHER attempt at emulating bird

flight failed when Capt. George White's

ornithopter crashed on St. Augustine Beach

while attempting a flight during the after-

noon of June 16th. Capt. White was un-

hurt and reported shortly after that he

would return to Stony Brook, Long Island,

and build another.

WORK on the new 130-acre airport of

the Pan American Airways at Miami

is progressing rapidly and should be ready

for use before the middle of August. The

Pan American leased the field with an op-

tion to buy and their plans call for an ex-

penditure of approximately $50,000 in pre-

paring the field and the construction of

hangars and other buildings. Capt. J. E.

Whitbeck, airport engineer, is in charge.

NEW ORLEANS NEWS
By Harold A. Dempsey

THE formal opening of the Menefee air-

port was celebrated by an elaborate air

fete attended by some 10,000 people. The

new port gives New Orleans a flying field

within a few minutes ride of the heart of the

city and its opening was featured by air-

plane maneuvers, stunt flying and safety

demonstrations.

Many planes from various sections of the

south were on hand to help in celebrating

the opening of the new field. Three ships

came from Fort Crockett at Galveston,

Texas, and represents the third attack group

of the United States army. Lieut. E. C.

Robbins was in command of the flight and

others making up the party were : Capt.

C. E. Brenn of the medical corps, Lieuts. J.

L. Hitchings, G. H. Macnair, A. M. Kelly

and Pvt. H. N. Scales. Maxwell Field at

Montgomery, Alabama, was represented by

five airplanes in command of Lieut. R. C.

Wriston. Other pilots and visitors with him

were : Lieuts. Herman Woollard, Robert

Ashley, D. D. Arnold, Reuben Kyle, J. J.

Powers, Tech. Sgt. G. H. Fisher, Staff Sgt.

W. P. Miller, Tech. Sgt. R. E. Choote and

Joseph Liner.

Three planes from the navy flying base at

Pensacola, Florida, were piloted by Lieuts.

L. C. Lawbaugh, G. Van Deurs and D. S.

Cornwell.

Among privately owned planes on the

field for the celebration were those of : G.

M. Jones, Hammond, La.
; J. Winston, Re-

serve, La. ; A. D. Kellogg, Meridian, Miss.

;

E. T. Centanie, New Orleans ; G. N. Ricks

of the Crescent City Airways and Edgar G.

Smith of New Orleans.

The Menefee Airways, Inc., proprietors

of the new field was organized several

months ago to engage in commercial air-

plane transportation, aerial photography and

other airplane activities. Its officers are J.

C. Menefee, president ; Robert Bauman,

secretary-treasurer and James R. Wedell,

vice president and manager.

TT'RAME work for the aviation beacon to

•1 be known as the Jung Hotel Light, has

been completed and it is expected that the

light will be in operation within another

month. It will be a revolving beacon of

8,000,000 candlepower and will be visible to

planes from a distance of 35 miles.

HE Louisiana legislature has passed two

laws affecting aviation throughout the

state. Municipalities are given the right by

one of the bills to expropriate property to

be donated to the federal government for

aviation purposes. The other bill requires

all aviators carrying passengers to have

aviators' licenses.

*TpHE St. Tammany-Gulf Coast Airways

of New Orleans has been awarded the

contract for carrying mail from New Or-

leans via Houston and San Antonio to

Brownsville or Laredo, Texas, at $1 per

pound. The service will connect with the

air mail service to be established by the

Mexican government from the American

border to Mexico City. It will mean a di-

rect mail service by air from Boston via

New York City, Atlanta and New Orleans

to Mexico City.

*TpHE Young Men's Business Club has

voted unanimously in favor of a $2,-

000,000 municipal bond issue for the con-

struction of an airport that will be in keep-

ing with the size and importance of the

port of New Orleans. A committee has

been named to handle the matter. It con-

sists of William N. DeWald, Lewis Bour-

geois. A. Adair Watters and Victor Grima.

WEST VIRGINIA NEWS
'T, HE Parkersburg Aero Club has been

incorporated as the Parkersburg Aero

Corporation and has leased a landing field

southeast of the city.

The club at present is the owner of three

planes. Pilot Ted Matthews, and his

brother, Christy, have been secured as pilot

and field mechanic respectively. The club

will be given special privileges at the muni-

cipal airport to be opened in the near future.

Visiting airmen are invited to drop down
at the field pending the opening of the city

airport. Repairs can be made at the club

field as there is a licensed rigger and a li-

censed mechanic there at all times. Free

transportation to and from the city of Park-

ersburg will be available. Ships coming

in from the west follow the Little Kanawha
river from its junction with the Ohio about

two and one-half miles to the field on the

southeast side.
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A NEW, IMPROVED

GOGGLE
All the good features of

the best goggles incor-

porated in this DeLuxe

Model.

Maximum vision, curved

lenses, optically correct,

soft, hollow rubber cush-

ions, clog proof ventilator

in frame.

AIR-ZIP-ONS
(Improved Flying Suit)

Corded, white gabar-

dine, absolutely

non-rip.

Genuine hookless zip-

pers on chest and
legs.

Windproof elastic
wristlets.

Tailored to fit; not

an overall.

Six large pockets.

Adjustable patent
ring belt.

Side slits with zip-

pers to get to in-

side pants pockets.

Silk embroidered
wing insignia.

$9.00, all sizes from
3 6 to 46

AIR TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT, Inc.

Carle Place, L. I., N. Y. ^
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TENNESSEE AIR NEWS
IT takes C. A. Griffith 30 minutes to get

to the railroad station from his home in

Knoxville, Tenn. It takes him 30 minutes

to fly in his Whirlwind Waco from his

front yard landing field to his mine at Pru-

den, Tenn., on top of which he has a field.

And such a field ! It is about 800 feet long,

the upper end of which lies on quite a slope

of the mountainside, and is not wider than

100 feet at any point.

Griffith first began to fly to and from his

mine eight years ago. Walter J. Carr was

his pilot then, and they used a Standard.

Next Jim Ray, now with Pitcairn, was his

pilot, and a Canuck was used.' Ben Faulk-

ner and Frank Andre, now of the Knoxville

Aero Corporation, flew with him, using a

Canuck. Then Griffith bought a Waco-9 and

recently, obeying his hankering for a little

more power to climb out of the hills faster,

he bought a Whirlwind Waco from the Em-
bry-Riddle company, Lunken airport.

Throughout the winter of 1927-28 he has

used the plane constantly, and bad weather

has forced him to use the train only four

times.

Griffith is active in aviation at Knoxville.

He is endeavoring to have the municipal

airport established on an island in the Ten-

nessee river, two and one-half miles from

the post office.

McCONNELL FIELD
Nashville, Tennessee

A LTHOUGH McConnell field, Nash-

ville's new airport, has not been offi-

cially dedicated, it is completed so far as

its service to the cause of aviation is con-

cerned. The 105th Observation Squadron,

Tennessee National Guard, has already

moved its hangars and planes to the field,

and it is being used regularly by resident

commercial pilots and commercial planes en

route from Chicago and the Middle West to

Atlanta, Ga., and Florida.

A sky sign with the letters "Nashville"

and a white arrow pointing in the direction

of the field has been erected by the Amer-

ican Banks of Nashville on the roof of the

15-story American Trust Company build-

ing, the highest in the city.

McConnell field is named in memory of

the late Lieut. Brower McConnell, of the

105th Observation Squadron, who lost his

life in bombing maneuvers over Langley

field, Va., in the summer of 1927. It is

located on a 130-acre tract of land four

miles from the city, and just off West End

avenue.

The runways traverse the field from

southeast to northwest and from southwest

to northeast. The first is 1,800 feet in

length and the latter 1,500 feet. Two han-

gars of steel construction, 175 by 66 feet,

are located on the northeast corner of the

field. There is a 20-foot space between each

hangar that has been roofed and made into

a tool and machine shop.

Besides being headquarters for the 105th

Observation Squadron, it is the home port

for the Nashville Air Transit Corporation

and the McCollough Aircraft Company. The

Dixie & Northern Air Lines will use the

field when its planes start on regular sched-

ule between Chicago and Atlanta.

LOUISIANA AIR NEWS
WORK has been completed on Selman

Field at Monroe, La., making this an

up-to-date airport for all commercial flying.

The field is three miles east of the heart

of the city and contains 140 acres of level

terrain. It is equipped with a concrete and

brick hangar with steel truss roof, 100 feet

by 100 feet.

This field was devised and constructed by

the Ouachita Parish and its management

turned over to the Huff Daland Dusters,

Inc. The principal organization work and

many of the details for the establishment of

this field were handled by Mr. Travis Oliver,

president of the Central Savings Bank and

Trust Company of Monroe.

On Selman Field the Huff Daland Dust-

ers, Inc., are also operating a flying school.

Among their pupils is practically the entire

bank staff of the Central Savings Bank and

Trust Company.

ALABAMA AIR NEWS
By Robert H. Brown

'TpHE Anniston post of the American

Legion recently sponsored a campaign

to have the name of the town painted on

several of the buildings, directing aviators

to the airport there.

'TpHE Thirty-first Division of the Air

Corps at Roberts Field, Birmingham,

discussed plans at a banquet last month for

the summer camp at Mobile from August 5

to 9. They also pledged support to the United

States Air Force Association. Policies of

the association were told by Lieut. Donald

Beatty, director of the Alabama division of

the association.

Three new bureaus of the United States

Air Force Association have been appointed

in the South, according to W. O. Browne,

director of the Southern Division of the As-

sociation, with headquarters in Birmingham.

The bureaus are to be located at Atlanta,

Anniston, Ala., and Mobile, Ala.

Palmer Gailard has been selected as di-

rector of the chapter at Mobile. Directors

for the other two bureaus are to be selected.

RICHMOND, VA., NEWS
WITH the aim of giving the students an

opportunity to study aviation in both

its theoretical and practical aspects the Uni-

versity of Richmond has formed a flying

club. J. Day Lee, jr., R.- R. Patterson and

L. S. Cooper were instrumental in its forma-

tion and are the charter members of the club.

The club has been given the hearty coopera-

tion of many men prominent in the aeronauti-

cal field and has as its honorary committee

V. S. Lawrence, jr., S. P. Ryland, Col.

McAdams, E. B. Sydnor, Mayor J. Fulmer

Bright, Gov. Harry F. Byrd, and Com-
mander Richard E. Byrd.

KENTUCKY AIR NEWS
THE Aero Club of Kentucky is endeavor-

ing to get Kentucky's outlying towns

to set aside fields for airports. The towns

are requested to paint the name on a suitable

building with arrows and distance to field

;

mark center of field with 80-foot circle
;
put

up wind indicator ; maintain fiield in such a

manner as to permit airplanes to land and

take off ; form a chapter of the Aero Club

of Kentucky with at least ten members en-

listed.

H. L. Gentry was appointed chairman of

the airport committee and has addressed civic

clubs in several Kentucky towns. As a re-

sult the Eastland Field at Harrodsburg was

formally dedicated on June 16th. Six planes

were flown from Louisville in formation and

landed on the Eastland Field. Dedicatory

addresses were made and the newly formed

Harrodsburg chapter of the club entertained.

The following club members flew from

Louisville to Harrodsburg : Lieuts. J. A.

Ellison ; W. Sidney Park, secretary and

treasurer; C. A. Shields; Capt. L. S. Vance,

vice-president
;

Sergeant Chester Lampkin

;

H. L. Gentry, director and chairman of air-

ports ; and Col. Lucien Beckner.

Photo courtesy 165(7i Photo Sec.

McConnell Field at Nashvil.e, ± ennessee.
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Nine\ears Ago this Man Piloted

the First PlaneAcross theAtlantic

Walter
Hinton

was pilot of the NC-4.

first plane to successfully

cross the Atlantic. He

was the first man to fty

from North to South

America. He is the first

and only world-famous

flyer to give home-study

students the benefit of his

experience. During the

War he was a crack flying

instructor for the Navy.

He knows how to teach

men the practical way.

He gives you your foun-

dation for real success and

a real future in Aviation.

Get his Free Book—TO-
DAY.

Do You
Know . • •

that America already has

over 1,000 airports and

landing fields in active

operation? S3 concerns

are manufacturing planes.

A combination airline-rail-

way transcontinental ser-

vice will begin shortly.

Big plans for regular

trans - Atlantic passenger

lines are being completed.

Planes many times larger

than any ever seen are un-

der construction right

now. Trained men are

needed to operate, service

and sell. The Industry of

the Century is just be-

ginning! Get ahead in

Aviation before Aviation

gets ahead of you!

Today 400,000 Miles of Flight are
Behind the Training He Offers YOU
T DEUT. WALTER HINTON

—

first trans-Atlantic pilot of

them all— is ready to train YOU
for Aviation. He is ready to give

you the benefit of his years of flying

experience— more than 400,000

miles of flight, over land and sea,

over jungle and civilization. He is

ready to give you the benefit of his

proved ability to fit men for Avia-
tion—proved in War days when
the U. S. Navy chose him for

one of its crack instructors,

proved today when his students

are stepping into important jobs

and important futures in the In-

dustry. He will give you your

Groundwork

—

right at home—
for a real job in the air or on the

ground.

He teaches you every inch of a

plane. He shows you exactly

hotu each part works, and why
it works. In clear, simple lan-

guage and hundreds of photographs he

gives you a brass tacks knowledge of
motors, plane design and construction, instruments,

theory of flight—everything. He shows you
where and how to get into the Industry. You get

the right facts and all the facts about Aviation To-
day—in practical form that you can turn into

CASH!
Hinton's Free Book brings you full details on how
to get into Aviation and how to put yourself in

line for its richest, biggest opportunities. Use the

coupon—NOW!

Hinton's Free Book
Shows You HOW

This book i ing keen

its best jobs—ho

how t

t then
. casb-i

learn Av
selves for
on toda.
Whether you want to fly or want on
of the more than 40 Big-Pay jobs o
the ground, get the Facts First. Hin
ton's book brings them. The coupo.
brings your copy. Mail it NOW!

Aviation Institute

of U. S. A.
Walter Hinton, Prei.

1115 Conn. Ave.

a Washington, D. C.

Rush toWashing-ton

!

"I gave a brief

outline of your
Course to one of

Ford's pilots, flying

a Cleveland - Detroit

plane. He told me
to 'stick to it' as I

am on the right

track." J. Masek,
3561 E. 106th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

•Without your Course
end the help of your
Employment Dept. I

would, not have be-

come Sales Manager
of this company in
the short time I

have been in Avia-
tion." R. N. Dob-
bins, ML Vernon
Airways. Alexandria,

Va.

Walter Hinton, Pres.,

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.,

1115 Conn. Ave., Washington, D. C.

Dear Lieut. Hin

102-H

unde
: Send me your Free Book. Tell me how I

ght 3t home, for a real place in Aviation.

Age.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Planes and personnel ot trie Roosevelt Field Flying bcnooi, Kooacveit l-ieid, .Long Isiand, N. Y.

NEW YORK AIR NEWS
AIR ASSOCIATES, INC., have added

F. Briggs Barlow to their field force.

Barlow will travel throughout Eastern

United States to promote the numerous lines

Air Associates, Inc., are handling, and co-

operate with all airplane operators.

THE Guaranteed Garages Corporation of

Richmond Hill and Garden City has

been awarded the contract for the erection

of a steel hangar for the Associated Aero-

nautical Corp., at Jamaica Bay Airport.

This is the beginning of the Greater New
York Airport.

The Guaranteed Garages Corporation has

long foreseen the future of aviation and has

arranged a national sales force to take care

of demands in this field. Their steel build-

ings have an interlocking patented device

sheet of which the units are contructed to

prevent leaking and permit same to be taken

down and re-erected with 100 per cent, sal-

vage.

THE Aviation Engineering School is now

in larger quarters in the center of New
York City. They have recently added to

their staff Lt. Henry Sperry, who received

his flight instruction at Brooks and Kelly

Fields. Wilbur H. Williams will take charge

of their hangar on Curtiss field, where they

have several transport pilots operating.

ROOSEVELT FIELD FLYING
SCHOOL, INC., offers a complete

course of flying instruction at the famous

Roosevelt Field, Long Island, from which

the historic transatlantic flights of Lind-

bergh, Byrd, Acosta, Chamberlin and Levine

have been made. The course is under the

supervision of capable and experienced pilots

using the most modern equipment.

The management provides parachutes of

the type approved and used by the U. S.

Government, which must be worn by both

students and instructors during flight. Planes

and motors are subjected to rigid inspection

daily.

Courses in cross-country flying and acro-

batics are available to those desiring same,

in addition to the regular ten-hour course.

Lieut. H. B. Clarke is manager of the

school. Paul J. Lannin, owner of the field,

is president.

npHE first model of the new Rainbow
beacon has been permanently installed at

Mitchel Field, Long Island, after a series of

tests extending over a year under all kinds

of weather conditions.

The new Rainbow beacon is a luminous,

glowing light, generating the equivalent of

500,000,000 candlepower through electrified

gas-filled tubes. During the testing period,

the new light successfully penetrated fog and

heavy mist for over 25 miles and in clear

weather the orange-red glow was plainly

visible to fliers from 70 to 80 miles distant.

It is not' in the form of a searchlight but is

an open lamp which, in addition to its tre-

mendous penetrating range, will diffuse light

over the entire landing field and can also be

used to flash code signals to fliers en route.

The inventor of the Rainbow beacon is

Ray R. Machlett, 26 years old, son of the

late Robert Machlett, the first manufacturer

of Roentgen tubes in America. Young Mach-

lett is head of the laboratories of Rainbow

Luminous Products, Inc., and has developed

the present beacon from the commercial

tube-lighting adapted by his company for

outdoor illumination.

CHRISTY MATHEWSON, son of the

late "Big Six" pitcher of the New York

Giants, is the leading juvenile in WGY's
weekly aviation playlets broadcast from the

Schenectady Airport. Mathewson is a stu-

dent engineer of the General Electric Com-

pany and recently made his first solo flight.

Members of the Schenectady Airport Staff

and Mathewson have been engaged by WGY
to broadcast this series of flying lessons in

dialogue form every Wednesday night at

8:00. The flying instructor of the playlets

is actually the flying instructor of the air-

port, Phil Lucas, with a long record of war-

time and commercial flying. Victor Rickard,

manager of the airport, has his part as does

William Luke, superintendent of the flying

school.

/~\NE of the new Loening cabin amphibians

which have been purchased by the

Canadian Transcontinental Airways was
flown from the plant. of the Loening Com-
pany in the center of New York City to the

center of Montreal in three hours and

twelve minutes. The plane was piloted by

Robert Moore. This is the second Loening

amphibian delivered to the Canadian trans-

continental Airways. It is powered with a

Pratt and Whitney 425 h.p. air-cooled en-

gine, and accommodates pilot and six pas-

sengers.

Another amphibian was delivered by air

to a unit of the International Air Service,

Ltd., at Hamilton, Ontario.

Another amphibian will be delivered to

the Elliot Air Service of Hamilton, Ontario,

the end of this month, and another has been

ordered by the Northern Aerial Minerals

Explorations, Ltd., of Toronto.

*TpHE Consolidated Instrument Company
of America, Inc., has recently been

awarded an experimental contract by the

Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Depart-

ment. This contract calls for the develop-

ment of a new type of tachometer with a

2Yn inch dial. A new altimeter will also be

developed along similar lines.

TV /I R. E. L. VAIL, vice president of the

Jaeger Watch Company, New York
City, makers of the Jaeger day Swiss-

American timepiece for motor cars and air-

planes, sailed for Europe on June 30th, for

his annual trip abroad to visit his foreign

factories and European service stations.

Jaeger factories are located in Switzer-

land, Paris and London and service stations

are maintained in such additional cities as

Brussels, Berlin and metropolitan centers.

qpHE HUDSON RIVER NIGHT LINE
* has announced its intention of selling

through tickets to Montreal in September

via boat to Albany and via airplane from Al-

bany to Montreal.

The passenger will leave here at 6 p. m
aboard a Night Line boat, arriving in Al-

bany at 5 :30 the following morning. He
will board an airplane operated by the Co-

lonial Airways at Albany at 7 a. m. and

arrive in Montreal shortly after ten. The
Night Line will also make connection at

Albany with planes leaving tor Cleveland,

Buffalo and points west.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,NEWS
By Sam Barker

K'V/'ES, maybe the lion and the lamb lay

down together, but only one of them

got up," the old darky responded when told

the proverbial story. At Boiling Field a

figurative lion and lamb literally lay down
side by side. And it was the lamb that got

up first. The Gnome-Jupiter powered Swiss

plane of Lieut. Col. Daza who stopped in

Washington en route to Bogota, Columbia,

was being serviced alongside Bob Loutt's

OX5 Challenger. Bob, the genial flying rep-

resentative of the Kendall Oil Company, was
on his way to Los Angeles for the air races

in September. He is making the trip in easy

stages and hopped off for the Municipal Air-

port at Richmond after a brief call on Major
Clarence Young and other Department of

Commerce, Aeronautics Branch, officials.

Colonel Daza, his pet jaguar and plane

took off for Langley Field, Va., a few days

later. The Colonel also is making his trip

in easy stages. (Continued on next page)
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Butler STEEL Hangars

The all steel
construction of

Butler Hangars
makes them
non-combustible.

For Durability,
Fire-Resistance

!

There is
plenty of light

for all working
conditions.

The walls are
steel. The roof is steel. The frame
is steel. The sash are steel.

The wall and roof sheets are 24
gage tight coated galvanized steel.

These sheets are bolted to the steel

frame and to each other with gal-

vanized bolts.

All sheets have deeply drawn
paneled corrugations. These cor-

rugations are deeper and wider
than ordinary mill corrugations.

This bolted construction and
paneled corrugations assure

rigidity, strength and durability,

and makes possible practically

100% salvage.

The doors operate easily because
the wheels of the doors are
equipped with roller-bearings.

The Butler Steel Hangars are
complete. They may be econom-
ically enlarged. They may be dis-

mantled, moved and re-erected
with practically 100% salvage.

Get this valuable
information

Butler Steel Hangars are avail-

able for individual planes or for

many planes. Literature and at-

tractive prices on Butler Steel
Hangars will be sent on request.

Send for full information.

Kansas City, Mo.

Butler Manufacturing Co*

Minneapolis, Minn*

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Washington, D. C. News continued)

AFIRE of undetermined origin burned

the hangar and eight planes of the

Potomac Flying Service at Hoover Field, on

the early morning of July 3. The activities

of the service, which since the first of the

year has carried almost 11,000 passengers

on sightseeing trips over Washington, were

necessarily curtailed for a while as it lost

three Fairchilds, three Berliner monoplanes

and two Travel Airs. The Flying Service is

now functioning as usual.

THE Washington Airport across the road

from Hoover Field is hopping an in-

creasing number of passengers, perhaps due

to its sign reading, "fly in sister ships to the

Spirit of St. Louis." Some of the Ryans

are to be used on the Washington-New York

passenger run to be put in regular operation

shortly by the Seaboard Airways, Inc.

The former chief pilot at Washington Air-

port, Herbert Fahy, recently resigned to take

a position with a California firm. He will

fly throughout the country demonstrating

Ryan monoplanes. His place at the airport

is being filled by Walter A. Brooks, former

Department of Commerce Inspector, who is

organizing the passenger run to New York

with Joe Boudwin in charge of operations

at the field during his absence.

ARKANSAS AIR NEWS
By Carl Olsson

THROUGH cooperation of Chambers of

Commerce, civic clubs, public officials,

railroads and persons interested in aviation,

seventy-five towns in Arkansas have been

marked for the benefit of aviators flying over

the state, according to Charles M. Taylor,

secretary of the Arkansas Real Estate As-

sociation. Taylor is a licensed pilot and

chairman of the Airport Committee of the

Little Rock Chamber of Commerce.

The marking of the towns grew out of a

week's campaign by the real estate associa-

tion which began June 10.

Three signs have been completed in Little

Rock, all with arrows leading to the Little

Rock Airport. One is on the roof of a build-

ing in the heart of the city, while the others

are on the outskirts of the city and on oppo-

site sides of the town.

One sign is believed to be the largest air

marker in the United States. It is nearly

600 feet long with letters 30 feet high and 10

feet wide. It can be seen for many miles.

The sign cost about $150 which was donated

by 15 Little Rock business men.

On two of the principal air routes across

the state, air signs have been completed in

24 towns. There are 13 completed signs on

the route from St. Louis to Texas and 11

from Memphis west across the state.

QUIPMENT to be used in the annual

encampment of the 154th Observation

Squadron, Arkansas National Guard, begin-

ning August 19, has been overhauled and is

in readiness. The encampment will be held

at Toney Field, Pine Bluff. All planes have

been overhauled. New barracks will be or-

dered at Pine Bluff for the occupation of the

penonnel of the squadron.

HpHE LITTLE ROCK Chamber of Com-
merce is planning an air tour of the

state, to he held the last week in September.

r?OUR changes recently took place in per-

* sonnel at the Little Rock Airport. Lieut.

Stanton T. Smith, adjutant for two years

at the Little Rock Air Intermediate Depot,

was transferred to Kelly Field, Sa:i Antonio.

Lieut. Wright Vermilya, operations and en-

gineering officer of the 154th Observation

Squadron, has resigned his active duties to

become factory representative of the Arkan-

sas Aircraft Company, and Lieut. James C.

Youngblood, also of the squadron, has re-

signed to become associated with the South-

ern Cotton Dusting Corporation of Tallulah,

La. Warrant Officer John Gebelin, Sr., in

charge of ordnance at the air depot, will be re-

tired from active service during a three-

months' leave which began July 1. He had

said he would not retire until another mem-
ber of his family entered the service. His

son, John Jr., entered West Point July 2.

Lieut. Joe T. Shumate of Conway has

been appointed operations and engineering

officer of the 154th Observation Sqmdron,

succeeding Lieut. Wright Vermilya, who re-

signed from active duty.

*TpHE first aviation beacon to be installed in

Arkansas was placed July 14 on the roof

of the Home Insurance Building at Little

Rock. It is a B. B. T. half-lens flash beacon,

government approved. In the event Little

Rock is designated a port of call On the pro-

posed air mail line from Louisville to Dallas,

it is probable the beacon will be made the

official beacon for Little Rock. Credit for

installing the beacon is given to Lawrence

Banks, vice-president of the Home Insurance

Company, a licensed pilot and chairman of

the aeronautical development committee of

the Little Rock Chamber of Commerce. The

beacon flashes the letter "H," four dots in

Morse code, five times a minute, with a 1,500

candlepower lamp. It is located in the down-

town business section 150 feet above the

street, and has in connection a small flood-

light pointing in the direction of the Little

Rock airport.

npHE LITTLE ROCK Chamber of

Commerce has established an air infor-

mation bureau which will include informa-

tion on airports, aviation facilities, pilots,

air markers, routes and other facts regard-

ing Arkansas aviation.

A LBERT VOELLMECKE, chief design-

ing engineer of the Arkansas Aircraft

Corporation of Little Rock, has returned

from a month's trip to Europe where he

toured aviation development centers and held

conferences with prominent persons in re-

gard to betterments for the Command-Aire,
a three-place biplane being built by his com-
pany. The company is building three planes

a week and has 35 men employed.

<TpRUMP AIRWAYS, INC., operators of

a Buhl Airsedan at the Little Rock Air-

port, has been moved to Tulsa by Clarence

A. Trump, president, and Sherman Willard,

pilot

OKLAHOMA AIR NEWS '

By Ernest W. Fair

/^vKLAHOMA now has four airplane fac-

tories with the removal of the Red
Bird Aircraft Company from Bern, Kansas,

to Oklahoma City.

The company features a three-place OX5
powered open biplane with three other

models also being built. These are a two-

place open biplane, a two-place cabin mono-
plane and a four-place cabin monoplane.

The four place cabin monoplane has a

Wright Whirlwind J5 engine while the

other models use the OX5.
E. G. Keller of Wichita is president of

the company. The other officers of the

company are : Fred Durland, Oklahoma
City, W. W. Driggs of Bern, Kansas nd

D. G. Marshall of Wichita, vice presidents;

Charles G. Lewis of Winfield, Kansas is

secretary-treasurer and D. B. Todd, Okla-

homa City, D. M. Hennessey, Oklahoma
City, and Fred D. Olmestead, Ponca City,

are other officers. Harry Frey, at one time

with the Lincoln-Page company, is chief

designer and engineer for the company.

HpHE Paul Braniff Airlines, Inc., has
*• started their Tulsa-Oklahoma City air-

line. The Stinson monoplones are making
two trips both ways, one in the morning
and one in the evening, and carrying full

capacity loads. A charge of $10 is made
for the trip, taxi service being offered at

both ends of the line.

"TpHE University of Oklahoma at Norman
* will soon have a school of aeronautics.

Tau Omega aviation fraternity, which suc-

ceeded in getting the original idea through

is now making plans for pushing the uni-

versity school.

Hp HE Oklahoma Air Transport Co. is

* completing their 12-place hangar at

the Oklahoma City airport and as soon as it

is completed will perfect plans for the state

wide air service they have been planning.

Oklahoma City is to be the hub city of the

service.

17RANK GOUGH, former automobile man,
•1 has completed work on an airplane en-

gine weighing a pound per horsepower, he

has announced and will release plans as

soon as the factory, he and his associates

are planning, is started at Oklahoma City.

'TpHE Ponca City Airways, Inc., has been

* organized at Ponca City and will begin

business immediately. A passenger line is

to be established between Ponca City and

Tulsa to use four-place Ryan monoplanes.

It will operate six days a week but will

have no connection with the present N. A. T.

mail route to Tulsa.

Mayor H. C. Mulroy, Harry Cragin, John

Flournoy, Clyde E. Muchmore, editor of the

Ponca City Daily News, W. E. Rice, dis-

trict judge, and Ed P. Souligny are backers

of the company. Flournoy is to have charge

of operations on the airline.
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%
Commanfl-AirE

A Statement of Plane Facts

!

To Owners and Prospective Owners:
The COMMAND-AIRE is "A BETTER SHIP" of advanced design, rugged con-

struction, beautiful appearance and outstanding performance. It provides the thrills and
pleasures of flying you have so often dreamed of and hoped to experience.

The purchase of a COMMAND-AIRE is a genuine compliment to the sound busi-

ness judgment and good taste of the buyer.

To Dealers and Prospective Dealers:

COMMAND-AIRE dealers are, without exception, enthusiastic and satisfied deal-

ers, because they make new friends with the sale of each COMMAND-AIRE, and in

addition find the COMMAND-AIRE sales franchise a most profitable one by virtue of

the close co-operation from the factory coupled with minimum sales resistance encoun-
tered by the COMMAND-AIRE.

First in the Air— Now First on the Air
We have just closed an advertising contract with Radio Station WIL, located at St.

Louis, Missouri, whereby the COMMAND-AIRE will be on the air daily. We believe

this is the first long term radio advertising contract made in America by any airplane

manufacturer. This is only one of the many helps given COMMAND-AIRE dealers.

Production is nearing a ship a day in an effort to catch up with orders on file. A
limited amount of choice territory is still available to responsible dealers and individ-

uals. Full information will be supplied upon request.

Price, $2,450 complete, less motor and
propeller at Little Rock. $3,250 at

Little Rock, complete with Curtiss

OX-5.

The Command-Aire is built

under authority of Approved
Type Certificate No. 53.

Arkansas Aircraft Corporation
Little Rock, Arkansas

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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TULSA AIR NEWS
By Shelton Lawrence

THE new Tulsa municipal airport was

formerly dedicated July 4, as well as

the new air mail service, part of the Chicago

to Dallas air mail route.

Approximately 13,000 people witnessed the

ceremony in the rain. Twenty-four of the

Reliability Tour planes, which arrived at

Tulsa on July 4, and six U. S. Army planes

assisted in the celebration which lasted three

days.

OTHER large cities in Oklahoma with

first class airports are Muskogee,

Bartlesville, Okmulgee, Ponca City, Guthrie

and Chickasha. Enid voted $50,000 in bonds

for a municipal airport, and Ardmore, Miami

and McAlester have municipal airport proj-

ects in various stages of promotion.

Other cities considering the establishment

of municipal ports are Altus, Elk City, Nor-

man, Frederick, Ada, Vinita, Alva, Ton-

kawa, Henryetta and Pawhuska.

BEACONS now being constructed on the

Tulsa and Ponca City air extension to

the Chicago and Dallas mail line, have been

completed as far as Hominy, Oklahoma, and

the entire route will probably be finished by

September 1. There are two revolving bea-

cons on the Ponca City route; the others

are stationary and at regular intervals:

TWELVE Kansas boosters of the Cha-

nute good-will air tour roared into

Tulsa, landing in their trimotored Ford

monoplane at Mclntyre airport.

Aboard the plane piloted by Percy Hutton,

were the following men : Roscoe Vaughan,

banker
;
John P. Harris, newspaper editor

;

Hy C. Priester, bondsman
;

Clyde Bloom-

heart, merchant
; J. Howard Pendleton,

James A. Allen, R. L. Mendenhall, Elmer

Conklin, E. M. Cooper, Dr. L. D. Johnson,

John D. Spielman and F. R. Bennett.

The Tulsa reception committee was com-

posed of George Watkins, Will Anderson,

J. Frank Matchett, Ralph Berry, Lee C.

Moore, Harry B. Gale and Cyrus S. Avery.

T"~\IRECTORS for the new Tulsa munici-

pal airport, to represent the under-

writers, were elected recently at a meeting

of the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. The

board will administer all the affairs of the

airport, direct all improvements and select

local management until it is taken over by

the city or county.

Members elected are : W. G. Skelly, Harry

H. Rogers, H. C. Tyrrell, Robert Garland,

Waite Phillips, Omer K. Benedict, and

Cyrus S. Avery.

JO. PITTMAN, 13 years old, was the

• Tulsa boy who won both the outdoor

and the indoor model airplane flying con-

tests sponsored in this district by the Tulsa

World. He was sent to Detroit by the

World to participate in the national contest

for boys sponsored by the Airplane Model

League of America.

"O EGULAR daily passenger air service has

been established between Tulsa and

Oklahoma City. Two trips will be made
dnil.v. and transportation to and from the

irport is included in the fare.

OHIO AIR NEWS
By T. E. Lunsford

TPHE Columbus Air Board will give place

*• to an airport commission of IS members

appointed by the Mayor, to study airport fa-

cilities and to formulate a program for ob-

taining them.

Three councilmen and twelve business men

are on the commission appointed by the

Mayor. Members of the commission are:

Henry W. Worley, Frank C. Karns, Edgar

T. Wolfe, John M. Vorys, Alexander P.

Hammond, Robert Lazarus, Malcolm D. Jeff-

rey, B. G. Huntington, John A. Kelley,

Don M. Casto, Stanley M. Ross, Emile E.

Watson and Clare E. Cook. Kline L. Rob-

erts is secretary of the commission.

A CTIVITIES of Albert E. Harter, Re-

publican candidate for state senator, in

behalf of air regulation have been indorsed

by the Columbus Airport Commission. Har-

ter presented the resolutions to include a

plank for air legislation in the Republican

state platform. This plank was adopted by

the Convention. In his campaign for senator,

Harter will stress the need for statewide

aerial regulations.

TTERBERT E. SMITH, widely-known
•*• mechanic and pilot, has become sales

manager of the Thompson Aeronautical Cor-

poration, Cleveland, after terminating his

services with Ford's Chicago airport. He
will devote his time to the sale of Stinson-

Detroiters, distributed by Thompson in Ohio,

Michigan and parts of Pennsylvania.

\ N aviation beacon will be installed by

the George D. Harter bank on top of

its 12-story building in the business district

of Canton.

HE date for the dedication of the Gallip-

olis has been set for August 23.

\ CAMPAIGN for an airport for Iron-

ton has been started by the Rotary

Club of that city. President E. J. Merrill

appointed a committee composed of Capt.

Gilfillan, A. Kerraman, George Richardson

and W. W. Hamilton, to invite the coopera-

tion of the other clubs of Ironton, including

the Chamber of Commerce, to join in the

movement, to suggest ways and means of

providing funds for the purchase of a field.

TACK CECIL, who has been with the

American City Bureau of Portsmouth for

the past five years, has accepted a position as

sales manager of the Vulcan Aircraft Co. of

that city.

/"iAPTAIN BRADLEY JONES, chief of
^—

' the naval branch of Wright Field, has

confirmed reports that preparations are being

made for another round-the-world flight in

a race against time. The flight will be made
from Chicago during the present summer.

Lieut. Leigh Wade, who already has made
one air trip around the world, and F. K.

Smith, Chicago, will be pilots, while Captain

Jones will be navigator.

T?INAL tests for a speedometer for air-

planes are being made at the department

of mechanical engineering, Dayton Univer-

sity. The device is the invention of W. C.

Rogers of San Antonio, Tex., formerly of

the United States Air Corps.

The speedometer records the speed of air-

planes, or other aircraft, above ground or

above sea. It includes a moving map which

shows the course over which the machine is

flying and the rate of speed. The inventor

claims that with the device a pilot cannot be

lost in fog banks, in darkness or in clouds

;

the instrument is so accurate that it will in-

dicate the drift, if any, due to winds and will

also show whether a plane is standing still or

going forward in case of a severe headwind.

HPHE Richard B. Reed municipal Airport

. was dedicated at Van Wert, Ohio, on

June 24. More than 20 planes took part in

the ceremony.

The "On-to-Van Wert" prize money was

split between Art Davis of East Lansing,

Mich., and Robert A. Coulter of Cleveland.

Coulter, formerly of Van Wert, now pilots

for the N.A.T. of Chicago.

Art Davis in his Waco-10 was the winner

of the free-for-all. Crabill, in his OXS
Eaglerock, won the dead-stick landing con-

test. Miss Dorothy Curran and Gene Rock
of Fort Wayne made parachute jumps.

(Continued on next page)

New plant built by Austin for the Spartan Aircraft Co., Tulsa, Okla.
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IPARIAN secures
the wofid—famous
WALTER ENGINE

Holder of 5 World's Records
Spartan Aircraft Company announces that after a thorough

investigation of aircraft engines of both American and European
manufacture—an investigation which carried our engineers on
a European tour of fifteen thousand miles and into a majority
of the important engine factories of the world—the famous
WALTER Engine, manufactured at Prague, Czecho-Slovakia,
has been selected as the ideal power plant for SPARTAN Air-
planes. Th^s WALTER Engine holds five world's records in

flight, and gruelling tests by our engineers have conclusively
proven it to be one of the most highly developed and efficient

aircraft engines made.
We have arranged for exclusive North American distributing

rights for this engine, and now command an adequate supply
for use in equipping SPARTAN Airplanes. We are also in posi-

tion to supply these engines to other selected manufacturers of
fine aircraft. Inquiries are invited.

/PARIAN AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Tulsa Oklahoma

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Ohio Air News continued)

THE American Legion has placed the

word Alliance in 20-foot letters on the

roof of the McCaskey Register factory. Ar-

rows point to the airport and to Tranam

field. The City Savings Bank also is painting

Alliance on its roof, with direction arrows.

THE Alliance Aircraft and Motor Corp.

has twenty planes and motors under con-

struction at present. Most of the machinery

of the Hess Aircraft Co. of Wyandotte,

Mich., has been moved to the big Morgan

Ordinance Plant at Alliance until the com-

pany's factory is built.

MISS KATHRYN FALL, 16-year-old

Alliance high school girl, made her

"solo" flight recently after only 2 l/2 hours

of instruction. C. O. Bell of the Alliance

field was her instructor.

THE Vulcan Aircraft Co., of Ports-

mouth, Ohio, manufacturers of the

American Moth monoplane, recently put

this plane to a gruelling test and found it

satisfactory in every respect. They will go

into production immediately.

THE B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company of

Akron, O., has taken delivery of a

five-place, Wright-powered, Fairchild mono-

plane to be used by company executives in

visits to their various factories and dealer

organizations.

CLEVELAND AIR NEWS
By David E. Irwin

*npHE new hangars of Dungan Airways.

* Inc., and the 112th Observation Squad-

ron, Ohio National Guard, were officially

opened last month at Cleveland airport.

A luncheon in the Dungan hangar opened

the day's proceedings. Among the speakers

were Harold E. Dungan, president, and

Joseph Bergeron, secretary and treasurer.

At the close of the luncheon members of

the First Pursuit Group from Selfridge

Field, Mich., arrived in formation and treated

the thousands of spectators to a demonstra-

tion of aerobatics.

In the evening a banquet was served in the

guard hangar with high officials of the guard

in 'attendance. City Manager Hopkins and

Major Thomas Herbert, commander of the

local guard unit, were among the mam-
speakers.

The Dungan hangar is located on the east

end of the field and the new guard hangar,

constructed by the Austin Co. of Cleveland

is on the south side of the field. Both provide

office and class room space.

In addition to conducting a flying school

Dungan Airways do taxi and contract flying

and service and store transient ships. The
concern is also distributors for Waco and
Fairchild planes.

Frederick L. Smith, flight commander of

the O. N. G. aviation unit ; Leon B. Lent,

former division superintendent of the air

mail ; Lieut. S. J. Sampson. Army Air
Corps reserve, and William Ward, former

army instructor, are among those of the

faculty.

Harold E. Dugan, dean of the school, is a

commercial pilot and a former officer in the

U. S. Air Corps.

T TNITED AIRWAYS, INC., who plan to

open a passenger line between Cleveland

and Chicago in the near future have taken

over the old air mail hangar vacated by the

112th Squadron.

The hangar is to be used temporarily until

one can be built. Ground has already been

leased for the new structure but it will not

be ready in time for the opening of the route.

OTEPS are being taken to regulate the

^ airplane traffic over Cleveland. An or-

dinance in council awaiting final action pro-

vides that only licensed ships flown by

licensed pilots can be flown over the city.

An arrow, which is planned as the biggest

in the country, is to be painted on the roof of

the Otis Steel Co. plant here, pointing to

Cleveland airport. Members of the Ameri-

can Business Club of Cleveland are to do the

work. They have already painted arrows on

the roofs of Hotel Westlake and the Chand-

ler Motor Co. plant.

/~UTY Manager Hopkins, father of the
^—* municipally owned Geveland airport, is

pushing forward plans for a lake front field.

It is planned to extend the lake front out

300 feet by "filled in" land transferred to the

city by the New York Central and Pennsyl-

vania railroads. The field is to have a lake

frontage of 2,500 feet and about 2,000 feet on

the land side.

'1 he present airport, however, will not go

into the discard as it will be used for heavy

planes and as a service field while the lake

front field is to be for light planes and as a

depot.

TPHE new Cleveland-Louisville air mail
A line of Continental Air Lines, Inc., will

not be opened utftil August it was announced

here.

The delay is occasioned by the delay in

installation of beacon lights and the prepara-

tion of intermediate landing fields. Such
fields are to be at Akron, Columbus, Dayton
and Cincinnati.

/"iONNEAUT, O., has been selected as an^ intermediate field in the Cleveland-

Buffalo leg of the Cleveland-Albany air line

of Colonial Western Airways, Inc.

A 50-acre field in the east part of the town
has been leased by the Department of Com-
merce, from the Conneaut Land Co., a sub-

sidiary of the Carnegie Steel Corp. It is now
being graded and a beacon arid boundary
light? are to be installed soon.

CTOUT AIR SERVICES, INC., oper-

ators of the Cleveland-Detroit airline,

have inaugurated a combination air-water

system.

Passengers arriving in Cleveland from
Buffalo, N. Y. by boat now can book passage
through to Detroit by plane. Detroiters can
also make a round trip to Cleveland using a
boat on one leg, either coming here via boat

and returning by plane or taking the plane to

Cleveland and the boat back. The arrange-

ment has been made with the D. & C. and the

C. & B. transit companies.

This company has also started daily sight-

seeing bus service from downtown Cleveland

to the municipal airport.

/"ORGANIZATION of the New York,

Chicago and Pacific Airways Co., with

the purpose of establishing passenger airlines

between the principal cities of the United

States, has been announced.

Cleveland is to be an intermediate stop on

the Cleveland- Chicago link of the proposed

transcontinental route, giving this city four

proposed passenger airlines to Chicago.

Those already announced are the N. A. T.

Flying Service, Stout Air Services, Inc., and

United Airways, Inc. The N. A. T. Flying

Service has promised that its line will be in

operation by spring of next year, while all the

others intend to get into service this summer.

Trimotored cabin planes are to be used on

the New York, Chicago and Pacific line, ac-

cording to the announcement from Victor H.

Holland & Co., of Chicago.

AN aeronautical information bureau has

been made a part of the Cleveland

Automobile Club's touring information de-

partment, and now is functioning.

The new bureau will give detailed sched-

ule information on all passenger aerial ser-

vices having depots at the airport. It will

supply information as to the flying time be-

tween all cities serviced by the aerial pas-

senger companies as well as rates of fare.

QlX aviation beacons have been installed

^ in the top of the new railroad union

terminal depot on Cleveland's public square.

The beacons, with 33-inch reflectors, work

on 32 volts and consume 1,500 watts. They

are visible for from 50 to 60 miles.

The Sperry Gyroscope Co. made the lights

which were installed by the Hatfield Elec-

trical Co.

TPHE Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.

* plans to open a passenger airline between

those two cities using flying boats capable of

carrying 26 passengers, A. A. Schantz, presi-

dent, has announced.

The German-made Dornier Super Wal fly-

ing boats are to be used.

A/rADISON AIRWAYS CO. plans to

inaugurate passenger service between

Madison-on-the-Lake and Cleveland and

Pittsburgh, according to A. H. Goddard, of

Mentor, one of the organizers.

The company will fly only by appointment.

With Goddard in organizing the company
are Norman Biddison and Dewitt Eldred.

Wesley King is to be their pilot.

T AKEWOOD high school students have
' organized a club for the purpose of

studying the science of the airplane and to

construct working models.

Phillip J. Borofka, of the technical de-

partment of the school, is to sponsor the

new organization. The club has been given

permission to use the school shops after

school hours.
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GREATER FLYING COMFORT
Raised cowling which gives full protection from

the wind.

An open cockpit offering the utmost in visability •

and yet giving cabin comfort.

A detachable motor mount allowing the installa-

tion of any motor, 90 to 260 h.p. A choice of

motors for any sort of commercial or sport

flying.

THAT'S THE NEW AND IMPROVED

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK
Increased rigidity. A SAFETY FACTOR OF
8 +. Center wing section. Additional fuel

capacity. Larger baggage compartment.

A dealer organization covering the country—
offering to the purchaser the well known

ALEXANDER SERVICE.

The new center section design, less motor and propeller,

Cash Price, $22 50, Factory Field

Rm. 403, Alexander Industries Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CHICAGO AIR NEWS
By Duke Jordan

OFFICIALS of the Chicago & Illinois

Midland railway have demonstrated

that they are air-minded by ordering the in-

stallation of air markers in cities and towns

through which their railroad runs between

Springfield and Peoria. All stations in the

39 towns served by the road are being

marked with six-foot letters painted on the

station roofs.

CHICAGO'S municipal airport is assured

of at least a 99-year life and it will be

more than a mile square. The city was

given title to the present 280 acres and

additional acreage through a trade between

the city and the board of education which

gives the airport the land on a 99-year lease.

John A. Casey, manager of the Chicago

Municipal Airport, announced that the air-

port will undergo immediate improvement

as a result of the city council's action in

alloting additional funds for that purpose.

The southern edge of the field, along Sixty-

third Street will be tiled for drainage;

new runways will be constructed and the

existing ones widened. A complete adminis-

tration building is included in the improve-

ment plans.

Arthur Johnson and Cliff Wolrath are

the new traffic cops at the municipal airport.

Dressed in white and carrying red and

white flags they are easily visible from the

air and are of great assistance in keeping

traffic orderly. That activity is increasing

in the airport is evidenced in the necessity

for having men on hand at all times to

handle the arrival and departure of planes.

OEAPLANES from the aviation unit of

^ of the Great Lakes Naval Training

Station at Great Lakes, 111., are giving val-

uable assistance to Chicago yacht clubs in

patrolling race courses during sailing and

motorboat records.

Two more NY-2 planes have been added

to the equipment at Great Lakes naval train-

ing station, making a total of six ships for

seaplane work. With the other ships on

wheels for local and cross-country flying, the

ground personnel under the direction of

Virgil Jackson, is kept unusually busy.

Lieut. P. E. Gillespie is commander of the

station.

H. B. Griggs, chief aviation pilot at the

Great Lakes Naval Training station, an-

nounced that an additional 1,000 square feet

of floor space has been made available for

plane housing and maintenance shops.

TPHE Central Airways Corporation will

* build a large hangar near the municipal

airport. The hangar will measure 80 x 140

feet and will accommodate about 14 ships.

Included in the structure will be a passenger

waiting room and ticket office, operations

office, repair shops and stock room.

The Central Airways corporation operates

an air taxi service, air tours and air lines

in the central west. It will also operate a

garage for touring ships.

CHICAGO'S new giant aerial beacon in

the loop atop the Roanoke Tower was

dedicated July IS. William P. MacCracken,

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aero-

nautics, was among the speakers.

The new beacon rises 520 feet above

Madison and Clark streets, in the heart of

Chicago's loop. The beacon consists of two

rotating searchlights of 8,000,000 beam

candlepower. The light is visible to fliers

for more than 100 miles.

T LL1NOIS' first state aviation tour which

visited fifteen cities in four days already

shows results. Four Illinois cities visited

have announced that their airport facilities

will be improved. They are : Kankakee,

Decatur, Champaign and Sterling.

A JI ORE than 150 members have joined

LaSalle Flying Club, affiliated with

the Chicago Branch of the Civil Air Corps,

Inc. The club has taken a three-year lease

on the Eagle Airport, on Lake Street, west

of Elmhurst, a suburb of Chicago. New
hangars are to be constructed and the club

aims to make it a Class 2 airport. Flying

instruction at cost to members of the club

will be given under the direction of Leslie

B. Furman, field superintendent. Delivery

is expected soon on a Lincoln-Page dual-

control biplane.

HpHE Eagle Airport school of aviation at

* Hinkley, 111., plans the installation of

night flying equipment, according to Her-

man J. Neubauer, president.

SERVICE on the new Michigan air mail

line between Chicago and Michigan

cities began July 17.

Airads, Inc., have recently taken delivery

on two new Internationals. One, an F-18

Whirlwind cabin job, will be used for ad-

vertising and passenger business and the

other, an open F-17 OXX6, for passengers.

CAPTAIN and Mrs. Homer M. Berry

have returned from their aerial honey-

moon in a Laird Gosling speedster of the

Gray Goose Air Line fleet. They flew to

Okmulgee, Okla., the home of Captain

Berry's parents'.

Tp HREE new four-passenger Fairchild

cabin monoplanes have been purchased

by the Scenic Airways, Inc., for use on its

combined air-rail service between here and

Los Angeles, according to Lawrence Scud-

der, director of the organization. The Fair-

childs augment the several trimotored Stout

•12-passenger monoplanes used for sight-

seeing trips over, the Grand Canyon. The

service is to start this month.

T OUIS MEISTER of Marysville, Mich.,

' has been demonstrating a Buhl Airsedan

at the municipal airport.

'TpHE Gray Goose Air Lines' hangar,

at Municipal Field, has been completed.

This hangar, of modern steel frame con-

struction, was designed and built by the

Austin Company. It is 88 feet wide and 122

feet long. Offices and dormitory are housed

in the street end of the building.

Gray Goose Lines, Inc., was organized

last year and has as its directors: Allan

Jackson, vice pres., Swift and Company

;

C. C. Allen, vice pres., First National Bank,

Kenosha, Wis.
; James T. Wilson, vice

pres., Nash Motors Co., Kenosha, Wis.

;

Donald MacMurray, vice pres., Acme Steel

Company ; Charles C. Dawes, pres., Dawes,

Maynard & Co. ; Harry N. Vale, vice pres.,

and treas., Kent Garage Investing Corp.,

New York City ; E. C. Divine, pres., Old

National Mortgage Loan Co. ; M. C. Meigs,

Publisher, Chicago Herald Examiner.

Officers of the company are president,

Donald MacMurray ; vice president, Alden

B. Swift; secretary-treasurer, and general

manager, W. Daspit; operations manager,

Captain H. M. Berry.

Operating equipment consists of one Stin-

son Detroiter for cross-country flights and

two Ford- Stout all-metal ships for sight-

seeing.

MR. L. D. SEYMOUR, chief engineer

of National Air Transport, Inc., was
promoted to the position of assistant gen-

eral manager of the company, in charge of

all its activities. Col. Paul Henderson will

continue as vice president and general man-

ager of the company, but will not be active

in its day to day activities. Mr. Seymour's

headquarters will be in Chicago at the gen-

eral offices located in the northeast corner

of the Municipal Airport.

MONMOUTH, ILL., NOTES
'TpHE Midwest Airways Corporation took

the first step in a policy of expansion

early in July when a new field was opened

at Waterloo, Iowa, which will be used as

the headquarters of the company's Iowa

sales and service activities. The expansion

policy calls for a chain of fields in Iowa and

Illinois.

Oren P. Harwood, chief pilot and sales

representative of the Midwest Airways Cor-

poration, has moved to Waterloo and will

have charge of the company's Iowa business.

The Waterloo field has a new ten-ship

hangar, is "T" shaped and is located four

miles due east of Waterloo.

Fifty-one Waco airplanes have been sold

by the Midwest Airways Corporation in its

two-state territory since January 1, 1928, ac-

cording to John H. Livingston, president and

general manager.

IOWA AIR NEWS
/^ENTERVILLE'S new 160-acre airport
^—

' was opened on June 18 by being the first

stop on the Iowa Good-Will Air Tour start-

ing from Des Moines on a five-day tour and

stopping at twelve cities. Governor John

Hammill delivered the opening address, and

talks were made by Senator Dan F. Steck

and Congressman Lloyd Thurston.

The airport is located three and one-half

miles southwest of the city. It is within

eight miles of the Moline-St. Joseph-Kansas

City air mail line of the National Air Trans-

port, and approximately midway between

Moline and the Missouri river points.
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Airplane
and Engine Medianics
Qet Real Training That Qualifies for Success!
Five thousand trained airplane and engine mechanics are needed at the dope which is her complexion. All this training is given by air-

once. 50,000 will be needed next year. For every plane that flies, plane, engine and production experts under actual factory conditions,
twenty experts are needed in production and maintenance. While taking this course you can live right on Parks Airport, in our
. . . , t i- i-

Dormitories, built especially for your convenience. It will cost vou
Airports are opening every day. New transport lines, new factories, i_ », _„ „ < v i v

, , , - - 1 i t- •
0Iuy * 3 Per week. You can eat in our restaurant so your total livingnew dealers, and distributors are starting every week. Factories are „^„„.,™ -.Ml k. - i„ t-a *rn i i

, ... , ... '. . „i„-.t,t -.it-xt expenses will be onlv $8 or $10 per week!
expanding, doubling and tripling their capacities. MEN—MEN
WHO KNOW AVIATION!" is the cry of the industry.

IIS[VESTIGATE GET THE FA.CTS
There are ten to twenty jobs on the ground for every one in the air!

And these men are establishing fortunes forging ahead to success. You Maybe it sounds too good to be true—4 months' training that will fi:

can train yourself for one of these good jobs at Parks Air College, in y°u to make big money in the fastest growing industry in America!

much less time than you could become a transport pilot—and be ready But it's a fact. And the demand for men—the opportunity—is a fact,

for a big pay position. The man who qualifies may rise in a few Aviation today is already in the era of expansion, and it needs you.

months to Superintendent Designer, Engineer, General Manager! Don .

t hesitate—don't ponder. Get started!
Realize this opportunity, then make your start.

$125 a Week 15 a" ™e 'alary for a foreman in an air- ACT NOW! ^X^^T^t T£rjyrs2JET Craft or engine factory. Graduates of Our Swallow, Cessna, Curtiss, Douglas, Waco, Fairchild, Ryan—are only a few of

Advanced Ground Course can easily anticipate earning that in a short t *,e factories that are turning out thousands of ships. Men are needed to

time. More is assured as you rise to Superintendent, Engineer or Gen-
build them—co bui!d motors, to service them, repair them,

eral Manager. Mechanical training is the road to ownership of fac- r*Z?T?T7 pr;Y TTVT r^TVT TT TTC 1
tories and transport lines. The greatest pilots, the great executives of i'XvXiii JL XJ\| V-IlN 1
the air, started as mechanics. They rose fast because they knew the frt 7 • /jA^fc^ „ .

j . .. r . i , # /««hr^^ Don t delay getting into this great industry
details ot airplanes and motors. •*

.Js&JR^ib?^ untiI thousands are in. Get your train-

J3 • m^fflHK0^h^\:>^ *n " now whi ' e men are scarce and
- - 1 A • • &r M3BE&7*Cil?99l^^. salaries high. Don't let the coat

Here's a Complete, Advanced Aviation * WJ^^BBX^^>, yx°^<^
-% r 1 . * JDOOR, W jf.Am aaBmfc^BKSy // Course is $300. Right now we
Mechanic s Course ////WwslSsHr // have a *peciaI rate

-
Men are

/£/^s/X r^fvyl&KBBa^r /// needed. Our best advertisement_ . . , 1-1.- i • ffl ff -a r£**y- • \ '<'X\$3r // is satisfied graduates. We want
We have invested over $125,000 on buildings, equipment, and instruc- W a '

' V'Mp '

"*' ^ /WE&Br a fuI1 scbo01 aI1 summer, so wa cut.

tors. We provide you with the training that Aviation demands. The /M^9^^^^KFm SiVlS-s *?oT?*n h^ve^Ms sfn™
course lasts four months—it's thorough; you couldn't cover it in less , -/''X't^^^* Advanced Ground Course for only $165

time.
Send the coupon and we'll hold the spe-

ni j i lj-l ii £ • r^-t # /Av cla ' 5165 rate until you get here. Then
Parks students learn by doing—by actually performing every con-

y -
N^T, //jff take the next train for St. Louis—for suc-

ceivable operation on "Whirlwinds, OX5, OXX6, Hispano, Anzani, ItteHS 7»* cess and fortune.

T ihprrv snrl nrW siYnlane mnrnrs »» » ?L^0U,?'ant further information send for a free copy ofLiberty and other airplane motors. 11 fc * -The Man Who Tunes the Plane", that gives fun par-

, , , . , , ~, u,,v U'ISUH.l' ticulars. But act now! Many will come at once. Either
They take down and assemble airplanes of many types. I hey can . .you come or send for the booklet today!

learn every truss and spar, every wire and turnbuckle, every screw, XwJC COUTSC . mm ^ _
bolt, and nut! A Parks graduate knows airplane construction from
start to finish—from the longerons which are a ship's backbone, to I GROUND SCHOOL DIVISION .

" PARKS AIR COLLEGE, Inc.

J
226-E Mo. Theatre BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

GROUND SCHOOL DIVISION I i e«i„S e „, d eP„sit „„ w «, „ te f„r ^ 1
- | regular $300 Advanced Ground Course.

PAUKS^tcollege^ !r:.2::":::,"r...!
226-E. Mo. Theatre Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.
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Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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ST. LOUIS AIR NEWS
By A. W. League

THE city changed its plans at the last

minute and has decided to submit a $2,-

000,000 bond issue to the voters at the time

of the August primaries for a municipal air-

port. Plans for financing the airport have

undergone many changes in the past few

months; however, from all indications it

looks as though the present plan is going to

stick. We have made up our minds to have

an airport here in St. Louis that will be sec-

ond to none and should the bond issue fail

to pass, which is not likely, some other plan

will be adapted. "Slim" Lindbergh was

elected an honorary vice-chairman of the

general committee for aiding the bond issue

and his active aid in the short campaign

before the election has been promised. An
elaborate publicity campaign for passage of

the issue has been launched and a speakers

committee will conduct a widespread pro-

gram in which the merits of the bond issue

proposal will be laid before civic and busi-

ness organizations.

TV yf ORE than 100 St. Louisan members of

the Air Board of the Chamber of

... Commerce and their families are making a

two months' tour of Europe to study for-

eign aviation developments. The delegates

will conduct an intensive study of air routes,

equipment and general layout of airports

with a view to applying what they learn in

the construction of Lambert Field.

A FLIGHT from St. Louis to the Ar-

gentine Republic in South America
will be made this fall. The purpose of the

flight will be to advertise St. Louis and
St. Louis products in Central and South

America and to perpetuate the friendship

and trade existing there between this city

and those countries. Complete details of the

flight are being worked out by J. A. Troy,

director of the Foreign Trade Bureau of the

Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with

local business firms. It has been planned to

make the trip in short hops.

'TP HE Robertson Aircraft Company has

purchased one of the two new $25,000

hangars recently completed by the Von
Hoffmann Aircraft Corporation. These new
hangars are of brick and steel construction,

equipped with electric lights, concrete floors,

large rolling doors and are large enough to

house several trimotored jobs. The Robert-

son Company recently placed orders for

eighteen new ships of various design, four

of which are trimotored Fords. This new
hangar will be used to house the

,
trimotored

jobs. A carload of Wacos, two Travel Air
OX jobs and two Ryan Broughams have
already been delivered. The balance are ex-

pected to be delivered within the next
month.

'TPHE National Guard Squadron has re-
-1 ceived two new Consolidated training

planes, equipped with Whirlwind motors.

They are the first air-cooled jobs that have
been used by the squadron. This brings the

total number of ships belonging to the squad-

ron up to nine.

FRANK WATTS and Gentry Shelton

have taken over the Shell Gasoline con-

cession on Lambert Field and have employed

Alfred (Columbia) Dunlap to handle the

service end of the company.

npHE installation of the 2,000,000 candle-

power rotating beacon light at Lambert

Field marks the first step in the lighting

system that will make the field available for

night flying. The light was originally do-

nated to the field by "Casey" Lambert and

will be maintained by the companies op-

erating at the field.

TTARRY HALL KNIGHT, one of Lind-

~ bergh's backers and prominent St.

Louisan, has been taking flying lessons on

Harold Bixby's Whirlwind Travel Air and

is a very apt student. After a few hours of

instruction his instructor, "Boots" Demp-
sey, turned him loose for a solo, which he

completed with the skill of a veteran.

/GEORGE LEA LAMBERT, son of Ma-
^-J jor A. B. Lambert, dean of St. Louis

aviation, has gone to work as a flying in-

structor for Parks Airlines and is putting

in long hours with his students during these

days of good flying weather. George has

a Siemens-Halske Travel Air of his own
and is a licensed transport pilot.

TP F. BASKEY, who used to fly the mail

'

out of St. Louis in a Hisso-Jennie in

1921, is back in St. Louis again, working at

Lambert Field as an instructor for the Von
Hoffmann Aircraft Coiporation.

O T. LOUIS got a thrill that it has missed

^ for the past three years when twenty-

four planes of the National Air Tour landed

at Lambert Field. The tour might have been

called the Whirlwind Tour for at least three-

fourths of the ships in the tour were powered

with Whirlwind motors. Lead by a Buhl

Airsedan closely followed by a Ryan
Brougham, the participants of the tour

roared across the finish line in quick succes-

sion. The St. Louis entry, a Curtiss-Robin

flown by Dan Robertson, lead the field in

the low-powered class. Incidentally, the

Robin is the only ship in the tour powered

with an OXS. Dan said he would have

given the Whirlwind jobs a tight race with

his but the Robin had to stop for a worm.

"TpHE Curtiss-Robertson Airplane Mfg.

Co. is expected to put out its first com-

plete Robin, an OX5 cabin monoplane, about

August 1st. G. F. Griffin, formerly with

Fairchild Airplane Mfg. Co. of Farming-

dale, L. I., has been appointed sales man-
ager of the company. For sales purposes

the company has divided the country into

twenty-five territories.

'TVHE Von Hoffmann Aircraft Company
has started operation of a ground

school. Courses in navigation, meteorology,

aerodynamics and theory of flight will be

included in the ground school work.

A CONTRACT for two new student

barracks with accommodations in each

for 50 men has been let by Oliver L. Parks,

vice president of the Parks Airlines, and

work on the new buildings will be started

within a short time. Two other barracks

with accommodations for a total of 80 stu-

dents are already crowded to capacity.

A MERCHANT of St. Peters, Missouri,

nine miles west of Lambert Field, has

painted an arrow on the roof of his estab-

lishment, pointing the way to Lambert Field.

St. Peters, which is on the route from Kan-
sas City, is the point at which pilots begin

to wonder whether they are headed for St.

Louis after all.

*npHE first of the modern improvements to

* be made at Lambert Field as a part of

the proposed $2,000,000 airport bond issue

program is almost ready for use. It is a 6-

inch water main which has been extended

from Carsonville, AYz miles from the field.

The cost of the extension, about $51,000, has

been paid by the companies operating at the

field, but it is expected that the city will re-

fund the money after the passage of the

bond issue proposal to be submitted to the

voters August 7th. The money paid out by

the city will in turn be paid back as new
subscribers tap the water line. Carrying an

ample supply of water to the field, the new
line fills a long felt need.

AIR MAIL WEEK, during which there

will be an exhibition of the new mail

planes, parachute jumping and stunt flying,

has been set for the week of July 29th.

There will be an open house celebration at

the field under the auspices of the Robert-

son Aircraft Company. The object of the

celebration is to stimulate interest in the

air mail and to help the citizens of St.

Louis to become more acquainted with avia-

tion.

p\EAN W. McKIM MARROTT, of

Washington University, announced

plans for the new $4,000,000 eye, ear, nose

and throat hospital, on which it is expected

work will be started in October. The "Lind-

bergh pavilion" in the new hospital will com-
memorate the enviable position St. Louis has

won in the field of aviation and will be de-

voted to medical research to further the

science. Its facilities will greatly exceed any

similar research institution in the world and

is expected to attract aviation students for

medical tests from all established flying

schools. Dr. Harvey J. Howard, after ten

years of eye research for the Rockefeller

Institute at Union Medical College, Pekin,

China, is coming to Washington University

as head of the Department of Opthalmology.

He will also serve as one of the directors

of the research for aviation. As a consultant

for the U. S. Army at Mineola Field, L. I.,

during the war, he originated most of the

army tests for aviation students and air-

plane pilots, which have since been ex-

panded.

T T. CLIFTON C. HUTCHISON has re-
J—

' cently been appointed Flight Manager
and Director of the Flying School of the

Robertson Flying Services, Inc. Lt. Julius

Johanpeter has joined the Robertson Flying

Services as instructor.

(.Continued On next page}
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chou can landbi^paifjobs

a/My
pARKS<fi*tCOLLEGE*

TRAINING! That's the secret of success—to

big paying jobs. AVIATION! There's the field

for the imaginative, ambitious young man like

yourself! PARKS! That's the air college for

you to attend. TODAY! That's the time to

start, for delay means lost opportunities.

YOU SHOULD LEARN
TO FLY!

You like to soar among the clouds,

to glide in smooth swiftness, to swoop
down from the heavens, to travel with

the speed of the wind from town to

town! You do, don't you? But

you've never experienced the joy, the

thrill of feeling your hand on the

control-stick of a plane? You can

in just four weeks! That's how
quickly you can learn to fly at Parks

Air College of St. Louis.

YOU CAN ADD $50 TO $150
TO YOUR WEEKLY

INCOME!

You don't need to be told all the opportunities

open to a trained aviator. You can see them all

around you. They are greater now than

ever before. Today new factories, new
airports, new airlines are being operated

—-every one of them looking for men of

your character who know aviation!

And they are paying top wages

—

some transport pilots make as

high as $1800 a month. You
study under the direction of

such pilots at Parks Col-

e. All our flying in-

structors are licensed

transport pilots.

$300
TO $1500
A MONTH
FOR EXPERT,
TRAINED
PILOTS

Will you invest

months' time and a

hundred dollars to

your daily income?

you work for $15 a day? Or
$25 a day? Or more? You
should soon be making that much
after learning aviation at Parks.

R. H. M. from California says, "I

chose Parks after visiting and looking over

10 other schools. It's by far the best!"

J. D. Z. from Pennsylvania says, "I chose your school

over 8 other leading schools. You've got them all whipped!"

Come right now—see if you don't agree with the other fellows

about Parks.

YOU SEE, LEARN AND EXPERIENCE
ALL AVIATION ACTIVITY AT PARKS

Parks Air College is housed at Parks Airport

—

St. Louis' most convenient air field. Parks Air-

port is a large, completely equipped field.

Nearly every day great passenger

liners, fast private planes, luxu-

rious cabin ships land at Parks

Airport for service, to discharge

or take on passengers, or to de-

liver valuable express shipments.

You can see and learn the prac-

tical application of all class

room and shop study.

The Air College division con-

sists of dormitories, restaurant,

great steel hangars, 25 training

planes equipped with Whirl-
wind, OX5 and other famous
motors, complete classrooms and
mechanical shops, and all the

necessary and up-to-the-minute

equipment. We have over $75,-

000 worth of training planes alone!

Our present course not only turns you out as a practical

flyer—it teaches you Air Navigation, Aerodynamics, Air-

plane Design and Maintenance, Motor Overhaul, Theory of

Flight, Shop Methods and Management, Airport Management,
Air-Tramc Control—and other equally important subjects.

"We do not know of so complete a course in Aviation at

any other school. It has drawn students from 42 states;

many of them inspected other schools before selecting

Parks!

FREE— BIG ILLUSTRATED BOOK!
Recognize your opportunity. Before

you turn this page, before you think

of something else—send to us for our
big illustrated book

—

"Skyward Ho!"
The coupon or your name

and address on a postal

card will bring it.
'

Clip and fill in
the coupon
NOW!

SAVE MONEY
BY LEARNING NOW!

rill cos: you money. StiDelay
*hile you

,blc

you

learning now
these two great Courses—the Flying

and the Regular Ground Course, BOTH for

only $2?S—instead of the regular price of $450—a clear

saving of S I S s . If you're serious about flying and

eed to get your training as quickly as

to school or write us immediately! We'll

application and hold the special rate if

you send' a $25 deposit. Then, you're protected—you'll

save" the difference between the regular price of $450

and this special price of $295—good only during the

month of August!
Mai! the coupon with your deposit today,

the next train and come to school at once to take

advantage of this great saving. Parks Air College, Inc.,

202-E Mo. Theatre Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Today's the day to get started

Then catch

Parks Air College,

202-E Mo. Theatre Bldg.,

St. Louis, Mo.

I I I would welcome your FREE
book, "Skyward Ho!"

I I Attached money order for $2 5.

Reserve my place in School at

$295 rate for full Flying and

regular Ground Course. I will be

there 19

Name

Address

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(St. Louis Air News continued)

A CLASS of 33 graduates, the first to

receive their diplomas since the Parks

Air College moved to their own field, Parks

Airport, were banqueted in the Ballroom of

the Broadview Hotel, East St. Louis, on

Tuesday evening, July 3rd. Col. John Paege-

low, commanding officer of Scott Field, spoke

to the graduates on the development of avia-

tion and its future.

Twenty-five training planes are now in use

at the Parks Air College This includes

twenty-three 0X5 motored Travel Airs, a

Whirlwind Travel Air and the Stinson De-

troiter.

New Mechanics Course Offered by

Parks Air College

A NEW course in advanced airplane and

engine mechanics has been added to the

curriculum of the Parks Air College at St.

Louis, Mo. This new course is in addition

to the regular ground course previously and

still offered by the school.

For the new course, which will qualify men

for position as airplane and engine mechanics,

foremen and superintendents of factories and

other commercial aircraft organizations, com-

plete new shops, motor rooms and class

rooms have been built. The course will be

under the personal supervision of Oliver L.

Parks, vice president of Parks Airlines, Inc.,

Derek White, Dean of the Parks Air Col-

lege, and Richard F. Hardin, A. E., Lt., U.

S.N.R., general superintendent of Ground

School activities.

Motor instruction in the new division of

the school will include practical work on

Whirlwind, Liberty, 0X5, Anzam, Caminez,

and four other makes of new production en-

gines.

Airplane work will include the construc-

tion of complete airplanes piece by piece. This

will include wing building, covering and dop-

ing, steel tube fuselage construction, welding,

blue print reading, factory production meth-

ods and other necessary details.

This new division of the Parks Air College

opened on August first and on that date the

college had a total attendance of over 200

students.

KANSAS CITY NEWS
By H. H. James

D ICHARDS FIELD, formerly the prin-
A cipal flying field of Kansas City, has

been taken over by the Commercial Airways

Corporation and will be improved and op-

erated as a commercial flying field.

The new concern is headed by Albert A.

Yoemans and Ridelle Gregory.

The Porterfield Flying School, operated

in connection with the factory of the Ameri-
can Eagle Aircraft Corporation, will con-

tinue to use Richards Field.

r\ H. HOLLOWELL has been employed

by the American Eagle Aircraft Cor-

poration in the capacity of sales manager.

He has had extensive experience as a whole-

saler in the automobile industry, having

served the last five years with the Auburn
Automobile Company.

A NEW airplane factory has been started

in Kansas City by Ralph A. Beale, pres-

ident of the Beale Aircraft Company. A
new plane, with several distinctive features,

designed by Mr. Beale, will be placed on the

market by the company.

The machine, a monoplane with an OX-5
water-cooled engine, has a cabin for two

passengers and a pilot.

T7* J. SWEENEY, president of the Swee-
*-* ney Automotive, Aviation and Elec-

trical School, will start at once on the erec-

tion of a new $60,000 building to house his

aviation school. The building will be at the

Sweeney airport, on the Kansas side.

TVJATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT will

^ ^ use, on the night route between Kansas

City and Dallas, Douglas planes with 400

h.p. Liberty engines with a 100 pound mail

capacity and a speed of 100 miles per hour.

The first of the Douglas planes has been re-

ceived and turned over to Pilot R. L. Dobie.

*TpHE factory of the American Eagle Air-

craft Corporation 'is being enlarged with

a 20 x 100 building that will be used as a

wing department. The company is having

such a rush of orders that production is be-

ing increased to 8 to 12 planes a week.

'TpHE Weeks Aircraft Company of Mil-

waukee has taken the agency for the

Monocoupe. Their first sale was to Rudolph

Pabst, Milwaukee, a member of the family

whose product helped to make the Wisconsin

metropolis famous. Fred Ellis, Milwaukee

insurance man, was the second purchaser of

one of the new ships.

JOHN NOLL, former air mail pilot, has

resumed his classes in aviation at the

Neenah-Menasha airport after being away
for the winter. A flying club was recently

formed, the members purchasing an Air

King for their lessons and flights.

COL. LINDBERGH GETS
NEW CURTISS PLANE

'T~, HE new Curtiss Falcon mail plane,

completed recently by the Curtiss

Aeroplane & Motor Company at Garden

City, N. Y., has been purchased by the

newly-formed Transcontinental Air Trans-

port, and assigned to Col. Charles A. Lind-

bergh, head of the Technical Committee, for

his personal use.

The new plane is exceptionally fast, hav-

ing a top speed of just over 150 m.p.h. and

a cruising speed of 135 m.p.h. The Falcon

is powered with a 625 h.p. Curtiss "Con-

queror" water-cooled, Vee type engine, of

the same type which was used in the Cur-

tiss "Hawk" and "Falcon" planes which

won the pursuit and observation plane races

last fall at Spokane. The outstanding fea-

ture of the installation in Lindbergh's new
plane is the fact that the "Conqueror" en-

gine, which normally develops 625 h.p. at

2,400 r.p.m. has been fitted with a special,

large Curtiss-Reed propeller, which holds

it down to a maximum speed of 1800 r.p.m.

This means that, even at full throttle, the

engine is never being run at its maximum
possible speed, and the life of the engine

therefore is greatly increased, while the pos-

sibilities of engine failure in flight are les-

sened. Further, since the engine speed has

been reduced, it is possible to cruise at more
nearly the maximum speed than would be

possible if the engine were being run at

full throttle.

The Falcon mail plane is equipped to

carry 750 pounds of mail or baggage in two

metal-lined compartments, forward of the

pilot, in the fuselage. The two compart-

ments have a combined cargo capacity of 52

cubic feet. The rear compartment is also

available as a passenger cabin, being equip-

ped with two comfortable folding seats,

sliding glass windows, adjustable ventila-

tors and a small corner light inside the

compartment. The plane can carry 150

gallons of fuel enough for 5 hours flying.

Mail and passenger compartments of the Curtiss Falcon mail plane.
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A Striking
INCREASE IN PRODUCTION
of American Eagle Planes!

American Eagle with OX 5 motor

Thirty days ago the American Eagle Aircraft Com-
pany announced facilities which made possible imme-
diate delivery of American Eagle Planes.

You will be surprised to learn how quickly the indus-

try reacted to that announcement . . . and how
it has reflected in increased activity in the sales organ-

ization.

That announcement was merely the first of a number
of important announcements to be forthcoming

within the next sixty days.

See the American Eagle Dealer nearest you . . .

or write for interesting information.

THE AMERICAN EAGLE AIRCRAFT CO.

2808 EAST THIRTEENTH ST.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

OX5, $2985 Hisso E, $3 500 Ryan-Siemans 97 H.P., $4400 Quick 125 H.P., $4150
Anzani 120 H.P., $4800 Hisso A, $3850 Ryan-Siemans 125 H.P., $5825 Salmson 120 H.P., $5650

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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KANSAS AIR NEWS
By Edwin W. Pryor

THE new airport at Wichita, one mile

square, soon will be the center of aero-

nautical industry in that city.

The Quick Manufacturing Company, or-

ganized to convert the LeRhone rotary

motors into radial Quick motors and later

to produce a new motor, has constructed a

$10,000 factory building adjoining the new

field. A 15-acre site was purchased, enabling

expansion as required.

The Swift Airplane Company has pur-

chased a site adjoining the field and plans

to erect a factory there immediately. The

Red Bird Company, a young Kansas com-

pany producing biplanes, has taken an option

on another site adjoining the field.

Robert S. Powers, oil man, is president of

the Quick Manufacturing Company, which

is independent of the Quick Air Motor

Company, which holds the Rhone motors to

be converted. Manufacturing equipment at

the Houston plant and from the Watkin's

Manufacturing Company here will be in-

stalled in the new factory. C. E. Quick,

converter of the engine, is vice president of

the new company.
' Survey of the new field has been com-

pleted, and work is to start immediately on

a 2500-foot runway.

\ COMPLETE three-year aeronautical

course, with a fourth year to be added

next year, will be offered by the University

of Wichita when it opens this fall. The
bulletin outlining the course was published

recently.

Special lecturers for the school include

:

Walter Beech, president of Travel Air, Inc.

;

Clarence Braukman, U. S. Department of

Commerce aeronautical inspector
; Capt.

Warner B. Gates, U. S. Air Corps, Marshal

Field, Fort Riley, Kans. ; Meade Hargiss,

secretary-treasurer, Cessna
,
Aircraft Com-

pany; M. B. Kirkpatrick, plant superinten-

dent, Swallow Airplane Company; F. R.

McGoniga, chief engineer, United Aircraft

Company; A. O. Payne, technical and con-

sulting engineer, Swallow Airplane Com-
pany; S. P. Peterson, meteorologist, U. S.

Weather Bureau ; and Mac Short, chief en-

gineer, Stearman Aircraft Company.
Mr. Payne will be director of the new

school. Copies of the bulletin, outlining the

course in detail, may be had by writing Roy
W. Elliott, bursar of the university.

"TpHREE Wichita-made propellers, pro-

duced by the newly-organized Supreme
Propeller Company, were successfully tested

recently on a Travel Air biplane, piloted by
C. E. Clark, chief test pilot for the company.

A SPECIALLY-BUILT Stearman bi-

plane has been ordered by the police

department of New York for use in com-
bating crime in that city. Much special

equipment, including a machine gun and
other extra devices useful in police work,
will be incorporated in the new plane. Cap-
tain William Bucket of the motorcycle di-

vision of the department, will be in Wichita
August 8 to receive delivery of the ship and

fll ll cast.

Walter Beech having his Travel Air gassed up with Phillips Petroleum.

One of the most completely equipped bi-

planes ever turned out in Wichita was the

Stearman recently delivered to Herbert F.

Fales, chief metallurgist of the DuPont

Company, Wilmington, Del. It has nearly

every type of navigation instrument known.

It is equipped with a Whirlwind engine and

will be used in the service of the DuPont

Company.

TP WO new types of Swallow biplanes have

* been granted approved type certificates

by the Department of Commerce, according

to Victor Roos, general manager of the

Swallow Airplane Company. They are the

Whirlwind powered model and the Hispano

Suiza jobs.

The true Americans are taking to the air,

if Reed Farrell, wealth Osage Indian of

Arkansas City, Kan., is any indication. He
has ordered a Swallow plane equipped with

special navigating equipment.

A CESSNA cantilever wing monoplane,

* powered with a converted Anzani

motor turning up about 120 horsepower,

recently climbed to 13,500 feet in an altitude

test at Wichita. The motor, converted by

C. E. Quick, engineer and pilot, turned up

1,550 revolutions at the highest point, and

the engine's temperature was 132 degrees.

A $630,000 deal, involving 200 motors, has
^» been announced by the Quick Air

Motors Company and the Butler Aircraft

Company, recently organized in Kansas City.

The first of the big order will be delivered

in September, and the rest during the fol-

lowing 12 months. The contract was closed

through Pat Warner, formerly sales man-
ager for the motor company but now in-

terested in the new plane firm, backed by

the Butler Manufacturing Company.
Waverly Stearman, chief designer for

Swallow Airplane Company, has accepted

an identical position with the new company.

He is brother of Lloyd Stearman, president

of Stearman Aircraft Company.

*npHE new municipal airport at Man-.
-*• hattan, Kan., is nearing completion. A

hangar and a filling station are being erected

on the new field. The airport is financed by
the city, but fliers using it will be charged

an amount sufficient to pay for maintenance

and. to retire the bonds. Arthur Scheleen,

Manhattan chief of police and former Army
fiier, will be in charge of the field.

A $250,000 motor contract was closed

June 19 between the Swift Airplane

Company, and the Quick Air Motors Com-
pany, both Wichita firms.

TpHE United Aircraft Company, manu-
* facturers of a six-place cabin biplane

job, has removed from Wichita to Kansas

City. Curtis C. Baldwin, president of the

Baldwin Harvester Company, is president

of the company.

W CHITA now boasts a "flying doctor."

He is Dr. T. W. Myers, a specialist

who conducts clinics and has patients in

several cities in Kansas. To attend his clinic

at Pratt ordinarily requires two days under

ordinary travel conditions, but with his plane

he now makes the round trip in one day.

TPlGHT planes, seven OX5 biplanes and^ one luxurious monoplane, were ordered

recently by the latest addition to the Travel

Air family of dealers, the Continental Aero

Corporation, Ltd., of Montreal.

'TPHE Travel Air Transportation Com-
* pany, of which Pete Hill, veteran pilot,

is president, has opened a service department

for airplanes on the Wichita airport. Ray
Barker, licensed mechanic, has been added

to the personnel of the company.

DERRY HUTTON, who recently pur-

' chased a Ford-Stout plane, "barn-

stormed" Wichita when the National Air

Tour arrived here July 2. He "cleaned up,"

according to friends, making many trips each

day and night. He left Tulsa with the tour

party.

/GEOLOGICAL surveys of Kansas are

being made by the department of ge-

ology of the University of Kansas, with the

cooperation of the aviation corps at Fort

Leavenworth.
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Old Number One
ComesHome to Stay

LD Travel Air No. 1 has had an interesting

career. Bought in 1924 by O. E. Scott, of St. Louis, its first trip

was a call on Henry Ford. It was the first new production job
Lindbergh ever flew. It has felt the hands of the great and
near great at its controls. In it many prominent bankers, finan-

ciers and business men have flown. In it Nussinger and Ruth
Elder have made more than one trip. And after having been all

over the country on various missions it has at last come home to

rest with the honor and sentiment that is its due.

This old ship has had 1750 hours in the air with no replacement.
It is still airworthy—still trim. It doesn't look out of place
among the latest Travel Air ships staked out along the line at

the factory.

Following No. 1 have come hundreds of Travel Airs—in seven
types—including the new Cabin Monoplane, "The Limousine
of the Air"—each filling a commercial need—all characteristic

of Travel Air proven performance with dependability.

The history of Travel Air has been a history of aggressiveness
and progress from the day its first ship was built. Its ships are

the standard of aircraft comparison and merit the full attention
of dealers and prospective buyers the world over.

An interesting book telling the story of Travel Air is free on request

' TRAVEL AIM
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

WICHITA, KANSAS

The
ha test

Type
Travel
Air

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Dr. Frederick Minty uses an Eaglerock for an air ambulance.

NORTH DAKOTA NEWS
By A. E. Riggle

AN airline, carrying passengers and ex-

press, the first ever to be established

to a North Dakota city, was opened the

middle of June between Minneapolis and

Fargo. This line, designated as the "Presi-

' dential Express", because of its connection

with a line between Minneapolis and Super-

ior, Wise, the summer capitol of the United

States, is operated by the Midplane Sales

and Transit company of Minneapolis.

One round trip is made daily, the plane

leaving Fargo at 8.30 a. m., arriving at Min-

neapolis at 11 a. m., leaving Minneapolis

at 4:30 p. m., and arriving at Fargo at 7

p. m. Two Fairchld cabin monoplanes, four

passengers and pilot capacity, are used on

the route.

A SURVEY was made last week of the

progress of aviation in the state by the

Northrup Airplane company of Minneapolis,

officials of the Great Northern Railway

company and the Vacuum Oil company, with

a view to ascertaining future aviation possi-

bilities of the state.

It is understood that the survey was made

with a view to establishing airlines within

the state.

THERE are now 33 pilots operating in

the state. Airports have been estab-

lished at all. of the larger cities and many
smaller towns are able to accommodate

aviators, many of them already having air-

ports and others establishing them.

Hector Airport, the municipal landing

field at Fargo, a 160-acre tract of land, is

the largest airport in the state. It is an

eight-way landing field, with the runways

seeded and packed. One hangar has been

built and others will be built shortly, and

equipment for the accommodation of avi-

ators has been put on the field, including gas

and oil service.

There now are two beacon lights operat-

ing in the state, one atop the Herbst De-

partment store in Fargo and the other on

the Prince Hotel, Bismarck.

Two schools of aviation are operating in

Fargo, one headed by E. M. Canfield and

the other by the Hanson Auto School, both

having good patronage. There are several

private taxi services within the state.

THE International Airway, Inc., has been

formed at Minot, N. D., and will estab-

lish airlines to all points in the state and

several of the larger northwest cities as soon

as equipment can be purchased. The com-

pany will retail airplanes and accessories.

NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
pvR. FREDERICK W v MINTY, a physi-^ cian of Rapid City, South Dakota, re-

cently purchased an Eaglerock to be used as

an ambulance.

Dr. Minty's terriory extends over a large

area, especially to the north and east. It

extends north practically 200 miles to the

state line and east 150 miles in a sparsely

settled country with numerous small, in-

land towns, many of which do not have a

physician.

The airplane ambulance proved its value

a number of times within a few weeks

after it was purchased. Emergency cases

were brought to the hospital in Rapid City

within two hours when it would have taken

five or six hours by automobile. Aside

from the element of time, the smoothness

of air travel is a humane mode of trans-

portation.

*HpHE Kingston-Rhodes Airways, Inc., of

Virginia, Minn., has been organized.

Incorporators of the airways which will en-

gage in air transportation and the operation

of landing fields includes M. S. Kingston,

Eveleth, Minn., and J. C. Richards, J. R. St.

Clair, Otto A. Piorer and C. R. Rhodes, all

of Virginia, Minn.

The company recently tested out at the St.

Paul airport a Ryan monoplane equipped

with pontoons. The test was pronounced

successful and Mr. Rhodes announced that

his company contemplates operating these

ship; on lakes in north Minnesota.

Milwaukee Light Plane Air Meet
npHE Milwaukee Light Plane Club of
* Milwaukee, Wis., is bringing to Mil-

waukee on August 25th and 26th the first

light plane air meet to be held in America.

Rules for the competition will be practi-

cally the same as those used for the light

plane meets in England, where the greatest

strides have been made in developing light

planes.

There will be an On-to-Milwaukee race,

speed tests, endurance, load carrying and

altitude races, trophies; and liberal cash

prizes will be awarded by the local news-

papers and prominent business men.

The club, one of the first of its kind to be

organized in America, has a membership of

fifty active members. The object of the

club has been to create interest and help de-

velop the light plane industry in America.

The officers are : A. Paukner, president,

Charles Pankenen. treasurer, Miss L. J.

Kalishek, Secretary. Chairmen for the meet

are, Mr. Pandonen and Miss Kalishek.

Aberdeen Airport Dedicated

A BERDEEN AIRPORT, South Dakota,

was dedicated on July 12. J. E. Gor-

der, president of the local Chamber of Com-
merce, delivered the dedicatory address, and

F. Trubee Davison, Assistant Secretary of

War for Air, followed with an address on

Aviation and its relation to the Army. Mr.

Gorder in telling of the history of the local

air field, spoke highly of the excellent sup-

port of W. C. Boardman, Chamber of Com-
merce secretary, and the county and city

commissioners in making the project possi-

ble.

MINNESOTA AIR NEWS
By W. S. Schley, Jr.

COLONEL CHARLES A. LIND-
BERGH landed at the St. Paul munici-

pal airport recently to confer with railway

officials Louis W. Hill and Ralph A. Budd,

Great Northern railroad, on the transcon-

tinental air rail hook-up.

The division of the transcontinental serv-

ice between St. Paul and Chicago will begin

service August 15 with 8-passenger Hamil-

ton all-metal planes. Air passenger service

contracts have been awarded to the North-

west Airways, Inc., which has been operating

the Twin City-Chicago schedule in the past.

T X 70RK was begun recently on St. Paul's

» V new seaplane port which will be on
the Mississippi river adjacent to the present

municipal airport. The airport is being

raised to a height 21 feet above the water
level. It is being filled with sand and gravel

dredged from the seaport harbor which is

nearing completion.

HpHE Duluth airport committee disclosed

that three planes have already been

bought for service between the St. Paul
harbor and the lakes, and that Duluth is

planning an airport adjoining the bay of

Lake Superior and thus forming a combina-
tion airport and seaport similar to St. Paul's.

They pointed out that Minnesota can utilize

its 10.000 lakes to a great advantage with

seaplanes.

/""VlNBY'S new flying field was officially

dedicated by "Thunder" Johnson of St.

Paul when he alighted in his plane on the

runway which is within the city limits.

(Continued on next page)
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Whatever your interest

in aviation, this book is

the short cut to a knowl-
edge of flying.

mm
Partial List Table of Contents
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at various velocities.

CHAPTER TWO
Control

Control by Flaps—Ailerons and their Functions—Flippers and
their Function—Rudder—Co-ordination of Controls.
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Engines—The Propeller.

CHAPTER FIVE
Construction of Airplanes

Wings—Fuselage— Monocoque Fuselage — Landing Gear-^THe
Empennage.

CHAPTER SIX
Practical Flying—The Slotted Wing

Stalls—Result of a Stall—More About Flying Speed—Air Speed
in Turns—The Slotted Wing.

CHAPTER SEVEN
The Weather and Aviation

Wind—Gales—Squalls and Gusts—Rain, Snow, Sleet and Hail

—

og—Lightning—Bumps—"Air Pockets."
CHAPTER EIGHT

Airports—Airways—Safety
airports and Airways—Safety in Aviation—Aviation Accidents

—Structural Failure—Error of Pilot—Accidents due to Weather
—Crashes in the Air—Parachutes—Fires in the Air.

CHAPTER NINE
Pilot Licenses—The First Lesson

How to Become a Pilot—Inspection—Taxiing—Taking-off—Climb-
ing—Flying Level—Turns and Banks—Landing.

CONCLUSION—Terminology.

Roth-Downs Airways, Inc.

Saint Paul, Minnesota

Its 128 pages and 40

\ illustrations take all the

mystery out of aviation.

Read What Others Say:
"Your new book 'The Modern Airplane' is a beautifully conceived
and well worked out semi-technical treatise on aviation." I. H. Driggs,
Driggs Aircraft Corporation, Lansing, Mich.

"I have just finished 'The Modern Airplane' Kindly forward at
once 25 additional copies of this finest little book of its kind." Stanley
R. Short, Shorts Airport, Gardena, Calif.

"I have studied aviation in all of its phases for fifteen years and
know of no publication which so concisely sets forth the main points
of the modern theory of flight." E. K. Lef, Washington, D. C.

"I like it so well that I'm sending for another so that I can give it to
my pal. I'm not Scotch, but I know when I'm getting my moneys
worth." C. V. W., Ashton, R. I.

"The book is exactly as advertised and I enjoyed reading it."

C. W. F. Jr., New Orleans, La.

— ~—— JUST USE THIS COUPON —^— — — —
ROTH-DOWNS AIRWAYS, Inc.

2508 University Ave.
Saint Paul, Minn.

Here's my dollar. Rush me postpaid a copy
of "The Modern Airplane."

Name (Print)

.

Address

/

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Minnesota Air News continued)

Johnson, Twin City flier and winner of

the Crookston air derby, set an official con-

secutive "barrel roll" record June 29 when

he completed 80 rolls in his Waco plane.

He broke the record of 26 which was made

unofficially November 13, 1919 by C. D.

Custer over March Field, California.

A $400,000 airplane deal was completed

in Minneapolis June 30 by which the

Mohawk Aircraft Corporation of that city

will sell 100 Pinto model planes to the

George R. Craig Co., of Los Angeles. The

contract calls for a delivery of four planes

weekly.

THE NORTHWEST AIRWAYS, which

operates the Twin Cities-Chicago route,

has reported that it averages better than

800 pounds of mail per week and about

three passengers daily. Their present fleet,

which consists of Waco, Laird and Stinson-

Detroiter biplanes, will soon be increased

by two Hamilton all-metal monoplanes.

ATRIMOTORED Ford plane was de-

livered to the Jefferson Airways, Inc.,

4 at St. Paul. The ship is the first of a fleet

to be placed in passenger service out of St.

Paul and Minneapolis. It will be put on the

Twin City- Rochester schedule as soon as

the landing field at Rochester is completed.

"T^HE .Mohawk Aircraft Co., of Minneap-
* olis, manufacturers of the Pinto low

wing monoplane, is located in a well lighted

factory building adjacent to trackage facili-

ties. The large number of orders received

during the first official showing of the Pinto

at the All-American Aircraft Show has

crowded the production of the planes beyond

the present capacity of the plant, so increas-

ing facilities are being rushed.

MINNESOTA AIR PORTS
Wold-Chamberlain Airport

'TpHE Wold-Chamberlain Airport has
* been under municipal control for about

sixty days. At that time, there were on the

field three hangars owned by the National

Guard, 109th Minnesota Observation Squad-
ron, one by the Northwest Airways,

operating mail express and passenger

service between Minneapolis and Chicago,

and a small hangar owned by the Marvin A.
Northrup Company.

Since that time, the Midplane Sales and
Transit Company has erected a modern all

steel hangar 80 x 100 feet with a shop at-

tached 60 x 18 feet, and office and waiting

room.

Mark Hurd, vice president and general

manager of the Midplane Sales and Transit

Company states that his company is now
contemplating the erection of an additional

hangar. The Midplane fleet at the present

time includes twelve planes—four Whirl-

wind Fairchild cabin planes, two Mohawks,
five Travel Airs, one Command-Aire, and

one Waco. The Fairchilds have been put

into regular passenger service between Min-
neapolis and Fargo and additional service

is contemplated. This company is conduct-

ing a school for pilots and mechanics in

which so far 54 have enrolled as pilots and

24 as airplane mechanics.

The Marvin A. Northrup Company has

under construction at the field a $25,000

brick and steel hangar 32 x 100 feet with

an adjoining brick office 80 x 20 feet, the

latter building containing office and work-

shop. It is planned to equip the sides of

the building with chairs, tables and awnings

to provide an outdoor resting spot for pas-

sengers and observers. In European coun-

tries, the air field has developed into an

amusement park as well as an airport. Visi-

tors come by the thousand, particularly on

week ends to spend the day watching the

flying.

A hangar of similar size and in every re-

spect almost an exact duplicate will shortly

be constructed by the Air Transportation

Company, so that the hangar capacity at

Wold-Chamberlain Airport by the end of the

season will have been increased from three

to eight.

St. Paul Municipal Airport

THE St. Paul Municipal Airport at the

present time has one hangar 100 x 80

feet capacity which is filled practically to

capacity. Important improvements are be-

ing made on the field—the North and South

runway is being filled and widened to in-

crease its length to 700 feet from 300 feet

and the East and West runway is being in-

creased from 300 to 1100 feet.

Daily attendance at the field runs from

500 to 1,000 while on Sundays and week

ends the attendance on the field runs 3,000

or better. Passenger volume averages 15

to 20 on week days and runs as high as 150

on Sundays.

LANSING, MICHIGAN
AIRPORT DEDICATED

A If ORE than 70,000 people witnessed the

dedication of the Capitol City airport,

Lansing, Michigan, July 14 and 15, and

more than 50 planes participated in the two-

day ceremonies.

The ceremonies opened Saturday, July 14,

with the raising of a flag on the new 92-foot

steel flag-pole, followed by short talks by
Gov. Fred W. Green, Mayor L. J. Troyer

and Charles H. Davis, ex-secretary of the

chamber of commerce, the latter one of the

main figures in the building up of the air-

port.

The first heat of the pony express race

was the opening event on the flying program.
A parachute jump by Sgt. Lucien Barr of

the 107th Observation Squadron was an-

other feature and Lieut. Eddie Preston,

chief pilot for the SKF Air Service, Inc.,

of Lansing, and Walter Carr of Saginaw,
furnished another real exhibition of aerial

work when they flew two commercial planes

over an allotted course, tied together. They
took off and landed successfully without
breaking the string.

The program ended Saturday with pas-
senger flights at the airport and a lecture

and motion pictures uptown by Capt. Sir

George Hubert Wilkins, who with Lieut.

Ben Eielson flew to the airport in their Lock-

heed Vega for the celebration. The mem-
bers of the Michigan Aircrafters' Associa-

tion met earlier in the day at the Hotel Olds

for their business meeting and luncheon.

Sunday's program was a replica of that

of Saturday with the finish of the pony

express race and a dead stick landing con-

test. The pony express race was declared a

dead heat and the prize money of $300 was
divided equally among the following con-

testants: Willis Kysor of Niles, Randolph

Russell of Battle Creek, and A. R. Narrin,

Eddie Preston, Talbert Abrams, Claude

"Buck" Greenfield and Arthur Davis, all

of Lansing. Winners in the dead stick land-

ing contest in their order were : Arthur

Davis, Lansing, 8 feet; Claude Greenfield,

Lansing, 10 feet ; Russell Paulger, Detroit,

26 feet ; Walter Carr, Saginaw, 48 feet ; Ed-

die Preston, Lansing, 53 feet
;
Randolph Rus-

sell, Battle Creek, 59 feet; Russell Weist,

Battle Creek, 82 feet, and Willis Kysor,

Niles, 138 feet.

Luton S. Knowles and E. A. Goff, Jr., of

Battle Creek, were judges and referees of

the air meet. Following the close of pas-

senger flights Sunday evening, Lieut. Eddie

Preston flying a Stinson monoplane, and

Arthur Davis, flying a Whirlwind Waco-10,

gave an excellent exhibition of night flying.

GRAND RAPIDS NEWS
T7\EW cities have approached the height of
A interest shown by Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan, in connection with the inauguration of

air mail service. The local Chamber of Com-
merce and Flying Club have actively pro-

moted aviation for a considerable time. A
good landing field has been laid out and fully

equipped. Colonel Lindbergh was induced to

include the city on his national tour.

Now comes the air mail to central Michi-

gan, including Grand Rapids. The contract

let to the Thompson Aeronautical Corpora-

tion insures daily delivery of air mail to and

from Chicago, connecting with the transcon-

tinental routes. The Chamber of Commerce
devoted the July issue of its publication "The
Spectator" to aviation, and local business

men are being aroused to support the new
service.

One of the underlying reasons for much
of the interest shown by Grand Rapids in

aviation is the importance of the Haskelite

Manufacturing Corporation whose huge

plant is located in Grand Rapids. This com-
pany was really put in business by the Gov-
ernment demand for aircraft plywood during

the war. Waterproof glue developed for

Haskelite proved so successful that it re-

tained its place in the industry after the

emergency passed, and today it is said that

over 85% of the plywood used in planes

comes from this Grand Rapids plant.

This company itself has taken an active

part in promoting the use of air mail. Its

main office, in Chicago, has used air mail

exclusively to the Pacific Coast, all points

west of Omaha and Kansas City, and very

liberally to other points where time could be

saved. Every effort has been made to call

this practice to the attention of other business

men and urge their similar adoption of air

mail.
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Get The
Thorough Training

Offered atthe"CollegeoftheAir
Your Future Success Depends on Adequate Training Now

Opportunities—hundreds of them—await the right men in Aviation.

Pilots, mechanics, field managers, traffic managers, designers, aircraft manufacturers—count-
less positions are open and the demand for trained men never has been so great.

The leaders tomorrow will be those who have been trained well today. Tomorrow only those
who have been thoroughly and completely instructed in every branch of aeronautics at a

reputable school will win success.

Take your training at Marshall—there you
will receive only the most thorough instruc-

tion; there you will be adequately trained to

step into the great future of Aviation.

Marshall Flying School is recognized as

"The College of the Air." Every needed sub-
ject is taught—every facility is provided

—

all modern equipment is offered. No other
civilian school in the country can teach you
aviation as well as this air college.

Over fifteen training planes and as many in-

structors are> provided for your training.

Latest army methods are used—everything
that will give you a complete education in

aviation is here for you. Ground instructors

are trained men from the foremost engineer-

ing colleges and government schools. The
flying instructors are veteran flyers of the

service—each with thousands of hours to

his credit.

Write for our free catalog and get our special

offer. The catalog will reveal to you the
many future possibilities of aviation—will

show you how to get into any one of the
many wonderful positions. In it you will

learn of the splendid equipment and type of

instruction offered. Our special offer is open
to you for a limited time only.

Write today.

MARSHALL FLYING SCHOOL, Inc.

650 N. English St., Marshall, Mo.

Mail This
Coupon
Today

MARSHALL FLYING SCHOOL, Inc., Name .

.

650 N. English St.,

Marshall, Mo. Address

Gentlemen: Citv
Send me your latest catalog, "Get Up Into the Sky,"

together with your special low tuition offer. I understand
this does not obligate me in any way. btate . . .

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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PUBLICATIONS"

STUFF AND NONSENSE
A monthly magazine written,

edited and published by

DON ROSE
Stuff and Nonsense has absolutely nothing to do with

aviation, but pilots and passengers with a sense of

humor can have a sample copy by addressing

D. F. Rose Bryn Athyn, Pa.

PACIFIC TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY

San Diego California

"Air Capital of the West"

Offers Home Study Courses in Aeronautical Engi-

neering and Practical Aviation.

Residence Courses In well equipped shops, with clas»

tomq instruction.

Affiliated with Ryan Flying School, where our student*

can actually learn the art of flying with new air-

planes equipped with the famous Ryan-Siemens En-
gines.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

NAVIGATION
STUDENTS, know how to plot your course.

Correct the compass and meteorology. These
subjects taught by mail for $5.00 by former

navigating officer of naval and merchant vessels

G. T. JENNINGS
74—14th St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Distributor propoel
airport facilities

handle Bala of

me

tiorj for parties with
funds t«

Laird Com-
laatl

forater- ^^U| flNh5,^^, »»««»

war wltb aw ^^bJHO^^ ether manofae-
turer of airplane*.

E M. LAIRD AIRPLANE COMPANY
4500 West 83rd Street Chloaoe. Illlnoll

1 MATERIALS

|(ij[ycJwL-» Insulated
X, TRADE MARK gtaplCS

For all airplane or aircratt

wiring and small tubing sup-

port.

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co.
Boston, Mass.

RUSCO
SHOCK CORDS, AERO RINGS, BRAIDS,

LACINGS, TAPES, WEBBINGS

—

Elastic and Nan-Elastic
Write Aeronautical Sales and Engineering Office for

Circular

THE RUSSELL MFG. CO.
349 Broadway New York City

'AIR SERVICE™

South America

COLOMBIAN AIRWAY SYSTEM
Regularly operated since 1921

Saves 10 days from seaports to

Central & Western Colombia

Air Mail, Parcel Post and Passengers

carried between all cities in Colombia.

Starting from Barranquilla planes operate

daily except Sundays to the Interior and

on regular schedule to Buenaventura on

the West Coast, connecting with all

United Fruit Steamers.

Colombian Air Mail Stamps and Passage

Reservation at

American Trading Company, Inc.

96 Wall Street, New York City

NEW RECORD IS SET
BY GLOBE CIRCLERS

AROUND the world '

i 23 days, 15 hours

and 8 seconds is the new record made

by Captain Charles B. O. Collyer and John

Henry Mears. The former record of 28

days, 14 hours, 36 minutes, 5 seconds was

made in 1926 by Linton Wells and Edward

F. Evans.

Collyer and Mears took off in a seaplane

from Pier A, the Battery, New York City,

and caught the Olympic near Ambrose

Light. Their Fairchild cabin plane, equip-

ped with a 400 h.p. Pratt and Whitney Wasp
engine, the City of New York, previously

had been placed on the deck of the Olympic.

Six days later they took off from Cher-

bourg and in six days more they had flown

across Europe and Asia to Tokyo. Here

they put their plane aboard the Empress of

Russia, landing at Victoria, B. C. on the

morning of July 21, and took off at once

eastward across the continent. They stop-

ped at Spokane for fuel, spent the night at

Minneapolis, left Minneapolis at 5:47 A. M.

July 22 (Eastern Daylight Time) and,

flying in fog and storms most of the way,

reached Miller Field, Staten Island, at

6:55:12 and their starting point, the Bat-

tery, at 8:21:48 P. M. July 22.

The globe circlers traveled 19,725 miles

at an average speed oi 840 miles a day.

Fifteen of these days were spent on ships

and eight in the air. By steamer they made

8,535 miles of the trip, and they flew 11,-

190 miles, averaging better than 1,000 miles

a day in their plane. Their plane and en-

gine functioned perfectly.

WRIGHT ENGINE
SERVICE FACILITIES

A PPROXIMATELY 2,000 Wright

Whirlwind engines are now in opera-

tion in America and this number is increas-

ing steadily. A comprehensive survey is

being made of the entire country by the

Wright Aeronautical Corp. with the view

of establishing parts dealers and approved

Wright service stations at all of the promin-

ent airplane centers.

Three parts dealers have been appointed

:

Pacific Aeromotive Corp., Los Angeles,

Calif. ; Stout Air Services, Dearborn,

Mich., and Air Associates, Inc., Curtiss

Field, Long Island, N. Y.

About 18 months ago when the greatest

part of the production of the Wright Com-
pany was being absorbed by Government
contracts, service work on Wright engines

in the field was well taken care of by the

organization consisting at that time of Ed
Mulligan, Ken Boedecker, Doc Kincaid and
Andy Hufford. These four men together

covered the country, taking care of the en-

gines in service.

Within a little more than one year the

Service Staff has grown from the group of

four to an organized force of over 50 men,
16 constantly in the field, and 31 engaged in

overhaul work at the factory, as well as an
office force and correspondence relating to

this important phase of the work. The
Service Department is under the direction

of Kenneth J. Boedecker, as service mgr.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST

PYRALIN USED IN CUBA-
AMERICA AIRLINERS

•TpHE adoption of Pyralin window panes

for aircraft is emphasized by the

use of this material in the portholes of

the massive flying boats of the Cuba-Am-
erica Airline operated between Miami,

Florida, and Havana, Cuba, and between

Palm Beach and Havana. The new service

marks the inauguration of the first regular

schedules of travel by flying boats on inter-

national routes from the American continent.

************^***************

^/^E offer to Manufacturers

interested in EXPORT
the services of a dependable

Organization, well established

in the entire Foreign Field.

Manufacturers' Export Managers
116 Broad Street, New York, N Y

****************************
_„ _ mvcuTiniM

mm PATENT YOUR IDEASB
Send me a iketch or simple model of

vour invention. Satinf*r+r*m

illllfe

iiilSi
' MODELS"" """"""

Spirit of St. Louis"
A PERFECT 3-ft. miniature of the most famous

Airplane in the worlil! Anybody can build and
fly It TbB IDEAL Complete Construction Outfit
contains everything needed; all parts, fittings and
materials, full plans, diagrams and Instructions.
The Model is guaranteed to fiv wben <-nrrectly
built. COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OUT- ~"

FIT $7.50
(West of Denver. Colo., and In Canada, $8.00)

Ask Your Dealer, or Order Direct

Plans for Model Airplanes
l -"ini'i.-te. accurate, one-half size Plana
with Buildinfr-Flvinp Instructions for any
one of the following: N.-w V..rk l':iri = -

FOKKER:_Curtiss;^DeHAVILLAND; NC-4
EACH
25c

Model Book Free with each plan.

64-Page Book for Model Builders
Contains plans for building Gliders and Racers;
full information about Scale Models; and most
complete catalog of Parts. Supplies, Materials
and Fittings for all kinds of models. Post- e_
paid for **C

Ideal Aeroplane & Supply Co., Inc.
24-26 W. 19th St., New York City
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THE NEW
STTNSON-DETOOITER

JUNIOR
FOUR PASSENGER CABIN MONOPLANE

AMODERATELY priced, good airplane, roomy,

. fully equipped, powered by the Warner
Scarab 120 h.p. engine.

The Stinson Junior, received with unbounded
enthusiasm at the All-American Aircraft Show,
has the same high standards of design and con-

struction which give Stinson ships such a high

degree of efficiency and performance.

The Stinson Junior Monoplane is ideal for busi-

ness concerns and for private and commercial

operators. Flying schools should investigate

the Junior.

We are prepared to furnish operating costsand sur-

veys to individuals or organizations who desire to

purchase aircraft for personal or commercial uses.

Complete Information Sent on Request

STINSONAIRCRAFTCORPORATION-NORTHVILEE, MICHIGAN

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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THE AMERICAN BUREAU
OF AIRCRAFT

THE American Bureau of Shipping will

extend its existing operations to cover

aeronautics as a neutral service to connect

the operators with the insurance companies.

The Bureau, realizing that aeronautical en-

gineering and operation is an entirely sepa-

rate and different field from any of its

present day efforts, has organized a new and

separate department, the American Bureau

of Aircraft, to be composed of experienced

aeronautical personnel. Alexander Klemin,

Professor of Aeronautics at New York Uni-

versity, has been retained by the American

Bureau of Aircraft as consulting aeronauti-

cal engineer.
INSIGNIA'" " ' "~*

|7 VERYONK Interested Id avla-

tlon. whether a pilot, a stu-

dent or Just an admirer—will be

proud to display this attractive

oharm. A very acceptable gift.

Made with craftsmanlike precision.

Sterling Silver, $4.00 each
Alsa made in 10 karat gold

Send chec O. D. deliveries.money order
, n*

"ACE" BADGE, BUTTON & MEDAL CO.
101-305 Fifth Ave. New York City

WATCH IT FLY!
The AUTO-PLANE — An automobile
radiator cap ornament. Not a clumsy
cast metal caricature of an old style
plane, but an up-to-date, sclen-
Uflcally constructed, all-metal
monoplane that flys by rising on
the rod. Price $1.50
Send check or M. O. , stating If

your car has motometer or plain
ator cap.

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING
47 Si. 12th Ave. Mt. Vernon. N

"CONSTRUCTIONS

"MILE A MINUTE THRILLS'

A highspeed, air-propelled seaplane type speedboat ol
novel design. Uses either automobile or aircraft
motor. Easily and cheaply built at home, 'lsing our
drawings and Instructions. No experience necessary

;

we give full instructions. We can furnish custom-
built If desired. Aircraft motors and supplies for
sale. Send $3 for full set drawings and Instruction
booklet or dime for folder.

THE AIRSLED CO., Box D, Cedarville, Mich.

""EQUIPMENT 1

2k
Scully Air Mail Helmet

designed and perfected after many
tests by air mail pilots. Made
from finest imported leathers.

Nicholas-Beazley Airplane Co.
Marshall, Mo.

Sole distributors for United
States, Denver East. Scully Bros.,
I nc, Los Angeles, Calif. , Man-
ufacturers.
Wrifr for deicrlbtlve folder.

ATTENTION!
Manufacturers Sales Agents

\Y/E would like to hear from
* " manufacturers of flying equip-

ment, replacement parts for motors

and planes, small tools, dopes, steel

tubing, flying instruments, etc.

Advise if you can furnish mats or

cuts for catalogue use. Address,

Michigan Aero 'Wholesale Supply

Co., Box 679, Aero Digest.

COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE
PERFORMANCE TESTING
/\ PLAN has been formulated for stan-

dardized performance testing of com-

mercial airplanes by universities having

recognized chairs of aeronautical engineering.

This plan has received the general approval

of the Aeronautics Branch of the Department

of Commerce and of the Commercial Air-

plane Manufacturers Section of the Aero-

nautical Chamber of Commerce of America.

Some of the universities have already per-

formed such tests and are in a position to

render service along these lines at a nominal

charge.

At a meeting of the Commercial Aircraft

Manufacturers Section held recently in De-

troit, the following committee was appointed

to work with the Aeronautics Branch, the

universities and others interested in the

formulation and acceptance of a standard

performance test under the auspices of the

Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of

America: Walter Beech, Travel Air Manu-
facturing Co., Wichita, Kansas ; A. J. Ed-

wards, Prudden-San Diego Airplane Co.,

San Diego, Calif.; C. S. Jones, Curtiss Fly-

ing Service, Garden City, L. I.

Details of the plan will be worked out in

cooperation with the following : Carence

M. Young, Director of Aeronautics, Depart-

ment of Commerce ; a representative of t>e

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ; Dr.

H. Bateman, California Institute of Tech-

nology; Prof. E. P. Lesley, Stanford Uni-

versity; Prof. F. W. Pawlowski, University

of Michigan; Prof. Alexander Klemin.

Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics.

New York University, New York City.

NEW AVIATION MAP
T) AND McNALLY AND COMPANY
A^ have published a new standard aviation

map of the United States, designed for use

at airports, in the offices or hangars of air

transport companies, or any place where
flights are planned or traffic routed, for the

rapid computing of distances, directions, fly-

ing times, and rates. It possesses all the

features essential to a general reference map
of the country, is detailed but clearly legi-

ble, and in addition, the simple scale, small

distortion, concentric mileage circles, and

provisions for marking which make it an

aviation map.

The map is 10 feet 2 inches by 6 feet 6

inches, drawn to the scale of 25 miles to an
inch. It is drawn on a conic projection

based on two standard parallels, shows all

cities and towns over 1,000 population, coun-

ties, states, rivers and railroads. Each map
is specially prepared with red concentric cir-

cles at 100-mile (4-inch) intervals around
the point at which it is to be used. Every
fifth circle is emphasized, and every circle

marked in four places with its distance from
the center. All maps are finished with a

washable surface on which beacon lights,

airports, routes or other data may be marked
and easily erased or corrected.

HEADQUARTERS
Everything for the Aviator

AT RIGHT PRICES
BLACK Leather HELMETS, $2.75

GOGGLES—$3.50—2.50— 1.5 —1.00

RESISTAL GOGGLES, as illustrated, with
adjustable nose bridge, $4.00

FLYING SUIT of heavy Khaki cloth, with
hooklcss fasteners, $5.50

"LINDY" STYLE, Leather (black) Jackets,

light weight lining, $8.!>5

(lined with heavy plaid wool cloth, $10.50)

LEATHER (black) COATS, 36" long, wool
cloth lined, with belt at waist, $16.00

LEATHER (puttee) LEGGINGS, pr., $2.50

fMAIL ORDERS FILLED *T|

When ordering by mail, state sizes II

where necessary. Enclose P. O. \T

money order or check. JJ

RUSSELL'S INC.
Reliable outfitters for over 3( years

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK
At 4Sth St. tth floor

Norttieasft
<Yy^itto togs

HELMETS

GOGGLES

FLYING
SUITS

WRITE
FOR

COMPLETE
CATALOG

BECK DISTRIBUTING CORP., «8 E. 131,1 Si., N. T. C.

100%
QUICKER OPENING

when using the

Welsh Never-Fail Air Pack

Harness and Silk Chute, $300

If you want a parachute that is almost
instant when released, then place your order
for the Welsh Never-Fail Air Pack.
Cords cannot become tangled and do not

unwind until air expands the chute. When
pin is pulled, it works like magic, in an
instant, and you wonder how it happened.
Just place your order and then experience

the thrill you have when using this mar-
velous chute.

Get our Selling Agency Proposition

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

C. L. WELSH COMPANY
R. 10, Crafton Station PITTSBURGH, PA.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS HERE
GET REAL RESULTS

RATES — $7.80 PER INCH

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Fastest Ship
in the National Reliability Tour

Buhl Special Airsedan

Weight Empty 1800 lbs.

Wing Span . . 36 ft.

Wing Area 240 sq. ft.

Length 25 ft.

Useful Load 1400 lbs.

Seating Capacity—Pilot and 2 Passengers

PERFORMANCE
High Speed (Sea Level) 139.1 M.P.H.

Landing Speed 45 M.P.H.

Cruising Speed 115 M.P.H.

POWER PLANT
Whirlwind
Horse Power 200 at 1800 R.P.M.

Fuel Capacity 80 gals.

Oil Capacity 5 gals.

EQUIPMENT
Starter, Brakes, Metal Propeller, Compass, Air Speed Indicator, Navi-

gation Lights, Tachometer, Altimeter, Clock, Fire Extinguisher, Fuel,

Oil Pressure and Oil Temperature Gauges, Air Corps Throttles, Strainer

and Fuel Valves, Exhaust Manifold, Cabin Heaters.

Manufactured under Approved Type Certificate No. 46.

Price $12,000, Flyaway our Field, Marysville, Michigan

BUHL AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Marysville, Mich.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL NEWS IN BRIEF
Compiled from the foreign aeronautical press,

CANADA
Aviation in Canada During 1927

By C. P. C. Downman

AVIATION in Canada made great

strides during 1927, according to a

Government report just issued. Canadian

fliers accomplished some remarkable feats,

but their activities were along the lines of

development work rather than spectacular

transalantic flights.

Commercial companies more than doubled

their flying time; the Provincial Govern-

ment increased theirs by 50 per cent, while

civil operations for the Dominion Govern-

ment service increased in like proportion.

The variety and range of the operations in-

creased notably. The activities of Canadian

pilots and aircraft range from observing for

the sealing fleets off the Newfoundland coast

and forest dusting in Cape Breton Island, to

iciest fire protection and fishery patrols on

the Pacific coast; from air mail service to

Pelee Island, the southernmost point of

Canada, to the observation of ice conditions

through the winter in Hudson Strait and

transportation in the Yukon.

During the year, air mail service con-

necting the chief centers of population were

considered seriously for the first time. Pre-

liminary surveys and experimental flying

were undertaken with a view to the estab-

lishment of service to hasten the delivery

throughout Canada of the transatlantic mails.

The Post Office Department, which for some

years has given permission to carry mails

by air to remote points, officially recognized

the advantages of such services by awarding

contracts for four winter mail services.

Increased activity has led to the estab-

lishment of flying schools by commercial

firms, to fill the growing demand for pilots

and air engineers. The Department of Na-

tional Defence, to encourage the popular

use and knowledge of aeronautics, is assist-

ing in the establishing of flying clubs in the

principal cities of the Dominion.

All these activities have had a great effect

the Automotive Division and the Transportation Division. Bureau of Foreign ant Domestic Commerce

on the aircraft and engine industries. Exist-

ing aircraft factories have been fully em-

ployed, and are extending their workshops.

Branches have been established in Canada

by some of the best known British and

American aircraft and engine builders. The

increased demand for flying all over the

country is reflected in the orders placed for

new aircraft during the year. There have

been delivered, or are due for delivery, for

1928 operations, no less than seventy air-

craft of American manufacture. The great

majority of these are modern, up-to-date

types.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of

the year was the sudden demand for light

aircraft The Ontario Provincial Air Ser-

vice took the lead in introducing these, and

purchased four de Havilland "Moth" sea-

planes for fire detection patrols in Northern

Ontario. The satisfaction given by this

new type led to its adoption for other similar

work. The low capital and maintenance cost

of light planes will ensure a great reduction

in the cost of such services. At the time of

writing, no less than seventy light planes are

in use or on order for fire detection patrols

and light transportation, in Ontario, Mani-

toba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British

Columbia, and for flying clubs and private

use in all provinces.

The number of flights made in 1927 has

increased considerably over 1926, the figures

being : 1926, 4,755 ; 1927, 16,748. The hours

flown have risen from 5,860 to 12,070, an

increase of 106 per cent. The increase of

passengers carried is particularly encourag-

ing, showing the public is prepared to travel

by air where facilities are offered. The

figures are : 1926, 6,436 passengers ; 1927,

18,932 passengers; 1926. 631,715 passenger-

miles
; 1927, 1,424,031 passenger-miles. In

the same way, freight traffic has increased

from 724,721 pounds in 1926 to 1,098,346

pounds in 1927. These figures do not in-

clude the Seattle-Victoria mail service of

the United States Post Office, which car-

ried 51,000 pounds of mail in 1927.

The operating records on the whole show

increasing efficiency, due to the introduction

of more efficient aircraft and engines and

the greater experience of their personnel.

There have been few accidents. Long and

difficult flights are undertaken regularly.

T MPORTANT developments are anticipat-

* ed by the Canadian Post Office Depart-

ment in connection with the royal mail ser-

vice. The Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and

Rimouski air mail system has proved so

satisfactory that an extension of the aerial

mails to serve other parts of the Dominion

is regarded as inevitable. Meanwhile, def-

inite plans are under way for the inaugura-

tion of a service between New York and

Montreal and another service from Mon-
treal to Albany. The Canadian Colonial

Airways, Inc., of New York City, holds the

contracts with the United States Govern-

ment for the northbound trip and with the

Canadian Government for the southbound

trip. It is probable that steps will be taken

to provide a service between Toronto and

Buffalo and another between Toronto, Wind-
sor and Detroit.

Another development of the future will be

a service between Winnipeg, Calgary and

Edmonton. The Department estimates a

saving of twenty-four hours could be ef-

fected there as compared with railway time

TJ Y the end of the season 15 flying clubs" will have been established throughout

Canada, according to advices from the Air

Board. A total of $170,000 is being spent

by the Board this year in the promotion by

these clubs for civilian flying.

Clubs have already been established at

Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, Win-
nipeg, Saskatoon, Regina, Moose Jaw, Ed-

monton, Victoria, Granby and London, Ont.

Under the plan of assistance two planes are

furnished each club to start with. In subse-

quent years the department will duplicate

planes provided by the club itself. A bond

for the value of the machine and to guar-

antee observance of regulations is exacted.

(Continued on next page)
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NEW BANKING INDICATORS
Bubble type $5.00

NEW 8 DAY JEWELED
CLOCKS

Fit flush to board

Luminous dial $12.50

NEW ZENITH ALTIMETERS
Complete $10.00

(Special prices for large quantities)

NEW CLIMB
INDICATORS

Vertical type $15.00

NEW AIR SPEED INDICATORS
With Pilot tube

Complete $25.00

FOXBORO THERMOMETERS
Complete $7.50

NOTICE: We are United States Distributors for

SALMSON ENGINES
SJR-COOLED RADIAL NEW PRODUCTION

Varying in Horsepower—12-25-40-65-95-120 and 230 H.P.

Also Distributors for

AVRO AVIAN
For entire United States except New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Dealers for airplanes and motors wanted all over the United States.

NORTHROP AIRPLANE CO.
MINNEAPOLIS
Executive Office and Warehouse
730 Washington Ave., North

MINNESOTA
Operations and Hangars
Wold-Chamberlain Field

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(Canada News continued)

MONTREAL'S first aircraft exhibition,

and the first also to be held in Can-

ada, was formally opened on the evening of

July 7th.

Major-General J. H. MacBrien, president

of the Aviation League of Canada, officiated

at the opening of the exhibition. General

MacBrien is the former Chief of the Gen-

eral Staff, Department of National Defence,

and is now managing director of the Inter-

national Airways of Canada, Hamilton.

Three directors of the International Air-

ways of Canada accompanied General Mac-

Brien from Hamilton, viz., C. Balfour, J.

Young and R. O. Denman.

Mayor Camillien House and J. A. Wilson,

controller of civil aviation, Ottawa, were

other speakers at the opening, while W. S.

Lighthall, president of the Montreal Light

Aeroplane Club, under whose auspices the

exhibition is being held, presided.

WHILE Canada has not sent any avia-

tors across the Atlantic, it holds a

world's record of its own, in that during

the course of the past five years, this coun-

try has had 200,000 square miles of country

photographed from the air, which is unique

in the history of any country.

A. M. Narraway, second in command of

aerial photography in Canada, announced

this record to the automotive engineers in

convention at Quebec recently.

Canadian airplanes, he stated, inventoried

the forestry resources of the Dominion,

while 200,000,000 acres were patrolled each

year for forest fire protection. In addition

30,000 miles of timber limits, in supposedly

inaccessible regions, have been discovered.

Canadian Air News

By James Montagues

A FORD trimotor plane of the Canadian

Skyview Lines has been taking up

passengers at Niagara Falls this summer

with a large number of visitors to the fam-

ous beauty spot taking advantage of seeing

the falls from a new angle. Towards the

middle of July the plane had carried 5,000

passengers.

TORONTO is to have two more airports,

there being already two ports in use,

the Dufferin field and the more-often used

Leaside field where the Toronto Flying Club

has its hangars. The two new airports will

also be a considerable distance from the

waterfront.

Aircraft, Ltd., will have a field on the

Tretheway estate, near the Canadian Kodak

Company's plant outside Toronto. The field

is under a three-year lease now to the De

Havilland Aircraft of Canada and will be

shared by the new concern. President of

Aircraft, Ltd., is D. G. Joy, while Hon.

W. H. McGuire and Sir Frederick Stupart,

director of the Meteorological Service, To-

ronto, are vice presidents. Included in the

directors are prominent Toronto citizens and

Frank Tetheway, big mining operator.

The second company is the Canada Air

Express, who paid $100,000 for a 100-acre

area. Hangars are now being put up by

these people, and a number of runways sim-

ilar to the system used at Newark are being

prepared on the field. The company is the

first big commercial air company in Toronto

and has already started work.

Another 100-acre field directly to the south

of the present field is under option. Busses

have been bought to bring passengers to the

airport. J. H. Neill of Toronto is vice

president of the company. Toronto and

New York business men make up the board

of directors. •

Western Canada News

By James McCabe

T?OLLOWING acquisition of a temporary

landing field by Vancouver city council

on Lulu Island, members of the Aero Club

of British, Columbia, Vancouver branch,

have requested the federal government to

provide them with the two De Havilland

"Moth" planes promised some time ago and

the training of members will commence im-

mediately.

r> C. AIRWAYS of Victoria have opened

a Vancouver office to make arrange-

ments for the opening of its circle aerial

passenger service between Victoria, Vancou-

ver and Seattle, which will open in a few

weeks time.

T70R probably the first time in Canadian

history, the government is arranging to

pay the Indians their "Treaty Money'' by

airplane. Using a Western Canada Air-

ways, Ltd., Fokker plane, piloted by Harold

Farrington, Mr. H. N. Awrey, of the de-

partment of Indian Affairs, will visit eight

of the Indian Reserves paying out the treaty

money. This trip formerly consumed about

three months travelling by canoe and it is

expected that they will now require only

about twenty days.

FRANCE
The 1928 Paris Aero Show

Hp HE eleventh annual French Interna-
A tional Aeronautical Salon opened June

29 at the Grand Palais, Paris in the pres-

ence of President Doumergue and hundreds

of leading air officials and experts.

In the Aeronautical Chamber of Com-
merce of America's exhibit are included

nearly twenty American firms. All kinds

of aeronautical equipment are displayed, but

no planes are shown. The Department of

Commerce has supplied maps and materials,

and photographs, literature and magazines

give a bird's-eye view of the present develop-

ment of aviation in the United States.

Although some of the large French firms

are not represented at the show this year,

fifteen interesting French exhibits are on
display. Complete machines are shown by
Bernard, Bleriot-Aeronautique, Breguet,

C. A. M. S., Caudron, Farman, Hanriot, P.

Levasseur, Liore et Olivier, Morane-Saul-
n'er. Mureaux, Nievnort-Delage, Henry
Potez, S. E. C. M., and Wibault.

The German section, which shows the re-

sult of their concentration on the commercial

phase of the industry, due largely to being

barred by the Treaty of Versailles from

manufacturing fighting machines, shows
five completed machines—those of Arado
(G. M. B. H.), Klemm-Daimler, Heinkel

Flugzeugwerke, Albatros Flugzeugwerke

and Junkers-Werke.

The Italian Air Ministry shows three ma-
chines—the Savoia-Marchetti S.55, a Fiat

K.22 and the Macchi M.52 Schneider trophy

type.

Czechoslovakia presents an Aero A.23 and

an Avia B.H.33.

Two Fokker planes and an engine unit

are exhibited by Holland.

Great Britain is represented by a full

series of Bristol engines and a Bristol

single-seater fighter, a complete range of

Armstrong-Siddeley radial air-cooled en-

gines.

A more detailed description of the air-

craft exhibited at the 1928 Paris Aero Show
will appear in a later issue of Aero Digest.

A MONUMENT to the memory of the

members of the Lafayette Escadrille

was dedicated on July 4 in the center of a

private park at Villeneuve, Letang, near

Paris.

The monument, which was made possible

by the subscription of 10,000 Americans, is

an arch about one-half the size of the Arc

de Triomphe.

Notes From France

By Joseph Agon

THE French Government is planning an

important intension of intercontinental

commercial aviation. The project envisages

new lines reaching to Indo- China, Equatorial

Africa and Madagascar. Part of the serv-

ice will be effected in collaboration with

British and Belgian companies.

The first line will be between Paris and

Hanoi. It will be a prolongation of the pres-

ent Paris-Bagdad route. The Bagdad Ran-

goon sector will be handled by a British en-

terprise which expects soon to reach an

agreement with the Persian Government.

The British section will include stops at

Bassora, Bender-Abbas, Karachi and Cal-

cutta. From Rangoon to Hanoi the service

will be entirely French.

Furthermore, it is almost certain that a

Franco-English-Japanese arrangement will

be made to provide for regular aerial trans-

portation between Hanoi to Tokio via Hong
Kong and Shanghai. To this end, the Gov-

ernment of the Indo-China protectorate and

Pierre Brunat, Director of Aerial Naviga-

tion, have been engaged in active negotia-

tions with their future associates.

The liason between France and Madagas-

car will be effected in co-operation with a

Belgian company now operating over a dis-

tance of 3,000 kilometers in the Congo. The
French trans-Mediterranean lines at present

are : Paris-Marseille-Tunis, and Paris-Mar-

seille-Toulouse- Perpignan - Casablanca - Da-
kar. Another line between the capital and

Algiers, via the Balearic Islands, will be

opened soon.

From Dakar to Leopoldville over two al-

ternate but not yet selected routes, the serv-

ice will be operated by French pilots ; from
Leopoldville to Elisabethville by Belgians.

At the latter point French machines will take

up the trail to Madagascar.



SPECIFICATIONS
Span, Upper wing

Span, Lower wing

Chord, top and bottom

Aspect ratio

Stagger

Sweep Back

Dihedral, Lower wing

Dihedral, Upper wing

Wing Area

Airfoil section

Height Overall

Length Overall

Weight, Empty
Wing loading

Speed, Maximum
Speed-Cruising

Speed, Minimum
Useful Load
Fuel Capacity

Radius, Max. speed

Climb, Initial

Ceiling

31' 2"

34' 1"

5'

6.20 ft.

IS"

None

2y2 dg.

None
310 sq. ft.

Clark Y
9 ft.

25' 5"

1340 lbs.

6.80 per sq

99 m.p.h.

85 m.p.h.

35 m.p.h.

775 lbs.

35 gal.

396 miles

600 ft. per min

15,000

ft.

NATIONAL AIRWAYS
SYSTEM

LOMAX ILLINOIS

FIELD 8

"AIR-KING"
AIRPLANES

—have such modern improvements as

streamlined flying, load and drift wires

—

improved shock absorber—split axle type

landing gear with hydraulic principle com-
pression struts—push and pull aileron con-

trol rods—steel streamlined struts—ad-

justable stabilizer—ventilated cowling

—

completely wired for navigation lights

—

streamlined head rest—full width wind
shields—roomy, upholstered cockpits—in-

strument-equipped dash—dual control.

These are but a few of the many improve-

ments, but enough to show that we are

keeping a promise to deliver finer air-

planes .(in their class) for the price asked.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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GERMANY
Risticz and Zimmerman Break Duration

Record

THE world's duration record was broken

on July 7 by the German fliers, Johann

Risticz and Hans Zimmerman. In the

Junkers monoplane, the D-1231, a sister ship

of the transatlantic Bremen and the Europa.

they flew 5,034 miles over a circuit between

Dessau and Leipzig, in 65 hours and 25 min-

utes, thus bettering the record recently

made by the Italians, Ferrarin and del Prete,

of 58 hours and 37 minutes.

Risticz and Zimmermann started their flight

early on the morning of July 5 and with

the exception of a heavy rain storm encoun-

tered on the second day up, the weather con-

ditions were generally good.

The Junkers W-33 all-metal plane,

equipped with -a single water-cooled Junkers

L-5 engine, weighed 7,920 pounds at the take-

off. Of this amount 4,840 pounds was fuel

—about 785 gallons of gasoline.

ITALY
The Italia Disaster

WHEN the dirigible Italia, left Kings

Bay, Spitzbergen, on May 23, for the

North Pole, there were fifteen men in the

'crew : General Umberto Nobile, chief
;
Cap-

tain A. Mariano, pilot
;

Captain Fillippo

Zappi, navigator ; Professor Pontremoli,

scientist ; Dr. Finn Malmgren, Swedish

meteorologist ; Professor F. Dehounek,

Czechoslovakian meteorologist ; Lieutenant

A. Vigilieri ; Lieutenant Troiana ; Lieu-

tenant Ettore Arduino ; Dr. Ugo Lago,

Italian journalist; Giuseppe Biogi, radio

Risticz, Prof. Junkers and Zimmermann
after the duration record flight.

operator; Natala Ceccioni, motor chief;

Attillio Caratti, motorman ; Vincennzo Po-

melia, motorman ; Calisto Ciocca, motor-

man ; Renato Allesandrini, envelope attend-

ant. A brief chronological narrative of the

Italia expedition and rescue attempts fol-

lows :

The Italia reached and circled the North

Pole on May 24, after 19 hours of flying.

On the return trip, May 25, weighted by ice

and snow, the dirigible crashed on the ice

north of Spitzbergen, killing Vincennzo

Pomelia and injuring General Nobile,

Natala Ceccioni and Dr. Finn Malmgren.

Eight men were left stranded with the

wreckage of the cabin and seven men were

blown away with the dirigible's bag. The
fate of the men in the floating bag is still

in doubt.
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The men left on the ice divided to search

for help. On May 30, Dr. Finn Malmgren.

with the Italian Captains Mariano and Zappi,

pilot and navigator, started to walk to land,

leaving Genera! Nobile and five men at the

ice camp.

Meanwhile, the hunt for the polar ex-

plorers had begun with rescue ships, ice-

breakers and airplanes. The Alpine Chas-

seur Captain Sora and the Dutchman Van
•Dongan proceeded on foot to the rescue.

Norway, Sweden and Russia sent airplane

expeditions to scan the icy wastes.

Messages were received from Nobile on

June 8-12 giving their position and on June

14, the Soviet ice-breaker Krassin left

Leningrad in search of the missing polar

fliers.

On June 15, Dr. Malmgren, the leader of

the party walking toward land, became too

weak to walk and was left on the ice to die

by his two companions, who were later res-

cued by the Krassin. The first account of this

story, which has aroused so much indignation,

said that Mariano and Zappi had stood guard

over the dead body of Dr. Malmgren for

thirty days. A different story was later re-

ported to have been told by the Italians.

They said that when Dr. Malmgren could no

longer walk he insisted that they take what

food there was and leave him to his fate,

and that they, at his earnest pleadings, dug

a grave for him in the ice and left him.

Captain Roald Amundsen with a crew of

four Frenchmen and one Norwegian took

off in a French seaplane from Tromsoe on

June 17, and has not been heard from.

(Continued on next page)

NOW
RCA Radio Equipment

for Airplanes and Airports

Now airplane manufacturers and airport

managers can equip with radio communica-
tion apparatus made by the same organiza-

tion that builds the great stations for trans-

oceanic communication and the radio tele-

phone and telegraph apparatus for ships at

sea.

The Radio Corporation of America is pre-

pared to analyze and furnish full informa-
tion on radio telephone, radio telegraph and
beacon radio equipment for communication
between plane and plane, plane and airport,

and airport and airport. Address the

Radio Corporation of America
23 3 Broadway New York City

P. & A. Photo

The Southern Cross is equipped
with Belden Radio Shielded Wire

THE gigantic tri-motored Fokker monoplane
which has just completed the flight from the

U.S. to Australia kept in touch with the world by

radio through the aid of Belden Radio-Shielded wire.

The fact that Belden Wire is used on such a large

percentage of planes performing outstanding achieve-

ments is of great significance to airplane manufac-

turers. Investigate Belden Airplane Wire today.

Belden Manufacturing Co. a^B^SAve-

Wi-ite today for the

new B>>lden Aircraft
Wire Catalog which
tells about the Bel-
den Service for air-

plane manufacturers.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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LIEUT, BOB MINICK
FLYING

MISTAKES ARE EXPENSIVE J
SELECT A RELIABLE SCHOOL

person who contemplates becoming a flier can
^ * be too particular in the selection of a flying

school, and should not be misled by some of the ex-
travagant propositions offered by "Fly-By-Night" avi-

ation schools— his decision should be based solely on
the reputation of the school and the type of instructors

at its head.

Lieutenant Bob Minick of the United States Air
Corp reserve, ex-air mail pilot and graduate of Brooks
and Kelley Fields, in the same class as Col. Chas. A.
Lindbergh, certainly knows the requirements neces-

sary to produce capable and reliable fliers.

Minick has equipped his school with the finest and
latest types of airplanes and no expense has been
spared to make the school the last word in equipment
and efficiency.

The extraordinary popularity of this flying school

among students is due to the fact that we set no limit on the time it takes to solo, and your

FLYING TIME IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
This school has the reputation of producing "fliers that are fliers," because they are

instructed daily in actual flying and are constantly in contact with our chief instructor and
his assistants.

Our ground school gives you thorough in-

struction in airplane and motor construction,

maintenance and repair. Lectures on motors,

aerodynamics, aerial navigation and meteorol-

ogy. Our students are trained in 1928 Waco
io's exclusively, and we use only licensed per-

sonnel and equipment. No bond is required for

solo.

LIEUT. BOB MINICK
Mgr. and Chief Instructor

NOTICE
Airplane Owners

We are fully
equipped to give you
rapid service on re-

pairing or completely

rebuilding your dam-
aged ships. Write for
information.

Write today for our free booklet, "Plane

Facts," and complete information of our

school.

Complete Course in

Piloting and Mechan-
i c s ,

Guaranteeing
Private Pilot L i -

cense $250.00

Fifty Hour Limited
Commercial Course,
Guaranteeing a Lim-
ited Commercial Li-

cense $650.00

LIEUT. BOB MINICK'S FLYING SCHOOL

Affiliated with the

ILLINOIS-IOWA AIRWAYS CO.
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

WACO & RYAN DEALERS

r ILLINOIS-IOWA AIRWAYS CO. Dept. H
LT. BOB MINICK'S FLYING SCHOOL
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

Please send me a free copy of "Plane Facts" and complete
information concerning your flying school.

Name

Street

City State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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OPERATING STATISTICS ON EUROPEAN AIRWAYS FOR 1927
Baggage and Mail Average

Miles Passengers goods carried carried daily

flown carried (lbs.) (lbs.) mileage (2)

Austria 245,043 4,274 134,117 3,745 1,220

Denmark 116,798 1,630 84,143 13,181 580

France 3,755,369 7,799(1) 2,354,269(1) 1,311,567(1) 22,500

Germany 5,921,593 102,681 3,225,595 1,057,812 33,000

Great Britain 873,000 20,344 1,456.000(3) 4,200

Italy >.. 824,474' 12,517 308,247 14,771 2,863

Netherlands 813,510 12,816 886,114 77,597 4,000

Poland 654,873 8,160 599,210 29,063 3,270

Sweden 206,766 14,069 167,893 15,428 1,300

Switzerland 459,720 10,823 235,828 103,588 2,300

Czechoslovakia ... 257,888 4,233 82,964 1,795 1,298

14,096,034 199;369 *9,599.340 2,628,547 76,531

(1) 1926, later figures not available. (2) Estimated. (3) Includes excess baggage and mails.

(This table is subject to correction).

jj:
(Continued from preceding page) 11 and sighted Captain Mariano and Zappi,

The first successful effort to succor the but was forced to land on- North East Land,

marooned party headed by Nobile came from whence he directed the rescue of the

from Italy, when Captain Maddalena in a Malmgren party by radio. On July 12, the

Savoia plane, circled over the camp and Krassin rescued Mariano and Zappi, who

dropped food supplies, arms and ammunition had been without food for 13 days. Push-

to the stranded camp. ing on to the Nobile camp, the Krassin res-

On June 24, Lieutenant Einar-Paal Lund> cued five of the castaways. The next day

borg, Swedish stunt flier, landed in his the pedestrian rescuers, Sora and Van Don-

Junkers triple-motored plane, the Upland, at gen, foodless for three weeks, were found

the Nobile camp and rescued General Nobile by the Krassin. And on July 15, Pilot

' and his dog Titania, flying him back to the Chukhnovsky and his crew were saved by

base. The next day Nobile was placed on the Krassin.

board the Citta di Milano, the Italian base The six members of the Italia's cre^who

ship. were blown away in the dirigible's bag and

On Lundborg's second flight to the camp,
the six missing rescuers of the Amundsen

his plane was wrecked in landing, but he was
parfy are sti„ being SQUght The worM

rescued by the Swedish flier, Lieutenant .

,,. , i , a a'so awaits a more complete report of the
Shyberg, qz\ July 6.

The Soviet pilot Chukhnovsky with a crew ill-fated voyage of the Italia from the North

of four, took off from the Krassin on July Pole.

ENGLAND
News From England

By Edmund Hazvthorne

\ IR traffic between London and the con-

tinent has increased 50 per cent since

last year. Fifty giant airlines are now en-

tering or leaving Croydon airport daily,

while on July 11 eleven planes were re-

quired to cope with the passenger traffic be-

tween London and Paris alone. Most of the

voyagers 'are Americans.

/"VN July 6 and 7 the largest International

Air Meet in Englapd since the war

was held' on the identical field on which the

first British Aviation Meet was held. While

the majority of events were for civil air-

craft, between 75 and 80 machines belong-

ing to the Royal Air Force were in at-

tendance and gave an attractive display.

The great German, Herr Gerhart Fieseler,

famous for his "outside looping" and the

Frenchman, Captain Doret, demonstrated

their skill in the form of hair-raising stunts.

Fit. Lt. S. N. Webster, winner of the 1927

Schneider Trophy, gave a speed demonstra-

tion on the Avro-Avenger, Napier Lion

motor 450 h.p., attaining a speed of 200

m.p.h.

A NEW subsidy agreement has been

made with Imperial Airways, Ltd..

covering not only the present daily services

on European routes but also a weekly serv-

ice each way between England and India,

to commence on or about April 1, 1929. The

subsidy agreement will go into force also

on this date. (Continued on next page)

TIE RODS and

COMMERCIAL FLYING
Commercial aircraft are called upon to
meet strains and stresses unknown to
military ships. Temperature extremes,
cyclonic disturbances, night landings—the
commercial ship must carry on regardless.

Therefore, they require just as high
quality materials and workmanship as
combat planes.

All Hartshorn Tie Rods are built to TJ. S.
Army and Navy standards—the highest
in the world.

Equip the ship you build, or fly, with
Hartshorn Streamline and Square Section
Internal Tie Rods. They're lighter, just
as strong, and safer.

Visit our exhibit at the National
Air Race and Exposition—Los
Angeles, September 8-16.

'Write for Circular A-l

STEWART HARTSHORN CO., 250 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
Established 1860

SEAMLESS
STEEL TUBING
All Aircraft Grades

Warehouse stocks for immediate ship-

ment in any quantity.

Mill Shipments of substantial quan-

tities for production.

Service Steel Co.

1435 Franklin St.
DETROIT

32 E. Front St.

CINCINNATI
216 N. Alameda St.

LOS ANGELES
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^JOHN j| SQNj

The Bolt
i

itJi

Pedigreed—certainly with an ancestry

of long use—by foremost builders and

government contractors, with an heri-

tage of reputation based on the severest

practical flight conditions to which a

bolt may be subjected, Johnson Bolts

successfully shoulder the tremendous re-

sponsibility of holding famous airplanes

together.

A Few of the

Manufacturers Using

Johnson Quality Bolts

Quality

Ford

Boeing

Scinson

Keystone

E. M. Laird

Swallow

Matjney

Buhl

Lockheed

Pitcairn

Stearman

General Aircraft

Travel Air

Paramount

Thomas Morse

Alliance

Bourden

Bach

Vulcan

Hamilton

Simplex

Etc., etc.

Chemical analysis 3
l

/z nickel, .3

carbon (U. S. Aircraft Specifications),

carefully controlled heat treatment,

rigid inspection for strength, ductility,

dimensions and finish. That's the qual-

ity which makes the small extra cost

per plane negligible, compared to the

terrific price of unreliability, unceasing

care and frequent inspection. Any old

bolt won't do. Quality counts.

Service

Ncbody seems to knew what

ho'ds the prohibition element

together, but there's no doubt

about what holds an airplane

together. It's quality bolts.

Catalog No. 9

Is now ready, with a com-
plete list of everything

wanted by the airplane

builder or maintenance shop.

Send for it today.

i
Don't miss the National
Air Races and Aeronau-
tical Exposition — Los
Angeles, Sept. 8-1 6th.

Johnson maintains a large and varied

stock for immediate delivery, together

with exceptional manufacturing facili-

ties for making odd sizes on short notice.

Johnson
Airplane & Supply'

Davton. Ohio
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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(England News continued)

The through service to India will ter-

minate at Karachi ; but the Government of

India has under consideration proposals for

civil air transport services operating from

Karachi eastwards which will connect with

it. The maximum subsidies in respect of the

services to be provided under the new agree-

ment will be on the following decreasing

scale : for each" of the first two years,

£335,000; for each of the next four years,

£310,000; for the seventh year, £220,000; for

the eighth year £170,000 ; for the ninth year

£120,000; for the tenth (final) year, £70,000.

The maximum amount for each year will

be allocated in definite proportions to the

European services, the England-Egypt sec-

tion, and the Egypt-India section.

LADY HEATH, accompanied by Miss

Kathleen O'Brien, established a new

altitude record for light seaplanes when, on

July 10, they reached a height of 13,400 feet

at the Rochester airdrome, London. The

machine used was a Short all-metal "Mussel"

with Cirrus engine.

pAPTAIN W. L. HOPE, for the second

^ year in succession, won the King's Cup

on July 21, in a two-day 1,000-mile air race

around Great Britain.

Captain Hope, flying a Gypsy Moth air-

plane, averaged 105J/2 miles an hour over the

whole distance. C. F. Uwins, flying a Bristol,

was second, while Miss Winifred E. Spooner,

with a De Havilland Moth, finished third

after having led the field until the final lap.

As the event was a handicap competition

this year, the speed was much lower than the

record, which in 1923 was 149 miles an hour.

Uwins, who finished second, was heavily

handicapped and actually averaged 142 miles

an hour for the two days of flying.

OVER 150,000 spectators, headed by King

George and Queen Mary, witnessed the

ninth annual air display of the Royal Air

Force at Hendon on June 30. At this great-

est and most spectacular flying event of the

year, four new British fighters made their

first public appearance—the Bristol "Bull-

dog" with Bristol "Jupiter" engine ; the

Hawker "Hawfinch" with Bristol "Jupiter"

engine; the Boulton and Paul "Partridge"

with Bristol "Jupiter" ; and the Westland

"Wizard" with Rolls-Royce ; "Falcon XI,"

the only monoplane of this group.

The latest bombing plane, the Fairey

"Fox" with Rolls-Royce ; "Falcon XI," and

a number of other British planes, took part

in an air parade which included the huge

Beardmore "Inflexible" monoplane with three

"Condor" engines, a night bomber weighing

over 15 tons fully loaded, and the Westland

"Pterodactyl" with Armstrong-Siddeley

"Genet" engine.

COLONEL THE MASTER OF SEM-
PILL was unanimously elected presi-

dent of the Royal Aeronautical Society and

Institution of Aeronautical Engineers for

the year 1928-1929 at a recent meeting of the

Council. The Master of Sempill was first

Chairman of the Society for the year 1926-

1927, and his term of office was subsequently

extended by the passing of a special rule.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
•"T^HE Czechoslovakian pilot, Major A.
* Vicherek, on June 6, is believed to have

broken the world's record for distance and

duration for light planes for .1,740 kms. in

the light monoplane Avia B.H. 11 with a

Walter 60 h.p. engine. The total weight of

his plane was 770 kgs. and he carried 320

kgs. of gasoline and 30 kgs. of oil. Vi-

cherek flew over the 100 km. enclosed

course, Praha-Rip-Nove Benatky-Praha,

twenty-five times without stopping—that is,

2,500 kms. in 19 hours 53 minutes 38 sec-

onds, thus carrying away two world's rec-

ords for distance and duration.

MEXICO
*TpHE first Mexican air mail contract has

* been awarded to the Compania Mexi-
cana de Aviacion of Tampico, a subsidiary of

the Fairchild Aviation Corporation of New
York.

The route, to be operated on a daily

schedule, lies between Mexico City and
Tampico via Tuxpan, a distance of approxi-

mately 500-miles over mountainous flying

territory. Fairchild "All Purpose" cabin

monoplanes will be used.

First class mail will be carried for 12^
cents for two-thirds of an ounce

;
preferred

second class 25-cents per pound, and third

and fourth class and parcel post mail for 37]/2

cents per pound.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF
THE BURNELLI TYPE:

Accessible multiple engine compartment

Extensive reduction of head resistance

Reduced turning moment on one engine

Fuselage lift reduces landing speed

Increased capacity of the fuselage

Structural efficiency and simplicity

Invention of original airplane design has

been rare and especially so when proved

by thorough engineering construction and

operation.

The Burnelli design combines the advan-

tages of the single engined tractor with

those of the nacelle type airplane with

greater efficiency and accommodation.

= Offices: 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WANTS YOU" M^ER

The American Society for Promotion of Aviation was organized by 12 ex-service aviators at the

Army and Navy Club, New York City, in 1925.

Our objects as incorporated are to "arouse and maintain interest in aviation" and eventually to

"MAKE-AMERICA-SUPREME-IN-THE-AIR
We can accomplish our objectives by having a landing field or air port in every town, and by

training red-blooded Americans in the art of flying.

FLYING CLUBS HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED IN OVER 300 COMMUNITIES.

WE WILL CO-OPERATE WITH YOU IN ORGANIZING AN AERO CLUB IN YOUR

Ever since its incorporation in 1925, the American Society for Promotion of Aviation, has consist-

ently maintained that airplanes have proven their superiority over battleships and other naval armament.

We heartily endorse Mr. Cy Caldwell's articles exposing the manner in which the taxpayer's money is

being wasted upon useless sea craft under the guise of National Defense, and ask all others who think

likewise to join us in demanding that the same consideration—dollar for dollar—be given to Navy and
Army Aircraft production as is now given to the building of battleships, Navy Yards, and fortifi-

cations.

You can participate in this great movement by becoming a member of THE A. S. P. A., and, as

our representative, work for aviation in your community.

AMERICA'S GREATEST AIR SOCIETY

VICINITY.

Battleships vs. Airplanes

Join Aviation's Great Fraternity—ENROLL NOW!!!
Membership fee one dollar which covers the cost of silver wings,

membership card and literature of the A. S. P. A.

Actml Size Secretary, The ASPA, 522 5th Ave.
New York City, N. Y.

Yes, I am interested in aviation! Please enroll me in the American Society

for Promotion of Aviation. I enclose membership fee of One Dollar. Please

send me my wings.

Name Dept. A.D.

Address

City State

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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The Wheels Hit the

Ground But the Plane

Stays in the Air

VV^HEN a plane equipped
* 7 with Aerol Struts

makes a landing, the wheels

hit the ground but the plane

stays in the air.

The powerful, velvety cush-

ions of compressed air in the

strut cylinders take up the

landing shock and support

the fuselage on soft, flexible

air.

Aerol (Oleo Pneumatic)

Struts absorb shock equal to

several times the weight of

the loaded plane without

recoil.

Requiring very little atten-

tion, adding only slightly to

the cost of the plane, adding

substantially to its life and

operating economy, these

landing struts are logical

equipment for all types of

planes.

Write for illustrated catalog.

THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC
TOOL CO.

373 5 E. 78th St. Cleveland, Ohio

Also manufacturers of Gruss and Westinghouse Air Springs for

Buses, Trucks and Automobiles.

"Ask the Pilots Who Land on Them"

AEROL^STRUT

THE FROLICSOME BATTLESHIP
{Continued from page 225)

Armaments and the Non-Combatanl, after quoting Mr. By-

water's statements and Admiral Niblack's remarks, comments
as follows : "To my mind the foregoing does emphasize

the ignorance which exisfs among naval experts and battleship en-

thusiasts on these points, which ignorance is, in itself, sufficient to

explain their habit of consoling themselves, rather foolishly, with the

idea that, in the future, battleships will either be able to dodge bombs

or that they will be able to steer so devious a course that it will be

impossible for an airman to predict their probable position after the

half-minute or so has elapsed during which the bomb he is releasing

is actually falling through the air. There is no denying the fact that

naval experts and battleship enthusiasts believe, simply and whole-

heartedly, that battleships can pursue such tortuous paths that it is

impossible to predict their positions a minute ahead. Consistently,

fanciful pictures are painted of enemy aircraft dropping bombs from

great altitudes, the while the battleships they are trying to hit disport

themselves merrily on the surface of the ocean, in a series of a de-

lightful and bafflingly elusive evolutions."

But just how neat and speedy are these evolutions when performed

by 33,590 ton battleships? Writing in the United States Naval

Institute Proceedings for May, 1928, Captain O. L. Cox, U. S. Navy,

states : "Practically all maneuvering of capital ships is done with a

rudder angle such that it gives the ship a tactical diameter of 1,000

yards." The tactical diameter of the Tennessee is 700 yards with full

helm and both screws turning forward. That is to say, in making

turns with a battleship, although it can be turned in 700 yards, 1,000

yards is the usual diameter of the turn. In other words the ship

moves 3,141. yards (or nearly two miles) in making a circle. Yet

this is the ship of which Mr. Bywater, price naval essayist, states:

"In the hands of a capable navigator it can be maneuvered as easily

and surely as a yacht." Let us see if practical naval experience bears

out Mr. Bywater's statement.

On the morning of June 22, 1893, the British fleet was proceeding

to Tripoli, in two parallel columns, the starboard column headed by

the battleship Victoria, the port column headed by the Camperdown—
the two columns being 1,200 yards apart. The admiral of the fleet

explained the maneuver by which the fleet was to take up position

for anchoring. Briefly, the two columns of five ships each were to

turn sixteen points toward each other. This half turn would exactly

reverse their direction and leave them still in double column, but

very close together. Now, the ships were 1,200 yards apart, which

allowed each of the turning ships no more than 600 yards' tactical,

or turning, diameter—and, as it happened, the tactical diameter of

both the Campcrdozvn and the Victoria was about 800 yards. In

other words, the turning maneuver ordered by the admiral was quite

impracticable. Yet, according to Mr. H. W. Wilson, in Battleships

in Action, "The signal passed down the two lines, and the fatal turn

began. The Victoria and the Camperdown at the head of the two

columns led the way. On board the Victoria the helm used was 35

degrees, the extreme limit possible, and when the ships had swung

but a very little distance to port, it became evident that a collision

was at hand * * * * A very short time aftcrivards both screws

were put full speed astern, but it was now too late. No power could

avert the collision, and the two ships drew closer and closer. The

order for collision-stations was given by the ship's foghorn.- Four

minutes at the most after the signal, the Campcrdoum struck the

Victoria very nearly at right angles, just before the armoured breast-

work which encompassed the, base of the turret. The ram plowed

its way in about nine feet. The water could be heard pouring into

the ship below. The shock was tremendous, for the Victoria was

forced bodily, sideways, a distance of seventy feet * * * * The

water at once began to pour into the Victoria by the breach, which

measured about 125 feet square."

The ship filled rapidly, and just ten minutes after the collision she

sank with 321 men of her crew of 659. Among them was the admiral

who had given the fatal order.

I offer the above as a comment on the battleship, which, the expert

tells us, "can be maneuvered as easily and surely as a yacht." It

does not seem so to me. For four minutes the screws of both ships

were aware that a collision was inevitable, unless something was done

to avert it. Yet nothing could be done—with four minutes to do it in.

{Continued on next page)
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1:
scores an "assist"
in this safety record

The Indian Lake Aviation Company, Russells Point,

Ohio, writes that in 8 years they have carried more than
30,000 paid passengers without an accident, using
Standard J-i Airplanes rebuilt with HASKELITE
reinforcing in the sides of the fuselage to the rear of

rear cockpit and in the center section.

They have never had a failure. Naturally they are

sold on this product.

Let HASKELITE assist you to safety and satis-

factory performance in aircraft construction. Ask for

blue print booklet.

HASKELITE MFG.
120 S. LaSalle Street

PIyWHoD corporation
Chicago, 111.

California Panel & Veneer Co.

955 S. Alameda Street,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Railway & Power Engineering
Corp., Ltd

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, New
Glasgow

Lindbergh's New Ryan Brougham
uipped

THE New Ryan Brougham
which the B. F. Mahoney Air-

craft Corporation, San Diego, Cal-

ifornia, recently delivered to Col.

Lindbergh, carries a ffirene Fire

Extinguisher as part of its regular

equipment. Every Ryan Broug-

ham which leaves their factory

is ffigag protected.

Throughout the airplane in-

dustry Sfaai Fire Extinguishers

are rightfully popular because of

their known dependability. Used
as standard equipment by many
other airplane builders. Carried

on famous flights.

Protect your factories, your
hangars, your planes with Sftreae

Fire Equipment. There is a type

for every hazard in every branch
of aviation. Write for folder,

"it. Who Refuse To Pay."

Showing installa-
tion of J&fflt Fire
Extinguisher in Pi-

lot's cockpit on a
Ryan Brougham.

A jggg Fire
Extinguisher
being put
aboard a
Ryan plane.

Approved and labeled by
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

Approved by
Associated Factory Muruals.

Accepted by the
Department of Commerce

(Aeronautics Branch)

PYRENE MFG. CO.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Branches;
Atlanta Chicago Kansas City San Francisco

Pyrene Fire Equipment is sold through Aeroplane
Accessory, Auto Accessory, Hardware and Mill

Supply jobbers and dealers.

Manufacturers of Quality Fire Equipment
since 1907

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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HEYWOOD
STARTER

DEPENDABL E-instantaneous

starting, never failing, whether in Tropic heat

or Arctic cold, is an accomplishment of the

Heywood Starter— proven and recognized by

engineers and pilots.

AUTOMiATIC—simultaneous with

the touching of the Heywood Starter Button,

rotation of motor at the necessary speed, com-

pression, carburetion, and ignition for positive

starting is assured.

ADAPTABLE-the Heywood
Starter is manufactured for and is particu-

larly adaptable to all engines used in modern

aircraft.

Complete details and specific

installation data -will be sent on

request. Give make and model

of motor for which starter is

desired.

The HEYWOOD STARTER Corp
6 547 St. Paul Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

(Continued from preceding page)

The great ship could not be stopped, nor could she be diverted from

her course, nor could her swinging momentum be changed. Vet nava

experts would have us believe that this unwieldy mass of metal,

unable in jour minutes to avert collision with another great mass,

yet can nimbly dodge about and elude a bomb dropped from L2,0Ut)

feet in the short space of 28 seconds ! The thing is impossible and

would be laughable were it not for the tragic fact that the taxpayers

of the United States are depending for protection in time of war on

these unwieldy leviathans, which can neither protect themselves nor

run away.

However, there is very little profit in pursuing further our inquiry

into the dodging ability of a single battleship, for single battleships

seldom are encountered in time of war. They work in squadrons,

protected and supported by battle cruisers, scout cruisers, destroyers,

and submarines. If dodge they can, then they must dodge in com-

pany. It will never do for every ship in the fleet to be poking its nose

here and there, out of formation. If one turns this way, then the

other must not turn that way. All evolutions must be performed in

unison, after the manner of sheep crossing a road. To talk of battle-

ships in action "travelling at high speed on an erratic course," as

Mr. Bywater says that they will travel, is mere drivel. If they even

attempt to perform such an absurd maneuver they will lose formation

and gain confusion. Consider the effect of an ordinary maneuver of

the Russian fleet at the Battle of Tsushima, on May 27, 190S, as re-

ported by the naval historian, H. W. Wilson, in Battleships in Action

:

"Dim forms of other Japanese ships could be seen to the north, and

Rojestvensky evidently thought the Japanese main force was ap

proaching from that quarter. At 10 a.m. he changed from his cruis-

ing to his battle formation. So far his ships had been steaming in

two columns, Nebogatoff with eight ships to port, and himself 1,000

yards to starboard with eight battleships in the second column.

Between the two were the transports. Now he formed his twelve

armoured ships in line ahead, placing the transports, destroyers and

cruisers to starhoard, which he expected would be the sheltered side."

There was a short engagement with a Japanese cruiser squadron,

which drew off. Then no Japanese vessels were in sight. "Rojest-

vensky determined to use the opportunity to change his formation, in

the hope of springing a surprise on Togo (the Japanese admiral),

whom he believed to be fast approaching from the north. The Russian

admiral therefore attempted to deploy his line ahead into a line

abreast, but when he was in the midst of this evolution, the mist

lifted, the Japanese cruisers once more came into sight, and he knew
that all his labor was vain. He annulled the order for deployment

so as to get his ships back into line ahead as quickly as possible, but

as the result of his action, about 1.45, the Russian fleet was in two

separate lines ahead, Rojestvensky with his four battleships to star-

board, and to port eight armored ships." Meanwhile the Japanese

fleet under Togo came up on a course parallel to the Russian fleet,

which was still endeavoring to take up battle formation. Wilson con-

tinues : "The Russian line was in considerable confusion. Rojest-

vensky's division, steaming two knots faster than the rest of his line,

had not been able once more to take station at its head." In this

condition the opposing fleets opened fire. "The confusion in the

Russian line increased ; the Osliabia had to stop to avoid collision

with the Orel, and the ships to the rear of the Russian line had to

reduce speed or stop as the consequence of Rojestvensky's unhappy

mistake in trying to alter his formation at the last moment in the

presence of a formidable enemy."

Now, there is an actual historical account of what happened when

a fleet endeavored to alter formation in the presence of the enemy.

What, I ask, would happen to the American battle fleet if each in-

dividual battleship went cavorting about on the surface of the deep,

trying to avoid aircraft bombs? The fact that battleship speeds have

increased since the days of the Russo-Japanese war only adds to the

difficulty. Let us admit for the moment that the battleship exponents

are justified in their belief that battleships can dodge bombs; and let

us consider a few bombs dropped on a fleet in line of battle forma-

tion. From the battleship Colorado a bomb is observed dropping

from an airplane 12,000 feet above. The keen-sighted battleship

expert observes that the bomb probably will fall on the bridge, un-

less the speed of the ship is reduced enough to enable the bomb to

drop ahead. "Full speed astern," is the order. Unfortunately, the

eagle-eyed expert on the Maryland, only a few cables' lengths behind.

(Continued on next page)
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Government Licensed Modern Aircraft

LEARN TO FLY NOW
PAY LATER

After learning, when earning, pay us. Position on completion of course.

For ambitious men only who wish to be qualified for commercial or transport

PILOT'S LICENSE
LIMITED COMMERCIAL, TRANSPORT,

$ 750.00 $ 2000.00

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AS TO TIME PAYMENT PLAN WRITE TO THE

BENNETT FLYING SCHOOL
227 West 12th Street :-: :-: :-: :-: Kansas City, Mo.

Branch Schools Located at

OKMULGEE, OKLA., PITTSBURGH AND COFFEYVILLE, KANS.

!

1
i
t

f

f

|

i

PRICES
(Including brakes and Air Speed.)

With Wright Whirlwind Motor $9800
With 10-cylinder Converted Anzani. 5750
With Floco, Comet, or Ryan-Siemens 7500

All Fly-Away Wichita.

Speed for Sale
For Your Personal Use:
ARE you buying an airplane to save val-

uable time in getting from one place to

another—to cover more ground?

Or are you buying a plane to operate for
profit in passenger carrying—joy hops, taxi
service, etc.?

If a Dealer:
Do you want to offer your customers the

maximum amount of SPEED at the lowest
price consistent with high manufacturing
scandards—and combining the greatest safety
factors?

Then you must give full consideration to

the CESSNA CANTILEVER CABIN MONO-
PLANE—for in this plane alone does any
motor develop its highest efficiency and speed.
WHY?
Simply because the CESSNA CANTI-

LEVER CABIN MONOPLANE offers LESS
WIND RESISTANCE than any other cabin
plane on the market today.

Write or wire us for the facts. They're
worth knowing.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Wichita, Kansas
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The Daily Supply Needs

of the Airplane Trade
— Promptly obtained from

the foremost Airplane

Supply House in America

The N-B Specification

Airplane Tire

The tire is made according to our

own high specifications. It is as

durable and dependable as years of

experience and fine quality can pro-

duce.

26 x 4 $9.00

Other sizes at correspondingly low

prices, fully guaranteed.

The N-B Inner Tube
Airplane Type

A regularly manufactured airplane

tire tube made especially for Nicho-

las-Beazley; particularly constructed

for airplanes—light but strong.

26 x 4 $2.00

750 x 125 3.00

30x5 3.00

Other sizes at correspondingly low

prices, fully guaranteed.

Aluminum Wheel
Disc

Built according to new design, of

new specification material—strong,

arched, streamlined. Each wheel disc

has a valve stem hole.

26x4 $1.50 p-r disc

750 x 125 . . 1.70 " "

30 x 5 1.80 " "

28 x 4 1.70 " "

20 x 4 1.50 " "

Other sizes at correspondingly low
prices, fully guaranteed.

m

New Production
Wire Wheels

Furnished in all standard sizes. Most

styles have been adopted universally

by the airplane industry. Straight

side wheels are recommended for split

axle type landing gears.

26 x 4 $9.50

750 x 125 10.00

30 x 5 22.00

Other, sizes at correspondingly low

prices, fully guaranteed.

Nicholas-Beazley
Airplane Co., Inc

700 N. English St.

MARSHALL, MO.
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notes to his horror that a bomb has been released by another airplane

above him, and that, unless his eyes deceive him, it will fall on the

after turret. "Full speed ahead," he orders. Now, with the Colorado

going astern and the Maryland going ahead, to dodge their respective

bombs, it is only a question of minutes when they will collide. Or,

as happened to the Russians
—

"the Osliabia had to stop to avoid

collision with the Orel." And if the Colorado and the Maryland have

to stop in order to avoid collision, what has happened to the fleet

formation? And what are the following battleships doing? Let us

suppose they also are being bombed. Are they also going ahead or

astern, or swerving from side to side, or, according to Mr. Bywater
"travelling at high speed on an erratic course, and turning and twist-

ing at high speed?"

But I have already shown that battleships cannot, by reason of their

enormous mass, turn suddenly, stop quickly, or go ahead quickly

;

I have shown that battleships in formation cannot with safety get

out of line, cannot move independently of the others ; and I have

shown that, not by expressing my own opinions, but by quotations

from the writings of naval experts themselves. And I wish to state

here that I pose as no expert on either battleships or airplanes

—

though I have flown airplanes since 1915. The information that I

present in this article is available to anyone who cares to read the

naval books from which I have quoted ; it is available to any tax-

payers who desire to learn something of the practically useless steel

hulks, to support which they are being milked of hundreds of millions

of dollars annually.

However, let us continue for the moment to suppose that the battle-

ship can dodge bombs—though I am convinced that it cannot. And
let us imagine a whole fleet of battleships doing that dodging at

night. If. the Russian line was thrown into confusion by a simple

evolution in daylight, what would happen to it at night when an

enemy aircraft squadron discovered it by dropping parachute flare?

and immediately started to bomb it? Picture the conditions: A
dark night, no moon, only stars in the sky. The fleet is proceeding"

on a certain course, all lights out, exchanging directional signals by

wireless. Suddenly the surface of the sea for a radius of two miles

is illuminated by a parachute flare. The ships within that radius

arc illuminated viiridly, while the airplanes, being above the light,

are invisible. Bombs start to drop. It is of no use even to suppose

that the bombs are visible until they are too near to evade ; but the

ships according to the best naval practice, will start "turning and

twisting at high speed," Air. Bywater assures us. Now, that is ex-

ceedingly dangerous at night. Orders from the flagship may be

given, of course, to turn so many points to starboard, so many tn

port, so many this way, so many that way. But, with different

tactical diameters, different helm actions, different bulks of the ships

that will cause different degrees of loss of speed in turns—with al!

these things how long will it be before the California runs into the

Tennessee, or as reported in 1905, when "the Osliabia had to stop to

avoid collision with the Orel?" It seems to me that in a night-

bombing action of airplanes against battleships that the battleships

conceivably might sink as many of themselves by collisions as the

enemy might sink by bombs. Furthermore, consider the confusion

resulting in the formation when one or more battleships are hit,

causing them to reduce speed, or if the rudder is damaged, to sheer

out of line and become uncontrollable. Here is an incident from Jut-

land, described by Mr. Wilson: "In making the turn, the Warspite's

helm jammed and she came sharply round to starboard, all but col-

liding with the Valiant. Before the helm could be got under control

the Warspite described a great circle towards the Germans and passed

between the Warrior and the line of German battleships, receiving a

violent concentrated fire from six Dreadnoughts." Just imagine the

Warspite performing this evolution at night, while at the same time

the other battleships are "turning and twisting at high speed!" It

would almost seem that a battleship would be a poor craft on which

to travel through the next war, if one really desired to travel all the

way through.

Consider what actually happened in the British and German fleets

on the night of May 31, 1916, when, according to historian Wilson,

"There was a furious melee. The Tipperary was disabled at the

very outset and began to sink. The Spitfire attacked the Nassau.

Finally the Nassau rammed her small antagonist, blowing away the

Spitfire's forward funnel and bridge with the blast from the heavy

(Continued on next page)
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^eriOWUp* The Logical Plane
B=™ * tor Personal Use

THE sturdy Monocoupe with approved

type certificate No. 22, issued by the U. S.

Department of Commerce, is rapidly gaining

public favor.

Its takeoff in less than 100 feet, climb, speed,

ease of control, economy and ability to get in

and out of small fields, make it the ideal coupe

of the air.

Powered by the famous Velie radial air-

craft engine, (U. S. Department of Commerce
official certificate No. 4) the Monocoupe turns

out 20 miles for each gallon of gas, cruises

at 85, or does 100 miles per hour wide out.

Air-thinking people are "talking" Mono-

coupe. There is a great opportunity for dealers

and distributors— it's a money-maker.

Mono-Aircraft, Inc.
Builders of the Monocoupe and Monocoach

Moline » / * Illinois

Price #2675
FLYAWAY at Moline, III.

Confidence
IN anything one may undertake, nothing will

help toward success any more than confidence.

This is especially true of flying. A "real"

pilot must have confidence in his ship . . . his

motor . . HIMSELF.

Such confidence is born of knowledge—knowl-
edge of what to do . . WHEN . . WHERE

HOW . . . WHY. To be a "real" pilot

one must know airplanes, motors, navigation,

meteorology—all the "million and one" phases of

flight.

You can choose no better course in aviation than

that taught by Atkinson.

You learn by getting your hands dirty—by tear-

ing various types of ships and motors apart and

putting them together again . . .

putting them together so that they'll fly.

You learn by sitting in a class-room,

listening to expert instructors lecture on
theory, meteorology, navigation, etc.

You learn by donning helmet and goggles,

climbing up into the sky in dual-control ships and
putting your class-room theory into practice. And
when you can leave your instructor on the ground
and solo you are ready for your Department of
Commerce License; confident that you know . . .

confident of YOURSELF.
If you'll send in the coupon, we'll mail you

our booklet describing our course in full.

$250 $650 $50
PRIVATE LICENSE 5 0-HOUR LIMITED MECHANICS

COURSE COMMERCIAL COURSE COURSE

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"School of Aeronautics"

406 Washington Street Gary, Indiana
We do rebuilding, repairing, designing, manufacturing,
field operation, management, meteorology, navigation.

Distributors for "Monocoupe" Airplanes

Dept. A
ATKINSON AVIATION CO.
406 Washington Street,

Gary, Indiana.

[
Please send me, without obligation, information

about your school.

Name

Address

Town State
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&
THE STEARMAN

PLEDGE

To You:

We pledge that the name

STEARMAN
shall stand for quality of the highest

order, for a workmanship of the most

exacting character, for a fairness in our

dealings with you of a kind that will

make our business structure strong and

enduring.

THE

STEARMAN AIRCRAFT CO.
WICHITA, KANSAS

Aircraft of distinction

(Continued from preceding page)

guns, but suffering in return extensive water-line injuries which low-

ered her speed to 15 knots. The Posen rammed the Elbing in the

frantic confusion of the mix-up and damaged .her so severely that

she was no longer able to maneuver. The Broke rammed the Spar-

rozvhawk, having been crippled in her steering gear by. the German
fire and the Contest also collided with the Sparrowhawk. The
Rostock was struck by two torpedoes and all but collided with the

German battleships, from injury to her steering gear."

Now, to all that confusion we will add, in the next war, Mr.

Bywater's frolicsome battleships, "turning and twisting at high speed"

as they endeavor to dodge bombs, aerial torpedoes, water torpedoes,

and gas bombs dropped from aircraft flying two miles a minute

!

Will any naval authority inform me wherein I am wrong when I

contend that in the next war, fought with modern aircraft, the state

of any surface-going navy, if it seeks to dodge about, will be one of

confusion worse confounded? Or does the Navy believe that battle-

ships will be invisible at night?

General William Mitchell, whom I consider America's greatest

authority on air warfare, writes : "Surface vessels are incapable of

concealing themselves at sea even on the darkest night. They almost

always leave a phosphorescent trail, white waves, or a 'slick', which

are easily picked up." In addition to which I have indicated the use

to which parachute flares will be put.

The destructive power of aircraft will be discussed in a later article

and as we are discussing now only the maneuverability of the battle-

ship no more than brief reference can be made to the destructive

power of bombs. But I am impelled to quote further from General

Mitchell, for he indicates the magnitude of the problem facing the

battleship in the next war. "It does no good for a vessel to zigzag

from a bomb until after the bomb is dropped. When attacked with

large bombs that have a vulnerable area around them of probably

200 or 300 feet, the extreme slowness of a battleship, moving at

between 20 or 30 miles an hour, makes it incapable of getting away.

If a bomb hit between two battleships of a squadron in formation

of single line ahead, probably both would be put out of commission.

We do not yet know the maximum distance from which our one-ton

or two-ton bombs can be dropped so as to bend the propellers, put

the rudders out of commission, or destroy the condenser system,

through the effect of the 'water hammer.' " I quote this opinion to

suggest that in addition to the confusion of Secretary Wilbur's

battleships, "zig-zagging if necessary, and so on," there will be

added the confusion of battleships sheering here and there, out of

control through damage to steering gear, propellers, "and so on,"

as Mr. Wilbur remarks.

Despite the remarkable showing made by General Mitchell's

squadrons of airplanes in bombing stationary battleships, the Navy
still considers the battleship the backbone of the fleet, and is en-

deavoring constantly to belittle the powers of aircraft. Rear-Ad-

miral Beamish, of the Royal Navy, states the battleship case as it

would be stated by the majority of the United States Navy's senior

officers. He says : "The idea that battleships would be sunk or

destroyed, dispersed or frightened, or anything of that sort, by air-

craft has no foundation in fact, or in experiment. It is not the

slightest use putting the cases one hears of in which battleships are

moored and a large number of active and keen young men armed

with aeroplanes and heavy bombs go up to destroy them. Of course

they can do that, but it is quite another story if a ship is steaming

and thoroughly well armed with anti-aircraft guns. I, personally,

should feel very comfortable if I were the captain of a battleship

thoroughly well armed, and modern, against any number of air-

craft."

It happens that after the Armistice tests were carried out on the

British battleship Malaya, to ascertain if torpedo-carrying aircraft

could spot the ship and make any hits. Admiral Murray F. Sueter,

in his excellent book, Airmen or Noahs, says: "Now, would Admiral

Beamish have been really happy if he had been in command of the

battleship Malaya, just after the Armistice, when she was attacked

with aeroplanes carrying the locomotive Whitehead torpedo, and

our airmen secured seven hits out of eight shots; and this ship was
not stationary or anchored, but was under weigh!"

Despite Admiral Beamish's pathetic confidence in the battleship,

how happy would he be in the next war if those torpedoes, instead

of carrying dummy heads, as they did in the test, were loaded with

(Continued on next page)
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Close-up view of

Truscon Steel Doors,
Curved Track Type,
in Ford Airplane
Hangar, Lansing,

Illinois. Albert Kahn,
Inc., Archite cts,

Ralph Sollitt & Sons,

Contractors.

U. S. Dept. of Avia-
tion Assembly Bldg.,

Dayton, Ohio. Note
size of Doors: Each
leaf 20' wide by 3 5'

high. Weight of sin-

gle leaf is 7 tons.

Distinguished Service
No ordinary door will do for airplane hangar
construction because entirely different engi-

neering problems are met with there. The
necessity for unobstructed floor space means
the elimination of center supports, thus for-

bidding a roof construction strong enough
from which to hang gigantic doors. Truscon
Airplane Hangar Doors, meeting every one of

the special requirements of such installations,

are giving distinguished service in important

hangars throughout the country. Let Trus-

con solve your door problem.

Catalog and complete information on request.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio
Established 1903

Warehouses and Offices in all Principal Cities

AIRPLANE HANGAR DOORS

Dkl M rm A PRACTICAL SCHOOL

IW P'° With Modem Equipment

Our school registered, all instructors and
airplanes licensed by U. S. Government

Practical Training—
The Only Way to Big Pay

There is money for you in Aviation, if you get thorough
training NOW 1 Our courses will give you this training

—

they are taught under the direction of U. S. Licensed Trans-
port Pilots and Mechanics and cover EVERYTHING about
planes, motors, their maintenance and construction, etc.

EVERYTHING a pilot or mechanic must know to secure a

good paying position. Our equipment is new and of modern
design, subject to daily U. S. Government Inspection, (most
schools do not have a resident U. S. Government Inspector
on the field—think what this means to you).

TRAINEDMENARENEEDED

Above is pictured a few of our students receiving instruction on
emergency repair of an Eaglerock plane powered with an OX-5 motor.
It is this kind of thorough instruction that qualifies Von Hoffmann
trained men for good paying positions.

THOROUGH INSTRUCTION at LOW COST
We teach by actual flying and practical instruction; no long course
needed. We guarantee sufficient hours in the air to make each student
master of his ship ; pilot it safely and efficiently without assistance.
No student bond required. Our ground course gives thorough instruc-
tion in ground work and will qualify you for a position as motor or
plane mechanic, rigger, electrician, welder or any. ground position^ or

you can take the course combining ground instruction and flying, which
will qualify you for a private, industrial or limited commercial pilot.

The cost is low considering daily flying and thoroughness of theoretical

and ground instruction on latest modern type planes, Wright Whirl-
wind and other standard motors. Our big, new book, "Aviation and
You," tells all the facts. It is FREE. Fill out the coupon and mail it

at once — no obligation. DO IT NOW!

HOW TO OWN YOUR PLANE
GET OUR COURSE FREE

Write for our plan which will enable you to own your plane and
secure, without cost to you, a complete course of instruction.

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
407 Lambert-St. Louis Flying Field, ANGLUM, MO.

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
407 Lambert—St. Louis Flying Field (Lindbergh's Own Field)

Anglum, Missouri.

Send me your big, new book, "Aviation and You," giving all the facts

about your ground and flying courses. I assume no obligation.

CHECK I am interested in GROUND COURSE.
HERE I am interested in FLYING COURSES

Name

Address .
*

Town State

My Age is years.
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Truscon Hangar for the Fairchild Airplane

Manufacturing Corp., Farmingdale, L. I.

AIRPLANE
HANGARS
Truscon Airplane Hangars are

permanent and fireproof. They
are assembled from standardiz-

ed units which can be combin-
ed into buildings of any desired

length and width. Being laid

out in clear spans, their unob-
structed floor space assures ut-

mostfreedom in handling ships.

Large Sliding Doors
opening the full width of the
building, simplify the storing

of planes. We furnish Steel

Doors for any requirements.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

ESTABLISHED 1413

Manufacturers and Engineers
WAREHOUSES AND OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

TRUSCON
BUILDINGS

for all airport requirements
and for every need of the Air-

plane Industry.
Detail information and quotations on request.

(Continued from preceding page)

their war-heads carrying 400 lbs. of explosive each? That would

be nearly a ton and a half of explosive placed at different spots

along the ship's sides—enough to sink any battleship in the world.

And furthermore, imagine those torpedo-carriers operating in the

night engagement I have described above, operating by the light of

the parachute flares, while bombers also contributed their share

!

How happy would Admiral Beamish be in those circumstances?

What use would his armament be when he could not see his targets

until they were nearly upon his battleship? But the whole ques-

tion of armament will be discussed in the next article, and there-

fore plays no part in this one, which is concerned solely with the

task of discovering just how nimbly the battleship can evade air-

craft by dodging about on the ocean.

The Malaya could not avoid them at all—seven out of eight shots

hit the ship. And the Malaya was in motion and toas expecting the

attack. Nor will any other battleship be able to twist or turn or

dodge bombs or torpedoes rained from aircraft in the next war.

It will be sunk.

It may be asked: Why are not experiments carried out in the

United States Navy to determine whether or not battleships in

motion can evade dummy aircraft bombs and torpedoes? The an-

swer is that the High Command of the United States Navy will not

allow such tests to be carried out because they know full well that

the results will prove what I contend, and what General Mitchell

contends. And that is, that the battleship as a weapon of defense

is hopelessly obsolete, that it cannot avoid the attack of aircraft,

that it cannot remain afloat under determined aerial attack, and

that it cannot protect itself by any means in its power—not even

by the few aircraft it carries on its deck.

The High Command of the Navy are men in jobs. If they admit

that the battleship is obsolete and should be scrapped, then their

jobs are gone, and they are out in civilian life on half pay. They

cannot, at their age, fly airplanes or do the necessary administration

work, for they know nothing about it. They do not know how a

squadron of bombers should be handled, how a squadron of fighters

should attack
;

they do not and cannot understand the men who
fly. Therefore they oppose everything that is of the air

; they fight

with all their power to retard air development and keep the battle-

ship as the backbone of the fleet. They do it simply because they

are old seamen, knowing the sea and nothing but the sea. They do

it because they are simply men in jobs, doing their utmost to pro-

tect those jobs, long after the necessity for them has passed away.

AIR—HOT AND OTHERWISE
(Continued from page 226)

the world. But he helps youth, and his associates help youth, and

the general impuse to help youth pervades Detroit.

The Ford enthusiasm with regard to aeronautics vibrates in

Detroit and is augmented, backed up, helped and doubtless stim-

ulated by a similar spirit in the hearts and minds of many other

men. Aeronautics has captured Detroit—which is why Detroit so

obviously intends to capture aeronautics and make itself the

greatest air center in the world.

One hundred and seventy-five thousand people were on the field

when the balloon races began. The First Pursuit Group of the

Army Air Corps came over from Selfridge Field and put "n an oir

circus by comparison with which Barnum's, Sells Brothers, and the

Ringling's little entertainment look like sideshows.

Griffith Ogden Ellis, the publisher of The American Boy, and

members of its staff, including George Pierrot, Merrill Hamburg.

Franklin Reck and others were on hand too.

The importance of the model airplane contests is indicated by the

fact that practically everyone of real importance in modern Ameri-

can aeronautics was a model flier when a boy. This certainly is

true of "Bill Stout, "Dick" Byrd, Clarence Chamberlin, Eddie

Stinson and so many others that their names would read like a long

roster of the leaders of American aeronautics.

No one possibly could prophecy how much that particular group

of boys which was gathered at Detroit on this occasion will mean

to the air effort and progress of this great nation's future.

Every committee that had anything to do with this great series

of events did its work with competence and a completeness not to be

excelled.

(Continued on next page)
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A

»TITANINE>
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Ti-Two Dope

Pigmented
Dopes

and

Lacquers

are used

throughout

in the FAIRCHILD
CABIN MONOPLANE

Good Ship is Worth Good Components

TITANINE, Inc., Union, Union County, N. J.

NOW IN OUR NEW HOME
The manufacturers of Snappy

Snug Flying Suits and Helmets

take this occasion to thank the

aviation industry, whose steadily

increasing patronage has necessi-

tated acquisition of a larger fac-

tory, here shown, which will per-

mit of further expansion.

So. Broad & Dye Sts., Trenton, N. J.

It is particularly gratifying to us to feel that the quality

which we have so rigidly maintained in our flying clothes

has been appreciated to the extent of making this change
necessary. Assurance is given to our customers that our
enviable reputation for QUALITY will be maintained.
Snappy Snug Suits and Helmets are guaranteed. We are

PIONEER manufacturers.

Dealers and Jobbers—We have an interesting proposition
for you in a few territories which have not yet been fran-
chised. If you would care to represent the manufacturer
who has actually furnished more flying clothes to the
U. S. Army, Navy and Signal Corps than any other,
why not write us for more detailed information? We
can supply anything from a radio helmet to a wind cone.

Canvas-Leather Specialty Co.
Flying Clothes of Distinction

TRENTON NEW JERSEY
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To Pass the

TRANSPORT

PILOT'S EXAMINATION

you must know

Navigation and

Meteorology

A book has been prepared which

thoroughly covers the examination for

any grade of license in these subjects,

and if the candidate will spend a few

hours studying it no difficulty will be

experienced.

$2.50 Postpaid
(In use as text by more than 25 schools)

Mail Order to:

Captain Lewis A. Yancey

42 5 West End Avenue

New York City

CAPTAIN LEWIS A. YANCEY
425 West End Ave.

New York City

Enclosed please find check or money order for $2.50

for which send me copy of Aerial Navigation and
Meteorology.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

(Continued from preceding page)

The interested capitalist, the .technician and the flier were joined

by men of outside interests—all sorts of outside interests, in that

magic city of Detroit—businessmen, professional men and many
women—with hands clasped in cooperative effort as they always

are when Detroit wants to do anything in connection with aero-

nautics.

1 am stating a simple fact when I say that that visit to Detroit

gave me, personally, my most inspiring experience.

And the sun no sooner had set on that day of days in 1928 than

these wonderful Detroiters were making plans for 1929.

The American Army entry won the balloon race, which gives the

Gordon Bennett Trophy to the United States permanently. Ah,

that was bad—to the Detroiters. It would take some of the joy

out of ballooning. It is contrary to the spirit of the motorcar

metropolis to sit back, calmly triumphant, and grow stale and fat

and stodgy, like a retired general of past wars. It wants new
fights continually.

So, instantly, they started plans for the creation of another

Gordon Bennett Trophy and contest which will keep the interest

going.

Detroit never wastes a moment, and so, ere they adjourned, these

energetic men had decided to ask all the artists of all the nations

which ever have competed to create and submit designs for the

new prize.

And there will be a Fifth National Air Tour, and a second Na-
tional (and maybe International) Model Airplane Contest.

The only thing which will keep me away from Detroit upon any

similar future occasion will be a wooden box, with a silver plate,

under six feet of my country 'tis of thee. If and when I am thus

inconvenienced, it is my prayer that Frank A. Tichenor, Jr., who
was with me at this show, will be at that one in my place.

C ECRETARY of War Davis has ordered General Fechet, Chief

^ of the Army Air Corps, to make a report on the use and value

of lighter-than-air craft in the United States Army. General

Fechet has been asked to make recommendations regarding the de-

velopment required for lighter-than-air, including data as to the

present status of equipment, personnel and organization and right

here begins a tale that starts in the committee rooms of the last

Senate session.

The Senate gave the Army Air Corps $13,000 with which to work
out its lighter-than-air problems during the coming year.

Note the sum. Remember that this is the United States. Re-

member what the Zeppelins did to London during the World War.
and then let your comment on this action of the Senate be in a

whispered voice. The children should not be taught to cuss

—

In the great international contest for supremacy in child's play we
(acting as the judge) unhesitantly give the booby prize to the

United States Senate for this achievement in handling the Army's

lighter-than-air situation.

The sum asked for the Army Air Corps in the Army Appropria-

tion Bill was in keeping with its previous economical lighter-than-

air program. Here it is

:

2 Balloons, observation, 50,000 cu. ft. capacity at $6500. . $13,000

1 Airship envelope RS, 740,000 cu. ft. capacity 78,000

1 Airship RN, complete, 300,000 cu. ft. capacity 75,000

2 Blowers for TC airships at $500 1,000

1 Water recovery apparatus, RS airship 5,000

4 Damper valves for TA airships at $250 1,000

1 Airship envelope, TF type, 50,000 cu. ft. capacity 10,000

1 Airship envelope, TE type, 80,000 cu. ft. capacity 15,000

Transportation 2,000

Total $200,000

But it was peeled down from $200,000 to that startling multiple

of the traditional unlucky number 13 by these great legislative

experts who through some curious accident, have managed to get into

the upper legislative house of this more or less intelligent Republic.

Opinion may justifiably differ with regard to the necessity for the

existence of greater lighter-than-air facilities, as far as war needs

go, but lighter-than-air is a vastly important branch of aeronautics,

none the less, and one in which the United States cannot afford to

lag behind the world.

(Continued on next page)
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The AEROMARINE KLEMM
Light Plane

is well known throughout the world for

Safety — Economy — Simplicity

1. Equipped with either a 20

or 40 h.p. engine.

2. Two seats — dual control.

3. Landing speed, 20 m.p.h.

4. Takeoff in 150 ft.

5. High speed, 80 m.p.h.

6. Minimum storage space re-

quired— foolproof detach-

able wings.

7. Available with either wheels

or floats.

Desirable sales terri-

tory available for dis-

tributors having well

organized flying

schools and facilities

for demonstrating.

Aeromarine Klemm Corp.
Factory:

Keyport, N. J.

New York Office

Paramount Bldg.,

Broadway at 43d St.

GET INTO AVIATION

AVIATION is booming and offers

big opportunities for trained

men.

We will train you while you con-

tinue your present work.

Our school is located in the heart

of New York City, 12,500 feet of light,

well ventilated floor space.

Classes afternoon and evening.

Licensed Transport Pilots, Me-
chanics and Riggers will be your in-

structors. All are men of Army and
Navy Air Service training.

You learn by actual work upon air-

planes and motors.

Training covers all branches of

Airplane construction—Motors—In-

struments—Theory—Metals—Weld-
ing— Fabricating— Doping— Aerial

Photography—Parachutes'—Meteor-
ology. Basic lectures in Aeronautical
Engineering.

Opportunity awaits those who are

prepared. PREPARE NOW!
Complete Course covers period of

two months.

Cost of Course $100. Easy pay-
ments. Write, phone or call for

particulars.

Vanderbilt 9449

United Aviation Schools, Inc.

Executive offices 522 Fifth Ave. School 627-641 W. 43rd St., N. Y. C.
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HERE YOU ARE
Just What You've Been Wanting

THE NEW "LINDY"

SOU-UEN-AIR

LOG
BOOK

for

the

Airplane Passenger
Just the thing in which to keep a record of your

first thrilling flights. Space for photos of the first

planes in which you ride—blank logs for 2 5 flights,

showing dates, places, altitudes, speeds, names of

other passengers and pilot.

Read the Story of

HENRY FORD'S FIRST FLIGHT

with

COL. CHARLES A. LINDBERGH
and Other Famous First Flights of

History

KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR FLIGHTS *

Every pilot keeps a record of every flight he makes. But un-

til now there has been no convenient way for the passenger

to keep a record of his flights. Now here is a dandy little

log book in which there is space for all the interesting things

you will want to remember and refer to in all the years later.

Just the thing to show your friends. And they will want

them too. 32 pages and cover, illustrated, now only 3 5c.

each, three for $1.00.

FIRST EDITION NEARLY SOLD OUT. Everybody wants

them—get yours today. Remit by money order, stamps or

dollar bills.

AIRPLANE DEALERS AND OPERATORS
Don't overlook this opportunity. Greatest good -will

builder in the world. Sell them to every passenger

and they will bring you both repeat and new busi-

ness. Also good advertising medium. Liberal dis-

counts on quantities. Ask for sample on your letter-

head.

NOW ON SALE AT FORD AIRPORT

C. HARRY NIMS COMPANY
615 Michigan Theatre BIdg.

DETROIT

{Continued from preceding page)

So with the thought of really finding out what lighter-than-air

amounts to in this country the Secretary of War has directed

General Fechet to make a detailed study of the subject and report

upon it. As soon as this study enables him to reach conclusions

Fechet will make recommendations which will undoubtedly be used

to educate the Senate when it reconvenes in Decembes.

It is obviously silly, even ridiculous, for Congress to authorize

the existence of a Department in the Army for which it refuses to

supply maintenance funds, but if any pretense is to be made of

having such a department, no program could be more conservative

and economical than that submitted by the Army Air Corps. There-

fore the small amount requested should have been given or the

whole thing crossed out.

If the Army is to be virtually excluded from lighter-than-air

effort, as the reduction of its appropriation to $13,000 would indi-

cate that the Senate thinks it should be, then a law should be

enacted so that the whole thing may be turned over to the Navy,

where Willful Wilbur, champion cabinet curio and Steel Trust

darling, may play with it. We suggest this, as a matter of fact,

for balloons of tissue paper once delighted our own boyhood on

Fourth of July evenings. Willful Wilbur is an artist in the use

of FaPer . s0 he could make the bags, which his Admirals could never

foilingly supply exceedingly hot air with which to inflate them, thus

saving the taxpayer all cost of gas, helium or otherwise.

A reading of the hearings discloses the fact that Senator Dineeu

nf Illinois was not on the job and looking after the interests of his

own State, wherein Scott Field is located, but inasmuch as he was

in the midst of a campaign to beat "Big Bill" Thompson, of

Chicago (certainly a legitimate work of national defense) we can't

criticise him too severely. So the Senate as a whole must bear the

blame.

An examination of the amounts requested shows that the Senate

actually appropriated exactly what was asked for 2 balloons 50,000

cubic feet capacity at $6500 each. A $13,000 lighter-than-air pro-

gram and this is the United States where we are going to spend

eight to ten millions of dollars before November 6th to elect a

President

!

MY AERIAL VACATION
(Continued from page 222)

oldest daughter has a bosom friend in central Illinois and all

the boys want to see some Indians. We put a red ring around each

choice, and by the time we were through the map looked as if it had

measles.

I called a halt. "We can't go to all these places," I said. "To do

so we should have to spend about six months on the train, and you

know that time-tables give me a headache. I think we had better go

to Cape May after all."

"Wait a minute," cried the Head of the Family. "I have an idea.

You're in the aviation business, aren't you ?" I wriggled a little

uneasily and admitted tint maybe I was. "Then," said she trium-

phantly, "we'll go by airplane."

"We have no airplane," I protested feebly. "We'll buy one," said

She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed, "and at the end of the trip we'll trade

it in for that touring car you've been promising me for the last five

years. And since you are so well known in the flying business, I'm

quite sure you can get all the gas and oil you want free. Look at

Lindbergh,—I bet he never pays for gasoline. The trip won't hardly

cost us a cent, and we can gc everywhere we want."

I struggled, but it was* no use. The boys were already outside,

telling the neighbours that their daddy was going to buy an airplane.

My wife was writing to her aunt in St. Louis, and the girls were

calling all their friends on the telephone and telling the news. The

Rose family was going to buy an airplane and make a National En-

durance Tour by air.

At the next session of the convention I reported that the trip was

all off. I had read all the advertisements in Aero Digest, and there

wasn't a plane on the market that would take care of our family on

such a trip. The only possibility was the new British gas bag, which

wasn't ready. We should have to go to Cape May after all.

"Can't you design an airplane?" asked the 19th Amendment.

"I don't know," I modestly replied. "I've never tried."

"Well, you sit right down and try," said she. "We'll make a sketch

(Continued' on next page)
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EDO PONTOONS and the STEARMAN
Riding at a buoy at a Summer Re-
sort, ready to start on a moment's
notice, this Stearman Seaplane
clearly illustrates the advantag-
es of Seaplane operation. Five
minutes in a row boat, or two
minutes in a motor boat take you
from the shore hotel to the Sea-
plane. Untie the mooring rope,,
turn the crank and off you go any-
where within 400 miles radius.

From the same summer resort you
would have to motor an hour to
get to the nearest flying field. An
hour on crowded, dusty roads on
a hot summer day!!! And then
you have to think about the dan-
gers of forced landings, to worry
about the place to land, to worry
about getting to your destination
from the place you will land in.

There are no such worries while
flying a Seaplane. There is al-

ways a level surface of water un-
der you, to land in case of engine
trouble. There are plenty of ex-
cellent harbors along Seashores,
on the lakes and on the rivers.
From time eternal people settled
near water, and now most of the
large cities are found to be on
rivers, lakes or Seashore. You
can hardly imagine a Summer Re-
sort without water. And every-
where, where there is water, you
can fly in a Seaplane.

EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
College Point, L. I., N. Y.

STANDARDIZED ALL METAL SEAPLANE FLOATS

NEW YORK STATE'S GREATEST

AIR -MEET and EXPOSITION
OCTOBER 3rd-4th-5th and 6th, 1928

To Be Held at the Dedication and Grand Opening of the

ALBANY MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

ANNOUNCEMENT—
EXHIBIT SPACE FREE
To Manufacturers, Distributors and Dealers

of Planes, Motors, Parts and Accessories

This will be the most pretentious undertaking ever put forth in the State of New York to bring

together the greatest aggregation of well known pilots, commercial and government airplanes, prom-
inent aviation officials and prospective purchasers of airplanes, motors, parts and accessories. This

Air-Meet will excel in the number of airplanes participating in any previous meet ever undertaken

in this part of the country.

The Aircraft Department will be educational in character, and it is planned to show goods
manufactured bv the Aircraft Industry to be used as an advertising medium to secure agencies and
orders in New York and Eastern States and to acquaint the public with different lines of aircraft

manufacture.

CASH PRIZES OF $2,000 TO BE
AWARDED TO PILOTS PARTICIPATING
IN AIR-MEET. For information and entry
blanks write Bob Aldrich, manager of

events, Albany Air-Meet and Exposition, 86
STATE ST., ALBANY, N. Y.

Address Communications to

Albany Air-Meet and Exposition

86 STATE STREET
Suite 52

ALBANY, N. Y.
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BECOME A PILOT

AIRPLANE BUILDER

AERIAL NAVIGAVOR

Aviation Needs

Men for

Big Pay
Positions

RIGHT NOW!

A marked shortage of planes exists today due to a lack

of skilled mechanics and designers to construct and

repair.

Few airports and hangars now have enough competent

licensed mechanics to take care of the present and rapidly

growing demands for repairs.

Big Pay Jobs—Unlimited Opportunities

The new Air Commerce Regulations require Transport

Pilots to pass tests and examinations on airplane and
engine mechanics, meteorology and practical navigation.

Only through training can these subjects be learned.

We have the experts to show you how in a practical

simple way—within a very short time.

Earn While You Learn

You can start on a Home Study Course or come at

once to our large Shops and Hangar in Chicago, the

Aircraft Hub of the Country, Full Time or Spare
Time Plan with Employment Service assistance.

We assure you of the latest modern equipment and
methods of training for either flying, mechanics or navi-

gation on the most reasonable basis consistent with safety.

Send for our book of facts, "The AIRWAY," and be
convinced. A limited number will be distributed FREE
to those writing at once, giving their age, experience,
and qualifications. Be one who cashes in on TODAY'S
BIGGEST OPPORTUNITY.

Department ADS

AVIATION SERVICE

& TRANSPORT, Inc.

203 N. Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

111.

(Continued from preceding page)

of what we want and have the plane built to order. I'm not going to

give up this trip just because you are too obstinate to take a little

trouble over it."

I have always rather fancied myself as an aeronautical designer.

I have, in fact, a number of rather valuable ideas roughly worked

out which I expect to dispose of someday to an enterprising manu-
facturer. There is, for example, the Rose Folding Wing, which can

be folded in flight to cut down air resistance or when landing in a

small field. There is the Rose Square Wheel for undercarriages,

which permits a plane to land safely on a department store roof.

There is the Rose Vertical Skid, which works equally badly in all

directions, and the Rose Reversible Propeller, which permits the ship

to be backed out of the garage. And then there is the Rose Aerial

Brake. I have made a careful study of air hazards, and have dis-

covered that practically all fatal accidents and serious damage are

caused by the fact that airplanes go too fast. So I have worked out

this brake, which is attached to the tail and opens up something like

an umbrella. When I have figured out a way of getting it shut again

it will be practically perfect. Above all there is the Rose Helicopter.

This is based on a new and absolutely exclusive idea of mine that it

would be a splendid thing if an airplane could rise straight off the

ground and come down the same way, gently, of course, and right

side up. Please don't mention it to anybody, since there are still a few

details to be worked out, and I don't want one of these big soulless

corporations to steal my brain-child from me.

So I took rather kindly to my wife's suggestion. I sent one of the

boys up to the nearby airplane factory and borrowed a T-square, a

pencil, some aerodynamics and a handful of dihedrals, and went to

work.

My wife has helped me a great deal. She has selected a name for

the ship. It is to be called the Rosary, which is a nice snappy name,

though in this case it has no religious implications. She has also

decided on a color scheme ; the wings will be old rose, the fuselage

pale blue, and the rudder will brighten everything up with a dash of

cardinal red. The wheel spokes will be beige, the tailskid mauve, and

the struts of the undercarriage nude. The interior will be upholstered

in serviceable mohair, with lace curtains at the windows.

There will be a trailer. We have nine children, five boys and four

girls and if you don't believe it you may count 'em, and there simply

has to be a trailer. I tried to get eleven seats in the cabin, but it

couldn't be done, though I tried pairing them and staggering them

and piling them on top of each other. Between the trailer and the

ship we shall string clothes-lines on which to dry the baby's spare

tires. The boys want to take the dog and the rabbits, so there will

also be a sort of caboose out behind the trailer.

The engineering details are rather ingenious. The motor is out in

front, where the children can't get at it to fool with it. The controls

are at the very rear of the cabin so that there cannot possibly be

anything but rear seat driving. The rudder control is reversible, so

that if one foot gets tired you can switch to the other. The fuselage

construction can be worked out in wood or steel tubing, or embroid-

ered on a sofa-cushion. The aerodynamics are kept under the driv-

er's seat.

We had considerable discussion about baggage space. I felt that

some space should be allowed for gasoline, but my wife insisted that

we should need it all for baggage. As far as I am concerned, bag-

gage is no improvement to a vacation. It is eternally in the way when

you do not want it, and it crawls away and hides the moment you

need a clean handkerchief. Its presence or absence afflicts you

throughout your trip ; it takes toll of your temper and pocketbook at

every hotel, frontier or change of trains, and it runs ahead of you

or behind you with all the perversity of a small dog out for his morn-

ing walk. It is particularly vicious on a sea trip. By the time you

stagger on to the ship, exhausted by your arguments with officials

and from folding and unfolding your passport, you have already

given your trunk up for lost and are contemplating with some satis-

faction the collection of your baggage insurance. It is therefore small

comfort when you crack your shins on it as you enter your cabin and

reach blindly for the electric light switch. By Herculean efforts you

get it under the berth, at which moment you recall that it contains

your field glasses, camera, and birth certificate, and you must there-

fore get it out again, hanging on the ceiling while you unpack. When
you get to Europe you spend most of your time unpacking and re-

(Continued on next page)
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DO NOTINTEKLINK

^DO NOTRUST

GREATER,
MOLDING POWER,

\

w *

KANTLINKS
COST MORE

AIRPLANE manufacturers are
using Kantlinks— the highest

price lock washers made. Leading
manufacturers in other industries

also have tested and adopted Kant-
links.

Although the cost is a little greater
than that of other lock washers—
they are bought with the knowledge
that the quality is the best.

And Kantlinks do not rust— they
are Parkerized.

They give increased holding power.
They do not interlink or tangle.

In the long run Kantlinks— the
highest priced—are the most eco-
nomical and safest to use.

Samples for test will

be sent upon request.

THE NATIONAL LOCK
WASHER COMPANY
Newark, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Sales Offices:
BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, DENVER, DETROIT,
LOS ANGELES, MILWAUKEE, NASHVILLE, NEWARK,
NEW YORK, ST. LOUIS, ST. PAUL, SAN FRANCISCO.

Canada: TORONTO, MONTREAL.

KanTUnK
LOCKWASHERS

Instant World Acclaim Greets

the

Spark Plug jj& which

cannot fail

79,
The world's
altitude and
speed records

were recently

made with
the help ofthe
neiv Cham-
pion Avia-
tion Spark

Plugs.

^£)ager demandfrom America and Europefor
Champion Aviation Spark Plug which has rev-

olutionized performance and dependability.

ALREADY, the new Champion Aviation Spark
*, Plug has conclusively demonstrated that in

sheer dependability it has no equal.

The Champion Aviation Spark Plug is entirely

new. New in principle. New in design.

Champion has given to aviation the first spark
plug specially designed for the distinct type of
service demanded by aircraft engines.

The Champion Aviation Spark Plug embodies a

dual insulator of exclusive Champion sillimanite.

The primary "dome" insulator protects the secon-

dary insulator, while a cooling area separates them.

The entire structure is so designed that the insu-

lators cannot he broken in such a way as to interfere

with engine operation.

Two years of extreme tests and exhaustive research

preceded the recent introduction of the Cham-
pion Aviation Spark Plug. Today hundreds of
aviators have proven in tests of every extremity,

the revolutionary character of Champion Aviation

Spark Plugs.

Write for descriptive folder

Champion
Spav1Q?lugs

TOLEDO, OHIO
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Are You In a

Fog
About Aviation?

Thousands of young men and wo-
men have already taken this first step

of enrolling in the ASPA Home Study

in Aviation.

This course is based upon authorita-

tive study of aeronautics and actual

flying experience. It consists of a his-

tory of aviation; a non-technical dis-

cussion of the various types of balloons,

dirigibles and planes; an outline of the

science of flight; instruction in the de-

sign of airplanes and motors; together

with blueprint of model airplane; and

a list of questions to be answered by
the student.

Endorsed by Leading Airmen and Students

Among those who have testified to the excellence of

the ASPA Home Study Course arc many of America's

leading airmen and leading students of aviation.

Professor Alexander Klemin, Daniel Guggenheim

School of Aeronautics, says: "I have now had "an op-

portunity of looking through the ASPA Home Study

Course in Aviation. It is clear, sound and well pre-

pared, and an excellent introduction to practical avia-

tion."

Col. Harold E. Hartney, American "Ace", says: "I

must congratulate you on your Home Study in Avia-

tion. It gives an excellent basis for anyone contemplat-

ing either the business of aeronautics or military service

in the field."

Floyd J. Logan, Aviation Jobber, Cleveland, writes:

"Your Course gives to the layman, in simple language,

answers to questions which exist in the minds of be-

ginners."

Lt. Leigh Wade, Round-the-World Flier, says: "Your
Course is a wonderful exposition of the fundamentals
of aeronautics. I can readily recommend it to those

seeking authentic information."

1

THE PRICE OF THE COMPLETE COURSE
Send check, money order, or write for informa- ^
tion. Many schools, clubs and operators are \
using this course as their primary instruction. '

Special prices to manufacturers, operators, clubs
and schools.

Grasp the Opportunity While it is Here

Mail the Coupon TODAY

1

American Society for the Promotion of Aviation,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Secretary: Enclosed find one dollar. Please send me
the ASPA Home Study in Aviation.

Name

Street

City . State

A Non-Profit Organization

{Continued from preceding page)

packing it, and when you get back the customs inspectors throw it

all over the dock, and altogether it puts a blight on your whole trip.

However, my wife had her way, with that gentle persistance which

won her to me in the first place, and I put in a sort of attic, with

coathangers and hooks and a cedar chest for blankets and the child-

ren's winter coats. In return she allowed me space for a small buffet,

in case we should happen to be flying over Canada or Mexico and

should want to observe the customs of the country.

There was quite an argument about my camera. I was willing to

leave the camera at home, since I have had experience in travelling

with a camera. If you want to learn something about the force of

gravity and the indestructibility of matter, take a camera with you on

your next trip around the world. Don't take one of those vest-pocket

machines which make your vest look like the Rocky Mountains

;

take a real one. When you leave home your camera will be little

more than a gesture slung across your shoulder, like your fountain

pen and pocket knife and the travel diary you expect to keep. But

inside of a week it will be a ball and chain. Its weight and bulk

will increase as the square of the distance, and the less you need

it the more obvious it will become. While the other members of

the party are playing happily around with the beauties of art and

nature, you will be bowed to earth with an encumbrance of ma-

chinery. Your camera will become as useful and convenient as a

third leg, and equally difficult to get rid of. You will be in per-

petual dread of losing it but will have no such luck, particularly

if it is insured. Occasionally you will shoot it off, but the only

people who will get any real satisfaction out of it will be the East-

man Kodak Company, for all your mountains will look like mole-

hills and your buildings like first cousins to the Leaning Tower of

Pisa. You will also attack the other members of your caravan with

it, and promise prints to numerous people that you hope never to

see again. WTien you get home you will have a lot of pictures that

nobody wants to see, and your camera will be hopelessly pickled by

sun, sand and salt water.

I mentioned these points to my wife. ''But," she protested, "you

will want to take some aerial photographs. I think aerial photo-

graphs are too cute for anything."

Well, I have had some experience in taking aerial photographs.

I had borrowed an aerial camera, weighing about a long ton and

decorated like a cookstove with knobs and handles and triggers

and doodads. I wanted to see if it would work. Jim Ray took me
up in a dual-control job, with himself in the front seat so that

he would not see me suffer. Now on all my previous excursions

the -pilot had treated me carefully, taking three miles to turn a

corner and apologizing every time he hit a bump. But I soon dis-

covered that this was a business trip. Jim saw a picture below,

turned the corner on one wing, throttled the motor and flopped the

ship to an angle of sixty degrees too much. I scrambled over to the

other side of the cockpit, having lost my head, my helmet, my sense

of humor and my appetite all at once, and almost parted company

with the camera. Recovering, I shook my head to show I didn't

care for that view, and Jim went zigzagging around looking for

another. Whenever he saw one he would tilt the ship sideways

until I was looking down somebody's chimney, and wave to me to

shoot. At last I gathered myself together and began pulling the

trigger. I had a magazine of twelve plates, which I knew would

be plenty. After I had taken six, I discovered that I had forgotten

to take the slide out, but I didn't mention it at the moment. 1

took it out and went on shooting. I shot a school, I shot a church,

I shot the whole dizzy landscape. Finally I realized that I was

about to shoot my lunch, so I flagged Jim that the day's work was

done and we went home.

Of the six pictures, the first is a very fine study of the lower

right hand wing and part of a strut. The second doesn't show the

strut. The third is blank, but the fourth shows a church and

school all mixed up in a most surprising manner. The fifth is un-

certain, but experts have declared it to be a very fine aerial map

of the battle of Chateau Thierry. The sixth, as far as can be

determined, is a study of a bowl' of vegetable soup.

So I declined to take a camera, and instead we put in a bridge

table and a cocktail shaker .

The best part of my design was the instrument board. In addi-

tion to the regular instruments it shows a can-opener, bottle-opener,

(Continued on next page)
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AVIATION INSURANCE

ALL RISKS

In Ail-American Companies

Transportation Insurance Company

of New York

Transportation Indemnity Company

of New York

WM. H. McGEE & CO., INC., Managers

11 South William Street

New York, N. Y.

Applications Sent on Request

o4nd now
THE SUPER PARASOL

To that transport license 200

hours of flying at not more than

$100.

Fly it in a Heath Super Parasol.

Large illustrated folder, 10c.

HEATH AIRPLANE COMPANY
H 1727 Sedgwick Street Chicago, 111.

illinium iniiiiiiiiii i ii

RES.U.S.PAT.OFFICE

Over Half a M'»".« in Use

Aviator's Kit $5.75
Pliers that are "real pals"

UNTIL you actually own this set of pliers you can't

realize how valuable they will be to you in your
work. They'll be "real pals"—good friends—always

ready when you want them—always dependable.
Practically every airplane job that calls for pliers is cov-

ered by these three quality tools. The number of difficult

jobs they take care of is amazing.
It's a pleasure to use and handle them. Vacuum Grip

Pliers have easy riding joints—keen cutters that stay keen-

—

deeply milled teeth for a sure grip—and other features
that you won't find in ordinary pliers.

They're made for long, hard service. Hammer forged
from special analysis electric furnace tool steel, hardened and
tempered right thru to the core—NOT CASE HARDENED
(surface hardened).

Aviator's Kit, Set of Three Pliers in sub-
stantial leatherette case lined with purple
velvet; your name etched FREE on handle .

of each pair, $5.75. We pay parcel post ,

7"

No. 67. (left) The "Aviator" Light weight, but very power-
ful. Thin nose; side cutters; adjustable slide joint. Length

Price $2.00. No. 196 (center)—Long Reach Needle Nose
for working in close quarters. Side wire cutter;
spring tempered. Length 6V2". Price $1.85. No. 186 '

(right)—Diagonal Cutters; very powerful; many *
vses, such as cotter pins. etc. Length 6". '
Price $1.90. Pliers may be purchased indi- '
vidually if desired. ORDER BY COUPON .—TODAY. '

PURCHASING AGENTS: We
ning tests of No. 67 with si

of other makes. Order a je:
your men to try out. Write
alog of complete line.

nvite run-
•iUr pliers t
' pairs for /
,s for Cat. ' c

/$>
FORGED STEEL PRODUCTS CO. /J* >,<

NEWPORT, PENNA. /

/

h o 1 a s-

rfarshall

DISTRIBUTORS; N i

Beazley Airplane Co.,
Mo.; Air Associates, Inc.,

Garden City, N. Y.; John-
son Airplane Supply *

Co., Dayton, Ohio. ^

'A

'M
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THE NATIONAL

AIR PAGEANT ASSOCIATION

has full equipment for the success-

ful dedication of airports and air

meets in general.

If you are planning an Air Meet,

wire or write to the National Air

Pageant Ass'n, Box 85, East Bos-

ton, Mass., for complete data.

Our entire equipment is for rent

for Air Meet purposes. We have

3000 feet of tent wall, public ad-

dress system, trucks, etc.

Your problems will be dealt with

accurately and quickly by com-

municating with us.

THE NATIONAL AIR PAGEANT ASSOCIATION

Box 85, Boston Airport East Boston, Mass.

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD TYPE TURNBUCKLES

Airplane parts of merit

SHACKLES, TURNBUCKLES, CLEVIS ENDS
CLEVIS PINS, AIRCRAFT BOLTS

(milled from bar)

Direct Contractors to United States
Army and Navy and many

airplane manufacturers

STANDARD AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS CO.
Corry, Pennsylvania

(Continued from preceding page)

cigar lighter, corkscrew, intercommunicating telephone, egg-beater,

pencil-sharpener, mirror, and a slot for used safety-razor blades.

There is also one of those useful little tools for taking the stones

out of a horse's hoof, like they have on pocket knives.

I sent my completed design up to the factory, with a request that

they give it their earliest attention and keep the cost down as much
as possible. I said I might be willing to go as high as three thou-

sand dollars, provided that nothing but the best materials and

workmanship were employed. This morning I received a letter,

acknowledging my order of the inst, and stating that they were

unable to guarantee delivery before March 1, 1929, but would posi-

tively have the ship finished by that time.

But I ask you—what sort of a time is that to take a vacation?

We have had another family conference about it, and we are going

down to Cape May tomorrow morning at 4:15, eastern standard

time.

THE FLIGHT FROM ITALY TO BRAZIL

(Continued from page 237)

This was at 3 o'clock in the afternoon and they were flying at

12,000 feet. The first land they saw they learned later was Cape

Rocco. They came down for a better look but clouds were gathering

and when they flew over the land it was completely covered. They

proceeded down the coast toward Bahia by compass hoping to stretch

their already record breaking flight to Rio de Janeiro. The weather

however, grew steadily worse and after flying for an hour and

twenty minutes without a chance to take their drift or get a bearing

from the coast buried in fog and clouds they decided to turn back

and seek a landing at Port Natal where last January the Frenchmen,

Costes and Lebrix, landed under much th^ same weather conditions.

Gradually they worked their way through the clouds and feeling

their way they found Port Natal but were unable to locate the land-

ing field which lies behind treacherous hills some fifteen miles to the

southeast of Port Natal. Their fuel supply nearly exhausted they

realized that something must be done and that quickly. Near the

little fishing village of Touros they were cruising along slowly at

300 feet and sighting a sandy pit they came down. The wheels

sank in the soft sand after a short roll damaging the landing gear

and the great flight was over.

They had been in the air approximately fifty-one hours and had

completed a flight of 4,448.82 miles according to U. S. naval compu-

tations basing the figure on the straight airline distance from Rome.

Actually they flew 5,024 according to their route through Gibraltar

and over the Cape Verde Islands.

The world's distance record, made by Clarence D. Chamberlin and

Charles A. Levine in their flight to Eisleben, Germany, from Roose-

velt Field, L. L, a year ago, was 3,911 miles, on the straight airline.

They too actually flew much further, forced to deviate from their

set course by bad weather.

Ferrarin and del Prete have long been classed with Major Mario

de Bernardi, Schneider cup winner and world's speed champion, and

Commander >De Pinedo, pioneer Italian transatlantic flier, as mem-
bers of a group of pilots that both during and since the war has kept

Italy among the leaders in aviation. Major del Prete accompanied

De Pinedo on his flight in the Savoia-Marchetti, /Santa Maria, to

Africa and thence across the South Atlantic to Brazil in February,

1927. Their exploit did not end until they had flown back and forth

across the forests and mountains of the Americas and again across

the Atlantic and home by the Azores.

Ferrarin began his career as a pilot of pursuit ships and Caproni

bombers during the war. He was one of the little band of picked

pilots who accompanied D'Annunzio on his famous propaganda

flight over Vienna near the end of the war. In 1920 he made a

10,000-mile flight from Rome to Tokio intending to continue on

across the Pacific. The Italian Air Ministry, however, ordered him
home before he could make that attempt. In 1922 he was the win-

ner of the Aviation Grand Cup of Italy in a 1,250 mile race.

At this writing this team of record breakers is held at Port Natal

pending repairs to their ship.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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WHERE WILL YOU
LEARN TO FLY?

The
PORTERFIELD
Flying School

offers

New American
Eagle Planes

Veteran Instructors

A Modern Factory
As Your Laboratory

Young Man! We challenge you to choose a

career which offers more action, greater ad-

venture, better pay and a more golden future

than Aviation. Qualify now at Porterfield,

where you study airplane construction and

all popular motors in one of America's fore-

most factories. Where you fly in new Amer-
ican Eagles, with competent, experienced pi-

lots. And where you study and associate with

practical men who are leaders in the industry.

Write now for the interesting booklet,

"A Flying Message."

PORTERFIELD FLYING SCHOOL, INC.

2806 East 13th St., Kansas City, Mo.

The Approved Plane

of Today
Dealers will now be appointed in Staten

Island, Westchester, Rockland, Sulli-

van, Ulster, Dutchess, Orange and Put-

nam Counties.

New Planes for Immediate Delivery

New York Aircraft Distributors, Inc.

CURTISS FIELD, GARDEN CITY, L. I., N. Y.

Telephone Garden City 4360

This Lad
is in your keeping

YOU, who employ this fine, upstanding
American lad to fly your 'planes have
shouldered a responsibility.

True, it is his skill that will win through; but it

is your foresight in the matter of providing re-

liable equipment that enables him to devote his

entire attention to flying.

The Boyce MotoMeter, Aviation Type, is a re-

liable motor heat indicator. Regardless of alti-

tude, or of atmospheric conditions, it furnishes the
pilot dependable information on motor perform-
ance.

The motor is the heart of an airplane. Unless
the heart functions smoothly this lad, who is in

your keeping, is "out of luck". Give him reliable

instruments

!

THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, INC.
1 Wilbur Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

The MotoMeter Co. of Canada Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
National Gauge & Equipment Div., La Crosse, Wise.

Boyce MotoMeter,
Aviation Type,
made entirely of

non-ferrous mate-
rials, accurate and
dependable.

BOTCEMtKMH
Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Circular spun eng

y 6pecificati<

' by 8" spun in ilnral

i up to 72 inch diameter.

WeHEREVER engine cowls propeller

noses .... or streamline fairings for landing struts and

wheels are required, the leading aircraft makers turn

to Magosy and Buscher. 9 Our reputation for micro-

meter precision .... and our facilities for handling the

unusually large spinnings required in plane construc-

tion .... place us in an exceptional position

as "aircraft streamline specialists."

Ask us to quote on all spun or hand-hammered

metal work from your blueprints.

TIAGOSY •& 16VSI J1IR
Specialists in Aircraft Streamlines

120 WALKER STREET • NEW YORK CITY

"deserves a place

office in this country
Th<

in every designing

Aircraft Engi:

England

THIS book has been hailed everywhere

as a classic in its field. It is the first

volume of a series on airplane design, and

discusses aerodynamics in detail ;
thorough-

ly ;
authoritatively.

AIRPLANE DESIGN

AERODYNAMICS
by EDWARD P. WARNER
Professor of Aeronautical Engineering, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology: Assistant Sec-

retary of the Navy for Aeronautics. 600 pages,

6 x 9, 333 illustrations, $7.50.

THE book synthesizes and Interprets the prior art

and existing theory and problems bearing upon the

functioning of the modern airplane; It lays a solid

foundation of fundamenials, presented step-by-step, for

those who intend taking up aircraft design, and will

also be of immeasurable value to the practicing aeronau-
tical engineer in need of an authoritative Bummnry for

reference purposes.

Some of the topics discussed
— types of aircraft;
— fluid resistance;
— calculation of downwash;
— slotted wings;
— wind tunnel tests;
— turning without side slip;

— etc., etc.

airplane!

Design !

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.,

370 Seventh Avenue.
New York. N. Y.

Send me a copy of Warner's AERODYNAMICS.
$7.50 on approval. I will either return the book,

postage prepaid. In 10 days or remit for it then.

Name
St. and No
City and State

Position •

Company * "•'•j;

EXAMINATION OF AIRPLANE AND AIRSHIP

(Continued from page 235)

them from competition with the rigid ship in long distance

commercial application.

It is roughly estimated that these 158 rigid airships repre-

sent a construction cost, including fixed equipment, of not

to exceed $75,000,000. This, of course, is exclusive of

shops, hangars, etc. It is boldly estimated that the world

to date, including the enormous and necessarily wasteful

war expenditures and the cost of post-war activities, has

spent a total of $3,500,000,000 for both military and com-

mercial airplanes and fixed equipment. An examination of

governmental budgets will justify this figure.

This explains in part why the development of lighter-

than-air transport is the most neglected engineering art in

the realm of aeronautics today. It has not advanced as

rapidly as heavier-than-air for the simple reason that ap-

proximately for every dollar spent on airships, at least

fifty dollars have been spent on airplanes. As Mr. Charles

Grey, Editor of Aeroplane, London, has aptly put it,

"Airships breed like elephants while airplanes breed like

rabbits."

Certainly the record of progress of the airship would

be entirely different if an equal amount of money had been,

made available for its development.

Of course, the loss of the British R-38 and the Shenan-

doah caused many people to become skeptical in their ap-

praisal of the value of lighter-than-air craft, but they should

be reminded that every great scientific development has

come many times to the cross-roads of doubt where people

have stood unequally divided, most of them wanting to turn

back and few wanting to go ahead.

For those who are skeptical about the future of airships,

let them be reminded that progress is not measured by
present achievement, but is determined by resolution and
provision for improvement.

Many people appear to be impatient with the progress

of rigid airship development. They should be reminded

that the art of design and construction of lighter-than-air

craft has not yet come to its maturity. In almost every

other line of engineering endeavor, the public seldom learns

of the mistakes and the failures. They are thrown into the

waste baskets and the public learns only of the successes.

But in airship development, and airplane, too, for that mat-

ter, it is impossible by the very nature of the product it-

self to conceal from public view even the most insignificant

experiment, and if it is not at once a success, the failure

often receives more public attention than does the success

which may follow immediately after.

Government orders furnish the only present market with

the result that only four rigid airships are under construc-

tion in the world today. One Zeppelin of 3,500,000 cubic

foot displacement is being built in Germany ; two ships of

5,000,000 cubic foot each are under construction in Eng-
land; and in the United States—with all its surplus of

wealth, abundance of labor, available material and engi-

neering skill—only one rigid airship, a metalclad of 200,000
cubic foot displacement, a notable experiment it is true, is

under construction. It is not overlooked that the Con-
gress, which has just adjourned, made an initial appropria-
tion of $1,200,000 for commencing the construction of two
6,000,000 cubic foot ships, but to date no contracts have
been awarded.

This comparative examination inevitably leads to three
conclusions

:

(Continued on next page)
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EDWARDS
INDIVIDUAL

ALL-STEEL
HANGARS

FIREPROOF LIGHTNING PROOF
EASILY ERECTED

STEEL BUILDINGS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING GO.
345-395 Eg^leston Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

For Those Whose "Hobby"
is FL YING

,OME men's "hobby" is golf

—

others', tennis—or motoring—or
hunting. But there is an ever increasing number
of men whose "hobby" is flying—not in a commer-
cial way ; but purely for sport.

For this class of men, the Kreider-Reisner
"Challenger" is the ideal ship. A speedy little bi-

plane, powered by a Curtiss 0X5, it has a high
speed of 102 m.p.h and a landing speed of 39.8 m.p.h.

It is one of the few practical light planes that is.

capable of getting into and out of bumpy, "two-by-
four" fields.

Besides the pilot's single cockpit, there is a two-place
cockpit up forward which accommodates two passengers,
side by side, very comfortably. Entrance is gained to this '

cockpit through a handy door at one side. Luggage com-
partment, draught-proof windshields, and a full set of regu-
lation Department of Commerce instruments are but a few
of the many "Challenger" conveniences.
With a useful load of 811 lbs., its fuel supply is sufficient

for 4 hours cruising.
Your name and address will bring complete specifications

and performance data.

Kreider-Reisner Aircraft Co., Inc.

Hagerstown Maryland

ORDERS for the

month of July,

1928, exceeded by 150%

orders for the corre-

sponding period in 1927.

SUMMER1LL TUBING CO.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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Airplanes - Supplies - Motors
Dandy unused Curtiss JN4D airplane equipped with slight-

ly used OXS motor, $1225, or less motor and motor equip-

ment, $82 5. Slightly used Curtiss JN4D airplane, excellent

condition, $ 1050, or less motor and motor equipment, $700.

Very moderately used Curtiss JN4D, excellent condition,

$825, or less motor and motor equipment, $575. J-l Stand-

ard, unused, less motor and motor equipment, $750. Un-

used J-l Standard, less motor and motor equipment but

converted to receive Hispano motor, $8 50.

JN4D landing gear strut, front, $2; rear, $2.50, or set of

two front and two rear, $8. 26 x 4 dandy, unused tire, $6,

or slightly used, $4. New inner tube, $2.2 5. 26 x 4 wheel,

$8.50. 750 x 125 wheel, $8.50. Dandy unused tire, $10, or

unused passable tire, $6.50. Surplus tube, $1.50, or new

production, $3.2 5. Adapters for installation DH wheels on

JN4D or Standard, $8.50.

Set of three navigation lights, $6.50. Dandy oil or water

temperature gauge with tubing, $5. 120 lb. oil gauge, $1.50.

10 lb. air gauge, $1.50. Climb or banking indicator, $2.50,

or illuminated type, $4.50. Fore and aft inclinometer, $8.50.

Vertical compass, $16.

JN4D or Canuck metal wing skids, $2 pair. Canuck or

JN4D tail skid with shoe assembly, $3. Tail skid (wood),

$1.50. Standard tail skid with shoe, $4. Rotary map case

—rotate as trip progresses, $2.50. Fresh Nitrate dope, 5

gals., $7.50, 25 gals, or more, $1.35; 50 gal. bbl., $62. Dope

thinner, $1.70 per gal. Prices otherwise same as dope. Gov-

ernment Spec, cotton cloth, 50c. sq. yd. 2'/A " scalloped cot-

ton tape, Sc. yd., or $4.50 100 yd. roll.

All parts for JN4D, Canuck, J-l Standard, OX5, OXX6
and many Liberty, Hispano, Clerget, LeRhone, Fiat and Law-

' ranee parts.

Floyd J. Logan Aviation Co.
Oldest established exclusively aeronautical

supply house in America.

716 W. Superior Cleveland, Ohio
Don't miss the National Air Races and Aero-

nautical Exhibition—Los Angeles—Sept. S to 15.

«®t ————

IMPORTANT
HANGAR

INFORMATION for YOU

Get our latest hangar information. New types of
construction, specifications and prices sent on your
request. No obligation. You will be amazed at the
many ESLINE advantages.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
Attractive dealer proposition open to you for first

Hangar in your territory.

ESLINE COMPANY
614 Michigan Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin

ESLINE CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PLEASE SEND LITERATURE AND INFORMATION FOR
HANGAR.

NAME

(Continued from preceding page)

First :—In commercial application, the airplane, large or

small, has comparatively a short range. Physically it is

unsuited to over-seas service. Its use in trans-oceanic fly-

ing is unsafe and should be discouraged.

Second :—'Provided intermediate stops at suitable inter-

vals are available for re-fueling, the large flying boat has

possibilities in over-seas service. However, no matter how
large it may be built, it can never compete successfully with

the rigid airship in economy, comfort and safety.

Third :—The large rigid airship will always be supreme

in long distance heavy cargo transport. It is the most

neglected, yet the most promising mode of transportation

over-seas extant.

Patience and practical engineering, aided by private cap-

ital and government cooperation, will be rewarded with an

advance in the art of immeasurable benefit to mankind.

The airship will eventually bring to each nation a com-

mon economic interest in the prosperity and welfare of

every other nation in the world. This, indeed, is a worthy

mission.

FLYING IN THE NATIONAL AIR TOUR
(Continued from page 231)

it left Dayton for the briny Pacific. Will Johnny Wood
win with Frank Clewers? Charlie Meyers is next. Rid-

ing with him are William Baldwin, of Cincinnati, and Tom
Colby of Detroit—Berry Brothers' aircraft finishes, you

know.

Eddie Stinson and Mrs. Stinson have three charming

gentlemen from Oklahoma in their plane, representing the

Tulsa Junior Chamber of Commerce, sponsors of the Stin-

son entry. They are Lloyd Stone, W. E. Barton and John
C. Day. Randy Page has Otto Leisy and A. S. Christian-

sen of Cleveland with him. They are of the Stewart Air-

craft Company, owners of the plane. George Lowers is

riding with Braun in the third Stinson. Ray Acre, the

Lockheed sales-manager, is in that entry, also Eddie Cooper,

mechanic. Pears has William La Violette as running mate
in the Fairchild. Marion Stirling and Henry Haute of

Detroit are with George Haldeman. Mrs. Qmlie, Beard
and Atkinson are all going it alone.

Ray Collins has done all the refereeing since the Ford
trophy was first put up and has led four fleets of planes

through 25 states over routes totaling more than 15,000

miles, with the loss of only one plane by crack up (in 1925)
and not a single injury to any pilot or passenger. Up many
days at dawn, in order to be off for the next -control in

time to see that all is in readiness there, he has dropped
many a pound and added some gray hairs. He was again

aided this year by Captain Gail Breene, of Wright Field,

Dayton, O., piloting a Curtiss 0-2.

KOCHER HANGARS
ALL Kocher Hangars

easily constructed.

Complete blue prints

and instructions for as-

sembly sent with every

order. Kocher Hangars
are sold at prices you
can afford to pay.

Write today for com-
plete information and

This 13 Just one of the many sizes and styles of prices. YoUrS for the
Kocher Hangars. They are made to suit your , .

requirements. asking.

GEO. T. KOCHER CO.
226 S. JACKSON ST. LIMA, OHIO
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LIBERTY MOTORS

For Aeroplanes and Boats

For Export and Domestic Use

LIBERTY PARTS

The Vimalert Company, Ltd.

807 Garfield Ave. Jersey Chy, N. J., U. S. A.

Recent Triumphs for

B. G. Mica Spark Plugs

The Kingsford-Smith trans-

Pacific flight.

The Curtiss Marine Trophy
Race.

The P. N. 12 Navy plane

endurance and altitude

records.

Capt. George H. Wilkins'

polar flight.

The Dole Honolulu race

won by Col. A. Goebel.

B. G. "HORNET"
MICA SPARK PLUGS

THE B. G. CORPORATION
136 West 52nd Street New York, N. Y.

Contractors to

U. S. Air Service and Aircraft Engine Builders

.lie aemana ior iiy*--^ -as> tor use by com-
muting sportsmen and sightseeing operators
has caused us to devote our entire production
facilities during this summer to aircraft of this

type.

Practically the same ship as the successful Ireland
Amphibian but with certain improvements which puts
the Ireland Flying Boat in a class all by itself. Of
course powered with the dependable Wright Whirl-
wind. Seats five.

Write for complete details

IRELAND AIRCRAFT, Inc.
Curtiss Field, Garden City, N. Y.

Any port in a storm
but . . .

. . . that port may prove a mighty rough landing-place. And
that means a shake-up for you and your passengers—and prob-
ably scratches and bruises to care for.

Here's the best way to prepare for such emergencies—carry
the J & J Aerokit with you!

It's the handiest, most ship-shape outfit you ever saw—you
can stow it away in almost no space at all. Yet it contains
everything needed for the quick treatment of wounds. Band-
ages, aromatic spirits of ammonia, ointment for burns—sixteen
articles in all! And with them, a first aid chart that tells you,
graphically and concisely, just what to do and how to do it,

even in case ol major injuries.

The Aerokit was designed under the supervision of the U. S.

Department of Commerce and approved by it. It meets mini-
mum requirements for three-place planes.
Your airplane supply house sells the Aerokit. Or mail the

coupon with your check for S3—the postman will deliver the
kit to your address.

.. Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick,

New Jersey

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick, N. J. A.D. 8-28

I enclose S3 for a J C; J Aerokit. Please send it to the following address:

Street and No
;

-

City - - State
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A Model Vv i4
Thunderbird

Equipped with an OX5 motor

Write for Particulars

THUNDERBIRD AIRCRAFT, INC.

900 Allen Ave.

Glendale, Calif.

RYAN
CMAHONEY)

<&or

DealerTerrilory Ins
California,WcwIHeYico
Colorado, Wyoming &
Montana. . . address
Western Distributors
for Mahoney Aircraft

Corporation

MUTUAL
AIRCRAFT CORPN
Ibl So.Olive St. los Aneeies,€al.

Say you saw it in

A REAL RELIABILITY TOUR
(Continued from page 229)

er who is also a good sport, came to the rescue. Owning a

n plane, he flew it to Dodd field, offered Meyers the loan of the

ne, and the transfer was quickly made with the aid of the

ght mechanics accompanying the tour. It was a graceful and

tous act, and kept Meyers in the race.

The Lady Pilot

favorite of the tour was Mrs. Phoebe F. Omlie, pilot of one

he Monocoupes. As the only lady pilot on the tour, she got a

jr share of the publicity, but no one begrudged it to her. In

of a run of ill fortune, she held her little plane in its place on

•ruise—the first plane of its size to cross the mountains or stand

laily grind of such a trip.

t Marfa, making her first high altitude landing, she crashed a

el and wing in making a ground loop to avoid a ditch. Jack

nson promptly tendered her his Monocoupe and remained with

lamaged ship until it could be repaired, after which he caught

nd kept the Omlie plane in the tour by checking in at all the

ols.

Mrs. Eddie Stinson was Mrs. Omlie's passenger during the Marfa
misadventure, and proved her confidence in her friend's piloting by

continuing to ride with her. Hence she shared Mrs. Omlie's beach

landing, unscheduled, on the way from San Diego to Los Angeles.

When accessory trouble compelled Mrs. Omlie to make a hurried

larding then, nothing offered but a narrow stretch of sand on the

beach of the broad Pacific. A picture that will always remain with

the passengers of the following planes was of Mrs. Omlie and Mrs.

Stinson, cheerfully waving them on their way as the others circled

and glided down toward the beach to offer encouragement or as-

sistance. Probably every pilot did it, but the lady fixed things and

took the air without help.

Officials and Helpers

The war department and weather bureau cooperated handsomely

with the tour. Captain R. G. Breene and a plane were loaned,

Breene piloting the advance plane that carried Referee Ray Collins

ahead of the tourists, while he himself was a valuable assistant

referee. An army transport piloted by Lieut. Frank B. Tyndall,

with Staff Sergeant John S. Carden as mechanic, was also loaned

to carry officials and news writers with the tour.

A. G. Andrus, weather forecaster, from Hadley Field, was of

much help in gathering weather data for the pilots, who knew daily

before taking off what weather lay before them.

The multitudinous details of tour manager were again in the

hands of Ray Cooper, who had successfully organized the tour and

carried it to an equally successful conclusion.

Harvey Campbell, assistant secretary of the Detroit Board of

Commerce, helped handle the details too, and spread the news at the

various stops of what Detroit is doing for commercial aviation and

why the tour is made and what it stands for.

At San Francisco, half-way point on the cruise, the standing of

the various contestants was as follows

:

1. John P. Wood, Waco 13,407

2. Frank Hawks, trimotor Ford 11,618

3. Randolph Page, Stinson, Jr .' 10,741

4. Charles Meyers, Waco 10,635

5. Eddie Stinson, Stinson-Detroiter 10,473

6. Bruce Braun, Stinson-Detroiter 9,786

7. William Brock, Bellanca 9,502

8. Al Henley, Ryan Brougham 9,326

9. Vance Breese, Ryan Brougham 8,910

10. Robert Cantwell, Lockheed 8,510

11. Louis Meister, Buhl Airsedan 8,469

12. R. W. Pears, Fairchild 7.772

13. J. N. Kelly, Travel Air 7,572

14. George Haldeman, Bellanca 7,475

15. M. V. Aavang, Swallow 6,748

16. Alger Graham, Buhl Airster 6,555

17. David P. Levy, Stearman 6,350

18. Cloyd Clevenger, Eaglerock 5.397

19. Mrs. Phoebe F. Omlie, Monocoupe 4,908

20. M. G. Beard, Waco 4,908

21. E. W. Cleveland, Ryan 3,792

22. 'Dan Robertson, Curtiss-Robin 3,341

(Continued on ttext paye)
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Pinest of Material

Long Wearing Qualities

Ideal Weight of Fabric

Guaranteed "Grade A"

High-Safety Factors

Tensile Strength

Economy in Cost and Maintenance

Xceedingly Popukiar

GUARANTEED
to Exceed Army and Navy
Air Service Specifications

All of the better known airplane manu-
facturers in U. S. use FLIGHTEX

E. S. TWINING& CO.
320 Broadway New York City

ARE YOU A
MANUFACTURING

EXECUTIVE

If you are, there is an unusual open-
ing and a great future for you with one
of the best established aircraft manu-
facturers in America.

The man who will qualify for this
position must be a manufacturing execu-
tive with a thorough knowledge of fac-
tory production methods, the systematic
planning of production control, ability to

work in close co-operation with the cost
accounting department and a proven
ability to handle men. Previous aircraft
experience is not necessary, but a high-
grade mechanical manufacturing experi-
ence is absolutely required. Perhaps a
man whose experience along this line has
been in the automotive industry is the
very individual we want.

If you are capable of filling such a
situation write at once, giving COM -

PLETE DETAILS about yourself and
your experience, together with a late
photograph or snapshot, and state the
lowest salary at which you would wish
us to consider you. Your letter will be
considered confidential.

ADDRESS:
J. T. DOWD

c/o Williams & Cunnyngham
6 N. Michigan Ave., Room 600

Chicago, 111.
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SPECIAL AIRCRAFT MATERIAL
Processed especially for the Aircraft

Industry

Immediate shipment from warehouse stock on

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING
Chrome Molybdenum Spec. S7-180-2A (formerly 10231A)

and

20-30 CARBON SPECIAL PROCESS
Spec. 57-180-1A (formerly 10225)

Hi
Test Reports

showing chemical and physical properies, furnished with

each shipment.

HI
COLD ROLLED STRIP STEEL

Round Edge Flat Wire (Strap SteeO SAE 1025—Quarter
Hard Tempered Spec. 57-136-3.

SYS
IIV a'so carry a comtlete line of Tinned Aircraft H ire, 19 wire
strand. Flexible and' Extra Flexible Control Cable, as well as

CESII'IC special insulated Lighting wire and Ignition Cable.

4545 S. Western
Chicago. 111.

Lafayette S500

E. Monument Ave.
Extended

Day ten. Ohio.
East 150

5001 Bellvne Ave.
Detroit, M'ch.
Whittier 67S0

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA * * AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
lllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllllltlllW

THE SUIT THAT "SUITS" FLYERS
ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR are popular every-

where; worn and recommended by Flyers,

Groundmen, Mechanics, Instructors. Here's

a suit that costs little, but gives much in

wear, style, fit, comfort and quality.

THE FAMOUS "EAGLE"
MODEL

The "Eagle" is a wonderful summerweight
suit. Cool on the ground, warm in the air.

Looks good, feels good—IS GOOD.

ALLOVA
AVIATION SUITS

are made by an old reliable manufacturer

who knows what flyers want.

SPECIAL ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR /" "
FEATURES /

Perfect fit, roomy, full fashioned, f SUIT
covered seams, invisible buttons, J MFG CO
button trouser cuffs, easy a.

catch belt, better materials. ^ Send me

YOU'LL LIKE ALLOVA FLIGHTGEAR /JZV^T,
T*T\ TT> » etc., of the

r K r r Either winS s» ground in- f "Eagle" model
structor or special design > A 1 1 o v a Flightgear

embroidered on pocket, choice of . Please address our
colors, free of charge. Mail the *f nearest office. Dept. S42.

coupon today. f
MOTOR SUIT MFG. CO. / Name

Dept. 542 f
334 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. y
208 West 8th St., Kansas City, Mo.

j
325 S. Market St., Chicago, Illinois

107 N. Austin St., Dallas, Texas | City... State.

Address
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Safer!
—this new

tie rod terminal

Tighten the lock nut as much
as you will—you cannot hurt
the terminal or break the tie

rod. New, stronger, safer,

better. Lock nut screws on to

the terminal instead of on to

the rod, avoiding torsional

and tensile strains, giving

closest thread fit. Write for

detailed information. Mac-
whyte Company, 2907 Four-
teenth Avenue, Kenosha,
Wisconsin.

MAGWHYTE
^treamline and Round Tie Rods

Patent Safe Lock Terminals

o You Need a
Licensed Pilot, Mechanic
or Trained Worker?
OUR FILES can give you exactly the informa-

tion you want about the man you want—his

qualifications, experience, references. We have a

complete record of trained Aviation workers

—

what they specialize in—where and how you can
reach them.

Whether you want a seasoned pilot, an A-l me-
chanic or craftsman—or a general utility man who
is eager to add actual experience to his Aviation
studies, we can put you in touch with him.

The principal difference between our service and
that of the average employment bureau is, that
we make absolutely no charge for it. Neither to
employer nor employee. We're glad to help if we
can—and results for "clients" prove we can

!

With a very substantial saving in time and effort
to them, too. Write us—tell us exactly what kind
of worker you want. We'll show you Action.

Employment Dept.

Aviation Institute of U. S. A.
Walter Hinton, President

1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

( Continued from 1'rcccdiny page)

Howard's Eaglerock and Peck's Travel Air had dropped out.

Aavang succeeded Jay Sadowsky as Swallow pilot at Wichita, and

Lee Schoenhair took Cantwell's place in the cockpit of the Lockheed

when Cantwell was called home by illness of his wife.

Flying the Mountains

It was a fine testimonial to the airworthiness of the planes and

the reliability of the motors that, with the tour two-thirds com-
pleted, the mountains crossed, and the ships headed home on the

final stretches of the 6,300-mile cruise, 23 out of the 25 starters were

still in the race.

The western stretches yielded some of the real thrills of the tour.

Traveling from San Francisco to Portland, for instance, the tour-

ists were fanned by breezes that blew direct from the snow-banks

on the slopes of Mount Shasta, visible for 200 miles of the flight.

It was only a few miles—or so it looked—off our course.

The Columbia gorge offered a patch across the Cascade range for

some of the lower-powered ships, but some, including our trimotor

army plane, flew straight across the mountains, emerging from the

cloud-banks to find Mt. Tacoma towering a mile above them, close

by the course, and a whole range of snow-capped peaks and ridges

in line with it.

While the air-mindedness of various cities visited varied in de-

gree before the tour, there can be no doubt that it was augmented

by the visit of the tourists. Chambers of Commerce and group:>

•:i citizens cooperated in many places in claiming a stop by the

planes and entertaining the visitors. In some cities the reception

was more or less sponsored by public-spirited individuals or business

organizations.

At Indianapolis, for instance, the Marmon Motor Co. and the

Piestolite Company were the entertainers. At Los Angeles, Jack

Maddux of the Maddux Air Lines and his friends took charge and

did a big job. At Froid, the noon stop that broke the hop from
Gieat Falls to Minot, Senator J. W. Schnitzler turned his private

field over to the tourists and was a generous host.

A Flying Rancher

"1 just flew in from my ranch this morning," he told us. "I fly

over it in half an hour every morning and then get on the telephone

and tell my foremen what to do. It used to take me all day with an

automobile." The senator has 8,000 acres in wheat and nobody

knows how many acres besides.

Colonel Paul Henderson, Major "Shorty" Schroeder, Major Reed
Landis and others of the Aero Commission were in charge of the

reception at Chicago.

Landing Fields

Only one or two inadequate landing fields were awaiting the

tourists in more than 30 cities, the improvement in airports over the

years of former tours being very marked.

The Speedway at Indianapolis and the big Lambert Field at St.

Louis need no comment. Springfield, Mo., offered a new municipal

field supported by general taxation. Walter Beech's -Travel Air field

was used at Wichita.

The tour dedicated the new municipal field at Tulsa. Meacham
field at Fort Worth was a well-marked municipal field of 175 acres.

Waco had one. and San Antonio.

An army field at Marfa was used for a noon stop, and everyone

from that part of the world seemed to have driven in to see the

planes. Sometimes it seemed as if the small towns and their hinter-

land were more vividly interested than the big cities.

El Paso is constructing a municipal field. Tucson has one that

aimost blew away the day we were there. Yuma was sandy and

hot and almost spoiled the San Diego reception by driving the boys

into cool and comfortable California an hour ahead of schedule.

Mahoney field was used at San Diego, but the San Diegans say,

"Just wait till you see our new Lindbergh field." They are about

to start raising the tidelands at the end of the bay to a level that

will create one of the finest airports in the country there.

Los Angeles welcomed the tourists on Mines Field, a level tract it

hopes to make a municipal field. It is pretty far out, but seems the

closest tract of size available.

Fresno has a municipal field. So has San Francisco.

Medford, a coast air mail stop, offered the smallest field of the

(Continued on nexf page)
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When Its aquest ion of Han^a^
-^cons ider these,

vital

ppjnjj

HOSEN
by leading manufacturers, because its su-

periority leaves no doubt in the mind of

the designing engineer regarding its quality,

performance and durability.

Pioneers in the production of high grade

shock absorbing cord, this organization is

amply equipped to handle orders on a quan-

tity production basis.

Write for details and prices.

J. W. WOOD ELASTIC WEB CO.
Elastic Webs and Cords

STOUGHTON :-: :-: MASS.

f

Get Into

AVIATION
The Commercial

Aviation Company,
Inc., with shops, fac-

tory, flying field and
actual flying training

give you a chance to

learn all branchei of

aviation WITHOUT
THE BIG DOWN
PAYMENT usually

required.

Register today for your copy of "AIR FACTS"—It I) FREE

COMMERCIAL AVIATION CO.. INC.. 329-31 E. Pershing Rd., Chltag., III.

Gentlemen:
Send me FREE copy of "Air Facta" ainl full Information of yoor "aUay

Payment Plan."

Name
Address

An Airplane of Distinction
To own a U. S. Flier is to enjoy the

comfort and safety of safe flyine. A
willing: and Distinc-

tion and Dependabilty,

$2250 and $6500. Dealerships open.

U. S. Airplane Company
Manufacturers

3 670 Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago, 111.

DaringY)urigMen!

Heejtl^i^*^ ." •—

^

Call to,, ^~'"V

Aviation.
Quickly Train at Home for BIG PAY
Get in on the ground floor now and be one of the pioneers in Aviation. Thrills,

adventure, fame, BIG PAY are offered to red-blooded young men who act at once.

Aviation is growing over 100% each year. Over 50 different trades already represented.

N. A. T. offers you, for the first time, a complete, practical EASY-TO-GRASP
Course in Aviation fundamentals—at a new loir price. You receive the basic training

necessary to qualify for Pilot, Designer, Mechanician, Inspector or any position in

Aviation. Included are Motors, Wings, Assembly, Construction, Design, Meteorology,
Navigation, Nomenclature, Theory of Handling Ship in Air and on ground and 1000

other fascinating subjects. Lessons profusely illustrated with charts, diagrams, plans,

etc., so you can quickly grasp each subject. You receive experience of famous pilots,

technicians, shop experts and designers. Endorsed by experts. No previous mechanical
knowledge necessary. Learn at home in spare time. Diploma on graduation.

\t . up—with valuable openings for high priced, skilled men.

iNOW Oent We render free Employment Service. The big money-the
fame and glory—are coming to those who get it NOW.

rlvllli VfiM today for your FREE copy of "Aviation", telling

NATIONAL AVIATION TRAINING
1031 So. Broadway, Dept. AD-4, Los Angeles, Calif.

NATIONAL AVIATION TRAINING,
1031 So. Broadway, Dept. AD-4, Los Angeles, Calif.

ion," telling quickest, least expensive ISend me FREE copy of
ay to get into Aviation.

Nat,

City

Addres

State
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Ultimate Performance and Beauty

in a Light Commercial Plane

Reflecting theVogue ofTomorrow

THE MONARCH
Three place light commercial plane powered with Cur-

tiss 0X5 motor, or any other motor up to 150 H.P.

Only experienced mechanics employed assuring highest

quality.

$2,250 without motor and prop.

Write or wire for further information.

Monarch Aircraft Company
94 Ogden Avenue, Riverside, Illinois

Several attractive propositions are open to reliable

butors and dealers. Write at once, stating

Is. * I
1 -VU

fT Sevei

\\ distri

11 detail ]

FOR THE SMALL PLANE
THE NEW SERIES

ANZANI
AIRPLANE
E N O I N E
RADIAL . AIR COOLED

BROWNBACK MOTOR LABORATORIES, Inc., Sole Representatives
D-1038, Graybar Building — New York

Special Distributors: C. C. Ludlow, Los Angeles; Ericson Aircrift Ltd., Toronto

(Continued from previous page)

lot, and it was rough too. The citizens invited criticism, however,

for they have a campaign on for a municipal field, a much better

one.

Portland has one of the best of the municipal fields, on Swan

island, fairly close to the loop. Tacoma's Speedway .makes a big

one, Spokane is well provided, Missoula has a municipal field, and

Vance Field at Great Falls was typical of a live, air-minded city.

Froid has been mentioned.

Minot and the North Dakotans are becoming quite air-minded,

Fargo also having a fair city field. The big one at St. Paul, on

the level river lowlands, is well known.

Wausaw, Wis., bulges with enthusiasm, and wants an air mayor.

It will pay a salary of $1,000 and confer that title on the tour pilot

who makes the most flights and landings while on the cruise.

Milwaukee's county airport was the tour's landing place, followed

by the municipal field at Chicago, where the lake front, close-to-

the-loop airport is still being debated.

Battle Creek has just been given a municipal field by the Kellogg

interests. First and last, there was the Ford airport at Dearborn,

fitting starting-place and goal of the Fourth National Air Tour.

The Women Organize

Gradually, as last year, our feminine passenger list grew, until

it included Mrs. Ray Cooper, Mrs. Eddie Stinson, Mrs. Edward
Srhlee, Mrs. Bill Brock, Mrs. Frank Hawks, Mrs. Bert Hull, Mrs.

Cioyd Clevinger and other charming fares, not forgetting either

Mrs. Phoebe F. Omlie, our one and only woman tour pilot.

Mrs. Cooper signed every one of them and initiated them into the

Women's Aeronautic Association, recently formed in Detroit, to

bring together woman pilots and plane owners and student pilots,

wives of owners and pilots, and all women directly interested in pro-

moting aviation.

Mrs. Orra Heald Blackmore of Detroit is president of the associ-

ation, Mrs. Cooper is its secretary, Mrs. VVm. B. Hall of Detroit is

its treasurer, Mrs. James V. Piersol of Detroit is chairman of its

publicity committee, Mrs. Clark B. Hyatt, chairman of the mem-
bership committee, and among its directors are Miss Olive Dana

Mayo, Mrs. Stanley Knauss, and Mrs. Harry Graham.

It proposes to spread among the women the news that flying is

not as dangerous as many of them have believed it, and remove

some of the pressure which now prevents many husbands from fly-

ing. If it isn't a national organization of large membership at an

early day the hopes and plans of its founders will have gone awry.

Seeing Peaks from the Skies

As I look back over the Tour I believe the jump from Tacoma to

Spokane will stand out as the most memorable. The competing planes

in the Tour, in deference to the lower-powered and single-motored

contestants, were routed via Vancouver and the Columbia river gorge,

but Lieut. Tyndall chose to take the tri-motored Fokker and his load

of newspaper men directly over the mountains, whose upper levels

were enveloped in clouds on that particular day.

We left the scene of enchantment with regret but, alas, our three

faithful motors were taking us out of this upper fairyland at a hun-

dred miles an hour.

BURGESS DRY CELL
BATTERIES

Flashlight, Radio, Ignition

andfor low voltage lighting

Uniformity insured by
scientific precision in

manufacture. Longer
life assured by Chrome,
which guards power
when the Burgess Bat-

tery is not in use.

BATTERY COMPANY
General Sales Offices: Chicago
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES!! §

LOW PRICES!!
|

£j
Flying instruction if desired, $100 extra.

^ Three-seater, steel fuselage, adjustable tail plane, split type £
y steel landing gear, with NEW Hilift wings, less motor, $119 5. \F

O Three-seater, shortened and widened, practically new JN4C ^
with NEW Hilift wings, less motor, $1095.

% Three-seater, 3 6 foot span wings, newly covered, underslung Np

I* radiator, steel tube engine mount, complete with 100 H.P. o
& motor, $1095. (L

£ Can furnish NEW OX5's with above, also used or rebuilt air J
f or water cooled 90-100 H.P. motors, *1

t$J We build New Production Hilift Wings for any ship. 7S?

s ALLISON AIRPLANE CO. X

3j 4th & Perry, Lawrence, Kansas «
-f^> KTjTtJ =*^V ^T»> =^V? W^jiVJ

YOU WILL BE SAYING THIS ABOUT

™£N™ITANDARD
(g-d-24) 5 Place

YEARS FROM NOW
STURDY DEPENDABLE

PATERSON ^ATES ~ NEW JERSEY

AIRCRAFT CORP.

ANNOUNCING
EARL S. DAUGHERTY

California Agent

LAIRD AIRPLANES
Built by

E. M. LAIRD AIRPLANE CO.
CHICAGO

A custom built job for the man who wants the best.

EARL S. DAUGHERTY
Hangar, Long Beach Municipal Airport.

Mail Address
2495 Pine Avenue, Long Beach, California

HAMILTON AERO MFG. CO.
60 KEEFE AVENUE MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PLYWOOD
FOR

Airplane Construction
U. S. Army and Navy
Specifications GradeA

ANY SIZE UP TO 18' 0" x 6' 4"

NewJerseyVeneer Co.
Paterson, N. J., U. S. A.

Cable Address Veneer, Paterson

Rieker Pitch and Bank Indicator

This instrument was used on
the N. C. Trans-Atlantic

flight, Lindbergh's "Spirit of

St. Louis," Wilkens' North
Pole plane, etc.

Standard equipment for years on Government
aircraft. Made to U. S. Air Service specification.

Fully illuminated for night flying, $3 0.

Illustrated booklet on Rieker Navigating In-

struments for aircraft, showing our line, sent on
request.

RIEKER INSTRUMENT CO.
1919 Fairmount Ave., Phila., Pa.

"Taylor Chummy'
Two place, side by side; dual controls.

STURDY — ECONOMICAL — COMFORTABLE —
Attractive territory open.

TAYLOR BROTHERS AIRCRAFT CORP.
Rochester, N. Y.

AVIATION EMBLEMS
Johnson Company — originators

Flying Schools, Clubs, Army, Navy, Manufacturers.
Souvenirs for Airport Openings.

Groundman or Mechanic Civilian Flyer

Made of silver or gold front (Actual size sho
Price, $1.00 each, mailed anywhere. Identifica

above.) Pins or lapeli.

i Wristlets, $2.50.

JOHNSON COMPANY
352 WEST 13th ST., "WING BUILDING," NEW YORK

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE E
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A COMPLETE AERONAUTICAL LIBRARY
AIR SERVICE

AIR SERVICE, A..E. F. H. A. Toulmin, fr $«

FIGHTING THE FLYING CIRCUS. Capt. "Eddie"

Rlckenbacker *'•"

HIGH ADVENTURE. /. N. Hall $2.50

THE LAFAYETTE FLYING CORPS. /. N. Hall and

C. B. Nordhog (in two volumes) $15

NOCTURNE MILITAIRE. Elliott Win S/>rintj $2.50

OUR AIR FORCE. Col. William Mitchell $3

WINGED DEFENSE. Col. William Mitchell $2.50

THE WORLD'S WINGS. W. fegerson Davit . . . $2.50

AIRSHIPS

AEROSTATICS. £. P. Warner $5.25

AIRSHIP DESIGN. Charles P. Burgesi J»

BALLOON AND AIRSHIP GASES. C. deP. Chandler

and W. S. Diebl $4

FREE AND CAPTIVE BALLOONS. R. H. Upton and

C. det. Chandler $5

PRESSURE AIRSHIPS. TAos. L. Blakemore and W.
Wattert Pagon $ 8

THE RIGID AIRSHIP. £. H. Lewitt $«.50

SCIENCE OF FLIGHT AND ITS PRACTICAL AP-
/ PLICATION. Capt. P. H. Sumner $4.25

AIRWAYS

AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS. Donald Duke $5

EUROPEAN SKYWAYS. Lowell Thomat $5

HIGHWAYS AND AIRWAYS. Their Relation to Com-
merce and National Defence. W. lefferton Dji-ii $1

INDIAN AIR WAYS. S. H. Smith (in two volume.) $2

MY FLIGHT TO THE CAPE AND BACK. Alan J.

Cobham $1-50

WITH SEAPLANE AND SLEDGE IN THE ARCTIC.
George Binney $6

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

CIVIL AVIATION $2.50

COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT. Lieut.-Col. Ivo

Edward, and P. Ti... $2.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMICS OF AIR
TRANSPORTATION. T. H. Kennedy $2

TRANSPORT AVIATION. Archibald Black $3

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION

ABC OF AVIATION. Capt. V. W. Page $1.25

ABC OF FLIGHT. Laurence Le Page $1.50

AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK. Pred H. tS Henry P. Col-

vim $4-00

AIRPLANE DESIGN—AERODYNAMICS. £. P. War-
ner $7.50

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE. I. B. Rathbun $2.50

AEROPLANE STRUCTURES. A. f. S. Pippard and
Capt. L. Pritchard $7.50

COMPLETE AIRMAN. G. C. Bailey $5

MODERN AIRCRAFT. Major V. W. Page $5

STEEL CONSTRUCTION OF AEROPLANES. H.
Harper $5.10

ENGINEERING

ELEMENTS OF AEROFOIL AND AIRSCREW THE-
ORY. H. Glauert $5.60

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK. Lionel S.

Mark, $<

ENGINES

AEROPLANE ENGINES IN THEORY AND PRAC-
TICE. J. B. Rathbun $2.50

AIRCRAFT ENGINE INSTRUCTOR. A. L. Dyke. $5.00

AIRCRAFT POWER PLANTS. £. T. fones, R. Intley.

P. W. Caldwell and R. P. Robr .$4.25

AIRPLANE ENGINE. L. S. Marti $6

AIRPLANE ENGINE ENCYCLOPEDIA. Glenn D.
Angle $7.50

AUTOMOBILE AND AIRCRAFT ENGINES. A. W.
Judge $8.50

AVIATION CHART. Lt. V. W. Page 30c

AVIATION ENGINES. Lt. V. W. Page .$1.25

ENGINE DYNAMICS AND CRANKSHAFT DESIGN.
Glenn D. Angle $4

TESTING OF HIGH SPEED INTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENGINES. A. W. fudge $7.50

GENERAL
AIRCRAFT IN COMMERCE AND WAR. /. M.

Spaight $2.25

AIR FACTS AND PROBLEMS. Lord Thomson . . $2.50

AIRMEN AND AIRCRAFT. H. H. Arnold $3.50

AVIATION MEDICINE. Louis H. Bauer, M.D...$7.50

BEGINNINGS OF ORGANIZED AIR POWER. /. M.
Spaight $7

BOOK OF THE AEROPLANE. Capt. f. I aitrence
Pritchard $3

ELEMENTARY AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE. /. B.

Hart and W. Laidler $2.50

EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE. Mai. V. W.
Page »2

GODS OF YESTERDAY. lame, Warner Bellab. $2.00

MARVELS OF MODERN MECHANICS. Harold T.
Wilkin, $3

PARACHUTE. Ramon Guthrie $2.00

THE BALLOON BUSTER. Norman S. Hall $2.00

WONDER BOOK OF AIRCRAFT. Harry Golding,
F.R.G.S $2.75

HISTORICAL
AROUND THE WORLD IN TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS.

Linton Wells $3.50

AVIATION IN PEACE AND WAR. Maj. Gen. Sir F.

H. Syke, $3.20

BOYS' BOOK OF AIRMEN. Irving Crump $2

BY AIRPLANE TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE. Wal-
ter Mittelbolzer and Other, 54

CONQUERING THE AIR. Archibald William,. .»2

CONQUEST OF THE AIR. C. L. M. Brou<n $1

FIRST CROSSING OF THE POLAR SEA. Roold
Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsu/ortb $5

THE FIRST WORLD FLIGHT. As related to Lowell
Thomas by the flyers themselves $5

GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON GREAT BRITAIN 1914-
1»18. Capt. Joseph Morri, $4.«5

HEROES OF THE AIR. Chelsea Eraser $2

HISTORY OF AERONAUTICS. £. C. Vivian and
Lt. Col. Lock-wood Marsh $5

INDIA BY AIR. Sir Samuel Hoare $2.50

LAND, SEA AND AIR. Admiral Mark Kerr, R.
N $7.50

RECORD FLIGHTS. Clarence D. Chamberlin . . . $2.30

SKYWARD. Commander Richard E. Byrd $3.50

THE OLD FLYING DAYS. Major C. C. Turner. $7.50

THE RED KNIGHT OF GERMANY. (The story ot
Baron von Richthofen.) Floyd Gibbons $2.50

"WE". Charles A. Lindbergh 12.50

THE ZEPPELINS. Capt. Ernst Lebmann and Howard
Mingo, 14

MATERIALS

AIRCRAFT AND AUTOMOBILE MATERIALS Of
CONSTRUCTION. VOL. 1. (Ferrom.) A. W.
Judge $7.J»

AIRCRAFT STEELS AND MATERIALS $6.40

MANUFACTURE AND USE OF PLYWOOD AND
GLUE. B. C. Boulton $4

METALLURGY OF ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS. Robert J. Anderson >[•

NON-FERROUS AND ORGANIC MATERIALS VOL.
2. A. W. fudge «7.J«

METEOROLOGY

AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY. W. R. Graff.t2.3t

A CLOUD ATLAS. Alexander Mc Adit $1.3*

CLOUD STUDIES. A. W. Clay Jen, N. A la

MAN AND WEATHER. Alexander McAdtt $1

FORCE OF THE WIND. Herbert Chatl.y n

MILITARY

AIR POWER AND WAR RIGHTS. /. M. Spaight.

llt.Jt

AIR WARFARE. William C. Sherman $4.21

STRATEGY AND TACTICS OF AIR FIGHTING.
Major Oliver Stewart $2.21

MODELS

BOYS' BOOK OF MODEL AEROPLANES. Pranctt A.
Collin, ,]

BEGINNING TO FLY. Merrill Hamburg $2.50

BUILDING AND FLYING MODEL AIRCRAFT. Paul
Edward Garber $2.2)

INSTRUMENTS, NAVIGATION

AERIAL NAVIGATION AND METEOROLOGY.
Capt. Lewi, A. Yancey $2.It

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. H. N. Baton and other
specialist, $5

AIR NAVIGATION NOTES AND EXAMPLES. Capt.
S. P. Card »S.7j

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID VELOCITY AND PUS-
SURE. /. R. Pannell $4

PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL HAZE AND ITS EFFECT ON PHOTOG-
RAPHY FROM THE AIR $2.5*

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. Lt. Dache M. Kami,
A. C |1

AIRPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY. H. E. Ivat $4

POEMS

POETRY OF FLIGHT. S. W. Murray $1

SONGS OF THE AIR. Louit L. da lean .$1.25

WINGED SHIPS. E. D. Booth 11.21

WINGED TRAILS. Louit De Jean $1.5$

PRACTICAL FLYING

AEROBATICS. H. Barber »3.5t

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS. H. Barhsr as. 50

THE AIRPLANE. Prederlck Bedell $3

MODERN FLIGHT. Cloyd P. Clevenger tl

REGULATIONS

LAW OF AVIATION. Rowland W. Pixel »7.$«

LAW OF THE AIR. Carl Zollmann I

J

YEAR BOOKS

ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT 1»27 $12.73

Order oi

Check
AERO DIGEST, 220 W. 42nd

St., New York City
All

Book Piicw
lnclud*

smm
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A portable electric light plant, 25 K.W., direct
driven by four cylinder gasoline engine on
wheels $1,000

A thirty-six inch search light 1,000,000 CP., ad-
justable $1,000

The two outfits above are for an airplane landing field
and will light a small city. Look them over.

"A BIG WINNER"
New completely packed in original cases, observation
balloon outfits. Carry five passengers and pilot five
thousand feet in the air and return in about five
minutes. You can get a dollar a head for them—only
four outfits left. Come here and inspect them.

ROSENFIELO AIRCRAFT CO.
College Park, Maryland

Mail Address P. O. Box 65, Mt. Rainier, Md.

while preparing for college.

Summer School at Williamstoivn, Mass., opens July 6th. Thorough
course in aeronautics and training in flying. Experienced teachers

prepare for all colleges. All sports.

Winter Schools at Pinehurst, N. C, and WMiamstoivn, Mass.,
open Oct. 1st. Fine winter climate. Outdoor sports. Courses in

aeronautics and Business Administration. Junior College courses for

graduates of Preparatory and High Schools. Preparation for college

entrance examinations. Lower School for younger boys. Send for

Booklet.

CAMBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE
and TUTORING SCHOOL

Summer School at Williamstown, Mass.

Winter School at Pinehurst, N. C.

N." Y. Office and Day School at 22 E. 74th St.

DENNISON AIRPORT CORP.
Dennison Airport

Five miles south of Boston Post Office.

SCHOOL OF AVIATION

AGENTS FOR
Fairchild Cabin Monoplanes
Waco 3-Place Biplanes

Monocoupe 2-Passenger Monoplanes

DENNISON AIRPORT ATLANTIC, MASS.

the ideal HANGAR for airplanes

NO
COLUMNS

Arch Roof Construction offers the perfect building for all hangars,
temporary or permanent. It gives perfect light and ventilation
and is the most economical to erect. Spans up to 200 feet and over.

Further information on request.. Our service department will
co-operate with engineers, contractors and all others interested.

ARCH ROOF CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
Engiueert mud Contractors

104 West 42nd St. New York City

AUGUST ONLY
New Curtiss V2 (unassembled motors, less mags, and carb. ) $30
New Gnome motors, complete 25
LeRhone motors (P. O. Ii. Little Rock, Ark.) 100 H.P 51
New Sturtevant motors, less mags, and carb 75
New Renault, 12 cylinder Vee type air-cooled motor 200
Practically new (used only a few hours) 300 H-P- Hispano motor 325
New Liberty motors, complete 500
Used Union motors, complete (six cylinder) 75
Used Green motor, less mags, and lower pan (six cylinder) 50
Used Clerget motor 35

I have a large stock of the following parts for motors very cheap, to close

out the stock of this line of goods. Write for list. Curtiss D 12 parts, Liberty
parts, Packard parts, Mercedes parts Curtiss Yec 2 parts. OXX6 m'agneto
parts, four, six and eight cylinder magnetos, Hispano Model "E", 180 H.P.
parts, OX5 parts. The foil-wing goods o»en tn offer:

Searchlight outfit (consisting of 25 K.W. lighting outfit and 30" searchlight
of 1.000. not candle-power).

Observation balloon outfits, consisting of balloon, winch, cable reel, basket,
spare parts, etc, all new and packed in original cases.
Also the following miscellaneous goods sacrificed:
Radiators, tires, wheels, gas and oil tanks, gun cameras, moving picture

machines, radio outfits, signal lights.
FOR LIBERTY USERS — DURING AUGUST ONLY

One new crankcase; one new crankshaft; one new oil pump; twelve new cyl-

inders; set new main bearings, fitted; twelve connecting rods; set stub tooth
gears; pair exhaust manifolds and propeller hub, less flange and bolts, $200.
The same as above, in used hut good. Liberty parts for $125.

ROSENFIELO AIRCRAFT CO.. College Park, Md.
MAIN ADDRESS P.O. BOX 6^ MT RAINIER. MP.

THE ARROW SPORT
A highly practical, two seater, 60 H.P. air-

plane with a very low landing speed and a

quick take-off. A $500 deposit will assure

early delivery.

Write for our Folder.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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BUY 113 <

$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

DIRECTORY
AIRPLANES

Send for free illustrations and plans of our
wonderful two-place, companion type, small,

high lift wing monoplane, and information on
how to build this ship, and be sure it will fly;

also propeller literature.

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE MANUFACTORY
Seal Beach, California

I A1RPL.AME SPtVUt.E J

Rough Green—Kiln Dried Rough-—Air Dried or Fin-

ished to your sizes. Prompt shipments In carload*

and less than carloads. We supply many #f tba

largest aircraft manufacturers in the United StatW
and Europe.

J. V. G. POSEY & COMPANY
Public Service Bldg. PORTLAND. OREGON

Special Ms tn Airplane Spruce for Fifteen Year*

RADIATORS MADE, REPAIRED AND RE-CORED

All kinds of Sheet Metal and
Hammersmith work.

Our plant is equipped and run by
expert men,

MARTIN TROOP AUTO RADIATOR CO.
1215 BOULEVARD BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY

Paul G. Zimmermann, M.E.
Consulting

Airplane Design and Manufacturing
Organization.

Designer and Constructor of Metal
Aircraft.

22 CLIFF STREET Telephone:
MYSTIC, CONN. Uyslie S14

Brand New

LIBERTY MOTORS & PARTS
GRANT MARINE MOTOR CO.
5625 St. Cl»ir Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

ALL STEEL

INDIVIDUAL HANGARS
For Safey and Convenience

The Successful Portable Hangar

L. G. BRIGHTMIRE CO.
Hangar Dept. Indianapolis, Ind.

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
Recent addition to our largo stock of standard and
utility aircraft materials and motor parts enable us
to give prompt, efficient service.

Send for 1928 catalogue. No. 6. Special quotations
on quantity orders.

MONUMENTAL AIRCRAFT, INC.
339 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

SPECIAL BARGAINS!!
One set Standard .11 clipped wings with ailerons. $100
OX5 propellers, mahogany l>50(io $ 15
New Berling magnetos $ 50
2S H.P. Lawrence propellers $ 15
Hisso or OX,» nose plates $ 2
Jenny landing gear **V" or peach basket. each..$ 1

We build New Production Hilitt W ngs for any ship.

ALLISON AIRPLANE COMPANY
4th & Perry Lawrence. Kansas

MONOID
PARAGON PROPELLER
Distinctly different in construction, proven by every
test te be superior, the Paragon MONOID represents
a marked advancement In propeller development. It

meets the demand for a propeller of light weight
and maximum efficiency and durability. Write for

literature and prices.

PARAGON ENGINEERS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD.

AVIATION EMBLEMS
JOHNSON CO.
—ORIGINATORS

—

NAVY — FLYING SCHOOLS
CLUB EMBLEMS

Write for Catalog "D"
3 52 W. 13th St. "Wing Building" New York, N. Y.

ARMY

SPRUCE
SELECTED CLEAR AIRPLANE STOCK

ALL 8I2ES FOR QUICK SHIPMENT FROM OUR
CHICAGO YARD

PIKE-DIAL LUMBER CO.
Phtne: Canal 0049 2251 So. Lomis. Ch least

STRESS ANALYSIS
AIRCRAFT DESIGN

AIRPORT CONSULTANTS
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
HUGH L. THOMPSON CO.
1306 Waldheim Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

COMPLETE 0X5 PARTS SERVICE
Oversize .ladson Valves

High Compression Pis- New OX 5
tons

Piston Pins and Rings Mac. V/ireS
in sets. &

OX"> Engines—Instruments—Mag. parts.

SPILLANE & CO.
4512 So. Main St. Los Angeles, Calif.

Black «&. Bigelow, Inc.
Air Transport Engineers

55 1 Fifth Avenue, - New York, N. Y.

NEW LIBERTY MOTORS
With all the latest improvements

Can supply from stock

any new "Liberty" parts desired.

Write or wire for prices,

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, INC.
518 WEST 57TH ST. NEW YORK

D Apr ATTVTQ- Used wheels. 900 x 200. rubberDni\UAH>L5.
tQ flt 750 x 125 aluminum

streamline, $2 per pair. 28 x 3 wheels, $4. Wire
hose clamps. $1.50 per 100. Map cases, wooden, $2;
leather, $2.50. Used Liberty safety bells, $2.50. Hel-
mets from $1.35 to $7.50.
Our stocks are constantly changing and being In-
creased with new material. What do you need? Let
us serve you.
Special buy on OX-5 parts. Write for list bargain
price to you. Everything for the pilot and his plane.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS, INC.
T"xns State Bank Bldg. San Antonio, Texas

Inspection Tests Analyses
Microscopic Examinations

Of all materials for airplane construction Advice en
Specifications—Heat TrealnTent. All work In charge
of chemists and metallurgists of recognized experience
in automotive engineering and under supervision »f
Government Inspectors If desired.

NEW YORK TESTING LABORATORIES
30 WASHINGTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

L. R. SEIDELL. Mgr. Director
Member Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce

HAROLD A. DANNE
Aircraft Engineering

41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

Telephone: Cortlandt 2142

BERLING MAGNETOS
Made by

BERLING MAGNETO CO., Inc.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Parts for all types

CRAWFORD AIRPLANE COMPANY
"Masters of the Air"
Largest airplane supply house

in the West
WRITE OR WIRE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS
3 50 Washington Blvd. Venice, Calif.

glourAdvertisement
on page 71 of the July issue

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY
754 LEXINGTON AVE.&ROOKLYN MEW YORK

PHENIX NITRATE CLEAR DOPE
at $1.30 per gal. in your own 50 gaL steel drums.
$1.40 per gal. In 50 gal. wood barrels. $1.40 per
gal. In 30 gal. w*oil barrels. $1.60 per gal la
> gal. baxed cans.
WOOD BARRELS AND CANS INCLUDED AND

NOT RETURNABLE.
Immediate shipment f o. b. factory.

All fresh made from new and high grade materUli.
No war itock or reworked materials.

Phenix Aircraft Products Co., Williamsville, N. T.

AIRCRAFT PARTS
Made te Your Blue Print and Specifications

TANKS AND COWLS—PROPELLER AND WHEEL
STREAMLINE

—S PINNING S

—

RUNNING, LANDING AND FIELD LIGHTS
The National Marine Lamp Company

AIRCRAFT DIVISION
Ferestville Conneetlcut

CYLINDERS
Brand Slightly

New OX 5 Used
$22.50 $16.00

Guaranteed Perfect
F. C. TANK. Box 301, Rhinelander. Wis.

Actual

Membership
ONE dollar Card

AMERICAN AERO ASS'N . Lockoort. 111.

Qlkite^n, yewx (hpu

Save money on aviator s sum-
mer and winter cloUllng. Il-

lustrated catalog mailed free

upon request.
Write Dept. "A".
BECKER'S

159-06 Jamaica Ave.
Jamaica. N Y.

THE DETROIT AERO MOTORS CO.

5055-5059 Townsend Avenue

Detroit, Michigan

One set new D. H. 7i0 x 12 5 wheels, tires,

tubes, including adapters, $45.00 complete.

S*y you saw i» in AERO DIGEST
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RS* DIRECTORY
AEROTECH, Inc.

Aeronautical Engineering Design,
Stress Analysis, Reports, Appraisals.

Complete Testing Facilities.

Moline, Illinois

WIND CONES
Standard size, government specifications, $8.50

First Aid Kits — weight 5 oz.

Airplane spruce and Balsa

AEROTECH, Inc., Moline, Illinois

ARRIGO BALBONI
AIRPLANE SUPPLIES

1543-45 Riverside Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.

Wrecked airplanes bought and Bold. Airplane* and
motor parts of all makes. Slightly used Jenniei
for sale. Complete stock of 0X5 motors.
If it Is anything connected with war-time airplanes,
I HAVE IT. DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE.

$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

PILOT'S LOG BOOK
Sent Free on Request

MILITARY SALES CO.
Aviation Equipment
622 Market St., Phila., Pa.

98

Govt. Surplus
untipped

PROPELLERS

MILITARY SALES CO.
Aviation Equipment
622 MARKET ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

YOU CAN BUILD A SILVER HAWK NO. 1

FOR S275
One-place, semi-low wing monoplane, all steel fuse-
lage, powered with 20 to 40 H.P. : very light and
strong; easy to build and sure to fly.

Reliable blue-prints, including S-page workman's
manual : $7.50
Ask for free information about this ship, or Silver

Hawk No. 2, a two-place, cabin type-
Send for our ' "Designer's Dope Sheet" 50c

SAN DIEGO AIRPLANE CO.
Factory

:

4989 Vista Place, San Diego, California

A two place cabin ship at $985
The ideal plane for club or private owner. Mono-
plane, 30 ft. span, 5 ft. chord, large control Biirfaces.

adjustable stabilizer, steel fuselage, split axle land-
ing gear, dual control if wanted. Use any motor of
70 to 130 H.P. Ship, les3 motor and Instruments,
$985. With new 110-Anzani motor (old type), $1800.
Blue prints, showing complete construction details,

?10. A' strong, well built, dependable ship. Beauty
and performance.

BARNEY SNYDER "Dependable Aircraft"
3432 U n iversity Ave. San Diego. Oalif.

AMATEUR PLANE BUILDERS
Be sure your ship will fly. Barney's Dope Sheet,
price 50c, on aircraft construction gives information
found nowhere else, as correct sizes for wings, wing
loading, fuselage, rudder, fin, stabilizer, flippers,

ailerons, how to balance plane, applies to any 6hlp.
All that's necessary for a successful ship. Blue print
showing construction of open and cabin fuselage $1.00.
Dope Sheet and print for $1.00. We build sieel fusel-
ages, tail groups, wings and wing ribs to order. There
is no higher mark of QUALITY than

"Built by Barney Snyder"
3432 Unlvprsity Ave. SAN DIEGO. CAL.

In these Buyers' Directory pages is

advertised everything for the airplane

—

from a Iockwasher to a complete motor
and ship.

Dealers, supply houses, ji

find these l" advertiscmen
profitable outlet for surplu cks,

FLYING SCHOOL
CALIFORNIA

Pacific
Technical ® University

Offers Home Study courses

In Aeronautical Engineering

LEARN TO FLY IN
San DiegO— Air Capital of the West

T. C. Ryan Flying School

San Mateo San Francisco

Fl-V|

'SPEED" JOHNSON'S
FLYING SCHOOL

ADVANCE TRAINING
IN LATE TYPE SHIPS

PREPARE FOR ALL GOVT. LICENSES.

190th and Main streets

Los Angeles. Calif.

idress
Gardens. C&l.

PITCA1RN AVIATION of

GEORGIA, Inc.

10-HOTJB FLTINQ COURSE, conducted at Candler

Field, Atlanta, Oa., a 4-way fiyine Held. All-year-

r.und school employing modem flylne equipment In-

cluding Plteairn Growings. No liability bond re-

quired.
Write far details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

' $7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

ILLINOIS

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL of AVIATION
HINCKLEY, ILLINOIS

SO miles West Herman J. Neubauer, M.D.
•f Chicagt Executer

Learn to fly at our up-to-date school of aviation.
Tuition $200, or $20 by the hour, payable In advance.
Expert instructors, excellent accommodation. New
ships far training. Distributers ef the Air KlDf,
Tilt King of the Air, $2395. FOB, Lomax, Illlnill.

New ajjd used ships for sale.

Midwest Airways Corporation
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS

One of the oldest schools in Illinois.

Complete flying course on new WACO planet.

Write for booklet
WACO DISTRIBUTORS for ILLINOIS and IOWA

ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY
"SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS"

LEARN TO FLY, with men who know "AVIATION".
We qualify you for Got. License. No bond for sole.

Oar course Includes working in our shep where you
get actual experience In repairing, rebuilding airplanes
and motors. Send for free booklet.

"The WHY'S WHERE'S HOW'S sf LEARNING
AVIATION". Start new.

DEPT. A. 406 WASHINGTON ST.
GARY, INDIANA

INDIANA
.Leans t« flj at the Cross Roads of the Nation with
Instructors who have had 12 years' experience teaching
men ta fly.

HOOSIER AIRPORT
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Distributors for TRAVEL AIR Planes in Illinois.

Indiana, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Flying before the war and still at it.

MASSACHUSETTS

MASSACHUSETTS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
New England Distributors

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK BIPLANES
RYAN MONOPLANES

First class flying and mechanical schooL
Dealers and students wanted in every city

in New England
OFFICE: 1597 MAIN ST.. SUITE 303

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
Flying Fields: AGAWAM CENTER, MASS,

W EST FIELD. MASS.

MASSACHUSETTS

BAY STATE FLYING SERVICE
Distributors for the 1928 American Eagle

and Meteorplanes

Write for our Flying Course data

Box 64 Operating from
East Boston, Mass. Boston Airport.

MICHIGAN

DAVIS 8b FELIX AIRWAYS
at BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

FLYING SCHOOL
and

AIRPLANE TAXI
Students Thoroughly Trained at Nominal

Cost. Write for Full Information.

MISSOURI

Kansas City Flying School
—New 1928 Ships—Master Instructors

—

10-hour Course complete $2(10
15-hour Curse cimplete $275

50-htur Course, complete In every detail, $600
Both Murses Include Salt—Cross Country—spins and
amerflenoy landings. Advanced course in Stunt Work,
1250. We qualify you far Government License.

INDIVIDUAL Instruction. Write for FREE outline
of the courses.

617 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

PORTERFIELD FLYING SCHOOL
Operating in connection with one of America's finest

Aircraft factories. Flight instruction in new Ameri-
can EaKles with experienced pilots. Factory and
field methods, plane construction, rigging and motor
maintenance under competent engineers and builders.

Courses arranged conveniently. Start now. Write
for complete information.

2803 E. I3TH ST. KANSAS CITY, MO.

NEBRASKA

LEARN TO FLY
We own our field—New production E;<g!erotks used
exclusively—Transport pilots to instruct you—$250
for ground and flying course. Additional solo hours
at reasonable cost. No bond required. Write for

details.

STEELE AIRLINES INC.
717 Union State Bank Bldg. Omaha, Neb.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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FLYING SCHOOL
NEW YORK

LEARN TO FLY
Lessons $30 an hour... using new Travel Air Biplanes
—Passenger Hops. $5. Photograplilc Work. Surreys.

Taxi Service. Map Work. Hangar Space Available.

Dealers far Stearman Airplanes

BARRETT AIRWAYS INC.
Bedford Road (Route 22)

ARMONK, NEW YORK
Tel. tUasanMUe 121-1 and 67-P-)

"In The Heart of Westchester County"

Manufacturing and Design Course

$200

so hour's flying
earned in factory

HOGAN-MOYER AIRCRAFT CORP.
226 Wolf St. Syracuse, N. Y.

CURTISS FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Clinton Road Garden City, N. Y.

In 1927 this Company flew more than 365,000

miles, carried 10,700 passengers, and graduated

224 flying students.

Air fleet of sixteen planes; equipment and per-

sonnel licensed by Department of Commerce.

Write for flying School booklet.

SOLO AT LESS EXPENSE

HEMLOCK FLYING SERVICE
HEMLOCK, N. Y.

Transport Pilots—new production ships. Instructions,

$10 per lesson. An average student solos In 18

lessons by our system. Parachute instruction. Board
and room for students at low rates. Write for

reservations.

NORTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

NORTH CAROLINA, Inc.

10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conductel at the
Greensboro Municipal Airport, Friendship, N. C, a
4-way Qylng field operated by tbla company. All-
year-round school employing modern flying equipment
Including Pltcairn Orowlnga. Ne liability bond re-

quired. Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHU ADFI.PHM

pRIDDLf}
AIRMAIL CONTRACTORS

Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio
The school with country- wide reputation.

Complete courses, 6ne ground school, one full

hour of solo. Our graduates really fly.

^fMHfff^ —Distributors— r*'»^"feLB.

Learn Flying Right
America's Largest Strictly Commercial Organisation

High Class
Individual Instruction wltbout Restriction,

Write for further particulars

JOHNSON'S FLYING SERVICE, INC.
DAYTON—OHIO

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
Read "Beginner's Luck", a home study course «f
Instruction written by Lt. H. W. Johnston, Instructor
with three armies and the Air Mall. Fully coders
the basic principles of elementary flying, belled down
so that anyone can understand lt. Other chapters
cover interesting air experiences, opportunitlei , nomen-
clature, cott. and length of time required fer
training, etc.

H. W. Johnston, City Bldg., Fremont, 0.
Send anly $1.00 fer eepy.

$7.50 per insertion. Payable in Advance

PENNSYLVANIA

225 West 57th St. at Broadway. N. Y. C.

FLYING INSTRUCTION ON NEW PLANES
AVIATION !— If 11 is worth learning—Learn It Right.

alify you for all Government Licenses. Come
nd see our school and convince yourself.

PITCAIRN AVIATION
of PENNSYLVANIA, Inc.

10-HOUR FLYING COURSE. 4-way Hying field, at

WUlow Grove. Pa., the largest In the East, In mldat
of Ideal flying country. All-year-round schoaL Mad-
ern frying equipment. Including Pltcalm Orowlnga.
Reasonable board and lodging near field. Ne lia-

bility bond required. Write for illustrated booklet.
LAND TITLE BUILDING. PHILADELPHIA

Wherever There Is

Flying You Will Find
Readers of

AERO DIGEST
The man who is seriously consider-

ing a course cf flight instruction,

whether a substantial business man
or a college student, invariably turns

to AERO DIGEST for complete in-

formation as to how and where to

take up flight training.

This is the type of man who is in

earnest about flying and who even-
tually signs on the dotted line for a

course.

In every flying section of the
United States, AERO DIGEST is

read. Even in California—the point
farthest away from AERO DIGEST
headquarters and a territory that is

covered by specialized local aviation
magazines AERO DIGEST is

the leader.

-Western Cplle#
J> p/Aeronautics

June 12. " E

ur r.B.SsmuelB,

ss.if.ss-- m

» „-„ we remain,
Pa3t

favors, vre

ainoorely

The magazine thai is sold at the
flying field is the one that goes into
the hands of readers who take fly-

ing courses.

The AERO DIGEST Flying
School Directory is divided by States
for the convenience of the reader.
He can find out immediately the lo-

cation of the school nearest his
home. All schools represented here
are first rate, successful organiza-
tions. Their advertising is bringing
new business to them every day.

Let our Copy Department make
up an advertisement for you. Ad-
dress Flying School Directory,
AERO DIGEST.

PENNSYLVANIA

4.LIIlW«Dr»
LUDINGTON PHILADELPHIA

FLYING SERVICE, Inc.
Operators of Philadelphia Airport

FAIRCHILD Distributors WACO
Most completely equipped airpert in Peona.

A 11 Services
Best and quickest repatr facilities in East

CITY OFFICE — 816 Atlantic Bldg., Phila.

PHILADELPHIA AIRCRAFT CO.
Gives the most complete and elaborate course

in aviation, at cost and terms unheard of. Ad-
vertising and passenger carrying. Fast cross-
country transportation at a moment's notice.

Write for particulars.

Flying Field
Doylestown, Pa.

SOUTH CAROLINA

PITCAIRN AVIATION of .

SOUTH CAROLINA, Inc.

10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conducted at the Bpar-
tanburg Municipal Airport, Spartanburg, 8. C, 4-way
flying fleld operated by this company. All-year-round
school employing modern flying equipment. Including
P1t«alrn Orowlnga. No liability band required.

Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA
TENNESSEE

MID-SOUTH AIRWAYS
Incorporated

Distributors for Complete
WACO Airplanes Aerial Service

Field s miles north of Memphis

CAPT. V. C. OMLIE, General Mgr.

P. O. Box 3 05 5 Crosstown Sta., MEMPHIS, TENN.
MID-SOLTH'S LARGEST FLYING SCHOOL

TRAVEL AIR WAYS CO.
Hangar 4. Love Field, Dallas, Texas

TEXAS DISTRIBUTOR
TRAVEL AIR PLANES
Learn to Fly in New Travel Airs

AERIAL TRANSPORTATION
An Attractive Dealer's Proposition

Write for Information

PITCAIRN AVIATION of

VIRGINIA, Inc.
10-HOUR FLYING COURSE, conducted st Rlrbmonrt'i
Municipal Airpert, Fort Lee, Vs.; a 4-way (bill
field operated by this company. All-year-round scaaol

employing modern flying equipment including PlUalro
Orowlnga. No liability bond required.

Write for details.

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON

MAMER FLYING SERVICE, Inc.

Spokane Airport Spokane, Washington

Wt offer you the best in flying training. From ten

to 200 hours. Ships available for solo flying. The
most able instructors. The finest flying field in the

country. Rates very reasonable.

Agents for Buhl and Waco Airplanes,

CASPER coaPORADON WYOMING
By arrangement with Aviation Institute of U. 8. A.,

vre use Lieut. Hinton's course of instruction.

Complete course in primary flight training—1300.

Advanoed training—50 hr. solo and cross-country,

leading to commercial pilot licenses, $"50.

Combined course—$900.

LEARN TO FLY c"

al Aviation School. Write for catalot*

Distributors for Swallow Airplanes

ELLIOT AIR SERVICE LTD.
HAMILTON. ONT.. CAN.

Say you saw it in AERO DIGEST
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
|

"The Clearing House of the Aircraft Industry"

Rate 10c per word; $2.50 minimum. Payable in advance. Replies addressed to Box Numbers forwarded promptly,
j

FOR SALE: J-l Standard with OX-5 engine; factory rebuilt by licensed
mechanic; complete in every detail; perfect condition and subject to license by
Commerce Department. TIPS & SMITH, INC., P. O. Box 153, Houston, Tex.

FOR SALE: 220 H.P. Hisso motor, new, complete, $425; Renault 100 H.P.,
like new, complete, $175; LeRhone, 120 H.P., new, complete, $100; slightly
used, complete, $70; uncovered Canuck surfaces, 2 lower ailerons, 2 steel ele-
vators, 1 rudder, 1 fin, $9. ELMER JOHNSON, Garfield, Minnesota.

WACO 9 WINGS and ailerons. Custom built with steel spar ends required
by Department of Commerce. 18 inch walk on lower wings. Special Waco
repair rib easy to install over top of spars. All wing repair parts in stock.
Prices on request. LUDINGTON PHILADELPHIA FLYING SERVICE,
Philadelphia Airport, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE OR TRADE: 2 Super Standards, 3-place, dual control, OX-5
motor. Ready to fly, $1500. Will give flying instructions. CARY MOTOR CO.,
Cary, 111.

GRADUATE Air Corps Technical School, airplane mechanic, with eighteen
months' experience desires employment with reliable manufacturer or airport.
Experience includes all phases of aircraft maintenance and overhaul except
welding and engine overhaul. Box 678, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: One Sopwith Snip plane, new, with 120 Clerget engine. Also
one extra 130 Clerget and 110 LeRhone with propeller. Will sell all for $1200.
LEO LANGEVIN, 19 Charlotte St., Binghamton, N. Y.

FIVE PASSENGER biplane, with 180 Hisso motor, all in first class shape,
set up ready to fly at Municipal field, Philadelphia. New cost of plane, $11,000;
sale price, $2500. Reed propeller and dual stick control. FRANK MILLS,
Essington, Pa.

SITUATION WANTED: Aircraft engineer, experienced designer (age 30),
available August. Wide knowledge (pilot, designer, technician), many types.
Open to negotiate for responsible post offering scope for creative and executive
ability. English University and aeronautical prize man. Box 669, Aero Digest.

FOR SALE: Two Swallows, powered by Curtiss OX5 motors turning up
1400 R.P.M. on ground. One, $2750; other, specially equipped, compass and air
speed indicator, $2850. Each only two months' old. COMMERCIAL AIRWAYS
CORPORATION, 205 East 22nd Street, Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE: Plans, blueprints, parts complete or knocked down for models
S-4 to S-10 SURFPLANE, fastest thing afloat. Can be driven by automobile,
airplane, motorcycle engines. Manufactured and assembled exclusively by
THE SURFPLANE CO., 169 Avenue S, Brooklyn, N. Y.

YOUNG MAN, age 23, desires position as mechanic's helper on aircraft
engines. Has automobile mechanic's and a little technical experience on air-

craft engines. Willing to gc any place. H. ADAMS, 149 Engert Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE: OX5 Thomas Morse biplane. Large lower wings. Excellent
condition; motor just overhauled and equipped with Miller valve action. Turns
1425. Berling magneto also overhauled. Reasonable price. FRANCIS GLODEN,
Deerfield, Illinois.

ONE LIBERTY Engined Dusting Airplane, practically new. Can be con-
verted to cargo or passenger service. Will sell reasonably, with or without
engine. KEYSTONE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, Bristol, Pa.

ONE PAIR Mahogany Twin Floats, excellent condition. Total displacement,
4390 lbs. Price, $200 (less struts), crated for shipment. KEYSTONE AIR-
CRAFT CORPORATION, Bristol, Pa.

UO Main and Wing Tip Floats, complete, 25 hours. Reasonable. KEYSTONE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, Bristol, Pa.

RENAULTS, 8 cylinder, complete with magnetos and carburetor. $500 each.
Box 680, AERO DIGEST.

CHAMBERLAIN FARMAN sport with Siemens-Halske 5 cylinder radial.

Also Farman, less motor and wing covering. Two Aeromarines, with or with-
out pontoons or landing gear, one with Mercedes 180 h.p., and the other
without motor. One BeUanca sport, dual control, less motor. Complete line

OX-5 parts, discount in quantity lots. AIRPLANE SALES AND SERVICE
CORP., 207 Market St., Newark, N. J.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or unpatented. Write ADAM
FISHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 563 Enright Street. St. Louis. Mo.

PARACHUTES, new and used, for ships of all types, rope ladders for stunt
man, etc- Specify weight. Established 190J. THOMPSON BROS. BALLOON
CO., Aurora, 111.

FOR SALE I HS-2L flying boat in first class condition. Liberty motor in-

stalled with all latest improvements. EDWIN MUSICK, Pan American
Airways, Inc., Key West, Fla.

YCUNG MAN, graduate of American School of Aviation, desires position in

airplane industry. Will consider anything; object — experience. PAUL
SOLMEN, R.F.D. No. 1, Lisbon, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Good Harley twin- with propeller, $40; Henderson four with
propeller, $125; fine Ford conversion, 36 H.P., $125. Jennie wings, wheels, land-
ing gear, fuselage, tail surfaces, cheap. STORMS AVIATION CO., Asheville,
N. C

JN4D SPARES: Complete tail surfaces, fuselage, new landing gear, wings.
Will sell, or trade for tight air cooled motor. What have you? W. W.
JENNINGS, P. O. Box 283, Ceres, California.

$100,000 — Successful business executive wishes to invest one hundred thou-
sand dollars, with or without his services, in aeronautic industry. Must be
with some established company seeking to enlarge. All replies held confidential.
Address Box 683, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: Anzani engine, 45 h.p., 6 cylinder radial, air-cooled with car-
buretor, magneto and hub; used 2 hours, $365. A. ANDREE, 1113 Lake, Oak
Park, 111.

FOR SALE: One new Cirrus, 4-cylinder, air-cooled motor. Cost, $2000.
Will sell for $1,200. We can't use it now that we have adopted the Veils-

motor. ATKINSON AVIATION COMPANY, Gary, Ind.

JUST OUT—Booklet and blue prints on design, construction and operatic*
of small sport planes, includes lessons in flying, ail for $1.00. Chas. E. Russell,
545 Stadium Drive, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

YOUNG MAN, 26, desires position of any kind in aircraft industry. Graduatv
of the Marshall Flying School; 10 hours solo. Willing to do anything for
more experience. Box 681, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: New ten cylinder war production Anzani motor, complete, less
hub, $500 F.O.B. OHIO VALLEY SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, Moundls-
ville, West Va.

FOR SALE: 2 place T. M., new motor. Ship overhauled and recovered, $565.

30 ft. Clark Y wing, complete with tank, new, $210. Fits Crawford or Barney's
S-l monoplanes. New 21 ft. Gottengen 387 wing for sportplane, complete, $138,
F.O.B. City. BARNEY SNYDER, 3432 University Ave., San Diego, Calif.

MONOCOUPE demonstrator, will trade for Waco-10. Monocoupe has but 75

hours. Prefer open type ship. Heath Air Transit & Sales, Elida, Ohio.

WANTED: Engine hubs, all kinds. State condition and prices in
quantities. Aero Parts Co., 1034 Riverside Ave., Baltimore, Md.

ORGANIZING new aircraft corporation to take over established going
concern. Executive positions open to those who can invest substantial amounts
in new corporation, also stock in same available for investment to others.
Those who have funds available for investment in this fast growing business,
address Box 682, AERO DIGEST.

FOR SALE: Used American Eagle Airplane, 1927 model, with OX5 motor.
Excellent condition. Price, $1900; less motor, $1500. AMERICAN EAGLE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, Kansas City, Mb.

FOR SALE: 150 H. P. model A Hispano motor, 50 hours total time, com-
pletely overhauled, block tested, dandy condition, $715. LOGAN AVIATION
CO., 716 W. Superior, Cleveland, Ohio.

LINCOLN PAGE, new OX5, $2600. Another in good condition, $1900 and
one super OXX6 motor, $1700. Act quickly. E. BAUMGARTH, 904 Wrigley
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED: Used OX-5 motors or parts. Also OX-5 crank cases and OXX-6
crank cases. Box 632, AERO DIGEST.

OX5 piston pins, regular or oversizes, 75c; jet wrenches, 25c; exhibition

parachute, $50; new production OX5 propellers, $60; LINEN . COVERS FOR
ANY TYPE AIRPLANE; get prices. Two Standard clipped upper wings and
ailerons, $100; lower, $60; Ash longerons, $3 each; parts for Standard, Canuck,
Jenny, stocked. OSTERGAARD AIRCRAFT, 4309 N. Narragansett, Chicago.

NEW BURD PISTON RINGS, OX5, 10c. each; brand new Hispano Strom-
berg carburetors, complete, $55. New type extra strength ribbed wrist pins

for OX5, $1; for OXX6, $1; for Hispano, $1. New Berling magnetos, $60; gaso-

line level gauges, any depth, $2.50; Dixie converted booster magnetos, $7.50.

AIR TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT, INC., Carle Place, N. Y.

FOR SALE: Anzani, 6 cylinder unused; complete. Automatic intake, $300.

Can be seen on Long Island. Box 684, AERO DIGEST.
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Traveling the country for

lubricating data
The Mobiloil Engineers started their field research

work in 1905. It has continued without interrup-

tion.

Last year the Mobiloil engineers conferred re-

peatedly with the 842 American manufacturers of

gasoline engines, airplanes, cars, trucks and other

automotive units, relative to problems of design

and lubrication.

Their engineering, field and laboratory work is un-

matched in scope and thoroughness by any group
in the industry. This same thoroughness and re-

search have made quality in Mobiloil that is un-

matched in other oils.

With pilots, the world over, this Mobiloil quality

is recognized and respected. It has made Mobiloil

the leading airplane oil.

Col. Lindbergh has used nothing but Mobiloil in his

famous "Spirit of St. Louis." The U. S. Army and

Arthur Goebel's flights to Hawaii last year were

both Mobiloil-lubricated.

You are always sure with Mobiloil. And you are

always sure to find readily available supplies of

Mobiloil. At, or within reasonable distance of, every

flying field in this country or the world, you will

find Mobiloil dealers.

Mobiloil
Look for the red

Gargoyle trade-mark

on the Mobiloil container

The World's Quality Oil

Mobiloil
VACUUM OIL COMPANY



"V^ A F ITH an organization experienced

\k/ in designing and producing Aviation

» " Engine Starters and Generators since

1916—Eclipse has kept pace with the ad-

vancement of aviation every step of the way.

Today the majority of commercial planes

equipped with modern engines use Eclipse

Starting Equipment . . . The rapid strides

towards safety in aviation are reflected in the

reliability of starting afforded by Eclipse

Electric Inertia Starters—absolute one-man

control on the ground or in flight.

A cooperative technical service, supported

by twelve years experience is always avail-

able for use by the industry.

ECLIPSE MACHINE COMPANY
East Orange Plant, East Orange, New Jersey

Flmira, New York Walkerville, Ontario

EGLIPSE
AVIATION STARTERS AND GENERATORS










